


While the Two Dogs are struggling for victory, the cunning Fox hi stealing the Pluck.-,Vhilc JVhigi timl 
Torie.ad contending for power, Foreigners are stealing our Trade-the heart and vitals of our country. 

When the Dogs shall have done fighting, there will be little left t ', 11t for but bare bones. Wlen the 

partie!I !ball have ended their strife, there will be little left but poverty nd di , ffcction. 

NOTICE. 

The chnrnct0r. oi this Paper is indicated by it 

No. 1. 



2 THE STRUGGLE. 

th•y would employ more hands, and be compelled to 12. The land would be freed from the deteriorating 
keep up wages in order to extend their trade, and get influence of monopoly. Instead of absentees, we 

rofit to themselves. should have the owners of the soil; like other capitalists, 
3. With a good foreign trade, the people would get remaining at home improving their property. At pre

employment, and have money to trade with each other. sent they are raised above the necessity of this, by the 
Instead of rvery thing being at a stand, as at present, extravagant rents which the Corn La-ws enable them t 
shoes, hats, clothes, furniture, bedding, books, and a demand. 
great number of useful articlefl, would be wanted, and 13. By thue establishing a beneficial exchange, we 
the home trade would be sure to flourish. The retail should fast recruit our national resources, and hence be 
shops which are now without customers, would then better able to bear the heavy :burden of our national 
have plenty to do. taxation. It is trade that has sustained the national 

4. The repeal of the Corn Laws would lessen the credit; and it is only by freeing it from its shack! s, 
amount of poor's rates. The food of the workhouse that this country can continue to pay the expence of 
people would cost one third less; and the number of government and the national debt. 
out-door paupers would be greatly diminished.- 14. Plenty of work and plenty of food, would e the 
Cheap food and good trade would deprive the New result of a repeal, and these rould l!tamp: the forcul 
Poor Law of its horrors; for able~bodied men would emigration of the people as · ol<l heartul scheme for 
then be able to rely upon their own resources. perpetuating injustic 

5. It would give us access to the markets of the 15. Free trade is the 6.Yc~test gl rantee for the peace 
whole world. The working man could then sell his Ja. of nations. R taliafon f.. llo restriction; but a mu
hour and buy his food at the best market. At present tual and commerciaVmtercourse throughout the world 
he is compelled to buy dear and sell cheap, and the would bo the lik lie3t of all other means for removing 
landowners get all the benefit of the re~triction. or modi( ing err'J,frras n g and prohibitory tariffs, and 

6. Working men would then be better able to stand puttin ...,. all P:.d t o wa(and bloodshed. 
against the competition of machinery. The iron man's 16. In a word, the opening of our ports for all kinds 
meat and drink-his coal and water, are untaxed; they of foreig food would be like two harvests in the year, 
are as cheap as nature can give them: but the meat II fee ing the hungry, clothing the naked, removing pov
nnd drink of the flesh and blood man are taxed 40 per ertJ, driving away disease and premature death. It 
cent. Food, air, and water, the three essential arti le. V't' ould give life and energy to the nation, now tot
of life, should be as plentiful as the God of nature in- tering on the verge of ruin. Thousands of artizans, 
tended them. now walking the streets for want of work, or begging 

7. The British artizan would also stand upon fair a scanty share at the overseers' office, would then :find 
terms with the foreigner. The labour of both has to employment, and regain their standing in society. The 
be sold in the same market. Unless he get his food poor might milk their own cow and feed their own pig 
as cheap as others, he cannot expect to derive the ad- Relieved from the absorbing care of scampering for 
vantages of his superior industry. everv ensuing meal, the parents would have time and 

8. A free trade in Corn would prevent those fluctua- mea~s to pay attention to the moral8 of their chil
tions in the cur_rency which are occasioned by vast dren, and provide for the education of their own offspring. 
quantities of gold being taken to pay for Corn in cases Drooping sick clubs, deserted schools, and defunct 
of emergency. Our corn would then be paid for in institutions would again revive, and a loyal attachme'lt 
manufactured goods, and the gold would be kept at to the land of our birth, would succeed to the strong 
home, to enable our manufacturers to extend their feeling of resentment and disaffection now extensi ely 
trade. cherished in the breasts of an impoverished and injured 

9. It would destroy land monopoly, fod place the people. 
manufacturing interest on an equal footing with the 
agricultural. The landowner would be compelled to 
serve the people with food as cheap as the foreigner, 
and also to give a fair market price in return for the 
goods of his manufacturing neighbour. 

10. It would produce real prosperity to farmers. 
High prices only lead to high rents, and eventually 
ruin this useful class. Rents and taxes would be re
duced; their own living, and the food of their whole 
establishments, would be very much cheaper; ancl their 
&ons, instead of remaining on the sod competing against 
each other, would be induced to embark irr trade. 

WORKING MEN, NOTE THIS! 

The New Orleans' Price Current of the 17th NoT. 
gives the following prices of provision!'! : ·-

Superfine flour .. l4d. ~ lb. 
Best pickled pork 2 ,, 

Lard ......... :3½d. ,p, lb. 
Fresh Butter .. 7 

Best Bacon ..... 2¼ 
Prime Hams .... 3 

Best brn. sugar3 
Best Coffee .... 5½ ., 

11. The agricultural labourer would then get his belly Is IT FAm ?-Thousands of horses have been exported to 
full of good meat. He would then be able to break up France, hut not one cow, ox, bull, sheep, lamb, or pig is allo wed 
a bit of land for himself, and where they are too nume-

1 

to be imported to Old England,_ eith. e_r. from Franc~ or an)'. o hC'r 
rous instead of being tied to the land and remainino- part of the world. Thus the high price of; butchers meat 1s ept 

d • h Id h h '· f · b , p by preventing importation ; and though the artizans of Eng and 
t? . ep~ess w~ges, t ey wou ave a c oice. o engagmg i1:ll to che agriculturalists at a lvw P'"ice the are compelled to a.y 
either m agncultural labour or rnanufactunng emplo)- an e. 0 bit,mt price for ever • thing they eat. 
ment. . . 
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TUM AND BILL. 

"Why, Tum, they eay taey're gooin ,o tek off th' 
korn lowe." 
. " b id true, Blll? I shud like to see id ; monny a oud 

tit ull ged a dubble do!!e o' proYiu. Meal wod'nt then 
be aboon twenty ellillin a looad. Tha mud then rig up 
th' oud swine cooat agean, for they'll be a chance of a 
poor chap feedin a pig.'' 

"That wod be grand, Tum; I used to keep a piO',
but th' last as I hed, I could'nt raise meal to m;k it 
fat, un I soud it to a jobber. Bud if there korn lows 
cum off, I'll hev another pig, if I pinch my bally to 
pay for't." 

"Nubbody is fonder o' keepin hens than ar lads, bud 
we ,imud e~ o off, for we could'nt spare e'en scrapins 
oth podd1sh pon for em ; bud if meal cum to be twelve 
pande for a shillin, I'll have another fling at keepin hens." 

"Bud they say as good new laid eggs '11 be as cheeap 
as thirty for a shillin." 

'' So mich the better ; nub body con manish eggs and 
bak.un better than ar lass un th' childer. They'd be as 
cheeap to us as ony body else ; un they'd slip down ar 
throoats as weel as fine fooak's." 

"Th~'rt reet, Bill, ar Nan cud do wi' a boilt egg in 
a mornm varra weel. Hoo connod tek thick poddish 
they keep cummin up by maoth fulls ; so hoo gets ~ 
s~oa~ o' swattery t~, 'bout o!?er milk or sugar, un a 
bit o dry brecad tot. By Jmg, a good new laid eO'g 
wod help it daan gradely." 

0 

" These ar terrible times, Tum; I wur at th' ware
house yusterday; I'm weavin 40 yards for fourteen 
pence, un they bated me three o'pence · there's no 
suitin th maisters na a days." ' 

" Well, houd up thee hart, lad ; there chaps at Lun
nun '11 be fast soon-they'll be like to mek us a better 
trade, or they'll go toth' pot. When th' korn bil's 
teken o~, we'st hev booath cheeaper scran un moor 
for w~avm. Un I heard ;m sayia, too, as they're abaat 
to brmg ore drooaves o beeas, so as a dacent milkin 
caaw cun be hed for abaat nine pande." 

"That's th' ticket, Bill; slink beef un milk un watter 
mun then go toth' dogs. Kitters '11 be fane o' three
o~ence for t~' b~st milk ; un thoose as bringlil pump 
milk mun drmk 1t thersels. We's then hev saar milk 
as thick as cruds, three querts a penny." 

"Just na, things are so bad, I connod rase moor 
ten a thrippeny sheep's pluck fort' Sunday's dinner•
bud if oud times cums agean, ar Bet un me '11 be heving 
a noshu~ to gooa toth' wide l!!hambels. Poor things ! 
ha ar .~h1lder wod opp~n ther een to sith' fryin pon oth' 
fire wi beef stakes m 1d ! I cud just loike once moor 
to greeas my chops wi' a rasher o' gud beef." 

"I'~ tell tho wod, if e'er this happens, they'll be sich 
a cleermg at my Uncel's as ta nevver see i' thy life." 

"Aye, I no whoo'ad be theer for one· we're sevven 
on us i' one bed-three at top un fore littel uns ud bot
tom ; bud we hevent a mossel o' blankut to cuvver 
us. I geet a pare o' gud kotten sheets froth' charrety 
last yeer, bod one day wen I wur aat o' wark i' sumer 
th' Cf ilder, wur. cry in for breead, un we tuk um to pone: 
un I~ ne er bm abel to looas um. Un ith' same place 

ther's my hall~d~ shert, my fayther•~ cooat, ar Dik's 
tools, un t' ciM~r's things, o fast. Wot a skutterin 
they'll be ud · there shops wen th' korn bil' s teken off!" 

"I've nod dun mich ith' poning wa; bod we'n worn 
evry thin thred hair, un th' childer's o naikt welly . 
As fer clooas fer mysel, I've beg'd em o; I've nod 
spent sixpuns o' mysel for five year, un I've bud hed 
one nu sute sin Nell un me wur teed togethur. Bu 
I'd rig em aat gradeley if I'd th' means, booath wi£ 
un childer, un mysel un o. Un if bally stuf geds 
cheeaper, un traid mends, I beleev I cun manish this " 

" W el dun Bill, we'r gerrin on. Talk abaat five points, 
woy ther's five un twenty points, I cun see we sh u 
gane bey tekkin off th' Breead tacks. I've offen thout 
I cud like a bit o' graand to gro pratos on for t1' 
fammoly, un uther od things; bud ith' cuntry it's 
tekken up wi' big farms, un near th' taan~ it's sich &. 

mikkel of a price, as wen th' muk, th' rent', tythe, un 
th' seed's pade for, ther's nothin left for a chap's own 
labour." 

"Aye, aye, bud we'l kure em uv o this; there land 
fooab ul nod mon-o-polly us mich longer. Wen l!tuf 
geds daan, daan cums rents, un they'l be glad to reet
tale ae weel as hooal-sail ther land. A weaver '11 theD 
ged a bit o' spaid graand, un heth chance as weel a 
uther fooak o' smellin a gud rent dinner." 

"God send this soon, Tum-it's ill wanted. G 
neet, I'm gooin hooam; but wen th' petishun's re d 
to sine I'll sith' ee agean." 

NATIONAL ANTHEM. 

God bles1 our native land, 
May Heaven's protecting hand 

Still guard our shore.-
May PEACE her power extend
For the poor PLENTY send1 
And Britain's power depend 

On WAR NO MORE. 
Through every changing scene, 
0 Lord, preserve the Queen, 
· Long may she reign-
The BREAD TAX to remove, 
With wisdom from above ; 
And in a Nation's love, 

Her throne mantain. 
May just and righteous law• 
Uphold the public cause ; 

And bless our Isle. 
Home of the brave and free, 
The LAND OF LIBERTY 
We pray it still may be, 

With Heaven's smile. 
And not this land alone, 
But be thy mercies known 

From shore to shore. 
Lord ~ake the nations see 
That men should brother'!\ be, 
.And form ONE FAMILY 

The wid~ world o'er. 
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VARIETIES. 

}\'[A "ESTEO, ( near Bridgend. )-I am sorry to say that the greatest 
possible distress prevails in this quarter. Our iron WOl'ks are only 
just hanging on in the hope of better times; but, unless they come 
speedily, the consequences must be fearful, as it is impossi_hle for 
th1J111 to go on losing money continually. It is a fact that yo11 
C'an r<-'ly upon, that the making of the pig iron costs £4 pe-r ton 
""d, melancholy to say, it ia actually sold at the present time for 
£ :,. l\Iol"e than 160 workmen were di11charged from one of our 
wMlits l:nt week, and thus they were thrown upon the wide world 
without money, many without friends, and no prospect of work 
f\ll) where. What an ,-fut state! Is it any wonder that our jails 
ar filled with prison_er1, our parishes 11warming with paupers? 

A HINT YOB TTIE LoYAL AND CRARITABLE.-lt is possible 
tha~ a day of rejoicing for the birth of a Prince will be appointed. 
We trust that a farthing will not be !!pent in festi•ities of any kind. 
This is not tbe season for l'e'falliag,, when millions of fellow-crea
tnres are 9tanmg. Let e-.ery town celebrate this joyous event in 
ur hi•tllry hy raising a subscription for the poor. Let the hearti

tlt'. s of our loyalty b~ measured by the extent of our charity. 
The money raised ghouldbe wholt~ expended in BREAD, and me
n10rials should in e•ery ea11e be p-resented tp the governmant for 
an order in council to permit the flour gi-.en away to be pUl"chaied 
in bond·, free of ·dut-, .-..4114i-Bread '!'az Circular. 

T:aANSPORTA.TIO?f Sc11EM"B.-We 'have observed some ominous 
s:,,.ropton• of a desi"n on the part of the bread taxers to get rid of 
the clamour of a staning people, by ,ending them to our colonies. 
l>eath i1 not doing the work of the bare-bones ministry fast 
l.'nough ; they are determined to l'eeort to the 11econd puni hment in 
the criminal code, by traa1porting a r. w thousands beyond the seas. 
~e hope hat the auffl•r~g paople will he allowed to have a voice 
n the 1eleetlon of these, 10 calle<l emigrants. Why should we 
.ot begin the process of thinning our ranks by shipping off a few 

ci.\rgoes of the bread-taxen to the antipode• ?-Anti-Bread Tu:,: 
Circular. 

STuF:r IS DEAR, so ,aid an old woman who waa returning from 
fho shop. But what kind of 11tuff? Not clog,, or 8hoes, or clo
thing, or furnitw.T'e, or book',. No, these are all cheap, and nearly 
all unsaleable. Js it labm,r that i1 dear? No, this is abu11dant 
in the market, and may he had almoat for old sons11. It is eating 
stt1.ff that is 10 dear, brea<l, beef. buthr, chee,e, and th reallon is, 
that though we have a hungry population., and plenty of chP~p food 
offered for the~ the landowners are determi~d to keep it dear 
by preventing foreign supplie11, in order to ke p up their own rents. 

PovERTY HAilDEl'fs TIIE HE-'RT.-Speaking to a poor man the 
other day, who hitd been just discharged from the workhouse with 
5 children, he observed "children Miep dying in the housP, but 
mine are too hard; I bad not that luck.'• What a dreadful state 
we are req,iced to, when the parents are willing to part with their 
children, and speak of their death as a lucky event I 

AN Hol'fE!IT "MA?f.-l was much interested with the honest re
marks of a sawyer, who called on me one day to ask if it WPre po&
t1ible I could get him a job of any kind. He Ila• 3 small children, 

nd has been without work for 3 months. He said "we have strug
g: ed on as well as we c~n ; we have got a little into debt, and 
p·,rhaps I could get more, but I i:eally do no~ know how to pay; 
I feel so uneasy about it at night that I cannot sleep." 

ExcLU!IIVE1'ESS .-No clan are so fairly entitled to the title of 
'' licensed victuallers" as the landowners. They are licensed by 
the 'llarvation act, to have the exclu ive right to supply victuals to 
the people, and haTing thus secured a monopoly, they keep a\l 
others out of the market, and compel us to take their stuff, bad or 
~ood, at their own price. ,ve trust, however, the trade will soon 
be thrown open. 

Hu1tGER.-" We have not had a bite to-day, and I cannot get 
one as I s~e on," said a poor woman, about three o'clock in the 
afternoon, th".} wife of a poor hal)d loom weaver, and the mother 
of four yonng children. This family belongs ' to a township in the 
Chorlt3y Union. I asked her wky they did not get some assistance 
from the parish. ' They will give us nothing but the workiJ1ouse," 

ns her reply, "we hear such a bad account of it, tllat we would 
·ai •er starve it out than go.'' 

NEVER WELt.-It is truly distressing to find in almo,;t every 
poor family I visit, a i.tate of debilitated health. Though not par
ticularly sick, the individuals neTer seem perfectly wt>ll. What 
a contrast betwixt the children that sue properly fed anrl clothe() , 
cleaned and lodged, and those that are badly fed, thinly cla<l, 
starved in bed, and almost lost in tlie midst of dirt. Many chil
dren suffer Blll~h through the extreme poverty of their parnnts. 

A CASE OP D15TRESs.-I Yisited a distre!!sed family the other 
night, brought to d stitution through the man being out of 1>mploy
ment. As in many other cases, the bailiffs had taken all they ha(l. 
They were living in a damp cellar, with a large collection of stal(
nant water at the door. There was the man, his wife and three 
children, but one stool was their ORl7 furniturP- ; a few crmb of 
bread, which the woman had begged, their only stock of foo,I ; and 
two bundle11 of 1tra\'f on the floor, without a shred of a sheet, 
blanket, or cover, was the only berl for the night. 

" CHEA.P BREAD MEAN'S Low WAGES !"-So say the delusion
ists. If this be true, as hrcad advance in price, yon must look 
for higher wages. Ir cheap bread means low 10ag~,, d,mr brtwl 
must mean high wagu; or all the logfo of the Corn Law advocates 
amounts to nothing. Working men I you can tell us whether 
wages and the landlords' grain advance together? 

"I WANT 4 CnzAP CnEESE," said a country man, upon ent<-r
ing a provision shop. "You must go to Holland for it then," wai 
the reply of the shopkeeper,. "for you cannot ban it in this cofln
try.'' 

A QuERY,-Upwards of 5 millions of quarters of good grnin are 
used every y,ear Jn this country in the manufa,cturing of into'licating 
liquor. How many men, women, and children would this food for 
twelve monthi? Whet.her would it look better in the mash-
tub or the oven ? · 

A CtocoEn complain11 that tliie people are 110 poor thnt they 
cannot even ge.t clogs. Of course nothir.g remain11 to ruh on but 
the bare skin i and, happily for the childreu'a feet, it will la t 
longer than either wood or leather. 

BRAlULIA:,f SUGAR can be bought in Liverpool nt 2f per I ,. 
The extra price is paid to the monopolists and to the go,ernnicut 
for duty. 

PnEsEnTINO FntrxT. -There is perhaps no country where ~n~ar 

I 
is so much needed, and where its consumption, if cheap, would he 
10 large as in England. Fruit growers wouM find an i111•rf'uin i,_; 
demand for all kinds of fruit, and many bu!!hel!! that llOYf ripen and 
rot in orchards and hedge rows, in some part of the country, 'ffo11ld 
be made into preserves, and tl1us turned into a palatable an,l whole-
some food. Every family ought to ha-.e a gooJ shelf or pnaontii 
reserved for pies in the winter. 

Tn11 FINNY TRIBE A1lE- Fnu:.-What a ble11sing thnt tho mo
nopolists cannot set a net acroi111 the sen. Fish will imporl them-
1elve1, in defiance of all legislation; and it woul,1 sc•em e~ if 
Providence had mP,rcifully made up in some measur<' during the 
past season, for a scanty !upply of jlr:,h, by a plentiful supply of 
fish. Herrings have been caught in ahundanco; we have b1ul 
them in our market at 30 for a shilling. In Douglas, they barn 
been sold wholesale at 2s. per 120, and sometimes as low :is h. 9,1. 

HAnD WoRK.-" What did you earn last week?" wa11 aske, 
oC a poor hand-loom weaver. His reply waa. "From r, in 
morning to 7 at nig}lt, I worked like a slave, and I just c>:1.rn"d 
6s. 4fd. ; and I have the bobbin winder, soulin, softening, au t 
oil to pay out of it !" 

Tui: U~EMPLOYED.- Something should be done, al')d don 
immediately, to convey to Parliament a proper statement of tl . 
number of person• now out of employment in the manufacturing 
4iistricts. Committees should be formed in every town, and the 
unemployed should be duly enrolled, and their numbers macle 
known, so that the Parliament and the nation may see t'he extent 
of ruin which is being brought upon our trade. While the po0r 
hide themselves in their cellats, or saunter about tho streets, littlo 
notice will he taken of them ; but if, in an orderly manner, they 
will sltew themselves to the Public, n. deep sympathy in thei r 
favour cannot fail to be produced. 

Preston, pl'inted by J. LIVESEY, price one ½d. or 2A, 6d. ~ 



THE ABSURDITY OF FORCED EMIGRATION. 

"I was travelling in a country district, from whence common sense seemed to have taken its flight. I came 
• too an old barn covered with grass; but the men, instead of cutting down the gra~s and bringing it to the ,ow, 
hai.ad actually determined to drag the cow on to the house to eat the grass off."-AN OLD TALE. 

Could there be a truer representation of the absurdity of dragging away the people from their own country 
too eat their food, instead of bringing the food to the people? 

.. 0 V ER PRO D U C T I O N ." 

"You mill owners have produced too much, and 
tltherefore you are now feeling the depression." This is 
tlthe al;tegation of the monopolists; and it may serve, as 
itit is intended, to blind the eyes of a few, and to waru 
obff the important question of Corn Law repeal. Let us 
eJexamine into the truth of the assertion. 

An over production of good things is impossible. 
CCan we have too much good cloth ? Can we have too 
unnany shirts, sheets, coats, or hats ? Can ve have too 
rr:much beef, butter, bread, or cheese ? I think not. 
Itlt would be blasphemy to say that a nation can have 

No.~. 

either too much food or too much clothing. These 
are the great essentials of life, and money, valuable as 
it is considered, is only a means wherewith to purchase 
them. Suppose the Duke of Buckingham's ground 
brought forth in double quantitie~. would he or any 
person complain of over production ? And if each mill 
could produce ten times its present amount, so long 
as there was the back of a single person uncl"hed in 
England or in the world, who was disposed to ~ive an 
equivalent in exchange, there could be no over production. 
The idea is so preposterous, that if men would exercise 
their reason, they would never listen to such self-evident 
fulsehood. 
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There are ten millions of people in our own country al
most naked, and not a few dying daily for want of suitable 
clothing; and ten millions more that ought to have, 
and would have, if they were not robbed-double their 
present quantity. The beds of this immense number 
are even worse than their body clothing. And yet the 
blasphemous cry of " over production" is constantly 
dinned in our ears. Let every child, and every mother 
and father be sufficiently clothed, and let every bed be 
made fit for human beings to rest upon, and the instant 
clearing of the warehouses would convince all that the 
evil is not in over production, but in under consumption. 
And the simple reason why they are not thus clothed 

1 

and bedded is, that all their wages go to purchase high 
taxed food. A man earning 15s. per week, with food 
at untaxed prices, could spare 5s. for clothing; at the 
present prices he cannot spare a penny. 

But even supposing the people at home were all well 
clothed, there would still be no over production, so 
long as those articles could be exchanged for others 
which we are wanting every day There is in this 
country, confessedly, an under production of food; in 
America, and on the Continent of Europe, there is 
enough and to spare. We have more clothing than we I 
use, and if it were not for our wicked Corn Laws, we 
could empty every warehouse to-morrow, and get good I 
food in return ; how then can there be an over produc
tion? If we cannot have too much flour, or too much 
beef, how can we have too much of that which we 
can exchange for flour and beef ? Supposing we 
had power looms which would turn off legs of mutton 
and barrels of flour at the rate of sixty a minute, would 
any person complain of this as a curse to the country ? 
and what difference is there betwixt turning off pieces 
at the same rate which we can exchange for mutton 
and flour? 

It is the large production of our mills and machinery 
that has hitherto sustained this country, borne down as 
it is by taxation ; but now that other countries are no 
longer willing to pay money for our cloth, but insist 
upon our taking their corn and provisions, the monopo
lists, in order to keep up rents, refuse us the right of 
exchange, and then raise up the cry of "over produc
tion ! " They are like the surveyor, who drove the 
scavengers from their work, and then swore at the ac
cumulation of dirt in the streets. 

" Peter, the times are very bad, you are ruining 
yourself with making too many shoes ; look what an 
over production; as a friend I would advise you either 
to stop altogether, or work only three days a week, as 
the only means of keeping down your stock; or if you will 
work, I would advise you to use a thick clumsy bristle 
instead of a fine one, and a very dull instead of a 
sharp knife ; that is, I would advise you to abandon 
your 'improved machinery,' and then you will only 
make one pair where you now make two." So said 
Molly Standstill, a neighbour of his. 

"You fool," replied Peter, wrinkling his brow with 
anger, "times may well be bad with one part of the 
community, while they listen to such nonsense and 
allow the other part to persuade them to tie their 
own hanas. If I had only my own feet to work 

for I might take your advice, to prevent an ov,er pro• 
duction ;-but even in that case I would have the best 
tackle, flO as to do my work in the least possibl e time, 
that I might play the rest. But others want shoes as 
well as myself; I want the articles they have to spare; 
and I find that while I am willing to exchange, I can
not make too many shoes. I sell them to the utcher, 
the baker, the barber, and hundreds of others, whose 
artioles I take in return. I have never too many shoes, 
and with free trade I never shall." 

That there has been more cotton cloth produced than 
could be sold to a profit I readily admit, but why could 
it not be sold ? First, because the landowners haYe 
taken all the people's money for food, and left them 
notMng to buy clothing with; and secondly, beca 11se, in 
order to keep up rent, the landowners have made a la 
to prevent us selling our cloth to those countries which 
have nothing but food to pay with. 

So long as God has made the sea a highway for ou;r 
merchants, recognising the l,rotherhood of a commom 
world, I repeat, while there is one bare back in th,e 
universe, belonging to a human being who wishes frnr 
English goods on terms of fair exchange, there canno1t 
be an over production ef cotton and woollen cloth. 

Instead of opening the channels, the monopolist:s 
block up every watercourse they come to; and then , 
turning their impious faces to heaven, they preacln 
against the clouds, for being guilty of an " over produc-
t
. ,,, 
10n. 

BACK AND BELLY. 

Poor John returned from the warehouse with 2s. iru 
his pocket, which he had received for his cut; he hadl 
not tasted meat since two o'clock the previous day .. 
He was also very ragged, not having had a new suit of= 
clothes for seven years, and no fresh cast off things for
several months. John had to pass two stalls close to 
each other; the one kept by a Buckingham farmer, the 
other by a Manchester manufacturer. "You are terri
ble naked," said the mamifacturer, "come, buy your
self a new jacket, I have some capital stuff, and you 
shall have it cheap; come, give me ansel, for I have 
not taken a halfpenny to day." 

The farmer sat still and never moved; his articles 
were uninvitingly thrown together in confusion ; the po
tatoes were frosted-the bacon reesty-the butter strong 
and bad flavoured-and the cheese minus most of the 
butter. John cast his eye at the stall laden with 
cheap goods, and listened to the manufacturer's invita
tion ; but the Buckingham farmer made no approach, 
nor invited his custom. John was indeed in a dilemma; 
he was flattered by the courtesy of the tradesman, and 
felt a strong inclination to look at his goods. 

But the Belly here began to complain sorely.-" What 
a cruel master you are to an old servant! Why don't 
you listen to my cravings, and purchase from the 
farmer the articles I need ? " 

Upon which the Back exclaimed, " It is hard beyond 
measure, that J should alwavs be served last. The cloth
ing I require, may now be had at the lowest possi?le 
price ; I have been put off year after year ; I have earned 
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mmny a thousand yards of this cloth to the warehouse, 
butt camnot get as much for myse]f as will make a 
simg]e shirt." 

"Putt off!" rejoined the Belly, .. You are like to be 
putt off;; and it is fortunate that you can bear it. I 
kmow ymnr condition is bad as needs be, and that owing 
to !ucln as youn;elf being unable to get covering, the 
mronufatet11rer is also on the verge of ruin, But it is all 
of no n~e; wait I cannot; wait I will not, much longer. 
Mcorose and independent as the food dealer is, I cannot 
do> witlnout him-his article I must have." 

Here the Back turned to his master and said, " You 
wi111 ne!ver have such a chance again; see that fustian 
at Is. 2?d. per yard, worth ls. l0d.-and calico at 3d., 
wo>rth 5'id. Consider, master, it is winter time, and 
unlless am clothed I cannot long continue to bear 
thcose bmrdens which T have so long and so patiently en
duired. Send my neighbour Mr. Belly to the soup shop, 
or beg some charity potatoes for him, so that I may 
nott entiirely perish." 

ohn l1ere felt himself a little relieved at the sugges
tiorn of the soup shop, and having turned to the stall, 
he w s handling a piece of power loom cloth, when Mr. 
Bellly giave him such a griper that he was all at once 
obllige d to let go his hold. 

rretch that yo11 are," said Mr. Belly, "how can 
yo1JJ thimk of allowing me to remain in suspense betwixt 
life~ ndl death. Back may patch his old jacket yet 
tween y ttimes, or he may exchange with the merchants 
whco cleml in rags and bones; he was good enough to 
pop) L'lis shirt last week for my benefit, and if he will 
onl.Y lbuttton up tighter under the chin, nobody will sus
pec t thatt he is without. Such delays are cruel ; I know 
tha t ,ev<ery shilling's worth of tliis food you ought to 
pur,chiasce for sixpence; and if I was like the cow, which 
eatss iits meat twice over, or like brother Back, that 
coul.ld unake the same article serve for seven vears, I 
wouuldl mot be so clamourous as I am. As for so"up, be
fore y1om get your case examined, and succeed in getting 
a ticck,et,, I shall have given up the ghost." 

" Mmclh of this, master," observed Mr.Back, "I admit is 
veryy t:rute, and all very plausible, but at any rate let us 
• shaane amd share alike.' Brother Belly has been ex
penssiwe to you long enoug ; indeed there is not a day 
in tlhe! wieek (excepting fast days) but what he is costing 
you m1omey. Now I have waited patiently a Jong time, 
canrietd 1many a heavy burden, and, beyond needle and 
threeacd, have not cost you a farthing. Indeed, when I 
look<: :at myself, I feel a~hamed. I think I may claim 
to boe th,e next akin to Edward in Pauper street, called 
'Need Pcorty Patches.' Do justice this time, mai;:ter: 
givee luimi a plaster of oatmeal and butter milk, and buy 
me aa ccallico shirt and a pair of second hand clogs-your 
2s. , wiill just do this." 

Jcohm,, impressed with the fairness of the proposal, 
was· pwtttering out his money to act upon this suggestion, 
wheen olld Belly, giving him another violent twist and 
forci:inig )him away from the stall, said, " Now mind, or 
vou cco1mmit a fatal error. Back and Belly cannot be 
both t ssupJplied out of your scanty earnings. I am not 
mor e tthmn half fed; many a time when I have craved 
only ' dfry, bread, I have been refused, till I have scarcely 

had the power to complain. You have now 2s. ; you 
are on short time, and will not be allowed to take 
another piece in for tiix days : now you know well, if 
you spend ls. 9d. upon clothing to day, there won't be 
a taste left for me after to-morrow for five days. You 
have already sold your knives and forks; if you do this 
you may then sell your fingers, and teeth too, and 
send me to Dr. Peel for dissection." 

John could hold out no longer. · He resolutely 
turned his back upon the Manchester man, fumbled 
out his money at the food stall, and began to calculate 
how far his 2s. would go in providing food, laden with 
the landlord's tax. 

The Belly merchant gets all John's brass; it goes for 
rent, and is spent at Paris; while the manufacturer, 
who wonld willingly !!top at home and emplo} the peo
ple, may hawk his goods without a customer.-Thus 
much for the working of the Corn Laws. 

SONG .-Tune-" Betsy Baker.'' 

Ye working men of Lancashire. 
Mechanics, weavers, spinners, 

I'll tell you why, if you will hear, 
You have such scan tv dinners.

There is a Tax we sorely feel, 
A Bread Tax we endure, man, 

That take~ the half of every meal 
From ev'ry honest poor man. 

Most nations gladly in exchange 
Would take what we could make 'em, 

But then their surplus loaves,-it's etrauge 
Our Laws forbid us take 'em. 

So other markets they must seek : 
The Bread Tax we endure, man, 

Leaves nothing on three days a week 
For every honest poor man. 

Our masters thus are fore' d tu meet 
A Bread Tax competition, 

And worse and less the food we eat, 
And harder our condition. 

And day by day brings more distress ; 
The bread tax we endure, man, 

Still makes the hard, hard earnings less 
Of ev'ry honest poor man. 

Oh, if these high and mighty men, 
Who make such Jaws, could feel 'em, 

And suffer half what we do, then 
How soon would they repeal 'em! 

Thin water porridge ev'ry day, 
Salt and potatoes (sure man,) 

Six timei a week would make them say
How can he live ? the poor man. 

Then give us, noble Lords, redress, 
For famine and starvation ; 

From poverty and wretchednes~, 
And ruin save the nation. 

We only ask for justice-which 
Is Britons' birthright sure, man, 

For Laws that may protect the rich, 
And not oppress the poor man. 
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VARIETIES. 

B.EGGI1'G, in defiance of the vagrant act, is rapidly on the in
crease; but the magistrate, and the police, knowing thP. distresses 
of the people, are disposed to be as lenient as possible. When 
the beggars apply for relief they are often threatened with the 
workhouse, but anxious, as they express it, " to keep their bits of 
things together,'' they arc throwing off the shame of begging; 
and if some relief is not provided for the poor, the streets of our 
towns, like those of Ireland, will be infested with beggars. 

WHAT SORT OF BEDS DO POOR PEOPLE SLEEP ON, when t'kree 
were sold at the obelisk for ll½d,, and a pair of bedsteads for 10d.? 

THE TwIN MoNSTEns.-The Poor Law is nothing less than a 
landowner's attempt to screen from public gaze the odium, and re
move from their own shoulders the burden of the poverty produced 
by the Corn Law. The Corn Law cuts like a two-edged sword 
against the interest of the able-bodies; depriving him of a Mhare 
in the benefit of a free foreign trade, and lessening the value of his 
wages by increasing the price of his food. The Poor Law pro
visions for relieving the poverty thus produced are at variance 
with humanity, and a burlesque upon the pretended religous char
acter of the country. When commissioners tell us of the reduc
tion of the po<'r tax, they should also give us a return of the in
crease of stealing, starving, and begging. 

AN ILL WIND BLOWS GOOD.- I have been astonished in visiting 
several poor streets to find the houses painted, and apparently in 
much better repair than usual. I was unable to account for it, till, 
enquiring the cause, I was told that there were so many houses now 
unlet, that there were no means of retaining the tenants, or get
ting naw ones, but by keeping the houses in good repair. 

CHOICE OF DWELLINGS.-" I suppose you are very ffat," said I 
to a plasterer. "New work," he replied, "we have none, but we 
have plenty of jobbing." "How is that?" " Why there is now 
so much moving about, and houses and cellars are so plentiful, that 
no body will go into them, · unless they are put into a good con
dition." 

A DROVE OF IRISH.-See here the fruits of agricultural pro
tection I Ireland clamours for Corn Laws, and yet she has the 
poorest peasantry in the world. Vessel loads of miserably clad 
creatures come here for harvest pickings to keep their families 
from starving. You see here Ii ving arguments in droves, of the 
absurdity of Corn Law farming providing a good living for agricul
tural labourers. 

CHARITY INSTEAD OF JusTTCE.-Every winter the people 
have to be kept from starving by charity ; but the present winter 
is likely to be di tinguished above all othen for its claims upon the 
benevolent. After all, what does our relief amount to? Last year 
some weaving families received 6 or 7s. worth of bedding; but it 
was not more than what they were robbed of for a single week, 
in the depression of their wages, and the increased price of their 
food. The working man wants justice, and that is, to sell his la
bour and buy his food in I.he open market of the world. 

TAX UPON PoVEBTY.-Never did any tax press so heavily 
and so exclusively upon the poor as the wicked Bread Tax. It is 
a tax-not. upon llouses, equipage, or income-but simply upon 
eating ; and as lt regards the common necessaries of life, the 
working man eats as much as the peer of the realm. Supposing 
that the tax upon a man's eating, who earns l0s. per week, is 2s. 
-the tax upon the rich man, whose income is £10,000 n. year, 
is no more I The nobleman with £202,992 a year, pays, accord
ing to this scale, only one ltalfpenny out of every hundred pounds 
of his income for the Bread Tax, whilst the poor man, at 10s. 
per week, for every £100 of wages, pays £20 I! 

A LOAF RonnEnv.-A speaker of the name of Preston, at 
one of the Metropolitan meetings, said, " That for the last five 
and twenty years his family had been daily robbed of a loaf of 
bread by the Corn Laws; which, at 4d. each, would make £156. 
This aum the Bread Taxers have put into their own pockets. 

REDUCTION IN PRICE.-A manufacturer sold the other week 
3000 pieces of power loom cloth at 2s. less than he could have had 
last March. 

Poon:E;B THAN' THE IntsH.-A dealer in potatoes may• tlat ho 
never knew so few potatoes retailed as at preaent, and as igm, ais 
the cause, that the poor people liTe upon oat meal in prefermce. 
It is a fact that oat meal porridge is found b1 experionent anong 
the poor to be a cheaper food than potatoes. 

POVERTY AND DnINKING.-Notwithstanding the ba<d timer and 
the amount of suffering among the poor, lhere is ii till a ~reat 
amount of drunkenness. What a shame it is for those 'ffho c,nnot 
get bread for their families still to expend their mooe•y in drink ; 
and how hard hearted it is for working men to u ·pend at the 
public house any part of their wages, whilst their nei~hboun are 
perishing for want of food! Working men, u well as ot,ers, 
should • consider and relieve the wants of tbe poor as far as th~y 
possibly can. 

A c HAN GE FOR THE wonsE.-Formerly it was diftiicult to per
suade poor people to accept the workhouse at relief; mow, such •11 

the change in the times, that single men are begging eTer·1 board day 
to be admitted. 

TrrE REASON FOR so MANY RoBBEBIE9.-Highway robberies, 
burglaries, and petty thieving abound ; the papers eivery week 
are full of them; and many persons are now afraid of trravellin& up 
the · country after dark. Besides tho110 reported, the •tealing of 
lead, metal, <'abbage, and a variety of other article,, ··• practise-d 
to a great extent which never comes before the public.. Many ( 
the perpetrators of these deeds are bad character• it is true, but 
still it is the pressure of the times which lead• them to iit. Having 
lost their character, and unemployed labourers being sm numero,111, 
nobody will employ them. [f they go to the parish Uhey are (i r 
the same reason treated with severity. Want of charateter equally 
operates against them if they attempt to beg, and, there?fore, in tbe 
alternative of E,tarving or atealing, they adopt the latter·. 

A D1scouRAGING VrSIT.-A poor woman came tto -.iait h r 
relatio11s in Preston. She went to nine housea, and nome of the:an 
could afford her a meal's meat; the last place she calle•d at wu i n 
Albert Street, where the man pawned his shirt for tsd., wit.h 
which 4d. of bread, Id. of butter, and Id. of tea were, purchas ,d 
for the party. 

A PowEn LooM concern was off.,.red Cor sale near Blackhmrn 
which cost £8,000; and the highest offer which could lbe obtain d 
was £1,300 

TnE Poon OFFICE-JUST GO AND su:.-As mini11tcn of r,c
ligon are doubtless anxious to know the rt>al condition mf lhe poo1r, 
in order that they may instruct them aright, I would emtre-at the1111 
to call at No. 47, Lord Street, any ,v ednesday morminar, fro1m 
7 to 12 o'clock. They will learn more here in bal( an ho r, thum 
by reading books for twdve months. 

PASSIVE R1:sISTANCE.-The revenue for intoxicatnng liq,uoll'R, 
alone is 15 millions a year. IC one half of lhe people ffl'ere t,o aLb
stain the Pdme l\linister might be brought to ternw oru the Bre11.d 
Tax in a fortnight. In fact it is the people's own !auht if thtey <do 
not get the Corn Law repealed. 

RIBCHEiTER is the poorest townsllip in our union, an,d I be,lie,ve 
has the greatest number of paupers in proportion to its po[Julaitiom. 
" How did all these gain settlements?'' said I to th,e reli10vi1ng 
officer. " The fathers of these people were nearly all little ft'amn
ers, who are now either dead or reduced to paupers tlnemsellve ," 
was his reply. So much for protection to farmers. Amd alth1ou1gh 
a large number of persons from the agricultural distric:t11 have grot 
settlements in towns, the Corn Laws will still secure to the 1coum
try districts a number of persons sufficient to swell the p,oor's 1ratEes, 
in the persons of bankrupt farmers and their children. 

PAUPEns' FooD.-The Bread Tax not only increasms the murm
be: of paupers, but the cost of mantaining them. AJl t e oth1er 
expences put together do not usually amount to one fo'llrt 0>f lthe 
cost of their food. Every workhouse, therefore, whi-ch e:s1penids 
three thousand a year in food, paY,s one thousand more thtan if 
the Corn Law was repealed, ·witt:ont the least benefitr. to amy tbut 
the landowners. 
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" Ilw that withholdeth Corn, the people shall cur.,e him; but blessings shall be upon the head of him that selleth it. "-Pnov . . ·i. 26 . 

UCKINGHAM BADGElt, 
. Tlie Monopolist. 

CAPITAL AND LABOUR. 

CmpDitml mnd Labour are often represented as opposed 
to e:acbh ot.her. It is stated that the Capitalist can do 
as hte pl1eases with the Labourer.; that he can seize 
upom aall t ,he profit, and give his work people what 
wagres h,e hinks proper; and that in consequence of 
somte I annai:sing wealth, others suffer the horrors of 
desti1tut1.tion. Assuming these false, but plausible 
propcosi;iti,on::i, the Corn Law agitation is denounced 
as W,"Ott up by the masters for their own pecu-
liar addvrantage, and that it is in fact a crusade of 
"Ca1pitta a,gainst Labour." I wish to shew not only 
the ffalttlaa:y, but the mischief of propagating such errors . 
I do tthi1is foll" the benefit of the working classes only; 
some· oof wlliom, instead of joining heart and hand in 
promwt tin:g free trade and cheap bread, are taught 
rathe!r , to, rmil against their employers, and to look to a 
genemµJ c:on.vulsion as the only remedy. · 

CHEAP JOHN, 
'The Free Trader . 

I observe in the first place that very great mistakes 
exist as to the real' position of those called Capitalists. 
It ie supposed that if a: man be worth-say £50,000-
that he is fifty thousand times better off than he whose 
all does not amount to more than 20s. .The fact is, that 
personally, nead y the only difference betwixt the one 
man and the other is in their eating, drinking, dressing, 
and lodging. The real difference, personally, is far 
from being so great as many imagine. Although the 
one is said to be worth £50,000, it is very important 
to ae:,k where is it? It is not in his breeches pockets; 
it is not in his safe, or in his money drawer ; his sto
mach and body being like other men's, he cannot 
either eat it or wear it; nor is it buried in the ground. 
Every farthing of this £50,000 is sunk in erecting t liose 
mills you behold; in filling them with machinery ; in 
layi1lg in the stoc.k of raw material; and having sufficient 
on hand to pay wages with. And who are they who 
derive the advantage of this investment ? A thousand 
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persons receive wages from this concern every week; 
the amount of which supports at least 3,000 individuals. 
Is it not plain from this simple fact, that though one 
man is said to be the owner of this £50,000, yet in 
reality it is this vast number of operatives, and their de
pendants, who derive the main advantage? Supposing 
that at the year's end the property is not at all iucreased 
in value, it is clear, that, with the exception of the pro
prietors' personal expences, they have derived all the 
benefit. But supposing that it should have increased 
in value to £60,000, he is still personally benefitted, 
little or nothing. He eats, drinks, and dresses the 
same ; true he has the reputation of being a rich man ; 
but the extra £10,000 he invests in trade, by which he 
is led to employ an additional 200 hands. In fact, the 
love of profit leads to the extention of trade, and com
pels masters to employ more hands. It is wisely ar
ranged, that as man brings nothing into the world, 
and can carry nothing out, neither can he possess wealth 
while living without making others to share in its benefit8. 

The great interest, therefore, that the operatives have 
in common with their employers, in protecting Capital, 
iii sufficiently manifest in those towns where the owners 
have sunk under the pressure of bad times, brought 
on by monopoly. Indeed let a single mill stand only 
for a fortnight, and a number of the hands a:re at the 
overseers' office. The dreadful sufferings of the people 
at a turn out shew the same thing. The stoppage of 
a factory is frequently a famine to the neighbourhood. 
Why then should the operatives array themselves 
against their own interest; or why should they be in
different about repealing those laws which are likely, 
ere long, to drive most of the Capitalists out of the 
country ? The protection of Capital is the protection of 
Labour ; and the protection of Labour is the protection 
of Capital. 

One of the chief advantages which England has over 
competing nations, and which has enabled us to bear 
up under a severe load of taxation and monopoly, is 
our large Capital. By this, in some districts, thousands 
of people have been kept in work, who otherwise must 
have been in the workhouse. I have heard of some 
concerns working nearly twelve months without making 
any sales whatever. 

The same mutual advantage applies to Capitalists of 
. a11 grades, from the man of £5 to £50,000. I will 

take another case. A man, worth, say-£20,000-who 
has no spirit for trade, but determines to build 200 
cottage houses. Now, as an individual, he perhaps 
consumes no more than he did when he was only worth 
£1,000; who then derives the practical advantages of 
this man'::i money ? In the first place, all who are 
engaged directly or indirectly in building these houses; 
and in the second place, those who occupy them are 
permanently bene:fitted,-for houses, being thus in
creased in number, the rents are sure to be reduced. 

I will take another case, A rich man who is a miser, 
it will be said, does no good to any body; but I will 
shew how others benefit by his riches, -while he 
scarcely allows himself a belly fuJl. In order to run the 
least risk, he puts his money into the bank at 3 per cent. 
Apparentl1 he doei no good with it, nor finds employ-

ment for a single hand. But let us see. In the fore
noon he places £10,000 in the bank. The banker's love 
of profit will not allow it to remain unemployed longer 
than he can help. In the afternoon comes a cotton 
spinner, wanting to borrow £5,000, to enable him to 
finish a mill. An iron founder, also, hire £2,500, to 
complete his foundry ; and a ship builder steps in and 
gets the loan on interest of a similar sum. This money 
immediately :finds employment for a number of hands, 
and when all these concerns are completed, you shall 
:find about three hundred persons receiving wages every 
Saturday night, from the £10,000 which the old miser 
put into the bank, and which was supposed to be use
less. In fact, if people would consider. there is no 
such thing as "amassing" wealth in this country; the 
temptations for making more are too strong, and the 
spirit of enterprise too actiTe, to allow of such a thing; 
and the working people should not allow t.hemeelves to 
be deceived by representations so much apart from the 
truth. So far, indeed, from "amassing" wealth, it is 
not only diffused, but a great amount of fictitious Capi
tal added to it. 

While Capital creates Labour, and supports Labour, 
Labour in return increases _Capital, and hey mutually 
and reciprocally act for each other's adv,antage; and 
unless thwarted by monopolies and combinations, it is 
impossible they should do otherwise. 

Let Capital yield profit, and the owner of it is eure 
to extend his trade; and although, individually, he can 
enjoy no more, yet that extention is sure to benefit the 
operatives. And as the love of profit is an universal 
feeling, this extention cannot fail to go o till it stands 
as nearly as possible at the point where ]Profit ceases ; 
and as in large concerns it is difficult to stop suddenl y. 
this extention is sometimes carried beyond that point, 
even to a positive loss. Let masters realize go,od 
profits, e.rtention of business, increased employme,it, a.nd 
advancement of wages are as certain as the lo ~e of 
money is within us. Let profits recede, and the mias
ters are sure to contract their business, thro•w numbers out 
of employment, and drop wages. When e::xtended trB\de 
shall have engaged all the surplus labour in the market, 
the masters will have no despotic power over wages ; he 
times fix the amount of these. It should never be forg-ot
ten that the amount of wages is determined!. by the &up.ply 
and the demand. Let there be sixty hands in the market, 
and only fifty wanted, masters have a great chance of 
beating. down wages ; but let trade reviv'e, and m.11 the 
present mills be at full work, and new (Ones erecbed ; 
let seventy hands be needed, and the scales would scoon 
be turned. Indeed, however regardless the operaf ves 
may be, the news of good markets is more important 
to them than to any other class. 

The Corn Laws, then, it is clear, pl!'ess, both UJPon 
man and master ; and though it is very n.atural foir nnill 
owners to insist upon the repeal for t.heiir own sm.k~. I 
want it clearly to be understood that thei1r advant.-ag(e is 
the advantage of all We need not 1trust to tlheir 
generosity for keeping up wages ; fortunately we hlave 
a more sure guarantee, and that is, tliei:r own lwv<e of 
profit. If there could be a combination of all th~ nnas
ters in every town, there would be greatt; danger ·; \lut 
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their ltove of profit will not allow of such a com
binattiom. If a few in one tow:a should attempt it, 
Capi'tal.iste in other towns, finding they could get pro
fit, v.voruld extend their trade, and tempt the hands 
away. 

Bw.t all extension and buoyancy of trade are kept down 
by the Corn Lnws and with them wages will continue 
to d1rop>. By these laws, the price of food at home is 
kept srn high, as to take away all demand for goods in 
the ho:c:c.e market ; and by retaliatory restrictions on our 
comnne:rce abroad, we are also losing our foreign trade. 
Those nnasters who cannot trade to profit, are sure either 
to giive up (if not already ruined) or fall upon wages to 
make mp the loss ; and as the supply of labour is now 
so rmuc::h more than the demand. the men cannot help 
themse:lves. And if reduction in wages cannot effect 
it. t.he invention of machines is hit upon to answer 
the pmrpose. How clear it must be then that the 
repeial of the wicked Bread Tax, is emphatically the 
WORKING MAN'S QUESTION. Talk of repeal 
lowerimg wages ! it would do so if it lessened profits ; 
but if iit should increase them-as I am sure it would
its t.en dency to get up wages must be obvious to all. 

WhlO then does not see the craftiness-not to say 
the di!Shonesty-of the monoplist papers attacking the 
mill:s rus the great curse of the country. After refus
ing to find their own people employment in the agri
cultmrml districts, and starving them into the towns ; 
and afiter ruining our trade by monopoly law~, for their 
own advantage, they then even threaten to sink the 
millls m.nd the towns to the bottom of the sea. and talk 
of t:he nation benefiting by the catastrophe ! 

I am neither the advocate nor the apologist of the 
maeteirs, and no one laments more than I do, the 
pridle nd oppression of some of the cotton aristocracy ; 
but ome thing I am confident of, that whether the men 
respect their masters or not, it is their duty, for their 
owm s11Zke. to stand by their trade, and to fight against 
tho,se laws by :which its very existence is at present 
thr(eat.ened, and by which they are a11 likely to be 
enttirely ruined. Let me repeat, that the greatest prac, 
tica.l advantages, resulting from a Free Trade, would be 
divide,d among the work people. 

A RUINED FARMER. 

decent looking old man, 73 years of age, called to 
!!She:w me a letter he had received from his parish, in 
ans:wer to an application for relief. He said that he had 
been a farmer l8 years ; that since he failed he had 
etruggled hard to get a living by selling eggs, &c., but 
found he could no longer support himself. He had 
brought up 14 children. The farm he had lived upon, 
pr vious to his taking it, let for either 80 or £90 a year. 

e took it for £ 105 for seven years. At the end of 
that term, he took it again for a similar term, for £120. 

u.ring these two " tacks" he did very well. Then 
.came high prices during the war. He took a third 7 
years• lease, for £240 a year. He remained only 4 
years, and was then sold up. The farm is now let for 
:£ l 60, and the only consolation offered to the man, in his 

ld age, is an order of admission into the union work
liouse ! 

THEY TAX MY DAILY BREAD! 

Air, mournful and slow. 

Child .. Oh! Father, do not grieve and weep, 
Don't, Father, look so sad. 

Father . . I can't get food enough for thee,
They tax my daily Bread. 

Child •. Who, Father, does this cruel thing? 
The hungry maiden said. 

Father . . The noble, great, and powerful, 
THEY tax my daily Bread. 

Chorus .. Oh! my heart is cheerless, cheerless, 
Oh! my heart is cheerless, 

They tax my daily Bread. 
They tax my daily Bread. 
They tax my daily Bread. 

The noble, great, and powerful, 
THEY tax my daily Bread. 

Child , • To grind the faces of the poor, 
Is wicked, I have read. 

Father . . Their god is gold, my child, who tax 
The Poor Man's daily Bread. 

Child .. Father, ask help from our young Queen, 
Her heart is kind, 'tis said. 

Father .. They're mightier than our Queen, my child, 
Who tax my daily Bread. 

Chorus .. Oh ! my heart is cheerless, &c. 

Child .. Tell the great men who make our laws 
How barely we are fed. 

Father . . THEY ARE THE VERY MEN, MY CHILD, 
Who tax my daily Bread. 

Child .. Then Father, let us pray to Go». 
Before we go to bed ! 

Father .. My Child, I want the heart to cry 
" Give me my daily Bread ! ,. 

Chorus •• Oh ! my heart is cheerless, &c, 

That little hungry one kneel' d down, 
That pale-faced Maiden said-

,. 0 turn, 0 turn the hearts of tho!e 
Who tax poor Father's Bread." 

He caught,-he kissed his dear. dear child, 
Despair and anguish fled ; . . 

Hope whispered that they yet should hve 
To eat, untaxed, their Bread. 

Chorus .• Oh! that will be joyful, joyful, joyful, 
Oh ! that will be joyful, 

To eat, UNTAXED, our Bread! 
To eat, UNTAXED, our Bread! 
To eat, UNTAXED, our Bread ! 

Hope whii:;pers that we yet shall live 
To BAT, UNTAXED, ouR BREAD t 
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• 'T .. VARIETIES. 

CONSISTENCY 1-I notice that the methodist committee in 
London have passed a vote of congratulation to the Queen and 
Prince Albert upon the birth of a Prince. These are the men 
that would not entertain the question at Manchester of cheaping 
bread, in order that the lives of many infants might be spared, 
which are now consigned to an early grave for want of maternal 
sustenance. So true it is that the rich have many friends, but the 
poor is dispised of liis neighbour. 

IN FRANCE the land pays 011e-JiJurtl1 of the whole taxation of the 
country; in Austria, one-tMrd; in Prussia, one-fifllL; in Sweden, 
two-thirds; in Russia, fola-.fifllts; and in England, it pays only 
one-twenty-fourth. . 

SrnN OF PovERTY.-There are 162,756 uninhabited houses in 
the kingdom, or about one seventh of the whole. 

LAND AND TRADE. -Let the tradi11g interest, and the_ agricul
tural interest, be totally separated from each other, with perfect 
liberty t(') trade to any extent with foriegn countries ; the one 
would flourish and prosper, the other would soon find its level. 
Is it reasonable then that the landed men thould malign the 
manufacturers who are their best customers ? 

CLEANLINEss.-The poor suffer much for w!lnt of cleanliness. 
They are scarcely sensible of the advantages of frequently cleans
ing the skin'; and tl1rough poverty they are not able to rent houses 
containing the requisite conveniences for this. We hope the time 
may yet arrive when t'he different parts of a family will ha~e sepa
rate sleeping rooms, and suitable conveniences for personal 
cleanliness. 

THE PLEASURES OF LIFE nev;r visit the cottages of many of 
the poor. They try to drag on a miserable exi!,tence, and every 
day, life, instead of being a pleasure, is a heavy burden. God 
ne\•er intended his cr~atures to ba thus mi~erahle; every thing in 
this world ii, indicative of his intentions that his creatm·es should 
be happy. Bot -as they are not so, instead of palliating.the evil, 
or evading tlie investig_ation of its calliies, it is th<> duty of every 
one of us to probe it to the very bottom. ,ve do so in every 
other case, and why not in this mosi important of all? No good 
man can be happy while he sees so many miserable arround him. 

A DISCOVER v .-Tbo following text of Seri pture has been 
lost for several centuries. Fortuuately it was recently discovered, 
and as no doubt exists of its authenticity, application will pl'Oha
bly be made to Parliame11t, by the Bishops, (the Pa~tors of the 
poor man's church) to allow it to be introduced into the next 
edition of the New Testament, "published by authority.'' 
Perhaps the eye of the Queen, or Prince Albert, may catch this 
singular passage.-It is as follows:-" ,vhen thou makest a din
ner or a supper, call not lhy friends, nor thy brethren, nor thy 
rich neighbours, lest they bia thee again, and a recompence be 
made thee. But• when thou rnakest a feast, call the poor, the 
maimed, the lame, tlie blind, and thou shalt be blessed ; for they 
ca~n9t recotnpenci3 theC', ahd tlioµ sli.alt. be recompenced at the 
ressur1·ection of the just.•• . 

WHY NOT ?-About tbirtyrp •rsoM out of' every hundred, now 
supported by ·charity, could have their bellies filled for nntliing, 

by one stroke of the pen from Sil' Robert~ Peel. An order in 
council that flour, bntter, eheC'se, and flC'sh meat, i:hall come in 
lluty free to the amount subscribed nd distrihnted to the poor, 
would do it. And why not? BeransP it would lower the gene
ral market price of those articles, and ultimately lower re~ds. 

Co111PENSATION.-The next question is compensation from the 
rent lord;,, for the injuries wllich the millions of the poor have 
sustained by the Bread Tax. T.hey ought not merely to have 
their own in future, by being allowed to buy their food where 
they please, but monopoly ought to be compelled to di!':g-orge that 
of which it has robbed the poor. Honesty is as much a virtue 
in reference to the past as thtl future. 

HINT TO Sm C. INGLIS.--'Good s11·, we ilitreat you to pau~e 
a moment, and think whether, during the cn3nin~ se~sion, you had 
not h!c>lter ,i<lvocat,:i an "extension'' o( orens, rather than c1wrches. 
Jirlieve :1~. tlic pPople of England, it is bread, at'ld not bishop$, 
cflatse, and not cllllrches, that \re want. 

PETITroN, PETITION, PETITION !-Though frequently disa1-
pojnted we must not neglect the important duty of again petitio1-
ing for an entire and immediate repeal of the Corn Laws. Eve1y 
friend to the poor, every patriot, should set his shoulder to tlo 
wheel ; for the signatures ought, at least,. to double the numba· 
sent last year. 

A NEW OFFICE.-The next new appointment is to be that lf 
. " A Cupboard-peeper.'' The window tax requires a " windo,,_ 
peeper,'' and it is thought that the bread tax ought to be honout
ed with a similar appendage. To prevent over feeding, and b 
stop the supplies of Foreign food, the people must be kept b 
shortallowance. But to do this, a cupboard-peeper will be neces~ar •. 
The office, it is said, is to devolve upon such of the assistart 
Poor Law Comlllissioners, as are laid up w,ith being over 
worked ; and as a proof of the savings to be effected in sa • 
aries, by the present government, they will only be allowel 
£699. 19s. l l¾tl., a year. 

INCREASE OF PK~ST011 C,\.SES OF FBLONY.-183~, 18; 1836, 
27; 1837, 84; 1838, 103; 1839, 112; 1840, 160; 1841, 144; 

So much for crime and dear bread. 

THE IRISH are amongst the greatest sufferers at the present 
time, and are especially deserving the notice of the benevolent. 
Having no settlements ·in this country, and the pressure up.on the 
poors' rates being so sPvere, they are generaHy .refused all relief 
by the parish, unless they will submit to be retnoved to Ireland. 
Unwilling to yield to this hard fate, their only resource is that of 
begging. 

HAND Loo111 ,vEAVERS are now weaving 40 yards · ror a 
sl~illing. Question.-IIow much ii that for a yard? 

l\fA Y FACTORY L Ds look weak and sickly; but although 
factory work and a fa~tory atmostphere are rot most congenial 
to their health, yet, if these lads had warm clothing, comfortahle 
beds, were k:ept clean, and above all, if they ha<l a goocl breakfast, 
a good dinner, a good baggin, and a good supper, many woul 1 
present an altered appearance, both in size and complrxion. 

A TnuMr.En.-An ordinii.ry lie, even in the mouth of a Duke, 
is unworthy of notice ; but the following ought to he duly re
corded; it may yet be of use. "I have pa~sPd my life in Foreigm 
countries, in different parts of tbe world, and this is the onl~ 
country I have ever been in, in which the poor man, if only sohen
and industrious, is quite ce1·tain of acquiring a com71ete1,cy." Sounal 
faith, it is said, will always produce corrC'~ponding works. Anctl 
hence the Dul e's declaration accounts for his liberal conducL tco 
the sufferen in Paisley. 

TnuE.-" Want bites ke~n" said a p~or fellow who was beg
ging; to which he added, "I think hunger is the sharpeat thorru 
that ever pricks a u1an." 1 

MASSES OF PovERTY.-" l could not have believed it unles.:1 
TI1ad seen with my own eyes,'' said one gentleman." "I am gladl 
T went to visit the J>oor people after dinner, otherwise I could nott 
have tasted,'' said another. A third excused himself and s id,, 
"l\Iy foeling wilt really not allow me to go among such misery.'" 
A g~ijtleman whom I know, be~an to visit the poor in Colne, ndl 
having given a trifle in two 01· three cases, the whole street was 
up and such werP, the clamours of distress, that he felt him.self£ 
compelled to retrea~. 

Lon;o STANLEY said at Lancaster, " that the cotton trade re-
quires 110 protectiqn.'' · Having ju, t been surveying the prem·sess 
of a large spi•Mng concern, which bas now been standing above) 
twelve. months, I could not J1elp rrmembering the libel which hisi 
lordship ventl\red to utter against the t.tade of Lancashire. Here} 

, is a large building, cost many thou!!and pounds, the window93 • 
I broken, the whole going to wreck, the macbiI1ery being lately sold l 
i for little more th:in old iron. 1V)1at a terrible loss to the pr9 ,ri--
1 erors. and sli\1 more so to the people who were employed. I:t is,3 
1 impossible for any depreciation in the v11lue of land to bear amyr 

comparrison to thi , and yet land is '' protected," but" the cotton 1 

j trade requires no protection !'' 
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A WARNING TO TUE BREAD TAXING GOVERN~IEN l'. 
"RcLSl-1 ZZAn th,.> kin~ made a grent ft•a~t to a tho1,1rn11d of his lords. In the ,amc hour came forth the fingers of R man's h,mc1, 

amid wrot1t over again~t the candlestick upon the plaster of thl· wail of the king's palace, a11d thl' kin~ ~aw pal'l of the haud tl111t v. iot.:. 
'l'lih:m the k.i11g· s c mntenance was changed, and his tltougbt, trm.liled him, so th'lt the joints of his loins ,, ere loose<!. awl his kuec1 
•moott<t one ag, inst another. Then Danif'I was brnught in before the kin!:\', and s:ii<l, T will 1·c•1l<l the writi11i.. u11to tlw kin~. a11d mak~ 
kuoow n to him the interpretation. This is the writing that was wriltE'n ;-1\IEXE. l\1K, ~E, TEKEL, UPHARSIN. This i-; tht; iutN
prt;t;la..tiou: l\IEl\TE; God ha>! nmnlu:red thy kingdom, an,! fi11ish, ·d it. TEKEL; Thou art u:eigheil in tlte bu/alt(:es, am! an• fourul 
wa,,1,t1mg. PERES; Thy kingdom is divider/, ancl given to tl1e Mudcs anrt Per,-ians."-DA.IICI,, CnAP. V. 

IS THE NATION BE EFITTED BY 
INCREASING EXPORTS? 

'' William, I wonder you i,:hould complnin so mnch 
ahbo1ut the times; i11stead of being poor, I think you 
n~r.u. t be ge ting well on in the world. I see you every 
dda carrying your shoes to the warehouse; and I am 
suune you m kc twice as many now as you med to do." 

'' My good sir," replied William to his landlord, who 
hnacll made this remark, "you are quite correct as to the 
faactt of my carrying an increased quantity of shoes to 
thhe warehouse, but not in the inference you ha vc 
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drawn from it. I carry a great deal mnre 011t, but I 
rJso bring a great deal le!<~ in than former Iv. If 
wenlth consisted in hHrd work, 1 l>elieYc: I !"hnuld hi:n-e 
a strong claim to he ('Ill' of the ric: C'~t ill the 1::nd. 
Uut this is far fr(lm bc it1!.!" the crt~e: r111d :,~ I find a. !,·nod 
cleal bri•1g said ju~t no~,- ablrnt E,r1,vrts and l,11/orls, 
my case may be tak en to rcprcs,•ut tliat of t he 11atio11 ." 

"So then you t l. i 11i,: that our incrt-' tH•ing E,11 ort.~ ::re 
no proof of natio11al proqwrity?" 

" By no mean'-; the" are~~ prn1if ~f natinonl i,,Jus
try,-but C< 11~idering· all t !,e cin;nrn:.tanc(•i-. nnr ;ar!!e 
Expm·ts at prCH'llt are more a proof of increusin~ J;() .. 
1,•erty than w~ d th." 
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"Well, I believe yo~ a.re ,right,; ,it ,is ,not w;hat a, 
' irntiun parts 'wiih that makes it wealthy, bnt what it 

gets iti retur·n. If it give a great value for a small 
value, or good things for bad things, it is clear it is 
losing b_r it:5 exports ; but your wife is at the door, I 
will ask her opinion:-

" Betty, how is the Export trade at your hou~e just 
now?" 

" Oh it is large enough," replied Betty, "but un
profitable ; our Bill used to take six pair of shoes a 
week to the warehouse-he now takes r,ine, but still 
the pantry shelves are barer than when he took the small
er quantity. Prices were then so good, that we could 
get a leg of mutton, two pounds of butter, and a bit of 
good cheese, and other rtquisites, every week; now, 
although he exports more, he gets less. A sheep's 
pluck, half a pound of salt butter, and a bit of coarse 
bread, and such like, is all that we can reach." 

Tl1is simple illustrution, I think, will shew the fu-
tility of the monopolists' argument respecting increased 
Exports. The wealth of a nation consists in what 
it retains of its own produce for home consumption, 
and what it gets from other countries in the way of 
exchange. We now Export a vast amount of good 
woollen and cotton cloth, iron ware, earthenware, &c., 
but what do we get in return ? With the exception of 
raw material, we get few 0f the essential articles of 
life, and every year we get less i".l value. Look at our I 
Imports, and we find that tea, C'offee, tobacco, wines, 
!!pirits, and luxuries for tbe rich, are the prominent 
articles. Well may tbe operatives in t_he mills say that I 
machinery works against them and not for them; 
because their labour is almost thrown away, by being 
exchanged for articles which are either positively inju-
1·ious or entirely unnecessary. If our goods were 
exchanged for beef, butter, cheese, and flour, these 
articles would become cheap, and the operatives would 
soon feel the advantage of our increasing Exports. 

Supposing the shoe maker, who carries out a large 
number of shoes, should bring in return, the first day, 
a pint of Holland's gin -uext day, a gill of French 
brandy-the following day, a quantity of Barcelona 
nuts-and the second week, a German clock,-he 
would appear to be carrying on a famous trade, but an 
impartial observn would soon perceive that upon this 
principle of exchange the man's family must soon 
starve; nay, although h6 were to commence making 
1,hoes by machinery, and dou/ile his Exports, unless 
he received different articles in return, he would still 
be poor. 

The poor girl iu the street has more sense than our 
rulers. She knits two pairs of garters, which take 
her a whole day, but she cannot eat them. She 
has one pair to spare, and being very hungry, seeks to 
exchange them with another girl, who has a surplus 
of bread. A young Jew attempts to impose upon her 
by offering her a whip, then a top, then a little sugar 
candy; but the girl keeps her eye upon the loaf, and 
will n ~t part with the garters till she gets as much 
bread as will make her a good breakfast. 

All <:ommerce is barter, but under the present system 
of food laws, the exchanges are terribly against us. We 

s,<rn? o,ut ,ship ~oa,ds, of, m,an-µfa~t~,req gpo~s,, b;it \nllt.ch 
that we receive in return are articles winch 2re com1~ 
paratively useless. If we get money tor the good~, we 
are oblirred to sell them below their value, and n10t 
near so ~any of them as if we had a Free Trade; a.nd 
then, instead of bringing back cheap food, we have to 
give to the English lan<lowners £ 100 for every £160 
wart h of food. 

Doing a lar(J'e business is no proof of a 'profi talble 
trade, nor are large Exports any criterion of natiornal 
prosperity. 

A WORD TO THE AGRICULTURALISTS. 

In the absence of sound argument, all the Bre~ad 
Taxers and their newspaper organs are falling foul up?on 
the cotton mills, and magnifying the cruelties sa.id to 
be endured by all that are employed in them. I 
believe that much hardship is connected with a fa1Ct0Jry 
life, but to these agriculturalists who have just no\'IV ~e
come the pretended protectors of the factory peopl<e, to 
evade the cry for Cheap Bread, I have two plain qiueei
tions to ask.-

First .-Why do you agriculturists not offer theese 
people better employment? ·why do you not anno,unrice 
that you have sufficient emp1oymE>nt for them, and thhat 
in the agricultural districts they will haYe better he:alttb, 
and receive better wages ? If these factory hand!S, as 
vou represent, have fallen amon~ tliie•es, ,-vhy dm yvou 
i:iot come and dress their woun<L, place them on yoour 
own beast, and carry them among the happy peasantry; of 
England ? Look at your land; a disgrace to a civi;Iizized 
countrv, for want of more labour being bestowed mpt>0n 
it. Y~u will not employ the people yourselves, althcouµgh 
you charge them l 5s. for CTery 1 Os. worth of food thtiey 
eat ; and yet you rail against the pa~ties who_ do em1pl1loy 
them. I will answer for it, that 1f you will takre t the 
people back, aud give them better wages, they wi ,11 l be 
glad to return with you. Why do yon even _yet rulldow 
them to flock into the town~, tq avoid starvation ; a:rand 
why did you, by your New l'oor Law, errect yoour 
bastiles, to drive the poor into the manufacturing diiis
tricts ? You will not have the people, nor em1pl,loy 
them, and still you wage war against the manufactmri1ing 
system which has prevented the poor from eatin~ l up 
a·ll vour rents. Your conduct clearly indicates tlthe 
bacl~ess of your cause. 

Secondly.-If you are not willing to take the fa~to ory 
child and its parents, and treat thell\ better than tithe 
cotton lords do, why do you not at any rate allewiaiate 
their sufferings by placing them in a position to be abtble 
to make their own conditions with their employrenrs? 
While trade is bad, and living high, the operativeEs a are 
in the hands of the mill masters altogether ; but gi!ive 
freedom to trade and produce, and more hands w,oumld 
be wanted; let food be cheap, and many per.sons, wwo
men and children especially, would stay at home, wlvho 
are now obliged to work. The work people would tth£hen 
be able to make their own terms, and defend th1erem
selves against any oppression. If you loved the liibe)er
ties of the people as much as you profess to pity tthdieir 
condition, you would be the first to demand the re~p~eal 
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of that la\W, which, above f!very other, has compelled 
the maste,rs to reduce wages, and impose harder tasks 
upon the people. I 

I am d,ecidedly for ten hours working in factories; 
but if a billl were passed, it would still leave the pet1ple : 
and the chrildren, in all other respects, in the hands of the : 
mill owners. The operatives must have something ! 
more to d 'P nd upon than an Act of Parliament, and : 
that should be their own independence. They should be I 
able to 1rnake half of the bargain, and to say to their 
employers-not merely "The lnw will not allow you : 
to work us more than ten hours," but-" We think it ! 
unreasonable, and therefore are not willing to work 
more than t~n hours." ln America, the workers can 
say this ; rand I verily believe that the same independ
ence woul(d be enjoyed here, if trad<t was free and the 
food mono,poly destroyed. The best friend to the fac
to:y child, in my opinion, is he who would fill its belly 
with food,, and gi,·e its father the ability of sending it 
to school instead of the mill, jf he think proper. ' 

PAROCHIAL RELIEF. 

Thousands are now compelled to apply for parish 
relief, who, if justice were done to them by the I 
legislature, would be able honestly to support them
selves. As manv of them a.re much harassed, and 
to:sed frocn "pill.tr tn post," by unfeeling officers, or 
for "~ant of knowing the law, I beg to offer th~ follow
ing remarks for their guidance :-

J.-All persons needing rPlief, should apply to tho Rt>licving 
Off.ice where they ,·eside. It is no u~e "trashing·' to lh<> fow11 
to which th,ey belong, for while th<>y are nor.-rciirlenf, neither 
the officer, mor the Iloard or Gnardians, are hound to attt•nd to 
the·m ;. and in most placl'!s tlwy very properly refu,e to do ~o. , 
J~v,cry persom iu distress virtually belongs, in the first instance, to , 
the place u•/11,,re he reaides, and it is the duty of the Board of 
Gu,ar ians tm relieve him and afterward., find out the s,,ttlement. 

;1!.-If any· poor person make application to the relieving officer 
one• diay previous to the meeting of the Board, he i!I entitled to be 
per·somally hP·ard ht-fore tl,e Board. No relieving officer, nor any 
oth,er -person, has a right to prevpnt him. 

~.-Ca~es of" sudden and urgent necessity,'' ~re attended to hy 
the rellievina; officer, betwixt the Board days. Application huing 
macde Ito him.., it is his duty, without regard to settlement, to visit, 
anrll relieve in articles of necc-s~ity, hut not in money. 

4 .-Any o,vt-rseer of the place, if applied to, is also hound to 
affo1rtl relief iu all cas!'s of "sudden and urgent nerc-ssity." 

'll'hi:~ last i. aa important provision of the law, though sddom 
nctled mpnn. It would be at the peril of an over eer to refuse 
attt••nd ing to an~· applieation of thh rlc~cription. 

MACHINERY. 

Ilt 'i~ a great pity that the working people should be 
per-su,aded br the bread taxers, to wage war with ma
chime:ry. They don't do so in America, and the reason 
is, th,at every man has as much work as he has a mind 
to ,do . If we had a free trade, such would be ths case 
her·e, and the demand in the horns market, and the 
for,eign market would be such, that all we could manu
factturre, b th by hand and machines, would be easily 
soled ; and he people would be both better clothed and 
we111 fed. One thing, however, is evident, whatever 
peolpl(e ma, say, that as machinery now is introduced 
abrtaa.Ld, if we abandon it, we could not meet our for
ei~rn competitors in the market and consequently should 

have to itop altogether. If we have a mind to break 
up our power looms and returll to hand weaving, they 
will not do so in Belgium and elsewhere. It were easy 
to shew that although machinery throws hands out of 
employment in certain departn1ents, yet taken as a. 
whole, there is uo doubt but it has very much increased 
the amount of manual labour. Whv is it that Lanca
shire has acquired the largest popul~tion of any in the 
kingdom ? Because the greatest amount of machinery 
has been brought into use in this county. In my next 
number I hope to make this as clear as two and two 
make four. It is true, our machines at present, nei
ther work for the people nor the masters, (but it is 
not true that they work against them,) and toe re awn 
is, because we are not allowed to sell what they produce 
to those who want to buy it. V•le cannot produce too 
mueh cloth, so long as others will gladly give us -beef, 
and flour, and cheese, and butter, and sugar, in ex
change ; but if the monopolists step in and say, "you 
shall not e:rr.hangc, lest our rents come down," let not 
the people be so mi~lead as to throw the blame upon 
machinery. If a man would prefer digging with his 
hands instead of a spade, and tearing the carcase with 
his teeth instaed of cutting it with a knife, then he may 
consistently war against machinery. 

THE SLIPPERY SLIDING SCALE. 
-0--0-

TUNE-" Ye Gentlemen of England." 
-0--0-

y e gentlem~n of England, 
\Vho make provision laws, 

Ah ! little do you think upon 
The mi~erv vou cause! 

Give ea1· unto the artizan, 
And learn from his sad tale, 

All the woes, that he knows, 
From a Slippery Sliding Scale. 

His poor children, and hi! wife, 
\Vho pine at home for bread, 

Are so hunger'd, and so thin, 
He'd almost wish them dead ; 

Though hard he slaves to kQep them, 
His Jabour can't avail, 

Again!:t a big thimblerig, 
Like a Slippery Sliding Scale. 

He hears of other countrie!, 
It aggravates his grief; 

Where British Goods are wanted, 
In change for corn or beef; 

He thinks how times would alter, 
And trade would never fail

For you could, if you would, 
Break the Slippery Sliding Scale. 

He sees there's hut this chance, 
His wretchedness to cure

Provision laws no longer, 
Old England can endure

'Tis all along of these, Sirs, 
His work and wages fail

Loose his chains-hate the gains 
Of a Slippery Sliding Scale. 
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· VARIETIES. · 

"'EXTENDED Co11n1ERCE."-Some sneeringly ask wl1at ha'1e the 
work-people got, so far, by extended commerce? The masters 
reap all the advantagt"s. I answer, if it had not heen for a third 
paxty st1.>pping in, and seizing the be11efit11, the working people 
would have now had them in thPir own keeping. Thouµh pricP~ 
and wages have fallen, through foreign comp<'titon, living has 
kept up, and the rP.nt mer<'hant 11lone rt>alizes the benefit of our 
extended trade. In lllinois, a workman can get fifty pounds of 
pork for a day's labour; herti mauy are glad to work for the Yalue 
of two pounds. The under current of monopoly has been drawing 
away all the advantages of our exti:inded commerce; and now the 
parties, instead of acknowledging their dishonesty, are trying tht>ir 
best to set man and mast~r at Yariance, in order to es,'ape 
tbemse 1 ves. 

HUNGER!-" We have not a bit in the house," is the coll!ltant 
ery of the poor pt>ople, as they wander from place to place seeking 
<!harity. It is a fact, that many when they ri11e in a morning, do 
not know where the first meal is to come from. To ulil~ their 
ewn expressions, they are " plump fast." 

"BuLLYRAGGTNG.''-I am not sure wl1etbt-r Johnaon ever con
sidered the meaning of this word ; hut it is a term which is almost 
exclusively used by the poor, to denote the manner in which they 
are treated when they al'lil before the Parish Officers solicit
ing relief. 

BONUS UPON CoTTAOE!!.-Such is the deprN11ion in cottage 
property, and ~o large is the number of empty houses, that some 
of the landlords htire are offering, as a bonu~, half a ton of coals 
to a coming in tenant. 

ToucHING THE ,v1NE BrnnEns.-In the year 1841, there 
were 325,129 gallons less of Port, Sherry, and Cape .Vines, 
taken out of hond, in the Port of London, than the pT.evious 
year. No doubt thi!! was Olll'ing the pre~11ure of the times pon 
the wine drinking cla11s. If aH the ·ne drinker11, spirit drin er~, 
and ale drinkers, would take my exalJ\li'lfli11iJ;i,e;,,brcnrl tn1era w uld 
be minus 15 millions in 1842; and if thit1 would not i11duce t e 
to do justice to the eating classes, I know not what \'l'ould. 

A SrMPLF: l\lINDF.D PERSON, a poor han~)nom wt'aver. clllled 
the other day, and telling how weaviug was ppcd, added "Oa 
prays to God O Meet)' that th'-'Y would tek it o. Oa u~ed oa 
cud get five shillin a day, but na oa connot get o hillin.'' 

POTATOES are now retailing at 9d. and I0J. a score. No 
potatoes oan he imported, without paying 2s. per cw l. duty. 
,vhat is lo become of th-, poor? 

RAtUNG Tn11: Pntf'E OF Fooo.-Snppo•ing the h llnmn wa~ 
to go rouna, this aftern 1, and announce that h) the- order of the 
mayor, no hod was L II potatoes at less than 13d. per ~core, 
hei-,f at IO½d, r pound, hutler at ls. 9d., cheese I I d., aud 
bread at 3d. per pound, what should we think or 11uch a noti ~; 
and especially if · I that two miles from th town, or on he 
other side of the ticles we so ahundent. as 
not to sell for more than half the price? ' v.·ould startle ; 
but it would only be an inc1•pase like that whfeli has heen.pff'ec d 
by the Corn Laws upon the natnral price of food. 

A CoRN LAw SP.ECDlfN.-After tl1irty years of inces~ant toil 
and industry l\Ir. --, of Stockpot, had accumnlated property in 
mills, machinery, houMes, collages, and building land, estimated at 
£100.000. He is now pennyless. The property had been mort
ga~cd for £15,000, and , ul"h is thE' dPpre(•iation that it is doubt
ful whether the mortgag<'e can 1·epay himself out of the prnceeds. 

' Jf this .amount had \, en lai<l out in farming land, it would ha\'C 
.been protected hy Act of Parlianwut. 

PRICE OF PonK n.: Omo.-An Ohio paper has the following: 
"over one hundn:d hogs, averaging one cwt. each, were sold 
in Cincinnati on the J 2th instant, at from une clollar, 25 cents, lo 
one dollar, 75 cents. 11 So that pork in this highly favoured coun
try is something I~ than one penny per pound; and yet labourers 
wages are higher U1an in England, where pork is sixpence per 
pound. 

MANUJ'ACTUIIEl!l.'-l' ha'Ve attempted· to•dcfend th~ intore11ts of 
the roanufacturing towns. I do go on the principle of jn~ticc; and 
when sueh dPclaralion!' as the follo1'l111r. tllll•n•J Ly the Standard, 
are considered, the neces~ity of this will not be quc3tioned :-

.. England woulrl he a1r gr1:.ut and powerful, an<l all V6tful Eng
lishmen ,votiltl be a8 ricli, as they arc, though one ruin 11/wuld 
,m911lpl1 all the manufacturing town11 and di,t, i!:tl oj Greut 
Britain I !'' 

F ARJl(ERs' L1vTNo.-No cla~!I pe-rhaps exhibts in their mo<lP of 
Ii Ying the effects of the Corn Law morw than the farmers. A ftur a. 
six and twenty yt>ars advantages of this ouactment one would ex
pect they woulu be able to live liko little lords. But what is the 
fact? Their bread i~ generally made of oat meal ; but if tlll'r.- he 
any spoiled wheat, it comes on the farmer's own t11hle, in the 
shape of lirt>ad. If they get tea, so far Crom usi11g ervam, t\1oui;h 
they have always mugs full iu he house, they do not t'Vl'H allow 
themselves milk to their tea. Shambles meat being too d1•a1· for 
many of them, they contet,t th"mi1t>IYes with bacon. If they have 
a bad cheese in the dairy, they takP it for their own use, and I 
know Yery large farmers who ~ell all their butter, and huy old salt 
butler (or themselve11. All thi~ is done to scrape up the rent. 
Ilel and the Dragon neYer &Wl'pt the decks morti t:lual'I) than U1e 
gods of the soil do the comforts of the farmc-r!. 

FLOGGING.-Pas~ing the prii,on the otlll'r d"-Y, I ~aw si,n,ral 
females horror strickl'II \\ ll11 the ~hrieks ,vhi1 h l·an,e from the insitle 
of the prirnn. upon enquiring the cau~e, I was told that a. lllll11-

ber of lads were being floggt>cl, as part of their r,entl•ncc. My 
ht-ni'L shuddned at the idPa of the hal'ks of y<Hmg boys l1ei11g 
lacerated as a cnre for erimP. 'l'hc~e boys, poor things, are thu 
sufferers, hut "h0 l'an say they are the parties D1ost to he !,lamed? 
Jn all probability they belong to parents too I oor, or too mul'h 
immersed in care to get them bread, or to instruct them in their 
duties to society; and most likely sincti tht-y bei:ame contaminated 
they have neYer bet>n visitl'<l, and admoni~hed hy tho~e whoss 
duty it is to feed the sht>ep a.nd the lamhs. Yeutl1s 110 mon• than 
tree11, will grow right witll"out good training. lf hut a h11ndl'edth 
part of the hu~tle and expe>u~e 11·er_. lit>stowt"d to pret·e11t cl'i111t1, 
which is now used to detect, convict, and punish it, \YV should 
have a virtuou11 people. 

Hot1SES "hich onco let in SLOekport for :2s. Gd. pn wrc k, a1-o 
now let for I0d., and the owners glad to gel tt,nant1 at that price. 

LAND TAx.-ThP pret~xt for kt•epin~ on the Corn Laws i~, 
that the liuHl is h.-ayily t.i.xl'(I. 'l'lie only pc1·11liar tax 11pu11 Jani!, 
calh·d ., laud Lax" 111110u11l~ only to £1,200.000, and irwli111i11~ 
that which h:11 h<'en re<lel'med docs not amount to more than 0110 
thirtil'th of our whole taxation; whihl in Fra1wc, Hu~~la, Au~tria, 
anu Italy, the land contrihutes or.1:. half or the t•11til'e rc~enue. 
The gn•at hotly of the con~nm<'rs in E11!,:l.t1 tl pay tlH lt1Xl·~. 

Why lhl'n should not the Britbh farmer lie ablH to compte lo with 
1he Foreigner, pro\'ideu hib nmt 11-'"' fuirl!J wlj111d <'ri. 

PoLITif'-\L IlJGOTI!L- .. Why do )OU still walk nt thatt aide of 
the road, so long as it i~ !lcarc<'ly pa~~aule. and tlii~ side E o nic<•ly 
flagged,:" Be<'ause I havP alway, done so, at:d Solo1111m ~ar, 
" meddle not wilh thos<! who arv J;hen to dia11g<'." h not thhr 
exactly the concluct of Tory ~pinnerq, ancl Tory manufa ·:tm·<•rs ·t 
They · I stick to the bread taxing party, though lhe polil' of tliis 
party . hould 51nk lhf!IU to ruin. .. I llm loosing .£40 a wet"k ·, 
said one the other day, and )E't he would rath r d tlhnu jni 
the free traders. Only let tht>m eat Pee/'11 pie, a.~111 they 
seem to care uot whl'ther il he swectcued with sand r,r sugar. 

CuARI'lT.-Auoui 1600 quarts of Soup are di~tributed d«ily 
to the poor of Preston, hesi<l<'!- a large clistrihution of n1o1 al and 
potntol'S. Somp clothing 11nd h1·dtli111{ are also cli,trih1t •tl ; hnt 
after all, thh1 rt>lic-f is an~ tl1i11g hut ad1•quate. Jn1ll'l' rl it i~ im-

1 

po sible to grapple with thc- amount of poverty. ,v e tr·y ''Y<'ry 
im:enlion to alle, iatc- the dis_tre~s. hut the only rntional 11rnclc of 
domg the people real good 1s, lo n:move the cause of all this 
poverty. 

Preston: Printed by J. LIVESEY, Price.' ½t!, or 2s. 6d. ~ JOO. 



JOHN BULL AND THE ARISTOCRACY. 
The~@ nre the Law Makers: they legislate feelingly; they blind, and coerce, and rob 

e care to help themselves, whatever becomes of the nation. 

EFFECT OF MACHINERY UPON THE 
CONDITION OF THE PEOPLE. 

People are always ready to blame the apparent and 
"ble cause, rather than the real and unseen cause of thei1· 

fferings. " It is that confounded emigration," says a 
oemaker, "that has ruined me. I did all the work for 
r. Goodall and his family; he is now gone to the United 
ates, and there are seven other families gone with him- I 
e of whom were my best customers." Upon the same 
inciple, operative spinners, and others, blame the intro
ction of new machinery, because by these they have lost 
eir individual employment. If in both these cases the 

ties would look at the 1·eal cause of these changes, they 
uld find that the g1·indi11g S,1/Stem of land monopoly is at 

e bottorn ; and that if it had not been for a succession of I 
traordinary inventions in machinery, this country, doubly 
en wit government and monopoly taxation, would have 
k long since. 

Any country, excelling in machinery, and in other n•spects 
possessing equal advantages, is sure to take the lead in 
national greatness ; and to abandon its use, ould be to 
prefer the savage to the civilized state of society. Would 
a man prefer di!?ging with his hands to the use of the 
spade? Would he not rather try to invent a spade which 

1 would do double the work of the common one ? A hrush 
is a machine, and hy a few strokes the floor is cleaned in a 
minute, which would require several days if the particles 
of dirt had to be picked up by · the fingers. Would you 
prefer carrying the load of mPal on your shoulders to placing 
it upon the wheels of a truck? Or would you ad\Ocat, . 
the beating of your wheat betwixt two stones to grin<linf! it 
in the mill? The hammer, the crow bar, the wheel-
barrow, the pitch fork, the plou~h, the tongs and poker, 
and the pen I write with, are all machines, intended to 
produce better work, and to economize manual lahour. 

What i.s Machinery?-" A tool of the simplest construe~ 
n is a rnuchine ; and a machine of the most curious con
uction is only a complicated tool." By these tools the 
wers of nature are made available to the production of 
1at is useful to man. Wind, water, and steam, are 
ught irnto use in place of human muscle ; and wheels, 
s, and screws, become the help mates of human fingers . 

No. 5. 

The immediate and certain effect of good machinery is, 
an increase of p1·oducfiou. It is said, that he that makes 
two blades of grass grow where only one grew before is tt. 

benefactor to his race. Is not he who can produce <'loth 
for five suits of clothes where only onr wa~ produced befor<·, 

1 equally a benefactor? The tendi>ncy of this increa~c of pro
I duction, is to cheapen tl,e price . It is said, it wonl<l require 
I 150 men to grind as much col"1 on the hand mill in one dny, 
1 as can be ground in an ordmaJ"y water mill ; ~nd if the 
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ruder machinery of breaking the grain by stones were adQpted, 
perhaps it would requi~~ 500; who does not see by this, 
that the value of the article would be vastly increased? If 
1nachinery was abandoned in the whole process of procuring 
aQd transmitting coals, instead of lOs. per ton, they could 
n?t _b~ had for £10 per ton. What is that has so immensely 
d1mm1~hed the value of needles, tape, books, silks, cottons, 
but the int:oduction of improved machinery? 

The obv10us effect then, of machinery, is abundance and 
clzeapness, and these must be regarded as great blessings. A 
double harvest would be considered as a merciful dispensa
!ion of_ Providence; and why not a double harvest of cloth-
1.ng which the people need, and any portion of which, but 
for bad laws, could be exchanged for food? Such an in
cr~ased consumption is sure to follow cheapness of price, as 
will lead to the employment of an additional number of hands. 
Let an article be dear, and the consumption falls off, let it be
come cheap as our cottons have become, and the consumption 
becomes immense. It was long since calulated that even 
the spinning machinery in Lancashire, produced as much as 
would _have required thirty millions of persons at the distaff 
3:nd spmdle ; and with this immense increase in the produc
t10n, the number of hands has continued to increase. Lan .. 
cashire now contains the greatest population of any other 
county, and there is no question but it is the extension of 
m~chincry which is the cause. By the advantages of ma
d11nery " we bring the raw material from the country of the 
people who grow it on the other side of the olobe; we manu
facture it into an article which we used to bring from them 
ready made; we take back those atticles to their own mar
kets, encumbered with the cost of transport for 14,000 miles; 
~ncu~bered also ,,ith the taxes which the state lays upon it 
m various ways, and sell it to thE>se very people, cheaper 
than they can produce it themselves." 

The introduction of any new article of machinery un
doubtedly for the time, is a great loss to those individuals 
whose labour is supplanted by it; still others advance as 
these recede, and get the benefit of the changes. By the 
~stablishment of rail roads, coachmen, guards, ostlers, and 
rnt~keepe_rs, have been thrown out of employment; but if 
we consider the immense labour of makin()' these roads, 
~md kcepi!1q ti1em in repair ; of producing the°minerals, cast
lltg and fix1t1g the rails, making and repairin,., the coaches 
and engines ; the number of engineers, guards, ,:,bookkeepers, 
porters, and office-men engaged ; indeed, if we look at the 
employment directly and indirectly created, we cannot for a 
moment hesitate to admit, that the amount of employment 
exceeds by many times that which was lost by the change. 
Many weavers have also suffered by the transit from the 
hu~d to the power loom, and many spinners are likely to 
s~ffer from the introduction of the new mules. Machinery 
~1ves a new direction to labour, and in the process of ad
JUStm:•nt some gain, and others sustain a loss. 

When we advocate an "extended commerce" as a 
national cure, it is objeted, that "all this extension would 
be made up by machinery, and the masters and not the 
men would get the benefit." 

To this I reply, that machinery alone can never supply 
the extra demand created by an extended commerce. In 
1836 there was an "extension of commerce," and was this 
met by machin~ry without the employment of additional 
labour? V{ns not this about the period when so great was 
th_e demand fo1· fresh hands from the country, that hundreds 
of streets of new cottages could be pointed out which were 
then erected. \Ve mistake machinery ; it is not an inde
pendent_ selj-:sustain~ng J?Ower, working against the labourer, 
bu~ an 1~st1:ui:nent m lus own hands, (whether handled by 
a smgle_ md1v_1dual or by 500 together) working for him and 
not agamst him. Now supposing that the trade was de
clared free to Brazil, to the United States, and to Ger
many, apd that a spinning master in Preston had orders 
for a ?ouble quantity. of yarn. Could he, by the dint of 
machmery, without having additional labour, supply such 
an order ? It would be impossible. He must first build a 

mill ; and here we find an immense a.mount of emloymen 
for spade men, carters, brick makers, brick setter~ mason 
flaggers, slaters, plumbers, glaziers, joioers, Jasterers 
painters, smiths, and many _others. .. ~very toolhey u~ 
and every article they, place m the b~llldmg, and te gettm 
and preparing all the materials_ of wln":h they _are 1ade, th 
transit and sale of the same, gives an mconce1vab! amoun 
of employment in various departments. Then omes th 
making, removing, and fitting up of !he machinry ; an 
here indeed it requires a person to go rnto these jaces an 
survey the progress of the work,. in oTder to formany c? 
plete idea of the vast extent of hu~an la_bour ulled mt 
requisition. The Jahot)r of other ar~.1zans m n~al7 parts 
En()'lanu is affected and mcreased by 1t. Machmt·y can n 
mo~e make itself than it can wor itself. If were 
liberty to publi~h the amount paid in_ wages by. on- ~oncer 
in this town smce the year 1836., m connect10rw1th th 
erectinu of new buildings, it would be astouning, an 
quite s~ffi.cient to silence those. who tal~ about achiner 
supplanting labour. Let a mill be finished and ready t 
start, and you not only find con tant employrnnt for 
great number of fresh hands w h :>m yon see eigaged i 
every room, but also to a vast number of otherswho su 
ply all the materials which are used. Let any p<rson onl 
glance at the manual labour connected with the coal an 
cotton of the concern, the repairing of the buihings, th4 
machinery, the gas, the cleaning of the rooms and th• 
use of all the variety of articles which l1ave to be ptrchased 
the making up, selling, and transit of the yarn or cloth 1 

its printing, drying, bleaching, &c. ; and t!1e kee1ing of a~ 
the accounts ; and he will readily be convi eel that th 
increase of machinery is in favour of, and not tgainst th 
interests of manual labour. 

But in a well re()'ulated country, the people wculd be i1 
such a condition :s not to require to work as they do wit 
us. Machinery would, as it is intended, lesson luman toi 
and give the people the advantages of o~r clisclVeries i 
science, by the enjoyment of more ne-cessanes anl comfor 
for less labour. In England we are constandy lept up t 
the working point ; machines, hands, head a ind all, bein 
barely sufficient ; but if we were uubarthened of ~xes, an 
allowed unshackled intercourse with the world., e•ery sob 
man's table and fire side, and the comfort of e veiy virtuo 
man's family, would reflect the benefits of our su)erior m 
chinery. But under the present system,, uearly a.11 tle ad van 
ages of our machinery are taken away from thie '>perat~ve 
and feelin()' that this is the case, they attack mmchnery its 
as bein()' the cause. There are three things bellon;ing to o 
social S)'St.em which ought to be considered as connect 
with the welfare of the working classes ; and th~se are t 
PRODUCING, EXCHANGING, and DJSTRI UTING p 1ow~rs of t 
country. We produce an immense quantity of gc:.od thing 
we exchange with other countries to a large exttent, but to 
great disadvantage. But what is worse than all. the m 
principle of distribution is little less than that of 1o~bery. 
will not now stop to show how thousands of ,wo•kmg me 
voluntarily rob themselves, by giviug their morney for into 
eating liquors. But there is a legal robbing to which 
ha\'e long been obliged to submit. By our cmm1nercial r 
strictions, manufactured goods are brougld dowm to the low 
possible price.; by corn and provision laws, f~od is lcept 
to the highest price ; so that the landowners g;1ve out th 
food at a hinh rate, and take in return our mamfactures at 
low rate. I~ other words, considering every th1ing, they gi 
us £50 worth of food in return for £100 wortlh c,f Jabour 
shape of clothing. If this were an occasionall transactio 
once a year or so, it would be little felt; butt this parti 
this felonious distribution is going on every dmy, and eve 
time the operative eats. It is then the informal corn l 
machinery, and not the mill machinery which works agai 
the people. Besides all this, above 50 millions im ta-xes is tak. 
from the common stock, and instead of remaiming distribuJ 
among the bees, is principally divided among tlhe drones. 
is the distributive principle that is erroneous, and.till this be c 
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rected, all our extraordinary industry will avail us nothing. 11 insidious but not less dreadful invasion at present exists; 
. If profic~ency in a_rts and sciences ?e a ~lessing to a na- hunger _ .1d want are destroying both youth and old 

t10n, machmery, tl1en· 11atural offsp1·mg, 1s also a great ao-e. prostratinu- the virtue of the land at the shrine of 
:1-dvant~ge. But whoe~er may think o~he~wise, one thing ; 0 ~opolv i and even threatenin,,. to depopulate our 
1s ccrtam-tha_t, as our rivals ~re now spmnmg and weav!ng towns ai~d villaO'es. Base be tl~e man who folds his 
by the most improved maclnne~y, we have no alternative _ Q t:> • 

1 
• 'crhb .• h 

but either to equal them or to give up all for Jost. Did I : ~1ms and ~ays, I c~n yet put on , . llS_ ne10 om s ouse 
say equal them? Let England have her food at the price ; 1s on fire, but he lies_ regardless m his b~d. 
of the French, the Germans, the Poles, or the Americans; j Our greatest fault 1s, that we seem afraid tog? among 
let her have the advantage of liberal tariff:., and a free · the poor; we talk about them, comment on their faults, 
intercourse with the world, the result of repealed prohibi- I anq profess to commiserate their sufferings, but we do 
tory duties upon corn, provis!ons, sugar, timber, and cof- not visit their houses, nor seek their company. We 
fee, the \>ro?uce of othe~ 1~at10ns, a?-d then-favoured bl' are too fond of ease; enjoying our comfortable parlo:urs 
her sea girt 1s}Q, her profusion_ of mm_erals, her great cap1- and the companv of our friends. When we see a poor 
ta!, al ncl albove allld, btyll the skill tanhd md?ffiustrylt_of herdbrave ragged miseralie creature, we feel disposed to relieve 
peop e, s 1e wou s 1 surmoun er 1 cu ies, an pro- f . 'bl . · · 
claim to her di •affected sons that she is really now what oursel~e5 o the s1gh_t as _so_on as poss1 e, or H we 
she ha often professed to be-" the envy of surroundina enter mto conversat10n, 1t 1s rather to find fault than 
nations." 

0 

to exercise pity. The religion that we profess teaches 

OUR PRESENT DUTY. 

Our bounden duty is, to see that not one of our fel
low creatures is V11anting the necessarie8 of life. It is 
not to be expected that all can have parlours to sit in, 
mahogany furniture, foather beds. broad cloth, a fresh 
joint every dinner, or sen-ants to wait upon them ; Lut 
all ought to have a sufficiency of wholesome food, 
comfortable clothing and bedding, decent cottages, the 
means of living honestly and the ability to educate their 
children. In a country, so highly productive as 
England, no sober industrious family, ought to 
have less. And, next to the love of our Creator, I 
take it to be the first duty of religion to assist our 
hrethren to secure these. But neither public nor pri
vate charity is adequate-its amount is totallv in
"-utlicient, and it tendency is rather to increase 'than 
dimiui::;h poverty. \Ve might as well attempt to sup
plant the clouds, and suppl:-7 the ocean with <legging 
·ans, as meet the wants of the people by subscriptions. 
\Vhy then, surrounded as we are with po,·erty, do we 
not at once sav; we are determined to find out the cause 
of all this po~e1 ty ? For four successive winters, the 
minister~ and good people of Preston have attempted 
to keep the poor alive by charity; but so far as I know, 
have never seriouslv united to find out the caw,e of 
their sufferings. •truly we ought to do something, 
and to do it in earnest ;-we ought not to allow the 
thousands around us tp pine away in wretchedness, and 
then say the evil has grown to such a magnitude that 
we see no chance of curing it. This is as bad as per
sons allowing their neighbours to die of a raging fever, 
pretending that it is dangerous to render them any 
assistance. If we felt as we ought to do, while the 
people are suffering from hunger and starvation, and 
despair, we should identify ourselves with them, and 
try to save them from ruin. 

\\
7 e should feel as brothers and sisters of the 

same family. Vve should no longer abstain from 
meddling in public affairs, but take our share of the 
labour acd responsibility of delivering our country from 
the grasp of tyrant . The repeal of the Corn Laws, 
I believe, is tbe life preserver of this nation, and I 
reg·ard it to be the duty of every good man to assist in 
effecting this change. If others propose measures 
which they think more likely, let them do so, 
but let none, at this awful crisis. be guilty of the sin 
of indifference. If an enemy were to invade our shoreis, 
we sho11ld be all in arms to defend our country; a mor·e 

us that we are " all brethren," that we should " love 
oue another," and "bear one another's burdens," and 
presents us with the example of one who did not merely 
talk about good, but who "went about doing good." 
Would to God that we could all begin in good earnest 
to work out the deliverance of our unhappy country. 

A BALLAD FOR THE STREET. 

HURRAH for merry England, 
As once she used to be, 

When food was cheap and plentiful, 
A hap!)y land was she. 

But now the Famine Laws ha,•e brought 
Our much loved country low, 

}'vr food is getting dearer, 
And wages lo\,•er grow. 

How do our wives and children starve 
,vhen we no work can get, 

And wearily the days move on, 
\Vhile we are deep in debt. 

How comes it that an honest man 
Must ltad a life like this? 

How is it that he can't get food 
Enough for him and his ? 

It is because we're not allowed 
Our bread untaxed and free, 

For we pay twice as much for food, 
As they beyond the sea. 

Unite, then, Britons, one and all, 
To pull the Bread Tax down, 

That good old times may come again, 
In country and in town. 

Victoria ! our gracious Queen, 
She loves her subjects true ; 

And she'll be glad to see the day 
\Vhcn they are happy too. 

We'll tell the landed Parliament, 
Bread tax' d we will not be ;

'We'll never cease to agitate, 
Till corn is duty free. 

Hurrah for happy England, 
As still we hope to see, 

When Bread is cheap and plentiful, 
And Beef unta:xed and free. 

Till then we'll strive with might and main, 
Our country's wounds to heal, 

And if F,·ee Trade theTories give, 
We'll all prai~e Ro.BERT PEEL. 
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VARTETIES. 

Now IS TRE TDIE Fon ,vonKtNo.-A fortnight's exertions 
just now in gettini; up petitiom, and agitating the country, may b2 
worth more than six month's labour at any other timl". The 
lnPaMtres of ministers dPpends very much on the movements in 
the country. The im.lvation of the land depend1 upon our~elves. 
Let none lw idle ; lt>t none need to he pres11ed into the work ; but let 
t-V('ry patriot. and every christian aay, here am r, ready to labour 
and suffer in my country's cause. 

THE AovANT,\GES oF A BELLY Fuu,,-We are often re
minded how much better the people are now clothcrl than for
merly; how servant girl!! wear articles of dress which the rich 
at one time would have been proud of. But there is this differ
ence ; if th('y did not dress in cottons, thf'y ba,i a belly full ; if 
tltey did not wear stockings, they had plenty to eat. The people 
can dispN,se with any thing rather than food. Clothe a man with 
gold; let him have a parlour of ivory; if his belly be empty he is 
nii,;erahle. It is a good maxim, if you want a favour, take a man 
after he has eaten a good meal. 

JnrnovmENCE.-ThP.re are not a few now receiving parish 
rP.licf, who when in work, earned thirty shillings per week. Some 
of them tt~t>d to spend a good part of therr eamin~s at the public 
house, so that when the depression came, they had not a shilling 
bl!forehand. It is hoped, if good times should ever return, that 
tmch will learn to he soher and economical. Indeed it is not. un
frequently remarked, " if these people could get work, they would 
be no better of, they W(?Uld spend it all at the ale house." 

WHO ARE INTERESTED ?-There are but three classes of 
persons who are to any great extent interested in retaining the 
present corn laws ;-the landowners, for the sako of keeping up 
their rents--the rich clergy, for the sake of reaping more from tithe~, 
and tit11 comP.ositions,-and the corn johbers, who raise prices to 
get in (oreign grain, and then depress them to put the money into 
t.heir own pockets. Perhaps it is not generally known that thP
amount which is paid to our rectors, in lieu of every tenth sheaf, 
is calculated by the pric"! of corn for the previous seven years. 
These gentlemen don't believe that riches are any hinderance to 
heaven, and therefore they support the com laws. 

LAND AND CoMMF.RCE.-" About fifty years ~o,'' said Mr. 
Rrotherton in his speech at Manchester, "he was informed that 
Sir R. Peel's father , gave £14,500 for a pi~ of moor in the 
neighbourhood of Oswaldtwisle, near Black ; and idthough 
he sold from it portions amounting to double dte nt.ire amount 
he gave for it, he still had an income of abQut :14 a year 
from what rem:,.ined. The land was so unproducUve when he 
purchased it. that it was not worth more than 5s. per acre, and 
was worth £6 an acre at present. Its increased value was chiefly 
owing to its being in a manufacturing district, which lhowed that 
the pro~perity of the landlords depende•I upon the prosperity of 
commerce." I have received some painful accounts of the po
verty of the farmers in this district, and I believe Sir Robert is 
not ignorant of the same. 

A LIST or' the amount of the last thirteen distressed sales, 
of a rent collector in this town .1- £. s. d. 

£. 11. d. £. s. i:1. £ . •· d. 10th O 12 8 
1st. l II O 14th O 3 4i I 7th O 12 6½ 11 lth O 7 10½ 
2d. 0 11 2! 5th 0 14 2 8th 0 7 4 12th 0 13 l 
3d. 2 8 0 ~ 6th 0 8 3J 9th 0 2 8 13th 0 6 l 

ltmay he necessary to say that the sale which yielded £2 8s., 
wu that of a small shop. 

SA vurns' BANKs.-The chief reason why the deposits in the 
savings' banks have increased is, that people with a little property 
are all afraid of embarking in business, lf>St they should loose it 
all. Let trade revive. and a fair prospect offer, and much of that 
which is now in the savings' banks, would be taken out ; and the 
empty shops and work places, which are seen in every street, 
would be stocked with goods purcha!!eEl with the same. It will 
then be s .en that increased deposits are a sign of stagnant trade, 
and diminished deposits, the evidence of enterprise and activity. 

"WHAT A PooR RIP,'' exclaim the boys, when they see a 
horse pass along the street, with bare ribs and rou~h hide. The 
reason of this remark is, because it is rare to see a horse in such 
a condition. What a contrast has this to the condition of h1'man 
beings, No surprise whatever is expresseil at the thin faced, 
bare ribbed weaver, because they are. nearly all alike-, and their lank 
and lean condition is constantly before our eyes. 

FARMS don·t increase but farmers inc1·ease ev ry year ; w, 
cannot raise green fields so easily as brick huildiags; an,l wha 
is the ,ion,;equence? Hitherto, the surplm, the sons and grand, 
sons of farmers have c.ome into the towns and become artizans 0 1 

traders. Full one half, I belillve, of the tradt>sme n und shop
keeper~, and a great proportion of the labourf'rs in Preston, havt 
come from the country within the last thirty or forty years 
Trade being now al a stand, ano no opening for add itional hand~ 
they must either remain on the sod, competing again~t and :-uinince 
each other or elsE.- they must undertake the ta~k of self transpor
tation. S~ch is the ,vorking of the trade-destroying corn law~ 
upon the farming interest. 

UNcoNscrous VxcTIMs.-No bocly suffers more t1 an the farmer, 
from the corn h ws, and yet it is diffiicult for them to see it. A, 
a class, they are getting poorer every year. They have douhlf 
poor's rates to pay ; thP. prices of all the food com~mned by them
selves, their children, servant!!, pigs, cows, horses, &c, and as seel 
is increased 40 per cent.. £500 is requir.-d to stock a farm 
where £300 ought to suffice ; and though the competition fo, 
farms, created by the depression in trade, rents are kept 111 
higher than their surplus produce will make. The y llre conse 
quently becoming so impoverished that these good old Churcl 
and King folks are now nearly all becoming Radicals. 

THE DIFFERENCE.-People talk as if some great convulsior 
would happen to the land if the corn law was repealed. The land 
happy in its resources, would h~ entirely unconscious of tht 
change. Cows would. give quite as much milk; the same quanlit) 
of potatoes would come off an acre, and the corn fie ds would no: 
yield one ear less than at present. Therl" would be no difference 
green fialds would still he green ; and English he11s would " "' 
lay one egg le~s, if French eggs came in duty free. There woul 
be this advantage, that as horse keep and an keep would h 
much cheaper, the land would be cultivatecl at ess expense 
'there would be also a difference in the division of the proceed, 
After the labour and the farmer's profit upon capital were pai 
for, there would be a smaller balance in the shape of rent. 

. I have just seen a most :iffecting letter from a poor woman in 
Carlisle, to her husband in Preston. He left her and the eh ildren 
and came here to seek work ; hut could not succeed. She state, 

1 that the Guardians will give her no relief excepting the work. 
house ; and that if she accepted that, the children will be taken 
from her and sent to a separate workhouse. Is it true that'thi 
cursed, eruel system, of taking children from their parents, ii 
acted on at Carlisle ? The 1eparating of families i• a test whicli 
l,r,ma• J1atvr11 co11not endure ; and rathe1· than submit to it, man! 
of the poor are begging in the slreots, anti are almost pe rishin~ 
for want. Are there no humane Guardians in Carli sle, who have 
11pirit enough to abolish this anli-christian practice ? 

SYMPTOMS OF 1\hsERY which may often be seen in the house 
of the poor :-An infant hanging at an ~mpty breast, crying for 
hunger-another child wet and dirty, and no clothes to change it 
with-two children naked in bed, and their shirts drying before 
the fire on a Saturday night-rent collect.or marking the goods for 
arrears-water porridge stanfling on the tahle, which the woman 's 
stomach would not. take, though sh ~ was without breakfast-a 
poor straw or chaff bed, without any blankets, and l itlle but body 
clothes, for &ix persons-the poor children returning from the 
mill and no supper for them. 

WEAVINO.-A friend l1a11 been kinrl enough to hand me the 
followinr scale of prices paid for weaving in Baruoldswick, near 
Colne :-

Width. Length. Picks. - Price ~ Piece, 
32 inches. 47 yards. 48 in inch. ls. Od, 
40 40 36 0 ll. 
25 30 32 ., o 4-! I 
According to this splendid scale of prices a weaver has to drive 
the shuttle across the warp 34,560 times for fo1upence halfpenny! 

BARLEY.-Above a ton weight of shilled ba,-}ey is used every 
week in Preston in making soup for the poor. As an article of 
nutritious diet, this grain has nP-ver been duly ;tppreciated in 
England. It is bought for 13s. 6d. per cwt., and is the cheapest 
food that can be used by the poor. Above fiv,; JllilHons of quar
ters of this good grain is worse than spoiled every year in making 
ale, porter, gin, and whiskey. The people are now learning by 
n~cessity to eat it in:1tead of drinking it. · 
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" I recommend to your consideration the state of the Laws w c w r :; hi h a.a-ect the lminort oJ: Corn, and of other 
Articles, the produce of Foreign Countries."-QuEEN's SPEECH. · 

"THE DUKE OF BUCKINGHAM HAS RESIGNED!'' 

"THE LAND WILL GO OUT OF I 
CULTIVATION!" 

But why should any land go out of cultiYation by a 1 

repeal of the Corn Laws? ,vhy should a ,ingle field, • 
growing either corn or grass, become less productive 
than at present ? "\Vill people rid up their fences, open 
their gates, and abandon their land as worthless, when 
they hear of foreign grain landing on our shores? If 
we could suppose this possible, the land would not long 
be without occupants. I have no fear of an over sup- , 
ply; for if the eaters of the united kingdom were 
properly fed, at least one third more food would be 
consu:med than at present. I would not meet the ob
jection merely hy saying corn land would become grass 
land, for when corn becomes permanently cheap-beef, 
butter, heese, and milk, are sure to be cheap also. 
Who does not see that the chief cost of ploughing, 

No. 6. 

sowing, and reaping, is food? The cost both of horse 
keep and man keep would become reduced; and while 
the produce will pay for the expence of cultivation, why 
should it either be abandoned or turned into grass ? 

If we could for a moment forget the question of 1·ent, 
we should easily perceive our mistake as to land going 
out of cultivation. A number of new ::hops Are erected, 
and the consequence is, the shops in the market place, 
which usually let for £50, now fetch only £30 ; but 
though they command less rent, the shops are the same; 
they are equally as commodious as before, and would 
be so even if the rent was still further reduced ;-all 
the change effected by this "foreign competition" i~ a 
reduction in rent. Yes, as the farmer said, "The land 
will not run away;" it will yield quite as much (I should 
say more) when the Corn Law is repealed as it does at 
present. 

Supposing two other farms sprang op clo~e to mi~. 
which nobody ever heard of before; will they ·make my 
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land less fruitful ? They may bring down the price of 
produce, and lessen rent, but can never throw the land 
out of cultivation. If it be possible to find any land so 
poor as not pay for the labour of cultivation, (cheap
ened as it would be by a Corn Law repeal) independent 
of rent, that of course must return to grass. But sup
posing the two farms named are three thousand miles 
distant, and their produce has to be brought and sold 
at my back door, who does not see the absurdity of 
this land throwing mine out of cultivation? 

Hut allow me to remind the gentlemen who talk so 
t~nderly about land going out of cultivation

Fir,qt.-That factories, mills, and workshops, to a 
fearful extent, are already gone out of cultivation. 

"Of nine cotton mills," says Mr. Ryland!', alluding to ,varring
km and its neighbourhood, "which had been worked within the last 
five years, one large factory had been entirely closed for a con.: 
sidl'rable time past, and its. machinery partly sold and partly left 
in the building. One was stopped about two years i;ince, the 
occupier being insolvent, and the machinery was sold out of it, 
the building remaining empty. One had changed hands about 
two years since, the occupiers being bankrupts; it was now at 
work, but uot fully. Two others, that employed upwards of four 
lmndred hands, were about to stop in consequence of the bank
ruptcy of the owner and occupier; one of the oldest manufacturers 
in the place. Of the five now working, (exclusive of the one 
last alluded to) one of them had workecl full time all this year; 
but the owner, the principal manufacturer in the town, str.ted, 
that he must either work short time or close his mill, if some 
great alteration did not take plr.ce." 

Similar evidence has been given as to many other 
districts. 

Secondly.-That a very great portion h:we been 
obliged to work only four days a week. This is like 
land going out of cultivation at least every third year. 
Yet all this is never noticed. 

Thirdly .-That the woret that is meant by land goin!'J' 
out of cultivation is, that it would be turned into gras~ 
land, in which case it woald still be productive; but I 
these mills and manufactories absoluttly produce nothing. 
It is not a change from fine to course sorts, but a 
positive standing still. 

Fourthly .-That there is no machinery in the land 
to rust and ruin ; and that rest for much of the land 
from the plough is rather beneficial than otherwise : 
but when a factory stands still, its deterioration and 
loss in value are really frightful. No land would be 
unfenced and turned into a waEte common, but many 
of our largest concerns are becoming an absolute 
wreck. Hundreds of thousands of capital is totally 
loet, and the people who were employed turned upon 
the parish. A gentleman connected with the trade 0f 
l\fanche1:-ter has given the following statement of various 
mills and manufactories :-

"No. l is a mill and works, valued about four years ago at 
£13,000; £9,00() had been recently expended on it, making 
£22,000. It was recently !!old for £5,500.-No. 2, a new con
cern, which cost £40,000, was not used more than a year, and 
was sold for £14,000.-No. 3 was valued at £21,000, and sold 
for £7 ,000.- No. 4 cost £8,000, was never worked, and for 
which the highe~L offer already made was £3,400.-No. 5 cost 
£120,000; sold for £36,300. Three years previous lo the final 
sale of this property, £75,000 had been offered for it.-No. 6 
eost £40,000. which can neither be let nor sold. Besides which 
there are many mill properties totally unpr0ductive, unsaleable' 
and, in fact, encumbrance .. on the owners. From the month of Jun; 
1640 to 1841, 43 firms, millowners aud occqpants ha-ve been ,old 

up; 330,()00 spinning spindles, and 2,300 power looms, lnvi~ 
been sacrificed, involving a lo~s of £300,000, or upwards; anl 
the buildings or mills thus vac<1ted can neither be sold nor la. 

A DIALOGUE, 
BETWEEN JoNE O' GRINFILT, AND TuM SLY, O' OLmA • 

JoNE.-" Hew dos't to get on these hard times Tun; s 
poor fokes find it a terrible job to keep body and sou 
toget!1er. Has thew any work na ?" 

Tu.r.-" Ney, ney, not I, un wen I do get a bit, mo), 
there's nout hardly for it-besides, money goes no wa:e 
newc, as it used to do; th' Cum Bill wur pass'd fort mtk 
o eatables deer," 

JoNE.-" I yer thw'rt for repeale o'th pinch-bell) bil. 
Newe I yerd o moo lecterin t'other neet, un he sed i1 w11d 
do no good to us ; it happen mit mend trade o bit, rut t 
mester manefactrers wud bate · th' wages o'th ther men, unit 
wud be no better for poor foke." 

TuM.-" Dos•~ no think that it lookt like o contndict:.
shun, ut trade wud be better, un then ut mesters wud 
bate. Thew knoes ut wen trade wur brisk, sum vhf!re 
abate fave years back, mesters wur ready to put us wark 
foke i'th ther pockets, un gan better wages than they had
den for monney a year hofore; but when flawer, un meal, 
un meal, un beef, un cheese, un other lhings went dearer, 
trade begun to get wur; no wal' cud hardly be fund for fokc s ; 
un thausands wur totally bewt. Well then, batein ha kc-pt 
follwin batein, till newe ther's nout to bate on. NeweJ011e, 
I think ut mesters an best chance o batin he b&d ~imes, 
becose they con do us they win, ther's so monney wantil1 a 
job ut ony price." 

JoNE.-" I knoe wat he sed did not stond to my nc.sh\ln, 
un I partly wur sure he did not speak us he thout, 
or ut he wur a great foo,-bnt then he pretended to be 
such a frend o poor fokes, I cud not tell wat to thi11k. 
I kept thinkin if deer house keepin med great wages, the11 it 
wud be better to have cum, un beef, ut twice us muck a 
price, but I cud not see hew thrt wud mak mesters to give 
moor wages. I thout it wud be quite t'other way, for if we 
gan o we gettin for meat, then we shudden ha nout to uy 
clooas wee, un then .th' mester wud he,re less custom1ers 
for his goods, un then tlier wud be moor sellers nor buy<2rs, 
and so his goods wud be soud for less, un then ur watgei. 
wud be baten agen." 

TuM.-" That's it to a sha.vin, un nout else. Dos't no 
think ther chaps token us if ther'n pade by th' lond clzaips; 
besides, ther aullus blackin mesters, ut seyin ut ther gettten 
rich out o'th blud and boons o'th wark fokes. Now tlhew 
knoes ut welly o'th me ters i'th cuntry ar 1'rocken, un th1at's 
flat contradictshun to ther tale, un it gis um th' lie direct." 

JoNE.-" To be sure it doe , but ought ul do to keep> up 
ill feelin thew knoes. Divide un conker is un owd sttury, 
un a true un. No mon shall per uade me that its be>tter 
for a poor body to give two un sixpence o peck for fla,wer, 
wen if ther wur no Cnrn Laws, it would be soud hert-e ut 
cigliteen pence, un meal ut a liillin, un cheese, un beef,, un 
mutton, un baken, un poork, ut about thrippenee a paurnd. 
If we con see that blessed day, aure Nan un me, un ,aure 
Sal and Ned will have a gradely do of it for once. '\Why 
England ul look like oud England again ! Why its nott so 
monney years since when I wur a lad, thoos wur th' 
prices, un rare times they wur for comfort to poor fo'>kes, 
un I donno dawt but ifwe con come o to one mind, to l ave 
a big loaf i'th stead of a little11n, we con see good cdays 
agen." 

TuM.-" I think ut every body shud petishun, un srpeak 
so laude ut they con yer, tho' they are so deeof wh(um its 
ought agen ther sells, but we'll have it o'er agaun next ttime 
we meetin, so good neet." 
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THE OLD SLIDING SCALE. 

As many persons may yet not even yet fully understand the old 
Sliding Scale of duties, I think it desirable to lay it before my 
readers. 

A weekly return is made from one hundred and fifty cities and 
towns of the prices of grain. and the averages are taken every 
week always from the prices of the six weeks past, which, being 
published in the gazette, determines the amount of duty which 
•hall be paid. The following is the scale for wheat: 

Duty on 
Wheat imported. 

Price. 

51s. per Quarter. 35s. 8d. 
52s. 34s. 8d. 
l>3s. 33s. 8d. 
Ms. 32s. 8d. 
6511. 3 ls. 8d. 
Ms. 30s. 8B. 
57s. 29s. 8d. 
58s. 28s. 8d. 
l)gs, 27s. 8d. 
60s. 26s. 8d. 
6 h. 25s. 8d. 

62s. 24s. 8d. 
63s. 23s. 8d. 
641. 22s. 8d. 
651. 21s. 8d. 
66s. 20s. 8d. 
6 7 s. 18s. 8d. 
68s. 16s. 8d. 
69s. 13s. 8d. 
70s. lOs. 8d. 
71s. 6s. 8d. 
72s. 2s. 8d. 
73s. ,, ls. Od. 

The in1portation of oats, bttrley, &c., are regulated by a 15imilar 
acal . \Yheat is st>ldom released out of bond at a duty higher 
that~ lOs. d. , so that whenevPr the average price, in the English 
markets, falls h~low 70s. per quartor, the syst~m of duties 
amo•unts to a prohibition. The present average for wheat being 
62s. , the duty is 24s. Sd., whic h of course is equal to a pro- , 
hibi:fion. It will be ~en by this scale, that very little tax is 
likely to be rcali,ed as revenue. The tax of which we complain 
confl!ist in keeping up the price of food above its natural level, 
by 1;1reventing foreign imports. This the landownars put in their 
own pockets. 

DEAR FOOD AND BAD TRADE, OR THE LOSS 
OF HOME CONSUMPTION. 

P'ublic attention, we think, ha.s not been sufficiently directed 
to tlhe inqttiry, how far the present depression arises from a dimi
nutiio1i in the home consumptian n,f manufactures. \Ve will bring 
uodter your notice a few facts upon this important question. 

Itt appears, from the returns, hat the quantity of cotton wool 
entcered for consumption in the years 1840 and 1841 was as follows: 

1840 ........................................ 1,274,729 bales. 

1841 ·········•·····•·•·•······•·•·•····•···• 1,118,717 

Dtc1·ease in the latte year...... 156,012 
,we learn, also, that the exports of cotton goods and yarns, 

(or the year 1841, have exceeded those of 1840, by the following 
quamti·ies: 

Iocrea ed exports of Yarns ............ 8,208,908 lbs. 
'l'hrea'.l • ... .. . ... 2,038,400 ,, 
Printed Calico ... 25,077,132 yards, 

,, ,, Pia.in Calico ...... 65,106,416 ,, 
"Ve find, by the above statement, that although during the 

last year, as compared with 1840, there was a diminished con
sumipCon of raw cotton, to the extent of 3,000 bales a week, yet 
the exports of yarns and cotton goods, but particularly of the I 
lattler, were greater in 1841 than in the preceding or any pre
vimus year, thus demonstrating t e important fact, that the whole 
of tJhe enormous decrease in OW' cotton manufacture has been I 

owing to the falling off in the dema'nd for th• home trade, the 
truth of which could, we fear, be painfully corroborated by 
those through whosQ hands this trade has passed. 

In looking for the cause of this depression in the business or 
the country, we cannot shut our eyes to the influence which the 
price of food has upon the consumption of clothing. Experience 
has shown us that when provisions are cheap the home trade in 
manufactures is prosperous, and vice versa. By applying the 
test of this principle to the last three yeaas, it appears to ns that 
tlte high price of subsistence accounts for the great diminution in 
the cotto11. trade; and that if we go back to 1834, 5, 6, the 
prnsperity of those years is attributable to the cheapness of the 
first uecessaries of life. 

The average price of wheat, for the three years 1834, 5, ~. 
was £2 4s. 8d. a quarter, and for the three years 1839, 40, 41, 
it was £3 8s. a quarter, being an increase of more than 50 per 
cent., and other provisions were in proportion. If we suppose 
that the whole of the food of the people cost in the cheaper year, 
eighty millions sterling a year, the same quantity will have cost 
one hundred and twenty millions per aunum during the latter pe
riod; and as th~ means of the consumers have undergone no in
crease, but, on the contrary, diminished, owing to bad state of 
trade. it follows, that, during the last three years, one hundred 
and twent!I millions of money less was expended in the purchase of 
ma1.11fact11res and other necessaries, which is r.ullicient to account 
for the falling off in the cotton trade. 

SONG. 

T1tne.-" There is nae luck about the house." 

CoME felhw suff'rers join with me, 
A squalid starving crowd, 

And let the cries of misery, 
Be heard in accents loud. 

Down, down, with the accursed tax, 
That robs us of our bread, 

We must have. clothing for our back,. 
We must, we will, be fed. 

We have endur'd in patience long, 
And struggled with despair, 

But may not hunger grow too strong, 
For flesh and blood to bear ? 

Down, down, &c. 

With wives and children starving round, 
What agony to live, 

And hear their ceaseless crises resound, 
"Bread, bread," and none to give 1 

Down, down, &c. 

Oh pause you mighty ones and great, 
And tempt us not too far, 

Our labour rais'd your high estate, 
And made you what you are. 

Then down, &c. 

Have you no spark of gratitude, 
Ye lordlings of the soil, 

That you withhold the daily food, 
For which we sweat and toil? 

Oh down, &c. 

We'll raise our voices till they peal 
Like thunder in your ears, 

And if you have no hearts to feel, 
Let J usTICE wake your fear 

And down, &<:. 
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VARIETI;Es: = 
THE TOOTH MARKET. I 

• The follo\Ting list of prices of provisions in Indiana has been fur
Rished by a gentleman now on a visit, in this country, and who 
hu resided twenty six years in the United States:-

AN ARGUMENT ron FnE& TRADE.-A countryman, at ths 
Liverpool docks, was employed in handing out hides from the 
hull of a ship just arrived from Buenos Ayres.-" Tummus,'' 
cried lie to his com1>anion, " where dow a' these hides come 
fro ? The folk there mun either be short of shoe-leather, or 
they mun ha' a precious lot of beef.'' 

Prictt in the State oflNDIANA, 
I2th Dec., ~841. 

Prices in BRITION, 
12tA Dec., 1841. 

£. •· d. 
Pork~ lO0lb average O 7 3-i 
Beef is seld"1f as much 

£.,.d. 
Pork i&' lO0lb

0

averru?es 2 5 10 
Bee/about Id higher 

So:aAR JnsTICE.-1\fanilla sugar is no'V selling in this country, 
for exportation only, at 16s. par cwt. Cochin China sugar i1 
worth in London 22s. per cwt. South American sugar was sold 
in Lh•erpool last week at 21s. per cwt. Fine loaf sugar, refined, 
in bond, was sold for exportation for 32s. per cwt • ., Thu it will 
be seen that brown sugar is from 2d. to 2½d. per lb, and loaf 
sugar 3½d. per lb. · But these are not allo1Ved to he sold for home 
consumption without a duty of 63s. per cwt. The \~rest Indian 
planter can take out for hia own use fine loaf sugar at 3fd., but 
the poor English labourer must give 7d. for course brown. 

as Pork:. than Pork 
Bacon, ~ lb........... lfd to 2d 
Hams, well smoked... 2fd to ~d 
Flou1·, ~ barl. J96lb £1 21 lld 
Flour is generally worth 

Bacon ........... ·: ••• . . . 6½d to 7 d 
Hnm8.... ... .. .. .. .. . . . .. 7 d to 8d 

le&1 than I tl V lb 

Flour~ barl. 196 lb. £I 18 Od 
Flourisgenerally worth • 

Cl1ee1e ...... ... ·. ... .. .. ... 3d to 3f 
Tea, Young Hyson ........ 2s lld 
Coffee .. • .. .. • .. .. . . .. .. .. . 7 d to 8d 
Sagar... . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . 3d to 4d 

2d ~ lb. 
Cheese............. .• . ... 6d to Sd 
Tea, same quality..... £0 6 0d 
Coffee .•.•.. .............. 2s to 2s 4d 
Sugar........... • • ..... 7d to 8d 

THE S·rAnV~TION FEVER.-A Surg1rnn from Great Torring. 
ton, statei, that a low fever prevails much in that town, rneh aa 
generally proceeds from a wretched and fllthy population, subsist
ing on potatoes. The oldest medical man in the town calls it the 
starvation fei•er. Labouring men receive 2s Id 

per day, with three good meals, 
having abundance of animal food 
3t each meal : or without meals 
31 lid per d.Ly. . 

Mecl,anic, 5s 2!d to 6s. ad 
per day, without meal,. 

Labouring men in agricltural 
districts ls 6d per day, finding 
themselves. They scarcely ever 
taste animal food. Thousands 
without work, no wages. 

.Mecltanir:s 2s 6d to 3s per day 
but the greatest portion of them 
without employment. 

VALUE OF WAGES.-There i11 not only a lowering of wages, 
but a lowering of the value of wages. I often wonder the people 
don't look to the Ol'le as well as the other. If my wages this week 
purchase one shilling's worth less flour, eight penny worth fewer 
potatoe11, and four penny worth less meal than the previous week, 
it is in fact two shillings of a drop in my wages. Every restriction 
therefore that raises the price of food, does in effect lower the 
working man's wages, in the same proportion. Potatoes are now 
9d. per score, they were 6d. ; this is reducing 12s. per week to 8 . 

EMIGRATION.-Vast numbers are preparing to bid a final adieu '° this laud of poverty and misrule: The cream of the country is 
moving-leaving behind the weak, the timid, the poor, and the 
1Yorthlcss. These carry away nil the capital they can scrape 
together, and leave the whole weight of taxation to be borne by 
a population of paupers and insolvent tradesmen. Unwilling any 
longer to be subjects of that state which is " the envy of 
aurrounding nations,'• most of these emigranta are bound to the 
United States. Bad as trade is for most of us, those who ship 
oft' dissatisfied English across the Atlantic liave a good harveat 
-.iefore them during the ensuing spring. 

AGRICULTURE MUST ALSO SuFFr.n.-" If much capital leaves 
agriculture and none comes to it, the funds for the maintenance 
of agricultural labour will fearfully decliDP, and the first to suffer 
will be the labourers themselves." The emigration of capitali ts 
from agricultural districts is fast producing this effect. The high 
price of stock induced by prohibiting the importation of cattle, 
and the increase of parochial taxation, are producing the same 
results; hence the present sufferings of the labourers in the farm
ing districts. Indeed the farmers are becoming too poor to employ 
labourers. 

ONE BURDE1' TO EASE ANOTHER.-" Labom·ers are not 
taxed in other countries," it is said, "like they are here,"-and 
what then? ,vhy, to enahle them to bear their heavy burdens, 
they ~ust have their brr~d dear and their trade depressed! , 

RnFoR:ir NEWS Rom1s.-Since the last Election, several reform 
news rooms have been established, in ditferent towns. An excel
lent one exists in Preston, payment to operatives only one penny 
per week. As the quartn commenced on the 1st of February, I 
um desired to remind the operatives of the advantages of thia 
institution and to invite them to enrol themselves as members. ' , 

AMERICAN CRF;EBE.-V'ery large importaticms of cheese have 
lately arrived froP1 Amel'ica, notwithstandin_l!' the duty of l2s., 
which i:1 paid upon them. They are fine and large, and many 
of them of excellent quality. These chrese in the country from 
which they are bought, are sold at 3d. per pound. 

THE Roc:K TO DE A ,-OIDED by Corn Law repealers is, the 
giving way to some tempting overture of fixed duty, or a more 
moderate sliding ,:ale. 1'00 many were enamoun·d of Lord J. 
Ru se 's eight shilliagg duty. Any duty upon the first article of 
human exi tence is a gross injustice. An eminent agl'iculturist 
disposes of the sliding scale, and proposes a duty of 10s per quar. 
quarter, to diminish ls each year, and to stanrl at 5s. This 
is simple enough, but it begins with proposing that the povert.y 
stricken people of this country, shall pay twenty-six millions 
of money in such 8easons as the present, more than they ought 
to pay for their food. 

LAND is the factory (01· providing corn ; when shall we have to 
complain ot any ". overproduction" from this extensive "mill?•·• 

PEACE AND PATIENCE.-All are surprised at the patience 01( 

the people under the tremendous pressure of the times. The 
truth is, their spirits a1·e broken. About two years ago the 7 
were buoyant with hope in physical force. That having failecu, 
as was certain, they seem to have no hope left. To use the obi
servation of a country man, " Their pluck is all gone." 

THE PRICE OF WooL is now much depre~sed, because the 
people are p:tying all thelr wc1ge:i for food, and cannot huy either 
81otheil or bedding. l\Iany poor people, in a state of sickness, 
have not a bit of flannel in their houses--an article which they 
very much need. "Wool,'' said Mr. Amos, a farmer, nt the 
Edin bro' meeting, "fetched double the price in 1836 it does now, 
when QOrn ia ao much higher than it waa thea." 

CHAlln•y OF NATIONS . ...:. When G'od gives an ahundant har
vest to one nation, and ' a on.cl harvest to anothe1·, it is no douh t 
that friendly rela.tions.ancl mutual dependence may he strengthened .. 
Thia year we are a hurigry t1ation ; America has an ahundan t 
stoek, and would willingly feed us. But live or die, unless wm 
will enter 1n at the door of the honrled warehouse, and pay a• 
enormous fee, wo must not taste American food ; but, lik1e · 
like another cl~ss of unfortu"nates, be thrown upon our own re
·onrc~s. If we try to scale the wall, we shall find every part olf 
it bri1tlod. with the Duk~'s ~a)orieti. · 

Prastod: Printed by J. LtT.ESEY, PriGe ¼J., or l!i. 6d. V 100. 
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T!, a:igh !Lungry men may 1ccep a,id u·ail, 

I'll not give up t,~e SLIDl1 ~G, SCALE! 

Sir Robert, a11 the rca1for vill pen'cive, has got a firm stanrling; hut ninny 1·omplain ' that l1i,; iu•tiu rnp wa~1~ re-fr:rinq. The 
Friend or Paisle}, is in his la t '' engagement ;" w~ilst the Ohl " Bu~k" is trying to lt>arn tht• rhri ,tinn h s,on, of heip~ ·• content 
with suc7, thin"s as he has." , 

These ari~tocutic necessa.ries of life called T1,rbot, Turtlt>, and Lobs 1ers, ai•p gencromly pPrmit ted to ht> imported rl•1t.v .fru, liut 
not a single load of porridge meal, or br ad flour, for th{' u~e of the 11tarvil)g multitude i~ allo{veil to ' comr in on th~ ·same ft>rm~. 1111 
the hunrrer glasa falls to the lowest degree, and stands at "stormy." Winea, Spirit.~, Jlli11;.,1·al lf"aters, Grap.-. ·, &c., to no11rid1 the 
under feil bread taxers, arf' import.ad in abundance, at a fixed duty, bnt bull.~. o:ren, c1rnw, crJlvts, .,/iefp, lamw;. p(q&, aud goat,, are 
entirely prohihited, to prevent over ferding on the part or the poor! Beef ~l\lt\rated with , nit mny bo brought ovri· at thf> mod~rat~ duty 
of 12s. per cwt.; but gentlenrnn's dogs may eat foreign gr<.'e,•es at a duty of , two khilling~ ! 1l{acaroni fot· d,,ti,•ntc ittom:ich~. tax 2a: 
per lb. ; black puddings fm clodhoppers, .four p,mce ! ' • 1 

• • • 
The duty on Bacon is.3d. per lb. ; that on o:r: tails, for fine soups, less t}mn thr ~i_ohtee11th part of a p11n11y ! Medlm·Jt only h. pet 

bu~hel ; Onions 3i. per buc;hel. Oysters only ls. 6d. per bushel ; Paddys lttmper~ two s!iilli!1(1s a cwt! Fin sulmon :mil nil ldnd11 flf jislt 
and fotol take the liberty of im~:»"ting the1;11selves duty free; liut for those who li ·o in c~llara and ~OtJage~, nt eighteen. pence a week, 
they are quite "out of season. , . . . . .. 

. We· are often told that" there i~ yet ]and unct!_ltivated 
iu England, sufficient to grow plenty of food for all the 
people.'' True, if we oe regardless of the· cost of pro
duction, and determine foeat no bread but of British cul
ture, no doubt b Y; cultivating the bogs and barren part 

No. 7. 

of the country, '".e should be able to produce sufficient for 
all. That is, we could do this as long as our capital 
would last in pursuing the folly · of procuring food under 
such ciisadvantag~s. ,But we · F.hould t.hus be going 
to the dearest instead of the cheapest shop, and our 
food w~uld cost us a great .deal more than we can buy 
it for from our continental neighbours. We .might 
manage, no doubt1 to produce all our own ~ood, hemp. 
nd tallow, as well as food; , nay, if we ,; 'ere. dis po ed to .go 
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to the expense (and if our capital was not exhausted before 
our folly was complete,) we might manage to grow figEi, 
grapes, and oranges, sufficient to serve the whole king
dom ; and by covering the land with bot houses, it may 
be a q11estion, whether we could not even supply our 
factories with cottrm. And ali this would only be so 
many degrees of madness more than that of growing corn 
at a price greater than what we can buy it for els where. 
To give the labour of 100 men, to produce 500 quarters 
of wheat, whilst the :::,ame men could produce manufac
turea which would exchange for 800 quarters, would be 
a policy calculated for certain to impoverish and ruin 
the country. Every nation excels in something ; to acer
tain extent, we can equal any other country in agriculture ; 
but as our chief advantages lie in manufactures, we 
should persevere in that which, by exchange or other
wise, produces the greatest amount of wealth and happi
ness to the nation. " I wonder you do not grow your 
own potatoes, and not be running to the market every 
day for them," said Dame Buckingham, the Patroness of 
• the Society for not depending on foreign nations,' 
" I like to grow my own potatoes, to bake my own bread, 
to 8pin my own yarn, and to knit my own stockings·, and 
to be independent." "I al~o like in some sense to be in
dependent," said the mason who wa8 thus addressed, "but 
in the way of trade, I do'nt care how much I depend upon 
others, so long as they al8o g_epend upon me, and we can 
mutually benefit each other. If I were to grow my own 
potatoes, every load would cost me twelve shillings, 
whereas, by working at my own trade, I can get a load 
and a half for the same labour, be8ides finding employ
ment for the Rufford farmer, who cannot do my work. 
I could only earn nine pence a day by knitting my own 
~tockings, but by hewing stones, I can earn as much as 
will purchase four times the amount; so I leave the 
lasses of Kendal to knit the stockings who have nothing 
better to do." 

Let the p1·0.fitable cultivation of the land be carried to 
its utmost extent, but where the cost of production re
quires a greater amount of labour and capital, than would 
command the same articles, by exchanging our manufac
tures, we are then pursuing it to a national loss. The cry 
of there being lane! enough, is a convenient pretext to keep 
out foreign grain, that the value of the present cultivated 
land may be kept up. When the people begin to see 
that the enormous cost of cultivating bad land comes 
out of their own pockets in the extra price of food, they 
will be of the same opinion as the stone mason. 

As for the danger of depending on foreign nations, in 
good oeasons such as 1834, 5, and 6, when the average 
price of wheat was only 44s. 8d., it is probable we 
should have plenty of our own ; in bad seasons, such as 
the last three years, were our corn laws repealed, every 
country would be competing to see which could serve us 
best. There is not the slightest danger of our ever being 
unable to procure foreign corn. Corn can be grown 
in every part of the world, and should we be at war with 
one nation, or many nations, the othera, impelled by the 
love of profit, would be glad to serve us. Look at our 
breakfast t ,thles, look at uur furniture, look at our mills, 
look at our grocers shop:-, and say, for what article we 
are not dependant upon ther nations. In our present 

manufacturing character, cotton is next in importance to 
corn; this we get principally from one country, and i: 
cannot like corn be grown in any climate, and yet we 
feel no apprehension from war, as to our losing a supply. 
In fact, like most of the baseless arguments of the mo• 
nopolist, the danger of depending upon foreign countriea 
is a mere bugbear to frighten the people. Our depend
ance in this respect would be the strongest bond of 
mutual friendship, and the surest guarantee for peace. 
And if we are really anxious to see an extended and an 
improved cultivation of our soil, we must supply the 
motive, and that i8, a nece8sity on the part of the land 
owners, to stand against foreign competition. 

AGITATE! AGITATE! AGITATE! 

Well might it be asked," Can we expect 
GRAPES from THOllNS, or. FIGS from 
THISTLES." Sir Robert's new system 
of Sliding Duties is an insult to the star
ving People of England. They asked 
Bread, and he offers them a Stone. Little 
hope now remains for Sir Robert's patient; 
he has compounded for John Bull his "last 
supper;" and unless the Tamworth Quack 
be unshopped, he will not long survive. 

But will John submit to be pll,1Jsicked in
stead of fed? Will he .really "kick the 
bucket," or will he not rather kick hot!,, 
Sir Robert and all the Bread 1 axers out of 
his service ? 

I don't yet despair. Let every family in 
Britain send a separate Petition, and if 
that will not secure to the People the first 
and best boon of Heaven-FKEE BREAD, 
we have another course left, which contains 
within itself AN INFALLIBLE REMEDY. 

STEAM. 

No wonder that ignorance and violence should still be 
manifested against machinery, when respectable papers, such 
as the Preston Chronicle, can insert an article without the 
least modification, condemning steam power as "tl·e poor 
man's curse." Speaking of steam, the article, taken from a 
Birmingham paper, states:-

'' Miser!/ and want will follow in its track, 
And starving millions shall have cause to curse 
The power that robs i,hem of the means of life.'' 

Was ever any thing so false, so J'oolish, and so ahsttrd 'f 

This is outdoing the Luddites themselves; they only attac 
the working machinery, but here we have a tirade against 

1 
the power itself which turns it, and a propositicn that 
government should lay a tax upon '' the depresiin.g effect-
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of steam power." That which has given employment to 
millions, in penetrating the stores of nature in the bowels 
of the earth; that which is making nations into brothers, 
and scattering the ble1esings of Providence more evenly 
abroad ; t~at which, in our own locality is giving employ
ment to m1llions, who must either have remained starving 
as serfs ?f the soil, or been long since transported abroad; 
th_at wh!ch has given the country the ability to bear up 
with all its tremendous burden of taxation ; that, in fact, in 
which this nation lives, and moves, and has its being, and 
without which it could not exist a month, is now denounc
ed as '' a curse ! " Heads, hands, steam, wind and 
water, have all been racked to bear up under the two-fold 
curse of national and monopoly taxat10n ; and now that 
John Bull's strength begins to fail him, this is the gratitude 
of the_ monopolist to kick his very b1·eath out of his body. 

This attack upon steam is to divert the attention of the 
people from bread, and to throw the blame of the Corn Law 

famine upon that which has mitigated its horrors for many 
years. Jf the people are not sufficiently alive 'to the 
benefits of steam, let but any branch of it stop, and they 
feel the effects severely. If steam labour might be allowed 
to fetch back into this country its , alue in flour, butter, 
bacon, chee e, tea, coffee, sugar, and other articles, the 
people would have plenty of food and plenty of employment, 
and they would soon see that it is not team, but aristocratic 
power, embodied in a Corn Law, that is working against 
them. 

Sir Robert's 
NEW SLIDING SCALE 

Duty ttpon Imported TVheat per Qua1·ter. 
51s. and below 20s. 
5 h. to 52s. 19s. 
52s. to 55s. 18s. 
Ms. to 56s. l 7s. 
56s. to 57s. 16s. 
57s. to 58s. 15s. 
58s. to 59s. 14s. 
59s. to 60s. 13s. 
60s. to 6 ls. 1211, 
6ls. to 62s. lls. 
62s. to 63s. lOs. 
63s. to 64s. 9s. 
64s. to 65s. 811. 
65s. to 66s. 7s. 
66s. to 69s. 6s. 
69s. to 70s. 5s. 
70s. to 7 Is. 4s. 
71s. to 72s. 3s. 
72L to 73L 2L 
73s. to 74s. ls. 
75s. Free 

This has to be paid in addition to at lea!t 1 Os. a 
quarter, the expence of importation. This is the rich 
landlord's "protection;" but there iB no "protectio ,i'' 
for the poor man. All hope from Sir Robert Peel and 
Tories is gone for ever. 

PRESTON PETITION, 
For the Total and Immediate Repeal of the Corn Laws, 

Signed by 16,800 Men! 

MEMORIAL TO THE QUEEN, 
Signed by 9,600 Women ! 

PETITION! PETITION! ! PETITION!! 

We will now employ persons to write as many Pe

titions as there are Families ; and every householder ia 
invited to call for a copy, and forward it to his repre

sentative, signed by himself and all his domestics. Let 

the table of the House of Commons groan beneath fivtt 

millions of Petitions .1 

A LESSON TO WORKING MEN. 

Though I attack the Corn Laws as one great cause of 
suffering among the working classes, and look up to the 
legislature to remedy the evil, yet neither you nor I should 
think that even a repeal of the Corn Laws will do every 
thing for us. We are too apt to forget our own duties, and 
that, under any system of legislation, how much our happiness 
depends upon our own conduct. Bear with me here while 
I give you a word of advice. Remember this, that what
ever your wages may be, you cannot expect to prosper 
and be comfortable unless you pay great and constant at
tention to the affairs of your families. Every time I attend 
the Board of Guardians, numerous cases come before us of 
distressed wives and families, brought on by the wilful 
ne_slect and bad conduct of the husbands. Some cases 
indeed arise from the wives having got into debt at the shop, 
and in many instances without the knowledge of the hu -
band. For husbands to lei.we tlieir wives, and children 
their parents, is quite common. There is indeed very little 
domestic happiness even ,vhere families have the means of 
being comfortable. Now I would advise you, in the first 
place, never to enter the <loor of a public house. Depend 
upon it, this is the house of forgetfulness, and a vast pro
portion of your mi ery may be traced to this cau e alone. 
On a Saturday night, instead of spending your time and 
money in folly and wickedness, and totally disregarding 
your families, consult with your wives, and go with them to 
market to lay in for the week, and take charge of the gene
ral interests of the family. Never buy a single article on 
credit; go to the cheapest market, and avoid the plan ot 
being weekly customers as you would a plague. Advise 
your wives never to be tempted to take tea or clothing, or 
any thing else, when they are offered on credit by paying 
weekly instalments. Beware of the pawn shop ; if your 
wives once begin to take articles of clothing, the habit will 
grow, and they will soon empty the house. Calculate for 
the week, and spare at the beginning, in order that you 
have a fair share at the latter end. By all means be kind 
to your wives; consult them on every occasion ; advise 
with them as to a proper course of conduct; and caution them 
against gossiping in their neighbours' houses. Wilh anxious 
care pay attention daily to the conduct of your children. 
Your happiness is bound up with their good conduct. If 
you leave them to themselves, untaught and umrained, 
they are almost sure to get ,vrong. begin to teach them 
betimes, and act towatds them m ~o kind and rC'a:.ouahla a 
manner, as to induce tlwm to delight in . ·uur con ,pany. 
To effect this, above every th111g, yuu 111u:,t daily ~et Ldo1 e 
them an example or sobri, ty, ki1td11css, and g"tieral boot! 
conduct. ln a word, as a friend I entreat eve1 y 01Ie who 
read ' tliis paper, to let it be his cc 11:,ta11t stt1dy to ecure 
to himself and family a large share of domestic huppine~s. 
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- - \- H&)!E TR.\~E.-" I wish l could beg an olrl pail· of i1ho11s, 
, that I might get them cloi;ged. for l aw quite wet 011 m~ feel," 

STRIKE 'WRJLI! ·THE lltoN IS HOT.-A I £rie'ndl'I to the peotJle 
1hould ob~ervc tl1is. Doubtless tbt-.re are many other question$ 
of importance, bttt .the Corn Law just no,o should be deemed the 
question of qqestions. The monopolists feel themselves compelled 
to yield someth\ng, and miless a large demand be made upon them, 
and that by the universal rnic-e of the people, tlmt something will 
be precious little. All classes should cry out with one unher~al 
voice, "Away with the Corn Laws!" 

PETITIONS in every possible shape should be forwarded ic-
1tantly to the Hou. e of Commons; congregation::tl, workshop, 
and family petitions among the rest. No father should think it 
too much to write half a dozen Jines, get the signatures of his 
own family, and forward th~ &ame, by post, to No. 44S, Strand, 
London. · 

SEPARATION.-I h:ive heen favoured with the f611owi?1g l1>tter, 
Jlrpving that the remarks I inade on tht> sPpara1ing of families ill 
tpe C,arlil,le Union are well foun,led :-
" l>ear Nephew, "Carlis!<', .Tan. 21st, 1842. 

"l re~eived your'e yesterday, mentioning the distressed 
!!tllte of trade, but I do assure you ~rade is equally as bad here. 
I have made inquiry concerning the childrPn being separated from 
their parents, and I do assure you that it is the case: the children 
are ltept at the H_arahy Hill workhome, the. men at Newtown, 
alld the women 3t St. Mar)' 's workhouses. , 

~, I 1'l]'tnain, your U nele." 

'Dnl'RE1;18.-N obody kno,"s the amount of· suffering which the 
poor are now enduring. '.I pubHsh the following note a~ one 
instanee ; it came from a poor widow with several srt1all children, 
one who once -moved in a respectable, circle :--'-

" 8-IR,-Please to pardon me. ; I am indeed the chil<l of sorrow. • 
l would Rot tt"ouhle your goodness, but I am ollliged to apply to· 
t0me kind friend, for I am this two days with scarce any tiling 
to take to.'• ' · 

LAW.RENCE HEvwonTH, EsQ., OF LIVERPOOL, a 11:entleman 
wlio alw11.ys fel'ls for the poor, ha1 inserted a letter in ~ne of the 
Liverpool newsp~pen, in which he urges upon the poor most 
1trenuoUl!ly, rather than starve and suffer, to go at once to the 
p1Lrish, and if need be, to suhmit to enter the workhouse. He 
doe1 thi , first, on the grounds of humanity, and secondly, that 
the landowner& may have to bear their own rightful burdens 
which the Corn Law has created. ' 

"I oout,D LIKE A Row/' so said a rash individual, sprakin" 
of the distressed state of the country. ,vi~hes like thE>se s-prini 
from a feeling of revenge, not from a wii,:h to do the best for the 
country. A revolution would be the most unfortunate event 
ttiat ever came to England. The stock of food now in the land 
would he seized, and might he divided so long as it would last, 
but no p~rson would take steps towards producing more; sowin~ 
and reaplr]g would cease; employment there would be none, and 
capital would fly from the country. So soon as the stock of food 
was exhausted, it would he horrible to contemplate the condition 
of the people, but especially of the ;i.ged and the infirm. Sul'
rounded as we are by the sea, what would become of those who 
had neither food nor the means of getting away? Let us look to 
any thing rather than a revoiution to better our condition. 

TREllE IJA8 BEEN NO VALUAT10N OF THE LAND RENTAL SINCE 

1692. -It i1 eJtimated that the present annual rental of the lands 
honses, buildings, &c., in 'England, ,vales, and Scotland, amount 
to £200,.000,000 ; y':lt the landowners pay a tax on:y upon 
£9,0U0,000, the valued rental in 1692 l How is this? Our 
11>indows are counted from time to time, to prevent us from 
escaping any part of the tax upon light ; we are required every 
year to make a true return o.f any addition to the number of our 
dogs, horses, &c., chargeable for assessed taxes; yet the landown
ers have forp:otton to make a return of their rentals chargeable 
'with lan{l tax ~jnee 1692 ! ;rhe con~equence is, that the tax 
i11 now yiPlding 0'9ly the sa.me amount to the revenue as it did 149 
yeau a:ro, tDhilsf the rental ha, increasedfifte.e1t fold. A bona fide 
land tax of 41. in the pound upon the real rental of the country 
ought now to yield .£40,000,0QO a year, while less than two 
miUiona are paid. 

said a poor worn ont weaver. •·\'hat ailii those on y HU' fola!t '! ·• 
[ r<,>plicd. Now mark his answer.--" I shall have worn these l4 
ycat s come Easter Sunrlay; 11 years as shoei1, and 2 years sinctt 
th<'y wsre clogged." 
: How CAN MACHINERY PRODUCE MORE EMPLOYlllE?IT ?

By increasing the capital of the counfry, and which cannot be 
expended without bringing more labour into requisition. The 
first effect of machinery is to increase production ; then thM 
cheapens price; and this leads lo such an increased consumption, 
that, directly and indirectly, more lwnds ar~ really employed, in 
connection wjth the article manufactured, than before the machi
nery was introduced. Jn every' dt•partment of manufactul'e with 
which I am acquairttad, this bas been tlrn t~!mlt. And while the 
labour of some persons has he~n displaced, others in the back 
ground have been brought into worK. 
' •i I;E )1:oltALS OF 'l.1BE PEoPJ,E are deteriorating fast. Hun-

ger nnd necessity break through every restraint. _lany working 
pl'ople are begjnning tQ look with en"y and distrust, if not with 
hatred, upoll \heir master!\ and those above them in point of 
wealth. Strong feelings of i·eveoge are ch9ri hed in their breaits. 
Pre~ Nl by necessity, little r«8gard is paid to speaking the truth in 
their importunities for help, Parents are deserting their children, 
and not a few fathers are gone to America, having teft their fami
lies chargeable to the parish. Childl'en ar'e riot ent to s<!h.ool ; 
public institutions languish ; and places of worship are badly at
tended. We are becoming more like t,rutes every Jay, sc1·am-
bling for a bare existence. , · • 

TEA PARTIES.-These, in my opinion, are among tht> most 
agree11ble festhities; to the Temperance Society mor<' than lo 
any olher we are indebted for their general introduction i11to thi:o1 

1 country. They are hot very unlilrn the feasts of charity observed 
by the first christians.. "'bat a pity that ihe che<'ring cnp aud iLs 
accompaniments should he so heavily ta,rnd I Ta~s should he 
laid upon the superfluities of life, or upon property, and not upon 
the nec<'ssaries and <'Omforts of thl'\ people. If we had tea at 2s. 
6d., coffee at 9d., and sugar at 4l1. per pound; and if butter wa!I 
7 d., brea·d 1 d., and cream in proportion, ~e might then often 
enjoy our happy partie~. This ·onld he a salutary clrnnge, anc..l 
among the best means of promo1ing sobriety. 

DECREASE I'R TUE EXPORTS OF ,voor.r.ENS.-Tn 1824, the duty 
both on imported and exported wool wa~ remctved. Since then 
the export of Briti~h wool h, s mounted from next to nothi 1g to 
4,810,387tbs. in 1840; but th~ expo1t of manufactured wo01llens 
has decreased from 567,317 pi<•ce~ in 1824 to 258,962 in 1840. 
Verviers, in Belgium, has advanced her woollen production 
from a small amount, in 1824 to 105,245 pieces; and Aix-la
Chapelle, in Ptussia, from a small amount to 230,000. Thilll dis
trict manufactmes 76,283 pieces more than England expoirt~ to 
the whole world. 4, 108,346tbs. of wool are imported into Bt>l
gium from Great Britain. This will make about one-third of the 
whole manufacture of Belgium. Sttch are Alderman .Gatecnan'11 
facte. 

ANTr-ConN l,Aw LEAOUE.-An eternal debt of gratittLde is 
due to the brave and persevering men of Manchester who fo,rmed 
the League, and who have made it the instrument of stoppin,g the 
murderous progress of monopoly. The proceeds of the Bai.zaar, 
which has been got up by the same valorous spirits, amounting to 
£10,000, will enable them to battle on with the same foe tilJl they 
achieve a complete victory. A righteous cause can never fail 
when thus carried on by untiring zeal and honest perseveranc•e. 

A GREAT SACRTFICE.--The machinery at a mill nea1· B:Jack
burn, was lately sold at 7½d, per spindle, which cost a short, time 
ago 5s. This sufficiently indicates the state of the spinning trrade; 
for if it were a profitable concern, there are numbers of capiltalists 
yet, who woald be glad to embark in it. 

"LIVESEY's J\IonAL REFOR1IER. "-The remaining copiies of 
this Publication; containing 221 pages, complete, same size .as the 
Penny Magazine, and published at 2s. 6d., :.titched in a c•over, 
are now offered at a shilling. 

Preston: Printed by J. L1vi:s:rY, Price ½d,, or 2,. 6d. ~ 100. 
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"To be or not to ue, thcl:t 1s the queHion." 

HE ASKED FOR BREAD AND THEY GAVE Hll\1 A STONE. 

"Oh, doctor, don't hot her me with ph!J-~ic; it's not appetite I want for my dinner, but dinner for my appetite. Lord 
ir Robert, my "con.,titutio1t" will never be able to stand it." 

" It w•ill do you good, Mr. Bull; your desire for more food is an unnatural appetite which must be repressed. One 
f tliese Pillls will Jdtle your stomach. You know I have always your interest at !wart.'' 

"Tluut's right, Bob, palaver him well; he's but a soft chap; when he has digested your Pill, then we'll repeal the 
orn Law~s." • 

"PRO TE C TI O N ." · 

If prote!ction were equally afforded to all-to the 
rtizan affi well as the landlord-we should have no 
ason to ccomplain. But the protection so much talked 

o .. 8. 

about is nothing less than a naked, unblushing robbery 
of the millions to feed and keep up the extravagant es
tablishments of a pampered few. It is a scheme for 
enabling the m·istocrat to sell dear and buy cheap, and to 
compel the poor man to sell cheap and buy dear. It is_, 
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ira fact, a sweeping measure. for clearing away half the 
food from the tables of our perishing poor, and for strip
ping off the children's rags, that others may dress in 
scarlet and {int) linen, and fare sumptuously every ~ay . 

. For whom is this protection claimed? The land 
itself requires none. A genial sun, fruitful showers, 
man's unfettered labour, and heaven's ble~sing, are a 
protection with which it is well satisfied. The worker 
in land is injured and not protected by dear food. This 
class were all better off in 1835 than they are now. 
High rents, high rates, and dear food, prevent farmers 
from employing labourers ; and the abolition of the food 
tax would be the 011ly substantial protection to this 
useful class of men. But " the farmers must be pro
tected." It were easy to shew that high prices and 
high rents, in their general effects, are ruinous to the 
farmer's interest; but the simple fact that farmers are 
getting poorer every year, and that, as a class, they 
kave been losing and not gaining ever since the law passed, 
is sufficient to shew that it is no protection to them. 

The protection so much t:.1.lked about is neither for 
the land, the labou,·er, nor the farmer; it is simply and 
Eolely for the lord of the soil, that he may keep up his 
pomp and dignity, and pay his debts out of our pockets. 

I have only seen two reasons assigned for this pro
tection which have the shadow of a plausibility. The 
first is, the peculiar burdens which the land has to hear ; 
and the 'second, that it is not expedient to derange 
existing interests in the country. 

Now, as to the first, what are these burdens? Let 
them be brought into figures, and it will turn out that it 
is not land, but trade, that bears the heaviest burdens. 
A long list is enumerated for the purpose of making .out 
a case; just as a man who, having travelled twenty 
miles, attempts to convince you of his great fete by 
enumerating every town, village, and hamlet, through 
which he has passed. '' Tithes, poor's rates, county 
rates, highways;" why not add "keep of 'squires' 
dogs, damages done by red jackets, and expences of 
county elections?" These are also land burdens, and a 
tax of so much a tooth ought to be laid upon the town's 
people to cover this ! Do farmers pay poor's rates and 
county rates ? So does every house, every worln1hop, 
every warehouse, every mill, and every bui~ding. And 
the present rapidly increasing rates, created by the 
Corn Law, falls both upon town and country. Do they 
keep their own roads in repair ? So do the towns, and 
in a much better condition. Do they pay tithe? That 
they always did, before they bad any protection from 
the Corn Law; it is ~u other than the pan:on's share · 
of the laud, as part proprietor. Where there is no 
tithe there is more rent; and under the present com
mutation, the lower the price of grain, and the less 
tithe rent is to be paid. Church rates are demanded 
of every housekeeper ; and the poor widow, or the wea
ver, pays personally as much Easter dues as the farmer 
or the lord. 

The~e local burdens serve to talk about in the House 
of Commons, when every other argument for land rob
bery is exhausted ; and though they are borne both by 
town and country, yet they are flea bite~ eompared with 

the huge weight of state ta.x.ation. Who pays all this J 
If ·' protection" is to be adjusted to the weight f the 
burden, the eaters and drinkers in our towns will 
doubtless have the strongest claim. Examine tle cus
toms, the excise, stamps and taxes, and post office 
returns, and you will see that it is our trad?, our 
tradesmen, and our artizans, that pay by far the great
est proportion. The silly people of this country, prin
cipally of the towns, throw into the exc:hequer 1.ot lest 
than £15,000,000 every year, by drinking intoxicating 
liquor. If the great proportion of the state revenue 
be raised by the tovvns, as I maintain it is, vhy iit 
government so unjust as to deny to the towr:s that 
freedom of trade which alone will enable them to pay ? 

But we are sometimes reminded of the duties laid 
upon the import of foreign goods, and this i~ called 
protecting our manufacturers. These dutie are all a 
sham. Just as well might the town council of Wigan 
decree that 5s. per ton ,;:hould be paid upon aL coals 
brought from Newcastle to that borough, and then 
boast of this regulation as protecting the coal trade of 
Wigan. The manufacturers must make goods as cheap
as they do abroad, or how could they mee: their 
competitors in neutral markets ? And if thev can sell 
as cheap or cheaper than their competitors 5,000 miles 
from homP-, they require no protecting duty to prevent 
their competitors bringing their goods to our markets. 
If the Corn Laws were repealed, they would be ready 
to challenge the world. They disdain, then:·fore, to 
rely on protecting duties, and they ask the landuwnen 
to disclaim the same. 

Something is said about protecting the taxed labour 
of this country against the untaxed labour of foreign 
countries. This is simply a clap trap. If tbe English 
labourer has a heavier burden to bear, as he unfortu
nately has, the only rational way of relieving him is to 
give him plenty of employment, by increasing our 
trade, an<l making his food so cheap as to leavt' him 
the means of consuming the articles which pay taxes ; 
an<l all tl.iis will be best accomplished by repealing the 
Corn Laws. If carrying double increases the e:peed of a 
horse, then may we believe that the labouring man will 
be better able to pay his share of taxes, by haviug the 
additional monopolie:ts' tax laid upon his shoulder~. If a 
stringent Corn Law be a protection to our highly taxed 
labourer, how cruel it is of Sir Robert even to pretend 
to relax it! 

Then as to disturbing e:i:isting interests. It would 
no doubt be very inconvenient for thieves 1.1nd robbe-rs to 
begin to be honest men, and especially to restore back 
to everv man his due ; but let us not on that account 
pronou~ce wrong right, and perpetuate robbery instead 
of enacting justice. It was doubtless a great hardship 
for the owners of public-houses to have their monopoly 
abridged by the establishment of beer-shops, by which 
their property was reduced 30 to 40 per cent; but what 
was considered justice pervailed over class interests. 
Let the justice of free trade in corn be conceded, and 
that of every working man selling his labour and buying 
his food in the open market of the ~orld, and the re
pealets w-ill not be inconsiderate, or over rigorous in 
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_putting the principle into force. Every reasonable time 
would and ought to be Rllowed for making such an 
equitable adjustment as would ultimatly secure the per
manent prosperity of all classes. 

If we startle at relinquishing class protection on ac
count of existing interests, let us look fairly at the 
''interests" of the whole countrv-a ruined trade, 
a.n exhausting capital, a diminished° revenue, a starving 

opulation-are not these interests that demand equal 
c:onsi<leration? and woe be to that government which, 
for the sake of protecting the few, endangers the sta-

ility of the whole. It would be a terrible thing indeed 
for a landowner to appear in the gazette! but for spin
ruers, manufacturers, tradespeople, shopkeepers, to be 
t:hus disgraced and ruined; and for labourers to be exiled, 
or forced into the union workhouses, seems to be all 
nothing,-" The ag1 icultural interest must be protected!" 

Let not Englishmen be g·ulled by a sound of words. 
The weaver says, "protect our labour by a scale of 
wages sufficient for us to live on." "No, no," savs the 
government, "it's not consistent with political e~ono
rny ; wages will reg·ulate tbemsel ves by the natural law 
of supply and demand." "Protect our wages," say 
tlhe landed aristocracy. "Yes, yes," says Sir Robert, 
" political economy has made an exception in favour of 
larnd; you shall have a rate of wnges equal to your 
wants; weaving may go to old DaYy, for what I care, 
b ,ut wheat must be kept up at about 58s. a quarter." 

I beg, in conclusion, to repeat, that whenever we 
n::ieet with the word "protection" in this controversy, 
we are nlwa~ s to understand it as synonymous with 
., robbery." 

MR. CODDEN'S SPEECH. 

The following extract from a speech delivered by Mr. 
C,obden, at the meeting of the Conference on Friday, and 
th1e description of its reception by the audience, will show 
th1e direction in which the minds of men are turning :-

" The time was not far off when they might be called 
UIPOn to make sacrifices, and to undergo sufferings. The 
!itme_might sooi:i ~ome when they might be called upon to 
m1qmre, as Christian men, whether an oligarchy which had 
usmrped the Government-(cheers)-placed its foot on the 
Cirown-(immense cheering, which continued some minutes) 
-and trample _down ~he people-.(continued nheering)-how 
fall' such an 0!1~arch1cal usurpat10n was deserving of their 
m,oral and religious support. (Immense cheerino.) They 
m1ight have soon to inquire of themselves whether 

0
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m1ent which outraged the laws of the God of the Creation, 
wl~ethet· they could, without themselves participating in the 
guult of such a Government, lend it any voluntary aid either 
p~cuniary or m~ral. (Immense cheering.) They must not 
vuolate any particle of any law. Let the laws be administer
ed!. Leave the Government their own resources, but let 
th1em offe_r to that Government a peaceable, a passive, and a 
mcoral resistance. (Immense cheering and cries of" We will.") 
If they_ were prep~red for suffering, they would have an op
prurtumty of suffermg. (Cheers.) When the proper time 
shwuld come, he should be prepared to set them an example 
of" suffering, to suffer with them. (Loud_ cheers.) For he 
wcould never recommend a course to the adoption of others 

in which he himself was not prepared to take a part. (Hear, 
hear.) And when would the time come? (Loud cheers.) 
As soon as the bill should become the law of the land, by 
the physical force of a brute majority against reason, then 
would the time come when he should feel it his duty to secede 
as far as he could do morally, from giving all voluntary sup
port, whether pecuniary or morally, to such a Government.
(The whole meeting rose, waving their hats, and cheering for 
several minutes. The effect produced was electrical; never 
on any occasion, or in any cause, have we seen the tithe of 
the earnestness which was exhibited.) The administrators 
of the law might enforce the law-he would not resist the 
law-but there must be somebody to administer the law, 
and somebody to enforce the law; and he thought that three 
weeks hence, the whole people would so thoroughly under
stand the real bearing of this bread-tax question, that they 
would not want physical force while they were unanimous.'' 
(Loud cheers.) 

THE NEW SLIDING SCALE. 

Sir Robert's New Scale is a cunningly devised scheme, 
calculated to delude the nation. It will not allow of any 
regula~ importation of Corn, and in my opinion it will pro
d~1ce httle or no reduction in price. The alterations at thP 
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luglier_ end of _the Scale amount to nothing, because that part 
w,as znoper~tzve, a~d will be yet-virtually a prohibition. 
1 hen as to its workmg at the lower end, although grain will 
come in sooner, it is doubtful whether we shall really have 
a_s large_ a quantity imported ; and that is the only considera. 
t10n of importance. In the first place, the avt!rages will 
be returned lower than before, by the addition of a great 
~umber of small towns to the list, and by greater vigilance 
m thos~ who make the returns. In the second place, 
there will not be the same inducement to speculate. Under 
the old system, when prices nominally reached 73s., the 
real value of the grain being perhaps not more than 65s., 
the chance of making a great profit induced the corn deal
er to puslt up the prices, and then came in an immt;nSd 
quantity, at ls. duty. There will not under the New 
Scale ?e the same chance of getting it up to so high a nomi
nal pomt, and therefore the prospect of large profits being 
less, the same quantity will not be provided for admission. 
Grain may come in sooner under the New Scale than the 
old, but it will come in sfowly and gradually, and I fear 
not . more in quantity. The old duties were high, and 
declined so suddenly, that scarcely any was brought in 
till it was 73s., (perhaps in reality about 65s.,) but under 
the ne~ s)'.'stem some will likely be brought in at about 64s, 
and ~his c1_rcumstance alone will prevent the possibility of 
runnm~ pnces up as before, because every addition to the 
stock m the market, tends to depress the prices. Under 
this Scale, with middling harvests, we shall have duties 
amounting to a positive prohibition ; and in bad harvests it 
is doubtful whether the duty will get below 5s. or 6s. It 
is next to impossible that any should hereafter come in at 
ls. duty. What then shall we have gained by the New 
Sliding Scale ? 

No regular Importation of Corn. 
No increased qJJantity of Imported Grain. 
No reduction in the Price of Food. 
No fresh opening for British manufacture. 
No relief for the present distress. 
No mitigation of the evils of class legislation !. 
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VARIETIES. 

Liberalit.1/ nf Commerce.-There is a danger in the statPment 
of furiPgn s11cces es in manufacture. Uneducated minds are 
apt to suppose them matter of lamentation. If we had, on the 
contrary, free scope for the interchange of products, the increased 
wealth of one ' eountry would be participated in by all. Such is 
the case, though in a less degree, even under our present benighted 
state. of· commerce. It is clear to every man of business, that 
where tbe production or commodities of any country are increased, 
their price falls. If so, other countries will be enabll'd to huy 
those commodities at a cheaper rate than heforP, and be gainers, 
not losers. The interests of uations are not antagoniMt; they are 
common. Providence so intended it ; and never designed a state 
of things such as should put nation against nation in natural hostil
lity. The notion is as unsou 11 d in Christianity a it is fallacious in 
political economy. It is, indeed, a sad thing 1hat we should fall 
off in a given department of profitable production, but it is no sort 
of evil to us that another country is more fortunate.-Facta and 
Figures. 

"At Worcester," ~aid the Rev. T. Spenc<'r "wl1ere the prin
cipal manufacture was _qloves, people who had lived in the city 
for sixty years asrnred him that they m•ver saw such distress before. 
A few years since, there were 140 ma ters in the trade; now 
they are reduced to 20, and those had not half enough to do. 
'Bight hundrPd houses were empty ; the gaols and workhouses 
were full ; and sh. ,rtly there would he only two classes there-the 
very rich and the very poor. 

A_q1ic11llural Laboure,s in 1f"iltshirc1.-Mr. Oriel, of Dcvizes, 
who is perso11nlly acquainted with one hundred villages in Wilt-
1hire, says that the scenes of distress lw has witnessed among the 
agricultural labourers were rt-ally ht•art-r<•11ding. The wages ran- I 
ged from 7s. to 9,;. ; many families w!'re in a starving state ; they 
had tried the union house, but rather than be separated had de
termined to perish togt•ther. They eat black barley brea<:l, which 
is the common food of the labourer:>, similar to the black breau 
of Russia, of which the Com Law advocates profeu to have such 
a horror. 

Extention of Clt1,rch Yards.-Griffilh Evan , at the Anti-Corn 
Law confereuce, rt>mind Sir R. Inglis that if be extends churches 
he must not forget the extention of ch11n·h yards also; for he be
lieves the ont will be moro needed to hury the victin1s of Corn 
Law tyranny, than the other for devout worshippers. 

Labour.-""'" are told that the priee of labour in this country 
is l,iglH'r than abroa~I. This I dl'll)'; if our labour were dearer, 
how could we sell our productiu11s ch\'aper? I have travelled 
both in civilized and barbarous con11tril',;. and I think a fallacious 
mode of e timatiu., lahour ha been adopted. '\Ve are too apt to 
calculate by the day or thl' u·eek, in,tead uf calculating the quantity 
of ln.bour done i11 a given tinw, for the fi11e blood racer of England 
will often do double the anuJ1111t of wo1 k in the same time which 
ii done by the steed of anoth 'r <:ountry."-ConuEN. 

Foreign 'Trade is g<'ttin!{ from other countiies wh~t we want 
in this, in return for the artieles which we have to spare; an<l in 
propo1tion only as this is healthy, can our home trade be prosper
ous. "·lwn, a$ a nation, wt- gain a great deal, we lay it out 
one with anothe1·. Tlw progress of foreign trade has created the 
greatness of the agricultural interest. It ha$ ~dded nearly seven 
milli"ns of acres to the breadth of land in cultivation. It has 
largely eulrnnccd the amon11t of produce from the same extent of 
soil. '!' lw foreign market has made the home market both of the 
farmer and the manufaeture r. AR it dedines. the capital of the 
one will he annihilated, that of the oth<'r will migrate and the 
labouring population be left without employment. 

Clog Nails.-Even the price paid for the h<'ading of clog nails 
is reduced. lt wa l ½d. per 1000, it is now reduL'ed to lJ. When 
there ia no demand wages a1·e sun~ to come down. 

Land.-•• ThPre is nothing so honest as land," said a »hrewd 
country man; " whatever yon lay out npon it, it is ~ure lo pa1 
you hatk." My nei 0 hhonr'11 wife said, "I thought our John wu 
goini.; lo ruin us when he laid out £200 npnn manure, the first 
year we came to this plac:e; but I see elt>ady hut for thi11 wo 
should twt now have bet:>n able to pay the rent." The Corn 
Law does now f<,r thi> proprietor what deaning, draining, and 
manuring will do when it is repealed. 

Puwn Ticl1cts.-A lady in Paisley, describing the destitution 
of the peopl<', staLes, among other indications of their wretchod
nes~, that thPy gl'nerally have a tea caddy on the man!le piec" 
containing perhiips 200 or 300 pawn ticket11, whil:h telb how well 
repl~nisht:d their housts once went. 

Emigration.- I was down at the Prince's Dock this morning, 
and I saw the quay covered with emigrants of el'ery tongue, peo
ple, and nation-men, women, and children, all taking their 
departure from tht>ir father land to seek llwfr fortunes in the new 
worlJ. There Wt're the men of York hirt>, the men of Lan
cashire, Iri,hmen, and among the rest, a ,vclsh woman, with 
her hat on, speaking the language of the Anci<>nt Britons, a 
child in her arms, and three more by her side, the whole to be 
embarked in the good ship Kal.\mawo, fur Nt>w York. I thought 
if Sir Robert Peel and Lord Stanky had seen this congr<'gathm, 
they would have been t1uite satisfied with the amount of emigratioll 
without wishing to add to it.-W. TV., Liverpool. 

Progression of good.-The head of the Catholic Church on earth, 
Gregory XVI., is a tee-totaller, and wear the medal of the Corlr, 
'I otal Abstinence Society. A letter, announcing his resignation of 
"Rhenish wine," to Father l\latthews, also conveyed to tl1at 
apostle a gold medal. 

The Agriculturaliats may be bnn,glit to their ,en,e.~.-Snpposin; 
that while employment is so scarce, every manufacturer in th1r 
towns w(•1·e to determine to give the preferencl.' lo those who bad 
a vttll'ru<'nt in the same pface, a11d lo throw those belonging to 
the country, upon their own parishes; it might be a mPasur~ or 
severity towards wme, but it w. uld open the eyl's of I he agricul
turalist. They would tlll'n •ee whetlwr steam and muchin11ry hail 
been th,•ir friend or foe. If this were rlone, some farms would 
yidd iittlc or no rent; all would go in ratl•s to support those who 
wPre impoverished and thrown out of emplo)meut by tho corn 
law. 

Corn an.rl Currency.-,v e ;{re importing from £40,000,000 to 
£50,000,000 of goods every )ear. consisting of silk~, cotton, 
coffee, and the like, and yPt we never hear of a drain of gold to 
pay for these articles, because we export our manufactures in 
exchange; but when we have to import corn, we hear of largo 
draws of gold from the country, the effect of which is to embar-

1 

n1ss our manufacturers. Tbe law for importing corn, ditfeiing 
from the law which regulates every other article, produces thes11 
convulsions. 

Shipping lntere,t.--Three years aga the rate of frieghts for 
manufactured goods to Calcutta wpre from 25 . to 40s. per ton. 
They arc now from 15s. to 20s., and in ovember and December 
last fril·ghts were taken as low as lOs., although the voyage i1 
12,000 mill's ! You will see that the shipping interest is iu no en 
viable condition.- JV. W., Liverpool. 

Sugar.-I send you a sample of Uavanah sugar. The price in 
bond to-day is 28s. per cwt. It is equal to the finest ,vest Indian, 
which is now 76s., or 8d. to 8½ per lb., but it is shut out by a 
high duty of 63s. per cwt.-W. W., Liverpool. 

Rags, it is said, not only maintain their price, but are upon the 
advance. The reason assigned is, that people are obliged to wear 
up wbat, under other circumstances, they would throw to the 
rag man. 

"Liresey's Letter Linings,'' twenty sorts, may be had for 5 • 
per thousand. 

Preston: Printed by .J. L1VESEY, pi·ice ½d. or :s· 6d. ~ lU0· 



§truggle. 
" The most formidable rebellions, are the rebellions of the belly."-MACAULAY's SPEECH, 

•· Three per cent. is about the average return which 
the landowner 110w obtain for the investment of his 
capital in land. How can you find in your hearts to 
allow him le~s profit than three per cent ?" But we 
are not told how many times this land, now yielding 
ouly three per cent, has been sold at an enhanced price; 
but because the present holder bought it at a bad time, 
he oug ,t to tax the poor man's loaf to secure him his 
three per cent! Those who have been holding land 
long enough, instead of three per cent., are more likely 
realizing thirty ot fifty per cent. Nay, there are in
stances where the rental now is more than the original 
1mrchase money. 

The shares in the Preston water works originally 
were £50. They have Dow advanced to £120. Should 
another company start to serve the public OD cheaper 
terms, the objection would be, "Mr. Waterman has 
bough twenty shares, at £120 each, and it would be 
monstrous to think that flny body would attempt to de
prive him of so small a profit as three per cent., by 
,tartinv another company for the public good." 

The increase in the rental of land has been enormous. 
.u We are fortunately enabled," says the author of the 

Plea for the total repeal of the Corn Law.a, "to a.scertain 

No. 9. 

with)he greatest correctness t.he progressive incre::tSe of the 
land.rent in these kingdoms. It is contained in the late ir 
John Sinclair's c<:ilebrated Agricultural and Statistical Ac
count of Scotland, published in I 791-6, and in the new 
edition of that work now in course of publication. T~e 
account of each parish is writtten by its clergyman, and 
every statement is made upon his authority, and is therefore 
incontrovertible. , 

Fortunately, tbe total land-rental of the parishes lias gen_e
rally been given, as well as occasional information respec
ting the increase of rent of individual estates · at various pe
riods. From these data we are enabled to arrive at a suffici
ently accurate average of the increase of rent, not of siu~le 
estates, but of the country at large. It has been estimated 
by the late Sir John Sinclair, and confirmed by many of the 
parochial clergy, that the rental of estates increased at least 
from two to three fold from 1660 to I 750. This increased 
rental doubled previous to I 770, and in the next twenty 
years it again doubled: thus the rental had increased from 
eight to ten-fold in one hundred and thirty years ; and 
again, from 1791 to 1841, it has increased two and a half 
times on the average of one hundred parishes taken indis
criminately to illustrate this increase ; and as Scotland only 
contains 919 parishes, it may be taken to have been gen~ 
ral. Thus, the land~rental of parishes has increased since 
the Restoration in 1660 twenty to thirty fold; or about two 
tlmusand pP.r cent I And yet it is .said the land is oppressed 
wi t~ taxation I t ! " 



2 l'HE STRUGGLE. 

AN 1NTERVIEW BETWEEN SIR ROBERT 
AND HIS CONSCIENCE. 

~ir Robert was rather unwell; his breakfast was on 
the table, but he felt no stomach. "While in a sober 
mood, brooding over the difficulties of his office, Con
acience thought it a favourable opportunity of giving 
him a few sweet pricks as to' his conduct on the Corn 
Laws. He commenced, but before he had uttered two 
1entences, he was thus abruptly interrupted:-

PEEL.-" You are indeed a troublesome guest ; far 
more annoying to me than the numberless petitions 
which have been presented against my sliding scale." 

CoN .-" The annoyance I have given you is far less 
than you deserve. Think how you have deceived the 
people. You declared last year that if you could not 
carry out the means I suggested, you would resign 
your po~t. Against my dictates you have b1:"ought for
ward a measure which will give no relief to the country; 
indeed you have proved a traitor both to me and the 
people." 

PEEL.-" Come, don't be too severe ; I have suf
fered enough from you already; many a !!lleepless night 
have I passed, and many a wakeful morning through 
your reproaches." 

CoN .-" For what purpose were I placed over you, 
if l am not to be obeyed ? I told you many a time 
that your new plan was not justice, and that instead 
of settling the question it would increase agitation. 
You ~hould have listened to the monitor within. and 
not to your landed rnpporters." 

PEEL.-" Well, don't shout so loud: however true 
jt niay be, I don't want the servants to hear it. If it 
were not for a s0rt of religious etiquette, you should 
not have been privy to any of my plans ; and I do de
clare I would give a thousand pounds just now if I could 
manage you as nicely as I managed the repeal delegates." 

.CON.-" To conciliate both me and the fo11iinites is im
_po1sible, so you must make up your mind for further tor
meht. Others may shew their dislike by burning your 
fmage at a distance,' bot I am with you to speak face to 
face. Jn the stillness of the night I will lay before you the 

''haggard and untitned condition of your countrymen, yea. 
even not a few who are renting lands under yourself." 

PuL.-0 WelJ,. I've done as well as I could; in these 
times it's no enwabJe post to be Prime Minister ; however 
I felt disposed to sene the manufacturers, ' I was obliged to 
stand up for the agricultural interest. Principle is a good 
thing, but it never sits eas~ _on treasury· ·benches. l was 
ele.vated to my present position to·leacl the landJordsi par
liament, and we considered it inup«lie1tl it> legislate against 
ourselves." · 

CoN.-" You remember the short time delegation; how 
smoothly you spoke to them : how inquisitive yon were,· 
as if you really intended to do something for them. Don't 
you bear in mind how I pricked you all the time; and 
heart.ily did I laugh when I heard these Y orkshiremen d~
clare 'Sir Rohert has a heart.'" 

PEEL.-" Well? friend Conscience, to be candid and speak 
the truth, I do sometimes feel the glowings of genuine pa
triotism, and experience motions of true sympathy. At 
such times I am ready to disdc1.in the control of party, and 
to rise above all considerations of--

CoN .-''- Yes, Sir Robert, it is then you and I cordially 
a;re~; and if you were but consistent with yourself, honest 

I men would begin to trust your word. Your speech at 
Tamworth contained much of this genuine patriotism In 
that you said, ' It is impossible for me to forget the manu
factures and commerce of the country, the origin of my own 
prosperity-to which / owe all that I possess. It is impos
sible for me to reflect on these things without feeling the 
liveliest interest in all that concerns the manufactures and 
trade of the country. It is impossible for me who owes so 
much to the indu.ftry of the working classes to hear of their 
sufferings without the deepest regret, and· without entertain
ing the most earnest desire that every measure that could be 
taken should be taken for the purpose of increasing the de
mand for their labour, and enabling them to command t/1, 
necessa1·ies, and if you will, the luxuries of life.• 'What 
say you to this?" 

PEEL.-" It's time I was at Downing Street; I'll think 
of it to-morrow; let it drop at present." 

WHAT IS TO BE DONE ? 

l\Ien of England I Although again dissippointed, do not 
despair I We still retain much that is valuable. Our 
land and minerals are still here ; our mills and work hops 
are not thrown down; much of our capital is yet at home ; 
our hard working men are all r<:atly to start labour , and 

, thousands are waiting the first gleam of hope to cmhark 

I in a variety of speculations. All we want is, to dcfrat a few 
selfish aristocratic obstn1ctives, who have set their interests 

I in opposition to the people's. It is a painful crisis, hut 
one which we must look boldly in the face. Nothing will 

I remain for the people but poverty, and starvation, and exik>, 
' unless they get the mastery of the ari[,tocracy. '1 he 

parliament has decided that we shall have dear bH•,v!, and 
that it has no remedy for our commercial embarrassn .. ents. 
It is not the people's parliament, it is the landlord's parlia
ment, and has no sympathy with the people. l\lany ha\'c 
long since been tired of petitionin!!, bnt still they have doue 
~ood, by giving them an opportunity of mocki11g the people. 
What is wanted now is unity and self-denial. Let all rne
mies of bad government, and all iwnuine lovers of li~erty, 
forget their animosities, and make common cause against a 
common foe. This effected, is it possible that empty titles 
can resist the will of an united nation? This is a s lemn 
moment. There are two powerful reforming parties in the 
state, each contending for important changes ; but, being 
disunited, will probahly accomplish nothing. This dis mion 
is the triumph of the oppressor. These bodies are the 
Chartists, and the Corn Law repeaters. The enemy at 
present has possession of the field; each party may diarge 
in vain, for without a perfect bond, all their valour and 
energy will be- scattered to the winds. Immortal fame 
will rest upon that man's memory who can now step 
forward and organize such a union as shall prove well based 
and permanent i and unworthy the name of Englishm:nn be 
he who should.at this crisis be so impolitic as to impose 
the slightest obstacle. 
· ' Fond as I am of the sweets of domestic life, and tlie 
comforts of home, no one has naturally a greater relucttance 
to pu~lic agitation than myself. When at all engaged in 
public, I- have always 'felt tlie greatest happiness at hose 

• meetings which had a direct tendency to improve the nnorals 
of the people ; and this I hope I shall never abandon. Btit 
there seems a prior question even to this, and that is, how 
shall the reo-ple t;ontinue to ix1sT? Nobody knows; the 
extreme misery of the people but . those who personally 
vi~it; nobody can imagine the privations and bung«er ,to 
which they are exposed .; no man can believe, unle:ss ne 
see with his own eyes, the shocking condition of .poor 
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peopl_e•s bedding; how wretchedly off they are for want of 
clo~hmg; and the sickness and mortality which are found in 
the1: h~use:s; and few can conceive how utterly p"lw..!dess 
all mst1tut10ns now are for educatinu their children or 
maintaining any proper rcs1:-1ect for good morals. 'sur
rounded as I am with poverty ; overwhelmed with the cries 
~f hunger and de~titution ; and utterly hopeless of any re
lief from the legislature, I am uow ready to co-operate in 
any measure that affords the slightest chance of giving relief 
to our unhappy country. A NAT ION AL UN ION must 
be formed; a comprehensive plau of agitation must be 
agreed upon ; self-denial must be practised; every one 
must forget and forgive old offences, and begin in earnest 
to work out his country's salvation. ln the mean time let 
all reformers be determined to .keep the peace, and to refuse 
the leadership of every man who would incite them to any 
illegal act. 

CORN LAW THE WORKING MAN'S 
QUESTION. 

It is a great error to represent the Corn Law repeal as 
a matter in which the mill owners alone are interested. 
It belongs to every man who eats bread; it es lecially be
longs to th~ mill _worki!1g class. If masters get proiit they 
exteud their busmess m order to get more, and wages im
prove; if they cannot get profit they contract as much as 
possible ; and as they are unable to redUcP. the price of the 
raw material, they are sure to fall upon wages. When the 
demand for goods is not equal to the supply, poor manufac
turc1·s keep selling at re~uced prices, and then falling upon 
wages to make up the difference, and others are reluctantlv 
compelled to do the same. It is thus evident that unles~s 
we have nn improved trade wages f)f all classes are sure to 
come down, and wretchedness and miserv will continue to 
increase. The lowest in the scale are sure to suffer, and 
hence it is clear th.'.l.t no class is so much interested in the re
peal of the Com Laws as the working class. 

'fHE WOB.KHOUSE POOR. 

If we take our Fnion a-; an average, there arP about five hun
dred thous.ind people in the workhouses of the United Kin~dom. 
To conceive of the amount of dPgradation, and suffering connected 
with the confinement of this vast multitude of our unfortunat~ fel
low heings is impo~sible. I have visited many workhouses, and 
truly pity every one who i~ doomed to he an inmate, whether the 
cau Q be his own misconduct, or that of the nation's. 

Some persons will go through a workhouse, anrl, SPeing all very 
clear , will express themc;elves rnrprhed that the poor people shordd 
com1 lain. Oh! they little think of the inward sorrows which 
neve-r meet the visitor's eye. He i;ees clean floors and clean tables 
~nd when the dinner i~ on the table, to a stranger·s face it seem~ 
abundant. But let him cal'efully analize the thing, and he will 
find t hat the inmates have feelings and sympathies, and attachments 
like h is own; that the loss of liberty, and friends, and above all 
the I ss of "home," are not to he compensated 1,y clean board,; 
lo w lk npon.-l\:Jany a stomach cannot take the food which a stern 
rule orders for all alike ; there can he no humouring, ai. at home, 
where so many have to he supplied. In these places the individu. 
als a e in contact with all kinds of characters, and subject to inault 
and .anno)ances from each other. All consolation from fraternal 
and neighbourly intercourse is at an end. and the pleasures of con
~eni around the little fire at home, are now no mote. It h a state 

· ~ uonlage, where the power of cb:>osiug, and self regwa~ 
tion cannot be admitted. Thu aweets of libertyf.-:-of aoing in ~d 
coming out, and doing what we think best for our familie•, are 
necessarily denied. Most men in the ruggt1d path of life are cheered 

- br. a-hoJwt¼rat better ii! before them, but this place i~ a cheerless 
PfJ1!0i~• where-to-morrow, and next week,, a.nd next ~-ear, art: the 

same as to-<fay. Na.y, it even worse, for the " ordt!r to the work. 
ho 1se ," is looked upon as a brand or a pu11i11hmnit, and how cau 
a man be happy who conceives that he is punished for no 11in but th1&t 
of being poor? To know what a poorhouse is, and what the ft>el
ings of the inmates are, a person mnst do more than litep into the 
governor's parlour, walk round the rooms, look at the store, and 
take his departure. Misery and discontent are inseparable from 
the system of crowding people into poorhouses. Little indeed do 
many think of the sluvery at home, even those who are maki~ 
great efforts to extinguish human thraldom abroad. 

A LESSON ON SMOKING. 

T~bacco smoking is one of the most nasty, unhealthy 
practt_ces that can be followed. lt is also very expensive, 
occasions a loss of time, and is the usual accompanimen 
to drinking ~nd the_ public house. If you see one pe1·son 
~ore squalid looking than another, you find a pipe or a 
cigar stuck between his teeth. The saliva which is excited 
and spit upon the grnund, or on the ale house floor, is na
ture's provision for assistirro digestion, and the loss of this 
is the loss of so much of th; means of good health. Smo
~ing is al ways promotive of idleness ; its sedeti ve propei:
t1es lead to inaction. Nothing is more disgu:iting than to 
see a man working with a pipe stuck in his mouth. The 
smoker _not only taxes his pocket, but attempts to pa
ral~ze his energies for labour. What exhibitions now me~t 
~s m t!1e streets! Old smokers, with black nasty pipe¥ 
m ~ht>1r mouths, and thousands of young recruits sapping 
their youthful vigour at the age of sixteen ! I grieve for 
the los of common sense every time . I meet a tobacco sla, e. 
The ~ickening effect of this narcotic, to a young hand, i11 
sufficient to convince any one that he is warring with na
ture. This di graceful practice has obtained so great an 
ascendency, that even in Temperance Hotels, those who 
want t? breathe a pure air, are obliged to retire. At fune.. 
rals, pipes and tobacco, as well as the ale jug, are india
pensable requisites of mourning for the dead ; in fact, smo-

1 

king is the pretext for idleness, and sauce for drinking. 

1 
And _then look at the refonne1·s I Men who bellow again~t 

I 
taxation, and et rob their families to gratify a vicious ap
petite for tobacco and drink ! I To every man of common sense I say. abstai,, frrmi to-
bncco; to every young man who regards his hE>alth, hi,. 
charact<~r, and his future prospects in life, I would say, 
as soon handle a snake as a tobacco pipe. To every phi
lanthropist, evny patriot, and every christian, .I say shame 
on so nasty, so revolting, so expensive a practice. 

I know it is hard to break off an old habit like this. But 
your continuing is not only perpetuating your own injury, hut 
encouraging young men by your example to do the.same. The 
evil h~ now arrived at so frightful a height, that a stand 
must be made. When sugar got to 9d. per pound, I 
determined to drink my tea without. Havirg always been 
fond of a sweet cup of tea, l found it a hard task to ab
stain; ut I continued to persevere, and now I b('gin to like 
it with ut sugar. It is not only a saving, but it r.as been 
the means of relieving a bilious affection with which I had 
long been troubled. And what 1 now do as to su~rar, and 
what I have done for twelve years in r~f~ren~e·to all kinds 
of intosic.ating liquors, surely every m;n ~nd boy in Enu 
land may do in reference to tobacco. 

0 

One thing I am eertain of,-and I ha.ve laboured to con rey 
the c.onvktion to others for twenty years,-that un!<•ss the 
people begin to reform themselves; un!e~s they pen,onally 
cultivate the virtues of honesty, so\Jriety, econorr,y, and 
general good conduct, they will never have a ~uffici( n t 
weight fo the social ~cale to counteract tlie power of tl eir 
oppressors, or to achieve their own happiucss. 
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VARIETIES. 

"Protection."-This is the comtant cry of land legislators in 
favour of themsPlve~. The countrv has reaMn to he sick of class 
protection. Let all interests be pr.otected alike, arid that will be 
best effect<:'d by affording thorn free scope for their exertions, and 
allowing them to rely on their own merits, and not upon a law 
which robs one interest to sUitain and enrich another. Protection, 
when fairly analysed, means robbery. 

Scale of Wages.-The legislature refu~es to interf'ere betwht 
man and master in reference to wage!!. This is very proper, he. 
uuse no legislative enactment could keep up the value of an artit'lt• 
in the face of a falling off in the demand, anrl becanse it would be 
interfering with that freedom of trade which is its main element 
of prosperity. But the same power that refu,es to legislate to 
11.eep up the poor man's wages, passes a law to keep up the price 
of his food. The same cl.\ss legi~lation that says to the weav~r, 
.. take yo,ir chance in a competativc ma.rkt>t," proclaims to the 
Tich aristocr'.l<'Y, " we will protect your rents against all for
eign aompetition. ·• Their 15&. a wePk we have allo ·NPd to fall 
to bs., and we thought it wl'Oug to merldlo ; but yonr £500 a year 
baa risen to £800, and this we hl\vo don1-1 hy a po,itive act of 
•df " protection. •' 

Awful Effect a.f Puv,rf.lf.-A girl helon~ing to a poor wirln\, 
-with six children, was sent out through n(•cessity tn pick up a fpw 
ooal, on the tram way. A wag-i;on came in co11tact with the 
eh1ld, and she waa killed on tht-1 ~pot. 

Such u the change of opi11in11, and so unpopular i~ the govern-
111ent Sliding Scale, that if the Qutien could he induced again to 
dissolve Parliament, Sir Roiie1·t, iustt"ad of h:n ing a majority of 
l2S, would likely be left in a minority. 

Th11 dam1Jraliz:i.11y fJf H 1mger.-" It had heen somewhere said, 
that, put a boat-load of philosophers upon the Atlantic, without 
food, and, in six da)S, they will berome a body of ra~ing canni
bal•• So if you put a community upon a stinted allowance of 
food, ~ou beget, in the first place, brooding resentments, where 
otherwue would hav"' existed the most genial and generous feel
ing,; you set neighbour against nei~hhour, c1.n<l even hw1hanrl 
againat wife, and wife against child; for they werl" contesting, at 
every addition to their family, for the pittance of food allotted 
them. This state of things could never co-exist with high moral 
or religious comfort. •'-Cobden. 

The Prfooti011s of th, PoRr.-" I went fl'Om houce to house in 
the neighbourhood of Birmingham - I went from one <'Ottag1, on 
the road!>.ide to anoLher, ancl I did not me<'t with one single poor 
person who could tell me the price of animal food pn pound. I 
did not meet a single individual of the labouring cla,s<'s in the 
neighbourhood of Birmingham, within the la"t month, who had 
taated animal food for many, many months."-Reti. T. East. 

Dutreu in Wiltshire.-" In Bradford, in ,viltshire, the poor 
ratf!1 had doubled, and the greater pat'l of the people were out 
of work. It was expected lhat the) would incr{'a"e from 7s. in 
the pound, which they now were, to 14s. ·•-Rev. T. Spencer. 

Haw the Agricultural Labourer.~ suffer.-" A factory nP.ar Bath 
lately stopped, and the 800 men thus thrown ont of employment 
we~l to ~eek employment in the fields, by underselling the poor 
air1cultural labourers; and thus the poor agricultural labourer, 
the pet of t},1e landlords, was almol't brought to ruin by those 
Corn L&ws. -Re11. 1'. Spencer. 

Pat•erty. Never did I see so much poverty and hunger as at 
present. The people are really pining away for want. Scarcely 
any of them are in health, and few who have work are able to 
work. I have thi~ eveninl{ Sf'en a poo1· woman, the very picture 
of h nger, on whose word I could rely. She says that three 
halfpenny worth of meal is all that they have had to-day for seven 
~iliem. . 

Miaer~ble _LitJing, A person \'isitP.d a number of poor weavers' 
bou1e1 m R1bche,ter, and he describes their condition as most 
1netched. For brea\fast they pour hot water upon broken piecea 
of oa& meal bread, and then add a little skimmed milk. 

Cl1eap Fuad does not 1,raduc~ Lnll) Wa_qetJ,-" Ano her m011. 
Ftrous fallacy advanced here was, that if food werP cheap, wage• 
would be low. If they would look at America, they mi ,.ht unrler
!tand the fully of this as~umption. Iu the Western States, th9 
wages of the unskilled workman wt!re 4 . 6<l. a day, and the 
whrat, as already stated. was 27s. a quarter; his beef cost him 
l ½d, a pound. Now, if wages were rPgulated by the price d( 

provi~ions, how came it that the rate of wngi,s was hig er, while 
food wa! cheaper, in America than in EnglanJ ?· ·_.\Jr. Curtu, 
Ohio. 

Ta:ring Poverty instead of Praperty.- - lf wl1at i~ called the dig
nity of crowns and thrones must be maintai11ed; if immense ar
mies, fleets, a11d navies, must hP perperuAterl; and if large reve
nues and taxes mU!1t be raised to snpµort such thing , why tat. 
trade and commerce? ,vhy tax the necessaric~ of life? ·why 1101 

lax in a ten fold degree its unnecessaries, it lnxuric ? ,vh~ ta,: 
labour and indnstry? ,vhy not tax a hundred fold sulcndid iillll
ness? Why tax poverty? Why not a th ousand fold tax. prop\!rty? 
Why should it be preferred to tax that which men <'a1111ot li-.e wtt-li
out, and therefore must have, to those thin~s which 1111rn can do 
without, but are determined to have ?"-Rc-t•. J. Ra9fa11d. 

"Britain is a country great in arts and gr.-:at i11 arms; the school 
of science and literature, the mart of indu"try. tlw cradle of luxury, 
the emporium of the moral world; occupyin~ 11. h :gh pMition ami cl,it 

I surrounding nations, .while, from her lofty h_row ~trcarm of lifla 
an<l glory extend to distant lands ; and yet, t l11s country, posses111g 

I 
within itself inexhaustible resounes, whilst it is the wealthiest of 

1 
all countries, is, in one sense of the word, the pooresl of all.''-
Rev. T. Adkins. 

A Nation's Re1Jenge.-" The burning discontent cannot he al
ways smothered. ,v e are walking on the fil'es belo"'. The_ 
threaten erruptions. Then will military executiou renew its hor
rors; and the terribie catastrophe will befal us of a revolntionary 
anarchy, or a stern, revengeful, and un~paring ty1·anny. Ah! hen"" 
little do the men reflect who have snatched tho morsel of hop 
from the lips of the famLhing millions, what retribution they ha,. 
been preparing for themselves ! In the event of a national coa
vul~ion ( which Almighty mercy avert!) they will be among the 
first victim:! of infuriated revenge. Jn the righteous jud~t>menl 
of God often one tenible form of sin is the instrument of punish
ment to another. Measures prnp,eRc>d in the late parliament raisl'd 
our hope of a hle,~.-rl relief. ,v l' canght w ilh joy and gratitnd e 
the gleams of a hrightening dawn. Ilut darkness has returno , 
our hopt•s are dashed to the ground,"-Dr. P!Je Smith. 

Lord Pulmerston concluded his excl'llent »pPe('h against the 
Corn Laws by the following i-plendid pa<.sagC' :-

" Why is the earth on which '"e live divided into zones and 
clirr:ates? Why. I a ·k, do diffcr,•ut eonntries yield differeril 
productions to people experiencing similar wants? Why are the-y 
intersected with mighty rivers, the natural highways of nations ? 
Why are lands the most distant from each other brou.,ht almo t 
into contact hy that very ocean which seems to divide them 7 
,vhy, Sir, is it that man may he dt>pendent upon man? It it 
that the exchange of commodities may be accompanied by the e•
tension and diffusion of knowledge, by the interchange of mutu·al 
benefits engenderi11g mutual kind feelings, multiplying and com
firming friendly relat.ions. It is, that commerce may fretlly ~o 
forth, leading civilization with one hand, and pPace with the othe-r, 
to renrlcr mankind happier and wiser. Sir, this is the dispem,ation 
of Pl'ovidence; this is the dPcree of that po wet· which created amd 
disposed the uni•erse; but in the face of it, with arrogant, pr•e~ 
~u?1ptuous fo~ly, the dealers in restrictive duties fly, fettering tlhe 
rn11orn energies of man, and setting up their miseraele lei,;islati<0n 
instead of the great standing la wi; of nature. 

A Hint. . Two Struggles, in half a sheet of thin letter p1pe•r, 
may he ~ent through the post for one penny, to any distant friemd 
who may be likely to order a quantity for circulation. 

J · -

Pn.,ton: Pri~ted b)' J,. LtvuJIT, Price }d., or ts. 6d, \" l()(O, 



THE TREE OF MONOPOLY. 

" Cut it down ! Cut it down !" cry the people. " Why allow it to cumber British ground ? Why fill the land with disordler, poverty, misery, crime, disease, ruiY/,, and death 'I" , 

" Oh, it is a venerable tree," reply the lords. " 'Protected' by the fostering care of self-legislation, its iron truuk 
proof agminst all the malice of the Leaguers. Though Cobden and Villiers may strike "90" times more, they can never 

11 this lor•d of the forest. Possibly they may 'Peel' a little off its bark, but it .will heal again; and under its magnificent hade our cdearest interests will still be safe." 

" Lay at it lad& I" cry the Breadites, "that's right; strike at the root and down it's sure to come. 'We havE! had a 
ng pull, rand a strong pull, but the next will be a pull altogether, and then down comes Tim Tmrn OF Mor,;-opoL Y." 

o. 10. 



TA:E STRUGGLE . . 

REFLECTIONS IN THE SOUP HOUSE. 

Here I see crowds of ragged, sickly, poverty stricken 
people-old men and women, young men, young women, 
and an immense number of children. They have waited 
some time, and are pressing hard for their turns to get a 
portion of this homely fare ; many of them evidently ready 
to devour it so soon as they get home. All these 
are human beings, and ought to be regarded as mPmbers of 
the same family, and recognized as our sisters and brothers. 
In natural capacity and physical form, they are equal, per
haps superior, to the lord or lady that lolls in their coach. 
If society had not the power to make them wealthy, at any 
rate it ought to have conferred the benefit of a good educatio~. 
Though hen•, as at the poor office, there are crowds of 
poor packed together, the rich and the middle elms do not 
come to see their condition, to comfort them under their 
troubles, or to devise means for their relief. Here is pov-
erty subjected to the influences of poverty. These poor 
people purchase soup to maintain the continuance of mere 
animal existence. Merely to live, is now their anxiety. 
Manners, morals, comfort, and improvement are almost 
uncared for, and their condition is a true specimen of the 
deterioration which poverty is producing. A moment's in-
8pection of their clothing would convince any one why the 
home market is so depressed. Never was I so much im
pressed with the evils of the soap tax as I was by seeing 
the numbers of dirty children fetching soup ; indeed very 
few of any age seem to keep themselves clean ; and one 
reason is, they cannot get soap- and another, they 
are "down" by the pressure of their poverty. It was 
Saturday night when I last attended, and to some who 
asked for as much as six quarts I observed, "why you will 
not be able to manage all this, "-to which the reply was, 
"there are so many of us, and we have nothing to live on 
to-morrow but this soup." It is made of harley, flour, 
treacle and seasoning; it is good food of the kind, but to 
think ~f industrious families being compelled to eat not hmg 
but a scanty supply of this all day on Sunday, whilst most 
of us have a good chan~e at every meal, and plenty of it, 
is a condition of things which is truly distressing. We have 
heard of the depression of the pot trade. I thought if the 
Staffordshire gentlemen had been there, they would have 
eac:ily traced one of the causes. Here are cracked pots, 
and pots of all shapes, and not a few repaired with pntty. 

We make a terrible noise now-a-days about religion; 
judging from th~ advertisemen_ts on the wal_lc:, and t_he dis
cussions in Parliament, we might be full of 1t ; but 1f I am 
not mistaken, this country's religion is selfishness. W c 
worship God with our lips, but our hearts are gone after 
Mammon. We neglect the poor, and feed and flatter the 
rich. we constantly seek our own ease and indulgence, in
stead of labouring and practising self-demal for the good of 
others. . . 

A true religion would lead us ~o VISlt all these cases; 
and not merely visit and record their poverty, but to bottom 
the cause of it, and, ac; it were, to ca,;t in our lot with 
them till a remedy was discovered. Religion is not love in 
word or ton(J'ue, but in deed and truth. We should not 
be deterred by the m1gnitude of the evil; there is a cause, 
and the greater the ev_il, the more extraordinary ought 0;1r 
exertions to be to discover the cause and to remove 1t. 
Forms and ceremonies are easy to be observed, confessions 
of faith fall glibly from our lips, but doing {{Ood requires 
labour and self-denial, without which our relitrion is but a 
name. If all the ladies and gentlemen who think it their 
duty to go to church twice or thrice on Snnday, would but 
each spend a single hour in the Soup House, 1 am confi
dent they would learn lessons and imbibe sympathies for 

which they would have reason to be grateful as long as they 
live. I could like to see rich and poor, master and work
men, young and old, all "one people," bearing one ano
ther's burdens, and thus fulfilling the law of Christ; 

SADDLE ON THE WRONG HORSE. 

"Well, you took Diggle House farm last ni(J'ht," said 
old Dobson to neighbour Shifty, "and a bonny

0 

rent you 
have given for it. It is not worth as much by £50 a year. 
I think it was very shabby for you to bid a!!ainst an old 
neighbour, who has farmed there for fifteen ye;irs. Rents 
may well be high while this sort of work is carried on." 

" It is dear enough, I acknowledge," said Shifty, "but 
what could I do? I am like to live somewhere. There 
is no opening in trade as I see on, so I must get a putting 
on as well as I can. As for bidding against a neif,!:hbour, 
there were plenty of others that did the same ; and if I had 
not turned him out somebody else would." 

This is saddliug tlze wrong horse. The farmers quarrel 
and criminate each other, and in fact compete one another 
into the workhouse, without considering that it is the Com 
Law wnich keeps up rents, impoverishes farmers, and cuts 
of all chance of their sons and grandsons embarking in 
trade. 

" A stop ought to be put to these early marriages," says 
a Malthusian,. "the population is fast treading upon the 
means of s11bs1stence, and by and by food will be so scarce 
that men, like fishes, will l1ave to eat each other." 

Saddle on the wrong l10rse again. Neither reason nor 
revelation condemns early marriages ; and the worst con
sequences generally result from the opposite practice. That 
country is badly ruled that does not afford a comfortable 
living for a young couple and their offspring, "ho are in
dustrious and sober, economical and virtuous in their con
dnct. England would amply supply the reqni ite domestic 
comforts to all such, if it were not for her food-limiting
trade-destroying-pauper-makin~ Corn Laws. 

"You ou~ht not to bring children into the world if you 
cann9t keC'p them," exclaims one of the magistrates at the 
Board of Guardians; "it is your own fault that you are in 
dic:tress ; you may go about your business, we can do no
thing for you." 

In this case there is not only a saddle, but a decent length 
of whip besides. The poor fellow is not only saddled with 
all the suffering produced by the Corn Law, but with the 
insolence of one who professes to be his "guardian." 

The principle included in this answer is horrible. Up to 
mature age, the individual gave all his labour to his coun
try; in marrying, he was strictly observing an ordinance 
of heaven; and when, in return for his exertions, he 
merely asks for the common necessaries of life, a worse 
than an Egyptian law steps in and says, "I will not only 
gradually murder your first born, but will make every suc
ceeding child the victim of my prey." Thousands th re are 
just now, whose children are as dear to thC'm as life, 
starving for want of food, and almost perishing for want of 
clothing. The Duke's rents are to be protected, btr. t chil
dren's bellies must remain empty. The repeal of the Corn 
Law3 would be like manna in the wilderness. and a man 
might then have some pleasure in rearing a family. 

"Oh, these factories are a sad nuisance," said an ab
sentee landlord who spends his income in France; "they 
bring an immense number of people together, anrd then 
when times are slack, they throw them upon the towns, 
to be supported out of the poor rates." 

A fresh horse but the same saddle. The reason why so 
many have come into the towns is, that with all their pro-
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tection and high prices, the agriculturalists would not employ 
them. After finding them work in the mills for some years, 
despite all the disadvantages of restrictions, the Corn Law 
has at last locked the wheeis; and yet, because they do 
not continue to wl1irl round, the factories are denounced 
as a national nuisance. Only open the gates of each Eng
lish port, and let nature's principle of free exchange be acted 
on, and t he parishes will soon be relieved of their paupers. 

"The masters take advantage of the times, and beat 
down the people's wages ; it is their avarice and tyranny 
that make times so bad," so say the multitude who judge 
from c. ppearances, and wlto are not able or willing to trace 
our distresses to its real cause. 

The cotton lord is here made the stallcing lwrse, and his 
broad back is deemed well fitted for the saddle. The mas
ters do drop wages, and will continue to do, so long as 
the demand for hands is so much below the supply. Sel
fishness is the same in them as in others. We go to mar
ket, and, observing an unusual quantity of potatoes on 
sale, are apt to say, " They will be cheap to-day, and we 
rn~y have them at our own price." We must have some
thmg more than man's generosity, or master's generosity, 
!o look to for keeping up wages. Open foreign markets; 
mcrease the home trade, by diminishing the price of food, 
and t he demand upon the labour market will be such as to 
protect wages. Let the manufacturers have a good market 
at Manchester ; their love of profit leads them to do more 
busines' ; they then employ more hands, and this prevents 
wages from falling; and if markets continued to improve 
it would soon lead to an advance. • 

I many other instances has the saddle been placed upon 
the w ron_g back. Let it be our duty to fix it where it ought 
to remnm. 

EXTENSION OF THE SUFFRAGE. 

. J oseph Stu~g_e, of Birmingham, and others acting with 
him, at e obtammg throughout the country Signatures from 
all t ile present Electors to a Declaration, and Memorial to 
the Queen, who are favourable to such an 
"EXTENSION OP THE SUFFRAGE 
As ill give to every Adult MALE INHABIT ANT of 
this Country of s_ane mind, and unstained by crime, not 

bemg a burden to the State, 
The Right of VOTING for Members of 

Parliament, 
with such protection of Details for its exercise as will secure 
A FAIR, FULL, AND FREE REPRESENTATION 

OF THE PEOPLE." 
Most readily have I signed this Declaration, and will 

be !nappy in forwarding its progress throughout the country. 
From the present constitution of the House of Commons 
no bope remains, and all classes except the bread mongers 
are beginning to feel the same. 

A LESSON ON CLEANLINESS. 

!' ou will _excuse the freedom I take in giving you advice on 
yaruous duties. I assure you I have no object but your own 
1mp,rovement-the real welfare of yourselves and families. 

1 could li~e you duly to ~stimate. the_ advantage of per
son;~} cleanhness. The skm contams mnumerable pores, 
or ht~le channels, through which the body discharges the 
per·sp1rable matter-a process essential to health. All dirt 
andl filth should be constantly removed from the skin, for 
the purpose of allowing this matter to discharge ; but if the 
porres be cl?gged up wit~ _di~t, it not only prevents this , 
~ult a quantity of matter mJur10us to the body is also taken 
Jn, and the consequence is, that heaviness and dulness 

which you often feel. Every animal, by instinct, con
tinually tries to keep itself clean,-even the pig, by rolling 
in the dirt and drying itself afterwards, is attempting to re
move the dirt from its skin. Why are girls in factories 
healthier than boys ? The doctors say it is because they 
pay so much more attention to personal cleanliness. Though 
soap be dear, water is cheap, and if persons once get into 
the habit of daily washing themselves, they would find such 
comfort from it as to continue the practice. 

If you want to be healthy and feel comfortable, you 
should at least wash your hands and face every morning, 
and your feet and legs, and whole body once a week. 
Mothers could never be better employed than in washing 
their children. Vast numbers are diseased and stinted in 
their growth for want of this. I believe that cleanliness 
does not only preserve health, but has a tendency to pro
mote civility, kindness, industry, and self-respect,-all of 
which are important. Never consider it a honour to be 
called "the unwashed," 

THE BRITISH ARTIZAN'S FAREWELL TO UNHAPPl' 
ENGLAND. 

Adieu! my land, my native land? 
I'm now compel'd to roam; 

Because a band, a Corn Law band. 
Has spoil' d my peaceful home. 

Yet, home I fear, will still be dear, 
And lovely to my breast; 

,vhen me to cheer, no frhmd is near,, 
Of those I love the best. 

Soon on the sea, the restless sea, 
Borne up by ocean's waves, 

For friends away, I'll often pray, 
Oh! land of hapless slaves !-

Did God on high, who rules the sky, 
Plant freedom in the mind, 

To grieve and sigh, from borne to fly. 
And leave our friends behind? 

Ah I no; in love, be reigns aboVA• 
O'er all cMated things: 

Men, like the dove, in peace should move., 
·where native pleasure springs. 

The lowly cot, where sloth is not, 
Should be replete with joy: 

But now man's lot 's lhe empty pot; 
For bread, his children cry. 

Oh ! natal earth, my place of birth; 
The lordlings of the soil, 

Create a dearth, in place of mi1'th, 
Among the sons of toil. 

And while they ride, in pomp and pride. 
The suff'ring millions groan; 

And some have died, e'en side by 1ide, 
Whose wrongs have reach'd the throne. 

Oh! had I power, this very hour. 
One truth r must confess, 

No man should cower, where evils lower, 
In mental wretchedness. 

No haughty knave, should man enslave
No drone extort his toil ; 

Then he would brave, both fir& and wave-. 
To guard his native isle. 

But ah! the chain-oppression's chain, 
Is much too strong for me ; 

And o'er the main-from cold disdain 
I'll fly for liberty. 

Adieu! adieu! ye social few, 
To love and mem'ry dear; 

The thoughts of you, so kind and tr ue, 
Will cost me many a tear t.....J. Boo-ra, 
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VARIETIES. 

Tlte fears of the Monopolists.-" Popular excitement," says a 
bread taxing editor, "may, and perhaps will, be creat~d to a 
certafo e:rtent, but not to the d6!Jree that will answer the p11rpose 
of the faction. There is no disposition lacking on the part of the 
alien league to get up a sensation, as their bazaars, their con
ferences, their seditious suggestions, and mob gatherings plainly 
ahew ; but we suspect the multitude are not to be caught by any 
baits hitherto thrown out." 

Long Measure.-A person has calculated that persons ~O\'I' 

weave cloth forty inches wide and one mile in length for 33s., 
and that for this sum the sbuttle has to tra,vel 2160 miles, and the 
feet hav~ to move upwards of 900 miles! In addition to this, 
aome have to walk eight or ten miles fur work. 

The Tripple Ta:r.-From the family household expences book 
we find that the t!I.Xes upon a weekly expenditure of £5 3a. 0d. 
is not less than £1 19s. ld. It is divided ·as follows;-

lst. The Government Taxes ..••••.••• £0 11 11 
2nd. The Landlord's Tax~s. . . . . • • • • • • 1 4 2 
~rd. The W e11t India Tax . . . . • • • . . . • • 0 3 O 

£1 19 

Tliere is cause to fta1·.-The manufacturing population of Great 
Britain consists of many millions of persons concentrated in towns, 
or in districts as populous as towns, accustomed to political discus
sion ; with their own leaders and th~ir own press; · 01:ganized in 
combinations, with executive, deliberative, and corresponding offi
cers; with fuuds for the seperate. purposes of each distinct society, 
and for the general purposes of the united societies ; and trained, 
by a long and successful contest against J,he Combinatiop-laws, to 
elude or defy the authority of the State. Such a population is 
formidable even in prosperity; it would becon1e doubly formidable 
in adversity, even though th:it adversity arose from causes involv
ing no blame to the Governmeut. But if it were miseral,le, and 
could trace its misery directly to the Legislature; if it could accuse 
the governing body, not of error, bnt of oppresion and robbery; 
if it felt itself sacrificed to the rents of landlords, and to the profits 
of .sugar planters and timber merchants-what limits can we assign 
to its passions or to its violence? Are we sure that our wealth, 
our political greatness, or even our Constitution, would come out 
11afely from such a struggle.-Edinburgh Review 

Worthy of Notice ....... Tl,ere has never been one prosperous year 
&ince the New Poor Law came practically into operation; and this 
is explicitly acknowled~ed by the Commissione1·s, in the. first para
graph of their fifth report . .It appears as if Providence had frowned 
upon our land ever since the grinding of the poor under this sys
tem commenced; and ff it is nolr~poaled or more mercifully modi
fied, it is not difficult to forsee the consequences. The law is 
based upon two propositions which are both false; the first, that 
there is plenty of work for all able bodied persons; and secondly, 
that there is work for all able bodied persons who are industrious, 
at wages sufficiant to maintain their families If these propositions 
were true, it would be perfectly correct to throw the able bodied 
upon their own resources. But they are both false, and hence the 
cruelties of attempting to carry out the act. 

Comparitive State Taxation of ;England and other Countries.
Tues upon Land in England ••••.•••• £1,531,915 
Taxes upon Land in Prussia.......... 3,992,500 
Tues upon Land in Austria.,........ 8,700,000 
Taxes upon Land in France .•.• , .•••• 23,186,760 

Taxes on the People in England ••••••• 50,695,044 11 
Taxes on the People in Prussia .•••.•• 3,761,500 
Taxes on the People in Austria •••••••• 7,700,000 
Tues on the People in France •. , ••••• 17 ,5331240 

Macattley, speaking of Sir Robert's New Scale as an instalment 
or justice, said that he did not consider it ae more than a farthing 
in the pQWld. 

Uneqttal Ta3:ution.-The rioh man pays no more duty upon lis. 
high flavoured Pekoe or gunpowder tea, at l0s. per lb., than tlo 
washerwoman pays for the cheapest Bohea, worth about ls. 81. 
Both pay 2s. Id. duty. Again, the rich man pays no more du.y 
on the best coffee than the poor woman pays for tbe worst. Ttis 
the same with other articles; hence, as stated by l\fr. Hindle, Ott 
of every shilling spent on such articles the rich man pays 2¾d . .o 
the state, whilst the tax on the poor who spend a shilling on sim
liar articles is 6½ ! 

A Hard Case.-A poor man, a long time out of employmert, 
troubled with asthma, died at his lodgings. For some time tle 
Family had subsisted partly on charity ; and the neighbours sa 
they believed he had died for want of suitable nourisl11nent. I 
visited the case, and it was truly a pi table one. He has left a wiit 
and two children ; she every· hour expecting to be confined ,r 
another. One of the children got hold of h1y band and very inm
cently said, "my daddy is up stafrs in, a box !'' Tne poor wom111 
with tears in her eyes, taking hold o( an dd rag which wa throw-i 
over her sbouldni., saiJ, •· thii. is the only shawl I have \Vith whi 1 

to follow him to the gra,•e.'' · , 

A Caut-ion.-The rate payers sllould be very carefal to eletf 
judicious, experienced, and human persons for guardians. TI 
proper management of the poor, as well as the rates, depends oo 
this. If the poor are badly u~ed, the rate payers have only them
selves to blame. 

Exhibitions.-I have heard of exhibitions being got up in som 
places it order to shew off the .odious character of the Brnad Tax. 
The dialogue between Tum and Bill and other pieces from th 
Struggle l1ave been made available for the purpose. Dramatic 
repres<,mtations are no doubt powerful for this end. 

Unequal Competion.-A prrson has just told me lrn was in con
versation a few days since with a weaver, from Nearclough, near 
Ilurnley. who is very confident the hand loom ,veavers wil1 b~at 
out the power looms; he stated thPy are weaving what they cal\ 
70's at 7d. per piece of 30 yard , 1 ½ lb. of weft, and they had 3d. 
I s if . le work was not good.-A. A., ~-ewc1t•trch. [But what a 
miserable con.-iition thqse poor weavers mnst be in who instPad of 
finding employment in other branches are obliged to compete with 
the power loom.] 

li'appiness.-Upon the whole the Ge1mans seem to me the most 
rational people I have seen. We English people never "are'' 
hut always "to be blessed." They enjoy the present, and, 
with the truest economy of human life, make the most of the ma
terials for contemtment which God has given them.-Jl.fis• Sedg
wick's Letters. 

A Tribute to Weslrynn Jl.fi11isters.-Alluding to the <'onferenco 
at Manchester, l\Ir. Milnes, a defender of the bread tax ob, erved. 
"he believed tliat of the clergy of the Established Church three 
only sat ; while scarce a single clergyman of the Wesleyan body 
joined in the agitation."-·what have the .Methodists to say to this t 

Wages.-" They say, if you cheapen bread you will lower wages. 
I begin to believe this to be a confow.nded lie,'' says a poor man. 
" Mine they cannot lower, for I have not bad any for nineteen 
weeks; my wife gets ls. 6d. now, where she used to have 2s. 3d. 
Our Betty has been twice dropped, Josepli works four days a week, 
and Billy gets nothing at all. All this has happened under the 
Corn law, so that I for one am quite willing to run all risk1 aa to 
lowering wages /" 

Lord Jolm has proved a sliding scale 
A most pernicious thing ; 

While Glad~tone proved a duty fixed 
More evils still would bring ; 

In such a case, what course, I ask, 
Should honest men pursue? 

Why, just to take them at their word, 
And so reject the two !-Leeds Times. 

Preston, Printed by J. LIVESEY, p1·ice id. er .2~. ed. V ICO. 



~truggle. 
"Oppre~sion would drive a wise man Jnad." 

'Relieve me, Oh I relieve me from this terrible burden, and I will willingly toil, and labour, for my wretched children!" 
-« Lie still yo•t restlf'fS felbw; it is labour enouah for me to sit upon your empty trunk, without being galled 

by your iincessant "stru'!,a,1N." 
0 

SHORT TIM E. should all be idle one third of their time? Why don't 
we hear of short time for the land? Is there a man. 

It is to be feared that there are cause!'! producing Jiving who would regard it as an advantage to lay the 
national depression of which we are not aware. Among land idle every third year? The monopolists raise a 
these I ishould be disposed to place prominently the cry about land going out of cultivation as a dreadful 
working of short time. Strange doctrine, that the evil; and yet the standing-still of the factories is spoken 
shopkeeper is to rise above his difficulties by shutting of as a panacea! What anxiety is manifested every 
up his shop two days in the week! It is the produc- harvest time lest the crops should be deficient; and 
tion of our mills which has added so much to the yet as to the crop of cottons and woollens, which are 
wealth o,f the nation; must it not therefore be a terri- in effect corn, and beef, and butter. (if it were not for 
ble loss,, that the capital, machinery, and operatives a bla~phemou!!I Corn Law) the fear ii of its being 
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too abundant ! Astonishing it is that common 1oense will 
tolerate such selfish abs,irdities. We are taking a 
wrong medieine, and if it be long continued it will kill, 
and not cure, the patient. The concern that paid £600 
weekly in wages now pays £400, and what is the co_n
sequence? The bellies of all the work people reqmre 
the same, and the difference is lost by the drapers, the 
tailors, and the dealers in manufactured articles. Less 
excisable articles will be consumed, and there will be 
consequently a deficiency in the revenue. Every thou
sand pounds paid less in wages is a national loss to the 
same amount, in addition to the master's profit ; 
for the articles which would be received back in ex
change from some other country, would pay first for 
the raw material, secondly, the wages, and the re- , 
mainder, if any, v<•ould be the master'_s profit. Produce- 1 
ing one third kss, we are gettrng poorer every 
month. _Let any ma~ try th~ ~x~eriment o[ fou_r days' I 
bm,iness mstead of six, and 1f 1t mcrem:e his gams one 1 

per cent, I see no earthly reason why he should not 
reduce another two days, at;id thus double his profits! 
Indeed I almost feel ashamed to battle with such ab
surdities ; they would never be uttered in defence of a 
good cause, nor believed upon the word of any but 
i.such as Sir Robert Pee1. 

THE WRONG END; OR, THE EFFECT 
INSTEAD OF THE CAUSE. 

soon." All sorts of reasons nre assigned but tlie true one. 
The real cause of this inundation was the erection of a new 
bridge about a mile below the village, with only two arches, 
which, to have afforded a frEe pas$age to the water, ought 
at least to have had double the number. 

The application of these remarks will be easy. We are 
neck deep in difficulties; steam, machinery, over-trading, 
joint stock banks, and the currency, are all said to hava 
brought us into our present difficulties. The real cause is, 
the want of free intercourse with the world. Open the fun
nel, and there will l,e no liquor spilt; march down tha 
broad Anti-tariff Street, instead of the Sliding Passage, 
and your ranks will never be confused ; let the arches be 

I 
numerous, and of a sufficient span, and all the troubled 
waters will roll away. In other words, open the channal~ 
of trade, and all will be right. 

EXTRACT FROM l\fR. GEO. THOMPSON'S SPEECH 
AT THE EDI BURGH CONFERENCE. 

The fate of this country has been to be ruled by a confodHacy 
of monopoli sts, equally opposed to the sovereign, the people, the 
constitution, and the religion of the country. Of what have- they 
been the monopolists? Of everything. (Cheers.) They have 
been monopolists of relig:ous liberty. (Cheers.) They have 
been monopolists of personal freedom. They have trafficked in 
slaves an,l the souls of men. They have been monopolists of po
litical power, to the disfranchisPmPnt of thousands in every part 
of the country. \Vhat. have hce11 their party conflicts, but strug
gles for the monopoly of place, an\l pPmions, and patronage~ and 
pelf, and pay? (Great Ch eerin)!.) In what light arc we called 
to regard them tllis day? As monnpolists of the people·s bre ad; 
as a wickeJ combination of victuallPrs, (Lami;hter.) cons pi ring 

1 to raise the price of ht·Pad - a class of offendns which till la tely 
Just step into Molly's cellar and you will see a fit repre- was held by the common Jaw of England to he criminals pu ish

sentation of the wisdom of our anti-commercial government, able \-Vith fine and imprisonment. (Hear, and Chrers.) ,vere 
and of their restrictions upon trade. They work at the they punished accor<ling to their deserts, they would now t ake 
wrong end ; the) al ways try to grapple with the effects in- their place along with the inmat~s of the dungeon, and those who 
stead of removing th~ cause. were at the treadmill. (Great lau~hter.) \Vhatwas our pre-sent 

The brewer and his assistants have got their shoes full of parliamrnt? A parliament of provision merchants. (Hear, hE"ar.) 
liq~or, and a :vast quantity is spilt on the floor; they are Let them be honest, and put up their appropriatP ~icn. Let 
fallmg out with each other about the waste. This was all them announce over thPir shop doors. "~JE>ssrs. Bnckinl{ham, 
occasioned by a stoppage in the funn<.>l, and would have Graham, Rirhmond, Pre!, and Co., solE' provision mPrrhan lts to 
been prevented but for the stupid governor, who would the people of Great Britain and Ireland. (Lau~hter.) For 
not allow them a proper funnel, which would have afforded bread, beef, pork, mutton, hutter, an,! he ans, inqnire within. 

fj ,, fi h (Roars of laughter.) N. B. No competition alk,wed. No con-
a" ree passage or t e liquor. nection with the shop over the water." (Continued laughtt.er.) 

See that procession, now moving readily along in good The corn law was designed to make food scarce, in order thiat it 
temper and in good order. They arc now in Free Trade I may be made dear. Not11ing else. And why d~ar? That l:and
Street ; but I was told as they passed down Protection lords mav pocket tl1e price. ,vho gave the landowners the 
Passage they were all in confusion. The reason was, that power to do so? They took the power thPmselves. (Hear.) 
though four abreast, the passage was so narrow that only By what means did they persuade the people to accept it at heir 
one could pass at a time, and so slipper_?/ that it was difficult hands? By presenting it at the point of the bayonet. (He>ar.) 
to keep on their feet. Those at a distance behind were Row have they perpetuated it? By the same means. (Blear, 
blaming those in advance for not moving faster, corn- hear.) n is a law to put a whole people on short allowance. A 
plaining of the cold, and threatening to leave the ranks. I whole people, did I say? No; those who make the famine s1pare 
They threw the blame upon every thing but the right thing. themsebes. (Hear.) Were it a heaven-sent famine, all w•ould 
I be afflicted. Wben God punished the F.gyptians with sore 
nspecfor Cobden warned them against the sliding passage, plagues, they entered the palace of Pharaoh and his magiciians; 

but they refused his advice. but our modern Pharaohs and their slidin~-scale enchanters tor-
What a terrible flood has inundated that beautiful village; rnent not themselves; they only torment the people. (Checers.) 

the gardens are all covered, and the people are wading, Can any act he conceived more wicked than the curtailmemt of 
middle deep in the cellars to prevent their furniture being the supply of bread to an industrious people? Can there lbe a 
carried away. Great loss and terrible distress are sure to more frightful despotism? On board a man-of-war, when pro
be the result. Now tell me the cause of all this. "There J visions are scarce, the man who is the <lespot of the ship, and 
has been a large melting of snow on"the mountains," says one, m· t shoot a refractory sailor dead at his feet, dare not tiake a 
• ,which has caused this overflow." "The new cop, which I crumb of biscuit or a drop of water more than the cahin hoy. 
had not become sufficiently firm, has given way,,. cries ano- He dare not help himself. (Hear, hear.) How is it with us? 
h q I • • . . I Do the gentry ashore share and share alike with those who 'IWOrk 

t or.,, , . t IS. a JUd~me?; upon the people f~; th~ir wicked- the ship, and ~o aloft, and reef and steer? He wished they didi 
ness, cries a third. You are_ all wrong, cries fl.D old (Hear.) Pa.rliament would soon be summoned, in good ear.n,u1t, 
'1\'0in.an,. "th:~e has been ~othmg but wet _weather an<J J "for the de!lpatch of sundry divers and important busin,, ,"
fi~od~ smce this Gteam was mvented; there 111 so much of I (Laughter,) and the corn laws should be totally repeiµed in bo~· 
it falls upon the ground, that we shall be all washed away houses of the legislature. 



THE STRUGGLE. 

MR. FERRAND'S SPEECH. 

Persons who are fond of calling hard names, and feeding 
on blackguardism, will admire Mr. Ferran d's speech ; but 
all who wish well to the working classes should consider its 
object and tendency. Its object is to keep on the corn laws, 
and its effect, to set those at variance who ought to strive 
together for their repeal. I have read this celebrated 
speech, and I beg leave to tell the author that he has libelled a 
great number of masters who, with all their defects, have 
been benefactors to the country. I don't say this be
cause I am at all interested in the manufacturing system, 
nor because I am blind to the faults of the masters, but 
because I see him aiming to destroy a system on which 
millions depend for their living, without making any attempt 
to introduce a better, or indeed, without offering any remedy 
for the present distress of the people. 

There are some masters who are examples to the country, 
and are always anxious to benefit their workpeople. there 
are others who are proud, insolent, and oppressive. But 
this ou ht never to be forgotten, that while the landed 
gentlemen draw their rents, and scarcely employ, or even 
see any of the working people, the manufacturers remain 
at home, invest tlieir capital among us, give employment to 
thousands, have been the chief cause of the advance in 
land, and the improvement of our towns, and indeed the 
support of the nation. We all know the danger of riches, 
and many cotton lords who have been raised from the 
dust to great affluence, like other men, are not proof 
against its tendency to tarnish their character. But while 
I admit that hea,-y charges may be maintained against 
individuals, sweeping charges like those of Mr. Ferrand are 
unjustifiable and calculated to alienate every attachment, 
and destroy all confidence, between man and master. He 
has given the landed gentlemen credit for what they have 
not the least title to. He says, " the labouring classes 
never _applied to the landed proprietary in vain to relieve 
them m their distresses!" He speaks of them "rallying 
round" the w01·king people, as " they had ever been ready 
to do!'' I will tell him what they do. They make every 
particle of the food of the working people dear, that thev 
may get high rents. Th y so impoverish the farmers that 
they c:mnot employ their labourers and their familie , in 
!he agricultural districts, and then they drive them 
mto the- factories to get a living. The landed gentry will 
not employ them themselves, and yet they try to degrade 
those tbat <lo. They have not even professed to be able 
to find a remedy for the appalling distresses of the coun
try, and to the very last have united in rejecting such 
measures as alone appear to promise relief. Is this rallying 
round t.he working people? Poor as this country is, com
pared to Ireland, we find a great number in a much superior 
condition. The miseries of Ireland are the genuine results 
ofabsenteeism, landed monopoly, and the non-manufacturing 
system, to which such as Mr. Ferrand seem anxious to re
duce u.s. The ]andocracy are angry because some of 
the manufacturers get as rich as themselves. But this 
never tn-oubles me. They cannot eat their wealth ; they 
cannot wear more than one suit at once ; they cannot carry 
it away, when they die. They are too fond of profit 
to lay lit up or hide it in the earth. And while they remain 
at hom,e, and lay out their capital in finding employ "nt 
for the people, they are not deserving of Mr. Ferrand's 
censures. It is the wicked corn law which is tieing their 
hands • many are already bankrupt, and if an alteration is 
not mmde, the number will be vastly increased. When 
~ut a sii~gle mill stops, the workpe~le soon find out whose 
mterest 1s most affected. ' 

CORN STANDARD. 

One argument against the repeal of the Corn Laws is 
this.-" If you make food cheap, the man who hereafter 
has to receive payment in money, will receive more than 
he bargained for; and all persons with standing incomes 
will be benefitted." This objection is most futile, and ap
plies as forcibly against an advance as a decline of prices. 
Corn never was, and never can be made, the standard of 
value. No objection is made to the nobleman receiving 
£10,000 where he once received only £5,000, though this 
has been done by the Corn Law: but oh ! it would be 
wrong to allow a man, whose wages are fixed at 2ls., to 
have an extra loaf and an additional pound of beef steaks 
this week more than he had last I How much more clo
t/zing do all parties receive for the same money! but this 
all passes for nothing. The naked argument is this ; rather 
than a few should be able to get more corn for the same mo
ney, above twenty millions of people shall be put on short 
allowance, and the landowners shall pocket the benefit. 

ORIGINAL STANZAS, 

Addre,sed to the Friends of Liberty, Peace, and Good Order. 

Cold winter is going, 
And summer will smile, 

With Nature bestowing 
The fruits of lhe soil: 

The lords of the land will inhale its perfume, 
But the heart-broken peasant must faint on his loom. 

He rides at his plea nre, 
When soft the wind blows ; 

And prides in the treasure 
Which labour bestows : 

Yet, he looka at the pea~ant with haughty disdain, 
And the cries of the hungry ne'er enter his b1ain. 

The beauties of nature 
His mansion adorn ; 

Remote from the creature 
Pale, breadless, and lorn : 

And the trees round his dwelling their green branches wave, 
Where he hears not the graans of the poor dying slave. 

The fruits of our labour 
Are piled on his board ; 

His guard is the sal,re ; 
He fears not the Lord :-

And he feasts in abundjlnce, unmindful of those 
,vho perish by hunger, ere manhood arose. 

Oh 1 Britons ! the poet 
Who speaks to you now, 

Sees wealth-and below it 
Vain parasites how: 

Till manhood, alive to your sulT'ring and pains, 
Might millions awaken, to throw off their chains. 

Arise from your slumber 1 
Your birth-right demand 1 

Your voices like thunder 
Might roll o'er tha land! 

Be firmly united-make wisdom your guide; 
And the wants of a nation will not be denied. 

Keep always in order, 
Nor ever suppose 

That acts of disorder 
Will le8sen your woPs : 

And your name will be echoed o"er nations afar, 
When Britain is free from oppre sion and war. , BooT 
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VARIETIES. 

Horrible /-In Pendle Forest, about four miles from Burnley, 
the following most melancholy proof of the wretchedness and hun
ger of the poor occurred. A farmer had a i:!Ow <lied of di sease, 
whi ch was huried under ground. Jn the dusk of the evening, a 
numher of the people came and du~ it up, cut it in pieces, and 
did not rejPct even parts which smelled strongly of the ml-'dicine. 
The report having spread, others came after it was cut up, and 
being disappointed, were begging of the neighbours to give them 
a little. \Vhen I received this account, I could not believe that 
such a horrible transaction could be real. I wrote, therefore, to 
say that if my informant would go to the place and get me the 
certificate of six credible persons, I would get the whole of the 
particulars inserted in a London paper. That certificate I recei
ved in about three days after, signed as I requested, including 
the owner of the cow ! The people actually dug up and ate the 
dead cow 111 The reader's feelings shall be the comment. 

'Prospects.-We are now returning to long days and finer weather. 
How pleasant are the smiles of nature in this season of spring ; 
but oh! how miserable arn those millions for whose good these 
smiles were intended I Is there no remedy? The Tories offer 
none. The Free Traders propose the r epeal of the Corn Laws, 
but the monopolists, the strong party, will not give way. Nature 
may ~port and he glad; but weeping and wailing, lamentation and 
woe, is the portion of the people. 

Q11ery.-Would some practical man answer the following:
What would be the cost of raising £100 worth of wheat, to he sold 
at .(Qs. per quarter, from land of an average qualily-divirled under 
the heads of 1st, seed, 2d, man labour, 3d, horse labour, 4th, and 
other expenses, but not including reut or tares. 

False Estimates of Towns.-" I spent my last Sunday in Pres
ton," said a traveller on the railway to a fellow traveller, "and 
a very pretty town it is. There are a great many good streets 
aHd nice walks all about the town." Similar remarks are often 
made re:specting towns: for instance, every gentleman who visits 
Edinbro' speaks of its ~plendid buildings. This shews how much 
more our attention is taken up with the symptoms of wealth than 
with those of poverty. When I go to a slra'lge town, if it be 
possible, I al ways visit the poorest parts-the richest [ know 
need• not my attention. Never in any place did I find more 
wretchedness and misery than in Glasgow and Edinbro', and yet 
superficial visitors would bi! heard extolling the fine buildingi of 
theie cities. 

The Anti-ma-:ltinery Delusion.-At a meeting, a stocking wea
ver got up and observed;-" They said machinery had caused all 
the distress: now he denied it. He had for forty years worked 
a stocking-fram~; that species of frame had not been altered by 
machinery during that whole time-it had not been touched in the 
march of steam-it. made only one stocking, as it did forty years 
ago. It employed one man to each frame, as it did forty years 
ago. How was it, then, that he himself did not earn one third 
of what he did forty years ago-that the wages of all stockingers 
had fallen to starvat,011-prices? It could not he from machi nery: 
it was from want of a market. Let England have the world for 
a market, and the whole of the inhabitants for customers: the 
change would bring peace and joy to every town-to every fire
aide, and to every English heart." 

Cottage Gardens.-Nothing is more interesting to a working 
man than a cottage garden, and in nothiug does a sober character 
feel greatl:lr pli>asure in spending his leisure hours. The Corn 
Laws have doubled the rents of these enchanting places of plea .. 
sure ; but still I would advise every one who is able, to be 
looking after a bit of ground for his own cultivation. 

Emigrants' Farewell.-At the North Union station a number of 
persons the other day were taking a final farewell of their friend~, 
upon their starting for America. l\Iany were weeping; whilst 
others had provided a fiddle and a flag, on which was inscribed
" No Corn Lawa,"-who seemed delighted with the hope of 
better days. 

Buenos Ayrean Mutton.-The Cherub, Captain ,vhitley, ar• 
rived at this port from Buenos Ayres,-brought sixty hams and 
shoulders of mutton, of splendid quality, from Buenos Ayres, 
which are now rotting at the cu~tom house, the prohibition as fo 
importation being positive. The eost in Buenos Ayrns was l~d, 

1 per lh., and the freight somewhere about ½d. per lb. We deriye 
the information as to the arrival, quality, and price of this "for
bidden" mutton, from a staunch Tory; and we believe that Cap
tain Whitley is both able and willing to give further particulars.
Liverpool Mercury. 

Keeping up Wages.-! want to know what you will do with the 
hard working classes of the community, the labouring artizans, if 
the price of bread is to he kept up by act of Parliament. \Vil\ 
you gi\'e them a law to keep up the rate of their wages? You 
will say that you cannot keep up the rate of wages; but that is 
no reason you ~hould pass a law to mulet the working man one 
half of the loaf hP. earns. I know well the way in which the pe
titions of the hand-loom weavers were received in this house.
" Poor. ignorant men,'' you said, "they know not what they 

I 
ask, they are not political economists, they do not know that the 
price of labour, like other commodities, finds its own level by 
the ordinary law of supply and demand. We can do nothing for 
them." "But I ask, then, why do you pass a law to keep up the 
price of corn, and at the same time say you cannot pass a law to 

· keep up the price of the poor man's labour? This is the point of 
I view in which the country are approaching this question: a d 

the flimsy veil of sophistry you llve throwing over the que!tion, 
and the combinations of figures put together and dovetailed to 
answer a particular purpose, will not satisfy the people of Eng
land, till you shew them that you are legislating impartially for 
all classes, and not for the exclusive benefit of one.-Cobdem'• 
Speech. 

NEW POOR LAW-SEPARATION I 

I cannot understand how any Corn Law repealer can he 
in favour of the New Poor Law. The one takes away tlhe 
resources of the people, and yet the other attempts to 
throw them upon their own resources. Until the Corn 
Law is abolished, I do trust, for consistency's sake-n:ay 
for humanity's sake-that no repealer will countenance t ~1e 
New Poor Law, or afford any aid towards carrying iits 
stringent orders into effect. The two laws together are as 
bad as Egyptian bondage, when the people were compell,ed 
to make bricks without straw, and punished because th,ey 
could not do tasks which were impos ible. 

An order has recenty been received by the Prest<on 
Union. One part enacts that the Ch::iplain shall teach t ,he 
clzristian religion, and another says that the wife shall be 
separated from her husband, and the children from th1eir 
parents! ! 1 Heaven only knows what will come nex·t l ,. 
The people are ground down to the earth by poverty; for
ced into the workhouses for want of employment; atnd 
because they cannot live on air, they are punished wiith 
the monstrous order of separation. Tlze separating of fanni
lies is a test which human nature cannot endure. If this be 
carried into effect, the whole country will be over-nun 
with thieves and beggars. 

No man will submit,-no man ought to subrnit,-to have 
his wife torn from his bosom, and his childl'en from lhis 
care. The townships should be sufficiently alive to t .he 
impending evil, so as to send men of metal at the n~xt 
election of guardians, who will not assist in carrying su,ch 
orders into effect. The cruelty of the separation order is 
only equalled by its hypocrisy. It pretends to make it 
essential to the 01·der and comfort of a '' well regula ed 
workhouse," and yet this test, this abominable test, is 
always referred to as one which the paupers cannot ~n
dure. Whig, tory, or radical. I care not who the gu.ar
di ans may be, but I would sooner cut off my right hamd 
than sign my name for any guardian who would impioutsly 
tear a!>under what God has been plea ed to join together .. 

Preston ; Printed by J. LIVESEY, Price ½d. or 2s. 6d. V 10{0. 
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•· The eyes of all wait upon the Lord; thou givest them their r,i eat in cl11e 1easot1 ; thou opcnuf tliine hand a11d aatl,fo« 

th~ deNires of every living tliiag. '' 

BUBBLES. 

With dttt'rous !kill I will manage to gull 
That poor eimple fellow, the stupid JohrrBull; 
For power and place I'm determin'd to keep, 
Though Victoria herself should sorrow and weep. 

W A G E S . scarce, how is it possible to keep up wages ? The 
Corn Law then is doing that which its advocates pre-

One of the bubbles which has been blown about the tend would result from its repeal. 
country is. that "a repeal of the Corn Laws would reduce , It is also important to remember not only the amoiuit but 
wages."' This deserves our best consideration. Wages the value of wages ; this is what many entirely overlook. 
being tlhc sole reward of labour, ought doubtless to be For instance, I fear it is impossible to get up the wages of 
waic.}ledl with the greatest jealousy. I hand loom weaving; and as many are still obliged to be 

J womld remark, however, that our first consideration I employed in this way, it is of the greatest consequence to 
ought tco be about work, and then comes the question of I such that every article of living should be reduced a11 low as 
wages. The p~esent system is not only lowering wages, : possible, for then the same wages would go much_ farth~ 
but actwally leavrng a great number of th_e people without 

1

- than at present. If food could be reduced one t_lu_rd, ~s. 
allf em p1oyment whatever. And while work remains , would pay as far as 12s. does now. Mj ~pm1ot1 1s, 

No. 1a. 
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that the Corn l,aw both raises food, and lowers wages, and 
that a repeal wonld raise wages, and bring d@wn the price of 
food, which would be a double advantage. 

" Political economists have asserted, that the price of 
bread fixes the rate of wages, and in support of this position, 
their argument is, that the laboarers must earn wages suffi
cient to sustain them, or they would cease to exist. But 
innumerable tribes of the human family do exist, who have 
never so much as heard of wages; and in no part of the 
world has it ever yet been discovered, that the price of food 
has regulated the scale of wages. Indeed, owing to the 
fluctuation of the quantity and the price of fQod, produced 
by the ever-changing character of the seasons, and to the 
natural tendency of population to jncrease, such a ystema
tic arrangement for paying wages is unatt~inable, and there 
exists no law in nature by which the price of corn and 
wages, or even the abundance of corn, and numbers of la
bourers who may produce it, can be maintained i·n corres
ponding equipoise for a year, or even a day, and the thing 
is tota11y impossible. In countries where the wages are 
uniformly the very lowest, the earnings of the peasants, in 
fruitful years, will buy more corn than will sustain them and 
their families ; but in years of adversity and dearth, their 
wages are insufficient for this purpose, and they die off in 
great numbers." 

Nothing can be clearer than that the price of corn does 
not, and cannot regulate wages. In America with cheap 
food, labourers earn 4s. and 5s. per day; in Ireland with 
dear food, they are compelled to work for 6d. per day. In 
our town I will take five men, all of equal capacity, and all 
eating food at the same price ; one receives in wages 2is. 
per week, another 2ls., another 14s., another 7s., and the 
l~i is without work, receiving nothing at all. If food regu
la~d w~es. how could this great difference exist? 

The great principle which re~ulates the value of labour 
is the supply and demand; and although the changes may 
not be so rapid as the price of marketable articles, they are 
equally certain. When the supply is larger than the de
mand, wages drop ; when less than the demand, they rise. 
The amount of supply in any departmeHt depends upon the 
population, and the number of hands wanted in other bran
ches ; the demand depends upon the amount of profit which 
the business yields to the employer. Whenever business 
yields a large profit, it is sure to be extended ; it is impos
s\ble to keep it a secret Jon~, and therefore fresh masters are 
sure to embark. Under these circumstances, where there 
is but a limited supply of Jabour wages soon begin to rise. 
On the other hand, when a business yields no profit, those 
enf!aged in it either reduce their establishments, or fail in 
buc:iness, and therefore wages fall. 

To the above great regulating principle of wages, two ex
eeptions may be named ;-the influence of combinations, and 
that of charity. 

A combination of masters, if it could be made sufficiently 
extenc;ive, might fix lower wages than a free demand and 
snl)ply would command; and on the other ha~~ a tra?-e's 
union sufficiently stronl! to keep down all competit10ns, might 
fix liiaher waaes than what a fr!:'e labour market would allow. 
Mast~rs hav; ~metimes been able to do this in a single 
town' but seldom to make the combinations so general, as 
to pr~vent masters of other towns giving larger wages, and 
thus tempting their hands. away. . T~ades' u~ions have suc
ceeded in many instances m estabhshmg a national character. 
Thev have. however, frequently defeated their own end; 
for, although they have kept up wages nominally, they have 
done ·so only to a few, whilst great numbers have been com
pelled ro tramp the country without employme(\t. Instead 
of allowing labour to find its level, it has been atterapted to 

keep up wages to a certain &tandard, till the trades have been 
almost ruined. 

Wages may also be kept up from a sort of charity, which 
does not allow a considerate man to take advantage of 
an over-supplied market of Jabour. l3ut this can only be 
expected when the master is carrying on his trade to profit; 
in other circumstances, after all, he would not pay more 
wages than he could realize from the sale of his g~>0ds. 

But in no case, I think, it may be affirmed, do mast rs 
take an estimate of the price of corn, and adapt their wage1 
to that price. Indeed, the idea is absurd; if they did, 
they would have to make some very great'changcs, especi. 
ally in the wages of tli'e band loom weavers ! 

'' If food get cheap, m t rs will drop wages," so it is 
said. How meanly must tliose political leaders think of 
the power- of th.e people, who constantly repeat such asser
tions ! Masters generally have not the disposition, and 
with free t_rade and cheap bread, they would not have the 
power. Independent of humanity, they cannot have the 
disposition, because every drop in wages is so much of a 
reduction upon the Yalue of all their own stock on hand. 
It is always the interest of the masters to keep up wages, and 
we may depend upon it, that their profits are largest -.-hen 

. wages are good. It is a pity that working men should be 
thus taught to think so meanly of themselves, as to fee] in
different about free trade-a measure which would absorb 
their superabundant Jabour, so as to give them a fair chance of 
making half of the bargain. If it were not for a super
abundance of Jabour in tlie market, no master could dictate 
the terms upon which anvther should wofk for him. My 
strofg impression is, that if we had a free trade, not only 
would the spare labour now iu the market be taken up, ut 
the masters would be unable to get the number of hands 
they would want. Make bread cheap, and the follow· ng 
effects are sure to follow:-

1. Men who can fill their bellies as well with four days' 
work as they <lo now with six, will work Jess, and work 
their families less;, and, consequeutly, by withdrawiing 
portions of Jabour from the market, will give an impulse in 
favour of an advance of wages. 

2. Every working family, who should, under a eh ,ap 
food system, get bis provisions at one third less, will hlllye 
all that extra to spend upon clothing, furniture, beddimg, 
and other articles of manufacture ; and this increased de
mand upon the !tome market would be sure to increase e!m
ployment, and consequently tend to raise wages. 

9. If w.e buy the corn and beef, butter and cheese of 
other countries, they will buy our cottons, woollens, and all 
kinds of manufactures in return. This increas.e of foreign trlllde 
would immediately be felt in the clearing away of stoc.lks ; 
and the demand for additional hands, would soon lead to 
an advance of wages. 

Let not the working men be deceived any longer. w·hat 
is the use of talking about wages dropping if the Corn Lw.ws 
be repealed, while we know they are dropping every clay 
under its withering influence ; and whilst we know tlhey 
have dropped to that degree that full one half h•v~ no 
wages at all. The whole. blame is now ca$t upQq ·t~, 
manufacturers, but the fault is not theirs, for with all tlij i.i 
squeezing, many of them, as is proved, are fast sin)l:,i'· -~~ 
insolvency. It is the restrictive system of commerce ; · ~~ 
is doing all the mischief. We might as well blam~ t e 
cook for a bad dinner when she has nothing to cook from~, as 
blame the manufacturers for lowering wages, when tthey 
have no market for their goods.-Nothing will stit us r:igh.1t 
but a radioal change, and tliat change can never be e1fe•~te~ 
but by an united people. .. 
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REDUCTION IN IMPORT DUTIES. 

Instead of reducing the extravagant expenditure of the 
nation in every department in order to make it square with 
the reve uc, a direct income tax of 7d. in the pound is pro
posed to be laid on all whose incomes exceed £150. 
Though the wprking classes escape directly, they are sure 
to be involved in its consequences. In order to pay this, 
fewer se.rvants will be kept, aud the general expenditure of 

1 
the parties will be reduced. 

A variety of reductions are to be made in the import du
ties; blllt the repeal of the Corn Tax, or even the substi
tution of a moderate fixed duty, would have conferred a far 
greater .advantage upon the labouring classes. The only 
reductions worth noticing are the following:- Oxen are to 
be impoll'ted at 20s. per head; Cows 15s.; Calves 10s; Pigs 
51.; S'4eep 3s.; Sucking Pigs 2s.; Lambs 2s. At present 
these are prohibited. The duty on Bacon is to be reduced 
from 28,s. per cwt. to 14s., and colonial 3s. 6d. Salted 
Beef froim 12s. to 8s.; colonial 2s. Butter is still to pay 
20s. pen- cwt. and Cheese 10s. 6d.; but colonial butter will 
be admii tted at 5s.,, and cheese at 2s. 6d. Coffee is reduced 
from ls .• 3d. to 8d. per lb., and colonial 4d. Coffee will 
thus be cheaper, and it is expected that flesh meat will 
drop albout l½d. per lb; but, with these exceptions, I 
see no reduction of any value to the won-king people. 
Bread, the staff of life, is still to be unde1r the tax of 
monop,oly. 

SPECIAL BURDENS ON LAND-WHERE ARE THEY? 

" Yo,u are entitled," said Sir Robert Peel, in introducing his 
corn billl, "to place such a price on foreign corn a!!! is equivalent 
to the s1pecial but den borne by the ngriculturaliat ; and any acldi
tional p1rotection you give to them, I am willing to admit, can only 
be vindiicated on the ground that it is for the intE>rest of the 
country, generally.'' Through his long speech, filling eight 
columms of the Times, did we wade, in the vain hope of finding 
an enuI1I1eration of these special burdens on land. Not a glimpse 
did the speaker afford us of those incumbrances wl ich the disinter
eate d larndlords have heaped upon theIJ1selves for their country's 
good! Probably it was under the impression that Sir Robert had 
inadvertently overlooked them, that Mr. Cobden called upon him 
to spec!ify these burdens a few nights afterwards, and when the 
1hufflimg answ"'r of the premier showed conclusively that he had 
palmedl off what he knew to be a paltry subterfuge upon the coun
try. ' ' 'fhere was a variety of opinions," said he, "upon the 
subject.. Mr. M'Culloch had one opinion and Adam Smith 
anothe1r." And this i~ the statesman who deliberately propounds 
a measmre for taxing the people's food, on the brronnd of compen-
1atiog the landlords for their exclusive burdens; and when asked 
to nanne them, he coolly declares that they are matter of opinion, 
upon \Which authorities differ! Thns, then, the people have been 
paying- into the pockets of the landowners, during the last twenty-
1i» yemrs, some hundreds of millions sterling, their right to which 
ia dispmted by the greatest authorities; and the landlords are now 
to bav•e a new lease of the bread tax, without condescending to 
produ<ce their grounds for thll exaction. One thing only ia gained 
by the, people in this part ot' the discussion. The enemy bas un
wirtin1gly acknowle~ that t11e profits of the Corn Law do go into the 
pocke1ts of the landlord. The exclusive burden!! are set up as the 
only v•alid pretence for the bread tax ; and our task must now be 
tq exp,ose the entire syRtem of aristocratic taxation, as an effectual 
answeir to this most impudent plea. In doing 10, we shall be 

driven to rip up the whole of our fiscal scheme, and exhibit the 
o_ppressive burdens laid upon labour-productive capital in thi1 
country as compared with other nations, and, at the ,ame time, to 
show that our landlords have taken care to exempt themselves from 
that proportion of taxation upon their estates which the land 
bears on the continent. 

,v e are glad to perceive that the public mind is beginning to 
rouse itself in opposition to the present system of aristocratic tax~ 
tion. It will not be forgotten that, at the meeting of delega,tes in 
l\lanchester, it was resolved to draw up a report upon the conduce 
of our landowning legislators ; and we are happy to say that the 
Council of the League have engaged the services of an eminent 
writer to prepare a historical and practical description of the 
course of class legislation pursued by our landlords for the last 
century and a half. Verily the squires have opened Pandor•• 
box in venturing to touch upon thti question of ex.elusive burdens. 
Nothing but evil to them will come out of the inquiry. Can Peel 
really be in earnest in putting forth the plea, or doe• he wi1h tG 
upset his masters 'I-Anti-Bread Ta~ Circular. 

TIIE BREAD TAX. 

,vhat drains the nation's coffers dry? 
Vbat make~ such crowds in bankruptcy 

Beggar' d and broken-hearted lie ? 
The bread tax I 

,vhat gives the sober artizan, 
Who toils to earn whate'er he can. 
That woe-worn look, so gaunt and w,n, 

The bread tax ! 

,vhat makes his starving children cry ? 
What fills thefr mother's tearful eye, 
And wakes her frequent deep-drawn sigh? 

The bread tax I 

What brings these haggard wretches here ? 
They seek the parish overseer I 
,vhat ,well• his list from year to year? 

The bread tax I 

These sobbing groups who crowd the 1trand. 
Convulsive grasping hand in hand, 
What seven thu1 life's tenderest band 7 

The br~ad tax I 

Youth weeps to part, while sad and lone 
The old are left-their children gone
In the drear workhouse to bemoan 

The bread tax f 

What makes the 11chool, church, chapel, all 
Too large for the select who call? 
What makes our growing jails too small? 

The bread tax I 

,vhat arms the poor against the great, 
Spreading pale fear and deadly hate, 
Swift urging on doom'd Britain's fate? 

The bread tax I 

What hell-born fiend forbids the band• 
Of brotherhood with other lands, 
And heavenly dove:eyed Peace wlth.tand,? 

The bread tn I 

All ye 'neath pinching want who groan. 
Or feel for misery not your own, 

· Rest not till you have oYerthrown 
The bread tax ! 

Peace, knowledge, virtue point tht;a way, 
All ye who own their blissful sway, 
Join heart and band to sweep a way 

The bread tu ! 
( Circvlar.) 
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VARIETIES. 

Brotherly Love.-An avar1c1ou1 divine seeing a poor boy 
in a deplorable condition, called him to the door, and, giving him 
a mouldy piece of bread, asked him if he could read, to which he 
answered, No. To the question whether-he could say the Belief and 
the Lord's Pra.yer, the answer was the same. "w·ell," said the 
divine, "I will teach you that-say after me, Our Father," said 
the instructor. "Our Father!'' repeated the poor boy, " what 
your father a11 well as mine?'' "Yes, certainly." "Then wa 
are brothers I'' "To be sure we are," was the ready reply. 
"Why, then," replied th"l boy, pulling the crust from behind his 
eoat, "how could you give your poor brother this mouldy piece of 
bread?" 

Poverty i11 Stockp01·t.-It is stated in the Manchester 
Guardian, that nearly 3000 persont have been summoned for poor's 
rates in Stockport, and that the overseers were proposing a poor'11 
rate of 4s. in the pound, although a rate for 2s. in the pound was 
)a.id only in last November. 

Cottag, Property at Rochdale.-Ten substantial freehold cottage 
bou1es, each two atories high, built of stone, and free from chief 
rent, were offered for sale by public auction, at Rochdale, and the 
highest bid made was £60 for the ten houaea: As no one would 
otfer more, the reserved bid was called for, which the auctioneer 
declared to be £70, and any person who would make an advance 
of £2 above that, would be the purchaser. No one offered more; 
eonsequently the hom1es were not sold. Three years ago there 
was scarcely •uch a .thing· as a collage to be let; and now there 
are hundreds .empty within the horough. Such are the con1e
quenee1 produced by the Corn Laws. 

Sat"rday night drinking.-It is amazing, even yet, what numbers 
or working men spend their earningii in intoxicating liquors, and 
how much they degrade themselvH hy frequenting the ale house. 
I W!ll in the street on Saturday night at twelve o'clock, and almoat 
every other person I met was less or more intoxicated. The 
public houses were just clearing out, among whom were in some 
in,tances both men and their wives. 

De1truction of food.-No grain is better adapted for human 
food than barley ; it is much superior to oats, when properly 
f,)ressed; for soups and pudding!f it is famous. Now above five 
millions of qual'ten of this good grain are every year destroyed in 
erder to make drinks which produce an appalling amount of 
poverty, misery, crime, disease, and death. If wa could repeal 
the drinking l~ws as well as the Corn Laws, we shoald confer an 
inv.aluable blessing upon the people. 

One of the diffic 1tltie1 of tl,e Poor Law Commiasioners is their 
\teing unable to order to the paupers in the workhouse a diet inferior 
to those who are cal~ed independent labourers. They gay, in the sixth 
report:-" The ess~ntial principle to be attentcd to in framing a 
dietary for a workhouse appears to be, that the food of a pauper 
maintained at the public cost, should not be more abundant or 
better than that of the poor man n1aintaining himself in indepen
dence by his industry. In England it has been found very difficult 
to preserve this principle: it was almost impn8sible, in many dis
tricu, to prescribe a diet less abundant, and of inferior q"ality, 
tlwn that of the majority oftke labouring classes; and at the aame 
time 1mfficimt to keep tlie inmates of the workhouse, belo11ging to 
the aame classes, in health and strength." 

Want of Clotlies in Ireland.-" In many poor hovels in Ireland 
there is often only one complete suit for several individuals, and 
hence the priest of the parish is almost always compelled to say 
r.everal massei on the Sunday. \Vhen one of the family has heard 
an early mass, he returns home, itrips off hii clothes, and gives 
them to the other, who goes then to hear the second mass."-If 
these were clothed, would there be any over-prod1c1ction? 

Removing Officer -One very large item in the increased amount 
of poor's rates, is the remo"fal of paupers to their own towns. 
This is going on to an extent I ahould think never before known. 
The officer for Salford t6ld me that he had travelled above 600 
milea the pi:evious week removing paupers. 

Potierly.-Nothing ia entitlt>d to ,o much tendeme1111 and kind 
treatment as poverty. It is hard to be endured; it ia trouble and 
pain sufficient of itself, without being aggravated by the cold ln
ilults of others. Impo~t.ors ought to be treated with severity, but 
the deserving poor ought not to be despised because they are poor. 

Bad Harvests, they say, have brought on our difficulties. Very 
well; we ought to have bought or borrowed as much from Jona
than, or some _good neighbour, as would have made it up, We 
had a short crop of wheat last harvest; but we could have grown 
plenty by steam during the winter, but they would not let us. 
The lads and lasses, and the engines, all played them two days a 
week, during which time they could have produced more wheat 
than what the harvest wai deficient, without putting themselve11 
the least out of the way; but neither the "Duke," the "Mar
quis,'' nor the "Baronet" would allow it to be done; so we 
must hobble on as well as we can, to see if God will give a wick
ed oountry more grain next season. If pink-eyed potatoes should 
happen to be a bad crop in Preston, Oh, dear I you must not go 
to Kendal for·" flat redi.'' 

To the We11lthy.-There are many married persons in eom~ 
fortable circumstances, who are not so fortunate as to have any 
children. If I were in their condition, I would go to tho work
houses, which at present contain a great number of orphan chil
dren, and select a boy and a girl about four years old, take them 
home and bring them up as my own. Thia would be a great 
blessiRg to the children, and in many instances a great comfort to 
their benefactors. · 

Baclt ar,d Belly.-" Why don't you clothe that ragged boy," 
said a visitor to a poor woman's house, pointing to a lad in rags; 
"It is impos iule," was her reply, "to provide for both back and 
belly." This is the ca11e with thousands, and hence the home 
market of our manufactures is almost gone. 

" Real e,tate or lands are wholly e:rempt from prf)bate and ltgaey 
duty," and this affords the most flagrant examp,le on record of the 
dishonesty of aristocratic legislation. This exemption, in favour 
of the land, occasions a loss to the revonue of several milliom. 
T•he Marquis of \V estminster and Duke of Sutherland arc said 
each to have landed property of the value of £1,000 pet· day, or 
£365,000 per annum; at thirty years' purchase, thi11 h worth n~ar 
eleven millions sterling. In each case this immense property 
would pass to the heir or successor without contributing one 
farthing to· the public revenue, while the inheritor of a paltry £200 
would pay into the Exchequer, as a legacy duty, perhaps, .£20, al 
which rate the marquis's or duke's heir should pay, (hut does not ,) 
a million and upwards as le~~cy duty, and half a million as probate 
duty. The present Duke of Cleveland has just inherited £80,0 O 
per annum, or, at thirty yean' purchase, about two millions aud a 
half, scot free. 

Pride and Poverty.-The following is addressed to a Corn-La,r
fed lady, who is snppoRed to cast a contemptuous look from her 
carriage at a beggar passins by:-" A word in your ear, madam; 
aye, in your ivory turned ear, where bang those diamond dropa. 
Why, these sparkling pendands were bought. with money robbed 
from these same beggar,. That glittering necklace "which Je,in 
might kin and Infidel, adore," believe it or not; is wrung from 
the hard hands of starving peasants, and every ring on those tap,ar 
fingers has famished a family of your fellow creatures. W omlU!l ! 
bright, beautiful, and gentle ! in all whose steps is grace, in eve,ry 
gestur~ di~nity and love ! Woman, pure as beautiful ; kind a1 
dignified ; virfluous and noble, with fair religion "emparadised in 
form ef that sweet flesh;" is it possible you do not know, and y·et 
are we sure you do not, that every birth-day dress has driven a 
sister to the streets, and there is not a ball at Almack's which is 
given at a less cost than the famiahing wretchedneH which aloma 
fills the brothel !" 

Truck.-As to the charge of tr•,ckin,g brought by Mr. FerraQld 
against the manufacturers, I am glad to believe that we have not & 

single case in Preston ; but it is not unworthy of notice, that whiile 
the truck bills forbids the payment of wages in goods, any landowmer 
is privileged to pay wages in the prt>duce of his own land. 
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" If the Government starvo us, we must starve the Goni11"nment." 

-=---====· ===-===-=;_-====--=--- -~...J..--=....,r:::::.~--=------..=--

Mr. $elf Protection's sole object is to pmsess him~elf of all ths umbrellas in the villagt>. He delight& on f'VCr) rainy day 

to walk omt with his stock under his arm, and to watch the poor inh hitants as they wander about almo~t drenched in raiM. He 

makes thone miserable whom he has deprived of so aseful an article, and himself mlserahlo in endPavouring to protect and take 
care of his ill gotten treasure. ·when accused of avarice his excnse is "it is the duty of every man to lay up for a rainy day." 

T0 FARMERS. 

There is nothing I feel assured that will ever place the 
faru.n~ bmsin ess upon a sound and steady basis, and ensure 
to it vigomr and prosperity, so much as the repeal of mon
opolies arnd the promotion of free trarie. The change in the 
first in,tamce might be attended with inconvenience and loss 

No. 13, 

to some. But if landlor<ls seize upon the rise of prices to 
arlvance their rents, surely injustice they ought also to Jower 
their rents, to meet that reduction im price, which justice 
anrl the welfare of the nation absolutely reqt1ire. 

If the Corn Laws had been the farmers' protection, they 
ought to have been getting money ever since they were 
passed ; but evory body knows, that the farming busineas is 
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as bad as lt can be. Vast numbers of ruined farmers are to 
be met with every day in our towns : some working as 
common labourers, some jobbing when they can catch a 

. day's work, and not a few are paupers on the parish. 
Instead of being independent tradesmen, they are often 

regarded as merely middle men, the channel, through which 
the money paid by the consumer of food flows to the pro
prietor of the soil. If the consumer gives more price, the 
landlord aslfs more rent, and such is the competition for 
farms, that -if one will not give an increase another will. 
No class of people are worse used, and none entitled to more 
real-not mock-protection than the British farmer. 

I maintain as an indisputable fact, that high prices are no 
benefit to the farmer, inasmuch as high rents (not to say 
high poor's rates) are sure to follow. In fact the proper 
name for the corn law, is a Rent Law. 

I maintain, moreover, that the corn laws have been the 
greatest source of suffering to the farmers. I will shew this 
under three heads. 

1. Instead of creating steadiness of price, these laws have 
been the cause of immense fluctuations. No wonder when 
grain is for a long time virtually prohibited, and then, per
haps in the face of a good harvest, by the sliding scale 
gambling of corn dealers, immense quantities are brought 
into our markets, that the variation under this law should 
have been above 120 per cent. Steadines of price is perhaps 
more important to farmers, than to any other class of 
tradespeople. When prices are low, no leases, will be 
granted ; when prices get up, the farmers are cajoled into 
the belief that old times are returning, and are induced to 
take leases which end in their ruin. If these fluctuations are 
to be encouraged by restrictive or prohibitory duties, rents 
ought to be paid in produce and not in money. The rents 
in some. parts of Scotland, are so many quarters of wheat 
per acre or so much money regulated by the price of wheat, 
and not a fixed money rent. Nothing can produce steadiness 
of price equal to a free communication for food with every 
part of the world. Like the water of the ocean, if 
there be a scarcity in one place, supplies immediately 
rush from places where there is abundance. Gold and 
silver, perhaps vary the least in value of any other article, 
and the assigned reason is, that they are allowed to circu
late freely all over the world without restraint and without 
duty. 

2. Low prices in the long run are much better than high 
prices for farmers, for the rents must fall to a level with the 
value ot produce. What operation is there more constant 
and morP. extensive than eating in a farming establishment? 
Would it not be an immense advantage that the every day 
eating of yourselves, your servants, your horses, cows, pigs, 
and every living thing about the house should all be on a 
cheap scale? The market price of all this eating, although 

value in the vicinity of towns. A good trade lessens the 
amount of comretition for farms, among farmer•~ sons. 
There is no increase in the number of farms, but a great in
crease in the number offarmers. When trade is good, your 
sons and relatives go into the towns and embark in trade; 
(and I believe full one-half of our tradespeople in Preston, 
have come from the farming districts) when trade is bad, 
they remain in the country, aud having no other chance, 
when farms are to let, they offer rents they never can offord 
to pay. This "iew of the case is very important to you, foJ" 
unless you cease to have children, or are willingtoincurthetoil 
and risk of emigration, there is no chance of a living for you in 
this country, except by altering the Corn Laws and other 
legislative measures, we can ~et a good trade. If all the 
branches of your families remain on the sod you will destroy 
one another by a forced competition. 

The representations of our landowing legislature tend to 
degrade the British farmers. They always speak as if it 
were impossible for them to compete with the foreigner. 
How is this? Let us look at the question honestly. Take
ing land of similar feritilitg, why cannot the British farmer 
manage as well as any other ? or why cannot he get on as 
well in his own country as he can in America ? The sun 
is as warm and sends his rays as freely upon the earth, 
the rain and dews, fall as freely ; there is no charge for 
either of these agents ofvegP-tation. English men and Eng
lish horse~ work as hard as any in the world, and it takes 
no more food to keep them than it does foreigners. Why 
is it that we cannot compete ? Is not an English field as 
good as a Polish field, or an American field of the same ex
tent and fertility. And is not the produce much more valu
able with a market at home, while their produce has to be 
conveyed thousands of miles ? The ..great difference is the 
enormous rent which the English farmer has to pay; far
mers are not only borne down with 1·ents, but in consequence 
of bad trade, brought on by monoplies, the poo1·'s rates are 
becoming tremendously heavy. The rural police has im
posed an additional burden upon farmers; and many com
plain sorely of the modem charge for titlte commutations. 
Farmers will also come in for their share of the property 
tax, although but to half the amount of others. 

Unless landowners be willing to lower the rents, farmers 
must make up their minds at once to be sufferers. The 
national and parochial taxes which they have to pay in com
mon with others are such, that they cannot bear the pre sure 
of high rents, and without a great alteration, the number 
already leaving the country will be increased to an enor
mous extent. 

RELIEF OF THE PEOPLE! 
· much of it is the produce of your own fields, is sbictlgcalcu
lated in the amount of your rent. Would it be no advantage to 
have cheap corn with which to sow your land? Would it be Instead of building schools to educate the peovle, the 
no ~reat relief to farmers to be able to stock a farm with party in powe.r is about erecting barracks to keep them in 
£350, which now requires £500? Losses in cattle are in- awe. Instead of removing poverty by providing employ
evitable, but it is surely a gain in such cases to have cattle ment, they erect large Union Workhouses, to degrade the 
low and not high in price. The principal expence in culti- poor and torture the best feelings of humanity. Jnstead of 
vating your land is horse and human la?our, an? by a. change reducing the extravagant expenditure of the nation, they 
jn the corn laws you would most certamly cultivate 1t much keep increasing it, and are now laying on fresh taxes to raise the 
.che{lper than at present. money. Instead of making bread cheap, they have fixed it at 

3. But perhaps the greatest advantage of all is in the reviva,l l\ high price by act of parliament. Instead of reducing the 
<tf lrade, which is sure to be the rE'sult of a wise change duties upon the essentials of a poor man's living, they have 
fQ Olli' commercial system. You depend more upon trade taken off a host of trifling taxes upon articles which the 
than you are aware of. It is, in fact, the profits of trade poor man never sees. Soap is sti11 to be taxed; butter and 
which furnish the people with means to purchase your andcheesearestilltobetaxeda!before,thoughnexttograinor 
ard'cles ; and whi¥1 bas given to land such aa ,increase of ; flower, these 3-re d_ecidedly the be_st articles to impoK. 

J 
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Coffee, the dealers say, will be reduced in price only 2d. per 
lb., but what benefit will it be to the working man? Coffee 
grounds, begged from the rich, serve many poor families, and 
few at best buy more than a single ounce at a time. Soap, 
sugar, butter, cheese, flour, and grain, ought to be made as 
low as possible, but in all these there is little or no reduction. 
If t~1is p~rty should ever be disposed to make a honest con
fession It should be in these words, " We have done those 
things which we ought not to have done, and left undone 
those things which we ought to have done, and there is no 
health in ui." 

RELIEVING OFFICERS. 

As there are frequent complaints against relieving officers for 
want of civility and attention to the poor, the following order of 
the commissioners ought to be read by every one of them : -

" The qualifications especially requisite in relieving officers, are 
diligence, firmness, and mildness, together with a knowledge of the 
habits of the indigent claue1. The poor are far more sensitive to 
the behaviour of persons in authority, and of their superiors in rank, 
than is generally imagined, and they feel the manner of rejecting 
their claims almost as powerfully as the rejection itself . .Each orthe 
Union officers 11hould, therefore, be especially cautioned as to 
his conduct towards the claimants of relief: he •hould be reminded 
that it is hia duty to treat the sick, the aged, and the infirm, with 
tendernets and care ; that many of the claims wlaich it will be hia 
duty to reject have been created by abusea heretofore prevalent ; 
and that in rejecting even such claima he must not uae har,h lan
guage or show an angry deportment. He must so conduct himself as 
to obtain the respect and confidence of the claimants of relief; 
and he should be warned, that the Poor Law Commissioners will 
l'i1it any instances of harshness, severity, inattention, or incompe
tency with immediate dismisaal." 

NO MONOPOLIES. 

There ia not-there never was-a country more admirably fitted 
by Nature than Britain for carrying substantial prosperity to the 
highP.st pitch,-for supporting a very large population in propor
tion to its territorial surface,-for attaining the most extended 
commerce, wealth, greatnes~, and influence, among the nations of 
tl1e world. "'ith mineral treasures that afford all the means of 
manufa~uring pre-eminence,-with an insular position favourabl-, 
at once to universal commerce and to perfect aecurity,-with one 
coast fronting a considerable portion of the Continent, and with 
the other open to the wide ocean, the common path way of nations, 
-with a temperate climate, a brave and vigorous race of men, 
and a soil of average fertility-Britain possesses a capacity for 
yet unimagined growth and improvement. Add the consideration, 
that she has attained a decided supremacy on the ocean ; and her 
!iecuri ty lx>th against external aaMult and injury to her commetce 
bf'comes far more perfect than that of any other <'Ountry, contin
ental or insular. 

But, observe well-her naval power, her greatness, security, 
and capacity for further improvements, all rest upon her com
merce. ,vithout commerce &he can neither have ships nor sailors. 
Her commerce its9lf rests upon her manufactures, because it iR 
by m nufactures alone that she hu~s the commorlities of other 
nations- her raw materials, comfort!!, and luxuries. Aud her 
manufacturers cannot flourish under the the repul,ive and anti-com
mercial sy., 'em of monopolies, or with scarce and dear food for the 
people. The great work of England, then, is 

TO PUT J;)OWN HER MONOPOLIES. 

EMIGRANT'S LETTER. 

The followinS? is taken from a letter directed to Mr. 
John Heywood; Oldham Street, Manchester, from Con
necticut. 

" You are doubtless acquainted with the relative value 
of the currency- of the two countries, and will be under 
no embarassment to convert federal into British money ; 
th<irefore I shall give you the price of everything in 
dollars and cents, just as I pay for them. House rent, 
on the average, is higher than with you; I pay 110 dol
lars per annum for such a one as may be had in Man
chester for £15 or £16. Clothing is decidly more ex
pensive, and it is necessary to have two sets, for hot 
and cold weather, the thermometer ranging from 98 in 
the shade to zero in the sun. The bulk of the staple 
articles of food are all cheaper than with you. Flour, 
the very best 37½ cents for a barrel of 19lbs.; a barrel 
of pork ~OOlbs. 13 dollars ; good heifer beef, at less 
than 2d. per lb sterling; turkeys and chickens, fat and 
ready for the spit, 9 cents per lb ; geese, 7 cents ; 
tea. 3ugar. and coffee, from 25 to 50 per cent, cheaper 
than-with you; potatoes average about 35 cents per bushel. 
Besides the working man is better paid, and more certain 
of employment. We are not without beggars, but this 
proceeds too frequently from intemperance and idleneu. 
I have lived in my present abode for nine months, and 
the ouly beggars we have seen are the priests of the 
place. The mode of living here for a working man 
would be thought with you extravagant, fish, fiil'h, anti 
fowl three times a day ; also preserves, as a dessert, 
are very common. I feel convinced that if the unem
ployed and destitute of England could be evenly spread 
over the face of this country, having not one cent in 
reserve at landing, in less than three months all the 
sober and industrious would be 50 per cent better in 
their condition then they are now. Those of dissolute 
habits, unless they care not for an early grave, need 
not come here ; the most wanted are agricultural la
bourers, navigators, or such men, having no trade, who 
want an immediate bettering of their condition. I am 
engaged in a pin manufactory, holding a confideutial 
situation. at two dollars per day. Myself and family 
enjoy good health ; and whi]st I am writing, Agnes is 
singing one of your old Manchester hymn times. 
Youes sincerely, "Thomas Walfo.ce." 

HYMN. 

FATHER or all, wboae provide~• 
Supplies an ample iarner, whence 
Thy Earthly offspring may be fed: 
" Give unto all thetr dail!I Bread. •• 

Frustrate thP, Laws by men designed, 
1'o sunder those whom Thou bast join'd; 
May mutual intercourse abound, 
Wherever mutual wants are found. 

0 for the hour when men shall be 
As brethren of one family, . 
And mortals catch the heaven'ty at~ 
"P.aee <ell MWth-Goex!_ will to~"'· 
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VARIETIES. 

Superiority o.f En,qlislt Labo.ur -I am told that the price of la.
hour in this country ii so much higher than the wages abroad, 
that th,-i corn law must be kept up in order to keep up labour to 
the pro.per level. Sir, I deny that labour in this country is higher 
paid than on the continent. On the contrary, I am preparerl to 
prove from documents on the table of your own house, that the 
price of labour is cheaper here than in any part o! the globe. I 
hear an expression of dissent on the other sid~, but l say to hon. 
gentlemen, when they measure the labour of Englishmen against 
the labour of a foreigner, thEly measure a dr,y's labour indeed 
with a day's labour, but they forget the relative quality of the 
labour. I maintain tltat if quality is to be the test, the labour of' 
:England is the cheapest in the world. The committee which sat 
on machinery in the last session but one, demonstrated hy their 
report, that labour <tn the continent is dearer than in England. 
You have proof of it. ,vere it not so, do you think yon would 
find in Germany, Franca, or Belgium, so many English work
men? Go into any city from Calais to Vienna, cont1ining a 
population of more than 10,000 inhabitants, and will you not finri 
numbers of English artizans working side by side with the natives 
of the place, and earning twice as much a§ they do, or even I 
more? But. th~ masters who employ them declare, notwith-· 
•landing the pay is higher, that the English labou1· is cheaper to 
them than the native labour.-Cobden's Speech. 

Conl and Wagts.-In the United States of America, the aver
age of wages is far higher tlian in tliis co1mtry, and yet the Ameri
cans liave no Corn Laws I Jn New York, where bread is untaxed. 
wag ea are .from 5B, t-0 7 s. 6d. a day. T n Irclanrl, where bread is 
taxed, the Poor Law Commi~sioners inform ns, the avera;,;e wages 
of the labouring poor arc from ~s. to 2s. 6rl. a -u·eek, or about fuur
pence a day I And yet the starving Irish, and the rapidly im
poverishing English, are insulted with the cry of "If you abolish 
the Com Law11 wages will fall I" 

A Snb.~criptirm has been raised in Albany and other places in the 
the state of New York, for the sufferen in Paisley. The amount 
is to be sent over in flour, which it is expected the British Go
nrmnent will surely admit duty free. Twenty barrels of beef 
are also sent for the same purpose. 

Property tt.r.-If the legi~latme had given us a good tra.de, we 
should ha Ye had no falling off in the rev~•nue, and consequ~ntly uo 
property tax. The land.owners are going to be beaten with their 
own rod. A prosperous trade is the best protection for land, and 
no law can give permanent value to it without this. 

Butter, Cheese, Grain, and Flour.-The safest and most conve
nient articles for import are butter, cheese, grain, and flour. On 
these the duty is lo remain. On other articles, not consumed by 
the poor, the duty is to be reduced. 

Potatoe diet.-The potatoe duty is to be reduce(.\ from 21. per 
cwt to 2d.-Merciful Sir Robert, being aware that the people 
cannot get bread or beef, ho is kind indeed to allow us a chance 
of getting, potatoes I 

Emigration.-Those who were halting betwaen two opinions as 
to emigration, are now fast making up their minds to go. The 
bud~et is driving them away. 

Farew«ll.-" Three hundred passengers are embarking in the 
vesstil which carries me aud my family out to the States, and 
out of this Bnmber the1·e was but one who shed a tear at leaving 
this country."-So writes an emis:rrant. 

Jmprovementt.-A.n ingenious mechanic in 1\Ja~sachusetts ha~ in 
progress, and nearly complE>ted, a lonm that will knit a perfect 
stocking or glove without a seam. The loom may he propelled 
by hand or foot power, or by water, and the cost will not exceed 
30 or 40;,dollau. 

Stealing Food.-Robbing bakers shops of loaves of brearl by 
hungry men • is becoming very common. The magistrates at 
Union Hall, London, had thirteen persons he-fore them in one day 
for this offence. Sev"!n were committed for 0ne month to the 
house of correction, and the others for five days, in order to be 
passed to their parishes. 

Barracks.-We are going to he blesied with ano,ther " iutitu
tion," for defusing I will not say what. ~wenty-five acrns only ~f 
land . are purchaserl for this standinll army in the time of peace. 
It woul~ he dif!icult_ to predict the immorality likely to pr ceed 
from this standrng libel upon all our pretentions to morality and 
religion. 

F_oreign Grain.~ The quantity nf foreign g1·ain imported and 
retarned for home comumption under the present Corn L1w in 
12} years, from July, 1828, to January 1st, 1842, was as follows: 

Wheat .....•...•.. ~ .....••.. •, .... 13.558, 181. 
Flour, 4,304,000 cwt. equal to ....... 1,230,000. 
Oats .•...... • •....••. , . . . . . . . . . • . . 3,536,627. 
Barley ...•••.•...•.•.....•.•.•.... 2,826,413. 

Of wheat 43 per cent came in at ls. duty, 21 per <tt!nt at 2:1 Sd., 
15 per rent at 6s. 8d., and 6 per cent at lOs. 8d. 

Short Allowance. -A correspondent in the Lanca~ter Gnar lian 
observerl, th~t when Lanca~ter contained from t!,000 to 10,000 
inhahitants, 60 beeves or beasts \Yere butchered, for the con
sumption of tht! inhabitants, per wf'ek; and now that we ha"e 
donhled the number, only 30 are wanted. \Vn ought to have now 
upwards of 100 I 

Cottage Garrlerts.-It i11 oh~erveri by ·William Howitt, thnt in th 
ou_l5~rts of Nottint;h.1m, there are upward~ of 5,00;) £! ,trden~ 
pnnc1p1lly occupied hy the workin~ people. How happy 1hoy 
would be if they had hu~ a good trade. 

Mildne.~s of J.fonnpoly.-[ have a hun,lred and fifty millions of 
ma.nufacturer11, anrl the Poles say they will give me fifty millions 
of qual'tcrs of grain for fift_v mi lions of my good,. You ~ay you 
will give me fifty n11llions of q11'l.rter~ for a hunrlrerl million~ ol' m, 
goods. You only give me half value of my goo1ls that I get fro~1 
the Poles, :ind yet you make a law to compel me to trade will 
you in preference to the foreigner. 

Gold instead of Goods.-One year was paid a:hove six million 
of h_ar<l so~ercigns fo1· foreign corn, to save the country frorn 
famme ; th1~ sum, hut for the impolitic as well as wick d anr 
unjust prohihirion to import for ign ~rain, except und,•r th pres
sure of high pricP~, woulr.l have been paid in the legitimate pro
d11ce of the country, its manufactures. But the people h11ve lost 
the employment which this would have ghen them and th 
country lost its gold ; then followt!d the consequence; a ~udde11 
drain of specie; rleran~ement of tlrn exchanges, scarcity of money,. 
war,t of conlidance a11d credit, want of dt-mancl for manufactun•s,. 
and want of employment for the people. Thus they were a 
second time struct hy the rehound of' the blow inflicted on them 
by this odious and intolerable Bread Tax. 

Visiting the P,1or--If you give but little to the poor they are en
couraged by the visits of those :.hove them. When ready to ii;ive 
up all for lost, theil· e11..-rgies are revised )),• a few words of en
couragement from a friend. Repeat your vi ·it~, and yon will al
ways find they begin to pay more attt!ntion to cleanliness and good 
conduct. 

Depreciation.-" Last Wliok," said a friend, .. I saw feather beds 
sold by ll.Uction for 4d. per lb; camp bed stead3 and hangings for 
9&. ; and a good arm chair for ls.'' 

Pressure of Poor's RuteJ.-About one-sixth of the houqes being 
unoccupied, the poor's rates must fall mu<:h heavier upon the others. 
The reduction in the value of the coKon mills also will throw an 
arlditional burden upon the occu1,iers of shops and houses. 

U.nsnitab'e Presents.-I can ea~ily understanrl how an active 
zealous minister should he highly rc~pected by his flock, hut I can: 
not understand npon what principles of consistency, or from what 
scriptural sanction, it should have beeome the fashion to present 
them with sil\'er tea services and purse• of p;old. The ,vorld 
however, is rul!-d by fashion, not by reason, anl the religous w.erld 
is no exception. J\Ioney spent in this ,•ay woul!i he much b!tter 
expended in feeding the hungry and clothing the naked. 

Sketches for the Struggle are always acceptable. 
Lives!!,t/s Moral RPfurmer, complete, 1 s.-Letler Linings, Is. 

per lf)00.-Temperance Tales, 5s. per 100. 
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STATE QUAC~ERY. 

DR. PERL,-" Well, ir, I have done every tbmg for your horse I can think of-physic-exercise-abstinence
purging-bleeding-and yet he does not impr JVe.·' 

OSTLER-" Why the blockhead-suppose he tries CORN." 

NATIO~AL WEALTH. 

The principles by which the wealth ofnations is acquired and dis
trilmted ought to be well understood by every member of society. 
Without this parties are freqLtently criminating each other falsely 
and adopting the most unlikely means to remedy their grievances. 

The elements for prod u:ing wealth may be divided into four, 
namely, the powers of nature, in_q,muity, labour, and capital. 
This I concPive to b P the most natural arrangement. 

But for our land, min al , wind, water, timber, &c., we should 
have nothin.., to wort up n. Bnt for ingenuity, to plan and direct 
our labour, it would be l'ttle more than child's pla). And but I 
for labour itself all the rest onld be dead machinery without a 
mo'9ing power. Labour, directed by ingenuity and having ample ' 
natural resources at comman<l, produces capital or wealth. j 

It will be evidE>nt to any reflecting mind that the wealth of any 
nation depends very much on the posses ion of all these elements I 
in their due proportions, and upon their being wisely adjusted so 

1

. 
as to be most prnductive. 

No. 14. 

In 9. counfry like England, possessing natural powel's, capital, 
ingenuity, and labour in abundance, it becomes an important en
quiry, how it is, that such a vast number of the people are in a 
stale of distress? To persue this enquiry correctly we must 
glance at four things, the producing, the exchanging the distribu
ting and the compensating operations of the country. 

PRODUCING. 

That we are a Producing country, it were unnecessary to affirm. 
Our industry will challenge the. world ; our mechanical powers 
combined with our natural facilities, and these favoured by British 
ascendancy on the seas, altogether form a mine of wealth to this 
country. No one denies that we produce plenty; let us s~e what 
use we make of it. 

EXCHANGING. 

Next. comes the question of Exchange. Trade and Commerce 
wht?n properly directed are a source of great riches. A uselc~s 
article in one country is valuable in another, and by mutual barter 
both are benefitted. 1Ve could produce perhaps df)uble the a
mount of clothing that our own people require, and at a much le,, 
cost than we could buy it for. ,ve cannot produce os much food 11,1 
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pur people require wHho~t costing us much wore than we could 
purchase it for. What is the inference ?-that as far as national 
wealth is concerned we ought to exchange our clothiug for food ; 
11nd that by this simple and natural process we should h~ve ple11,ty 
in the land for all. But how do ·we act? The part of madmen. 
We r-efuse the wheat, flour, cheese, butter, beef, and sugar, offered 
at a very low price ip exchange for our clothing ; and with few 
exceptions every other article we get in exchange is of little 
·nlq.e or useless compared with the great staple articles of human 
foo<l. What do we think of the arlizan who takes the produce 
pfhis weeks labo-qr on a saturday night and exchanges it for gin or 
whiskey, instead of b11ying food for his family? And what can we 
~hiijk of the wisdom of a nation whicll exi:hanges the labour of its 
people for puncheons of rum, barrela of brandy, pipes of wine, 
~nd five hundred sorts of lqluries and nick-naks, and refuses car
goes of flour, wheat, butter, cheese, and sugar? The exchanges 
;ire emphatically against us. We produce a vast of wealth but 
much of i~ is thrown alV~Y into the lap of forejgners. 

DliTRIBUTINQ. 

,v e now come to the Distributive principle. Foolish as we are in 
pur exchanges our production is so large, that we have still alllple 
stock to distribute, but every body must admit that it is very unequal
ly divided. I plead not for a formal division ofprnperty or produce, 
beca,use I am convinced it woqld in itself contain the seeds of social 
ruin ; but, for the removal of all restrictions which stand in the 
way of industry, sobriety, and honesty, reaping the fair reward of 
tlitir exertions. Such are the physical and moral diversities in the 
human family that I am thoroughly convinced of the unsoundness 
11,Dd impractibility of the co-operative principle, and tbat to dissi
pate the accumulations of capital would be a fatal stroke to any 
~04ntry's existence. But, at the salJle time I would demand that 
,very man's chance should be equal; that all favour and monopolies 
11hould be destroyed, and that a man's advancement in life should 
depend sqlely upon his talents, in4qstrr, persevei·ance and goQd 
ponduct. · 

It is imposaible to notice all the errors in our. di$tributivt system 
):>ut I will refer to a few. 

Imagiae the produce of England's exertions for. one year all 
pefore yqu: Frorp this heap every man woman and child who ii; 
industriouii and sober, ought at least to have a sufficiency of foqd 
11-ml. clothing. Bu~ the government is the first taker. It seizes an 
~normous quantity to the value in round number3 of fifty 
millions I Suppos13 my family seated tq dinner, the cook having 
jilst prepared enough for us all, ifson1e giant intruder should enter 
and cut and carry away a fourth, when I came tp distribute, either 
I or some of the children would be ill short • 
• ·rrhe Land Monopoly, again, robs the poor to a great extent in the 
(ljstribution pf fooq. They have to enchange their labour with the 
landowner in the shape of clothing fo1· the food they need. The 
American, the Pole, the German would give them "weight for 
)V~ight,'' value for valqe; but the Britisq l~ndowner, will only 
give them little morA than one half. They will give you <louble 
the quantity of beef and flour, that the English monopolist will 
fm.· the same quantity of manufactured goods. The cost to the 
tOPL!qmers of food, dire~tly and indjrectly, fro~ tqe l~nd ~onop-
ply is at least another 50 millions a year. · 

When we complain of the large amount of government and 
monopoly taxation we are told that 1' it all comes back again '' ; 
that it is spent in the country and returns to the people. Now it 
i11 not true that it is even spent in the country, fo11 mJ.ch of it is 
parl'ied away and spent abroad. ~ut even if it were, it is not easy 
to see how it gets back to that class who are deprived of their trade 
~nq have to pay an e~horbitant price fqr t4eir food. If this pro
~ess of coming back can be relied upon, why was the clamour 
rl!,ised against the cost of the poor under the old poor law? 
Mi11ht not the landlords have been told" these people will purchase 
foo4 Y(ith the money you give them; be quite easy, then, it will 
,-11 come back!" f' Don't grumble,'' says the butcher to the 
grQcer, ~' if I charge you 9d. for sixpenny mutton, I am alway11 
pqying ~rocerlefi, and all my extra gain is sure to come back!'' 

I cannot leave the distributing principle without also observing 
tlJit !Jlany, nay vast numbers, wilfully abandon their own portion; 
tho~ght fortunate in hav,ing a bqsiness which enables them to bear 
µp qQder the weight of taxation and monopoly, by tbeit dl'unken
m,~s ¥.14 i<!lefi.~SS ther qriqg tqelllselyes ~Qq f~ies io rovertr. 

On a saturda:t night their wages are sufficient for their warti1, hut 
instead of distributing them atllOng those parties only wh o would 
give good things in return, they spend a considerable sum in 
drin/t, which robs their families of the necesiiaries of life, and 
brings themselves into disgrace. Fifty Jive millions are spe:it from 
the tOfnmon stock for intoxicating liqour, and by far the 
greatest part by working men. Over this part of the distri
butive system every man has a control, and unless drinking men 
are willing to reform themselves I don't see how they can witq a 
good grace find fault with government. 

CO~PE!'fSATING. 

It will be easily perceived that the system here developed leaves 
society in sqch a state of inequality that unless some Compmhatory 
principle were brought into operation, millions woulrl actually 
starve. This would be the case with all who are out of employ
ment, or whose wages are not equal to their wapts. These are 
relieved in various ways, but seldom to any ex.tent beyond the 
continuence of mere eiisteuce. 

The Poo1· Laws offer a legal provis;on for this purpose, an<l 
while so ma.ny are deprived of the means of existence by a bad 
distributive system it is expedient that the)' should continue. By 
these laws some four or five millions are taken back and given tQ 
thos6 who otherwise might periah for want. 

Voluntary Charity also compensates to a considerable extent. 
There is no state of society in which this will not be rrqubite. It 
is bringing out those good feelings which are implanted in our na
tures. The objects of this charity, however, ought. not to be the 
able bodied, but the aged and the infirm, the widow and the 
fatherless. 

I may mention, another way in which those who are destitute, 
or have not the means of Jiving, manage to live: and that is by 
contracting de/Jts, which they are never able to pay. The extent 
of this compensating operation is amazing. The man who has 
plenty is constantly making qp the deficiencies of others. I be
lieve there is not :i.n individual in England, one remove from the 
very poorest class, who does not come in for his share of bad debta. 
I would simply refer as an illustration to the books of our 1,mall 
shopkeepers ; page upon page of bad debts, one black score upott 
anotber stare you in the face as you turq over their books. It is in 
this way that want forces a r,ompe1isation ; and those who have no 
resources of their own, are still maintained either by begging, 
borrowing, shopping; by charity or parish relief. 

This subject admits of much more ample illustration, but I 
present this as a brief sketch to those who are desirous of under
standing the first principles of national economy. 

EXTRACT FROM ONE OF QUEEN ELIZABETH'S 
SPE~CHES, TO PARLIAMENT. 

" I owe you hearty thanks and commendations for y<1ur singular 
good will towards me, not only in your heart and thoughts, but 
which you have openly expressed and declared, whereby you havl) 
recalleq ~e fro~ an error, proceeding fro!Jl my ig7Joraace, not my 
will. · · 

t' These monopolies had undeservedly turned to mr disgrace, 
(to whom nothing is more dear than the safety and love o my 
people,) had not such HARPlES and HORSE-.LEECHES as these been 
disaovered to me by you. 

t' Iliad rathcrc my heart or hand should perish, than that ritl,er 
my heart or hand should allow such privileges to mor.opolist., a, 
may bi! prejudicial to the body of my people. 

f' The splendour of regal majesty hath not so bli:l<led mine 
eyes that licentiou~ power should prevail wit!). me more than 
justice. 

I' I know that the commonwealth is to lie governed f,r tAe good 
and advantage of THOSE that are committed to me, not )f MYSIELP, 

to whom it is e7Jtrusted; and that an account is one da!I to be lfJiVe'll 
before a1,other jlldgment seat. 

" I think myself most happy that, by God's assistaooe, I have 
hitherto so prosperously governed the common,vealth in all res .. 
pects; and that I have such subjects as for their good ; waulal wil .. 
lingly leav? both my ki11,pqo~ and my life,"-Iiume'8 P,.ilosop1hiQaJ 
Eisayst p. J25~ 
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JOHN THE SPINNER AND BILLY THE 
WEAVER. 

JoHN,-Well, Billy, hes to sin th' papper tbis week? 
B1LtY.-Oa jllst geet a peep, bud oa sin n.out ud ul 

do us ony good, 
J.-Ha wus Manchester mark.et? 
B.-Loer thun ever. The heditor ses he sees no 

chance but foin on th' wages, Yo factory chaps· may 
na look abate yo. 

J.-Bud I suppuos we shall hev beef cheaper? 
B.-Nod a bit cheaper at har base. Oa hevnt worn 

tuppence e beef sin kesmas, soa th'll be no savin there. 
I seed somethin ith papper obeawt "fat beef forteen score 
a c1uar er," bud oa thout id wor fur fat fooak we plenty 
o brass ; oa konnod say but me teeth rayther wattered, 
bud as id wos nonsense jibbeting won's appetite, I past 
it oer. 

J.-Bud tha. hears wot Peel says, that his measure 
-µl give '' exteniive relief to the industrious class." 

B.-Then bes goin to repeal th' Poor Law, 'Q.n give 
extens:ive relief ageeun, is he ? 

J.-No, no, tha numskull, its nod relief to pa11pers 
bud to th' industrious classes, in th' way o trade. 

B.-By droppin wages! 
J .-Tha doseI.1t beleeve id seems in extensive relief, 
B.-Yea, as S'Urely as I believe ith' humility un self 

denyal o' the harch bishop o' Canterbury, when I hear 
ov him eatin strawberries in vessela o' gold with th' 
Queen nnd th' lustrious visitors ut Lambeth palace. 
Releef ! we fl,re, o for releef ! Farmurs ur beggin to be 
releeverd from. th' magistrate's wisdom in fixing th' 
rurals tto protect their blackberries, un drive away deal
en in pins un needlei. Bud it's pocket releef, un nod 
this au t door releef u.s they want. 

J. - W @11 wod docs to think o dooin then ! 
B.-Oa. ~on tell tha wot oa wonst thout o doin; oa 

geet a pike un wos ready to use id, bud oa fun that thuse 
us tokd hardest abate feighten wos mooest nuwillin 
wen idl cum t'th' scratch. So oa packed it off, un wen 
they s,lutch th' cannal I dare say sum body ul :find id. 
I am q uite settled na that noa good con cum we feighten, 
un thra.t if they wor to begin th' soujers wud out um 
dane liike cabbish stokes. Oav no objection to agitate 
in a p:ieaceable way, bud still ove no gret hope o this 
country. Oa think it's like a fellow that's spent th' 
best o" his days in extravagance, un finds hisself hore th' 
head um ears in debt in his owd age, wen he is th' least 
able to pay, 

J .-Well oa supoose tha'l be for hemigrantin as soon 
a~ tha con, 

B.-1 assure thee John, there ia nout but th' brass 
wantim or oad bin off lung sin, 

J.-If my ship wud land I'd goa too: I'd like to 
be wluere every warkin mon kon carve a torkey. 

B.-Goa to thee wheels, lad; tha'l see, wees mon id 
bi!fooai.r lung, 

A SUNDAY LESSON. 

The chief reason why we do so much evll to each other is that 
we deem personal resistance, right, if not a duty. We think it 
quite proper to do to others as they do to qs. If others injure us we 

are al ways ready t~ imitate their conduct and to l'eturn the same 
treatment. Many think it wrong to allow offenders to go unpun
ished. Rendering evil for evil and railing for railing seems to be 
tolerated by universal practice. And even professors of religion 
who refer in t.he strongest terms to the punishment of another 
world, seem as much addicted to the practice as others . Such 
condqct how~ver is decidedly wrong and ~ntil abandoned v,e can 
never have a happy state of society, 

Personal revenge is highly improper, for in the first place, we do not 
h,iow the extent of any man's guilt; we are not acquainted with all 
the aggravating or exten11.ating circumstances of his actions, 
He may have been very ha<lly trained; others out of sight 
may be really the most guilty persons, and he oply their victiIP, 
And if the offence be against ourselves we are not competent to 
judge impartially; our own conduct may have been very blameable, 
but forming too fll,vourable c1,n opinion of ourselves we shall be likely 
to think him much more guilty than he is. 

It is not uncommon to hear persons say "It would be no ain 
to shoot such a person"-" Hanging is too good for him''-" If 
he were to do as much to me I would knock him down." All 
this proceeds upon the assumption that punishment belongs to u•, 
c1-nd not only so but that we are ~ompeteqt to award it to a proper 
extent, 

In the second place, itis the prerogative of God toju.dge tl1e •ecret1 

of all men, and reward tliem according to tlieir worki;; it is tl)ere
fore little less than blasphemy for erring mortals to attempt to in~ 
terfere with his works ; vengence belongeth unto the Lord, and we 

need not fear that the wicked will go unpunished. Surely when 
people persecut others, or take the liberty to rail against them, 
they forget the doctrine of future retribution. "Judge not lest 
ye be judged ; condemn not lest ye be condemned ; speak evil of 
no man; and do · good to all'' are divine precepts, to whil:b we 
hall do well to tako heed, 

When Christ was reviled he reviled not again and when expi~ 
ring on the cross, his prayer was'' Father forgive them for they 
know what they do ' 41 The last words of Stephen was a prayer fol' 
his murderers •• Lord lay not this 11in to their charge' '! 

The great lesson which we have yet to learn ls qnivarsal love. We 
should love all mankind, good and bad, enemies and friends, 
Upon our enemies thi11 kindness to them will have a reforming 
effect ten times wore powerful than retaliation or revenge. We 
should not measure our love to them by theil'8 to us, but we 
shoqld respect them and attempt to do them good, beca,qse they 
are children of the aame parent antl member& of the same 
family. If profligate or wicked there is the greatest need of our 
regard that we may save them from evil, To do our duty in this 
respect, we mQst cea.se to follow the fashion of the world : we 

must put a bridle upon oqr tongue ; we must admire Gqq'1 

workmanship in every creature which he has made: we Il\llSt be 
alive to the beam ill oqr own eye, as well as the mote in our 
brother's eye; we must ho bent upon diffusing universal goodness; 
and if chastisement be desirable, we must leave it to him who ha.a 
power tojudge righteo&sly. If we wish to see the world haprf a 

let us each try thus to do our share in promoting ih 
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VARIETIES. 

PaGsive Resistance.-We liear from many parts of the kingdom of 
a great tendency towards passive resistance. Numbers have 
joined the abstinence societies, others have re~olved to use 'no 
exciseable articles, and others to allow their farniture to be seized 
for assessed taxes. The person who will have to pay £ .4 106. on 
his income of £150 a year may determine to cease the use of 
beer, spirits,or wine to that amount. Others may resolve to dis
use beer, wine, spirits tobacco, tea, sugar, &c., to a gre'ater ex
tent, and make the direct loss to the eicheqner •equal to the 
amount Qf his income tax. Others again regarding it as a war 
tax in time of peace, and as not only unnecessarv hut unjust and 
uMqual, may resolve to let the collectors seize and sell. It is ·.he 
begiuing of the end,-Mancltes'ter Times. 

Comforts in America.~The writer of a letter from Ohio, after 
speaking of his progress until h~ had found an employment which 
was satisfactory, proceeds to state that he had recently enjoyed 
a good old-fashioned Christmas, and that he could buy a turkey 
of12lbs weight for 2s.; a fat goose of 12lbs. for 2s.; a roastfog pig 
of 30lbs, for ls. 6d.; flour ld. per lb. beef l¾d, pork- J¾d, per lh,; 
cheese,2¼d. per lb,; potatoes, ls. for 60lbs.; fine sugar, 6d.per lb, 

· Cheating.-A tradesman's wife listening to a representation of 
tlie hardships of persons in trade having to disclose the secrets of 
their bul!iness under the new income act commi~sion, instantly 
said " but cannot we cheat them"? So much for the moral effects 
of the new tax. 

The Copper Kettle.-Little Frank looking up at a bright kettle 
on a shelf in the kitchen said "is that copper mother ?"yes" was the 
r~p1y. He instantly rejoined "what a deal of pennies it would 
make." 

Increase in the Army.-Bills have been widely posted in Man
chester and elsewhere, beseeching young men not to enlist. Tlrn 
trade of fighting is the most wicked of all employments. If 
Kings and Governments had to fight with their own hands and 
with their own money, we ,ihould soon have peace all over the 
world. 

Agric11lf11ral Labour.-" There are fewer persons now employeil 
in agriculture than there were seven years ago," so says G. 
Thompson, who is a good authol'ity. Yet the population has been 
increasing at the rate of a thousand a day. But for manufactures, 
what would have become of the people? 

Which will yo1t have ?-A quart of water fla.Yonred with hop, 
coloured with charcoal, containing a tea spoonful of barley, and 
l1alf an onnce of spirits •f wine-these make up a quart of good 
ale-sixpence I with thirst, noise, heailache, loss of time, and 
madmanship in at the bargain! or a quart of good buttermilk, three 
farthing.,, with refreshment, food, health, and perfect sobriety in at 
the bargain. Which will you have ? 

Burning the Corn Bill.-At a large meeting held in Manchester, a 
copy of the new corn bill was burned, amid the shouts of the peo
ple the Rev. Mr. Massie exclaiming-" So perish all laws which 
restrict the food of the people." 

Crime a11d Poverty.-In Wiltshire, at the late Wilts asizes, Mr. 
Justice Coleridge said, that "the increase of crime was perfect
ly frightful and appalling to consider." Eighty-nine prisoners 
were convicted, and received various sentences, of whom twenty
five 'I" ere for stealing food of various kinds; seven for stealing 
bedding a11.d wearing apparel; s~ven for st~aling eoals and fire
wood; and five for rioting in a workhouse. Thus, we perceive, 
that one half of these persons were driven to the commission of 
crime in order to obtain the necessaries and some of the comforts 
of life. The average wages of the agricultural labourers, in this 
district of the country, is but seven shillings per we&k, rarely ad
vancing so hi>{h as eight, whilst bread, the staff of life, is sixteen ' 
pence the gallon. 

Leaving tlte Country.-" If they persecute you in one city flee 
ye to another. "-Such was the ad vice of the G1·eat Teach, r. If 
they starve you in one country flee to anotha seems to be the 
maxim npw aciopted, for instead of joining in a~y cheme .o save 
the country, vast numbers have given up all hope and are prepare
ing to flee out of it. 

Drink and Deatlt.-In the Canadian Temperance Advocate a 
mont_hly list.is published of the victims of strong drink, and a fright
ful picture 1t•presents. If a faithful record had been kffpt in this 
country I doubt whether any house ·~ould be found where drink 
had not either destroyed or shortened life. ' 

Women at a Premium.-The congress of Texas have• passed 
a law granting 2,982 acres of good land to every woman w. o will 
marry, during the present year, a citizPn of that repuhlic, who 
was such at the time of the declaration of indepenqenct•. 

Conjugal Ajfection.-A woman in a town not far from 'Portsmouth 
who had been ill-used by her husband, on finding him enjoying ~; 
comforts of a so~nd sleep,_ quietly sew '. ~im VP in tLe hed 
clot heg; and w h1le he wai m that defenceless sit1tation, gat•e him. 
a i/01,wd thrashing I 

The Relief Fund of Stochp01·t has been in foll opNation 13 
weeks, during wh.ich time upwards of £4,000 have been expen
ded; and the last weekly 'report showed a 1·eturn of 13,46:1 in
dividuals subsisting on an average weekly income of 9¾ per head. 

Consumption of Animal Food.~ To give to each family in the 
united kingdom 2 lbs. of meat per week more than it at present 
con umes, would require annually more than 600,000,0 )0 lbs. 
That is about the weight of 1,000,000 oxen, or of other animals 
in proportion; and this quantity, at 4d. per pound only, would 
cost £10,000,000, and yield £1,'000,000 to the revenue. "Will 
any one say that our population would not eat that much, in ad
dition to what it now consumes, if attainable? 

The depreciation i1i the value of prope1·ty, and the innhilit. to 
meet the demands, are illustrated by the fact, that in I 840 a rate 
of ls. 6d. in the pound, in Stockport, produced £5.000 ; whilst 
in 1842 a rate of 2 . in lhe pound will produce only £3,000. 

ON SALE. 
Lioesey'• Moral R1'former, Is., puhliilhcd at 2s. 611.-Temper

ance Advocate, 2s. per 100, published at 6s.-Temperartce Stan
dard Works; and Temperance Tales, 5s, per lUO--Livesl!'y's 
Lectw·e on J..fult LiqutJr, 12!!. per 100.-Livesey's Dume tic 
Ecoriomy, 8s. per 100, published at 12s.-Letter Linings, 20 
sorts, 5s. per 1000. 

l· ANTI-CORN-LAW 

PICTURE GALLERY. 
In a few weeks will be Published a collection of the be.,t W od 

Cuts which have appeared in the Struggle, price ld.-Agents are 
requested to send lheir orders. 

The Struggle. 
Any quantity of No. l to 14, with wood cuts, may be had, by 

applying to the agents. Above 130 thousand numbers of this work 
have been sold. It ought to be read by every working man, VIYP9 
wishes to understand the whole of the argument, bearing uipon 
the corn question and monopolies. 

Preston: Printed by J. LIVESEY, Price ½d., or 2s. 6d. per l.00. 
Sold by Gadsby anti Hey,~ood, Manchester; Riley, Ches.ter
gate, Stockport; Kershaw, 14, South Market, Leeds; an,q at 
67, l\:Iiller Street, Glasgow. 



§truggle. 
" The income tax is not devised to relieTe the labouring classes from any portion of tbeir burdens, bu, to rivet upon them the 

> galling fetters of monopoly.'' 

, DOV/NING ST. 

INCOME 'J!AX--THE LAST SHIFT. 
Ble~'.S me! Income tax! did I not vote for Lord Big h Rents ? 

did I not drink the eealth of Si, Robert, England's hope ! And 
is it come to this ?-Better try free trade at once, or Lord John's 
81. duty 

Sir, your income is valued at £1000 a year and your 
ledger mm~t be !lubmitted to the commissionera nr taxes as you 
only retmrn £600 -The government is too poor to allow of 
deductiorn, and too honest to expect to be cheated. 

INCOME TAX. 

And is it come to this that after 26 years of peace ; 
26 year~ of the unbending industry of a great nation, 
with all the advantages of first rate machinery, we are 
iso poor., so beset with difficulties that a system of legal 
plunder is proposed to raise ways and means to keep 
the country from sinking ? Taxes on consumption 
give eV1ery man a choice as to what amount he will 
pay, but: this leaves no choice, and is nothing more or 
less tham physical force taxation. 

No. 15. 

After all, I am almost fast among it. The agriculturists Rre 
worrying me; the whole country is denouncing the income tax; 
the treasury is empty ; the British army is massacred, and I 
fear it is nearly all up with us. , 

Be composed Sir Robert; the news is truly discouraging, 
but you have a strong government and a large majority in both 
houses. You must be determined to carry your measures, for you 
will yet. be "the pilot that weathered lhe storm.'' 

The country has staggered under the effects of the 
Corn Laws for a long time, but it is now fairly prostrate 
under the weight of this monopoly. Our trade has 
been gradually ruined, and the people reduced to 
paupers to keep up the rents and incomes of landown
ers ; and now that we can no longer bear it, instead 
of abandoning the unholy gain and giving the country 
a trade, they are enacting a fre~h system of plunder, 
under the form of an income tax. This tax is the 
genuine offspring of the Corn Laws, and is intended to 
make up the revenue which but for their operation would 
not now have been deficient. 
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People may seem to feel indifferent, aome through 
disgust and hopelesness ; some because they believe 
these measures are bringing on a crisis, and not a few 
because t~ey are preparing to leave the country. But 
by and by, those who remain will be made to feel, and 
such a clamour will be raised as no tax ever produced 
before.--ffise mpnaticaliv Peetfla.r;7fn.cl will always 

e rememoered by tliis na~e. ·as- much R$ the bill f~r 
contracting the&urrency was Peel' s bill. And it will be 

1 well if the voice of tbe public do not set in against both 
the measure and its author. 

· Every Corn Law repealer sh.ould oppose it with all 
his might : it is in fact the underpinning of the worn 
out foundation of the starvation bread tax, and without 
this the corn bill could not have lasted another year. 
What we have to do is to cut it away, to pull down as 
fast- as the monopolists set up, and before long we shall 
have plenty of workers in-this'freshfieldof agitation, from 
Sir Robert'~ own party. People are not impressed with 
the fact, that every time they pay their butcher's bill, 
baker's bill, grocer's bill, they pay about 6s. 8d. in the 
pound to monopoly; but now when in addition to all 
this ; in addition to a double amount of poor's rate, 
with no trade · and diminished means, they are presented 
with a direct ,demand upon paper, they will begin to stir, 
and perhaps to exclaim, " attachment ~o neither tory or 
whig, will reconcile me to such a monstrous imposi-
. ti:::>n." ' 

1 1
, ' 

But this is not · all. We have heard of thieves 
' entering houses with disguised faces-~ and fa!3tening the 
inmates with cords and then prpceeding to ransack and 

' take away whatever pleased lhem. The indome tax is 
a plunderer of the I same ehat·acter. 1t pries into eYery 
manJs business~ examines his drawers, surveys his ledger, 
enquires into all his private affairs, and gravely carries 

' off what it thinks right. If ever means were wanting 
to excite to rebellion, this law is likely to supply them. 

. Again, as the commissioners cannot find out all a 
tradesman's secrets, they will establish an inquisition 
to compel him as far as they can to di$close ~l his 
affairs. and what will be the result? falsehood, evasion, 
cheating, purjury. I have heard people say "it is no sin to 
cheat the government," and the propensity to smuggle is 
one proof of this opinion. I think this is ·a pernicious 
doctrine, yet a long course of oppression,and frequent 

atfonipts like the present to over tax the people are 
powerfully calculated to relax moral. principle, and to 
foster· fraud and dishonesty. · 

·-ffliis offensive project is indeed a most wanton 
attemp't to disturb the whole nation, without a suffi
cientcause. 1t -iflaxing the people instead of aes
troyiog monopolies At present fhe e0:hanced price of 
food, created by the-- Corn Laws, all goes into the 
pockets of the lando*ners. A sma:11 portion of this, by a 
low fhred •duty, wonld have revived our• trade and made 
up the defieiency in the revenue~ · But instead of 
this honest Murse,, we have still t6 grapple with: ·a 
strangled trade, to pay a high price for 'our food, and 
to •make up a ·deficient revetme into the bargain . . 

• This impost has also this highlyi-objectionable feature, 
that it ta.~e~ industry equal to that of idleness. The 

' j 

tradesman who knows not but through the fickelness of 
the times he may not next year be worth a per:ny, ii. 
equally taxed with the sporting -squire whose green 
fields form a solid assurance of real income. It 
taxes a man with a wife and half a dozen children 
whose £ 150 in all absorbed in the mai tainance of his 
familv, to· the same amount as- the young man, ~ho 
with the same inco'me can lay ova hundred a vear. 

Will the mercantile classes; ·will the trade;men md 
those in the professions with small and fickle incor:ies 
stand all this? Will the manufacturers, after seeing their 
stocks thrown into the streets, proceed willingly to 
make a subscription for the perpetrators of the deed ? 
No doubt it is in their own power to prevent this tax 
ever being collected, and according to present appearan
ces it is doubtful if ever it be. At anv rate, if it should, 
it will not be difficult tu fetch it back in another sha:,e. 
The direct taxes, after all, will be a small sum com
pared to forty five millions of itidirect taxes, most of 
which are upon articles of consmn.ption. Let those pay who 
like, but those who don't may relieve themselves another 
way. Independent of the income tax, many are even 
now ,'oithdrawing the supplies by pledging themselves 
to abstain from exiseable articles. I have been told of 
a meeting of work-people belonging to a certain con
cern at which each agreed to abstain to a certain am
ount from those articlee which he thought he could 
most ' easily dispence with. One cries out, " put 
me down for $ix months against tea and coffee"; the next 
against snuff and tobaccro, the third against ale and 
porter, and a fourth H determines to· abstain from all 
kind~ of intoxicating liquors." 

Unless the . income tax can be arrested by a genera] 
movement -of the intended victims, it will pass; but in 
the event of its passing, t4ere is no doubt, that from 
sheer necesity, many will be obliged to reduce thei'r 
expenditure. Tlte working classes wilt then see that 
thou,gh not directly charged with the tax, they cannot 
avoid feeling its effects, and that severely. There will 
be less given in charity and to usefulinstitutions; fewer 
persons will be employed as servants; and many articles · 
of luxury which find employment will then be abandoned. 
Take the following list as a specimen:-

J. M. Says HI had intended ordering a new gig. but 
I shall now put on with a white-chapel, a vehicle 
under £21 in value, so that I shall save the price of 
the gig and £3. 5s. a year duty. This will meet the 
income tax." 

R. T. • .. My eldest daughter is at boarding school. · 
and I intended her to stay for some time, but as we 
have aii excellent day school in town, I shall keep her 
at home, and the-difference will pay the. income tax." . 

L. H; Addresed his wife thus ;-"For some time we 
have kept two men and two women servants~ old John 
has been kept more from pity than for any services he 
can ·render. He has but 9s. perweek, but we must•now 
·spare him : the other three must do the work among . 
them, and this wi.Jl make up the income tax/' · 

R. 0. "Madam," said this gentl~man to his wife, 
·' I have been looking over all the bills for beer, wine, 
and spirits for the last year ; and I find they amount to 
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about £40. This is a heavy sum; it. does no good; 
and as drinking is now going out of fashion, with your 
consent we will either knock it all off, or we will get 
merely a small quantity to be ready in the house when 
friends call. I am sure we can easily save £20 a year, 
and this will pay Peel's tax." "My dear," wa~ the 
reply, "no proposition could be more acceptable; I 
cheerfu1ly concur; for I know well that such a step 
will be a double saving." 

I need not take time to point out the various ways in 
in which the charges will fall upon the working classes. 
The more we pay the government the less we have left 
to distribute among each other. 

The income tax is now marked out as an object of 
abhorence, and all thP- powers of legal agitation will be 
brought to bear against its passing. If the corn tax had 
like this, been reduced to figures, say about 7H. in 
the pound, and instead of being concealed in the price, 
had been collected monthly or yearly from the money 
drawer, it would long since have been repealed. Plain 
and palpable as this tax is, it is to be hoped that 
the spirit of the country soon will be aroused to throw 
off this fresh incubus upon its energies. 

"DO~T BE DEPEN'DENT ON FOREfGNERS." 

(From one of G. Thompson', speeches,) 

This Is another very favourite cry or the Corn Law makers. 
Let us pay a friendly visit to the man who preaches this doctrine, 
and let us see whether he lives up to it. For the beauty of all 
preaching, is that which is by practice. Let us go and dine with 
him at his town house, at seven, just after he has left the Bouse 
of Lords, where he has silenced Lord Rarlnor by crying,-"Dont 
be dependent on foreigner!' for your supplies," and the ahouts of 
.. hear," "hear,"will almost occupy a whole line in the next day's 
papf'lr, Ali"hting at his door, which, perhaps, is opened by a 
foreign footman-(laughter )-you wipe yonr f Pet upon a mat 
made of Russian hemp, ( tlont be dependent on foreigner~)
( Loud laughter.) Over your bead burns a hall-lamp, fed by oil 
from the Polar Seas, and supplied with a wick, made from 
American slave-grown cotton. (D.on't be dependent on foreigners ) 
You are shown up stairs, and step into the drawing room, where 
you tread upon a Turkey Carpet. (Don't be dependent on 
foreigners,) l\ly Lord advan<'es, dressed for dinner. A coat of the 
newest Parisian fashion, of Saxony wool, made by the immortal 
Stultz-a broach with an Indian Gem, set in Mexican gold. China 
silk stockings, :Morocco pumps, and a curious Geneva watch, which 
tells him that you have been remarkably punctual. He introduces 
you to his Lady. She advances. Over her pale intellectual brow 
waves an ostrich feather. (Ostrich feathers don't grow in the 
tails of our barn-door fowls.) Round her gracPful neck, is a row 
of pearls from Ceylon ; over her shoulders, a profusion of Brussels 
lace ; in her hand a foreign fan; and further I might go, to prove 
her indepenrlence of foreigners, and might talk or corsets and 
other things as sacred; but will not. Let us go down to dinner. 
It is spread upon a table of Spanish Mahogany. The tureens and 
Vegetable dishes are from Dresden. The Turtle is from the 
C&manas. ( o Sliding Scale or fixed duty for Turtle.) The 
contents of the castors are all foreign. The delicious wines are 
all foreign. The side dishes are foreign, sent up by a. French 
cook. The tongue, is Rein Deer. The Boar's head, from 
Germany_ The dessert comes on. The Olives are from Mount 
Lebanon. The figs are from Turkey. The Raisins are from 
Malaga. The Dates from Syria. The Apples from New York. 
The Grapes from Portugal. The preserved Ginger from Jamaica. 
'l'he Nuts from Italy. The Pomegranates from Egypt, the Prunes 
from France. The- Orangeli frnm Lisbon. The dessert over, we 
go to the Ladies, :My Lord's daughter is playing a foreign air, 

Singing In a foreign language. Has learnt under a foreign master. 
Has finished her education in a foreign country-going to be 
married to a foreign Count. (Dont be dependent on foreigners 
for your supplies.) The footman enters. Coffee from Mocha, 
1'ea fron Canton. Sugar from Siam. At eleven, you depart. l\ly 
Lady is going to a Concert-a la Musarrl. l\ly Lord, to the 
foreign Opera, to witness the debut of the admirable figura11te. 
Fanny Shew-her-legs, who hai. been sent for, expres:1 from the 
Pl'ussian capital, for the special entertainment of those who cannot 
endure the thought of seeing their countrymen dependent on 
foreigners for their supplies. (During the whole of this sketch, 
of which we are able to give but the bare outline, the audience 
were convulsed with laughter, and at the end were loud in their 
applause.) So much for consistency. To be serious. Indepen
dent of other countries we are not, cannot he, ought not to be, 
Does the sliding scale make us independent? No. Miserably, 
abjectly, dishonourably depend1mt. True independence is that 
sta.te of mutual relatiomhip and reciprocity, which makes the 
country with which we deal, as much dependent on ns, as we 
are on them. (Cheers.) This is the dependence of nature, and 
civilization and christianity. A state of things favourable to every 
thing good. Promotive of peace and knowledge, and the spread 
of true religion. This is the dependence which will make nations 
know and respect and love each other. (Cheers.) This is th& 
depe~dcnce which will put an end to war, and suhstitut3 the Mer
chant vessel, freighted with Corn or Cottons goods, for the frigate 
or war armed with guns and musketry. This is the dependence 
which ~ill cause the sword to turn into a plough,hare, and the 
spear into a pruning hook. (Loud cheers.) 

THE BODY POLITIC. 

The land is well fed and jolly-the trade is poor and 
meagre ;-and labour paralized for want of 

employment. 

Emigratio11.-I have letters almost daily. a'nnouncing the inten
tion of persons to emigrate whom I should have expected .to be 
the last to leave their native land. Societies also are form!llg to 
assist one another to get a.way. 
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VARIETIES. 

Irish Sobriety.-Such has been the effect of Father l\Iathew's 
-visit to :the north of Ireland that three hundred public houses are 
closed in Belfast. One publican has got painted on his sign 
" Forget me not." 

Diabolical Conduct.-At Stoke, a young man for the sake of 
two qua1'ts of ale promised him by a drinking villain, agreed to 
turn his hand in a bowl of snow for half an hour. The wretch 
had contrived to mix salt with it, and the awful effect was that he 
lost his hand. 

No Reaction in lreland.-It was painful to hear Sir Robert 
Peel, state that the consumption of whi ~key had been increasing 
in Ire land. Mr. O'Conncl has since explained that the amount 
of duty paid is no criterion of the quantity consumed, but simply 
the quantity manufactured. Increasingly large quantities have 
been ezported both to this couutry and to the colonies, bat the 
duty m• be paid in Ireland. And this accounts for the p1·emier'& 
.mistake. 

Wliat is a Standi11g Anny ?-Evidence of the natton's in.]U~tice 
or fear of the injustic~ of otben-at oneff the caui-e and ~fleet of 
w&r-a nursery for the bad of the higher ranks; a hospital for the 
debased of the lower; a general bane in every land-a curse 
which will disappea.r, when men become the followers of the 
Prince of Peace. 

A Dandy Shop.-" A flat shine here, only five looms at work 
out of 220,'' said a weaver, who stood at the the door of the 
largest dandy shop in this town. Low as weaving is, a great 
number are entirely without employment. 

The Boston Post says "one portion of the British populatior., 
ii in actual starvation; the other shouting hosannas for the birth 
of a baby I" 

Keep of Asses.-" What does it cost to kePp your a~s per w Pk?"' 
said I to a poor fellow in the street," it live~ on hay, meal, and po 4 

tatoe peelings, and costs about 2s.," was the reply. This n.ay he 
useful i11formation to those who are so delighted with thftl duty to 
be taken off • • colonial asses ! •• 

NOW PUBLISHING, A SERlES OF NOVEL PAPERS, MULTUM IN PARVO, CALLED 

LIVESEY'S LETTER LININGS, 
Each containing advice, admonitions, or remarks on some important point of duty; printed on good paper, with a border, pre , sed and cut, so a~ to be 
foclosed, without folding, i!\ a common Jetter. Twdve of these Linings n~ay be to1 warded in an_ ordi!1a~y letter without extra posta~e- The advantage of 
these over the newly-invented wafers is, that they are not i11jured by opening the Jetrerh, ar ,d lJemg d1st111ct, may be rear! by the fanuly or any number of 
persons, and may again be transmitted through the post, any number of times, without injury. .P,-icc 51. per 1000, or 70 bSJ pull Jl'.B.l:R, "" nm1W1mce of 
tune po,tugc 1tump1. About twenty sorts Ille already in print. 

THE l!UBJOINED .A.RE SPECIMENS. 

;!¾!lolrttation in 

INTOXICATING LIQUORS. 
I. Moderation describes neither quantity nor strength; is un· 

fathomable as the abysR, and uncertain as the wind. 
2. lt is the great deceiver of the nation~; promising health 

and long life, yet destroying more than war, famine, or the plague. 
3. It is the first instalment of inebriation, uaually follow

ed by a ready dispo~ition to pay the rest. 
4. It is the popular leaven which at one time threatened to 

leaven the whole lum1>. 
5. It is a sweet morsel in the mouth, but gravel in the belly. 
6. It is the A B c of drinking, the picture book, tempting the 

young and thoughtless to learn the lessons of intemperance. 
7. It is a regular quack medicrne, making splendid promises 

but performing no cures, and yet demanding full pay. 
8. Jt is the starting point to the workhouse, the prison, the 

asylum, the gazette, and the gallows. 
9. It is the doctor's dose wllich cures the patient who takes 

it 365 days in the year. 
10. It is a light fingered gentleman, who intends to feel every 

corner of the drawer, and the very bottom of the purse. 
I I. It is an inclined plane of rapid desent, smooth as marble, 

and slippery as glass . 
12. It is a beautiful serpent, whose fangs and deadly venom 

are concealed by the claLzling of its coils. 
13. It is hypocrisy personified; an affected out side sobriety, 

but all agitation and uncleanness within. 
14. It is a ship on a troubled sea, without anchor, rudder, 

or compaH. 
15. It is the landlord's birdlime, by which he secures his vic

tims and shuts them up in his cage. 
16. It is a delightful avenue, lined with beautiful flowers, 

charmed with melodiDus sounds, but l~ading to the caverus of 
the dead. 

17. It is an ignus fatuus, tempting its fated followers over 
trembling bogs, and tumbling them down a frightful precipice. 

18. It is the- licence which says to the barrel, the bottle, and 
the jug, "by prescriptive right you are II.ere." 

19. It is the whirlpool of ruin in which thousands have sunk 
to rise no more. 

20. It is the enemy's flaming sword, by which he keeps up a 
perpetual war against the temperance reformation. 

21. It appears as an angel of light, assuming a smiling coun
tenance, but is, in reality, the miniater of desolation and death. 

~ig!ji~~~[ii~ ~!ii!l1:~~fiiti1!R!ii!i1~ I -- THE DUTIES I 
~ OP ~ 

fa BOYS AND APPHENTCES [I 
~~ TO THEIR MASTERS. l;I 
~ ~-'-"'-"""'- v'-~" ~ 
f~ 1 Be 1trictly l1one1t.-You are allowed free access to ~ 
{l{l a great ITTllOunt of your master's property, because he liJ 
L' · believes you to be honest. Make it, therefore, a matter ,. Ill of co11science, whatever be your circumstances, never to ~ 
~ ,teal or pilfer the least article of property belonging to ~ 
~1 your employers. ~J 
~ 2. B~ware of w11.1tin!f o,- damaging any p,irt of your ~ 
tiff/ master', stoc·k.-Be quite as careful of every thing you Cilil 
flt'II, Uhe as jf it were your own. ~ever spoil or waste any f~\ 
~~- ., thing by carelessness, or countenance others in doing so.tffl ~ 

3. Be ditigenl at yuur busineas.-You will do the best 
~ work when you are the most active; and it is for your l.i.l 
~ own advantage to form ha!Jit" of industry. Never 1aun- ~ lii ter over any job you have in hand. ~ 

l~_ 4. Be e:ract in observing the houra of labour.-It is as ~ -
1!"\l wro , g to rob your master of the time which you ought ~~ 
~ to devote to his service, as it is to rob him of bis property. ~ 
{~ 5. Avoid eye service.-Do not act the hypocrite, b11t ~1 
~ work as hard and behave as" ell in yow: master's abt.ence ~ 
l;'l;:3 as you would if he were present. ~ 
l~ 6. Be faithful to your emptoyer'siniere6t.-Neveriujurc ~ 
~1 his reputation or credit by circulating evil reports, but !t!II 
~ always consider your own interest as identified with his. l~l 
~ 7. Be determined to e:rcel in yuur businesa.-If you ~ 
~ neglect this now, you will find the loss as lonl!' as you t~1 

~ live. Be studious, and make yourselves fully acquaint· ~ 
l¥'il ed with the principles of your own trade, and spare no ~ 
f~) pains to become perfect. {!'.~ 
~ 8 Cultivate every moral e:xcellency.-Without these, ~ 
~-~_

1
, your mechanical attainments will avail you little. Avoid ~ 

[/t!'! bad companions; shun the public house; never taste ~ 
~ intoxicating liquors; be dutiful to your parents, and ~ 
~ kind and good to all. ~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~E~~~~ 

J>1·eston: Printed by J. LIVESEY, Price one halfpenny, or 2s. 6d. per 100. Sold by Gadsby and Heywood, Manchester; Riley, 
Chester-gate, Stockport; Kershaw, 14 South Market, Leeds; and at 67, Miller Street, Gla~gow. 



" A de$perate di3ea!:'e requires desperate remedi~s ." 

· That's right. your Grace, put more weights on the 
1aftey valve; slide the $Cale to the end of the lever; 
then come and help me to blow. This is a rare ma
chine for raisin9 the wind! Lut it ia no joke to work 
t ,, ' ' l • • 

The Political Ene:ineers tryi ag 1·essure plan. 

Who does not see the most imminent danger in the present sfate political moYements ? Blowing up tile 

tteam and !':till weighting the saftey valve is sure to lead to an e,r:plosion. \Voe be to the parties who are the 
instruments in bringing on such a crisis ! The boiler is a:rea<ly red hot ! 

REMEMBER THE POOR. I 

By every precept of religion : by every impulse of I 
our hest nature; by the example of our Heavenly Father, 
we are constantly ta ght to remember the poor. Never, 
never wa there a period, within my recollection , whf>n 
the necessity of observing this duty was more urgC' nt 1 

than at present. It is almo~t impossible to imag-ioe I 
the condition to which rnanv are reduced, and the : 
privation. to which they are compelled to submit. If I 
we mi s a single meal how ready are we to complain, 
and if presented wit 1 the same dinner, for a number of 
days together, although ever so good, we are scarcely 

-"'O. 16. 

pleased. But how must those feel who do Il(')t break 
their fast till afternoon, and who"e best meal for davs 
together is " 'ater porridge? \Ve find it difficu1t to 
~uit ourselves out of an overflowing wardrobe, but 
little do we think of tlie thou~ands of our fellow crea
tures, as de-:erving as ourselves, who are lahouring 
under sickne<:s and pining away for want even of one 
good suit to protect them from the inclemency of the 
weather. Litt1e do we think of those poor children 
who$e bits of shirts and pettycoats have to be wai:;hed 
on a Saturday ni.i:rht, while thev lie naked in bed ! W a 
wrap ourselves in blankets on a: good feather bed; hut 
co Id we take a midnight survey of the condition of 
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the poor, we should be startled at finding families lying utmost of our power. Without excusing ourselves ou 
on straw or shavings in cellars, five or six in one poor account of subscriptious or poor laws, we should consi
bed, the children at the feet, with Jittle covering except der it a personal duty, to relieve the poor, to foed the 
their body clothes; fathers and daughters, mothers and hungry, to cloth the naked, and to bring the stranger 
5ons all sleeping in the same apartment. There to our home. This should be our morning and evening 
are few of us, with even good houses, a11d numerous service every week ; and repeating a thou~and prayers, 
apartments, who are not complaining of incon- or rehearsing the most orthodox faith will notavail oue 
veniences ; may we never forget that the poor, yea iota as a substitute for this. W e should love our 
the deserving poor, have frequently but one poor apart- neighbour as ourselves, and this should not be in word 
rnent in which to live, cook, sleep, and <lo all their domes- and tongue, but in deed and trutlt. It is time we made 
tic work. If we are apt to grumble for want of change a stan<l; we have practiced hypocrisy long enough; we 
and varietv what must be the miseries of those whose pray that " God would bless the poor," and "save the 
monotonous life consist:; in being confined to the same poor," but instead of doing either the one or the other 
poor food, the same rags, the same sickly children, the oun:.elves we seem more ready to oppress them. 
same dirty street, and the same tiresome emplo~·ment? But "they are idle, they are drunken, and many of 
The greatest delight to parents is to see their children them imposters," so we are told. Let it be granted, and 
healthy, hearty, happy, and growing up respectable, but what then ? are we to abandon them, because thev are 
Oh! my soul sinks within me, when I think of the bad? Is not that the strange t reason why we should 
~tunted growth, the unhealthy aspect, the squaled look, do our utmost to make them better? But on whom are 
the neglected and impoverish minds of the children of we to cast the lame of this depra\·ity? upon ourselves 
the poor! It is most distressing to notice the number to a great ex ent ; and upon a corrupt ~ociety whose 
of youths who are growing up untaught and untrained, temper and fashions we are.al ways ready to imitate. These 
a e.ad stock for the next generation. poor creatures have been utterly neglected, and are 

We know nothing, in fact, of the real condition of the like sheep without a shepherd. Instead of being taken 
poor. ..,~le pity the poor heathen ; we subscribe for the by the hand and trained by their wealthier brethren, 
negro, for the conversion of the Jew1::1, and many other instead of being constantly visited and instructed by 
foreign projects; but we really do not know the condi- those who are paid for it, they have been neglected and 
tion of thousands, within a vard of whose doors we often treated with disdain; and hence we have not only 
pass every day. If a man ~isb to do his duty to the a poor but a demoralized population. If a tenth part 
poor, he must first make himself acquai nted with their of the mone~ and exertions had been expended in 
condition. And half a day spent in the cottages of our 

I 
teaching and train mg the people in goodness to prevent 

hand loom weavers; a single visit to the Dispensary ; evil, which are now employed in detectiny and punishing 
an inspection of our prisons, and an interview with the it, society would have presented an interesting charac
paupers, in the workhouse, would give us more know- ter. Instead of lea"ing the in~truction of the people to 
ledge than reading books all our life. In this single those who8e position in life, unfortunately, leads them 
Union, there are nearly 1000 persons who have no to care more for the fleece than the flock, we ought to 
home, from whom the sweets of domestic life are fled, make it a personal duty, each to the utmost of hia 
and who, without hope, without the energies or rno- · power, to be instant in teaching, advising, correcting, 
tives of independence, are dragging on the existence of and comforting those around us. 
mere animal life. Can it be that our Good Father in The second part is, to investigate the cause of our 
Heaven ever intended that his children should be thus impoverit"bed c0ndition, and if possible, to remove it. 
degraded in a land of plenty? Can we give credit to For although for a season it may be our duty to relieve 
the realty of any profession of religion, which allows all classes, yet in ordinary times, the able bodied class 
this state of things to continue year after year? The ought not to be objects of charity. And howe er 
duty which God requires is, to feed the hungry, to tloth ' liberal we may be, no means at our command can long 
the naked, to undo heavy burdens, and to let the oppresed meet the necessities of such. For once or twice we 
go free ; and the reiigion which he calls " pure and un- may relieve the man who has fallen among thieves, but 
defiled" is to" visit the widow and tltefatlterless in their if this be repeated, our best plan is either to make the 
aiftiction, and to l,eep ourselves unspotted from the thieves honest, or else deprive them of the power of 

,, I doing mischief. 
world. We cannot fail to see that the first and foremrost 

Every good man must be pained when he sees his cause of poverty, is the want of trade; this produces 
brothers and sisters in poverty and rags; and he is a want of employment, and brings down wages. And 
wicked man, whatever professions may rest upon his tqe next cause is the dearness of provisions compared 
lips, who is not willing and wishful to make himself I "fith earnings. The~e are both traceable to those legal 
well acquainted with the condition of those who J obstructions which are placed in the way of a free a.nd 
bear his own image, and to relieve them to the utmost open trade with all the nations of the earth. This is what 
of his ability• 1 England, wants ; grant us this, and there will be pleoty 

There are two things to which we are called upon of emyloyment, and plrnty of cheap food for all tthe 
to attend, and I would say to all, whether we live in a people The greatest permanent good, therefore, that we 
cottage or a palace, we canuot neglect either and be- can confer upon the poor is, to remove the cause of t!i.eir 
guiltle5S.. / poverty ; and every man accotding to hiij means shotald 

The first ii! to give pre~ent relief to the poor, t9 the- assist in doing this. 
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WHAT I DON'T LIKE TO SEE. 

I don't 1ike to see-The button holes of a gentleman•~ 
p-coat bursting out with over feeding-A man, his wife, 

nd four poor ragged children going to the workhouse
pprentices and workmen idling and wasting their time 

n the absence of their master-Girls leaving home 
hen they find they can e-:1rn a little more than what 
ill maintain them:5elves-A wife walking up the street 

bout three yards behind her husband- Women going 
ith jugs to the ale house about nine o'clock on Sun
ay evening-Two butcher's lads driving a cow from the 
ountry very late in the evening-A man with a very 
at forehead appointed to administer justice-Tee-total. 
rs drinking peppermint at a public house-A religious 
dvertisement ending "silver at the door"-Spoons 
nt up at the sides with the children scraping the 

mpty porridge dish -Women on a Monday carrying 
heir husband's Sunday clothes to the pawn shop
roups of boys in the street with short pipes in their 
ouths-Women sitting by the fire doing nothing, 
hile the dirty dinner pots remain on the table-Quan

"ties of cinders thrown out among the ashes-Clogs 
orn down at 'the heels for want of mending-Bones 
ith 1 i.Cat on thrown to the dogs. whilst many poor 
ople cu not get a taste-A malt kiln, where im-
ense quantities of good grain are brought into the 
me state as sprit ivheat in a very wet harvest-Win

u,•.s mended with turf or brown paper-A set of rough 
is beating a donkey-A shopkeeper taking his fore

oon ghtss-A minister drinking wine at a rich man's 
ble. 

WHAT I SHOULD LIKE TO SEE. 

I should like to eee-Recreativ e and industrial 
hools in every town, and the whole of the poor peo
's children sent to such ~chools-Those who weave 

oth for almost nothing, able to get a change of shirts 
r themselves-Every working man with his wife and 
ildren, well dressed, nice and clean, walking out 
gether in fine weather on a Sunday afternoon-Every 

ent become a teacher and a schoolmaster to his 
n family-The poor and the rich enjoying- themselves 
ether in rural sports-More respect paid to talent, 

telligence, and moral worth, and less to monev-The 
ole world as one common market-place, and every 
dred, tribe, and tongue buying from whom the please 

The religious peop1e more intent upon home than 
eign operations-Every house, shop, and warehouse, 
w closed, occupied with good tenants-A small c0w
use and a garden attached to every poor man's cot. 
e-The inside of every cottage, whitewashed, co
red, and painted every spring-More sunday schvols j 
adu1ts, say from 14 to 40 years of age-All charges 
seats in places of worship entirely abandoned, Sf) 

t the poor and rich might feel equal in the presence 
their Maker-The working men's wives visiting the 
rnbles early on a market day-The practice of shop
g and popping entirely abandoned-The people bet
employed than gazing at Punch and Judy. 

WHY ARE WAGES LOWER IN ENGLAND THAN Hf 
AMERICA? 

A British merchant ships to the United States a quantity of 
hosiery of English manufacture. These goods sell in the American 
market for 216 barrels of flour. Of this the following would be 
the division when the flour got to England:-
English manufacturel' for materials ....•..••••••.•..••• 41 brla. 

,, ,. wagei; of lahour . . . •••• 34l ,. 
,, ,, profits of manufacturer... 64 ,. 

Freights, insurance commission, &c., in England.. . • . 20½ 
fn New York, insurance, commission, freight &c., .•..•. 31 ., 
Charges of purchasing the flour . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • 8 ., 
American tariff, 23 per cent. (deemed retaliatory) •.... 32 
English corn-law duty, paid on the flour at Liverpool •• 42½ ., 

Total. •........••..••••..•. 216 ., 
In American the cost of production of similar hosiery ex

changed for the same quantity of flour would be as follows: 
To the American manufacturer for materials ••......... 70 bTl~

wa~es ..•••. . •••••. l32J ., 
profits .••.• • ••••• - •• 134 ,, 

Total ...•.....••..••....•.•. 216 ,, 
From this statement it will be seen, that the American workman 

receives as wages, for a given amount of labour, nearly j,ur time, 
the amount of food which the Engli$h working man gets for the ,am~ 
amount of lubo1.1r. 

Am<"'ican wages of labour • • . • • • • . • . • . 132f barrela. 
English " • . . . • . . .. . • • 34t " 

Difference in favour of the American .••..•• 
labourer •••••••.••..........••••...•..• 98 barrel,. 

THE SUFFERINGS OF THE PEOPLE. 

In Britain's islP, where millions toil. 
, hat piercing cries we hear ! 
Because a few the labourers screw, 
And make their bread so dear-
They cramp our trade-our rights invade, 
And much corrupt the state, 
,vbile thousands die-on straw bed, lie. 
,vho have no food to eat. 

The widow's sighs, and orphan's erie•, 
IJave reached the throne of heaven; 
And God demands from crnel hand1 
The rights from labour riven! 
Awake, ye sires, while trnth inspire,, 
And wrongs arc not rcdress'd; 
llow can ye be, so mute, and sea 
Your country thus opprcss'd? 

How can ye now, in bondage bow, 
And drag the galling chain? 
How can ye hear, your children dear, 
For lack of food complain?
Awake ! and fling, that cursed thing, 
Call'd base monopoly, 
From this fair isle, that those who ton, 
May live in h1rmony. 

Let all that's dear, to mortal~ here, 
All human actions sway; 
And mar, and wife, with comforts rife, 
Shall pass their years away.-
Our trade as fr~e as air, will be 
And croud with barks the waves ; 
And this fair earth, will teem with mirth
Our sons no more be slaves. 

Oh ! thou First Cause, of nature's law,, 
Our labours design to bless ! 
That we may be, from error free, 
And Ii ve in happiness.-
May all that's kind, all nations bind, 
In justice may they live I 
And worship thee, sole Deity
Thy name, all homage give.-

J. BOOTH, Hill Cottage, neat' Bottling Woo<l, Wlaan._ 
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VARIETIES. 

H,11dropathy. - Vincent Priessnitz, an unlearned hut highly gifted 
peasant, at Graefenherg in Germany, is persuillf a new mode of 
curing diseases with astonishing success, by water alonP-. In the 
course of two years he had 3,000 patients, and lost only two of 
them, whilst large numbers were effectually cured of diseases of 
long standing, which had baffled the skill of eminent medical 
men. A medical man from Ghent in Belgium, after observing 
what was going on at this place for six months, observed, " wate-r 
will cure all diseases which medicint>s can cure, and in a much 
more advanced stage than drugs can rt-ach. I have no doubt that 
the time will come when medicine will be as completely a dead 
letter as l:J.tin is now a dead language." 

L(Jwer A,t1ain.-"La<;t week,'' ~airi a manufactur~r, "I soltl 2500 
pieces at 2s. lOd. a piece, being 5d. less tp.an [ had had offereu 
for them hl'fore. l\Iy agent writes me to say that I made a gootl 1 

hit, for they are still getting lower." j 

Tumult at 1'feetin~s.-Alm11st every meeting on pul,iic affairs 
is now attended with rancour and bad feelings. No good can j 
come from such condact. Uuless parties can learn to respect th(:' 
rights of others, they are not likely to convince society of their 
own fitness for more political power. Cl:i.mour and contention are j 
nover likely to make converts to any cause. 

Sibtlwrp calls the Anti-Com Laws people, "lo\v bread" fellows. 

~.t.-6.• :•~11~ Y~l1~1 B~h66 ;.!!lib• .. ~~11w 11~1~1,! t~1111·! 1~!111 pftu~ ~ = FOR THE PARLOUR TABLE. = 
_.~ _My friends! I am a little i11trudt:r, but I hope you .1:§. 
~t: will allow me lo speak to you a few words in favour of F 
~: the poor. :1;, 
~ l. You h:tve plenty of good wholesome food; you have :{¥ 
..;:c{' many dainties; and frequently more meat than vou can ,f, 
:_~: cor,sume. There are ma11y of your worthy neigl,bourM ;-ls,! 
~: who do not ta~te butter or flesh meat once a month ; :~ i who live principally upon boiled meal 11 nd water, and ·.~ 
~; potatoes. Th, re are ~ome who do not get more than :iY 
9 two ~canty meals a day, and others who are occasionally :p 
,;.; whole day~ without food. Can you feel happy Without ::._,: 
~ !in~ing out ,!nd fefding the~e miserable beings, aud thus :j~ 
·~; rnntate the ex.ample of Christ? :t;r 
.:)~; 2. Yo11 hal'e many changes of raiment to suit the sea- :{:.._ j: sons and the fashions; and your wardrobes are flll of ~ 
~: costly apparel. l')tere are many persons, industrhus ~ 
_;_' and sober, made by the same Hand that made you, who : .. *' ha1e not a_single_ de?ent ~ult to put on; many have uo :~ 
~ change while their linen 1• washed; many are .;ick. and ;~ 
~: not a few die for waot of flannel and suitable co1·ering. ~ 
,Et Will you not immediately begin to" clothe the uaked," ~-'t. 
~: and thus fulfil the bw of Christ? ~ .. 
¼~ _3. X: ou haye goo.d feather beds, costly he~steads, hung ~ -if: with nch attire, with sbeet8 a?td blankets m abundance. Ii? t: Many. individuals. ,, hum you should consider as b1 others '.~ 

]

: .; and sisters, are now lyiug !he and oix on a bed of straw :.~ 
: or old chaff, in many ca8es on the 1loor, without a single :~ 
• b.ankt>t, and whose only co1eri11g is an old sheet or two ~ 
~ aud their body clothing. Are ) ou not anxious to visit ~ 
.:.at: th~se ea es, and give them such things as the\' need r :E: 
~-f; . 4. ':' ou have a good honsl", well _furnished, in a healthy ~ 
~: s,tuauoo, parlours, bedroollls, lntchens, pantries, and •~. 
~: every conv~nience. Jlundn·ds of families, equalJy wor- ~ 

1-· thy, have not more than a s· ,,gle room each; and many :~ 
are living in damp unhealthy cellars, with sc:tl'celv an ~ 

: article of furniture, and in arrears for rent. Do you not ~ 
.:§: feel the glow of Christian be11ev~1~nce impelling you to :s
~ dfJ all you can to better the cond1t1011 of these poor crea- ~ .~~? ~ 
~; Ycmr con •ition, my friends, is that of the "rich man," :F
~: theirs that of "Lazarus." Ob, do 11ot imitate Jtia con- :~ 
~: duct, or his fate may be yours I Blessed are they that ~
~ reme'.nber the poor I i-
%iii:jfitn •• •w•11mfPMiirnr•••••iflim1rwi. 'S 

Livesey's Letter Linings, Pre1ton. 

I 

Sickness in Poor Families.-What can be more distressim; >_A. 
woman unable to get a bit of food that she can eat.-A girlcomw 
home from the factory unable to stand her work hut havirg no 
means of refreshment.-All the family in one cellar, and fivll 1leep
ingin one poor bed, two of them sick. 

Doing Good.-,ve ought to do as much good, and as litth evil 
as we possibly can while we live. The ~trongcst, the ril'hP , the 
wisest die as well as others. Life ie the time for rPpcnlanc , im
provement, and usefullne~s. Every jay we let slip nnimpnved, 
throws us behind in the pleasant task of doing good. 

Income Tax Slides Downwards,-Mr. Raw,:on, at l\Ianclester 
told the working classes that thPy would no more escap~ the 
pressure of the income tax than thfl horse did, whose rider,wish
ing to ease the animal, put the pack ou his own shoulder•, but 
still retained his sitting. 

WhencP. tliis Chn.n~c ?-Every <'Ollc•ction mcntiont>d in the New 
Testament was for the poor. lmo•t l'Very collectio11 now made 
i not for the poor. W'hen shal! we ret11rn to primitive prac ice&? 

A lunr 1ed property nC'ar Leeds-has twice changed hand~ ~7 ithin 
the last ten years by the death of the owners, of th<> a11nual re ntal 
of £25,000. A confidential ervant in one of the families had 
sn.vl'd £:3000, but at his death hefo,.e the relations ::ould r ceive 
it £300 had o be deducted for probate and legacy duty, while 
this landed estate of the value of £500,000 paid not a shilling f r 
it~ transfer. Thi~ freedom from probate and legacy duty for 
re.ii property jg the effect of self legislation. 

1. Rcmemher and adore your Cre~tor and Benefac
tor; be i~ratt>ful to him for hi~ favours, and conMtantly 
endeavour to keep all hill commands. 

2. Choose your cottage in a clean, airy situation; free 
from damp, and as far rem"ved as posswle from bad 
examples. 

3 Keep yo,ir walls clean, the t'mber pain'ed, your 
room8 ventilated, your beds, tlothing, and per.;ons, ns 
clean as pOP•ible. 

4. Attend to the timely repairing or your furniture, 
your domestic utensils, and csp~cially your clothing. 

5. Put every ankle in its right place; call every thing 
by its proper name; do every duty at its appointe.d time; 
and put e,·ery utensil to it8 own use. 

6. Watch against a dependent disposition; support 
yourselves by your own industry; 'f possible, nev~r get 
into debt, or rely upon the charity others. 

7. J\!an:ige your affairs 11i:h care and economy; p11y 
attention to the price, weight, measure, and quality of 
el'ery article you buy • 

8. Do not become weekly customers for your pro
visions, coals, or clothing-; hut secure to yourselves the 
advant,:ges of buying with ready money. 

9. Beware o( the ruinous practices of pledging, and 
calling at the dram shop or the public house. 

JO. Let the husband love his wife, and provide well for 
her; and the TVife respect. and obey her husband . 

ll. Let the parents teach and tr:.iin their children in 
every thing which is good ; and tile children love one 
another, and obey tht-ir parents. 

12. Let honesty. kindness, generosity, order, peace, anill 
piety, be conspicuous in all your fami1y arrangements. 

Livesey's Letter Linings, Pieston. 

:Preston.: Printed by J. LrvEsE·X, Wrice One Halfpenny, or 2~. 6d. per 100. Sold by Gatlshy, and Heywood, Mancluste,r; 
Chester-gate, St port; I{ershaw, 14. South Mal'ket Ljeds; and at 67, l\liller Street, Glasgow. 
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bless you and may it 
l>e our turn next! 

THE EMIGRANT'S FAREWJ:LL. 
Farewell unhappy cou y ! Our best days have been spent to increase thy wealth, and in return thou ha~t 
nied us a common subsistence. Adieu once happy land !-now the prey of public thieves and robbers. Would 
at our brethren in poverty uld go along with us; but they are immured in workhouses and dungeons, for no 
her crime but that of being "poor. We go to search a better country, in order to lay the foundation of our own and 
r children's prosperity. May heaven smile upon our undertaking, and forgive those who have banished us from 
r native soil l 

~ ~~~~.,._,..,""""'-......_,, .-... ~ .............. .......,...._-.~,,.._,...,._.,,..__,.,__....._""-A.....,.,.,,..,_,v~ 

" A st:ar of hope arises in the West. There lies, stretched from north to south, from the frozen ocean to 
the tropic, a fertile land two-thirds as great as that of the continent of Europe. More than half of this pro
djgious expanse of country is settled by an Anglo-Saxan race, organized into thriving republics. This race. 
nas sprem.d itself along the shores of the Atlantic for more than three thousand mile5, and penetrated more 
than twelve hundred miles into the interior. The energies of seventeen millions of men, speaking the En
glish Ian o-uage, are at work to develope the resources of this mig·hty region, and make it the granary of the 
world, The seventeen millions of to-day are likely to be thirty millions in twenty years from the present 
time, and nearly one hundred miff ons whe11 the commencement of the next century shall dawn upon man.:: 
kind. From this land of promise, the Goshen of the earth, a messenger has come to say to our starving 
country1Den, 'We can give you bread. We have enough and to ~pare.' "-G. Thompson's Speecl1. · 
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THE STRUGGLE. 

WHAT IS TO BE DONE. the great sacrifices which have to be made in the ials 
of properJ;y. 

What is to be done? This is the current question. 11. The people are beginning to sink under the 
lt is in every body's mouth, and there are few who do weight of parochial taxation. These with the weight 
not speak feelingly. It is the language of dispair rather of government imposts are a burden too heavy to be 
than hope, attended as it is with little or no effort to borne, and yet a fresh load is preparing for the peopl& in 
make things better. Every man feels that he has a the shape of income tax. 
task to keep bis own bead above water, hence the diffi- 12. The actual destitution of the poor ,people is 
culty of creating any general or energetic movement. indescribable. They carry their sufferings in their 
Attempts are constantly made by the government press faces. Life with them is a mere struggle for exis
to keep up our spirits, but all in vain. We are now tence. They are not only destitute of every comfort 
told that money is plentiful ; that the bank has lowered but even of the common gratification of the inferior 
its interest, and that speculators are only waiting the , animal-a full belly. 
passing of the new tariff, to commence a fresh ' What is to be done ? I will ven re to say what must 
career of prosperity. Capitalists have little faith in be done before our condition can be altered for the better. 
these newspaper boastings, or they would take advantage We must have an unrestricted trade. It is trade we 
of the interval, and pocket the profits of a depressed want, and without this we cannot live. It is this which 
market. has maintained our standing hitherto and enabled us to 

To know the real state of society a man must be in keep faith with the public. It is trade which has en
business himself. All such pronounce the distress of riched the country, and found employment for the people. 
the country to be intense, with very faint prospects of Even the lowering of tl c prices of provisions will not 
improvement. I may just name the indications of relieve us without a trade. It is the want of this which 
our condition, all of which we cannot but deplore. has kept Ireland in a state of abject poverty ; for 

1. Multitudes of people are out of employment, not however cheap food may be, if the people have no 
only mechanics and artizans, but land labourers, money and no employment · they cannot get it. Our 
though this is the most favourable time of the year home reirnurces might be sufficient for the simple wants of 
for work. our population, l1ut in order to rai:,e fifty million a year 

2. Tradesmen, manufacturers, and shop keepers are for government, and to keep an extravagant aristocracy 
generally loosing money. The retailers have no busi- even a flourishing foreign trade is all little enough. This 
ness, and the wholesale men are making terrible sacri- gives employment and puts men into the receipt of 
:fices of their stocks. wages, and if, concurently with this, food should happen 

3. Wages of all kind are coming down, and are to be cheap, they have then their surplus earnings to 
!Ure to continue to do so while the markets are over- i::pend upon manufactures. And it is perfectly absurd 
!tocked with labour, and while the selling prices for to talk about a good home trade, ir.dependantly of our 
goods leave no profit. foreign commerce, for it is the latter which sup liC:s the 

4. No debts can be collected. Every body cries means of the former. When John the co 1ler h s made 
the same tale. A much less sum being in circulation, shoes for all his own family, he seeks the custom f hii 
and the same amount having to be paid for food, the neio-hbonr, and it is this that puts him into cash to be a 
traveller and the seller of manufactured goods can goxl cm,tomer to them in return. The more cloth we 
get hold of no money. People cannot pay without make, the richer we are as a nation, if we be allowed to 
money. sell or exchange it for money or something equiv lent. 

5. Stoppages, assignments, and compromises, "sel- A good government therefore will do all it can to open 
ling off," and auction sales are an every d,4y occur- the channels of trade. But unfortunately there are p rties 
rence; and never was there a time when people in trade interested in refusing- the articles of foreigners whw would 
made so manv bad debts. exchange for our goods, and hence our trade is o he 

6. All business connected with the building trade, destro)ed, to put money into their pockets. If we were 
:mch as joiners, masons, brick-setters, is entirely at a allowed to exchange freely with the Amelicans all 1ae, we 
!!tand. Old concerns cannot keep up, so that there is should soon experience a revival of trade. W should 
no opening for new ones. get their flour, butter, and cheese, and they womld. take 

7. Workhouses are full to overflowing, :md in our woolens, cottons, and all kinds .of manufac-tu ·ed 
many places additional accommodation is, being provi- goods. But for the influence of monopolies,. alll our 
ded, although in some unions the most severe means hands would soon find employment. 
are used to get rid of the paupers. Let not the working people be misled by the s,oplhistry 

8. There is an increasing amount of sickness. of thoee who exclaim ae;ainst trade extention, andl against 
The Dispensaries are thronged, and the fever Infirma- machinery ; nor let them trust to good harvest:s, to an 
ries crowded. Typhus and infectious diseases are very ~ exemption from income tax, or the protection rnf tirade's 
prevalent. unions, for nil will prove fruitless, and we shall ccontinue 

9. Crime also increases, and many who are without to sink lov,er and lower, unless we experience a nevival 
means of support, actually commit oflences in order to of trade. Nor let us suppose that this depression mm.y n~t 
make the prison an asylum from starvation. yet continue for a long time. Many are apt to say,'' it 

IO. Emigration is going on, as if the whole country cannot continue long ; people will not stand it."' 'There 
was leaving us, and this is continued notwithstanding is no saying to what degree of ~estitution men. nnay be 
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reduced, or to what length of time their sufferings may 
be protracted. Last autumn it was said we could never 
get through the winter, yet, although many are in their 
graves, we are now approaching the summer. 
Whoever remembers the length of time the poor Irish 
have been sufferers, will scarcely be able to put a limit 
to the continuance of a nation's miseries. 

In the face of Parliamentarv decisions it mav be diffi
cult to keep up a warm agitation for free trade'; but this 
is the only practical remedy, and to his no doubt, if any 
thing is to be done for the country, all its energies 
will again be directed. 

TAXES ON INTOXICATING LIQUORS. 

On Spirits ......... . ......... £8,057,929. 
On Malt and Hops........ . . . . 5,126,028. 
On Wine................. . 1,840,7 10. 

15,024,667. 

TAXES ON TEA, SUGAR, TOBACCO, AND 
SNUFF. 

Tobacco and Snuff ............ £3,495,687. 
Tea........................ 3,658,800. 
Sugar and Molasses....... . . . . 4,827, H9. 

ll,98 l,5i06. 

Here the public see what they annually pay for 
poisonous compounds, which could be dispen53ed with 
to great advantage ; and also for other articles, some of 
which, though useful, might be easily give n ,up. On 
these few articles we pay in taxes upwards of twenty
seven millions ! 

I OFTEN WONDER 
How young bucks can for shame order new. clothes 

at the tailor's to an amount wh:ch they are nrever able 
to pay.-1-Iow men of standmg in society <l:are visit 
places of ill fame.-How the duelist feels when he is 
pulling the trigger.-What happiness a man (Can have 
in accumulating money, with no family, " one leg in 
the gnve and the other out." -That men shoiuld pur
chace half an hour's pleasure in gormamdizing-, 
with weeks of pain, in enduring the effects.-What 
plan could be taken to break up the old s tupid sys
tems of school teaching, and establish one which would 
be rational; really to teach, instead of teasing and tortur
ing the children.-At the mistaken notions wluich poor 
people entertain as to the happiness of the r ich.-·what 
could be done to relieve young ladies from the fetters 
and slavery and health-destroying influence of genteel 
etiquette.-\Vhy working men are so unwilling to wash 
themselves, when they feel so much more comfortable 
after.-That we should be so much less merciful to 
one another than God is to us.-How much alcohol, or 
spirits of wine, is swallowed in England, in t he shape of 
ale and spirits, from six to twelve o'clock on a Saturday 
evening.-Why we expect the same sense or behaviour 
from one man as another, when God has clearly intended, 

from their organization, that there should be a great 
difference.-How a miser feels when he signs his will. 
and is about to leave all behind him.- Why we don't 
take things easier, instead of extracting trouble from 
almost every occurence.-That many newspaper pro
prietors are not ashamed of the nasty advertisements 
with which they :fill up the bottom of the advertising 
columns.-That any man should pay 13s. to the owner, 
and 7s. to the monopolist tax gatherer, every time he 
buys 20s. worth of food, and yet doubt as to the evils of 
the Corn Laws. 

NEITLE FOOD-A TRUE PETITION. 

To the Honourable House of Landowners, in Parliament 
assembled, 

The honest and upright Petitibn of the undersigned, 
HUMBLY SHEWETH, 

That, divers complaints have been made of law
less and hungry people breaking down our fences to 
gather nettles to live upon, thus maliciously attempting 
to bring down the prices of provisions, by which your 
petitioners' incomes may be seriously impaired. 

That, in addition to this, these same parties have as
sisted to circulate a slanderous report upon our charac
ters, to wit, that we charge 7s. in the pound more for our 
provisions than we ought, and that we have driven them 
to the necessity of committing these depradations, in the 
!Search of nettle food. 

Your petitioners, therefore, humbly beseech your 
honest and honourable house, to stop the mouths of 
these slanderers, and to ore er and decree that no nettles 
shall be gathered except in the common highways, and 
your petitioners will ever pray. 

MATHEW METAL, 

CnRISTOPHER KETTLE, 

SIMON SETTLE, 

NATHAN NETTLE. 

P. S.-We forgot to say, that we think old people, 
above sixty years of age, might be allowed to gather on 
Thursdays, provided they would promise not to leave 
the gates open. 

BRI'rISH TEA-A PRIZE. 

TEA is the dearest article ( excepting intoxicating 
liquor) that comes into a house ; and yet few, either 
men or women, are content unless their water is coloured 
and flavoured with something called tea. I am fully 
persua<led that we have plenty of British leaves or plants 
that would answer qmte as well, which, instead of cost
ing 5s. per lb., would not cost 5d. I recommend those 
working men who have time, to try if they cannot dis
cover and prepare Briti~h tea for their own use; and as 
an rnducement, I here offer to give 20s. worth of useful 
books to the person who shall produce the best sample, 
and 10s. worth for the second best. These specimens 
must be sent in to me before the 31st of July next, and 
the article and process of manutacture, must be ex
plained. It is possible that the successful competitor 
may make a fortune by the experiment. 
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VARI.E'PIBS. 
Poverty and l:mprudence.-An immense number of persons are 

now living upon the parish rates, who, had t.hey been sober and 
provident, would have been well able to support themselves. The 
sober and industrious are heavily taxed to support such unworthy 
characters. I may mention one case among thousands.-W. W. 
who used to earn, as a currier above £2. per week, and who has 
been known to nail a five pound note to the public house table, 
and to stop till it wa!> all spent, now receives for his family, from 
a parish in the north, 4s. per week. 

A Farmer's e&timate of the new Sliding Scale Protqctio1,.--The 
subjoined is an extract from a speech delivered at a meeting of the 
Essex Agricultural Association, hy Mr. E. W. Sy~r: "I am but a 
humble individual here, but I am interested in agl"iculture, and 
as far as I can understand the plan of Sir R. Peel I think th~t it 
means something more than it intends to convey, that it is intended 
to protect the landlord, and not the farmer; I think the duty is 
sufficient to keep up the present rents, but it is not sufficient to 
protect the farmers in their proceedings. I think it will have a 
great effect on them; and I ag1·ee in what Mr. Baker has said, that 
it will be the first step to the farmer's ruin." 

Ri:cruiting.-The standard for recru.its is reduced to 5 feet 5½ 
incl\es, and such is the diffi~ult.y of procuring them that in Dublin, 
the bounty has advanced to £ll. 

·~0~~~ Wlif'-T IS ALE? ~C®~ 

~ I. What i;~~:? A quart contains an ounce and a half of ,9 ti 1pfril, two spoonsful of the wo_rst l>arts of the barley, a few~ 

~ pa;~i~~~~vo~,~~~ ~~tJ~ree;t~~!~edi~ ~~~ o§~:[~ ~~~;~r- ~ 
~ tiou to the q~1a11tity of barley it contai11s, which is not! 
~;\) 1ue>.r1J th11.11 a farthing'$ worth n a quart. 'l]IT"" 

~ ~. Does uot the $pirit add to its value ? Nothing ; on the~ 
@I ~ontrary it pnlllll es thirst, ~timulation, into 'tico.t1on, with~ 
r., all the im111eus~ tr,un o{ evils whiqh cons tantly spring :r:. 
.@ trom al!' drinking. '9/1 
~ 4. V. bat is the influence of the hop 1 To make people ,.2 
~heavy, ,leepy, clull, and ~tnpid. ~ 
® 5. Does ale quench thirst? ' o: it increases thirst ; and~ 
r~ the more a 1pan d rinks, the more thirst) he is. I 
fl q. Does it potlucreru;e strength? No; the very l)tlle food 

it contains ls counteracted by the effect s of the spirit. _ 
e, 7 Docs it not stimulate and excite? Yes; but to mcnl 
~ in he·.•lth thi~ is a decided injury. 
8 !I. What part of the ale is it which induces µeople to like 
~ It ? 'l'he ,µirit ; take this out by distillation, ancl nothing 
~ ren.ainR wl\ich coulcl inclnce any perso11 to taste it. 
~ g. What a quantity of water it contains! Yes, ale ls~ 
~ simply coloured and firecl water, and hence ale bibbers ~ 
0 drink much more water than tee-t:otallers. ,a 

IB. l3ut must not that li(Jnor he ~~ood which is made from(§ 
~ good mrut? There is no good malt; it cannot be good ; it~ 
~ - hi 11impl~· barley brought into the same vegetated state as C!) 
~ wbcat when it spnt~ and spoils in u11seaso11able- weather. ~ 
~ • 11. Why then do they malt the barley? Thllt the ale may~ 
Qi be more intoxicating. ugar is the basis of all spirit; by (I 
~,, malting more sugar is developed ; in mashing- this'sugar is a 
®dissol ve,!; allcl in fermentation it is converted into spirit.~ 

1:2. llow mu.eh grain is anouallr ctestroycd in this coun-o 
try _t<~ make_ alo- anti other into.xicating liquors? Above~ 

~ lo milho r,s ot qllarters. i 
~ 13. Wh!lt b thesatest test by which to judge of the proper-
~~ lies of this and other liquors? The ~(fects which they pro
Clil duce. You. will find upon a close e.gamination that ale has 
~) pro<luced 11 hundred times more evil thnn ever it d.id good. 
@) 14. We mast l1ave peen greatly deceived I Never di<l '8.lly 
111111 ))eople lQ.bour under a greater delusion than we have as to 
IQ/ the properties ot our favo urite national beverage. 
~ 1 ~- DQ you therefore advise ufi all tQ abstain I Most deci, 
; dedly, for your own sake, for the Stike of your familie11, 
~ and to set a good example to others. I have not tasted. a fO ~lap of ale for ten y<:ars . a11d l shall never taste again. 

~~~ • ~Li,csey's Letter Lining-s, F4',aton.~ 

The honey J\,/oon.-" l\Ir. L. had two daughten marrim last 
\Veek, and both they and their husbands sailed for America ~ester- · 
day"-Faint as are the prospects in this country, I think it an 
excellent plan for young married people to emigrate, and spend 
the honey moon on the sea. They will have a fair start, unen• 
cumbered, in a land of freedom. ' 

Nettles for Food.-It has long been common to gather ·young 
nettles, from which to make a healthy beverage : but thfy are 
now gathered as an article of food. I have met with ~ veral 
cases, where persons, unable to get porridge or potatoes, have been 
compelled to eat boiled nettles, having nothing better to 1ubsist 
upon. When they can raise a little meal, they thicken it with 
that. 

Anniversaries in London.-The large meetings which bring 
multitudes together in Exet1;,r Hall every day, during the :nonth 
of May, will tell of ignorance and vice all over the worl<!, and 
sympathize with the poor in distant. climes ; but what will be done 
for home? Will these lovers of the human race, forget Spital/ield 
and St. Giles, or will they overlook the millions of their own 
countrymen, who are now starving for food? We shall see. 

Tlie Mill Stone.-The debt of England at the close o( the war 
with Napoleon was four thousand million dollars, and this millstone 
about th.e necks of the people is now grinding and will continue 
for ages to gdnd them to dust.-Americanpaper. 

111~:f:20:Hl TBOU~lULL. ~~tt~
~ I. Thou shalt not kill, nor ,mi,~ in killing lhys~/f riqr ~ 
lWi any otlter human being, either suddenly or by degree,, di- (~ 
~\ rectly or indirectly, in a short ti111.e-o,-in a numbt:r-cf ytars, ~ im by acts of .commission or omission, by common method1or ~ 
(~J more fashionable means. ~ 
~ 2. THOU SHALT NOT KILL, nor assist in killing, by (~ 
~J fire, sword, bayonet, dagger, pike, gun, pistol, cannon, ~ 
~ rope, or razor; by arsenic, opium, alcohol, or any other ~-• 
fl( poison; by duelling, kicking, or boxing; by gluttony, d- f~1 
~ feminacy, licentiousness, or gaming· by quackery, em- [~ 
(~ piricism, neglecting vaccination, delaying medical ad- ~ 
~ vice, damp clothes, damp peds, damp houses, confined ~ = cellars or bed rooms; by tight lacing, midnight balls, ~ 
~ expo ute to nigllt air, feats of folly, sudden changes, ~l · 
l~ anxiety for wealth, intense grief at losses, immoderate !WI. 
~ sorrow at family bereavements, intimidation, fright, scan- ft," 
~i dal, law suits, unredeemed promises of marriage, eating ~~ 
~ unripe fruit, want of personal cleanliness, adulterated ~ 
~ bread, unsound meat, neglecting chilcj.ren, leaving them t~J 

I 
exposed to fire, allowing them to play in thl! street, ~ 
batlting in dangerous places, witbolding parochi~l relief, f~ 
exercising severity in wor1'houses. over working chi!-~ 

l~l dren in factories, or confinJng them in small apart- l..liA 
t!!I; ments in schools; by conniving at laws which, produ- ~ 

I 
cing scarcity of food and want of ernyloyment, deprive 

" the people of the means of health, which allo,,,. houses of fffi 
ill fame, dirty streets, and public nuisances; by keeping ~ 
dangerous dogs, hiring stumbling horses, building unsafe I 
bri<lges, and sailing' ships not sea-worthy; leaving 

I wells, ponds, mines, and machinery unprotected; by I 
l 

carelesness, intemperance, and bad arrangements con-
nected with coaches, railways, and steatn vessels. 

I 
3. THOU SllAL'r NOT KILL, nor assist in killing, by ) , 

making, selling, drinking, or offering ale, potter, gin, " 
rum1 whisky, brandy, or brandied wines; by coun- · 
tenancing the drinking system, looking upon it with l~ 

"' indifference, or refusing to join i11 promoting its ~ 
im overthrow; by letting, licensing, furnishing, or keepiug ~~ 
~ any house for this purpo&e ; by advertising the liquors (~ 
~ and the traffic; by t)le employment of drinking ostlers, ~1 

I 
coachdrivers, captains, sailors, or workmen; by inclu- ~ 
ding intoxicating liquors in the outfit of vessels, or by ~ 
treating railway men and the servants of public compa- ~ 

tlJ!ij nles with liquor. It is believed that famine, sword, pes-~ 
tt!9i Ulence, and all other causalities connected with society in ~ 
i;I tliis country, do not KILL so many as into:,:icating liquor. ~ 

~:u:H:ttH:u:u:wi Tho~ shalt not Kill! H:H:H:i~~t:O:H,1 
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A TRUE PICTUHE. 
Load on load, how can the system last? 
John tries to float, but still he's sinking fast; 
Pressed down with income ta.x and sliding whim, 
He must take his chance-may sink or swim. 

MISAPPLICATION OF NATIONAL WEALTH. 

"And as Jesus went out of the temple, one o( his diciples 
1aith unto him, Master, see wha.t manner of stones and what 
6uildings are here ! 

"And Jesus answering said unto him, seest thou these great 
buildings ? There shall not be left one stone upon another that 
.aball not be thrown douni."-MARK xiii. I, 2. 

Every body seems surprised that England should be 
uch a wealth-producing co11ntry, and yet exhibit such 
vast number of the people in a state of destitution
itho•1t work, without wages, and without foo,l. The 
use is clearly in the erroneous distributive sgstem which 

as grown up by unjust laws. I have heard of idle men 
ming home drunk, and eating the last morsel in the 
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house, while ;the poor hungry children were gazing at 
their unfeeling father with empty bellies. Not less 
monstrous is the system which empowers a number of 
mono po lists to raise the price of food, and to depreciate 
the value of labour, in orJer to enjoy in extravaganco 
and luxury all the benefits themselves. 

One serious mistake in the distribution of Enoland'i 
wealth, consists in the misapplication of capital.t> And 
while pride and false dignity, instead of brotherly love 
guide us in this, we shall continue to squander our mean; 
unpmfitahly, although the people are starving. When 
the rich begin to love the poor as their brethren they 
will care for them, and consider themselves or{Jy as 
stewards of the national wealth for the good of all. 

When I look at the misapplication of wealth for th@ 
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last 40 years, I can easily account for the miseries of Allowing for decency and utility to the utmost extent 
the people. National wealth, accumnlated by labour, the capital foolishly expended in Liverpool and Man~ 
ought to be sb distributed as to afford a fair support to chester, from public funds and public subscriptions 
those that produce it; and if distributed with judgment would have been suffici{f1.t to have converted all Lanca~ 
and by good laws, it doubtless would do so. Two ob- shire into a kitchen garden, and found work for all tliie 
jects should always be kept in view; first, that of in- un~mployed. In improving land, we have the co-oppe
creasinq our national wealth, and secondly, securing a ration of nature, and an annual production of beneficial 
fair share to the labouring class. And &s this class have articles; but this cannot be said of pon<.lerous wal1s. 
no means of coming at it but through the medium of The sun and rain which produce food out of the 
wages, the capital of the country should be so applied as earth, have no effect upon carved stone work except to 
to create full employment for all who are willing to work. deface it. When I read of St. Pcter's Church at Rome ; 
Amidst the too common violation of this principle, I will when I have visited several cathedrals in this com1try 
here only refer to one practice which I have long observed when I have gazed upon \' estminster Abbey, ~t. Paul's: 
with regret, and that is sinking vast sums of money in and York Minster, I coul<l not help anxiously wishing 
erecting public buildings, the utility of which in many that the millions of money here thrown away upon eu
cases is questionable, and in all of which extravagance is perstition, had been trnnsferred to Chat Moss., the bogs 
most evident. of Ireland, and other places, where emplorment would 

The unnecessary extedt and gorgeous splendour of be induced, and the food of the people made cheap and 
many of our public buildings is bad national economy plentiful. 
and a robbery of the poor. We pride ourselves upon Until the people are employed, educated, clothed, nnd 
the architectural grandeur of these public buildings, lodged in comfortable houses, we ar9 not justified in ex
yet immense sums of money have been sunk in them pending the nation's capital upon mere ornament and 
totally unproductive of wealth to the natitm, or emplo,·- shew. What should we think of a farmer, who, instead 
ment to the people. Take as a sample such piaces as of manuring bis fields and getting good crops, spent 
St. Paul's in London, York Minster, and the New Cus- most of his money in guilcJing his wheelbarrows? or what 
tom House in Liverpool which cost half a million! should we think of a master cotton spinner papering his 
Only one of the numerous churches in Liverpool is said drawing room with five-pouud notes, while the work 
to have cost £60,000 ! · No man will say tbat the utility people were waitine for a month's wages ? Just as fool
of any of these place:s is equal to the cost. So far as ish and as wantonly wasteful, is it to sink £500,000 in 
real usefulness is concerned, £6,000 would have just• a building which for all practical purposes might have 
answered as well as £60,000. Utility, however, is out been raised for a fiftieth part of the sum, and all the rest 
of the question; it is religious pride and national osten- laid out in finding permanent employment for the poor. 
tation which leads to these extravagancies, the embarrass- Capital to a similar extent, judiciously invested in 
ing effects of which are now felt severely. I remember a land, in the improve u nt of rivers, or upon any enter
small church costing £9,000, and yet for an adjoining prize to facilitate trade, might have employed a ast 
school, which was useful every day, it was very difficult number of persons for a century to Cl@me. For a great 
to raise as much as £500. It will be recollected that part of the money expended there is very little to be 
'\\-hen the country was supposed to be in prosperity, a seen, and so far even as beauty and appeamnce go,, fot 
sum not less than a million and a lialf was voted by the same amount be expended in gardens or on the land, 
Parliament to build new churches; yet £30,000 is the and the effect would be enchanting. The painting of 
largest sum ever granted for the purposes of education. nature is unfading and inil})ita..,k , .. nd e1e produce of a 

.My objection to these buildings is, that they bring little well cultivated country is an object far more lovely and 
or nothing back to the national stock, and that they ab- gratifying than stones and mortar, however scientific:ally 
sorb a large amount of capital which might be laid out in arranged. 
a way calculated to find permanent employment for the Poverty and expensive buildings not unusually go to
people. They are not like canals, rail.roads, or the im- gether. This is strikingly the case in Ireland. any 
provement of land, which •are a sourse of wealth to the a tradesman has fastened himse f with building a gr:and 
country, and give employment to the people. It is true house, and a nation may be equally as unwise. If' tlle 
for a shott time they find work for those engaged in the extravagant sums vot-ed for the new grand Hous1e of 
erection; but after they are completed, a fe,v hands to , Commons had been spent in employing the pe<ople 
sweep the floors, kindle the fires, and clean the windows, upon the land, or in erecting schoob, would not. the 
are all that are needed. application have been much more beneficial ? 1Fine 

Had the same amount been spent in enclosing and buildings are worth nothing in time of need; will 
improving our land, it would not only have found em- sE:ll for nothing ; nor will they yield one belly full 
ployment in the first ins lance, but an increasing amount of meat~ but man nfactories and a well cultivated soil 
of employment every year. I saw forty persons yester- we can always full back upon without much fea·r of 
day employed on a part of the Preston moor, enclosed I disappointment. As a nation 1 however, we have n<early 
by our Corporation, which not long ago was a barren done building. We cannot no\v raise fresh mieans 
common. This ground will be a source of employment to heap np lifeless mas1aes of cold stones ; and in,deed 
every year, and yet the cost of enclosing and leveling bad we done justice to the poor, and first secured to tthem 
this land would easily have been sunk, and rendered both labour and its hire, we shOJJl<l never have incnuTCd 
comparati\'ely useless, by heaping together a few pol- much blame for building a 11ation of palaces. 
ished stones in the shape of a pub.,_c building. I have however no ohjecti~s to useful public buildiings, 
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in the erection of which there is no unnecessary and 
foolish expenditure money. But many of those of 
which we ltl'e apt to ho proud, have been brought into 
existence by poverty arnl \'ice, ,,hich ought to have been 
prevented with good laws or b_v the diligent teaching of 
the clergy. I read of a workhonse costing £20,000. 
Ought there to be any occasion for such a place in a land 
aboW1ding in wealth ? I hear of a barracks to be erected 
to cover above 20 acres of land; if justice were <l~1e to 
the people, and they were properly taught, wouJcmt be 
necessary to erect such a nui.;;ance at the public expence ? 
The buildings and alterations about Lancaster Castle have 
propably drained more out of the pockets of the tax payer'>, 
than would have eflectually draiued all the land in .N ortli 
Lancashire. 

I trnst in future we shall ham more sense, and that all 
public bodies, civil and ecclesiastical, rnnnicipal, and legis
lative, will feel convinced that any funds with which they 
may ho entrusted ought to be expended in some profita
ble enterpris-e which will give employment for the people. 

BELLMAN EXTRAORDINARY. 
This is to give notice to every nation under Heaven, 

that the Free Albion New Market, which is now in a 
state of great ibrwardness, will be opened early next 
year for the reception of foreign productions from every 
part of the world. This magnificent market-house con
sists of 40 ample divisions, with the addition of two 
wing3- Scotland and Ireland. As an inducement for 
parties to vi_sit this new mart, they can be supplied in 
return with cottons, wollens, linens, iron and ecJ!J.henware 
and all kinds of useful manufactures on tfii cheapest 
terms. No tolls will be allowed to be taken. 

By order of the Free Market League, 
No. 22, Market street, Manchester. 

FILTHY PREPARATION OF TOBACCO. 

It is prepared for the use of man in t~ following 
manner, according to t be acconnt of a gentleman who 
chews the weed himself, ar:i.d thus described to me the 
process. The leaves are first gathered, dried, and 
smoked, in appropriate sheds, the particular descrip
tions being carefully separated into classes. 'Fhe finest 
kind& are then rolled up into balls, to undergo a slight 
fermentation, during which time the leaf is sprinkled 
with stale urine and a solution of ammonia. After this 
process the balls are hung up for some weeks in or near 
pri\ies, that they may absorb the effiuvia of human ex
crement, and when thought to be well saturated, they 
are taken down, and pressed into flat cakes, forming a 
black mass, so hard and compact as to be difficult to 
be cut with a knife 

If the processes by w bich cigars are rolled together 
by the filthy and.- perspiring handi of negroes, in Ha
vannah, aided by the occasional emissions of saliva, to 
make the leaves adhere, were more generally known, it 
would tend to excite as much disgust against smoking 
as against chewing ; and both these habits, as well as 
that of stuffing ~he nostrils with tobaceo powder, as 
sn ff, are so truly dirty, as well as injurious to the 
health of those who practice them, that they o~ht to 
be discountenanced in all educated and refined societies. 
-From Buckingham's travels in the Slave States of 
America, 2nd vol .. page 396. 

BEEF AND PORK. 

The last price current gives the price of bee( at New Orlsan, 
as f ollows :- £. s. d. 

:Best me!s beef 10 dollars per barrel of 200lb., or 2 1 8 
Prime heef-6 dollars do do or I 5 0 
C heapest beef-3½ dollars do do or O 14 7 

Taking the middle quality, its cost, whea imported under the 
ne Tariff, will be as follows :

C ost at New Orleans for 2001b. 
Duty 8s. per cwt. 
F reight ½d, p~r lb. 

1 5 0 
0 14 6 
0 8 4 

£2 7 10 

Which will b9 about 3d. per lb. Of course this is the whole
sale price. The carriage and retail profits will add probably 
another Id. per lb. ; and this is £or salt beef. 

THE INCOME TAX-THE BREAD TAX. 

Oh dear ! this cruel incoine tax, 
The wealthy middle classes say ; 

We have it all upon our backs, 
And we, poor souls, have all lo pay. 

What's to be done? what can we do? 
Our over-burthened backs to save ; 

I see no other way-do you, 
But swear :hat we no incomes have? 

Oh could the poor man find some way 
To prove he was not usP,d to eat, 

Therefore no bread tax had to pay, 
How much more honest were the ch9at I 

But taxes which the rich should pay, 
Are such as folks may 'scape by lying; 

But such as on the poor man lay, 
He can't escape except by-dying. 
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VARIETIES. l 
Corn Laws.-Grcat Britain has been compared to a ship at a~a, 

short of provisions, and not allowed to touch at any port where 
provisions may he had. But her case is even worse than this; 
for, though her crew are kept on short allowance, her ward room 
officers are faring sun,ptuously every day, while those very officers 
are they who will not let her touch at any port where provisions 
may be had, because the majority of them are pursers, and have 
themselves the selling of the short allowance to the crew, all the 
dearer for being short.-llJrs. Loudon. 

Rascal.-A shopkeeper at Doncaster had for bi11 virtues obtain
ed the name of the little rascal. A stranger asked him why this 
appellation had been given him? •• To distinguish me from the 
rest of my trade,'' quoth he, " who are all great rascals.'' 

Rt.turning thanks.-In response to a toast given on an occasien 
of rejoicing, it was sug~ested, that a farm servant, a very worthy 
person present, should be called upon to return thanks. After 
much entreating, he stood up, and, amidst the indescribable as
toni,ihment of his autlitors, commenced, with becoming gravity, 
to say a grace, which he was accustomed to repeat after his meals. 
The "thanks,'' however, were cut short, by an impressable burst 
of laughter. 

A ~roat a Cut.-" Any 'Vork to be had here,'' said a poor 
weaver LO a putter out. "Perhaps I can find you. a warp,'' was the 
reply. "But what are the wages?" Sixpence per cut for 20 yards 
and 14 picks in the quarter." ",vby its mit worth carrying home," 
rejoined the poor poverty knocker," at that price." "But it will 
be fourpence before long," concluded the putter out. 

Farmera.-From present appearances, either the change in the 
tariff, 01· rather the inability of the people to get any food beyond 
the mere means of ex.istance, is goin,; seriously to affect farmers in 
the -vicinity of towns. They are nearly all buyers of grain, and 
provender. These remain high in price, and yet their milk, 
butter. cheese and pork, are almost unsaleable. 

Increase of lnsanity.-,011e reason why the as)lums are so over
crowded, is the distress of lhe times. Many who have laboured 
hard to scrape a little together, have lost all, but have not had 
strength of mind to bear up under their complicated difficulties. 

The sick poor.--I have just visited a poor man confined to his 
bed. He states that hEl lives on about 2d. per day. He has a 
pretty good appetite, af\d the Doctor allows him to take any thing 
he pleases. I asked if he could not take a little broiled mutton; 
as I think with nourishing food he would revive. His answer 
was "it will never do to get mutton at 5d. or 6d. a pound; where 
i1 it to come from" ? I believe it is incredible the numberil who 
die for want of proper sustenance. 

Barley.-The wholesale price of Scotch Barley at Liverpool is 
13s. 6d. 11er cwt., being lid. per lb. Pearl Barley is the same 
grain ; but more of the outside taken off. This can be bought 
for 17s. per cwt. which is short of 2d. per lb. It may be cooked and 
used in every rnspect as rice, except that it requires more boiling. 
It is a good lining for soup, and makes excellent puddings. For 
families it is cooked as follows :-Take, say lib., steep it in cold 
water a few hours, or over night; then boil it till it is soft; reduce 
it to a proper consistency, either hy milk or water ;-if the lattP.r, 
ltihould be sweetened with a little treacle or sugar. 

Soap D1tties.-If the government had really intended to benefit 
the working classes, they would have taken the duty off Soap, It 
is indispensable to every poor family's comfort, and ought not to 
pay a farthing of tax. If there were any chance of success, it 
wonld be worth while to send a full stock of petitiona for this 
alone. 

Genteel Labourers.-A person in the State of Ohio, writes to 
bis son in this town, in which he complains much of the American 
labourers. He says, "I hired three ; they came to their work 
each mounted on his horse, aod before they had worked three 
hours, they were off, each with a fowling piece on his shoulder.'' 

Timber Dutiea. - One per»on, ,peaking of the intende r1du«.
tion in the timber duties, said, "that unless trade improves, her• 
is as much timber now in Lancahire as will last seven years." Im
mense quantities both of bricks and timber are useless ir the 
buildings unoccupied. The remission of the timber dutes i• 
a great loss to the revenue, and not likely to benefit the pe>ple. 

Potatoe Laws.-In the Isle of Man, people are much ala•med 
at the intended reduction of the duty on imported potatoes; and 
are afraid of being inundated with Dutch, German, and Fr-!nch 
potatoes. Really this is saying very little for our own coUJtry. 
Surely we can grnw them as cheap as they can, and we ha.,e a 
market at home. Our land, labour, and skill are equal to tl~irs, 
and if the difficulty lie in the rent, taxes, and tithes, these uuat 
give way rather than have our potatoes made dear. 

Porad-ise is advertized to be Sold, in one of the Isle of Man 
papers. If the place correspond with the name, I fancy conpe
tition will run very high. 

Short Weight. -Poor people should take care, or they wil be 
cheated in weight. A poor woman bought a piece of bony blcon 
in the r.treet on Saturday night, for Is., which she said weig1ed, 
" bumping" weight, 3lb. on the scale. She weighed it at a 1hop 
close by, and it was 1oz. short. 

B•ttter.,......A friend writes me from Penrith, that on last ma·ket 
day butter was 6d. per lb., and not good to sell at that prico. 
This reduction is not owing to any additional supplies, but sinply 
to the want of consumption during the winter. Salted butter is 10w 

like to be sold off, or shortly it would not be fit to use. 

A POOR CAS.£. 

I frequently receive the most affecting applications from pcr10n1 
in great distress. It occurred to me that it might not be unpro ta
ble occasionally to print them. As I intend The Stru~gle to be 
.onsidered "The Poor man's advocate," I shall dflem it my outy 
to serve their interest in every way I can. The followiug note I con
sider an interesting one. 

" Sir 
I send i:sy son with this note to inform you, that we are a p,or 

family out of wo1·k, and in deep di,tress. \Ve are left without a 
home and have sought in vain for employment. I am in an a.d
vaoced state of pregnancy, not knowing the hour of my confi e
ment and have no resoL1rce to fly to. l\Iy husband has gone in 
further search of work, and I do not know which way to turn Dy
self for my poor family. I therefore hope you will have he 
goodness to be&tow upon my son some old number;; of the "Moral 
Reformer'' if you have them, 01 any thing my son could make a 
few lion"st pence by. Sir, I think it right to inform you that my 
husband iJ well known to Mr. Prentice of the "l\fanchei11er 
Times,'' from whom he can obtain the highest character. 

I am, Sir, 
Your humble Servant, 

Elizabeth Copedy." 

NOTICE. 

Any person wishing to sell the Stru1gle in towns or village,, 
where it has n?t yet been introduced, will be treated with on 
liberal term~. 

As the forms of the 18 numbers are still kept standing, any 
quantity of the back numbers can be had without any additional 
charge. 

'fhe Struggle will now be sold in Lo11don, and can be had 
thrnugh any bookseller in the kingdom. 

Printed and published by J. Livesey, Preston. Sold 
also by W. Stran~e, 21, Paternoster Row, London; Gadsby 
and Heywood, Manchester; Riley, Chestergate, Stockport; 
Kershaw, South l\Iarket, Leeds; Lawson, Bolton; E. Bow
ker, Acrinzton; Hargreaves & Co., Blackburn; 44, West
gate, Huddersfield; Lavrock, Warrington; 67, Miller street, 
Glas9ow; Nicholi, Bradford, 
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FREE TRADE. -Hollo I who are you, Bottle Fellow? You are a little puny ill-looking thing. 
B. A.-Speak more respectfully, sir! Know that I am British Agricult11re, and that I live "protected" from the contamination 

of foreign intercourse. But pray, who is it that dares to take the liberty of thus addressing me? , 
F. T.-Oh ! I am jolly Alderman, Free Trade. I live in the midst of the plenty of the earth, and consider all nations as bands of 

brothers. 
B. A.-,vhat I do you mean to say that you can live among foreigners, from whom my protecting angel, Buckingham, has corked 

me up. 
F. '1'.-Aye, that I do; and capital fellows they are. Why I live in the free air that blows over the whole earth. I dine with my 

brothers in America, breakfast in Holland, get tea in Asia, and sup with my sun-burnt relations in Africa. I go about doing good and 
yetting good. I love all mankind, and am loved in return. But you look so thin and miserable, that I should like to help you out of 
that bottle, or you'll die of consumption. 

B. A.-1 would gladly break my shell, if I could become as stout and jolly as you are. The worthy Baronet, in trying to repair it, 
has given it several cracks, so that I don' feel half so comfortable as I used to do. I feel already that these treasury drafts have given 
me a very bad cold. 

F. T.-Come out then into the sunshine of freedom, and learn to do good and enjoy yourself as I do. The "Doctor'' knows very 
well that this confinement does not agree with your "constitution." 

B. A.-,v ell l have nmv been corked up for a long time; but he ha.s promised to put in a new cork which will admit a little more 
air. Bat if you would be my friend, and just when he is changio" it k,,ioch him dou:n, I'll jump out like a good one. 

F. T.-That I will; depend upon it you shall yet be FREE. " ' 

No.19. 
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DISPUTES BETWIXT MEN AND MASTERS. 

Though the agitation for the repeal of the corn laws 
has somewhat abated, there never was a time when the 
effects of these laws ":ere so ~isible, and so severely felt, 
as at present. All this abating of wages, and all this 
'Yant of employment, _proceeds principally, if not en
tirely, from the workmg of these laws. Masters and 
men are now every where caviling about wages, whereas 
the real cause of these abatements is, the want of a mar
~et for their goods. So soon as we have an open
mg for our manufactured goods at remuneratin(J' pri~es 

·11 b ' so. so?n w1 wages. cease to fall, and not till then ; but 
this 1_mprovement 1s not to be expected without the 
adopt10n. o~ free tr~de. By a combination of favourable 
events, 1t 1s possible we may have occasionally a few 
months. of better demand, but permanent commercial 
pro~penty cannot be. expected under the present system. 
I will tell the. op~rati ves honestly, nothing but this will 
prevent unprmc1pled masters from taking advanta(J'e 
of s~ack markets and pouncing upon wages, and co~
pellmg the respectable houses to follow the same course. 
They h~ve suffered themselves to be deluded by those 
who raised the cry, that "cheap food would lower 
wages.'' . ~hey withdrew their weight from the free 
trade ag1tat10~, and are now likely to be the greatest 
sufferers from its partial failure. 

Many capit~lists arE: now looking on, and a great 
amount of capital remams in abeyance, waiting the first 
pr~spect of a pr?fitable outlay-proofs that manufac
!m:mg at present 1s not a profitable speculation. Hence 
1t 1s, to the. demand for our goods, that we must look, 
and to nothing else, as the influencing cause of keeping 
wages up. Miserable as are the wages of hand~loom 
wea~ers, many of the master manufacturers give out 
as little work a~ they possibly can, and tbe poor 
creatures are beggrng for warps at prices whicl1 cannot 
keep body and soul together. Spinners stop their mills 
under every pretext ; and if a mill or machinery comes 
to ~e sold, £60,000 worth will scarcely fetch £10,000. 
It 1s nu use masters and men combatin(J' with each 
other. It is like husband and wife qua~relin(Y and 
allowin_g love to fly out at the window, when p

0

~verty 
comes mat the door. Instead of this, they should look 
at the caus~ and not ~avil with each other about the effect. 
Mon~poly is oppressmg both; it has ruined our trade in 
refusmg an exchange for corn and provisions, in order to 
keep up the rental of our landowners. It is this which 
has greatly reduced the value of our goods, and made 
them unsaleable; and the masters, in order to save 
themselves, are now falling upon wages. This I feel 
confident is the truth of the whole matter. 

Diminis~ing the production by short time will not 
cu.re the evil. If _we were the only producei·s of cloth, it 
m1~ht make a d1ffe!ence ; but by refusing tt9 take the 
agncultural productLOns of other countries, we have 
m!ide them also manufacturers; and if our mills stand 
still, those on the Continent will not. And while their 
food is little mor~ than half the price of ours, they will 
push on and .gam ~n advantage by our stopping, and 
undersell us m spite of fate. If our trade is not to be 
un~~ackell~d; if we are still by unjust laws to force 
Bl'ltish capital and British labour into other countries 

' 

to become our rivals and superiors, down our trade is 
sure to come, and the work-people to be grm:nd into 
the earth. 

But it is objected, " if we bad an exteution of trade 
the work would all be performed by machinery''. This is 
a mistake. There is no really '' self-acting" machinery ; 
and alth::mgh manual labour is SUflplanted in ce1tain de
partments, the effect of improved machinery, in the long 
run, is to increase and not to diminish the am unt of 
manual labour. It is true that fewer hands produce the 
same weight of yarn, or the same length of cloth; but 
the invariable effect of such machinery is to cheapen the 
articles, and consequently lead to such an increased con
sumption, in the end, as really to employ more hands. No 
sign of plenty of work for tlie people is so certain as that 
of machine makers being busy. Improved machinery 
enables us to supply tbe article cheaper than other coun
tries, and if the effect is not now felt, it is not the fault of 
machinery, but of the restrictions which are imposed 
upon the sale of its produce. If it had not been for our 
machinery we shonld have bren fast long since, for, if 
onr goods bad been produced dearer than those of other 
countries, our mills must have gives up. But, with our 
present advantages, if we were allowed to sell or exchange 
freely with all nations, every idle hand would soon find 
employment. There are, say, 500 persons employed in a 
mill; by introducing new machinery 50 are thrown out of 
work ; to the iu<lividnals this is a selious matter; but by 
working on in the old way, the whole concern would have 
to stop altogether, which is fully explained, in the 
case of many old mills which are now shut up. It is the 
least evil that 50 should suffer rather than that the "hole 
500 should be unemployed. lL must never be forgotten 
that our restrictive laws have created opponents whic 1 we 
have to meet in the markets, and that without improved 
machinery we have no chance in the contest. 

But why should all these disputes about employment 
and wages be confined to manufacturers? Why is it 
that there is no employment to be bad but within the 
walls of cotton mi.11s ? Why is it that the poor fa
rnil v can meet with no chance of work for their children 
but~" sending them to the factory'' ? Is there no ouy 
of men to contend with about work and wages but the 
factory masters ? Who receive all the rental o{ the land, 
and the immense amount which we daily pay for our 
food ? Have we no claim upon the landowners ? 0 ught 
not the land to employ a great many more people than 
it dues at present ? The landowners are laughing be
hind the scenes, allowing the men and masters to 
quarrel, anel trying to keep their hands in the pockets of 
both. Because they have absented themselves, are thcey to 
be held guiltless, and the manufacturers to bear all the 
reproach of want of work and low wages? If we had 
the right of trading with the world, we sbonld llave 
plenty of employment and they might remain absen"/tees; 
but if they take this right away, they ought to emploYJ the 
people. I have it from the best authority that the mum
her of farmers' labourers is being constantly redwced, 
and the reason assigned is, that rents and taxes a ·e so 
high, that they cannot afford to keep them. TheYT are 
therefore driven to seek a living in the towns, and s·well 
the number of factory people ; and yet amid all this;, the 
lords of the soil manage to escape all the odiunu of 
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re:f ucing wages. The poor beggar finds no fault with 
those who drive him away and give him nothing, but 
raises a loud complaint against the individual who offers 
him only a crust of bread. 

Whatever may be said, none are so interested in free 
trade as the operatives. If goods cannot be sold for a 
profit, masters fall upon wages; but in proportion as 
they realize a profit, they are sure to feel anxious to do 
more business, and must keep up wages for that pur
pose. And there are also many others waiting for an 
opening to invest their capital. lVhen profits are good, 
new establishments are sure to start up; more hands are 
employed and better wages given. Like those confined 
in the black hole at Calcutta, we are struggling and fall
ing out with each other, for want of commercial liberty; 
but let us remember, that the fault is neither with the 
men nor the masters, but with those who have locked us 
up from the markets of the world. 

SOCIAL INFLUENCE. 

Why is it that so many useful rules and valuable precepts 
are pubilislzed for the guidance of men's conduct, and yet so 
little effect produced ? I consider that the chief reason is, 
that the se precepts do not become impressed by social influ
ence Precepts given from a warm heart, in the company 
of friends, with the enchanting effect of frequent social in
tercour~ ·e, have an infinitely greater effect than when merely 
printed on paper. I don't think society is ever to be re
formed !by paper and ink; we must do it by social and friendly 
intercolllrse, and I trust we may soon begin to have social 

rm determined to floor this steam. 

MASTER FERRAND ! 

meetings in which, abandoning old forms and ceremonies, 
the pervading spirit shall be love, and the sole object the 
reformation and happiness of each other. It is thus that 
good actions are stimulated till they acquire the firmness of 
fixed habits. 

THE UNITED STATES OF A.MERICA. 

The territory of the United States comprises one t1ventidh 
part of the habitable globe. Its arna is 2,300,000 square miles, 
or about two-thirds as great as that of the continent of Europe. 
It comprises 26 States, and each of these is an independant sove
reignty, united together for the purpose of mutual security and 
self interest. The population in 1840 was 17,068,000. To show 
its rapid increase during the last sixty years, we give the censuses. 

Year. Populatiou. 
1790 • • . • . . . . . • • . . . • • • . • . . . . • . . • ~,929,328 
1800 . . . . . . • • • . • . • • • . . • • . • • . . . . . . 5,300,000 
1810 • . . • . • . • . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • 7,239,903 
1820 • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . • 9,638,116 
1830 . . . . . • • . . • . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,838,670 
1840 . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . • • . • . . • • 17,068,000 

Should the population continue to increase in the same ratio 
in future, the following will be the results for a century, takinK 
periods of twenty years : 

Year. Population. 
1860 • •. • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • 30,333,311 
1880 . . . • • . . • • • . . • . • • . • . • . . . • • • • 53,825,785 
1900 • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . • 95,633,617 
1920 ........................... 171,015,319 
1940 •••.••••...••.•••••..•••... 304,026,233 

It is therefore quite probable that human beings are now in ex
istance who will live to see the territory of the United States 
contain a population of upwards of three hundred millions, and 
even then it will not be more densly peopled than Germany at 
the present time, nor half so much so as are the British islan<ls. 

FREE TRADE, PEACE AND PLENTY, 

By Mr. Buchin9ltam, late M. P. for Sltefiehl. 

If God's free bounty bi<ls this globe produce 
More than enough for all his creatures' use, 
Shall man monopolize the free supply, 
See brutes full fed w!iile fellow mortals die? 
Forbid it, Heaven I While earth's prolific fields 
For man and beast alike abundance yields, 
Free as the winds, and chainless as the sea 
Should intercourse between all nations be, 
Wh13rever land is found, or oceans roll, 
Or man exists-from lndus to the Pole. 
Then would unfettered industry be paid 
In the rich wealth its own free hands had made. 
Then would mankind fulfil Heaven's first decree, 
And earth with " fruitfulness " replenished be. 
Then would war's blood-red banner soon be furled, 
And peace triumphant reign throughout the world. 
,vhile freighted fleets would traverse every sea, 
And commerce wing her way, unchecked and free; 
Island be linked to island-main to main
Bindins all nalure fast in Love's harmonious chain. 
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VARIETIES. 
The Passive R esistance Movement is still in agitation in Man

chester. They are extending their exertions to other towns. Mr. 
Woolley says " our pledge is to abstain entirely from ale, spirits, 
and wine ; from the use of sugar we wish totally to ah.stain, and 
as much as possible from tea, coffee, and tobacco. By ceasing to 
use ale, pirits, and sugar, we strike a 'heavy blow' at two great 
monopolists, the English and West Ind;a landowner, and 
through all we withhold supplies from a government which is their 
slave.·• Anti-Bread-Tax Circular, 

Free trade in sugar would open up to our merchants the com
merce of South America, as a free trade in corn would the 
North American continent. Both measures are indispensable for 
giving us the full advantages presented to us by the new world. 
Yet the article of sugar, like the article of corn, is withdrawn 
from Sir Robert Peel's tariff l 

Sutton-in-Ashfield.-We are informed that a fourth tenpenny 
poor rate for the present month, is applied for; the overseers 
having another call upon them by the guardians. The state of 
the populous parish of Sutton-in-Ashfield is truly deplorable. 
Want and woe may be traced in the features of the greater portion 
of the inhabitants, in their most distressing forms. In addition 
to other evils, the typhus fever has recently been so virulent that 
in one neighbourhood, consisting of more than forty houses, only 
three have escaped its visitations, and this is said to arise C'hipfly 
from want of proper food and clothing.-Nottingham Review. 

Repeal Agitation.-It is time the Corn Law repealers should 
begin to collect together their forces, and to renew their system 
of agitation. They have already destroyed one government, and 
wrung concessions from another; and if they continue their agita
tion in a legal and constitutional manner there can be no douht 
of ultimate success, and that the prosperity of the country will 
finally be based on the only foundation which can be permanent, 
namely, the principles of free tra<le.-Bolton Free Press. 

Monstrous Imposition on the Poor Consumer of Sugar.-Eight 
tl1onsand ono hundred aud fifty bags of :Manilla sugar were offered 
for sale, last week, hy auction. Only 12s. per cwt. were bid. 
It might probably be bought for 14s. per cwt., or I½d. per lb l 
The duty is 6¾d. per Ju! The poor man must pay 7d. per lb for 
his sugar, owing to the protection to the West India merchants, 
who have already received twenty millions sterling from the 
British public.-Szm. 

Repeal better than bit anrl bit Measures.-It becomes exceedingly 
questionable whether the bold course of an almost open trade would 
not he the hest for the tenant farmer. He would then know at 
once the full extent of the mischief which awaits him; rents would 
be adju ted upon an entirely new footing ; all exi ting leases and 
agreements would be cancelled, and there would he an immediate 
adaptation of rent and expenses to price,;.-Mar/, Lane Express. 

Any Watches Wauted ?-l am credibly informed that there are 
900 watches in pawn at two brokers in this town. It is to be 
feared that "judgment may go by default" in reference to many of 
these. 

Breakfast Powder.-I have been favoured with a sample of Mr. 
J\Jinshall's Breakfast Powder, Temperance Hotel, Huddersfiel<l 
which is used as a substitute for coffee. rt seems to be a good 
imitation. It is sold wholesale at 32s. per cwt. and retailed at 
6d. per lb. 

Wheat/or Barley.-It is common in Norfolk and Suffolk for 
farmers to give their labourers ten pecks of malt, as part of their 
wages, for them to brew beer, to take into the field during the five 
weeks ef harvest. This I should like in future to be exchanged 
for the same quantity of wheat, which they might manufacture 
into bread.-S. JARROLD, Norwich. 

A Good Business. (?)-The following is from an advertisement: 
-" To let the Sun public house, with a good business attached.'' 
Aflonrish111g business in this line is as bad as it can be; but when 
it becomes almost extinct, it certainly may be considered compa
ratively good. It is in this sense I understand the meaning of the 
advertisement. 

Specimen. - The Iron trade is in a deplorable state.-St,jford
shire Examiner. There are immense stocks of Nails on ha1d, for 
which no market can be found.-Ib. It is computed t1at the 
falling off of wages and profits in the Hosiery and Lace tndes in 
this vicinity since 1826, is to the extent of £14,000 wetkly.
Nottingham Ret•iew. In Wakefield there were 40 quarers of 
Barley brought, which lhey could not sell on account of the bad 
state of trade.-The papers abound with notices like these. One 
universal depression has come over the country. 

Poverty and Drinking.-" There is terrible distress in Stock
port; every thing is at a stand." So said a traveller in a ail way 
carriage; to which a gentleman replied, " of course then al your 
public houses are shut up,'' supposing that as the people could 
not get bread, they would not spend any money on drink. "Nay 
I dont know that they are,'' was his answer, and this correiponds 
with what we see elsewhere. Bolton is often referred to as a 
place of great poverty ; but yet a stranger visiting Bolt on a 
Monday evening, will find plenty of drunken men in the stree·s; and 
some of the drinking shops crowded. The same may be 1aid to 
the shame of our own town. 

A Poor Case.-I work at Oakenshaw as a drawer to calico 
printers, and have had about half work these last three years up to 
last December, taking one week with another. Since .hen I 
have got about 2s. 6d. a week and this is to support mysel~ wife, 
and two children ; and I cannot see any hopes of a better 
state of things with what the government is bringing forward 
for us.-J. B. 

" The Money Market has been very satisfactory.''-So ha.ve the 
newspapers represented of late; but the weavers will not believe 
it. They say it is drifted into heaps like snow in windy weather, 
and that their share is literally nothing. 

Birds' Nests.-Poor little things! how prettily these winged 
songsters build their nests. Parents who pay attention to their 
children, should not allow them to rob tl1ese of their pretty houses. 

Pidgeon Kerping is one of the first steps to the prison, and 
lads should all bo cautioned against it. 

Church Extention.-However we admire the zeal of tho~e who 
are labouring and subscribing their money for erecting new churche!l, 
I do most seriou ly question their judgment. Churches may he 
bnilt, but the people will not go to church, and it were rasy to 
show the reason of this. What remains to be done is, for Urn 
clergy to go to the people, and to teach them whenever and where
ver they can get either a few or a great number together; in the 
highways and byeways, in their own hou,es, in the treet, in the 
market pla<'e, or by the river side. Instead of waiting for a few 
hundreds to come to a consecrated building on the Sunda:>, a 
diligent teacher, beginning on Monday morning, and labouring 
till Saturday night, might teach weekly at least 10,000 persons 

A Day's Wor/1.-In a letter by l\Ir. Sinclair Thompson to the 
Joltn o' Groats Journal, we have the following day'11 work of the 
Rev. R. G. Mason, the Scottish Temperance Advocate:-" On 
Sabbath day, he preached at the schoel-house of Laxfirth, at 8 
A. M.; in the parish church of Fromgall, at 11 ; at Scallo ay, 
in the Independent chapel, at 2 P. M.; in the Island of Trondra, 
at 4; in the established church of Hurrah, at 6 ; and in the ap
tist meeting house, at 8 P. l\I. Thus you perceive he preached 
six times, always to crowded congregations, and travelled eight 
miles by sea and land in one day.'' 

- --------------
NOTICE - EMIG RAT 10 N. 

Considerable attention will be paid to the subject of Emigra
tion in the future numbers of the Struggle. I shall feel obli~ed, 
therefore, for information and ass ·stance from those who 
thoroughly understand the subject; or for any interesting leLters 
which may have been recently received from emigrants. 
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by W. Strange, 21, Paternoster Row, London; Gadsby and 
Heywood, Manchester; Riley, Chestergate, and J. Blacksl:naw, 
Stockport; Kershaw, South Market, and Mann, Central Maxket 
Leeds; Hague, Barnsley; E. Bowker, Acrington ; Hargreaves 
& Co., Blackburn; 44, Westgate, Huddersfield; 67, Miller 
Street, Glasgow ; Nichols, Bradford. 



UERRY ENGLAND. 

We11 sing of meri•y Enghtnd, 

In good ohl bygone tirn~, 

"'hen echo'd enry honest !wart, 

The bells did m, ny chime: 

,vhen honest toil could fiml its meed, 

The labourer gain his hirr, 

When five dd.ys' work could sprcnd his bonrd, 

And light bis Christmas fire. 

We'll sing of merry England, 

,vhen EnglnnJ ·s sons were blest, 

,vhcn every want supplied, they still 

Had time for mirth anJ rest, 

,vhen he wl o plied the busy loom, 

Or ho who till'd the soil, 

Coul<l mass ,enough in good oltl a~e, 

Th,• fr nit qf early toil. 

,ve·n sing o merry England, 

The IJ\1\d cmr fathers lo,·e·l, 

And well tluoy mlght--Britnnnh\ once 

A kin11ly other proved. 

Oh? it \\'8..S, nee a luopy thinl 

An E11glislhman to be; 

lint now is Im ned the ••ilded l'"~c 

Of het 1.,ri ht hi.tory. 

But wlu, h,u11 turned the gihk,1 pa!:c, 

And hush, .. d the merry song? 

ls it their w1urk ?--those hnlf-stac.-e<l poor 

·who ever:,y workhouse throng? 

Ha,·e they rccfused to labour on, 

Deserted v1Jough or loom? 

Let every 1?1'M area.son a.sk 

Why ll1is should be their doom. 

Yes, let him w.k from every ~itle, 

This ans" er he will iret, 

'' Old England's sons are still the rnme, 

Bra,·e and industrious yet; 

Fearless of all compeers they stnnrl. 

Of naught: Sa.Ye <:riwc, afrnid; 

They do but daim for !Jar<l-1\'rought "01·1<, 

They n.s!t but to be 11ni,l." 

Paid! yes, nud with a ri;;ht to spend 

In cheapest marts their due; 

Yes, from" protrc ion's" partial hnud 

They claim protection too; 

And not that taxed l•ccad tl1ould he 

By :a-cd labour bougbt, 

An<l that the equa.l rights of i.11 

No 1r.ore be set at naught. 

Oh: were it io;from worl,hnuse doors 

·would swnrm a. miling thron,:: 

l'mih :r, nlthoush en~ eblcd half 

ny long e11durc·d "ron , ; 

Hut,, ith a i;laddcned hope to Ree 

l'lenty allll ptaco abound, 

Knowing tbatjoJOnsly gain 

They'll join tl1<• merrJ· s,mnd. 

1·c•. tltcJ·d ">ing ofme.-ry l:nglanrl, 

T and cf the brnvo Mt<l fr e, 

Once moro the rirhtly choecn spot 

Fur w01 th 1111d in(lu::;try. 

t,.!:;~,_t A11tl sing our right, our honeF-t ri •ht-

A due reward for toil; 

Jl. a,-cn's blessings on the people rest, 

/ And on om· English oil, 

SAMPSON IN 'fHE PIIILISTINES' TEMPLE. 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH. 

Many persons are puzzled to understand how it is thrit 
we have so rnucli national wealtlt, a1i<l yet the wo1·king 
people c-ome in for so small a sllare. This ]J.owever is not 
difficult to un<lerstand. The producing syst m. is as per
fect as nerd be, but the distributing system i:, exctledingly 
faulty. Nationally we are rich, yet the muhttide me 
poor. Let us see how the different classes get their 
portions. The landed proprietors get their po1tions at the 

No. ao. , · 

hand f the farmers in the shape of rent. The trailing 
cla -sc s get their portion· by the difference in the price 
bctwi ·t buying and selling. The professious by ex
change for their services, which may be called their 
wabcs. A host of i:1l1ividuals in the church, in the 
army and navy, the sinecurists :md pensioners, get large 
portions of the national wealth at the hands of the go
vermnent, who take it from the people iu the shape of 
taxes. The working man gets his portion only thron(J'h 
the medium of wages. It is true he sometimes get; a 
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little in tho shape of charity, or from the parish; some 
there are who borrow or get into debt, and a few who 
~teal; but the reputable and usual mode of participating 
111 the national wealth, on the part of the operatives, is 
through the medium of wages only. 

How very important then it is in the distributive ar
rangements that every man shonlcl be fully employed, 
otherwise he gets no wages, and consequently, no part of 
the national wealth. How very important al o it is that 
the wager; of those who are employed, should be kept np 
to their full value, otherwise he is deprived of a portion 
of those articles upon which his wages are e&pended. 

But lest we should think that wages can be raised or 
lowered at pleasure, we ought to attend to the law which re
gulates wages. \V ages constitute the balance of what any 
article will fetch in the market, after paying for the raw 
material, the incidental expenses, and profit upon capital. 
This is the general r{'gulating principle in relation to 
wages, although it may be partially and temporally in
terfered with both by men and masters. To keep up wages, 
then, is to keep ui, the balance which the selling price of 
goods will leave over and above the cost of the raw ma
terial, the necessary expenses of working, and the master's 
profit upon capital; for, however ready some masters are 
to reduce wages, they are prevented doing so when the 
balance is large, by the competition of others, who are 
always ready to embark in any trade yielding profit; but 
if the balance is on the other side, and they cannot reduce 
the expense of working, or the raw V material, they 
are sure to fall upon wages. Our great effort, then, in 
order to keep np wages, should be to make our trade free 
and profitable by gaining access to the markets of the 
world ; and the man that expects to keep up wages, and 
give the labouring population a greater share of the 
national wealth, through any other medium than that of 
making labour fetch a re:nunerating price to the em
ployer, in the sale of the goods it is expended upon, is 
deceiving the people. 

Employment, producing wages, being the only medium 
through which the multitude can get any part of the 
national wealth, it should be the study of every statesman, 
and every philanthropist, so to expG ncl the capital of the 
country as to procure this. We should not only exte11d 
our foreign trade for this purpose, but, instead of wasting 
capital foolishly at home, we should always expend it, 
so as to produce the greatest amount of profitable 
labour. 

The working man's share of the national wealth is 
also materially affected by the price of food. That part 
of the national wealth which the working man seeks, 
consists of food, clothing, and necessaries, but especially 
food. His share, then, is increased or lessened as the 
price happens to be high or low. If food be cheap, he 
gets plenty, and perhaps a fair portion of clothing; if 
food be dear he gets no clothing, and frequently not a 
sufficiency of food. Whatever inequalities may bf) 
tolerated in society, there ought to be none as it re
spects a full belly among those who are sober and in
dustrious. But nothing can be clearer than this, that 
while food is kept up at one-third above its proper price, 
and no advance of wages to correspond, that great num
bers will come short of what ought to be their portion. 
By the working of an unjust Corn Law, the landowners 

take from the working people a deal of money, and give 
them but little food in exchange, so that here also the 
distributive principle is perverted to the disadvantage of 
the poor. 

If we be really wishful, therefore, that the law of 
distribution should be altered so as to give the working 
classes a fair portion of our national wealth, we should 
first seek to promote every possible improvement in 
our trade, so that the people might have employment, 
and at the best wages the market would afford ; and 
secondly, we should, by opening our ports, bring down 
the price of food, so that they migl_it get plenty to eat 
and a fair share of clothing and other necessaries with 
which the country abounds. 

\tVho does not see that the Corn Law is the great di
pressor of wages, by limiting our trade; and that the 
same law, by keeping up food, is depriving the workers 
of their honest share of that, which they themselves pro
ducer 

Whi.le the scanty portion of the working classes is 
thus paired down hy the <louble operation of the Com 
Laws, it is still made less by the government tax upon 
almost every article of consumption. Whi.le the mono
polists ,rncl the government take so large a share, those 
have no chance whose only medium of obtaining wealth 
is by wages-now miserably reduced, 

It is also proper to mention, in considering the whole 
subject 0f distribution, that whatever wages men may 
get, and however cheap food may bo, unless they are 
provident, they will still be poor. For if a man, whose 
wages are sufficient to give him a handsome share in 
the food and clothing of the country, should be so 
foolish as to spend a great portion in drink, no law of 
distribution, however much improved, could better his 
condition. He buys ale instead of bread, and gin in
stead of clolhing. The cost of educating his children 
is more than spent in law ~quabbles, and therefore with 
all his chances he ,,ill still have to complain of poverty 

While I never expect to see an equality, which, if it 
could be effected, would not continue a week, I do sin
cerely wish to see such a distribution as shall secure to 
every industrious sober family plenty of food, decent 
clothing, and a comfortable home. More than this fiew 
desire ; with less than this, in wealth-producing England, 
no man ought to be content. 

The distribution of wealth, an<l the laws affecting it 
ought to be well understood, and constantly discussed. 

EMIGRATION LETTER. 

Utica, Onieda County, 310, Genesee Street., 
April 2nd, 1842. 

DEAR AND RESPECTED Srn, 
I hope this will find you and family in good health of body amd 

mind, for, blessed be a kind and merciful Providence, it leaves 
me so at the present time. Many and complicated are the scemes 
I have witnessed since I left England last May, bound for 
America on board the ship Brooklyn. The second night we w<ere 
out we ran foul of a brig, homeward bound, from Valparaiso, ricJhly 

· freighted with specie and copper metal. ,ve struck her ri~ht 
midships, and in two minutes we heard her sink, amid the cr,ies 
and groans of her brave crew, who found a watery grave. It ,was 
truly alarming. Our vessel was sadly shattered, and we were in 
great danger for eight hours, until relieved by a steamer. We 
put back to Liverpool, paid our passage again in the paclket 
Europe. ,ve this time made a good voyage. 
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It is a fine sight for a man of a composed mind to go on deck 
at midnight in a severe storm and see the electric flash from the 
angry contending waves, and at the same time feel the gallant. 
ship beneath trembling like a willow. It truly verifies the words 
of the Psalmist, "they that go down to the sea in ships see the 
wonders of the Lord." In 29 days, hearts beating high with 
joy, we saw some of the finest scenery in the world, on New 
Jersey and Staten Island coa t. There is all the beaut) that 
nature and art combined can produce to please the most refined 
taste of the traveller. After laying quarintine one day at Staten 
Island, we sailed through the narrows-a fine view. The clllnnel 
is fortified with eight batteries of cannon, and a few 74 man a 
wars, well mounted, with good looking, well paid seamen,-real 
Yankee tars. New York is a busy place; we saw vessels belong
ing to almost every nation in the world, with their various ban
ners, but preeminently the star spangled banner of Columbia. 
Every person here appears intent on business, and as they pass on 
'Change, one invariably catches the passing words, dollars, dol
lar,; a stranger almost fancies nothing else worth ever speaking 
about but dollars. New York differs from many cities of the old 
world; it takes up an area of double the size, for the same popula
tion, for nearly every house has its garden attached to it, and 
almost every one has a row of maple trees, which give pleasure 
to the eye and the mind. It feels like a rural district, although 
it is a crowded mercantile city. I stopped first in the Mansion 
House, built for G. ,v ashington, the father of this republic. 
What a change since the pilgrim fathers, who were persecuted 
by a set of sectarian bigots, at home, in the cold winter of 1623, 
landed in Massachusets, without a cover from the howling winds of 
the forest, on the barren rock! The old stone jug is still preserved 
from which they quenched their thirst at the pure crystal stream of 
Plymouth rock. It was here the bud of liberty began to germi
nate, which is now matured into a wide-spread republic of 
17,000,000 inhabitants ! ! ! The climate here is a little different 
from yours: summers warmer, winters colder, and more d1·y frost 
and snow. The people are hospitable, inquisitive of strangers, 
generous, fond of their conn ry, proud of their liberty, very hard 
traders, fond of " shaving,'' as they call it. They eat only three 
times per day, but are fond of dainties. Their manners at fune
rals are bette1· than the Eni;lish. They never send a man round 
to invite, but it is public for every body ; the minister goes and 

ives an :tddre s: and then the corpse is carried to the graveyard, 
utsitle the dty. Every corpse has a new grave; the old ones are 
eve1· open d ; nothing is pro ided in the shape of cakes, &c. 
he school ystem is good here; every child from 5 to 14 years 
taught frn' ; al o free libraries : the one in this city has 931 

olume in it. I find them good historians, and well versed in 
eography, but deficient in many of the sciences. The constitu
ons are generally good, though some thing'! want reforming. 
here is a great excitement about the slave trade. It will be 

hanged before long; it is a stain on the American characte1·. 
Provisions are cheap here : !lour £1 3s. per J 961:bs. ; potatoes 

s. per bushel, of 50lbs. ; apples 9d. per 50lbs. ; beef 2d., pork 
d., mutton Id., butter 6d., cheese 3½d., coffee 7d., tea 4s. per 

each. ,v e are not oppressed by a despotic, unjust, starvation 
orn Law. There is at the present time 118,178,441 acres 
f land offered for sale at 5s. per acre. The land near the 
·ty sells at from £10 to £20 per acre. If you can only repeal 
at murdering, God-insulting, man-destroying law, we will send 

ou millions of barrels of flour to feed your starving population. 
f the people of Britain can once be made sober and instructed, 
nd made to feel their moral strength, and manifest it, then will 
ey with moral force be able to uproot the proud tyrar.nical 
istocracy, from which will spring, on the ruins of poverty and 
isrule, all the blessings of plen y and liberty. Dear sir, I gave 
ay all my tracts and papers. I want you to send me two or 

ree of every kind of tracts that have been published on the Tem
rar.ce q11estion, and any thing else that is new or instructing. 
also want a volume of the J!,Joral Reformer. The temperance 
use is going on rapidly here; it is almost universal in this county. 
rewers have shut up: distillers have sold off; not one farmer in 
hundred will sell his grain to a distiller. It is taking hold of tho 

ublic mind. I hope it is going on well with you, and that it may 
eedily overspraad the world; and the pure stream of morality, 
ligion, and virtue, overflow the land, fo_r which ~Oll have be~n 
defatigable in yom· labours. I am glad 1t was gorng on weU in 

Blackburn when I left it. And now the bearer is ready to start, 
or you should have haJ a longer letter. 

May the God of grace be with you, and bless you with every 
comfort this world can afford, is tile prayer of your ever humble 
and affectionate friend, 

To Mr. J. Livesey. JAMES LIGIITBOWN. 
P. S.-I shall feel glad to hear from you. If you can spare 

time, send a letter by the bearer. Give my love to Swindlehurst, 
Haworth, Frankland, and others, and you will greatly oblige me. 
Yours, &c., J. L. 

HOW DOES CIIEAP BREAD KEEP UP WAGES ? 

,vhen food is cheap, the industrious classes clothe themselves; 
and the increased demand in the home market produces great 
manufacturing and commercial prosperity; more hands are re
quired, and, to obtain them, higher wages are given. "'hen corn 
is dear, on the other hand, the whole of the wages of the working 
classes are expended in providing food for their families, and their 
demand for manufactures ceases ; our exports a1·e increased, and 
fo1·ei1.:n markets are glutted with the very goods which should have 
clothed and made comfortable the wives, families, and homes, of 
English workmen; and ruinous forced sales of them are effected 
at a loss, that our mill owners may obtain remittances, an<l con
tinue to pay the operatives their weekly wages; bankrnptcies 
follow, mills stop, operatives are without employment, or work 
only half time, and, consequently, wages fall, or, what comes to 
the same, their weekly earnings are diminished. The unemployed 
operatives, having pawned everything, are driven in destitution 
from their cottages, which are left without tenants ; no addilional 
buildings are wanted ; masons, bricklayers, plasterers, ph:mbP.rs. 
joiners, and painters, are therefore thrown out of work. No new 
mills are erected, no new machinery is required, mechanics, 
foundry men, labour's at iron wot·ks, miners, and their tool makers, 
are 'all also deprived of employment; shoemakers, tailors, shop
keepers, andlastly, bread bakers, lose these their former custom
ers, and become lhPmselves victims of the all-pervading evil. A 
scarceness of bread and dear food &inks them, too, into the 
miserable ranks of the nonproducers, to augment the swelling 
numbers of dependent pauperized consumers. Hence it is that a 
high price of food, during the last four years, has gradually produ
ced an uni veroal, and increa ing great stagnation in every trade. 
'Yhil t in 1835, for instance, when wheat was at less than forty 
shillings per quarter, we had a pNiod of great manufactnl'ing and 
comrne1·cial prosperity, wilh good wages, for the simple reason, 
that besides evc•ry body having plenty of food, upwards of 
.£1t,,OOO,OOO were swecl to tlrn labouring classes on wheat alouc, 
which being spent in manufactures increased lhe demaud for 
labour and raised wages. During the recent period of high prices 
for food, great has been the distress of the mannfacturiu~ dis
tdcts, in which the capitalists have largely shared, by a consHlera
ble declinP, nay, almost a destruction of profits, and even, i1'. many 
instances, of capital also, of which, alas ! the present umver al 
low wages, or din1inished weekly earnings, want of empleyment, 
and destitution of the labourers throughout the country is, ne
cessarily, the consequeuce. The repeal of the corn laws would 
secure a steady supply of cheap food in exchange for our manu
factures, by which we should minister to the wants of foreign na
tions, out of our superabundance of manufactures, anti receive iu 
return out of their superahundanco, food for the l11011sa11cls who 
are now famishing with hunger, and God's comrnand to do unto 
others, as we would they should do unto us, would_ be ohC'ycd, 
the national distress would be removed, the prospenty of trade 
would be restored, and competition for labourers would raise 
wages and give constant employment to all classes of labourers; 
for thl:l effect of revived commerce would soon reach the agri
cultural labourer ; and the higher wages obtained in trades and 
manufactories would, as a matter of course, raise wages in the 
farming distiicts. 

WORKMEN OF ENGLAND ! 
l\Ieditate seriously on these things! The deep-felt and wide

spread misery brought upon all by the corn and provision laws 
denounce thefr selfish, sordid origin, and impious iniquity, and 
call upon you, as christians who ask God for your daily brnad, and 
pray that His righteous will may be done in earth as it is in heave?, 
to exert your combined efforts, by every lawful means, to obtam 
their total and immediate abolition.-H. 
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VARIETIES. 

lnconsistency.-Twenty-four clergymen of the Established 
Church have signed the Manchester petition in favour of the 
government measures, though when solicited to sign for a repeal 
of the Corn Laws, they excused themselves uy alleging that it ,v..as 
a 'political question.-A nti-Bread-Tax Circular. Parsons, it 
seems, will n,ot si;;n for a big loaf for others, though they are 
always said to be fond of both "louves an_dfislies'' for themselves. 

Dear Sttgar.-,Vlrnt a pity that sugar shoultl be iO dear! 
Rhubarb is now almost for nothing, and if sugar VI ere che·p, poot· 
people might get plenty of rhuLarb pie; but it is so dear they can
not afford to buy it. They cannot get evP.n th~ plain luxury of 
a bit of pi~. Numerous vcget,tbles auu fruits could be adopted for 
foo<l, if sugar were cheap. 

Poor Colne.-We are informed that the once busy dotl.c hall of 
Colne is now occupieu by the troops, who are stationed ·here to 
preserve peace among the starving men an<l their starving fami-
1ies.-Anti-Bread Ta:t Circular. 

A Reminder.--The Tories _ must have forgotten the cry 
they raised, that " a repeal of the Corn Laws would bring 

·aown wages; 1
' for they are now assisting the partial repeal of the 

beef anu cattle laws, as highly henefical to th,~ working clas~cs. 
,vm cheap corn. produce low wages, ancl cheap beef the contrary 
effect? How people forget thcmsclve~, when they write for party 
and not for truth. 

Retaliation._:A new tariff on foreign goods is now before 
the American congress. r mong other enactments it pl'Ovidcs 
that after the 30th Jnnt', 1842, the clnty on all manufoctured 
goods, excepting certain specified sorts, shall be 30 per cent arl 
valorem. But perhaps the most alarming feature of the proposPu 
tariff, is an enactment which in substance imposes on all coloured 
cottons, linens, woollens, worsted and silk mannfactnres, an addi
tional duty of ten per cent. ad valo,·em, after the :30th June, IR43: 
provided the countries from which such goocls al'e imported into 
United States Jo not, before that time, reduce theil' import duties 
on grain, flour, anu tobacco, to the rates of duty ( or, as we sup
pose, so as to be equivalent to the rates of duty) charged on the 
above specified manufactures. Nor is this all. Another clause 
of the bill proposes to levy, in addition to tlwse.duties, a. further 
and distinct duty of tht·ee per cent. ad va/orem on the first salrs 
of manufactured good~, di~posed of by auction, if "old \\'ithiu six 
months after importation into the states.- 11fand1ester Guardian. 

No Cheaper.- ,ve are now under the New Sliding Scale, hut 
though it is said that more than a million of quarters of grain ~ ·e 
iu bond, it doei> not come into the market. The speculators s m 

\ confluent that prices will yet be higher. There is but a limited 
stock in the country, a11d though h11ng1·y people are compelled to 
abstain from beef, butter, anJ chce,e, the) caunot prolon~ life 
without oatmeal. Even the workho·use will not dPny the m thi., 
Yott must not therefore be angry, good people, if. prices sliue up 
again, by Sir Robert's new plan. 

Poverty and Low Prices.-Tt is the tariff of grim pove1ty, antl 
not that of Sit· Robert Peel, whieh has brou~ht down lhe prices 
of butter and cheese. Not a nound has come iu by any, ne w re
gulation; and yet, owing to - the limited consumption o last 
winter, stocks are unusually heavy, and prices on the decline. 

Alarming Symptoms.-At Chorley about 500 of the unemployed 
pa~·aded the street~, and received as relief £9 in money, 9 cwt. of 
of bread, 1 cwt. of cheese, and 1 cwt. of bacon. At Colue there 
has been a procession and a meeting of some thousands carrying a 
flag " bread or blood." In the neighbourhood of Dudley thou
sands of starving workmen have assembled to resist a furtlwr re
duction of wages, which were already as low, in many instances, 
as five anu four shillings a week . . Poor law riols have tak1'L1 
place at "\Vigan and at Leic<'ster. Al Burnley, and the neighbour
h~od meetings of thousands of une oyocl, foodle~s, ancl : \most 
houseless beings arc being held on each succe ·sive Sunday, and the 
cry of" Give us bread" is changing to" Let ns take it."-Circ11lar. 

Glasgow.-Emigration.-The "Queen of the Isles•' sailed 
from the Ilroomielaw on :Monday fon•1wo11 for Montreal with 
upwards of seventy emigrants on board. A gniat crowd was col
leoted on ihe..so.uth .tide of the rirnr to witne~s hPr dt•parttir<', an<l 

I 
We can fo•t: C!tenper in Fr,mce.--"'tt'hy <lo so many rrentlefolks 

many followeu tllo vc scl along the hank a long ·ts they could 11 lt'ave thi conntry to livo on tlHi Cot1ti11ent ?-To avoid the cost 
keep it in v_iew. Several other mig1·ant i1l1ips i~re. lo lea re the of drar liciu;; creat e by thc-ir own Corn Laws, 'fhns they in
hat·~our tins week, and some of theni, wt: arc rnlormed, liau a11 I lict upon us hi'.•hly taxed fooil, and then run away from it a11d 
theu· s~eer~ge herlhs ?ngngcd i-ome 1l_ays ag~. On Tn<.>. tlay the I rob the co1rntry or the b •nl!nt which it ought to enjoy of having 
splenu1d ship Pcttl1~l11re left tlw Brom1Plaw w1th her full complc- the rcutll p.ir1t at h1m1 •, • 
ment of p:isscngers, 214, being the large t numhc>r of emigra nt, 
that ever left the Clyde in 0110 vessel for the United Statt•s. As 
it was known th,1t the Perthshire would ~ail upon the day a ,\ver
tised, a great concourse of spectators and friends of the emigra. 1t 
lined the quay or1 the south siue of the river- to witness her de
parture. The passengers were all of a very respectable cla ~, 
chiefly farmers anu theil' friends, au:l were in the be·t spidt · , 
from the handsome accommodation of the $hip and the finene~s of 
the day.-Scotsmau. 

A Prera.ilh,g E1·ro1·.-If we really mean to do well we mu•t 
depend more upon ourselves a11u less upon gor::nwieilf. Some 
p 'Opie !eem tQ thi1,k that all 60011 is to flow from tlw lcgi~h lure : 
an,I read their proceedings daily a'! the only spring of hope. 
This is a great nti:J.nkc. \Vhat is wanted is, fo1· governmt'nts to 
do les~, anu the peo1,le more. If thC'y wonlu let us alone•, imply 

1 
protecting us from the interefcrcnces of others, W<' ntigh soon 
work out a soc.:i,11 r..:form and the promotion of our own happiues;;. 

1j 'hurch, puli1.:c, poor\; affairs, cdu1.:ation, commerce, all must be 
New Poor Law.-As yet there is no decided movement ' in the managed by government. A eountL·y will never ue great fo1· 

country in reference to the recnactment of the New Poor Law. \ which the governmeut is to do every thing. 
I shall shortly shew up it· numerous defects. Of all its foul!~, 
the bastardy part is about the worst. At present the crime ' of 
seduction and the number of illegitimate Lirths are most awful. If 
the clergy will not or cannot make the people more \·irtuous, 
the law ought to be nwch more strin:;ent towards these votaries 
of licentiousness. 

ON SA. LE, 

The J-Ioral R e.former, completP, 221 pa6es, 1rnm~ 
size as the Penny Magazine, ls. ; Letter Linin6s, 20 sortg, 
5s. per 1000 ; LivcsL,11 's Lecture on !tlalt Liquor, 2cl. ; 'l'em
perance Tules, and Temperance Standard 1Vvrl1s, I I., or, 

Youthful Deprat•ity.-Nothing surely is morn grievous than to 4s. per 100 ; H'e. ·ley's •Primitii-e Physic, 4<1. ; Ecom~;11y of 
hear the oaths which are constantly uttered by the boys as thPy Ilunwn Life, 4cl. ; History of the Qrigin and Progress of Teietotal
stand in groups on our footpaths. It sufficiently incHcates the im- ism, 3d. ; Preston Temperance Advocate;;, 2s. per 100; Tom
morality of the times, and what we are to expect from the next I perance Tracts, 4 pages, ls. per 100., Ilill9, 6d. ; the STRUGGLE, 
generation. The fault is first with the parents, who do not teach No. 1 to 20, in a wrapper, price Sd. • 
them better; and r,ext with our r1:ligiot1s teaclw·s, who do not 
visit, correct, and instruct both parents and children. Until we Printed and pul!lished Ly J. Lr'vESEY, P•·eston. Sold also 
have a better ministry, and a diffclrent. SJstcm of teaching, immo- hy W. Strange, 21, Paternoster Row, Londo i; Gad~by ancl 
rality will continue to prevail. The clergy are too nearly alliNl Ueywoocl, Manche~tcr; Riley, Chrstcrgate, anu J. Blai;.kshaw, 
to dch families, too far removed from the common people, and "'tocltport; Kershaw, South .Market, and Mann, Central -larket 
connected with a system which has so long oppressed the people, Leedi;; Hague, Barn:ley; E. Bowker, Acrington ; Hargreaves 
that they have lost their influence over them. Let us all, how- & Co., Blacl,b11rn ; 44, Westgate, Huddersfield ; u7, l\Iiller 
ever, do all we can to reform these youths betimes. , Street, Glasgow ; Nichols, Bradford. 



Sul ROBERT, ON TEIE POLITICAL PRECIPICE, WAKENED BY THE ANTI-CORN LAW LEAGUE FROM THE GOLDE~ 

nnE, M OF LANDLOmn' s Io~OPOLl:- TO WlTNESi THE EFFECT OP FOUR YEAR'S Ol' SCARCITY UPO'lf THE CONDITIO~ 

OF THE PEOPLE. 

RENEWED AG lTATION FOR REPEAL. 

ShaU we give up the eo>nlest? Have we accomplished 
so little as to despair of foture exertions? Is the altera
tion in the corn laws so liberal as to rencler further 
concessions unnecessary '? Is there any other agitation 
for legislative changes which promises half so much 
good as the repeal of tlne (COrn laws ?-To all these I em
phatically answer, No. The principles of free trade 
have made an immernse advance in the public mind. 
Sir Robert Peel himse.lf admits them, though bound in 
the chains of the mo no,polists, he dare not act upon 
them. He declares tbatt it is a benefit to all classes 
to buy cheap ; that we should purchase in the 
~he~pest _and sell in the dearest market. Thou~h 

1 
m his tariff reform he ha wronged the country, by omit- · 

o. 21. 

ting corn and SU/Jar from the list of reductions, yet 
he does not profess to base his sliding scale upon justice, 
but is now candi<l enough to declare, that the price of 
bread is kept np because of the immense capital 11ested 
in land, and because of the existing en,qa_qements be
twixt landlord and tenant. All parties indeed foel that 
the system of monopoly is unsettled, and some of 
the farmers' friends declare that it would be better at 
once to go to free trade, than adopt a bit-and-bit relaxa
tion, by which this useful class are constantly kept in 
suspense. 

The reception of the National Petition, and the ex
pressed opinions in the House of Commons in reference 
to the charter, and many other circumstances wh~ch 
might be named, must convince the reasoning part of 
the chartists of the hopelessness of their erer succeeding 
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by peaceable means, and, in my bumble opinion, by 
any other means. They had better, therefore, join in 
the shorter and surer agitation for free trade and cheap 
bread. This in fact is the practical object of all 0ther 
changes. I would not give a fig for the repeal of the 
test and corporation acts, catholic emancipation, muni
cipal reform, parliamentary reform, or chartist reform, 
only so far as they produce the practical effect of con
fering upon the masses plenty of food and clothing, 
and the necessaries and comforts of life. I want to 
see practical changes; and the chartists may depend 
upon one thing, that the aristocracy would sooner repeal 
the corn law, the sugar law, and every other law that 
oppress us, than they would vote themselves out of place. 

Strong in the justice of the cause, and convinced of 
the impropability of recruiting our national resources, 
by any system ~ut that of free trade, the Corn Law 
Repealers are determined to make a more determined 
effort than ever. The new corn bill is passed; against 
that, as an enactment to perpetrate hunger, they declare 
open war throughout the country. A special meeting of 
the Anti-Corn Law League has been held in Man
chester, and it is determined no longer to petition the 
House of Commons but to appeal to the Queen. For 
this purpose and to enlighten and stir up the public, 
they have mapped England and Wales into 12 districts, 
and intend to make similar divisions for Scotland and 
Ireland ; and are intending to appoint accredited 
lecturers to each division, "charged with the special duties 
of instructing the people, organizing every borough 
town, village and hamlet, and enrolling every lover of 
justice as memhers of the league''. And in reference to 
funds, their report declares that they have " thousands 
at command for the vindication of the honour of God 
by the furtherance of the happiness of man.'' 

Thus, then, a fresh war has commenced, and those who 
know the men of Manchester, and have witnessed their 
untiring zeal and their amazing perseverance, will easily 
believe that it is to be no sham fight. Much remains 
to be done; the people still require to be enlighted and 
roused to action. It is amazing to hear men of standing 
in society talk about steam and machinery throwing 
people out of employment, of over production, and of 
masters takeing advantage of cheap food to drop wages, 
instead of tracing the real cause of all our embarrass
ment which is the obstruction of our trade. Unless 
the people are set right upon these points, the popula1· 
prejudices work in their minds, and they are unwilling 
to move. Another thing to overcome is their despon
dency. Many have given up all as hopeless. They 
consider that the sun of England is about to set, and 
they are either reconciling themselves to sink into the 
ranks of paupers, or are preparing to leave the country. 
We should remember that every nation bas its difficul
ties; the national affairs, even of the United States, are 
now very much embarrassed. It is bard to hope amid 
so much gloom and discouragement ; but upon a cool 
consideration of the whole matter, my belief is that 
England will yet raise her lofty head, and that with her 
large capital, her untiring industry, and her national 
advantages, she only requires to be unfettered, to have 
her industry made free, and lo become sober, in 
c,rder to survive her preilent embarraisment, and 

uit~ately to overcome . all her difficulties. . V'ith 
this conviction I raise my drooping spirit,, and 
from this day I begin again in good earnest to ag.tate 
for a big loaf, for free trade, and for better tines. 
May Heaven prosper our labour, and may the lumes of 
our brave countrymen become once more abodes of .1ap
piness and plenty. 

An Emigrant's Letter. 
[The following letter is from a person in Philadelphia, who fornerl• resi

ded in Manchester, to his friends in Accrington. Among other valua, le natter, 
it may be perceived that it contains answers to enquiries sent to him stch as, 
Is their any block printing in the State? Is it better to go with er wtbout 
a family? Whether is Pennsylvania or Massachussett& preferable? Wlat are 
the prices of provisions ? and what are the general prospects of the comtry ! 
The writer is an accountant and bears an excellent character.] 

Pliiladelphia, March 14th, 1842. 
DEAR FRIENDS, 

I received this morning your favour of 25th of Jatuary. 
ultimo, per steam ship, Acadia, and hasten to answer you. 

Ere this comes to hand you will have learned by the p1blic 
papers that the steam ship, Caledonia, met with a misshap, and 
had to return to Liverpool, and that she w3.s substituted by the 
Acadia; a delay, consequently, took place of nearly a month ; 
hence my reply is of necessity later by so much time than it vould 
otherwise have been. I shall have to speak frequently cf our 
money, and I will, therefore, in the outset, give you a rue for 
reducing that money to yours; the money of the United tate1 
consists o dollars and cents :-one hundred cents make one dol
lar ; and one cent, by the present laws, as well as at the present 
rate of exchange, is exactly equal to one English halfpenny, con
sequently one dollar is 4s. 2d. 

There has not been for many years a more unfavourab1e time 
to come to this country than the present ; the currency <if the 
whole union is deranged, and, as a consequence, business iJ very 
much depressed, labour in less demand, and wages much depressed. 
Whether we have got to the worst is a matter of much doubt 
with many ; if we have, we shall have before long a chan~e for 
the better, because the recuperation powers of this great country 
are so astonishingly great, that they cannot remain station:iry. It 
may be observed here, that inasmuch -as the revenue from the 
present tariff is not adequate to the expenses of government, there 
are now before the legislature certain resolutions, which, among 
other things, propose an increase of duty, which will give to the 
manufacturing interest increased facilities, and greater protec
tion, which, with the settlement of the vexed currency question, 
would together, without doubt, cause great activity, great demand 
for labour, and probably increased wages. 

The principal requisitions in the character of persons emigra
ting to this country, are industry, honesty, and sobriety; and if 
those persons emigrating bring with them testimonials to that effect, 
they will find them useful. Able bodied, healthy, young, or middle 
aged persons of this class invariably do well, that is, they can get, 
even as labourers, from 4 to 6 dollars per week, and fow men 
possesing such characters remain long in that capacity. Age 
(unless old) has little to do with their prospects, other than is 
the case in all countries. All trades are materially different here, 
and it is very likely that your brother Robert's son would find 
much difficulty in obtaining employment as a carpenter of full 
standing until he had been a little while engaged in it. The wages 
of a good carpenter is about 7 dollars per week : power-loom 
weavers are not now in full employ; the wap-es of females so 
employed is from 3 to 3½ dollars per week : good steady indus
trious girls always do well, because there are so many openings 
for tltem in various departments of labour; the wages of a good 
girl living at service is from I to I½ dollars per week, and of 
course their victuals in the family : with the needle also they can 
do well. 

I can say but lit.tle with reference to block printing. I have 
been trying to obtain information to-day, but could not meet with 
the individuals I sought after. Ifl can see them before I dispatch 
this, I will communicate the result of my enquiries. My own 
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opinion decidedly is, that there is little or no employment to be 
obtained, because the prints of this country manufacture are gene
rally one, or at the most two colours, and all machine printed 
nearly. I have long thought that their labours will be supercedcd 
by machinery, and the1·efore those engaged in it cannot too soon 
turn their attention to some other branch of industry. Block cut
ting is, I think, nearly allie<il lo block printing. Industrious, in
genius persons soon adopt some mode of employing themselves 
advantageougly. We are not fettered here with such rules and 
regulations as you are. It is of common occurence for individuals 
to abandon their trade or profession and adopt another. To com
mence life as a labourer, go through the several gradations of 
pedlar, merchant, lawyer, and senator, is frequent, and end some
times hy being elected the governer of a state. Every avenue is 
opened by the enterprise of an industrious, energetic, determined 
man. The mind is here the standard of the man, and it adds 
much to that standing, if he be a £elf-made man. By this remark 
I mean a man whose own ertions have established him, in con
tradistinction from a man whose father left him wealth to give 
him standing. A true republican admits of no ( either implied or 
actual) inferiority, however poor he may be, to the rich gent\e
man. A man has the standing, and is treated as a man. 

I confess my inability to advise you relative to a choice be
tween Massachussetts and Pennysylvania; the former is decidedly 
more of a manufacturing state than ours, and approache11 in climate 
and institutions more nearly to your own country, but then wages 
are much less there than with us I believe, and there my observa
tions relative to the block printing holds equally good with here. 
A, your families.have been brought up to manufacturing it may be 
the case that in the eastern states yo11 may morn readily succeed 
in obtaining employment; I doubt, however, that being the case 
just now; and even if it were, you can easily remove there. It 
costs no more to come to Philadelphia. than to go to NP.w York. 
The distance from Philadelphia to l\la!-sachussetts is greater than 
from New York there. The cost to travel there is exceeded in 
going from Philadelphia by about b.,..o dollars each. I prefer 
Philadelphia, and probably my partiality may induce me to give 
partial views. 

For agriculture Pennsylvania is decidedly superior, and if 
you should be disposed to turn your vi-ews to farming you may in 
the neighbo\lrhood of this city do well. It must however be con
ceded, t.h:lt emigration is a very serious undertaking. There are 
many difficulties, and no new comer can expect to fix himself to 
his mind at once. It is a recommencement in the world, and re
quires the })roper time to take root and grow. I have now with 
my wife been here for near!)' thirteen years, and have no hesita
tion iu givin~ you my experience antl feelings. I am grateful to a 
superintending Providence that He directed my steps here. I have 
been enabled, by great industry, to earn reputation and good 
stauuing. I httve never wanted employment, and I would not 
that my three young sons should be other than citizens of the 
United States, for any earthly consideration. I have never for a 
moment rcg1·etted abandoning my ill-fated, ill-governed, although 
dearly beloved country. 

I will now give you the prices in this city of the necessaries of 
life. The rule before mentioned will enable you to convert them 
into English money-a cent is a halfpenny, two cents a penny, 
English :-A barrel of flour, 196lbs., is worth six dollars; beef 
five to nine cent~ per lb. ; nine cents for ribs and surloin, and 
five cents for common pieces ; mutton three to seven cents; veal 
five to eight cents; pork four to seven cents; eggs thirteen cents 
per dozen; butter from fifteen to thirty cents per lb., according 
to the season of the year; vegetables are high; potatoes fifty cents 
per bushel; rents, and fuel, and clothing are much higher than 
with yon; best white sugar ten cents per lb. ; good coffee twelve 
cents per lb. ; tea one dollar per lb. ; treacle sixteen cents per 
quart ; furniture is cheap; crockery is very high; glass cheap; 
beds and bedding are requisite on the way and here ; my wife says 
any and all household utensils that you can pack, bring with you, 
for those small articles are high here ; it will cost you nothing for 
fr~ight, and there will be no duty on articles in use; and what is 
useful in the kitchen at home is requsite on the ship, for you will 
have to do your own cooking : carpenters' tools are vei·y high ; 
I would not purchase any of these articles to bring here; what I 
mean i!!, if you have them bring them with you, except furniture. 

Do not sell them for lesil than their value to buy them at high 
prices here. 

Now as to your families, by all means (if you decide on cast
ing your lot in this country) bring them with you. If you P.migrate 
do it fully and completely, so that your whole energies may ue 
directed to your successful exertions, without having occasion to 
be anxious regarding the welfare of wife or children left behind ; 
for be assured that success will only attend you on the application 
of all diligence and industry. Laziness or inattention are product
ive only of disapointment and misery here, perhaps more so than 
with you. 

I have only to add that in the event of you coming here, we 
shall have pleasure in extending to you the right hand of good 
fellowship, increased by the good feelings produced by t110 ties of 
atlinity, and no exertions on our part will be spared to facilitate the 
views and desires of relatives influenced by such motives as your 
valued letter manifests. To your aged father, our uncle, please 
to offer our affectionate remembrances, as also to the other mem
bers of your family. The resilience of the writer is No. 67, 
North Eighth Street, where he will be happy to see you. 

Very respectfully I remain your affectionate coul'in, 
R. s. 

A story is told in the Arabian's Nights of a sailor called Sinbad 
who v,: as wrecked on an island, and was seized by the old man of 
the island, who made him carry him np and down, and beat him 
unmercifully if he showed any symptoms of fatigue. The old man 
being one day drunk with wine, Sinbad took the opportunity of 
throwing him on the ground, and knocking l1is brains out with a 
stone. For old man, read landlords, for Sinbad, read the manu
facturing interest. 
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VARIETIES. 

Itis Kitchen Physic which is Wanted.-For 9 months the doctor 
has been at work, but bis patient, instead of improving, still gets 
wone. For six months he was preparing bis patent medicines ; 
for the last three months be bas been administering his drugs, but 
there are yet no symptoms ofconvalescence. If he would only un
lock the pantry door and allow John to eat American flower, Dutch 
butter, F1·ench eggs, and such like, I'll forfeit my life if be is not 
well and fit for work before the end of the month. He is now as 
hungry as a hunter, and yet he is dosed every evening with un
swallowable stuff from Peel's surgery. 

" Land must come down.''-This is the every day cry of 
farmers. "It is trade," they say " that got land up, and it is 
trade that will bring it down again." 

/Jritish Tea.-I have to inform you that a mixture of the dried 
leaves of the common Germander Speedwell, (Veronica 
Chamadray,) with those of the common Speedwell, (V. Offici
nalis), has been recommended by Dr. Withering, in his British 
Botany, as a substitute for common tea. The drying of the leaves 
may he conducted as follows :-The plants must be gathered in 
dry weather, if possible. The leaves must be carefully plucked 
off, and spread in thin layers in a room from which all light is 
excluded, and which has previously been heated to 80 deg. 
A greater heat than this will injure the leaves. They must 
be frequently turned over, and when perfectly dry, must be 
put into bottles, or cannisters, and corked up till wanted for 
use. HENBY WALKER, Blackburn. 

Emig,·ation.-The total number of persons who have emigrated 
<luring the year ending January 5, 1842, is, from England 72,104, 
Scotland, 14,060, Ireland, 32,428, tctal 118,592. Of this num
her 48,753 have sailed from Liverpool. The number who 
emigrated to the United States, is, 45,017. 

The Queen's Letter.-This, like all similar appeals, is begging 
the public money to put into the pockets of tho landowners. 
The poor wl\o are to receive this bounty, pay 20s. for every 13s. 
worth of food they eat; and hence this charity, though put into 
the hands of the poo1·, in the tint instance, is really to fill the 
pockets of the bread taxers. 

A Hint.-Every respectable fan1ily should have a chest or a 
store room in which to lay up all their cast-off clothing. It is 
much better to reserve them for distribution among the poor to
wards November, than to giYe them at the present time. No gen. 
tlcman or lady ou~ht lo allow any cast-off clotht!s to be sold. 

To prevent being impo,ed ou by beggars is to take their names, 
residences, and all particulars, and to visit them as early as pos
sible. "\Vithout this every person gives in uncertainty, and more 
to get clear of their importunities, than from real charity. 

The Contrast.-We are often told of the 500 carriages in Hyde 
Park, and of the splendour of this vanity fair, forming a 
terrible contrast with the poverty of Paisley, Stockport, and Colne. 
If this distinction were acquired by honourable exertions in a 
field where all had an equal chance, I should never complain; but 
when we know that by a landlord's bread tax, the property of 
the poor l1as been wrested from them to increase the extrava
gance and fooleries of the rich, and that they pay a contribution 
towards this every time they put bread in their mouth, it makes 
one feel indignant when thinking of the contrast. 

The Benefit, of Exchange.-The invariable tale from America 
is, that food is cheap, but clot/ting dear. In England clothing 
is cheap and food dear. By a free exchange what an incalculable 
benefit would be confered upon both countries ! American food 
brought to England, and British clothing conveyed to America 
would bless both countries. 

No curl, wanted.-"Against last Whit-Monday," said a hair 
dre!'>ser, " I sold above a dozen sets of women's curls, thi11 year 
I have sold only one sett;'' so much for the change in the times, 
as to the essential article of women's curls. 

Cheap Food in America.-In an emigrant',. letter from War
saw it is stated that the price of flour there is 18s. per barrel, in 
London it is 36s.; beef and pork Id. to I¼ per lb., here 5d. to 
7d. per lb. ; butter 5d., here 10d.; eggs 3d: per dozen, hero 6d. 
As an old housekeeper I would rather every thing was dear thau 
eating stuff. 

Holidays instead of being a blessing to the working classes in 
this country, are to many a great injury. Instead of enjoying 
themselves rationally, they fall into the habits of drinking, 
fighting, and every practice which is low and vulgar. By a 
Whit-1\Ionday spree, many unfit themselves for work for most 
of the week, and when Saturday night comes, with little or no 
wages to receive, both they and the shop keepers have reason to 
wish there were no holidays. 

Employment.-In and about every t n much labour is needed 
to remove nuisances, level rough groun , open culverts, and repair 
roads; and whilst so many able bodied men are relhwed by 
charity, their labour ought by all means to be engaged for these 
improvements. Among all our national and provincial societies, 
I am not aware of one, "for discovering new sources of employ
ment." 

Drinking Still.-Notwithstanding the times, it is truly distress
ing to notice the extent of intemperance, which still prevails. 
On Whit-1\fonday every drinking shop was filled with guzzler of 
ale and other sense-destroying liquors, and on the day after it wu_ 
almost impossible to go up any street without meeting ith 
drunken men. It is social company more than any thing else 
which leads to drinking, and until strong social attractions ate 
unite<l wiLh the cause ot' temperance, sobriety will remain at a 
discount. 

A new fashion.-Constables go two and two during the whole 
of the day, to detect any that may commit crime. Could not the 
ministers be perswaded to adopt the same fashion to pre1Vent 
crime? I should very much like to see this change. By thill 
simple method of instruction, every group of idle boys wouldl be 
repl'Oved, and every 11est of wickeuoess disturbed. Upon the 
masses a thousand times more g0od might be done by this Jplan 
than by mere pulpit labour, which does not 1·each the peo,ple. 
,vould it not also be very like the primitive method of teachimg? 

Remarkable.-Such has been the dulness of the weaving tr.ade, 
that in Ratcliff a robbin built its nest, laid its eggs, and hatc'.hed 
its young ones in a weaver's winding machine, during its cessa,tion 
from labour. 

Worse for Lawyers.•-" How is your trade now?" said I to a 
lawyer; " very flat indeed," was the reply. ""\Vhy how is thmt ?'' 
·' the fact is,'' he answered, "times are so bad that we dare not 
sue any body; and such is the uncertainty of things, that the!'c'e is 
no buying or transferring of property, and as for mortgages, pe1ople 
are afraid of advancing money as they know not what any so~·t of 
property is likely to be worth.'' 

The Separation System.-" I am going to beg my wayt to 
Carlisle, to see my father who lies a dying, I might as well do this 
as stop at home without work,'' so said a poor weaver. "And what 
is to become of your wife and three children?" "I dont know,'" was 
bis.reply;" I wanted her to submit, and we would have been rem(oved 
together, but she said she would stop and die first, before she 
would consent to have her children taken from her." 'Il'hey 
belong to Carlisle, and in that union lhis inhuman practi<ce of 
dividing familes is fully carried out. 
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TrJE ~KGLISH JUGGERNAUT. 

AND NATI0.1:TAL ECONOMY. 

prime cause cf our distress I bellieve to be the 
Laws. Among the foremost of the secondary 
I place the mighty evil lNTEMPER1ANCE. Drink

toxicating liquors is not only the bane of thou-

0. ~~-

sands of families, but it is a great national loss; and 
abstinence from the same would be found, beyond all 
belief, a great national benqi,t. He that quitely abslains 
ancl persuades olhet·s to do so, is a much greater patriot 
than he who rociforates about liberty, and yet spends his 
time and money at the public house. 
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~he nationa! loss from intemperance may be ex
plamecl by stating the amount of money spent in an 
article which all parties confess cloes little or 110 good ; -
the quantity of grain annually destroyed to make the 
liquor ;-the destruction of lii'e and property of which 
drinking is the cause ;-or by a statement of the mis
application of our capital, labour, ingenuity, and natiqnal 
resomces, in connection with thiR liquor. 

Let us first take a view of the quantity and cost of 
intoxicating liquor consumed in the United Kingdom. 
The following nre the calculations I made some time 
ago. The quantity of full pro,)f SPIRIT annually con
sumed, upon which duty is paid is about twenty-seven 
millions of gallons. If to this be added the quantity 
produced by adulteration, reduction in strength, illicit 
distillation, and smuggling, it is supposed that the 
annual consumption has been about forty millions of 
gallons, which, at the average of 10s. per gallon, would 
prod1.1ce a sum of TWENTY MILLIONS a year. From 
the best data, it was lately calculated, that the annual 
consumption of MALT LIQUOR in the British empire 
was about 450,000,000 ,qallons, which, at 1 s. per 
gallon, would amount to TWENTY-Two MILLIONS 

OF POUNDS; that the quantity of WINE imported, and 
manufactured and sold for foreign, amounts to about 
ten millions of gallons, upon which about EIGHT 

MILLIONS is expended annually. It appears, then, that 
we pay .fifty millions a year for malt liquor, wine, ancl 
spirits! ! and consume a quantity which would make a 
sea, three feet deep, sixty feet wide, and EIGHTY-FOUR 

MILES long ! ! ! But in making a calculation of the 
cost ef intemperance, we should consider the value of 
time lost over drinking ; the loss and destruction of 
property by sea and by land; the cost of law expences 
and doctors' bills, occasioned by drunkenness; and the 
amount expended upon asylums, workhouses, prisons, 
ban-acks, &c., in consequences of the drunken habits of 
the people, and we shall not exceed the truth ifwe double 
the amount, and state the cost of intemperance at A 
HUNDRED MILLIONSoFPOUNDSANNUALLY. 

In the year ending January 5, 1841, the quantity of 
barley used in making intoxicating liquor, was 5,360,000 
quarters, or 42,880,000 bushels, or 21,144,000,000lbs. 
Is ~t no national loss to destroy so much good food to 
make intoxicating liquor ? Allowing one-third for husks 
and loss in dressin~, at 41b. a head, this quantity of bar
ley would afford brea_d for seven millions of people ! 
The p~op!e are starving for bread, and we are casting 
the gram mto the mash tub to be converted into liquid 
poison! 

In reference to the cost, it may be said, these figures 
only denote a transfer of property from one hand to an
oth~r, but do not prove any national loss. But in or
der ~o shew this loss, I beg attention to the following 
particulars:-

:1'he sources of wealth to a nation consist of-the 6up
plws o.( nature, labour, ingenuity, and capi,tal. In 
propor~10n as these are. engaged, and have full scope, in 
producm_g the nece_ssanes and comforts of life, a nation 
1.s the gamer; but 1f ~he same are e~ployed in destroy
ing these, and creatmg the opposite, that nation must 
sustain a loss in proportion. I will shew that this is the 
ease in the manufacture of intoxicating liquor. I 

1. The Supplies and Productions of Natur. 
A hove ten hundred thousand acres of land are enoa 
in growing barley, to produce ale, porter, gin, nnd~v 
ke_v. A bout forty-seven thousand acres are employe 
growing hops. The prodnce of an immense exten 
orchards is made into perry aud cider. I.et any 
<:alcula~e the immense amount of human food w 
could be produced from more than a million acr 
cultivated land, and he will see at once the great loss 
are sustaining by converting the produce into dri 
The land prou.uciug the sugar ca11e from which 
million gallous of rum are annually distillecl, and the l 
producing the vines, from the fruit of which al1 our 
and brandy is made,ought also to be taken intotheacco, 
for, although it be foreign soil, its products are paid 
by British capital and labour, as much as if it wer 
our own kingdom. In addition to land, what an ex 
of timbe1·, coal, minerals, and other national pr 
tions, ore appropriated and consumed in connection 
the manufacture and sale of these vile compounds. 
outlay in a malt kiln is considerable ; but what shal 
say of distilleries, breweries, and gin palaces, suel 
we find in London and our lai:ge towns? Should 
barley grown upon this million of acres of land be 
snmed by a national conflagration, it would be a ten 
calimity, yet I seriously believe, that much lP-ss evil w 
be produced than by the present application of its va 
hie produce. 

2. Labour. The misapplication of this is truly 
paJling. For it is not merely labour in 'Dain, but 
labour to curse the country of our birth. How m 
thousands and tens of thousands of agricultural labou 
a1e employed in ploughing, reaping, and clt,aning bar 
cultivating the narcotic plant-the hop, How m 
in the culture of the sugar-cane and the ,·ine ? 
many in changing all these articles into intoxica 
bevera,qes? We have only to note the malting, "h 
in_9, and distillinq businesses, and all the buildings 
nected with them, and we shall have some idea of 
extent of labour lost in this :first stage of ma 
poison. Then as to the labour connected with the 
porting a11 our foreign liquors, and the horse:s and d 
engagecl in moving all kinds of intoxicati ng liq 
through the country. If the labour of a11 connected 
building and sailing vessels, the numerous porters, 
all that may be seen every day, assisting in circula 
this stuff, could be calculated, it would be found 
a great amount of labour is lost in this stage of the 
uess. Then again as to those engaged directly in 
ling it wholesale and retail, in all its departments, 
all the men-servants, maid-servants, clerks and age 
with the brick-setters, masons, plasterers, gtaziers, 
el's, painters, joiners, gas-men, tin-men, dock, c 
cask, pot, and glass makers, and a host of othe 
whom no person can form any conception unless he 
the splendid establishments in London and other par 
the country. And last of all, the loss of labour in 
nection with drinking and recovering from the effe 
the liquors, may be more easily imagined tba.n desc · 
Take a peep into the druokeries, and notice t1he habi 
those who frequent them, and nothing more will be n 
sary to convince us of the loss of labour h,ere sns 
ecl to the country. Yes; much as is destroyed in 
paring the drink and alluring men to take it, it m 
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doubted whetht->r the lost labour in removing the effects 
which it produces upon individuals, their children, aud 
socii>t_v at large is not even greater. It is tnil_y deplorable 
that the mnscle and !linew of England shonld_he employed 
in destroying the virtue and happiness of the community. 

3, Human ingenuity. Ouly think of the ex~ent of 
mind which must also be employed by all engaged in 
producing and prep:ning the articles from which intox
icating liquors are made; in making these liquors; 
in exporting and removing them from place to place ; in 
erecting malt kilns, breweries, distilleries, gin palaces, 
and all the inferior grade of drunkeries. A glance at 
the ex tent of intelligence and mental power, called 
into exP,rcise in connection with making and serving out 
this detestable liquor, from the moment that nature's 
resources are first perverted to produce the liquor, to the 
time when the glass or the pot of poison is safely placed 
in the consumer's hand-nut to mention all the in.r;e
nuity employed by doctors, lawyers, bailiffs, pt.>lice, 
judges, juries, turukeys, convict-masters, in grap
pling with the effects of this liquor-is sufficient to 
convince every one, that, in this respect, tl1e nation is a 
great loser. 

4. Capital. We may talk of the extent of the cotton 
trade, of the iron trade, of the shipping interest, of the 
banking interest, but the wealthiest of them I believe will 
sink into the shade when contrasted with the interest of 
" the traffic." The capital embarked in preparing the 
articles from which intoxicating liquors are made; in their 
manufacture; in the exporting, importing, and moving about 
the same ; in erecting and fitting up the places for their sale; 
in maintaining a host of servants; and in suplJlying all the 
means requisite for working this mass of infernal machinery, 
it is supposed, far e:r,ceeds in amount that sunk in any other 
branch of business. And yet to this has to be added the 
extra capital expended upon prisons, workhouses, asylums, 
transport vessels, and various other establishments, in con
sequence of the effects of this liquor. What a loss to the 
Country! To think that the accumulated labour of the 
people, which constitmtes capital ; that the sweat and blood 
of our fathers and bro,thers should be employed in destroy
ing hurnan happiness,. in spreading destruction and ruin 
around, and warring ag:ainst the Majesty of Heaven, is a sore 
reflection upon the inte:lligence and character of our country ! 

It will be seen that I cconsider intoxicating liquors neither as 
necessaries nor comforts, but among the chief causes of this 
nation's sufferings. bile I would tolerate alcoholic liquor 
as a medicine, I womld totally interdict it as an article fit 
for any man in healtht to drink. I should as soon think of 
allowing sand to be nnixed with my bread, or train oil to 
grace the cream jug, ats spirits of wine to be offered as drink, 
although disguised by, water and flavours, comprising ale, 
wine, or brandy. Th,e fault is in the nature of the liquor, 
and not in the e:rcess of which men are accused. The use 
involves the abuse; mnd while man's physical constitution 
remains what it is, dn::mkenness is sure to exist, if even the 
moderate use of this stimulant is allowed. Every public 
house and beer shop you pass ; every malt kiln, brewery 
and distillery you com,e to, nay, every barley field on which 
Heaven's sun is pernnitted to shine, tell of the terrible 
misapplication of the capital, ingenuity and labour of Eng
land, as well as the sa,d perversion of the bounties of Provi
dence to a wicked pur•pose. Decidedly as I am in favour 
of j1'ee bread, yet if lloaves were rained from heaven, as 
manna was in the wiilderness, while men's drinking habits 
remain, numbers woulld still be poor. With these feelings, 
then, I call upon everyt bread ta:r repeater to be a teetotaller, 
and every teetotaller tm assist in repealing the bread ta:r. 

BEW ARE OF THE TOBACCO PIPE. 

A HARD CASE. 
SIB,-

On Saturday evening a poor man called at my shop who had 
come three miles with his work. He is weaving a sort which was 
5½d. per cut, 30 yards long, and 44 picks in the inch. As he 
came on the road he was thinking to himself what to purchase 
to keep them alive longest. He had three cuts on his hack, which 
came to ls. 4d. He said he thought on a few articles that he 
must havtl which came to ls. 3d., aBd now, Sir, this poor man 
had, as he consider~d, threehalfpence left tu purchase sundries 
with ; he thought if he could get another halfpenny he would 
purchase a half a pound of butter, of that sort which sells at four
pence a pound, for a Sunday's treat; but, Sir, when this poor man 
landed at the warehouse, a reduction of one halfpenny per cut 
had taken place, therefore the poor fallow 's butter was gone, and 
his hopes were blasted !-JAMES PATE, News Agent, Padiham. 

MR. M'CULLOCH AND THE TARIFF. 

Mr. M'CullocR has published a small tract upon the 1mbjcct of 
the importation of cattle and freah meat, in which he confirms the 
opinion we have always entertained,that Sir Robert Pcel's prom
ise of cheap food is a rank delusion. "Hamburgh," says Mr. M .• 
" is the only place ou the continent from whence any considerable
supply of beef could be imported into London; and it is certain, inas
much as beef of medium quality in Hamburgh is seldom under 5d. 
per lb. that it could not, with a duty of Ss. per cwt., be imported 
into L~odon and sold here for less than 7d. per lb., which ie fully 
equal to, or rather above the average cost of beef in Lond?n. •• 
But a good deal has been said about the advantages to be derived 
from the importation of cattle. Let us see what the experienced. 
cool and matter-of-fact l\Ir. M'Culloch says: "Denmark, inclu
din~ Holstein, is the only country (Ireland excepted) in the west 
of Europe that exports cattle ; and her exports in 1839 amounted 
to 27,907 head, of which about 20,000 went to Ham burgh and 
Altona the markets of which are principally supplied from Den -
mark. ' Now it will be observed that the opening of the British 
market to foreign cattle will neither annihilate nor in any respect 
diminish the demand for Hamburgh which bas hitherto taken off 
nearly all the cattle of Denmark. But suppose (though there be 
really no ground for such a hypothesis) that we should import at 
the out et of the new system 30,000 head of cattle a year from 
the continent, and that this quantity gradually incrf'ases to 100,000 
head, the question is, Will such importation have any_ considerab}e 
influence over the price of cattle here? It may be ea,ily and 1at11-
factorily ahcwn that it could have none ., -Anti-Bread Ta:r Circular. 
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VARIETIES. 

A Curiou& Position.-A number of men aro wanting food; we 
have plenty of fond cap-able of producing food. The land wants 
labourers to make it productive. \Ve haYe thonsands of labourers 
walking about, and begging for employment. The men that are 
now hungry for want of food, and idling for want of employment, 
would be glad to produce what is wanted, but such are the difficulties 
of our present position, that they are allowed to remain idle, and 
the ground which would feed them unproductive. The muscle and 
sinew of England is no more thought of than the dust in the street. 
Ought not all the relief subscriptions, and all the available capital 
of public bodies, and that of philanthropists, to be engaged de
vising employment for the people ? It should never be forgotten 
that it is pnly througlt the medium of work and wages, that poor 
men share at all in the wealth of the kingdom. 

Cheap Clothing.-Females are now decidedly better dressed 
than formerly. This arises from the cheapness of all kinds of 
cloth, the result of machinery. " ' e 1·ead of a lady's chimies at one 
time costing 40s.; now a young woman can get two or three suits 
for that amount. Food would be equally as cheap as clothing, if 
the will of Providence was not thwarted by wicked laws. 

Broken Prnmises.-Perhaps there never was a time when trades 
people had less confidence in each other's words. They keep 
promising to pay but very few seem able to keep their promises. 
When you call there is always a tale of poverty, and a statement 
that they cannot get in their money. 

Weavtr's Processio11.-It is said that the weavers of Wigan are 
about to have a procession with their wives and children. 
Though I deprecate all rioting and violence, I approve of this 
movement. So long as people's poverty is concealed in cellars 
and garrets, the wealthy are not much affected, but compell 
them to witness it, and the latent sympathies of the human heart 
cannot altogether avoid being called into action. 

Work in the land.-I think there is no employment iO pleasant 
as working in the land. If rents get down the pale-far.ed factory 
folks will be able to go and dig the ground, recover nature ·s hue, 
and to return again to rural habits. 

Incautious Advice.--! constantly receive papers both in prose 
and poetry urging, the people onward to "demand their rights.'' 
Now this all sounds well on paper; but I should like to know what 
it means; it is not right to deceive tho people or lead them into 
error, by loose and inflammatory generalities. Is it meant that they 
are to organize and fight? If so I ask the writers are they prepared 
to come and take the lead 'l Don't urge the people to what you 
"ill not face yourselves. If this is not the meaning, why adopt 
language calculated to deceive? Rather entreat them to join in 
some legal, tangible movement, which has already done good, and 
which promises to be still more useful. 

Alterations in the Tarijf.-No matter the trifling reductions 
made by the new tariff, in 7 50 articles, the duty on which in many 
cases was scarcely worth collecting, so long as the Corn Law 
is retained, we retain the very Sun in the centre vf the system of 
monopoly.-Leeds Mercury. 

Sour Pie.-Wo must still be content with sour pie, notwith
standing all the fuss about reduction in duties. The duty of 63s. 
per cwt. upon all foreiga sugar is retained. 

T!te Duty of Repre1entatives.-A lunatic once sai-d, " I ring the 
bell and no one takes notice ; I run my hand through the 
window, and then all the people in the house come running to 
see what is the matter.'' The people complain and petition, but 
they are disregarded, and until they run their hands through the 
window by large menacing meetin~s or by rioting, no attention is 
apparently paid to their complaints. ,vhat a pity that our humble 
servants in St. Stephen's do not, when they hear the constitutional 
bell of petitioning ringing, run at once to the people with an 
humble courtesy, and say, "If you please gentlemen what is 
wanted?" 

Barbers are also feeling the Hmes. In Glasgow it is now 
common to shave for a halfpenny, being a reduction of 50 p~r 
cent. In one estalbishment in Preston, the charge is two shaves 
for three halfpence. As the poor, are obliged to remain in doors 
on a Sunday, they can manage to clip their beards with scissars. 

It goes ltarcl with Old J>eople.-Poor old creatunis, Instead of 
being able to look to their children au<l grand children for sup
port, in return for what they did for them when young, very few 
have any resource hut the parish or begging. It is hard to see 
those who havo kept house for 50 years forced into the poorhouse, 
and those who have assisted to enrich others, when bowed down 
with ago and infirmity, begging their bread from dc>or to door. 
,Ye should all learn to comfort and honour old age. 

It is but an act of common justice for children to support their 
parents. "Billy I would advise thee to sit down and calculate how 
much it cost to maintain thee till thou wast 13 years of age. 
Common honesty requires, at any rate, that thou shouldest pay t!tis 
back without grumbling, and when thou hast done this; when thou 
hast kept thy aged mother fo1· 13 years; then we will talk about 
what should be done afterwards." All sons and daughter:1 who 
refuse to support their parents should be answered thus. 

Bad La11guage._:_"\Vhat the h-ll are you doing; I'll be after 
you, you little de-ils," so cried a servant man, at sol' lads, who 
wer~ rambling in a field. I merely notice this to remark how 
common it is for persons to mix oaths and ugly language in their 
common conversation. You cannot listen to a group of young 
men in the street) but you will hear d-m, h-11, d-il, and such liko 
language mixt up as a matter of c,ourse with their common 
remarks. They seem to have no horror at taking the name of 
God in vain. What a pity but these youths were better taught. 

Distressing Cases.-The Commitec of the Manchester Soup 
Establishment refer to the following affecting cases :-In one fa
mily, where there were three children, a few flocks on the floor 
formed the only bed, and a broken stool the only scat: they had 
been without food for nearly two days, and have since been mainly 
supported by the Soup.-A man out of work, with four children, 
was found in tho evening beating one of his children, to force him 
out to beg, the family not having tasted food that day : he shed tears 
of thankfulness on a ticket being gi.ven him : they had sold their 
bed, and lay on the floor.-A woman and her son had had no food 
for two days, which was confirmed by a neighbour ; sl!e considers 
that thoy must have died but for the Soup-A woman with several 
children, and no fire, in a cellar, have had only one shilling and 
the Soup, to live on for eight day's--A man, his wife, and five 
children, had subsisted from Friday to Tuesday on a pound aud a 
half of bread. Facts such as these might easily be multiplied: 
they need no comment. 

Red Breeches.-" ,vo shall l1ave good times now" said a man 
in Liverpool, '' when tho men go to church in ref] breecltes,' 0 

alluding to the procession of the tory corporation. So thought 
all the tories, when Sir Robert got into power; hut they find 
themselves disappointed. Neither red breeches nor red coats are 
signs of good times. Cultivating peace and commerce with the 
whole world, and applying national and municipal funds to pro
viding useful and profitable employment for the people, would be 
among the likf'liest means of ma.king good times. 

Wltere are the Carcases ?-Thousands of hide$ come to Liver
pool from Buenos Ayres, the part of immense grassy plains in 
South America, where countless droves of cattle wander wild.
Why does not the beef come? For fear meat should fall in price. 
Really! ·how long is this to last? Answer. So long as the people 
are ignorant, and shut their eyes to the cause of their sufferings. 

Direct Ta.xa'tion.-l\fany have supported the income tax be
cause it is said to be takeing from the fountain of wealth, and not 
from the streams of labour, whence that fountain is supplied. 
But we forget that the poor are not to be untaxed to the same 
amount. There could be no objection to tax the wealthy three 
or four millions, provided the poor were relieved from the taxes 
on soap, sugar, and especially on bread, to the same amount. 
The income tax is a deep grap into the pockets of the rich, but 
not one halfpenny is transfered to the poor; but, in many cases, 
they also are sure to be sufferers in the various changes which 
will be adopted by the wealthy, to make up the amount taken 
by this new tax gatherer. • 
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~ti:uggle. 

STORMI~G THE CASTLE- OF MONOPOLY. 

THE CORN LAW, TBE TAHIF.F, AND THE I few additional crumbs to the manufacturin~ dogs to keep 
QUEEN' LETTER; them quiet. Tlic question is not, h,,w much are they 

---...: I entitled to, or how much do the people ask for, but how 
To please themselves the landlords have passed the much are we landowners williug to spare. Beggars mut;t 

New Corn Bill. This is 10 limit and lessen the sup- not be choosers. 'lhe slomachs of tlie pt.!ople ar~ in 
ply of grain, and to make ~read dear, in or<ler to keep their ltands, and, instead of settiug the bread an.I be~f 
up rents. And all that the poor have yet received by market free, and inviting the world to send u-; 
this precious legislation is, an a<lvanced price of flolir, I plenty and take our guods in return, the_y are. in fact. 
oatmeal, and potatoes,-tlhe essentials of poor people's . like the Poor Law Commissioners,cJlcuLiting to ounces, 
subsistence. how little will be sufficient to keep the pt0ple alive, 

They are now busy fixing the supply and the price of I and t0 prevent all competition. Wh,tt God fi;is 
beef, butter, cheese, &c., by a law called the tariff; , given in abundance, LOan bas no right to limit. 
but nothing must br conceded but what the agricultu- So necessary is food, that, rathel' than place bay
rist-s can spare. They are llhe party that sit at the table, II onets and barriers in tl e way of its landing on ou1.· 
and they affect great liberallity in pretending to throw a , shores, a reward should be offered to those who 

No. a3. 
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would supply us with tlie largest quant:ty. How pre
posterous the idea of regulating the quan ity and price of 
food, and abandonin~ the quantitJ and price of labour 
to their own fate! It is not, '' Dear multitude! how 
much do you nred, in order to correspond with your 
amount of labour and wages ;'' but "Dear landlords ! 
bow much can you allow to come in, so as not materially 
to disturb your interests .. , This is what the bribed 
electors have got in return for their venality and blind
ness at the last elect ion. 

But the people must not quite starve to death; 
something must be done. Well, a Queen's letter is 
issued to raise money to put us on a little longer. A 
Queen's lette.r to beg for the landowners! yes, I repeat, 
to beg money for the landowners. It will all be spent 
in food, so that one-third of the whole amount, in the first 
instance, will go diriet.ly into their pockets, in the differ-• 
ence betwixt the prjc"e of the landlord's food,and that in 
the bonded warehouses. And ten times more than the 
other two-thirds have been taken, and will be taken from 
the eaters of the food in the course of the year, which 
this charity is to make up. \Yhen you see the beggar 
boy in the street playing the organ, you suppose all the 
halfpennies go into his own pocket; but you are mis
taken; at night, whether he get little or much, he has a 
certain sum to pay out for the use of the instrument. 
So it is with the poor•; they have sixpence to pay for the 
privilege of using every shilling's worth of food they 
eat. 

The Corn Law injustice is not less unjust because 
it has been long practised. Long possession may have 
worn out the more glaring marks of robbery, but, in the 
eye of justice, it is not less robbery sti;tl. Every man 
has a right to Rell his labour and buy his food where he 
thinks proper, and this conceded, additional taxes, and 
Queen's begging letters would be unnecessary. For 
this let every patriot, every Christian, never cease to 
contend. 

TO THE MEN OF THE UNITED KINGDOM CAPABLE 
OF BEARING ARMS. 

FRIENns,-England is at present engaged in prosecuting two 
distant and expensive wars, to continue which, this country is 
taxed and drained of its resources. 

We are at war with thre.e hundred and seventy millions of 
_people, twelve thousand miles off in China; and we are at war 
with the people of Alfghan, a great kingdom bordering upon the 
north west of our dominions in India. 

The war with China was undertaken to force opium into the 
country ; the Chinese had long forbidden the importation of 
opium, because it was destroying the people. The parties con
cerned in this war, are the East India company, who grow and 
prepare the opium in India, and about thirty English merchants, 
who have acquired large fortunes by smuggling this opium into 
China. This war has obstructed and diminished our fair trade 
with China. It has already cost this country about a million and 
a half of money, and tl}e lives of many men. It is impossible to 
say how long it may be continued, or to what amount this country 
may be taxed to pay the costs of this opium war. 

The war in Affghan has already cost upwards of twelve millions 
of pounds. It is a war with a brave industrious and mountain 
people, whose king we dethroned, and set up in his stead a tyrant, 
whose cruelties exasp.:lrated the whole people. 

The people of Affghan did not attack us or invade our domini
ons, which border up0n their own. We have been at war wit h 
them since 1838. The East India company can no longer pay the 
cost of the war, wh.ich has been nearly four millions a year. The y 

/ 
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· cannot raise a loan to continue it. From January, 1840, · to 
March, 1841, they were beaten in thirteen out of twenty-three 
battles, and they lost seventeen ollfoers and 1,400 men. By the 
last accounts we learn, that 6,000 of our troops have hcen cut off. 
10,000 fresh troops are ahont t.o be sent out, and fresh taxes are 
to he raised to carry on this contest. ,v e attacked the people of Affghan without provocation. 
Stormed their cities, burnt their houses, plundereri their towns 
and villages, turned out old men, women, and children, to die for 
want of food and shelter; broke faith with their chiefs and en
trapped them ; in s~ort, we carried amongst an industrious and 
independent people, all the horrors and terrors of war. ,vith 
these facts before us, we have thought it our duty to petition par
liament against the wars in India and China, and to protest against 
the outlay of the incomes of this country, for such inhuman and 
unchristian purposes. The petitions will, we fear, be disregarded. 
The wars will be continued. Money and men will be raised in 
this country, to perpetrate those murders abroad. 

In many towns recruiting parties are busily engaged, endea-
vouring to ensnare young men. _ 

We have, therefore, thought--it right to address you. 
No war can be carried -on, if the men capable of bearing arms 

will not enlist. . 
The rich, and the law-makers of this country, will talk about 

the glory and honour of the kingd@m, and the necessity for war, 
and the absolute need of taxes to carry on the war. But they 
will not fight themselves. They raise the taxes from the indus
trious, and they hire the poorest of the people, and ship them off 
by thousands to hot unhealthy climates, to endure all the privations 
and dangers, and horrors aud terrors of war. Young men I our 
society has been established for the promotion of permanent and 
universal peace. It is in your power to put an end to all war, 
and to establish peace for ever. From amongst. the young men of 
t~is country, the ranks of the army are filled up. Such numbers 
of soldiers die in our colonies, that enlistment is continually 
carried on, to supply the places of those who fall victims to the 
pestilential climates. 

Our army numbers upwards of ninety tl.ousand men; ninety 
thousand from the working classes : ninety thousand disgraced 
from men into mere macliines; ninety thousand treated as slaves ; 
ninety thousand hired and drilled and knpt ready to murder; 
ninety thousand whose uniform perpetually reminds us of blood; 
ninety thousand whose profession is to lay waste and to destroy
to spread desolation and misery at the command of those who 
hire them. 

Yonng men! no goYernment, l}O officer, can make it right to 
take lmman life. They cannot excuse you if you murder your 
fellow creatures. Kings, queens, parliaments, officer.;, may aay 
fight and kill; but God has said, Do no violence-commit no 
murder. God, not kings, or parliaments, or officers, will be y,our 
judge. 00ey Hirn, and you will love your fellow men. You will 
wear no uniform of blood ; you will carry no murderous weap,on; 
yon cannot be hired to be ready for violence ; you will not serve 
in any armed force ; you will be peace-makers ; and you will be a 
blessing to your cour1try and to the world. Therefore, Christian,, 
we say to you don't enlist; don't support oppression and w-ar ; 
don't let poverty tempt yon to commit the crime of being hired 
to commit murder 1 

Circulate this address. Read it or lend it to every one you 
know. Let the young men of this country set an example to the 
world, by setting thousands in earnest to establish permanent and 
universal peace. Become members of the peace society. Ple,dge 
not to enlist. Let there be an end of armies, and th-e strong can 
oppress the weak no longer. 

Signed on behalf of the meeting of .the Peace Society, 
WM. MORRIS, Chairman. 

Town Hall, Salford, March 31, 1842. 

MASTERS AND MEN. 

I am sometimes told that I am too lenient with the c:ot
ton loi:ds ; that I should be like Ferrand, and shew tlnem 
up. If that would fill the bellies of the poor, secure to 
them more work and better wages, I would do this, so far 
as truth wo~l<l• bear me out. But I am more anxious; to 
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expose a had system, which is the cause of all the mischief. 
Men may . fool}shly _ quarrel with their mastP,rs as long they 
please, but they will never gain one additional farthing to 
their wages by such means. The cotton lords have to bear 
all the odium of carrying into effect the landlord's bread-tax 
legislation. The grocers, in many cases, do not get 5s. of 
clear profit by .a whole hogshead of sugar; and yet it would 
be quite as rat10nal to accuse them of extortion for selling 
sugar at 7d. per lb. which ought to be sold at 2d., as to 
cond~mn th_e manufacturers for giving only 6d. a piece for 
~eavmg w h1ch ought to be half-a-crown. The monopolists, 
m the back ground, are the cause in both cases, of the peo
ple's sufferings ; and my desire is to fix the attention of the 
people, not on the mere instrument of oppression, but on 
the giant hand that wields it ; not to reduce the people to the 
character of suppliants at the warehouse steps. but raise 
them to independent labourers, able to make one half of 
the ba_rgain as it regards wages. ' 

A SUNDAY LESSON. 

" The Lord is good to all, and his tender mercies are 
over all his works." Yes truly, he is good; the whole 
earth re-echoes th~s delightful truth. He is not good now 
and then, but he 1s always good; not to one nation but to 
·an_ people; not to the just and thankful only, but to the 
nnJ~st and un~hankful. The luminary of day and the lamp 
ot mght, the air we breathe, the dew and the rain-all are 
his gifts. He clothes the fields with grass and provides for 
the wants of eve_ry living thing. In him we live, and move, 
and h8:ve our bemg; and so great is his goodness, so nume
rous his benefits, that human thoughts and human words 
are inadequate to conceive or expres5 them. 

We should learn from this to be good one to another; to 
be g~od to all. . Like our Heavenly Father, we should be 
merciful and kmd, tender-hearted, forgiving one another. 
We should nvoid speaking evil of our neighbours, and ra
ther extenuate than magnify their faults. We should se
riously consider the condition of all our fellow-creatures, and 
so a~range our time, talents, and property, as to do the least 
possible amount of harm, and the greatest possible amount of 
good. Could we but imbibe this disposition, and were it but 
generally practised, what a different world we should have I 
It is the want of this which is the root of all our sufferings. 
If men were gootl they would make good laws ; and if all 
were determined to do good in their day, they coul<l not 
endure to see others suffer without attempting to help them. 
Whatever others do, let every <me who reads this short 
lesson, determine henceforward to benefit by the examples of 
mercy and kindness which are every day exhibited in uni
versal nature, and try to imitate the bounty and benevo
lence of the Great Giver of all our mercies. 

PLENTY OF FOOD IN AMERICA. 

The following is an extract of a letter from Philadelphia:
The. quantity of land devoted to agriculture is this year 

much mcreased, and the general opinion is that flour will 
be from one dollar to two dollars per barrel lower than at 
present, before the end of the year. In such a case the 
exports to Europe will be enormous, especially as the tariff 
on corn and flour in England is about to be reduced 
although not to a sufficient extent, perhaps, to ensure th; 
fullest _advantages of cheap bread to the people. Salt pork, 
m Ohio, has been produced to a greater extent than has 
beel!- wanted, and ~t some plaees the price has been less 
h~n ~ penny (1?nghsh) per pound! Conceive, then, the 

ffuantity that might be sent to England, if th_. duty should 
be low!" J 

• 

THE SUPERLATIVE IMPORTANCE OF TRADE. 

It is trade, unshackled trade, that must sustain this coun
try. What is it that can produce a fund out of which the 
national creditor is to be paid? Trade and commerce. 
What has afforded employment ior an overflowing agricul
tural population ? Our manufactories. Half of some of 
our towns are peopled from the country, who would have 
been starving or living upon the poor's rates, had it not 
been for the asylum they found in our trading towns. 
These sons of industry swarm almost every year, but un
fortunate y in agricultural districts there is no tinkling of 
the employment bell to arrest their flight. Pauperism, 
starvation, or town employment, are their only chances. 
What has lessened in some measure the competition among 
farmers? Trade. In Lancashire, I may venture to ,assert 
that there are not ten more farms than there were 20 years 
ago, but farmers like other people, beget sons and daugh
ters, and hence there is st great increase of their numbers. 
How has the country been eased of them ? By their sons 
embarking in trade; and now that this resource is blocked 
up, they are obliged to remain on the sod, and are fast 
falling in o the Irish system of competition. Instead of 
engaging their farms at rents that will yield a profitable re
turn for their capital, they take th~m merely '' to get a 
puttino on!" What has produced'high rents in Ireland, 
and l;w miserable wages for the people ? Neither ·orang
ism, nor poperv, nor protestantism, but simply tne·u:ant of 
trade. The Jaiid does not employ the people, andJ1l'lving 
little trade, the poor fellows come over here to scramble 
among the English labourer~, and almost drive them out ot 
the market. As a pme agricultural country we have long 
since reached the acme of our strength ; but as a trading 
country, with England's facilities and fair laws, we are yet 
only in ou boyh·ood. Give us free trade, and our capital 
and labour can erect mills and workshops to a" national 
profit ; but we cannot now cultivate additional corn land 
without a risk of national loss. It is trade that has kept 
the nation out of the gazettef', and it is to our ports, our 
mills and our manufactories that we are to look for the 
replenishment of an empty exchequer. From no other 
resource, :indeed, can land itself sustain its value ; and 
hence if the subject were honestly met, th~, agriculturist& 
themselves would become friends to free trade. 

EXCELLENCY OF WATER. 
_ BY l!'08TER BARNES, LO,NDOND£RRY, 

Oh ye seraphic muses whose light wings 
Soar far above all systems, beings, things, 
Say whatt's your noblest theme ?-'Tis brooks and springs 

And ye well-skill'd philosophers who think 
Of natur·e's laws and nature's every 1ink_. 

Of Water. 

Say whatt on earth is best for man to drink?-
. ' Spring Water. 

Ere Gideon's host in battle ranks arose 
To hurl Heaven's vengeance on Jebovah's foes 
,vhat wau1 that strong enlivening drink they chose?-

Pure Water. 
When go,od Elijah from his foe had fled, 
'Vhat laid an angel near the prophet's head? 
(While 'meath a tree he slept)-a cake of bread 

And Water. 
'Mid all the varied promises of heaven 
To those who worship God at morn and even, 
,vhat thi!II exceeds-" Thy bread shall still be given 

And Water?" 
And if plMlo~ophy and truth unite 
,vith mume,' strains, t.Q show that His right 
To drink of eFystal streams alone.:..then quite 
Fonake ai.11 other drin ·s, and still delight 

Jn Water! 
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VARIETIES. 
AwfulDe,tituti01l.-Read, if you can, from beginning to end, 

the following sickening statement made at a Public l\Ieeting 
lately held at the town of Stirling, North Britain. The Rev. Mr. 
Beith said; In a town not far from Stirling, a young man, of in
teresting appearance, was observed one morning to pass a 
huckster's shop, at the- door of which a measure with some potatoes 
in it was placed. After passing the shop a little way, he returned 
and took one of the potatoes and then went a.way. The person in 
&he shop allowed him to go without taking any notice of the cir
cumstance. On the day after the young man returned and did the 
same thing. On the third day he returned once more and took 
another potatoe. On the fourth day he returned and took four or 
five potatoes, put them in his pocket, and went hurriedly off. This 
day, however, the shopkeerer had a police officer in waiting, alo.ng 
with whom he followed the young man till he entered his house. 
They went into the house immediately after him, and there they 
found an aged mother and two sisters dependent upon him for sup
port. There was a pot upon the fire, if that could be called a fire 
which was probably only a few embers. On the shopkeeper 
asking the mother of the young man if she knew where her son 
bad got the potatoes which he had brought into her, she replied, 
• No; I was afraid to ask.' He then went to the pot and took 
off' the lid, and on looking in, he found !l portion of a DEAD 
DOG, which the poor family was boiling to eat along with the 
potatoes 1 ! I 

Emigration.-I always write with reluctance upon this subject, 
because I know that the people are entitled to a good living in thia 
country, and could have it if justice were done to them. I refer 
to it now merely to observe that by Sir James Graham's new act, 
Boards of Guardian's will have the power of expending the rates 
on emigration, without the consent of 'rate payers, which was 
before requested. There are thousands of families costing £20 
£80 or £40 a year, and are likely to be a permanent burden. If 
11uch could be removed for less than one year', allowance, would it 
not be good policy to expend that sum? Passages, by vessels 
engaged on purpose, would not cost near as much as when 
Emigrants engage singly on their own account. We should 
certainly do something more than keep people as paupers. If we 
will not allow food and trade to come to them, we ought to take 
them where these are to be found. 

Fi9hters.-As I returned home last evening, two men were 
contradicting each other, whjch, in a few moments, led to blows. 
It was in the street, and in the fiercest manner, up and 
down, with hands and feet, they continued to fight for a 
long time. I tried to interfere, but being dark, and surrounded 
by a crowd, who urged them on as they do dogs, it wa11 all in 
vain. Go to heathen countries to te11cb people christianity I ,vhy 
we have swarms of christian heathens at our own doors. One 
thing i11 certain, notwithstanding all the ostentation connected 
with our present religions, that they have failed to make the 
people religious, moral, or even civil. Some better plans must be 
tried 
- •• Claui.fication. "-Certain Malthusian economists are constantly 
waring upon the natural enjoyments of the poor. Under the spe
cious tP.rms of " classification," they are attempting to tear 
asunder the ties of nature among those who are so unfortunate 
ns to be thrown into a workhouse ; but the most disgusting part of 
it ill that they pretend to believe that it is for their comfort ! The 
poor, if we believe them, are no judges themselves, that hunger is 
hunger, or which is the same, that to part with their children 
is a hardship. The following arguments used by an experimental 
ex-officio guardian are too enlightened to be lost. " As 
to thti objections raised against the separation of indivi
duals of the same family, he might say that he himseifendured the 
hardship daily, in having sent his children to sclwols at a distance 
from their homes, but, instead of such a system giving him pain 
and uneasiness, the fact was quite the contrary, and he was quite 
sure if the poor could only be brought to know that by patiently 
submitting to the temporary sacrifice of being separated from their 
children, they were thereby best promoting th.eir lastin9 welfare, 
they would at once cease to complain against a , system by which 
such be11,e.fit is best secured." This is so convincing that corn
sent is unheoessary. 

Jokn Milton.-That gr11at man aald, "/ btliev• there cannot 
be a 11noreill-boding Mign to a nation than when the inhabitants, to 
avoid insufferable grievance, at home, are forced by h,api to 
forsa'file their native country.'' This "ill-boding sign'' now rests 
upon Britain. Multitudes are forced to forsake their native 
country by the pressure of a law which denies them the right to 
exchamge the produce of their labour freE>ly, which consequently 
denie1s them the enjoyment of the produce of their labour, 
cause,s them to be without employment, without wages, without 
food. 

Cleansin_q the Skfo.-In order to enjoy good health, it is as 
neceSJsary to cleanse the skin of eve1·y part of the body, as th• 
lund11 and the face. If you once begin to make a rule to wash 
the \Whole body at least once a week, either by bathing or other
wise ·n cold water, the vigour and hilarity of feeling you will ex
perie nee will amp1y repay you fo1· the labour. Try it a few weeks, 
it will! cost next to nothing. 

Wieavin_q, alias Poverty.-It is stated iu the Liverpoool ::'\fercury 
that 20 yards of cloth, 40 inches wide, 50 picks in an inch, ii 
woven in Lancashire for five pence, and that nine pieces is as 
much as a goodu:eaver can weave in a week, which will come to 
three shillings and ninepence. According to this he will have to 
drive his shuttle 9573 miles, for the miserable pittance of 3s. 9d, 
and he drives his shuttle as far as round the world for about teu 
shillings. Do you think, Mr. Editor, that our nobility or clergy 
ever seriously take the case of the poor and needy, and those who 
have none to help them, into their most serious considerations? 
Did onr most Gracious Queen, and the other high personages who 
attend the fancy dress ball, ever calculate the sweat and toil it 
cost the people to clothe them in the sumptuous manner in which 
they appeared? If they dl.d, how, r ask, can they persist in 
f!OVerning the people in a manner to produce these effects, for 
I have no doubt but the great evil lies in the administration of our 
affairs. - Yours, One of the 1Vultitude. 

Free Trade amon_q the Ladi11s. -The principles offrte t1·atle, 
are now acknowledged at the tea table. It used to he the fashion 
to serve the guests with cream and sugar, l>ut now the articles are 
handed round, and every oue is at liberty to help hiTMelj. Thu 
legislation should follow this good example ; instead of limiting 
the quantities, and fixing the price of what peo1>le are to eat tlif'y 
ought to leave every one to help himself at the best market, 

Peace. - So effectual has been the labours of the mem n o( 
the peace society, in distributing tracta and giving advice agairi•t 
war and enlistment., that only four persons have been induc,ed to 
enli tin Birmingham. A Samqel Haines hlla peen taken beforw 
the magistrates for circulating these papers. 

From New York, -The following i.s an extract of a letter 
wri er in April,from Utica, state o( New York. "It is extr·emely 
beautiful landing at New York ill the middle of June, th,e tall 
tre s, the white afid yellow houses peeping through the green 
foliage : the air is more clear and salubriou11 than that of Eu1gland, 
hot er in summer, and colder in winter, but they feel very Ii ttle of 
the cold in their hpuses. They have a stove in the centre ,of the 
ho,_ase, and the wood fire 1000 fills the room with heat. like 
the country very well so fat. I believe it istbe best place im the 
world for a poor Jnan, for if he be industrious and sober. lne will 
get friends, who~ if he should fall sick. will support and tak.e care 
of him. The Yankees are the best people in the worl<l fo1r that. 
Instances of tixtreme distress are so rare that, when they do occur, 
they r~lieve them abundantly.~JAs. MABSDENDEB, TxoBU)LE.'' 

Iruh Temperance.-Mr. O'Connel stated in the ho1use of 
Commons, that although the revenue had been diminish1ed by 
£799,000 by the temperance movement in Ireland, yet suc:h. was 
the increased consumption of tea, coffee, sugar, and otherexlcisabla 
articles, that the gross revenue of Ir11land had iocireased 
£90,000. 
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2 T.HE STRUGGLE. 

A NEW EDITION OF THE NEW POOR LAW. 

Sir .James Graham has brought in a bill for the 
"further amendment" of the New Poor Law. I have 
read this bill in the vain hope of finding some mitiga
tion of the severities of the former act, but have been 
sadly di!mppointed. The same despotic power is con
tinued to the commissioners for five years. The dis
cretion of allowing or forbidding out door relief is still 
left in their hands. Classification is unchanged; so 
that the commissioners will continue the seven classes, 
thus dividing husband from wife, and parents from 
children. There is no relaxation of the workhouse test ; 
nor the ]east intimation that a rational labour test should 
be adopted in its place. The guardians will still be 
mere puppets, without power even to engage, dismiss, 
or fix the salary of a single officer. The independence 
of townships is gone, and this bill, instead of restoring 
it, enacts fresh encroachments, by giving the commis
sioners power to break up the Gilbert unions. Large 
and unwieldy unions are still to be continued, yet the 
guardians are allowed no remuneration for their attend
ance. The power of the magistrates to act as ex-officio 
guardians is untouched; and no new provision is made 
for providing proper returning officers at the election 
of guardians, so as to avoid the shameful expense and 
the abuses of the present plan. In fact the bill, though 
of considerable length, is chiefly made up of provisions 
for removing the difficulties which the commissioners 
have met with in the exercise of their almost unlimited 
power. 

These commissioners have indeed completetly suc
ceeded in gulling the government and the ~egislature 
on the subject of poor laws, by their one-sided reports 
which they annually put forth; and this alone can ac
count for the infatuation of a minister attempting to 
re-enact a measure of which all parties disapprove. 

It was hoped that some considerable change for the 
better would be made in the bastardy part of the law; 
but the change proposed is decidedly for the worse. 
No order is to be made upon any putative father, ex
cepting for the maintenance of the child in the work
house; so that if out door relief be given, it will fall 
upon the parish ; and if workhouse relief be given, 
of course both mother and child will have to go toge
ther, and the expense will be double. At present it is 
difficult to keep many of this class out of the work
houses; they will be regular foundling hospitals, and in
stead of the allowance of ls. 6d. or 2s., with which the 
mothers are satisfied, both mother and child must go 
together, at a cost of 4s. or 5s. All debased women 
will readily embrace the workhouse, and put the town
ships to great expense ; others who have been deceived 
and misled, will conceal their shame and endure 
the greatest privations rather than submit to such 
a degradation, and in the latter case no proceedings 
whatever can be taken against the man. . To bad 
men this law is a bonus upon licentiousness ; as 
a punishment upon the woman, it is the most severe 
upon the least guilty ; to the townships it will be 
a fearful augmentation of their burdens, for while 

they can only demand pay for the child in th~ workhouse, 
they will have the mother to keep for nothmg. 

So difficult is it for townships 'to meet the heavy and 
frequent calls of the Guardians for money, that many 
get into arrears; but now the overseers are to be pro~ 
ceeded ao-ainst for misdemcanor if they are seveu days 
behind the time when the money is wanted. 

The only good clause I find in the act is this,-that 
in the election of Guardians, instead of the owners 
having manv more votes than the occupiers, they are 
to have an ·equal number, one vote each, and an ad
ditional vote for every £50 of rating up to the number 
of six votes. 

I feel quite tired of poor laws ; for certain I am that 
we have long been working at the wrong end. . Instead 
of Jea-is]atino- for povertv, we ought to remove 1t. The 
corn~ission~rs have said a great deal about the labour 
market being depressed, by a\1le-b?died p_aupers receiv
ing relief, when their wages were msu~~1ent; b~t have 
they restored it to a more vigorous condition by w1thold
ino- that relief? Have they raised the rate of wages 
by

0 

removing the poor into their basti_les ? . Wh!le they 
have written scores of pages upon this, which time has 
proved to be nonsense ; in . all their seven rep~rts 
I have not met with one smgle sentence refermg 
to the corn laws, or any commercial restriction as 
having had any influence in depres~ing the labour 
market. The legislature has been deceived by these re
ports; and hn.s enacted and re-enacted a law which !1as 
done more to exasperate the poor and set them agamst 
the rich, than every other measu_re put together. I 
have filled the office of Guardian for four yean~, 
have been n close observer of the working of this law, 
and could write volumes upon the evils and abuses wit,h 
which it is connected. The corn law takes away men s 
resources and then this law throws them upon their 
resources

1

! I do fear it will lead to a rebellion in the 
end; and I intreat every corn law repealer to wash his 
hands of this infamous measure a1together. 

THE DISTRESS OF THE COUNTRY. 

The press teems with appaling representations ?f 
the distress and sufferings of the people ; and yet m 
the face of this, we are legislating to perp~tu!Lte a 
svstem of restrictions from which they pnnc1pa_l~y 
proceed. The commercial. body is sick_ and debil~
tated, and yet the doctor, instead o[ orderi1?-g fresh _air 
and plenty of exercise in other climate~, is . confinmg 
his patient at home. A consumption IS afpre
hended and hence the Archbishop of Canterbury IS al
ready e~treating the prayers of ~he faithful_. . 

It is now, I believe, the smcere conviction of all 
parties, that during no panic, no depression, which 
we can remember, have the working classes e~
dured the same degree of suffering as at present. T~is 
ouo-ht to be proclaimed upon the house tops, that. its 
ca~se may be thoroughly investi_gated. The followmg 
statements are collected from various sources:-

In Stockport it is stated that the poor rates in 1836 and 1837 wera 
£2,628; in 1841 and 1842 £7,120; tha~ since 1836 m_ore th_an half 
of th master spinners have failed, bemg 29 firms mcludmg 40 
partner.,, that the machinery of 17 large mills has been sold by 
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auclion, and 4 by private contract, and that eight firms have 
t>ffocted a compromise with their creditors ; 3,500 houses a.re 
f'mpty, besides mills, warehouses and public houses; the sum of 
£5,000 has been collected and distributed among the suffering 
poor, and that in one week 14,424 have been relieved, whose 
total income was only 9¾-d. per head. The weekly reduction in 
the amount of wages paid is £5,483 ; and there are now walking 
the street not less than 5,000 persons who are suffering the extreme 
of human misery and privation. 

Dundee.--The magistrates have had a meeting to make another 
appeal to the public, and collections are to be made for the unem
ployed in every church and chapel. An alarming procession has taken 
place, carrying, among other emblems a black flag, on which was 
inscribed" we are hungry, give us bread, or labour that we may 
feed ourselvQs wit.h our own industry;" at the. end of the proces
sion was a tri-coloured flag with a hatched mounted upon it. 

Dudley. - Distress, it is stated, has not been so deep and pre
vailing for 50 years ; a great many furnaces are blown out, and 
the colliers are walking about unemployed. The condition of the 
poor nailors will not bear contemplation, the last of their tempo
rary resources being dried up, the pawnbrokers having refused to 
take any more goods to pledge. 

Nottingham.-Tbere is no improvement in the hosiery trade, 
and if any thing, the general distl'ess increases. 

Brighton.-An extraordinary number of tradesmen are in Hors
law gaol, who have hitherto moved in a respectable sphere, wait
ing to take the advantage of the Insolvent Act. 

Binningham.-The state of trade here is going on worse and 
worse every day. Shops and houses are closing by hundreds; and 
it is truly piteous to see the thousands of poor men who are will
ing to work totally without employment. In one of our principal 
streets there are 27 shopkeepers, whose residences are occupied 
by bailiffs. 

Burnley.-Great fears are expressed for the peace of this town 
and district. The guardians have represented to the Secretary 
of State, that the distress is far beyond the means they have of 
affording relief, 12,000 persons being on the books. A special 
commissioner is sent down from government. to afford relief. 

IS ALL OUR TRADE TO BE LOST? 

Already is aa immense amount of British capital engaged in 
foreign trad\l, Already have a vast number of English manufac
turers emigrated to the continent and erected mills there, giving 
employment to the Swiss, Belgians, and Dutch, and taking it 
from you. Already have many more reaolved to go, and numbers 
are at present on the wing, taking out of the kingdom skill, enter
prise, knowledge, science, and vast wealth, nnd leaving much less 
of all in the kingdom from which injustice and oppression have 
banished them. Already is machine making transplanted to the 
continent, and even the manufacture of yarns threatening to su
persede our almost only remaining source of superiority. Already 
are our exports rapidly becoming restricted to yarns, and raw 
mat~rial, or in short, to those articles upon which the smallest ex
penditure of wages and mechanical labour is required in England. 
We know what this must end in. We shall at last be beaten in 
yarns and machinery as we have been in the re!t. Our capital 
will be employed abroad ; our labourers will be without wages, and 
farmers will be without customers, and, eventually, the landlord 
without ent. And all this the result of repulsive and exclusive 
laws for the bimefit of the great landowners. 

NATIONAL RETALIATION. 

The following extract from an American paper will shew what 
we are likely to get from the Americans in return for our restric
tive measures:-

our own calicos and cotton stuffs, and no longer send our money 
abroad to Europe, draining our country of millions upon millions 
of gold and silver annually, for the support of English manufactu
rers and English labourers, whilst. our own are languishing and 
suffering. Let. us encourage our own enterprise, support our own 
labm,r, feed our own poor, and thereby keep our own gold and 
silver I Let us support and cherish America, her agriculture her 
manufactures, her commerce, but more especially the labour ofhet 
poor; let us raise, l.l.nd keep them raised, for God's sake, above 
the brute and starving condition of E.ish labourers. The policy 
of England fa not reciprocal with ours. Her's is ri,qid protection 
to her interests. She reduces labour and starves the poor by heavy 
duties on corn and.flour, to drive from her shores a surplus dis
contented population, and to substain her aristocrate landed in
terest. She is struggling to be independent of the world." .. 

Alas I for such independence as ours is likely to be! ,v e have 
a foretaste of it already. Our struggle to be "independent of the 
world" is a death struggle. 

GOOD HARVEST. 

We cannot but feel thaukful for the prospect of a good 
harvest. This will have a tendency to bring down the 
price of food ; and those who are in work will have some~ 
thing more to spend upon clothing and manufacturers, 
by which we may expect a partial revival of the home trade. 
But it should not be forgotton, that if the prices of agri
cultural produce come down, unless rents are also reduced, 
even with a good harvest, the farmers will continue to 
suffer, and will have little to spend upon maufactures. 
Many of our artizans are, or should be employed in making 
articles depending altogether upon foreign demand. I have 
it from the best authority that five-eights of all the goods 
made in Sheffield have gone to Ameri~a. By the proposed 
American tariff much of this will be completely annihilated, 
for which no compensation can be found. So that although 
a good harvest may relieve the lwme trade, it cannot give 
employment to those who depend upon our Joreig,i con
nections. 

" The truth is, tlie time has arrived when we must either adopt 
a protective tariff policy, or as a nation we must languish. 
Necessity and justice to ourselves demand it, and the restrictive 
course of other governments demands it. ,v e must encourage 
the consumption and manufacture of cotton at home. There are J. S. BUCKINGHAM, EsQ., 
many common sense reasons for it. We majrn otµ· own cotton, and ., ,n .1 

why should we send to Europe fo~ cotton go0ds? Let us make The Advocate of Temperance, Peace, and F,ee .1. raue. 



STRUGGLit 

Mo,o Pooe,ty than th, Poo, Rut" indfoat,. -Tho ogh the ' po~, I 
ratl!s are so much heavier than formerly, they are lnit a faint guide 

1 

as to th8 increa~e of poverty ; for Sllch is its p1·esent amount that 
the parishes do not even pret,md to give adequate relief. Num
bers are driven away without any assista11ce at all, and others are 
pllt oft' with half of what is aufficient. Bl'gging is now tolerated 
by neceuity, and every av.ble source of charity is iu exercise to 
make up the short allowance of the parish. The severe work
house test-the aeparation of families-has been adopted to get 

1 

rid of the poor; ao that it ought to be distinctly known that the 
poor rate, high as it is, forms no criterion -of the extent of po
-verty. 

!Jetter than a Fortune.-I know many who have repented a 
thou11and times of getting drunk, and would seem willing lo 
give any thing lo escape the evil. One little change alone will 
Ave you ; aooid tj,e fir1t gla11. 

En_qland. -England is a mighty structure, covered with the 
crust of antiquity, but with all ita age and weakness, one rude 
shock from 1om0 uriexpect.ed quwter, mig4t shake .the ediftce and I 
tumble all its old battlements inf a heap of smoking ruins. · he 
h in a cri•is without, and a criais within. The fint grand explo- • 
alon will gi ,e her a republican govt!rnment, and Ojtracise her 
,mbleue. We are getting her poor emigrants now-who knows 
but, by and by, the young Queen and her nobility will seek an 
tiylum here ? There is no harm in preparing to receive them pro
perly, and we advise all our best, hotel keepers to be in readi
ne&&.-New Yurk Herald. 

The Tide of E1ni:;raJ.ion. -As a proof o! the rate at which 
emigrcltion ia proceedirrg in Ir'eland, 700 persona aailt:d from 
Sligo alone in one week for British .America, 

q I 
Thanks for Ta.ration.-Fifty-eight operatives of Worcester are 

said to have addresse_d a letter of t!ta11k3 to Sir Robert Peel, for 
pas3ing the income tax. No a~signablo motive can be given for 
this, except a wish that all should be brought down as poor as 
themsehea, for most assuredly the poor will not gain by this • 
rueasure, though the othor clau will bo compell~d to loose. 

Blow away.-Did you see the old woman blowing at the tea
pot apout: If you did you saw a fit emblem of what we should 
all be doiug. There is plenty in, but the pot is a bad pourer ; 
our commercial pot is full to Qverflowing ; but our corn laws, and 
•u~ar laws have slopped its couue, aud until we can blow tliem 
a1Day, all parties will I.le dissatisfied. 

A Word to Relieving Officers.-Bad as the new poor law is, it 
it is atill worse in its u.dministratiun. To all relieoi1i,q offict:ra, I 
would say,-be examples of sobriety; be civil to the poor; give 
them plain and dibtinct answers; visit thoso who apply for relief; 
write for those belonging to distant places; never fail to answer 
promptly every application from a diatancc ; never say to those 
who are in a state of starvatiou . •' I c:an do nothiu~ for you;" do 
not pre\"eot tlle poor staling their own case beforu the board; 
never try to get shut of th1tm by &ending them where you know 
they will be refused ; it is your duty to attend to all reside,,t poor; 
make your arrangements 10 as not to compel them to wait or seek 
;you from place to place. The officer that does his duty to 
the poor, is one with whow the rate payers will have the leaat 
occasion to be dissatisfied. By visiting and giviug his whole time 
to his duties, he will be succes~ful in dctectiug imposition, as well 
as relieving those that deser¥1i!.-l should like every relieving 
officer to be pret1ented with a copy of thia. 

Hope in Y1..ti11.-" If the peoi1lt1 wait the tories' time for doing 
good," &aid Christopher Doyle, at the Stockport·meeting, "it 
would come like •• Til.>'s eve,'' as it was called in Ii-eland, which 
was neither before nor after Christmas I 

Dutitwicm and Crime._:Thoma& Meadow11, of Leicester, was 
convicted upon h\s own acknowledgment, in the penalty of £5., 
or three months imprisonment, for poaching on land belonging to 
Lord Stamford. The poor fellow stated that be had been with
out work since Christmas, and had been ,tannx9 a wltole day 
bt!lore be went out to oatcb a hare. 

·t;• 

Cheap Food. -The working people are every day becou1iug 
converts to cheap food. Iu the face of foreign compt!titfou Lht•y 
find it impossible to keep up wagea; and therefore very properl), 
they exchi.im "if wages must be low, living ought to be low 
also.'• 

Price of Lana. -A considerable extent of laud in Walton;· 
called " The Flatts, •• i3 let for £14 per acre. 

The price of Milk and Butter. -There has heen a turn out at 
Dolton against the price of milk and butter. The price fixed for 
milk is Hd. for new, ld. for skimmed, Ad. for buttermilk, and 8d. 
per lb. for butter. These are sufficient!) high considering the }>l"ica 
of labour ; but they ha\'0 failed, as thuy were sure to do, becaulie 
the plan wanted that which alone could make it succ~e<l : 
that is, a plentiful s11pply of butter and cheese from other countrh•s. 
Only let the supply be lar_,,e enou!Jh, and the milk and butter re
formers will soon gain I heir object, but by no other means. 

Duty on Pork. -The price of pork at St. Louis is 8s. per cwt.; 
and yet the duty, the reduced duty I- upon coming into England ia 
8s. per cwt., being the cost of the article ihelf. 

How waa JJfanchester Markel ?-This i• tlie first question e,ery ' 
,Vednesday morning. It is very natural, while so many operatives 

e out of work, and so many tradesmen almost at their wit'1 end. 
But we ought to look further than this, to the cause1 that influence 
Manchester market. l:f the Americans, the French, and 
others lay on high dutiea upon our goods, we cannot l1a\"e good 
markets, "I will give orders to any amount," says an Americau 
merchant, "if you will take American produce in return." We 
see at once the ouly condition upon whicll we can espact 
good ma1·kets. If you expect streams without a fountain-the 
effect without the cause-then you may expect mun to coqae to 
you1· Dlll.rkets, whose best articles you kick from your shores. 

JJfore " Currection. "-It is taid that the tPitling sum of four or 
fiv"" thousand is going to be eiq><.:nded upon altering and extend
ing the Preston Bouse of Corruction. "•hat a pleasare to the 
rate p:1yers to suney their extensive property at the bottom @f 
Chltrch i;treot ! 

Petition a9ainst the New Poor Lu.w. - Those who think the 
legislature capable of being iuftuence<l by tlui pctilions of the 
people, should loose no time in preparing petition. agaim,t S1r 
James Graham'•" further amendment'' act. • 

Siekly Poor in Worllho"aes. -Jn every workhoua;e the.re ii a c.>n• 
1iiderable number who arc labouring uudcr debility and ~e 
generally unwell, and yet not classed with the ~-ick, so U to r'1-
ceivo medical aid, or au ord'cr for a special Jiet. l\>fa1\y or these 
auiTcr severely, hy being compelled to eu.t the same diet ~hich 1' 
prepared fvr all. I have just met with a poor delicata creature 
who left a workhouse iu great distre&& observing "I wight a.» 
well clam out of the hou»c aa clam in.•• She had bettn in sill: 
weeks but could not eat their br,•ad, for her heart rose at the oat 
cake wheu she tried to eat il. It i11 aour and disagre1;:1 "ith many 
pen;o111i, 

The Coa11 LAWS art: Evil, unmirtgled with good, 
'.l'he Poor J\fan opprer.aing, by 'faxing his food ; 
They ent1:r his humt, whether c .. llar or col, 
And render extreme hi11 deplorabie lot: 
Tiley enter hi. ,pirit-they force the deep wigh-

"' Th@y W1ing him with anguish ;-yet lllQCk and decry. 
Hai; bt: children anq wife ?-Oh ! how hio heart bl11ed11; 
While each haggard foi::m most bjlseechiugly pien<Wt ;
Yea, pleada for supplies he with joy would impart; · 
Did the fruild of hi toil respvnd to his heart. 
How wretc:,ed his home 1-i;ca.nt of toad, clolhea and bed; 
Divested of all by the 'l'AX on hi11 Bread. 
Can he love th' 111ventor11 of such impious plan-
Portra} ing fierce mon1,ter-not right-hearted man t 
Hu brooi:h o'er hh .arrows-he ponders their cause, · 
And eau he nispect En~laud's State~rueu and Law»? 
Then:'s danger, alas I e en with hearts well inc:lin'd, 
Lest passion bear rule, .i.nd dt:spair i;ei:re the miud._ • 
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,voll, Sir Bobby, what benefit will that be to my 
distrOflsed family? Toys ! perfumery ! and such rub
bish ; WP want CHEAP BnEAD. 

N~w Mr, BnU, what d'ye i;ay, are we not doing our best for you? 
Read this and yuu will find how much we 
have ,,onsnlted your family's welfare. • 

Nanny Goats, 
Horse Hair, Com

fits, Singing 
Birds, Turtle, Blad

ders, Pickles, 
Ostrich 1''eathers, 

Perfumery, 
Jnlap, Whipcord, 

'fdescopc>s, 
and 

Tobacco Pipc>s, nt 
Reduced Duties! 

Bread, 
Butter, Cheese, 

Ten, and Sugar, 
1·eduction I 

THE GRAND SCHEME FOR SAVING THE . NATION ! ! ! 

EMIGRATION. to . abridge it materially in those P.9ints which are not 
" · I of the greatest interest. Emigration is so serious an 

I have been very much nfraid of misleading. on the undertaking that any man would be guilty of great 
subject of emigration. I have received so many letters, cruelty who indoced people to leave their homes, by 
and 'of eo contradictory a character, that while I thank publishing statements which were not strictly true. 
the writers, or the friends, who have sent them, I have · 29, Mitre Street, G1·eat Charlotte Street, l,mnbetl,, 
found it necessary at least to suspend their publication. London, May 30tli, 1842. 
Some -of these letters give a very gloomy representa- l Sia. 
tion of · tnings both in the United States and Incompliance_withyouF request in No. 19 ?' the St,:11.~ql~, l . 

. • • now state some httle that I know on the subject of Em1g1ation. 
Au~traha .. Havmg howev~r p~bhshed tw? ~etters from \ AU the writers whom I have consulted entertain a more fa.tiaurable 
ell!1grants m favour of emigration, I deem 1t proper to • opinion, I think, than truth warrants, and ,vhich nothing but the 
lay before the public one of an opposite character. It ,pain of experience can correct. I now include yonrsolfa~d Ph~~• • 

is from a person who returned last January. He has be1:5, and in order to afford yo~ :'-n oppor~unity. of form mg a J~t t 
· h• estimate of the value of my oprn1on on tb1s subJ~f't, I beg to 10-

travelled much b!)t . oy sea a?d land for _the laft 34 form you that 1 have bun an: emigrant 16 -Ameril:a, whicq I left 
years, and appe~rs li1ghly qualified for form mg a cor~ect on the ' 1 st of January last. · 
jud~ent~ The length of the letter has compelled me I did not travel much in the interior, 

· No~~-•,:, 
I • 
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opportunitiea of acquiring inrormation hereon than I should have. 
had by visiting the interior. I resided the greater part of the time 
at New York, and had extended communications with emigrants' 
lodging house keepers, as well as old and new emigrants, and I 
devoted much time in conversation with the natives of various 
parts of the interior, and also consulted many of the newspapers 
daily. 

I became acquainted with an intelligent man, of much expel'ience 
in travelling, a dealer in cattle, who always lodging in an emigrants' 
boarding house when in New York, afforded me mnch informa
tion on this subject. He represented the interior as being in the 
most deplorable state ; and said that many thousands of emigrants 
would be glad to return to the old country (England), and would 
do so, could they find the means of defraying their p9.Ssage. I 
then described the state of this country (England) as to the in
tense suffering of the mass of labourers, and he still persisted that 
America was still worse for foreigners, who had nothing to fall 
back on when without work, which was very frequently the case. 
This statement I doubted much at first, but experience bas proved 
it to be the fact. In truth, the deeper I enquired, the more mi
sery I found. This distress arises from a variety of causes, which it is 
needless for me to enumerate, as you are fully aware of the failure of 
the majority of their banks all over the country, the business of which 
was completely destroyed, hence the shopkeepers of the interior 
could not obtain any currency to pay for their intended purchases 
in New York; besides, the farmers had no vent for their pro
duce, and could neither sell nor purchase, except on a small scale 
by way of barter. Add to this, almost all the public and extensive 
works-such as rail ways, canals, and common roads, as well as 
the printe ones, on a small scale-were entirely stopped, and the 
men who had been employed thereon were thrown out of employ
ment. They were wandering about the country in search of employ
ment, which many of them did not find, and I leave you to imagine 
what became of them. A few of them obtained work on farms, but 
a large portion of them remained idle. The auctions are exces
ei vely numerous, where the principal part of the business is done. 
When I left New York in last January, such was the depression, 
and for some time previously, that I saw good silver lever watches 
sold by auction for 10 dollars, equal ta £2 ls. 8d. ; gold lever 
watches, 50 dollars, equal to £10 8s. 4d. ; duplex gold watches 
55 dollars, equal to £11 9s. 2d. ; handsome mahogany French 
polished chairs 2½ dollars, or 10s. 5d. ; and almost every thing 
else equally cheap, and sales at these ruinously low prices were 
almost impossible for want of money. 

A Frenchman, a cahinet maker, informed a friend of mine, that 
when he went to New York some years since (8 or 10), he coulti 
eilrn 20 dollars in about three days, and that he could not now 
earn more than three dollars in six days, and he bad great <liffi
culty to get work at this price. He talked of going to London. 

My informant told me that he could not get sufficient to sup
port himself and family, by his utmost exertions, although he was 
extremely industrious and well calculated to obtain work if there 
was any to be had. He is an upholsterer and chair and sofa 
maker; he was detained a considerable time in New York, for 
want of funds, but is now in Liverpool. He was a violent char
tist before he went to New York, but is now much modified. 
His return proves that America is not such an eldorada as it is 
represented; in fact, it is remarked by many that the greater por
tion of those who have returned from America, are very strongly 
prejudiced against it. This term prejudice is very much misapplied. 
In this case it means to judge harshly, without having proof. 
The warmth emanates from a strong conviction of its truth and 
an ardent desire to prevent others from falling into the same trap. 
Prior to my going to America, I had a '9ery different opinion of 
it from what I now have. I thought that the problem with res
pect to a democratic government had been ~olved, and proved in 
this instance to be more conducive to the happiness and prosperity 
of the industrious bees than the other kinds ; but I must 
confess that I now know in this case that it hils been a failure. I 
thought also that war was a game at which crown heads were most 
inclined l<Vpl11y,-in order to conceal their misdeeds at home, by 
diverting the attention of the people to foreign abuses and con
quests ; but in' this I was mistaken also. I thought also that 
law and equity were in America synonimous term ; but I find the 
reverse. I thought that justice was cheap, and as _easily obtained 

by the- poor man as the rich ; but I find the reverie, and i ttii, 
I am borne out by the most appalling statements of the papers u 
to the venality of their judges, who are always pnt in b! tha 
dominant party. 

As my ,;tatemcnt is so very different from the opinions grner
ally entertained in the country on emigration to America, I will 
now give you some more information calculated to explain the 
cause of this false impression, and confirm my views. 

First, in New York there is a great number of persons ent;aged 
as emigrant lodging house keepers, who are interested in giving 
very flattering accounts of America, because their prosperit! de
pends on it, and their conscientiousness is too small to confine them 
to truth and thereby oppose their self interest. They have their 
agents here and sometimes come themselves. I know two who 
came herP. within the last 18 months. 

Another class is the swindlers of New York. It has been 
abundantly supplied with them from the old country. These men 
prey ou their unfortunate fellow-countrymen to an immense ex
tent. There are also many native swindlers but they have not the 
facilities of practising thi3 business to so great an extent among 
the emigrants as the former. The operations of this class are not 
confined to New York. There are many traps laid for those who 
go to purchase land. These men follow the emigrant as consttntly 
asa shark follows a ship on board of which there is some pestilential 
disease. Their scent for money is as accute as that of a cat for 
mice. I was told by several persons who had had t.he best oppor
tunities of knowing, that they never knew a single emigrant who 
had not been swindled out of a great portion of his money, and my 
experience confirms it. 

Another cause of the flattering accounts which we receive of 
America arises from their very large self-esteem of the Americans, 
which induces them to give a most flattering account of their 
country and its institutions, whether entitled to it or not, and their 
very strong acquisitiveness is brought into operation also, because 
they know every emigrant increases the value of their land and 
business. 

The owners, agents, and cAptains of the vessels which ta'ke 
emigrants out, also circulate very flattering antl highly coloured 
accounts, to fill their own coffers. 

I now come to another class whose opinions would seem to 
deserve the greatest respect. I allude to those of our coun
trymen who have been fortunate in obtaining profitable and con
stant. employment. These men associate with those only who are 
similarly circumstanced, and consequently are not acquainted with 
the distress with which they are surrounded. Having experienced 
no difficulties themselves, they fancy there are none experienced 
by others. They are too busily occupied to attend to these things. 
I have no doubt your own experience would furnish examples of 
this kind even in Preston now. 

'l'he American manufacturers also are interested in ind"cing our 
men to emigrate, because it enables them to manufacture cheaper 
and better, and it aids them in competing with us in foreign mar
kets. It is a great advantage to the Amel'icans to have children 
reared, supported, educated, trained, and taught some valuable 
business at the sole expense of this country. 

If we calculate the value of each British artizan at the price of 
a slave, wbich I believe to be about £100, and suppose that 
100,000 emigrate annually, this will produce ten millions of pounth 
sterling, which we throw away or force from us yearly, to which 
must be added what is lost on manufactures by their competition, 
and also what is paid extra for our provisions in this country, and 
also the profits on goods exported ; the number that die of star
vation, or of diseases brought on by bad or deficient food; the 
amount lost in loans to the United States and elsewhere, which 
would not have been required, but if required, would have been 
paid i!! _provisions. What madness ! The Portuguese and othera 
encourage the slave trade, because they know the value of igno
rant men ; but our rulers force intellectual and skilful men from 
this-country. 

·- In fact, almost every perso1t in America is interested in causing 
persqns to emigrate to that country, and hence proceed all the 
false statements; but my opinion and thousands of my unfortunate 
countrymen in America is-that people had better remain here at 
present, and, in case of need, fall back on the poor's rate, by which 
means thay obtain a scanty subsistence, which is n?t the case with 
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many a thou,and BritM1 emigrant, in America at thia time. And 
they would thus enlighten the landowners by appealing to their 
pttrses-which appears to be the only sensitive part they have
and help their fellow-sufferers to work eut their salvation. I 
agree with Mr. Curtis, that if the corn laws here were abolished, 
that England would be the conntry to emi_qrate to instead of from. 
I am of opinion that at the present time, he who emigrates without 
carrying out with him sufficient money to last him nine months, is 
removing himself from the frying-pan into the fire. 

To those who think of purchasing land in America, I will now 
give some information, which is of importance, but which is too 
often concealed from them de~ignedly. The first is that no alien 
can inherit freehold property; consequently, if he should leave his 
children here, and go to America, and purchase lanrl, and die the 
next day, bis ch~ldren would not possess it nor the p1·oceeds of it. 
Jt would go to the U. S. government. This is a general law, but 
there are a few exceptions-the offspring of policy, but not of ho
nesty. 

Or if an alien marl'ies an American lady possessing freehold pro
perty, and she dies before he has become a free citizen, it goes to 
the next heir of his late wife, and he derives no benefit from it. 
Besides, he has no controul over it during her life, but what she 
delegates to him as her agent. This is the case with alien wives 
al,o-tbay may starve, although their late husbands died worth 
thousands in land. 

Secondly, with regard to free citizenship. To become a free 
eitizen, a man must go before the mayor or some other officer ap
pointed by the constitution, and give notice of his desire and inten
tion of becoming such ; and he must then take the oath of alle

iance, which is particularly severe against the natives of this 
untry-England. At the expiration of five years he may then 
ke up his freedom, provided he ha;;; not been out of the United 
tatea during that period, namely, five years; but if he has been 

Canada, Texas, or any other place out of the United States one 
inute, he must commence anew ant.I serve another five years, 
d so on continually. This is a recent decision, but has been 
mitted as legal, and acted on by all legal authorities as not ques-

• onable. 
,vhen a person has become a free citizen, he is subject to 
rtain duties if his age be lees than 45 years, namely, military duty 
the fire briiade which learns military exercise also. The latter 
which is very burdensome in New York. You may form some 
inion of the duty you have to perform whim belonging to the 
e brigade in New York, when I have informed you that there 

on an average three or four fires every 24 hours during the 
nter, and one or two during the summer. Of course the duties 
this brigade are not so onerous in the interior. They get no 
uneration for their services in connection with this brigade or 
military ; but incur a very heavy expense in botli. Aliens 
exempt from these duties. 

When I left New York, and long before, there were thousands 
our unfortunate countrymen anxious to return to their native 
ntry, England and Scotland, but are prevented from doing so, 
ough they have nothing to anticipate on their return but 
omingthe inmates of the union workhouses; for they are not 
orant of the distress here. I am convinced that emigration 
erally, without funds, is now only another term for transporta
' and the only difference is, th9.t there is attached more and 

ater pains and penalties to the former than the latter. I am 
opposed to all emigration at all times, but only at present, and 

large masses without funds. 
believe I have now furnished you with ample materials to 
e to a sound and just conclusion with regard to emigration, 

no,-. and generally, much of which is not confined to America, 
is equally applicable to other countries. I believe that En
d is at present. the heart of the commercial and civilized world, 
I know that when the heart is diseased, and consequently 

kened, all the members of the body must be diseased and 
·zed; so must every part of the commercial world, now that 

land is dis~ased and paralyzed, and, consequently, emigration 
t not to be encouraged. 

I am, Sir, • 
Your obedient servant, 

AN Ex-E~uGRA?iT, 

THE RICH DON'T GET ALL THE COMFORTS. 

'' After all my poverty," said Jack Serjeson, a poor hand
loom weaver, "I find I have some comforts to which the 
rich are strangers. I have no trouble about light sove
reigns--mine are all weight and good to pay ; had no grum
b]ing this hot weather about tainted meat with being 
kept too long; we lose no rest at night by being over-heated 
with too many b]ankets ; no fear whatever of the orchard 
being robbed; the postman never brings me news of any of 
my creditors having failed or run away ; I shall have no 
trouble to find an excuse when asked for a subscription to 
celebrate the Preston Guild ; no falling out among our ser
vants-no tales carried out of the house by them ; no trou
ble "ith picking teeth after dinner, nor with losing a silver 
tootlz-pick; never afflicted with indigestion ; not in the least 
danger of being shot at in these days of frolick ; no disputes 
about a quarter's notice when our children leave school; 
my wife never lost a single jewel at any of her parties ; we 
are quite clear of moths-I don't think there is one in the 
street; I have never once had occasion to alter my will; 
not taken a single step in the way of preparing to cheat the 
income-tax commissioners ; we suffer nothing from the fear 
of our children marrying into inferior families ; make no 
enemies by sending back misfits of shoes or clothes ; the 
veterinary surgeon never makes a job of curing my horse ; 
the beggars never as much as p1ague me with a single call ; 
not at all uneasy for fear of being detected by the assessed 
tax commissioners of keeping more articles than I returned ; 
my wife is not afraid of being caught with her morning dress 
on in the afternoon ; we are always at home when visitors 
call, and our servants tell no Jies ; we never fall out with 
the baker about sodden bread, or pies baked in a slow 
oven ; we are so fotunate as never to lose the keys of the 
store room or ale cellar ; I get a much better price for my 
ashes than any of my rich neighbours ; we need neither 
dog, bell, nor extra chain, to keep the thieves out; never 
lose any receipts, nor are called upon to pay a debt twice 
over ; our children don't displease us by using the silver 
spoons or the best knives; the doctors never talk about 
tedious complaints at our house ; neither parson nor priest 
puts on us by calling over often.-If these are not com
forts," said Jack Se1jeson, "I know not what are." 

CHURCH-THE BULWARK OF THE NATION. 

It is proper the uninformed should know the estimate in which 
the " apostolical" Church of England is held by some of her 
friends. 

"Whete lies the strength of England?" says one of the leading tory 
prints, " In her fleets, her armies, her wealth, her fortresses and 
palaces? No, all these would be the prey of the enemy, but for one 
shrine of transcendant power. The strength of England lies in 
her morality and her religion-her parish churches are her real 
bulwarks, worth thousands of even her fleets and armies. The 
Church of England it is, and the Church of England only, which 
has ri•1hted the country. 

To what, then, are we indebted for our escape, at the magni
tude of which we are even still astounded? We say, emphati
cally, to the Church of England. Yes I That was the blessed 
instrument, prepared aforetime for this g1•eat work. It is by the 
spirit of tl1e Church of England we have been saved. In 
achiei7:ig this our great deliverance, the Church of England stands 
alone. 

What a pity but all nations were blessed with this church! That 
Easter dues, church rates, tithes, and pluralities, were diffused 
to the ends of the earth. Do let us have more of church. I In all 
cases of danger, by all means build pl~ty of" parish Chu1·ches ;'' 
for " thousands of her fleets and armies" are as nothing compared 
with Church. Nelson and Wellington, must hereafter hide their 
diminished heads before "bishop~, prie~ts, and deacons"-the 
real aonquering heros of the present day. 
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VARIETIES. 

Loss on Good,.-If we want a reason why the weaving 
masters are so reluctant to give out warps, the following will 
suffice~ "I sent out to India £700 worth of goods," said a 
manufaeturel', "and all I got in return was indigo; and such was 
the loss upon the goods and the indigo, that the whole of the net 
proceeds which I received was £325. 

Mr. Wakely, alluding to the reduction of the duty on timber, 
1aid if the people could eat saw dttst, this duty also would have 
been retained by the landlords. 

What is a Machine '?-A contrivance to make two yards of 
cloth with the same labc;,ur which made one before. The cloth is 
thus produced at half the cost, and is placed within the reach of 
mauy more persons. Th,e consumption is greatly increased, and 
this increased consumption creates a further demand for labour. 
This i~ proved by the fact that during the last ten years the ma
nufacturing population has increa,ed 30 per cent, while the agri
onltural population has decreased 2½ per cent. But the advan
tages of machinery cannot be seen if there be an enactment to 
limit the consumption. The Corn Law is such an enactment. It 
makes food dear at home so that the people have no money to buy 
clothes with ; and it refuses the demand of our foreign customers 
who will only take our cloth in exchange for food. Thus it is 
that consumption is preTented. It is monopoly, then, and not 
machinery, which ill the cause of the present distresi. 

The Subordinate classes in Germany. -The landlord often sits 
at the table with his guests, and, with his own country people, 
eonverses on terms of apparent equality. The same self-respe~t 
blends with the civility of the shopkeeper. He is very happy to 
serve and suit yon, but, if he cannot, he is ready to direct you 
el~where. Shopmen have repeatedly, unasked, sent a person to 
guide us through the intricate Continental streets to another shop. 
'.rbe domestics are prompt, faithful, and cheerful in their services. 
There is freedom, but no presumptio'n in their manners, and 
nothing of that unhappy uncertainty as to their exact position, so 
uncomfortable in our people. In all these subordinate classes 
you see nothing of the cringing servility that marks them in 
England, and to which they are exposed by their direct depend
ence on their employers.-Miss Sedgwick's letters from Abroad. 

Bene.fit of Cheap Food. - If the average price of wheat should 
fall this year to what it was in 1835, namely, 39s. 4d. per quarter, 
taking the consumption only at 16 millions of quarters, the cost 
of this article offood alone will be less by £24,900,000 than it was 
in 1839, when the average price was 70s. 6d. A great part of this 
would be spent upon manufactures. 

The Consumption of Sugar.-Forty years ago the average con
sumption of sugar for every man, woman, and child in the united king
dom was 22½lbs. Last year the average consumption throughout the 
kingdom was only 15¾ lbs. From the diatries of the workhouses it 
appears that the allowance to aged paupers is seven ounces a week, 
being at the rate of 22¾ lbs. per annum. Every person serving in 
her Majesty's ships is allowed 1½ ounce per day, being 34 lb. a 
ounces per year. It is estimated that about one-fourth of the 
population consume about 37 lbs. each or lf ounces per day, so 
that the other three-fourths do not average more than 8 lb. each, 
being only one-third of what is allowed to aged paupers. What 
a shame that these people should be deprived of this useful 
article. 

How to Apply for Relief.-I have no doubt that many die for 
want of receiving that relief which the law intended to provide for 
all the n~cessitc;,us poor. It should be distinctly understood 
that every person distressed, should apply to the relieving 
offtcer o( the township in which he resides, whatsoever place he 
may belong to ; and all traveling to their own towns, as it is called, 
is jnegttl!lr. It is the duty of the officer or the board of guar
tlbm1 to e}ieve all resi:dent poor, and then to writ'3 for them or re
mf;>ye them as they, think proper.-lf any deaths occur, which 
there is good reason to believe happens through the neglect of 
patrieh offlos!rs, by all means get a coroner's inquest, so that the 
guilt may-W brought home to the proper party. 

T~st of &,b,iety.-Tbey are the soberest men who drink like a 
l,,a,t. 

We ahuuld rejoice for Plenty.-How pleased we are a• we pass 
the flowing fields of corn and grass, in the hope that we shall 
have a plentiful h_a~v.est. Supposing next autumn, if prices get 
low, some sage pohttt1on should begin to complain abo tan "over
production,'' what would the people think of him? and yet they 
listen with patience to the absurd complaints of over production 
in the cloth harvest as 11. great evil. There may be an 1mdtr de
mand, but no over production of any article which the people 
need, or which can be changed for any article which they need. 
If less were produced, thek would be neither more work nor 
more wages for the people. If it were not for ou!' starvation 
laws, cotton pieces would be equal to flitches of bacon, and skips 
of weft to barrels of flour. These laws have begotten an obt111eness 
of feeling, or we should rejoice as much at seeing a waggon load 
of pieces, as we do at seeing the miller's cart laden with flour. 
If trade were free we should be ready to say, "these are going 
to Liverpool to bring back bacon, flour, butter, and cheese.'' 

Dear Sugar.- ,vhat a pity that sugar should be dear! I know 
a person who has several £>art lo~ds of rhubarb in his garden 
which he would be glad to give to the poor, but it wo kl be of no 
use; they cannot afford to buy sugar. Oh shame on the sugar 
rogue11 I they will not allow the poor as much as to taste a bh of 
plain pie. 

Before Going to Law, "l\ly dear, whqt shall we have te 
dinner?" After going to law, "My dear, what can we have to 
dinner.'' 

Standing Armies. - In England there is said to be one soldier 
for eTery 140 of the population; in France one for 110 ; in 
China one for 514; in the United States one for 1600. 

Father Matluw's Seal contains the following inscription:
" Drink from the bubbling fountain, drink it free; 
'Twns good for Sampson, and 'tis good for thee." 

Why were people so sleepy in the Chapel tliis Afte,·1won P-Fint 
because they ate too mnch dinner ; anJ secondly, because the 
sermon did not seem to interest them. We rarely see a per11on 
asleep at a temperance meeting, or at any meeting for discussion. 
If, instead of one preacher, there were several ~peakers delivering 
short addresses ; if instead of trying to illustrate some abstruse 
theological doctl'ine, the speaking embraced a description of what 
was passingin society, and urging all to their varioua duties tQ 
promote its happiness; if the social principle was thus kept alive 
there would be no sleeping in the chapel. · 

Jackdaws-an example.-'' Our jackdaw,"said a little boy to his 
father, "has learned to plu~k up the weeds out of the garden.'' 
'' There is a fine example for yo_u,'' replied the father;" you 
,ho11ld imitate Jack in plucking up weeds out of the garden, and 
always be diligent in doing this. But you abould remembel', there 
is another kind of weed ; our convergation is full of it; now 
learn by all means to pluck out every part which is pernicious and 
unprofitable to yourself and others.•• 

Warning Posts.-If a death stone were placed at the front 
of every house where persons have died by the use or 
strong drink, every street in the kingdom would be studded with 
them. 

Union Schools are now recomended for paupers' children. These 
are good in themselves, but it is reversing the order or nature to 
take the children, instead of instructing the parents first, who 
ought to look after the education of their own children, and to be 
able to earn sufficient to pay for it. 

" Touch the pocket, and they will move." So true is this say
ing, that we find numbers of deputations constantly going up to 
protect their own individual interests, though the same partie, 
would not move when the corn law-the question which then 
affected ail our interests-was under consideration. 
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JOHN AND HIS DOCTORS. 

SURGEON SCARLETT.-" He bleeds very freely, consideting. '• DR. F1LL PoT.-·• John has been a kind friend to us; 
I wish to console him in his last moments." JoHN.-" I assure you, gentlemen, [ connot stand it much longer.'' 
TAHW<>&TH and TAMBOFF, State Ph11sician1.-" Oh nonsense; we ought to know what is best for your constitution. 
After this you shall have some In-come Pills; they will open your bowels freely.'' 

DEPUTY MEETING OF THE ANTI-CORN LAW 
LEAGUE IN LONDON. 

The.Anti Corn Law League has determined upon 
another meeting of deputies in London, for the purpose, if 
possible, of inducing the government either to reconsider 
the Corn Law, or to adopt such other free trade mE>asures 
as they may be willing, likely to relieve the destitution of 
the people and preserve the country from impending ruin. 
Many, no doubt, will be ready to say, "it's of no use;" 
bqt det~rmioed as the League is, never ~o cease agitation 
till its Qbject is accomplished, it is important to take advan
tage of t~ J>resent f qvourable circumstances to jmpress 

No. ae. 

their principles upon the governing party. Indeed, to the 
Corn-Law repealers we owe the tariff changes already con
ceded, and, what is of much g;reater value, the recognition 
of the principles of free trade. To other parties the coun
try owes but little. The tories will not even talk about 
remedies ; they hope in the chapter of chances, and in the 
infalibility of Sir Robert Peel. They have blindly surren
dered their power both of thinking and acti:ig to the 
premier. Twelve months ago they said, wait till he is 
fairly in office, and you will see what he will do; when in 
9ffice, wait till he has consolidated his plans; when his 
plans were developed, wait to see them adopted by parlia
ment ; and when asked wby the reliE>f does not yet appear, 
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they repeat wait, till the plans have had time to produce their 
results ! Many of the party are themselves severe sufferers, 
~nd not only feel that "while the grass grows, the horse 
starves," but have their internal misgivings as to whether 
the grass will grow at all. 

To expect ends without adopting suitable means, is ab
surd, and yet such is their horror of liberalism, and of any 
p~ans which are tainted with it, that they are willing to re
m"ain blind-to be led by the blind-till both fall into the 
ditch. The Corn Law Repealers' plan would remove hun
ger, would give employment, would recruit the revenue, and 
would restore peace ; and when all other shifts shall have 
failed, the government must either have recourse to their 
principles, or abandon the country to anarchy and confusion. 
Let the League then maintain its high position, for, whilst 
on the one hand the monopolist party is driving the country 
to rebellion, and on the other, there is a party which would 
rejoice in its consummation, the principles of the League are 
a panacea, which in the day of desperation, the monopolists 
will be reluctantly compelled to adopt. 

MR. FERRAND'S MOTION. 

Mr. FP.rrand wants to give a million of the people's money to 
the people, which, of course, they have already contributed, or 
would have to contribute in the shape of taxes. Now if he want 
them to have food, more of it, and at a cheaper price, he 
had better move that they have a million of quarters at thP 
American price, without paying any additional charge to 
our monopolists. This would be no Jo~s to the revenne, 
and could be paid for by employing their time now lost in 
walking the streets. If he want the people to have work, 
he should move that the Americans be allowed to employ 
them, for they are quite willing to do so to any extent, and to 
pay them handsome wages in flour, wheat, butter, cheese and 
bacon. His scheme of robbing Peter to pay Paul met with 
n signal rejection, only six voting for it. If he really wish 
to benefit the poor, let him declare for free trade, and then 
instead of a .~ingle million, to be doled out in alms, he may 
have a million a weelc for them more than at present-the 
wages and profits of honest and independent industry. 

THE POOR LAW AND THE CORN LAW. 

The principle of the Poor Law-which i3, that the man 
who lives upon the lahonr of others shall not fare so well ag 
the man who lives by his own-i5 in itself an unexception
able one ; but its application in present circumstances is an 
injustice so glaring, that we are amazed it should be over
looked by many men of admitted humanity who are even yet 
the supporters of the Poor Law. The principle would be 
good, provided it were first proved that an industrious man 
can support himself by his own labour. But now this is 
notoriously not the case, for there being a Corn Lawwhich 
expressly forbids labour to support itself by exchanging its 
products for food, the foundation of the measure fails ; and 
with this Corn Law on the statute-book, the Poor Law 
must be condemned as unjust and inhuman.-British States
man. 

l\IIST AKES AS TO LARGE CAPITALISTS. 

Large capitalists have met with a large share of abuse 
from many who affect to understand what is best for the 
interests of the working classes. But it requires no deep 
penetration to perceive that during the whole of our com
mercial depression, those towns have been m the best con
dition w hie h happened to be favoured with tradesmen of 
lm·ge capital. The small capitalists are generally the first 
to reduce wages, not being able to hold a stock of goods. 
And it is large capital which has long given England the ad
vantage over most other countries. The farmer might as 
well rail against the Atlantic for being too large a collection 
of water, although he is indebted to it for his copious show
ers and his fruitful seasons. What is large capital in trade 
but nmuerous buildings, a large quantity of macltinery, raw 
material, and money sufficient to pay wages wit};, r I defy 
any man to shew that it would be better for the operatives, 
if these large concerns were in twenty or forty hands, 
instead of one proprietor. We are guilty of mislead
ing the people, and diverting their attention from bad 
laws by clamouring against capitalists. The owner has 
but one stomach and one back, and personall!J consumes 
little more than any of ourselves; and so Jong as his money 
is laid out in providing the means of employment for others, 
while he gets his share of anxiety, they all reali~e the ad
vantage of its investment. Important as labour is-in the 
absence of capital, and that upon a large scale-in this 

Only two months ago, Ministers prevailed upon the Par- country it can do nothing. A turn-out, a stnke, the stop
liament to make a law which prohibits the industrious page of any large concern, all shew the identity of interest 
classes from exchanging their labour for the food they re- I betwixt labour and capital, and the importance of promo
quire. Many nations would gladly send corn to the famished ting unity and concord, instead of provoking dissentions. 
artizans of Great Britain, in exchange for the products of betwixt men and masters. 
our looms and furnaces, and so remove together the two I __ ________________ ______ _ 
grand evils under which our people groan-namely, want of THE INCREASING DISTRESS. 
work and want of bread; but the Peel Corn Law forbids it, 
and consigns the English labourer to idleness and famine. 
He has manufactured more than the home market requires ; 
the home producers of food, with whom alone he is per
mitted to traffic, want not his wares. But, by the Corn Law, 
h~ is prevented from carrying them to another market where 
the people have more food and fewer wares than they need. 
He is compelled to take the corn of the English landlord; 
but the Landlord is not compelled to take his wares in ex
change for it. 

Having perpetrated this injustice, and, by a Corn Law, 
prevented the labourer from living by his own toil, Ministers 1 

bring forward a measure, under the name of a Poor Law, I 
to punish the labourer who does not live by his own toil. 1 

The Corn Law ties the arm of the artizan, and the ·Poor 
Law imprisons him for not using it. The Corn Law for
bids him to exchange his labour for food, and then the Poor 
Law punishes him for not feeding himself by his labour. 
The Corn Law makes poverty, and the Poor- Law treats it 
ii! crime · 

Ten columns of condensed accounts of the appalling dis
tress throughout the kingdom appear in the last Anti-Bread 
Tax Circular. The country, truly, is in: a dreadful condi
tion ; but it is much easier to write and talk about hunger 
and starvation than to endure it. Nobody can tell the pri
vations of the poor man's cottage where there is no em
ployment, where every article is sold or pledged for food, 
and where the only hope of allaying hunger in the morning 
is the uncertain chance of a little charity. Shoes, clogs and 
stockings are now out of use, for nearly all the poor chil
dren go bare-foot. Both the charity beddmg and their own 
bedding is gone, and whatever is to become of them during 
a coming winter, God only knows. It is pitiful to see the 
poor hunger-stricken weaver as he moves about like a walk
ing shadow, and to notice thousands of industrious hands 
hanging down useless which ought to be fully employed. 
These are the victims of bad, selfish legislation• and ought 
to be protected. While there is food in the land they ought 
not to want.. !Villing and anxiQus to work> the . have n~ 
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right to starve ; and un~il the Jaw will allow them to make 
their own bargain with any master who is willing to employ 
them, British or American, they ought to be kept out of 
tht> poor's rates. Perhaps nothing will stir the shopkeep
ers so soon as this ; certainly nothing will stir the land
owners so soon as the rents being eaten up by the rates. 
Private charity begins to fail; it connot be long continued, 
and therefore the poor, for the present, must submit to cast 
themselves upon the towns to which they belong. The 
office of guardian to the poor is a responsible one, and if 
any guardians are known either to neglect the poor, or to 
deal harshly with them, the rate payers ought at once to 
remind them of their duty. The poor must be provided for, 
and if the government will not allow our foreign friends to 
relieve us, by selling us cheap food, and buying our manu
factures, the guardians of the poor ought to see that all are 
relieved; while any thing remains, let us sink and swim 
together ; and if our poor's rates double or treble, the easi
est way to make it up is to abstain as much as possible from 
expensive and exciseable articles. This, of course, I view 
as a temporary expedient,· being convinced that sooner or 
later the laws which make poverty and destroy trade, must 
be repealed. 

THE MILK STRIKE. 

I stated in the Struggle that the milk and butter reform
ers, had failed in reducing prices at Bolton, and that without 
a la1-ge supply of foreign butter and cheese, they were sure to 
fail. A correspondent from Bury says, it appears to him 
"that milk has nothing to do with butter and cheese." To 
me, however, as affecting this question, it has every thing to 
do with it ; for provided the inhabitants of Bolton or any 
town refuse to buy milk unless they can have it at a redu
ced price, the farmers at once begin either to make cheese, 
or to pot their butter, and give the buttermilk to the pigs. 
If, however, cheese and butter could be imported duty free 
they would know that such would be the reduction in the 
price, that to make cheese or butter would be a great loss. 
As permanent reductions in the prices of articles cannot 
be effected by combinations, the legitimate and the only certain 
method of bringing down prices is to increase the supply 
above the demand. Increase the quantity of foreign 
cheese and butter, and taking the country altogether, you 
increase the quantity of milk in another shape, till the 
aggregate reduction would be such as to be certain to bring 
down its price. The farmers indeed have no " monopoly," 
hough the farmer's landlord has; for they have no law 

which prevents any number of competitors from taking 
land, keeping cows, and selling milk. I am sorry to see so 
many shutting their eyes to the law which keeps up prices, 
and yet vainly trying to counteract its effects by fruitless 
combinations. The farmers could not long keep up the price 
of milk in the face of large importations, either in a liquid or 
a solid form. Men blink t!le provision laws, nay some 
defend them, and yet fall out with their effects. 

THE REFORMATION OF YOUTH. 

"What must be done with those idle boys who crowd about 
ottery hill, pitching and tossing, swearing and making a noise ?" 
nquired a person who had bean visiting in that neighbourhood. 

" What are the rural police doing ?" enquired a letter writer 
the newspaper, c: for crowds of idlers of the worst character, 

semble in the road gaming, to the annoyance of respectable peo-
le as they go to church.•• 

Upon these enquiries I remark:-
1. That a great number, especially boys and young men, are 

ving in a state or great depravity, and growing up ignorant, 
cious, and i>ests to society, is too obvious to be denied. 

You can scarcely go along· any street, or walk at the out•· 
side of the town, but you hear swearing and obscene language, 
even in the common conversation of these youths. It is moat 
lamentable to see this in those who are to be the fathers of the 
next generation. 

2. The only rem£>dy usually thought of is coercim,. We seldom 
allow ourselves time to enquire into the cause, but hasten to ex • . 
press our feeling of detestation of their conduct, and to resort to 
some method of punishment. " Where are the constables ?'' ex. 
claimed an old gentleman, the other Sunday, upon seeing a lot of 
boys playing at bandy cad; " they ought every one to be but into 
the lock up.'• ThePe poor boys ought to be pitied and not pun. 
ished; the fault is not so much their own as in the bad sysem of 
training to which they have been exposed. 

3. It must be evident to every observer that, whether such de
serve punishment or not, it is not adapted to reclaim them, We have 
gone on punishing, instead of preventin_q too long. If a tenth part of 
the labour bestowed in one way, had been bestowed in the other, it 
would have produced a much different result. Many of these poor lad• 
are without parents, and the parents of others are dissipated charac. 
ters, or perhaps broken down by poverty. Young peoples' ha. 
bits are easily formed by thP, company they keep, and when 
favoured with no counteracting influence, they thoroughly corrupt 
each other. These boys, notwitstanding, are capable of instruc• 
tion and good impressions; and nothing but kindness, attention, 
good teaching, and good association, are wanting to make them 
good members of society. If they were frequently visited and 
instructed, either in their own houses or out of doors, or formed 
into classes at each ether's houses, by any kind friend, they would 
be easily reclaimed, and glad to be delivered from their own 
vices. The chief evil is, that the immoral part of society is left 
alone to ferment more evil, instead of being counteracted by good 
example. And another evil is, that we conceive religion to con• 
sist principally in attending a place of worship, instead of "going 
about doing good.'' Ministers who are freed from secular labour, 
ought constantly to do this; and when we consider their number, 
if they did their duty, every poor family might be constantly vi. 
sited, and every group of idle bad boys sought out and trained in 
the paths of virtue. But as they are not likely to do this, arising 
fl'om their clerical habits and the genteel notion of a minister's 
duty, I see no hope but In good people of all sorts taking these 
boys under their care. Let them be spoken to kindly every time 
they are seen following any bad practice, but never threatened 
with punishment. Let every person consider it a part or his duty 
to go into the most abandoned neighbourhood, and collect a class 
of boys and teach them, in his own way, without any formal ser
vice, and without the dictation or controul of any society or com
mittee ; and if he go only once a week, he will find the boys soon 
attaehed to him, and ready to follow his advice. 

I never considered that there was the least difficulty in reform
ing society, except that which arises from our own love of ease, our 
selfishness, and our sectarian bigotry. 1f each person who consi
ders himself responsible, would take two hours each week, espe
cially on Sundays, which are employed in doing nothing, or 
talking over other people's faults, and go among the people in
structing them in plainness and simplicity, the work would be 
done. One great error we labour under, and by which we ex
cuse our own idleness, is, that of considering ministers the only 
teachers, ,and that all teaching must he f1·om the pulpit. These poor 
creatures never come within the sound of instruction, and because 
they are immoral, we think of no correction but the police and the 
the prison. Important influences are often attributed to Educa
tion; but in my opinion, unless it be an education which embodies 
the principles and practices here hinted at, it will fail of its object. ,v e have lived long enongh to see that mere school education does 
not make good characters. 

MIDSUMMER day is now here. We are in the midst of summer 
and in the midst of poverty, far worse than we usually are, even 
in the depth of winter. Blessed earth! the domain of our Uni. 
versal Father,-thou art richly covered with a superabundance of 
food both for man and beast! In England, the people a.re thick 
on the ground, and Jess food ; in Ameriea, they are thin on the 
ground, and more food, and aJl that is wanted to make an equitabl~ 
adjustment is, that OW' law-makers would let us alone, 
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VARIETIES. 

D.tsTiti:ss IN h'E\'.AND,- Such is the distress in some parts of 
Ireland, owing to the scarcity of potatoes and other causes, that 
the ll.ev. - Hen\·y, parish priest, Jslandeachy, Mayo, states" that 
500' families have for the last ten days subsisted on green 
cab'bage leaves, tbe only food under heaven they can procure. 

BA'tHINo.-The number that have bat,hed in the Serpentine 
river during the bot weather is f1·om 7,000, to 8,000 daily. This 
ii a healthy exercise, but persons ought not to remain so Ion,: in 
the water as they are apt to do. 

A NEw PLAN FOR SALTING MEAT.-It is said that machines are 
now being made at Bolton for the purpose of salting animal food, 
and so effectual is this done that the bone itself can be ea~ily 
prenatrated without injuring the flesh , Eight hundred thousand 
head of cattle are annually slaughtered at Buenos Ayres and 
Monte Video, for the lrorns, hides and tallow alone, but owing to 
the climate, the flesh bas hitherto been useless, the ordinary 
methods of salting being ineffectual. It is hoped that the intro
duction of these mllchines may he the means of bringing much or 
this meat well preserved to our shores. 

Ri!NTS RED 'CED BY TitE Poon TAx.-" I pay ten guineas a
qua\-tet now for poor rates,'' said a farmer from Much Hoole, "while 
befote this Union was formed, I onfy paid £7 10s. twice in the 
ye r, but rny tac'k is out, and I shall either have the rent lowered 
or I shall leave." If the landowners gain six parts by the corn la,v, 
and lose half~a-dozen by the poor law, they will be no great 
gahiers in tbe end, though they may ruin the nation by their folly. 

A ~ALUABL~ HINT TO ENGLISH FARMERs.-The iveatest 
fault at ihe present day in the English agriculturist, is looking to 
and trusting to government, rathh than each man to his own 
brains. We would assure our brethren of the plough, that it is 
not in the power of ahy government to bolster up the state of agri
culture. It is not by forcing w beat to be sold at a sovereign the 
bushel, or meat at 5s. per lb., that they will ever make the agricul
ture of the country prosper, or the farmer rich. Look at Manches
ter. Is it by the manufacturer selling his print at a sovereign per 
yard, that enormous fortunes have been amassed? No : it is the 
greatest quantity produced at the cheapeat rate that will ever make 
a pros~erous trade.- Quarterly Journal of Agricultm·e. 

A Goon NAME,-A temperance house in New York is adver
tized as " The Pacific Temperance llotel." I wish they all par
took largely of a pacific character! 

A speaker at the shopkeepers' meeting at Manchester said, that 
"he bad a friend, a surgeon, who assured him, 'that neal'ly a 
dozen gentlemen whom he was visiting where persons suffering 
from no bodily ailment, but whose minds were harrassed con
tinually with the difficulties occurring in their businesses.' " 

A 1' Lo'NOTOWN, on the beautiful estate of Sir James Graham, the 
peb~le aay ",ve get one nteal a day, and are very glad when we 
get H. ,,re get our meal once a week; then divide it for every 
day; and ifwe eat more one day thananother, we must hunger the 
next. Indeed, we are hungry every day. We live upon barley 
meal and oatn'leal, stirred up in warm water, with a little salt, and 
aup it. As for butcher's meat, we neYer see it, except on the but
ch'lir"s stand." 

DunLEY.-MELANcHoLY D1sTREss.-About ten days ago, a 
pl~ber and glazier, named Turley, who resided in Bond-street, 
and moved in a respectable sphere of society, became depressed in 
spirits at the prospect of de~titution awaiting his wife and family. 
The (?bor woman soon shared her husband's melancho'ly, and, on 
Sunday last, they were both raving mad. By this time, probably 
tbey_are inmates of a lunatic asylum. Some of the neighbours have 
humanely taken charge of their pool' chtldren.-Stoffordahire E~
am~er. 

~ot.MF'IiT1t,-The working clasMlf in this district were never 
in such a state of destitution before. There must be thousands 
wh 11y ,11•1e'l'np1oyed, and it is distressing to see the hundreds of la
bouring men 'who are daily rambling about the country evidently 
1uti'eri'.nk 'for want of food, and tnany of them clotlied in rags. 
Judge of their miserable condition from the followingfacts :-A man 
was observed a few day, since 4!11.fing grains out of a neighbour'-s 
swill tub. 1h~ peraoa who saw him mentioned the circumstance 

to another,. wllo asked the poor creature if it were tru~. ~ ,y 81 I" 
he said, " hunger drove me there, and I took some home .,.ith me 
to feed my famishing wife and children with !" Thit weel n <ow 
died at New Mills of milk.fever. A person in the neighboorh>od 
bought the carcass, which was dressed as beef; for what pur)'Ose 
?1aY. be guessed at. It was hung in an out building, but nex. mG'n
rng 1t was found that most of the flesh had been cut off and carried 
away. 

CoLNE.-Things are in an awful state here ; there .s little 
o~ no employment for the people. A cotton mill belongin to Mr. 
R1ch~rd Saga~, ~f Carry Bridge,:was burnt lo the ground y<Sterday 
mornmg, and it 1s feared that it has been the work of an incmdiu;y. 
We he~r that the military have been obfiged _ {o go again O B:u·
noldsw1ck. 

A:, WoMAN's ScHEME.-The washerwomen in the vitiniCy of 
Pam ~ave been de!ected _in s~uggling spirits through the {ates by 
~aturatmg_ ~ashed linen_ with 1.t, and, when within the city wring. 
mg the spmt out ; which being reduced to a proper dtgrea of 
strength by admixtnre of water, was sold for consumption. 

Though the averages are now only 60s. 9d. per quatter,and the 
d~Ly_ I ls., _yet ftne wheat is worth 70s. to 75s., and fine fburit i., 
said 1s as high now as it was last year, when wheat was adnitt d at 
ls. d~ty. These low _averages and high duty, arise from ue large 
quantity of bad wheat in the market, some of which is ntt fit for 
human food. Such is tho working of this blessedscal~ thatbecam• 
much of our wheat is bad and uneatable, therefore the 'dutymwt he 
prohibitory I 

NEw SuFFRAGE.-We have had totten-borough suffnge, and 
£10 suffrage; we now talk about household suffrage, and \niversal 
suff~age; but my opinion is, that be will be the great libtra tor of 
of his country who can succeed in establishing an honest wjfraye t 

G_oon CaoPs .. -It is said that the wheat crop of Michi~an , the 
commg season, 1f no drought takes place, will exceed th1t of last 
year by 25 per cent. 1:ver} thing at present indicates a strplus of 
3,000,000 bushels, against 2,200,000 last. year. -Americai Pap«r. 

CHEAP CORN.-,v e unders\and that coarse grains u-e very 
abundant at the ports of Lake Michigan. Corn is to be had at 
Michigan City at 25 cents per bushel, including storage, md pur
chasers wanted tt that.-lbid. 

G~N.WlLSON,. of Iowa, in a l~te address states that the price of 
shoemg a horse m Iowa is 5 dol., and that it takes a waggon load 
of corn to pay for it. He says a man who knows how to hammer 
iron can make more m,mey than a member of Congress.-/bid. 

AMERICAN ~ROTECTION .-'Ihe number of citize.ns of Ealtimore 
who h_ave signed the memorial to Congress in favour ofsutaining 
American Industry (that is of excluding British good& by hi1h 
duties), is upwards of nine thousand, and the length. oft e 1umo
>-ial is .fifty-ii:r yards. A committee of twenty.JOine was appointed 
to take it to Washington.-Jbid. 

LAZY rich girls make rich lnen poor, and industrious poor 1irla 
make poor men rich. 

" GoosEDEllllIES a Jjenny a quart'' and " a fine sfio•w for fruit •• 
but of what UBe is all tnls, when the people cabnot get !l;igar 'I ' 

A JAUNT during these long days and fine weather ·s truly a 
pleasure ; would that the ~orking men could afford ne with 
their wives and children. 

BRITISH TEA.-1 liave receivecl several iipecimens c,f ..British 
tea ; I again invite att~ntion to the offer made for the best speci
men. 

LocK JAw.-The prevailing epidemic among the operative, at 
present is called lockjaw. 

Hungry belly, empty purse
May be -better, can't be worse. 
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THE OLD PARTNERS. 
A DIALOGU.E BETWIXT Tllll: TEETH AND HANDS. 

TEETH.-Y ou have been very shy of late, and have 
!Cafcely shown us a single mark of respect. 1•,or a long 
time your faithful conduct, in labouring for food, and 
l!erving us with it at least four times a day, was above 
all praise. From your late behaviour, however, we see 
clearly that the report; is true, you are seeking to be re-

No. g7_ , . ., 

leased from the partnership altogether. Although, 
when we pass a butcher's or a baker's shop we almost 
"run water," yet you pay no attention to our craving , 
and the whole concern is running to ruin. 

HANns.-W e are sorry you should -entertain hard 
thoughts of your old partners. If we had the means, 
as sure as we have eight fingers and two thumbs, we 
would work for food and constantly attend upon you 
at ev-ery mealtime. But we cannot get a single tui:n, 
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Mr. English cannot sell his goods, and therefore has 
_given us the bag. Mr. Yankee would gladly have 
taken us in, employed us, and paid us in barrel flour, 
prime cheese, and good bacon, but the Buckingham 
truck union declared that Yankee's was an illegal shop, 
and set a watch at the door to prevent any of us taking 
out a single job. 

TEETH.-Barrel flour! that makes capital "tooth 
powder," and as for beef and bacon, we could soon 
get the grinders in a condition for '!llanaging these. 
These are the very things we want; get us plenty, and 
send the Buckingham badgers about their business. 
Tooth ache is a prevailing epedemic, and very bad to 
bear; and the doctors declare that there is no cure but 
by plenty of exercise. 

HANDS.-You urge us, dear sirs, to do more than we 
are able. Thousands like ourselves are entirely idle. 
Some are gathering dung in the street, and some, we 
regret to say. have not refrained from " picking and 
stealing;" but how is it, may we ask, you look so clean 
amidst all this ? 

TEETH.-Because we have nothing to make us dirty 
with; it i:s a long time since we got dyed with damsnn 
dumpling; little or nothing now passes our portals but 
pure water, never mixed with any thing dirtier than a 
little oatmeal. We once had a "sweet tooth," but you 
will not now see -one peg black with eating sweet stuff. 
Mr. Hand~, we entreat you again to do your best for 
us; to use a common saying, we could "eat a man off 
his horse" just now. 

HANDs.-W e are sorry for you, but see no chance 
of rendering you any assistance ; we all suffer; we 
belong to an unfortunate class. 

TKETH.-Unfortunate ! yes, when we see the cheese 
full of mouse holes, the cherries half eaten with the 
wa$ps, and the gooseberry trees chewed with the cat
terpillars; when weseethecowchewingitscud, welament 
sincerely that we had the misfortune to be made the 
ornamants of a poor weaver's jaws. But, Mr. Hands, 
patience has its bounds; hunger will break through a 
stone wall ; if you can promise nothing more, we dis
folve at once, and shall look out for ourselves! 

HANDs.-It must be so; we cannot help it. Hands 
and teeth ought to live on the best of terms; but as 
we are no longer mutually useful, we this day agree to 
separate. 

Witnesses of this transaction, 
ROBERT PEEL, 

JAMES GRAHAM, 

STANLEY. 

(Signed,) 
WRONG HAND, 
RIGHT HAND, 
FORE TEETH, 
BACK TEETH, 
GRINDERS. 

THE MOCK RELIEF LAW. 

I cannot call the new poor law by any better name. I 
would rather abolish parochial relief altogether, than give 
it in such a way as to insult the poor, and drive them into 
the street. This law might have been made upon the 
certain calculation that by a b1·ead-taxing and belly-starving 
system, them would be such an amount of poverty, that in
stead of admitting the poor to the usual parish pasture, 
it would be deemed best to turn them into the lane. The 
fact is, there is so much poverty that the pa1·ties concerned 
kuow not how to grapple with it. They try to sink the 

cork under water, B'Ut it always pops up again. They try to 
suppress poverty, but it is still there, and will remain till the 
cause be removed. We have in Preston a great number of 
poor belonging to Carlisle, but all applications on their part 
for relief are met wit.h this answer, "they must come to 
the workhouse;" that is, instead of allowing them a few 
shillings while out of work, they must break up their 
houses, be removed 90 miles, and when they arrive in 
Carlisle the man must be placed in one workhouse, his wife 
in another, and his children in another 11 Sooner than 
accept such insulting cruel, inhuman, un-English, un
christian relief, they beg in the open streets and throughout 
the country, and when they can do no better, they starve or 
die. The government, the three commissioners, and an 
obsequious parliament will see their error when it is too late. 
The idle and careless accept relief on these harsh terms, 
but the more virtuous in general refuse it ; and then the 
commissioners tell us of the saving of the new system ! 
Just like the man's cheap cheese, which was so hard that 
nobody could eat it. Relief is made so irksome that hu
manity cannot endure it, and then we are told of savings I 
A more horrible system could not be invented than that of 
refusing out door relief, and separating families ; and its 
cruelty is only equalled by the hypocrisy of those who pre
tend that it is for the good of the poor! Some who mix 
little with the poor, and know or care not for their feelings, 
are led unwittingly to lend themselves to this system, but 
believing conscientiously that this law is likely to induce a re
bellion in the land, I warn all who either love themselves or 
the country, to have nothing to do with it. Far better to 
employ your time in assisting to repeal the bread tax which 
has already filled all the workhouses in the kingdom, and 
which will soon fill as many more. 

CHARITY SOCIETIES. 

I have just been· favoured with a circular announcing the 
establishment of another society for promoting relief for the 
poor, to which several gentlemen of our town have subscribe~ 
liberally. So far as it goes it is highly creditable to their 
feelings, and indeed as it respects charity to the distressed 
poor, few places can claim superiority to Preston. But I 
beg to ask those concerned whether they think this system 
of relieving is to go on for ever 'I And whether it is not time 
that the cause of all this should be thoroughly bottomed t 
If a street should constantly ovei-flow with mud, they would 
not only appoint scavengers to clean, but they would also be 
determined to discover and remove the cause of the nuisance. 
For three or four winters in succession, subscriptions have 
been raised, and yet we get worse every year. Still those 
who are foremost to subscribe, and who see with their own 
eyes the wretchedness of their fellow beings, appear to 
be afraid of raising a single question, as to the cause. Why 
is it ? Is the cause past finding out? or are we so party 
bound, that we will not listen to good measures through dislike 
to the men who propose them? Although various pretences 
are put forward for avoiding this enquiry, it is pretty evi
dent that none expect a return of good times, except by a 
revival of trade; and the best of all modes of relieving the 
poor, is to enable them to relieve themselves. 

" P,ROTECTION." 

Protection I What is protection ? It is the guardian - care of 
the mother, who wraps her mantle around her little one, that it 
may not suffer from the biting cold of the winter's night-it is lhe 
refuge which a generous man afford@ to the fugitive slave-it is 
the guarantee that a just Government gives to honest industry, 
tllat it shall not be robbed of the fruits of its labour. But, is the 
protection of the Corn Law a protection after this fa1hio ? 
Just the reverse. Go to the agriculttJ.ral labo•'Ter, who toi11 
upon.. the farm a£ ~ Corn Law maker, and &fi9 what pro-
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givea to him. See wbvther it protects any thing but 
ignorance, his tame submission to feudal tyranny. Look at 
farmer. It protects bis rack-rents, his slavery to bis land
-it protects him from the irksome task of judging for 
elf when he goes to the poll. Ask the manufacturer. It 
ects him from the necessity of working his mill and paying 
es. Ask the trarlesman. It protects his till from being worn 
y by the friction of silver and copper. Does it protect the 
ative f Yes when it gets him into a union house, or within 
walls of a dungeon for sedition. This is Corn Law protec-

Whom does it protect? The maker of the law, in his 
at assumption of power-in the perpetration of bis unhal
d schemes of domestic plunder-in the enjoyment of an 

me, which, though he toils not, nor spins, nor s ows, nor 
s, nor gathers into barns, is sufficient for 10,000 families, 

through bis injastice, are doomed to penury and starvation. 
otection for the farmer I'' These are very favourite words 
e mouths of landlords. It would be better if they showed a 
more sympathy when they were granting their leases or fixing 
yearly rents. Let not the honest farmer be alarmed. Nature 

protected him. He wants neither sliding scale, nor fixed 
• Let him ha e fair play with his Landlord and the repeal of 

orn Law will Emancipate him--let him have a just contract 
the master of t he soil, and he will thrive under the free, far 
r than he does under the protective system. His protection 
is :-First, that be will ever be the producer of articles 

men absolutely require, and the demand for which will be 
nly unfailing, but greater than the supply. He grows food, 
en must eat ; and they will buy and eat, in proportion to 

prosperity and their numbers. Secondly, that his compe
'is far away, while the market for the British grower is at 
n ikJor. If the rival grain comes from that region which 

een described by Mr. Curtis, it must travel from the margin 
e great lakes, or from the banks of the Ohio and Missisippi, 
to Baltimore, or Philadelphia, or New York, and must then 

rse throe thousand miles of ocean, and then pay landing 
and warehouse charges, and commission fees, and carriage 
market, in which it is old against the corn of the British 

r. Here is protection l Wide as the Atl11.ntic, long as the 
lasting as the Alleghan hills. If the competing grain costs 

arsaw 28s. or 30s. or 32s. there is a protecting duty in the 
of unavoidable charges, of 20s. ere it comes into the 

h market. Do any ask more protection than this? The 
f the manufacturer is at every stage precisely t.he reverse
cing as he does more than is consumed at home-affected as 
y varying fashions, and a thousand other circumstances
as he is, like the grower of foreign grain, to carry his sur
the ends of the earth, he must compete with dist11.nt rivals 

ir own doors. The operative who toils in the loom, has no 
tion for the price of his labour, and yet is not allowed 

his bread at the cheapest price. Protection is robbery 
ght to be resisted. 

THE BENEFITS OF FREE INTERCOURSE. 

y should schemes of emigration be hatched, to drain off the 
s of a population that might be all profitably occupied ? 
is it besides free intercourse that we need to make us the 
st, wealthiest, and happiest people on the face of the globe ? 
e placed by Providence in the proudest and most indepen-

position ever enjoyed by any nation. We command the 
ces of all nations. We are rich in many of the most pre
raw materials. We can import all that we do not possess. 
ave productive power to an unequalled extent. We are 

arts, first in arms,-first in the possessiMl of every kind of 
knowledge. We have empires for our colonies. We have 
ess nations or men for our fellow-subjects. We cross the 
without fear. Our flag is everywhere, either respected or 
• We have a people here, able and willing to supply the 
ts of all countries. Our fellow-subjects, if wisely governed, 
buy from us a.t this moment, more than our industry could 
e. Why, then, do we present to the world the spectacle 
ople invincible in courage, skilled in diplomacy, unrivalled 
extent of our dominion, the richest capitalists eYer known, 
able either to employ, or to feid our otun children, Why 

is it? It is because the demon of monopoly has bound the· bands 
of commerce. It is because a miserable few have determined to 
increase their gains at the expense of the many. It is because & 

landowning oligarchy are permitted to rule over both the 1ove
reign and the people. Talk of emigration ! Let the idea he 
scouted. Remain here, honest men, and struggle for your rights. 
Fain wou!d your oppressors drive you away. They would be too 
happy to spend the money of others, to banish you to distant lands, 
that you might not be in the way of their self-aggrandizing schemes. 
I am no enemy to emigration, when men, of their free choice, go 
forth to people the untrodden wastes of the world; but, I am an 
enemy to that. oppression which forces the labourer to leave 
every thing he holds dear in his native country-which banishe& 
him, against his will, far hence, in order that those who remain 
may fatten upon the provision which nature had made for 
him as well as for them. Set your faces like flint against every 
transportation plot.-G. THOMPSON. 

CORN LAWS AND MATRIMONY. 

Among the numerous bad effects of the Corn Laws, that 
of preventing young persons marrying is not the least. 
" Marriage is honourable in all, and the bed undefiled,'r 
and "it is not good for man to be alone." Though nu
merous theorists have inveighed against what they call 
early marriages, they have neglected to report the immense 
evils resulting from a contrary course. Young people are com
mendable for getting married, and especially when they have 
taken pains to prepare themselves for all the duties of such 
a state. At present, while the thoughtless rush into misery 
by the pressure of the times, the prudent man can see no 
chance of providing for a wife and family. He may have 
pledged his word in all sincerity, but he startles at fulfilling 
his promise, lest he bring himself and others to poverty. 
Hence so many who are doomed to a single life, and hence, 
what is of still greater consequence, the alarming amount 
of bastardy. The Corn Laws not only prevent marriages, 
but by creating poverty quarrels among those that are 
married, alienate the affections of amiable partners, and lead 
to desertions and separation. The females in both cases 
are the greatest victims to this anti-social, and domestic 
misery-producing law. No home is happy unless there be 
sufficient of food, decent clothing and furniture; but very 
few indeed of the working class can get these at the 
present time. All candidates for wedding should cry out 
for 1·epeal. 

CHURCHES ARE DEAR THINGS. 

It takes above £2 a week to provide for a plain one like that 
at Rochd11.le. The following is the estimate for which an unsuc• 
cessful attempt was made to raise a halfpenny in the pound :-

Visitation fees •••••••••••••••••••••••• , • 
Ringers .•...•• • ••••••••••.••••••..••.• 
Repairing clock .•••••••••••••.••..•••••• 
Winding up do ..••••••••.•.••••••••••••• 
Organist . • •.••••••.••••••.•••••.•••••.. 
Blower ...•••.•••.••••.•••••••••••••.•• 
(;Jerk ..•.••...•••••••••••••• • •••.••••.• 
Writing register •••••••••.•••••••••.•••• 
Coals .••• • •••.•••••••...•••••.••••••••• 
Washing surplices ...••••.••••.•.••••••.• 
Beadles ..••••..••••••••••••••••••••••.• 
Cleaning church •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Stationery .••.••••••• • • ••••••••••..•••• 
Wine .. ,, •••••••••••••••••••• ••••··•••· 
Bread .••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• 
Painting and whitewashing church •••••••••• 
Repairing church gates. , . , ..•...... , .. , .. 

£ s. d. 
l 13 8 

10 0 0 
4 0 0 
2 0 0 

15 0 0 
l O 0 

10 0 0 
8 8 0 
2 0 0 
3 10 0 
5 0 0 
7 0 0 

12 0 0 
6 0 0 
l O 0 

35 0 0 
3 0 0 

£126 ll 8 
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manufactures, to make up the deficiency; but both our 
legislators and the populace have constantly cried down 
this production as being" over" what it ought to be; as if 
it were possible to produce too much of any good article, 
while the handE and the machinery employed could not be 
otherwise engaged to a greater national profit. But the 
greateet error and obstruction has been in the exchang
ing business. Instead of allowing us to exchange our 
-goods for the greatest possible quantity of food, and 
thus turn factories into corn fields, and mechanics' shops 
into dairy farms, every obstacle has been imposed, so 
as to make our productions of as little value as possible. 
We might have got plenty of food for our manufac
tures, but the corn laws have forbidden the exchange. 

Here I would remark, that important as it is to pro
duce as much as possible, if they are articles we do 
not want for ourselves, the nation is only benefited by 
its export in proportion to the quantity of other good 
things which we receive in return. It is neither pro
ducing not: exporti,,,,g that will make a nation rich, but 
the quantity of useful stuff which we receive in return. 
It is what comes in, not what goes out, that constitutes 
our gain. The case of every family will illustrate this. 
A hard working family, who have no home demand for 
their shoes, keeps carrying them out, that is, exporting 
them to the shops ; but what does this prove ?-a large 
production, great industry, and poor neighbo11,rs, but no
thing else. It is what the man brings back, either in 
the shape of money, food, or any other useful article, 
which determines whether they are getting on well or 
lasing by their trade. It is not the quantity of our ex
ports, however increased they may be, but simply what 
we get back in return, that determines our loss or gain 
as a nation. 

Without our corn laws all our goods would have 
been well exchanged, and the loss consequent upon bad 
harvests to a great extent made up ; but with these re
strictions we have been compelled to throw our goods 
away; litt or no food has been obtained, and the prices, 
whether in money or in kind. have been miserable 
indeed. 

Suppose a family carried on two trades, say growing 
potatoes, and making hats. If they had a good crop of 
potatoes, and they were allowed to sell or exchange 
them profitably for other valuable stuff, they would be 
sure to make money. Suppose, however, that this po
tatoe crop failed, they would have no chanc;e of making 
up the loss but by extra industry at the hat business, 
and by exchange to supply themselves with what they 
wanted. But if, instead of this, they were told that 
in working hard at this hat trade they were creating an 
u over production," and were put upon short time, and 
were also not allowed to exchange freely with other 
people, they would be kept poor, despite of all their 
efforts. Their bad crops is a loss ; their short production 
of bats is agreaterloss, and their bad exchange is, perhaps, 
the greatest loss of all. This is precisely the state of this 
country. We have suffered from bad harvests ; we 
have been persuaded to lessen our production, of manu
faetures, and chiefly because we have been prevented 
exchanging in the open market. of the world. Nona~ 

tion CQuld avoid getting poor, and being in difficultiei 
by such a process. I have really no patience with the 
absurd cry of over production ; it does not mean that 
we produce more than what we need for the people, nor 
more than we could i,,ell or exchange for other good 
things ; but simply more than we can sell with our re
strictive legislation, so as not to bring down rents. 
But if this " over production" does not go on, it will 
be felt severely by the work-people, in the want of 
wages, and by the nation, in the want of returns. The 
working of short time, I have uo doubt, has already been 
a great loss to this country, and the more it is encou
raged the poorer we shall become. 

We must also remember that whether the field crop 
or factory crop be large or small, the demand upon us 
for 50 millions is still the same ; and if, when we are all 
at full play, and the fields in full yielding, we can but 
barely afford thh~ sum, what must be the pressure when 
we have four bad harvests, many of our mills working 
short time, and not a few as silent as the grave? 

WHY ARE THE SHOPKEEPERS AND OTHERS SO 
UNWILLING TO COME OUT A.ND AGITATE ? 

1. Because, if they get up a regular meeting to dis
cuss, petition, or otherwise forward the cause of repeal, 
they know they are almost eure to be interrupted by 
factious opposition. 

2. Because they are too intensely engaged in their 
own business. All their thoughts are absorbed in ma
king ends meet, and their whole time is required to 
keep their heads above water. 

3. Because they think it is of no use; they have pe
titioned so long without effect·, that they frequently 
declare they will petition no more. To save the coun
try, they consider a hopeless task, and they are deter
mined to let matters take their own chance. 

Painful as it is to write this, I sincerely believe that 
these reasons prevent many from taking a part in the 
repeal agitation. 

DISTRESS IN STOCKPORT. 

Having heard so much of the poverty of Stockport. I 
thought I would go and see the place. Though I spent 
only about half a day, I saw sufficient to convince me that 
in the published statements of the distress of this place 
there has been no exaggeration. Stockport is in fact de
populating fast, owing to want of work and the prel!l
swe of the poor's rates. Last year the rates were 8s. in 
the pound ; this year they will be more. I went up 
two of the main streets, in which at one time it waa 
impossible to find a shop unoccupied ; now at least one
third of the shops are closed. I forget the number of 
mills which are standing, but it is very considerable. 
I was in company with a partner of one of the first 
firms, who assured me that they had not cleared a 
penny the last three years. In company with a Ca
tholic clergyman, I visited some of the poor cottage!'!, 
in nearly all of which the men were without work. In 

1 
one place wo :5tepped up stairs ; there wa1 not one 
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article of furniture; no bed but a handful of straw, 
· ground to dust, on the floor, and a few old rags, 
for · a man, his wife, and four children. In fact, it 
was the same as . lying on the hard boards ; and 
the man said, in. the morning he felt quite sore. 
A great number· of able-bodied men were employed 
cutting a new road, and paid out of the London fund 
at ls. 6d. a day. I visited the new union work
house. It is an extensive and a most splendid building 
outside; but, like all other asylums for corn law poverty, 
it was to me a most uninviting place. I pitied to see 
so many of God's rational creatures-our own bretti~n, 
in a place so uncongenial to humanity, and so opposed 
to all our best habits. The children's school is a 1Very 
interesting object, and for those that are orphans or 
deserted it is an useful asylum. Observing that the 
commissioners' classification is strictly carried out, I in
quired if there were any men with their wives and chil
dren in the house, and I could not ascertain that..t~er? . 
was a single family. This confirmed what I havEi-We
quently declared, tlmt this operation is a test wMch 
humanity cannot ep,dure·. ,. Instead of making this order, 
the commissioners ~ig1'!•~iµ; well order that they shall 
be turned upon the ~public to beg or steal. It is no 
doubt a great consqlation to the rate.payers of Stock
port to know that, in addition to their other burdens, 
they have this :fine man~ion to pay for! 

From my inquiries, I"" h~ve no doubt the poor are 
better relieved in Stockpoft", from various sources, than 
they are in Colne, Burnley, BlacXb~rn, &c. In this dis
trict they have long been inured to' d_readfully p_9or living, I 
and they have been favoured wi.tq few ·J:,enefactors. 
Colne is really like one mass of misery .td.together.· : l 
visited a few streets some time ago, till I was so 8\ll'
rounded with objects of poverty, that I was obliged tp 
steal :iwny. · · 

Talk about land going out of cultivation! :- Those in 
power take care to cry before they are hurt. Let any 
man come and see the mills and shops which are gone 
out of cultivation in this one town only, not to name th(: 
whole country, and he will be convinced that the ma
nufacturers are the only persons who have a just claim 
to raise this cry of alarm. 

CORN LAW AND POOR LAW. 

No body can scarcely believe the extent of robbery prac
tised upon the nation by the monopolists' tax upon food. 
We not only pay it for ourselves, but for every pauper sup
ported out of the rates ; and at a higher rate for them 
than others. The guardians of the Walsall Union petitioned 
Sir Robert to be allowed to purchase flour for the paupers. 
without paying duty, but were refused. From the following 
statement, every union may calculate the amount which 
they pay to the bread taxers :-

" The Union, for the in and out-door paupers, is now 
using 20 bags of flour a week ; and a miller contracts to 
supply it at 35s. per bag, or 8s. 9d. a strike; while flour 
can be purchased in bond, at Liverpool, at 6s. a strike, 
making a difference 'of 2s. 9d. But say the difference is 
only 2s. 6d., and allow the 3d. for carriage, we have a 
weekly diffQrence of £10, or five hundred and twenty pounds 
per year; and there i!i every reason to fear that the differ-

rence will be much greater than this, from the increase of 
!Paupers. Yes! the rate-payers in the Walsall Union must 
{Pay, this year, above £500 more for the wheat consumed 
lby their paupers, than they could purchase it for from Liver
{POol, if her Majesty's ministers would only grant the 
{Privilege solicited by the guardians.'' 

And for whose benefit are the rate-payers' pockets to be 
ffleeced of this £500 ? For the benefit of the high-minded 
mristocratic landowners of the country, who, by the corn 
llaws, keep up the price of corn, by preventing competition 
lnetween the farmers here and those in America and on the 
a:ontinent ; and so force greater rents for their land. 

DISTRAINTS FOR POOR'S RATES. 

. in some places severe means are being taken against the 
p>0or to compel payment of the poor's rates. Is it not de-

"p:>lorable that a poor man should be deprived of work, and 
fhen have his traps sold for poor's rates ? Magistrates have 
t:he power of remitting them, but they almost always refuse 
tco interfere. One plan should be invariably adopted, that 
vwhen articles are taken and offered for sale, belonging to 
t·he helpless and starving poor, no individual should bid at 
tJ!ie-m; and by this method all the rates will be thrown, as they 
omght to be, upon those who have something about them. 
'Il'he heavier the pressure upon the middle and highet 
dasses, the sooner will a remedy be adopted. 

TI{E WOOLLEN TRADE. 

This important branch of the trade of our country is about to 
b,e sacrificed to the demon of monopoly. In the year 1816,. 
6i38,368 pieces of cloth, 88,588 pieces of coatings, and 92,696 
p>ieces of kerseymeres were exported from Great Britain to. 
fc"oreign parts, making a total of 819,652 pieces; while, on th& 
01ther hand1 the exports in the course of the year 180 were 
2!15,746 pieces of cloth, 16,094 pieces of coatings and 27,122. 
p>ieces of kerseymeres, being a total of 258,962 : which from 
1,816 shows a decrease of 560,690 piP.ces. Lest it should, how
ewer, be said that the exports of 1816 were in some measure in
tlluenced by the conclusion of the war, we may state that in 1831 
-a season of profound peace-the exports of cloth were 388,269, 
cwatings 22,377 kerseymeres, 34,714, furnishing a total of 445,360 
p>ieces, exhibiting a decrease compared with 1816 of no less th n 
3174,292 pieces, while 1841 (as already compared) shows a de
c1rease beyond what most persons could have imagined. Unless 
srnme change take place, it is quite evident that the period is not 
frar distant when in this commodity (which once ,vas the staple 
ttradi' of England), we will have no export trade at all. 

Compare the abo..-e with what took place in France; in 1833, 
n10 les~ than 36,633,000 woollen manufacture frames were ex
p,orted, while in 1840, their export trade in that department had 
imcreased to 61,100,000, nearly doubling in the course of seven 
yreal'S, and will our readers believe that these goods were shipped 
tco markets formerly considered exclugively our own, viz., the 
UJnited States of America, Spain, Tuscany, &c., Russia, Buenos. 
A\.yres, Brazil and Mexico? 

Can there be any wonder then at our experiencing the sad de
p>ression of trade we have endured for these several years past? 
Nfo : nothing it seems will convince the monopolist that trade is 
lmaving our shores until it is actually gone, never to return. Is 
it to be wondered then that thousands of our industrious artizans 
cn-owd our streets desirous to work if it could be got, but who 
cmnnot obtain work ? When will a warning voice arise to teach 
th1e pampered few that they have bent the yoke so heavily upon 
tlne backs of their fellows that it has now become too hard to 
b1ear ? To such an ~xtent is this the case at present that thou~ 
sa:mds upon thousands are leaving our land, careless where they 
nnay be taken to-if they are but removed from Great Britain, 
tb1a.t " glory or the world, and envy of surroundins nations I'' -
G;[asgow Post. 
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V .IJRZETZES. 

AccRINGTO:ttt.-I h&Ve enquired how many beasts arP. killed in 
Acbrington this week, and I am told o,ie, and the butcher who has 
it ill dividing it in quarters among other butcher,. We are about 
10,000 inhabitants, and somewhere about twenty yeat's since, when 
we were about 5,000, I have known from five to ten killed; of 
course we have had mutton and veal at bath periods.--J. R. 

A ~Ew WAY OF RECRUITING.-Sir C. Napier, speaking on 
the New Poor Law, said, that he was not for giving relief out of 
the workhouse, but instead of taking whole f9.milies into the 
workhouse, he would take one or two of the boys, w1th the pal'(lnta' 
aonsent1 and bring them up to the army or na.v)' 1 

" CH.&BRtEe AB:EJ 2td, pet' lb.'' - What makes them so cheap ? 
So many being brought from the south. Freedom of communi
cation would have the same effect upon bread, and ~ef, and every 
other kind of food. 

How TO SEPARATE A.LcoHoL FROM W ATE:a,-Ne;irly fill a 
small phial bottle with either rum, brandy, gin, wine, "c.; then 
add one tea-spoon full of the 6Ubcarbonate of potas,e ; 1ha'ke it 
well; let it remain to settle for h1llf an hour, and you wiil see the 
-1cobol on the top, the water in the bottom, and the chemical 
drugs in the centre. Thi, is the way that I prepared the six 
bottles that I lately exhibited at the Cockpit. J. BA:aNES. 

CONUNDRtm.-Why is a teetotaller's plll'se like a man pr,edis
posed to apoplexy?-Do yon give it up ?-Because it has got a 
thick body and a ihort neck. BETH. 

Why was Joseph, when Prime Minister in Egypt, like the Anti
Corn Law League ?-Because he wished the people of one coun-
try to have corn of another country free of duty. Ibid. 

A CuAPTEB ON NosEs.-In a long article with this title that 
lately appeal"ed in a Preston paper, the writer described great and 
talented men a.a having large Roman noses-effeminate men as 
Grecian-nosed-i?Ui,.qnijicantmen, that never rise in the world, with 
"Very small no•e~intermeddlinp men, that always propQse amend
ments or adjournment, at public meetings, with turn-uf. noses
and di,honut men with hooli noses -I think the writer should 
have added, that u1er1 of snt,Jf have al way• dirty no•es. ll>id. 

PAPER FOR GoLn.-The bank is making a nice job in get. 
ting out their paper for light sovereigns. A friend of mine called 
at the branch bank in MancheBter, he received a hundred pound 
note and a fifty pound note in return for light gold, neither of 
which had been circulated before, though dated 17th February, 
1841. Thi, a fine chance for putting bundles of paper money into 
circulation. 

TnE Ni:w Poon LAw.- Sir James Graham ret'en t, the fn, 
petitions against the New Poor Law as a proof that it snot un
popular, but he is sadly mistaken. The reason of tlul ie, that 
the country is disgusted both with him and his measues ; and 
is too sullen to petition any more. I very much mistak the tem
per of the people if they ever petition the present parliammt again, 
either upon the New Poor Law or any other measure, 

Loss ON LIGHT SovEREIGNB.-A friend of mine tock a thou~ 
sand to the branch bank in Manchester, and the charge br chang
ing them was £12. 7s.; being 3s. in the whole less than3d. each. 

THE CHAllI'rJ: OF Tit£ Pooa.-Nobody can underltand how 
the unempl<>}'efl, the poor widow, the sick and the afflitted, who 
have no income to rely upon, are kept alive, unleBS uey make 
themselves acquainted with the charity of the poor tovard1 tbtJ 
poor. The amount wbieh the rich bestow, bears no eunparisoo 
to the amount which the poor give to each other in vario1s 1hape1. 
Scores of times have I heard something like the following.-" If il 
had not been for neighbours bringing me bits in, I shluld have 
been lost." Persons of the same craft are also gc;3od to eich other, 
and children who are sent to the factory without fool get. bita 
given them by other children. 

F.EMALE DRUfKING.-1 spent several days in Manchtster last 
week, and what disgusted pie most was the old practice d women 
goin11: into the dram shops; old, young-, middle-aged, decett and in
decent, ragged and well clothed, an go into tb-e dram 1hop • I 
pitied an' old wo'nlan who could hardly wad<ile along, coning out 
with a cream-jug full. 

IMPOBTING I! ExPENSIVE.-The milk which i1 sok at· 2d: 
per quart in Preston, is 4d. in Liverpool. The only reaon why 
milk keeps up is the difficulty and expense of importing a larger 
supply. This may be mentioned fo show the great aivantage 
which the grower of corn or any kind of produce baa «Per tho•". 
who have to bring them the distance of thousands of mle&. und 
that if renu were set right, the farmeta would have ncthin& to 
fear from free trade. 

P<>RTER,-During hot weather an immense quantity d porter 
is consumed. I was up one narrow street in Maneheate.r, con
taining a number of drunkeries, all of wliich distinctly enitted th• 
effluvia or porter. 

THE Pooa A.ND TJlE RrcK.-''Not much poverty he~e,•• Mid 
a niecbanic.J>ut of work, aa be watched the carriages sett.ng dow11 
the ladies and gentlemen visiting a concert. While 1he pool' 
ceuld not help gazing at them as they stepped out of thei~ c:arria
ges, they were murmuring and contrasting their appearatee with 
the times. 'fhe rich were never in 1.uch baa repute with the 
poor u at present, and It tlwy mean to regain their eateun, they 
must openly •upport those mea1ure1 whieh are likely 10 • Ue~ 
their condition. 
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~t~ugglt. 

Our cut illui,trates the present position of affairs-the country is gradually sinking under the enor .. 
mous load of ta.ration, and the effects of the infamous Corn-Laws and other monopolie~. She would. 
still, like the boat, " outride the storm," if our rulers would but ease her of a portion of her burdens; 
instea.d of which they seem disposed to trust to the " chapter of a~cidents,'' and run the risk of 
a general convulsion. 

No. a9. 



2 . THE' STRUGGL~. 
My, readers will be highly gratifled with the following speech. H h 10 

valuable that, for onee, they will take it as an ample substitute for tb.e ar
ticles which usually make up the Struggle. 

INQUIRY INTO THE DlSTRESS OF THE COUNTRY. 

MR. COBD:EN'S SPEECH 
011 Mr. Wallace's Motio1, for inquiring into the Distre,s of the 

Country, delivered on Friday evening, July 8th, 1842. 

Notwithstanding the many statements which have been made 
during the present session, and notwithstanding all that had been 
said ip the course of this debate, he still really entertained serious 
doubts whether honourable gentlemen on the ministerial side of 
the house wero at all convinced of the a.ctual existence of distre~s 
amoggst the people. After listening to the speeches which had 
been delivered by members on the opposition side of the house, 
and observing the silence that had been kept by honourable gen
tlemen who supported her Majesty's government, lte certainly did 
entertain serious doubts whether, after all the complaints made of 
the great and grievous distress that prevailed throughout the 
country, those complaints were not considered by honourable gen
tlemen on the other side of the house as mere party statements, 
and the question of distress itself a mere party question. For, 
he wonld aslc, were there no honourable gentlemen on the minis
terial benches who represented any portion of the community that 
were afflicted by distre;is? Where was the honourable member 
for Leeds ? \Vhere were the two honourable members for the 
West Riding of York hire? Was there no distress prevalent in 
that vast anti populous district of the north? They were silent. 
W'hy was it left to members on thA opposition benches to carry on 
this debate? He could account for it on one ground only-either 
they did not believe in the existence of distress, or, though be
lieving it, they we\'e willing to hush up an the facts connected 
with it, for the sake of party purposes; and he must say that he 
thought her Majesty's government had in some degree lent them
selves to the first persuasion; fot· he had not heard from the right 
hon. ba1·t. an}' sufficient acknowledgment of the general distress 
of the cotmtry. The right hon. baronet's remarks went merely 
to consider the distress of the cotton trade in the districts sur
rouniing Manchester, and his observations were calculated to 
impress the minds of his supporters with the conviction that thinrrs 
were not so bad there as they had been represented. 'l'ho right 
hon. b:i.rt. brought forward a statement of which he (Mr. Cobllen) 
had ju~t right to complain, because it was calcuhted to mislead 
his · (Sir R. Peel's) followers, as to the state of trade in Lanca
shire. The right hon. hart. told the house that during the first 
h alf of the present year, 74,0::>0 bales of cotton more had been 
taken out for home consumption than were taken out for the first 
half of last year. True, the fact was so ; but if the right hon. 
baronet had inswtuted a comparison between the first half year of 
Ulis year, and the la.st half year of last year, he would have found 
~hat there had been a diminution of 145,000 bales; or if he had 
made a comparison between the first half of this year, and the two 
half year!l of 1840, ho would have found a deficiency of 105,000 
bales; or if he had established a comparison between the first 
half year of this year, with the average of the last ten half years, 
he wonld have found a diminution of35,000 bales. There werer<?a
son~, well known to all who were conversant with the cotton ma
nufactures, why the qnantity of cotton taken out for home con
sumption during the first half of last ycat· was less than usual. But 
why did the right hon. baronet go through all the statistics of tho 
board of trade, for the pm·pose of finding out Ute state of th9 cot
ton trade? Was it to give consolation to those honourable gen
tlemen who were ever ready to give him theh· support? \Vas it 
worthy of him, who was prime minister of this great country, to 
stoop to such an expediency as that? Was there not danger in 
the adoption of such a course on the part of a prime minister? 
Might not those who looked to him as their authority, and who 
knew little of these matters themselves, say, "So long as we find 
the right honourable baronet btwyed up with confidence in 
the state of the trade of the countt-y, we need not be much 
alarmed about it?" It was true that the imports of raw cotton 
had not much diminished since last" year. But what had been the 
fact? · The consumption of cotton had been from the §pinning of 
the coarsest description of yarn. Looms harl been thrown out of 
employment, and the spinners had been employed just to spin 

the coarsest yarn, by whleh the manufacturers were saved from 
great loas, which they would have otherwi11e lmmrred. But di 
this give relief to the people? Did it give wages to the country? 
He did think that it would have been more becoming of the prime 
minister of this great country to look the matter fairly in- the face 
and to tell his followers and the country what was the conditioa i • 
which we were really placed. The right hon. baronet went into 
no inquiry as to the cause or causes of the distress which prevailed. 
ex!!ept as to the condition of one branch-the cotton manufac
ture. And in reference to that branch, the right honourable 
baronet said that we were suffering in consequence of alteration 
in the construction of machinery. The remark of the right ho
nourable baronet was, that sudden improvements in machine 
threw great ma!!Ses of the people out of employment; that while 
new inventions gave employment to wonien and children, they 
always displaced the labour of large masses of the adult popula
tion. "I agree with you," said £lie right honourable barone&, 
"that ultimately improved macninery must give additional eot
ployment to those whose business it would be to make it; but in 
the interval the introduction of that improved machinery threw 
large masses of the manufacturing population out of labour." 
Now, he (Mr. Cobden) denied the fact. The proposition 
was not true. He (Mr. Cobden) denied the proposition that 
machinery threw great bodies of the people out of employment. 
It was well known that improvements in machinery were very-lllow 
and gradual. It took a long time to bring them into work, and 
their introduction was so occasional and gradual, that they never 
could have the effect which the right honourable baronet had at
tributed to them. Capitalists resisted the improvement of ma
chin~ry as far as they could. Every body knew what difficulties 
patentees had to get capitalists to take up an invention. Every 
body knew the loss which the capitalist sustained by a new inven
tion superseding existing machinery. The right honourable 
baronet had evidently been misled by what took place during the 
riots of the Luddites ; but be might as well argue, tha~ because 
men went about and burnt wheat ricks, therefore wheat ricks were 
the cause of agricultural suffering. It was true that the stocking 
machinery was destroyed in Leicester and in Nottingham, in the 
years 1811 and 1812, but was the stocking machinery a new in
vention at that time? No: it had been in use many years. n 
was also true that many power looms were destroyed. But were 
those looms a new invention? On the contrary, they had been 
in u e upwards of forty years. The cause of this de11truction o 
machinery was not that improvements in it had superseded the 
labour of large masses of the people, but because of the weil
known orders in council. The spinning machine was invented by 
Arkwright, in I 767, long before it was brought into use. 'The 
power-loom was invented by a clergyman in 1787, and in iaI 7 
only 2,000 power-looms were in existence in Lancashire, and only 
half of those were.employed. The right honourable baronet ad
mitted that ultimately machinery must give immense employment 
to the petlple, by adding vasUy to the demand for labour. What 
was the history of the cotton-trade ? Arkwright's machine w 
invented, as he had said, in 1767, and only 30,000 persons were 
engaged in the cotton manufacture: now, more than a million 
and a half subsisted by it. When had there been an instance or 
any craft carried on by h:i.nd labour, in which the growth was so 
rapid? What was the history of agriculture? No man coul 
justly accuse the proprietors of estates of being too ready to 
adopt improvements in implements of husbandry. In many parts 
of the country they still used the pl6ugh that Cincinr1atus followed. 
Did agriculturists give employment to increased numben of the 
people? No: they annually sent thousands to the towns where 
machinery was in use. What were Manckester, Bolton, Stock
port, and other towns but the creation of labour-saving machines? 
They were towns filled by persons who had abandoned thei 
ploughs and spades for the spindles, shuttles, and hammers of 
former generation. Pandering to the prejudices of the workin 
classes on the one side, and soothing the ignorance of the uppe 
classes by fallacies on the other, was surely unworthy of th 
prime minister of this country. He did not complain of th 
honourable member for Macclesfield (Mr. Grimsditch); he w 
only following his vocation. But he did complain of th 
right honoqrable baronet, and he sincerely hoped that h 
would indulge in no more tirades against the employment o 
machinery. HO'w, then, (continued the honoutable member, 
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e>ught we to oe engaged now? Instead of looking out 
for something to cover and conceal the mischief, wo ought to do 
what we can to uncover and disclose it in order that we may apply 
a remedy. · What can restore your trade and givo employment to 
your people? That is the question. You talk of over-production. 
What a charge to bring against a people, that they are ower
industriou~ ! I can imagine a case of a person going to a foreign 
country, barbarous and unimproved, and bringing word back 
that the inhabitants were idle, vicious, ignorant, and deficient in 
forecast ; but what a tale would it be for such a man to spea of 
a distant people, and to complain that they were ove r-industrioU1s
tbat they had accumulated too much-and that their fault was 
over-production! I do not ask either of the hono-urable members 
for Macclesfield-they are privileged men-but I do ask the right 
hon. baronet what is the oieaning of over-productiion? It me ans 
that too much is produced : and what can be thou~ht of a country 
which produces 110 much, and where the great mallls of the inhiabi
tants possess so little? Does it not show that there is some mal
distribution of production? It is because we ha.ve lost s~ght 
of that science which teaches the right distribution of weallth. 
We have adopted the steam-engine, and have emplo,ed it in 
every possible way, but we have lost sight of the great philosop er 
who was contemporary with Watt, and who told us how the weialth 
to be acquired by the steam-engine was to be distributed. ::Be
cause we have lost sight of tha.t discovery, the great mass of the 
people is at this moment so wretched. Those who are so fond 
of laughing at political economy forget that they have a political 
economy of their own : and what is it? That they will monopo
lize to themselves the fruits of the industry of the great body of 
the community-that they allow the productions of the spindle amd 
the loom to go abroad to furnish them with luxuries from he 
farthest corners of the world, but refuse to permit to be brought 
back in exchange what would minister to the wants and comforts 
of the lower orders. This, in one word, fa the true reason wrhy 
the mass of the people is at this time so wretchedly clothe-d a.nd 
110 miserably fed. As legislators, you have the charge of giving 
employment and sustenance to the people. Fault has been fotLnd 
with the wording of the motion. I can only say that my hono r
able friend is willing to change it, in order that no man ma) hw.ve 
a pretext for voting again11t it. All he wants is, that this hou:se, 
before it separates, should pledge itself to inquire-that it may 
devise measures for the relief o( the suffering population. You 
cannot give that relief by charitable contributions, by preaching, 
by collections, and I will prove it. You have heard from my 
honour \ble colleague (Mr. l\Iarsland) a pathetic statement o ft.he 
present condition of the borough of Stockport ; the popu1ati on 
wer~ flmnerly paid £6,000 a-week in wages. How will you 
make up that sum by charitable contributions? How wi l you 
1up11ly the vacuum if the whole cotton trade is to follow the fm.te 
of Stockport? Twenty millions were annually spent in the eott.on 
trade. Does not this fact show the prodigious importanee of 
finding employment for the people, as the only means of p tting 
an end to the present distress? How many men are em
gaged in the cultivation of wheat? Six millions a year otald 
pay them all-not one-third of the sum paid in wages in the eott.on 
trade. Open your eyes, then, to the real condition of the c ol.lln
try ; knowing that your own permanent interests are as one wii.th 
the manufacturers, you will see the necessity of looking the diffi
culty in the face, and dealing with it not as a party question, b,ut 
as a matter in which the welfare of the whole state is concer ne,d. 
This might be said to be a Manchester question three years ago, 
but it is not so now. I see the honourable member for LePds in 
his place, and I challenge him to say whether the cond ition 
of Leeds at this moment is not worse than that of Stockport. 
We have not 40,000 utterly unemployed; our poor rates are n,ot 
110 high; his borough must be one vast poorhouse. I ask hi.m 
whether charitable contributions will be sufficient, or whether 
something else must not be done to meet the growing evil? You 
may talk of machinery, but go into districts where machinery h s 
not been improved for the last two hundred years. I ask tlne 
honourable members for Nottingham-where there are no tai.11 
chimneys-no change of modes of working, but where they pur-
11ue the same plan pursued 240 year~ ago-what is the condii tio,n 
of that town ? There has been no change of fashion to ma e a 
difference, for there has been no change of (~shion in stocki ng11, 
excepting that it has beoome the fubion to wear thenu.ll ove • tlile 

world. Yet the condition of Nottinghamahh-e is worse than tha 
condition of Lancaahire. But if I were to point to one place, 
which is in1 the most d~plorable--tbe most hopeless state- I would 
say it is Hinckley: there there are 1,500 stockillg frames, and 
only 21 fully employed. Benefit clubs and associati6ns of every 
kind have been· brokflil down, and the place has been given up • 
to pauperism. The locust swarms are spreading even over tb.e 
land, and the poor-rates in the neighbourlrood, I am told, are £1 
per acre. Let country gentlemen take this as a warning. The 
locust swatms will spread rapidly, and the land will have to main
tain them. I tell you that I believe before we meet again, several 
other large towns will be given onr to pauperism, and the peo
ple must be fed by the surroundlng districts. Let us look, then, 
at the pottety districts. The honourable member for Macclesfield 
will rejoice to hear that they there work with the same machine 
which was in use in the reign of the Pharaohs. It is as old as the 
time of Moses, and let that console him. I apprehend that at no 
period of its history was the · pottery trade so severely depressed 
as at present ; its prospects are not only cheerless, but hopeless. 
Go into your mines-your collieries; you have heard how they 
work them ; there has been no great improvement of machinery 
in them, and what is the state of the mines of Staffordshire ? 
There are 25,000 utterly destitute of employment. I am informed 
that in the time of the order in council they were prosperous com
pared with their present condition. Go to th'3 glasscutters of 
Stourbridge and Warrington, or to tlie glovers of Yeovil, and 
you will find the same. If there be one part of the country better 
off than another, it is where the best machinery is in use, I 
mean Lancashire, where the working classes have for several years 
been living at the expense of their employers-(hcar, hear, from 
Sir R. Peel). The right honourable baronet cheers me ; wliy 
then did he make such indirect allusions to machinety? True it 
is tl1at he invests his remarks in honied phrases, very satisfactory 
to those who are sitting behind him, but, on the one handJ he 
panders to the working classes, and on the other, the tail end of 
his party rejoices in the delusive consolation he affords them. I 
know at this time a place where a hundred Wflddin~-rings were 
pawned in one week to provide the owners with bread. J.\,Ien and 
women have subsisted only upon boiled nettles ; and in the neigh
bourhood with which I was originally connected in business, 
Burnley, the starving people dug up the putrid carcase of a cow, 
rather than die of hunger-( oh, oh I) I know by that groan tha.t 
gentlemen do not believe it. I wrote to a trusty man, a school
master, to ask if the report were true, and he sent me not only 
his own attestation, but that of many of his neighbours. The 
multitude dug it up, carried part of it away for food, and the far
mer was obliged immediately to bury the reinainder in order to 
get rid of the effluvia. Another case occurred in which the car
case of a deed calf was carried away for food-(oh, oh I) You 
may well cry, "oh, oh!" and groan, If you believe the~e state
ments, why do you sit here and refuse to apply a remedy? From 
these individual cases, you may picture the condition of the-whole 
mass of your suffering fellow creatures. You may tell me that the 
people have the poor law. So they have; but thanks to their 
spirit, they would rather live on nettles and on garbage, than go 
into a union workhouse. Is this state of things to be left till the 
winter ? We want inquiry, that gentlemen on both sides may 
know the truth, and apply a remedy. I do not wish to mix up the 
corn-laws with this question. I care nothing for the corn-lalVs, 
if you can provide me with a b~tter remedy. The noble lord, 
the member for North Lancashire, might reasonably be expected 
to shew some sympathy for such suffering, but he doubted whe
ther the repeal of the corn-laws would afford the expected benetit. 
He told us that the Americans took as much again from us in th'e 
last three years as formerly. 

Lord STANLEY ; I beg pardon ; I said no such thing. 
Mr. COBDEN: Perhaps I am reversing what fell from the 

noble lord, but his commercial views, I own, are rather embarass
ing to me. He said that the Americans sent over two millions 
more than they took from us. Their difficulty was not in sending 
commodities to us, but in taking returns from us. The ~oble 
ford has yet to understand that foreign trade is reciprocity-that 
it consists of nothing but barter ; and before he in'dulges again in 
a speech (to the eloquence and logical reasoni'ng of which' all mu.at 
listen with pleasure), I advise him to make himself practicalry 
acquainted with the subjeet 1>n which heltalks. As a statell'D1tn, 
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he (l'(fQld not be better employed than in improving him~lf in 
practical information. I have heard him both at Lancaster and 
bere, and on both occasions he showed himself pre-eminently 
ignorant on commercial matters. Ho told us the other night that 
we must excuse him on such topics, as he was not accustomed to 

• addr?ss the house upon them ; this is certainly true, and I think 
the right honourable baronet exercised a sound discretion in un
dertaking to speak for him on various occasions: The noble 
member for North Lancashire, where distress ~s so s~vere that 
the people are subsisting on nettles and carrion, ought to know 
whether the people can or can not be supplied with food from 
America. From an acquaintance with the trade on both sides the 
water, I may state, as my firm belief, that when a repeal of the 
eorn law11 takes place, the tidings of such a happy event will be 
instantly followed by a revival of trade : it would be at least the 
beginning of a new: era in which employment would be found for 
the people. I know no other means for producing such a result, 
and it seems to me that all members for manufacturing pla1:es have 
an important duty to discharge before. the house separates. I 
cannot give a stronger proof of the perils which I think surrounds 
us, than to say that I shall feel it my duty to stop the wheels of 
government if I can, in a way which can only be justified by an 
extraordinary crisis. Nothing can warrant a member in stopping 
the supplies, but such a conviction as weighs at this moment 
upon my mind. I wish to compel government to enter into 
the question with a full conviction of its importance. At present 
it is my solemn persuasion that they have not their eyes open to 
the truth. What was said yesterday by the Mayor of Stoel port?
that he could not be responsible for the peace of the place ; and 
what said the chairman of the guardians of the poor?-That he 
would not undertake to support the starving peopl~ beyond three 
months. The right honourable baronet knows that the state of 
Stoakport is only a type of the fast-approaching condition of 
Bolton and many other places. I do not mean to threaten outbreaks, 
that the &tarving masses will come and pull down your mansions; but 
I say that you are drifting on to confusion without rudder or compass. 
It is my firm belief that within six months we shall have popf¥011s 
districts in the north in a state of social dissolution. You may talk 
of repressing the people by the military, but what military force 
would be equal to such an emergency? Imagine the case of 
Stockport destroyed, and eaten up by its poor, what are you to do 
with 60,0 )0 starving people ? How are you to deal with a po
pulation formerly earning £500,000 a year? The military will 
not avail. I do not believe that the people will break out unless 
they are absolutely deprived of food ; if you are not prepared with 
a remedy, they will bejustified in taking food for themselves and 
their families. I do not threaten you with this state of things. 
I do not know whether I understand that cheer ; but I do nGt 
mean to tell you anything in a menacing manner. I tell you what 
is the present state of Stockport, and I call upon you to realise in 
your minds the consequences of a refusal to inquire. Will you 
tell me, in reply, that the 60,000 people in Stockport are to lie 
,down and die ? If they do, their deaths will lie at the doors of 
the govertlment: but, as Englishmen, they ought not to be per
mitted to starve. Is it not important for members for manufactu
ring districts on both sides to consider what they are about? We 
are going down to our several residences to face this mi11erable 
state of things, and selfishness, and a mere instinctive love of life 
ought to make us cautious. Others may visit t~e continent, or 
take shelter in rural districts, but the peril will ere long reach 
them even there. · Will you, then, do w);iat we require, or will 
you compel us to do it ourselves ? This is the question you must 
answer. The inhabitants of Stoclcport come here with clean 
hands, for what does Commissioner Twisselton, in his report, say 
of their condition ? "We find in connection with the large 
earnings oqhe operati-'f-es engaged in the cotton trade, industrious 
habits 'of no common stamp, regulated and secured in great mea
sure by the peculiar nature of their employment ; and a degree of 
intelligence already much in advance of other classes of the 
working people, and still growing with the general growth of 
popular education. It appears, also, that when in the enjoyment 
of prosperity, they avail themselves to a great extent of the ad
vantages of provident institutions, and that partly through this, 
and partly through other circumstances equally creditable t0 their 
ebaracter as a working people, they avoid almost altogether de
pendence upon poor-rates. On the occurrence of general distress, 

we find them neither a pauperised masa nor readily admitting pau• 
perism amongst them~ but struggling against advenity, beating 
far and wide for employment, and, in many ca11e1, leaving their 
country for foreign climates rather than depend upon any other 
_re11ource8 for subsistence th~n those of their own industry and 
skill. Th e among them, who have not been able or willing to 
leave a place where at present their labour is of little or no 
value, have been found enduring distress with patience, and 
abstaining, sometimes to the injury of health, from making 
any application for relief.'' Such was the population, 
which came to the house and made this claim at his 
hands and what do they ask ? They do not ask fur charity 
They do not ask me to come there to obtain a mitigatioR of the 
Poor Law. I gained the popular support in Stockport, without 
pledging myself upon the poor law. What the people want, is the 
means of exercising their industry. They abhored pauperism aa 
much as any honourable gentleman in this house. They simply 
said, "leave us alon11." And I say, sir, that whatever misfor
tune !,>efala such a people lies at the door of the government and 
of this house, and the people are not responsible for it. I am 
therefore entitled to ask and to insist upon an answer from the 
government to the question, " What do they intend to do for the 
people ?'' I am entitled to ask wether they are to be satisfied 
with no Letter report than the one given by the right honourable 
baronet that he expect11 a good harvest. It is true, sir, that some 
of our best workmen are gone abroad. If the best go, they leue 
the worst behind. The manufacturers are going also, increaaing 
the burden for those who remain. Have hon. gentlemen consi
dered what must be the effect of this emigration upon thia coun
try? I can see a remedy for all other evils, but I can see no remedy 
for this. ,v e are sowing the seeds broadcast for a phmtiful har ve11t 
of workmen in the western world. Thousands of workmen are delv
ing in the mines of the western continent, where coal can be rai8ed 
and sold at ls. a ton . We are sending there the labourers from 
our cotton manufactories, from our wollen, and from our »ilk. 
They are not going by dozem1 or by scores to t~ach the people of 
other countries the work they have learnt-they are going in hun
•fu-eds and thousands to those states to open works against our 
own machines, and to bring this country to a worse state than it 
now is. There is nothing to aton~ for the system which leadH t-o 
this, at.d if I where to seek for a parallel, it. would be only in the 
revocation of the edict of Nantes by Louis XIV., or the decree 
of the Duke of .Uva in Belgium, where the best men were ban
ished from their country. I see nothing why we should not take 
good measures from the right hopourable baronet, ot· why W9 

should prefer those of the noble lord the member for London. 
',l'he noble lord is called the leader on this side of the house, and 
I confess that when I first came into the house I was inclined to 
look upon him as a leader; but from what I have seen, I believe 
the right honourable baronet to be as liberal as the noble lord. 
If the noble lord is my leader, I can only say that I believe that 
in four out of five di visions I have voted against him. He mu11t 
be an odd kind of leader who thus votes against those he lead•• 
I say this to show that I am actuated by no party spirit. I •I 
take measures of relief from the dght honou1·able baronet as well 
as from the noble lord ; but upon some measures of relief I will 
insist. I do not believe that any one would ask this of the right 
honourable baronet from any wish to supplaI)t him ; no r.!).,tiqn!l,l 
man would wish to supplant him. Seeing the position in which 
he is placed, I do not know any one who would wi~h to jump into 
his seat, even if he had the power. I give him credit for the 
difficulties of his situation ; but this question must be met, and 
met fully; it must not be quibbled away; it must not be looked 
upon as a Manchester question ; the wltole condition of the 
country must be looked at and faced ; and it must be done before 
we separate this session. (The honourable member sat down amid 
loud cheers.) 
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himself against the corner of the aofa. HE\ stood all the 
time, and almost as motionless as a statue. He did not 
ask what was the object of the gentlemen's visit, nor intro
duce the interview by a single remark. I had expected he 
would have addressed us in something like the following 
terms:-" Gentlemen, I am glad to see you ; coming from 
the manufacturing districts, where I am told there is great 
distress, I shall be most happy to hear what you have to 
say, and to do all in my power, consistent with the inter
ests of the nation, to afford you relief." But instead of 
this, Sir Robert did not speak a single word, but allowed 
Mr. Taylor, the chairman of the deputation, to open the 
business, and to call upon the several gentlemen to address 
him. Sir Robert stood, and we all stood, for more than 
an hour, no seats of any kind being in the room. His 
countenance was exceedingly downcast, and a kind of sub
dued tremor seemed frequently to come over him. . He 
never exhibited one smile, nor so much as a complacent 
look. He was evidently not anxious for information, and 
asked no pointed questions for that purpose. I only re
member his asking three questions during the whole inter
view, two of which were of a captious character. He 
asked Mr. Heyworth if the trade of Liverpool had fallen 
off, clearly intimating that he believed it had not. Mr. 
Whitehead, of Leeds, was deploring the decay of the gro
cery trade ; ho asked him if the consumption of tea and 
sugar had decreased, as if ready himself to state the con
trary. The third question was to Mr. Grundy,-whether 
Bury was under the New Poor Law; and it appeared to 
me to be intended to ward off the severe cuts which the 
old veteran was giving him just then. It was evidently a 
dexterous attempt (and to some extent a successful one) to 
divert Mr. Grundy's mind from the painful and soul-har
rowing view which he was then taking of the condition of 
the people, and to cut short the pathetic appeals which 
must have gone to his heart. 

Ten deputies addressed the premier ; the audience was 
most solemn ; the scene most affecting ;-the prime minis
ter of England standing to listen to the deputed cries and 
wailings and sufferings of millions of his fellow-subjects!
reported by a faithfulness, a fervour, and an awful solem
nity, such as I never witnessed befc;,re. He was told ho
nestly the real condition of the nation, nnd the inevitable 
consequences if relief was not afforded. Many an eye was 
flushed with tears, and especially when Alderman Brooks 
affectingly related the privations of the poor. The repeal 
of the Corn Laws and freedom of trade were strongly 
recommended as the true remedies ; and that if something 
be not done, the deputies stated to him plainly, a convul-
sion was sure to take place. . 

When the speakers had closed their statements he did 
not ask a single question, but closed the business quite ab
ruptly by a reply of about two or three sentences, and then 
left the room. "You will be aware, gentlemen," said Sir 
Robert, "that as these subjects are being debated almost 
nightly in the House of Commons, I cannot be expected to 
communicate anything now. I shall, however, take care 
that the facts and statements you have laid before me are 
brought before her Majesty's government. I have nothing 
further to communicate,"-then, after a pause, he added: 
u except to express my deep sympathy in the distresses of 
the country, and to thank you for the testimony you have 
borne, which I fear is incontestible." 

This is the answer as reported in the papers, and is sub
stantially correct ; but there was one remark which is not 
reported, and which, being near him, I heard distinctly ; 
it was this : " I have heard you with great patience." What 
are we to infer from this remark, but that the deputation 
was an unwelcome one, and that he was glad to be relieved 
of their oompany. The deputation retumed as the had gone, 

two and two in a procession to the palace yard inn where 
they passed strong resolutions in favour of perse,ettng in 
this important agitation. And, though far from bebg grati
fied with the reception they had met with, they vew with 
peculiar pleasure those symptoms of alarm which ire evin
ced by Sir Robert, as well as others connected vith Her 
Majesty's government. 

AN EVENING IN THE HOUSE OF CO MM ONS. -I was in the House of Commons on the Friday :?vening, 
when Mr. Cobden delivered his admirable speech on Mr. 
Wallace's motion, for enquiring into the distres1 of the 
country. There are several things that astonish astranger 
when he attends the House of Commons; he findJ himself 
pent up in a cock-loft, called a gallery, which holli about 
80 persons, removed so far from the speakers, thru he fre
quently cannot hear so as to understand a single tentence. 
He is also astonished at the disorder and levity of the 
honourable and right honourable gentlemen, who are pllivi
leged with seats in this house. A very few manage the 
business, and others come in and go out, and beguile the 
time as well as they can. On the upper row of seats 
about one o'clock, there were no fewer than 13 honest 
representatives of the people, laid out at full lengt enjoying 
their morning's repose; no doubt busily cogitating what 
plans they should submit, for relieving the wants of a 
starving nation ! 

Several speeches were delivered, commencing with 
o•connell's, to thin benches, and it was not till about ten 
o'clock, that the attendance became considerable, and the 
steam seemed to get up. 

Such was the buzz in the house, that it was difficult to 
hear gentlemen of only ordinary standing; but when Mr. 
Cobden spoke there was profound silence. He is a clear, 
powerful, energetic speaker, understands his ubject well, 
and feels the responsibility of his situatioQ. He delights 
his friends, and makes his opponents tremble. Never was 
there a clearer illustration of the benefits of fr~e trade, or a 
more lucid exposure of the various falacies uttered by the 
monopolists. He is decidedly, in his combined talents, the 
most useful man in the House of Commons. 

Mr Ferrand, as usual, followed Cobden, not lo answer 
his arguments, (for that he is unable to do) but to prevent 
their being remembered and their impression retained. 
For this purpose this gentleman treats the house with tho 
abuses of the poor law, the evils of machin ry, the truck 
trade, cruelties of cotton lords, and Manches:er rags made 
into cloth by devil's dust! Nay, on this occ:asion he went 
so far as to state that the London drapers drue not so much 
as have a pieoe of Manchester goods in the shops ! H 
professes to be a friend to the people, and yet he al way 
votes against the people's measures, as exp essed by thei 
millions of signatures in their petitions to padiament. Mr 
Ferrand is a jockey looking fellow, with a 1owerful voi 
impudence unmeasured, but possessing no greit talent. H 
was not heard with that attention and quiet which marke 
the delivery of Mr. Cobden's speech. Thecries from th 
country are becoming too serious to be answered by a Mr 
Ferrand's speech, so that he now meets wit1 but faint a 
plause from his own side of the house. He is an enemv t 
manufactures, and the defender of thelandow1ers' monop.oly 
He has no plan of relief to offer but more oor ~es an 
more charity. 

Few who spend a whole evening in the louse of Com 
mons will be anxious to sacrifice a second nght. Pledge 
by interest to support themselves and the irterests of Ian 
the great body of the members consider th• discussion r 
lating to .manufactures as a great annoyance. But while 
blame the house, can we avoid blaming hose who se 
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them P At the last election, goltl was too strong for prin
j:iple; and moreover, as the Whigs had done little or no
thing for the country, the general feeling was in favour of 
giving the Tories a trial. At the next election, which is 
probably not far distant, they will have learned wisdom by 
severe experience. Having, along with the non-electors, 
felt so much of the evils of monopoly, it is hoped they will 
never again be so mad as to exercise their franchise to their 
own extinction and to their country's ruin. A most appro
priate duty on our part, in the hopelessness of any speedy 
organic change, is to enlighten all the constituencies as ex
tensively as possible upon this important subject. 

It is confessed on all hands, by our liberal friends, that 
nothing will move the present House of Commons but 
their fears. When the foundations of the social fabric 
begin to tremble, they will move but not before. It 
may be that the sagacity of a far~seeing premier, may 
prevent this by some timely expedient. I believe he wills 
it, but the landlords' house will listen to nothing, so long as 
they have any hopes of the endurance of the people. 

HARD TIMES-EVERY THING COMING DOWN. 
From th6 New York Herald, June 1st. 

c• It is estimated that there are mechanics out or employ 2,000 
in Philadelphia, 3,000 in New York, .l,000 in Boston, 1,500 in 
Baltimore, and 5,000 in all the large towns on the Atlantic, in all 
nearly 15,000 out of employ. This embraces those discharged by 
government. Wages are also coming down-prices coming 
down-pride coming down-impudence coming down- and a new 
spirit fror;n heaven coming down-now is the timo for Professor 
Brisebane, the socialist, to start a Fourier Association.'' 

[This statement is bad enough, but could not we find this num
h•r of what the Americans call mechanics out of employment in 
one town ? The difference in the price of food must also be much 
in favour 0£ the unemployed in America. They have no national 
debt t~ keep them down ; and when once they get the currency 
well e.dJustad, prosperity will again be within their reach.] 

SUGAR FOR MANURING LAND & FEEDING PIGS. 

Such is the drug of foreign sugar, that, while the people are 
starving because it is not allowed to be sold without an enormous 
duty, certatn Liverpool merchants have been petitioning to allow 
this usef~ article to be imported duty free, for the purpose of 
feeding :pig and manuring land. The following application is no 
hoax; it Was made by Mr. Moor, a member of the town coucil 
of Liverpool, and a staunch tory. From this document it ap
pear, that Guano, or birds' dung, which is now imported to ma
nure tht1 land, is actually higher in price than Brazi.llian sugar. 

Liverpool, 24th June, 1842. 
My lord,-The depressed state of the markets for foreign sugar induces us 

to apply to your lordship, in the hope you may open to us a new channel 
for this article, by permitting its importation for agricultural purpo1e1, 
under Su.eh regulations as her majesty's government may deem necessary 
to prevent 1i being applied to other uses than the fattening of cattle and 
manure, 

We know that B"ttgar can be most advantageously used for fattening pork, 
to which it impatts a finer and more delicate flavour than the usual mode of 
feeding; we ar~ also led to believe, that, from the known properties of 
sugar, it may be turned to good account as a useful and profitable manure. 
One great objection to it; being tried on an extensive scale has been the 
great cost ; but we now learn, since the introduction of nitrate of soda, 
which sells at £20 per ton, and lhe Guano manure, which is selling at £16 
per ton, this objeotum has been removed, inasmuch as foreign sugar may 
now be obtained for leis cost than nitrate ot soda or Guano, say at from 13s. 
to 15s. per cwt. or a.bout l½d. per lb. 

Th~t Y?Ur lordship may be perfectly satisfied there is no fiction or exag
geration m these pnces, we state we have now at anchor, in the port of 
Falmout~, a cartto of about 800 tons of Brazil sugar to our consignment, of 
fal! quality! which we have this day sold at 14s. 6d. per cwt. Bill of lading 
weight deliverable at any port in the united kingdom, or on the continent 
between Hamburgh and Havre. We state further, that we daily expect 
another cargo of better quality to arrive at Plymouth, and this we tender to 
your lordship at Us. per cwt. or £15 per ton. These facts will, we think, 
remove all doubts as to price. 

We refrain entirely from entering into the merits of the question as 
regards the poUcy of admUting foreign 81tyar for the comt.1/nption of the 
British J)eople, seeing her majesty's government have postponed the further 
eom;ideration ef the subject until a future day; and we trust that, as we 
can clearly demonstrate the admlaston of foreign sugar for agricultural pur
p06e8 will in no wise Ix: prejudicial to our colonial intcrc,ts, yo\\ will be 

pleased to concede our request, under such regulations as may be deemed 
necessary to protect the revenue from fraud or evasion or the duties whJ,oh 
might otherwise be levied( 

In conclusion, my lord, we cannot refrain from expressing a hope the day 
is not far distant when foreign sugan may' be admitted for the free use Qf. 
the British people (alfording, at the same time, ample protection to our 
colonies), instead of our supplicating to havethem brought in for the more 
Ignoble purposes of fattening cattle, or aa tillage to enrich the land.-We 
have the honour to remain, my lord, your lordship's most obedient humble 
.servants, , 

(Signed) JOHN B. MOORE & Co. 
To the Right Hon. the Earl of Ripon, &c., &o., 

President of the Board of Trado. 
Office of Committee of Privy Oouncll for Trade 

Whitehall, 80th June, 1842. 
Gentlemen,-In reply to your application of the 24th instant, addressed, 

to the Earl of Ripon, suggesting that foreign sugar should be allowed to bo 
Imported for agricultural purposes, and for fattening cattle, nuder such re
gulations as her majesty's government may be pleased to adopt, I am di
rected by the lords of the committee of privy council of trade to acquaint 
you, that their lordshlps cannot recommend the adoption of any such par• 
tial admission of foreign sugar.-I am, gentlemen, your obedient servan~ 

FD. J. MACGREGGOR. 
Messrs. J.B. Moore and Co., Liverpool. 

THE ANTI-CORN-LAW CONFERENCE. 

It is impossible to over-rate the important services which the 
Anti-Corn~Law Conference in London has rendered to the cause 
of humanity. Through this continuous meeting, the distress-the 
awful distress of every part of England has been reffected. The 
discussions indeed are likely to operate as a safety valve to the 
country; and society may hereafter have reason to praise the me
diation of the Anti-Corn-Law League, in preventing a civil 
rupture. The following from Blackburn is only a specimen of the 
letters received by this conference, from almost every town in the 
kingdom, and of the statements made through them to the 
publio. · 
~ 

Blackburn, July 11, 184.2. 
John Hindle, in the beginniBg of spring, bad eight farms un

tenanted, three of which he bas let at a reduction of 25 per 
cent., the other five he cannot lot. It appears from what I can 
learn from Thomas Thwaites that. there are from fifteen to twenty 
public-houses to let, or one-fifth of those in the town. Messrs. 
T. and ,v. Thwaites have twelve publicans petitioning for the 
benefit of the insolvent Act this Court, July 14. The Black 
Dog public-house, formerlv let for £70 is now let for £40 and 
too dear. A public-house, belonging to J. J. Livesey, let in 
1839 for £35 was let a fortnight since for £14 per annum. 

I can tell our state in a few wortb, and that is, we get worse 
every day, more and more people are being out of employ, con
sequently more destitution and want is the result, scarce a day 
passes but somo tale of woe, either of suicide committed or actual 
starvation having taken place, for want or employ. Hundreds of 
families who, two years ago, were in good circumstances and had 
plenty, are now in the most wretched state. Manufacturer~, 
grocers, butchers, shoemakers, publicans, in fact, all who retail, 
are ruined, or being ruined. The band-loom weavers are wret
ched in the extreme, they cannot average more than 3s. per week 
-a portion of them were better employed a few weeks ago at 
fancy work, but within the last fortnight that sort of work has 
been so depressed, that the manufacturers have rednced wages 
fifteen per cent. ; besides hundreds cannot get work. I kno,v 
that weavers have come from Sabden to Blackburn six times for 
a warp, which is eighteen miles, both ways, and when wove recei
ved only 6s., thus you see the poor creatures received only 6s. for 
walking 108 miles, and weaving 220 yards of aloth, and bear itt 
mind these are not insolated cases but of frequent occurrence. 

We have seven cotton mills less working now than we had two 
years ago ; we have 300 mechanics, less employed: three-fourths 
of the joiners are unemployed; masons, bricklayers, tailetrs, 
shoemakeH, labourers, and indeed all trades and callings, aro 
three-fourths unemployed in the same proportion. Great falling 
off wiili butche:·s, publicans, small shopkeepers, and in fact with 
all descriptions of trades. 

Cottage property is worth nothing to the owners, especially at 
the outskirts of the town, and rents of shops, public-houses are 
greatly reduced. The number of poor at pretent in our work
house is 700, a year ago we had 260; the rates are increa!!ing, 
and the rate-payers' means of paying them are rapidly decreasing; 
what the end will be QQd only kno,n, A. great change also is 
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taldng-place · .for the worae tn the JllO~als ot the people. The 
middle clas11, formel'ly so honest and punctual in all their dealings 
with creditors, are \Jecoming wrecldess, and dishonest, tbe work
ing operative openly-and boastingly dec\area his hatred ~f,, and his 
plans to destroy, the Governme~t which SQ grievously opP,ress h~m ; 
indeed nothing but cursE!s, and imprecations are common, topics 
of conversation amongst' tlie Industrious classes. 

,. If the p~le really are to ha Yo nothing but a charity sermon ,;· 
11ays W. C. in t~~ circular, "with &0up, red herrings, and potat~e 
tickets, while the rich and powerful aristocracy are to have the 
prot~ct.ion of a ~onopoliziog act of Parliament, it ill high time 
that_th~ P~?p'e seou~d know it, and know it toQ from the mouth 
of royalty itself. . ... 

CHAJfI'l'Y BEEP.-The lords, of the treasur¥-hav.e remitted .the 
dutr. on I~ barrels of American be.er for the r'eliErl' of the poor 
at Paisley. Why not let the ,.wh1>le CO\l~try have the benefit of , 
this, untaxed beef? 

Breaches of the law by the unemployed are of lrequent oocur
rence1 that they may get into prison and get bread; on~ instance 
out o many I will give you :-on Thursday last., about bed-time, 
cra~h goes the ·room-window of Mr. Carruthers. He got out of 
bed, and threw up tile w~ndow 'to ascertain the Cl!,US~, wpen . an 
emaciated creature stood in the street. When asked why be had 
broken the windows? , re replied, "I am nearly hungr~d ~o death, 
and want to get into prison, to get something to eat." A police
officer was called, the man was taken to the police station and 
taken care of, rejoicing in what he had done. 

A PnoPHECY.-Sir James Graham, , in a .pall)phlet which he 
published, said, " whenever this country pi:esonts the spectacle of 
millions supplicating for bread, then , will 1the people sweep away 
titles, pensions, and honours." 

PROTECTION FROM BAD HAnVESTS.-Whan the landlords 
have a bad harvest, , they make other people pay for it, by laws of 
self protection; when other people have bad seasons they must 
be~r tqe burden t~emsel,ves; shut up, sell up, flee away, and do 
as they will, there is no legislative protection for any but one class. 
Not an acre of land must go out of cultivation; but millions' 
worth of propertf. in '_factories may crwnble to the dust, and yei 
no. 1·emedy is proposed. 

PovERTY AND PROSTITUTION.-London is a reiigious place; 
all th~ rich and middle classes go to church and chapel. Churches 
and chapels overshadow every street, and a host of men are well 
paid to teach the people morality and religion. Yet with all this 
shew of purity we are told that there are 10,000 prostitutes! 
These· miserable beings crowd the public- thoroughfares every 
evening, to the annoyance of all decent 'people.; I attribute much 
ot tl1is to the want of proper tuition and in'struct.ion, at . proper 
t~es ' and proper places; but another reason is the poverty of 
these miserable ·remales. The book-folders used to earn 7s. per 
week; now work is so scarce that they can only earn about 3s., 
ana as they cannot live.and appear as ·usual, -on this .miserable pit~ 
tance, it is to be feared th.at some of them sell themselv~s for , the 
means of existence. 

SHEFFIELD TnADE.-Mn. lnnoTBON saiQ, i£ the corn-\aws 
were repealed, he would immediately take on 500 men, and such 
would be the revival of trade, that he was certain there would not 
be a man in Sheffield unemployed. 

GIVING OVER ·PETITIONINo.-Although so many stirring 
subjects are still befqre Parliament, it is remarkable. how feJY pe
titions are presented upon any measure. It is quite evident ·that 
the time is gone by when the sense of the nation is to be gathered 
from petitions. The house of commons has bocom~ so utterly con
tepiptiblef that the people have determined to petition no 
loµger. · · 

'AMERICA IN DEDT TO ENOLAND.-lt was recently elated 
that America owed this co1mtry ~15 million,. Then this limount 
of English capital is in America ; and must remain there to the 
great loss and· inconvenience of our manufacturers , ana ~er
chants, unless we consent to take the amount in corn and provi-
sions. · · · · 

BAD M.P.'e.-Dr. Pye Smith, wa~ very . correct ~fom he sa.id, 
" the present evil was caused by the people themselves sendmg 
such bad ahd heartless men t.o parliament." . 

SucAB MONOPOLY.-" The cost of ,raw tmgar deli'°ered in 
Liverpool,'' said Mr. Brooks, addressing Sir Robert Peel, "is 
17s. 4d. per· cwt. or IJd. per lb. ; the duty upon jt is 66s. ~d. or 
'1 d. per lb., being 382 per cent. upon the cost of the article .. " 

REDUCTION IN SEVEN YEARS oN,LY.-Mr Braoks handed in a 
paper to the premier showing the depre~iation in value of 27 
inch printing _cloth which be himself purchased. In 1835 he gave 
9~. 6d. a p'iece,;· he, now purchased thP same cloth for 4s. 9d. 

STOCKPORT,-Suc~,,is the distress or Stockport th~t the Mayor 
stated distinctly at the meeting of delegates that he would not be 
responsible for the peace of the borough. Mr. Forster, the chair
man of the union, has represented to the commissioners that he does 
not think it possible to raise means for relieving the poor more 
than three months. When all means for raising rates arn exhaus
ted in . any towns!µp,s, it is said . by the common law, that the 
adjoining townships can be assessed to raise the necessary rates. 

·The delegates · l;te.ly at London tol~ ~eD?be.rs of Parlia~e~t 
pl~y that ther were sitting on a barr~l of _g~fl,PO,w~e~?. an~ t_h~t 
it requil"ed qnly ,the. applicatiQn of a qiatch anfl ,the eXJ?lOSlO.n )VOuld 
i~taiailily .take pl\ce .. •. ' . . . . . ' 

fili .. u • .'.Y . 1~ T.. • . 

A SmFT.-The tories are almoat fast when ta1tnted with . tl1a 
failure of their chief, ,Sii: RQbert. T!Jey, howe,ve.r, fall upon the 
poor Whigs. Ten years, misrule, they aay, cannot be easily remedied. 
And is it likely that the eleventh or the twelfth, cond.ucted on,the 
same principle, or worse, ,is likely to mend matters ? 

AucTION DuTv.-1 should like to know bow much the exci~ 
has increased during the last quarter, from the avction duty, 
Taxation is so framed as to catch poverty as well as wealth. 

B:t1IT,ISH 'i['EA.-1 have only yet received three or four speci
mens ' of British tea: The period for receiving samples will 1 

~erminate on the 31st" of July,~when I shall declare to whom 
~hq a'ward .of ·ho!)ks, t'or the bcs't ~ticle: is given. During the 
short ~nt~rval..l invite .oi,her specimens. , • 

CunE FOR BEGOING.-We constantly hear compla,Jnts oF men.
dicants and of the difficulty of avoiding imposition. The reason 
is, that we do not visit the poor. We are so fond of self indul
gence and ease ; so fond of visiting the rich only, that we do not 
make ourselves familiar with the poor, and therefore constantly 
in danger of being deceived. Two things will remove the diffi
culty-a penny memorandqm boo~, to ~nter the nam~s of the ap
plicants, and two hour, each week in vi~ting the cases. Dy these we 
shall not only avpid imposltioP,,. but lea,rn lessons o{ the mol;lt 
useful character • . 

W ASQINO THE BoDv.-I wish I could persuade all the peo
ple to cleanse their skins. Many carry the dirt of weeks, months, 
if not years, upon them. If the hahd~ and face get washed, why 
should not the back, the legs, and fee.t, and every part of the body ? 
The, fre~ application of cold water to the skin and the rem?val ot all 
perspirable matter, are among the bes~ mt3ans of preserving health 
and pre.venting disease. It is nonsense drugging the b~dy while 
the pores are clol;led with dirt. Some will i;tarve. thf3.II1t1tilves by a 
long b'athins in the river once or twice in the .summer, but neglect 
the b~dy the re!t 'of the year. A short' trial will convince any 
one of the salutary.effe~ts of cleansing th~ skin daily. 

STOCKINGs.-A Russian ge.ntleman lnfonµec\ Mr. ,Sidney Smith 
that nearly the whole of the Russian populatipn, which is 45 
millions, wore no stockings ; and that a great part would become 
our consumers if our por~s were open. 

INCllEA.SE OF TRAD,E1-An. extensjve Bostop .merchant now in 
this country, purchasing for his wint1:1r tra~e, ,said ,if our porn law~ 
were repealed, be would purchase fifty tim_e1 aa maQy of our goods 
as he does now. ' ' 
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The People.-" We humbly petition you to ·take our wretched condition into your merciful consi
deration, 8Jld to v.fford us some relief before we face the horrors of another winter." 

Our worthy Representatives -'' We have not time at this advanced period of the session to attend to 
these common matters ; the Pheasants require our special attendance, and to shooting we must go. The 
people's patience is highly meritorious; but if they should think of acting" otherwise there is a cure at 
the front of the barracks." 

·CAUSES oFPOVERTY AMONG FARMERS. 

Lancashire there is no class complaining louder 
times than tbe farmers'. A common remark is, 

s o be broken soon.'-' Though I think they are 
ite $Uffering to the extent that their complaints 
indicate, yet" it is a fact that many of them are 
culfits; and in arrears for rent. and if it had 
een for their former ' savings, a vast number 
~ave beerl rui!_led. · I a1ways try to impress them 

No. a1; · 

with this fact, that their rents are too high, and that 
the only way to make up their losses is to take a slice , 
off the rent. The distress of the LancasMre farmers 
with whom I am well acquainted, is accounted · for as 
follows:-

1. We have had / our succesi!ive bad harvests, and 
though prices of grain have kept up tolerably well, yet 
there has been a• great deficiency in quantity, and the 
quality mu9h inferior. This alone would, rt;o a Mnsi .. 
derable extent!, account for their difficultie~. 
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2. In bad harvest weather the expense of getting in 

the crops is considerably more than when the weather 
is fine. Farmers have been thus subjected to an extra 
expense for four years together. As it respects the 
hay crop only, I may observe, that last year we were a 
full month in getting it in ; this year we have finished 
in nine days, of course, at a much less expense. 

3. During the period referred to, the farmers have 
been subject to great losses in cattle. The distemper 
has not only produced much mortality, but has thrown 
many good milk cows nearly off their milk altogether. 
To many this also has been a considerable loss. 

4. It is impossible for farmers to Jive adjacent to 
towns where the population is in great distress with
out sharing in the same. They cannot avoid ma .. 
king bad debts for milk and other articles they have to 
sell. Although heavy articles, such as wheat, meal, 
cheese, and fat cattle have sold well; yet other articles, 
such as apples, gooseberries, and vegetables, from which 
farmers make a good deal of odd money, have sold 
badly, owing to the people's inability to purchase. 
Even the high price of grain has been a great loss to 
dairy farmers, who have all their provender to buy, and 
who find it difficult to sell their milk and butter except 
at a reduced price. 

5. Loud and constant complaints are made by many 
farmers against the tithe commutation act. Many 
dairy farms that never paid a farthing, are now saddled 
with an annual rent charge, regulated every year by 
the price of corn. According to the act, the owners 
sho11ld return this, but I believe they are generally casting 
the burden upon the tenant. In some parts other ec
clesiastical demands have been collected with increasing 
rigour, to the annoyance of poor farmers. 

6. I scarcely need say that the increase of poors' 
rates is another great cause of complaint. Indeed they 
say, "what one thing and what another, we shall be 
eaten up with taxes." An old farmer told me the other 
day, that about six years a.go he paid £7 a book, two in 
the year ; now he pay.s £ 10 1 Os., four in the year. This 
increace has arisen from three causes ; first, the increace 
of county rates, principally on nccount of the rural 
police; secondly, the extra expenses connected with 
the pernicious union system; thirdly, and chiefly the 
increase of pauperism owing to the distress of the times. 

7. Considering the farmer's poverty, the Sliding 
Scale, instead of bettering their condition, has made 
them still poorer. Instead of the quantity of grain im
ported being distributed over the year, as it would 
have been by a fixed duty, or bought in when most 
wanted, it has been invariably released out of bond just 
as the new crop came off. This tended to keep down 
prices during the time the poor farmers were obliged 
to sell. 

No doubt there are other minor and local causes, but 
whoever considers these which I have named, will easily 
be convinced that the farmers don't complain of poverty 
without a reason. 
- There are two great evils connected with the poverty 

of farmers.-First, they do not employ so many labour
ers, even tholigh the land requires them, nor produce 
so much food for the country. Indeed it is perfectly 
astonishing to notice the few hands which are now em• 

played, even though labour is so low; and the only rea
son given is, "they cannot afford." Another evil is, that 
they have much less money to spend upon clothing, 
and articles of manufacture; thus our home trade re
ceives an additional injury. 

If these causes, orseveral of them, continue, rents must 
come down. Taxes must be paid; farmers' labourers must 
be paid ; capital ought not to dwindle away ; 80 that it 
will be found, even with good harvests, that there mm1t 
be either a considerable reduction in rents, or many 
farmers will be entirely ruined. As they have one-half 
of the bargain to make, let them look to it in time. 
before they find themselves reduced to day labourers or 
dependents on the parish. 

EASTER DUES. 

To the Rev. J. O. Parr, Vicar of Preston. 
REv. Sm, 

Your nrst sermon in Preston, I believe, was from 
this text-" I determined not to know any thing among you, 
save Jesus Christ and him crucified." When I heard o 
this, I said to myself, we shall now be clear of the torment
ing demands for Easter Dues. As the Vicar is for knowing 
nothing among us, but Christ and him cruciiied, he will 
never trouble himself about inflicting the Easter tax upon 
" housekeepers, boarders, communicants, widows, widow
ers," &c. He will know nothing about agents delivering 
tax papers and threatening summonses ; he will abhor the 
practice of going to law with his brother, and carrying away 
chairs and tables, and books and cheese, for sixpenc 
halfpenny! 

I was deceived ; I gave you credit for too much disinter 
estedness, or too much of the spirit of"fieedom from bigot 
and oppression. I have had this day practical proof of m 
mistake. I have just received a summons signed "Wm 
Taylor," stating that " cornplaint in writing hath been mad 
by the REVEREND JoHN OWEN PABR,'' that I have " sub 
stracted and refused to pay the small tithes, offerings, o 
lations, and obventions,justly grown due'' to you, to the valu 
of" seven pence halfpenny," in which I am required to a 
pear " to answer such complaint before two of her Majesty 
Justices of the Peace." Really these demands a 
proceedings are so paltry, that I am almost ashamed ton 
tice them ; but I find we are still to be annoyed by ant 
christian exactions; that you are as determined as yo 
predecessors to collect what are called your " rights," 
though at variance with every man's,bestfeelings, with yo 
own popularity and usefulness, and the peace of the paris 

I may be told that these praiseworthy proceedings a 
instituted by some Easter-due composition company ; yet 
find that yours is the only ostensible name, and I know th 
you, in the minds of the people, incur all tbe odium. I 
sorry for this, because it is desirable that a minister sho 
live in peace with all his parishioners, and have the respe 
of those that are without. Perhaps I am more your frie 
than many others, when I tell you that these exaction 
and especially the spirit in which they are demanded 
your agentlil, have made you many enemies, and led 
wishes and imprecations which I am sure you would 
horrified fo hear. 

I have always been opposed from principle to Easter du 
So far back as August 17, 1832, I find a memorand 
among my lo5ses of 2 cheese 5llbs. £1. bs. 6d. takert 
si.r pence halfpenny. Since then the constables have b 
repea.tedly in the holy and honourable service of t · 
away cheese, and books from my shop, in payment of 
mands for spiritual benefits, not a particle of which di 
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ever receive. And so satisfied am I of the unjust, unchris
tian, impolitic character of this demand, that I am deter
!f)ined so long as I live to bear my public testimony against 
it. If I owed you one farthing, I would pay it cheerfully; 
but do you think there is any man, not in holy orders, that 
'!ould commence procedings against his greatest enemy for 
sixpence halfpenny, and expose him to costs, as I have been, 
to the extent of 4,500 per cent ? If all the enemies of the 
church were to put their combined council together they 
could not hit upon anything calculated to bring the 
establishment into to contempt so much as these pro
ceedings. 

The religion of Protestants is the bible ; but were I ask do 
you find any thing so monstrous as a priest taxing those 
whom he never teaches, and employing constables to carry 
away the goods of those who conscientiously dissent from 
his church? Oblations at Easter, as we all know, was an 
old catholic custom; but that which was always " a free 
will offering," is now "grown" into a demand, and become 
"justly'' " due" ; that is, because good catholics made 
presents to their priests at Easter, for services received, 
therefore protestant parsons may compel us to pay a tax 
for no services at all I Church ministers are ready enough 
to ridicule confession, absolution, and all the rest, as 
"rank popery," but they hold the receiving of the money 
as a sacred part of true religion ! 

You may tell me that it is an ancient custom, and the 
magistrates may declare it to be law; but neither custom nor 
law, I maintain, can make that right which is in itself 
wrong. Morally I am sure it is wrong; and had we the 
same chance of disputing a parson's claim for 7d. as we 
have a common claim for £70, I am much mistaken if we 
could not prove it legally wrong. But even if the law 
tolerate injwtice, it does not compel a man to practice it. 
When there is no bette-r rule than old forms and customs, 
of a most anomalous character, reason and hurnanity should 
l>ecome our guides. Ctm it be humane to teaze the poor 
widow out of the last fi,; epence she has left, for which she 
receiv s no equivilent, and if she resist, to threaten her 
with a summons ? If you stand on legal points, I can shew 
you the canons of the church, which are constantly 
violated by the clergy ; though these, like Easter dues, are 
much more honoured in the breach than the observance. 
" Offerings, oblations, and obventions" ought to be placed 
among the obsoletisms of the day, of which truth and rea
son feel ashamed. 

This power of taxing the people seems to me to be the 
mo t unconstitutional of any thing I can conceive. To 
thmk that one man shall have the power of taxing every 
male and female above a certain age in a whole parish con
sisting of twelve townships, only one of which contains a 
population of above 50,000 souls !-that he who should 
be the servant of all, the humblest of the humble, the most 
heavenly-minded, the contemner of riches, the friend of 
the poor, and the promoter of peace-that he should have 
the power of assessing every house, without regard to rank, 
circumstances, or religion, and collecting an annual rate ;
that his agents should have the power of entering every 
cottage, demanding money, threatening law, sending sum
monses, employing constables, seizing and seJling their 
property-and all this without any available tribunal oj ap
peal-is such a monstrous outstretching of all authority 
usually conferred by our constitution, that ! feel per
fectly astounded that its own monstrocity has not long since 
destroyed its existence. Even for a church rate there must 
be a parish meeting to make it valid. If this course of 
ecclesiastical taxation be legal, I will venture to assert that 
no man in England has power equal to a parish priest. 

You will excuse me for my plainness, I like honest 
dealing ; and in conclusion I beg respectfully to suggest 

.. ... ' 

to you, the propriety of doing as other~ church minis
ters have done, that is, giving up this obnoxious, this un
righteous demand. All who are attached to you and your 
ministry will not withold "a free will offering" at Easter, 
or at any other saasonable time ; and even the loss of a 
little filthy lucre will be more than compensated by the sin
cere esteem and affection which you will receive from all 
good men. 

I am, Rev. Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

J, LIVESEY. 
Preston, July 26, 1842. 

P. S.-1 wish you had been at the Town Hall on Wed
nesday; what you would have seen and heard, I think, would 
have induced you to abandon all summonses in future. 

ON THE IMPORTATION OF FOREIGN CATTLE, &c. 

For a short time after the termination of the war, foreign cattle, 
peultry, &c., were allowed to he imported on payment of a mode
rate duty. 

The effect was to produce a very great fall in the price of pro
visions. Cobbett, writing in September, 1814, remarks:-" How 
surprised you must have been to see the wheat, barley, oats, neat 
cattle, sheep, hogs, and poultry of France crowding upon our shore& 
the moment that peace was made. From all I hear, and indeed 
I see quite enough, I am convinced that, in ordinary years, Fi:ance 
is able to supply us with food equal in amount to that of all our 
counties on the borders of the Channel. This ought to be re
garded as a great blessing. There is annually a great fair for 
neat cattle at Barnet in Hertfordshire. Thither are brought the 
cattle from Scotland, Wales, Devonshire, and elsewhere, to be 
distributed among the numerous graziers and stall feeders of the 
Southern and Eastern counties of England. When exhibited at 
the fair, the cattle cover a space of ground about two miles in cir
cumference. Now I have no scruple in saying, that I am fully 
convinced, from my own observation, and from information gather
ed nearly on the spot, that the French have, since the month of 
May last, (in three months) brought to and sold in this country 
a far greater number of neat cattle than are brought in any one 
year to this great national fair. Let any one estimate the effect 
of such an importation. The effect really has been to reduce the 
value of stock one-third. This, however, was soon put a stop to 
for the benefit of the landed interest." In Oct., le'l4, Cobbett 
writes :-France was pouring in upon us food of all kinds, till & 

stoppage was put to the entry of cattle, and till other articles of 
food were taxed at our custom houses. In this country you can
not go by a farm-house, or O'fer a heath, without seeing French 
cattle, sheep, and hogs. ,v e were eating turkeys at 4s. each, 
geese at 2s. before the stoppage took place. ,ve have thus had a 
practical example of the benefit which a free trade in cattle, &c., 
would confer on the people of this country." -Tait's Magazine. 

A SIGN OF THE TIMES. 

The following is a copy of a placard which was recently ex
hibited at the Chatham dock yard gates :-" GRATIS I Lent to 
to be read; publications tending to bring into disrepute the 
anti-Christian, impolitic, expensive, dangerous, extravagant, 
beggar-making, irrational, brutal and brutalizing, mad and mad
dening, savage, plundering, heart-breaking, cruel, justice
hazarding, stupid, orphan and widow-making, misery-spread
ing, body-maiming, bloody, murderous, human-butchering, 
blackguard, enemy-making, sabbath-breaking, liar-making, aris
tocratic, royal, priestly, starving, revengeful, tax-causing, poor. 
oppressing, captive-making, town-burning, corn-destroying, hor
rible, wicked, awful, soul-destroying, hell-feeding, downright and 
thoroughly diabolical CusTolll OF WAR. 

"Instead of resorting to war, these publications, which are to 
be had at 16, Wood street, reco111D1end that a code of interna
tional laws should be enacted by a congress of nations, and that 
international differences shonld be adjusted by a court of nations 
according to such previously-agreed-on laws. A plan propounded 
to the world by Peace Societies, and which is at once Chrutian, 
safe, just, rational, wise, friendly, easy, and cheap," 
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V<ARZB'TI£S. 

· TJlE R£PBAr. o:P THE CottN LA. w11'1s a practi~al measure ; it • 
is · what, tmder any · political change, would give practical relief. 
We are told it WQul~ be one of the first acts of a chartist parlia
ment. The present is a landlords' parliament, from whoqi we 
cannot expect this practical measute. The question then is, 
whether is it easier to persuade the present constituenc,Y to 11end 
representatives, in favour of the repeal of the corn lawl, or rep
resentatives who would reject this unless they could also effect 
organic changes in the representation ? 

Ho'NGEli.-Few of us know what hunger is. We do not know 
the sufferings of those poor who have not a bite in the house. 
Whe11talking to them abont lying 101utra win. thlrir cellars, ot about 
their want of t!Overinr, they uniforJJJly exclaiJD, " Oh if we could 
get meat en()µg.h, w_e colild do very, well." Something is 4read
fully wrong, that while the brutes of the field are well fed, ra
ti~nal beings are e;xposed to the cravings of hunger. Aii the 
poor man said, " no thorn pie.tees. so sharp as that of hunger." 
If we could but exchange cqnditions l{it,h ~he poor for a single 
day, we should tl~en have our sympathies excited towards them. 

THE BENEFITS. OP WAR ,_:__,, We want a good war to set us 
right," exclaim thoae who ren:,.ember the war prices of various 
articles ; but they little think that a recconing day al ways comes, 
and .that we. ire now suft'eriug fr6m the tremendous etfeots of the 
late aanguinary 1Var, which are sure ultimately to break us up, 
however we · ma.y struggle under the burden for some time to 
come. Wal' is tr11ly the scourge of nations. 

WHAT should-PEOPLE TAtJt ABOUT ?-Any thing aud every 
thing -which may be calculated to make them wiser and better, 
and likely to lead them to love God and promote the happiness 
of man. What do people talk about ?-In nineteen cases out of 
twenty, the topic of their discourlle is the faults of absent persons. 
This is not doing as we would like to be done by; ' it does 
not spring frotn that charity which cover, a multitude of sins. 
Well may it be said that "The tongue is an unruly member, full 
of deadly poison.'' He that can bridle his tongue, has gained a 
great victory over himself. 

THEY WANT ALL.-Alluding to the aristocracy, Mr. Cobden 
said, " Tha1 hM'I! the colonies, the army, the D&Yf, , 
aAd 7et ther, condescended to C1ontend for a sclice from the ~ 
!Dall a loaf.' 

.M.P.'1 OPPOSED To TRADE.-" The majority of the Ho~ 
Qf Commons, ' sa,id Mr. Cobden, " were land-owners, who he.14 
the key of the granaries from the people, and he did not l?elieve 
there were 150 in that bo119e who were directly or indirectly en
gaged in raanufactul"EIII OJ' trade.'' 

BuT01111ne' MEAT.-'' The consumption of butchers' meat in 
Leeds," said Mr. Plint, •" in 1841, compared with 1835.6, had 
fallen one quarter in q11antity, while it had increased in price- 40 
per ~ent. But as the middle and upper classes would have con
tinllfJd to coniume about. the usual quantity, the falling off among 
the working people would be at least one-half, and was lessening 
every day.'' 

A GOOD HARVEBT.-This is looked to with anxi~ty as a means 
or giving relief; but however good the harvest may be, the work
ing people can only share in it through the medium or wages; 
and if they have no employment, how can they get wages ? If 
tbe prices of )>rovisions' should <.'Ome down materiaHy, it will 
aff'ord partial relief, because those now employed would spend the 
difference upon manufactured goods, which would tend to in
crease· the amount of employment. Any relief to be extensively 
felt, must be by ,not merely an eztended, but a profitable trade 
~road. 

O~AJ,F LIVE OUT OF ,:B:& OTBER.-1 do believe that nof 
mo,e than o.ne-half of the people are maintaining themselves at 
present; the other half are living by charity, parish allowance, 
pi-caing, b(ll'l'owing~ geiting into debt, or stealing. 

Jlnta.oVEIIEN'! ol' CANADA..-The British Government are 
•xpendhlg nry.farge sums for the internalimprovement of 1Jpp81! 
Canada.. i The object uems to be a gellj!ral ben~t to the J>l'O
vince, a11d particularly the .facilitiea .of tra~sportati9n. from tha~ 
territory and th& U. States to Montreat.-Ame,ica11 ppper. 

•TJ?ETOTA'L GoVERNoas.-The following are the gubernato
rial dignitaries who have their names to the pledge, and are 
lending the aid of their precepts and example in favour or the 
noble cause of total abstinence : 

Governor Cleveland, of Connecticut. 
Ex-Governor Ellsworth, of Connecticut. 
Governor Porter, of Pennsylvania. 
Governor Seward, of New-York. 
Ex-Governor Gale, of Alabama. 
Governor Fairfield, of Maine. 
Ex-Governor Kent, of Maine. 

Here is found a pi:etty respectable group Qf tee~otalers, and 
especially so, when their respecfive characters, and the extent of 
territory and population over which they preside, are considered. 
- Worcester Wate,fa)l. 

THE Poon ARE WORSE RELIEVEn • ...:..so numerous are the 
applications for relief, and so heavy are the taxes, that the poor 
in some places are crueTiy treated. ~elieving oflicers and guar
dians are in the habit of driving tbeni away, and tellir1g the poot, 
" You must do as well as yon' can, we can do nothing t'or you.'' 
The orders for the house, which they once used to sport in the' 
faces of the poor, are now eagerly sought aftet by them, but ..-e 
refused. The returns shew that there is a greater ihcrease in the 
number of patlpel'I! than in the amount which is given to them. 

TEMPERANCE REFORM.-ln the Liverpool imf>r0vement bill ia 
a clause compelling publicans ta close thPir ·houses at 12 o'clock 
on Saturday night, and not to open till one o•elock on Stinday-. 
I have been told that this r&gulation in London has been attended 
with the best consequences. 

THE CARLISLE PooR.-Far more oepends upon the adminu
tration of fhe poor law thJLn U}?qn the liaw itself. In the Carlisle 
union all out-door relief is refused t.o the able-bodied, while this 
class in other uniopsisexte-nsi vely relieved, and yet th~re is the ame 
law. I kn'ow one man who was in one of the ·.CarTisfe workhouses 
a fortnight, during which time he never saw liis chifclrbb, 'when, like • 
the rest who have families, he came out. and decJated'}u, wonld 
beg in the street.a before he wonlu remain in such a place. He 
walked home nearly 90 miles with the youngest child on lus baclt, 
and had to beg hii road. 

A AND SALT.-. What 'has become of' this far-tuned me-
&lane? One never hears it natned no\t. ;pet-lltps it w cutelf 
all the sick, and therefore is waithig a fresh supply of pM,ients • 

.To!fATBAl'f's LOVE OF CaANoz.-Aa ll contrast to ~r ate!Ldy, 
adherance to old .systell)s; it la .said, .that, on the eootrary; 
.Touathan's pot js for ever boiling, and every new bubble breiilts ' 
as it rises. He buys in the newest sbop, he l'QllS after the ne•~t; 
parsons, he crowds the new hotel and the•ne,r steuner, ,~allo'wa 
the new fashion without flhelling or tasting, makes money if hi• 
•hop bums down, and " _sweetens. his treacle" by demanding. 
yearly a ne,o newspa,m-. His daughters have relays of court
llliips, his sons have an ever-renewing variety of · drink,. his ser
vants change their·places every"moon, a.Jld be himsel( chat_ges tkis 
h01R and his visiting circle regularly with the birds · in ltrfay. 
Change and experiment form, with nationality and love of 
money, the four cardinal points of J'onathan's horizon. 

BBNEVOJ.1'Ncs.- I reveren~e the man, says the eloquent . Dean 
Kerwin, whose gentle spirit tlies ou~ to soothe the mourner; 
wbo88 ear is attentive to the voice of sorrow; whose pfttariee is 
11-ed among those who are nGt the world's friends ; W'h<Me 
bountiful hand scatters food to the hungry, and rihnent to dte 
naked ; and whose peaceful steps as h~ journeyeth on bf.a way lie 
hleNed again by the uplifted eye of thankful indlgenoe, and 
the sounds of honest gratitude frottl the tips ofc" tbe llnt'ortll
nate. 

THE CuTs.-1 am always ·obllged to my friends either tor 
sketches, or for sugg1'stions as to new cuts, to adorn the Strvggl,r. 

Printed and Published by 1. LIVESEY, Preston. Sold11lso by W. Strange, 
21, Paternoster Row, London; Gadsby and l!eywood, :t,lancbester; Jl.Dey, 
Cheatergate, and 1. :Blacksbaw, Stockport; Kershaw, -SOnth Market, aod 
Kann. Centrld Marki!t, Iieed1; H!ue, Barni;sley; & Bowker Acc;dngto~; 
Gill, Blackburn; ;Hov.ghton, 44, estgate;Huddersfield; 67, Mlllet street; 
Glaago._, lJrttiop, U, Patil'.dhe !t et; Li,-eipdoJi l. Dawichi; ·!J.'empedllM 
Hotel, Clithei;oe; T. Cook/ · Leic:ea1eJ, .A.glflt· fpr Midland C.-]llia.~ 
One Hal~, r or T'wo Sbillulgl •~d liSPE!'nce per llu~1ul. , 



" May it please thee to give and preserve to our use the kindly frrtits of the earth, 10 as in due time we may enjoy 
tliem,"-Book of Common Prayer. •• By a Sliding Scale"-Srn RoDERT. 

• L •. 
Throw the i·ascally old 

pot a.way ; you may tin~er 
at it all your life but cant 
cure it. See ! here is a 
new one, sound and large 
enough for John's nume

Confound llie old ket
tle; I h:ive put hro patche, 
on, an <I yet with all my 
tinkering, it will please 
no body. J'ohn Bull say~ 
that it leaks all his food 
out, and his family are 

family. 

THB POLITICAL TINKERS. 

ILL REPEAL INJURE THE AGRICULTURAL 
LABOURERS? 

The supporters of the presen t Corn Laws believe, 
affect to believe, that their repeal, among other bad 

1 ects, would injure the agricultural labourers. " If I 
u relieve the manufacturjng di tress, you will bring on , 
ricultural distress," says the member for Macclesfield. 
By removing protection,", exclaims another-(no less than 

James Graham),-" You are "njuring roul'I home mar
et... If society is really so classed in this country, that 
e cannot remove one burden without creating another as 

No. 3g. 

heavy, ther~ is an end of all remedies. But no such effect 
need be 'feared. The question is a simp!e one : it is not 
whether A, B, and C will each have more employme,u than 
at present, but whether rill of tlzem put together will have 
more. Employment will increase as our restrictive laws are 
relaxed ; and the agricultural and manufacturing operativ4's 
are so mixed up together, and capable of such changes, that 
with more work and more wages in the aggregate, if there 
should be such a thing a.s any agriculturists losing. their em. 
ployment, they would easily participate in the general ad. 
vantage. What has continued to find employment for the 
over-stock of the agriculturists iu the vicinity of all our 
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towns but . manufactures? a~d ' it is 'to ' th~ p~osperity of 
this only that we can look for employing the thousands for 
whom the farmers have nothing to do. Very little labour 
enters into the production of food compared to the production 
of articles of manufacture ; and as we could, by the repeal 
of our Corn Laws, have an almost unlimited sale for our 
labour-producing articles, the change, I am confident, would 
be found greatly in favour of the agricultural labourers. 

Besides, what could be more beneficial to all poor 
families, and the agricultural labourers among the rest, 
than · cheap food ? It is their want of a sufficiency of food 
which is the grand complaint. To have bread, beef, 
butter, and cheese, at a low price, would be a relief which 
would be more sensibly felt by this class than any other. 

No improvement can be made in •agriculture without the 
employment of more labour. It is the opinion of many, 
that when a false protection is torn away, like other inter
ests, it will feel its own spring, and begin to exert itself. 
My opinion is, that such would be the demand for labour, 
not merely in the factories, but in connection with manufac
tures, that farmers would find a difficulty in getting hands, 
especially if they began to improve the land as they ought, 
except by advanced wages; and the command which they 
have at present in the labour market at almost any price, 
may be one reason for their sticking to these laws. 

I can scarcely avoid smiling when honourable gentlemen 
talk of the horne trade in connection with agricultural labour
ers. Look at their breeches, at their hats, and clogs, and 
the wife's bed-gown, and fancy if you can make any change 
which will bring them seldomer into the market for clothing. 
After filling five or six bellies out of 7s. or 8s. a week, at 
protection prices, tell us, ye friends to the agricultural labour
ers, how much they have to spend at the draper's shop? No, 
no; it is the towns, the town's people, and town's wages, 
which are chiefly to support our home trade. 

The condition of the agricultural labourer may be bettered, 
but it can scarcely be worse. I speak not of the freedom of 
thinking and acting for themselves, for that is out of the 
question ; but simply of their condition as animal be
ings. A gentleman from Blackburn writes, that he met a 
fai·mer from Gretna Green who stated that he was paying 
only 10d. per day for labourers, that this was the wages 
n01th of Carlisle, and no more was pai<l on Sir James Gra
ham's estates. Numerous statements could be collected of 
the poverty existing among agricultural labourers ; but a 
certain proof is the great increase in the poor's rates, and 
the high comparative expenditure in agricultural counties. 

"From the report of l\'.11·. Weale, an assistant poor law com
missioner, it appeared, that, in fourteen agricultural uuions selec
ted indifferently, the avernge cost per head of the paupers on the 
popula.tion was 7s. 8½d,, while in the seven manufacturing unions 
in this district the average cost per head was only 3s. 7d. Facts 
ef a similar nature were to be deduced froni the last report of the 
poor law commissioners. In Yorkshire, the North and West 
Ridings, which were manufacturing districts, the average cost on 
the population for paupers was respectively 7s. and 8s. ; while ia 
the East Riding, where there are no manufactures, it \vas 9s. 
The following table would show in what proportion pauperism had 
increased in the principal manufacturiug counties, when compared 
with the agricultural counties, last year, as compared with the 
preceding: - NO. OF ADULT PAUPERS, 

Bucks .......... . 
Essex ......... .. 
Kent ........... .. 
Sussex .......... . 
Lancaster •••.. 
Leicester •. , .. · •. 
Stafford.".' ..... . 
Chester ....... .. 
Nottingham ... . 

1840. 1841. 
4,353 5,520 
9,540 I 2,493 
8,737 12,892 
5,839 7,129 

16,521 18,322 
5,084 5,399 
5,428 6,192 
6,481 5,913 
4,854 4,68-

Increase. 
2tJ per cenU 
53 " 
33 
25 
11 
14 
16 ,, 
decr~!l.se. 

It i~ indeed· fo'uy . to' taik ~f tha· a~ticipated dstress of 
agricultural labourers, for it exists to an alarmingextent ; 
a?d is manifested by burnings. and various symµoms of 
discontent. 

Country gentlemen speak as if England was made fortheagri
cultmists. It seerus to be nothing that in Mancheser there 
are 28 mills standing still, in Stockport and elsevhere a 
greater number in proportion, and that hundreds of tlousands 
of operatives are walking about idle ; no, this is ovefooked, 
and the grave matter for consideration in allowing iommon 
justice to the bread-eaters and clothes-makers of thecountry 
is, may not some of our corn fields be turned irto grass 
land ? and may not a few families of our serfs be canpelled 
to go and accept better wages among a town poptlation ? 
The country, indeed, with these gentlemen, meansnot the 
people of Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Birminghtm, and 
such places, but the squires, the farrners, and the rarmers' 
labourers. The rest-those who have doubled an · trebled 
the value of every green field-are forgotten or treited as 
aliens. The following article from the Anti-Br(lld. Ta:1 
Circular will, however, shew the value of agrcultural 
labour compared to cotton labour only; not to nention 
the other staples of the manufacturing interest. 

COTTON AND CORN, 

"Mr. M'Culloch in bis Dictionary, Art. Cotton, estinatea the 
amount of wages paid in the ~otton manufacture at 21 millions 
sterling. 

The pro-corn-law men say that repeal would throw lanl out of 
cultivation and destroy the source of employment. 

How many labourers are employed to grow all the whe~ grown 
in this country ? 

The consumption of wheat is said to be about 16 milions or 
quarters, but, to give every advantage to the pro-corn-la.v argu
ment we will suppose it 18 millions, which would require 6 mil
lions of acres of land at three quarters per acre. If 100 acres ol 
arable land find regular employment for three men, and produce 
three quarters per acre, or 300 quarters, each labourer nceiving 
lOa. per week, or £26 per year, the production of l8millions 
quarters would occupy 6 millions of acres, and employ 180,000 
men, who would receive in wages £4,680,000 in a year. If 18 
millions quarters cost in wages £4,680,000 it follows tlat each 
quarter of wheat must cost about 5s. 2f d. in labour. If al wheat 
lands were converted to pasturage, no more than 180,0JO men 
could be thrown out of employment, and of these at le111t half 
would be required for labour connected with pasturage. No one 
pretends that any but whent lands would suffer from com1etition, 
and how miserably f:.t.llacious is the cry or the argument tlat land 
would be thrown out of cultivation, and labourers unempbyed is 
shown by this calculation. ' 

Thus a duty of 5s. 3d. on wheat only would make the public 
pay the wages of every labourer employed in growing wh,at. 

It would seem that rant is a larger item in the cost d wheat 
than manual labour; for an acre producing three quarters with a 
rent of 24s, would ha 8s. per quarter on the produce." 

Cotton gives £21,000,000 in wages, wheat £4,680,010 J the 
former sacrificed to the latter. 

Labour, like the waters of the sea, bids defiance to local 
bounds, and conventional classification. Unemployed, 
it rambles over the country, and, in the spirit of kem com
petition, offers itself at a reduced price. Agricultiral la
bourers, therefore, have most to fear from rn,a,nufacturir.g stag
nation. Many of our operatives have been accustomed 
to husbandry ; and nearly all who do spade work and other 
labour, can also do farm work. In consequence of the 
present stagnation, many of our town hands are seeki:igjobs 
among the farmers, and those belonging to agricultural pa
rishes are taken by farmers to save the rates, to the injury 
of their old hands. An agricultural labourer was conplain
ing to me the other day that there was now no worl to be 
got ; " for the farmers," said he, "get most of their work 
done by the men from the workhouse." A farmer told me 
last night that he got his grass mowed at a much les; price 
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this year than usual, and although he paid less to his hay
makers, he had scores of applications every day. It is 
dear, then, that it is not the repeal, but the continuance of 
the Corn Laws, which injures agricultural labourers. There 
is a circulating character in poverty that Sir James and Lord 
Stanley seem to forget when they talk about agricultural 
labour being injured by foreign corn. While this labour 
will be swamped by the unemployed from the towns, the 
farmers also will be so far reduced by the increase of poor 
rates, that they will continue to employ fewer hands. 

POOR RATES. 
OOM!llITTAL T8 LANCASTER CASTLE FOR ELEVEN PENCE, 

On Wednesday morning last three of our townsmen were drag
getl from their homes by order of a portion of the select vestry of 
Hobergham Eaves, near Burnley, to pay by incarceration in the 
county gaol at Lancaster, a few paltry shillings for poor's rates. 

One of these, a sober, steady man, a consistent member of one 
of the Methodist bodies, has been employed some time as a Sun
day school teacher, and is by trade a band-loom weaver; but it is 
his sin and crime to be very poor. The statement that his wife 
gives is :-that he was summoned before the magistrates for eleven 
pence. They inquired about his earnings and his family, and 
when the clerk told him they had done with him, he thought they 
had forgiven him this rate. The next thing he heard was, that 
one of the conatables told him, he had a warrant against him, and 
that unless he paid the rate and expenses, (which was altogether 
impossible,) he would have to execute it. This was lying over 
him in terrorem for several weeks. During the last week, the 
1hop in which he worked was closed entirely. After waiting some 
days at the beginning of the week without employment, he ap
plied to the relief committee for employment on the road. He 
commenced on Saturday, and worked on the Monday and Tues
day following. On retiring to his cellar in the evening, being 
fatigued with his new employment, he threw himself on the bed 
till his wife prepared the scanty meal, when, lo I an officer of 
justice entered the dwelling, took the man into custody to the 
police lock-up as a common felon, where he was immured, with 
his companions, as the very worst of characters till the following 
morning, Uis wife was graciously permitted to see him through 
a small hole, in the cell door, and to give him a pair of shoe11. 
On the following morning he and his companions were conveyed 
Jiandcuffed and with chains on their legs, to Lancaster castle. 

On the ame evening, two individuals waited upon the poor 
woman, to hom she gave the above statement. They found in 

at cellllr-- the mother, in the last state of pregnancy; three 
all childr n, the oldest 6 years of age, the next 4 and the 

oungest 2. The furniture consii.ted of-one poor, but clean 
ed; on srnall chair, broken; one three-legged stool; an old 
a chest, one mug, and one tin cup. This comprised the whole. 
o food whatever was seen. As before stated, he is a hand-loom 
eaver. It is well known what their earnings are, and this, with 

wo shillings per week from the parish, has been what an able
odied man, his wife, and three small children, have had to sub
at upon ; and after all, he had bAen sent to &aol for this eleven-
nny rate ! The debtors in Lancaster castle generously sub
ribed a sufficient sum to pay the demand, and these unfortunate 
en were consequently liberated. J. S., Burnley. 

AGRICULTURE versus MANUFACTURES. 

Who is the greatest benefactor to his country and its inhabi
nts, the person who expends a sum of money in the purchase of 
d, or be who expends the like sum in the erection and em

oyment of manufacturing establishment ? 
If I were to expend any sum of money in the purchase of land, 

should not increase the wealth of the country one farthing, nor 
ould I give additional employment to a single person. I should 
ly supply the place of some other, who probably had been an 
travagant fellow. 
But if I were to expend the like sum of money, (say £50,000) 
the erection ofa manufactory, and the employment ofa suitable 
meer of men, women, ud children, I should provide addi-
11al employ?fl,ent, and consequently be a great benefactor to 

my count;y and its iehabitanta. I wish to impress on the 
minds of my readen the important fact, that in the latter case I 
should create additional employment for my country people, but 
not in the former, and thereby demonstrate the folly and crimi
nality of those who destroy the latter. 

lf I were to erect a mill for the spinning of cotton, I should 
first give employment to persons to excavate the ground, to form 
a foundation; to raise clay to form bricks; to make bricks and set 
them, to raise the stone to make lime and burn it; to raise iron 
ore and smelt it ( convert it into iron,) and then those who con• 
vert it into machinery, also to the persons who raise coal for va
rious purposes, some of· which would be consumed in the produc
tion of what I have before enumerated, and some of which would 
be required for its present and future operations. I should give 
additional employment also to hewers of wood, builders of 11hips, 
11eamen, growers of corn, rearers of cattle, growers of cotton, 
woollen, sugar, &c., &c., &c. (both here and in foreign countries,) 
and after the mill is complete I should still contiaue to create ad
ditional employment for the various operatives who are employed 
in the creation of the article for which the premises are intended, 
as well as those who keep them and the machinery in repair, and 
numerous others. 

It is known that a sum of money employed in manufacturing, 
occupies directly 3 times as many persons as the same sum would 
do, jf employed in the cultivation of the land, to which ought to 
be added, the indirect employment before alluded to. Hence it will 
appear how much more beneficial to a country like England is the 
employment of capital in manufacturing than in the cultivation 
of the land; particularly when we recollect that the former turns 
his capital over every 3 or 4 months, whereas the latter require, 
a very long period. E. E. 

WHIFFS FOR SMOKERS, QUIDS FOR CHEWERS, 
AND PINCHES FOR SNUFFERS. 

(From the "Anti-Smoke1·," a penny monthly publication, 
by T. CooK, Leicester.) 

Street-Smoking Dandies.-Tailors' trotters, young mP.d1oal 
students, " walking the hospitals" till duly licensed t0 kill, haun
ters of low billiard-room~ and sixpenny hells, raffish swaggerers 
in saloons, and pawnbrokers' shopmen, are generally fond of 
smoking their cigars in the street, not indeed from any pleasure 
which it affords them, but from an opinion that it gives them a 
" buckish air.'' The sight of a slim tallow-faced young man, with 
a dirty shirt and a pair of drills to match, looking as if he were 
about to puke when he takes his cigar out of his mouth to spit, as 
he struts along Piccadilly or the Strand, is almost enough to ex
cite the risible muscles of a cabman's horse, and to act sympa,. . 
thetically as an emetic on the stomach of a decent Christian. 

A Contrast.-In the year 1835, there were exported from , 
Ireland, 98,150 oxen and cows, 4,655 horses, 125,452 sheep, 
376,191 pigs; their estimated value being £I,835,ll5. That is . 
about ONE-HALF what the people of this kingdom-chiefly the. 
poorer part-pay as tax for permission to chew, snuff, and smoke . 
a certain American weed, called Tobacco. 

What is Snujf'I-" The dry'd leaves of tobacco, ground; 
rasped, beaten, or otherwise reduced to powder, make what we: 
call snuff." 

Smoki1ig Oddity.-A coffee-house keeper of Vienna hit upon 
the fellowing eccentric means of attracting customers. He had a 
China pipe-bowl suspended over a large circular table, of such 
gigantic dimensions as to be capable of containing a pound of to
bacco, an~ supplie<i with a sufficient number of tubes, to accom
modate 30 persons at one time. The novelty succeeded-the 
coffee-house was constantly crowded-and the landlord subse~ 
quently transformed his pipe-bowl into a chariot. 

Awful Deaths by Smoking.-Two brothers, natives of Holland, 
once entered into a contest to see who could smoke the greatest.. 
quantity of tobacco at a sitting; and they continued their insane. 
competition till they both fell down in a state of apoplexy from. 
which they never recovered,-the one at his seventeenth~ the 
other at his eighteenth pipe. 

The Ladies of South America are great smokers of cigars ; and 
it is said that a lady and her lover, when journeying together on 
horseback, sotnetimes smoke the same cigar alternately, on tha 
principle or ride-and-tie. How exquisite 11 
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VARIETIES. 

,Nobody knows the embarrassments and ~fticulties ~ith which 
1 ittle traiesmen and ehopkeepers are beset just now, To tell their 
poverty would be instant ruin, and to go on is ruin a.s certain. I 
met witl one the other day who is struggling with difficulties in 
bis busir:ess, and has five children to provide for. He is as indus
trious atd boneat a man as there is in the kingdom. Such are 
tndy q~serving of pity. As he keeps getting worse, he means to 
entigrate to America, though it will be a severe task. Every heart 
knows ii$ own sorrows, ~d few indeed are now free from them. 

CHILD.REN ARE VEllY COMBATIVE, unless well trained and 
taught, to the eohtrary. I havo seen some of the fiercest•instan
ce~ 01 tlis in the street, over a horse dung, and at the railway 
gates 8J to which shall carry a gentleman's bag. Perhaps real 

• hunger md want, in many cases, prompt this evil disposition. 
AITatgements the least inconvenient should be made fol;' re

ceiving the a1,plications of the poor. In b~th the Garstang and 
Kirkhal!l unibn,, the board of guardians meet only once a (ortntght. 
TH& consequence is that application& for the relief of cases, re
siding _for i~stance at Pre~ton, have frequently to stand over two 
weeks, nd it may be as much as three or four weeks before an 
answer is received. When the commissioners grantecl this in
duJ~ence to the boards1 to meet fortnightly instead of weekly,- thE1re was perhaps _no~ half the poverty as at present. 

DEcrsxvE.-,A general cqunoil pf the Cherokees , bav13 pas,ed 
a law, that all $pir_itous liquors fo~d at any titne in th0ir nation, 
shall be poured out on the groun~. 

INSIDE B.ECRUITING.-ln conversation the · other day with a 
pool' old man, who is much reduced, he put bis ,hand to bis stfl
machi tnd very feelingly said, " My inside wants recruiting up." 
"Wha1 with? George," said I. "With something better than 
potatoes ; some ,broth._ or something of that sort.•• . , 

A DES'ERVING CASE.-I was dee.ply affected oqe day by the appear
ance of a person whom I had known and highly respi:cted when 
a young man. A 'number ot years ago I ha<l a class for the study 
of English Grammar. He was th<, cleverest boy in that class; 
witb 01:e of his essays on the characte.r of Buonaparte I was sur
pnsed and delighted. He married, has been industrious, ·and bas 
now three children. What waa his errand, think you ?-To state 
tha't be was so reduced, having made away with all his furniture, 
and no~ bein~ able- to get any work, that he was obliged to apply 
to the patish for relief. "It is sadly against my feelings," said 
he; "but what cart we do ?-we have neither meat, money, nor 
fire." A cleverer or more deserving person I do not know. He 
is an excellent penman, and I should feel most happy if I could 
meet \1fitb a situation for him. 

SINGINa.-I look upon the progress of singing as preparatory 
to much human improvement. So soon u the people can get 
btf;ad, we will all begin to aing, and to try to teach the people to 
be rational and happy. But there can be no enjoyment while 
hunger rages among us. To young mothers jt may be useful to 
say, tha.t the best schooi for singing is the nursing chair. 

TAXATION.-Tbe whole of the taxes imposed in Great Britain 
in 1841 were:-land tax, £1,183,585; other taxes, £51,997,000. 
In ·Fnnce, land tax, £23,250,000; other taxes, £17,500,000. 
In Prussia, land tax, £3,994,000; other taxes, £3,~67,000. In 
Au.stria., land tax, £8,795,000; other taxes, £7, 70q,ooo. 

EDUCATION FOR THE UNEMPLl)Yl:D.-"My husband is a 
spinner, and has never bad a stroke of work since la5t Whitmon
day," said a poor woman who came begging for a soup tick.et. 
"And how does he put on hi~ time ?'' " Same as many a one 
besi?e; he walks about." Now it occurs to me, that if these 
are t walk about doin~ nothing, it would be doing them "aer .. 
vice to op1:n gratuitous rooms in every town, which they should 
have liQerty to frequent, and where the bei,t scholars mjgpt \each 
the ,olb~n to read and write. 

PnoPIT PnonucEs SPECULATION.-When will there be work 
for l>rictt.e~re, masons, carpenters, &c. ? When manufacturers 
yielf:11 fair profit. - So soon as this is the ·case, there will be other 
capitalists ~eady to embark in the husineas,- and \e errHt' new 
buildings. · · 

AcT OJ' PARLIAMENT RilNTs.-" As to tba argument tlut land 
would be thrown out of cultivation,'' observed Mr. Gardrar, at 
the Salford meeting, " by the importation or foreign com, the 
slightest conaideration would discover that falaey. What effeot 
hacl competition produced on our machinery and our mamfa.ctu
ring interest ? Have we made improvements because Wf were 
protected? No; but because we were left. to protect ourielvea; 
necessity was the mother of invention. So long as the lanled in
terest could raise a rent by act of parliament; 110 long m they 
could raise a large rent from a small quantity of corn, insnad of 
raising it by laboul' and cultivation, the land would never lB pro
perly cultivated, but whenever the fa,nd was left to the care of 
itself, from that day we should SEie the landed interest bffJin to 
improve the cultivation and to flourish.'' 

Mo1tAL REFORM, after all, constitutes the only permanent lasis of 
Engla.nd's happiness. Bad legislators are sure to make bac. laws; 
and evea if the laws were good, unless administered b7 good 
men, they would not be produ~tive of goo4 lo the people. And 
no matter what the principle of the suffrage be, unless th, elec
tors are homst, and love their country more than their owe gains, 
,,.e are sure to have a corrupt parliament. With agood King or 
Queen, possessed of absolute pQwer, ,ve. should l-e in a much. 
more hopeful condition than go\'erned aa we are.• bf a leg slatura 
which from its constit11tipn fa easentia\ly selnsb, "" over which 

1
publicopinion seems to qave no cont-roul. ,vben v,f have 1 good, 
sober, virtuous people, we -shall have a gµarantee tiat go<Xl law
makers will be elected, and good laws. enacted. 

lhrnER CoNllUMPTION.--No remark can be truer thin that 
made by Mr. Gardner, at the Sa.lford meeting, "Nhatev r may 
be the cause of our distress, one thing is certain, Hat ive _Am,c de• 
strayed our own consuming power.'' · . 

AGRICULTURAL MACHlNERY.-At the royal lljl;ncultun.l soci
ety assembled lately 'at BristQI, 1·here were not inver than 99 
machines and implem~nt$ (!f superior m~chanical c:>ntrivance ex
hibited. These aM very properly encouraged in o der to effect a 
larger produce by the same, labour i but . still man• of the sam• 
party are always alleging tha~ mauufactµri.ng machnary has pro-
duced our distress. · 

HoRRIDLE.-Mr. Cobden state.d in the Hpµ!Jt of Common• 
that some poor people in Accriogton had eaten a ,aif whir;h had 
died of di.sea,e • . Some per~o,n9 doul;>ting the. itatemen~, Mr. 
Ainsworth wrote to the Rev. · Mr. Hopwood, mni.ster cif the 
place upon the subject, who fo~tituted an inquiry ully e1tabU1h• 
ing, the itatemen\. And it is said tha~ Mr. Hopvood eould in
form him of three or four ,imilar case• which ht had become 
acquainted with in tbe course, of his inquiriH, 

MORE H BRtBLE $T,lLL.-l\1r. Ltv ey, of 01orl J, uteri
nary surgeon, in a letter to the conference in Lancon, 1tate1 that. 
Rd, Pilkington, of Duxbury, gave hii;n a dead cow f,r his do1; thal 
afte.r it had been dead four days., a number of caUo printers who 
had been out of work a long time came and begge to be allowed 
to fcake part of thecarcase ; which, after much inportunity, he, 
allowed, and about six faptllies carried away as m11ch as they 
ceuld, some having the precaution to put it in salt ,efore they ate 
it. Mr. Livesey offers to reply to any inquiries vhich may be 
made respecting this case. 

NOTHING TO PAwx.--A poor man's wife, calliig to beg1ome 
old clothe1 for one of her children, I asked wheth,r they had not 
a great many things in pawn; to which site answe-ed. "No, not 
any.'' Being rather surprised at the answer, Inquired how it 
was. She replied, "We have never had anything that the 
pawnbrokera would take.''-Being six of them t, be supported 
from one loom, I could easily believe this answer; f>r every article 
of their apparel was the cast-off clothing of other >eople patched 
and mended. 

From the beginning of the reign of George Il'I. to 1834, 
6,840,540 acres of waste land were enclosed. 
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" T ade is the offspring of mutual necessity ; and whosoever stands in the way of free trade, stands in the way 
r of supplying the mutual necessities of the human race." 

A NEW MOVEMENT TO REPEAL THE CORN LAWS I I! 
AuoNo the nunerous assemblies recently held to protest 
ainst the co1rn .md provision laws, my readers will not be 

urprised to h..ear of rather a novel one, consisting of a mix
ure of domesttlca:ed animals-all eaters of taxed food. The 
eeting w.as hield on Hunger Hill, and was convened by a 
mmom power called belly sympathy. . 
Mr. Donkey WiS unanimously called to preside, .and spoke 
follows :-It is with great diffidence I undertake the re

ponsibility of presiding over this important meeting. It 
nnot be for my ~alents, I presume it is because of my su
rior sufferintgs, you have done me the honour of making 
e chairman. illow me to urge upon all the speakers to 
as brief as pmsible, inasmuch as some of the gentlemen 

esent are ab:sezt without leave, and may be made to feel 
e conse~!:nce< when they retire. On the object of the 

:N"O. 33\ 

meeting, which is to defend the rights of the teeth, I expect 
perfect unanimity. For myself, I can only say, that the 
ragged coat you see on my back, and my general 11lank ap4 
pearance, arise from my being compelled to live upon this. 
ties and road-side fare ; my only holiday meal being a few 
potatoe peelings cut as thin ag wafers. I will only add. 
that if I got as many feeds of corn as I do blows by passing. 
unfeeling men, I should have presented a better appearance 
before you. As we should always pay deference to the 
ladies, I call upon Mrs. Milker as the first to address the 
meeting. · 

Mrs. Milker.-! have but little to say, Mr. Chairman, but 
this I know that our number is greatly reduced. We used 
to get plenty of good meal for our provender, l>ut owing t~ 
the farmers being so poor, we have been pllt off with dud 
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and seeds ; and I very much question if the dis temp~ ..,understood th; real object 'of the' meeting; said be ' I wo;;id 
not been sent as a judgment for the hard usage we have re- have brought with me my food vessel, dignified b; the title 
ceived. As for myself, I am scolded every day; I don't of "1willing tub." It has been so often empty th1t, during 
give milk enougb, and the reason is, I am pinched of that this hot wheather, the hoops have fallen off, an< it is just 
which makes milk. It is also worthy of remark, that towns' going to tumble to pieces. The cream of the trl>, which 
cows have also been much reduced in their supply of grains, used to be thick porridge, loaf crusU, and cold otatoes, 
the brewers not making half so many as formerly. They consists now of the stars from the washing.up watir. Talk 
both brew less, and owing to the high price of taxed l.,arley, of one being noizy in the sty l why 1who can be cuiet with 
they substitute articles, the names of which I am not at an empty belly? Friend Pat and I may thank Pnvidence, 
liberty to mention. I trust this meeting will redress our but not Sir Robert Peel, for again making tatoes deap ; but 
wrongs. as I am for cheap meal as well as cheap tatos, I will sign 

Mr. Nag.-I will not make a long speech. Every body my name for the kicking motion. 
knows that the health and well-being of the noble race of Fly.-I hope I don't intrude. I am a sugar law reformer, 
which I have the honour to be a member, depends more but 1 know that the power that can repeal the head tax, 
upon Cheap Corn than any thing else. When meal was can also make sugar cheap. The cost price of s~ar is 2d. 
20s. a load, I was allowed a bushel and a half of oats mixed per lb., but when it gets to the poor man's table it is 7d., 
with plenty of beans, per week ; now I am restricted to a and the 5d. is taken from the hard working mm and hi1 
bushel and no beans. I propose, Sir, that we kick all the family. When times were good, I used to luxuriate on 
bread taxers out of office. every· cottage table, picking up bits of sugar, but 10w, poor 

Dog.-1 heartily second the motion. Formerly I was things, the people are reduced to water porridge, md there 
entitled to the porridge left in the morning, but now it is are no sugar crumbs for flies. 
saved to be warmed up for dinner. Good fat bones used M·. President here arose, and said, he wo1ld have 
to be thrown away, but now they are stewed seven time·s been most happy to have allowed the proceedings to 
over, till they are good for nothing. Like others, we feel go on still lone;er, but several present had othEr engage
the demoralizing effects of the times ; for not a few of my ments which required them to leave the meetng. He 
order, I assure you, take it where they can find it. The would therefore put the motion. Those for it vould say 
little improvement said to be felt in the cotton market has "Aye;" those against it say "No." One tri?mendous 
reached us. People are preparing for winter nights, which shout of "Aye" rent the air, in which the karmcny of the 
has caused a considerable increase of demand in the dog assembled characters was most conspicuous. Byan unani
market ; but I have not heard of any promise of better mous vote of thanks, Mr. Donkey was released from the 
living. I cannot kick, but I can do what will be equally duties of the chair; when it was intimated that the motion 
effectual; so I beg to sit down by seconding the motion. would be engroi.sed and ready for signatures the next day, 

Moiue,-Allow me, your humble servant, to put in a and allother meeting held in the the Repeal Pleasur6 
word. Migration oflate has been my employment. I vi- Grounds, exactly at eight o'clock. 
sited every house in Pauper's square, till I got as poor as a 
church mouse. During my perigrinations, I met with many 
a fellow traveller with tears in his eyes, not being able to 
find a crumb of bread. I'll vote for cheap bread and a 
bacon colop. 

Cat.-May I ask Miss Mouse where she lodges now? 
for most assuredly she looks plump and in good condition. 

Mouse.-That is a secret which I should deem it expe
dient to conceal from the last speaker. 

President.-! believe it is no secret to most of us. We 
are all here on fraternal principles, not to bite or devour 
one another, and therefore Z will gratify our fair friend by 
stating that Miss Mouse is now comfortably lodged in the 
Struggle Office, from which she has accei.s to the cheese 
rooms. There is something more than crumbs there. 

CaJ.-Thank you, sir; I promise you I will not violate 
the tie of amity by which we are all bound ; though if I 
followed my in<:lination I might like to play a little with 
sister mouse among the cheese. The want of food 
which has driven away the mice from most houses, it will be 
clearly seen, has much affected our interests. I hope when 
the corn bill is repealed we shall have milk cheaper, and 
that is what we like. 

The Hens and Duclc,, all started speaking at once, but 
the chairman decided that, as the time was getting on, one 
of the former might speak for all. 

Hen.-I only wish to add my testimony to the scarcity 
of fQ.od. We formerly found no difficulty in picking up 
p~epty of crµmbs, and we were o.ften treated with. a lump 
of bread from any idle boy. We have now to scrat till our 
nails are sore, and all waste bread i,s consumed by hungry 
child,ren. It is too bad; we ,are blamed J')Very morning for 
not.laying eggs, and yet we cannot get food to la,y on. 

Mr. Grunter, said, as one tetally unqualified, he felt 
ashamed to address so respectable a company. If I had 

REFLECTIONS ON THE PAST. 

Now that the labours of parliament are about to close, 
we may ask ourselves how stands the important question 
of the Corn Laws? Very little, practically, bas been 
conceded, but I may venture to say that it is now 
.settled, that any relief afforded to this coW1,try is to he 
in the direction of relaxing or repealing these laws. If 
restrictions upon our commerce were beneficial, there 
would be some party ready to recomend that they should 
be more stringent, but nobody does this; a1 incline the 
other way. Even the tories, who profe~ to dislike 
change, want to make us believe that Sir Robert Peel's 
measures are very liberal, and that under bis new tariff 
we shall have provisions very cheap. All parties are 
for more trade, and cheaper food. 

But why have not the great bulk of ~he working 
people been more active in the agitation for repeal ? 
Not because they are against cheap br~aa, or, against 
free trade, but simply because they haye been misled 
and misief ormed, both as to the character )f the Anti
Corn Law agitaition,. and as to their pros~cts of relief 
from other remedies. If this were not so, ve could not 
account fot their apathy, niuch less for tle aetual ob
struction of Anti-Corn Law ,mee~ihgs, at variance, I 
am'- sure, with their OWJl 'sen~~·· of propr:e~ hnd 'faii: 
dealing. Nobody w.ould benefit more b,. th~ repea1 
than the wor1dng min ; nobody_ wo~Jd be more ready 
to receive the advantage of cheap food; a1d yet there 
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are parties among them who have done all they possibly 
oould to prev·ent this being realized. 

They have been taught to consider that this was an 
agitation got up by the masters to afford them greater 
facilities for reducing wages. And it was natu!al for 
any person under the influence o( such impressions, to 
oppose what he considered his enemy. But if such 
were the wish of their emlployers, a repeal of the Corn 
Laws is the most unlikely means to enable them to ac
complish their object. They can much easier reduce 
wages at the present time than they could if they had 
a good demand for their goods. W orkpeople are never 
eo much in the power of the masters as when work is 
is scarce and food dear. Let food be cheap, and there 
will be less labour in the market ; let there be a good 
demand for goods, and the master's love of profit will 
ultipiately compel him rather to raise than drop wages, 
in order to retain his orkpeople for his own advantage. 

But it is a mistake to suppose that the Anti-Corn 
Law party consists of the master manufacturers. It 
doubtless commenced at Manchester, but is now na
tional; its beginings were aided chiefly by manufactur
ers, it now embraces all classes, and among the rest, 
500 ministers of religion last year met to forward its 
objects. It might at first be a question of trade, it is 
now a question of humanity, and many join its ranks 
for no other motive than that of aflsisting the poor. 
Perhaps the greatest matter of regret is that there 
are so few manufacturers connected with the Anti
Corn Law movement; if a majority only had joined, 
the repeal of the Bread Tax could not have heen re
Eiete<l. How many of the spinners and manufacturers 
in Preston have joined the league ? Is there one in 
ten ? And the same q11estion may be asked as to most 
other large towns. 

I blame not others for agitating for more comprehen
g{ve changes ; but while I do not see the least chance of 
obtaining them, and while I have great doubts of their 
practical working, I feel that in pressing forward the 
principles of Free Trade, I am moving in a safe direction, 
and with the good sense of the nation. And as it re
epects the government, after trying every expedient, 
and testing the people's patience to the utmost, I am 
eonvinced that relaxing, if not repealing our food 
laws will be their next step. 

STREET REFORM ! 

1. Wash yourselves, and appear in the streets as clean, 
decent, and tidy as the nature of your employment will per
mit. The title of " unwashed" is rather a disgrace than 
a honour to any class of workmen. Health, comfort, and 
respectability, are all promoted by cleanliness. 

2. Let your street conversation be free from every inde
cency-from rudeness and vfolence. Never swear ; and let 
no oath, or any hinguage .apprew,ching thereto, be mixed 
with your common discourse. 

3. Pay all possible attention in giving every person you 
meet a free passage. For this purpose, it is a good rule in 
walking to keep to the right hand. Do not stand in groups 
in the mi.dd/e of the foot-road, but always leave a clear way 
(or passengers. On market days, and when the street& are 
throng, this is of great co'nsequence. 

4-. Do not insult persons as they pass you, either by 

word! or otherwise. Let females feel confident that they 
can go along the street without annoyance. . 

5. Beware of tprowing orange peels, pieces of app}es, or 
any thing on the parap~t, from treading upo~ which per
sons are liable to sustain injury. 

6. Do refrain from the unhealthy, expensive and dis
gusting- practice of smoking in the public streets. If the 
dandy,_ like the dog at his bone, will seize his cigar with his 
teeth, do not imitate him. Throw all those short, nasty, 
waistcoat-pocket pipes away.-To do this will require some 
self-denial, but it "ill be a great saving both to your he~th 
and pocket. 

7, Above every thing, do not be .seen drunk at a public 
house dooJ;" ; or bawling aud staggering in the street, through 
drinkipg intoxicating liquor. It is truly painful to see, even 
these -bad times, many persons spending their money at the 
pubJil: house which their families require for their sup
port. 

BRITISH TEA. 

It will be recollected that a priz-e of books was offered 
for the bes~ specimens of British Tea. Parcels have been 
received from the following persons:-

No. 1. John Bradshaw, 99, Park road, Preston ; 
2. Henry Banks, Moor street, Ormskitk ; 
3. J. Blinkhorn, teeming street, Preston; 
4. John Walch, Spring street, Huddersneld; 
5. John Mills, Huddersfield; 
6. Alexander Young, Whithnell ; 
7. W. Southern, 18, Russell street, Pre,ton; 
8, (Name unknown), Ormskirk. 

With the assistance of old and young females, I have de
cided in favour of No. 5, as the best, and No. 2. as the 
second best, and shall forward the books accordingly. The 
following letters came with the samples :-

No! 5. Chapel Hill, Huddersfield, 
July 15, 1842. 

Sm, 
I some time ago called the attention of a poor man of the 

name of John Mills, wh<;> 'was and is without work; to the 
offer you made in the Struggle respecting British Tea. He 
has gathered some of the leaves of-[here follows a de
scription of the preparation, whi<,h I wish to give him 
the benefit of] ; then he dried them, and now I beg to for • 
ward them to you, at least a portion, as a sample. 

I beg to remain 
Respectfully yours, 

T. MARSHALL. 
To Mr. Live&ey, Preston. 

No. 2. 

Sm, 
Moor Street, Ormskirk, July 19, 1842. 

Having heard of your wish to procure a substitute for 
the excisable Tea now in use, I have taken the liberty of 
sending this as a specimen ; and if your judgment agrees 
with that of half a dozen old women, the books will be sent 
to your 

Humble servant, 
HENRY BANKS. 

INCREASE OF BAD DEBTs.-A eorn and provision dealer in 
Halifax stated that during the fint 11 years be was in busineu he 
did not loose £100 in bad debts; but from January, 1841, to July, 
1842, be had lost in bad debts £465, 2s., by 67 person,. Of thesa 
67 debtors, 11 had gone through the insolvent court, 3 had been 
bankrupts, and paid nothing, 5 had assignments, l 'l . had rnn 
away to America ot elsewhere, S compounded, 20 bad, not worth 
any thing, 4 dead, and 4, in t'he local county gaol. 
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VARIETIES. 

WAB.-Voltairethus expresses himself on the subject of war:
" A hundred thousand mad animals, whose heads are covert!d 
with hats, advance to kilJ or to be killed by a like number of their 
fellow mortals covered with turb,.ns. By this strange procedure 
they,.i want, at best, to decide whether a tract of laqd to which 
none of them lays any claim shall belong to a certain man whom 
they call sultan, or to another whom they call czar, neither of 
whom ever saw or will see the spot so furiously contended for; 
and very few of those creatures who thus mutually butcher each 
other ever beheld the animal for whom they cut each other's 
throats ! From time immemorial this has been the way of man
kind almost over all the earth. What an excess of madness is 
this ! and how deservedly might a Superior Being crush to atoms 
this earthly ball, the bloody nest of such ridiculous murders!" 

LANDLORDS AT ELECTIONS.-ln all the boroughs where the 
parties are nearly balanced, publicans can turn the scale. They are 
all ten pounders, and bear a considerable proportion to the other 
voters. While this is the case, drinking is sure to be encouraged; 
f~r the money spent in -drink is considered the purchase price not 
only· of the landlord's vote but of several others who are his de
pendants and customers. Teetotalism, by reducing the number of 
landlords will promote purity of election. 

FEMALE INFLUENCE,-,vhen Livia obtained such an ascen
dancy over her husband Augustus, that he could hardly refuse her 
anything, t~ough Emperor of the world, many of the married 
ladies at Rome were anxious to know the secret of her success
she replied; "I rule by obeying." 

WoMAN's Vo1cE.-How cons.oling to the mind oppressed by 
heavy sorrow is the . voice of an amiable woman ! Like sacred 
:inusic, it imparts to the soul a feeling of celestial aerenity, and, as 
a gentle zephr, refreshes the wearied senses with its soft and mel
lifluous tones. Riches may avail much in the hour of affliction; 
the friendship of man may alleviate for a time the bitterness of 
woe ; but the angel voice of woman is capable of producing a 
lasting effect ·on the heart, and communicates a sensation of deli
cious composure which the mind had never before experienced, 
even in moments of the highest felicity. 

"TYB4NT CAl'ITAL."-Someofthe newspapers indulge in con
demnation of capital, and represent it as a " tyrant.'' Never 
were accusations more misapplied. It is the want of this capital 
that is now embarrassing America. It is the posaession of this, . 
more than any thing elae, that has given us the advantage over 
our continental competitors, with their cheap labour. It is this 
which has kept ~he people employed in Preston and elsewhere, 
while not a piece of cloth could be sold excepting at a great loss. 
If by tumult, over-taxing, or any other cause, the capital of the 
country should_ be driven to other shores, our existence as a com
mercial nation is at an end. Capital is not without its tyranny ; 
Jabour is not free from it; none of us are free from it, but capital 
itseltis•not in the· fault. It should be remembered that in whatever 
shape capital exists, it cannot increase its amount (and that ia 
the great object of the holders) without employing labour and be
nefiting the people. The road to the acquirement of capital is 
open to all alike ; those who have acquired mo;;t were like ourselves 
at one time. If capital had free scope, and could select any part of 
the world in which to make its exchanges, such would be the 
p;ospcritY. of Oie country, that we should no longer rail against 
cap'ital: '.rt:is the food monopoly that is grinding us down, and 
y~t we are ready to blame capital or any thing rather than the 
right cause. , 

ELECTION TAcT1cs.-The liberals have one fault at elections, 
and that is depending too much upon public meetings, and street 
excitement. The other party on the other hand, exert themselves 
by personal application to the voters, and attention to efficient 
arrangements. . 

l3ETTEB. PLAYING THAN W ORKING.-A poor man applied for 
weaving, which was offered him at 6d. the cut for 20 yards. He 
hesitaled a while, and then said, " I dare not take it, I have now 
3s. per week off the town, and if they know that I have got work, 
this allowance will be stopped. I could not weave 6 cuts in the 
weelc, so that I'should be worse off with work than I am without.'' 
Wu1>.t - ~dition this is for a poor ID8.n to be placed in ? 

BEGOI!fo.-Nuniberleu beggars throng our atreeta., m'any of 
them in the gl'Oatest deatitution. Many of the.ae are persona who 
are refused any help by the relieving offlceri; of the diatrict1. Their 
duty is plainly pointed out, which is to relieve all caaea of urgent 
distress, whether the party be settled in the place or not ; but 
nothing but the expression of public opinion will keep them to 
their duty at these timeil. The guardians of the poor should 
allow none to be driven into the street to be,; or steal. 

LIBELS UPON THE REPEALEns.-There are two or three pa
pers which incessantly strive to damage the Anti-Corn Law cause 
as much as possible. I noticed lately in one, that the members of 
the League are called '' rank hnmbugs. '• It was also said that, 
"a suspicion has become pretty general that the Anti-Corn Law 
party has brought about this present crisis in order to terrify go
vernment into a repeal of the Corn Laws!" But lest this should 
not take, it ia further stated, " that a darker suspicion still exists, 
which is that there is a coalition betwixt tlie Anti-Corn La1D peo
ple and the government to precipitate a crisis in order to furnish 
parliament with a pretext for arming gove)'nment with extraor
dinary powers to crush the rising spirit · of democracy ! I" Now 
all this, every candid man knows to be utterlu fu.lse and unfounded. 
This ia but a specimen of what is weekly circulated to prevent 
the people appreciating the value of the repeal movement, and 
lending their aid to the success of a cause in which they are more 
intereated than any other class. It is not for me to judge the mo
tive of those who thus attempt to mislead, but it is for the people 
themselves to consider whether they are likely to 2ain n10re by 
supporting or opposing a strenous effort to effect a bett.er trada 
and a reduction in the price of living. 

TnE PROPER USE OF THE ToNGU"E,-We should not use our 
tongues for the following purposes :-1. To rail or brawl against 
any one. 2. To speak evil of others ih their absence. 3. To 
exag"erate in any of our statements. 4. To speak bar hly to 
children or the poor. 5. To swear. lie, or use obscene language. 
6. To hazard random and improbahle statements. 7. To speak 
rashly and violently upon any subject. 8. 'l'o deceive people by 
circulating false reports. 9. To offer up lip service in religion. 
10. 'l'o take the name of God in vain. But we should empluy 
them as follows : -1. To convey to mankind useful information. 
.2. To instruct our families and others who need it. 3. 'l'o re
prove and admonish the wicked. 4. To comfort and console the 
afflicted. 5. To cheer the timid and the fearful. 6. To defend 
the innocent and the oppresaed. 7. T;1 plead for the fathede11 
and the widow. 8. To congratulate the success of the virtuoua. 
9. '.fo confess our faults one to another. 10. :J.'o pray to God and 
speak his praise. 

LET us no WHAT WE CAN.-" I see in this world/' said 
iohn Newton, "two heaps, one of human happiness, the other of 
misery : now if I ~Ke but the smallest bit from one heap, and add 
to the othAr, I carry a point. If, as I go home, a child has drop
ped a half-penny, and if by giving it another I can wipe away its 
tears, I feel that I have done something. I would do greater 
thing•, but I will not neglect this.'' 

la.ON TRADE. -Such is the depression in the iron trade, said 
Mr. Finch, that while in 1836, the currant price in Li,verpool 
market was £11 per ton, the present price was only £5 .5s. Od. 
P!lr ton. 

FoitEIGN DEMAND.-Some symptoms of improvemem have been 
noticed in the Manchester market, and whence do they pr,oceed ? 
From purcha.aers of cloth made for shipments abroad. HC>w clear 
that our prosperity depends greatly on our foreign tradt. 

Goon FOB TnADE.-There is one hundred thousand pounds 
worth of furniture in the cabins and houses in and about Water
ford more than there was two years ago. Thia is what Temper
ance has done. 
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H It is becoming increasingly obvious to every one, that \\;ere restrictions and prohibitions abolished, ~rade would revive ; 
the demand for labour would he gradually increased : and the dissatisfaction and discontPnts, which distress hos produced 
among the masses of the population, would subside into quietness." 

PEACE and PLENTY> the fruits of FREE TRADE. 

REMARKS ON THE PRESENT COMMOTION. 

Certain pipers are attributing the general turn-out and 
commotion ;o the Anti-Corn-Law League, I never knew 
before that .;he Leage had the power of influencing such an 
immense nunber of working people ; and the fact is, if they 
had hadthitpower, they would have carried their point long 
since. Th ugh engaged in promoting a practical measure, 
calcy}ate-d tJ set the country at rest, and Elnsure peace and 
plenty, yet mfortunately the working people have not gene-

0. -34. 

rally cooperated with them. The League can have had 
little influence in promoting a movement in which the main 
actors indulie in the se\'erest denunciations against Corn
Law repealers. 

But without reference to Repealers, or Chartists, or any 
other associations, the cause is not difficult to trace. The 
whole animus of this movement, and much of its success, 
are to befoundintwothings-POVERTY and DISAFFEC
TION. Poverty; arising from dear food, low war" , and want 
of employment, exhibited in such frightful featL~ in every 
pa~t of the country. Di a,ffeclion; caused by the rejection 
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of the people's petitions, the obstinate refusal of the govern
ment to repeal or relax the Corn Laws, the dominion of 
class legislation, and the rejection of the people's voice in 
making the nation's laws This disaffection to govern
ment is all but universal among the poorer classes, 
while at the same time it is pleasing to note, that such is 
the lo!Jalt!J of all the people that they would willingly risk 
their lives in defence of their Queen. This disaffection, 
moreover, is rapidly spr€!ading among the shopkeepers, 
the farmers, the trades-people, and the middle ranks of 
society. The farmers, at one time all Church and King 
men, are so changed by their sufferings from rents, tithes, 
and taxes, that when speaking their own minds are as 
dissatisfied as others. 
If the govern'llent had listened to the remonstrance ef the 

Anti-Corn Law Confer"ence, I believe we should now 
have been perfectly quiet, and every man would have been 
following his proper vocation. Only an intimation from 
government that they intended to open the channels of trade; 
that they even intended to allow a free exchange with 
America, would have stimulated the masters at once to 
recommence business in such a way as to have rendered it 
impossible to think of abating wages. Come to this we 
must, and it would be a happy interference on the part of 
government if they would even now announce it, instead of 
coersive measures. There would then be no difficulty in 
granting the wages paid in 1840; and all commotion would 
cease. 

The working men, I am sure will excuse me, when I tell 
them, in all sincerity, that they are now quarrelling with 
the ttffcct instead of the cause. The c<.tuse of our embarass
ments are, the restrictions laid upon our trade, and these 
chiefly in order to favour tlte West Indian, and the landed 
interests; and the effect, glutted markets, bankrupt manu
facturers, unemployP,d artizans, reduction in wages, and 
dear food. And if they quarrel till doomsday with their 
employers, they will not be able to keep up wages without 
a profitable outlet for their manufactured goods. And 
when this really takes place so as to absorb the unem
ployed labour, wages are sure to advance; for if the present 
masters were unwilling, other capitalists are always 
ready, and would soon embark in a trade which afforded 
profit. Let us have a good trade, and the competitio1i 
among the masters will accomplish what the operatives 
are now vainly attempting to effect by arrangement. 
By appealing to the gene1'Dsity of the masters, the operatives 
always appear to me to place themselves not only in a 
WRONG position, but in a DERGRADING position. Labour is 
as much a marketable article as any other commodity, and 
in a right state of affairs, ought not to depend for its value 
upon the WILL of any master, but upon its own intrinsic 
worth in the mat·ket. But the SUPPLY has been so long 
GREATER THAN THE DEMAND, that this slavish feeling has 
been engendered; and not only so, but the MONOPOLISTS and 
the MISLEADERs of the people, have constantly attributed 
to the mill owners this absolute power, for the purpose of 
gaining their ends, by setting men and masters at variance 
with each other. Instead of depending upon a system of PRO
TECTION, or upon a UNIFORM SCALE, let us seek to promote 
such AN INCREASED DEMAND IN THE MARKET, as will confer 
importance upon labour, give men the power of making 
one half of the bargain, and compel masters to run as much 
after the men, as the men now run after them. I have 
seen this to be the case, and hope to see it again. Any 
position you asswne for yourselves below this, is degrading, 
and at variance 1th the value and freedom of labour, and 
nothing will secure it hut cheap food and extended commerce. 
Supp·ose the potatoe growers of Tarlton and Burscough 
were deprived of all their markets but Preston, what would 
be the conseq~ence? Why, those who brought their pota-

toes to sell, would beg of their Preston custome-s to ba 
coNsIDERAT.ll: and to be so KIND as to give them thei· PRICE, 
aJleging that they could not live if they sold their 1otato~ 
for less. Here and there a generous soul might lsten to 
their tale, but the greatest part, seeing the market !lutted, 
would buy the potatoes as cheap as they could. Bit what 
would be the proper course to take?-To get all the old 
markets open again, and, if possible, to find out new ones, 
and then they would be able to say to the Preston buyers, 
" If You will not give the price, somebody else will" . 

If I am told that the operatives have no chancethus to 
stand against their masters, I admit that in tlze pre1£11t dis
proportion betwi:r:t the demand and supply of labour trey have 
not ; but let a profitable trade be restored, and as that dis
proportion lessens, this power increases, and their nasters, 
from sheer selfishness, would be compelled to gi better 
wages. All that is requisite is, to lessen the supply ofJabour, 
and to increase tlte demand for it. If every family mifht have 
cheap bread, cheap sugar, and cheap food of all sor:s, therfl 
would be d great and an immediate diminution in the stppl!J of 
labour. Men would not work so hard, nor such lo~ hours 
as at present; immense numbers of women and 1ilclren, 
now sent to the mills, would be kept at home, 1nd this 
would lessen the supply. There would also he a g1·eat increase 
in the demand for labour, for America and other camtries, 
whose food we should take, would immediately 1ake our 
goods in return, and this would cause a great increa:e in our 
foreign trade. All the savings of cheap food from cur large 
population would be spent upon clothing and other neces
saries, and lhis would add a great increase in OJr home 
trade. These taken together would so promote the demand 
for labour that, the equilibrium being once more restored, 
men would then find it easy to make their own barg in with 
their employers. 

If I am told that the increased demand would be made up 
by machine1y alone, I positively deny it. It never was ; it 
never can. The more machinery we make and employ, and 
the more employment there is for the people. When machine 
making is slack, the people begin to want employment. 
Though machinery changes manual labour, taken in all its re
sults, it does not lessen it; and in Lancashire where t ere has 
been the greatest increase of maclzinery, there has a so been 
the greatest increase of manual labour; so much so that it is 
now the first county in the kingdom in the number of its 
population. I know that people who judge from app arences 
only, are difficult to convince, but those who judge from 
results and calculations can have no doubt upon the subject. 

I feel confident that the above view is placing the opera
tive's interest upon a sound basis -a basis which would 
do credit to themselves, and preser e their proper po·ition 
in society.· It is one of the infirmities of our nature to 
quarrel with that which bears next against us without look
ing to the real and distant cause. Many an inundation has 
been caused in the village of Walton, by the contractions 
of the Ribble at certain places; but during these visitations, 
criminations and recriminations among parties living to
gether were too common, all forgetting or not concerning 
themselves about, the REAL CAUSE of all their losses which 
was the obstruction of the river. It is from thP. STOPPAGE 
OF THE CHANNELS OF TRADE, to feed monopoly, that we are 
led to fall out with each other, instead of uniting to open 
those channels for the benefit of all. 

Whilst I deeply compassionate my country's sufferings, 
and whilst I trust the governing party will not longer test 
its endurance by refusing suitable measures of relief, I beg 
of the people coolly to consider what good they can de
rive from their present proceedings, andf as a friend, 
I urge them to desist and go peaceably to their work; 
My fervent wish is, that peace may be restored to our 
country ; that masters and men may respect each. othir; 

-•- ·1" , ... \ 
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that trade may flourish and be free ; that we may all enjoy 
plentifully the gifts of a kind Providence ; and that all our 
wishes and exertions may be combined to make every family 
happy. 

THE PLAGUEY KNOCKER. 

After filling his stomach with fish, flesh, and fowl, pud
ding, tart, Stilton cheese and jelly, washing it down with a 
pint of porter, and pouring in half a pint of wine to assist 
digestion, Mr. Crabb threw himself upon the sofa to get a 
oap after so moderate a repast. Mrs. Crabb was also in 
the parlour, reading a modern novel. Ten minutes had 
scarcely elapsed, just as he was beginning to doze, before 
he was disturbed by a rap at the door. The servant at
tended ; it was a poor starved-looking creature, with an 
old worn-out reticule, asking for charity-" a cold potatoe, 
or any thing." " We have nothing for you," was the an
swer, made ready for all applicants of the kind. Scarcely 
had she returned, when another smart double knock dis
turbed the gentleman's slumbers. " What can that be ?" 
said he to his lady. " Wait a moment, and Betty will 
bring us word." No sooner was the door opened again 
than a collection of pins, needles, cotton balls, and re
ligious tracts was displayed at the door, Betsy ventured 
without special orders to send the sales-man about his 
business, with the laconic answer, " we want none." A 
third tap at the knocker, but very modest, immediately fol
lowed, when a neatly-folded note was presented by a 
young man who said, " If you please, I am to wait for an 
ans\\er." The note was carried to Mr. Crabb, who was 
quite in a rage at being disturbed by so many knockings at 
the door. "Strange," exclaimed he, "that one cannot 
rest for half an hour ; that door is never quiet; I wish 
these vagrants were all far enough." " If you please, sir, 
the boy is waiting for an answer," remarked Betty. Crabb 
gathered himself up from the sofa to read the note ; it was 
to this effect :-

" Sir -Having sent in several bills, and frequently called 
for your account, without any effect, I beg to say, that un
less t.he money is remitted by the bearer, I shall place the 
account in the hands ofmy attorney. It is now full twelve 
months; since you had the last packet of wine." 

This was a poser, not so easily answered as the cotton 
ball merchant. " Tell the lad I shall call upon his master 
without fail this afternoon." 

" Perhaps you had better go to the warehouse," remar
ked Mrs. Crabb, with rather a down cast voice ; " there is 
no body in attendance but the porter, and very likely you 
will be wanted." '' I would have gone long since, but I 
have been so disturbed with their knocking." Scarcely had 
he said the words when a bolder knock than ever sounded 
through the whole house. "Whatever is to do now?
Ring for Betty." She was instantly in attendance. " Do 
drive those people away, and if they be beggars, mind you 
give them nothing; but tell them I shall order them to the 
lock-up ; for if I don't adopt some strong measure we shall 
be pestered our lives out." Betty springs to the door, 
ready to drive the fancied urchin from the steps without 
ceremony, when behold not fewer than 13 men and 
several wo:nen presented themselves asking charity! This 
was too fmmidable a company to be managed with a word. 
The masta- was consulted as to the answer in this 
cause; an partly to get rid of their importunity, and partly 
through feu- of denying such a set, he said '' here give them 
sixpence a11d get shut of them." 

'' I will 10w be off, for nothing ever tormented me like 
that lcnocko· this afternoon ; it gets worse every day. If 
I cannot e1tinguish the nuisance, I'll try if I cannot abate 
it." Pen md paper were immediately called for, and off 
hand he w ites an epistle to the Chro'lf,ict,; of which it is 

said the following is nearly a verbatim copy:-
'' Sir,-I solemly call upon the magistrates to put an end 

to the practice of knocking at peoples' doors,--by scamps and 
beggars ; and as hawkers without licences now take the 
liberty of knocking at one's door at all times of the day, I 
trust they will be visited with the utmost penalty of the 
law. Unless some thing of this sort be done, we 
must either strip our doors of the knockers, chain them 
fast, or cap them as they do the bells. 

By inserting this in your useful and widely circulating 
paper, you will oblige 

ONE WHO LIKES TO BE QUIET AFTER DINNER." 

This no doubt will lead to the formation of " A 
society to prevent being disturbed after dinner." And as 
the knocker is the important link betwixt in-door and 
out-door society, it is expected a prize will be offered 
for the best contrivance to prevent any persons using the 
knocker, except on proper business. 

An After Thought.-Would not-cheap bread, and 
plenty of employment, prevent the handling of fine 
knockers, by the dirty fingers of clodhopers ? 

PRACTICAL RELIGION. 

The best part of religion, so far as I understand it, is 
to do good to all men, to instruct the ignorant, to com
fort the disconsolate, to defend the oppressed, and to 
relieve the poor. There is no human being so misera
ble as to be beyond our notice and regard. It is not 
our province to judge and condemn, but to save. Our 
duty is to raise men from a state of misery to that of 
happiness and comfort; and the further any individual 
is from this, the more anxious we should be to assist 
him. If there be joy in heaven over one sinner that 
repenteth more than over ninety and nine just persons 
who need no repentance, we should endeavour to share 
in the same joy. Every father feels the tender work
ings of parental attachment upo:i the return of a prodigal 
son ; and every good man feels it his duty to mix with 
the vicious and the bad for the purpose of reforming 
them. We should despise none, however poor, howe
ver debased ; we should pity all, and share the burden 
of those who are heavy laden. If men do wrong, God 
will judge them, for he alone knows the extent of their 
gui]t and the measure of their iniquity; and we should 
try to imitate his mercy, who is not willing that any 
shou]d perish, but that all should come to repentance. 
On this subject we need much teaching; society, even 
re]igious society, is so much in the habit of despising 
the wicked, instead of pitying and trying to save them, 
that we easily fall into the same practice. Let us watch 
against this spirit. Why should we respect the man 
clothed with costly array more than the poor clothed 
in rags? The same hand made both. Why should we 
shun the wicked man, or threaten to chastise him ? He 
is an object of pity; his wickedness is, perhap6, owing 
to the usages of society, to which we ourselves have 
given countenance, or to the want of a faithful friend 
to admonish him. The more desperate his case, the 
more anxious we should be for his welfare. Even if he 
be our personal enemy, we should not injure him but 
do him good, and thus lead him to repentance. How
ever unpopular this may be, I take it to be true practi
cal religion. It is what we should esteem and admire, 
and practice, and the more because it is UllCommon. 
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A-bra 1:>atNKING. -Mr. Sttlrge, in one of his speeches at Not
tlbgbam, said that be had beeh a water drinker 15 years, and 
inteiUled ·lo ,continue the practice to the end of bis life. 

WHISBY AND THE GALLoivs,-The Rev. Dr. Yore stated 
at a late meeting in Dublin, tbat ha had 'attended at least 120 
crimh1als to ' the 11caff'old, and every one -of them•declared tbat in
temperance was the means of bringihg them to that end. 

AN OBJECTION ANSWERED.-It is objected that if the corn 
laws were repealed all annuitants would be greatly benefited, by 
still receiving a fixed income, and being able to liYe on cheaper 
food. And what objPction can there be to this? Would not 
every working man also benefit wno receives fixed weekly wages? 
What lo,, is it to olhers if all these can purchase a leg of mutton 
t ice ai heavy as tney could befure; the probability is, they will 
be • gainer,, because all that is saved in food, will be spent in 
tlo£hfog or som~tliing. of that sort. 

DRUNKEN ScoTLAND . ..:...Mr. Ure, in addressing the town 
council of Glasgow against fhe increase of licences said, that 
Scotland was the most drunk n ttation on the face of tlie earth. 
In .Englai:id 7 pints of spiritl per annum were consumed by 
each individual ; in Ireland, 13 ; and in Scotland, 22. 

DnowNrna.-A respectably -dressed woman, while under tlte 
influence of liquor, 'threw nerself inlo the 1\fonkland Canal at 
Gadshill, and, notwithstandingner almost immediate rescue, and 
the applitiaEiort of the tlsllal temedies to restore. animation, she 
cll~d ,tb~ sam~ evening and was conveyed to the Glasgow 
fC?lice Office, whence she was interred yesterday.-Re/ormers' 
Gazette. 

ANOTJIER ~HOCKING DEATH.-Robert Lockhart, farmer, fell 
o\rer M:a\' h B\lidge, near CaHnke Lanafkahi're, while ir,tdricated, 
ahd •as killed oh the spot. He was dri\Jing' 1lom& coal at the time, 
ud i• iopposed. while learling, apinst the bridge, to have over
'5ali,.n1red bim11elf and fallen headlong into the at.ream below, where 
he died in a most painful and unprepared state. 

Fon Bovs AND GIRLs.-Respeet and obey your parents. Love 
your' brothers and ' sisters sincerely. Never speak evil one ot 
aitiother. Never strike, nor lie, nor cheat, nor sfual. Be strictly 
honest, i!Ven in the smallest matters. Save every thing you can 
to- __give to the po()t'. Do not mock the deaf. the lame, or the 
l)lind. Always address the aged with respect. Do not dirty or 
10jiil'e your clothes. If you find any thing, return it to the owner. 
A.v'oid the cod1panfof·bad children. Never kill a fly, ot be cruel 
to any living thing. Do not covet what is not your qwn Try to 
impl'ove at school every day. Guard _agaiost low and :vulgar lan .. 
g~e. Eat with thankfulness whatever is set before you. You 
must take such medicine as the doctor orders. Be very exact in 
your behaviour at meals. Put your hats, shoes, and play things in 
their proper placea. Avoid eatthg any kind of unripe fruit. .Al-

1.ya inMwer distinctly, correctly, and modestly. Shun all ki'nds
of-gaming as a gre~ evil. Become the young disciples of Jesus 
Christ. Pray ,daily to God and praise his holy name.-Letttr 
Linings. 

LA1'fD LAuoun.-There will be an extended culth-ation 
whether the agriculturists encourage it or not. Able bodied 

--plmperimi i becoming so uverwhelorlng, that many of the boal'd1 
o( guaraian1 tre t1ll'nil\g tbeir attention to hiring lahd for the 
purpose · of finding them employment. Nearly 2',000 loads of 
potatoes will be dug from the gro1,md adjoining Preston work
house the fruit of pauper labour. Chorlton-upon-Medlock 
employ, the poor on lahd hired for the purpose. The overseers 
ana rate•pa.yera of Holbeck have it in contemplation to make an 
experiment on the principle of the allotment.. system as Ii la.hour 
test, 11.nd 11ix or eight acres of l•nd belonging to the township 
will probably be so applied. 

1-NollEASE ' ~N !'RE vAtuB OP LAND.-A man oh.bout fiCty
ftve.-, residing in Brindle, said "We >have a farm near Ui, which ~ 
ciJi remeinoer being set for £24 a year, and was tithe free. n 
ttbw setk fofl£174, pays £u for tithe: -and high poor tM~S. 11pon 
this Viiue.'' 

-nrz-1:JncuOATbJls-.---Such is ,the drop i~\vheat and,o&tmeal, 
tba£ many of the m,porten• it ia aai(\, .-will loo5',: to the-a.snount c,f 
~oth freigllt-and-dut7. 

TnE Foo1> OF MAN NOT WORTH S1:cun1No.- lethr wa1 

received a few days since by a mercantile house in LeEds, in 
which tke writer, who dates from New York, says, in reference to 
the United States harvest this year, that it was most abundant, 
but that the prices of corn were so low, that in some parts it was 
hardly worth getting in I 

AN IMMENSE REDUCTION JN COFFEE !-Our walu are 
bedecked with large bills announcing to the public the be1,e.fit1 of 
the "New Tariff." When we come near enough to re1.d for 
ourselves it all amounts to this, that coffee is 2d. per lb ch~aper ! 
just half a farthing an ounce. How grateful we ought to be for 
this new tariff!! 

GREAT ADVANTAGES oF REPEAt..-1 remember that in one 
part of the Duke of Devonshire's grounds there is a tree made of 
copper tubes, but ha\ling the appearance of a roal tree. I. was a 
source of much sport. The walk was made to go near it or round 
it, and by turning a tap, every bough and every twig began to dis
charge water in the ahape of heavy rain befo,·e the parties were 
aware. Now it occurs to me, that the repeal of the con laws 
would convey blessings in a similar manner, far more extensive 
than we are aware. lt • would be like a ramified tube carrying 
provisions and food to every cupboard and every table, as by 
witchcraft, far beyond what we can conceive. It would be like 
one universal shower of loaves every day in the week. It would 
bring cheap bread, whether the people expected it or not. 

HoME S1CK.-l over-heard two poor men ~ear the workhouse 
talking together. Refering to some who had gone to America, 
one said t.o the other, J~- is now working at New Yo'rk for hi• 
maintenance, and he is gradely home sick. 

REDUCTION JN PRICE -OF Foon.-Earmers are now frightened 
with the prospect of low prices. Potatoes were sold last week at 
5 lb. for Id. . 

HERRINGS are now fine and vory cheap-in our market from 24 
to 30 for a shilling. It seems as if Providence had -sent them to 
compensate for the deficient supply of fles.h ,meat; for if I am not. 
mistaken, they have been ,nore than unusually abundant since 
meat bectme high in pried." Birds and, fishes are the only ani
mals that can get free intcf this country. 

A l"RIEND iUGGESTS that a 11ational asspciation should be- for111ed, 
the members of which should bind themselves.to use no grair but 
foreign. From a variety of reasons which might be ahe"n, I 
think 11uch a scheme impracticable. 

WRITE TO 'rHE Coll(MissroMEns.-Although I do not admire 
the Central Poor Law Commissioners, I would advise those who 
tom plain of officers not doing their duty, to write to them; as I 
have no doubt in thase cases they will get redress. The) are 
sure to receive an answer. In every ca-se, therefore, where officers 
refuse relief, and tell the people they cannot get any money to 
relieve •them, or otherwise insult them, or use any uncivil lan
guage, by all means represent their eo11duct to the Commiasio ers. 

WRETCHED BEDDING.-At a sale in Choruey, three beds, bol
sters, and pillows altogether, were kn eked dowp at 2s. ThA 
whole of the bed clothes belonging to the three beds were soil for 
8d. Very few could credit the wretched condition of poor peo
ple's bedding. If not replenished before the cold winter ccme1, 
many will be starved to death. We sometimes say the people 
cannot hunger in America food being so cheap ; we might as well 
say they cannot starve in this country clotbitig is so cheap. But 
if people have not the means to purchase, no matter ~w eap 
the article. I could now buy most excelhtnt Bolton sheets, 11 
quarten wide, for 2s. lld, per pair, 

TRUTH WANT:ED,-1 have received a note stating, that the 
amount of labourers' wages on Sir James Graham's e.atatt, ing 
J0d. per day ii" very ineorrect." If it be ~o, let the anonymous 
writer giYe me the _particular11 and bis name, and they shdl be 
published. 
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contradictions. In one part of a paper, the editor la
bours hard to fix the obnoxious League with the charge 
of stopping tlie m ·ns, and yet on the saJile sheet he 
glories in the occurrenqe, as atf0rding the best opportu
nity for obtaining their rights. The League warned 
the country of what they feared would be the inevita-

-ble result of so severe a pressure upon the patience and 
endurance of the people, and clearly pointed out whence 
relief, prosperity, and contentment, might be had. A 
great proportion of the country believed their state
ments, and that this relief was only to be had by free 
trade, but still refused to join their ranks-one party be
cause the remedy partook too much of Whiggery, and 
was no part of Robert Peel's plan; and the other be
cause they 8aid it was not going to the root of the evil 
(class legislation),-and because the relief if obtained 
would materially damage their own agitation. I re
member one saying at a meeting which I attended, 
" If you repeal the corn laws, and the people get their 
bellies filled, we should not be able to get up another 
agitation for forty years." 

The country has to thank the League for the trifling 
concessions already made by the government, but still 
more for the recognition of free trade principles, upon 
which legislation must hereafter proceed. At the late 
conference, some delegates, disappointed at their recep
tion by Sir Robert Peel, and at the majorities in the 
House of Commons against them, rashly proposed to 
dissolve the League, and join some other party. They 
will perhaps now see the wisdom of those who resisted 
this course, and that to have dissolved this powerful 
body, would have been to have left the country without 
its surest fortress of hope. A patient enlightenment 
of the people, or violence, are what we have to look 
to ; the latter cannot succeed, and therefore we must 
trust to and pursue the former. The League must 
proceed on in its steady, energetic, enlightening, and 
peaceable course; factious influence will subside, and 
in the absence and hopelessness of every other prac
tical plan for relief, their principles are sure to become 
national, and that at no distant time. The Messrs. 
Bayley, of Staley Bridge, it is said, were the first to 
cause the turn-out. This must be a mistake. MR. 
FERRAND, the Member for Knaresborough, undoubt
edly ought to claim this honour. Meetings and dis
cussions there have been, to rail against masters and 
the factory sy8tem, but none more efficacious than those 
conducted by the landowners in the House of Commons. 
Talk we of inflammatory placards. The Times paper bas 
been the largest and most inflammable of them all. I 
deem it but fair thus to give honour to whom honour is due. 

WHAT MUST BE DONE TO COUNTERACT 
EXISTING EVILS ? 

It is important, now that the commotion subsides, 
to consider what shall be done in future ? POVEllTY, 
DISAFFECTION, and IMMORALITY have been 
vividly manifested during the late movement; what shall 
be done to counteract these ? 

Let the government remove the overwhelming po
verty of the country by repealing those laws which 
destroy our trade, and take away the operative's earn-

ings to give high prices to the landowners. Let 
the landed interest eonsider that they h :ve burdened 
the people till they are ready to ,sinl, ntl~ that they 
ought not to keep up the ptices of provttiions by act 
of parliament, and yet allow t e poor man's wages 
to take their change in an open market. 

The disaffecti0n of the people is not to be removed 
by coercion. They may be quieted but not satisfied. 
The practice of rejecting the petitions of the people, 
and showing no concession to popular wish, tends to 
increase this. The happiness of the greatest number 
should be the object of all legislation, and till we have 
some symptoms of this, government is not likely to 
secure the affections of the people. 

It is lamentable to trace in the late ebulition nf feel
ing, evident traces of great immorality. Indeed, of this 
proofs were not wanting before. I would, therefore, 
urge every/ at her, to aee to the proper instruction of his 
children ; to teach them himself, and not to commit so 
important a duty to others. Watch the company they 
keep, and both by precept and example train them in the 
path of sobriety and general good conduct. Let the mill 
proprietors, while they exercise no improper interference, 
see that good morals are respected in their establish
ments, and one of the most important arrangements is, 
to have overlookers and managers, who are exemplary 
characters. And while they live by the toil of the 
workpeople, let them personally make it their pleasure 
to see the people about them decent, moral, and respec
table. And though nobody can expect them to give 
wages to their loss, it is their duty to pay as high wages 
as the markets will afford, and this will secure the 
esteem of all rea8onable men. If there be any who 
keep on the truck system either at first or second hand, 
in any shape whatever, let them abolish it, and pay the 
workpeople their wages in money, and that every week. 
The rich, too, should endeavour to improve the morals of 
the people, by mixing with them, giving them suitable 
advice, acting towards them as their benefactors, and 
setting them a good example. Class exclusiveness is 
attended with innumerable evils, and creates prejudices, 
and antipathies of the worst kind. Religious teachers, 
if they mean to influence the morahrnf the people, must 
adopt a fre8h course of action. They must cease to be 
the companions of the rich, be mixed with the poor 
as their brethren, and pay frequent and special visits to 
the most desperately wicked. Respect for property, and 
even common honesty, has but little hol<l upon such as 
navigators, and miners, who never attend church or 
chapel, and who are left to the cornmting influence of 
each other's bad examples. Those whose duty it is to 
take care of the morals of the people, should visit such 
every week; should be on terms of intimacy with them, 
and should teach and train them, as well as all others, in 
all their duties to God and man. 

A nation's true greatness; its safest bulwark; its real 
happiness, consists chiefly in the morals of its people. 

WHAT SHOULD TEETOTALLERS DO ? 

" In our village the people have been much more 
sober than they used to be, and whether it is owing to 
the times, I am not able to say; but if so, it will be a 
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sad thing if, with a little advance of wages., and the 
cheapening of food, they should begin to drink again." 

This was the observation of a gentleman connected 
with a large establishment, and it reminded me 
that now is the time for the teetotallers to recom
mence their labours with fresh energy. Liquor is at 
all times man's deadliest foe; it is the sure destroyer 
of domestic peace, and to it as one cause may be 
traced much of our national calamity. To my teetotal 
friends, therefore, I would say, let us try to teach the 
people self government by inculcating the following useful 
lessons:-

!. To abstain entirely from all intoxicating liquors. 
2. To take care of their families, instruct them, and 

provide for them every comfort in their power. 
a. To attend to all their religious duties according to 

their own consciences. 
4. To fill up their leisure time by healthy and ra

tional recreations, such as singing, attending lectures, 
and cultivating little gardens. 

5. To live in peace with all men ; to make it a mat
ter of conscience never to injure even their enemy, but 
to do good to the whole human race. 

6 To join in any plans for relieving the poor, instruct
ing the ignorant, reforming the vicious, and making 
themselves generally useful. 
If the mass of the working people become reformed, the 

classes above them ure su.re to follow. And now that our 
teetotnl principles are generally understood, and exten
sively appreciated, what we have to do is, to enforce their 
application everywhere. Let me tell the teetotallers, 
however, that the work is not to be done by committee 
meetings, or even by public meetings, but by every one 
of us exerting ourselves in the circle in which we move ; 
by visiting the houses of the drinkers ; by unity and 
charity among ourselves ; and by adorning the doctrine 
of teetotalism with an honest, a charitable, and a peace
able deportment. 

HOW MUST THE PEOPLE BE REFORMED ? 

In the report of the chaplain of the Kirdale House of 
Correction, just published, after lamenting the great 
extent of crime and intemperance, he observes, "A sound 
scriptural education is the only means, I feel convinced, 
which will, under the Divine blessing, eradicate these 
habits from the ranks of the labouring classes." 

This is an opinion generally professed by the clergy ; 
and if correct affords us little or no hope for the pre
sent generation. I r~member some 25 years ago, when 
sunday schools where becoming -popular, it was then 
remarked, that the next generation would be quite re
formed, owing to the influence which these schools 
would have upon youth. We have lived to see the failure 
of these predictions, and from observation I have come 
to the conclusion, that no youthful training, unless fol
lowed by instruction during mature age, and virtuous 
.association, can be relied upon for insuring a reformed 
}>opulation. It is a nice thing for ministers to throw 
the burden from their own shoulders upon that of the 
choolmaster, and thus to content themselves with a 

1mnday's service and occasional duty through the ! 
week. I have seen many lads good and promising up to 

12 or 14 years of age, while undeT' parental controul, or 
under the care of the sunday school teacher, become 
the most vicious characters by being constantly exposed 
to bad company in the mill or workshop where they 
were employed. This holds good to a great extent. 

If education, then, is to be an instrument of reforma
tion, it should be continued to an advanced period of life. 
In every part of the country there ought to be sunday 
schools for adults of all ages, in which every thing that 
is good and attractive ought to be taught as well as 
reading and writing. If a number of persons in every 
town, who have plenty of timeJ would each collect a class 
of young men or young women, either in his own house 
or in any other convenient place, they would effect much 
more good than by teaching mere children, important 
as that may be. 

In addition to this-, without waiting for the next 
generation to be reformed by education, those who are 
addicted to vice and crime, should be more sought after 
by their teachers. If they do not come for instruction, 
it should be taken to them. And considering the num
ber of teachers now paid, there need not be one family 
unvisited or untaught. If pulpit services were less 
thought of, and plain straight forward teaching in peo
ple's houses, in the street, and especially where the 
wicked collect together, more practiced, we should soon 
see a beneficial change in society 

Another important influence is social meetings. Young 
people will attend these of whatever character they may 
be. Company they will keep ; we should try therefore 
to introduce them to good company. Instead of foolishly 
relying on the school for confering a power of resisting 
vice, we should constantly supply the temptations to 
virtue. We should get among the people; mix with 
them, have meetings in the evenings, make singing, and 
mutual instruction, the instruments of reform. People 
are much more ready to be taught than we imagine. 
They wish to be delivered from evil, but have no helpers. 
Religious bodies will find social meetings thrown among 
the people, much more effective than mere preaching 
in a stationed place. 

THE WONDERS OF GOD'S WORKS. 

If we wish to raise our minds to contemplate the power and 
wisdow o God, we can never too much admire his works. Na
ture is a lesson book always before our eyes, and every wise man 
is led from nature to nature's God. The following extract is adop
ted to create this refleclion :-1\Ian has the power of imitating 
e,·ery motion but that of flight. To effect these, be has, in ma
turity and health, sixty bones in his bead, sixty in his l~gs and 
thighs, sixty-two in his arms and bands, and sixty-seven in his 
trunk. He has 434 muscles. His beart makes sixty.four pulsa
tions in a minute; and therefore, 3,840 in an hour, and 92,160 in 
a day. There are also, three complete circulations of the blood 
in the short -space of an hour. In respect to the comparative 
speed of animal beings and imve.lled bodies, it. may be remarked, 
that size and construction seem to have little influence; nor has 
comparative strength, although one oody giving any quantiLy of 
motion to another, is said to Jose so much of its own. The sloth 
is by no means a small animPl, and yet it can travel only fifty 
paces in a day. A worm crawls only trre inohes in fi.fty seconds; 
but a lady bird can fly twenty million times its own length, in 
less than an hour. An elk can run a mile and a half in seven 
minutes; an antelope a mile in a minute; the wild mule of 
Tartary bas a speed eYen greater than that; an eagle can fly 
eighteen leagues in an hour; and a Canary faleon can enn rnach 
250 leagues in the snort space of sixteen ho1us.-Bucke. 
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MANURE,-! know of no waste of manure equal to that which 
is washed away with every shower, down the sewers, in all large 
towns, and carried into some distant ri',er. :Bread, and r,heese, 
and beef, and bacon, are thus virtually lhrown into the channels. 
I would call upon every board of Guardians in tc,wns, now that 
tht'ly have hundreds of thousands of idle hands, to consider 
~hether some plan could not be hit upon to secure all this fine 
manure, so that our land might receive its full benefit. Many a 
thousand tona are washed into the rh'er Ribble. 

A SURE souncx OF REVENOE.-As all luxuries should be 
taxed, it is suggested that that of falling asleep in church should 
not be omitted. 

THE CHEAPNESS OF APPLES bas led to an inquiry as to the 
best mode of preserving them. I am told that they do not keep 
well when preserved in sugar, like goosberries or currants. The 
plan the farmers take when they are ripe is this-to cut each 
apple into quarters, and dry them well in an o\'en, after which 
they keep a long time. When wanted for use, they are put into 
warm water, and they swell out, retain their fia\'our, and make ex
cellent pies. 

:BEWARE OF TKE GIN :BOTTLE,-The nune of the young 
Prince of Wales, recei\'ed presents at the christening to the amount 
of at least £150, and on the weaning of the royal infant they 
were estimated at £2000; but in three weeks after this her 
Majesty, on visiting the nursery, found her in a ·state of drun
kenness, and a bottle containing gin at her side. She was in
stantly dismissed. 

lNCREA.SE OF PooB RA.TEs,-A rate was laid in July for Great 
Bolton of 4s. in the pound. They are not certain whether it 
will serve the year out. 

HORSE SHOES are now ma.nuCactured at Troy on a very ext~n 
sive scale by macbinery. :Bars of iron are transformed into 
horse shoes, grooved and punched at the rate of J 5 per minute.
American paper. 

Pooa MANS CLOTHES HEDGE !-Having occasion to be in 
back Queen Street last Friday, and seeing several cords with clothes 
hung on them, I was curious enough to examine tbem • . I wish 
some of the "over-production" gentlemen had been with me, I 
think I could have silenced them with patched shirts, and rags 
that would &carcely stick together. Poor things ! what a miserable 
exhibition of clothing for industrious families- This was Friday, 
but not a few wash on Saturday evening, and some on Sunday 
morning. 

COMMON THINGS DESERVE THE HIGHEST ESTEEM.-" HI were 
you, I woald not keep those yellow pansies in your garden; they 
are so common." So say many of my friends as they walk along 
the flower borders. My answer is," I don't like to part with them, 
for while the lilly, the rose, and many others flower,; have bloomed 
for a short time and have disappeared, these commenced in spring, 
and have continued in full show ever si1lce. I compare 
these pansies to tho working classes, continually at our, but 
because they are common, they are not much regarded, whereas, 
an idle lord, that dashes through the town with a carriage and 
four, can raise a whole street of empty admirers." 

MAKE FREE WITH THE WRETCHED,-If you see a man [n 
very bad clothes always make free with him. His wretched
ness arises either from his own bad cond11ct, or from unavoidable 
poverty; iu the former case, he needs your advice, in the latter, 
your kind assistance. 

ACCUSATIONS AGAINST THE Poon. -I never get into company 
in travelling, but, if the miseries of the people are mentioned, 
they are se,-erely charged with improvidence and bad conduct, 
Much of this may be true, but other pariies-the most cen
surable, are always ommitted; and those are ourselves. Consi
dering our means, we are worse managers than the poor ; more 
of us, for our number, get into debt .and cheat others, and alto
gether we set a bad example, 

THE SLIDING SCALE will this year slide many farmers into 
pauperism. Instead of throwing our foreign supplies evenly 
over the year, it all comes in to Le sold at the time when the 
poorest farmers are in the market with their grain. 

WA.STEFUL ExPEimtTU.l\E OF MONEr.-l\lonnm t:> ll!S are to be 
erected to the late Sir Sidney Smith, Lord de S,rnmarez, and Lonl 
Ex:moutb, llS records of their ·naval senices. I s11w a monument 
in the course of erection at Cha.riug Cross, which wi II cost I know 
not how many thousand pounds. JnJ eed millions of money 
have been thus expended upon piling stones together, which 
after the first labour, never produced a days food, and scarcely a 
da;y's work for the people. The finei,t monument I sboult.l like to 
see is, an impro,·ed cultivation of the land, and as this, perhaps, 
c11.nnot be done to profit by private hands, why is not public 
money voted for this purpose ? This would be au outlay of ell• 
pita!, which would bring an annual return, and an inrreasin~ 
amount of labour for the unemployed. There are rery few who 
would not rather ramble through !1 handsomely cultivated [_arden, 
than gaze upon a stone pillar. Nature never ceases to invite us, 
feast us, please us, 

AMERICA HAMS-I have a letter from Li"erpr1ol stating that 
American hams, of gootl quality, were sold by Auction last week 
at 35s. per cwt. LargE.\ importations are expected. 

A USEFUL NoTICE,-In Sheffield at the corners af most of the 
streets is affixed a placard," The right hand t() the wall." Such 
will be the immense, numbers at our epproaching Guild, a similar 
notice in Preston would be mo11t opp.1rtune. Two quires t>f priutttli 
paper might prel"ent a mass of cenfusion. 

DRINKINo.-Notwithstanding the great distress or the times, 
there entered into one dram shop only in St. Helen's last Satur
day night, from 9 to 10 o'clock, the following persons:-

Female11 • • . • . • • . . • • • • • . • 203 
l\fale11.. • . . • • . • • . . . • • • • . 187 
Girls ........... ,,.. ... . • . • 16 
Boy11 • • ••• • • • • • • •• • • • • 13 

419 

FLOWER GARDENS.-" The smell of the t-arth does good;' 
this ill commonly remarked when persons are digging in gardens, 
Now it occurs to me that for a trifling sum this love of the earth, 
and the love of beauty might be gratified. Let a person rent a 
small plot of ground, say half an acre, and give the use of it aa 
small flower gardens to a certain nuµiber of poor people, whom 
he might select. The only conditions to be imposed, that the 
public should have the privilege of visiting the ground, and that 
if not kept clean, the donor should have the power of giving its 
use to others. 

ANSWER To QuERY.-In reply to the inquiry respecting the 
non -payment o( licences by in keepers, &o., I answttr, it wou Id 
now be of no avail, nor any other attempt to stop the suppliei. 
The income taJl being paSS!ld, a greater deficiency in tile r~nmue 
could be made up by one abort a.et, increasing the sum from 7d. 
in the pound to 9d., to ls., or to any sum which might be w11.11lt:d. 

NOTICE. 
In the next two numbers of the STRUGGLE will be Inserted 

an interesting account of the E HGRATION of JAMES GREEN• 

LAGu, cotton spinner, Egerton, near :Bolton, a member of the 
Mormonites, who sailed from Liverpool to New Orleans, on the 
5th of February last; thence up the Mississippi, 1,200 miles, to the 
Mormon settlement, at Nauvoo. Also bis retm:n to St. Louis; his 
passage on the Ohio river to Shawneetown, Cincinnati, Louis
ville, Stenbenville, Whaling, &c., to Pittsburgh; his journey of 
396 miles on the railway from Pittsburgh to Philadelphia, and 
thence to New York; from which place be returned to Liver
pool, and landed on the 10th of July. The narrative i composed 
by himself, and gives a very affecting statement of his disappoint
ments, and the privations which he had to sustain. 

Printed and Published by J. LIVESEY, Preston. Sold also bY' W. Strange, 
21, Paternoster Row, London ; Gadsby and Heywood, Manchester; Riley, 
Cbestergate, snd J. Blflckshaw, Stockport; Kershaw, South Market and 
Mann, Central Market, Leeds; Hague, Barnesley; E. Bowker, Accrington'; 
Gill, Blackburn; Houghton, 44, Westgate, Huddersfifolld; 67, lMiller Street, 
Glasgow ; Brition, 34-, Paradise Street, Liverpool; J. Dawson, Temperance 
Hotel, Clitheroe ; T. Cook, Leicester, Agent for Midland Co 111nties.-Price 
One Halfnenny, or Two Shillings a11d Sixpence per Hundred. 
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TRADE WITH THE UNITED STATES. 

From variou source11 .of information I am quite convinced that 
it is better to fetch the food to the people than carrying the peo
ple uray from their homes in search of food. Some few emigrants 
11ucceed and are satisfied, but of late an unusual number have re
turned, many are dissatisfied, and not a few detained for want of 
means to pay their passage. One great cause of the embarrass
ment in the United States is our corn laws. They require our 
clothing, but have no means of paying for it but by their food ; 
and while our clothing market is so glutted that the people are 
obliged ,to refrain from working, their stores of food in some parts 
are so immense that fever and pestilence have broken out in con
sequence, and have swept off great numbers.. No people are 
more anxious to trade with us than the Americans, and though 
the distance is great compared with the European ports whence we 
are getting supplies, yet freights are exceedingly cheap. Indeed 
bringing food to England is a sort of" back cargo," which, rather 
than miss, they take very low. I recently bought some hams 
the freight of which from New York, was only ls. 9d. per barrel, 
weighing 2f cwt. 

The following extract of a letter written by a native of the 
States, now in London, will shew their capabilities for supplying 
us with food, and t!ie a,rful effects of hoarding up food, for waat 
of a market. 

" 1, Southampton-street, July 23, 1842. 
u It is absurd to say that tbe culture of corn has fallen off in the 

United States. Michigan, which was thus fed, (by foreign sup
plies,) in 1836, (then a forest and prairie,) had a surplus of 
300,000 pigs and 8,000,000 barrels of wheat last year, and doubt
less as much this. The entire surplus of wheat alone is estimated 
at from 25 to 80,000,000 bushels; anjl were the people of the 
United States assured that they could find a market here for 
10,000,000 quarters next year, they would lay down at once a 
breadth of land to yield that quantum. If Britain will act fairly 
and justly by her best customers, she may always have an ample 
aupply of corn from tbe United States, be her own crops ever so 
•hort. What a wanton rebellion against the mercies of heaven, 
that six millions of Britons cannot indulge in the lururies of meat 
and bread, while their customers and debtors in the United States 
are denied the privilege of buying new bills, or paying off old 
debts, in these, their only means of payment I I once tried the 
experiment and lost 60 per cent. This is 11. stronger bar to new 
operat.ions•than laws framed so as virtually to exclude our cerealia. 
Indian corn is treated with peculiar unfairness by the new and 
• liberal tariff I' It is our oats, and yet is taxed as barley. It 
cannot enter your ports, and on a cargo recently descending the 
Mississippi, the consignee refused to receive it as it would not 
pay charges. What is the consequence of these iniquitous laws? 
Last year it was prophesied that the immense quantities of salt 
meat and flour stored and stacked away in New Orleans would 
produce pestilence; and before the season was over, that scourge, 
the yellow fever, had swept off nearly 2,000 souls. I have no 
reason to question the belief, that the apprehended visitation was 
largely owin~ to that cause. If so, while famine was pervading 
your manufacturing towns, and ruin overtaking the merchants of 
both countries, pestilence was stalking through the streets of New 
Orleans at the bidding of your Senate. • Free trade ' is a beau
tiful vision ; it is loudly prescribed to other nations ; but it may be 
well to remember that the tariff question is now before Congress, 
and that the settled hostility of the English legislation to the 
•taples of the free States, unless speedily modified by Britain, may 
compel, in self defence, a scale of duties to meet the eJigency of 
the case, .. 

" I pen this hasty scrawl the moment I have read thine of to
day. I have nothing to do with your party narnep, but I do feel 
strongly that in this case.America has been treated with signal in
iutice, I had almost saif!I, imult. Believe me, very truly, &c.'' 

" ELLIOTT CHESSON. 

NARRATIVE 
OF JAMES GREENLAGH, COTTON SPINNER, 

Egerton, near Bolton-le-}l:foors, 

Shewing the occurrences and difficulties that himself, wife, a 
four children (the youngest one, and the eldest seven years ol 
endured, during an absence of twenty-three weoke from lfoglan 
having sailed from Liverpool to New Orleans, and from then 
traversing the course of the Mississippi to St. Louis, then 
to Nauvoo, the Mormonites' settlement in the state of Illinois, fro 
thence back to St. Louis and Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and Ne 
York, and from thence to Liverpool. 

The following few lines I have written for the good of all who 
like myself, have been discontented with political, as well as ro 
ligious matters, 

Being left without parents when young, and giving way to tb 
opinions of discontented men, I began to entertain strange ide 
upon religious matters. When, in 1839, there came into ·o 
neighbourhood II religious sect called the Latter.day Saints, 
Mormonites. These professing to preach tbe fullness of the go 
pel as it was preached by our Saviour an<l his apostles of old, al 
to possess the same authority and power, I soon embraced a 
became a memb6r of the sam6 sect. About this time much di 
tress prevailed in the manufacturing districts of this country; C\n 
the Mormonite preachers professed to know the will of the A 
mighty, making known both from the pulpit and the press, th 
distress would increase in this land, as well as in many other plac 
They also reported that the Almighty bad made known a revel 
tion to Joseph Smith, the prophet (so called by them), and tb 
now the time had arrived for punishing all the nations of tb 
earth for their wickedness; but that all who would embrace thei 
doctrine and emigrate to N auvoo, the M ormonites' settlement, wool 
there find safety : also that there the Lvl'<l commanded a tempi 
to be built, in which he would soon make known his will respec 
ing the futul'e destiny of the whole world. This Nauvoo has bee 
set forth by them as a beautiful place-a paradise-the land o 
liberty, and a land .flowing with milk and honey. Chamber' 
Journal, and many other works on emigration, have set forth th 
Western States of North America as being a fine country, whe 
the small capitalist might soon make himself independent. Thea 
inducements, with those set forth by the Mormonites, induced m 
to leave a good home in hopes of finding a land of liberty, and 
people that would serve the Lord in right3ousness and five in lov 
one with another. Accordingly, I, with my wife and childre 
parted from our friends in Egerton, having their bleHings upo 
us, and their prayers for our welfare. We arrived in Liverpo 
on the 30th of January, 1842, where e found many more th 
were leaving this country under the same imp1essions as ourselve 
a ship ha,·ing been chartered by the heads of the Mormoni 
church in this land, namely, Mr. Amos Fielding, of Heskl 
in Lancashire, and Mr. Parley Pratt, of America. All bein 
ready, we sailed from Liverpool for New Orleans, on the 5th o 
February, in number about 270, all apparently in good health 
and overjoyed with the thoughts of going to a land of libert 
Towards the end of our passage, however, much discontent pr~ 
vailed, owing to the scarcity of water and provisions. The head 
or agents having agreed to find a sufficiency for 10 weeks, but I 
fell short of 8 weeks, and some of the company had to purchas 
from the captain, they being in real want. Our temporary tron 
bles soon subsided by the sight of New Orleans, where we lande 
on the lst of April, having bad a .. good and favourable v1,yage o 
eight weeks. 

As soon as our anchor was cast, the custom house officers cameo 
board and issued permits, for which they charged us 4 bits or 4 
cents for each family, and 2 bits or 20 cents for each single person 
We had then to go to the custom house to get the permits signed 
they again charged us 2 bits or 20 cents. Each of be officers the 
examined our luggage, but not with same scrutiny as in Liverpool 
allowing·us to take our beds and bedding, pols, pans, .knives,fork 
spades, and all sorts of tools and cutlery, also our guQrS aBd man 
other articles without duty. While this as going on I went in 
the city (New Orleans,) and found a mixtu, e of all sorts of people 
and I suppose here may be found po pie from every nation 
There is a market here every morning which is soon ov-er. Pro 
visions (at this time) were at the following prices, b 1tcben mea 
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10 cents per lb. Let it be remembered that here as well as in 
several of the southern and western states, there is no copper 
ooin, and the lowest silver coin being 5 CAnts or 2½ English. This 
makes it very difficult for the poor when they go to market. They 
cannot get a halfpennyworth of this, and a pennyworth of 
that as they can in England; so the poor are debarreil of many 
little things which we enjoy. Butchers' me::i.t, ae I said before, lO 
cents per lb., salt meat, hams, shoulders, and sides of hogs from 2 
cents to 4 cents per lb., hogs lard 4 cents, fresh butter, 20 to 25 
cents per lb., not so good as our tub butter, sugar 5 to 7 cents per 
lb., coffee, 16 to 18 cents per lb., tea 50 to 70 cents per lb., fine 
1lour 4½ dollars per barrel, of 196 lbs.; milk very poor, 10 cents 
per quart, but the American quart is muca less than an English 
quart. Vegetables of all sorts very high, fruits also very high, 
apples 4 or 5 small ones for a pickilume or 5 cents; strawberries, 
and black or bramble berries, 10 cents per quart, raisins 15 ~o 20 
cents per lb. House rent in this city (New Orleans,) as well as 
all the parts we came through was very high. A house that would 
rent for 2s. per week in England would rent in America for 
8s. per week, Some of our company having to change money 
gave us an opportuuity of seeing the tricks practised upon 
strangers. Some of the store or shop keepers would offer 4 
eome 4½ and others gave 5 dollars for a sovereign. Remember 
the dollar here as well as in many other states is 80 cents per 
dollar; but in New York, Philadelphia, and some other places 
the dollar counts 100 cents, i.o it behoves the stranger to be care
ful bow he changes money. The store houses (or shops) are 
generally very dirty, nothing like those in England for 
order and tidiness; lhe streets are very dirty, and in bad 
repair. When it rains, which is very heavy there, the water 
lodges in the etreet till the •un dries it up, this may be owing to 
the city being nearly on a lnel with the river. The inhabitant• 
of New Orleans pay very little regard to the Sabbath day; I saw 
the store houses of all sorts open, and all busy except the 
market, Their much boasted liberty is carried out to a great 
length. It is common to bear of murders and other outrages. 
'Vhilst passing through the streets I saw 8 black female slaves 
etanding for sale the same as our cattle stand in the market. 
They were decently dressed with turbans on their beads ; their 
features bespoke modesty, and they looked much like an iunocent 
prisoner at the bar. The owner of them {who had the appearance 
of one of our droviers,) appeared to be selling them, hut I not un
derstanding his language turned away, being disgusted with the 
tight, There is not much chance for a labouring man in these 
1lne states, the slaves being prefered except with some humane 
families. 

On returning to the ship, I found our company had agreed 
,rith the captain of a steam boat to take the whole nnmber of us to 
to St. Louis, a distance of 1,200 miles up the Mississippi. The 
fare was 2 dollars per bead, and children under 8 years of age 
free. Allowing us 100 cents per head, and all above to pay 50 
cents per 100 cent11; Remember, fares vary much upon these rivers, 
the CQptains being generally owners or partners, so they get what 
they can. These men take the advantage of strangers. I have 
known as much as a dollar per bead in the difference of fares on 
the same boat. All being ready, we sailed from New Orleans on 
the 3rd of April for St. Louis, in hope of soon beholding that fine 
and beautiful country so much spoken of, but ,ve were much 
disappointed. It is true we found, on the first 200 or 300 miles 
from New Orleans, large plains of well cullhatad land, which ap
peared to be mostly sown with wheat. We saw large cottou and 
sugar plantations, and here and there a planter's house. We saw also 
at a distanc,e from these houses, numbers of slave cots, apparantly 
from 6 to 9 feet square; some of them whitewashed, but most of 
them very dirty. The children that were running ahoul them 
were nearly naked. We saw numbers of wild ducks, a fow turkeys, 
and wild geese, but not near so many as we expected, As we got 
higher up the riv~r, we saw here and there a settler, who appeared 
comfortable; their support arising from cutting and selling wo d 
to the shiamers, yet they had not that appearence of comfort so 
much spoken of in England. The boat stopping to take in wood, 
April JO, gave · us an ,oppo}'tunity of going on shore in hope of 
s,eing something or pth~r - to pJease us. Some of be company 
went out to shoot, but returned saying they could shoot more in 
England, Others who went to gather flo\vers were also clisi.µ. 
pointed; for itr•n1any places there was not so much as a blade 
of grass; I wen't out to get some Bowers for my children but 

I could not find so much as a bluebell, or a common butter
cup. The cattle also appeared to be very poor. Being disap
pointed with the sight of the country, I turned my attention to get 
information from the Americans who were going up the river with 
us. The steerage being full of passengers, I bad the good fortune 
to get in the cabin amongst the gentlemen; some of them were 
tradesmen, some farmers, and some known by the name of sharp
ers iu England. One of them was a slave dealer, who had been 
to the southern states to purchase slaves. He had on the boat 
with us 4 men,4 women, and 3 children slal-es; they all bad not so 
much as a bed to lie on, or a rug to cover them in the night; 
they lay on the floor 1tithout covering; their food was served 
them out of the leavings of the cabin table, and brought them in 
a trough, with not so much as a knife, or fork, a spoon. I never re
member seeiug their master with them more than three times 
during five days they were with us; the first time was when one 
of the men '1188 sick, and the master gave him some common salt; 
another time a fire having broken out in the boat, he came ae if to 
take care of them; and lastly to ti>ll them to get ready for leaving the 
boat. Having an opportunity of talking with these slaves, they 
told me when they were at work their food consisted chiefly of 
Indian-corn, meal,salt beef, and pork; sometimes they got a few 
sweet potatoes. 'l'heir owners, they said, were sometimes very 
cruel with them. This slave owner appeared to be void of natural 
feeling, and took no more care of them than an Irishman would 
of bis pigs. T bad also an opportunity of seeing the conduct of the 
other gentlemen, which was very unbecoming; their conversation 
being generally boasting of their fine country and liberty, or else 
venting their spleen against England and its government. As 
we stopped at the towus and villages to take in and put off freight, 
I inquired from the labouring classes, and found there were many 
out of employment, the farmers also Hying they could not pay 
wages. At these places we began to find the Americans to be a 
different people to what we expected; instead of their being a kind 
and hospitable people, we found them a set of hardened villains; 
for when the boat stopped, they came on board with bread, milk, 
butter, and other articles, and seeing that we were strangers, they 
were few of us escaped being cheated. This principle I found 
prevailing and practised upon strangers in every place we came 
to. I have seen milk sold at 10 cents per quart, and bread much 
dearer than in England. I aud my wife were often charged more, 
for our I ictuals than the Americans. 

On the 10th of April we landed at St. Louis. Here our com
pauy separated; some went one way and some another. I, with 
upwards of 100 more, sailed on the 12th 'Jf April to our expected 
home (Nauvoo), a distance cf 180 miles from St, Louis, up the 
Missis.sippi. 

On the 13th of April we came in si;;ht of the lllndiog place; the 
steamboat bell annouoced our arrival; we were now in the hopes 
of finding friends, and meeting with a kind reception. The in
habitants of this plll.ce (Nauvoo) being chiefly Saints or Mormons, 
we expectt'd to be treated as brethren. When the boat landed, 
we found a few of the poor people collected together, but these 
shewed us very little kindness. With help of the boatmen, we 
soon got our luggage on shore; it was then eight o'clock in the 
evening, and meeting with a cool reception from the poor, we looked 
round in hopes of seeing Joseph Smith, the prophet, or some of 
the 12 Aposlles or beads of the church; but we looked in vain, 
for no one ca1ae to see us, or a<l vise with us. Some: of our com
pany met with friends who had gone from England to this place 
last year; these made them welcome to their homes, but I, along 
with others, remained till dark. We then prepared fo1· 
going to rest ou the river side. There being a large barn at a dis
tance, the owner came an<l told us we were welcome lo the barn. 
This man, I was told, had been a Mormon but was not then. We 
accepted his offer thankfully, took in our beds, and many went to 
sleep. The night passed c1.way 1 and no one came to see us. At 
day-break we kindled a fire on the river side to make breakfast, 
though some of our company bad nut a crumb of bread to break 
their fast with; h<tppily for me and my family, we had some sea 
biscuits; some of these, though \'ery bad, my wife gave to those 
who wanted. I looked round this morning to see for J osepb Smith 
or some of the heads, but r 11 in vain. I left my family on the 
river side and set out in search of a relath-e of ours who had gone 
there last year; this man was one of lbe heads of the Mormon 
church in Eugland; he had often been at our house (in Eniland); 
we had made him welcome to the best we had, and a.iSiated bim"'1o 
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oome to this land (Nauvoo), therefore I expected to find in bis 
house a home for the present. I was told that be liveJ three 
miles from where we landed, I soon found the house, went in, and 
made myself known to his wife, but she appeared surprised, and 
went and told her husband. He came but was indifferent towards 
me. I begged that he would help me with my family to bis house 
until I got somewhere else to go, He took bis waggon and fetched 
them. We left ioany of the company there, who remained there all 
day, so I was not the worst u sed. Being settled, as I thought, 
for a few days, I went cut to seek fer a house and labour for my
self but found neither. Night approaching, I returned to my family. 
Our little children being worn out with fatigue wanted their bed, 
(these we had taken with us). We asked where we could spread 
our beds, and were told to take them up intn the loft, whereas we 
could have laid them on the house floor. The house (which was 
called a good comfortable one in that neighbourhood) was not 
more than 12 feet square, there being very little furniture in it, 
only one bed, a small crib for the children, three chairs, and a 
large box for a table. Though farming 40 acres of land, and hav
ing three cows, some pigs and poultry, yet they had not so much 
as a mug for their milk, I do not mention this to expose them, 
but JXJerely to show how they are in want of these necessary things 
that are so plentiful in England. Feeling thankful for thi!i loft, 
which had no steps to go up, we hauled our beds up the side of 
the chimney, and put our children to rest. While we were in 
bed we could see the moon, an:1 when the rain fell it came upon 
us; yet I say this was a good house in comparison with some. 
The following few day!> I spent in viewing the city, which I was 
told is four miles square, and to the best of my knowledge, 200 
houses, and about 1,500 inhabitants. The houses are, some log, 
some frame, and some few brick. Renti are very high; the log 
houses are four to five dollars per week. Wood fuel is very dear; 
it will cost for one fire the year rounc.l one dollar per week. The 
land there varies much in price, being chiefly owned by the heads 
of the Mormon church; that near the intended temple is 800 lo 
1,200 dollars per 1.1cre, that on tlie outside, 40 dollars per acre and 
upwards. · . 

I went to see the temple, which had been represented to us in 
England to exceed the last at Jerusalem in beauty; but here I 
was disappointed. It has much the apvearauce at present of one 
of our common stone Sunday schools. The length, to the best of 
my knowledge, is 120 feet, and the breadth 60 feet-the walls from 
3 to 4 feet above the level of the ground, and all was of inferior 
workmanship.- We had been led to expect that it was nearly 
finished before we left England. The Nauvoo boase (or house of 
J1,ccommodation) was nothing like what I expected to find, the 
foundations being scarcely finished. J passed by their burying 
ground, and was told that 50 or more of my country people had 
bePn laid there this last year, I next inquired how the poor got 
a living {there beiug no trade in this place), o.nd was told that 
some worked at the temple, some at the Nauvoo house, and some 
went to the neighbouring farmers. Their wages-which were 
mostly paid in Indian -corn meal, pork, or salt beef-run as fol
lows :-stone masons, l to It dollars per day; and common 
labourers,¼ to 1 dollar per day. I met one poor woman who told 
me, with tears in her eyes, that her family of four children had 
been four months at ouce and never tasted of wheat bread. Her 
husband was a stone-mason, and laboured at the temple, where 
they seldom get any thing in return but Indian-corn meal, or 
pickled pork, for their wagee, I went to see the store house, (or 
Joseph Smith's store,) which was a large brick building. Here 
all the tithes, or tenths as they call them, are deposited, which are 
broughtfrom the farmers belonging to the Mormonites. Here I 
saw four clerks, and was told that they were chiefly employed in 
the store, and were of Smith's family. The people in general 
look nry sickly, though the heads of the church profess to have 
tho power to heal sicknese, I was told that many died there last 
year, and that the doctors had been very busy. I now began to 
be tired of this place; for I could not find a single thing the same 
ns had been represented-the land very poor; the people sickly 
and harcj.hearted towards each other; mone1 and labour botli 
aciuce. On the Sabbath day I went to hear them preach, (in hopes 
of seeing the prophet), which was in the open air; not in a fine 
shady grove, as we had been told in England. The first speaker 
spoke much the same as I ha~ heard in England; the second 
and.third were all about wanti ng money to build the temple; tell
iDg &hem Ulat if they had no money, to bring their cattle, and 

they would sell them for them. This was the morniug senfoe; 
the afternoon the people have for their own amusement-so I was 
informed. The beads of the church are very strict in gathering 
tithes, and it is required of every poor mau to give every 10th 
day in labouring at the temple. Provisions at Joseph S:nith's 
store and one or two others, are much higher than at New Or. 
leans; milk and butter are very poor and scarce. The cows are 
poor, and the pigs are such as I cannot describe. This may ap
pear strange, but it is true. This place has been set forth as a 
paradise by the Mormonites; bat I saw places that would not 
grow a blade of grass. I have also seen cows run to a tuft of 
grass Uke dogs after a bone. I went tl.l see Joseph Smjth, the 
prophet, at his own house, but he was not at home. His house is 
mt1ch superior to any in the city. This same day I met with a 
man who had been one of our company; he was a farmer from 
the west of England, He Raid he had been wi~h Joseph Smith to 
look at some land. He had bought ten acrea, ancJ had given £60 
in gold for it. TI is was wood-lantl neither fencE!d, nor so much 
as a log house upon it, I asked him what sort of a man Joseph 
Smith was. He said, he is much like one of our rakish young 
men in England. l heard another of our company give him the 
$al'De character. I also heard several of the Am~ric•ani; speak 
evil both of him and all the beads of the church. T))e sa,me day 
I met with 11n old _man who had been there abont t"1o years. He 
told me that he had been badly used, and h~d 'Wtitten several let
ters to his family neat Preston, but had r~ceived no answer. He, 
as well M many othel's, tolJ me, that they believed all letters were 
broken open and the bad ones detair.ed. The postmaBter was 
Sidney Rigdon, J oet-ph Smith's secretary. I was also told that 
the laws of the city compelled all above and under age to take 
the oath of allegiance to bear arms and learn military duty. All 
new-comers must comvly with this before 14 days, ot ihey are 
subject to a.fine- or imprisonment. I could perceive a difference 
betwi~t us and the Americans, and ,vas told that all dirty, labo
rious work fell upon the l')e,v-comers. I saw many of our com 
pany who bad be.en obliged to .tum out and do any thing to get 
a bit of bread. They could scarcely 'walk, and sbme of them 
came and begged of my wife the sea biscuit we had left on our 
voyage. 

(To be concluded in No. 37 .) 

ON LEAVING ENGLAND. 

Anrl must I leave thee, England! 
My own, my native isle; 

My lingering feet yet falter 
Upon thy fertile soil? 

My friends seem still i,.round me, 
I hear their parting sigh; 

And must I, must I leave them, 
Thou land of liberty ? 

Foud mem•ry brings before me 
The hopes of by,goue years; 

Oh, Lethe l in thy waters 
Bury them whh my tears. 

Thou canst not; in hours to oome, 
Like shadows they will ri.,.e, • 

And mock the hear~ they eannot cheer 
With gleams of brighter skies. 

But hark I the oars are playing 
Upou the deep blue sea; 

The shades of night hang o'er thee, 
Land of the brave and free! 

Then fare thee well, sweet England, 
Dear country of my heart I 

The bark has gained thy shore, 
I muat, I must depart ! 

REBECCA ALICE D---. 
Liverpool Mercury. 
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DOMESTIC COMFORT, THE CHIEF OBJECT OP ALL REFORMS. 
~--- -----....i:.____.___ 

SUPPLIES FROM Al\IERICA. 

To slU!W · th@ ftoe trade disposition of the United States legisla
ture, :hey passed a law in 1833 to r<iduce their custom duties hy 
instalments every year till the duty on foreign manufactures should 
come as low as 20 per cent. This year the duty has reached its 
minimum, and our goods are now admitted at 20 per cent adva
lorem. When the duties imposed by other countries are consi
dered, it is clear, says the editm· of the Circular, that the Americans 
are the most liberal and are the most anxious to erlelld their trade with 
"'· In Russia the duty upon yarns, which constitute our chief 

.x:ports, averages from 60 to 70 per cent, whilst manufactured 
oods are vfrtually prohibited. In Germany the import duty 
pon many of our leading manufactures is as high as 100 per cent. 
n Italy the duties range from 50 to 100 per cent. In Fi-ance 
nd Austria the duties upon om· manufactures are prohibitory. 

ith the exception of Brazil we know of no la1·ge market for our 
oods where the duty approaches the reasonable rate of the Ame
ican tariff. 

And although there is now a party in the States clamouring for 
'glie>· duties upon our manufactures, as a protection to their own 
anufactures, yet it is clearly in tlte power of England, by holding 
t a prospect of a market fo1· their grain, to induce a majority in 
vour of continuing a low tariff. Twenty out of twenty-six States 
the Union, would be at once favourable to low duties upon our 

ods, if we would adopt the same upon their produce. And as 
certainty of supplies from this quarter, the following extract 
m a circular, written by the house of Lizardi and Co., of high 
ropean reP._utation, dated New Orleans, .Tune 6th, will oe oon
sive :-

NO. 37. 

" ,v e wish we could add that the alterati01\ in the U1·iliih 
Corn Law had been of that nature to allow the i11duslriow1 
agricultural population of some of om· back States to have placPtl 
a largc1· breadth of their idle, though rich lands, under cultiva.• 
tion. Unfortunately no such inducflment is held out hy an unccr , 
tain and varying duty. The new corn law of England must net 
disadvanta~eously on distant markets, and throw all the favoura
ble opportunities for importing grain into the hands of the mol'o 
contiguous peculators. Our fat·mers see themselves not only de
prived of what is to all a familiar, and to many a native market~ 
ont are also debarred from drawi11g from them the sqpplies ( of 
clothing) they are most ia need of, but for which an advc1·.ie po
licy will permit no exchange." This was written after tl1e cha
racter of the new sliding scale was known in America, In a 
former circular (dated 19th l\larch), whilst there was some <l~ubt 
as to the new corn bill, the same house stated:-" ,ve co11s1de1• 
ourselves quite safe in expressing our belief that two years of 
steady demand for Europe would augment tltreeji,ld the ql1antitles 
of wheat, beef, and pork, which are now received at New Orleans 
from the interior, and we can set no limit to the carauilities of 
consumption or production of these fertile regions." 

"From careful inquiries which we have made from parties welt 
acquainted with the present crop in the United States, and the 
stock on hand, we are of opinion that there is a surplus of three 
million quarters of wheat, to say nothing of other grain, Which 
would be sent to this country before next harvest, if our ports 
were open. This would be equal to a rcmiltance of ~ix million& 
sterling, part of which would go ln liquidation of old deuts• but 
tho greater part would be in exchallge for tnahufactu1·cs," 
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THE WAGES QUESTION. 

Extract from l\Ir. Cobden's speech at the Anti-Corn-Law 
meeting, on Thursday evening, in New Hall buildings. . 

" The present disastrous commotion arises clearly out of a dis
pute about wages, there is no doubt about that; every body, ~ot 
blinded by prejudice must see that. It began ln Staffords1:ire, 
with Mr. Sparrow, whom I know personally to be a tory iron 
master. The disturbance broke out. there ; it has extended through 
the country; and it is a question which must be settled by masters 
and men. Now our bt11,iness is, first to show the working men 
that the question of wages is a question depending altogether on 
principles apart from party politics,~t?at t~1e question of. wages 

custom is to wait for a boat and gi ,·e a liignal, so we waited from 
nine o'clock in the morning till uine ri.t night; then I saw a boat 
and gave a signal, but they took no notice of it. The river 
Mississippi is about a mile across in lhis place, and theboatwa:1on 
the other side. Our little ones bring slPepy and weary we lme,v 
not what to do. There was an hotel close by, but being afraid 
our money would be done too soon, we durst not go in: A woman 
who had bPen one of our company, brnught ns o. htlle supper; 
she also gave a. breakfast to my wife and children. Remember 
there were upwards of 20 houses within sight, and most of them 
saiuts or Mormons,yet no one offered us the least kindness. Being 
now dark, I w~nt to the same m11n who offered us the barn when wu 
landed. He told me to take in my beds and lay them on the barn 
floor for which I thanked him, and did so, and got my children to 
rest,'so that night passed away. In the the morning an_ English 
gentleman from Leeds in Yorkshire, (who is a landowner 1D some of 
those states,) came to me and asked my reasons for being t~1ere. I 
told him, and my circumstances also. He ststPd tb11t the nver was 
too low for a boat to c0me to that side, and that I bad better remove 
to another place, which was½ a mile up the river, this was all the 
kindness be thewed me. It appeared that it was well known in 
the neiid1bourbood that the river was too low, yet no nne warned 
me of it but this m,m. I inquired for a. waggon. I ha.d soon 
plenty for the job. The man I employed charged me h_alf t~e 
price that the first wanted. Being now removed, we remained m 
this place all dav but the sun was so hot I had to screen my 
little ones under°the umbrella. I went to buy a loaf of bread, b?t 
could not. I neYer saw a loaf of white bread while we were in 
Nauvoo. ,ve had now been there 12 days. Our:little o~es being 
wearv and two of them being sick of the bowel compla.m_t, and 
bavin; nothing but sea biscui!, and cold water out of the river to
give them, (spring water bemg scarce herr,) I tbo~ght a w~rm 
supper of some sort would do them good, so I went m the neigh
bourhood in search of some milk, anti with much difficulty. I got 
a quart of skim milk, for which I payed 5 cents. My , i fo got 
it warmed with some sea biscuit, with which we mu.de a supper. 
Dark approaching, and no boat to be seen, and nowhc>re to rest_for 
the night, (though there were several houses very near, and I think 
all of them were Mormons, JEil none of them opened their doori. 
for us) the clouds began to Chreat<'n for a storm ; we therefore 
spread our beds on our boxes, and laid our children to sle~p, and 
we put up our umbrdlas preparing for the storm. At P. distance 
of about 10 or 15 yards lrom us was a large stone house, built as I 
was told for tho a~commodation of travellers. In this (lodge house) 
were ap~rtments to let, but having little money we feared to rent 
one. This house belonged to a Mormon. In one of these rooms 
was a gentleman waiting for a boat like_ o•Hselves, this perso~ came 
out to us and asked our reasons fQr berng there. I told him my 
circumstances, he thPn advised me to take my children and luggago 
down to a shed cloi;e by the river; this shed was built on purpose 
for luggage when waiting for boats, which was 20 yar::ls fro?1 
where we were. It was Tery dirty with no outside walls; we laid 
some logs of woocl on the ground, aud put our beds on them, and 
laid our chil<lren to sleep; my wife assisted me with ~ur boxel!I, 
some of them weighing 3 cwt. but no one gave us a helpmg ha~d. 
As soon a.s we had gut all down the storm began; it was such with 
thunder and rain as we neve!" saw in England. 

is one which depends on the same prmciple m England as it does 
in America, Switzerland, in Russia, and everywhere else ; and 
that if we had the charter to-morrow, the principles which govern 
the relations between masters and men would be precisely the 
same as they are now. (Applause.) I believe that many of our 
friends of the working classes have a notion that if they could get 
some great and sweeping political change, it would have the effect 
of altering their position in society, that in fact every man wo~ld 
become a master,-and that there would be no masters ownmg 
great cotten mills then, and employing a number of men to work 
in them. (Hear, hear.) Why what is the casa in Switzerlan?? 
what is the case in America.? I have see11 as great cotton mills 
there as we have in England; and though those countries are re
publics, and every man has a vote, yet wages depend there pre
cisely on the same principles as they do he1·e, as they have done 
from all time, and as they must do to all time. (Loud applause.) 
Therefore, gentlemen, the first thing to do will be to separate in 
the mincls of the workmen, the question about wages from the 
question of party politics; and I believe they are just now .in a 
right mind to take up the question upon right grounds; I believe 
that the working classes here generally are of opinion that the 
intrusion of the Chartist question has not been of any service to 
them in the question about wages. (Applause.) I believe they 
are quite disposed to discuss and settle this question apart frsm 
party politics. Then what will enable the master to give b?tter 
·wages ? By getting a better price for his goods And how 1s he 
to get a better price for his goods? By extending the markets. 
How can he sell more goods and thus give more employment to 
labour, except he can get an enlarged market, and thus meet thll 
wants of the increasing population of the country? There is no 
other way. (Loud applause.) Our business is not to a.lter con
stitutions ; we don't seek for chartism, whigism, radicalism, or 
republicanism-we simply ask for an enlarged market to enable 
the capitalist to extend the sale of his goods, and thereby increase 
the demand for labour and augment the rate of wages. (Ap
plam,e.) This is a time, gentlemen, when I hope masters and men 
will meet and discuss this subject apart from party politics. ( Ap
plause.) The time is peculiarly favourable for this, and I think, 
notwithstanding the lamentable circumstances, the state of the 
public mind in this country, both with masters and men, will settle 
down into a more rational disposition to ,•iew this question apart 
from passion and prejudice, than ever it did before." 

NARRATIVE OF JAMES GREE1\TLAGH. 

(Concluded from No. 36.) 

Being satisfied that something was wrong here, we determined 
to leave the place. We made known our intention lo our relati\'es, 
who formed many excuses for the reasons we gave for leaving. 
The people of this place in general appeared to be wrapped up in 
their own conceit. \Ve had now been 10 days, and during all the 
t•me we bad lived on our own provisions. Our relatives being in 
want of many little articles ofhousehold comforts,and we having 
a good supply, offered to make recompense for our accommodation ; 
e.lso to pay him with these things for fetching, and to take us 
baok again to the river side. He accepted our offer, and took us 
down to where we landed at first. He left ns there and never re· 
t.UJned to 1ee u~ go. There being no office hers for boats, th, 

In this condition we remained till break of day, when to our 
great joy we saw a bMt not far distant. I made a signal ; the 
boat cam~ and took us on board. We had a fine day's sail, and 
iu the morning we found ourselves at St. Louis, and the boat 
being in baste back, we had to get our luggage out and"lay 
it on the beach. This being Sunday morning, and our best 
clothes being in our boxes, I was a.shamed to go into the city. I 
bad already proved that a person meanly dressed in America, was 
very slightly looked upon, so we remained on the beach from six 
o'clock in the morning till five at night, during which time the 
people were passing and repassing, but not one showed us the 
least kindness, till at length then, came a drunken man who bad 
formerlv been a spinner at Messrs. Ormrod's factory in Bolton. 
This man (though drnnk) took pity on us, and advised me to. go 
and seek for a room to li,e in for a few days. Our money bemg 
nearly done, be gave me two pieces of silver; I went into the city 
and found a house, and soon got my family thither. The follow
ing diy I went to seek employment, but found none. I then sat 
down on the Boor and wrote a letter to our friends in England, 
telling them of my &itualion1 that I was without work, our cbildr~n 
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crying for bread, and we had none to gh·e them. The following 
morning [ went out into tlw streets not knowing what to do ; 
tt•einl-( a brnad-baker's shflp, I went i11 and asked fora Joafofbreacl, 
ttnd when I got work woulJ come an,I pay for it. The mistre~s gave 
mo a louf, and during that ch1y thCI some woman't1 husband came 
to our house, and told us be was an Englishman, assuring us we 
must not want if we would let them know. The same dav I met 
with a Mr. C. Wallen, saddln, late of Manchester, he ~as very 
kind and gave me letters of recommendation to several English 
~eutlemell to find me work, but things being so flat, they could not. 
I was then serit to the mayor of tl.ie city; he told me to lake 
my axe aod go into the woods as the Yankees do. I showed him 
the importance of such on undertaking with four small children; 
lie thC'n said that they (at St Louis,) did nothing for their poor, 
excl'pt in case of siclmess. I said I wanted work and not relief, he 
then told me to come in the afternoon when the city commis 
sioners would be sitting. I did so, and found upwards ~f 20 men, 
w110 bad the appearance of our auctioneE>Ts. They were debatiug 
upon the wages to be paid to men for repairing the streets; they 
agreed to give from 8 to JO dollars per month, according to the 
workmen. J made my cai,e known, and was told as before to 
go into the woods, as they had plenty of men of their own 
that wanted work. I now turned to get some information about 
the city; I found labou1· scarce, and wages low. Slonemei;ons, 
house carpenters, bricklayers, and brick-makers, average 
from J to I½ dollars per day; common labouring men½ to¾ dol
lars per day. These wages were mostly paid in goods; for the 
truck system here (at St. Lt1uis), as well as all the places I came 
to, was carrii•d to a great extent. The only goods to be obtained 
in payment for labour were Indian-corn, salt pork, or salt beef; 
and as these articles were what most other lahourers were paid in, 
I could not see how I could ever sell sufficient of my spare food 
to obtain money to pay my rent, buy fuel, and other necessary 
things. House rent here was the same as at Ni,w Orleans, The 
house I rented was a frame one. for 7 dollars, or 29s. per month. 
Pro\·ieions much the same as at New Orleans, except milk and 
butter, which are cheaper and better. Butter, 10 to 15 cents per 
lb.; salt meat, hams, &c., J to 3 cents per lb.; coal, which is used 
in winter, 10 cents. per husbel, or 75 lhs. There is no trade in 
this city, the chi,?f suppnrt arising frooa muney-changing and 
merchandis •. There is a market every morning. The people 
look ,·ery sickly, and I heard of many deaths. 

Finding no work, I began to think of going into the manufactu. 
ring districts, in hope of getting work or getting home. Accord
ingly I took some of our pots to eull, so as to get a little money, 
and r,o')n found customers who gave me four times as much as they 
cost in England. Earthenware of all sorts is very !!ear in St. 
Louie, as well as all other parts we oame to. A common por
ridg.i bowl worth a penny in England, would sell in America from 
4d. to 6J., and all other sorts in proportion. Glass in some parts 
is cheaper, and in others the same a'I ours in price. Cutlery nf 
all sorts is very high. Having agreed witb the cnptain of a 
steamboat for 10 dollars to Pittsburgh, I raised money by selling 
our articles, after being here 12 days, living mostly on the charity 
of Mr. Walters and the bread baker. We saibd down the Mis
sissippi down to the mouth of Ohio river, distance about 180 
miles from St. Louis. I was no,v in hopes of seeing a better 
country than what J had yet seen, but was still disappointed
the lanrl mostly covered with wood, the trePs not looking so fresh 
and lively as ours; the cows that we saw rambling in the woods 
were of a poor breed and , thin in flesh. I saw them reaching up 
the trees to eat the leaves, where there was very little grass to be 
seen. The hogs here were very poor, something like the Irish 
hogs 20 or 25 years ago. On the bank of this (Ohio) river I saw 
here and there a settler, who appeared to be chiefly emplnyed in 
cutting and selling wood to the steamers. 

The boat stopping at Shawneetown, Cincinnati, Lousville, 
Stuben\"ille, Whaling, and many other places, gave me an op
portunity of seeing the customs and bearing the news of the coun
try. At all these places I saw plenty of poor people out of 
employ. ThE farmers were complaining that they could not pay 
wages, and the shopkeepers about the bad paper money and thfl 
banking system. Provisions of all sorts very cheap-butter 10 
to 15 cents per lb., some lower; augar r, to 7 cents J:ler lb.; cof
fee 15 cents per lb.; tea 50 to 70 cents per lb.; flour 4 to 4½ dol
lars per b .rrel (Hl6lbs.); beef, mutton, hams, &c., I to 3 cents 
perlb, House rent very high.; the far~er1 and the poor in gene-

ral ,·ery meanly dresseJ. I saw some of the chiloren barefooteJ 
and nearly naked. At Stnhenvi!le I saw one cotton mill which 
had het>u stopped six: months, the owner helng without ea.pita!. 
At \Vhaling I saw t1vo other cotton mills which ba:l been stopped 
a long time, their m,u,ters having Rmushe<l, as they call it. At 1111 
these places I met the same bad usag-e frow the American! d nd 
frnm some of our own countrymen too, who seemed to have im
bibed their st-lfbh principles. No sooner does a stranger make 
his appearance among them, but thP.y after him, und will get his 
mo11Py if possible; oud if you bny victuals from them, they make 
you pay very dear. Some of tbe gentlemen who came in the 
boat with us ,vere of opinion that if the British government would 
make an alteration in their corn laws, it would greatly relic re that 
couutrr. 

We 
0

)anded at Pittsburgh after uinA days sail from St. L0uis. 
I we11t into the city (of Pittsburgh), and found a honse withcut 
much di!ficu ·ty (there being many empty), the rents being lower 
than as before. Here I found numbers of all sorts of people ont 
of employ. I saw many of our po'lr countrymen rambling through 
tho streets, and many coming in e,·ery day. I S!l.w a whnle boat 
load of miners from Cornwall, just come over; and the sight of 
their wives ind children quite overcame me. These were without 
a homP, like myself, without money, and little phy shewn us from 
the Americans. T saw in Pittsburgh two cotton factories which 
had been stnppeJ a long time-one of them had just been con. 
verted into a Roman Catholic church. I went to four others th11t 
were at work. Their machinery appeared to be much inferinr to 
ours in principle; their wages much tlrn same, nr rather lower 
than QUrs; and they a.re mostly paid in provisions, and at a much 
higher price thau the markets. J was also informed that Pcnsyl
voula, as \\611 as many olher states, were much in debt to the 
English capitalists, and the int~rest required empovC'rished 111cm 
,·erv much. Provisions of all sorts as before described. Fin<liug 
eve·ry thing contrary lo our expectations, we drtrrmined tn go 
home if possible; accordingl_v I took our pots, pans, koil·es, forks, 
and maity other things, from door to door, and soon found cus
tomns; though money is scarce. I sold them for double their 
value in England; so I soon raised 30 dollars, the sum wanted 
to carry us to Phi!RdelphiR. I found a few English gentlemen 
who were ,·cry kind to ns, and one liish. J heard something 
ahout Joseph 8mith and Sidney Rigdon, while in Pitt&burgh. 
The latter, I WRS told, ha<l been a Baptist preacher, but through 
intemperance h d been turned out: be hnd a very bad character, 
and Jos('ph Smith also. The route from Pittsburgh to Philadel
phia is, by rdilwa~· and canal, a distance of 396 miles. The 
fures vary much at present, heiug as follows :-first class, 12 dol
lars per hPad; secon<l cltlss 7 dollars per head, without victuali. 

All heing re dy we set out, and as we passed by lhe towns 
there was the same rrv of bad times. In this route I was shown 
somfl (shin plasters, o~) paper money, so low in value as 10, 20, 
and 30 cents_ I also passed through the neighbourhood where 
Joseph Smith was born, and bad lived a lonR lime. The inhabi
tants gave him the character of an idle drunken fellow, and that 
he had been through the country as a juggler. We crossed the 
Allegheny mountains by railway; the country began to look now 
much like our own, evfln this near Philadelphia was not so good 
as some in England. To all the parts I came through I saw few 
flowers, f P-w pi nts, and very few birds; we were now in tho 
month of June. We arrived in Philadelphia on Satur<lay night, 
and the warehouses being shut, the r11ilway waggons remained in 
the streets till monday. \Ve having our beds in the waggon, re
mdined in them till mnn<lay. During Sunday my wife and chil
dren looked out of the boat window, but no one appeared to notice 
them. These boats were in threA parts, and when jointed together 
make one, in canal. They are then put cm the railway waggons 
separate. In 011e of these parts w~ were 18 passengers, and our 
luggage, besides (to say the least) 30 barrels of flour, also a stove 
for cooking, but we had to galher our o,vu fuel; we bad not more 
than four feet s uare on the floor, we laid our beds on the barrels, 
and in this condition we had been during the seven days passog6 
from Pittsburgh. Having got a room in a house with an En~ 
glishman, he, like the Americans, took the advantage of my po1 
'ferty, and told me I must pay half dollar per day, and we found 
our own beds, &c. Finding trade of all sorts very slack, l deter. 
mined to sell our clothes and get home. I inquired or the poor 
people for cus omers, but found no money among them. l 
dreaded the idea of pawning them, so we rambled about the 15\ree\il 
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not knowing what to rlu, till one day there came a man up to us 
a nd seeing my wifti and children, asked m-''.. circumstances. She 
told me he was a uative of Guernsey, Mr. J•orode; that he wus 
uow preparino to return home. He said he had been in America 
:.ibout two yea~s, and had been cheated out of the little moucy he 
brought with him, and regr~tted that he e~uld not. send us home. 
He was very kind to us while wt, stopped Ill the city, and recom
meudod me Lo Mr. Sarchet, la:e of Guernsey. He had resided in 
the city H> years, he was kind to us, and from him I learned many 
thiugs l}boul America. and its people;, ;'111 is very far from what 
has been represente<} m .England. 1 his gentleman showed me 
11ewspaJJers proving twelve deaths by actual starvation, as re
turned by coroners inquests during the last winter. 

small articles to pa_y my lodgings. Here let me tell you that I 
nel'er remember receiving a single act of kindness from any of the 
Americans (except from a poor widow woman in Nen· York), 
having beeu in America 12 weeh. 

We set sail on the 19th of June, iu the ship Scotland, for Li • 
rnrpool, and in :ll <lll,·s we landed safe in Priucess dock. I 
cannot help but here iemark on the usage I met with from the 
custom house officers. Our lu!,(gage being taken to the depot in 
tht> dock yard, the boxt>s wt>re tunicd up side down, and a fo\vling
piece, that I had taken with rue from England in my box, was 
laken till I could -pay tbe <luty, which was Is. 6J. I told tho officer 
I had taken it from England. He denied urn, and luld me to 
pay the money. I told him I haJ four children anti nbt oue penny 
Lu take tht>m to Boltou with, stiJJ he n· fus ... d, until I borrowed the 
muuey frc1m George \Vt>bster, of Bolton, who was relurni11g with 
us. \Ve urril'ed in Egerlou the samo 1Jigli1, to lil t' joy of our 
friends. 

Ha,•ing heard that pass!lges from New York to Liverpool were 
vny cheap, I went to the office to 1,1et a passage to 1\ew York; the 
clerk told me the fare would bo 7 doJlars for the whole of us, 
(distance 94 miles,) I asked him to take some thing less, telling 
him my circunHtances, but like as I had beflu use~ bt-fo~·L•, he tnld 
me very uhruptly he would take no less. Ih\'lng sllll a hope 
that we should get home, I weut to su,·eral English gentlemen 
and offered mv clothes, but they would not have thorn, and the,v 
kind Iv assisted me. There is also a sodety bc,th in Philadelphia 
aoJ New York, called St. George's. This society gave me a dollar. 
(though it was instituleJ to relie1·e Englishmen there, but not to 
seuJ tliem home again.) Having now got 7 dollars I went ln pay 
my passage at the same office. The clerk saw my littla children, 
bis countenance changed, and he gave me Jf dollars back. I 
afterwards heard that h11 was an Englishman. 

We passed through New Jerse to New York. No sooner had 
the boat reached the shore than was crowrled with people; some 
with lodging tickels, and some with sbiJJ rickets of pass~ges to 
Liverpool; all eager to gtit the first money. At our laud mg we 
met with the same unkind usage as at other places. I look a 
room at half dol!Rr per night, but findini: numbers out of employ 
like mysPII, I prepared for going Lome. I 1~ent to shiµpiug offices 
for Liverpool to inquire or the passage to L11·erpoo]. Some wan
ted one sum and some another; at last an Eng,ish clerk askPd 25 
dollars for the whole of us. I told him my circum lances, and 
offered him our clothes as security for the money till we got to 
Liverpool. He oaid. they could have plenty of p1tsse11gers of th!tt 
sort and would have nothing to do with me. I had now a task 
befo~e me, 25 dollars to raise for our passage and victuals for our 
voyage home, and nut 01111 dollar towards it. I_ ratnbled through 
the streets of New York, and found very many like myself; some 
of mv poor countrymen told me they had not a CPnt in the ir J)O\;ket, 
and when Ibey went to beg they wero told to go to the back states. 
I went to the market ,vhere I found provisions much higher than 
at other plactis, ercept aL Philadelphia, which was about the same 
as at NPW York :-fine .flower, 5 to 6 dollars per barrel; butter, 
)6 to 20 cents per lb.; sugar, 5 to 8 cents per lb.; coffee, 16 cents 
per lb.; tea, 50 to 70 cents per lb.; and other articles in proportion; 
beef, mutton, pork, '&c., 8 to 12 cents per lb.; salt meat, hams, &c., 
about the same as fresh; vegetables o( all sorts much dearer than 
ours• fruits also (except apples) are dearer than ours; labour about 
the s~me as at St. Louis, but very scarce. The Americans have 
this advantage, that drinks of all sorts are. very c?eap. I have 
often heard it said that there were no beggars in Amem:a, but I have 
seen plenty. I saw in the slreets of New York an old ~an sitting 
with a paper in his hat stating that he was one of the ~Id vetera~s 
who fought for their liberty; his p·ey locks werl'! hangmg over lus 
shoulders. I set about raising means to go home, fur I still had 
hope that I could accomplish it. I w:ent to the St. George's soci. 
ety; the secretary, who was very kmd, gave me five dollars; I 
offered him the value in clothes. He also gave me the address of 
a Mr. Henry Norris, late of Bolton; he gave me two dollars. He 
also gave me the address of another, and recomended me to a 
Mr. Stotberd, late of Wigan; these gentlemen ,vere very kind; 

Jul!J 19th, 1842. .JAMES GnEJ<:NLAGH. 

FATHER MATHEW. 

This great Apostle of Temperance has recently visited Glasgow. 
It Would be impossible even to !ive an outline of the interti;iting 
proceedings connected with this visi'°. On the first day, afte1· 
officiating at the dedication of St. Mary's Chapel, he proceeded 
to the cattle market, where the pledge was administered to up
wards of a thousand persons, in companies succeeding each other 
of from one to two hundred each. The ne xt <lay there was a 
grand Teetotal Procession, including societies from a great dis
tance, even from Edinburgh. This was a splendid dcnunslration. 
and was variously estimated at from six to eight thou~and. The 
Roman Catholic Teetotallers hiiaded the procession, numbering, 
it is said, nearly 4,000, led on by Father Mathew and othe r cler
gymen, in two carria~es, the first of which was drawn hy four 
horses. ~Iusic, flags, and banners, containing interesting ,fovic ·, s, 
accompanied the procession. At the clo,;e, he again attunrl eJ the 
cattle market, and administered the pleJge to not less than 10,000 
persons. The addresses of this great temperance reformer we1·e, 
as usual, full of kindness and uni venal charity. 

CHEAPER Ta.t VELLfN0.-The chi4nge of the duty 11pn11 rnilw ,,_v 
passengers, ,0111 one-<.-iguth of a pt>nny pn milti upon each pus. 
senger, to th1lt of 5 per cent upon the gross receipts, will remove u11e 
ol>stacle to the runniug of third class trains. \Vhy should not the 
poor be accommodated as well us thti rich? B.v tlrn lugl{age _train, 
for instance, goods 11.re carri -d to Lil-erponl at BJ. pet· cwt., 1nclu. 
ding the trouble of porterage and packing_. Would nu~ four 
times the amount be sulflcieul for human be111gs per cwt. without 
any other trouble with them but that of booking 1 At prest>nl tho 
lowest charge on tl1is line is 5,;. As a spt->ci111e11 ?f reRs.onable 
charges, passengers are taken from Glasgow t_o Air, a c~1st~nc1t 
of 40 111iles, fo1· 2s.; and from Glasgo1v tu Edmburgh, 46 •1nles, 
for 2s. 6d. 

Lately, a farmer chanced to pop 
His head into a barber's shop-
Begg'd to be shaved; it soon was done, 
When Strop (inclined oft-times to fun), 
Doubling the price he'd asked before, 
Instead of two-pence made it four, 
The farmer said, " You sure must grant, 
Your charge is most exorbitant?" 
" Not so, (quoth Strop,) I'm r!ght, _you are wr,~ng ; 
For since wheat fell, your face 1s twice as long. 
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I often told them to take my clothes for their money, but they 
refused. Having now raised 20 dullars, I went to the clerk be
fore mentioned, and told him what I bad done, aud what money I 
bad got. His heart softened, and took the mo_ney. I ha_d _uow 
about 40 cents left after paying my passage, without prov1S1ons. 
I had also 2½ dollars to pay for my lod?ings. ~ t~ien went to t_he 
first mate of the ship which we were gomg to sail rn, and told him 
my situation, and asked him ~o !end ~e five d?llars u~til we got 
to Liverpool, for which I would give him goods m secunty, hut be 
refused. B eing disappointed, I went to Mr. Stotberd, and he sent 
me to a geutlemi,m who gave me five dollars, I then sold some 
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REG-IBTRJJ. TION 
.::::=-=====================-=========:===============, 
A NEW SYSTEM OF REGISTRATION 

WITHOUT ANY DISGUISE. 

We will now begin a fresh sys em of regi$tration; things 
shall now to be called by their proper names. Hitherto 
men have been registered. but meat and iri•k have given 
the votes ; workpeople's names h,a,·e 1.>een placed on 
the roll, but the master ha! claimed the ~uffra,ge. 
Ten po,n1d s4opkeepers ar~ said to have haci the fran
chise, but Mr. Customer has always been the real elec
tor. It is time this matter set l'ight, and these law 
fictions done away ; and as we are for '' purity of 
electiorr/' we will have a cpnsi~tent regi!;ter. Com
mittees to ipq\li:re intQ electio ijering bribery he.reaftE:r 
will be u~eless. lf the votes are not given freoly, 
or by improper- influence, it will be unnece~sary to 

No, 38. 

go to London to prove it, for it will appear at once on 
the new list of voters. Mr. Roebuck's vocation must 
cease ; we will no longer go lty a circumlocutory route • 
we will at once, u;,. f11ir pl~y ~nd open candour, enfran
chise these whom ~he honesty and independ'ency of the 
times have decide(J tq be the r~l:\l electors. 

'1'hecourtbeingdt¥y opened, The Assessw, having aq.· 
jsuted his gown aµd wig* ~tood ~. 1md briefly'l!tated, that 
&S the list of claima11,ts this year pre~en ted a.remarkably new 
feature, he wished to ~tate to tll~ court the course which 
he intended to pureue. He believed all wa to be open, 
honest, and straig/4tfor-ward. Al3 to the. new claimants, 
he had for convenien(;e put t;hem into fitJe classes: ;1 
he would admit qn~ oiµy of eaqh class to be ~ard and 
if t4e claim was fairly made out, that should be corielu,. , 
~ive in favour of all others of ij shµilar kind. .He would. 
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mention their names, and they could be called upon as 
they stood on the list :-General Solids, Doctor Liq11,ids, 
Baron Pelf, Sir Thomas Tyranny, and Squire Custom. 
Let the first of these gentlemen be called. 

1. Ge,ieral Solids.-" I appear in behalf of that 
claimant," :'!aid a little witty lawyer, about five score 
weight, " for although I am the last man to rccei ve any 
of kis favour-'7 yet I know that in strict justice he is 
entitled to a large share of the franchise. His qualifi
cation is for" The Roast Beef Tavern," and when I state 
that, with the exception of Dr. Li<1uid and Baron Pelf, 
he gave more votes at the last election than any on the 
list, I need not add another word in urging you to ad
mit his claim. 

Assessor.-Of the justice of the claim I have no 
doubt, but as I find from universal usage, which is now 
our rule, the claimants before me have had a plura
lity of votes, I feel a little embarrassed as to how many 
it would be right to allow. Perhaps you would 
consuJt some of your legal friends on the opposite side 
as to this point. 

A consultation here followed, when the two leading 
counsel agreed by "compromise," that each applicant of 
this description should have two votes. 

Upon this being stated in court, the barrister replied, 
" Very moderate indeed-the application is granted." 

2. Dr. Liquid's case was next heard. " I request, 
Sir," said the barrister detained to defend this claim, 
" that every keg of spirits be allowed three votes, and 
every barrel of strong ale four votes. and that they be 
registered accordingly." 

No person rising to make any objection, the claim 
was allowed. 

3. BaroR Pelf.-" In reference to the claims of this 
gentleman," said an unpaid lawyer on the opposite side, 
"I have only to observe, that though not on the regis
ter before, his rigAt to vote has always been admitted. 
If however proof is required, I have witl1in call a great 
number who are ready to give evidence that though 
their names were registered, ke is the person who in
variably gave the vote. He applies for six votes." 

Assessor.-What, is he a thirty pounder? 
Lawyer.-About that amount. 
Assessor.-! understand in fact that he is almost" uni

versal suffrage it8elf," but as he only asks for six votes, 
~he applicati?nis granted, and every electioneering purse 
!s to be entitled to the same number in proportion to 
its contents. 

4. Sir T. Tyranny was here called upon, and 
being asked the nature of his claim, stated that he em
ployed 800 hands, and that 3 7 of them were on the 
register. Hitherto he had given them the trouble to 
attend the polling booth, but as the votes were con
signed to his dispose}, and given as he directed, he 
considered that it would be much more straight forward 
to place his name on the list for that number. 

The w_orkmen' s advocate here stood up and said, that 
he was mstructed to tell the court that as each man 

0

had _the privilege of voting for two candidates, they 
considered that Sir Thomas should be satisfied with one 
for each man, allowing them to retain the other. 

The worthy Baronet demurred, and as general usage 
he understood was to be the rule in court. he must in-

sist upon his claim. " Indeed," said he, " it would be 
much better for both parties ; it would simp1if y the 
matter ; and if at any time I think well to allow the 
men the half of their franchise, I can do so." 

No further objection being raised, the application was 
granted. 

The next appeal, in behalf of Squire Custom, 
finished the business of the day. 

Assessor.-" Upon what ground, Sir, do you make 
your claim?" 

Squire Custom.-"Well, Sir, to be brief, at an 
election, I go to every butcher, baker, and grocer, an:l 
my lady visits her draper and perfumer, to whom we 
have been good customers : we ask for their votes, and 
·never fail i• our application. Should there be the 
slightest demur, we need only talk of future favours, 
and we succeed. I humbly submit therefore that it 
would be more consistent to give us the franchise, say 
4 votes for myself, and 2 for my worthy partner." 

Assessor.-But will there be no complaining of the 
transfer by these good people ? 

Squire Custom.-Y ou are not, I submit, to be guided 
at the least by this, for as I understand the rule, it is 
this, to register the right of voting to those who have 
always exercised it. 

Assessor.-" Your case no doubt is a strong one, of 
which I have had considerable evidence, in the cour~e 
of my experience; I shall admit your claim, but think 
3 votes are sufficient, as the number of claimants in 
your station is very considerable. But in reference to 
your kind-hearted partner, who has been so good hi
therto, to hand over the votes of the draper. a~d perfu
mer, I think you had better continue to be her proxy, 
for if I were to admit her name on the list, on the sc9re 
of influence, every young damsel in the borough would 
claim next year on much higher ground! You will 
therefore be registered for yourself 3 votes." 

Notice was then given that the court was ad
journed to the following day; the crowd left the ~ourt. 
all declaring that hypocricy had received its final blow, 
and that for the first time, the register would contain a 
true, and particular account of the real electors of the 
borough. 

WHY IS EMPLOYMENT SCARCE ? 

l. Because a wicked corn law prevents our manufacturers ex
changing their goods for the corn, cattle, timber, and products of 
other countries; and consequently compels them to turn many 
out of employment. 

2. Because provisions have been so dear that the home trade is 
nearly ruined, many of the people having little to spend upon 
clothing and other articles which afford the greatest amount of 
employment. 

3. Because, an increasing population ofa thousand a day, if em
ployment were even stationary, is sure to produce a scarcity of work. 

4. Because the poverty and low wages of certain classes, 
compel them to perform more than a reasonable amount of labour, 
which tends to diminish the supply for others. 

5. Because so many rich are absentees, and instead of remaiqing· 
at home employing the people, they spend their fortunes abroad. 

6. Because surplus capital in this country has been very m·uch 
misapplied ; for instead of extending agricultural and other im
provement.s whieh would have afforded an immense amount of 
permanent employment, millions have been uselessly sunk upon 
massive buildings and architectural finery, and in many other 
ways, which, after the first outlay, afforded scarcely any employ
ment. 
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7. Because trades' unions, by improper Interferences, have 
checked enterpriae, and driven capital out of the country; and 
by preventing working people having equal and free access to the 
Jabour market, and changing their trades as they thought proper, 
thousands remain unemployed, who would have been engaged 
in useful and profitable pursuits. 

8. Because 55 millions of money arie annually spent In intoxi
cating liquors, which ought to be exp,cnded in food ~nd ~anufac
tured articles, and which would cause an extraordinary mcrease 
in the amount of employment. 

9. Because, by vicious publications, insu.rrectio~ary movements, 
and mischievous attempts to set labour agamst capital, the attach
ments of the employer and the employed have been alienated; 
many capitalists have left the country, or been deterred from pro
secuting their undertakings; the effect of which has been a 
serious diminution in the amount of employment. 

Repeal the Corn Laws-Complete the Temperance Reformation
Induce the Absentees to come home-Let the outlay of Capital se
cure the interests of labour-Give up trade,' uniom, and abolish 
local monopolies-Let all the people /i-,e in peace-And England 
,oill yet be the best and bttsiest UJ<Jrk,hop ift the 1JDOrld I 

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS. 

I have been requested to insert the following:-
Substance of a Jetter from William 13utterwo1'th, who left Mac

clesfield in September last, addressed to James Galley, of Sutton, 
Priest of the " LATTEBDA Y SAINTS'' at Macclestield.-Dated, 
:Kush Villa, Schugler, lllionoi, July 10, 1842. 

"Dear James -I write to fulfil my promise.-When wear
rived at St. Lac~s the people wished us not to go to Nauvoo, for 
if we did we should be greatly disappointed, for that Joe Smith 

nd the leading men were the wont hypocrites an~ rascals under 
•eaven : but my faith was so great, that I determmed to go and 

e for myself, and, to my sorrow, I found that they were not 
• the mild and lovely Saints,' but Det!i.ls, not having the milk of 

man kindness in their breasts, but were deceivers, taking every 
vantage-instance the imposter Joe Smith, who had bought a 
antity of land at 5s. per acre, which he sells to the Saints from 
s. to 100s. per acre, and also compels them to give up one-
nth of their property, and one-tenth of their labour and income, 
gratify his ambition, under the mask of Religion. Dear J am.es, 
is well that you and Mr. Sheldon are in Old England. Give 
y respects to Isaac Bro"o and family .and tell them that it is well 
ey did not come ta Nauvoo; and give my love to my brother 

oseph, and tell him he is better ~ff' we•aving Persians, than I. am 
ere. Wb~n thfl poor Sllints arrive from England, they ~re little 

tice taken of unless they have money~ They are Saints in name, 
ut Devil, in actions. Joe Smith the prophet, and the apostles 
oung and Kimble, tried to seduce ene of Mr. Brotherton's 
ughters who with her father, wen out from Manchester last 
ar; but' all th~t family have left the ' Saints,' with the exception 
one weak girl. 

" I remain, youl'II, &c., 

" Wx. BuTTEBWOBTH.'' 

ENLIGHTEN THE BOROUGHS. 

The Anti-Corn-Law League is about directing its eff'ortr. to 
e enlightenment of the agricultural districts. With great defer
ce to the judgment of the council, I fear the eff'eet will not be 
ual to the work. I know the farmers too well to believe that, 
wever enlightened, they will to any g;reat extent,. throw off' at 
election, the power of the landlords ; and that 1s one reason 

ainst extending the franchise amongst. this class. If we want to 
uce a change in the legislature in favour of Cree trade princi

s, it is the parliamentary borough, th.at should be enlightened. 
e Corn Laws can only be repealed by the votes of the mem

rs of the house of commons ; these members are sent by the 
unties and the boroughs. The counties, with few exceptions, 

e must give to the monopolists, and hence the hope of carrying 
e trade must be in the boroughs. E wery borough therefore, in 

hich there is the least hope of success, should be visited by thti 
turers of the League. Change public opinion in these places, 
d you change the house of oommons. Is it not a shame that 
ere should be a single member ret urned for the county of 

trading Lancashire, who should Yote for the monopolists ? 
As to getting up petitions, agricultural districts may be likely 
spheres of labour, but so far as the direct changing of the house 
of commons is concerned, the boroughs are the places where ; 
labour is req1Ured. Jf every elector cannot be induced to attend 
a meeting, h~ might be treated to the reading of papers, and he 

' should be shown that Corn Law repeal and his own prosperity are 
identified with each other. And now that the minds of the people 
are not excited by the expectation of an election, truth would 
easier be admitted and find a more abiding place in . their minds. 
We want a better house of commons ; the electors make the house 
of commona ; and if any l\onesty remain among them, these are the 
people whose minds we should get with us. 

THE GUIL,D. 

The long-looked-tor festival, PRESTON Guu.n, is now over . ., 
The rattling of the coaches, the crowding of pedestrians, and the 
bustle of exhibitions have all sunk into quiet. A.sin all other ex
citemenll, we now feel a correspondiug depression, and it would be 
difficult for the moralist to withold his opinion that, taken alto
gether, much more evil than good is connected with a carnival 
like Preston Guild. ' 

For amusements, rational and of a good practical tendency, I 
am the decided advocate. To forbid these is to lay restraints,, 
where the Creator has laid none, aad to withhold one great cause 
of health, sweet temper, and good fellowship. The disposition, 
I fear, of the professedly religious public of the present day, is to 
iuppress amusements rather than refine them. To make them un
exceptionable, they should be free from tumult and confusion, 
should not involve any act of cruelty, nor call too violently into 
action the combative dispositions of our species; they should nei
ther involve, nor lead to the practice of gaming, should not tend 
to divide, or drive asunder, the rich and the poor; nor 
should they be any way injurious to health, or at.tended with un
becoming expense. I leave the reader to judge how far some of 
the practices which made up the pleasures of the Guild came 
within these restrictions. It is very hard to look with compla
cency upon any of the pastimea in this country, owing to the 
abominable practice of associating them all with drinking. Still 
pastimes, and relaxations we must have. I have heard of a 
large party in Kendal spending a day by an excursion to somo 
favourite spot in the country, where rich and poor enjoyed 
themselves tog~ther with a social repast on the ground, and spent 
several hours with music and dancing on nature's lawn. Some
thing like this I should delight to witness ; and it is a great treat 
to the rich, and especially to females, to be able to throw off' those 
unnatural restraints which rank and etiquette impose upon them. 
I hope the time may come when by the practice of sobriety and 
economy, and when by the return of good trade, all classes, even 
the poorest, may be able frequently to mix in such enjoyments. 

THE TEETOTALLERS HARVEST HOME. 

Compoaed b!I a kind Lady of Dunmow, to be sung on the occasion 
of the Harveat Home, celebrated at Great Dunmow Farm, Esser, 
Sept. 14, 1841. 

We have gathered the fruits of the glorious earth 
Unaided by spirits, by wine, or by beer; 

We have passed through the harvest in peace and in mirth, 
Supported by coffee, and other good cheer. 

Old alcohol baaished, we have not known strife, 
Each man as a friend regarded the other ; 

We took all our earnings to children or wife, 
Our master we hail' d as a friend and a brother. 

No fever, or pain, interrupted our toil; 
All was cheerfnl, good humor, from morning till night; 

Then tell your beer drinkers, we sons of the soil 
Now greet harvest ending with joy and delight. 

Beer-drinlcers, wine-bibbers for once try our plan, 
You ne'er will repent it, I'll venture to say; 

You'll find you're a stronger and ha,ppier man, 
With no doctor to physic, no brewer to pay. 
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VARIETIES. 

" OvER-PltODUCTIOl'f,., -There is over-produetion in other 
aTtlcles besides calicos. I met with an instan.ce of it yest~rd9:y in 
a baker's lad hawking a basket of loaves abovt, and otfermg 1t to 
the shopkeeper» at a low rate, but witho1;1t success. They ~ad 
already more than they could sell ; and at the very same time 
hunger the sharpest of all thorns, was gnawing in the streets of 
Stockp~rt more intensely than ever-y~s thousands without food 
that same day. The baker ha<l made lesa than his moal quantity, 
yet sdll it was more than the demaltd-more than there was mo
ney to buy. This was u ov~r-production."-Correapandent. 

Wuo WILL RAVE TO PAY THE INco111E TAx ?-A noble lord 
not 12 miles from the city ot Norwich, has in his employ ~(} la
bourers and mechanics, flho. received from 10s. to 1511. per week 
wsges ; but as 1000 as the com law and income tax bills were 
aimounced be reduced every man 10 his employ b. per week, 
and thus e'ft'ected a savi.og of .£130 per year. Thiir iµatanee an
nrera. the q11estlon, wbo ~l bave to pay tile iao.ome tax ?-B. A. 

' A cu&~ AfD C:EllTAIN ~URJ:.-S9me persons suffer much 
from costive habjts. To such Iwould recommend• very ea•y, 

. cheap, natural, and elltctual remedy. Ins£ead of using fine 
wheaten .bl'ead, .use br~ad made f,rom wheat ground down alto9e
t1-er. I h11.ve scarceli ea.te~ aiiy other sort tor several years, and 
when Crom 'iiome if I am co1,npelfed to use fine bread, I always 
reel out or ordiu:.' Tbose who want to dispense with takinJ pills 
and " opening medicine,'-' with all ~e pain and in~onvenience, 
need 0011. to order their wives to m~e bread of this flour. . ~f 
you find $t difficult to proe\)re, \et several persons Jom 
togetht'r bur a sack or wh~at, and get it ground for themselves, 
That which come_s nearest to this flour is fine ftour mixed with 
bran. 

Pu~E Arn -V~ty fe'\f poor pe.o.ple seem sens,ibli,,, of the great 
benefit of pure llir. I aeldo111 go mto a poQr person s room but I 
qpen the win ow. ~nat which iii the instrUJnent of vitality can
Qot be t<>Q p\\l'e. ll Wij could aee, the air whi'¥' is respired in 
clamp cell\Us, aJ?Cl crqwded unvenUla~d bed rooms, w~ ~hould be 
borptied at ~owing it to pass tbrough our lungs. Why 1s 1t that the 
air seems so agreeable after a tl\lUldel' storm ? Because all the 
noxious efflqvia qoating in the air, is born do)Vn to the earth. 
Wb.y ~ it th~t people are so restless in bed towards morning ? 
ln IQAJlY cllSell, because there is no fire pbf,ce in t~ bed ro.om, or 
if. is stuffed so as qot ~o allow of a free circulation of air. In 
~ither of ~hese cll,Sell the only remedy is to sleep with the door 
opw,. We prete!\(} to be very particular ~bout having our water 
pure, bqt pure air is much lDOre important. 

fk1:zm11,& l'!OB TllIU:S.-1 have received a ch:cula.r from Mr. J. 
A.. Lxon, Camberwell. etatiog t~ proceedings which .h•,e been 
takell ~inst him, and the eto~Qy,e expenaea to which he has 
been Rl)j~d for the recvverx of ti\he. The foUQwing is a oopy 
of the notice he first receive_d :-" Mr& Lyon-rtmt charge due 
to the le~qee of the ~ea of C~•wel ont1>e first of Jul~_) 1841, 
acrordins to the price of corn, 15s. ltd." They took from hi~ 
t~o hill chairs for the same. For the year before the cost of re-
fusing to pay was- £. s. d. , 

Tithe . • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••. 0 7 5 · 
Distr~ss • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 5 6 
Lawyer'• 9llpen.&81 • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • to 1~ 0 

11 4 11 
The · tithe rent being aecording to tlte price of corn, the \ithing 
clergy are interested in keeping up the price of bread. 

THE CosT OF TBA.DES' UNIONs.-It was .remarked at a meet
ing of trades' delegates by the secretary that tqr~e millio~s of 
money had be~ r.pent '11 ring 15 years, in order tQ sup.Pott ~inons 
and advance wages, without success. This failure 1s easily ac
counted for. Instead ot a111isting to lib~nte trage, a,nd thw in
crease •the. demand upon the l.uw11r mar~t beyond the supply, 
appeals have been constantly made to the wuters, as if they had 
always the power to-ad-vance w,a.ges. 

booME Tµ.-.Any tradejrnaQ who earl\'! 8.s. 3d. p.er day, 
clear of all expeJ\Se&, is liable to pi,ay al} inc<>qie ~ 9f £4. 'h- 6d. 
per allll um, nearly eleven ua.ys' clear ~MJUQs,. 

INco:NsISTENCY.-Every piece of wilful comdu:ct invdving loss 
of life. usu"1ly prodij~es a consternation in soc:iety. Tle suffoca
ting 9£ a boy in a chimney has led to an aet or parlament to 
prevent climbing boys. Since some persons threw tlemselves 
from a monument in London, a senti,nel has be10n placed o prevent 
a repetition. Yet with all this sensitiveness, we allowthouaands 
to destroy themselves every year by usiny intoxeating lquor, and 
not only so, bui we licence persons to prepare the instrunent, and 
temp~ people to use it l>y placing it upor, our tables, md playing 
with ii ourselves I 

Aus,.-Tbough we are orien ur~d to di~our&Je 1rendicants, 
yet Wit b-.d better allow ourselves to be occasionaU, impose<l 
on, tba.n suppre,s the feeling of J,eoevolen.ce which God has 
imp1-nted in our- breasts, We had, better be cheated .wice than 
aJlow oae f~llow creit-ture to J,'einain in want, bcy refusing to relieve 
him. 

TEMPTATIONS TO DISHO!JEBTY.-Mauy governmen1 demands 
are. io framed as to involte tell)pt~tiol)s too strOD{ for peo
ple's honesty, This especially 1pi,lies to the ~sellie lases and 
the il\COJD9 tax. I uked tbe keepe,: o,£ some l)Ollies at Blackpool, 
what duty they paid for hirin1 t\lell) out a.bQrt jourr.eys on the 
sands_.. "We are liable to pay one-fifth part of the ;vhole pro
ceeds; but I don't thl'k persons book every jo~ for if they did, 
they would be roguing tbemselves. '• It is a dangerour admission 
in morals, that _it i11 rigM to cheat government; the e,tension of 
cheating to other parties will be easily facilitated thereJy. 

REDUCTI.OM 1~ TBE PRICs o~ BBEAO.-Various complaint• 
ha.ve appeared in the pap~rs tuat the price of bread . h1111 not beea 
reduced equal to tua drop in grain. Thi!I' is i ,en.ei:;\U1 tile CllSe. ; 
neithet' does bread r{~ pr~nptly- \f~h. thee rise of Th.eat, aor 
always to an equal i! ten~ , Bllt we ne~c;l .Jl.()t to bee darmed, so 
long as the. trade is opea i if ext~ profi.t, a1'8 rea.li,:cd, t~ere will 
be plenty of per•ons ,eAAy lo ,m~rk in the b~ing trede, and by 
competition reduce the- pr~c~ to tha. lowest level. 

"BJ>..lUTY."-The newspapers during the G\rild baV£ constantly 
treated' us with elevated desa-iptitms of the "galaxy of beauty," 

1 
which bas been exhibited at th$ ballJ.. proces!!iom, a,od concer~. 
" Pine feathers make fine birda ;'' otherwi,ie if I am any jµdge,. 
I could select more of nature'a chq.MJt..lt QUt of one c.:oll<\lto miJI,. o{ 
equa,l number, than was ellhibitled al. any g,\t~ng d1'rioo t1'.• 
Guild. 

TExP~BANCE CoN'CERTS.-Yor se•etal )'elll"S the tempera,ce 
peopte at Glasgow Have kept up' a eonoo•t every Sllturday ven .. 
ing during the winter ; and hllve net on(y p,«went8d vut aani .. 
hers attending public houses, but hav by this meaM repl · oohed 
their funds. Indeed such hu been their mcc~ss, thit the won.- . 
der is th11,t all other town• havl! not followed their n pie. 

NOT lCE· . . 
~o. 40 of The Struggle and e~h ,ucce~tling Dllmber will con. 

tain an article on one of the following •ubjects :-
1. WAGES, and tl,ie disput.ea b~tw~t J¥D and masters Tesped

ing, the same. 
2. MACHINERY, and whetherit i1 or is not injurious to the oper-

ative classes. · 
3. TRADES' UNIONS and their general influence upon the pros

perit.Y of \he country. 
4. CAPIT~~ AND LABOtJJJ, how far they fojure or benefit each 

qth~r. 
5, T,a:E EXTENSION OF THE SUFJ?RAGE, what hope of obtain• 

ing itLand how far it is likely to res~ore prosperity. 
6. ·.r~E EDI'.t'OR's ADVJCE, as to the course to be pursued to 

promote the greatest happinness to the grea,test number; 
J. L. will he oblig,ed by the communication of any facts, calcu• 

lated to elucidate any of the above questjons, duly authenticated. He 
has no intf3rest to serve, and wishe~ to r ve none, bnt--that of truth. 
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A CENE FROM SHAKESPEARE'S . MACKBETH. 
.Fumine.-Round about the caldron go, 

In the h- broth let us thro,v 
Child that on the flinty stone 
Found none to listen to his moan, 
Starved to death I here ha\•e got, 
First to put i'th' curse<l pot. 

.All.-Grief, despair, and toil, and trouble, 
From the Corn Law caldron bubble. 

Crime.-Treason, like a cunning snake, 
In the caldron boil and bake, 
Musket ball, and head of pike, 
Dirk that in the dark doth strike, 
Deep confederacy by night, ,v oman's shriek and children's fright. ; 

WE MUST GO ON AGITATING FOR 
CORN-LAW REPEAL. 

No man fully acquainted with the severe sufferings 
of the people, and alive to the best interests of human
ity, can look on with indifference, or without being de
termined to make a struggle for the salvation of his 

No. 39. 

A:ll.-Grief, despair, and toil, and trouble, 
F1·om the Corn Law caldron bubble. 

Disew«.-Aching head, and griping pains, 
Sorea and blotches, scabs and blains, 
Caused by coarse and wretched diet, 
Through the poor man's frame doth riot, 
Fever's heat, and cold despair, 
Engendered in the heart by care, 
Sister Famine, these I bring, 
And in the Corn Law caldron t\ing. 

A ll.-Grief, despair, and toil, and trouble, 
From the Corn----(Enter Peel.) 

country. Without dissipating our energies, by enume
rating and attacking everv evil in church and state, we 
have in 1the bread tax a pro-rri.inent, pressing, and prac
tical evil, for the removal of which, at the present time, 
all our lbest efforts should be combined. This is the 
m9re necessary as the people will shortly begin to see 
the,falacy of hoping for relief by any other legislative 
measure., 
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The bread tax has made our food clear, robbed us 
of foreign trade, ruined the home market, and is 
spreading poverty, pauperism, crime•, disease, and death 
throughout the land. It is a practical evil, and its re
peal would be an immediate and practical good. Let 
trade be free, let provisions come into this country 
without tax or restraint, and in three months every 
warehouse in Manchestt!r would be emptied of its 
stocks, and an immense quantity of beef, butter, cheese, 
and flour would cover our quays in return. We should 
then have plenty of good food, at two-thirds of its 
usual price, work would become plentiful, additional 
hands would be wanted, and an effectual stop put to 
the dropping of wages. I vei:ily believe that nothing 
else will eave this country. 

For the purpose of deceiving the people, some re
present the Anti-Corn-Law agitation as a question 
simply betwixt the cotton lords and the landowners. 
Nothing can be more absurd; it is a question betwixt 
every human being who eats food, and those who sup
ply the article. The eaters say, "we ought to have it 
at the market price of the world," and the monopolists 
reply, " no, we will prevent its importation into this 
country, until you are reduced to the verge of famine; 
and, the mouths being more than the food, we 
can thus force you to pay us 30 or 40 per cent higher 
than the article is worth." The whole people suffer ; 
the manufacturers, and the operatives especially 
suffer by a diminished demand for goods abroad, 
and by a loss of the home market. The people, having 
to pay all they can get for eating stuff, have nothing 
left for clothing, bedding, furniture, or any of the 
comforts of life. The millions are the chief sufferers 
and this question is emphatically their question. Th; 
merchant and the manufacturers find their profits redu
ced, but they have still plenty to eat, sufficient of 
clothing, good houses, and, generally speaking, they 
have both the comforts and luxuries of life. Not 
so the working masses; many of them in a morning 
do not know where their first meal is to come from; 
they are n~t half fed_; they are in dang,er of being 
starved durmg the wmter for want of clothinO' and 
bedding; they scarcely ever enjoy good health, and 
are strangers to that cheerfulness, contentment and 
happiness, which ought to attend human life. ' The 
repeal of the odious bread tax is therefore the labourer's 
quest~on; ~t i~ the youn&' man's, the young woman's 
question ; it is the question of the heads of families 
and indeed of every man who eats bread. ' 

Enc~urage~ al~ea~y by partial success, supported by 
the claims of Justice m our struggle, and convinced that 
the destinies of the nation depend upon the result we 
again buckle on our armour, to fight manfully m' the 
cause_ of ju~tice and humanity, and though we must 
exercise patience, we do not fear a triumphant result. 

CREDULITY. 

. One _of_ the pr~sent and prevailing infirmities of so
ciety, is its readmess to receive and circulate all kinds 
of r!ports, even those of the most extravagant kind. 
Durmg the late commotion, this disposition was daily 

gratified. Among the thousands of invented and exag
gerated statements which might be refered to, that of 
the burning of Sir Robert Peel's !Dansron may be named 
as one. This was actually in print, and sold in the 
streets. Visiting Bolton last week, the first report I 
heard, and which was common throughout the town, was, 
that fresh riots had broken out at Preston, and that the 
mayor was shot in the street. Another report was 
that the mayor was fired at, but a young gentleman in 
compaay with him, the owner of a large cotton mill, 
was shot by mistake ; and a variety of other rumours of 
a similar character were afloat. 

My chief object in naming the above, is to show the 
folly of giving credit t-o flying reports; it is this dis
position which leads to the circulation of so much 
scandlc respecting our neighbours. I never hear any 
tale of this kind but with considerable distrust; and I 
always find that accusations against any individual lose 
much of their force, when the truth on both sides comes 
to be heard. It would be unsafe wholly to believe one 
tale_ out of every ten, or any tale involving accusations 
agamst others, until the parties have had an 0pportunity 
of defending themselves. 

SCOTCH FARMING. 

l\-Ir. Robert Hyde Greg, whose farm is in the county of Hartford, 
consisting of 500 acres, manai;ed by a Scotch bailirT, has lately been 
in Scotland to examine the improved system of farming there pur
sued. IIe considers the fate of the Corn Laws sealed, and that the 
prosperity of both landowners and farmers must hereafter depen<l 
simply upon their superior management of the land. Ile h.as laid the 
result of his observations before the public, in a long letter in the 
Manchester Guardian. I have read nothing more interesting on 
this subject; and it must be very acceptable to those who are 
afraid that the agriculturist will be ruined by cheap orn. He 
visited the Lothians, which comprise the counties of Edinburgh, 
Haddington, and Linlithgow, and was so convinced of the supe
r~or!ty of ~heir farming, that he observes, " The general con
v1ct10n which remains upon my mind is this, that with a system 
0qu'\l to that of th f! Lothiarn1, established throughout Engl:.md 
landlords might receive double rents, farmers be rich, nd pros: 
perous, and the country be rendered for two generations indepen
dent of foreign supplies, notwithstanding an abolition of all pro
tection duties. '• 

All the Lothian farms are held on 19 years leases, and the 
rents wholly or partly, are corn rents, rising or falling with the 
vearly fluctuations of the price of corn. The rents vary from 
£3 10s. to £7 per acre, which is one-fourth larger than a statute 
acre; and these high rents the farmer. not only pay, but thrive 
upon, and frequently retire with fortunes. There is as wide a 
difference says Mr. Greg, betwixt the system of farming there 
and in these parts of England, as between the small detached 
spinning mills of thirty years ago, and what is now practiced in 
the first rate factories; and the farmers themselves a:re men of 
much superior education, manner8, and system of living to the 
equally wealthy one11 in England. They are keen and plllShing and 
might be compared with the master manufacturers of Lanca;hire. 

The farms consist of from 200 to 500 Scotch acres • the build
ings are compact, and situated near the centre of th~ farm and 
have always a steam engi,ne of from 6 to 8 horse power att;ched 
for thrashing and other purposes. At the entrance o,f the fal'm 
yard is the house of the greeve or baliff, while the fa:rmer's own 
house is generally a little in front of the farm bwildiings. The 
farms are divided into fields of from 20 to 50 acres each, the 
hedges are clipped low and thin, and the ditches cover·ed in so as 
to occupy as little 8pace as possible. There are no t;rees in the 
hedge rows, and few furrows in the land, all being laid down 
flat. Draining is practiced to a great extent ; all t:he Ian~ is 
under the plough, and their 0nly hay or pasture is derived from 
the artificial gras1es sown in the regular rotations of en-ops. The 
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cows are milked three times a day, for at least half the year. 
They get heavy crops by skilful cultivation, and by economy of 
management in every department, they continue to prosper. 
They pay for a common labourer l 0s. to l ls. per week, 12s. for 
a ploughman, and 9d. a day for women, 10 hours to the day. 
Five quartP,rs of wheat are considered n good average, hnt some 
fields turn out 6 quarters to an acre : l O or 11 quarters of oats, 
8 to 10 tons of potatoes, or 26 to 30 tons of turnips, are looked 
upon as good fair crops. As an instance of the Scotch plan, l\Ir. 
Greg states that the Lothian farmer sells his crop of potatoes at 
£14 to £20 per acre, according to the crop~ and the markets to 
a dealer. The farmer then turns up the potatoes with the plough; 
the dealer appears with a handred women and children, with sacks 
and scales, and tho whole crop is fransferred from tho field to ! 
the market, or shipped to London, in one-tenth the lime, and 
at one-tenth the expense required in England. They only keep 
about two pair of horses for every 100 acres, although the whole 
100 acres is arable, there being no permanent pasture. The 
nearest approximation he could come to in the division of the 
gross proceeds of a farm he gives as follows:-

Rent 33 per cent. 
Expenses 47 
Profit and interest 20 ,. 

He speaks well of the s11perior ancl more practical education of 
the Scotch as being at the bottom of this improved state of things, 
and highly compliments the Lothian system of farming, where 
"higlt rents, higlt profits, and a well paid and contented peasai 
try, are all seen combined in pleasing union." 

The publication of these statements, I deem highly important, 
inasmuch as, in the absence of law "protection," the agricultural 
interest, like every other, will have to depend, as it ought to do, 
on its own energies and resources. 

BARE BONES. 

To the Uonourable the Comm11ns Ilouso of Parliament, the 
Petition of the Bare Hones Fraternity 

SnEWETH, 

That, for the purpo11e of improving and enriching some of the 
naturally poor and sterile sails of this king.:lom, large quantities of 
bare bones are imported, and from the very fortunate circumstance 
of the land-owners being the chief legislators. such importations 
are free from duties or tax ; yom· petitioners by no means de
spise the policy or propriety of such importations, but they beg 
to remind your honourable house, that there aro also in this king
dom great numbers of half-starved and hungry people, whose bare 
bones ptotrudo through theit· skins in a manner similar to the ap
pcaril.llCO of bare rocks upon the land which has the imported 
bones applied to it; and in order that a sight so ghastly and so 
painful may be obliterated, your petitioners pray your honourable 
honso that henceforth no bones, dead ot· alive, may be im
ported into this kingdom but such as have the necessary quan
tity of flesh upon them, and such importations to be free from 
fiscal duties, in order that by these means the bare bones of the 
famishing poor may become improved and properly covered in 
their native land, and the nation spared the expense of sending 
them them to fatten in other countries ; and your peti
tioners really think that, according to the rules of common sense, 
it will be much wiser, more natural and humane, to bring th"' 
meat to the mouths than take the mouths to the meat. 

And your petitioners will ever pray for the comfort of your 
101111, and for the well-fleshing of your bodies. 

Signed on behalf of the Bare Bones Fraternity, 
SAMPSON SHARPSHINS. 

EMIGRATION. 
Dear Sir, 

Presuming that you are anxious for correct information being 
disseminated among the working classes, on subjects connected 
with their well-being, I take this opportunity of sending a few 
extracts from a letter written to a friend, by James Bradshaw, who 
was a spinner at the jubilee factory, Blackburn, and who left here 
for the United States at the beginning of this year; shewing what 
an opperative has to expect by his going there. He says, writing 
from Paterilon, New Jersey, 11th August, "Things are as bad 
here as at home, H' not worse ; for every thing is almost at a 

stand. Factories and print work~ are stopping daily. There are 
thousands upon thousands out of employ, and, .as it regar.ds 
spinning, there are more than 20 spiuners to a pair of wheels, in 
consequence of so much being spun by throstlcs. ~am out of work 
at present, and have nearly been so ever since I came. I am now 
thinking of going to the North of Mexico, about 6,000 miles from 
here, so that I shall be upwards of 10,000 miles from home." 

Now, Sir, as there have been such favourable accounts in dif
ferent papers and publications concerning the advantages to be 
derived to the working classes by their emigrating to America; 
and as such statements have induced so many people, whi, were, 
comparatively speaking, in decent circumstances, to leave Eng
land for that purpose, it is necessary that such statements as these 
which I have extracted, shoqld be widely circulated, in 01·der that 
people may not, by false statements, be led to break up their 
homes, and emigrate to a fereign land, expecting to find plenty 
of work and good wages ; but, alas ! to be grievously disappointed. 

By inserting the above, you will greatly oblige H. M., who'i1 
an operative, and a well-wisher to the working classes. 

Park Place, Black.burn, 15th September, 1842. 

l\IILITARY FLOGGING. 

The signal is given; at the first lash the skin is seen to curl off 
in white flakes from shoulder to shoulder, and the blood starto 
from points where the knots of the lashes have sunk into the flesh. 
Two-three-four-in slow time ; it cannot be described stroke 
by stroke. The lashing procee<ls, both drum-major and adjutant 
counting the successive strokes until twenty-five are given, and 
then a fresh drummer steps forward, and so on at every twenty
five lashes; thus in inflicting three hundrP-d lashes twelve fresh 
men are employed ; and, good Heaven I before they are half done 
what a spectacle has grown before the eyes of men. There it is 
..-I think I see it now, as I first beheld the horrid sight-the body 
of a fellow-creature mangled, torn, and bloody; black, red, 
purple, blue, and streaming, like a mass of weltering carrion, with 
here and there a hilly point protruding, where the bones of the 
spine have been literally lashed bare ; the blood running down to 
the ground, and the tortured muscles writhing and quivering like 
living fibres.-Cltamber's London ,Journal. 

THE FIRST GLASS OF WINE. 

Young Gentlemen and Ladies, read it. 

l\lr. Hiram J. Thomas, in giving som9 account of his history 
and experience, related the following thrilling occurence : 

",vhen I was about eightaen years old, and a resident of 
Wayne county, Indiana, I became very intimate with two young 
men. They were moral and respectable. ,ve often met in the 
social circle. At a party one evening, I saw a young lady-and a 
lovely young lady she was-offer my young friend, K---, a 
glass of wine. I saw him falter and hesitate, for he was a total 
abstinence man, though he bad never signed the pledge. Upon 
her insisting upon his drinking, I saw him shrink back from her 
importunity ; yet, as she continued to insist, he could not refuse, 
for she was bis affianced bride. 

" Two years after, she was the mother of an infant child, and 
the wife of a drunken husband. In the autumn of '38, he sought 
a refuge from those who had witnessed his degradation, in the 
wilds of Iowa. Only last March, my other friend was tra\'elling 
in the territory, and he thought that he would inquire about our 
mutual friend K. What do you imagine were his feelings ou 
being told the sad tale of the end of K • . About a year and a half 
ago, a neighbour of K. called in one morning to see how the 
family were, and there, within his death-cold hand, was the fatal 
knife with which he had murdered his wife, his child and himself. 
There they lay prostrate upon the floor, weltering in their blood 
together. 

"All this was the result of drinking that first glass of wine,'0£ 
which he knew the danger, and to which be was invited by her 
whom he loved better than any being on earth. 

" But that glass of wine cost the poor, thoughtless, but then 
gay girl, her life, the life of" her child, the life of her husband I 
From that single glass of wine he went down to a drunkard'• 
grave." -St. Louis Wasl1ingtonia1i. 
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VARIETIES., 

A MANURE PETITION.-A petition wm.s forwarded to par
liament from the dealers and collectors of nnanure in Liverpool, 
against the admission of " saltpetre, nitrat1e of soda, guano, and 
other foreign productiom," as manures for the land, alleging that 
the trade of collecting dung in this country fa; injured by it. Thus 
it is that free trade has opponents of every dass. The petition of 
Mr. Moor to import sugar with which to IlI!anure the land, most 
likely gave rise to this counter petition. 

CHEAP L1v1NG.-At Cincinnati, last week, hams were sold at 
three-fourths of a cent per pound, wheat rut forty-five cents per 
bushel, and eggs at seventy-five cents a bushel !-(New Yodt 
Evening Po1t.) A cent is of the value of a halfpenny. 

THE ALLOTMENT SYSTEM is spoken of as confering great ad
vantagesin some districts upon poor families. If land were allowed 
to come down to its natural value, this eystem might be much 
extended in the vicinity of all our large tow·ns. 

CoMPETJTION.-It is contended that th British agriculturist 
ia not able to compete with the foreigner. The Britisl, Manufac
turer is obliged to compete with foreig nere at their own doors 
abroad, and why should not the agriculturist be able to meet 
their foreign rivals in their own market att. home? 

PEEL's PRESENCE.-At the last Chester fair, when cheese had 
a considerable drop in price, the farmers said that Peel was in 
the fair. Notwithstanding, at the next election, they will vote 
for his supporters, if their landlords tell them to do so. 

AMERICAN PnovrsroNs.-There isin all probability going to be 
a regular and an extensive trade in Americam provision!!. This is 
owing in part to the. trifling relaxations of the new tariff. What 
might we not expect if our ports were open to receive their su
per-abundant supplies of food? I have lately seen the names of 
three large respectable firms, one of Liverpool, one of Cinciimati, 
and one of New Orleans, which are entering into the best ar
rangements, not only for importing and se ling this produce, but 
also for sending experienced persons over to cure and pack it, so 
as to suit the English fashion. We shall thus get beef, bacon, 
lard, hams, butter, cheese, and other articll!ls at a low price. The 
pork of America will be better than Irish pork, because they 
have plenty of cheap grain to feed with. 

Fon:EIGN HARVESTs.-The harvest is almost entirely gathered 
in throughout the east of Europe ; and we are enabled to furnish 
the following comparative estimates, collected from the most ac
curate accounts: -In Silesi9., there has be n a good average har
vest. In Poland, in Gallicia, and in the Duchy of Posen, there 
has been a decidedly good harvest, and the same may be said 
with respect to Uussia. In Hungary, the crops have been most 
satisfactory; and in the Banat, which is regarded u the granary 
of the country, they have been doubly as productive as those of 
last year. In Transylvania and the Turkish provinces, the har
vest bas also been most plentiful. Similar abundance bas also been 
experienced in Moravia. Everywhere the grain is of good qua
lity, 9.nd yields from 15 to 20 per cent more flour than in humid 
years. It may therefore be fairly predicted, that, in the east of 
Europe, the price of wheat will fall instead of rising, even though 
foreign demands should be very great.-Allgemeine Zeitun9. 

WHOLESOME BEER.-" Quassia,'' a well known but pernicious 
substitute for the hop, paid a duty of £8 17s. 6d. per cwt., 
which is reduced to 10s. per cwt. This heavy duty was in
tended to be prohibitory ; the reduction of the duty will ope
rate as a premium for using it, and the public will be poisoned 
at a cheaper rate.-Marl, Lane Express. 

A SMOKING CHIMNEY,-Mrs. Shinar kicked up a sad 
dust and was out of all temper, because the smoke came 
down the parlour chimney. At . last it was discovered that 
the cause lay in the chimney being stopped with a sack of shavings 
by her own order. We are falling out and accusing each other 
because of bad trade, whereas the real cause of our smoking and 
uncomfortable condition, arises from the stoppages and obstruc
tions created by faws to favour the monopolists. Let parliament 
pull the sack out of the commercial chimney, and we shall soon be 
all right. 

DEMORALIZATION.-It would he difficult to conceive the ex
tent of demoralization which the depression of the times has pro
duced. In Stockport and the neighbourhood young women go A 
begging constantly, who once would have been ashamed to think 
of such a practice. I have been told by several who have gone 
out selling tracts, &c., that they can get much more with begging. 
Public sympathy is fully alive, and a fear of these mendicants also 
operates, so as to induce country people especially to relieve moat 
of them who apply. Persons have only to go and describe 
themselves as "band-loom weavers out of work," and they bring 
home a supply of food. It is painful to see the indepandent 
spirit of the people thus sacrificed at the shrine of monopoly. 

CoRN AND PoRx..-In an American paper, the article of corn 
is said to be a perfect drug in the ,vest, and the reason given is, 
that "it is no longer in demand for the manufacture of whiskey;" 
and the effect of feeding being so cheap is, a great reduction in 
the price of pork. "The signal triumph of temperance princi
ples," says the writer, '' has filled the whole country with corn 
and pork." 

WoBK AND WAGES.-" Let us see you advocating not only 
work but wages,'' saya a correspondent. One involves the other, 
is my reply; if I thought otherwise, I would argue accordingly. 
It is a mistake to suppose that we can have good wage, while there 
is Utt.le work, or that with plenty of employment, masten can give 
what wages they please. ,v e might as well maintain that a large 
demand and a small supply of potatoes in the market, and a small 
demand and a large supply produced the same price. Mastera 
have no such power as to fix the wages of the work-people, and 
operatives ought never to lower themselves by speaking as if they 
had. But our trade has now been cramped so long with our corn 
laws, and wages have been constantly coming down, that men have 
taken up with the unsound position, that it is in the master&' 
power to give what they please. Cheap bread will withdraw a 
great deal of labour from the market ; and free trade will also 
g1·eatly increase the demand for labour. These changes, restoring 
the balance betwixt the demand and the supply, are the only cir
cumstances which can be relied upon for keeping up wages. 

FARMER DOBSON was stamping mad the other day, because he 
had a large quantity of milk gone sour. Ifhe had been a& wise as 
some of our public instructors, he would have cursed the cows 
for giving so much milk ; but he had more aense, and off be set 
to town to seek out additional customers. Might we not take a 
lesson from farmer Dobson? It is au inconvenience to have the 
milk going sour, but it is a positive loH for the cows to give a len 
quantity. 

Tas TAX OP l\loNOPOLY.-Government taxes, enormous 
though they be, are not half ao oppressive as those of monopoly. 
To the government we pay on an average two pounds a bead 
annually. For our food we paid full as much in 1840 and 1841, 
as should have served us three years. Any person may calculate 
which i& the heaviest burden. 

A.BUNDANT PaoDUCE.-The St. Louis papers inform us that 
the crops in that country, this year, give a greater yield than baa 
ever been known there before. It is estimated that tbs states of 
Ohio, Michigan. Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri, will produce 
enough of breadstuffs this year, to feed the United States for three 
or four years.-New York Paper. 

WHAT BECOMES OF OUR ,VEALTH ?-Mr. H-- did a large 
business, but still at the end of the year, when be took stock, in
stead of being better off, he was poorer. He discovered at last 
that the sbopman robbed the drawer. This 1s just our case; 
we do a great business, our manual labour and machinery produce 
a vast of wealth, and yet as to the bulk of the people, we get no 
better off. The reason is, that we pay a three-fold tax., which is 
like the dishonest shop man taking it much faster than we are 
aware-fi.fty millions for strong drink! fifty millions for govern
ment ! I and more than the same sum to the monopolists ! ! ! 
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.. ~tru19l.e. 
"No better mode of cheating a nation co11ld be devided than the present Corn Lavn."-Lord Morpeth. 

Peel's Meditations among the Tombs. 
I elt a 1olemn spectator in the regions of the d~ad. 

I fear that many who lie here have been brought 
to a premature grave, and that but for undeserved 
privations, they would still have been numbered with 
the living. Here are the mortal remains of fathers 
wlio toiled, and struggled, and died for want of proper 
food and shelter, and who have left their tender or-

, phans to the mercies of a parish. Many mothers, once 
gay and'blooming, murdered by want a.nd disease, now 

1 
lie beneath these sods. Cltildren, the most likely for 1 
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life, compelled to toil above their strength, and de11.1ed 
the sustenance which nature required, have quietly sw1k 
into the grave. Little infants, who hung at their n)O• 
thers' breasts, and vainly wept for the stream of life, 
have been relE>ased from the pang11 of hunger by the 
hand of death. The sick, who might easily have re
vived by food and rest, denied of both, are now moul• 
dering beneath my feet. The unseen and unknown. 
anxieties of tradesmen are fully-developed in this ifOund; 
either by personal violence, or bene~th inten2e em'bar"".. 
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rassment, nature sunk, and geniu~, and talent, and't e 
worth, h~re he entombed. Dr"veq. by destituti~n. and 
distress, starving men have d~red the law, and in the 
conflict fell. Though dead, national disgrace is written 
upon their tomb. I am told that these are all sacrificed 
to the monster monopoly, and that this slaughter 
has proceeded from the dominion of the Co1·n Law. 
I cannot help believing that this is the fact. My soul 
mhudders to behold the tombs of those who have been 
thus sacrificed. Before me I behold as in a mirror the 
terrible doings ef this odious law. That law I 
have attempted directly and indirectly to relax, and 
ehould I be spared, and sufficiently supported by the 
people, I hope finally to repeal. I see full well the 
awful workings of the system, and for myself I feel 
most anxious to make re,titution to society. These are 
impres1ive lessons before me, and as all my own power 
and glory shall shortly be confined to oue single grave
for I myself must obey the resistless summons-I here 
!Olemnly en~age to disting-uish my future career by 
every act which can relieve and tranquillize my unhappy 
country. I will make bread cheap; I will secure em
ployment and wages to the operative; I will be a 
friend to the poor, and make the widow's heart •ing for 
joy. This is my resolution, which I attest in this so
·1emn place, by subscribing roy own name, 

ROBERT PEEL. 

THE QUESTION OF WAGES. 
ADDRESSED TO THE WORKING HEN. 

Contentions betwixt men and masters seldom produce any 
good; they irritate, and vex, and divide asunder those who ought 
to be united, and whose interests are closely allied. Feeling the 
importance of peace in our manufacturing districts, I am anxious, 
if po11ible, to throw a little oil upon the troubled waters. The 
prosperity of our trade, the retention of English capital, the well
being of both men and masters, and the peace of our country, in 
my opinion, depend very much upon a recognition of the true 
principle, which regulate wage, ; and to the elucidation of theae 
I intend to devote this address. 

I know you feel tender upon this point, and not without occa-
1ion. Wages constitute the only legal instrument by which you 
obtain a ahare of the national wealth, and therefore, as every man 
ii anxious to get as large a portion as possible, no wonder you 
should boldly resist any attempt to reduce your wages ; and the 
inducement is still stronger witn those who are actually wanting 
the necessaries oflife. Your jealousy has been increased no little 
by the disreputable conduct of truck. masters, and by the unseemly 
and uncalled for redllctions and abatements which have frequently 
been made. 

However I may question the policy or propriety of some of 
your late proceedings, professedly to advance wages, no one can 
blame you for feeling anxious on this subject, or for bending all your 
energies, in order to obtain lawfully the highest rate or wages 
which the times will allow. As every purchaser of labour, or any 
other article, is sure to try to get it as low as he can in an honour
able way, 110 every seller of the same articles ought to stand up for 
hiwelf, and get as much as it is worth. There is, however, this 
danger, that if we miss our market by refusing a reasonable price, 
we may have the article left on our hands, which may apoil and 
become unsaleable, and ·consequently we shall suffer loss. This is 
a point to which you should look well for your own sakes. Your 
demands should not be made in the heat of passion, or without 
calculation, with the spirit of menace, or at unseasonable times, 
otherwise you may fail in the attempt, and long feel the disadvan
tage or a defeat. 

As a Corn Law repeater, I have long reeretted to thit\k that 
Jl)ll. were ,vo_r~{ng aL the wrong ,,nd. IC inatead of attempting 
to.Jo.rt, the muters to give higher wag'u, you had assisfacI fn 

procuring those legi1lathe changes, whic;:h woul4 have put them ia 
a position in which they oould n t ref1t1e to cl(,_ tt ~. eompatible 
with tb~ir own Interest,, you might at th" mJ~_tnt have been 
reaP.ing the benefit. With the prese t sup ly of labour in the 
market, the only possible chance of raising wages, is by increa,i1&g 
the demand •rpnn it. This can only be effected by an extended 
trade, of which we can have no reasonable hope with our pre1ent 
Corn Laws. You are therefore calling for the effect, but have 
been unwilling to assist in creating the caiue. In this untoward 
course some, I believe, have been the honest dupes of designing 
men, who, instead of exhibiting, like Henry Hunt, "No Corn laws,'• 
as their prominent banner, have joined in the clamour of the 
monopolists, and their physical force abbettors, to cry down our 
trade and sink ourmanufacturing towns into oblivion. But when 
I consider the violent language, and the monstrous falsehood• 
published weekly in some of the papers read by large numbers o( 
the operatives, I do not wonder that they should have been 10 

blinded to their own interests, and so ready to do the work of 
their enemies. 

Allow me now to draw your attention to two or three particu
lars. I should like to know in the first place, why you are 10 

tame towards the agriculturists, and so furious against the manufa,,_ 
turers f Why should not the former as WP.ll aa the latter be made 
responsible for employing you and giving you competent wage, r 
Every time you eat, you give a portion of your earnings to 
the agriculturist. It is only occasionally when you get a new ar
ticle of clothing, that you spend any thing with the manufactu
rers ; why then, with so much land uncultivated, and so much 
badly cultivated, do you not make a claim upon THEM for employ
ment and " a fair day, wage for a fair day, work 1'' You get 
your clothing at the lowest possible price, cheaper than you could 
get it in any other part of the world; but for your food you pay 
40 per cent more tha~ it is worth in the open market of the 
world, and double the price it sells elsewhere, and yet yott. 
pass by the landed monopolist~, and attack the manufaeturing 
system, as if it were your greatest enemy. 

It were easy to show that the landed monopoly referred to, i• 
the chief cause of the superabundance of labour in the market, 
and consequently ef low wages. Labouring men and their 
families swarm into the towns to find that employment which the 
country does not supply. Fewer are employed every year in farm
ing, and as this class increases like all others, this causes an over
stock in every department of manufactures. If it be true that 
Preston gives less wages than other towns, its contiguity to an 
immense farming district, whence labour is constantly pouring fn, 
I have no doubt, is the chief cause. Denied employment in the 
agricultural districts, it is natural for them to seek it in town•: 
and yet, overlooking this, you are warring against the manufactu
ring interest, as your deadliest foe. 

I beg also ta state my surprise, that while you are anxious (and 
properly so) to keep up wages, you feel so indifferent about r•• 
duci11~ the price of food. One is equally beneficial with the other; 
nay, I will venture to assert, more beneficial. If you reduce 
the cost of a family's food 2s. per week, it is equal to 
adding 2s. to the man's wages; but it should be remem
bered that in the one ease the benefit is confined to 
those WQO receive or depend upon wages; in the other, the 
benefit is as extensive as the eaters of food. A vast number 
receive no wages, but there is not one living that does not 
eat food. Every man out of employment, every man waiting 
for work, or working short time, or being sick, every in
firm and old person unable to labour, and most of those relieved 
from the parish, feel the benefit of cheap food, although they may 
neither receive wages themselves, nor depend upon the wages of 
others. And every working man who should keep a horse, cow, 
pigs, fowls, &c., will daily find the sup~rior benefit of cheap f'ood. 
Cheap food is indeed a benefit to all ; it is felt by every family 
every time the meal comes on the table. And as I think all are 
now satisfied that dear food does not :r-aiac but drpp w~es, it la 
much to be regrett.ed that you appear so regardless of tliis ad van tag~. 
Next to cheap air and cheap water, is cheap food; for or all the 
sufferings and inconveniencie1 to which man may be exposed, few 
are so severe as being short or food. Indeed, although I !LDl not 
about to enter upon t be merits of the late turn-out, I verily he• 
lieve that it has been chiefly sustained by the late reductiou in tu 
price of (ood. Wtth pot.atoe, ~t id. per lb:, apples at Jd., and-;. 
reduction in oatmeal1 ftol.ttt and other artieles1 ttutnben have 11'"4 
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hined themaelvu much longer than they oould, had providons 
been at the last year'• price. I have often told the spinning 
-.naster1, that iC ever we should succeed in repo:,aling the Corn 
X.aw11, they will be sadly disappointed in the effect; for although 
they will have an increased demand for their goods, such will be 
the operatives' command over the necessarie~ of li_fe, that few 
will be complllled to work their present hours, or be tied down to 
etrict rules ; and so many women and children will be kept at 
home, that, as it is in some parts of the continent, it will be diffi
wlt to fill the mill3, or compel the workers to obey the bell. IC 
you could see the matter as I see it, you woMld at once 
abandon your reliance on unions or turn-outs, in which, as one of 
the secretaries observed, " three millions of money have· been 
•pent to no purpose,'' and assist in unshackling commerce, by 
which you would soon attain the true position for keeping up the 
-.alue of your labour, 

All atl.()mpts to adopt a standard for wages are futile and vain. 
Such atandards will not onlv be evaded, but will work their own 
defeat. No trade can prosper that is bound down by arbitrary 
rules, for its health depends chiefly on its fre1:1dom. In
stead of relying on " maximums'' and " minimums," upon 

lists of prices," or parliamentary" standards," you should assist 
In opening the channels of trade, in lowering the cost of living, 
lhe tendency of which would be to increase the dew11nd for labour, 
anti tll lessen its supply, which would const>quently place the 
opnatfyes in the best position for making their own bargain with 
their employers. 

The labour market should be left perfectly free, aod all 
11ur efforttl should he to increase our trade, which is sure 
to influence wages. There should be no combinations either of 
men or masters. It is possible, I admit, to raise wagt>a by 
1eneral adj,utment• ; but unless they leave profit to the capital
lets concerned, they will be sure to hreak down. Wages are 

mply a sham of the profits of tradf'. After the raw mate
rlAls, the current expenses of working, and the capital invested art'! 
Juii,1 for, whot remains is wagns. If this balance be less, there 
•ill hP tt,~q ,rng<'s; if it be greater, more wages will be given. 
1 don't mean to say that this is immediately the effect in every in
atance, because the profits in ruan-v cases are only matter of esti

ate. Neither do T mean to ·sav that masters ,vm come 
nd say voluntarily "our profits are increased 20 per cent, and 
ou shall have that much added to your wages;" but t'1ere is an 
vml;k compulsion to advance wages when profih &rfl good, which 

oes not occur to every one. A great number of capitalists are 
oking out for profitable invt\stment&; and so soon as thPy see 
at ,pinning cotton, making cloth, or shipping corn, are profita
e speculationa, they are ever ready to invMt their money in the 
me. This is invariably tlrn case, It was this that led to the 

rection (.lf 10 large a number of new mills in 1836-7. When 
ditiona.l mills are erflcted, hands are wanted, and from the com

etition of masters, if not in the same town, in those of one town 
ainst another, the operatives come in for an ad Yance of wages; 

nd ifit were not for the pressure for employment, created by deat 
read, this operation would have been rarmore sensibly felt. The 
eavera• wag«,s used to be adnuced in tbo same wav. When 
arkets were go~d at Manchester, new masters started, and ih1> 
d ones extended their trade, and in order to get each other'• 

v""' they were compelled to make an advanc1:1. Although I 
not aware that spinning masters are less generous than other 

asters, I would sa-, decidedly, you must not rely on their gene
sity any more than you would rely on the generosity of the 

ntcher when you go· to the shamhJes. It is the capitalist's love 
pro.fit (strange as it may sound to some of you) which is your 
,t guarantee for wages. Without your labOur he cannot get 
ofit, and in a rising market he gives you more in order to get 
ore himseJf. With free trade and cheap living, masters would 

ave to run after the men as much as the men hue bad to run 
tter the masters, 

When I said profits regulate wages, you mu~t nnderatand uti
ated, not realized profits;_ because the markets may ch~nge ma
ria.Uy before the goods commatJd a sale. And this difference 
counts for two faots at which people seem astonished-the first, 
t many masters should have worked the last three years without 

alizing any profit, which I believe to be true; the second, that some 
innjng masters should have succeedf'd'in aecnmula.ting fortunes 
ao short a .time, without advancing wages. In the latter ca89.there 

as this special reason, that the lC1ng time required to build, 6t out, 

and commence working new factories is 1ucb, that thoae with good 
connections continued for a considerable Ume to realize large 
profits, before they were checked by the competition of new 
ma ters, and the employment of more hands. If bread baking 
should leave a profit of 25 per cent, new ovens could and would 
he erer:tf'd in II few weeks ; bot when spinning masters got large 
profits it required a considerable time before competition mills 
could bP set to work, and the advantages extended to a large num
ber of the unemployed. But even the accumulation of these large 
profits, wht>re the parties staid at home and invested the same in 
pro'fid"ng E'mployment for the people, ha.s been a positive good 
to tbe workmen, many of whom having received a considerable por
tion of it during the last tour years. From this it will appear, 
what I believe to· be a fact, that the changes in wages, whether 
higher or lown, are regulated in the long run more by the protita 
of tne masters than by any other cause. 

In manufacturing, there can be no wages without a 1uffi.clet'lcy 
of invested capital; and although much bas been said against 
"OV'er-grown capital," the operatives hav,e always found it their 
inte-rest, in bad times, to be employed in concerns fortunate enough 
to be thus favoured. Compare Preston with Stockport, and the 
truth of this remark is quite apparent. Although the bigl:eat rate 
of wages is always acceptable, yet if it be such as to really 
lea\"e the master a loser, and of so long a continuance as to 
dissipate bis capital, the operath-es themselves in the end are sure 
to he the suft'erns. And I maintain that it is better for a girl to 
earn 9 • per week the year round, and to l1:1ave the master suffi
cient profit to carry on bis works, than to receive for a short time 
a higher rate of wages so as to encroach upon hi• capital, and 
obliged him to stop. 

The capitalist, important as he may appear, acts •• tbe 
workpeople's servant. He lays out all bis money in erecting 
buildings, fixing machinery, purchasing raw material, thus finding 
Pmployment and paying wages to the workpeople, and bis own 
wages for all this is thenet profit he gets at the year's end. A 
ma ter spinner in Lancaster said that be had not for four year 
realized as much as the salary of his clerk, I was in company 
with a partner in a concern at Stockport, who said they bad not 
gained a single sixpence for the last three years; and indeed 
when I look at the immense number of failures, and the ter-
1;ble sacrifices in the prices of buildings and machinery brought 
to the hammer, I find no difficulty in believing these state.. 
ments. Masters ,vith capital keep up wages as long as they cat) 
for their own sakes; but many have broken down, and tht1 
effect bas been felt by the workpeople as well as themselves. 
Th distress in Paisley has been attributed in part to thili. 
The- m sters, with highly honourable feelings, were determined to 
keep up wages, until bt11ing compelled to sell their goods at i-. 
great sacrifice, their capital was gone, and they were obliged to 
clos~ their concerns, and thousands were thrown altogether without 
work a the consequence. In such circumstance&, it is a quea. 
tion whether dropping wages, so as to avoid the lose of capilal ia 
not the least evil, and would be upon the whole the grl'lateat ad. 
vantage to the workpeople themselves. 

h ia quite a mistake to suppose that masters can give what 
wages they please. But you appeal to them as if they could. 
This depends upon the market price of their goods, and is altoge
ther beyond their controul. Thare is no doubt they will pre111 
downw rds, as you press upwards; but if profis become good, they 
will soon be compelled by the pressure of competing opponents to 
advance. But what they would have done in ordinary time,., ,t 
is probable they will rather suffer more than submit to at present. 
The proper plan is, when ,.my aet of men have good r1:1ason 
to believe that their labour is under paid, they should represent 
the 1!1ame to their employer, and ask for an advance, without being 
led by foreign dictation; for what a maater would concede to re.
son and peaceable conduct, be would refuse when violence an(l 
outrage are adopted, although it should be to his o~n loss, lf 
pre&ent profits will justify 1higber wages, you are sure to get them. 
although the torn -out may retard the advance for a time; but yo\l 
would have been equally certain without the turmoil and terrible 
sufferings created by iL 

I need nol be to1d, Cot I know it too well, that there are soma 
unprincipled masters who, regardles• of profit or loss, are alway• 
ready to bate wages, and oppress the men, by compelling them to 
take focd, rent houses, &o., as part of their wages. I reprobat. 
stich conduct, but there are vmains in all trades, aud the questiot\ 
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Is, which l11 the be11t plan to manage them? You cannot appeal 
to their moral principles, for they h ve none; they are generally 
Incapable of being shamed, (though in a few instances thi11 has 
succeeded,) and all legal restraints they can avade or defy. The 
only remedy is, as I said before, stimulating trade, so that these we 
might find their levE1l, or in other words, be left without people to 
work for them. Indeed I know some who make all their money 
in bad times, for when trade is brisk, no l)ody would take thPir 
work. We may make a thousand regulations, and utter a thou
sand denunciations, if we please, to try to manage such, but 
there is no remedy but the one I have constantly urged, and that 
will rendet the operatives iudepenJent of them-namely, good 
trade. 

.It must be a wouder to many ho• this country, with dear 
food, has so long been r.ble tc compete with countries whose food 
is less than lialf the price. The cbi~f caute, I belie,·e, is, our 
possession of -so much capital. It is manifestly the \\·ant of this, 
which is embarrassing America. This being the fact, every 
working man who wishes to remain at home, and rear his family 
by independent industry, should al'Oid tumult or unreasonable 
opposition to bis employer, lest by driving capital away from 
England to other countries, he assist in laying the foundation of 
his own future ruin. I ha~·e beard an old story, that fish always 
leave the spot where the fishermen disagrtJe, Whether this be true 
or not, one thing is certain, that unless masters can carry on their 
work11 both to profit and in peact1, without life and property being 
1ubjected to danger, they will close their businesses, and those who 
are not already ruined will seek to !nve11t their capital in more fa
, ·ourable climes. The deep poverty of Ireland, has proceeded 
chiefly from the non-investmen.t of capital, occasioned by the 
opinion that it was unsafe; and the operati,·es ,1 ill ha\"e them-
1eh·es to blame, if they should bring ou the same state of things lo 
England, For instance, if only three men in Preston, whom I 
could name, and a proportionate number in every other town,should 
beoo,me so disgusted with popular commotion, or intimidated by 
popular violence, as at once to close their concerns, and talce all 
their available capital into another country, who can contemplate 
ihe disastrous effect ~itbout the greatest horror? If then you 
would wish to avoid m!Lklng the working man'11 condition worse, 
by all means study w promote peace and good order; for the con
tinuance of disorder is sure to ddve capital out of the country, 
and with that all chance of doing well for the working man. 

The cry b"s been " a fair day's wage for a fair day's 
work," to which nobody could object, but I feel confident tLat 

,aome of thnse who raised the cry, and created a tumult 
under lt11 sound, caro nothing whatHer about wagPs. Their 
object has been simply to disorganize society, and just now 
they would rather see wages drop than rise, and food dear 
than cheap, in order that .they may ba,·e the elements of 
greater disconteut to work upon, to answer their own ends. In 
plain terms, it is rebellion they want, and are ready to divnt 
everv movemeet into that channel. Let me entreat all intelliBent 
reep~ctable, cool-headed, sober working men to separate them!!eh·es 
from all such, and to ll'y to come to such a peaceable un
derstanding as to wages with lbeir masten1, as will fairly combine 
the interests of both. And I trust the masters will consider bow 
•bard the people ha,·e to toil for their money, and if they have ap
peared to be obstinate, that they have not only bad bad ltiadera, and 
'have suffered severely for a long time sy dear food, but in too 
•many instances have been harshly usPd by the masters themselves. 

I conclude as I began, by stating that I believe you 11.re working 
at the wrong end. The Corn Laws have d10pped your wages, and 
brought you to a dearer and coarser diet; but instead of throwing 
the blame upon the authors of these laws, and agitating for their re
peal, which would bring conteutment and plenl) to your homos, you 
have been per&uaded to quanel with your masters. The lancJed 
men am combined against you both, and you ought to have cordi-
1Llly united to repel a common foe. My serious conviction is,.that I 
nothing can save this country but free trade, and that nothing 
can efft>ct it but a combined tffort, iaclucling the great influence 
and }JOWPr of the working classes. Instead of a repeal of the 
Corn Laws, conferring upon the masters the power of dropping ' 
wagPs, if the.v 1~ere so iuclined, it w,.ulu be the likeliest of all means 
for <lepriving them of I hat power. So that whether you are influen 
ced by a co111:ern tor your own welfare, or b.r a patriotic feeling 
for yolir country, in either case I would commend you lo become l 
Corn Law rel'ealers. And iu conn6xion "ith this, I would 

~specially entreal vou nut to lower :,our cba<acter or leuen your iu. 
fluenci>, hy habits of iulemperauce, by associating with vicloua 
itnd recklt•ss companions, or by the slightest breach of the peac~. 

I am your sincere friend, 
JOSEP.Et LIVESEY. 

THE JOYS OF HOME. 

0, what so refre•hing, so soothing, 10 satisfying, a11 the placid 
joys of borne I 

See the travelle,·. Does duty call -him for a season to leave hia 
beloved circle? The image or his earthly happiness continue• 
vividly in his remembrance. Tt quiokens him to diligence ; it 
cheers him under difficulties; it makes him bail the hour whieh 
sees his purpose accomplished, and bis face turned tow~rds home ; 
it communes with him as he journeys; and he ht1ars the promise 
which causes him to hope 'thou shalt know al!!o that thy tabema.
cle shall be in peace ; and thou shall visit thy habitation and not 
ain.'-0, the joyful reunion of a divided family-the pleasurea 
of renewed interview and conversation after days of absence I 

Behold the man of science. He drops the labour and pjlinful
ness of research, closes his volume, smooths his wrinkled brow, 
leaves his study, and, unbendini; himself, stoops to the capacitie1, 
yields to the wishes, and mingles with the divenio111 of hi• 
children. · 

• He will not blush that has a father's hca.rt, 
To take in childish play a childish part : 
But bends hi, sturdy back to any toy 
That youth takes pleasure in to please his boy.' 

Take the man of trade. ·what reconciles him to the toil o 
business ? What enable11 him to endure the fastldiousneu and 
impertinence of customers? ,vhat rewards him for so many 
hours or tedious confinement? By and by the season of inter
course will arrive; he will be embosomed in the car~sses of lti1 
family ; he will behold the desire of his eyes, and the children o 
his love for whom he resigns his ease ; and in their welfare and 
smile• he will find his recompense. 

Yonder comes the labourer. He has borne the purden and bea 
or the day ; the descending sun has released him from his toil, 
and he is hastening home to enjoy repose. Half way down th 
lane. by the side of which stands hi• cottage, his children run t 
meet him ; one he caries and one he leads. The companion o 
his bumble life i~ ready to furnish him with his plain repast. See 
his toil-worn countenance assurues an air of cheerfulness; hi 
hardships are forgotten; fatigue vanishes; he eats and is sati1fied · 
the evening fair, he walks with uncovered bead arouod b 
garden; enters again and r tire& to re11t1 and ' the rest oJ a labour
ing man is sweet, whether he eats little or much ' Inhabitant o 
this lonely, lovely dwelling, who can be indifferent to thy comfort! 
Peace be to this house.' 

• Let no ambition mock thy useful toil, 
Thy homely joys, and destiny obscure ; 

Nor grandeur hear with a disdainful smile, 
The short and simple annals of the poor.' 

DRAM SaoPS ver•us PROVISION SaoPs.-The following h 
true statement of the number of persons who entered into tw 
dram 11bops in Wigan, and two of the best provision i;hopa in on 
hour, ol\ the evening of Saturday, September 10 :-

First dram shop, males 120, females 56; total 176, 
Second ditto male11 36, femalel 102; total 138. 
First provision shop 16. 
Second. , ~iiu~ .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. 1 O. . 

The dram shop in whlc~ t~ •-_,greater number of males enterad · 
very public, and seen by all passtlrS hy. The other, in which th 
greater numbP.r of females entered, is up a private passage, con 
cealed from public gaze. J. B. 
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Eir George Broadlands.--Now, my boys, I flatter my- be lowered.-Try them with the old topics-" inde
zelf I have been a good father to you all. Of course pendence of foreigners,"-" the importance of the 
my estates go to your Eldest brother who sits beside home market," and all that sort of thing.-Tom, you 
me; but my parliamentary interest, so weJl worked by must get your speech ready by Tuesday, as they dine 
counsellor Tom, who sits for my borough of Swillworth, together at the Broad land Arms.-It seems that a man 
has enabled me to provide for you all.-Here, Major, of the name of Greg has been writing and puffing up 
here's your health; I wish you joy of your promo- Scotch farming and long leases. Now this will ne .rer 
tion; that gay uniform will do execution at Hyde Park do. You know we must not be dictated to by Scotch
reviews.-Archdeacon Geoffry, your health: mind you men. Nothing like our good old English farming; it 
keep in the good graces of the bishop. . And coun~ellor did for our fathers, and it will do for us-eh, lads ?
Tom, stick to the Duke of Buckingham and the Corn (They signify assent by jingling of glasst!sJ-Tom, one 
Laws ; and keep that Sir Bobby from tampering any word more. It would be advisable to stop abusing the 
more with them, or there will be nothing for it but to new poor law; for I have some hope(of getting Y?U 
lower .rents. Dy the bye, my tenants are all grumbling, appointt:d a commissioner .-(Tom gri'!_S, ~nd all the sons 
and saying, that as eorn is oomingdown, rents ought to in return reepond to the father's sage eounselship.) No. 41. 
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PROPERTY TAX. 

If we must pay taxes, after all a property taa: is per
haps the best. It is a direct payment, and is felt as 
euch by all who have to part with their money, and is 
more likely than indirect taxation to rouse the country 
to ask for a more economical management of state af
fairs. As the expenses of government are chiefly for 
the protection of property, those who have property 
ought to pay. Butthoughadirecttaxmaybe preferable, 
additional taxes must be just now felt as a great burden. 
If the soap, sugar, cheese, and butter duties had been 
repealed, for myself I should not have grudged if the 
tax had been Is. instead of 7 d. in the pound, but as 
there is no remission in favour of the working man, 
this tax must be regarded as a great addition even to 
his burdens, for many of the upper classes who pay it, 
will fall upon labour to indemnify themselves. 

DROPPING MARKETS. 

The markets are dropping, and to what extent they 
will decline, it is difficult to sav. The farmers' friends 
who manage the press, are trying to keep up their spi
.rits, and represent the fall in prices as the result of 
panic rather than any extraordinary supply in the mar
ket. They talk of the wheat crops not exceeding an 
average, and that therefore we cannot expect prices to 
come very low; but they forget that the country is full 
of all other kinds of food. Cheese, outter, fruit of all 
kinds, potatoes, and even herrings, are this year most 
abundant. People don't live on grain alone ; when 
potatoes are yery cheap, and especially when they 
are very good, as they are this year, immense quanti
tities are consumed as substitutes for grain by the work
ing people. Most of those out of employment (and 
they are not a few) are compelled to live upon a pota
toe diet. A large consumption of fruit, of cheap pork, 
beef, &c., will also lessen the consumption of grain. 
Considering that foreign grain and flour, nearly equal 
to three millions of quarters, have recently paid duty ; 
considering the quantities of live cattle imported, and of 
beef, pork, and cheese, coming in from .America-these, 
joined to the produce of a bountiful harvest, and with 
most seasonable weather for fresh seeding-are sure to 
bring down the price of food. It is the whole quantity 
of food in the country, and not the quantity of wheat or 
any single article, connected with the people's ability to 
purchase, which regulates prices. 

THE EMPLOYMENT OF PAUPERS. 

The poor taxes are becoming a tremendous burden ; 
the increase chiefly arrising from the number of able
bodied men without work. The parishes have no way 
of defending themselves, and testing the sincerity of the 
applicants, but providing plenty of work. They seem 
afraid of entering into arrangements for this purpose 
least they should "interfere with the independent la
bourer." That has long been interfered with by the 
oorn law which has destroyed the. balance of eupply 
and d~mand. By employing all the paupere, they will 

not bring one labourer into the market more than there 
were before ; and the demand upon the labour market 
will be just the same whether it be made by 200 single 
individuals, or by an overseer on their bahalf. Unfortu
nately if there be a difference, it will be this, that they 
will work less for the parish than for themselves. 
Trying to keep up wages by taking thousands of able
bodied men out of the market and keeping them 
for nothing, is protecting indedpendent labour with 
a vengeance. Repeal the corn laws, and you will get 
rid of all able-bodied paupers depending on the parish ; 
and in such circumstances, and in these only, would it 
be just to introduce " a workhouse test." Till then I 
would advise the boards of guardians to set all their 
paupers to work, under the management of clever su
perintendents. The cultivation of the land is decidedly 
the best kind of employment. If they should lose 
something by the sale of the produce, this will be more 
than gained by testing the applicants. But they should 
be made to work, and not to make playthings of their 
spades and other implements of labour. The price of 
provisions should not be considered. A load of pota
toes will make the same number of meals whatever the 
price may be . 

OLD TIMES. 

Vve are apt to suppose tl1at old times were always 
good times. If we had lived at various periods in this 
country we should be convinced of our mistake. Take 
the following as an instance of the condition of the 
people of Colchester in the reign of Edward III.:-

" The household furniture found in use amongst the families of 
Colchester consisted, in the more wealthy, of an occasional bed, 
a brass pot, a brass cup, a gridiron, an<l a rug or two, and perhaps 
a towel. Of chairs and tables we hear nothing. We learn from 
the chronicles of Bran tome, a French historian of these days, that 
even the nobility sat upon chests in which they kept their clothes 
and linen. Harrison. whose testimony we have already given to the 
poverty of these times, affirms, that if a man in seven years after 
marriage could purchase a flock bed> and a sack of chaff to rest 
his head upon, he thought himself as well lodged as the lord of 
the town, ' who peradventure lay seldom on a bed entirely of fea
thers.' An old tenure in England, before these times, binds the 
vassel to find straw eveh for the king's bed. The beds of flock, 
a few articles of furniture, the absence of chairs and tables, would 
have been of less consequence to the comfort and health of the 
people, if they bad been clean; but cleanliness never exists with
out a certain possession of domestic con venineces. The people 
of England, in the days of which we are now speaking, were not 
famed for their attention to this particular. Thomas-aBecket 
was reputed extravagantly nice, because he had his parlour 
strewed every day with clean straw. As late as the reign of 
Henry VIII., Erasmus, a celebrated scholar of Holland, who 
visited England, complains that the nastiness of the people was 
the cause of the frequent plagues that destroyed them ; and ho 
says, ' Their floors are commonly of clay, strewed with rushes, 
under which lie unmolested a collection of beer, grease, fragments, 
bones, spittle, excrements of dogs and cats, and of every thing 
that is nauseous.' The elder Scaliger, another scholar who came 
to England, abuses the people for &iving him no convenience 
to wash his hands. Glass vessels were scarce, and pottery was 
almost wholly unknown. The Earl of Northumberland, whom 
we have mentioned, breakfasted on trenchers and dined on pew
ter.' While such universal slovenliness prevailed as Erasmus has 
described, it is not likely that 'much attention was generally 
pa.id to the cultivation. of the mind. Before the inve~tion of 
printing, at the time or the valu~tion or Golc;heater, book.a 1n man-
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••~rlpt, from their extreme costliness, could be purchased only by 
princes. The royal library of Paris, in 1378, consisted of nine 
hundred and nine volumes,-an extraorciinary number. The 
same library now comprises upwards of four hundred thousand 
volumes. But it may fairly be assumed that, where one book 
could be obtained in the fourteenth century by persons of the 
working classes, four hundred thousand may be as eaisly ob
tained now. Here then was a privation which existed five hun
dred years ago, which debarred our ancestors of more pleasure 
and profit than the want of beds, and chairs, and linen; and pro
bably, if this privation had continued, and men, therefore, had 
not cultivated their understandings, they would not have learned 
to give any really profitable dirflction to their labour, and we 
ahould still have been as scantily supplied with fu, niture and 
clothes as the good people of Colchester, of whom you have been 
reading."-Rights of Industry, p. 106. 

MIXT THOUGHTS ON DOMESTIC AFFAIRS. 

Never "bang" a door to, but close it quietly ; al
ways lift up the latch.-Fix a scraper at the entrance 
of each outside door; do not forget to use it.-Let the 
bedroom window stand open every dry day.-A hard 
bed is much healthier than a soft one to sleep upon.
Good lard is both better and cheaper than butter for 
pie crusts.-If you have convenience, allow one room 
for lumber; and let the iron, lead, ropes, wood, &c., 
be assorted and ready when wanted.-! have frequently 
noticed doors which had to be pulled to several times 
before they would latch, simply for want of a drop of 
oil.-Every housekeeper should have a nail box, with 
an assortment of nails, a hammer, pinchers, gimlets, 
and other useful tools.-If bacon hang where it is 
too warm, it is sure to go rusty and taste bad.-Don't 
disfigure the walls with ridiculous pictures.-Nothing 
more uncomfortable than to be compelled to sit betwixt 
the fire and a bad window which causes a draught.
The cure for a smoking chimney is in general at the fire 
place ; di ~pensing with the hobs alone in many cases 
will effect a cure; this prevents the air rushing cold 
up the chimney.-Homies look pretty with a little gar
den at the front.-How much better a floor looks by 
!imply being swept over; I wish brushes were cheaper 
so that poor people could purchase them and keep their 
floors clean.-Grates for ashes are very useful.-No
thiug that I dislike to see more than the breakfast and 
dinner things standing on the table hours after the meal 
is over.-Nothing prevents a loss of time and disputes 
more than fixing the most suitable place for every arti
cle, and putting every article in its place.-I frequently 
see women running to the pop shop on a Monday morn
ing with their aprons full of cl 1thes ; I expect little but 
misery in a house managed by such.-Gluttony should 
be avoided as well as drunkenness; some people would 
always be stuffing; a person should not eat as much as 
he can, but what is most congenial with his health.
Few children will learn to read well unless they hear 
good reading, nor begin to learn of themselves unless 
they are prompted to it ; these will be most effec
tually done at home. After meals, while the domestics 
surround the table, I always consider the best time for 
reading ; and if at such times fathers would read useful 
le~s.ons, they might not only displace the habit of re
tailmg scandal, but set an example of the art of reading 
aleo. 

J. BROOK'S SPEECH, 
At a meeting of the Manchester Anti- Cor1, Law Aasociatton. 

John Brooks, Esq., who has lately returned from Harrowgate 
considerably improved in health, and who had been enthtJsjasti
cally received by the meeting on his entrance, rose to second a 
motion. In the course of his speech he took a review of the 
state of trade generally, which he described as suffering from 
frequent and the most destructive &hocks in every quarter of the 
world. He alluded to the late threat on the part of Germany to 
raise the duty on mouselline-delaines, fo the doubling of the 
duty by France on linen goods,-a measure which had affected 
his own concern to such a degree that the new machinery with 
which he had stocked a mill only two years since was ren
dered useless ;--and that morning intelligence was receiveq ,of 
the American tariffs being raised from 20 to 30 per cent. 8:a ! 
but we had to see what 30 per cent. meant. (Hear.) And he 
took some trouble with a friend to get it explained. He thought 
there was something more in this than met the eye at first sight ; 
and the answer was that it meant 100 per cent. I lie explained 
the increase on fustians for instance, and on the sam& goods which 
under the fotmer tariff were admitted at three cents, were now 
to be charged six cents for. ,vas not this 100 pet cent? The 
last new tariff of the United States cut away our lowet· goods 
trade: this blow was aimed at the better descriptions. Again, 
he had a letter from Rio, that rllornin~, stating that the exchanges 
haa fallen to 24½: here was half the merchants' capital cut away 
at one stroke! (Hear, hear.) He next. alluded to the sugar and 
coffee monopolies, with the enormous differential duties in favour 
of our colonies. He humorously observed, however, that Sir 
Robert Peel was the most likely statesman we had in office lately 
too, because he had some expe,diency in him. (Laughter.) There 
was some chance of turning him round. (Renewed laughter, and 
a voice-" Squeeze him.'') Yes, he would bear squeezing. 
(Laughter.) He was fond of being in office, and so tha~ he 
might be allowed to {'lay the organ, he did not care who blowed. 
(Renewe,d laughter.) So what the League must now do would 
be to blow away at him. (Applause.) He believed the tune he 
intended to play l,)efore long was the repeal of the Corn Laws. 
(Laughter and great applause.) He believed that he would be a 
cleverish man if he managed to do that in the company he kept at 
present, but he thought he would be able to accomplish it. 
(Hear, hear.) It was true he had a good deal of blind dogs to 
draw aftPr him. (Roars of laughter.) But they must blow a~ 
him and keep him lo his organ-that was the only way to force 
repeal out of him-they must get him into the "trade winds I" 
(Shouts of laughter and great cheering.) 

MARRIAGE is to a woman at once the happiest and saddest 
event of her life ; it is the promise of future bliss, rai1ted on the 
death of all present enjoyment. She quits her home- her pa
rents-her occupations-her amusements-every thing on which 
she has hithP.rto depended for comfort-for kindness-for pleas
ure. The parent by whose advice she had been guided-the 
sister to whom she has dared to impart the embryo thought and 
feeling-the brother who has played with her, by turns the coun
sellor ; and the young children to whom she has hitherto been 
the mother and the playmate-all are to be forsaken in one fell 
stroke ; every former tie is loosed-the spriug of every action 
is to be changed, and yet she hies with joy into the untrodden 
path before her-buoyed up by the confidence of requited love, 
she bids a fond and grateful adieu to the life that is past, and 
turns with excited hopes and joyous anticipations of happiness to 
come. Then woe to the man that can blight such fair hopes ; 
who can treacherously lure such a heart from its peaceful enjoy
ment, and the watchful protection of home; who can cowardlike 
break the illusions that have won her, and destroy the confidence 
which love had inspired ; woe to him who has so early withdrawn 
the tender plant from the prups and stay of moral discipline in 
which she has been nurtured, ifbe should make no effort to 1mpply 
their places ; for on him the responsibility of her error falls ; on 
him who first taught hP.r, by his example, to grow c:treless of her 
duty, and then e:11posed her with a weakened spirit, and unsatis
fied heart, to the wide storms and the wily temptations of a !lin
ful world. 
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Y ABIETIES. 

TEARS.-It is not every day we see tears, so that when they do 
happen to fall, we are apt to notice the occasion. I saw an old 
man weep for an idle son whom he had•turned out, because he 
would not work, and yet live upon the family. I saw a decent 
mechanic weep a11 he gave an order to print HIO notices that he 
would no longer be accountable for debts contracted by his wife. 
I saw a mother weep bitterly at the remembrance of her little 
girl who died suddenly. Who can look unmoved upon the tears 
which are shed at the grave sides? Tears are the heart's release, 
and the softeners of nature's asperities. How affecting to see the 
huaband and wife, after a severe disagreement, drying each other's 
tears! How interesting to behold the father embracing the pro
digal son, and with floods of tears rejoicing that the dead is still 
ali'Ye ! Such scenes are really interesting, and are valuable lessons. 

PAROCHIAL INcoxi:: TAX.-" A bill for mortuary fees, Sir, ten 
abillings," said a spiritual collector to a young man whose father 
was recently dead. "What is it for ?" " Mortuary fees," was 
the answer. " But what is it for 'I" again enquired the young 
man. " Oh the executors of every body who dies worth £40 
are liable to pay."-This is more moderate than Sir Robert's 
demand, as it is only 3d. in the pound, and especially as it can 
only be collected once. It is true it comes down as low as 
£40; but this is necessary as I don't suppose one in five think it 
hone1t to themselves to pay it. They are quite willing to chance 
the safety of the deceased without imposing upon the parson 
the task of praying for their souls ; and without performing this 
tMtly protestant aervice, he could not for shame ask for the money I 

A BETTER MORAL M.A.CHINERY W ANTED.-ln this country 
we progress in every thing but morals. We have improved 
machinery in every department but that which gives character to 
the people. In this we scrupulously adhere to that which is about 
SOO years old. Every thing has out grown morals. The church 
system wants reformini altogether. People want teaching 
honesty, kindness, benevolence, and charity, practical matters, in
•tead of theories, or rituals, or polemic theology. In the midst of 
the blaze of religious profession, that which should be its object, 
real good conduct, is the rarest article imaginable. That man will 
be a second Father Mathew who shall introduce a moral machi
nery, calculated to make men honest, trutltful, generous, and hind. 
Notwithstanding the immense sum expended, these effects have 
not yet been produced. 

LEl!ll!I WINE DRUNK.-In consequence of the pressure of the 
times upon the middle classes, a most extraordinary decrease has 
taken place in the consumption of wine. The consumption and 
.decrease betwixt this year and last is as follows:-

C0NBUMPTI-ON. DECREASE, 
Cape 106,035 galls. 13,875, or 11 per cent. 
Madeira 36,859 18,872, ,, 33 
Sherry 955,576 64,036, ,, 6 
Port 824,660 ,, 486,716, ., 40 ,, 

-On the other hand the consumption of the costly wines of France, 
.&.c., used by the higher classes, by whom the depression of trade 
has not been felt, has rather increased. 

LARD O1L.-The recently discovered process of making oil 
from lard, appears to be not only successful, but to promise a 
new field for enterprise and profit. The establishment of Messrs. 
Lee & Co. of Cincinnati, is said to manufacture sixteen barrels 
every day, which, as it takes five hogs to a barrel, requires 80 

1log1. This will use up 58,400 a year. 

Low PRICES.-Farmers are really afraid, and not without oc
easion, that low prices are 'before them. An immense quantity of 
ham, and some cheese are la:aded in Liverpool from America, and 
Tery large importations are expected so soon as the reduction in 
duty takes place, whieh will be on the 10th of October. English 
pork is not expected this winter to sell for more than 3d. per lb. 

Tu11 SALES OP WKI!IKJIY in the New York market during the 
la•t six months, have averaged fifteen thousand gallons a day. 
-This is about one-third less than the sales two years ago. We 
1uppose the diminution is almnst wholly from the drinkers, aa the 
eonsumptktn ia the arts is probably as great as ever, i£ not grea.tef'. 

TEN RULES OF LIFE.-The following rules fwr prwtioal life, 
were given by Mr. Jefferson:-

1. Never put off till to-morrow, what ean be dion.e tt-day. 
2. Never trouble others to do what you can drn your:elf. 
3. Never spend your money before you have iit. 
4. Never buy what yon do not want because itt is ch1ap. 
5. Pride costs us much hunger, thirst, and col d. 
6. We never repent of eating too little. 
7. Nothing is troublesome that we do willingl}y, 
8. How much pain those evils cost us which never happen. 
9. Take things always by their smoothe handlre. 

10. When angry, always courit ten before you S}peak. 

THE LATE TunN-OUT.-There is scarcely amy evi ,vithout a 
mixture of good. The following advantages will h1ave rerulted from 
the turn-out :-1. The government, if not convimced lefore, will 
now_ be convinced of the discontentment existin1g in tle country, 
and its causes, namely, poverty and distress. 2. That i is perfect 
folly for the people to attempt to defy the law, or up;et the go
vernment by physical force, and therefore they sho1ld seek to 
better their condition, by diffusing correct principlles, aiood by their 
own sobriety and moral reformation. It may ahso be onsidered 
as a great advantage that the outbreak took platee so Early; if it 
had happened in th'3 depth of winter, the recklessness of some of 
the parties might have led to an extensive destru<ction o: property. 
It should now be the determination of governml:!nt., and ci all other• 
to prevent a recurrence of these disasters, by actting a1 friend11 to 
the people. 

PRICES IN ll'rDIANA.-A correspondent at Napoleon, Ripley 
county, Indiana, writes us that the wheat crop in that quarter wa.a 
never larger or more promising than it ia this season. A. large 
part of it is already harvested, and farmers atre busr in every 
direction in securing the balance. The countrl}' teem, with pro
duce of all kinds. Butter is 4 cents a pound; 1eggs are so abun .. 
dant that they can scarcely be given away; good fat beeves, ~ 
years old, are sold daily at 5 dollars each; flour, l dollar and 7 5 
cents per cwt. : no old wheat in market; ginseng, 20 cents. Im
mense quantitie• of honey hue been gathered .all over the State 
this season, more than was ever known befor~. It can now be 
had at Napoleen, of the finest quality, at two ce-nts per pound.
Gin. Reprib. 

APPLES CHEAP.-Good apples were sold in our market last 
Saturday at sixpence per score. This would be a great advantage 
to poor people if sugar was cheap. Nothing is nicer than stewed 
apples, and children are very fond of them. Rhubarb, goose
berries, and apples have all been unusually eh ap this year, but 
the poorest class cannot indulge in any thing requiring sugar, the 
price is so high. 

WASHING BED-ROOM FLoons IN 1YINTER.-In the courae 
of the last two or three winters I visited several workhouses where 
the bed-room floors were washed every day, especially those rooms 
where the children sleep; but there being no stoves or fires to 
air these places, the floors were often wet at bed time. This I 
always considered very unhealthy; and I mention it now that, a.a 
the winter approaches, those who regard the health of the poor, 
may take steps to prevent the same. 

NOTICE. 

The article on MACHINERY will appear in the neit Number. 
Any active working men, out of employment, or connected with 

large works, who may wish to sell "THE STRUGGLE," will be 
dealt with on liberal terms. Particulars will be forwarded in 
answer to a written application. 

Printed and Published by J. L1v:asEY, Preston. Sold also by Wragg, 
Temperance Hotel, Bury ; Gadsby and Heywood, Manchester; Riley, 
Chesteriate, and J. Blacksh.a.w, Stockport; Kershaw, South Market, and 
Mann, Central Market, Leeds; Hague, Barnesley, E. Bowker, Accrington; 
Gill, Blackburn; Houghton, 44, Westgate, Huddersfield; J. Dawson, Tem
perance Hptel, Clitheroe; T. Cook, Leicester, .l.genlfor Midland CocmUn.
Price One llal!Jenn:,, or Two Shillings and. Sixpenee per JI1ll\4'red. 



"He cordially co-operated wi1h Mr. lluskisson in the general measures (free trade measures) which he bl'Ought forward 
in 182~, in reference to the commerce of the country. 'fhose principlei he had applied to the best of his power in the new 
tariff.''-Sir Robert Peel'a Speech on the Tariff, 28th June, 1842. 

LANDLORD AND FARMER. 

Landlora.-Now, Johnny. open your mouth and shut your eyes and see what I will 11end you.
Help us to krep on the Corn Law, and you shall see what high prices you'll get, Johnny! 

Johnny.-(asid~-I am afeard it's a juggle, but he passed his word as a gentleman on the Hustings, 
eo I'll try hin. 

MACHINERY. 

What are the natural results of machinery ?-An in
ease of wealth and an increase of population. What 
ould be the re.ult of its destruction to this country ? 
little work, lc.w wages, and uniwirsal poverty. Be

in to spin and manufacture on the old systems, the 
rices of goods ·ise. and the demand ceases. Not one 
reign order cmld be got, l,ecause others would 1mpply 
eaper, and th, people at home being left without em

loyment, woulc have no means to purcha:se. 

No. 49. 

Though many attacks have been made upon machi
nery, no writer, or speaker, so far aiil I know, has ven
tured to recommend its abandonment. The people are 
not encouraged to imitate the Luddites, nor are the 
masters entreated to abandon modern improvements 
and manufacture upon the plans of the last century. 
This of itself proves, after all, that there is a misgiving 
in the minds of our declaimers against machinery; and 
that it is attempted rather to pander to popular or po
]itical feeling, than to assist in forming a correct 

I judgment of the matter. 
The great object of all machinery ie ~o e~onomiae 
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labo~r. ' a~d 'to ' p~od
0

uc~ che~pe
0

r a~ticle~ ; 'and though 
every individual acts upon this principle himself, as ex
tensively as possible. yet when thers do the same, those 
effected by it are ready to find fault. A nation is but 
a number of individuals-it is but one large family
all depending upon each other ; and every invention 
bv which the country can increase its stock of food, clo
thing, and conveniencies, must be a national advantage. · 

No doubt when a number of persons are thrown out 
of employment by changes in machinery, it is a great 
calamity to these ; but when we consider that by these 
changes twenty times the number are kept from being 
thrown out of employment; and that perhaps the labour 
of an equal number in various distant departments, is 
calle<l into requisition, we shall see the effects of this 
machinery in its beneficial operations, and shall be able 
to account for a constant increase of h(l,nds in the ag
gregate, while a particular class of labourers is dis
charged by the introduction of new machi!les. 

Cheapness and plenty are the natural effects of ma
chinery, and while some are temporarily injured, the 
community at large, if not prevented by other causes, 
would be greatly benefited. If machines could be in
vented to produce twice the amount of wheat, butter, 
and cheese, with the same labour, so as to douhle the 
quantity in the country, would not its consequent 
cheapness be a great blessing to the country? We cd.n 
easily see the benefit in one case, although the clamour 
of the enemies cf manufacture, may preV'ent us seeing 
it in the other. Plenty of good clothing is not only a 
blessing in itself, but may be regarded as equivalent to 
food; for it has nnly to be offered to our American 
brethren, and they will give us food for it. 

The four last harvests were very deficient ; this has 
been one of the best ever known. The difference has 
arisen, not from labour, but from the superior ma
chinery of a clear sky and seasonable showers. In
deed, with the same labour we haYe a much greater 
production; but will any person complain that, there
fore, this is a curse and not a blessing ? But if some 
unseen hand were to abstract from the results of the 
harvest such a quantity as to leave the people with less 
food than during the preceding years, ignorant persons 
might be ready to complain that fine seasons worked 
against, and not/or the people. 

Let us notice the working progress of this increased 
production of manufactures. This cheapness and plenty, 
placing the articles within the reach of a greater 
number, inc1·eases the demand immensely. Just as 
every inch of a rising tide spreads itself over a greater 
extent of sand, ~o does the falling price of goods com
mand a greater range of buyers from all parts of the 
world. Hence the difference betwixt the machinery in 
the old cotton mills and those recently erected is such 
as to secure a demand with profit to· the one, and to 
leave the other without. Every article is run upon in 
proportion as it is cheap, and renewed much oftener 
when it can be done at a small expense. This increased 
consumption is manifest by a single glance at the supe
rior dress of our females compared with former times. 
And whether we refer to clothing, books, and utensils 
of every kind, made by machinery, the increase is fifty, 
• hundred~ and ~n eome instances a thousand fold . 

'And so far from machine-made cotton goods thro'wi~g la
bour out of request, it constantly goes on increasing the 
cemand for it, so that from a population in Lancashire 
of 672,565 in 1801. we have in 1842 a population of 
1,667,064. If the consumption was stationary, then the 
effect of machinery in displacing labour would be indis• 
putable ; but by cheapening the articles, the increase of 
consumption both at home and abroad, is so increased 
as to have the opposite effect. 

This increase of demand compels increased production, 
and when these are duly considered, it will appear that 
much more labour has been called into requisition than 
has been displaced by machinery. In some instances 
there is more labour in producing the same article. The 
power loom has almost supplanted the hand loom, but 
still there are far more weavers now than ever there 
were ; and this increase arises from the increased de
mand for cloth, owing to the cheap production of ma
chinerv. 

But.in estimating the influence of machinery upon 
labour, we should not look at one single department, 
but at all the labour preparatory to it, and at all the 
labour which necessarily follows. I have by me a let~ 
ter stating that the block printers are working only so 
many days a week, and yet the machines are running 
night and day. Who does not see that an immense 
quantity of cloth must be wanted to supply these ma
chines, and that in the import of cotton, preparing, spin
ning, winding, warping, weaving, and making ready 
the cloth; in the designing, engraving, and various 
preparation<, connected with the working of the ma
chines ; and the finishing, packing, selling, and moving 
of all thef:e prints-the loss sustained by the block prin
ters, bears no comparison with that gained by others. 
Without a minute calculation it is impossible to tell how 
much more labour is brought into requisition by the 
adoption of machinery in certain departments, in con
sequence of the increased demand. The making of the 
machines themselves, and the materials of which thev 
are composed, find an immense amount of employment. 
Mr. Sharp, of Manchester, stated that one machine 
alone cost them £25,000 before they could make it 
answer, and a great portion of this, directly and indi
rectly, would be expended in labour. Every extension 
of machinery is an increase of employment for miners 
of various descriptions. It extends back to the getters 
of coal and the iron ore, and the importers of the raw 
material, andforward to many wllo are connected with 
the sale or the transfer of the article ; and includes a 
great number in the intermediate operations. It would be 
tedious to trace all the labour in requisition, but it must 
l,e obviously great, from the endless variety of articles 
used, and the consumption of water, coal. gas, oil, &c., 
in our mills. I saw this week some hundreds of hands 
making a new gas tank in Bolton, and was told that 
they had been working all the summer. But for the 
extension of machinery this would not have been needed. 
I mention this incidently as a specimen, to show how 
machinery keeps extending labour ; and it is by thus 
calculating we find, that where machinery has in
creased most, there has been the greatest increase of 
labour. 

But the increase of labour by machinery is obvious in 
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another respect. This cheapening of articles in com
mon us,e by the people, leaves more money t0 be spent 
upon ot,hers. "When print is cheap, the factory girl, if 
she does not get two dresses where ehe used to get 
only onie, she gets more shoes, stockings, bonnets, or 
someth-ng else, which necessarily promotes more em. 
ployme1nt. If a family's food be reduced from 15s. to 
10s., 5s. remains to be expended upon manufactures; 
and upon the same principle, if certain sorts of clothing 
are reduced one-third, that third is sure to be expended 
upon other kinds, and this is one way in which labour 
gets the benefit of machinery. Most people, working 
1>eople especially, live up to their incomes, and hence by 
saving at one article, they are enabled to purchase others 
by the difference. And no matter what the article may 
be, labour enters into it in one way or another. 

Again, the extra profits of machinei·y realized by 
the ma ter, cannot be expended without giving ad
ditional employment. If he aim at making more mo
ney, he extends his works, and carries on a greater 
cor.cern. If he determine to live and enjoy himself 
with his fortune, he cannot do it wi~bout calling labour 
into requisition at every step. His house, establish
ment, equipage, his eating, clothing, and pleai:'ure ta
king, all supply a great amount of employment. Money 
making men never accumulate; that is to say, they 
never lay it by, for as it respects the actual poss<::ssion 
of cash, they are often amongst the barest. They 
either sink it in trade, or p lace it in the bank, whence 
it is lent on interest to others who rire short of capital. 
In E:i her case it is use in such a manner as to find 
employment. The profits of machinery, therefore, un
less he owner leave th country, are sure to be em
ployed in finding employment for the people; and 
hence we account at once why builders, masons, car
pente ·s, spade-men, &c., have at present little to do, 
because for the last three vears the manufacture of 
this district has left little or ·no profit, so as to induce 
any e.xt nsion. 

1 a 110w shewing what are the results of machinery 
upon labour, according to our present national policy. 
But if we had laws which would secure to labour its 
just v lue in the world of exchange, although we should 
f:till ave plenty of work, much less labour would be 
sufficie nt, and I don't think that we should find many 
willing to work as they do at present. In a properly 
regulated community, machinery would bring with it 
such a large 1mpply of the necessaries and comforts of 
life, that the people would not need to work as they 
do at present. If its produce were not taken away by 
ta.ration, or greatly reduced in value by restriction, every 
new discovery in science would "work for them." 
By omr present exchanges, a man gets only four days' 
food for six days' work. Let us have all the food we 
can bmy with our machinery-made goods, and the work
ing classes would have plenty. But beside these de
mands of monopoly, a great amount is taken from them, 
unseem, by the abstraction of 50 millions of taxes upon 
the vairious articles consumed, much of which is sent 
entirely Gut of the country. It is a mistake to say that 
machimer.v works against the people ; it is monopoly_ and 
ta.xatioin that work against them, and machinery for 
them> for if it had not been for this, they would have 

been as poor as the Irish, who have no machinery. It 
is in fact machinery which has kept us up so long, and 
yet it is made to bear all the blame. Let this point be 
distinctly understood, that in the first place, the ma
chine and labour productions of this country have been 
diminished one-third in value by the owners being re...
fused the right of exchanging them as they thought 
proper; and that, secondly, from this diminished value 
the ta~-gatherer makes no allowance, but charges as 
much as when the country was ever so prosperous. 

It is not an increase of work that people really want, 
nor even an increase of wages, it is an increase of the 
necessaries and comforts of life which they look for, 
and which they have a just reason to expect as the 
result of machinery. An immense quantity is produced, 
and they think, and think justly, that some of this in
crease should fall to their share. Machinery they think 
should work for them, and that it really does so will 
be felt whenever they are allowed to receive whatever 
foreigners are willing to give in return for its produce. 
Who does not see that if this were the case our land 
would be flowing with milk and honey ; that every 
thing would be so abundant as to make the working 
man's wages go twice as far as they do at present. 
Our producing power is of the first order, but our ex
changing system is decidedly had, arising from these 
two causes-the enormous demands of government, and 
the still worse embarrassing and impoveri8hing demands 
of the monopolists. With our excellent machinery, 
the bulk of the people ought to work less, and live 
better, tlic n they ditl before; and because these effects 
are defeated by a bad national policy, they look upon 
machinery as their enemy. 

But it is objected that we had better times before 
machinery was introduced, that along with the intro
duction of machinery the people get worse, and there
fore it must be a bad thing. I deny the inference, and 
I very much doubt the fact. We are always impressed 
with present evils, and apt to dwell upon and overrate 
past good. In giving an opinion upon this subject 
we should carefullv consider the condition, not of one 
section merely, not of the weavers and spinners only, 
nor their condition in one year, such as the last or the 
present, liut the condition of the whole people for a 
series of years ; and my decided opinion is, that it is 
much improved since the introduction of machinery~ 
But suppose it were otherwise; supp'Jse we forget all 
that is past, and look simply at the present condition of 
the operatives, ,~110 is there that dare unhesitatingly 
declare that their privations are the results of machinery. 
and not of monopoly ? 

Monopoly has been doubly cruel to those individuals 
who have had their labour displaced by changes in 
machinery. Such have suffered not only by the food 
monopoly, but by the labour monopoly also; the one 
fostered by the corn law, and the other by trades' unions. 
By the first, the working ru.an who is exposed to foreign 
competition in his wages, is denied the profit of foreign 
competion in his food. By the second, the man whose 
individual labour is displaced is not allowed to enter 
the open market of labour, but, however talented, must 
either remain idle or take up with some low job, to 
which union rules do not apply. Were we free from 
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these withering monopolies, machiuery would no longer 
have to bear the blame; and those trades. now almost 
extmct by a fancied protection, would revive and flour
ish. and afford an additional amount of employment. 

Althou~b it i obvious to all reflecting pers,rns that 
rnachine1y is a good thmg, we cannot wonder if we 
find some ready to say, " I know it is a bad thing, for 
I was turned out of employm(\nt by such and such a 
_machine." To attempt to convince such would be 
difficult. It would be useless to argue that a number 
of individuals had gained though he was a loser. His 
loss is accumulated and palpable, and the gain, spread 
over a vast surface of society, is an argument which 
has no impression upon him. 

The ever-varying character of all sublunary things, 
turns the changes against some individuals, in every 
line of life, while it benefits the great mass. The 
diversion of a street takes one man's customers 
and gives them to another, but does not lessen the 
amount of custom. The railways have decreased the 
labour of coachmen, guards, ostlers, and innkeepers, but 
I feel convinced that double the number of persons are 
employed and have been employed, directly and indi
rec::tly, in connexion with this new mode of travelling. 
The only remedy in such cases is, for the individuals 
to seek other employment, and if all trades were open aR 
they ought to be, there would be little difficulty of success. 
These changes are sorr.etimes for the better as well as fur 
the worse. I know manv weavers who have had no reason 
to regret being forced from their business by the com
petition of the power-loom. I could point to scores of 
hand-loom weavers who have bettered themselves by 
getting other jobs; to not a few who have exchanged 
their 7s. per week for 12s., 18s., and 24s. It is but 
fair to look at both side8. And if it were not for the 
exister.ce of trades' unions, and the cramping tendencies 
of land monopoly, there is no doubt, but the displaced 
labourer would soon be absorbed, in many cases, to a 
great advantage. To insure to the people the right of 
exchanging their products with the whole world, thus 
cheapening their provisions and increasing the demand 
for their labour; and to secure to them a chance of 
entering into any department of labour they choose, 
would be the best and most honourable "compensation" 
that could be made to those who lose their employ
ment by machinery. 

So~e people are so ignorant as to suppose that our 
machmery can produce cloth to any extent we wish, 
and that consequently any increased demand for 
our manufactures would immediately be met by our 
machinery, and could have no influence upon wages. 
Nay, I heard the member for Macclesfield in the house 
of commons repeat what some of the papers had the 
audacity to put forth, that "we could not only manu
facture for the whole world, but for another world as 
large again ! " Now all these random assertions pass 
as truth with unthinking people. Upon this absurd 
statement I would beg to remark, that ()Ur manufacturers 
have alway~ put their machinery to its utmost stretch, 
that every mcrease of production uecessarilv calls for 
an. increase of labour, either to produce· the ma
chmt!ry, or to perform the labnur which, in one de~ 
partment or another, is dependant upon it; and that 

labour therefore instead of being abandoned, i's sur~ to 
be called into additional requisition as we are favoued 
with an extention of trade. Then as to the extravagant 
notion of manufacturing for two worlds! Why the fact 
is, as it respects even cotton, our staple article, we scar:ely 
yet manufacture enough for our own country! ':'his 
little speck, scarcely seen on the globe, if prop~rly 
supplied, would require more than we manufactlre, 
and yet our sages are talking of manufacturing for 
two worlds ! ! I appeal to figures. Mr. Greg has dn.wn 
out a table of the total amount of cotton manuf et ed, 
the quantity exported, and the quantity consume<: at 
home. The proportion consumed at home from 1830 
to 1840 of our whole manufacture was forty-tliree pe~ 
cent; so that wretchedly as the people of this cou:itry 
have been clothed and bedded, not much short of cne
half the production has been actually consumed by 
ourselves. And I think I know the condition of the 
whole people sufficiently to assert, that they have not 
for the last three years at least consumed one-half of 
the amount of clothing which they needed. Let it be 
distinctly understood then that our gluts do not arise 
from the world being overstocked with our goods, but 
from our wicked laws, which will not allow us to take 
in exchange such articles as the parties are able to give. 

The immense migration of country people into the 
towns, overstocking the labour market, may have also 
led the operatives to blame machinery. This move
ment in search of employment has been partly owing 
to the advantages of landed monopoly, which. secu
ring rents without enterprize, neglects to employ the 
people. It is also attributable in no small degree to 
the last four bad seasons. These have been a positive 
loss to the agriculturists and to the nation, and must 
have left them with reduced means for the emplt)yment 
of labourers. They have pressed into the towns, and 
because the requirements of machinery have not been 
able to keep pace with this extraordinary supply, the 
agriculturists have joined in the clamour against ma
chinery itself. 

I wish this subject was set at rest. Writers keep 
sending out their invectives against machinery, and 
exciting the prejudices of the people, and yet they are 
always obliged to admit its utility, and never dare to 
recommend a return to the old method of manu:'acture. 
Let them take either one side or the other, or be silent. 
No matter what they say, if the nation go on, ma
chinery must go on; and it will be a fatal day for Eng
land, if by clamour and commotion, that which moves 
machinery and sustains labour, (namely, capital,) should 
be removed to other countries. At the same tine it is 
our especial duty to protect labour; and that cm only 
be done by giving it the power of free exchange with 
every part of the world. Whether the operatives will 
assist us or not, when that shall be the case, they will 
be thoroughly convinced that machinery works for and 
not against them. • 
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" Land and Trade are twin&, and have ahnys, and ever will war and wane together."- Sir Jonah Child. 

JOHN BULL'S SHOW BOX. 
~ ......... ,.__~ •.,-.;..AJ,,.,,.J.....,..J,.J....,,... 

~Ik F..oBERT.-Ah~JoI-n, you must pay for peeping. The newsp'lpers ·are very interesting about our 
thrashin~ the Chinese, ar d the Khybur Pass, nnd Affghan, and Jell ,labad, and all that; ?u~ steamers, 
and marines, an<l came]s, and cannon, ancl bombs, must be paid fJr, so with your perm1ss!on-:(takes 
the i_ncome tax out of his pocket).-Don't grudge the money: you will have the satisfaction of 
knowmg that you have purchased additional " glory" t-o the British arms. 

HE PROGRESSING POVERTY OF THE 
NATION. 

e excise returns of the revenue are considered the 
indication of the condition of the people. There 

certain articles which they must consume in order 
stain life, such as grain, potatoes, milk, &c., but 
aTe not recognized by the excise office. In pro. 

on as all classes rise in their means above the 
of barely purchasing the necessaries- of life, they 
to consume other articles, usually denominated 

rt~ and luxurie . Most of these are taxed, ~o 
the people cannot begin to live better without 

to the revenue. A fallin&' off in the returns 
No~ 43~ 

for these articles, proves that the people's means of 
purchasino- are diminished, and in fact that the country 
is gettintpoorer. If it had not been for the ~u!ies on 
corn, which have amounted to nearly a million of 
pounds, and the income tax receipts, amounting to 
£313,000, the revenue of last quarter would have bee_n 
greatly deficient. The falling off in the Erci&e for t~1s 
quarter, compared with the same quarter last year . 13, 
£434,831, or nearly c,ne.sixth of the whole, 1,,;~1ch 
plainly pro\'es that the people'e meail! for consuming 
are greatly diminished. 

It must be evident, npon a moment'e reflection, that, 
a~ a nation, we have been getting poorer for the laet 
four years. A nation's wealth is produce_d by its ag!"i• 
wlturt" and manufactures, and ma.y be very mu~h Ul• 
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. ereased or lessened by the nature of it commerce. As it 
respecti1 all the three we have been losing considerably. 

l. Agriculture.-We have had .four bad harvests, 
yielding much less than an average supply. This, 
doubtless. has been a great national Joss, but over 
which we had no controul. The available capital for 
employing labour no doubt has been thus considerably 
diminished, and that is one cause of national poverty. 

2. Manufactures.-Our mills and manufactories, in
stead of being fully employed, and producing as much 
as pos ible, to exchange for food, and thus to make up, 
natio1aally, for defective harvests, have, to a considera
ble extent, either stood sti]l, or been restricted to three 
or four days a week. This has been a great loss to the 
country, and has been occasioned chiefly by the corn 
and provision laws, refusing us the advantages of a 
beneficial exchange. 

3. Commerce.-Limited as our production has been, 
-we have been compelled tc, dispose of it to the greatest 
disadvantage. With the world for our market, and 
liberty to bring back whatever the partie$ have to spare, 
our production, I am confident, would have fallen far 
short of the demand ; but by commercial restrictions and 
retaliatory tariffs, the ex-changes have been sadly against 
us. We have sent out much, but got little in return. 
Goods have been sacrificed at the auction sales in Ame
rica, and exchanged in India for much less than cost 
price. Being absolutely refused by our nearest neigh
bours, they have had to seek distant markets ; have 
been sold at long credits, and in many cases will never be 
paid for. 

Thus oui: agricultural production ha3 been less ; our 
manufacturing production bas been less ; and what we 
have sold to other countries has brought much less in 
return. From these obvious causes, our poverty has 
been increasing rapidly during the last three or four 
years, and which is clearly told in a decrea$ing reve
nue. 

In agriculture this year we have had a good harvest, 
which is a great blessing, and may be regarded as a Pro
vidential turn in favour of a career of prosperity. Let our 
manufactures be encouraged to develop fully their pow
ers of production, and a return of prosperous times is sure 
and certain. Agriculture may do much, but after all 
it can but produce one crop in the year; it is our manu
facturing capabilities, aided by machinery, that are to ex
tricate us from our difficulties, and to enable the country 
to eustain its burdens. Let all restrictions be removed, 
eo that every machine and every hand may be employed in 
providing as much as possible, and every merchant 
~ncouraged to exchange this produce for the greatest 
quantity of useful articles. In considering national 
wealth, it is truly astonishing that people should rejoice 
in a good harvest; should be elated with a large supply 
of potatoes and wheat; and yet should regard a large 
eupply of cottons, woolens, and hardware, as a source of 
national embarrassment! Plenty of food and clothing 
ie what the people want, and the more we can procure 
of these, either from the land or the manufactory, by 
direct growth, or by exchange, and the richer we get. 
A form of thanksgiving for the late abundant harvest 
has ,Qeen agreed upon by the privy council and sent to 
all the clergy in the kingdom. Thi• is rood, but how 

the same parties can deprecate, at the same time, a fo)l 
crop of manufactures, I am totally unable to undar
stand. 

The movement in favour of free trade hae, however, 
one thing to depend upon, which no other movement 
has, and that is the exchequer. The falling off in it• 
supplies, can only be made up by the proceeds of trade; 
and as the public creditor is looking on with intense 
anxiety, the prime minister, attached as he may be 
to the protection of agriculture, will sooner dispense with 
that than break faith with the public. Thus, while I 
deem the vari?us agitations for political changes nearly 
hopeless, I thmk the chances of repeal grow brighter 
every day. 

WHAT IS IT THAT REGULATES WAGES ? 

The opinion of some of our political economists ia, 
that the cost of subsistence is the great regulating princi
ple of wages. I cannot help regarding this as a great mis
take. I believe the mere cost of living has as little to 
do with the amount of the operatives' wages, as it h 
with the extent of the master's profits. Facts every 
where stare us in the face contradictory of this position 
We have in every town the greatest diversity of wages 
and yet as to cost of mere living, it is nearly the sam 
in every instance. In our town wages range from 61 
to 30s., and stand at almost every interm~diate sum 
The wages of many perS'Ons are reduced below th 
living point, and are made up by parochial relief; an 
this is done, and must be done, in one shape or another 
notwithstanding all the theories and interferences o 
poor law commissioners. A vast number, in fact, hav 
no wages at all, and yet as to mere subsistence, thei 
living is about the same as others. In America food i 
so cheap that a man may live for very little, and y 
we find that wages generally are higher than in t 
country. Here and elsewhere an unmarried man, who 
individual maintenance costs only a few shillings 
week, receives a:s much for the same work, as the m 
with a large family whose outlay is five times the su 
If we were to say that wages regulate liv-ng, and n 
living wages, we should be nearer the truth. Men ear 
ing only a few ~hil1ings a week.live upon potatoes, po 
ridge, bread, and poor milk; but as they a.scend in t 
scale of wages, they consume tea, coffee, sugar, butt 
cheese, bacon, beef, &c.; and those getting good wa 
often indulge in the best food, and in <eostly drin 
of an intoxicating quality. Indeed, with some e 
ceptions, I find that families earning 24s. per we 
make a!?- straight at the week's end with thieir wages 
those receiving only a third part of tha suim. I thi 
it is pretty clear then, that though wages nnay regu 
living, living does not regulate wages. 

What does regulate wages r-The priice that 
article fetches uron which the labOl:r ·· s bestow 
The gross profit upon the article :s divided 
twixt the master and the men. It is umiformly d 
so by calculation. But the master's share may turn 
to be more or less than was expected. In smme cases 
wages may have absorbed aU the proffit; in ot 
left a large balance on the other side. 

For a time WliM may be kept down lover than tae 
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fib would allow; an<l. if masters could have their own wav, 
no doubt many of them would be constantly reducing. It 
is the same in the provision market. If the regular buyers 
could keep the market to themselve,, and prevent all others 
from becoming purchasers, they would keep pdces down, 
and pocket the profits of their monopoly. But if the 
market was open for all, so soon as it was known that 
the prices left handsome profits, buyers fronn all quar
ters would be seen to flock in, and the price ,would rise 
to the point of mere ordinary gain. Availalble capital 
in this country is constantly moving ab1out seek
ing investments where thil largest profit is to be 
made ; sometimes in agriculture, sometimes in ma
nufacture, and sometimes in commerce. Let one 
be more profitable than another, and you will not only 
have the present capitalists extending their works, but 
a host of others entering the trade in ordell' to rea1ize 
the advantage. And thus increasing demamds will 1.::,e 
be made upon the labour market, till the pric:e ~f 1abour 
bring down profits to a medium standard .. 

Supposing we had such a revival. ~n the cotton trade 
as to lead to the general convktion that for some time 
to come 7. to 10 per cent could be made upion capital. 
The certam consequ.f::nce would be that ne machine 
shops would he started; new cotton mills erected, or 
those now unemployed engaged; new weaving sheds 
fitted up, with all the numerous establishments con
nected, directly and indirectly, with the bus ·ness. And 
every sensible workman must perceive that this would 
constitute the be!t hope for keeping up, or advancing 
wages. 

I wish the operatives would but turn their attention 
to this, and they would see that wages are not fixed by 
tBe caprice or cupidity of masters ; that it is the 
profit upon invested capital that regulates :vages ; and 
that while every business is open, and full scope al
allowed to competition, no set of master can long 
punue a very profitable trade without being com
pell~d, in self defence, to share the same with the 
~ffifloyed, It is true if they could do all their work by 
machinery, without bands, and get the machinery 
fron1 the clouds, labour might remain stagnant in the 
market ; but none but those whose minds are blinded 
by 1nisrepresentation will entertain an idea so prepos
terous. Set to work an additional machine for printing 
cloth, and short-sighted people would say it is a self
actor, and does all the work without hands; but others 
e.xtending their view backward and forward, find that 
a demand is created for the labour of hundreds of 
persons who at first were never thought of. 

Increasing profits and demand for labour go together; 
and we may say or write what we will, but it comes 
to this, that no class of the community is so much in-• 
terested in the extention of our trade as those usually 
e~y.ed the working classes; and I fear they may agitate 
till dooms-day, for any other change without being 
pr01:tically benefited one farthing. 

SIX TARIFFS HOSTIL~ TO ENGLAND. 

Within the last ten months, obeerves The Leeds Mer
cu:ry, not fewer than six tariffs, hostile to the trade of 

niland, have been published by Russia, the German 

League, Portugal, Belgium, the United States, & France; 
and another is shortly expected by the Brazil govern
ment; all calculated to retard or prohibit the importa
tion of British goods. Our woollens, linens, linen 
yarns, cotto71 goods, prints, and hard-ware, are all 
serionsly affected by these tariffs. These countries, 
finding they have no market for their surplus agricultu
ral produce, are determined to encourage home manufac
ture ; and though they can buy it cheaper than they 
can make it, yet, as we will not trade with them, they 
will not trade with us. This is the real cause why we 
have bad markeh; at Manchester; why goods are un
saleable, and wages coming down. Surely it is time 
for all tradesmen, and ali depending upon manufactures, 
to stir themselY~s. ere the last vestige of their foreign 
trade be ~ntire1y lost. 

THE CoRN TRADE.-We have compiled the following tablP, from 
official returns, showing the quantities of wheat and flour on 
which duty has been paid in the United Kingdom since the com
mencement of the present year 11p to the 5th inst., particularising 
each month separately :-

'Wheat. 
Qrs. Bush. 

Month ending bth Feh. ... • • • • 5,278 7 
5th March • • • • 8,952 5 
5th April • • ... ... 3,027 0 
6th May • • • • • . 15,932 0 
5th June .... • • • 81,885 3 
5th July ... ... . • 105,657 4 
5th August • • ... 286,097 0 
5th September •• 2,095,345 0 

Flour. 
Cwts. 

15,891 
4,572 

ll,086 
87,218 
85,281 

102,718 
197,716 
498,103 

Givingatotalof ........... 2,597,175 3 1,002,580 
which reckoning 3½ cwts. of the latter equal to a quarter of wheat, 
amounts, in rcund numbers, to 2,900,000 quarters. This far 
exceeds general expectation ; the total importation during the 
year 1841, taking wheat and flour to1ether, having amounted to 
2,648,000 quarters.-Mark La11e Expretts. 

OH DEAR MEIi 

JOHN INCOMIZED. 

A SCENE IN A DRUNKARD'S HOUSE. 

There lay a wretch, and her disheveled hair 
In clotted ringlets o'.er her shoulders hung; 
Her's was a look of sad and wild <le!!-pair, 
And deep and doleful were the notes she sung, 
A helpless infant to hP.r bosom clung, 
On wretched straw her hapless head she laid, 
Around her form a tattered garb was flung, 
A.nd fell diaea11e upon hlir Titals prayed. 
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VARIETIES. 

A SAltoR's NoTION OF Goon WoRKS: How NELSON J:N

'fERED HEAVEN,-One evening, as I was leaning against one 
pf tl:e guns on the main deck, I was amused with the following 
conversation between a boatswain'a mate and a fore-top man. I 
shall give it verbatim. They were talking of one that was dead, 
and after the boatswain's mate had said," ,vP,n, he's in heaven, 
poor fellow;" after a pause, the fo1·e-top man said, '' I wonder, 
Bill. whether I shall ever go to h~aven ?'' "Why not?" replied the 
\matswain's mate. "Why, the parson saya it's good works; now 
f c~rtaioly have been a pretty many times in artion, and have 
Ailled plenty of Frenchmen in my time." "Well, thafs sufficient, 
l should think; I hold my hopes upon just the same claims. Iv'e 
cut ·down fifty Frenchmen in my life. And if that ain't good 
works, I don't know what is.'' " I euppose Nelson's in heaven.'' 
" Of course; I should like to know who would keep him out, 
if he was determined on it: no, no, depend u11olt jt1 be walked 
slap in.''-Marryat', Percival KEene. 

A SHABBY REWARD.-As some of the fair sex were walking thf 
other day, one of them happened to drop a valuable gold article, 
which I suppose with the variou1 other trinkets, was intended to 
beautify her person. A man passing by a few minutes after, 
picked up this valuable ornament, and after searching about the 
space of an hour for the person to whom it belonged, and running 
till he was quite weary, he was handsomely rewarded with a 
SHILLING I F. c. 0. 

NEw-YoRlC PoucE.-Justin Matthew, wa. ordered to pay 
two dollars for being drunk. 

"Is that the law?'' asked Justin. 
""It is," replied his worship. 
"Then," remarked Justin, "I don't wonder why you grant 10 

many tavern licences.'' 

ONE GREAT Ertnon of the working people respecting machinery 
is this: they notice the grnat amount of articles now consumed, such 
as clothing, for instance, and think that if all this were made by 
\be hand, and not by machinery, what a vast additional number of 
hands would be required. But they forget this important fact, 
that if the articles wore manufactu1·ed hy the hand, in P.Very de
partment the prices would be very much higher. Tile oonse
quenci, would be that, none would be purchased by foreigner8, be
cause others would supply them cheaper. The lwme demand 
would also be greatly reduced, for the quantity of every article 
comumed is in proporti<Jn to its cheapness. The lost. of our foreign 
trade, wllich at present employs two-thirds of the manufacturing 
population, would also leave them without the means of purchasing. 
Capital, being left without profit, would leave the country, and 
want and destitution would be universal. Cheapness and increased 
consumption go together ; ltigh prices and re(ittced cons1tmption 
equally so. In the article of letter-press vrinting, I will venture 
to assert that there are 10,000 sheets ot vrinted paper sold now 
where there would not be 10, if every sheet, intead of being 
printed with type and press, had to be written with the pen. 

REFUSING PAROCHIAL RELIEF TO THE Intsa.-The poor 
rates are now so heavy, that many of the parishes are refusing all 
relief to the Irhh who have no settlements in this country. They 
offer to remove them to Ireland, but bei11g attached to their 
friends and families here, some having been i-esident many years, 
nearly all refuse to be removed, knowing well that they could get 
no employment if they were to go. The worthy and industrious 
of this class are deserving of the attention of the benevolent. 
The following note was sent me from a poor widow with several 
children, who has been denied relief:-(Literal.)-" Sir Plase 
to parden me-I have no Releefe now From the town-the want 
to Remove me-but I Have no wheare to go-I am this day with 
out a bit of fier or a morsel of vittels for me or the chilllren-I 
wold be glad to get the Bearer something to do as a Eraint hoy
be might get a thrifell-and how small-it would be a help.-

" M. BARKUIGTO.s." 

A LONGISH LEASE. - In an advertisment or the sale of houses 
in Byron street, inserted in the Preston Chronicle, it is stated that 
they are ht!ld for a period of ten thou1and y,ars I Query?
Will people live in kou6es at that remote period of human im
provement? 

A _HINT TO BAD MASTi:•s.-1 inaert the following, from a 
workmg man, for the purpose of observing that free trade ana 
the repeal of the corn laws are not less important, because ther• 
are bad men connect~d with their advoracy. For my own part I 
cannot find one good association, with which objectionable charac
ters are not mixt up:-" I do not think, Sir, you are full7 
aware of the oppressions which are practised by a many mu
ters who profe!!s freetrade atid liberal principles; if you were, you 
would not be surprised at the working men being jealous of, and 
backward to join with them in any movement whalever, especially 
when we know how their minds are poisoned from certafo q11.arter,, 
Fo~ my own pa~t I cafl say that my soul is grieved every day by 
seemg the workmg men, on the one hanrl, so blind to their own 
interest, and so easily Jed by intcreited agitators; and on the other 
hand the unfeeling and unchristian conduct of masters professing 
religion and liberal politics." What I am anxious to see accom
plished is, to give the people the power of doing what I always do 
towards every shop where I find myself badly used, namely, that 
of leaving it and going somewhere else; but this can only be 
brought about by an increased demand for th<:iir labour. At th• 
same time I hope this honest notice, by a sensible working man 
11;~y 11ot be without its effect upon the characters referred to. ' 

"SocrA!.• JIEnn."-1 perceive that the preparation sent by 
l\:lr. Mills, or Huddersfield, which got the prize of books, is now 
sold under the desigrts.tion of ".Mills' Social Herb," and is likely 
to some extent to supplant the use of our China tea. I had some 
to-da}', and consider it by far the nice1t substitute that baa yet 
be~n discovered. 

AN OBJECTION ANSW.EBEI> .• -Every lmaginable argument II 
conjured up to prevent the working people joining the repeal 
cause, which is in fact their own cause-thnt of good trade and 
cheap bread. They are told, that with repeal, masters would ex
change their goods for provisiom, and pay their workpeople ln 
nothing else. Thinking men will not be terrified with this. Many 
who are now idle would be glad to carry home butter, ftou_r, and 
beef, on a Saturday night, instead of being compelled to p~11 
Sunday over with an empty cupb;ard. And with a good trade, 
if the operativea were badly used in pric.a or quality, they could 
easily change their shop. But all this is mere phantom. Trade 
is now aa much a system of barter as it would be then. Mer
chants do not send their goods out to return home empty. If 
they exchange for money, they Jay it out to bring home a1·ticlH 
which will sell to profit. Unless they did thi~ they could not 
sell long, for the parties traded with would not have the meana of 
purchase. But instead of retailing it out, it suits the merchants 
better to sell it whole,ale, and for ol.hers to do that. Yet if we can 
get either money or money's worth, it id better than being idle oi
without both. 

TnuE EcoNOMY.- No money is so badly expended as that 
which is laid out in useless eating and drinking. If I buy a n1iw 
suit of clothes, I have the pleasure of wearing them as long 8.S I 
please, and giving them to some poor person afterwards ; if I buy a 
new piece of furniture, it remains as an article of use er ornament 
for half a century, either for one'sselfor children; if I buy a flower 
root, or a fruit tree, their beauty and benefit increase every 
year; but if I spend £5 in stuffing myself and others, in th<i shape 
of a supper, not a vestage remains in the morning, excepting 
headache, naucea, and unfitness for business. 

Two WAYS OF REPROVIl'fG A CHILD.-" Tom, if you don't 
make a less noise, I'll give you a good thrashing." "Tom, you 
like to obey your father and mother, don't you?" "Yes, Sir." 
" ·well, then, my wish is, th:it you be quiet and learn to be a very 
good boy.'' 

NOTICE. 

The article on Trades' Unions will appear in the next number. 
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" All protection means robbing somebody: el!:le." -eoLONEL TaoMl'SON. 

Fear not ; verv few cattle will 
come from foreign countriu ; yo11. 
ahall ,till be protected. 

You need not be alarmed 
by the Income Tax ; you will 
,ave more in your living by 
my Tariff than will pay all 
tkat. 

JANUS, THE GOD WITH TWO FACES .. 

TRADES' UNIONS. 

Though sensible of the ruinous effects of )and mono
poly, I cannot shut my eyes to the individual and national 
loss sustained also through the monopoly of labour. But it 
is an unpleasant task to appear to write against the interest of 
any class of ~-»rkmen; and i£ I were not deeply cqnvinced 
that the labouring class, as a whole, had suffered severely 
by Trades' Unions, and that they would be much benefited 
by their abolition, I should not have entered upon the dis
cussion of this subject. It is ~ome encouragement, however, 
to know that many working men have begun to see the in
justice and impolicy of these combinations, and to feel that 
they themselves have been the sufferers. 

The principles of free trade should be applied to labour 
as to every other article. Every man should be allowed to 
enter any department he pleases, and to sell his labour 
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when, where, and for what, he thinks proper. And any 
combination either of men or masters which interferes with 
this, is at variance with that liberty for which. in name, we 
are all so ready to contend. 

Under no circumstances can Trades' Unions be justified 
except the following. Should it be discovered that a union 
of masters has been formed to keep down wages, impose 
unreasonable regulations, or, in fact, to interfere at all, by 
their combined power, with the labourers or the labour market, 
it may be expedient for men to defend themselves by a coun~r 
combination. But this kind of self,defence, though justified 
by the existence ofanothet evil. seldom succeeds. In ordinary 
time~, the masters' love of profit leads them to avoid all 
combinations which would circumscribe their business, and 
limit their employment of labour, The combination of 
masters, either tacid or avowed, is a decided species of 
tyranny, yet it often involvei a power scarcely to be resisted. 
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But every master supporting, a he ought to do, the perfect 
freedom of trade, ought to shun all unions with other masters, 
and give. the operatives the benefit of fair and unrestraintecl 
competition. Masters'unions, however, are neither so exten
sive nor so permanent as the men's. They seldom extend 
beyond a single town ; never, that I have heard of, to the 
whole country. The unions of some of the operatives 
trades, however, extend over the whole country, and though 
often weakened by deserters, still maintain a permanent 
character. 

I do not intend to refer to the worst features which 
unions have assumed, and which have fortunately been de
tected; because, I believe, of late, owing to the fear of 
consequences, and the influence of public opinion, past 
enormities have not been repeated. 

Nor do I call in question the motives of the Unionists. 
I know that among them are the best workmen, and many 
that are highly distinguished for every mental and moral 
quality. And whilst there has been a scramble for employ
ment, and a constant downward tendency in wages by the 
influence of our national monopolies, it is not to be won
dered at, that those who happened to have the chance, 
should do their utmost to prevent others invading their 
employment and competing for wages. In an invasion, 
every man is the first to shut himself up and care for his 
own safety. The ruinous effects of our corn laws upon 
trade have pressed so hard upon the labourer, that those 
who had it in their power, have been determined to ward of 
the evil against themselves. But I look at this as a national 
question ; and as such, while I allow that a considerable 
number have benefited by Unions, other classes of la
bourers have been injured by their restrictions, and the 
nation itself has sustained a considerable los . 

By Union rules the number of hands allowed to learn any 
business is limited, and an uniform rate of wages is fixed, irre
spective of supply & demand, and to a great extent irrespective 
of the capabilities of the workmen. A system of espionage and 
coercion is constantly carried on. Printed circulars arc sent 
to the trade secretaries throughout the kingdom, denoun
cing by name the individual workmen, and the master:; 
who will not conform to these rules. In some trades perhaps 
one-third of the men are out of work, tramping the country, 
and depending upon others for a scanty subsistence. This 
interference is of itself sufficient to injure, if not to ruin any 
trade. Masters, in fact, are servants ; they are hemmed in 
at every side by rules imposed upon them; they are not 
allowed to make their own bargain with the workmen as 
to wages; they cannot fix the hours of labour; they con
sequently limit their business ; employ none but choice 
hands, and the rest are generally without work, the 
victims of Union controul. And not a few, finding that 
they are .bound hand and foot, withdraw their capital, and 

give up in disgust. I have known a foremen to set a man 
receiving 27s. to do the work of a boy who could be had 
for 3s. against the rem'lnstrance of the master, because the 
number of lads allowed by the rules of the trade was com" 
plete. I have known a whole shop strike work, because 
the master sent a lad up to assist for an hour or two, when 
they were even so busy th,at they could not get the work off 
in time. Some trades hwe ·been long · on the wane, and 
some are nearly extinct, which h1ve been pressed down ·by 
onion rules. Men's strongest m·otives to excel in their re
spective departments is taken away. They should depend 
upon their own met·it, instead of depending, as at present, 
upon union protection; and fix the value of their own 
labour by its wo th in the m1rket, instead of referring 
to a capricious scale. The cleverest man sh()uld get 
the best wages, instead of p1ying all by a uniform list. 
Much has been said against the introduction of machi
»ary; but thf6- nnion.· h:tve forced many ma t('rg to in-

troduc it by their unreasonable demands, though when 
the machinery does not produce :irticlcs cheaper, there is 
clearly ho gain to the masters or 'the public, and a certain 
loss to the workpeople. The idle and the profligate are 
screened from the effects of their conduct; for, to prevent 
their becoming " knob-sticks," they are supported by the 
fund; while the industrious and sober have to contribute 
largely to supply the means. One man told me that his 
adherence to the union had been a loss to him of £60 I 

It is a great error to suppose that any trade is ultimately 
benefited by an arbifrary advance of wages such as the 
sale -Df the articles will not sustain ; for if the goods pro
duced are thus made dearer than other countries will supply 
them, or so dear as necessarily to diminish their consumption, 
although a few may get the standard wages, the number 
who will be unemployed and get no wages, will rapidly in
crease. This may go Qn, till at last the union breaks up, 
and a great proportion of them have to go to the parish. I' 
don't intend to offend by naming particular trades, or I 
could point to some in that predicament just now, and 
others are fast tending to it. If, for instance, in any given 
district, say £500 is the total paid in a certain trade for 
wages, would it not be better that every man engaged in 
that trade should have a share, according to his merit, than 
that the whole should be divided among half the hands? 
In the one case the trade would be likely to flourish ; in the 
other its deterioration or extinction is almost certain. 

No trade in this country can be long stationary; the im
provements of machinery, the influence of fashion, and other 
causes, will give an impetus to some, and tend to depress 
others. All trades, therefore, should be perfectly open, or 
many will suffer, and the public be put to great inconveni
ence. If a man fai.l in manufacturing, he can commence gro
cer; if a grocer cannot make his bu iness answer, he may 
become a draper ; and if any tradesman prefer farming, he 
is at liberty to do so. This is for the benefit of the indivi
duals, and is equally an advantage to the community. 
It ought to be so in every handicraft business ; it is so in 
America, and will be so here when the freedom of trade and 
the rights oflabour are duly acknowledged. Long and low 
paid apprenticeships, and fees for learning, induce many to 
think that they ought afterwards to be protected from com
petition ; but these appendages 'of the union system, 
are fortunately on the wane, and wi.1 ultimately be 
abolished. There is no reason why a boy hould be bound 
seven years to a trade, if he can learn it in three; or why 
he should receive little or no wages during that period, and 
have it made up to him afterwards. 

Trades' Unions operate powerfully again £t the poor wea
vers, and others, whose trades are open, altld whose indivi
dual labour has been supplanted by I!}Odern improvements. I 
am glad to find that they now see their error in a sisting to 
uphold them, inasmuch as they have been supporting their own 
exclusion from the labour market. The power-loom has de
prived the hand-loom weaver of work, and he is compelled 
to change his employment or starve ; but by this all 
classes have got the benefit of a cheaper article, and 
those who make the power-loom, or any thing connec
t~d with its working, have got more employment ; yet 
the weaver has no chance of entering any regular trade, and 
must put up with factory work, or jobbing, as bad as his 

-own, or worse. Now the labo~r· market, in my opinion, 
ought to be as open as the corn market ; and it is just as 
reasonable for the farmers to attempt to prevent strangers 
brinoino in their samples, as for any set of workmen to pre
vent the unemployed entering any trade they may think 
proper. Suppose in any district in Lancashire there are 
10,000 able-bodied labourers; if, out of these, the Union 
Trades take only 4,000, we find that 6,000 remain for the 
loom and other inferior occupations, competing against 
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eh other. Here are 10,000 workmen all looking out for 
ployment, Lut the Unions say, not one more than 4,000 

all be employed in our trades; so tliat the 6,000 must 
main to compete among themselves as weavers, labourers, 
d factory hands. The entrance into the field of labour 
ould be open to all; but at present the privileged trades 
ter first, and make their selection, and then follow the 
hers, flocking in crowds, ready to devour each other for 
e ill paid labour that remains. Let these trades be 
ually accessible to all, and instead of 4,000, as many 
in, that is, 8,000 might probably be employed, and only 

000 would then remain for the loom and other ~obs. 
ut so long as each trade is pledged by its rules to take only 
certain number, irrespective of tlie extent of demand, it is 
ar that a greater number must remain. both of 
avers and others, than can find employment, except 
miserable wages. It is true that tlie admission of ad-

ional hands into certain trades would tend to reduce 
e wages of some already employed, whilst those who enter 
uld have their wages proportionably raised to an equal 
tent. For I maintain that many of these trades are 
able of great extension, both for home and foreign pur-

ses, and want little but perfect freedom to pro
e this. I really can see no justice in one man being 
1pelled to work for 7s, a week, without being allowed a 
nee of earning the 27s. which his neighb<)Ur receives. 

The poor weaver not only suffers now, but by perpetuitg, 
do many others. If he have a boy of 14 years of age, 

wish to put him to some trade, he may go the town 
nd and round again. and he will find no opening. Each 
ter is but "allowed" to take so many apprentices; and 
number is frequently supplied by the sons and relatives 

the workmen. Every day we hear this remark, "People 
ly do not kn()w what to put their children to." This 
t of work is 110 doubt greatly owmg to the influence of 
national monopolies; but if these were removed ; if we 
a good trade; if double the number of hands were 

ted in certain departments, as was the case in 1836 ; 
t better would the poor weavers and others be in this 
ect, who w~mt to put their children to better trades, 
are not permitted to do so? I have not the slightest 
bt but the business of some masters even now could be 
bleJ, if h,.;y were left to themselves ; the effects of 
h would be, thrit pruent§ who are constantly pnplexed 
what they shall do with their children, would find fa_ 

rable openings for them. The number of hands taken by 
ral trades is so small as scarcely to be perceptible ; but, 

hey were free, they would not only have an increase of 
trade, but would be able also to export. At present 

actory :,eems the only opening ; spinning and weaving 
t be the only trades in the country ; and many parents, 
waiting a long time in the expectation of " getting 

r lad in" to some trade, are disappointed, and are 
ed after all to send him to the factory. 
admit, as I said before, that it is very natural for those 
are in possesion of the benefits of this monopoly, to de
it for their own sakes. But the system is sometimes 
ded on the ground that capital would devour labour, 

were not for these corn binatiuns. Peace and freedom, I 
tain,' are the strongest attractions to capital, and every 
prospers in proportion to the amount of capital which 
into it. ' Here the jealousy which professes to pro

against its encroachments, proves the very means of 
ng it away. There would be more speculation, and 
er enterprize in many trades if Trades' Unions were 
shed, And labour, so far from dreading large capital, 

in it the best security for employment, and for wages 
l to what the market will allow. The capital invested 
de:; governed by strong unions gradually diminishes ; 

investmentg in those which are free, has augmented 
reat extent. Capital and labom should never challenge 

conflict ; it is perfectly unnatural for them to be opposed to 
each other, because the prosperity of each depends upon the 
friends hi[) and co-operation of the other. The jealousy of 
capitalists toward each other, and their anxiety to realize 
profit U?on their investments, (which in ordinary times is 
proportioned to the amount of labour employed,) are the 
legitimate sources of security to the operatives. These 
are much more to be depended upon than " rules and re
gulations," which not only exasperate employers, but by 
enhancing the value of the products destroy their sale. All 
combination is tyranny, and it alters not its character whether 
practised by men or masters. 

It will be argued by some, that instead of throwing all 
trades open, it would be much better to extend the benefit 
of union protection to those that do not now enjoy it. And 
what would be the consequence ? An annihilation of the 
little trade which remains. Fortunately the system cannot 
go any further, nor can it maintain its present position. 
Men cannot be found foolish enough to bind themselves to 
rules which would leave all unemployed excepting a few 
choice hands, a course which would throw the trade 
of England into the hands of foreigners, and leave 
themselves shortly without both work and wages. They 
may make rules, but they cannot provide customers with the 
means of purchasing, or compel them to give an advanced 
price for articles manufactured under these rules. A national 
union of trades looks very imposing no doubt upon paper. It 
would be easy to pass a resolution that no man should work 
for less than so much per week; but this would not furnish 
the public with the disposition 01· the means to purchase 
articles, so as to ju tify this price? It would be easy to de
termine that in every trade only two lads should be em
ployed for one journeyman ; but it so happens that the 
condition and circumstances of almost eve1·y family in the 
kingdom would veto such a resolution . A quarter of 
century's unsuccessful struggle, and the expenditure of three 
millions of money, in opposing the rational law of labour, 
ought to convince every one of the folly of such a 
chimera. 

If the principle be good, it cannot be extended too far. 
Supposing that operative husbandry were brought within 
the rules of a union, that only two boys were allowed for 
one man, and that a minimum of wages should be fixed, say 
20-. per week. What would be the result? In several 
operation the farmer would have to set a. 20;;. man to do 
the work which a boy at 4s. would do. He would be 
tenzed with vexatious regulation~ at variance with his own 
plans, and also with workpeople who would do as they 
pleased; for ff they were turned off for disobedience, they 
would have the union to rely upon for support, which 
would also prevent, to the utmost of its power, any other 
persons supplying their place. The result would be that 
farming capital would be withdrawn, that foreign free 
labour would supply a cheape1· article, that in a short 
time much of the land would be abandoned, and there 
would be little to do either for farmer or servant. No 
doubt we are all ready to receive the fictitious wages 6f 
protection ; but when we come to pay for the article pro
duced undei: it, we are apt to grumble. A man ,vho wi11 
only work from light till t~ark on the shortest day in winter, 
is ready enough to receive summer wages; but let such a 
man go to ask the price of flour produced under union 
rules, and he will be ready enough to cry out against im
position. He is told it is only 51b for a shilling. " How 
is that," he exclaims,~" it was 6lb in Kendal only last 
week?" "Oh, you must remember that Lancashire is now 
formed into a Labourers' Union, and that owing to ad
vanced wages, the exclusion of lads, the regulation of hours, 
and a variety of other regulations, the farmers cannot afford 
it cheaper. Kendal, you must remember, is not in Lanca
shire, and the union rules have not yet be~introduced there." 
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What would be the answer of the unionist ?-indeed what 
would be the answer of any man?-" We will all buy from 
Kendal, and those who have compelled the farmer to pro
duce adearer article may eat it themselves, and find customers 
where they please." \Ve have potatoes now very cheap, but 
what should we say, if we were compelled to give ls. 6d. 
a load more, simply by excluding the proportion of lads 
engaged ' in getting them up? 

The, corn law monopoly is a great national loss, because 
it prevents foreigners bringing their goods into our market, 
and taking ours in return, by which we should gain a much 
larger stot.:k than by excluding them and trying to supply 
ourselve-.. The labour :aw monopoly is also a great national 
loss, because, by limiting the production and increasing the 
price of its articles, we have little of its produce to export 
in exchange for the pr<,ductions of other countries. It is also 
inimical to all inventions and improvemements, damps the 
ardour of enterprize, and frequently drives capital entirely 
away. Though we have so many trades among us, we never 
look to these as likely to afford any extra employment 
for an increasing population. The produce of the factory is 
almost the only article of export, and the factory is the only 
opening for finding employment for the people. But 
it would be well if those who dislike the factory system, as 
inimical to the health and morals of the people, would step 
forward and assist in breaking down the barriers of old 
trades, so as to afford a more healthy and a more agree
able substitute. Our skill, and labour, and capital, connec
ted with these, seem almost paralyzed, and must remain so 
till the fetters of antiquity and monopoly are removed. We 
are often told that we shall sink unless we can discover 
new sources of employment. Let all who think so look 
over the whole list of existing trades and see if they cannot 
discover these sources already existing, provided a free 
entrance could be effected for ingenuity and capital. 

By the abolition of Unions, much of the unemployed 
labour would be absorbed, and increased wages obtained by 
many who are now ill paid for their labour. But I do not 
disguise the fact, that in some trades where wages are main
tained at a fictitious value, they would necessarily come down. 
l3ut this is the lesser evil, and one which we should submit to 
in order to avoid a greater. I see that Unions are working 
their own ruin; th~t while a few are realizing standard 
wages, a vast number, in some instances a majority, are 
getting nothing but tramp allowance. Several unions are 
already broken down, and the same fate awaits many others. 
The true wisdom of men is to foresee the evil and to prevent 
it. Restrictions may be prolonged till capital is fled, or an 
unprofitable machinery adopted to supplant labour; till for
eigners have taken away all our customers, or till we are too 
poor to purchase from each other. 

.By abolishing the corn laws, we should make the nation 
richer; by abolishing Trades' Unions, we should increase 
those riches; ·but what is perhaps of greater importance, 
we .should enable the operatives to realize more equall!J the 
reward of th"eir labour. I have witnessed the extreme distress 
of .the hand-loom weavers, and tne poorer classes in general, 
and I ,know they have been robbed by the corn laws, but I 
nner could avoid thinking that there was also another law that 
prevented many starving families from sharing fairly in the 
l'ruits of our national industry. The land monopolists, the 
rich, the government, the employers, have all been blamed, 
and blamed justly, for the sufferings of the poor, but whilst 
I agree with all this, I believe that their privations have 
been augmented by being denied a free access to the labour 
market of this country. 

However, I may offend some by the contents of this ar
ticle, I can seriously say that I have no earthly ·object in 
view, but th.at of befriending the working classes. 

JOSEPH LIVESEY, 

VARIETIES. 
AN AGRICULTURAL MEETING is an interesting occasion. 

see many of the wonders of nature, which ouuht to raiH 
minds to nature's God. But I fear there are oth~r gods to 1 

on these cccasions. I recently witnessed the exhibitions at 
of these for a short time, with which I was very much pleased; 
the parties generally seemed flat till after four o'clock, the time w 
the feasting commenl'ed. "Bumpen"went round pretty merrily 
about two o'clock next morning. The Rev. Minister of the 
rish "said grace" before they commenced eating and drink· 
and it is much to be lamented tl;lat he did not stay to close 
meeting with his benediction ! The proprietors of bedlam, if t 
had heen present, might have witnessed some of the impro 
n1ents of the age. The "fun" was intense towards the close. 
would seriously recommend that these meetings close at 
o'clock, and that none bl:l allowed to remain "over hours,'' un 
the brandy and the wine be excluded from the table. 

FrnE.-One cannot read of the fires which have recently t 
place without deeply lamenting the loss of such an immeuse qu 
tity of valuable articles. All that is destroyed is so much abstrac 
from the 11ational stock. The country is ahsolntely poorer to 
amount oft ha property consumed ; and though labour will be bro 
into requisition to repair the damage, yl:lt the capital destro 
\\ ould, in another way, have produced much more employm 
E,·ery incendiary, while he is wickedly revenging himself u 
some supposed enemy, is robbing the poor of their daily brea 

CHEAP PASSAGE.-The Sydney carried out 180 l\Iormon 
New Orleans for £115; and the Henry has engaged to carry 
more for a h,mdred pounds. Thus we see that the Nauvoo P 
dise has still attractions for the creduluus; and in t.he absenc 
other freights, the Yankee captaina are making ballast of 
"Saints." 

A GRFAT REDUCTION in the number of electors will take p 
on the Registdes for this yca1·. owing to two ca11ses :-first, in 
borou&hs, numbers have been compelled to receive paro • 
relief;_ an~ secondly, :in both old and new boroughs, a g 
reduct10n m the value of property, has taken place, so 
many houses, once of the value of ten pounds, are now red 
below that sum. 

No SIGN OF BAD TrMEs.-A friend of mine at Bolton 
weighed on the day of his marriage, and he was one pound s 
of seven score ; he "·as weighed ag:i.in on the same day at the 
of twenty-seven years, and he was exactly 21b. short of 14 sc 

A GROAT A DAY,-As an instance of the superabundanc 
labour in the market, and of 1he depression of agriculture, a 
of the name of Robert Cowell went to a farmer to ask to be 
ployed in getting uµ potatoes; when, sti·ange to say, he oIB 
the marr.four pence a day and his victuals! ,vhen the man ref 
such paltry wages, the farmer said he could get plenty at 
price. Is it not the sliding scale that drops wages? 

A FALSE BALANCE.-A man bought a leg of mutton in 
street on Saturday night. Jn the butcher's scale it weighe 
pounds, it wa~ afterwards tried in a shop and it weighed 
ounces short of Bibs. Poor people should be alive to thia. 

ON SALE, 

By all the Agents of The Struggle, THE MORMONITE DE~U 
EXPOSED, in two Narratives, written respectively by James 

halgh, and Anu Shasaeti, both of Lancashire. To which ia added a c 
Map or the United States or America, together with parl of Canada.
One Penny. 

LIVESEY'S MORAL REFORMER, 221 pages, ume aae u 
Magazint, (published at 21. 6d.) price la. 

Also on Bale, any of the WOOD CUTS, which have appeared i 
Struggle, and The T1mperanee~ dvoc11te, about 70 in number, at a low 
WooD CUTTING done in all it! branches. 

.A considerabl11 allowance teill b1 mad• ,o Working Men, wbewi.ah to 
Ag,nl1 for 7'1111 Str11ggle, 

Printed and Published by J. Livesey, Preston. Sold also by 
Tempera11ce Hotel., Bury; Gadsby and Heywood, Manchester; 
Chestergate, and J. Blackshaw, Stockport; Kershaw, South Marke 
Mann, Central Market, Leeds; H!lgue, Barne8ley; E. Bowker, Accrin 
Gill, Blackburn; Houghton, # , Wt!stgate, Hudde,rsfield; J. Dawson, 
perance Hotel, Clitherne; T. Cook, Leicester, ,J,gent/or lhl Midland 
lin,-Price One Halfpennr. 



AND 
Sm. AnnAHAM HEDOERION (an extensive landliolde1·J 

-Now Joseph, here's the receipt for your rent. You 
have been 40 years on the farm, but I don't see that 
you get on, or are a bit better a man than when you 
began, and I must say that your farm is in a very .. o
and- o condition ; you don't clrain ; your fences are in 
bad order, and I never see that you attend our agric 1-
tural meetings ; you never try for a prize ; and I s.ee 
your sons hanging about the farm, instead of exerting 
themselves, and keeping pace with the improvements 
of the times. I hope you wjll mind what I say. 

JosEPH BrncH, (the oldfarme,·.)-Now, Sir Abraham, 
listen, I pray, for one moment. I am a poor man; but 
you will, I am sure, hear what I have to state in my 
own defence. I have been .labouring and toiling for 40 
years, as you say, on that farm. I had a 1,000 guineas 
frem my own father-(an honest and a hard working 
man as he was.) I took the farm; corn rose to 80-.; 
my rent was. raised; corn fell to 35-s.; but you know, 
Sir Abraham, my rent was not brought down in pro
portion. You say I don't drain and keep my fences in 
order ; but what inducement have I to spend money 
(excuse me; Sir, for speaking pl~\nly) on anp her man's 
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land, when he won't give me a lease, so that I ehall be 
sure of getting my money hack. I am a tenant at will. 
Suppose I spend £200 in draining, ~ext year my r~nt 
is raised, and my money (tb~se are bmes for speaking 
plain) goes into my landlord's pocket. I have not 
been a drunkard ; my neighboµrs wi}l bear witness that 
I and my old woman are a hard working steady couple; 
but my 1,000 guineas are gone. The Agricultural 
Associations are all very well; give me a nineteen year~• 
lease, as I hear they have in Scotland, and I will try 
with the best of them; but as a tenant, liable to be 
turned out at the end of the year, I dare not. And as 
to my sons ! this is cruel, Sir Abraham (the old mar(s 
voice trembles). '.Dhe eldest may take my farm when l 
am dead and gone, but I C<\.nnot make farmers of thelli 
all, nor farm la.bo1,1rers, for there's npthing fpr the'!,l 
to do. Well, they went to Manchester, bq,t thing~ are 
so dull them,: they could get no e-~plqy1µ~t. It wa~ 
the same at Liverpool, Bolton, ~pd S~ockP9rt. I don't 
know ,\!hat is to become of them ; they must go to 
Canada, or America, or New South Wales ; they a.re 
not wanted here. Once more, Sir Abraham, will yo~ 
lower the rent a.µd give m~ a lease ef i9 yeari,? 
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Srn ABRAHAM (rising).-Why, Joseph, I don't give 
leases ; you know it is not the rule on this estate ; my 
neighbour, Lord Steeple Chase, does not do it. In a 
country like this there must be subordination. If I give 
a lease of nineteen years, I could hard! y :all the land 
my own, and the tenants would be too independent ; 
there would no be that tie between landlord and tenant 
that the institutions of the country require---(rises and 
takes up his haU.-I am wanted at the sess,ons-(looks 
at his watclt).-Why, bless me! it is eleven o'clock. 
Well, Joseph, one word before we part. 'f I said any 
thing about your sons that pains you, J feel sorry ; 
but if we are to have corn laws ;-if we are to keep out 
cheap corn fromA.merica,and wedo itforyocrprotection, 
(JosEPH, aside,-" And not for your owN !"., I think it a 
duty we owe to the country at large, to farrr: on the best 
,system, and to produce enough of corn and ceef. About 
the rent I will see you again. Good bye, good bye. 

J osEPH Brncu .-Good bye, Sir Abraham, but no good 
can be done without lower rents and long leases. 

THE NEW AND NOBLE MOVEMENT OF THE 
ANTI-CORN-LAW LEAGUE. 

With zeal and perseverance, almost unequalled, the 
Council of the Anti-Corn-Law League have determined 
upon another gigantic effort. Convinced that nothing 
now remains to save England from ruin but the removal 
of our commercial restrictions, they are determined 
that the whole will and power of the naton shall be 
enlisted in the cause. The battle is for bread; the 
fight is for free commerce-that which has elevated 
England above the nations, and without which she 
sinks for ever. 

For all things there is a time. The present mo
ment is the time pointed out by every surrounding 
circumstance for pressing forward tlie subject of repeal. 
Our commerce has long suffered; the agriculturists are 
now feeling the consequence, in the loss of their trad
ing customers, and in the tremendous incr.ease of poor 
tax. All are begining to open their eyes ; and now is 
the time to lead the people to action. 

Without disparaging any other movement, I tell the 
working men that this is a practical and a present good, 
and I earnestly entreat them to come and defend their 
own cause. There was a time when "No Corn Laws" 
was inscribed on their largest banners, and even yet, 
though partially diverted from their pnrpose, I believe 
they are still Corn Law repealers. 

Bold measures are contemplated by the League,in which 
every county, town, and village is invited to join. 
Lecturing is to be universal ; and a personal visit to be 
made to every county and borough elector; each is to 
be furnished with a condensed library of arguments 
against the ruinous corn laws. Fifty thousand pounds 
are to be raised to carry on the agitation. The Council 
have received numerous assurances of support, and 
have little fear of obtaining the money. For what 
purpose, indeed, more noble could a fund be raised than 
that of feeding the hungry and saving the nation from 
wreck! This sum, expended in a monument of stone, 
might tell of the disaEtrous deeds of some military 
ehief ; but the repeal of the bread tax will be a natfonal 

monument of peace, on which -will be inscribed the 
praises of the best patriots of the land. The foundation 
is laid ; it is now erecting ; and the present effort is 
expected to ensure its glorious completion. I trust 
every true Briton will respond liberally to the call of 
the League, for they ought to remember that every sum 
given will be returned tenfold into their own coffers. 

ANTI-CORN-LAW LEAGUE NATIONAL FUND. 

THE ADDRBSS OF THE COUNCIL OF' THE LEAGUE TO 

TH& PEOPLE 011' GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 

FELLow-CouNT.RYM:EN,-We have again to invite 
your assistance in the prosecution of our great work. 
Our case requires your pecuniary support, as well as 
your active co -operation. But we should be ashamed 
to solicit your contributions, were it not that in helping 
us you help yourselves, and hasten the time that shall 
stay the plunder of your property, arrest the downfal 
of commerce, free the springs of industry, untax your 
children's food, and mitigate the sufferings and priva
tions 0f the poor. 

The League was originated in the conviction that re
strictions on the importation of foreign grain is a policy 
not less unwise and suicidal than unjust and oppressive. 
To this policy they refer the closing against us, in 
rapid succession, of the world's markets, and the con
sequent depression of that manufacturing system which 
has furnished the means of ~ubsistence to labouring 
millions, more than trebled the value of their land to 
the proprietors of the soil, augmented the national re
sources notwithstanding the pressure of unprecedented 
taxation, allied itself in the past with the most extra
ordinary progress of a people that history records, and 
held out for the future the secret, or the only prospect 
of providing for the wants of a rapidlyJmultiplying 
population, and sustaining the position of • our country 
in a peaceable supremacy among the nations of the earth. 

The restrictive policy lays the axe to the root of our 
national prosperity. It increases not mereJy temporary 
embarrassment in commercial relations, but a continu
ous depression tending to utter ruin. Hence the war
fare, for life or death, which the League has waged 
against it. We have had to conter1d with the ignorance 
and prejudices of the many, and the sinister interest of 
the few. Success was only to be attained through the 
formation of a public opinion so clear, decided, and 
general, as to be irresistible. And towards that point 
we have advanced; more slowly indeed than the im
poverishment of the industrious and the sufferings of 
the multitude rendered desirable ; but still with a pro
gress that testifies we are in the right path, and stimu
lates us to redoubled exertion. 

Our aim has been to leave no one individual destitute 
of the means of perceiving how injurious the taxation 
on food is to himself and the communitv. To the in
fluence by which it is supported, we ha~e opposed the 
power of reason and the claims of justice; and we 
have met by facts the sophisms by which it is palliated. 
For this end, not fewer than 2000 lectures have been 
delivered on the subject of the corn laws; more than 
five millions of tracta have been printed aud circulated.; 
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petitions have been presented to the legislature with 
millions of signatures, praying for the redress of the 
great wrong under which the country groans; our 
Conference, formed by deputations from various parts 
of the kingdom, has five times met in the metropolis to 
remonstrate with the executive government and the le
gislature ; the ministers of religion have met, in large 
numbers, in Manchester, Edinburgh, and Carnarvon, 
protesting against the demoralizing influences (which 
they had witnessed) of that policy which interferes 
betwixt man and the bounties of Providence. In corn. 
bination with an extent of personal exertion such as no 
merely political agitation could have called forth, an 
expenditure has been incurred, and defrayed, of not 
less than one hundred thousand pounds. And still, 
tho11gh much has been accomplished; though the prin. 
ciples of free trade are rapidly extending themselves 
from our cities and large towns into remote agricultural 
districts ; though we have seen the necessity of change, 
from being sturdily and contemptuously denied, become 
generally admitted; though the emergency has made it 
l!!O obvious that the defeat of the late administration 
for its proposition of a fixed duty, has been followed 
by the tariff and modified corn law of the present 
administration; yet still much remains to be done 
before the monster monopoly sinks under its death 
blow, and before the words of the minister selected for 
its champion, that 'the nation's policy undoubtedly is 
to sell in the deare~t and buy in the cheapest market," 
become a legal reality and a practical blessing. 

Further and increasingly strenuous exertions, then, 
are necessary to set the seal of final success upon the 
past. The very ground we have gained demands, and 
inspires to redoubled effort. The pressure beneath 
which indttstry sinks, is not yet heaved off; but the 
force applied has mad~ it move, and perseverance will 
accomplish all. There must be more lectures, more 
tracts, more conferences, more agitation. Every 
county and borough elector in the kingdom must be 
personally vLited, and a condensed library of evidence 
and reasoning against the corn law be placed in his 
hands. Monopoly will not yield without such effort~; 
and it shall have them. We are entering on the fifth 
year of this struggle for truth, for justice, for existence. 
We ask of you to replenish our pecuniary means for 
sustaining it. Our appeal is made confidently, for the 
character of the agitation is sanctioned by its progress ; 
and what is any outlay to the object to be gained ? We 
have reported the amount already expended; and we 
now appeal to you to create confidence in our cause and 
dismay in it', selfish opponents, by enabling us to com• 
mence the ensuing year of anti-corn-law agitation with 
a disposable fund of fifty thousand pounds. 

We are confident we shall not ask in vain. It would 
be a large sum were the object unimportant ; to repeal 
the corn law it is as nothi11g. There is not a town in 
the kingdom which would not cheaply purchase the 
the repeal of that blasting and iniquitous law by a con
tribution equal to the whole sum. It is but one million 
shillings-it is but four hundred thousand half-crowns 
-it is but two hundred thousand crowns-it is less 
than a halfpenny per head from the whole population ! 
The two millions that petitioned parliament for repeal 

can easily raise this sum, and since they last signed a 
petition, hundreds of thousands have become repealers. 
The fifty thousand pounds, then, will be obtained ; but 
it is desirable that al] parts of the kingdom should con• 
tribute. We propose the following mode of rendering 
the collection general and in some degl'ee equal. In 
every town a committee must be formed, consisting of 
ladies and gentlemen, having· a secretary and treasurer, 
whose names are to be forwarded to the Chairman of . 
the Council in Manchester. A beautifully engraved 
subscription card and a duplicate card will be furnished 
to every collector, each card to represent a certain sum 
which the colltctor undertakes or will endeavour to 
obtain, the duplicate to be forwarded to Manchester 
when the card is filled up. An account of the sums 
collected is to be Eent weekly to the Council, In the 
villages and more retired districts, where it may not be 
convenient or practicable to form committees, the 
friends of the great cause will be provided with cards, 
and they can correspond directly with the Chairman of 
the Council. It is fa tended that the League Fund shall 
be closed in January, 1843, when a great aggregate 
meeting of the National Anti-Corn.Law League will be 
held in Manchester, at which the amount of subscrip• 
tions from each district, town, and village will be an
nounced. To this great meeting all the members of the 
House of Commone and Peers, who have voted for a 
repeal of the corn laws, with many other eminent in
dividuals, will be invited to attend, together with 
ministers of religion of all denominations, deputies, 
and members of the League from all parts of the 
kingdom. . 

The above is a brief sketch of the plan which the 
League intends to pursue; and we are now engaged in 
arranging the details of our future operations. 

Circumstances have placed the League in the van of 
this great battle; and from the post which Providence 
seems to have aseigned them they will neither retire in 
weariness nor be driven by obloquy. But it is with a 
feeling of deep responsibility that they apply them
selves to their task. The condition of honest industry, 
the food of famishing multitudes, the well-being of mil~ 
lions, and the future of a great nation, are at stake. 
In the prolonged delay ()f redress we can only perceive 
the symptoms of impending calamity and of sure des. 
truction. Our cause is that of humanity itself; and it 
is sanctioned by the religion which teaches mankind to 
pray for the dai]y bread which Heaven has provided, but 
monopoly withholds. In a Sf>irit worthy of such a 
cause would we pursue it to the end, seeking the suc
cess which must eventually be achieved, from peaceful, 

, legal, and honourable endeavour; from enlightened 
conviction ; from compa~sion for human suffering and 
the recognition of eternal justice ; from the submission 
of a sordid class intc.reat to the common good ; from 
the wisdom of legislation, though slow and late in its 
reflection of public opinion ; and from the blessing of 
Heaven, never withheld from righteous and beneficent 
endeavour. 

By order of the Council, . 
GEO. WILSON, 

Manchester, Oct. 20, 1842. 
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VARIETIES. 

P,REPAlUNG FOR REPEAL-I have noticed in the reports of 
nearly all the agricultural meetings in Lancaslire, that an ap
proaching crisis to agriculture is being prepared f, r, by the recom
mendation of greater skill and increased industry. One of the 
speakers at the Lytham meeting declared that by these he had no 
doubt we could grow food cheaper than foreigners. "Liberal 
laHdlor:ds and fodustrious tenants," is given as a toast, and in the 
speeches three points are constantly hinted _at :-1. Greater in
ventions and more skill, so as to increase the production. 2. 
Greater " exertions" on the part of farmen in cultivating the 
aoil.-3. The landlord'11 " fostering care" and liberality 
tow11.1:ds his teuantry. All this clearly bespeaks a conviction that 
tb~ fosterint; care of unjust laws is soon expected to cease, and 
that the landed interest, like every other, will be thrown upon ita 
own resources. Nothing is said in defence of the corn laws; but 
all seem to be prepairing for their repeal. 

LET us TRY TO l\h~D.-We constantly rule by severity in
stead of -reason. We are always ready to make every thing to 
the worst; and to resent every fancied injury done us. .Even 
parents are hasty and cruel, and ruin their children by unreason
able coercion. A child was nearly run over, but the mother, who 
eame running out to seize the child, inst~ad of rejoicing at it11 
escape, began to thump it and call it hard names. 

A ,VoNDER.-One of the greatest wonders in the world to me 
is, how the public-houses are kept open. With high rents and 
double taxes, it is astonishing, considering their number, how 
they cacry on. There are 148 public-h.ouses in Preston, and 
about 160 jerry-shops, and averaging their receipts at £7. l 0s. 
each, weekly, the sum spent in one year would exceed one 
hundred and twenty tlwu,and pounds. All this is paid to assist ju 

destroying five millions of quarters of good grain, and in effect to 
assist in destroying the health, happine11&, and lives of a great 
number of our fellow creatures. 

,vxNTER CLASSEs.-Young men, unmarried, with a little 
leizure in the evenings, should now form themselves into classes 
for mutual instruction. By study and perseverance in this way, 
or by paying n teacher, a young man may learn more in one win
ter than during half a dozen years at school while a boy. Know
ledge thus acquired, will be an invaluable treasure in after life. 
,vhat an advantage it would be to young men in the country if 
they could be persuaded to form themselves into classes. 

VICTORIA PUDDING is an excellent imitation of plum pud
ding, and is very cheap. It is made as follows: -Take half a 
pound of raw potatoes, half a pound of raw carrots, and grater 
them into half'a pound offlour; mix with them well with half a pound 
of currants and a quarter of a pound of suet., wrap it in a cloth the 
same al! a plum pudding, and boil it about an hour and a half.. It 
is exceedingly good, and at a little cost. 

PRISON D1sc1PLINE.-I have received a letter suggesting several 
modes of mitigating the severity of prison discipline. Some think 
that mitigation ha3 been carried of late quite far enough. l\fy 
op1nion i11, that we should try to render prisons comparatively 
us,less. And for this purpose we should universally inculcate 
honesty, benevol~nce, and peace. We ahould aliio be examples in 
our own conduct. And we should try to bring all within the 
influence of good association, so as to give our principles effect, for 
without this, bare precept and example will not be sufficient. I 
thi,nk it is much easier, and much less expensive, to teach people 
to be good, than 19 puni11h them for being otherwise. 

Tn-1: Acon,N, A suDSTITUT~ FOR CoFFEE.-.A. friend ofmine 
a f,Lrmer iu the couptry, showed me the other day some excellent 
coffee grouod from th8 acorn. I believe the process adopted is, 
iirst to lay a number of acorns in the second shelf of the oven, 
the ov&n to he moderately heated ; then roast the acorns till they 
are brown, when the htisk will come off. Take them out, and, 
when needed, cut or break the acorns into bits for the coffee mill; 
and when ground the difference is very little between this powder 
and many qualities of coffee ; only the coffee from the acorn re
quires less sugar to sweeten it than the real Jamaica berry. I 
was informed that several families in the neighbourhood had tried 
it, and substiluted it for real coffee which is sold at ls. Sd. and 
2s. per lb. J. H, W. 

LODGING· HousE SEnv ANTs.-It would frighten any servant but 
a real London Cinderella to go down into the kitchen in a morn
ing 11.nd see the work those little hands have to do. The rows o( 
boots and shoes to clean-the candlesticks to rub bright-the dishes 
to wash out-the pots and pans to scour-the rugs to shake-the 
slushing about of her own, all the week, although i.be is alway11 
adoing. Then the number of times she goes in and out in a day 
-now off for tea-then for butter-next time for a chop-thQn a 
bottle of soda-water for the gentleman who had drunk too much 
over night-again for the newspap~-a letter to the post-offi~e
a pair of shoes to mend-a bundle to be ~arried to the laundresa 
-a quartern of gin for the landlady. As she is ever taking down 
her little bonnet., which she never ties, and throwing on the half
shawl she never pina-then with the latch-key in her hand, point
ing her head twenty different ways-going-returning-then diving 
into the kitchen for a few moments to do her work-then up again 
to answer the bell, and never executing a aingle command of the 
lodgers' without being called into the parlour to tell the landlad1 
what it WM.-Godfrey Malvern. 

PoTATOE, &c., STEALING.-For the last two or three week, 
the country cottages and farms in the township of Dilworth have 
been nightly visited by thieves; one night they attfimpted to stea.l 
a cottage1·'s hens; but were scared off by an old man who hap
pened to be lying on the hearth stone, and who got up and ope n')d 
the door, whon thtiy fled. A farmer had a whole cheese stolen out 
of the press. Another had half a load of potatoes stolen from 
his barn yard, and others had their potatoes stolen from the bog. 
Surely either the people are starving, or the country is infested 
by persons v,•ho are too idle to work. The former I fear is the 
fact. X. Y. Z. 

USEFUL READINo.-It is a good plan in the course of our 
reading through the week, to mark and save such pieces as are 
likely to be acceptable and useful to our children, in order to 
read them, 01· have them read to them when we have a little 
leisure, either in the evenings or on the Sunda). I mention this 
bPcause when opportunities occur, without such a preparation, we 
are apt to take up papers or books, containing articles of no parti
cular interest. It is not mere reading that we should aim at, but 
reading something so interesting and valuabl• as to secure their 
attention, and impart to them usefol information. 

Pooa PEOPLE'S CLOTHING AND BEDDING.-This is the time 
for all liberally minded persons to look thro11gh their wardrobes, 
and select as much old clothing as possible to give to the poor. 
Hats, shoes, body clothing, children's aad female's apparel, with 
any articles of bedding, 1hould all now be scraped up; and if you 
do not like to bo at thA trouble to give them yourselves, you will 
have no difficulty in 11electing persons for your almoners. You 
can scarcely believe how bare of clothing the poor are, but their 
beds being generally concealed, are even worse than their 
clothing. 

NOTICE. 

I T waa my intention to insert in the forthcoming numbers of 
The Struggle copious articles on " Capital and L~hour," 

"The Suffrage Question," &c., &c., similar to those on "Wages,'' 
"Machinery," and "Tradei' Unions;" but for the present I 
wa"e that intention, in order to do all I possibly can to give effect 
tb the new and powerful movement of the Anti-Corn-Law League, 
We mttst have the restrictions on commerce entirely removed, or 
iqe sink, and that very soon, TAe Struggle, therefore, a, this im
~ortant crisis, as an humble auxiliary, will try to do its share in 
forwarding the important cause of Repeal. 

All the Anti-Oorn-Law Associations, taking a quantity of the 
$truggles for circulation, will be treated with on the most ,liberal 
terms. 

Printed and Published by 1. LIVESEY, Preston. Sold also by Wragg, 
Temperance Hotel, Rury; Gadsby and, Heywood, Manchester; Riley, 
Chestergate, a11d J. Blackshaw, Stockport; Kershaw, South Market, a,nd 
Mann, Central Market, Leeds; Hague, Barnsley; E. Bowker, Accriptiton ; 
Gill, .Blackburn; H()ugh,to11, 44, We.tgate., Hu~deufield ; J Dawson, TeIJl
per//,nce Hotel, Clithex:oe;. T Cook, Leicester, apentfor Midland <;ou11ti11s.
Price One HalfpeI1S1y. 



" The corn law is an extension of the pension list to the whole of the landed aristocracy of Great 
Britain."-London Times. f 

---===============================·-

THE 
FARMER. r SIR ROBERT. MANUFACTURER. 

Oh that Peel I that Peel I how he ha, · Thi, SLIDING SCALE is a terrible bu.sines8• I ant regularly floored. Tliat SLIDIYG 

deceived us/ What lies the Landlords did I am afraid it will upset me. Jlfy masters, ScAtl: will finish us all up togetlter. No-1 

tell u, at the last Election I \ tlte Landlords, begin to look u:oeful blue. thing remains b1d FREE TnADE 01· ruin. 

WHAT SHOULD BE DOi\E? 

It is e\ ident that str011uons exertions are urgently 
ealled for in order to re_qain and extend the trade of 
this ccuntry, without which we must ultimatdy si1tk. 
Tliere is now 110 question with us as to the lPgislative 
changes requisite for restoring the nation's prosperity. 
The only question is, how are we t.o ac:t so as to cari·y 
these changes ? What must be done ? Let me tell 
you first wbat must not be done. I speak to two classes. 
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1. Yon should not talk one way, and act another. I 
meet with numerous tradrsmen and formers all acknow
ledging tliat it is 1Vant of trade which is the cau!'le ?f 
onr diffieulties, and vPt with this confession upon tue1r 
lips, if reqni>stecl to support the party of monopolists, 
they will do so next clay and belie by their actions ull that 
they have said. 

2. You should not depend upon the power or inclina
tion of even a Prime minister, and thus excuse your own 
exertions. " Sir Robert Peel will do more than th$ 
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Whigs,'' is a common observation ; but those who use 
this language, instead of assisting Sir Robert in push
ing on free trade measures, by petitions or otherwise, 
sit still, and leave him to grapple with the difficulties 
of a monopolizing parliament. 

3. To those who are active in the free trade agitatiou, 
I would say, you should not make enemies by violent 
denunciations against individuals. You may expose the 
evils of the system, without exasperating by personal 
invectives. There are few of us who would not have 
acted as the landowners have done, had we been in their 
situation. Let us endeavour, then, rather to enlighten 
than coerce, and to carry our point by argument and 
not by defamation. 

4. Avoid giving offence as much possible by act
ing as political partizans. The Conservatives are ra
pidly changing in their opinion in favour of free trade; 
but if you take advantage of the meetings to reflect upon 
them, they will not join you nor assist you one jot, al
though it is their interest to do so. You should steadily 
contend for free trade as a national right, and neither 
oppose Whigs, Tories, Chartists, or Sturgites. On this 
we have all much to learn. If men attend our meetings 
to introduce their favourite peculiarities, the repeal 
movement will never be joined by many who approve of 
its principles, and it will still appear to be conducted 
solely by one party. 

Next, what should be done ? 
I. We should immediately, wherever we reside, in 

town or vi1lage, establish An Anti-Corn Law Association. 
I say in every town and village this should be done. 
Get as many together as you can, either by personal in
vitation or circular ; and in the very worst case, if you 
can only get three persons, still form an association. 

2. At the beginning, if possible, get a lecturer to come 
over and address the people; but at any rate write to 
the League at Manchester for the present of a number 
of tracts for distribution. Having done this, if possible, 
determine to hold for some time a 1veekly meetinq. 
And if this shonld only be held in one of your houses, 
and attended by half a dozen active repealers, it will be 
the means of keeping up the steam, and promoting ad
ditional exertions. Of course, if you can get a large 
meeting place, and have large meetings, so much the 
better. Let these meetings be simply to discuss the 
principles of the corn laws and free trade, and do 
not aJlow the introduction of any other subject. In 
distributing your publications, select suitable ones for 
each class of persons to whom you send them. Min
isters, magistrates, landowners, farmers, operatives, and 
the electors, ought each to be addressed with arguments 
suited to their standing and condition; and avoid as 
Il!uch as possible conveying any thing personally offen
sive. 

3. For the purpose of co-operating with the League, 
as well as uniting your forces, adopt the plan of Regis
tration. The League is wishful to secure a re~istration 
of all the corn law repealers in the united kingdom. 
Write to Manchester, where you will receive registration 
sheets, and cards containing a beautifol design, for which 
everr ~ember pays not less than a penny, nor more than 
a sh~_hng. Let each of you go out with these ~heets as 
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often as convenient; let them lie at suitable places, and 
always bring them to the meetings. 

4. A fond of £60,000 is to be raised to lecture the 
whole kingdom, and to enlighten every county and 
borough elector. To ensure the collateral advantages of 
agitation and co-operation, this money is to be raised 
from every part of the empire. It is to be raised in pen
nies, shillings, pounds, fifties, and hundreds; and if need 
be there are persons ready to give a thousand each. You 
must collect as much as you can for this fond. By wri
ting to the League you will be fnrnished with collecting 
cards and all necessary i11fo1mation. No person should 
be allowed to register or collect without being appointed 
by the League, or by the committee of a local association. 

6. Another most important part of the work is pre
paring petitions. Disgusted as we have been by the 
rejection of the people·s petitions, we must not give it 
up; we must not give our enemies a chance of observing 
that the country is becoming indifferent to the change, by 
our relaxing in this department. Nor must we leare our 
friends in parliament without instruments of daily attack 
upon the monster monopoly. Louder and louder, the 
country must make its voice to be heard within the walls 
of parliament. Let us remember, we have not hitherto al
together worked in vain, and as the tide is turning in our 
favour, we must take advantage of it, and convey the feel
ings of the people, like a mighty torrent, every evening 
into the Honse of Commons. I expect the names of five 
millions of repeal petitioners to be presented this session. 
\Ve cannot begin too soon. Petitioning has generally been 
put off too long, and then being done in a hurry, much un
necessary expense bas been incnrred, and many names 
and places omitted. I am about getting a number of 
petitions ready, and a large quantity of paper ruled, 
which any association may have at a price not exceeding 
6d. for every 1,000 names. 

6. Having done this, and set all your machinery in 
movement at home, if there be other towns or villages in 
your district, which appear to be lagging behind, pay 
them a visit. Stir them up ; instruct them in your 
plans; don't depend upon '' leading men,'' or lecturers, 
but all of you exert yourselves in this mission of mercy, 
till you get the whole country enlisted in this noble cause. 

I will only add, that ~y these exertions, next to the 
great pleasure of doing good to others, you are advancing 
your own interests. You are bringing down the neces
saries of life to nature's price; but what is more, you are 
procuring employment for the industrious, orders for the 
manufacturers, and good trade for all. You are ar
resting the torrent of insolvency which is sweeping 
over the land; you are mitigating the embarrassments of 
thousands, whose difficulties reach no mortal ear; you 
are laving a permanent foundation for the prosperity 
of farmers ; you are chasing pauperism and crime 
from the land; you are feeding the hungry and clothing 
the naked ; you are saving the country from revolution ; 
you are in a word doing the will of God. 

I have tried to tell you briefly what you ought not to 
do, and what you ougbtto do, and these are what I intend 
doin_q myself. And happy shall I be, if by these few hints, 
I should succeed in increasing the number and zeal of 
the repea.lers. 
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THE CORN LAW AND THE POOR LAW. 

Among the various reasons I have for being a decided Corn 
Law Repeater, one is the cruelty with which the poor are treated, 
when they become dependent on a parish, and the impossibility 
pf helping themselves under the present system. I want to assist 
in rescuing those unfortunate beings from the thraldom and insult 
of the parish office. I have seen the poor used in a manner 
which was disgraceful to humanity, and that by persons who 
make large pretentions to ~ducation, and standing in society. It 
is indeed punishment enough to be poor, without being insulted, 
despised, and contemned for being so. 

There is no class that suffers more than those who reside out of 
their own unions, and whose settlements are undecided. These 
are tossed about, as if they were dogs, and driven by officers from 
pillar to post, merely to get rid of them. This is cruel beyond 
measure. Every relieving officer ought not only to be acquainted 
with the law, but to obey it, which knows nothing of settlements 
as a prerequisite to granting relief. Residence an necessity are the 
only prer<lquisites, and all prying into settlements and application 
for re-imbursement are ,ubsequent matters. No person ought to 
travel one yard out of the union in which he resides, in order to 
ask for relief. If the case be one of "sudden arnd urgeat neces
eity,'' the relieving offieer ought to grant relief of his own 
accord ; if it be an ordinary case the board of guardians ought to 
grant the relief, but in either instances the relief should be 
apportioned to the necessity, regardless of the s,ettlernent. In all 
urgent cases all overseers and churchwardens are also bound to 
grant relief, if applied to, and should t~ey refuse, may be convicted 
in the penalty of £5. In the face of all this,, I have known 
officers who regularly tell the unsettled poor, hen they apply, 
" I can do nothing for you,'' and after being tea1Led by the press
ing necessities of the parties, they will say, "so soon as I find 
out your settlement I will relieve you," while at the same time, 
the family is in the utmost distress. I tell all sU<ch. that this con
duct is not only cruel but ille.ral, and I hope thmse who buy the 
Struggle, will be at the trouble of presenting every relieving 
officer in their district with this assertion. I kncow the excuse is, 
"we have so many applications that we don't ktnow what to do 
with them." This is no justification; the law h~s provided that 
none shall want; and if the rate-payers are b,eginning to feel 
the burden, let them look about them, and tr)y if they cannot 
relieve themselves by repealing the laws, which itmpose it. 

Next in tum of cruelties is the abominable clasi,,iftcation process, 
not, as is pretended, for good order, but to drive th<e people from the 
workhouses, whence they may starve or beg, IOI' steal, as they 
please. The wicked Corn Law has been so pro,lific of poverty, 
that, instead ofrooting out the cause, the poor viictims are cruelly 
coerced, and poverty treated as a crimo. Sete the poor fellow 
who has long struggled under the pressure of theJ bread tax, gra
dually sink, and compelled at last to leave his little home for a 
poor house, nay, to be separated from the partmer of his bo~om 
and from the children of his care ! See the a ,ed couplt!, who 
have "lived and loved together," perhaps for 50 years, and given 
their toil and labour to enrich their country, torn from each other, 
and deprived of the last and best comfort of old age. What 
God has joined together the commissionen have dared to put 
asunder. Heaven's curse is sure to rest on a naC on like this. For 
the la Qt four years I have exerted myself to ward off this evil in 
the Preston Union, and to make the condition o the poor tolera
ble. But poverty continues; it increases; and bile I lament
deeply lament the insults it receives-I feel more than ever con .. 
vinced, that the best service I can render to the poor is, to en
deavour to unshackle trade, so that they may help themselves, 
and not be degraded by cringin~ to a fellow mortal for parish 
charity. 

AN EASY METHOD OF FEEDING THE MILLIONS. 

I fancy I see heaped up an immense quantity of pro
visi0n on every side of our island, and nothing is 
wanted but to pull down the barricade of monopoly 
for it to roll freely into our country. Multitudes are 
naked for want of our clothing; destroy the corn bill, 
and they are at once our cu.stomers. " omething must 

he done," so sn.y every body. The destruction of the 
·bread tax and all monopolies is that something, and 
every Englishman should now rise and assist to carry 
this British emancipation. 

ABUNDANT SUPPLIES. 

It is stated in the papers that high as the duty upon 
VtTheat is, being 18s. per quarter, some is still entered 
at that enormous impost; and one reason assigned is, 
that the warehouses in London are so full, that the 
owners have no choice betwixt this and shipping 
it to other countries. This shows what a pressure 
there is to supply us with grain from abroad. The 
supply of cattle at various ports, also shows that the 
dealers are making the best of the new tariff for 
lowering meat. If it were not for the high duties upon 
butter, and cheese, the import would be equally exten
sive. All this teache~ a plain lesson as to the enormous 
amount we have paid for our food, over and above what 
we ought to have paid. And the operatives may here 
see, how it is that, while great wealth has been 
produced by their excessive labour and by machinery, 
they have been able to realize so small a portion. They 
have had a tooth tax to pay, in the shape of forced 
high prices, every time they tasted food. 

A SISTER'S ARGUMENTS AGAINST EMIGRATION. 

"'by wonltl'st thou kare thy native lwrue, 
And bid adieu to those that love Lhco; 

'Why wish ill distant lands to roam, 
'\\'ith lllien skies alieve thee? 

Tbinkl'St thou that friends could hear 
To hear thy" forewt:11" ever spoken; 

Or that thy presence thc·y could spare, 
Or let thee go with hearts uDbrokco ~ 

Why would'sl thou go?-ca11 forcig11 clims 
E'er yield thee plcnsnrcs unbecloudecl ; 

Or dcem'st thou there thut youth's gny prim• 
In gloom is never, never shrouded ? 

Cdn a more bright and sunny sky 
Ker gihl the d1:1rk, <.lark path of sorro1v? 

Or change of scene suppress a sigh, 
Or bring a fair aud cloudlebs mo :· row ? 

But SU), if called in foreign land, 
Or on the dark and bounding billow, 

At nfllicLion's stern command, 
In pain Lo press thy dying pillow, 

Will strangers kimlly o'er thee benJ, 
Iu pity to thy sad complaining; 

Or, like a sister, fondly teud 
Thy dying couch when life is waniog? 

When carried lo thy last loog home, 
What stranger there will follow weeping; 

Or scatter flowers opon the tomb 
Where cold and lonely thou art sleeping? 

Oh! why then would'st thou leave thy home., 
And bid adieu to tho~e that lave thee; 

Why wish in distant lauds to roam, 
Wilh alien skies above thee ? J. T. 

.t 
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CHANNING 'ON FREE TRADE. · 

Allow me to say a word to the merchants of our country, on 
another subject. The time is come, when they are particularly 
called upon to take yet more generous views of their vocation, 
and to give commerce a universality as yet unknown. I refer to 
the juster principles which are gaining ground on the subject of 
free trade, and the growing disposition of nations to promote it. 
Free Trade; this is the plain duty and the plain interest of the 
human race. To level all barriers to free exchange, to cut up 
the system of restriction, root and bl'anch, to open every port on 
earth to every product ; this is the office of enlightened hu
manity. To this a free nation should respectfully pledge itself. 
Freedom of seas, freedom of harbours, an intercourse of nations 
free as the winds ; this is not a dream of philanthropists. We are 
tending toward.sit, and let us hasten it. Under a wiser and more 
christian civilization, we shall look back on our present restriction, 
as we do on the swaddling bands, by which, in darker times, the 
human body was compressed. The growing freedom of trade is 
another and glorious illustration of the tendency of our age to 
universality. 

GREAT LEAGUE FUND.-AN EXAMPLE. 

A gentleman of advanced years called upon Mr. Cobden on 
Tuesday last, and placed in his hand a Bank of England note, 
with a slip of paper upon which was written as follows:-" A 
landowner, possessed of several farms, subscribes £100 to the 
Anti-Corn-Law League Fund. It is a money question, and the 
money speaks for itself. The subscription will be repeated if 
requisite.'' The stranger declined to disclose his name, nor did 
he stop to enter upon a discussion of the corn law, hut merely 
repeating the pithy remark, " It is a money question; it is a 
money question," he departed. Our unknown friend was right ; 
the settlement of the anti -corn-law agitation is now a question of 
money ; and the £50,000 fund, to which he has so munificently 
subscribed will settle the question.- Cfrcular. 

A BETTER MODE OF TEACHING READING AND WRITING,
} have never had a high opinion of the plans of our common 
schools ; children go years to school and read very badly. 
This is chiefly owing to the incompetency of the master, and 
his not reading for them himself as an example. If he be a good 
reader• they will learn more by hearing him read in the class, than 
by every other assistance. As to writing, they spoil three times 
more paper than they need, and which is the chief cause why 
they learn so slowly. When a boy has written a single line, it should 
be closely inspected by the master, and every imperfection marked. 
He 1hould then be allowed to write another line, but never more 
than three lines of the same copy, and in each he should be in
structed to avoid all the errors marked in those preceding. The 
simple circumstance, presented in every child's copy-book, of the 
last lines being the worst, proves d~cidedly that too much i1 
written of the same copy, and that this is the chief cause of the 
careles1 and random habit of writing, into which most caildren 
falL 

THE Srctt PooR.-Sickness is a sore visitation to the poor at 
this time of the year, and yet there are very few who c-an be 
said to enjoy real good health. The poor man tries to work but 
he cannot; he wants good food and nourishment, but a few pota
toes, or a little porridge, is all his wife can give him; he would be 
much relieved if he had a comfortable bed, but an old chaff hed 
with no blankets is all he has, and of this he is only allowed a fifth 
part. With no earnings, he applies for relief; but. is told it is not 
the proper day, he must call again on Thursday. He goes a second 
time, and, after waiting two hours, gets his name down, but 
must wait till Tuesday before his case is heard. A doctor's note 
is required, for which he has again to wait at the Dispen
sary. He attends early on the Tuesday, hoping to get something to 
subsist upon, and after waiting five hours, and almost sinking 
down with hunger and fatigue, be is admitt2d and receives half-a. 
crown, which, for himself and family, is not sufficient 
for two d:iys. If he grumble at all, the offer is refused and 
an order for the workhouse is sent after him. It is hard to be 
poor, but to be poor and aick also, is a sore affliction. We cannot 
do better than to remember such, and assist them to the utmost 
of our pow.r. 

THE BENEFIT' OF Pt>olt LA ws.~It · is -a mel'<!y after all that 
we have ·poor laws in this country ; for though they tend to de
stroy the people's independency, yet in the present situation of the 
country, if it were not for this provii1ion, vast numbers, it is to be 
feared, would be starved to death : at any rate the whole country 
w,rnld be infested with thieves and beggars. I certainly would mucih 
rather see the wants of the poor suppliPd by christian charity, but 
in the absence of that, it is better that the property of the country 
i.hould be taxed for their support. 

RECIPROCATING.-A petition got up by the silk weavera 
of Lyons, began with these emphatic words, "we are poor, we 
are ignorant, but notwithstanding these, every one of us feels that 
a nation that wants to sell, must consent to buy. " This is a prin
cipl~, •• said Dr. Bowring, "which is now everywhere making pro
gresa." 

A LINGERING COMPLAINT.-" Well, doctor, how is Mrs. 
Hobbleon to-day?" " She is a little easier ; she has been able 
to sit up while the bed was made.'' This pleases her friend. To
morrow she will be worse, and then in a day or two a little better 
again. Is not this like the report of Manchester market?
" A better feeling," "rather more demaud." In our fears of 
worse, even these reports are acceptable. But what does all 
this amount to ? One-half of the people out of wot:k ; the 
other half working for half wages ; and all tend~g to pauperism 
and insolvency. It is a general resuscitation we want, a real in
vigoration of the whole trading body, and not mere "better 
feeling." One good dose of the mixture prepared by the 
Anti-Corn-Law League, would prove a real specific. 

A Hnn.-,vhen the Repealers meet with any striking para
graphs in the tracts or Anti-Corn-Law publications, they should 
cut them out, and do their best to get them inserted in the news
papers. I know one association that reitularly adopts this plan. 

A PENNY A DAY WELL SPENT.-! know one gentleman who 
regularly spends a penny a day in forwarding through the poit 
half an ounce of Anti-Corn-Law papers, He usually selects from 
the newspapers the name ofsome individual who he thinks needs 
enlightening on the subject. Of course the individual will not 
know what friend has sent him the present. 

THE ANTI-CORN-LAW LEAGUE. 

There has been many a despot league 
For foul offence and dark intrigue, 

For rapine and for wrong : 
There has been many a league to bind 
Man's body-aye! and e'en his mind

In fetters strong. 

There have been leagues for haughty Jorda 
Of tilted lances-fla,hing swords 

For violence and war : 
There have been leagues of priests to blight 
Truth's harvest-to put out the light 

Of Bethl'em's star. 

Ours is a league of higher claim
Oura is a league of holier aim; 

\Ve bring but blessin~s down. 
And HE who loves to bless-and loves 
Those who would bless-invites, approve!!, 

And holds the crown !-Dr. BownxNa. 

In the Pus,, and in a few dags toilt be Published, 
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FOR ]8431 
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ers, Labourers, Legislators, Merchants, La11downers, Manuf,,cturers, 
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Pnce One Penny. May be had from all Agents of 7'lle Siruggle. A liberal 
aJlowance to Working Men for selling again, or to Associations for distribu
tion. 
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Market, Leecu; Houghton, «, Westgate, Huddersfield,; Rtley, Chestergate, 
Stockport: Gill, Blackburn; T. Cook, Leiceater; J, Brownless, Darlington; 
Wragg, B11rg; J. Dawson, Clitherot1; E. Bowker, .4ocrl1'gf<rA,-Pritt oM 
Hal,/~1tf,-.A ,11rv lib,ral ~U()f1)(11U1 to ull ag,,:J,., 



WILL WEBSTER.-Well, Jack, my hearty, you seem to have a boat load of prog. How is it? I have seen that cart go 
backward and forward with lo!lds of good American wheat ancl flot1r for your ship; but our baker says that we on aliore are not 
tllew@d to have kny out of that warehouse. 

JACK BoWLINE.-Why you see, friend, as how our captain says that for all on ship board there are no corn laws, but we 
may go for corn to yonder bonded warehouse, on certificate that it will be taken out of the country, and take as murh as we want 
for t!le voyage without any duty-d'ye see-but you on shore, according to Sir Robert Peel's sliding scale, must wait till English 
"'heat is up to 60 or 70 shillings before you can have it out of bond. 

,vxu, WEBSTER.-Oh, well, well, if those who go to sea are freed from corn laws, they'll not be able to keep them long 
upon any of us.-Good morning; a pleasant voyage to you. 

JACK BowLI:SE.-Goo<l bye, my hearty; if I had my way, I'd hang every bread-taxer. 

MEAL versus POTATOES-POTATOES versus 
MEAL. 

It seems to puzzle the .Mark Lane Express that the 
price of grain, which was not above an average crop, 
should continue to come down. The solntion is in the 
altered shape of the living of all the poor, and also of 
many others a grade above them. Last year oatmeal 
porridge was the chief article of diet, oatmeal being at 
that time a cheaper food than potatoes, for I often met 
with persons who said '' they could not afford to buy 
potatoes.'' Now this year, although oatmeal is much 
lower in price than last, yet it is not reduced in the 
same proportion as potatoes. These hav~ fallen foll 60 
per cent. They are now regularly retailed, in our 
market at 3}d. per 20lbs. Poor people almost live upon 
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them ; potatoes at noon, and potatoes at night. They 
are also, on account of cheapness, extensively used in 
making bread. Farmers, also, are reduced to a potatoe 
diet. Nobody could believe how poorly they live; 
you scarcely ever see flesh meat at their tables; at dinner 
potatoes and bacon, and at night a potatoe pie. In the 
north here we are becoming almost as bad as the Irish 
for eating potatoes, and I have no doubt this is the chief 
reason, why with the same population, and not more 
than an average crop of gre&~n, the price of grain is low, 
and likely to continue so. As to the effect of this low 
miserable diet upon the health, and morals of the peo. 
pie, I leave any body to conjecture. Should not the 
Coro Laws get repealed this year, I hope potatoes will 
continue low, so that. the cattle may not agam be robbed 
of the cabbages, and nete"l~8 by the hungry poor. 
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FARMERS AND FARM LABOURERS. · 

This week I spent two whole days among the farmers. 
They are suffering severely. Many are throwing up their 
farms ; numerous sales are taking place, and " farms 
to let'' meet us at every turn. They suffer from redu
ced prices, and as they say " it is not one thing, but 
every thing is alike.'' They are fully sensible that it is 
the want of trade that produces poverty, and pre
vents people from pmchasing their articles. I never 
saw them so determined either to have their rents lowered 
or to give up ; yet many of them say in the event of 
this" what are we to do?' ' The " goads," they say, are 
taking nearly all they can make. The poor rates are 
doubled and trebhled in some places, and nearly all 
complain of the increased burdens of the tithe commuta
tion act. I stayed all night with one farmer, a clever man, 
with only a wife and no family ; he said, be had 
farmed eight years, and with all his stock and industry 
be had not made as much for himself, as labourers' 
wages. He has improved his land so much that he saiJ 
it is worth a pound an acre more than when he entered 
on, "but still," said he, "if I believed that things would 
continue two years as bad as they are at present, I wonld 
give all up.' The repeal of the corn larvs just now 
mould be of great advantaqe to the farmer. Tenants 
and landlords Are higgling as to what reduction 
shall be made, and neither of them have any settled 
data from which to calculate. To lower the rents a little 
is to protract the farmer's mise'ry ; to fix it at a free 
trade value, with almost a certainty of steadiness of price, 
would give the farmer confidence in his calculations, as to 
what he could afford to give. A very little labour is wan
ted to make nearley all the farmers into free trnders. As 
to farm labourers, they are mostly idle, and the few em
ployed are working for extremely low wages. A farm er 
in Standish said, "I am only paying fifteen pence a day, 
and I have crowds from Wigan begging for employment 
at that price, where I used to give half-a-crown.'' Potatoe 
getters who work by the piece, havo to get up "a drill ," 
20 yards long, for three farthings ; it used to be tbree
halfpence. The reason why these poor people submit to 
such wages is, that they cannot get weaving, or any 
other town work. One poor woman travelled from 
Croston to Chorly for a warp as many times as made 
altogether 180 miles, and yet when it was woven it would 
only yield her a few shillings. If the corn laws and the 
sliding scale have done nothing for these classes, but 
to bring them into this condition, they need not cer
tainly have the least dread of their repeal. 

NATIONAL CO-OPERATION. 

Good tactitions always strike while the iron is hot. I 
feel that more can be done towards bombarding the for
tress of monopoly in three months nom, than could be 
done in the nine months succeeding. Independent of 
the inspiring power of our just principles, and of the 
flattering hopes of success, we work because we see 
others work. And the sympathy of doing good, after 
all, is irresistable. With the example of Manchester be
fore us, who can sit still ? This is the Jerusalem, where 
the glad tidings of free trade, and free bread, have gone 
ft>rth to the ends of Britain. Each town is attempting 

to outvive the others, in the amount of its snbscriptions 
and the extent of its zeal. I like the cause of Corn 
Law Repeal better than any other national movement, 
not merely because its base isjustice, but because I see 
it in the ammelioration of the condition of the poor. 
Every wi11ter that now comes round, creates new 
schemes of charity to keep them from starving, and I 
respect, highly respect, many individuals, clergymen 
and others, who have given efficiency to these schemes. 
But they are all getting tired; they find a repetition of 
the same misery, and no hope of amendment. Oh, 
that they would but condescend to reason upon the 
cause of this poverty, and that they were in a situation 
to form a correct judgment ! They would be powerful 
allies, for none are so efficient in their advocacy of corn 
law repeal, as those who have endeared themselves to 
the people, by their services of humanity. We want 
the co-operation of such-we want the co-operation of 
all. Let each association make a stir in its locality; 
let them invite the services of all, however humble, 
however exalted. We have three months hard work be
fore us ; to raise fifty thousand pounds ; to lecture the 
whole kingdom ; to visit every elector; to register our 
members ; and to cover miles of paper with swarms of 
petitioners ; and in fact, without tumult or confusion, to 
stir up the whole mental and moral power of the united 
kingdom. When our blessed Queen sets her seal to 
the bread emancipation act, then we will have a_jubilee; 
then, and not tilt then, me mill rest from our labours. 

TOO MUCH MONEY-TOO MUCH LABOUR. 

The state of the country seems to be a puzzle to 
many. Money was scarcely ever so abundant; it can be 
had at an uncommonly ]ow rate of interest. Labour to an 
enormous extent is hawking itself in every street through
out the whole empire, without any bidders. Skill 
talent, and enterprise are not wanting to unite these two 
and make them produce immensely. And why is it 
that all stands still '? that money cannot find custo
mers'? that labour cannot find employers'? Simply 
because under our present repulsive system, profitable 
markets cannot be found for the produce; and the rea
son why these markets cannot be found is, that we are not 
allowed to buy as well as sell. The question lies in a nut 
shell, and I pity the condition of the op~ratives who 
seek, and seek in vain, for a job , but still allow them
selves to be diverted from the real cause of their miseries. 
Let but the fiat go forth that commerce is free, and the 
money market would soon rally; the rattling of the ar
tizans tools would resound through the deserted manu
factories, and the idle steam engine begin to blow the 
breath of life and industry through many a <leserted 
mill. To this we must come ; for this we must fight : 
with this we can yet challenge the world : without it 
we decay and add another ruined empire, to the num
ber which avarice and folly have destroyed. 

MR. BUCKINGHAM'S SPEECH, 
At the last Weekly Meeting of the A1iti-Com-Law League, Manche,ttr. 

On his visit to America, to which he would now briefly confine himself, 
be bad no sooner landed <Ll the shores of the country than be was struck 
with lhe amazing energy and activity that were manifested in everything 
he saw around him. He s1tw in th1tt country a t:apacily, so far as ths 
disposition and enterprise of the people were concerned, fo r the m o!>t ex-
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tended ancl aclvautageous trade that a conotry rould carry on; and, ln har
mony with that dispo ition, be learnt that there was scarcely a sea which 
washed any portion of tbe globe where the American flag was not seen, 
an,l American enterprise bacl not penetrated. Bnt he said to himself; in 
the nature of things, the commerce between England and Ametica ought 
to be not only more than that with any other country, but cqnal to that 
of all other countries in the world combined. And why? Because Eng
land speukmg the same language, professing the SJmc religion, enjoyir,g 
the same literature, sprung from the same stock, and, to a very greut de
gree, having the same names and customs, bad, in addition to all these 
bonds of sympathy, the power from her min eral wealth, ancl the capit11l 
ancl skill by which it was directtd, the power to supply America much 
cheaper and better than she couhl supply herself with almost every thing, 
whether apparel, furniture, instruments for agricultural purposes, or the 
implements which artisans of every class could need; ,vhilst that in which 
England was particularly deficient, the power of extending her territory, 
and increasing the amount of her produce, God seemed to have given to 
America as that which she was to repay to us in the largest amount that 
•be could send out; for the resourers of that country, in the prnduction of 
grain and cattle, were absolut"IY boundless and uulimited. Seeing that 
these elements existed, and learning, on inquiry, that the commerce with 
England was far less,not only than it ought lo be. but less than it bad 
been in some former periods, be bar! asked himself what could be the 
reason; and no American whom he consulted but lamented it as well as 
be did, and saw as clearly as be did that the cause was EnglarnJ's ob
atinacy, England's c.elfisbness,-not England's perhaps, but a section of 
it, and that section the most powerful, because the law making was in 
their hancls-(applause),-tbat the trude was not five times as extensive as 
it was. Aud why su? Because, with all our dispositon to seil goods, 
commerce could exist only by exchange; no trade could consist in n pour
ing in on one side without a pouring back on the other, and since of that 
poul'ing buck grain and cattle formed the most considerable portion, anc! 
these were by the e1is1ing laws prohibited ,a limit to the exports must be 
fixed by the limit to the imports, and that limit was fixed hy Briti~h 
Jaws. (Applause.) On the question of free trade, there was hardly a person 
In America, e\·en tho e who had set up manufacturing for thcmsehcs, and 
might be supposed lo be swayed by their own interests, who had 
not cried out, as the watchword ol America, for many years,-" Free trade 
an,1 sailors' rights ;" meaning free trade with all the world, and sailors' 
r ights to go with th eir ships wherever the water washed the f1 ingework of 
this globe. (Applause.) Aud they were opposed to any impediment put 
in the way ol tree trade, or carryin~, for carrying was trade,-manufac
tured goods mnst be sold, and when sold, they must be transuorlcd to the 
countries were the were sold, and ships must be employeci. Therefore 
" Free trade aurl sailors' rights," almost every child in America had been 
taught 10 cry out, as the rallying point npon which the whole nation must 
rely. As far n the people were concerned, therefore, no nation wa3 more 
hostile to tariff11 in general, or more inclined to free tra.:le; it was their 
iutercst, and the interest of every country that had more within it than it 
could iliielf consume; and if trade were entirely unrestricted, such nations 
"oulcl pro_sper. He ?ud mad{ most extemive journeys in America, anJ 
was surprised, first of all, with the vastness of the country. It was more 
than 2,llOO miles in length, and more than l,oOO in breadth. It comprised 
26 States, and three territories in a State of initiation to become Stutes. 
These were on the average as large as England; a very few were smaller, 
several much lari;:er, but taking the a\'erage or mean of the whole, they 
were as large as England. Now in the territories and State3, their exten
sion over 11 vast area woulil be but unimportant, if it was not accompanied 
with fertility of soil, am! great activity and energy in the population; of 
course mere extent of territory was nothing, Arabia '\\ as a large country, 
but nobody talked of trading with it, because it produced very little. But 
if there were added to extent of soil, great fertility, and the podnctive 
power of the people, then trade was onl~wanted to make that country flour
ish. Every where over the co~ntry from Louisiana in the uorth, to Flor
Ida in the south, and from New York to the westward, beyond the Missis
sippi there were millions of untold acres, covered with a soil from ten to fif. 
teen feet deep, and yichling forty, forty-five, and in some instances fifty 
bushels of grain to the acre. The average capacity of England taken on 
the authority of Mr. Webb Hall, one of the first anthoriti€s on agricultural 
matters, was but twenty-six bushels; and he was prepared to prove to any 
man who doubted it, that the averuge capacity of the United States am
ounted lo near forty bushels per acre. By this increased capacity, the 
twenty-six. States might be said to be equal to fifty-two; for New York, 
though not so large as Virginia, Louisiana, Wincousin, Michigan, or 
Ohio, contained thirty-three millions of acres, and Pennsylvania thirty
four millions. Ireland, a most rich and beautiful country, and a valuable 
ally of Great Britain, contained only twenty millions of acres; and Eng
laod, Wales, and Scotland together, only forty-four millions. The~ facts 
would show the almost infinite capacity of production in America. In 
travelling over the western states, the question of trade with England per
petually recurred ; and the large proprietors used frequently to ask him
if be saw any probability of the legislature of England removing the res
trictions on the trade in corn. He had answ )red he feared the day was 
not so near as could be wished; still, when be remembered that 1111 the 

great edls which had pressed on this oount1·y bad been at ono time of 
their hilitory apparently incurable, and the people apparently in despair ; 
yet, in the progress of things, a little band had taken the question up, and 
leagued themselves with other little ba11ds; like the circles occasioned by a 
stone thrown into the water, their efforts had gone on increasing until they 
embraced the whole communitv; and then the fabric fell to the ground. 
Thus they bad seen the parliam~ntary represeutation improved; certainly, 
it was not sn good as it should be, but it bad been rendered better. 
(Applause) They bad thus seen the slave t~ade aud slavery abolished, 
religious tests put down, and something like religious equality recognised 
by the laws of the land. History showed that nt first it was always the 
most up.hill work that could be conceived; individuals stood forward like 
in:inyrs, were stoned, spat at, trampled on; yet their spirit, the truth they 
advocated, and the genuinejnsticc of their cause, ultimately triumphed. 
(Hear,) And this be predicted, without assuming to be a greater prophet 
than others, would be the result of the labourers of the League, whose 
voice going forth from that hall would be responded to, not by forty-eight 
letters, as they bad received that mu~ning, but by 4,800, and they would 
have to employ additional secretaries to read them. (Apvlause.) And 
Manchester would gain immortal honour by being the ri6ing star, wl;iose 
light would be shed all over the country, un1il no~ a man or woman would 
stand up in defence of these odious laws. He had told them in America
be feared this e\·ent was not so near as thev would wish, yet the History of 
England was full of proofs that the truth ~vas great and mighty, and would 
prevail; and there being truth and justice in the de?3and for an unrestric
ted trade between these two countries, he hoped to hve lo see the banner of 
free trade waving in the wincl, ancl bnth nations recognising it as the only 
true bond by which they wonld be u11ited. (Applause.) He bad travellea 
over the Mississippi, and across tbe broatl vall_ey of which. i~ formed_ th_e 
centre; it possessed cap1tcity for the sustcntau_o~ of ~00 m1lhons of ~nd1-
viduals, and at present there were seven teen m11l1ons in the country. 1 bes!! 
seventeen millions, in their wants and desires, represented a much larger 
number. There were seven or eight millions in Irelaod, but owing t,'l 
their extreme poverty, ancl the degraded state to which they were red1~ced 
by bad Jaws and oppression, they did not consu~c so much of cloth_rng, 
furniture, nod utensils of various kinJs of English manufacture, as did a 
single million of persons in America. (Ap?lause.) Jience the custom of 
a million of Americans was worth as much as that ol the whole of Ire
land; for customers were valnuble, first in proportion t~ their n~mber, 
and then in proportion 10 their capacity to spend and their possession of 
the articles we wanted. If America bud coals and minerals there would be 
scarcely any trade between the two countries; it was because each country 
produced in abundance what the other was deficient in tha~ they were 
marked out for trade, In this country the warehouses were weighed do,vu 
with productions we could not consume, mills were g_oing w_ithout any 
profit at nil, not only content lo bold their own, but bemg patient under 
daily loss, in the hope that things would mend: and ~o see on the other 
side the Atlantic waving fields of gruin ripe for the s1_ckle, ancl hundreds 
of q11artcrs rotting and wasting for went of some foreign market; lo see, 
besides, millions of acres of land lying waiting for the spade or the pl~ugh 
-was really enongh to try the patience of au _angel, ~nd be was astoo1shed 
that the tones in the streets did not d e np m mutmy, and that e\•ery 
man, woman, and chi id w11s not in arm . (Loud Cheers) Suppose that 
in Manchester the hatters on one si,le of a street were rrc\·cnted from ex
changing tbcir goods wilb the shoemakers on the oth~r by a . line of po
licemen, or dragoons,or yeomanry stationed in the middle: this would be 
very hard, but hats aml shoes might be done without. But change the 
case, and suppose the supply of bread thus interdicted, the consequences 
would lie very different, for, as Lord llacon observed, "Hunger would 
break through stone walls, ancl uo !'ebellion was so bad to put down as a 
rebellion of the belly," \Ve had got these policeme(J, whether they called 
thrmselves cabinet ministers or anything else, in the men ~vho made l~ws 
to prevent the grain, cattle, nod other productions of A menca ~rom co!°!ng 
into this country. (Applause.) \Vhen he t'ilked to the Amencans ol lree 
trnde, be ,vns told to go home, anrl let onr own legislature show the example. 
America contained twenty agriculturists to one manufacturer; all the ma
nufact•nies were in New England, and clid not emplo_y so many people. H 

Manchester. (Hear, hear.) It wa!t not so with us, tor the ngncultunsts 
of England were not anything to compare with the manf'a~turers. ~he 
agriculturists, by the very law which prohibited the importatJon of fore1_gn 
grain, admitted the fact that they were barely sufficient to supply us with 
food. Never since the days of Alfred had they been able 10 add t-0 the ex
tent of the land-(laughter)-and bad the population been stationary, and 
civilization not on the increase there might have been a pretence _for 
upholding such a law, but 300,000 peop1e were added Lo our po~ulation 
every year; and as intelligence progressed, men would n?t be sau~fie~
tbey ought not to be satisfied-he honoured them for their ~eterm1nalJon 
not to be satisfied-with the misero.ble and scanty diet to which they had 
beeo formerly accustomed. (Cheers.) The poor bad as much_rigbt to 
have bread and to have it seasoned with meat, and what other thmgs G_od 
bad given us, as the rich; for when God gave the great command to _in

crease, multiply, and replenish the earth, it was not addressed lo the nch 
or middle classes only, but to the whole human family. (Cheer&.). There. 
fore, s ince ioorea&ing inteUigcnce and oi,iliza~ion increased the desires and 
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multiplied the want, of those that \\"ere living, nnd since there was an in
crease or about a thousand per doy to our population, aucl since the eanh, 
the platform on which onr food was izrown, was stationary anrl limited in 
extent, it was in the nature of thinf!S Lhal, in a given time we should 
arrive at a point in I\ hich the insulfkiency of 11ur uwn supplies would 
compd 11s tn clemanrl Lhem i'rom 11notl.er con111r_v. (Apµlau~e .) Suppo~inp 
there were no distrel-s 11t 1111 in Eni:laml-supposing that 1111 were well 
clad and well feel, and all child reu well taken c11re of, which he could uot 
conceive by any means to lie the case, he should be just as much an arl 
vocale for free trnde as be was at that moment, because justice was incle
pentlent of time, circumstances, places, or conditions. (Lo:.id applause.) 
Let them look around on this beautiful globe, and see with what a great 
diversity of conntries, climes, and productions, it was marked. Had we 
not got frigid, turrio, and temperate zones; and were these made without 
meaning? (Hear, heat .) Had God sent ice to the poles, and a burning 
,nn on the equator, without mtaniug that the various productions or these 
remote climeR should be exchan!(ed for one another? (Hear, hear.) Did 
he mean that Lhe lcelander should live only on blnbber, and that we shoul<l 
feed ourselves on the iron and the tin. (Great laughter.) Die! he me11n 
thaL the productions or the tropics, so prolific in the richest spices, should 
only be consumed by the people in those regions? If so, why plant the 
great ocean between? (Hear.) Why, bnt to be the highway of nations. 
(Cheers.) The fluid element could not be confined to any people, to any 
country ,-could not be walled in and fortified, or t~at would ha\•e been 
done by Jegislators long ago. (Loud applause.) In his youth he 
bad joined iu the frantic cry-" Britons rule the waves; " being 
brought up a seaman, he bad fallen into the prejudices of his class; 
but he had lived to be wiser, and lo thank God that the sea did 
-not belong to any body, could not belong to any body, but was meant 
by God to be the highway of nations ; and such it would continue 
(Applause.) Nay, so satisfied was he of the grasping character of human 
law given,, that be believed, had it been possible by act of parliament to 
confine the sun to particular lawns ancl parks, and the air to particular 
drawing-rooms and sleeping-rooms-the dormitories, as they were called, 
of the poor, would have gone without that air in order that there might be 
a larger supply to ventilate the mansions of the rich. (AJJPluuse.) let them 
be thankful to God that it was not so, and con lei not be so. But wa air 
more necess11ry than food? Could men live 11ithout food any more than 
without air? He held tb11t the elux:.ent of food being as essential as th11t 
air, it w11s 11ot one whit mere unjust in theory or practice to prevent the 
air flowing around the dwellings of the poor, than to place restrictions on 
the importation of food, wherever grown, so long as the people in the coun-
1ry were more than there was food grown for. (Applause.) Therefore, sup
poaing there were no distress in the country, be should still be an advocate for 
free tr11de in all things, because it was just,and justice ought to be there 
without aim and end. {Cheers.) Now in America, there were twenty 
persona ot leaat engaged in agriculture to one in manufactures; be e:t
preased his conviction tr.at when the q11cstion should ever arise there, as 
to whether they would reciprocate with Great Britain,-that was to say, 
whether, if we removed our restrictions on the prod nee of the soil thev 
1bould remove theirs from our productions,-tbere could not be a doubt 
bow it would be determined, because every thing there was determined by 
ihe voioe of the people. (Loud cheers) And, the people having votes, 
there would be twenty votes among the agriculturists in fa1•our of free trade, 
for one amongst the manufacturers again tit. EH!Y Lbiog we decided 
by a majority; ancl when the question was pot whether they should have 
free trade with England, on condition of free tmde being practised by us 
•• well as by them, there were twenty chances lo one of that question 
being determined in the affirmath·e. (Applause.) 

MR. COBDEN'S SPEECH, 

At tla, ~ltf,,ting of the Anti- Corn-Law Leagu,, Manch,,ter, 
November 9th, 1842. 

MB. COBDEN, in rising to second a vote of thanks to Mr. 
"Buckingham, said, it was short sighted policy on the part of the 
enemies to commerce, a tirade of falsehood and slander against the 
League, when, if they had known any thing of their fellow coun
trymen, they must have been sure that directly their calumnies 
were detP,cted they would recoil with tenfold force upon them
selves. (Loud cheers.) He moved a vote of thanks to their slan
derers for the good they had done them. (Renewed cheers and 
laughter.) It. was right their distant friends should know that in 
eontributing to the League Fund they were not sending money to be 
applied for local purposes, but that they were labouring to educate 
the en~re population of these isl~n~•· (Cheers.) To carry out 
the obJ~cts of the League, as origmally designed, they needed 
that which they were now seeking and obtaining-NATIONAL co
-OPBBATrnN. And it was due to the country at large that they 
should understand t~at in ~ontributin~ to the funds of the League 
jhey were only aendu1g to its resdcvoll'1 here a conlribution to 

enable the council to spread it abroad in feritilising sho
0

we;1 onr 
the whole extent of the country. (Applaus,e.) There wa1 one 
plan adopted which probably most of them had heard of. The 
council of the League had a short time since advertised for Prize 
Essa)S, shewing the injurious operation of the corn laws upon 
farmers and farm labourers. (Applause.) .:By the first of this 
month, the time limited, tbey received a large number. Throe 
had been selected from that number, and, ha..ving had the oppor
tunity of perusing them, he must say that he anticipated the grea
test resnlts from their publication. (Hear, bear.) One of them 
was written by a tenant farmer in Scotland, paying £150) a year 
rent, and he said-" I have laid out a large sum of money which 
I expect to be reimbursed before the expiration of my lease, 
and yet I should be delighted to see the corn laws abolished 
before the end of the next session of Parliament.'' (Applause.) 
Now, the League were going to print a million copies of each of 
these three prize essays. (Cheers.) He expected in another 
fortnight every printing press in Manchester would be in full 
operation for the Anti-Corn-Law League. (Hear, hear.) They 
were aware the council of the League had arranged a plan of sepa
rating the country into districts, placing an authorised agent and 
lecturer over each, for the purpose of dispensing, as hA had said 
before, not merely a tract, but a condensed library of the corn 
laws. They had done the work in one county; they had the 
most of the kingdom almost completed in its organization, 1md 
these prize essays, in addition to the other books, should be placed 
in the hands of every elector in the kingdom. (Cheers.) Now, 
the monopolist papers said they should not be able to raise the 
£50,000 fund : they said they might as well ask a humdred thou
sand. Why, the fact was, the council began to feel that the money 
raised would be likely to exceed that sun:. (Hear. ) So they 
saw what a capital estimate they had formec of the spirit abroad. 
They had not waited for the country to respond : they said, 
" We'll spend the money first-we'll put oirselves in pledge fo 
it, and we'll trust to our bread-eating countrymen to ttake us ou 
of pawn.'' (Cheers.) This was eminentll a questio,n of money 
and the amount of money which had been rroposed t.o be raised 
though it was an insignificant. sum in proportion to tine object t 
be achieved, would be a much larger fund l.lan wa.-s ewer raised i 
this country before, for whatever object. He was speaking t 
one of the Society of Friends the other day, and he said th 
largest sum ever raised in the anti-slavery- ca11 '\Was £7,000 
Fifty thousand at one whip, therefore, wou..d not e ,a bad contri 
bution for the Anti-Corn-Law League. (llear, hean-.) But h 
was not going to tell his friends about whatmight lea1d them int 
a mistake that the money could be rai1ed withotut Axertion 
(Hear, and laughter.) But there waa no reason why they shoul 
not raise even more than the sum proposed. He was talking wit 
some friends the other day who said lhe I eall ue wtould raise 
quarter of a million. (Hear, hear.) Now he reallyr thought, · 
their opponents were convinced of thi!ii they wvould knoc 
under in a moment. (Applause and laugher.) He had spoke 
to a gentleman who eaid it had heen asked n the clulbs of Londo 
if he really thought the £50,000 fund could be raise!d? Ha\·in 
stated that he felt assured of its accomplishnent, be rreceived th 
following re~ly-" Well, I do not think he Carltom Club coul 
raise £10,000 to oppos~them !'' (LauEfiter.) Nfo-they ha 
spent all their money in the last election, ani now th,ey found i 
was all thro"·n away. (Hear, hear.) They did 11ott know the" 
men! (Great cheering.) He believed thrcounty e.tlectors wer 
so dissatisfied at the result of the last elecion, that . they weul 
now be disposed to come to the Anti-Corn.Law Lezague in th 
hopes of getting something by them, as th,y cou d not get au 
thing by their former friends. (Laughter and applaause.) An 
after the experience they had had of their hnd-oW"Derr friend, wb 
eontributed his £100, he should not be urprise,d iif, before th 
Leagu~ finished, they should enrol the Du.e of B uckkin~ham as 
member. (Great cheering and laughter.) He begg~ed most co 
dially to second the vote of thanks to lrr. Bt:1cki.ingham, an 
deeply he felt indebted to him for his exhotation tbaat evening. 
Mr. Cobden then resumed his seat amidst ;reat chleeuing. 
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"The war of tariffs threatens more ruin to u~ than hostile flEets aud armie3." 

-~.J } 
_ _J ~ T~~J __::,,,_.~-l--t....--- -L 

The Monopolist's Wall of Partition. 
American Wheat and Flour are rapidly accumulating in the Liverpool Bonded Warnhouses, where it will be expensiYe 

t1.1rni.ng, besides being exposed to weevils, and insects, and damage of every description. The importers beiug too late for 
the l.ast slide of tlte scale will be ruined by attempting to provide for the wants of tlte people. 

IS THERE NOT LAND ENOUGH TO EMPLOY 
ALL THE PEOPLE? 

One of the catch arguments of a certain class of our op
ponents is, "that there are millions of acres of land yet 
uncultivute,l in this country, and that instead of revealing 
the Corn Law to encourage manufacturers, we ought to 
employ the people to cultivate the soil." 

In answer to this, I ask, why is it that. all the land, 
rough and smooth, is not cultivated? Simply because it 
will not yield a return for the outla!J of capital and labour 
ezpended upon it. We need no law to compel men to look 
after their owr. interests ; when capitalists see a chance of 
profit by cultivating additional land they will embrace it, 
and they are the best judges of their own affairs. For un
less a return an be got for the money expended, equal to 
what can be rfalized in other speculations, none will attack 
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I the moors and mosses of England to the sacrifice of their 
capital. 

I This theory, plausible as it may seem in words, if carried 
out, would be most destructive to the national welfare. We 

I can buy corn much cheaper than we can grow it on inferior 
soils. As no capitalists will cultivate without profit, and no 

/ labourers work without wages, in order to make such under
! takings answer, the parties must have a law to exclude 
foreign supplies, so as to keep up the price of corn. The 
effect is, that the cost ofliving of 25 millions of people must 
be enhanced considerably, in order to enable the cultivators 
of bad land to realize a profit. Higher the tidal water rises 
and wider it spreads, just the same with cultivation; higher 
the prices get, and more extensive is the cultivation of in
ferior land. So that, in fact, in order to render this theory 
at all practical, we must declare that we will have dear food 
in preference to cheap! That we will tax the whole king-
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dom to the amount of fifty millions, and destroy its trade into 
the bargain, in order to get corn from bar_ren la°:d, inst~ad of 
getting it at a low price from our Amencan friends m ex 4 

change for our goods ! 
Every individual calculates, and a nation should ~o the 

same how he can get the greatest amount of necessanes and 
comf~rts ,for the outlay of the least a~ount of capital and 
labour. A mason knits his own stockmgs and . he makes a 
pair in two days ; he cuts stones and buys stoc_kmgs, and he 
gets two pair in one day. A ~u~ler sees a piece of r~ugh 
ground, and thinks it a pity 1t 1s not made productive ; 
with £1 000 and a number of men he sets to work, 
but he s~on finds that with the same capital and labour he 
could get, by exchanging knives for free corn, three times 
the quantity ! 

The enclosin()' and cultivating waste land have already 
been a great burden to the country ; for if it had not 
been for the fictitious price of food, many of these would 
never have b!:'en undertaken, and this process, in fact, 
now forms one of the difficulties in getting back to a system 
of free trade in food. We are told that, owing to the great 
outlay, such and such land is not yielding above three per 
cent, and it would be cruel to try to reduce the profit below 
that. 

Equally applicable is the same answ~r to the remar½, "th~~ 
the land might be made to produce twice as much as 1t does. 
There is no doubt but it mi(l'ht, but it would not pay the 
parties attemptincr it, unless the eaters of food, by prohibitory 
laws, are compell~d to pay as much again for their food as 
they ought to do. 

It is said, however, and I believe it, that there are 
many instances where land could be improved, so as to 
yield a profit, even with free trade in food, and yet the 
owners, for want of enterprize, or with being over wealthy, 
allow it to remain in a comparatively unproductive condition 
These landowners are bad managers, like all other bad ma
na(l'ers in domestic or manufacturing affairs of whom we 
:find too many. The only right of interference on 
our part is, to repeal the law which compels us to buy 
their food in preference to that from other countries. They 
would perhaps be stimulated to activity by a repeal of the 
Corn Laws more than any other measure ; they could not then 
rely on the privilege of protection, but would have to de
pend upon their own exertions. Up to a certain point in 
the quality of land, repeal would certainly exercise a salu
tary influence upon cultivation, but beyond this it would be 
a national injury to push it. 

But then these parties talk of the land being equal 
to three acres for every individual. I don't know whether 
they mean to have it thus apportioned to every individual ; 
but one thing I know, not to mention the dishonesty and 
injustice and revolutionary tendency of such a proposition, 
that any such apportionment would be the worst day that 
ever came to the poor of this country. Suppose a million 
of persons now receiving parish relief had each the use of 
three acres of bog land allowed him without rent, of what 
service would it be? Bad as is their present condition where 
is there one that would accept the offer ? How is he to pro
vide implements of labour ; how is he to erect a house ; 
how is he to provide s~ed; how is he to drain, clean, 
manure ? And suppose he had all these difficulties 
overcome, how is he to live twelve months, till the crop 
comes of? This shows that even the possession of land 
without capital is worth very little. Present as well as 
permanent wages are what they need, and not to be 
cast upon wet and dirty land unproductive and uncon
~enial to their habits. 

But it may be asked '' would it not be better for the 
people to be working in the land, than •~walking about 
supported by the parish, even if their labour was less 
productive?' Undoubtedly it would. But I would ask 
in return, would it not be better for these same people 
to be allowed to work at their own trades as artizans, 
which they are accustomed to, by opening those markets 
which would take all they can produce, upon the simple 
condition that we should take food in return ? In 
the former case the parish has to support them, and gets 
but very little in return; in the latter, they would sup
port themselves, and the country be benefited to the amount 
which their labour produced. If a man has to be kept, 
he had better work, if he produce only a bushel of corn 
in a month ; but if he can be employed in manufactures so 
as to exchange his labour for two bushels a week, it i11 
evidently better for himself and the country to be ao 
employed. 

If we are really sincere in wishing an improvement in 
land, we must advocate manufacturing prosperity. This 
is a legitimate source of all rational and profitable agricul
tural improvements. This provides customers for the pro
duce, and has given in the vicinity of towns a three-fold 
value to the green acres which surround them. The symp
toms of retrogation as to land, owing to bad trade, are al
ready manifest. Farmers are turning off their men, and all 
fresh outlay upon improvements, till rents are dropped, · is 
out of the question. ,, 

The tendency of this land cultivation theory is to confine ii• 
to the produce of our i,land ; an arrangement the most ruinous to 
farmers, and disastrous to the people. With our variable seasons, 
confined to the supplies of our own land, terrible fluctuations would 
keep taking place in the price, which is the worst of all for 
farmers, and scarcity, dearth and famin_e, might frequently be ex
pected to be the lot of the inhabitants of Britain. The greater 
extent from which, a town, a province, or a country draws ita · 
supplies, of any article of regular consumption, and tlte steadier 
is the price ; the free1· our connections with other countries, 
and the more loaded would be our shores, with the blessings of 
good and cheap food. 

This notion is also warring with the laws of nature. Why are 
articles superabundant in some countries, and scarce in others, but 
that they should, like members of the same family, exchange with 
each other what they have to spare ? Every country that locks 
itself up in its own exclusiveness, is sure to be poor. 

If emplvyment be the object of these reasoners, I maintain that 
their argument cuts its own throat. Supposing that half 
of the spare capital in the country was next near applied to 
cultivating waste land, and the other half invested in manufac
tures, I put it to themselves to say, (not which would with free 
trade, yield most profit, for comparison there is out of the question, 
but) which would employ more hand, 'I I have it upon pretty 
good authority, that any amount of money laid out in land and 
its cultivation, which employs 5 hands, would employ 65 in manu
facturers; that is as one to 13. This may be under or over, but 
when we consider that two men only are employed on a average or 
100 acres in Scotland, it must be evident to any common observer 
that the difference must be great indeed. 

Of the healthiness and pleasure of cultivating land, when men 
can get a good living, there cannot be two opinions. I like farm
ing myself in every department but one, and that is, the " profit 
and loss" part of the business. Land labour is also pleasant to the 

independent labourer ; but after all, if, when trade is good, W\! 
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look at the immense number of respectable, well clothed, and 

well housed artizans, I think the advantage is on the other 
1ide. I know many of the factory hands are miserable looking 
ernatures, partly owing to their work, but perhaps more to their 
want of food, and clothing, and comfortable homes. It is not, how

ever, which is, and which is not besl in itself; but, situated as 

we arn, in a northern climate, heavily taxed, with an increasing 
population, which is upon Lhe whole better adapted for ensu
ring employment to the pe0ple, and the best chance of a decent 
living. I believe agriculture cannot promise this ; it is beyond its 
power to do so; trade, unfettered and free trade, can do it, though 
I fear Ilot to the same extent as if the »hackles had been knocked 
off a dozen years ago. 

As it respects the acquirement of knowledge, the love of liberty, 

every one must give the palm to the inhabitants of town•. Serfdom 
is almost. indigenous to the soil in this country. Agricultural labour
er! never moot or move in reforms of any kfod. The notion I have 
been combatting, erroneous though it be, i~ one which would not 

have come from them ; it is the result of that freedom of thought 
and opinion which frequent meetings, and liberal discussions tend 
to create. To send us all back to the soil, I fear, would be to 
recall a very dark age. 

Practical measures are before us; let not the working people 
be divirted from them by crud~ theories, which can never 
be carried into effect. I could name both operatives an·d capital
i,t,,. who constantly harp upon thii; land cultivating notion, but I 
have never heard of the one purchasing a single acre, or the 
other a single ~pade, in order to give the thing a trial. They are 

too wise for that ; they wish to promulgate such notions, in order 
to damage the repeal agitation, but for themselves they find it con
venient to let the land remain in repose. 

THE TRUE PROTECTION OF LABOUR. 

A working man puts a question to this effect,-" Suppose that. 
by free trade the country should rally, might not other gluts fol
low, and what security have we that maste1·s would not run <lown 

our wages as they do at present, unless we had some legislative 
nactment to prevent them doing so?" Now in answer to this 
remark.-

That gluts cannot be altogether avoided, from causes which on 

uman ingenuity or power could prevent, will sometimes produce 
hem; but in the natural course of things, these are the least likely, 
hen two countries mutually exchange for fuod and clothing ; for 

these articles of all others are the most steady in demand, and 
e most difficult to be dispensed with. 

Th!l.t no legislation can keep up wages. It is true they might 

ass a law that no man should work under half-a-crown a day; 
ut .hey could not prevent both masters and men evading such a 
w. If there were three men, all in a state of necessity, wanting 
job, and there was only a job for one of them, self-preservation 
ould induce them to bid under each other. But even if this 

could be prevented by combination, although the law might com

pel a master to pay certain wages, it could never compel him to 
ffnploy people at those wages ; nor would he unless by doing 
o be could secure profit to him&elf. To fix wages, therefore, by 

law at such rates, as would appear to be sufficiently high, would 

probably throw double the number out of employment. If mas

ters could fix their owri prices for their goods, they could then 
give wages as high aa th,y please, but they ha,·e tE> meet in the 

markets goods that are made by low-paid labour abroad ; and as they 
can even now scarcely compete with them, bow would it be possi
ble to do so if the manufacture was made more expen&ive either 

hy wages or any other cause? 
While lahour is so plentiful, th~re is no doubt but masters wil\ 

a,·ail themselves of this to get work done low. I give 
them credit for no more philanthropy than other people, who ge

nerally sell as high and buy as low as they can; and I have alway1 
told the men that it is not the generosity of the master on which 
they 11hould depend, but on that law of free exchange, which would 
keep up their labour to its utmost worth, by creating a demand 
foT it all oYer the world. Though labour is so low, I don't think 
m sters are gettin& large profits, and without knowing any thing 

of the business, I give this reason ;-that neither they, nor others 

who know the trade well. and who have capital at command, seem 
di posed to, e:rtend their business. So soon as manufacturers can 
get sixpence a piece profit, and have reason to believe they will 
continue to do so, depend upon it, you will see Langridge, Long
to11, Leyland, Catforth, and all the country places visited again by 
"festers'' from respectable houses, and also by many new manufac
turers who are ready to start. While money and labour arc ~o 
plentiful in the market, so soon as profits become worthy of notic!:', 
the hands out of work are sure to be sought after, and their wage, 
gradually advanced. 

Men must not, however, depend upon any legislative scale of 
w ges, but upon those means that are calculated to increase the 
demand for their labour; and these, in my opinion, are simply two 
things- cheap living and foreign trade. 

Cheap living benefits two ways. Firat,-It enables all who are 
employed to purchase more manufactures ; for it is calculated that 
a saving only of 2:S. per week in each family in the kingdom, in 
the price of their food, would be eqnal to fifteen millions a year. 
Now, whether this or any other sum be saved, it is almost sure 
to be spent upon manufactures of some kind or other, which must 
tend to increase employment. And it is simply in this way that 
we are to get a prosperous home trade. But in the second place, 
when living is much cheaper, there is less labonr in the market, 
and consequently a good chance of getting a better price for it. 
When food is dear, almost every child and every wife, and every 
sic:kly and infirm person is sent to work, and not only so, but when 
the y have a chance, they work very 101:ig hours. On the contrary, 
when food is very cheap many oft hcse arc kept at home : others work 
shorter hours, and the pressure upon the labour market is cer
tai nly less. Cheap living, then, is what we should all contend for. 
For I will be candid enough to tell the working men, that whila 
labour is so low upon the coutinen:, I don't think it likely that we 
ca.n, in many departments, ever come back to very high wages; 
b11t we can bring down the price of livintJ, and that will 
confer one of the chief advantages enjoyed by other countries. 

A goodforeign trade, and t.specially with America, woult\ of 
it elf bi:ing down the price of living; but it would do more, it 
would give the people employment, and wages to purchase it with. 
.By afree trade with this country, north and south, we should 
ge-t all kinds of provisions low, and cheap sugar and coff~e, and 
they would take back our manufactured goods to an immense 
extent. ·we ha\"o a thousnntl testimonies to prove thh1. The bes& 
plan of protection for the operath es, that r know of is, to open 
th.e ports. It is undoing bad laws, and not on acting fre,h ones 
that we need; and if tbe people never look beyond their masters, 
they will stili remain blind to the great cause of national misery 
or national prosperity. The masters are simply agents, through 
whom the foreigner trades with the labourers of this country; and 
so long as government will not allow him to offer them his corn 
and his provisions he declines to employ them, because he can do 
be tler elsewhere. So far as there is any l'l'medy for a country 
like this, sunk in debt and difficultii>s, I conscientiously believe 
th t that remedy is FREE TRADE. And while the people have 
long agitated in vain in favom of other remedies, let them now 
ze lously come forward and deleud this. They · cannot but see 
th t of all other projects this is the most likil\" to succeed. I 
hesitate not to say, that whosoever persuades them not io join 
th l!l free tra~ers, are their n,emies, and not their fri•nd,. 
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VARIETIES. 
Bread in,tead of Fire.-I '¥as waited upon yesterday by a gen

tleman from Ireland who was wishful to form a connexion in 
Preston to whom he might ship out oatmeal. He stated that he 
possessed some advantages for carrying it on, having been many 
years establish-ad in the part be came from as a distiller of spiri
tuous liquors, and had taken considerable quantities of corn from 
the surrounding districts ; but as Father Matthew had taken away 
hi, whiakey customers, he bad turned his distillery into a corn mill, 
and hoped to continue the connexion with his neighbouring farm-
en, if he could find customers for his meal. H. 

A Hint.-If any of you through excessive zeal should have 
· given• more to the League fund than you can well spare, the 
euie;t way to fetch it back is, to abstain from wine, spirits, and all 
intoxicating liquors, and to allow none in your house. 

One day's bread tax from the working classes, would untax 
bread, and that which untaxes the loaf sets the loom a-going. 

The crisis ha, arived when free ttade can alone save the country 
from irretrievable ruin. Foreign nations are weaving the net
work of restrictions arround us. Six hostile tariffs have been 
agreed to in the course of a few months,-the result of our own 
short-sighted policy; for we have played the game of exclusion so 
long, that other nations are following our example by way of re
taliation. To avert the danger which threatens us, England must 
relax, or sweep away, the corn, sugar, and coffee taxes. America 
ia at present in good humour with us, and her tariff hangs upon a 
single vote. It was carried by a majority of one. Let us permit 
the introduction of her grain, untaxed, or even at a llmall fixed 
iluty, and the majority of one will be converted into a large ma
jority on the other side.-Manx Liberal. 

Farm.er,' In,olve11cy.-The gazette does not proclaim the insol
Yency of farmers as it aoes tradesmen, because the landlord, being 
the only or chief creditor, takes what there is, and is obliged to 
be content with it, and the poor farmer slides into the ranks of 
labourers, and next into the ranks of paupers. 

Universal good will.-The following is from the Rev. Zacharias 
Taft, Wesleyan minister, who has remitted £2 to the League 
fund:-" I have for many years considered Almighty God as the 
universal parent of all that breathe. There is no crf'ature that 
be bath made below his notice. Nothing is done by hiin without 
design; and the designs and purposes of God are founded in in. 
flnite wisdom and benevolence. If this be correct, there must 
be some wise end to answer in causing our country to be so prn
ductive of some articles, and in causing another country to be 
equally prolific and productive of other things equally necessary 
for the comfort and well-being of the whole family of man. I 
conceive that one design of this is, that there might be a free 
trade or an interchange of articles between the different nations 
of the earth. 

A Hint t• the League and all Associations.-One good plan of 
diff'using information would be to print Free Trade Tea and To
bacco papers and copy-book covers ; but a still better would be 
to cover as much paper with arguments and mottoes in favour of 
free trade, as the drapers would send. By this, information would 
be taken into every parlour. I should like every bank r,ote to be 
made a messenger of justice in the same way. 

PMblic Robbery.--It is proved that the corn laws are a public 
robbery. Under their operation, the food of the country costs 
fifty millions per annum more than it would cost were the trade 
in provi11ions unrestricted. And this loss to the nation is not oc

. euioned by payments to the state for governmental purposes. It 
is abstracted from the consumer in order that a portion of it may 
find its way, in the shape of rent, into the pockets of the land
owner. The industrial classes are the chief payers ; the landed 
proprietors are the sole recipients. The transaction consists of 
the transfer of the money from those who toil to those who pos
se11 in idllness. But for the corn laws, the industrious would 
have so much more, and the idle so much less, than at present. 
There is no value received for the difference. It is a legal trans
·ter, no doubt, that is to say, it is legalized plunder. 

Difference in Form.-The last two years have slain more than 
the Diocleaian persecution. Haathens burnt their victims ; Chris
tian laudowuen starve them-that ill the •hief ditf.-ence,-Morn
if11 Chtoni,u. 

A favorite Objection with some i~ this, '' we talk of the ad
vantages of free trade, but there i11 free trade between · England 
and Ireland, yet see the condition of Ireland.'' It is not enough 
having free trade between tho different wards of a besieged 
city, where the quantity of food in that beseiged city is deficient. 
There is f.ree trade between Kent and Lancashire, but what wo 
maintain is, that there is a short supply of food to exchange in both 
counties. together. To have free trade with America, would be 
almost like that country giving us their food; for the hands now un
employed and getting nothing, could manufacture almost as much 
as would pay for it. As a nation we do not merely want to 
distribute more equally what we have; we want to increaae the 
stock, which we can best do by mutual exchange. 

Great Reduction•.-At a bankrupt sale which lately took place, 
one carriage, which cost £230 was sold fo1· £42 ; and anotl~er 
splendid one nearly new, which co!!t £460, sold for £21, while 
the harness, which cost £50, sold for £8. 

A change is coming over the Agriculturists.-Sir Joh~ T~rrell, 
at an agricultural meeting in Essex, said, that the alterations m the 
corn law and tariff last session, were a mighty effort on the part 
of Sir Robert Peel, "to relieve the commercial in,~erests,'' and 
" to increase the general prosperity of the country. Here is a 
fair admission that the only way to relieve commerce and to re
store prosperity is to adopt free trade. I hope he will make a 
mightier effort still. 

REPLY TO "A SISTER'S ARGUMENTS AGAINST 
EMIGRATION." 

) 

(See last STRUGGLE.) 

Dear Sister, you wish me to tell 
The reasons that lead me to roam, 

In long distant regions to clwell, 
Far, far from my own native home. 

It is not becaus~ I despise 
The land, or the place of my birth,-• 

I long to behold alien skies, 
On a strange foreign region of ca1·th. 

My country, my nation, I love-
The birthplace of all that is dear

And yet I am tempted to rove, 
Across the wide ocean to steer. 

The land of my sires, alas! wanes, 
· By sorrow and woe 'tis o'erspread; 

he demon MONOPOLY reign~, 
And ty1·anny rears its fell head. 

\Vhilst ruammon engrosses each mind, 
And fading is all that is good ; 

No longer our artizans find 
Employment, or wages, or food, 

Farewell! then, dear Sister, I'll go 
With sorrow, my kindred forsake; 

In climates where strange rivers flow, 
In future my residence make. 

Rawtenstall. 
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A Battle between Smugglers and the Coast Guard. 

Protection brings high duties and prohibition; these induce smuggling ; and smuggling calls into existence the Pl\EVENil\'E 
SERVICE. Smuggling and preventive suvice )ead to immorality, false swearing, and murder. 

Smuggling is entirely caused by high duties, and would be destroyed by Free Tr11.de. Smuggling-itself au evil-give1 
birth to another as great-the preventive service, or coast guard, ,vho, ini.tead of producing something useful, are up and down the 
l:oast, lying in wait for their fellow men, eager to engage in some .such encounter as is described abo\·e. Thus, owing to the war 
of Tariffs, we keep a body of men to war with their follow subjects at the a'Qnual expense. of half a million! 

TO THE ELECTORS OF THE UNl1'ED 
KINGDOM. 

ELLOW ELECTORS ! 
You are aware of the efforts which are making 

enlighten the people on the subject of the Corn Laws, 
d to ensure their support in furtherance of a re
al. Important as this is, it has long appeared to me 
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that above all others you are the persons, whose support 
we should secure. You create the House of Com
mons; its complexion depends entirely on your deci
sion. If the present bread-taxing parliament still prove 
obstinate, with the country at our backs, our ap
peal will be to you. In this coutest, with your co-ope;·a
tion, we shall be certain of success. Indifferent as 
some of you may feel, the destinies of this great empire, 
in a great measure, are in your hands. It is for you to 
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say whether the trade of the country shall flourish or go : 
to decay ; wh~ther the immense amount of suffering which 1 

surrounds you shall go on increasing, or whether you , 
will assume an attitude to command the return of per- ( 
manent prosperity. 

pauperism, crime, immorality, and disaffection will con
tinue to spread O\'er the land. You must see, ther~fore, 
that it is not without good reason that I utreat your 
suffrages in farnur of a r l'peal of all mouopofies. : care 
not whom you send, or what party name they asrnme, 
only be sure that they are sufficiently disinterestel and 
honest, to speak and vote for the country and mt for · 
themselves. 

I would that tho Electors of Great Britain felt the 
importance of the trust reposed in them. An election 
would not then he considered a season for eating, 
drinking, and carousing-a time when two antagonists 
measure purses in order to command votes. No; the 
elective franchise should be viewed as a sacred trust, 
placed .in your hands by the constitution, for the good 
of all. To sell the exercise of it for a price, or to relin
quish it at the solicitation or bid<ling of anv- friend 
or master, is treachery to the country. You are a 
select numbet, singled out, for convenience, a~ the 
the reprPsentatives of the rest. Mi1lions of people look 
on with interrse anxiety, hoping, and begging, an<l. 
praying that y-ou would act like patriots anJ friends of 
the p0or, and exercise your power for the good of all. 

It is now a time of calm ancl quiet, as it re..,pects elec
tions, and therefore I address you with the hope of gain-• 
ing an impartial hearing. I wish to elevate the privilege 
you possess in your own estimation, so that you may 
act conscient;ously whenever the proper time may arrive. 
I address you in your cool mome11ts, and on a snbject 
of vital importance to yourselves as well as others. And 
the only apology I can offel', as an humble indivitlual, 
for this liberty is, my anxiety to better the condition 
of my suffering countrym,en. At a time of canvassing 
exciteme11t, I coulJ scarcely expect to secure your atten
tion; but now I think you will listen to a reasonable 
appeal, and I trust come to such a decision as shall num
ber you in the ranks of thorough-going Repealers. 

Last election was one of party, not of principle. The 
Whigs had tired the country, and the Conservatives were 
determined to remove them. Indeed the party in opposi
tion has now generally the greatest amount of sympathy. 
I don't ask you to reverse your last decision as to politics; 
but I do most solemnly entreat you to support no man 
who will not, when returned, support FREE TRADE. 

The principle is no~ admitted a]most by all except those 
who are interested iu monopolies ; and the expediency 
of acting upon it is becoming general. In fact this lies 
at the basis of our national prospel'ity. 

Nothing wonld benefit farmers and labourers so 
much as the repeal of the Corn Laws. With free sup
plies from other countries, fluctuations in price would 
scarcely be possible, and farmers could then calculate. 
what rent to give with safety. The tremendous burden 
of poor tax would be removed; and if prices were l01Ver, 
rents would be lorver also. If landlords lVere unwilling 
to concede this, it would be effected by the embarking 
of farmers' sons in trade and business, which would 
remove the present competition for farms, and neces
sarily bring down rents. The immense mass of our 
town population live, move, and have their being in trade 
and the freer and the more extended it is, and the bet~ 
ter off they must be. For want of this, the r~sources of 
the nation are crippled ; the revenue cannot be long 
raised; a continued, if not an increased income tax must 
be levied, and many that are now Elect,ns will lose their 
fraAchis~ through 1heer poverty ; discontentment, 

There is no other uational question of any shale or 
kind fit to be compared in importance with the rep~al of 
the Corn Laws. All our burdens and oppressions are 
light an<l tolerable when-placed besi<le this. Therefore as 
an Elector myself, I have arrived at this conclusion, ha _! 
will support the man that will support Repeal, although 
in other matters we may greatly differ. And if you 
norv come coolly and calmly to this decision, I trust it 
will be beyond the power of either threats or bribes to 
induce you to act contrary. 

I repeat, I wish I could induce you to feel more 
the importance of your station. Others see it. They 
address you as "Gentlemen!'' as "brave and indepen
dent ~lectors !" They court your company; the_y visit 
your houses ; they run after you into any dirty street; 
they shake you by the hand ; they fawn and flatter you; 
they smile and talk to your wives, and pat your ch:ldren 
on the head; they invite you to supper; nay, they even 
open their purses, and you have only to say what you 
wish, and it is at your service. I mention thia merely to 
convince you of your importance. You should lmow 
that the lives and liberty of the people are in your 
hands. ·whilst others are courting you for their orvn 
endsi let me beg tbat you place your country's pros
perity berore you, as your only object. Could you find 
in your heart to rob the poor by electing a bread-taxer ? 
to stop the loom, to close the factory ? I know you 
could not. You are too humane, and yet you may be 
too roeak to act up to your own will. The Electors of 
this country have only to be what they are often called 
'' independent," and the Corn Laws are annihilated for 
ever. -Whether ten-pounders, freemen, freeholders, or 
teuants--at-will, you are all feeling the pressure of the 
times yourselves. We are all complaining, and not 
without a cause. We suffer with the rest, and our 
re]ief is that which will relieve all. I might appeal 
therefore not only to your reason, your humanity, but 
to your own self-love. If you wish to have better em
ployment, or if in trade better customers, vote for a 
Repealer ; if you wish to avoid making bad debts and 
sinking into insolvency, VOTE FOR A REPEALER t if 
yon wish to reduce your rents, to see the poor fed and 
clothed, trade good, food cheap, and the country 
in peace, and prosperity, VOTE FOR A REPEALER. 

A general election may be distant, or it may be near 
at hand. Single elections occur every year ; but this 
advice I give you whenever it should happen. For if 
the present parUarnent refuse repeal, we cease not to 
agitate, till another appeal is made to you. To you 
we will come with our cause ; you have the power to 
make bread and labour FREE, and on your decision we 
will rely. 

I am your 
Obedient friend, 

THE STRUGGLER; 
I 



THE STRU>GGLE. 

P. S.-It is the design of the Anti-8orn-Law League 
to furnish every elector in the kingdom with appro
priate Tracts and publications. Where arrangements 
are made for this distribution, let the parties write 
to the League at Manchester, and they will be furnished 
with the same. 

THE GREAT LEAGUE FUND. 

In reference to the existence of some oppressions, it 
is difficult to tell the intensity of feeling in the country, 
till some incident happens to occur to give it develope
IDPnt. Though we were sure that the sentiments ·of 
repeal were cherished by nine-tenths of the country, yet 
it was not till the League Fund was announced, that we 
had any adequate idea of the enthusiasm of the people, 
or their willingness to make sacrifices to the cause. 
The poor give for bread; the shopkaepers to prevent 
sinking lower, and the manufacturers and merchants 
(as was especially expressed,) to avoid losing what re
mained. The appeal of the council has been responded 
to nobly; and every town and district seems anxious, 
which shall be first in order and amount on the list of 
subscriptions. More than £3,000 was subscribed at 
one meeting at Manchester. £1,056 is already sub
acribed in Huddersfield. 

ALDERMAN BROOKS' SPEECH. 

Alderman Brooks' speeches are always worth re
porting. They are free, full, witty, and always to the 
point. The following delivered at the meeting of trades
men tlt Manchester, to assist the fund, is no exception. 

Mr. Alderman BROOKS said, there was no time to 
make a long speech; it was money that was wanted.
( A laugh.) He came with a hundred pounds in his 
head ; but he had plenty more in his heart. However, 
£250 had come out from one, and £200 from another, 
nn::l £300 from another. Well, said Mr. Brooks, I 
will giv~ £300 11lso.-(Loud cheers.) If the curing 
Mr. Bright's trade be worth £300, mine is as well 
worth that as his,-(Laughter.) If the Tamworth 

doctor could cure our trade, that would be worth 
£5,000. He (Mr. Brooks) was losing thousands a year 
by the continuance of the present state of things; and 
should he not give liberally of what he had to preserve 
the rest'? It was now become a question whether the 
aristocracy should ride us dc,wn with their money, or 
whether we should prevent them with our money.
(Applause.) He had told them this four years ago. It 
was not one monopoly alone. He could bring them in 
sugar at three-halfpence a pound into Liverpool; but 
there a tax of sevenpence a pound was put upon it. 
Was that right? He would fight it to the last, and 
cry, " Down with monopolies !'' Mr. Brooks resumed 
his seat amid loud applause. 

JUSTICE AND MERCY. 

The sr, cred rule is justice and mercy united, and reduced to 
practice. Mercy, ,rithout an eyo to justice, would be in d11nger 
of becoming foolishness; and justh:e without mercy would be 
equally in danger of becoming cruelty. In human concerns 
justice should ever lean to mercy, and mercy to justice. Try the 
Corn Laws by this observation. Did justice construct them~ 
Does mercy apply them? Is it just praetically to rob millions 
in order to attempt to enrich thousands? ls it merciful to pauper
ize, to stan·e, and to agonize the former, for the sake of multiply
ing the enj<Jyments and superfluities of the latter? Try any of 
our other laws bearing upon the daily necessities of man, by the 
same observation. Is it just lo compel the poor family of the 
workiui man, which would fain use that most salutary and nutri
tious article, sugar, to pay eight. pence for one pound which 
they might otherwise get for three half-ponce? Is it just to put 
a tax of two shillings and a penny upon a pound of tea, which a 
poor woman might otherwise get for seren-pence; or a tax of 
three ebillings upon a pound of tobacco, which a poor man might 
otherwise get for ten pence? Bread is the staff of life to the 
,rnrking man, and he is made to pay sixpence for what he ought 
to have for three-pence halfpenny! Wbero are justice and mercy 
to bo found in such doings ? Their absence is likely to bring 
ruin, as it has alrc-ady brought untold calamity, upon the country. 
Though a landlord myself, whose scanty living depends entirely 
on land, I must acknowledge that we landlords a.re mainly re
sponsible for many of tho present calamities of the trading popu. 
lution. And the Government of the country h a.s most fearfully 
erred and straJ•~d from the paths of justice and mercy in sacrificing 
the interests of the mtircantile nnd trading classes to those of the 
agricultural portions of the community. H. P. 

The Duties on all foreign wheat imported into this country (except from our Colonies) i11 regulated by the aboTe SCALE. 

There are two rests, it will be perceind, to prevent the duties rising or falling too rapidly. With these exceptions, the duty 
advances one shilling a quarter, for every shilling that prices drop. A weekly return is made from 290 market towns, and 
the averages are always taken from the past six weeks, and published accordingly. The duty ,·anishes at 74s. per quarter, 
and always remains at 20s. when the averages are bel-0w 50s. The present average price of wheat is 49s. 8d., and the duty 
2()s. which of course is equal to a prohibition. Here let the country behold the LANDLORDS' cuNNINGLY -DE"VIB;e:D INSTBU: 
ME;T for KEEPING up RENTS, and cheating the country-an instrument by which f.irmers have been ruined, food made 

- deaT, anu our manufacturer& nearly ruined. A "Fixed Daty" is a fixed injustice; but a Slidi1tg Scale is INJUSTICE, 
DECEFTION, and CRUELTY blended together, 
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VARIETIES. 

Partiality for English Goods.-1\fr. Buckingham said in his 
lectures that the Americans always seem to pride th~mselves upon 
English goods as we do upon French. Frnm Dr. Bn~riug ,rn 
mav learn that this is the case in other parts of the world as wPll 
as America. He said in bis speech at Bolton-'' He would tall 
tb'em what bad gratified him in a foreign land. He had seen a 
negro child, which had brought to him a piece of the printed cot
tons of Lancashire, and saiJ-' This comes from your country.' 
He bad seen the Bedouin Arab bridle bis horse, and boast that 
that bridle bad come from England. He had seen the mountain
eer cooking his dinner in an English ve&sel. Upon one occasion, 
he had the misfortune to upset and break his crockery ware, eight 
hundred miles up the Mediterranean, and he was enabled to pur . 
chase a set of English manufactured porcelain. These wen• the 
sights which gave him gratification when in a foreign land." 

IJisturbi11.g Meetings .-The worst thing that ever the chartists did 
was to inteirupt the Anti-Corn-Law and other meetings. It has 
led many to regard them as advocates of tlisorder, aad enemies 
to real liberty: and this conduct is pointed at as a reason why it 
would be unsafe to confer upon them the franchise. It is however 
pleasing to state that of late they 11eem to have learnt greater mo
deration. 

Arrival of Americanfood.-1 have just received a circular from 
Liverpool, stating that "500 casks of American cheese, 150 
boxes do., 8 casks of Canadian bacon, 28 tierces of hams, 18 of 
tongues, 160 barrels of beef, and other goods, recently landed, are 
to be sold by auction." These articles now keep arriving, and 
in the face of this, we cannot expect food to get very hii;h. The 
greatest danger is in corn, for if that should prove short, no great 
1upplies will be brought in under the sliding scale until pricea get 
much higher than at present. 

Tlte Times.- .. Well,'' says I to a farmer returning from market 
last night, " what sort of a market has there heen to-day?" " 0, 
dreadful heavy, dreadful heavy. I have sold wheat to-day, the 
best I ever grew, for 18s. per load, and last year I paid 26s. 
for the seed, and every other produce is coming down in the 
same way." " Well,'' says I, "you must have your rents lowered." 
"Aye, aye," says he, "I have been telling my landlord so, but be 

says wait, things will be better in a bit, but this is, 'live hors,, and 
thou shalt have ~rass ;' '' but whilst the grass is growing, the horse 
is starving. If the farmer will wait patiently, he may soon 
lose his all. J. K. 

A professedly Chai·tist paper, but in reality The Monopolist,' 
.Advocate, daily pours out vollies of abuse against the Anti
Corn-Law League. In one of its furious tiraues, it says, 
that the £50,000 is to pay for advertisements, leaders in papers, 
and what else think you?-" L1lcifer matches!" 'l'he latter 
article, it is insinuated, is to assist the incendi11riPs who are 
firing stacks of corn! I pit_,1 the understandings of those who are 
dependant upon such a guide. 

Cheap Meat.-One thing is now pretty cert_ain, that meat can 
nsver get very high tor any length of time, so many places am 
ready to supply us. It is said we are to have importations from 
Buonos Ayres, wh11re cattle are killed simply for the hides and 
horns, and where the tlesh is little ur nothing worth. 

Ruined! -My crop this year consists of 2!) acres of wheat, 18 
oats, 15 Indian ::orn, 7 turnips and potatoea-in all 60 acres. I 
havf'I just secured the wheat, sod crop, 25 bushels lo the acre. The 
oats I commence cutting to-morrow, the land ha•ing bt>en ploui;h 
ed, they will yield at least 50 busl1els to the acre. My pc•tatoes 
are very fine-equal to any I have e,·er seen or tasted. If I con
tinue to raise so much every year, without a market for the sur
plus, I shall be ruined! ! !-L,tter from America. 

Catdion against Fires.-Tbe great number of children burnt at 
this time of the year should induce parents to be more than 
usually cautious. They should never be left alone in the housP, 
unless the fire be protected by a guard. The hnrrors of being 
burnt should be often represPnted to young chil<lreu; and it 
would Le an excellent plan to allow of no articles to be placed on 
the "ghimney piece," or else lo remove it altogether, for it is 
often in Teaching articles down that children's clpthes take 
fire. 

Free trado with ..dmerica, said Mr. Buckingham, waE wor\,h 
free trade with all the world Leside. Yet by our sliding scLle this 
country is excluded the chance of sending us any grain vitbout 
grl'lat risks of losing. If prices r.h ould be high, before gnin can 
be brought from America, importations from our neighlouring 
continent or the Baltic ports are poured in, and prices art dO\vn, 
and consequently the duties raised, to the ruin of the Anerican 
importer. Is it any wonder then that America should ntaliato 
by a high tariff upon our goods ? 

Wllat needs most Protection ~-The deterioration of buildings 
and machinery, if they remain out of use for a short time is ter
rible; and no very long time is necessary to reduce them nearly 
to old bricks and eld iron. How vastly diffe!'ent with green 
fields? Which is most entitled to special protection 1 

Smuggling.-Though this cannot be regarded in any othtr light 
than robbery, yet so strongly are man's feelings bent in fa,our of 
the natural rig,bt of free international intercourse, that it ii often 
justified, and at the worst looked upon as a venal offence. 

Cotton Duty.-The govel'Ument levies a tax of 2s. 7d., 1nd an 
additional 6 per cent. upon every cwt. of cotton import,d into 
this country. 

R. Wallace, M.P., in a lelter on the distressed poor o Scot
land, says, " I assert that there is no recognized law in Scotland 
under which healthy able.bodied per!ons can claim auccessfully 
to be provided against starvation fro'll cold or hunger." If it 
,vere not then for the law of charity, tbt>se Scotch poor might 
frequentlJ die of hunger. 

Switzerland.-It is a fundamental law in the constitu:ion of 
Switzerland, "that whatever may be the wants of the state, the 
food of the people sltall never be taxed." 

The advantage of cleaning Towns.-It is stateJ in the re;:>0rt of 
the sanatory" condition of the people of this conntry, that by tho 
draining and cleaning of towns, 13 years, upon an average. might 
be added to the li\'eS of the population. Notwithstanding the im
portant information contained in this report, l see no attempt in 
any of our towns to act upon its suggestions, 

The United States cannot get any great advantage from 1he low 
duties on Canadlan produce, except J:>y smuggling, because, by 
the Colonial Customs Act, passed last Sessions, dnties are im
posed upor1 all provi11ions impoited into Canadl\ :-2s. a barrel on 
flour; 3s. per cwt. on salt meat; Ss. per cwt. on butter; and 5,. 
on cheese. Before this act passed ilour and provfaions were al. 
lowed to cross the border free, and the duties from ()auada lo 
England, were the same as from the United Slates. 

John still loves his drops.-1'he number of gallons of proof 
British Spirits, on which duty was pllid for home consumptio,i in 
the year ending Jan. 5th, 184.2, was 20,642,333 gall.ms. The 
number of gallons of ProofOolo11ial Spirits, (that is, rum, brandy, 
bollands, &c.) on which duty was paid for home conaump
tion during the same period, was :-3,464,074. Th~ number 
of gallons of Foreign Wine, on which duly was paic for home 
consumptiou in the United Kingdom for the same pdriod, we.a 
6,184,960. 

Increase of Poor Rate.!. -Lnst year the poor ratea in Sheffield 
was 3s. in the pound, this year they will be i.ix shillings! 

The Ft1nd.-M.r. Robert Munn, of the firm of Messrs. J. and R. 
.Munn, Cannon street, at the .l\lanchester :Fund l\1eetinz, said, he 
did not inteud to mioike a speech; he would merely sta·e what he 
intentled tu give as his subscription to the leag!le 1untl. He 
would put his naru u down for £250.-(Loud cbecr11.) The reason 
why be gave what some thought so much, was for fear he ahould 
lose all the rest, - (Hear, hear.) 

It iii said that times havt> been bPst when we have imported the 
least quantity of corn, and this is urged as an argumentia fa,, nur 
of monopoly. But it should be remt-mbered that lhe rdason by 
we imported little was, bPcause food was pll!ntiful and cieap; aud 
that this cheapness and plenty is most fa\'ourable to 1he ·n·osperity 
of manufacturers. 
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MR. KENWORTHY'$ PAMPHLET. 

have been favoured with a pamphlet, published in Blackburn, 
r. Kenworthy. I know nothing of the gentleman, and there
I take it simply upon its own merit!!. He says he bas " he
ed upon the subject the most attentive gtudy,'• which has 
ced him to lay before " the master cotton spinners, ma
eturen, and mill owners in general,'' "the reimlt of bis 

tions." He admits the " general distress and almost un
leled oommercial ~mbarrassment,'' and throws much of the 
e upon machinery; but atill, instead of recommending that it 
aze~ or destroyd, he is fo1· allowing it full scope; and 
sesj as the only remedy, "short hours of labour.'' 

11 l!tatemen.t1 ·on the " heart-rencling'' results of machinery 
ong holll'I, are such as entitle him to be heard in his own 
s:-
It appears to me L strange circumstance,'' says he, " that the 
tic sfrides of chemwal and, mechanical improvements in cont-
· on with lemgthened hours of labour, are scarcely thought to 
any ·effect • n 'tltrowi.11g multitudes 01,t vf employment, and pro
g almost, ii.not eatirely, the heart-r•ntli11g mis~y which·pre-

N O. 5o. 

vails." " !'he human mind sh11dd~r11 while it contemplates the 
vast change11'' ·of our "manufacturing ingenuity;'' And "the pub-' 
lie mind is aroused with fears and apprehensions'' as to the ulti
mate consequences of the;;e inventions. He then attempts tb 
answer the que11tion, •• What is to be the antidote to the evils of 
itivention ~" · 

But here the writer falters, and like all others who ha e at
tacked machinery, feels that if he would maintain a character for 
sanity, must begin lo praise and defend what he bad just befure 
condemned. If machinery be an '' ~l,'1 interdict its use, or lay 
OR a tb.x so heavy as wouldcompelits aband-onment. 'Instead of try
ing to secure to the country the beneftts of machinery, hy placing 
on every man's table a full and cheap meal, for which its prod\lcts 
could be excha.nged, as the free traders are attempting to do, 
why not at once commence the work of annihilation? why not pull 
down the cornmillSJ and leli the people grind their grain ~etween 
their teeth? _Instead of maintaining a mass of machinery, by 
which cotton is transferred 'from America to Eoglan.d; and planed 

pon t e backs of millions, as a eheap and comfortable · clothing! 
why not let 'those ihat da.n afford, cl'o'tbe themselves fo beasts 
skins, a.ad those that eannot, go naked? Why not let every othet 

~ t' 
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comfort and con•enlence be abandoned In like manner? I defy 
Mr. Kenworthy or any other person who attacks the principle of 
machinery, to stop short of this, Admit its utility, and there is 
no pos1ible extension which is not in itself a real blessing to 
society, 

Must improt1eme11t• and int,ention• then be peremptorily pro
hibited? Mr. Kenworthy staggers at the question, and shortly 
becomes their eloquent advocate. He replies, "Must we say 
to the ingenuity of man, thus far~ and no farther shalt thou 
go? Must mechanical geniu& become at once inert, or chant 
its requiem? Must the mind be tramelled and coerced? No, 
no; the master work of creation can never be thus debased. 
Any attempt to arrest the march of intellect, would not only 
be preposterous but sinful in the eyes of Heaven and E<trtl, ! '• 
" The laws of chemistry are at the service of man. The me
cl,anical powera are also at his command. Thus nature and 
science bold in store for man's comfort and preservatio11 reaources 
which are u11limited and e1:haustleu.'' 

What more need be said-what more could be said, in praise 
or chemical knowledge and mechanical invention? 

But after all, after denouncing and then praising machinery, 
he tells what is the antidote " to the evils of invention.•• I will 
give it in his own words:-" Give shorter hours of labour to those 
that are at present employed, and we should then soon be enabled 
to find work for those who are idle.'' " The practice of long 
hours has rendered inventions any thing but a blessing to the 
country;'' and "I believe most firmly that the salvation of our 
commerce depends in a great measure upon the adoption of 
aborter hours or labour." 

The opinion of Mr. K. as Car as I can understand, is, that ma
chinery with twelve hours labour is a "curse," but if reduced to 
ten and a half houra, would be a "blessing," a proposition the 
moat untenable that could be maintained, Machinery is neither 
the cause nor the curae of long hours, and therefore if long hours 
be an evil, it has nothing to do with it, and ought not to be blen
de~ with the question ; but if machinery be an evil, it would be 
quite as much so whether the hours were twelve, or half that 
number. 

As a question of humanit!I, I cordially approve or "short hours 
of labour,'' and I am sorry Mr. K. has not advocated it on more 
rational and tenable grounds. I think I could undertake to prove 
that a repeal of the Corn Laws, would secure shorter hour& and 
a ~etter living much more effectually than his plan can ever 
eff'ect. What is it but necea&ity that compels people to submit 
to long hours? and what but the wicked restrictions upon our 
trsde, which has created that necessity? Mr. K. says that " the 
manufactures in England ara sufficient fvr the whole world.'' 
Thi• is a great mistake ; I wish they were, for if we could supply 
the world, and have freedom of exchange, what an immense amount 
of produc~ would bA daily landed upon our 1hores I Why, who can 
believe, with food so plentiful and cheap, that men, women and 
children, would work as they do at present ? ' 

Hand-loom weavers are under no restriction; reg1dated by no 
bell; but do they work short time? They are frequently compelled 
against their wiah to do so, because they cannot get work; but 
when they have work, not twelve, but sixteen hours a day is fre
que.ntly their task. And why ?-because with ourpresentmono
pohes they cannot live with less, and machinery has nothing to do 
with it. Give them the advantage of employment consequent upon 
a good foreign free trade, with meal at Id. per lb., beef3d., butter 
8~., and every thing accordingly, its certain consequences, and they 
will not only keep St. Monday, but content themselve1 with ten 
hours a day. 

The corn bill is in fact a long hour bill, not only f'or fac
tory people, but for all who hue any thing to do, whether ope
ratives or not, for without this extra labour they cannot live ; 
~nd I maintain that it.r repeal is an indispensable prerequisite in 
order to give the people any chance or benefiting by regulations 
lor short time. 

If short hours, under the present system, would remove distreH, 
we ought by this time fo have been in a flourishing condition ; for 
I beliove it may be safely affirmed that all the mills ta/,en together 
/,ave not worked more than 60 hour, a U,'eek for the last four year,; 
and yet, where ii the "bappine111

' or thi1 short time under the 
reign or a Corn Law? Unhappily Mr. K.', tbeo;y hu been 
Jor~ upon man1, but with reaultl ditlerent to what bt •t•t••, 

but such a1 were certain with our preaeut reatrictions. Mr. X. 
may 100n find 20 trade• which have long had short tim•, 
and if be will inquire into their condition, he will, perhaps, be 
less confident of the soundness of the notion he has attempted 
to put forth. 

He tells us that our inventions have nearly " doubled the amount 
of production without at all augmenting the amount of manual 
labour.•' This assertion is utterly at variance with fact, but if it 
were so, why should he be so inconsistent as to recommend inven
tions to make up for the abridged labour censequent upon them? 
'fhat he does so is clear from the followiug quotations :-" As long 
as we have to compete with foreign nations-let us engage the 
art& and sciences, and afford every stinmlua in our po1oer to inven
tive genius. In our inventiona we posses• legitimate and most 
powerful elements of competition.'' "IC we only let the hours 
of labour decrease; and the powers of illr,ention and productin,r 
increase, we shall obtain better prices for our goods, and be the 
inst.ruments in the hand of Providence of distributing happineas 
on every band." "Let us have shorter time, and inventiom will 
soon stimulate a l'l.tjficient 1upply for our wanh." Here machinery, 
instead of being checked, to augment the amount of manual 
labour, consequent upon short time, is to make up the difference, 
and sustain us in our career of competition with other countries , 
a position utterly at variance with other parts ef the pamphlet, 

I honour Mr. Kenworthy's feelings in favour of the factory 
child. I am as great an advocate as he in favour of short time; 
but I do not, as some others, bring this forward in order to thwart 
the chances of Corn Law repeal, and secure to the monopolist the 
power of taking one-third more of the factory child's wages for 
its food than he has any tight to do. These abort timists begin 
at the wrong end. Tell a weaver, he must work only 10 boura 
a-day; his answer is, "put me into such a condition that I can 
afford it, al}d I will do so gladly; for I assure you I never work 
because I like it." The same holds good of factory people, n 
is the famine laws of this country, augmented by our national tax
ation, that has compelled the people to flock to the factories, to 
work long hours, and to submit to any terms proposed. Nothing 
could possibly benefit the weaver, the.factory hand, and indeed all 
workmen, so much as an extensive demand for our goods, and a 
proper return of all the necessaries and comforts of life. These 
would be the results of repeal. I believe that a repeal bill would 
be a short time bill; nay more, the home and domestic trade, 
would be so revived with the surplus money spared by cheap food, 
that many people would change their employment, and, as I have 
always told the factory masters, in the event of repeal, it would 
be difficult to get hands to fill the mills, without giving better 
wages, and allowing greater indulgences than at present. 

I am from principle an advocate of short time; for I think 10 
hours quite enough for any man to work ; but I am certain, with 
a superabundant supply of labour in the market, one-sixth les• 
time would be accompanied with one-sixth less wages ; and there
fore, to meet this, I would advocate such an extension of trade a• 
would not only lessen the aupply of labour, but reduce the cost of 
living to a much greater extent than one-sixth. With any shod 
timists, who will cordially place these two together, I am a fellow 
worker; but towards those who raise the cry of short time as a 
a1tbatitutefor repeal, or to throw dust into the eyes of those who 
are pursuing it, I am a decided antagonist. 

FREDERICK SCHW ANN'S SPEECH 
At tl,e Huddersfield Great Anti--Corn-Lau, Meeting. 

FREDERICK ScHWANN, Esq. said he had been elected by their 
worthy friend, Mr. Cobden, the Anti-Corn-Law hope of Hnd
dersfield, but many of his friends then present had probably known 
him by that name long before he bad christened him. He had 
made it an invariable rule in bargaining on the payment of money, 
particularly if the parties were Tories, to give them a thorough 
lecture on the Corn Lawa before striking the bargain, or before ha 
paid them. He always took care that the lecture was given be
fore the money, for on no other account could he get a hearing 
upon the point. That it was a hopeless task on many occasion ; 
he admitted, but he thought the leaven would work afterward , 
they never knew when a seed or corn might spring up. He would 
beg to 01er a smal_l _ contribution before he ente.red upon !he dutiu 
of hia ntwly-conmred eituation. (He then banded us to t~ 
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Chairman a bank note !or £50.) Thi a waa In some measure hi, 
lla,·inga from having adopted the teetotal principle. He could 
!!pare this sum with ease, and if the League should require more, 
he was willing to double or to treble the sum. When a ship was 
on the point of sinking, tht> people on board were willing to 
throw a part of their treasure overboard. They were at present 
in that position: it was for those who possessed it to throw away 
their treasure, and those who had it not might work !lt the pumps. 
They might lecture to their neighbours, or they might collect 
money towards its support ; they might collect by shillings, they 
might collect even b) pennies, and thus aid in the good cause. 
He should like to make an observation respecting that beautiful 
sentence which Sir Robert Peel had spoken, that " to buy in the 
cheapest market, and to sell in the dearest, was for the advantage 
of a nation." This sentence tingled in his ears continually. It 
seemed at first to be merely commercial and bargaining, but it 
was to his mind the most benevolent sentence that was ever 
uttered by a statesman. What did it mean? Why, it meant that 
it was just to take the surplus labour or produce of one country 
and transfer it to another that was starving. He believed from 
this, that the Premier was willing to grant the claims which the 
Anti-Corn-Law League put forth, but had not the power. Which 
was the best market? he would ask. Was it not God's market? 
and was not God's market the whole of the wide world? And had 
he not given abundance in the wide world? He would show 
then an illustration which he picked up (Mr. Schwann produced 
a large ear of Indian corn,) he had counted round this ear 
of corn, and be found that it had ten rows of grain, 
and each row comprised forty grains. Ten rows of grain, and 
forty grains in each row, gave a sum of 400. Each of these 
grain• could produce three or four ears, and thus from one grain 
they obtained 160,000 more; and did they not call that abun
dance? It was gi,en out by God, and he ould ask, was it 
given that the people should enjoy it, or that it should rot ? 
How was it produced ? They scratched a hole in the earth, they 
put in a grain, God breathed life into it, it springs up, the sap 
begins to circulate in it, it ripens, and it is ready for food. What 
considerations could they draw from this? God had given this 
abundance for man to enjoy ; be had given it in a thousand 
•hapes around us. While they slept, nature's operations were 
going on, and they were acb1ally spinning round on their beds and 
~ouches. If they looked at the sky or to the earth, they saw a 
thousand spindles going round-some machinery at work without 
hand labour. The result was, that there was abundance for all 
God's people to enjoy, and that they should enjoy it must be his 
design. .Apply the argument to the production of corn or cotton. 
If God gave abundance or cotton, did he not give it that it might 
be worked up into clothing and worn ? This abundance was 
given for ll Lh!§Sing, hut had always attached to it the idea of 
traffic. He knew that poverty, and wretchedness, and vice, and 

isease, went hand in hand, and bad they not a right to produce 
e opposite of these by acimitting food to come in plentifully? 

f they wished to advance themselves to save their country, he 
ealled on them to help the Anti-Corn Law cause. Let them 
•nlist themselvesin its service. They could not expect that the 
battle could be won by great generals; even Wellington himself 
eould net have gained his battles without many subordinate 
officers and men. He was glad to be under such a general as Mr. 
Cobden, and he should be glad to lead them on in Huddersfield 
against that phalanx of their enemies, the corn laws' support.ers. 

GOOD NEWS. 

The bells rang merrily at the new• for peace. This in 
itself is a great blessing, but it is also spoken of as an event 
likely to add much to the commerce of this country. If so 
we must all rejoice. But upon this I observe-

I. That one simple act of parliament, declaringfood free, 
would add much more to the commerce of this country 
than peace with both India and China. 

2. That it is strange we should rejoice so much at an 
opening in a distant part of the world, and yet refuse all 

vertures from America, a .known, near, and, I had almost 
ded, a sister country. 
3. That the benefit of all trade eonsists in gettin& 

the greate,t quantity of the he1t article, in return for 
what we sell. Now suppose we get tea and nlks, does 
any person suppose that these are equal to corn, and beef, 
and butter, and cheese 1 And if we get money or sell 
the articles for money, we shall not be allowed to go otit 
of the country to buy food, e~cept we consent to pay 
enormous duties. '!he greatest blessing to any country is 
plenty of food, and if we were allowed to exc!iange the 
articles we get from China and India, whether money or 
goods, for food where we please, we should then have 
great reason to rejoice in our commercial prospects. If a 
good demand come for our goods, there will be more 
work, and wages will advance, but never to an extent that 
would be equal to free food. In the face of foreign com
petition wages cannot get very high ; but it is practicable to 
bring down food nearly to the level of other countries. The 
monopolists affect to exult in the results of the China war ; 
it is a God-send to them, by which they will try to divert 
the people from the cry for cheap bread. 

.A. TRUE DIALOGUE 
Betwixt a Cather and two of his children at their dinner tabl4t, 

during which time the .bella were ringing for the news of Peaoe 
with China. 

" What are the bells ringing for?" •aid the elder boy to hi, 
father.-" Peace with China." 

"Have they been fighting?"-" Yes." 
" Which has beaten ?'' - " The English.'' 
"Oh, I should think the English could not beat,'' e.xclaimed the 

other little boy, as he was :cleaning his pudding plate. "Why?" 
inquired the father. 

"Because the are 10 poor and ill off," continued the boy.
" But it is r.iot the people you see in the streets, but the soldiers 
that fight, and tl'ley are not ill off.'' 

'' Do they fight in the church?'' was bis next inquiry. "Wh7 
do you ask such a question ?" 

" Because the church bells are ringing. Do the bell• sar 
hurrah?"-" No, they fight many thousand miles off.'' 

" And what will they do with the Chinese, now that they have
beaten them?'' continued the elder boy.-" They will take 
some of their territory, and it is said compel them to pay 21 
millions of dollars." 

"And will the people here get any of it?"-" No, the govern
ment will keep it all towards paying the expenses of the war.'' 

" When will they send the dollar• ?''-" That I really can't 
tell.'' -

" It must make the Chinese very poor to pay all this money." 
-" Yes, and this i• the effect of all wars.'' 

Chinese Morality.-" It is a principle of the Chinese govern. 
ment, which I have never seen violated, not to licence what tliey 
consider tts immoral. They cannot prevent private vice, but the 
public law frowns on it, and the public voice is uniformly against 
it. Opium smoking is disgraceful in China, and the govemment., 
in its endeavour to suppress the vice, is supported by the conscience 
and opinion of every Chinaman. I know they glory in the supe
riority of their own government, and scorn the Christian govern
ments that tolerate the vice.''-Dr. Morrison. Say now, y& 
advocates of the Opium war, who are the barbaria,1s, the fighting 
English or the Chinese ? 

E:rtended Cultivation.-" Nations are immortal," so says a 
writer in favour of the corn laws, and gives this aa a reason why 
we should cultivate barren ground in order that others after us 
may reap the advantage. If the notion were correct, capitalist, 
now a days are looking more after present gain; but it is not cor
rect. No poor land, by being merely enclosed, drained, and ma
nured once, will continue to yield a profitable crop. If you cut 
a brook, the water will continue to run; if you plant a tree, you 
may abandon it half a century and it will eonUnue to grow ; but 
not 110 with the land· now uncultivated ; unleas it be frequentt, 
replenished with manurl!, it, produce will .be u•profitable. 
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VAB.iBTZES. 

"Bread Ta:ring Ohartists.''-Mr. Acland, in one of hi& 
apeeches, speaks,of this class, but states that few of them are now 
to be met witQ, What a ,pity that any calling themselves char
tists should ~ver '1ave even appeared to spe!l-k in favour of the 
eorn laws J or to place the le11-st obstacle in the way of advocating 
their repeal. I am glad to find that time and reflection have re
duced the number of those who are neither friends to themselves 
nor their country. The real, honest chartistsi I believe, ara all 
for repeal, though they consider that a true reform of the re
presentation would make the blessing more permanent. 

A Female Anti- Corn-Law Society is formed at Liverpool and 
at Man<!hester. The ladies are ,most enthusiastic; may they 
take up the cause in eyery other town. 

The seven year old Teetotallers in Manchester and the neigh
bourhood are intending to dine together, on l\Ionday, the 2nd of 
January, at hair-past two o'clock-charge ls. 6d. A general 
invitation has been sent soliciting the attendance of all such, 

Lotig Leases and Corn R,ents are what farmers ought every 
where to contend for. The first would be a security for the 
capital they lay out upon improvements; the second would throw 
the loss and give the advantage gJ all llluctuations to the land
owner, who lays out. nothing. 

A fair start wanted by farmer,. - '' When will:cheese be at the 
lowest?" said a farmer to a dealer. " I cannot tell," was the 
answer; to which the farmer replied, "I wish they were a guinea 
a hundred weight.'' The farmers are ntore and more convinced 
that high price11 and high rent's are not for their advantage; and 
in11tead 9f being kept in suspenae with bit and bit relaxations, 
they would rather. start afresh at free trade price1i1. They believe 
it muat come to this, and the sooner and better. 

The Shipping interest.-A great depreciation has taken place 
in the prosperity of shipping. A person in conversation with 
George 'l'hompson said, he knew cases of vessels almost new, 
built at a cost of £12 a ton, lately sold for £3 l0s. 

Corn Dealer~• Losse,. -Immense sums were lost the last sum
mer by speculators in corn. They calculated that prices would 
rise sufficiently high to enable them to bring in their large purcha-
1e1 without duty. The sliding scale and the fine weather de
ceived them. One person is mentioned in a letter from George 
Thompson, who lost the whole of his fortune--£70,000. Now 
what is the. propable effect ? that as a burnt child dreads the- fire, 
next time the deale'ta will be so timid in speculating, that very 
little will be imported; and should the stock run short, we shall 
be Hpoaed to scarcity and high prices. The sliding scale is a 
regular juggle, and ought to be discarded. ~ 

Tazea slwuld be reduced.-There is one consistent feature in 
the income-tax ; it variea with the amount of profit actually real
ized. The assessed taxes and the exise duties do not. And now 
that the value of articles is so much reduced, the receipt, of farm
,,. and tradesmen so diminshed, it is a great hardship to be 
compellecl to pay the ,ame amount of taxes. A 11hopkeeper has 
the ,ame taxes to pay now when his receipts are but £50 a-week, 
as he had when he was receiving £100 a-week. ls there no way 
of lowering the price of taxes as well as cotton goods and farm
in,i prod11ce ? 

4't tluz ' Fund Meeting, Manchester, Mr. THOMAS TnoMASSON 

of Bolton, said it was proposed to raise £50,000 to repeal the 
corn laws. They were all asked to contribute ; let them not say 
they could not afford : could they affard to undergo a repetition 
of the last two yoars' trade? (Hear, hear.) Could they affQrd 
to go into the Gazette f For himself, though he could not afford 
the sum, )'et he would spare £100 to the fund. (Loud cheers.) 
Since the formation of the League he bad given £50, and he was 
now willing to double it, for he had made up his mind he would 
reduce his establishment to the most republican simplicity, and 
almost live on bread and water rather than fail in .his sub1cription 
to the League. (Cheera.) 

.A,i apprapriatt Sip.-Samples of goods aTe fi:equently pla,ced 
at the door as well as in the window,. ·and they .serve as a sign ot 
what is sold ;within. On the out.aide ofa grog shop lay a drunken 
man; a witty lad passing at the time, put his head into th~ shop, 
taJing, "Muter your rign baa tumbled down.'' 

What do we want 'I-,v e seek to impose no duty upon the landed 
Interest; we ask them for nothing; we take away none of their 

1 natural itdvantag~s. All we ask for, is the liberty of occasionally 

I 
changing our conexion. We have traded with the same partioi 
rather too long, we have given them cheap goods for dear food ; 
we have no score on; we have paid all off; and we wa.nt the 
liberty of looking round, to see if we cannot find a cheaper shop. 
B11-t having, by self-legislation, calculated upon us as customers for 
life, if we talk of tasting fo1·eign beef, or butter, or bread, the 
monopolists rave against us as if we were common robbers. The 
monopolist has a market at his own door; his competitor lives e. 
thousand miles eff, and has to bri,ngbis gr;i.in at an expense of 10s. 
a quarter. This is the agriculturist's natural "protection'' which 
nobody can deprive him of; and itis all he can in reason ask for. 
The foreigner wants to come with hi!! grain, his butter, and bis 
beef; and all we ask, is, that the weaver, the cutler, and the pot
ter, may be permitted to make a mutual exchange of the articles 
which they have to spare. 

Young T.Yomen's Caps.-A poor woman who made a decent 
living in Liverpool, by making flowers for young women's caps in 
the good times, lost all her customers gradually as trade grew 
slack and employment scarce. Now what a destruction of innocent 
happiness is here? The old lady has been obliged to leave her 
comfortable small house, and go into a cellar. The young women, 
with whom a little ornament, something more than the meagre 
covering of the body, is an absolute necessary, must forego a 
graceful and pleasing addition to their headdress ; and all, that 
Squire Meadowcroft may (as he thinks, though it is a mislake,) 
have his ten thousand a year, made into fifteen, and that John 
Smith, Esq. may have eight-pence for his West India sugar, when 
George Robinson, Eiq., will furnish as good from the Brazils at 
half the price. J. H. 

The Sale ofiAmerica11 Provisio~s 1/wuld be entouraged.-Much 
has been done by the press and i,>y false reports to prejudice the 
public mind against the provisions recently imported from Canada 
and the United States. There is no doubt but the cheese, beef, 
bacon, hams, lard, tongues, &c., are excellent. And if any pro
tection is due, it should be afforded to this infant speculation. 
Ought not the free traders in every town to encourage the sale of 
these provi:iions, either by opening shops, or becoming customen 
to those who have already done so? 

London.-'fhis city is the greatest in the world I It con
tains six thousand one hundred and sixty plaees for retailing 
alcoholic poisons I The wine cellars alone cover three acres of 
ground 11 

Impious corn laws.-" God," it is declared, "gives us rain and 
fruitful showers, to fill our heart, with food and gladness," and 
in my humble opinion, it is the duty of every nation to carry out 
all the designs of the Almighty. In order to do this there should 
be always a supply of food equal, and more than equal to the popu
lation; for a9 it is the staff ol lifo-the indespensable means of 
existence,-like air and \vater it should not be stinted by nice 
calculations. In every well governed country there will not only ' 
be an abundant supply of food, but such a system of exchange en
couraged as will furnish every sober industl'ious man with ample 
means for procuring eve;i the comforts of life. Our present Corn 
Laws, I maintain, deprive us of both these national advantages. 

A Hrn:r.-A good plan to assist the circulation of The Struggle is to en
olose a copy in a letter to any friend likely to order it. 
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"It will be for you to determine whether these laws do not aggravate the natural ductuations of supply, whether th01, 
do not embarrass trade, derange currency, and, by their operation, diminish the comfort and increase the privations of the 
great body of the community. "-Victoria. 

TRADE WITH CHINA! 
JoJIK BuLL.-Bobby, my good fellow, 1' do-;:;\' lik;'-;;~~Idon't want, What's all this Tea. for? Stop 

theae, Chinamen. What I want is Bread and Bdef. 

Srn RonERT.-Ah ! John, I congratulate you on the abundance of trade you are likely to have in Tea, Silks, and I 
know not what. 

J. B.-Bless me, how I am crowded with these chests; but I know not what to do with it. Bobby, I will not ,ubmit 
to the Corn Laws any longer. I am going to repeal them, and then my ships can carry this 1.'ea away ltnd change it for 
good food. 

Srn. Ron.-Well, J know it will come to that, but be quiet a little, we must not terrify the landownera, I'll ,lide on as 
nicely as I can, and when I can do no longer, I'll come out for repeal. 

J. B.-If you don't do it soon, the League will convert the whole nation, and you will be left in the lurch. 
Sm Ron.-Leave it to me ; I'll manage it, you'll see. 

PRESTON ANTI-CORN-LAW MEETING.
CHARTIST INTERRUPTION, 

On Friday evening we had a splendid Anti-Corn
Law Meeting, in the Theatre, Preston, for the purpose of 
co-operating with the League in raising the Great Fund. 
The stage was beautifully decorated with flags and mottos, 
and overhead was suspended the Sliding Scale, 28 feet 
long, painted on canv.as. On the front of the stage was -an 

Mo. 51. 

artificial canal, in which a small vessel kept making her trips 
during the evening. At the one end was a port, exhibit
ing the exports--Such as pieces of cotton, linen, woollen, 
cutlery, &c. ; and at the other the imports-such as tea, 
sugar, wheat, cheese, butter, hams, and lard. The meet
ing wasaddressedby Mr. J. Bright, Col. Thompson, and R. 
Cobden, Esq., M. P., Alderman Haydock occupying the 
chair. Rarely indeed has thP theatre exhibited a finer sight, 
every part being filled, and the people highly gratified. 
Mr Cobden concluded a long and argumentative 11ddress by 
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stating how nobly the people at Rochdale and elsewhere stead of its being an honeat defence of the existing Corn 
had come forward at their meetings in contributing to the Laws, or a refutation of Mr. Cobden's argument,, it was 
Fund; and when the meeting was in the best possible tern- a tissue of random assertions, and self contradictions, and 
per, and when it was expected the subscription was.to corn- mere speaking. against time to obtain his ehd. The Corn 
mence, a Chartist speaker, of the name of Dixon, advanced Law was denounced, and so was the repeal, unless effected 
on the stage, and, supported by the clamours of a few, ban- by a Chartist parliament. Machinery was denounced, and 
ded for the purpose, proceeded to address the meeting, yet it is not to be abandoned. Th~ contrast betwixt 
which led many of the respectable people to leave the place. men's wages at present and those of 1815 (tbe entire 
Considerable confusion was the result. period of Corn Law oppression) was stated,ani yet a 

Of the impropriety of such intrusion there is but one stand is made against the cheapening of fooc, which 
opinion throughoutthe town, and if the party had any charac- alone can give these low wages an increased valie. The 
ter remaining, it is now gone for ever. It is right, how- people, we are told, did not get the benefit of o r machi
ever, to have it distinctly understood, that noisy as they nery; but the reason obviously is, that we have been com
were, the great body of the working men of Preston disap- pelled to give that benefit to other countries, cot being 
proved of their conduct. About 50 out of an audience of allowed to receive those beneficial returns of food, which, 
1500, thus distinguished themselves as the friends of dis- . but for our laws, they would willingly give. Other coun
order. It is also right to state, many of the Chartists dis- I tries have certainly got the benefit af our cheap goods, and 
own any participation in this shameful conduct. The bread by free trade they would have been still more benefited, 
taxing Chartists, under the leadership of certain notorious and the advantage to ourselves would have been immense. 
individuals, are the party, and though they have been long We were told that we have extended trade alreaciy, for we 
on the wane, they are not yet tired of serving the monopo- exported more last year than any previous one; lut Dixon 
lists in opposing repeal. I say the" bread-taxing Chartists,'' forgot to tell us that, while we exported more in quantity, 
for the honest and consistent Chartists are ashamed of the the real value received was dirnini8ked, and all because our 
proceedings and their company, and are constantly condemn- manufacturers sent out goods and forced sales on any terms 
ing them. Nothing certainly could ever damage the Suf- they could make, for want of a home trade. He said the 
frage cause so much as these allies of the Duke of Bucking- American labourers could not buy our goods, but forgot to 
ham. The common remark is, " If this is what we are to give the reason, which is,-as we will not buy the farm 
expect from Universal Suffrage men, I have done with Uni- produce of America, these farmers cannot aff rd their 
versal Suffrage ; for we should be in a sad condition, if labourers the means of purchasing clothing. He told us 
such men as these were to govern the country." The truth of so many men losing their work by certain sorts of ma
is, that liberty with them means ' the power to oppress chinery, but he omitted to state, that the loss o perhaps 
others; for if they had their will, the right of holding meet- 50 person's work by improvements, prevented the stoppage 
ings, and the sacredness of social rights would be at an end. of a concern where 500 were employed, and that a greater 
When a meeting is called, not to discuss the propriety of number in other departments became employed iu connec
any measure, but to promote its object, as this was, Dixon tion with this change. Exhausted in bis captious oajections, 
or any other man might as well enter my house, tum out he repeated the old tale about "over-production.'' Mis
the family, and feed upon what be found, as intrude upon led by some miscalculation, he asserted that the productive 
the stage, where he had no right, claim the theatre which power of the world was so increased as to be superior to its 
others paid for, and exhibit bis "destructive" powers, in power of consumption I He has perhaps learnt this from 
trying to upset the arrangements of the meeting. The go- the member for Macclesfield, who said that the producing 
ing to church in a body was just of the same character, power of England was equal to the wants of tw.:> worlds! 
but this was a deed of daylight, and they were ashamed to It would certainly be most gratifying to believe these state
repeat it. I believe it would be impossible to find in all Pres- ments, if there were any evidence to support them ; for I 
ton 30 men, excepting the worthies of Friday night, base maintain that we never can produce too much either of 
enough to go and try to take possession of any meeting called food or clothing, and that, with free trade, the greater 
for a special purpose. If an attempt- were made upon a Char- amount we produce of either, and t he greater portion must 
tistmeeting, lean easilyforeseethemeasureofself-condemna- I go to the poor. The rich cannot ieatmore than at present; 
tion which they would pour out on the occasion. Reasoning they have but one stomach; they cannot wear :nore, for 
with these men, however, is of little use; " we succeeded , they have but one back; and tbo gh they may have twenty 
in upsetting your meeting, and that was our object," so they dishes a-day and twenty suits a-ye r, they can only use an 
repeat. They were consi.vtent in this, if in nothing else; for ordinary quantity, and all the surplus must go to somebody 
I verily believe that upsetting is the only element in which else. Supposing the seas to be free, every additional field 
they feel themselves at home. # J that is cultivated for food, and every additional mill that is 

But why is it that Repeal meetings are the only ones which erected to produce clothing, is a movement for the comfort 
are to be attacked? Is it because they are the worst of the poor. Many millions of bare backs in foreign coun
meetings? because cheap bread, and more employment are tries have been clothed with our cheap goods, which other
likely to injure the working classes? If there were twenty I wise must have been naked; and the reason why as many 
conservative meetings, they would all be allowed to pass off English bellies have not been filled in return is because the 
quietly ; no Dixon, nor any body would travel from corn laws have prevented it. I wish the produce of our 
Manchester to interrupt ; but if there be a meeting to mills and our land was five times what it is; for, with free 
bring more bread to our shores, and more means to the exchange, I see in that not only full bellies, and warm 
poor to purchase it, these men are on the wing to offer all the backs, but slwrt time, and cottages abounding with the corn
interruption they can. Can any body explain this strange forts, if not the luxuries of life. The production, however, 
anomaly? Can any body give a reason why they grow unfortunately, is not so large as some suppose. Instead of 
rabid at anti-bread-tax meetings; and at landlords' meetings, supplying two worlds or one world, if the backs and beds 
agricultural gatherings, and conservative associations, they of all the people at home were supplied, we should have no 

·.!'re eeaceable, a~ quiet? Charitable as I fain would.be in extraordinary quantity to export. Suppose we _merely 
Ju.dgmg, I can t 41scover any reason but the one assigned clothe the Chinese people as we clothe the English and 
by Mr. Cobden. and Irish at present, our production, instead of serving 

If Dixon's address be annalyzed, it will be seen that, in- " worlds," would not supply more than a 'nfth part of the 
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people of that empire ! The bad spirit of the Chartist lec
turer was especially evinced in his frequent attempts to set 
the men against their masters ; for whilst not a single cen
sure was thrown upon the monopolists, who drive the peo
ple away with no employment at all, which is one 
cause of the overstocked labour market in towns, the peo
ple's sufferings were attributed to the manufacturers. 

Class Legislation, we were told, was at the bottom of all 
these ills. This I would rather say is a link in the chain of 
causes; the next link is electoral dishonestg, and which, 
attaching to all classes of the electoral body, poor as well 
as rich, I fear will require a reform of a higher order than 
can be effected by act of parliament to remove. But 
without going deeper, grdnt that the cause is class legisla
tion, what then? If we cannot remove this class, is not 
that a good reason why we should take advantages of present 
circumstances, for revoking their doings ? If we can
not clear the fountain, is it not wise to filter the water 
and make it as pw·e as possible ? Looking at the feeling of 
the country, at the opinions of the electoral body, at the 
present character and past votes of the House of Commons, 
I don't hesitate to declare my opinion, that there is not the 
slightest chance of obtaining the charter. If there ever was 
the slightest chance of obtaining it by constitutional means, 
that chance has long been destroyed by the madness of some 
of the leaders. Indeed it bas long been a matter of 
surprise, that sane men should have been so deluded as to 
listen to the positive assertions that at this and the other 
time, (now long gone by)'' the charter would become the law 
of the land." The cause of chartism is evidently on the 
declin , and I will venture to predict that it will meet with 
less favour in the next session of parliament than it did the 
last. Is it not then the bounden duty of us all, instead of 
wasting our time upon impossibilities, to try to better the 
condition of the people, by joining that movement, which 
has already accomplished some practical good, and which, 
carrying with it the feeling of a nation, is of all others the 
likelieit to succeed? The question of the Corn Laws 
is more unsettled than any other; its alteration has en
gaged the attention of two governments, and promises to be 
the prominent topic for legislation during the next session. 
Fortunately, the oppression of this law goes beyond the 
people, it affects the rich, and also the revenues of go
verument. The landowners are dissatisfied, the farmers 
are dissatisfied, the manufacturers and the people are dis
sati fled, and the government itself is not pleased with the 
law. This is the time therefore to work for its repeal, and to 
throw asside all dissention on minor matters ; and, with a 
great practical good in view, to spare no pains to deliver 
our unhappy country from ruin. 

INDIRECT TRADE. 

It is often said, " Oh you may contend for free trade ; 
it is all very right, and I doubt not it would be 
attended with great advantages to England, but other 
countries will not trade with you; you may buy their 
corn and provisions but they will not take your goods 
in Teturn." Now this is true of some countries, of 
others it is as false. Who can doubt that America, that 
best of markets for the English, would not most gladly 
exchange with us almost to any extent ? And if some 
countries refuse fair terms of reciprocity, is that a 

- reaso n why we should offer them to none, but shut up 
and ruin ourselves in our awn exclusiveness ? This is 
however an indirect as well as a direct trade. •' If you 

cannot trade with America directly," said Mr. Cobden, 
at the Sheffield meeting, '' you may carry cutlery to 
China, and, exchanging that for tea, exchange that tea 
again with the Americans for corn, (that is, if the corn 
law was repealed).-You may carry cutlery to Brazil, 
a_nd purchase sugar, and carry that sugar to Russia, 
and purchase wheat. That would be a good transac
tion, and what worse would the corn be for having been 
purchased with sugar and tea, instead of cutlery ? This 
is the sort of trade we are now carrying on with 
Russia. The tallow and the hemp of Russia are not 
exchanged for our manufactures ; but we purchase the 
sugar of Brazil, and the indigo of the East Indies, and 
send them to Russia, to the profit of all parties. Let 
us carry out the principle, in regard to corn, as we do 
with tallow and hemp, and, directly or indirectly, you 
will find custo-:ners for your cutlery in every part of the 
world." 

"IN AT THE SPIGOT AND OUT AT THE BUNGHOLE.'' 

Affglian Wa1·, Sinecures, 
Commissioners, tc,, tc,, tc. 

American Food.-John Whitely, residing at Newbury, Orange 
County, State of New York, America, in a letter sent to Wil
liam Haigh, Huddersfield, dated October, 1842, states that 
"Pork (a very important part of American diet) wa• 110 cheap 
that people would not have it given." 

Paupers' Badge I-By a statute of 8 and 9 William Ill., peraons 
relieved were obliged to have on the uppermost garment, or the 
shoulder of the right sleeve, the letter P, and the initial of the 
parish to which they belonged, and were liable to be eommitted 
to prison if that were neglected. 
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VARIETIES. 

A. nation's prosperity is like an individual's ; it conaists not in 
what goes out, but in what comes in. A weaver carries out 20 
yards of woven cloth every day to the warehouse, so large are his 
export&; but this is an indication of his indu.stry, not of his pros
perity. It is what he brings back ; it is his imports that deter
mine whether he is doing well or not. He brings back, say steel 
pens, silk purses, Parr's pills-all very good-but they are not the 
things he wants; and unless he is allowed to exchange them for 
what he wants, tbey are no better to him than so many cockle 
shells. Unless he gets plenty of beef, bread, butter, cheese, sugar, 
and coffee, I maintain that he.is carrying on a bad trad!", how
ever largely he Jl!ay expor~ the fruits of his labour. 

It is the int~rest of the. merchant and the ship owner, to carry 
cargoes and not ballast; and if they are ~Bowed to bring in that 
most important article, food, they would find means of carrying 
out our go'ods to profit. .We don't sufficiently mark the circui
tous course of trade. I don't buy cheese of John Dobson, of 
Lancaster, becaus~ he is willing to buy boo_ks of me, but b"ecause 
I can get'them clieaper from him than any other person, and can 
get a better price for my books of Peter Gaskell, of Bolton, than 
he would give, because he does not want them. I sell in the 
dearest and buy in the cheapest market, and all I want to accom
plish this is freedom. 

Another thrust at Monopoly.-An official note, dated White
hall, October 31st, has been published, intimating that hams 
made from 11alted pork, the produce of the United States, but 
IDlOked and dried in Canada, are to be admitted into this coun
try on payment of a duty of 3s. 6d. per cwt.. The old duty per 
cwt. wa11 28s. ; the new tariff duty on American hams is 14s. per 
ewt., but via Canada such hams will henceforth be charged only 
311. 6d. That Canada is a useful place ! 

Sm•.tggling.-American wheat can now be smuggled into Canada 
and brought into this country as Canadian, by paying the duty, 
which ranges from ls. to 5s. per quarter. 

Shirt and Clothes makers for the A.1·my.-It will hardly be be
lieyed that these poor creatures receive only 6d. per pair for 
grey trowsers with red sides; I0d. for cavalry trowsers; 5d. for 
the while drill jacket, and 2½d. for a pair of drawers. For police 
trowsers lOd. is paid, the poor women finding their own thread. 
-Weekl!I Chronicle.-(And yet there is no tailoring machinery!) 

Ats important fact.-We should be always anxious to increase 
the stock of food in the country, for every additional cargo that 
come, in goe, to the poor. Supposing we add five millions of 
quarters of wheat, a_million cwt. of cheese, and the same of beef 
and butter-the rich would eat no more ; the middle classes 
would eat no more ; so that it would all go to tlte working people ; 
it could go to nobody else. 

"Immediate Repeal.''-Mr. Cobden, in answer to an objection 
to the "immediate repeal,'' said, that if the corn law was an in
justice, there was no reason why that should be allowed to remain 
a single day. If it were put on all at once, why not take it off all 
at once. If parties had had a beneficial interest in it 25 years, to 
the injury of society, was that any reason why they should retain 
it 7 years longer? 

Useles, alarms.-At a former period the landowners frightened 
themselves and others that land would go out. of cultivation, and 
consequently the labourers be left without work, unless wheat ranged 
at 80s. per quarter ; but on an average of twenty years, wheat 
has fallen above 20s. below that calculation, and yet enclosure 
bills have passed for bringing waste land into cultivation, to the 
extent of 100,000 acres. 

Why don't Farm Rents drop 1-" Notwithstanding these bad 
times with farmers, if a farm be to let, I don't see but it fetches 
the old rent or more,'' so said a farmer last market day. "Do 
you know the reason?" said I.-" No, I don't know that I do." 
"Bad trade is the sole reason ; if that were good, farmers' sons 
would come into towns and embark their capital in business; but 
u there is no chance there, they remain in the country, increas
ing the competition, and taking farms from nece11Sity at rents 
which they cannot afford to pay. , Farms don't increase, but farm
,rs' sons do, and they are like to live somewhere.'' 

Colon,l Tl,omp,on, at one of the Corn Law meetings, said
I have property in land, and I have reaion tlj> complain that by 
the Corn Laws I am cut off from any chance or commercial pros
perity. Like all other landlords, he found himself unable to 
establish his children in the world as he ought to do. If he took 
the church for any of them, there were more ecclesiastics than 
tithe pigs; if he made ODl? a lawyer, there were more lawyer, 
than briefs ; if he thought or making one into a doctor, there were 
more doctors than sick men could pay. Withoat commercial 
prosperity landowners would suffer as well as others. 

The factory system is actually charged by some writers with 
creating a large population. This is a new idea. The system hu 
continually brought many into the towns ; but what was the rea
son? These people could not find work, or work as profitable, 
in the country, or they would not have left. Flocking into towna 
as a matter of necessity, because agricultural labour does not keep 
pace with the increase of population, what condition shall we 
soon be in, if, for want of trade, they have to be sent back again? 

John outwitted.-How are the Chinese to pay the money ex
acted by the English ? By laying on an additional tax upon our 

\ tea, so that John Bull, after all, will have to pay the money himself. 
By imposing an additional duty of five taels, the government of 
China will be cash in hand before the time is expired for pay
ment. 

Bridport.-The state of trade is here most deplorable; one
' lirth of the population of our town, according to the last quarterly 

report of the Guardians, have been in the receipt of parochial 
relief.-J. W. Stephens. 

A warm suit.-Forrnerly overseers were obliged to bury all pau
pers in woollen, and they had to make affidavits that they had 
done so. The poor now would be glad to get woollen while 
living, without carrying it away to be buried with them. 

Consolation to farmers.-It is remarkable how the monopolist 
papers are trying to keep up the spfr.its of the farmers, by repre
senting the present low prices as the result of panic. " One of 
the first butchers in this county," says the Linconshire Chronicle, 
" bas expressed his conYiction that beef will be sold at 8s. p<lr stone 
before Lady day I" Farmers, do keep up your heads, and don't 
disturb yourselves ~y flat markets, or grumble about high rents I 

Separation.-At a full meeting of the Kendal board of guar
dians, the recommendation of the poor law commissioners to 
separate husband and wife, was unanimously resisted. 

The Progress of the Great League Fund-We are unable at 
present to give any particulars of the amount of money collected 
beyond the information contained in the reports of those public 
meetings at which subscriptions have been entered into. A great 
number of collecting cards have been put in circulation. The ac
counts of the meetings in Lancashire, York11hire, &c., are cheering 
and gratifying beyond all expectation. The spontaneou1 bur1t of 
liberality at some of the tea parties, particularly that at Rochdale, 
does honour to the spirit of the towns. At Leeds, upwards of 
£1000 had been subscribed at the time of our latest account,. 
The Huddersfield subscription has reached £1320; that of Halifax 
amounts to £780. Bradford raised £425 at the tea party ; and 
Holmfirth contributed nearly £100. The Blackburn tea party 
produced £400, which, we are told, bas been since increased to 
nearly £600. But Rochdale stands pre-eminent over all other 
places of the same extent ; with a population of only about 
25,000, it has been contributed, including the subscriptions paid 
in Manchester, £1700, which, we are assmed, will be increased 
to £2000.-Anti-Bread-Ta:c Cit-cular. 
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John Homespun, instead of sticking to his plough and hi, spade, and insisting on a lease, runs after a Will-o'the-wisp 
"PnoTECTION,'' which leads him into a quagmire of difficulty. 

REPEAL A,ND "EQUITABLE ADJUSTMENT.'' 

The Pre&ton Chronicle is a conditional repealer, and so are 
mo»t part of the Chartist-'!. " If you will give us an equitable 
Parliament, as a security against all future bad laws, we will be 
repealers," says one ; "if you will give me an equitable adjust
ment of all past money transactions,'' says the other, "I will ad
vocate repeal." Each imposes a condition which it is well kqown 
will not be complied with, and hence each fiuds a convenient ex
cuse for ,standing aloof. 

:,rhe aubstance of the argument is this:-" The government 
C!)lltracted a large debt when wbeat was very dear, and therefore 

if. the interest _is to be paid, wheat .should be kept dear, or the 

No. sg. 

receivers of this interest will get more than their due; but the C~rn 
Law should not be repP-aled, unless the debt be reduced, because 
the same money would buy much more food than it did when it wa• 
lent, and tht- public creditor would be receiving more than what 
is equitable and right." 

There is no doubt but so far as the purchase of food is con- , 
cerned, the annuitant does get more this year than he goflast, 
and some of them much more than wh!:)n the money was lent. Ilut . 
this is not confined to the public creditor, it is the same with all , 
persons whose bargains wel'e made when food was higher. If 
corn is to be the standa1·d of value, a thing as fickle as tbe finget' 
of a weather glass, we may be adjusting aad breaking up our C()O• 

tracts every day of our li(e. The foreman that had BOa'. l&at year, 
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must take 181. thft; and the advertisement in the Chronicle which 
was ebarged 7s. last year, will be r,aceived this year at 51. Low 
as corn is now, by a general scarcity it may be 50 per cent. higher 
ne:at year, and this would require another adjustment. A man 
l>orrowed £7 last year from his friend to buy manure to set pota
toes with; he now comes and offers him £3 10s., and the only 
reason he gives is, that potatoes are but half price this year that 
&hey were last. Although to get clear of this e•ident absurdity, 
it may be said, that an average of years should be taken, this does 
not alter the principle. A man that contracted a debt 20 years 
ago, does not think of paying £50 for £100, because wheat hap• 
pens to be but half price. 

It i'il easy to talk about adjustments, and call them " equitable," 
but if we were the receiven we should think differently. A man 
whose loan was entered pounds, shillings, and pence, feels himself 
•ny thing but equitably dealt with when you offer him half the 
amount ie corn ~nder the heads quarters, bushels, and qttarts ; 
and for thi11 simple reason, that when he sells it he cannot get 
the amount of money he lent. 

,vithout this adju tment, it seems, according to the Chronicle, 
the Corn Law is lo be kept on. For my part I cannot see how 
the national burden is to be lightened, by high prices, so long as 
those who pay the taxes have to pay these high prices, To me it 
i11 most evident, that as every man, woman, and child bas a por
tion of the taxes to pay, the lower they get their food, and 
lhe more employment they have-the two effects of repeal 
-and the better able they will be to consume articles which 
pay taxes. The reduction of the debt, no question, would be a 
great advantage, if it could be done safely, but the plan of adjust
ment, regulated by food prices, I take to be a mere chimera. 
Yet if we cannot get this adjustment, all the consumers of food are 
to continue to pay £50 for every £30 worth of food they eat to 
the landowners, in order to enable them to pay their share of the 
taxes ; that is to say, every eater of food is to pay his own taxes 
and part of an.other man's, much more able to pay than himself. 
Can any person see any relief in this? Is it not rather a great 
augmentation to our sufferings? Pray who pay the taxes? Do 
farmers? Do farm labourers? Are not th~ taxes raised chil'fly 
from consumption and from customs ? About 30 millions 
are paid from what we take in the shape of liquids and tobacco. 
Now, can any man conceive how the great class of consumers 
can be in a better condition for paying excise duties with dear 
bread, or in a worse condition with cheap food? If the 50 mil
lions of taxes were levied upon the land, in the shape of so much 
in the pound upon the rental, then there might be a shew of reason 
for claiming higher prices to meet it, but there is no class that 
pays so little towards the state taxes as the agriculturists. 
A father of a family, for instance, gets into arrears, and being pushed 

by bis creditors, agrees to pay off his debt by instalments of 5s. a-week. 
He finds a great advantage in having his food cheap, to enable him 
tq spare the 5s., and he never distresses himself because his 
•r-'ditor can buy more loaves with the money than he could when 
the debt was contracted. Certainly if the debtor would call it 
3&. 6d. instead of 5s. he would be relieved by the difference, but 
the advantage of cheap food would be the same in both eases. It 
i9 said that farmers, when prices are low, give so many quar
_ters oi wheat more for taxes than they ought t.o do; and what is 

,. .proposed to prevent it? That if the taxes cannot be reduced 

with the help or a Corn Law they shall put their hands int~ 
e?er:, consOJDer'& pocket by charging an extra price for their 
pain ! Thi, i• tbe doctrjne of eguitable adjustment, 

When we talk of cheapening bread by repealing the Corn 

Laws, we are told that it must not not be done, unle s you alao 
lessen the interest of the debt; that is, if the one millstone can
not he lightened, wa are datcrmined to retain the other round our 
necks. Now why was not the same cry raised in connection with

cheapening manufacturers 'i The selling price has kept decreasing, 
and the wages of the workmen, but we never heard the cry o! 
adjL1stment on that account, though these parties pay a vast deal 
more taxes than the landowners. 

If the prices of corn and beef, are to be kept up to pay taxes, 
the prices of jackets, and shawls, and cotton thread, ought also to be 
kept up, for the taxes are paid in the proceeds of one as well as the 

other. And indeed if we are to have a new atandard of value, I 
cannot see but yards of cloth are quite as good a standard as 
bushels of corn. Now if there is to be a connection betwilt 
prices and taxes, there is a special reason why taxes should be 
lowered with the loweri_ng of the price of cloth. As it respect, 

food tlie country is not rendered poorer by the prices becoming 
low, for all the traffic in tl,is is among ourselves. If the consumer• 
pay ten millions less for their food, that ten millions is still re
tained in the country, though in other hands: but it is not so in 

reference to manufacturers. If the selling price of manufacture• 
be reduced ten millions, tlie nation suffer, a los,, because more 
than one half is sold abroad. This I deem a very important 
point of difference. In the food case the nation loses nothing, 
one party gaining what the other loses; in the other case the 
nation loses in proportion to the reduced amount received in 

exchange for its goods. The reduction in the price of food~ 
therefore, is the last reason that could be given, why the 
repeal of the Corn Laws should be contingent on an equitable 
adjustment, Will the nation, as a nation, with its present ohliga
tions, be better off by retaining the Corn Laws? That is the 
qaestion. ,vm these laws promote trade? Are they compatible 

with commercial prosperity ? Or is dear food for the interest ef 
the whole people ? 

If the Chronicle can persuade the landowners to adju,t the 
renl$ of t~eir tenants it will be all very well, and if he could hit 
upon a practical scheme of reducing the taxes, we shall all feel 
indebted ; but whether he can or not, I trust all must see the in
justice of taxing the people's food till this take place, in order to , 
eaie the landlords, at the nation's expense. 

Assuming food to be the standard of value, he says, that, " the 
price of wheat regulates all other prices," and consequently I 
suppose should regulate the price of taxes. Here is the fundamen
tal error. That which regulates prices is the supply and demand, 
and wheat may be dear, and other articles cheap, and vice versa. 

It will be seen that while I m:iintain, that a reduction of taxation 
would be a great advantage, I totally dissent from the currency 
gentlemen, who make wheat the standard by which eYery other 
article is to be measured, and contend that all past bar~ains are 
to be broken up, and adjusted by this rule. At the same time, if 
such a thing were either proper or practicable, the advantage of 

a repeal of the Corn Laws, as a national advantage, is quite in-. 
dependent of it. 

THE PRESTON CHRONICLE AND THE LEAGUE. 

We have had a large Anti-Corn-Law meeting ; the 
leaders of the League have been with us; we are in
creasing our agitation, and still the Chronicle bears all 
this without a single growl. What a sudden change 
has come over- it ! It was but last month it put forth a 
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long article denouncing the'' League" and all "agitation.'' 
The members of the League who visited Preston, were 
disappointed in flnr:ling the people not so lively as in 
other towns, and it is due to ourselves and to the 
town to shew the reasons. For a long time the Anti .. 
Corn-Law Agitation antl the proceedings of the League 
have bP"Tl. regularly burked by the Preston papers, and 
those who read only the local papers, were kept in the 
dark as to what was going on. But worse than this, the 
Chronicle took upon itself to condemn the League, and 
to denounce its proceedings; and we have had to fight 
against all the prejudices thus created in the minds of 
its readers. In its leading article November 5th, the 
Editor speaks of classes, " who should be held up to 
reprobation as disturbers of the public peace, and fomen
ters of public discord." In these classes the Chronicle 
includes '' the Socialists on the one hand, the Anti-Corn
Law League on another, and the Chartist Lecturers 
on another." Thus is the League attempted to be de
graded, by being classed with the Socialists on the one 
hand, and the Chartists on the other, and are spoken 
of as " disturbers of the public peace, and fomenters 
of public discord," and towards whom "the same 
leniency cannot be shewn" as might towards working 
men. There is certainly no mistake or disguise in the 
unreserved condemnation which the Chronicle pro
nounces upon the League. 

Again; " Another meeting of the Anti-Corn-Law 
League has lately been held in Manchester. Not con
tent with the money they have lavished, the time they 
have wasted, and the confusion they have created, 
another effort, as it is called, is to be made to obtain the 
total repeal of the Corn Laws, but as a preliminary step 
of another £50,000." Alluding to Mr. Walker, M.P. 
who attended this meeting, it says, "there are many 
such Mr. Walkers, higher and lower, who, without 
being able! to give any reason for their conduct, but a 
belief which they profess, but which they are unable to 
expound, are ready to be made the tools of those by 
whom they are beset." " The Anti .. Corn-Law Leaguer , 
the Chartists, and the Socialists" are again strung to
gether, of whom it says, "between the conflict of 
these 'factions,' the country is kept in a continual 
flutter, the public mind distracted, and the spirit of 
trade and commerce paralyzed." 

It has found out that " one of the readiest means 
of making society happy and contented " is to cease 
agitation,'' and gravely gives the Socialists, the Char" 
tists, and the Leaguers, the following advice:-" These 
agitators may talk a5 they will of their remedies for 
distress, but they may rest assured of this, that the 
1Booner they turn their thoughts to their own affairs, 
remembering the adage, that one Obadiah made £500 a 
year by minding his own business(!) the sooner will 
they bring about the event so devoutly to be wished." 
To allow such advice to sink into oblivion would 
have been ungrateful to the giver, immortalized as it 
ought to be by the elegant Obadiah illustration ! Not
withstanding this valuable advice to " mind their own 
affairs/' Colonel Thompson, and Messrs. Bright and 
Cobden ventured to Preston to agitate the repeal of 

e Corn Laws, and I believe got safely back, without 
eeling the weight of a single stroke of the Editor's 

pen. Truly circumstancei still continue to alter cases~. 
I felt so amused and even ·confounded with the finish 

of the article, that I will give the passage entire, &Q 

that if the reader find the language either difficult tQ 
understand, or the sentiment hard to believe, the fault 
will not be mine. In both these points it certainly i1 
equal to any thing I have met with for a long time. 

Having observed that as agitation has increased so has 
dil!tress, heproceeds, "If this be so then, and deny it who 
can, the better will it be for us the soontr we retrace 
our steps, and reposing that confidence in the Govern
ment (whether it be Whig or Tory) which that Govern
ment as a popular one,-because, in effect, cho·sen by 
the representatives of the people, who for that p'ttrpose 
are the people, it is the people's Government-have ~· 
right to expect; and use those means only which the. 
free constitution under which we live, affords us fo 
effecting those salutary and modified changes which the 
progress of events, at home and abroad, may render 
expedient." 

After reading the above, our friends at a distance,. 
will see how the Repeal cause has been 1mpported by 
the newspaper pre@s of Preston. 

Quarterly Review. I The League. 

£50,000 ! ! 
THE ANTI-CORN-LAW LEAGUE FUND ! 

To the Friends of Free Trade in Preston I 

The time is come for striking a deadly blow at the wicked 
Bread Tax. Our Trade can never be established upon a sound 
basis, but by breaking down all monopolits. The Anti-Cor~-Law 
League has taken the lead in tbis Agitation, and is now calling 
upon the whole country to join in raising funds for C!lrrying on 
the contest. 

The League bas divided the whole kingdom into districts, to 
each of which they are appointing lecturers. Besides the general 
distribution of millions of tracts, they intend presenting to every 
Com,ty and Borough Elector in the kingdom a package ofpublica. 
tiot,s exposing tlte e11ils of the Corn Laws, and demonstrnting thtJ 
benefit of their repeal to all classes ; and to conr the expenses of 
these operations, they propose raising the sum of Fifty Thousand 
Pounds I 

An appeal is now made to you to join this noble movement, for 
the liberation of trade, and the cheapening of the staff of life. 
You are expected to throw in your weight, to assist in repealing 
the odious Bread Tax. No town in the kingdom will pro.fit more 
by Repeal than Preston. A number of persons have already 
taken collecting cards, who will call upon their friends for their 
subscriptions, and it is hoped they will not be behind other towns 
in their zeal and liberality, in assisting so good a cause. So great 
will be the advantages of FREE TRADE, that those who sub. 
scribe their money should not look upon it · as a gift but as an 
inv~tment for their own intere11t. 

The whole country is co-operating in this noble movement, and 
many even from the agricultural districts ar~ forwarding contrf• 
butibns. In ::Manchester nearly four thousand pound, -wa, raia.ed 
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~tone meeting. Collecting card, are in circulation all over the 
kingdom. At Leeds upward, of a tlwu,and pounds have been 
aub1cribed; Huddersfield subscription has reached £1,320; Hali
fax £780 ; Bradford raised £425 at their tea party; an<l at the 
Blackburn tea party nearly £400 was produced, which has since 
been increased to £600; but Rochdale stands pre-eminent, with 
a pQpulation of 25,000, it has already contributed £1,700 waich 
i1 soon expected to be increased to two thoU1and pound, ! ' 

By order of the Committee of the 
Pre,ton Anti- Corn,.Law A11ociation. 

Pre,ton, December 16th, 1842. 

E M I G R A N T' S L E T T E R. 

Dzu Sm, 
Clitheroe, Decemb,r 9th, 1842. 

Having seen several letters in your Struggle on the 11ubject or 
emigration to America, and the 1tate of trade there, I should 
e1teem it aa a favour if yon would publish the following abort 
account ; for not haf'ing seen in your paper any particulars of the 
atate of block printing there (to which branch I belong), I am 
anxious to shew this class that, however bad their condition in 
tbh country may be, they will certainly make it worse by emi
grating to America. 

I have had many numbers of the Struggle sent along with other 
paper, by my friends to America, and was very forcibly struck 
with one of your cuts, shewing the men pulling a cow to the top 
of a house by means of ropes to eat the grass that had grown 
there, inatead of cutting it down and carrying it to the cow. It 
is certainly the more easy, as well as the more natural way, to 
carry the corn from America to England, than for the people of 
England to go all the way to America to eat the corn. And if 
we could only break down the walls of monopoly, it would he for 
&he benefit of both countrie1 to exchange the surplus of our pro
ductions-manufactures for the 1urplu~ produce of American corn. 

I am anxious to shew the working classes in this country, that 
it ii not by emigration they are, to look for any improvement in 
their condition, but by joining in the great national movement 
for the repeal of the corn and pro,ision laws. and the general 
adoption of the principles of free trade. If we can accomplish 
\hia, and abolish the uae of intoxicating liquors, I feel persuaded 
England would yet be the happiest country on earth.-But to my 
narrative. 

Early in the summer of 1841, I formed a atrong desire to go 
to America, which I attribute partly tc, reading Chamber'a Infor
mation for the Pt10ple, and partly from the false and delusive pro
mise• held out by the disciples of that arch deceiver, Joe .Smith, 
io whose abominable doctrines, I am ashamed to say, I was at 
that time a firm believer, notwithstanding all my friends could say 
to convince me of my error. 

Having 1ained the reluctant consent of my parents, I sailed 
from Liverpool on the 13th August, 1841, and landed at New 
Tork on the 14th September. I proceeded the day following to 
Providence by steam boat, and from thP.nce to Crompton Mills, 
a ,mall establishment of print works near Warwick, about twelve 
miles from Providence; and having a recommendation to the 
manager, who is a Lancashire man, he immediately found me em
ployment at my own businP-ss, and behaved with great kindness 
during my stay there, which was about twelve months. 

I found the wages were nominally about the same as in Lan
cashire, but in reality much lower by reason of the truck system, 
which is there carried on in nearly every print works and factory 
in the States of New England. The masters keep a store or as 
it is termed in Lancashire "a badge shop," at which is sold all 
sort, of pro,isions and wearing apparel, at prices from 20 to 30 
per cent. above the market rate, and all who do not buy every 
thing they want at. the store,, are in danger of losing tbeir shop. 
Indeed so rigorously is this principle carried out, that I have 
known a man lose his shop for having a coat that was not pur
chased at the store. And to enforce this more effectually, the 
1ettlements are Yery long, varying from on.e to six months. You 
are probably aware there is no law to P.rQtect the workman from 
thus being imposed on, as in this country~· 

In order to ,hew the •~te of block printing, I may mention, 
that there ate about 2,000 printen in New England, and not 
1nore than 800 tables, and these not half employed. There were 
IIIIADY printers who bad been in the States 12 months when I left, 

and had never had a day's work at their ·Qllij\ business, "ery little 
at any thing else, and who had subsisted almost entirely on the 
small pittance given them by their more fortunate countrymen. 

I am, Sir, Yours, most re~pectfully, 
To Mr. Livesey. BENJAMIN COOPER. 

REGULATION OF PRICE. 

Consumption regula.tes price. When things are dear, consump
tion falls off, when cheap, it increases. Cheap bread, therefore, 
would have a. tendency to make other articles of food cheap, inas
much as the-consumption would run upon that,-so with every other 
article. This has been remarkably verified in the article of coffee. 

The consumption of Coffee, in 1801, when the duty was at h 
6d per lb, did not exceed 750,861 lbs in the whole kingdom, or 
10 oz per head. In 1838, when the Duty was 6d, the consump
tion reached 24,920,820 lbs, which is equal to 22 oz per h1tatl, 
allowing the increase of the Population from eleven Millions to 
eighteen. What was thP. effect of this in London alone? The 
increase of Coffee-houses was nearly 100 per annum. Twenty
five years ago, there were not above ten, or twelve Coffee-hou1e1 
in London. Now, there are from 1,600 to 1,800, many of which 
are upon a Tery large scale. One Coffee-house keeper states that 
he takes in 43 London Daily Papers, 7 Country Papers, 6 Foreign 
Papers, 24 Monthly :Magazines, 4 Quarterly Reviews, and l l 
Weekly Periodicals, all of which ate at the commaud of any 
customer, who orders a. cup of Coffee, for which he pays ljd. 
This house is visited by from 400, to 450, persons daily. Ano
ther, whose house is frequented almost exclusively by the Work
inr Classes, says that he serves from 70,l, to 900 people every 
day, and never knew an instance of inebriety among t them. A 
third sells 3 cwt of cold Ham and cold Beef, every week, to 
oblige thost- customers who come in the midtlle of the day, !l.nd 
prefer Coffee to Malt Liquar with their meal, finding hat they 
can work. better upon it afterwards; while all these moral, and 
physical, advantages-all these Foftening, and humanicing, influen
ees--all these developementli of London Trade-are based upon 
a redu~tion in the price of Coffee from 6d, to Jd, a cup. -
Weekly Chronicle. 

HART'S 
Commercial aDd TEMPERANCE HOTEL and C4meral 

Boarding House, 
159, ALn.:naATK STDEET, LmmoM. 

To Railway Tra11eller, and all per,on, viaiting J,on.do11. 

You will find AUperior accommodation, combined 'iWith great 
economy, if you put up at the above Establis)lmemt. It i11 

near the General Post-office, and St. Paul'•; and the principal 
Railwsy and Coach-office Omnibusse1 pas• the door. 

THE NATIONAL TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE, 
(CIRCULATION NEARLY 10,000,) 

T HE Or11an of the Briti,h Tempera11ce ,,4,aociation, nd the oldest, 
most widely circulated, and cheapest POST PRE& '.!I'emperan~ 

Periodical, will commenee the year with a ne1T volume wbcb will cootaiu 
a series of important and oiiginal 

MEDICAL, MORAL, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL l.RFICLES, 
By the .firat writers on the subject, besides I condensed nportt of Tempe
rance proceedings, Reviews, and other interesting mutter. 

The ADVOCATR is published nt Douglas, on the 15th cf ea\cb month; 
contains 12 quarto pages closely and neatly printed, audcam be sent to 
France, the West Indies, Can ,ula, England, Ireland, ScJtlamd, and the 
Channel Islands, PoST FRBH; and to India, or the UoitedStalles, on pay. 
mcnt of2d. per copy. 

It affords, therefore, by far the best and cheapest methcd off oirculating 
1'emperancc princi,1>les and proceedings gratuitously, as th po11tage of la. 
per copy is thereby entirely ,avea, 

Annual subscriptions paid in advance, only ls 6d ; 8 <0pites 101.; GO 
copiea 60s. : (being a most liberal allowance to Committee. or Agenu.) 

Orders and communications to be sent before the 5th of reach month, 
addressed to the Editor, DR. LEES, Leeds. 

Printed &J1d ·Published b:, ~. Li.ire•ey, Pr419ton. Sold b:, Gadab:, atd Hee:,wood, Marl
cheater; Willmer, Linrpoot, and Anti-Monopoly µaociatlon, 7, Wauer Street; I. 
Kershaw, U, South Market, Leeds; Houghton, U, Westgate, HiJderrsfield; Bile,-, 
Cheatergate, Stockport; Gill, Blaekbun; T. Cook, Leice•ter; I. Bowmlea6 Darll:if ~;~:t~!!t ~:-=ceC!!it1:ti°~~ Bowker, A.ccrlngton.-•PrHce ns Hal • 



Te1!1 DUK.1:.-Ilow be draf:s u11 throu3h the dirt. Jie'II g.-t us into all manner of scrapas befor'! he h11:s dona I 
Sa RoBEBT.-1 did 1ay I would not put into the lottery of legislation again fAr the chance of drawing a betttw Corn 

Law, but the public have short memories. I will venture again. 
LoBD JoaN.-1 d it would come t.o this. You have miaetlled every thing, and fixed nothing. Yott camzot '"'"' 

afOp ,ltort of repeal/ 

THE 8TRfJGGLE. 

This day twelvemonths TH STRUGGU made its first ap
pearan , during which time nearly five hundred thousand 
impressions have hten issued. From v3rious sources, it is 

leasing to hear that the ork has been useful in diffusing 
ion, dissipating errnr, allaying prejudice, and stimu
action. It has been extensively read by country 
y whom, as well as others, it ha been esteemed 

· No. 53 

for communicating and imparting to them a c.orrect notio 
of political economy. 

THE STRUGGLE was intended only ~ an ephemeral pub
licatipn, whose existence at longest would be limit-ea to the 
ensuing session of parliament. The repeal of the Corn 
Laws, however, was a question which kept increasing in 
importance ; and the necessity for diffusing correct infor
mation, and especially for combating objections raised by 
factious opponents, became so inerea!ingly m nifest, that ! 
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have been induced to continue t.'lii little publication to the 
present time, 

It has now taken its stand iD the aggressive ranks of 
Bread Reformers; and intends not to retreat till the enemy 
Is laid prostrate on the field. T:ie fight for trade and food 
ii a holy warfare, and with victo y in view, who would not 
(ep) proud of the position susb..ined by THE STRUGGLE ? 
With no pretensions to literary attainments, I shall go on in 
my plain way, sternly def,mcling t. e truths of free commerce, 
and endeavouring to expose, one by one, all the_objections 
and fallacies which are promulgated to obstruct its course. 
Time will certainly demonstrat~ the truths I have en. 
deavoured to enforce. When the channels of trade are laid 
wide open, the absurdity of the '' overproduction" non
sense will be fully made manifest; and all the people will 
then see that it was not " machinery," but the embargo 
laid upon the products that preveuted the workers from 
enjoying its benefits. 

owners do, by keeping grain Qut of the country, so that 
you are obliged to give I½d, for ~hat you ought to have 
for Id. The extra amount of money paid by the: people 
for their food, is asserted by the best authoriti€S to be 
more than all our other taxes put together. And though 
every loaf is thus increased in value, just as trdy as if 
the taxgatherer were to cut one-third with a knife and 
carry it away, yet one of these bread taxers appmred to 
be horrified at the thing, when he exclaimed, "For Gcd's sake 
don't tax the food of the people." I hope shortly he will 
have reason to feel no further horror on the ubject. 

DOMESTIC TRADES. 

Jn contemplating the probable effects of Corn Law re
peal, many persons cannot believe there will be any more 
employment for the people, for they say, "if more goods 
are wanted, they will be supplied by machinery." It were 
easy to show that the increase of machinery has produced 
an increase of manual labour ; but my present object is 
rather to remind these persons th:lt we have a vast num. 
ber of other businesses, Domestic Trades I call them, that 
have been long very much depressed, and that a com
mercial revival would, to a great extent, be a revival of 
every one of them. I mean such as masons, brickset
ters, carpenters, plasterers, painters, coopers. chair ma
kers, brush makers, braziers, chandlers, shoe makers, cur
riers, cloggers, tailors, hatters, upholsterers, bakers, barbers, 
gardeners, coach makers, wheelwrights, black and white 
smiths, artists, letter-press printers, bookbinders, &c. Now 
although I defend manufactures, in opposition to the oppro
brium which the monopolists have attempted to cast upon 
them, because I know they have been the support of the 
country, yet I have no wish that all the people should be em
ployed in factories. I have no doubt that when the country 
recovers its wonted tone of prosperity, all these trades 
will revive; and if these were thrown open, as they ought 
to be, and not cramped by U11;.on rules, numerous oppor
tunites would be afforded for parents to get eniployment 
foi: their children without sending them to the factory. 
The farmers are too poor to employ the people in agri
culture ; the trades' unions are too perverse to admit them 
into the domestic employments, and hence it is that they and 
their children are driven to the factory. I trust we shall 
yet see all our domestic trades in a thriving condition ; it 
will be the best sign of internal prosperity. 

Thankful for the patronage of my friends and the 
public during the past year, I have only to add, that if 
they will exert themselves to give THE STRUGGLE a still 
more extended circulation, it s all be my endeavour to 
:repder its contents deserving of their favour. 

J. LIVESEY. 

WHAT IS THE BREAD TAX? 

There are many poor people who do not even yet un
derstand what we mean by a bread tax. If they suppose 
that there is a direct duty laid upon all the bread eaten in 
the kingdom, or all the corn grown in the country, they 
are mistaken. Such a tax would be a much less evil than 
the present Corn Law. By a simple tax of that kind, 
we should have had bread much cheaper for many years 
back, and every tax of ls. per quarter, would have 
raised an amount of revenue of more than two millions of 
money. There would be this advantage in a tax of 
this sort, that it would become so odious, being seen 
and understood, that no government could continue it 
long:. 

The corn bill, however, imposes a duty upon for
eign grain only, imported into this cot.ntry, varying 
from ls. to 20s. the quarter according to the Sliding 
Scale. No tax whatever is laid upon corn grown at 
home. But the effect of these duties is to prevent grain 
coming into this country, and consequently to increase the 
price of all tlze grain grown and sold in tile country. It is 
by this process that the price of land is kept up, the 
rent-roll of the landowner swelled beyond its proper ex
tent, and all at the expense of the eaters of food. At 
a very moderate calculation, wheat, with a free importa
tion, would not exeeed 40s. per quarter, whilst by the 
import duties keeping out foreign grain, it has averaged 
68s. 9d. for the last 12 years. You s~e then what we mean 
by the bread tax. If it were a tax upon all corn 
grown and imported into the country, bad as that would 
be, it would go into the treasury, and would lessen the 
other taxes, whereas it now goes into the landlord's pocket 
in - the shape of high rents. A duty imposed upon all 
that we eat, would be plain and palpable ; but the pre
sent system is a side-winded juggle, which m.iny do not 
y.!3t understand. No government indeed dare venture to 
Jay on a direct duty on bread half so heavy as that which 
J'esults from the corn bill, without. forfeiting the confi
dence of all classes, and vet the government stands at the 
back of the landlords, while they rob the people by thus 
increasing the price of food. Supposing the excise officers 
went romld to the bakers' shops, as they do to the pa
per works, marting every loaf, and exacting ½d, per 
•· for elm,, they would do nothin& more thUJ the land-

THE STATE OF THE POOR, ESPECIALLY AS 
TO CLOTHING. 

In going round, in company with a temperance visitor, 
on Sunday afternoon last, I was more than ever impressed 
with the reason of the declension of our liome trade. We 
visited many houses where all the people were seated 
before the fire, although it was an exceedingly fine day, the 
sole cause bPing tlze want qf clothing. Talk about manu
facturing for the world ! Why if all the working people were 
but clothed and bedded as they ought to be, it would be a 
long time before our manufacturers could meet the demand. 
Worn-out beds, old sheets reduced to rags, and no 
blankets, constitute the miserable bedding of thousands. 
Cheap as cotton is, how the people would rejoice, if they 
could but get a change of cotton shirts and shifts. You 
never meet a poor weaver with any decent clothing on, ex
cept it be the cast-off things which he had received from some 
friend. You meet group upon group of lads from 14 to 
18 years of age, some of them factory workers, but many 
out of a job, but the best of them is clothed in cotton 
fustian, instead of woollen cloth, generally well patched. 
Woollen cloth for such seem, quite 1one out ofwe. And 

l 
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instead of hats, they are all obliged to be content with a 
cheap tenpenny cap. The ox that treads out the corn was 
not to be muzzled, but the weaver that weaves the cloth, 
is not allowed to wear it. 

they form no criterion o! the extent of autfering among the poor, 
for he told me, what I was aware of before, that in some unions 
the Board of Guardians will neither relieve them nor give 
them an order to the workhouse, so that they are cast upon their 
only resour(!e of begging from door to door. Such is the Ptate of 
thin~1,1 into which we are hr\laght hy the laws which have cut off 
our trade and dPprived the people of emplo)ment. If neither 
gentlemen nor religiou~ teachers will join in inttuiring into the 
cause of this misery around them, nor try to remove it, surely 
they oui;ht to have humanity enough to demand assi~tance for 
them, either from the i.,arish or some other source. Towns ob
tain grants from the London Fund; Preston has rt>ceived £500; 
why not such places as Brindle and Leyland apply for a hundred 
each? I am really disgusted to hear grave magistrates and 
landowners depicting the terrible increase of pauperh,m and the 
apprehended ruin to the land hy increased taxes, hut who never 
as much as venturo to hint at the great cause of all this suffering. 
If they were not aware that measures of which they have been 
the authors, or io which they have concurred wt>re the cause, 
would they be so quiet ou this point? They are all afraid to look 
at the cause; but it will be looked at, both by their tenants and 
the whole country. They 11hall all see it, and by and by we shall 
have one unanimous shout for its removal. 

I met a case of a poor weaver, his wife, and five 
young children, helonging to Chorley union, where they are 
uniformly badly used, who, although it was half-past three 
o'clock, had not tasted dinner. I examined the cupboard, 
and all they had was a little dry bread, which they were 
saving for the children's supper. I know this family well, 
and I have been astonished at tl1eir patience, and how they 
have dragged on their miserable existence. Another case 
was one where the man had been 14 months afflicted with 
the rheumatism, and unable to work. The family con
sisted of himself, wife, and three children. They had been 
allowed 5s. per week from the parish, but 1t had been reduced 
all at once to a single shilling. Porridge, sometimes only 
twice a day, was their common food, and I believe it is en
tirely for want of food that the man remains so weakly as 
to be unable to work. 

We saw several cases of misery altogether brought on by 
drinking; one where the man at one time had saved a 
hundred pGunds while sober, but had lost it all, and his 
family brat oht to distress by falling back to his former 
habits. T'le man seemed determined to reform and pro
mised to come to the temperance meeting. In the lock-up 
we found five poor wretches, one taken up as a deserter, 
one or t wo under charge of felony, and two for being 
drunk a d disorderly. In this ill ventilated place, they 
have nelither bed, nor light, nor fire, the place being aired 
with water pipes, and nothing but the wooden seats to lie on 
at night.. Some of them had been two nights there. 
Poor cre.atures ! we little know the feelings of our unfortu
nate bret hr<:n who are led into the paths of vice and folly, 
and seldom do we feel as we ought an anxiety to reclaim 
them. 

Every tiine I go among the poor, I grieve to seP , 
the work.ing of the wicked corn laws which have d~prived 
the peopile <.f employment, and reduced them to depend I 
upon charit_ and the parish; have made hunger and na
kedne. s their hapless portion, And it cannot be too often 
repeated thu even with the adv.-.ntage of good times, 
without s.ob~r husbands, and economical wives, familie ar<' 
sure to b rriserable. 

p YERTY IN RURAL DISTRICTS. 

I was l,ately in company with a gentleman who is agent for 
1ome cotl;age property in the country. He said be had been ,, 
Yisiting se veril famjlies in Brindle and Leyland, who lla,J paid 
110 rent for· sone time. He descrihes them a~ being in the most 
wretchPd c·on ition. Miserable as we are in the towns, he states 
fhey are fa.r wJrse in the country place·. lie visited one family 
of five or s;ix ,ersons, whose looms had been long standing idle, 
and who cot.ld not get a single day's work out of doors ; and 
he say• theire s now no work in th~ country ; farmers are employ
ing nobody .. ncr have they any means to do so. He gave another i11-
1tance, whtere the man appeared like a living skeleton, and where 
the children came staring at him, the pictures of famin<', and 
objects :oio meg~cted and starved, as scarcely to retain the appear
ance ofrathond beings; - of another where the wife had been laid 
sick for )ean., with scarcely any change of bedding or clothing, 
or any c<nmf,rt whatever ; and of several other~ where the 
horrors of \Wan produced such impl'essiom as he coulci never forget. 
These pay mo ·ent, " and if they were compelled to quit,'' said 
.lie, "no hwtte- tenants could he met with, nor any person found 
1rho would pu•chase the houses;'' so that the owners are obliged 

submit ttu tle loss. He says that the numbers that flock to 
he towns 111re ~realer than ever, for if t:1Py can only get wm k for 
ne child im th! factory, it i11 hette\' than remaining in the coun
y with nmthhg to do ; and in the town they often meet with 

obarit&abl, aniltaDee. High as our poor's rates are now, 

LETTER FROM J. S. BUCKL.'VGHAM, ESQ. 

DEAR S1.a, 
Limerick, October 1, 1842, 

I have now been in Ireland three months, and have not seen a 
11ingle p<'rson intoxicated, throu~h a journey extending from 
Dublin all over the south of lrPland, embracinit the counties of 
,vicklow, Wexford, Kilkenny, ,vaterfonl, Cork, and Limerick. 
What an example is this for England I 

I accompanied the great and good Fathe1· Mathew to Ardmore, 
near Youghall, on Sunday la~t, and saw him administer the pledge 
to 20,000 persons; and I am to accompany him on Sunday next 
to Carrigaholt, in the west of Ireland, near the mouth of the 
Shannon, in Clare, on a similar mission. 

[ thought it might intere!lt some of your re:i<lors to know tha·t 
there is no retrograde movement in Irt•land. Every day hUF1dreds 
are add<'d to the temperance ranks; already there are more than 
five million of registered and pledged members; and more than 
three hundred Tempernnce bands, well drei-sed in u11iform, well 
furnished with instruments, and so full of 2eal in the cause that 
they march twenty or thirty miles to atte11d a meeting. On one 
occa ion, v ithin a few weekll past, forty-two of these bands were 
united at a single m<'eting in Shanhally, where 50,000 Tee.
totallers were assembled; and not an angry word or look were 
exchanged between them-though a fow years ago 1,000 persona 
could hardly have assembled anywhere in Ireland without broken 
head , maimed limbs, and sometimes loss of life occurring. And 
all the change is effected simply by abstaining from intoxicating 
driuk. 

How any human being, but especially the g<'ntry and clergy, to 
\vhom other classes look for example-can hold back a day from 
joining this suhlime and heaven-inspired movement for the hap
piness of their fellow mortals, is to me matter of inexpressible 
astonishment. 

Yours, faithfully, 
J. S. BUCKINGHAM. 

To the Editol' of the London Intelligencer. 

A Charfi.,t arg11me11t.-A Chartist says, there are only twenty 
millions of acres cnltivated in this country, and advises that the 
manufacturing population should go and cultivate the waste 
lands. To this there are three strong objections. I. Nobody 
will invest their capital in these lands, because they could realize 
no profit from it, otherwise there would be plenty to embark in 
the speculation, 2. The same hands, working at their own busi
ness, could, by being allowed to exchanAe the articles they can 
produce, ohtain ihree times as much food with the s:une labour. 
3. lf attempted, the wages would be miserable, for the produce 
when brought to market, allowing ir.tere,t for capital, would 1ell 
for ao liLtle, that a very poor remuneration would remain for labo•Y. 
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VARIETIES. 

Migratior. of the Irish.-" No matter if you mend trade here,'' 
aaid a man the other day, "you will have the Irish flocking over, 
and taking our work." No doubt this will be the case if the im
provement be but trifling, and hence nothing should satisfy us hut. a 
large exp,znsion of trade sufficient to find emplo_)'ment. for all, both 
English and Trish. O'Connell alwa}S asserts that with free trade, 
manufactures would rise up in Ireland, affording the best pros
pect of employment for this miserable people. Paddy won't fol,. 
low the food, if you will give him the means of purcha&ing it at 
home. 

Rent is not a necessary ingredient in cultivating the soil. It's 
onlv the balance which remains after the coJt of cultivation is 
made, and claimed by the proprietors for the right of using th~ 
land. 

To the fired duty men.-You think corn a fit subject for taxation, 
like leather, tob!lcco, sugar, &c. Be it so, but tax ALL corn, 
domestic and home grown as well as foreign. If you don't, you 
merely raise rent by the amount of your duty. J. H. 

Poor Farmers!-Thcmgh there is little chance offarmers embark
ing in t1·ade with any prospect of profit, yet they are still eager to 
take farms. J. Neave, writing from Fordingbridge, says, that for 
one farm there were twenty-two appticationi immediately upon 
the death of the farmer. 

The difference. -The agriculturist sells in the dearest market, 
and the manufacturer in the cheapest; and the reason of this is 
obvious. As we consume more food than we produce, we must 
import, and consequently prices will be higher than abroad, and 
this would be the case if there were no corn laws. But as we 
consume less clothing than we produce, we have to sell it to other 
countries at the prices current there, including all the expense of 
export. The price of importing iii laid on the agriculturists ' food; 
and the price of exporting is taken off the manufacturers' goods, 
and yet the party thus favoured wants an additional protecting 
G.Uty. 

.A Schoolmaster Repealer.-Mr. Wilson, the chairman, gave the 
followin~ anecdotl:! at one of the meetings of the League, to show the 
ardour ir. favour of the fund :-"A cheering instance of the growing 
seal for the success of the Fund occurred the other day in Little 
Bolton. The committee appointed to canvass Ea~t \Vard called 
in one instance upon I\TI old schoolmaster, whli stated that hi11 
receipts had fallen off during the last fow years more than 20s. 
a-week, and that he was sorry he really had no money to give 
them. But, turniug to his wife, he said, • Kitty, go up stairs, to 
auch a drawer, and bring down the old Queen Anne's crown piece 
which was thy hrother'a.' The old lady trotted up stairs, and 
•peedily returned with the coin in queation, which she handed 
over most cheerfully, although she said it had been in the family 
upwards of forty years. The old coui,le made the collectors hear
tily welcome to it, and bade them ' God speed' in their benevolent 
work." 

Premature Leqi,lafion not de.~irable.-It is well said, by the 
Bolton Free Preas, that "free trade will come quite as soon as the 
people will be prepared for it.'' If it had been conceded by the 
gov~rnment before the country fully understood its principles, 
and felt its necessity and importance, it would have "anted that 
hold of the nation's tuirid which alone can make it fruitful and 
permanent. It is never ~afe to legislate in advance of the intellect 
of the country upon subjects which involve the pectmiary inter
ests of conflicting classes. 

Why Farmer, cannot make fair te1·m1 with their Landlords.
The papen are invariably lecturing the landlords to give their 
farmers long leases. This is to little purpose, unless they can 
first put the farmers into a condition to in~ist upon them. The 
nvmbe1· offarm11 is stationary, the n11mber of farmers increases evtry 
year, so that unless you can, hy an extension of trade, take a cou
aiderable number off the sod, aud thus lessen the competition 
amonu themselvt>s, landlords will continue to do as they plea&e as 
to leases or any thing else favourable to the farmer. 

Pucka,,es of P1.1bfic11tions.-The packages of publications, made 
up in a nPat cover, intended to be presented to the electors, are 
now on salt>, so that any friepd can either 11upply himself, or pur-
chase for g1viug away. -

lmportinp Food Improve, the Land.-If a free impOi'tation -~, 
food bad been allowed, the land in this country by this time would 
have been in a much better condition. Not to mention the atim
ulant which would have been given to exertion, every vessel la
den with food, it is not difficult to percave, may be co11si<l<'fed as 
bringing so much more manure to the land. " How is it that 
your land lolilks so mnch better than it did when you entered on 
your farm?" inquired a per~on of his neighbour. "I keep twelve 
cows, but the land being only adapted for eight, I buy provender 
to make it up, and all the manure goes upon the land. Thus the 
land gets more than it gives every year, and by this meani the 
improvement you see has been effected." This I think a. good 
illustration. Free trade and an increaaing fertility of the land 
would go together. 

Circulate the Prize Essays.-So excellent and convincing are the 
three prize essays published by the League, and now stitched 
together and sold for 4d., that every Anti-Corn-Law Association 
should make arrangements for selling them a1 extensively as po1-
sible. They should send a man round the country with them, and 
if he does not sell a sufficient number to pay him, the deficiency 
should be made up by the association. Orders for 100 copies are 
taken at half price. I tru!t every farmer in the kingdom will get 
to raad them. They should also be carried to every Anti-Corn
Law meeting. 

Tea Prirties.-One of the best plans for uniting rrpealers, in
creasing their number and energy, improving their knowledge in 
free trade principles, and especially for getting collector to work 
for the Great Fund, is to have tea partie11 in the evenings. A 
committee room nicely decorated, sufficient to hold 2 or 30 per
sons, is suitable for this purpose. \Ve hold ours three evening• 
in the week ; in Manchester they are held every night. The u:
pense rarely exceeds 6d. f.-ach guest. 

The Expense of Imports.-In the Liverpool Tines, we have 
the following statement of the cost of importing wheat per quar
ter :-Freight from Dantiic and other ports of the Btltie 5s. 6d. ; 
marine insurance 8d. ; dock. dues 5½d. ; three months' interest of 
money 7fd. ; cartage and porterage 8d. ; storage 2 momth11 Id. ; 
commissions 2s. ; total l0s. So that without rluty, wh,en wheal 
is 45s. here, it must be 35s. in the foreign port, and r.11ul'h less 
up in the country whence it is brought. This is a notur,al prof~c
tion, which nobody can deprive the British landlords off, and yet 
they are not satisfied unlt!ss they lay on a heavy tax i:l atddition. 

Reaervoirs for Street Manm·e.-Certain sums of m(()ney, the 
fruits of the Queen's begging letter have been srnt down to 
relieve the able bodied through the medium of em plo) ment. I 
know no kind of labour more important than maki1g res rvoir, 
for receiving the manure washed down the sewPrs in all our large 
towns. The finest parts a1·e always swept down the chmnnels by 
the r.-n, and frequently carriP.d into the rivers and ost, which if 
l'Ollected, would be an excellent manure for the land ~~ever wa1 
there a likelier time for making these reservoirs. 

AN IMPORTANT SAVING 

MARSHALL' & BREAKFAST POWDER AND MILL'S 8 CIA\.L ~U. 

T HE great demand that continues to be made ·or the abon 
splendid articles, is the best proof that cau le a1dduced of 

their ans,vering the end for which they were deaignid, vis., that 
of being cheap and perfect substitutes for Coffee anc Trea. 

The PowDER is prepared in packets of ½lbs. at •d., and ¾Iba. 
at 2d. ; and the HERB is prepared in packets of 2oz at 4½d, 

A good allowance made to Agents, who should q>p!•y ear,ly to 
G. TAYLOR, Temperance Hotel, High Street, fuch1dale, aole 
p1·oprietor of the above. Sold in all the principal towms in the 
British empire. 

NOT IC E. 
This Number of The Struggle commences a. Second Part. Thie 52 Num

bers already in print will be stitohed together in a Wrapp<l' smd be read.y 
for Sale in a few days. 



A LANDLORD INDEPENDENT OF FOREIGNERS. 
The FAIRY FBEE TRADE hearing a landlord descanting at an agricultural dinn11r on their favourite topic - "!NDE• 

PENDli:NCE OF FonEIGNEns," touched him with her wand, whereby every thing of foµeign growth was suddenly taken from 
about him. His hat of beaver from the lndiam, his cravat of silk from Italy, his waistcoat of Genoa velvet, his coat and 
trousers of Saxony wool, his shoes of French manufacture, all took to themselves wings and.flew away, and here he stands-
truly independent-in his shirt and stockings. His sltfrt, being cotton, ought to have gone too; but the Fairy, too modest, 
allowed him to retain that I 

TO THE WORKING CLASSES. 

I trust I have been long labouring, according to the best of 
my ability, to promote your welfare, and permanently to 
better your condition. I consider the repeal of the Corn 
Laws essential to these objeets, and I have therefore done 
what I could to help forward this movement. And while j 
I have been glad to find a number of yourselves working in 
the same cause, I have been deeply grieved to notice the ; 
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apathy of some, and the direct hostility of others, I never 
expect unanimity on any subject, but there was reason to 
hope that you would have been found foremost in the cause 
of the poor-the cause of free bread and free trade. It i 
a cause to which you have been long pledged, and in which, 
I feel confident, isimiolved the welfare of yourselves and fami~ 
lies. It is now dvancing most rapidly; nothing c~n stop 
it; of its ultimate triumph not a doubt can be entertained. 
But ~till I should like to see you wor~ing with us heart ancl 
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hand, manifestiog the same zeal for the repeal of the Corn 
Laws as you did twenty years ago. Some who stand aloof, 
110 doubt, have honest excuses, which satisfy their own 
minds; others have been influenced, I fear, more by the false 
statements and false representations which have been pro
mulgated by certain newspapers and lecturers, than by their 
own convictions. 

Now I mean to speak to you all plainly and ,calmly, and 
in a friendly spirit, upon the whole matter in dehate. I 
propose, therefore, in each succeeding Struggle, to answer 
the statements (foolish as some of them may be) which are 
put forward for the purpose of alienating your minds and 
withdrawing your energies from this great cause. I intend 
to do this for three reasons :-First, that you may be set 
right in your judgments in reference to principles which, in 
my opinion, possess more national importance than any 
other; secondly, that you may not deprive yourselves of 
the gratification of having taken part in this great struggle 
when it is terminated; and thirdly, that you may not have 
to reproach yourselves for having retarded that consum
mation which is now only a question of time. Monopoly, 
I believe, is sure to be destroyed, and you, of all others, will 
be the greatest gainers ; and I believe you have it in your 
power to make that destruction almost instantaneous. The 
intelligence of the country will not longer tolerate the pro
tection of one party to the robbing of another ; the circurn-
6tances of the country will not long allow England's advan
tages to be thrown away, and her trade and agriculture 
totally ruined, in deference to antiquated notions and in
vested wrongs. The overth1·ow is certain, but one good 
determined push by all the working classes of England, now 
that the fortress of monopoly is undermined by a four 
years' hard agitation, would insta~tly lay the whole in ruins. 
I perceive, however, less hostility every week on your part, 
and clearer admissions in favour of repeal; and my hope 
is, to see you soon, one and all, declaring boldly in favour 
of common freedom. 

Preparatory to these addresses, which will appear in each 
succeeding Struggle, I beg to give you, in a few words, a 
statement of wha.t I conceive to be the evils which the 
Corn Law has inflicted upon this country. 

THE FllUITS OF THE COBN LAW. 

The present Corn Law, with a rapidly increasing population, 
unless with extraordinary harvest., ii productive of a great de
Ji.cien,:y of food; and this deficiency presies exclusively upon 
the poor and the working claS&es. 

Dear bread and high priced provisions are the consequences of 
a limited 1upply, caused by the Corn Law, an(hence the working 
people who have sold their labour in the cheapest market 
have been compelled to buy their food in the dearest. 
i, This law is the chief cause of the hunger and nakedness of the 
poor ; and of their bedding and furniture and houses being in so 
miserable a condition. 

It has greatly injured our foreign trade, by depriving ns of all 
those markets where the parties are willing to give us food in ex
change for our goods. 

It has therefore lessened the amount of employment, and com
pelled thousands to compete with each other, and thus wages 
ha. fJe been reduced. 

By this law most of the people's earnings have been absorbed in 
f'ood, and hence the home demand for goods having fallen off', most 
of our domestic trades are at a stand. 

It has increased the poor's rates, till they are become an intol
•rable burden upon the agric11ltural, trading, and industrial classes. 

Nothing contributed so much as this iniquitious law, especially by 
robbing the agricultural labourers, to the passing and renewing of 
the monstrous poor law amendment act. 

Poverty, brought on by taxed bread and want of work, bas 
produced an increaae of crime, and this has led to the erection of 
larger prisons throughout the country at the people's expense, and 
to the disgrace of our national character. 

This. la.VJ hu kept the nation in afn -ment for the last quarter 

of a century, and there will be neither pea e nor prosperity till 
it be repealed. The rebellion of the belly is ever--pre~nant with 
tumult and riot. 

It has spread insolvency among our shopkeeJ>ers and tradesmen, 
and dishonoured the names of thousands of our merchants and 
manufacturers, by placing them in the li..t of ba11ltrupt1. 

Judas like, it has been the betrayer of the farmers. It pro
mised high prices only to create high rents ; it has been the 
great cause of fluctuation and change ; it has converted their 
customers into paupers, and by ruining our trade it hiu deprived 
them of their only chance of procuring oceupations for their 
sons, and thus continuing a ruinous competition among them
selves. 

It has also impoverished and pauperized the agricultural la
bourers, by making their food dear, depriving farmers of the 
means of employing them, and preventing their increasing num
bers from getting employment in manufactures. 

The Corn Law has indeed produced untold and unknown em
barrassments, and difficulties, and sickness, and &ujftrin9a, and 
death, to an extent which nobody can conceive. 

It has filled the bosoms of thousands of families with distress, 
who, compelled by necessity, have broken up their establishments, 
and left the land of their birth, to seek their bread in a foreign 
clime. 

The income ta:r is the legitimate offspring of the Corn Law ; 
men's earnings having gone to purchase food, the revenue has 
greatly fallen off by the reduced consumption of exciseable arti
cles. Those who defend the Corn Law, should therefore defend 
the income tax. 

The landowners have been determined to retain power, in 
order to continue to tax :he people's bread for their own exclu
sive benefit; the Corn Law has therefore clearly been at the 
bottom of the great bribery and corr,ption practiaed at 
elections. 

To avoid dearth, we have been compelle,, by the slidicg scale, 
to go suddenly to foreign countries to buy corn at an eJDhanced 
price; and instead of paying in goods, as ve do in all regular 
trade, we have been obliged to pay in gold, to the great losij of 
the country and the derangement of our cur'l'lncy. 

The lottery of the sliding scale, bas thil season ruinted lDany 
of our corn merchants; so that few will venture again to iD1port 
corn with so . much uncertainty, and hence >ttr supplies ir.1 future, 
under the present law, are likely to he verymuch reducecd. 

By denying the benefit of free exch nge, nillions of mo01ey have 
been lost by our merchants and manufaeturers,and by this ancd throw
ing out of use our mills and manufactories, the national! capital 
is greatly reduced, which will be long and -eriously felt lby thoae 
whose labour it would have called into requsition. 

This wicked law is the real cause why t,e people l1aore not en
joyed the benefit of our superior machinery. An immense value of 
goods have been exported, but the luxurieaof the rich omly have 
been received in return; or if any thing 'or the poor lnas been 
imported, it has been laden with an excessiv, tax. If grru.in, beef, 
butter, cheese, fruits, sugar, tea, and cofee, had conne in at 
nature's price, in e.-r:change for the produceof our machimery, the 
people would have been all well fed an1 clothed, arnd few or 
none would have been found so mistakenu to war agai.inst that 
which is wisely intended to mitigate ther toil and to increase 
their comforts. 

The embargo upon food, more than an· thing else, lnas given 
increased power to tyranny, where it was diposed to be p,ractised, 
and left the people defenceless : it has . .mfortunately created 
jealousies and divisions betwixt men and rrnsters, where harmony 
and peace would otherwise have prevailed. 

Dear bread has been the greatest obstacle n preventing t.:he whole 
people from joining in favour of short tiie. Repeal tthe Corn 
Laws, and no clan, in-door or out-door, ced work mcore than 
ten hours a-day. 

A well cultivated land is a sure source o wealth to a country. 
But the land of England is badly cultit7ate,; and will mever be 
otherwise till the owners are made to feel he stimulant rof foreign 
competiti~n. The Corn Law ties the pe,ple to truck with the 
English landlords only, paying their rent, in high prireed food, 
and this Jeaves them without a motive for s.perior cultivrati_ 

The Corn Law is the justification of the ugar, coffee, u.ber, 
and other mor,opoliu, for which we pay an ,xtravagant p•rotectiv• 
dutiu of many million, a )'ear more than ,e ought. De11lroy one 
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'monopoly, and you are sure to get rid of the others. 
The shipping in t erest has suffered severely from this cause, and 

the poor sa1lon, a a matter of course, have had to endure a full 
share. Free trade is the very life of maritime prosperity. 

Sir hustile tariffs have within a short time been passed by 
other countries, all attacking our trade, all provoked by our 
Corn Law, and in their tendency leading to war and blood
shed. 

The Corn Law is fast demoralizing the people; education ia 
arrested in its course ; literary and scientific institutions are obliged 
to be closed ; and a most withering influence is cast upon religion 
by the poverty of the times. 

In a word, the Corn Law is nothing less than war against 
Heaven ; an impious opposition to the universality of God's 
Good Providence, and a national curse. 

THE STRUOGLl:R. 

THE DINNER AGITATION l 

It is pleasant to have a clean table and everything in 
good order ; it may be flattering to be ealled by great names, 
and to be lookell upon as wise; but after all it is mortify
ing to be without a dinner. A table, but no dinner ; plates, 
but nothing on them; a stomach in the best order, but nothing 

/or it. Oh! plague on such pleasures; let me rather have 
a dinner, although I submit to Paddy's style of eating it. 
Nothing is so difficult to dispense with as the dinner, espe
cially " hen it is to answer the place of a late breakfast. 

So says John Bull. It's pleasant no doubt to advance 
in arts and sciences ; to excel in writing and printing books 1 
to carry one reform after another. All this may shew how 
we progress in modern "civilization;" but still these are 
not breczd. Catholic emancipation, Repeal of the Test 
and Corporation acts, cheap knowledge and cheap postage ; 
all these are progressive reforms; but John says they do 
not fill Jiis belly, and he begins sadly to grumble, because 
he finds that of all his demands, the claims of the belly are 
.the least regarded, and the last to be granted. 

John did at one time pride himself as he walked abroad in 
seeing the country studded with mansions and new churches; 
in beholding prisons enlarged and new workhouses erected; 
but h1! was mortified -vhen he looked upon his numerous family 
and found t hat they had no dinner. In plain truth, next to 
the ait Wf: breath<!, our first want is food, and the first act of 
every le·0 1s ature shculd be to secure an abundant supply to 
every hu-nian being. It is truly vexing to read over the titles 
of the bills brought before parliament every session for the 
exercise of the collretive wisdom of the nation, and not to 
find one sol itary bill for supplying all the people with food. 
The nation should listen to nothing else till this be done. 
T?e peo pie should set their minds upon it, and be deter
mmed to have it. ~he dinner agitation should be the first, 
and ever-y other qmstion regarded as of inferior moment. 
What i consistencJ to build new churches, and yet never 
attempt to provide <.aily bread I What is the use of enact
ment for draining md ventilation, when people cannot get 
enough to eat, 1nmh soap to wash, or good houses to 
live in? 

Every kind of mecicine for the sickly horse is thought of 
but corn, and everT kind of national reform but that of 
g~ving br·ead to the ieople. Look at our miserable hunger
bitten papulation, aid then think that you have British and 
foreign siocieties of !Very sort, and a concentration of pro
fessed r~ligion and lumanity in every shape, and yet not one 
society fror supplyiI~ the staff of life I Till bread is secured 
for the whole peoplt, I would neither petition nor pray for 
any othe:r measure wiatsoever. In our father's house there 
is bread enough and b spare; the earth is God's table, and 
it is abumdantly sprmd; why should any perish with hun
ger? L<et us see bat every one has a chance of plenty, 
and them, and not tll then, if they abuse it, or act unwor
thiJy, m,ay we ado1t other means for their eorrection. 

I When any one asks you to subscribe to some new public 

I building, ask him, have the people in the neighbourhood 
enough to eat; when they ask for taxes to enlarge prisons, 

J put the question-was it not the want of food that increased 
the number of inmates, and made this necessary ? When 
asked to subscribe to convert heathens and Jews, reply, 
"I will do so, when I have succeeded in feeding the hungry 
of my own land." 

When you step into the cottages, keep your eye fixed 
on the poor man's cupbo01·d, and when you find the 
family corn pelled to make three meals into two, and to di
lute the porridge with water instead of milk; when you 
find dogs and horses far better fed than human beings ; I 
trust you will adopt my resolution to command all the 
power you possess in favour of the dinner agitation. 

A MODEL OF THE SLIDING SCALE. 

Duty. 
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THE UNION OF REPEALERS. 

Pi-ice 

s. 
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It is pleasing to turn from the disgusting exhibition of 
those parties who are devouring themselves by their inter
nal divisions, to see the unanimity, friendship, and cordiality 
which exist among the Free Traders. Not ajarring iOund 
is heard. All work together, and, regardless of leadership 
or pre-eminence, all are bent on pressing forward the cause 
of truth and righteousness. N urnerous as is the body of 
repealers, composed of all classes, from all parts of the 
country, there never was in any public body more unanimity 
and less dissention. I trust this will ever continue till we 
reap the fruit of our exertions. 

Price& of Wheat and Cloth.-Mr. Thommason stated at a meeting 
at Chorley, that in 1835, a 60 jacconet piece of cloth was selling at 
16s. when wheat was at 40s. per quarter; that last year the same 
cloth was reduced to lls. 6d. and wheat was 57s. 6d. So that. 
in the former year 2½ pieces would have bought a11 much wheat 
&s 5 pieces would in the latter. It is easy to see frnm this how 
the exchanges have been agaim,t the manufacturing ebues. 
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VARIETIES. 

" Out of cultivation,"-You are building so many new shops in 
your town, that some of the old ones, I think, are likely to " go 
out of cultivation." "No, no ; the old shops will still boas useful 
as e"er, but the rents will be lowered. There is not a bit of differ
ence in the shops; they are quite as convenient as before; nor 
would there be in land, with freo trade in corn ; rents might come 
down, but the .fields would still yield as much corn and as good corn 
aa ever. Now and then a shop is shut up, and now and then a 
landowner keeps a farm in Ms own han<b, but when a reduction 
in the rent is conceded, occupants can be found for both." 

A letter fron1. a farmer near Kendal, says, "Fresh butter, at 
Kendal, last Saturday, was no more than Sd. per lb. It has not 
been so low at this season of the year for many years back : but, 
indeed, every thing which land produces is about one-third lower 
than it was last autumn. All kinds of stock, both fat and Jean 
cows, sheep, and pigs, &c., are reduced in the same proportion'. 
I bought fat mutton, at Kendal, last Satutday for 31d. per lb. I 
cannouee how the farmers here can manage to carry on, for the 
landlords seem determined to keep up the rents as long as they 
can. The farms that are publicly let, generally obtain the same 
price, or more; and, while this state of things exists, rents can
not come down. The working classes are miserably ill off, and 
a great many unmarried men are working for little moro than their 
necessary food, whilst the unmarried men are one~half out of em
ploy; and those who are employed, can scarcely obtain or earn 
l~. per day, ~hich .~s all they have to support themselves, their 
wives, and children. 

" What's the use of our Jl,facliinery 1"' exclaims a working man 
'' we don't get the benefit of it.•' But why don't you? It is be: 
eause the proceeds of tliis machinery are uot allowed to bring 
back their value into this count1·y. If the necessaries of life 
had been allowed to como in free for the last 20 years, in ex
change for the proceed11 of your machinery, it would have been 
impossible for any one to have prevented you enjoying the bene
fits. " Bul the masters gP.t it all," replies the same man. They 
would have got muoh more if we had had free trade. But don't 
you see that their getting i11 your gain and not your loss ; and any 
aystem that impoverishes them is sure to be ruin to yotl f How 
wo1;1ld it be possible for you to get employment, if it were not for 
their profits accumulated into capital? They can personally nei
ther eat it nor drink it, ancl in all cases are compelled to expend it 
in a ,cay whicli .finds employment for others. " But they are op
pressors," is the nP.xt remark. Some of them are; and all are 
apt to be proud and haughty as they get rich ; uut your be t secu
rit~ against oppression is in abundant employment and cheap food, 
which only can result from a repeal of the Corn Laws. ,vith these 
you would be less dependent on your masters than ever you were. 
And I boldly ~tate that. those who divert your minds from this 
remedy, after exasperating you, leave you hopele s as to any 
remedy. 

Dear Bread the Clergyman's interest.-By the new tithe act, 
the clergym~n is secured of a permanent payment of the value of 
110 many quarters of corn. And what is the effect of this? Ma
nifestly to attach the interests of the clergy for ever and ever to 
the conservation of the corn laws. A clergyman is to receive an
nually the value of, say 100 quarters of corn. If corn is at 80s. 
a quarter, he is to have £400 a-year; and if at 20s., he is to have 
£100. _But perhaps somebody will s1ty, this ia only making the 
substantial value of the clergyman's income permanent, or the 
!ame un~e~ al~ ~ariat!ons of the price of corn. No, simpleton, it 
1s not; it 1s g1vmg him a great deal more when corn is dear and 
a _great deal less when it is cheap. It makes it all the same tC: him, 
with r~sp,ct to that portion of liis ir,come which he expends on corn ; 
but with respect to all the rest, it makes him partake in the great 
plot to pillage the industry of the country for the benefit of the 
owners ofland.-Colonel Thompson. 

!'erver&e Legislation.-By the tariff and corn laws, as they now 
exut, in the bulky and perishable articles of live cattle straw 
potatoes, and Norfolk turnips, there is neal'ly a free trade ; bt1i fo; 
wheat and barley, btttter and cheese, which ean bear distant 
freights, and long sto"ing, jast as well as tea or coffee or olive 
oil, or tallo\t, there it1 either suh tantial monopoly or' stringent 

F,·om the President'i 4lf1:,1sa_qe of the United Stalf:s. - " "" a 
have continued reason to profess our profound gratitude to the 
great Creator of all thir,gs for numberless benefits conferred upon 
us as a people. BlessP.d with genial seasons, the hmbandman has 
his gamers /Wed w~th abundan~e ; and t?e necessai·ies of life, not 
to speak of its luxuries, abound in every direction. "rhile in other 
nations steaJy and industrious labour can hardly find the means of 
subsistence, the greatest evil which we have to encounter is a 
it'l.trplus of production beyond the !tome demand, which seeks and 
with difficulty .finds, a partial market in other regions." ' 

What a Change /-But twelve months ago, landlords, farmers 
and clodhoppers shouted, with one voice, " Protection to agricul: 
ture,'' "Support the Farmers' Friend," "No surrender.'' These 
sounds have died away, or if any wreck is lefc behind it is heard 
only in the domains of Buckingham, who stands aione in hia 
glory, and monopolises the title of Farmers' Friend. Now the 
cry is changed, and at all the ag1-icnltural meetings from John 
~•Groats to ~he ~:~d's End, the same p~rties as lustily exclaim, 

No protect10n, Impr~>Ve your land,' "HP-Ip yourselve<J,'' and 
« Trust neither to Peel nor parliament. ''-Sun. 

The extent of Labonr created by lrfachinery.-I want to ahow 
the working people the extent of employment c, eated by the use of 
machinery, as I know they are labouring under great mistake, 
upon the subject. It may be done this way ; ascertain the total 
amount of money paid by any spinning concern, say in one year ; 
deduct from this simply the value of the raw materials before they 
are removed from the places where nature fixed them, and all tlte 
1'est is paid for labour. These raw materials are very few, and 
theit- value trilling; say cotton as it grows upon the trees, timbe1· 
as it stands in the forest, coal and the ore of metah as they ara 
found in the earth. These are the chief raw materials, and all the 
money paid, beyond the value of these in their natural condition is 
either for labout· in changing their forms an<l properties, or movi

0

ng 
them from place to place. An<l indeed it wou\J not bo difficult to 
show that even the value paid for nature's articles, is also spent by 
the receiver in the emplo-y01ent of labour. I intend to furnish 
myself with the particulars, and shall be obliged by any communi
cations upon the subject. 

The reaction of the Corn law.-In the case of America, we 
have acted with unpardonable folly. The people of the United 
States wished to be our customers; their interest clearly points 
out to them, the employment of their capital and labour in agri
culture rathn than in manufactures ; but we have a1>solt1tely 
driven them to manufacturing, and, as a matter of course, the de
mand for protection of all those wbo had embarked their c11pital 
in manufacturing establishments. The English corn law begat 
the American tariff. It is true the Am ricans are proce ding in 
a wrong direction as much as we are ; but th1:l British legblature 
is the great canse Qf the evil. 

THE NATIONAL TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE, 
(CIRCULATION NEARLY 10,000,) 

T HE Or11an of the Brili1h Tempera11ce A1soclatio11, and the oldest, 
mo~t widely circulated, and cheapest POST FREI'. 1'1111pera11te 

Periodical, \"ill commence the yea, with a new volume \ hich will uootain 
a series uf i:nportant and original 

MEDICAL, MORAL, A 1D PHYSIOLOGICAL ARTICLES, 
By the fir~t writers ou the snlJjecl, basides a colldensetl report of Tempe
rance proceerlings, Reviews, and other intcre ting matter. 

The ADVOCATE is publi~hecl nt Dongla., on the 16th of each month; 
contains 12 quarto pages closely anrl ueatly printed, aurl can be senL to 
France, the West Indies, Can:1<lu, England, lrehu11I, Scotland, und the 
Channel Islanrls, Pol!T FREB ; anJ lo India, or the U oiled States, 011 puy
ment of' 2d. per copy. 

It affords, ther<>lorc, by far the best and C'heapest method of eirculatin~ 
Temperance principles dnd proceedings gratuitoully, as th, po8latJe of ld. 
per copy is thereby entirely sai:ed, 

Annual subscriptions paid iu advance, only b 6d ; 8 copies 10s.; oO 
copies 50s.: (being a most liberal allo\Yaoce to Committees or Agentrs.) 

OrdPrs and commtrnicutions to be sent before the 6th of each month, 
adclre sed to the Editor, DR. LEES, Leed». 

Printed and published by J. Livesey, Preston. Sold by Gadsby and·Hey
wood, Manchester; Willmer, Liverpool, and Anti-Monopoly Association, 'f, 
Water Street; J. Kersha,v, 14, South Market Leeds; Houghton, 47, West
gate, Huddersfield; Riley, Chestergate, Stockport; Gill, Blackburn; T. 
Cook, Leicester; J. 'llrownless, Darlington; Wragg, Bury'; J. Dawson, 
Clitheroe; E. Bowker, Ac rington; Free Press office, Bolton.-Pri e One 
I • 1rrp," verv lihNlll al10wanre to seU again. 



A Voice from the Tomb of England's Greatest Enemy. 
"My Berlin Decrees were mere waste papor; the Corn Laws of her landowners have ruined that commerce, to destroy 

which was the dearest object of my heart.'' 

TO THE WORKING CLASSES.-No. 2. 

Last week I gave you a summary of the injw·ious effects 
of the Com Laws. I now entreat your attention to a few 
remarks upon some of the objections which are raised against 
our agitation. Before I proceed, let me, however, do justice 
to the working classes as a body. Those that are against 
us are comparatively few, but they include several who are 
in the habit of acting as leaders in political agitations. The 
great mass ot working men in some towns, do not feel dis
posed to come in collision with these, and hence they are 
allowed to oppose the repealers, from which superficial 
observers are ready to imagine that their numbers and in
fluence are considerable. This, however, is a great mistake. 

No. 55. 

We have had a few of this sort in Preston, whose impor
tance was only to be gathered from their noisy and obstruc
tive propensities; but when a fair test has been offered 
for gaining the opinions of the working men, the mass have 
always been with us. This test has been introduced every 
year by our petitions, and from the thou!lands who have 
signed, we have had indisputable proof that the working 
men, after all, hate the Corn Laws. 

Before I proceed further, let me repeat, what I am 
most conscientiously convinced of, that no class in the state 
is half so much intere.ftedin this repeal as yourselves. Have not 
your sufferings been intense and almost beyond endurance 
for the last five years? Remember all this time you have 
been under the very worst operations of the Corn L•w. 
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When corn was cheap in 1835-6, and consequently the 
Corn Law almost inoperative, you were well off. And 
should not this suggest to yon that it is neither macliinery, 
nor the cupidity of your masters, but dear food, ruining the 
home market, which has been the cause? Under the 
present Corn Law, every return of bad harvests, will be 
a return of your sufferings, and nothing can prevent it but 
a free importation of food, by means of which people can 
be well fed, and spend the surplus of thet' earnings in 
manufactures. There is another point which you should 
never forget. Nothing can possibly be plainer than this, 
that if we get twice our ordinary quantity of food into the 
country, either from abundant harvests or from importa
tion, it_ will all, or nearly all, fall to tile portion of the poorer 
pe<ple. Tbe rich and the middle classes may consume 
more luxuries, but little or no more of common food ; 
prices would drop; and the surplus, of necessity, would 
fall into the hands of the needy. Again, if we had free 
trade, and could exchange our goods for food, or any kind 
of foreign productions with which we could purchase food, 
don't you see, that you would not only get plenty of cheap 
provisions, but also plenty of employment necessarily arising 
from this extra sale of our goods. And I need not tell 
you, that it is by an increase of employment alone that 
wages can be kept up. 

I now come to answer one of the objections raised to 
our agitation. 

" THIS IS A MOVEMENT OF THE :U:ASTERS IN OBDEB TO DROP 
THE MEN'S WAGES.'' 

Now let ua candidly consider this objection. 
In the first place, I wish it were true that it wa,; a movement of 

the master,. Because a few _in Manchester, and two or three 
masters, now and then, have fortunately joined the Anti-Corn-Law 
League, it is reported as a movement of " the master manufactu
rers!" How many places are there now active where not one of this 
elass resides I and how many other places where not a siugle 
master has taken any part! In my town out of 20 spinning 
masters, not more than about five will join the League, and 
mirny are among our most hostile foes. In some towns there are 
more, but I believe that I am quite safe in saying that a cottside
Table majority of the whole are not with us. 

Secondly.-But suppose it were true that the League consisted 
chiefly of masters, is it equally evident that their object is to drop 
u,agea 'I Masters taken in the aggregate, like others, have a 
porlion of humanity, so much I believe as would prevent them 
dropping wages, wantonly. Indeed the objection seems to be a 
testimony in favour of their humanity, fot· they are represented as 
wanting to drop provisions in order to drop wages, whereas with 
an overstocked labour market, they might drop wages regardless 
of the price of food. But it is not in their humanity I look for 
any guarantee as to wages; like all others, the predominant 
feeling with them is the love of profit, and it is the working of this 
principle, under a free trade system, that would ensure the best 
wages which could be afforded to be given. 

The great and monstrous error which requires to be exploded 
iii this.-that masters have it in their power to give what wages they 
pl-ea,e; that they caa drop when they please, and rise when they 
please. Never was there a more palpable absurdity promulgated. 
If this be really true, they are entitled to more credit for gene
-rOBity than I have ever been willing to give them, for it is clear 
they are giving more wages than the landowners, otherwise the 
country labourers and their families would not continue to flock 
into our towns. They are also entitled to more humanity than I 
hue been willing to give them, for although they are charged in 
the objection, with an intention of bringing every man, woman, and 
child's wages down to the mere living point, it is clear that 
while some, for ce1·tain wo,·k, are paid below what they can live 
upon, others especially unmarried persons are getting three times 
as much as will keep them. In trnth, wages are not regulated by 
food, and I feel certain, and I think masters know the same, that 
eheap food, with free trade, would be a signal for rising, not for 
dropping wage!f. It might. as well be said, that a cheese factor 
-.ay &in tha farmer what IJr~cc h~ plea11e• for hill dairy. If be 
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could do so, it is more than probable the farmer would suffer, but, 
his own love of pro.fit, when selling is brisk, leads him to advanc• 
rather than drop the price, in order to get hold of a greater 
quantity ; but if he were not moved by this, the competition 
of others, actuated by the same feelings, would compel him to 
do it. 

Does any man, therefore, suppose that masters would have 
as good a chance (not to say better) of dropping wages when food 
was cheap, with a good home and a good foreign demand 
for goods, as they have had? The very first announcement of 
a free trade, would be an extension of manufactories, a de
mand for workmen, and a rise of wagts ; and one of the effects 
would be a reduction of the amount of labour in the market 
which would support the tendency of an advance in wages. Per: 
sons would not work so hard nor so long as at present, and many 
sent to the mills would be kept at home. If it be possible to sup~ 
pose, therefore, that masters do really want to drop wages, they are 
the bigest fools in the world for advocating a repeal of the Coru 
Laws for that purpose. 

\Vages have been falling ever since· 1835, to the extent of 20 
or 25 per cent. ; this has been under the protection of our Corn 
Law. How then can you expect the same law to get them up 
again, or prevent theiL· going still lower? 

l\iasters ha. ve been realizing little or no profit for the last four years, 
wages have continued to come down; they were sure to do so, and 
nothing can arrest their down ward course but the return of a pro
fitable business, le:1.ding to such an extension as to absorb the 
redundant labour in the market. I don't say that every in
dividual master has been losing ; but if you will examine the bank
rupt list; if you will count the number of mills and the amount of 
machinery sold by auction ; if you will candidly note down the 
tremendous reduction in the selling value of this property; if you 
will enumerate the mills yet standing, and the still greater num
ber which have stood, fo1· want of a profitable business; if you judge 
by all the ordinary proofs of deterioration ; you ,, ili come to this 
conclusion, that the amount of capital invested in our manufac
tures, is tremendously reduced within the last five years. Do you 
think, then, that wages will be reduced by putting a stop to this 
terrible destruction of capital? or that your wages can be 
kept up by its continuance? Capital is a chief ingredi1int in 
manufacturing prosperity, and I feel certain, that the loss of this 
to you has been such for the last five years, that both you 
and your children will long continue to feel it. What an 
awful perversion of all reason and judgment to suppose that the 
o >crative call bo well off, unles~ the master himself is doing well; 
and what a perversion of our moral faculties, to find men ready to 
rejoice at seeing others brought as low as themselves ! Some talk 
with sneers and envy at persons amassing wealth. Now I rejoice 
when I find these persons (not " amassing,'' for tlte1·e is uo such 
thing, but) getting money eve1·y year, for in that I always see an 
advantage to the working classes. It was this pi-ofitable trade 
that gave you employment and good wages in 1836 ; it has been 
the want of this these last five years, that has produced the con
trary effect. 

If the " profit monger," as you would call him, who has 
cleared nothing since 1836, and finds himself absolutely poorer 
this Christmas than he did five years ago, should next year clear 
£10,000 it would be greatly to your advantage. Remember, if 
he did so, others would do the same, and what would be the 
result ? ·what would they do with it ? " Amass" it they would 
not, that is, they would not pile up the sovereigns nor the half
crowns to look at, nor fold the bank notes in rolls to play 
with, nor paper the walls with them. They would neither 
have larger pockets, nor carry more cash, nor have more locked 
up in their safes. No, no, they are too greedy for that ; too 
foud of more p1·ofit ; neither would they nor could they eat or drink 
much more than before. \Vhat then would they do? ThPy would 
embark further in trade or assist others in doing so, aud all thi:rc 
would necessarily be expended in the employment of labour. 
I don't care what the man is, whether be is enterprising, and 
builds another factory, or erects a hundred cottages ; or a 
miser, who puts all his money into the bank, which is sure 
to be lent to others, it comes to the same thing; the love of 
pro.fit, and even pride and tlie love of pleasure where
over there are increased mea11s, lead to the employment 
of la.bo11r. I wish 1011 to aea distinotly that the amo11nl 
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or labour aalled into requisition depends simply upon the 
amount of capital in the country, and upon the return which 
it is likely to bring to its owners ; and that this is the 
strongest reason why you should not war against capital, but for 
your own sakes assist in opening every channe.l which offers for 
its profitable investment. And as there is here no monopoly, 
many among yourselves may yet do what others before you have 
done ; -rise from the condition of workmen to that of masters. 
If masters really profited by a decline of wages, the last five years 
ought to have been the most prosperous to them; but whenever 
masters drop wages, they lower the value of all their own stock 
on band. I want to inculcate what I know to be a fact, that the 
intere&ts of the men and the masters are bound together, and I be
lieve they are the people's worst enemies who teach the contrary. 

Nothing, I beg to impress upon you, but a greater demand for 
goods, or a smaller supply of labour can prevent wages coming 
down. Now the latter is not likely, owing to our increasing 
population, and the great supply of labour from Ireland and the 
poor agricultural districts. And as you cannot but believe that 
the repeal of the Corn Laws is sure to increase the demand, you 
must, as reasonable men, regard it as the best defence of wages. 

It may be said, " if wages be low on the continent, how can they 
be high here?" To which I reply, ifit be true that continental labou1 
is cheap, even at present we manage to compete with it; and if we 
had more markets, a wider range of commerce, and a better home 
trade, we could do so most triumphantly without aff11cting wages. 
But the fact is, that reckoning wages by the amount of work per
formed, wage abroad are not so low as they have been reported. 
If they were, what temptation is there for English people to go to 
these co11ntries? It is true the bands may get less a week, but they 
do less work. But it should always be remembered, in discussing 
this point, that wages are but one item in the balance of advantages 
and disadv:mtages of this country compared to others. As it re
spects the tmwunt of cupital, credit, and confidence; national par
tialities for goods, convenience of transit, s1tperior skill and cheaper 
machinery, combination of operations, and the tact and industry 
of our operatiies, England, in most these respects, has great ad
vantage•; so that with free t1·ade, she can yet challenge the world 
without encro~ching the least upon the wages of the workers. 

In thus addressing you, whatever you may think, I do solemnly 
believe f am b•ying to attach you to your own interest. I have no 
motive for ta ing any other course. The masters are few in 
number, and re generally well off; at least they have plenty to 
eat and drink, have good clothes, good beds, and good houses ; 
and therefore, so far as they are concerned, J would not go the 
length of a str&et to advocate their interest, did I not feel deeply 
convinc£t<l that your welfare i8 inseparably connected with it. 

In cor1clqsion, I repeat, I wish all the masters, or even a ma
jority of them, were Corn Law repealers, and if, like others, 
they were not blinded by party, they would be; but if this were 
the case, so far from being a reason why working men should stand 
aloof, it is the stroflgest of all reasons why they should join, because 
the mort'l comprehensive the combination, the better chance of 
ucces.-I sha 1 address you again next week, and in the interim 

l remain 
Yours, very truly, 

THE STRUGGLER. 

THE REVENUE. 

The quarter's revenue is deficient nearly a million. How could 
t be otherwise ? While the people have been walking about they 
ave been getting nothing either for government or any other 
arty. While the manufacturers have been sending goods abroad 
t reduced prices, and often at a loss, they have been compelled 

consume fewer taxable articles. From the farmers, poor things I 
e landowners being the first takers, little or nothing ,an now 

e spared for the excise. And all prope1·u1 men are beginning to 
ve as a set-off for the income-tax. The falling revenue is the 
ub with which the giant League will break the head of all mo
po!y. The ministerial pavers, though they disown the name, 
e now constan t ly borrowing the arguments of the League in 
ference to the only chance of recruiting our finances. What 
honour to the League to have led the way in promulgating that 
ich is rapidly becoming lhe national sentiment! I 1ay, Free 

rmle, 01 1'attrm.al bankruptcy; I see ne alternative. 

THE GREAT LEAGUE FUND.-CONTRIB'UTION OF 
WORKING MEN. 

Every post brings us news of the progress o( collecting for thi1 
fund. It is a mighty undertaking-a national work- and no 
friend of humanity, in the most obscure corner of the country 
should neglect to swell the sum, by throwing in his mite. 

The chairman at one of the Manchester meetings, said, "I may 
also mention, and I do it with pleasing satisfaction, that the por
tion of the working classes who have hitherto hung back are 
daily manifesting a greater disposition to join us, and I shall reaci 
a letter we have received-ngt the only one I c:ould produce
as evidence of the fact :"-

" Dukinfield. 
" To the Committee of the J.fa.nchesler Anti-Corn-Law League. 

" Gentlemen : - We, the workpeople of Ro~ert Ashton, Esq., 
Dukinfield, are much gratified to inform you that we ha'ie made 
a subscription, for the furtherance of the great and gloria:us 
cause, the abolition of the Bread Tax. And we most cheerfully 
remit you the sum of £16 18s. 2d. resting assured that you will 
wake the best use of it, by aiming a death-blow at thl? most dis. 
dishonest, dishonourable, destructive, demoralizing, and murder
ous laws that ever disgract?d the statute-book of any civilized 
nation-a law which if suffered to exist, will in the end reduce 
the honest tradesman to bankruptcy and poverty, and his depen
dents to misery and starvation. But we anxiously look forward 
to the time when masters and men can take each other by the 
hand, with a determination to crush down that foul fiend, mono
poly, in whatever shape it is to be found, so that we may in 
future all dwell together in peace, love, and harmony. -Signed on 
behalf of the above, 

" GEORGE BRADLEY Warehouseman. 
"DAVID JACKSON, Weaver. 
" THOMAS BowKER, Dresser. 

"Barn Meadow Mills, 27 Dec., 1842." 
(1'he reading of this docum c- nt was followed by great ap

plause.) 

FREE TRADE AND PLENTY. 

Copied from the envelope enclosing the publications to be pre
sented by the Anti-Corn-Law League to all the electors of Eng
land. 

0' Connel, I perceive, bas been writing against the Irish Poor 
Law . and calling for its repeal. It is quite as unsatisfactory as 
the English new Poor Law. Both were brought into existence 
by the impoverishment of monopoly, and no laws for relieving the 
poor can be satisfactory till this is destroyed. Oastler would find 
that repealing the corn law would be the shortest way of repealing 
the poor law. 
j "The Anti-Corn-Law League took its rise from the tyranny of 
the corn law monopoly. If th'ere we1·e no deapotic privileges 

lsought by Englieh landlord,, there would be no Anti-Corn-~tw 
ILeagus.'' 
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VARIETIES. 

Ireland Suffering by our want of Trade. -How has the long-con
tinued deplorable stat" of our manufacturing districts affected the 
provision markets of Ireland? Why, we find that they have DO sale 
for the1r cattle : that meat is at a price in Ireland that never was 
heard of before, the garrison of Limerick being, as is stated in the 
}>ublic papers, supplied by contract with beef a! three half-pence a 
pound; that the importation of pigs into Liverpool alone from Ireland 
thi1 year has fallen ofl'Ypwards of 400,000; that poultry is an absolute 
drug in the inarket ; and all this has happened purely and simply 
because the cu;1tomers of the Irish farmers, the residents in the 
great hive of British industry, the manufacturing districts, have 
become impoverished, and cannot purchase and consume their 
usual 1mpplies. The Irish must now see clearly that they too are 
as deeply interested in the general prosperity of trade ; that 
their interests are as much bound up in the great question we ad
vocate as any other class of her Majesty's subjects. 

It is the working man's questiou. -The middle classes are nobly 
rallying round the standard erected by the League : all that is 
wanting is, that the workin_q classes should be equally prompt, 
decided, and determined, in sending in their adhesion. That 
any of their number should hesitate; that any of them should 
keep back, is, indeed, surprising ; for they are the classes who, 
of all others, would be most benefitPd by the annihilation of mono
poly. They ought to set that man down either as a fool or knave, 
who says that they are not the persons most dePply interested in 
corn law repeal. Why do they pay sevenpence for their loaf, when 
it ought to be had for fourpence-halfpenny ? Because there is a 
bread tax of twopence-halfpenny on every four pounds of bread 
they eat. Why are they without the means of purchasing their 
necessary bread? Because the corn monopoly has well nigh 
ruined tbe trade and commerce of the country, shut up entirely 
aome manufactories, reduced the hours of labour and number of 
hands in others, and consequently at once diminished the demand 
for labour, and lessened the price paid for it. Th'l Anti-Corn
Law agitation is, we repeat, pre-eminently the question of tlte 
11Jorking classes; and they ought, to a man, to enrol their names 
a1 members of the League.-Mo1·11ing Advertiser. 

Joseph Brotherton, Esq., M.P., expressed his opinion at a 
Manchester meeting which he recently attended, that but for this 
law (the Corn Law) the national debt would now have been paid 
off, the labourer would have been enjoying the just fruits of his 
labour, and the commerce of the country extended to every part 
of the world. There was not a doubt that the corn law bad 
been a tax since 1815 of more than a thousand millions of 
money. 

1Ye must import for the Poor.-Hitherto we have kept im
porting lu:i:uries in return for our goods, and the ric!, have got all 
the benefit. \Ve now want to import necessaries, that the poor 
and the worlting people may get all the advantage. The poor 
hitherto have not received the benefit of our industry and large 
production, and the obvious reason is, that the articles they need 
have either been prohibited or taxed beyond their means of 
getting them. 

" Times a1·e Mending."-It seems to be a genenl opinion that 
times are rather improving. This is what I have kept expecting, 
ever since it was ascertained that we had an abundant harvest. 
For some articles of food people are not paying more than one-half 
the price they have paid for four years back, and in most articles the 
price is not more than one-third. This was sure to throw more 
money into the ma1mfacturing market. Cheap food, dep,md upon 
it, is the great de,ideratum, whether it be produced from our own 
land, er obtained in ·exchange for our manufactures. But what 
security have we in a climate like ours, for a repetition of good 
harvests ? ,v e should therefore be at liberty, whenever we want, 
to buy as much as we please, and as low as we can. The first 
arficle of my political belief is, that in this country there ought 
to be plenty to eat for every human being, and at the lowest 
possible price that it can be purchased at in the market of the 
world. 

Slavery.-" Whenever I see a farmer voting for the corn law, 
I fancy he is like a blacksmith hammering a chain, with which, 
(though he knows it not,) his own landa have to be bound.''
J. Bright. 

Steam "competition."-A complaint is made that "the work
ing classes are not protected against steam-engine comFetition." 
Now I do not know what µrotection is he1·e desired, whether it 
be the stopping of the steam-engine 0r what else; but l do know 
that the relation betwixt them and the steam-engine is not that of 
competition but co-operation. Is the truck by which the man 
moves his potatoes a competitor or an assistant 't Is the coach 
the competitor of those who ride upon it ? No; they are 
both assistants, not opponents. It would be just as wise to 
blame the wind of heaven, by which our corn is ground, becauae 
it saves the labour of human hands, and gives us flour much cheaper 
than we would otherwise get it. The steam-engine is John Bull'• 
soul and strength, by which he makes provisions for the thousands 
who flock from the country for work, and the first ,toppage of this 
is a certain signal of distress in the neighbourhood where it occun. 
The more steam-engines the more work, and if the sea was free, 
the more wealth and the more happiness. 

Who.finds the money?-" I understand the government have 
furnished £12,000 to Paisley, from the money begged in churches, 
to relieve their poor ; but if the government if to keep the people 
of Paisley, or of this country, I should like lo kn@w who i!I to 
keep the government.'•-J. Bright. 

.A bad Law, has made bad Land.-Alludbg to the bad culti
vation of land in many of the counties of Enfland the result of 
being inaured of high prices by act of parlhmtint, Mr. Bright 
said, that "the land was starved with cold, as the people are 
starved to death by hunger.'' 

True.-" The Anti-Corn-Law League, will one day be hailed 
as the farmer's friend, far over the Duke of Euckingham or any 
body else. ''-J Bright. 

People are ,low ff) believe.-The extent of i;norance which stlll 
exists as to the Corn Law, is considerable. Illustrative of thia 
ignorance, Mr. Brotherton instanced a lady w10 wr ote lo inquire 
whether the Anti-Corn-Law League was not nstituted to buy up 
corn cheap, and sell it again to poor people tt a reduc d price ! 
A gentleman from Clitheroe gave me the follC11Ving anec«lote illm,
trative of this : -It was only yesterday a wol'dng man who Ii ves 
in the neighbourhood of Sabden, was asked if he weire a Corn 
Law repealer, to which he replied, "No, 1 belong to, the Odd 
Fellows.'' These cases shew the necessity cf the repeialers ma
king extraordinary exertions to enlighten the 1eople. 

"Wµh no corn laws, we shoulrl never knov what sc:arcit} is; 
with corn laws, we are continually subjected b famine, distress, 
and tumult.'' 
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, It seems to be now pretty well established that the struf!gle upon the corn law in future will not lie between the sliding scale 
upon the one hand, and a fixed duty upon the other; but the battle will be between a fixed duty and no duty at all.'' 

"- I 
JS/tl1 

Sir Robert Peel's New Year's Gift. 
Sir Robert.-Upon my honour, I like the design va.~tly. 
Lad. I'eel. - Rohert, my dear, I think I shall set the fashion this yQa.r. 
Duke.-Bltss me! He is always playing off some prank or other. Whatever is he after? I must go and tell Buckingham. 
A r. Cobde.,.-Ah ! Sir Robert, it becomes you amazingly. The newest and best fashions arc always kept at Newhall Building!!. 

FREE TltADE DRESS. 

A e1mtiful !J)eeimt'n of printed velveteen has been produced 
at the :A.ncoats Vale ,vorks, by Mr. W. Barlow. The cloth is 
entirely cotton, iut. so beautifully dre~sc-d as to appear like silk; 
the design rep•·e.~·nts a stalk and ear of wheat, grouped or rather 
thrown fO.'{Jether. •tr.11 tastefully, u.:itlt a ,mall scroll p eeping from 
ben,eat , b,earing he word "Free.'' 

Mr. Barlow presented two pieces of it to Sir Robert Peel, 

N. 56. 

who, in accepting the New Year's gift, returned Mr. Barlow the 
following handsome letter:-

" Drayton Manor, Fazeley, Dec. SI. 
" Sir,-1 am much obliged by your kind attention in sending 

a specimen of the beautiful manufacture which accompanied your 
letter. Lady Peel admires it so much that she will co1ive1-t one of 
the pieces into a cloak for her own wearing; the other I will apply 
to my ow,i 1,se. 

"I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
" Ron.EnT I"'Ei.L.'' 
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So far all was right. Sir Robert and hi11 lady would have looked 
extremely well in the "free'' trade attire. But somebody gave him 
the hint that he had b'3en done. Robert was alarmed to find him
eelf and lady likely to he perambulating advertisers of the Anti
Corn-Law League. The word" free" terrified him, and he packed 
all together and returned it to Mr. Barlow with the following note: 

" Sir,-1 was not aware until to-day that the specimen of 
manufacture which you requested me to accept bore any allusion 
to matters that are the subject of riublic controversy. 

" No mention whatever was made of this in the letter you ad
dressed to me; and I thought. it would be ungracious to reject 
what appeared to be a pure act of civility on your part. 

" I must beg leave to return to you that which I accepted 
under an erroneous impression. 

"I am, sit-, your obedient servant, 
" W. Barlow, Esq. '' "RonEnT PEEL. 

TO THE WORKING CLASSES, No. 3. 

I write to you my third address. I am delighted to see 
the progress of free trade opinions and Anti .. Corn-Law de
monstrations ; and though we cannot point to out-door 
menacing meetings, composed of thousands of the working 
class, we do know that their numbers and their attachment 
to our cause are increasing every day. 

This winter I have made a change in the manner of em
ploying my leizure time. For several winters past I have 
been on clothing committees, chaff committees, soup com
mittees, &c., assisting to supply the pressing wants of the 
poor. I remember these services with pleasure; but I 
have been induced to think that, along with many others, 
I have been working at the wrong end. Whilst the aged, the 
infirm, the widow, and the orphan, will always require the 
charitable aid of the benevolent, there is surP,]y no reason 
why immense numbers of labourers and artizans, able and 
willing to work, should be included in the number. This 
has now been the case for many years, and just now many 
of this description are kept from starving by charity sub
scriptions, or assistance doled out from the proceeds of the 
Queen's letter. The best plan, I feel deeply convinced, 
is, to find out the cause of this long continued poverty. And 
I regret much, when I see clergymen and other , working 
winter after winter, trying to alleviate the distress around 
them, which keeps increasing upon their hands, till they 
they are unable to grapple with it,-still unwilling to spend 
a moment in considering whether some means could not be 
adopted for eradicating it altogether. 

A free trade would give us increased employment and cheap 
living, and these two, in my humble opinion, are the only 
means by which this distress is to be removed. I know that 
some are ready to startle at the name of extended trade, and 
are ready to say that, " as our trade extends, as our exports 
increase, so has our poverty progressed." But allow me to 
tell you, that though you have had forced trade, you have 
never hadfree trade, and therefore are not from experience 
prepared to judge of its effect5. 

But for your toil and labour, which has been ill requited, 
we should have had no national wealth of which to boast. 
You have given much, and received little in return ; but 
then, instead of quarreling with your friends, you ought to 
cast the blame where it is fairly deserved. The monopolist 
has prevented provisions landing upon our shores, and, 
has charged you an enormous price for your food, 
giving you no chance to purchase from any but himself. 
By thus refusing you the chance of cheap food, your em
ployers have equally lost the chance of selling their goods, 
and of course you your labour. These two causes have 
produced increased poverty among our own people, and in
stead of having them for customers, as formerly, we have 
had many of them to keep as paupers. I beg you, there. 
fore, to throw the blame where it is due, and do not sup-

pose that those who are rather better off in the world, are 
your oppressors, or indifferent to your welfare. 

It is upon the subject of 
£.XTEt-;DEl) TRADE 

that I wish nol'I' to address a few words to you. 
1. Oflate the most extravagant and unfounded statements respect

ing the increase of our production, and the extent of our exports havo 
been put forth. Before you believe these tales you should allow 
yourselves time to calculate, and examine proper authoritie11 upoo 
the subject. I have fn.quently endeavoured to expose the wild 
assertion that "we were able to clothe two worlds," when, in fact, 
our present production would not clothe another country as large 
as our own, provided that every inividual was allowed only two 
pounds worth of clothing for the year ! But exaggeration has no 
limit ; a chartist lPctul'er lately recounting the amazing increase in 
our production, foretold that at some distant period we should be 
able to manufacture for forty-five worlds ! 

In the four years ending 1837, the quantity of cotton worked 
up was 1, 190,000,000\bs.; in the four year's ending 1841 it was 
1,480,000,000; but during 1841 there was actually less worked 
up than in 1838. And when WE> consider the great increase in 
coarse numbers, requiring a greater additional weight of cotton for 
any given value, we shall see that, unfortunately, there has been 
no great extention. I say unfortunately, for to this almost 
stationary or retrograding state of manufactures has Leen owing 
a great part of the people's sufferings. 

2. When we argut: for an e:r:tention of foreign trade we do not 
oppose the home demand, but defend the former in order to sup
port the latter. I cannot see, unless the people are employed, 
how they can be custo~ers in the home market, nor can I see how 
they are to be employed unless we have a foreign demand for 
our goods. I cheerfully subscribe to the declaration that " there 
is nothing like a good home trade," but then, how are the people 
to get means to purchase with? Agricultm·e, even with the pro
tection of a corn law, clearly cannot confer these. It is that 
which we get for our exported Jabour, doubtless, that enables us 
to be good home customers, both to the farmer and the manufac
turer. 'l'he more we get for what we sell abroad, and the more 
we have to spend one with another at home. We have an af
fecting proof of the fal\ing off in the home demand offered by 
Mr. Greg. "From 1824 to 1838, say 15 years, the home consump
tion averaged 44 per cent. of the whole production; but during the 
last three years 1839, 1840, 1841, it has only averaged 36 per 
cent., and in 1841 alone only 28 per cent. nd in spite of a large 
increasing population, the actual q1tantity of cotton manufacturea 
consumed at home is less in those three years than in the pre
ceding by 14~ per cent." Unless therefore we want to extin
guish our home trade altogether, we ough to do all we can to 
promote a foreign demand. 

3. I don't defend, however, even the -extension of our for
eign trade upml the rui7tous principles by wh.ich it has latterly been 
conducted. It has been unprofitable, and, owing to our restric
tive laws, could not be otherwise. For ant of customers at 
home, and not through any over-production, we have been obliged 
to seek them abroad, and not being allowed to trade on terms of 
reciprocity, we have been compelled to submit to terms which 
has brought ruin to many. The consequence is, that the money 
value o( our goods has been terribly reduced. ,ve have got a 
low price for our goods abroad, and been compelled to give a 
high price for our food at home. The deterioration in the value 
of goods exported, may be seen from this, that while we exported 
in 1841 goods of the official value (estimated according to 
quantity) of £102,265,512, the declared or ..,_lling value, was only 
£50,896,556 ! ! After selling goods at this great reduction, in
stead of being permitted to buy corn and provisions cheap, 
and bring them home in return, we are compelled to buy them of 
the British monopolist at his own price. On such a system, no 
extension of commerce could save us-the master may work 
without profit, and the men without wages. 

I want you to combine these views together in your minds, 
and not to be misled by random statements and malicious repre
sentations upon the subject. In a fair and reciprocating trade, i! 
to. be found our national prosperity. Where is the family that 
could subsist merely by producing the articles which each of its 
own members might require ? Where is the country or the 
kingdom that could prosper by confining its. exchange• within 
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With a free exchange we part with what we do not need, 
nd get in retuan quantities of things equally u&ele&s to others, 
hich to us are of great value. 
I trust, then, that, stimulated by self interest only, not to men

ion the higher prin<Mple of universal love, you will see it your duty; 
nd feel it your privilege, to come out and agitate for Free Trade. 

I am yours, 
THE STRUGGLER. 

NO FIXED DUTY! 

What we have to guard against most of all is a fixed 
ufy. Many minds cannot grasp comprehensive changes, 
nd many others are too timid to defend them. They are 
ond of paying only by instalments. The Sliding Scale is 
ondemned by all, but all are not for a repeal in its place ; 
fixed duty is as far as they can go at once. After all, 

hey are for taxing bread, and the on]y difference to the 
ater is in the name. Any duty upon bread for revenue 
urposes would be highly objectionable ; but what shall we 
ay of a proposition of 8s. per quarter, not for this purpose, 
ut to keep up the price of grain, to benefit the agriculturist? 
upposing that corn was now free, and a proposition was made 

o raise the price 8s. per quarter, that is to tax the eaters 
bout 20 millions annually, what would be the feeling of the 
ation? And is an 8s. duty. more just, because it is pro
osed in lieu of another bad law~the Sliding Scale? A 
xed duty would answer the purpose of the merchants, be
use they could then bring grain at all times, by paying the 

uty, and could calculate :iccordingly ; but the bread eaters 
ould be saddled with a heavy burden. Landlords, mer-

hants, and whigs, all seem desirous of a fixed duty. How 
portant, then, that the mass of the people should see 
is ; they have now all these to help them against the present 
orn Law; but if a fixed duty pass, these will secede, and 
e difficulty be greater in agitating with a loss of even one 
ction. The whole mass of the people should therefore 

ow come out, and cry as much against a fixed duty as 
Sliding Scale. 
The farmers, generally, are not in favour of a fixed duty. 
ing aware of the opposition to such a measure, they see 

at it would not be u final settlement of the question, and 
erefore, they would at once prefer a total repeal. In this 
ey are wise, for until the)' have a fair start upon a settled 
·nciple, they cannot proceed with safety; and any prin
ple but that which ensures prosperity to the consumer, 

not ultimately be to their advantage. The fixed duty 
en, then, consist of-first, the landowners, who wish to 
t more price for their land than it is worth, and make the 
ters of food pay for it ; although it is the opinion of many 
t land, in the long run, would not be deteriorated in value. 
econdly, thosewhoareafraid thatthechangewould be so 

eat as to bring ruin upon many individuals. To the 
t cla5s no answer is requisite excepting this, that it is 
bing the poor, to tax the people's fuod for their own 

vantage. The second class, it may be proper to re
nd of the dilemma we are in. We cannot proceed 
eh further, sustaining t ,;; incubus of monopoly, and, 
refore, we must consider, whether to remain as we are, 
to change, be attended with the least evil. Some peo-
are al ways ready to predict all manner of evil to follow 

on every change, but happily often find their predictions 
e. The prosperity of our commerce undoubtedly would 
established by the total repeal of the Corn Laws ; and 
far as agriculture is concerned, it c'Juld scarcely be worse 
n at present. Enlightened farmers, who see the whole 
ring of the question, are cominced that it would be 
ter. Many farmers are thorough-going repealers, both 

m principle and policy. I know one, who, if you were 
ask him, "Whether would you prefer giving your pre. 

sent rent for 20 years to come, with the Corn Law or with. 
out it?'' would answer decidedly, "I should prefer a 
repeal." 

It is said Sir Robert does not intend altering the law this 
session. I am not sorry to hear this. If it were altered, 
it undoubtedly would be for an 8s. or 10s. fixed duty. 
Only let the law remain another year, and all such com
promises will be impossible I The enlightenment now in 
progress will never tolerate a fixed duty 12 months hence. 
How vastly changed is public opinion since Lord John 
brought in his motion I We were all ready to welcome it, 
because up to that time we had seen no symptoms of giving _ 
way. The same individuals would now spurn the offer asi 

an act of injustice, and as a measure far in arrear of public 
opinion. 

PET I TI ONS. 

To agitate, to enlighten, to petition, to organize and to raiae 
money, constitute the work of the repealers. So soon as the push 
for raising the Great Fund is over, we must set to, heart and hand, 
in trying to get up petitions from every city, town, village, hamlet, 
andfamily in the United Kingdom. In this we ought to make a 
demonstration far exceeding what has ever been done before. 
The following is a form which may be partially or wholly followed 
as the parties think best. I have already prepared ruled paper, 
&c., for those who want. 
To the Honourable the Commons of Great Britain and Ireland, 

in Parliament assembled, the Petition of the undersigned 
Inhabitants of the of 

Humbly sheweth :-That your petitioners, in common with 
their fellow-countrymen in every part of the empire, are suffering 
from the eff'ects of the Corn and Provision Laws-laws which 
they conceive to be as unjust and impious in principle, as they 
are pernicious in their operations. 

That the injustice and impiety of their principle consist in their 
taxing the whole community for the exclusive advantage of a 
minor classs; in counteracting the order of Providence, which 
intended that the different sections of the human race should mu
tually exchani;e those articles in the production of which each 
peculiarly excelled ; and in preventing that l'eciprocal dependence 
and intercourse of nations, which serve as the firmest bonds of 
international peace and good fellowship. 

That the following are among the many pernicious operation. 
of these laws : They deprive the working classes of the just re
muneration of their labour, by at once decreasing employmen\~ 
and increasing the price of food; they injure the farmer, by ab
sorbing that capital whi~h should be employed to improve the 
land, in the payment of exorbitant rents; they counteract the 
productiveness of the soil, by withdrawing from its cultivators the 
uecesaary stimulus of foreign competition ; and must ultimately 
affect the interests of the landowners themselves by ruining the 
consumers of their produce. 

Wherefore, your petitioners earnestly pray for the total and 
immediate Repeal of the Corn and Provision Laws, believing that 
such Repeal would be a measure of political justice and national 
prosperity. 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

AN ARGUMENT AGAINST A FIXED DUTY EVEN 
OF FIVE SHILLINGS. 

The consumption of the country is, say ........... 50 million, qr,. 
Call the price of corn under free trade. ... . . .. . . . 55s. 
A duty of 5s. would raise it to ..................... 60s. 
If 4 millions we1·e imported, the revenue would 

get 5s. . . ..• ... ... .•. ......... .•. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £1,000,000. 
But the landlords would get 60s. instead of 55s. 

on all the rest of the corn consumed, that is 
on 46 millions, which, selling at 60s. ini;tead 
of 55s., they would get ........................... £11,500,000 

Now if the fixed duty men wish to give the landlords eleven 
millions in order that one million may find its way into the trea. 
sury, let them say so. J. H. 
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VARIETIES. . .,,----------~------------ ----- -
The Corn Law is the Landlords' Tax.-If any tax whiltever 

were laid upon grain, it should be upon the ,vhole in the country, 
both grown and imported. In that case what was paid would go 
to the revenue. }Jµt by impo<5ing a duty upon that which is im
ported only, the price of all home _qrown grain is advanced; and 
of all that the people pay above the real value of the article, the 
government ~els . perhaps one part out of twenty, th_e other 
nineteen go to the landlords, or are lost by an expensive pro-
duction. · ·• 

A Poor Ca,e.-A friend of mine went in to see a poor family 
about noon on Christm1111 day, consisting or man, wife, and three 
children. He was very much affected to find that all they had for 
their Christmas dinner for the five was some potatoes and a 
quarter of a pound of bacon. The man has been confined tbree 
ye-ars nf chronic rheumatism. What a pleasure it is to relieve
such cases. 

Poor Weavei·s.-While the supply of weaver• is so much greater 
than the demand, a number of them is sure to be badly used. I 
know a manufacturer who made gaods for a certain house in ·Man
chester, but not being able to secure a continuance of their or
ders, he made inquiries as to the cause, and found that another 
manufacturer supplled them lower, and this did by giving aa 
much as 9d. per piece less at 3s. for weaving. We may complain 
as we please, and denounce such proceedings as long as we like, 
but the only effectual remedy is to increase the demand for weav
ers by increasing the demand for their goods, and thus the weavers 
would then have the power of defending themselves, by leaving 
all such without handa. 

Better Porridge.-A weaving family in the conntry had been a 
long time entirely without work. A few week& ago they got a 
warp, and at an advanced price of 2d. per cut; npon which one 
of the cl;iildren said, "Na, mam, us weve getten wark na, mun 
we hev thick porridge to lts dinners.'• Thin porridge constituted 
their miserable dinner before. 

A foolish o'bjection.-" Oh they want to bring down your wagea 
to the level of those on tho continent," exelaim some who arP either 
badly informed, or who want to damage the repeal movement. 
To this I reply :-1. That the lowness of continC'ntal wages is 
much exaggerated. 2. That our manufacturers now compete 
with those foreigne1's, at the present scale of wages, and would 
be still better able to do so, if, by being permitted to take the 
corn of other countries, we could increase the number of our 
markets. 3. That if Englishmen could not earn as much in 
other countries, they would not leave home for less wages. 4. 
One reason why people get less wages abroad is, because they 
do less work, while English people get higher wages and 
do more work. 5. England possesses so many advantages as to 
capital, confidence~ sit~ation, transit., minerals, &c., that our 
manufacturers can make goods equally as cheap, and yet give 
higher wages. 6. The difficulty of our manufacturers is not in 
the wages, but in the obstruction of selling, by not being allowed 
to take the products of other countries in return. 

Pa'!/ your Bill.,.-This is the season when all, excepting the 
poorest, have what aro called their Christmas bills delivered. 
The prompt examination and payment of these will be found of 
great advantage to tradesmen. Instead of doing this, some per
sons, even those who have plenty of money, allow their bills to 
remain unpaid for months. They think little of the great inconve
nience towhich;they put persons, who find it difficult to carry on for 
want of means. And as all tradesmen depend upon each other, 
one person neglecting to pay, ma:y disappoint twenty othe1·s. Do 
Pay your Christmas bills. 

lnconsistettcy.-By ordtlr of the last ,v esleyan Conference, the 
ministers of that body have for the last few months offered up 
prayers in all 4heir chapels that God would be graciously pleased 
o revive trade and commerce, that the people might have food to 

eat and raiment to put on, yet scarcely any of these ministers have 
helped to remove the cause that has produced this stagtlation. 
W.ould it not be well, while they pray for God to put out the fire 
that is consuming our national prosperity, also to put their hand 
to the bucket and help the Anti-Corn-Law engine with water to 
extinguish it ? 

Foreigll Competition.-A merchant trading to China, applied 
to Leeds and also to Germany for the price of a certain sort of 
woollen cloth called Spanish Stripes. The lowest ,rice fro~ Leedi 
was 4s. 7d. per yard, wherea11 from Germany they were offered at 
4s. laid down in London. The latter offer was accepted, and an 
experienced packer declared that they w~re quite equal to the 
Leeds goods, though they were 7 d. a yard )ess, besides the ex
pense of transit to London. 

The progress of correct principles.-It was well said by Sir 
Hesketh Fleetwood, " that we had reason to rejoice in the spread 
of the principles of free trade, more than if we had succeeded in 
actually repealing the Corn Laws, for practice without principle 
could never be lasting." When the people understood these 
principles, not only the Corn Laws, but all other monopolies will 
be swept away. 

Repeal and Temperance are twin interests-one teaches how to 
get, the other how to ke p and enjoy the blessings of Providence. 

Charity.-No time of the year seems to be so seasonable for 
the exercise of charity as this. However good the times may be, 
the aged, the infirm, the widow, and the fatherless, will alway11 
rPquire our assistance. Let us all ask our,elves have we don1it 
our duty to these unfortunate individuals of the human family ? 
Those who have plenty to eat and wear, anJ have good beds and 
comfortable homes, should I}lake themsel ve acquainted with the 
condition of those who are de titute. Every wardrobe should be 
emptied for the purpose of finding somethbg for the poor. ,va 
should neither be indifferent nor shut up the bowels of our compas
sion towards those who are in neea. As;istance at this cold 
inclement season, is of much more value thm at any other time. 

A nice Christmas present, at a mere tdl~ of expense, is the 
three Prize Essays, published by the Anti-Corn-Law League. 

A Cliartiiit and a Repealer.-" ,ve will. ~itate for he charter, 
and when we get that, tlie corn law is one of the .ft_rst that we 
will abolish.'' '' But do you really expect, supposung you had 
universal 11uffrage, that the first pa.~liammt wouid contain a 
majority of chartists?" "I do not.. "low ~her.l could yo_u 
:·epcal the corn Jaw ·1 If the country 1s to s.arve ~111 _You got um
versal suffrage ; and if even then they are. o w~1t bi l y~u had a 
majority, all relief from this must be vcr:r di:t ant mde~d. 

Cut it down.--" Sir R. Peel," said l\f ·. lawlins, at. the Prcscot 
meeting, " had endeavoured to spare_ th? barr~n fig_ tree, (the 
corn law,) by digging round it and givmg it another tinal,, ~ut the 
cry was no,v, 'cut. it down why cumbereth i the grou.nd. 

Paisley.-The number of unemployed ~ ~aisley is l l,800. 
The allowance is reduced one-fifth, and 1t 1 not known from 
what source money can be obtained to contnue relief. All i'elie 
for these poor pC'ople is but lingering sta1vation. For want o 
trade they are unemployed, and can neith1r support themselves 
nor be customers to others. 

THE NATIONAL TEMPERANc:t ADVO>CATE, 
(CIR.CULATION NEAHLY 0,000,) 

T HE Organ of the British Temperance A, ociation, amd, the oldast 
mo,t wirlely circulated, und cheapest ·>o~T YR ~: F. T~mpera11.~ 

Periodical. has commenced the year with a.new v,lnme wb1clh w 111 eonta1 u 
a series of i:llportant and original 

MEDICAL, MORAL, AND PHYSIOLOHCAL AIRTIC_LRS, 
Bv the first writers on the subject, besi(les a co,denscd rcp,ort ol Tempe 
ra.nce proceedings, Reviews, and other intcrestin1matter. 

The ADVOCATE is publiMherl Ill Douglas, on tie L5th of ea(;h month 
contains 12 qna1 to pages closely nnd ucutly prntccl, anc! a:an be sent t 
France the West Indies, Cunada, England, ! eland, cottland, and th 
Cbano:I Islands , POST FREB ; and to India, or t:e Uuited SJtates, ou pay 
ment of 2cl. per copy. . . 

It affords, therPfore, by far the best 11nd chea]E'St method of circulatJn 
Tempera1Jce princiyle and proceedings 171·atuilo ly, 11s lhe wosl age of la 
per copy is thereby entirely saved, . 

Annual subscriptions paid in advance, ouly L Ocl ; S co1p1es 10s.; 6 
copic~ 60s . : (being a most liberal allowance to Gmmmees (1).1· Agents.) 

Orders and comma!lications to be sent bcfoo the 6th oJI each mont!J 
addressed to the Editor, DR. LEES, Leeds. 

Priuted and ~ublished by J. Livesey, Preston. 501d by Gauisby ~n~ He 
wood, Manchester; Willmer, Liverpool, and Ant1Monopoly .IA&at0c1at1on, 7 
Water Street ; J. Kershaw, 14, South Market Leds; Houg_htton~ 47, Wei 
g.i.te Huddersfield· Riley, Chestergate, Stoc.port; Gilll, lackburn 
Wragg, Bury; J. D~wson, Clitheroe; E. Bo'!ker Accringtoru; .Free ft
offioe, Bolton.-Pric? Oue Halfpenny. A very hberlallowancottoellaj&lD, 



VESSEL. 
JAclt LJ'.:AGUJ:R.-,Vell, my lads, you may pump as long as you have breath in your body, but yo• will never save her. 

I ehall go at once and stop the leak. 
C..\.nPENTEF BoB.-There's too deep water in the hold, my boy, for you to attempt any such thing. We mllit pump -

away a11d eep brr afloat as long as we can. 
JAcK LlilAGUER.-Blow my timbers if I don't try. I don't despair of the good old hip. I know 11he can yet be made 

to weather the st)rm. 

The Ga1hering of the League. 
REAT AGGREG TE MEETINGS OF THE LEAGUE, 
A.NO BANQUETS, ON MONDAY, JANUARY 30, 184S, 
AND FOLLOWI?G DAYS. 

The above meeti~s 0£ the League "'ill commence on Mon
ay, the 30th Janua y, and be continued till Friday, the 3rd 
ebruary, in the follcwing order. 

On Monday, at Toolve o'clock precisely, the election 0£ Chair
an and Comm1ittees vill take place. 
On Monday evenin~, at Six o•clock, an aggregatt1 meeting will 

e held in tho IPavili::n, Peter-street, when the rep rt of ~he pro
eas of the Gr~at L gue Fund wm ba. nwred into. 

• • 

On Tuesday, the meeting will be specially directed to the con-: __ 
sideration of the corn laws aa affecting the agricultural classes. 

On Wednesday, to their effects upon manufactures and com
merce. 

On Wednesday Evening, a great Banquet will b11 given in the 
Pavilion, Peter-street. 

On Thursday morning, the meeting will specially consider tlta 
effect of the corn laws on the physical, moral, and religious con
dition of the people. 

On Thursday evening, a second great Banquet will take place 
in Peter-street. 

On Friday the concluding meeting will be hold, when the re
ports of the Committees will be presented for confirmation, and 
resolutions a to the futui-e eotme of pt'Ot':8eding ,vtll be n.soh'ed 
upon. · 



2 'THE · STRUGGLE.· 

THE APPROACHING DEMONSTRATION. 

This number of the Struggle comes into the hands of my readers 
just in time to decide their resolves ( should there be any yet hesita
ting) to visit and make a part of the Great Demonstration in 
Manchester, the metropolis of Repeal. We have heard of a 
"three days in Paris;" we have also heard of" a month's holi
day;" but next week is to be truly a holiday week, devoted to one 
of the best causes upon which Heaven ever smiled. So important 
is this meeting, that I wave " the address" intended for this num
ber, to substitute the following in its place. 

ADDRESS. 

The time is now so rapidly approaching for the great 
gathering of the League, that we can use little other 
language than that of anticipation. Our thoughts are 
turned away from the controversy, and we await the 
display of its results. What has been achieved, is now 
to be made apparent. Our funds will be ascertained, our 
members numbered, our strength exhibited, our pro
gress estimated, our determination reitsrated, and the 
prospect and nearness of success rendered matter of 
probable calculation. The argument must pause, while 
we see how widely and how deeply it has wrought con
viction. Friends and foes look to these coming days, 
for they are fraught with indications of futurity. As 
they pass, Hull'.).anity and Monopoly will be weighed 
in the balance. Can we doubt which will be found 
wanting? 

The invitation of the League has gone forth over the 
length and breadth of the land. The meeting which it 
summons is not that of a clan, class, or party. The 
grievance is national, and to the nation does it appeal. 
All who are indignant at oppression, or who deprecate 
the calamities that impoverish a whole people, or who 
feel for suffering millions, should hear that invitation as 
a trumpet-call. Let them come, from manufacturing 
towns or rural districts, from populous cities or sea ttered 
villages, near or remote; it is the gathering of Hu
manity for the assertion of its right to existence. And 
though no forms of legislation be there ; no pretension 
to its authority, or imitation of its processes; yet do we 
anticipate that the meeting vvill be in reality, in its com
position, its spirit, and its influence, a true representa
tion of the people of Eugland. 

They whose personal interests are bound up with 
the commercial prosperity of their country, thriving if 
that advances, and ruined if that declines ; they whose 
capital is embarked in agriculture, but who have learned 
to calculate what restriction has done for them, and 
how far its taxation and uncertainity overbalance its 
unjust and gambling gains; they who live by the labour 
of their hands, and who must have work that they may 
eat; they who :find cheapened provisions still too dear, 
and cry for some to help them; they who possess abun
dance, hearing that cry, would earn the blessing of 
such as are ready to perish, not by the dole of a tran
sitory charity, bat by enabling them to help themselves; 

-they who have studied the wisest policy in th.e pages of 
experience, or in the dictates of justice;- they tvho 
preach to the people the mercy of their Maker, offer on 
eaeh returning Sabbath the Christian prayer for daily 

bread, and know how many want it, and wl at direful 
~onsequences that want induces ; they wiith whom all 
party purposes, or pride of station, or clas:s :ellowship, 
are subordinated to the voice of truth, justice, and hu
manity; all will be there, either in person, ff by those 
who know theii: condition, sympathise in tl~ir suffer
ings, and commit themselves to the advoc acy of their 
cause before heaven and earth. 

That meeting will be memorable, even shculd it fail. 
It would find a place in the world's annals, a3 does . the 
lost battle that seals the ruin of an empire. For what 
less than the ruin of England would be the triumph of 
monopoly ? And monopoly will triumph, if expectation 
be disappointed in this demonstration which should 
crown our work, and make its moral influence irresisti
bly felt in the legislative struggle that will ensue. But 
it cannot fail, if the people be true to themselves. Com
mercially, not less than politically, " for a nation to be 
free, it is sufficient that she wills it;" sufficient as the 
ground of right, and sufficient as an exercise of power. 
Let the gathering of the League be raised into a mani
festation of the national will. Let all feel that person-
ally, or by their contributions and co-ope~a.tion, they 
must do their part at this momentous cns1s. There 
should be no delay, no hesitation, no waiting for better 
opportunities. Tliis is the best opportunitr. It is 
,. now or never." The meeting would be memorable, 
even though it were only the last of a g n.llant but un
successful struggle to save the sinking interests of thi 
great nation, but what blessings will ever attend its re
collection, should it prove the harbinger of that bloodies 
triumph, that godlike victory, that peacefal conquest o 
of the rewards of industry, and the relief of povert 
from prejudice and monopoly, for whic~ we .wage o 
holy warfare. Who will not look back to 1:, with hones 
pride and heartfelt satisfaction ? Crowd~d ports, an 
busy work-shops, and happy homes, ~nd che surplus o 
well-paid toil overflowing into the ~nJoyr1~nts that _re 
:fine and exalt human existence, will be its trophies. 
Those who struggled, will be thankful foi having mad 
the sacrifices and completed the effort ; and those wh 
must yield, as some must, ere the legislative work ~ 
finished, will thank their God that th y :forewent the1 
peculiar interests, or party ties, or cheriihed predilec 
tions ; and thoua-h late, yet efficiently. became coadju 
tors in staying the plague, and bringirg down upo 
earth the renewed benediction of heaven. 

Modern statemanship does not put its~lf in advanc 
of the people. It waits even for the Jroposition o 
what it wishes, till the public be sufficimtly aroused 
And when that occurs, it does not lo~ delay eve 
what it would rather have avoided. S:atesmen wil 
follow when the people show themselves ietermined t 
lead. Arise then, in your strength; tle strength o 
reason, justice, humanity, and invincible ·eslOlve; giv 
to this assembly the moral grandeur whch your ze 
and numbers, intelligence and principle, can alon 
impart ; and its voice will sound forth _to ~JI the worl 
as the sure annunciation that all taxation om food an 
all restrictions on commerce are about b ]Pass awa 
Their total repeal will become in men' 5 mnda! a fact ae 
complished. 
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LENDING THE PRIZE ESSAYS AND DIFFU
SING KNOWLEDGE. 

So important is it that the Prize Essays should be read 
by every man in England, Ireland, and Scotland, that I 
recompiend every association to purchase a few hundred co
pies, and post a notice in their respective towns that copies 
will be lent out for reading to any person who will take care 
of them, and return them within-say, the period of seven 
days. Let one or two evenings in the week be allotted for 
delivering these out, and a register kept of the names, so that 
if they should not be returned they may be sent for. Some few 
copies will be Jost, but the value will be little compared to 
the advantage which will be gained. Society must be steeped 
in Free Trade knowledge ; and I trust that so soon as the 
electors are supplied, a plan will be hit upon for supplying 
every family in the kingdom. with AN ANTI-CORN-LAW MAN

UAL, containing every argument for repeal, and a clear an
swer to every objection V'r hich can be raised against it. 
Depcn upon it, this is the cheapest and most <:ffectual mode 
of converting the whole country, and carrying the measure. 

NO SURRENDER! 

Well, if the Corn Law should ·not be repealed this session, 
what will you do? What will we do ? Why go on agitating, to 
be sure, if it be seven years to come. But where will you get 
the money ? Oh we shall get the money; we must save it ollt 
of something else ; it is the country's cause, and we must work 
till e win the day. The advance of ls. per week only upon the 
food of five millions of families is £250,000 a year, a sum five 
time the amount now asked by the League, in order that this 
law may be abolished. If £250,000 per week is thus expended, 
wa•t u, given away, extorted, plumlered from the people, by this 
law ,-that for one month will be a million, and for twelve 
months, upwards of twelve millions sterling. But if the price of 
bread rc,se four shillings instead of one, to every working man's 
family, &nd if they were still able to obtain the same quantity of 
food, tl1e expenditure for one week, instead of being increased 
by £251),000, would be increased one million pounds sterling, 
a11d thr<iughout the year, upwards of fifty millions I With such 
appa lin~ facts before us, we will never talk of relaxing in the 
contest, however long it may continue, till justice becomes tri
umphant 

PETITIONING EXTRAORDINARY! 

I ottld like us "to astonish the natives," in St. Stephen's 
this sessions with our petitions. Not only would I have 
milli'on of signatures, but at least one million of petitions. 
Everry family for repeal should send a separate petition. The 
feeli.121g in the country, I am sure, is strong enough; it only 
nee ·s to be called out. We have hundreds of friends in 
ench: t(lWn that would w1·ite these petitions in the evenings 
for amusement. Vast numbers of young men would be 
p:ro d to do it, without any expense. I shall have mine 
ready 10 be presented, if possible, on the first evening of 
the sessions, signed by every member of my family. 

- THE ADVANTAGE OF ORGANIZATION. 

A ra1gement and concentration constitute no mean elements in 
battLing against a national foe. Enemies have often been at
tack<ed m vain for want of these ; strong feelings may exist against 
any bac law, but if these are scattered throughout a nation, 
with<out a powerful mode of expression, a good organization, and 
a comfi&ntial and power-Cul leadership, the evil of such laws is 
not liike.y to be sufficiently exposed, nor the attack upon it suffi
cientJy 7owerful to give hope of its repeal. If there had been a 
natioma "League," against tha new poor law, we should not 
have· baJ. it renewed every yaar with so tremendoss a majority. 
Agaiinst the Com Law we have "a League," national, powerful, 
wise., mluible-pledied to perHvere till ·fietory erown, H• la
bQur&. 

FINALITY. 

It is finality in Corn Law legislation for which farmers 
are most anxious. This can never be had on any ground 
but repeal. Since the passing of the law in 1815, there 
have been five parliamentary committees to inquire into 
agricultural distress, so that they have no reason to be in 
love with protecting laws, which bring upon themselves 
periodical distress. The periods of commercial distress have 
been still more frequent and more lasting ; so that both classes 
from their own experience may join in repudiatingthis delusive 
measure. If any minister could be found bold enough 
to give out that his sliding scale, or his fixed duty, was to be 
a final measure, he would be laughed at as a simpleton. 
An over-taxed people demand that at least their bread shall 

·be free, and will be content with nothing else. The farm
ers seeing this clearly, say, " It had better come to this at 
once, and then we shall know what to do." Farmers r 
hasten on at once this repeal. You cannot now pay your 
rents~ and until this be passed, landlords will keep flattering 
you, as they have done before, with the hope that things 
will mend. The Leaguers are the finality men ; they want 
to pass a law which cannot be repealed, that is, a repeal 
of all the bad statutes on the book refering to food and 
trade. 

FLUCTUATIONS. 

To shew that fluctuations have been the consequence of our 
Corn Laws, it appears that "the variation in the price of wheat, 
under the law of 1815, was as much as 196 per cent., and under the 
law of 1828, as much as 119 per cent. per quarter." 

Nothing is so disastrnus to the farmer as fluctuations, and noth
ing can so effectuallyprevent it as a free and extensive connection 
of imports to make up the deficiency of our own production when 
we need it. The more extensive the range from which we draw 
our supplies, and the steadier the price will be. On this ground 
alone the farmers ought to agitate for free trade in corn. No corn 
bill has ever yet been able to steady prices, as will be seen from 
the following table, referring to the various Corn Laws pas1ed 
from the year 1670 to that of 1228 :-

Year in which Lowest Price of Highest Price Fluctuation 
the Corn Law Wheat, under under this law 

was passed. under this law. this law. Per cent. 

s. d. I!, d. 
1670 35 6 64 n, 80 
1689 23 0 81 0 252 
1773 35 7 59 0 67 
1791 41 0 

. 
156 0 280 

1804 49 6 155 0 213 
1815 38 I 112 7 196 
1822 40 0 69 0 72 
1828 36 0 79 0 119 

1-Ieavy debt and taxes-"You forget our national debt,'' say 
some agriculturists ; " how can you expect us to compete w.ita 
those who h:i.ve no debt and no taxes to pay?" I answer. first, 
Ym, don't pay the taxes; the share you pay of the taxes is Tery 
small indeed; but if it were ever so large, a law would not make 
your burden easier which impoverished your customers till you are 
obliged to keep them as paupers. Secondly-Upon this same 
ground the manufacturers might claim a protection; that is, a law 
to compel people to give them one-third more for their goods 
than they are worth; for 'they have to pay their full share ot 
the taxes. And I am sure the labourers will demand pro
tection, upon this ground, before any others; for they are the 
most numerous, and pay the most taxes. They must then have 
a protecting law to raise their wages, that is, to make every far
mer, and landowner, and every body else, give 181. per week to 
those who hitherto received only 1211. This .in foolish argument, 
thou1h often resorted to. 
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VARIETIES. 

An old Monopoly.-There is a law that all the dead shall be 
buried in woollen. Thil no doubt was to encourag-, t.ne wool
lea trade. B11t in trade yoa cannot specially protect one branch 

itbo t injuring others. It does not strike the protectionist& that 
every additional expense laid up911 an article above its real valu~ 
falls upon the purchaser. To compel people now to wear a wool
len s11it £or the grave, would only be in character with compelling 
hungry people to be content with batr a, belly Cull of English food, 
while for the same money they could fill it with American. The 
t?est protection to all is universal freedom. 

A Child's Talh.-" Could not the Queen take off' the Corn 
Laws, father?"-" No, love, s-he has not the power,'' was the 
father's answer. "But she is greater than Sir Robert Peel," the 
child immediately .rejoined. "How is she greater?" inqllired the 
father. "Because he is her servarit," answered the child. These 
remarks really present the Queen in a degrading llght, but not 
less degrading than true, Cor ariy foreigner reading over all that 
now passes, wonld suppose at once that Sir Robert Peel, and not 
Victoria, exercised the Cunctiona of .Majesty, and tbat enacting 
and repealing lawa all rested with. him. 

Univer•ality in America.-Dickin•, In his notes on Amerioa, 
refering to the Universities, says, "that in their whole course or 
1t11dy and instruction, they Tecogni•e a 111orld, and a broad 
one too, beyond the college wall•.'' Woalcl that tbia could 
be said of ours. Would that our landed aristocracy would re
eogni:ze objects 10 magnificent. 

Falli,ig Re11e11ue.-In 1889, the proceeds of the revenue from 
the Excise were £14,518,142, and the customs £22,063,118, 
makinc together £;36,681,260, exceeding the proceeds of 1842 
by six millions sterling. There could not be a greater proof of 
the lamentable condition of the people than these results.-Sun. 

The ric4 oad tke poor.-" We want not the feeling, but the e:r
p,u,ion of more sympathy between the rich and the poor, in mo ... 
personal communication with them.'' Thus writes the bread
taxing Po,t. A truer sentiment was never penned; but until the 
people are made IHttcr off, this alienation, I fear, will continue. 
There is a great gulph at preaent betwis:t theae classes, and that 
la, the masa of exiating poverty ; Jet this be remove!f. and the re
conciliation will be then likely to take place. To break down 
the wall of aeparation, is to repeal the laws which rob the poor. 
Nothing makes them 10 surly as J)unger ; nothing so revengeful a• 
•JDpty bellies and empty pockets. 

:Wllo u,ould be the 1'1RST to receive the be•efit• of Repeal,_ 
The working people. They would immediately be sought for and 
•JDployed, and get wages the jirat 1Deek. The masters, who would 
apeculate in anticipation or a large demand would be the nes:t, 
but he would not be 'bene6ted till his goods were sold, which mu&t 
be IOID8 time after. 

Horrible tk1'th throug}t, Drtmlenvs,.-On Saturday iiight last~ 
4nn Garner, of Old•atreet, A•bton-under-lyne, a wonaan ill her 
60th year. who was in the habit of taking intoxicating dnnk. wa• 
found in her own house burnt to death ! It appears that &be b 
lif!en drinking rum all day, and went home about eight o'clo 
quite intoxicated, and that a little after nine she was found in one 
cornet of the house almost burnt to a cinder. I believe it cannot 
be ascertained how she caught fire, as very little fire was in the 
house, but the neighbours who Ml.w her, inform me that her lips 
~nd n01e were burnt entirely off; and that her chest was shockingly 
~mt. From that I should say that the inflammable liquor might 
posaibly have taken fire, and that she bad burnt inwardly. 

J. THORNTON, 

Why don't &nta drop ?-Squire --, six miles from Preston, 
met a neighbour of his just after hi1 last Rent day, and gave him 
the most deplorable !)tatement as to the nonpayment of Rents. 
The same gentleman has lately had several farms to let, owing to 
the old tenants not being able to pay their rents, yet they have all 
let for more money than before ! There ne-,er was so much chang
ing of fums, ·et rents do not drop, because the poor farmers, who 
in.creaae in number 1>v ty :year, and wl10 cannot. ii,n<l tjare note -

a.t"kin tr:1.d , are conlpetiM, orcl1 a.m:t each othor. 'Si.ill ly to 
get '' ho ovar t oir heads.'' 

Tice New 'fithing SyJtem.-Somehow or other the owners , 
of the tenths, have been speclaHy favoured by the arra11gcment1 
under the cQmmutation act. It cannot be supposed that it has 
arisen from any anxiety of theirs to increase thei1· worldly 
atore11, but must have resulted from a conviction of the la.ndown
era that their services had been underpaid before. The poor 
Janners, l10wever, complain most bitterly ; and you cannot 
make them believe that their gain in spirituals is at all equal to 
their loss it1 tempora.ls. About Eccleston and 1\1 udsley, lhe 
tithe rent is from 8s. to l0s. an acre, and it is said the Rectorial 
tithes commutated make some hundreds a year more for those 
who are " crucified to the world,'' than under the old 
system. I know one farmer who states he will uot have 
this year more than 30 loads of meal to sell, and yet his 
tithe rent is £16. Instead of reckoning this rent by seven week• 
of the present year, it is by act Qf parliament reckoned according 
to the pi-ices of the past seven years I My acquaintance with 
Rectors is certaialy not very exten1ive, otherwise I might have 
hea.rd of handsome returns being made of some 10 or 20 per 
cent., for, no doubt, such acts frequebtly occur I 

A" Overproduction of Farmers.~ '' 'There are ten acres of land 
advertised to be let close to mine, but I do not think any body will 
take it;" so said a farmer. ' 1 But supposing there wai a farm 
house attached to it, would it not then let?" " Oh it would be 
taken directly.'' I really think farmers deserve more pity than 
any other class. Mr. Cobden 11ays, that during the next session 
he intends austaining the character of the real "farmer•• friend." 
We must all do this. Nobody needs defending more. 

A Stewart!• Reply.-Joseph -- called lately upon Nr. --, 
•teward for --, and stated that he really could not alfo d to pay 
his preaent rent. " You c~n leave it as soon as you like ; [ have 
twenty persons ready to take it at the same rent," was hi, aruswer. 
Truly, farmers will shortly eat each other up; but while they are 
doing this, what becomes of the land? Nothing is laid out upon 
it ; all improvement& are at a stand, and farmers are tak.ng fums 
just as a man rwis under a shed when he sees the st01 before 
him. 

The wisdom oJ the League.~" I admire t,hp wisdon o>f the 
conductors of the Anti-Corn-Law Lt,ague/' said the lev·. Dr. 
Heugh, at the Glilsgow Meeting, "in resolving that, cmt w·hat it 
may, the country shall be i-1,.fqrmed-that those who carnot read 
shall hear-that lecturers shall be everywhere-that the rresgi shall 
discharge tracts L>y tons-that these tracts shall be stcredl with 
facts-that the light of knowledge sh11,ll gleam in at ever~ wiindow 
of every dwelling-that the apathetic shall consist onl) of those 
who are deaf, or blind, or both-that all who can think 111alLthink 
-that those who can feel shall feel-that every tongue slall speak 
but that of the dumb-every hand contribute but that of the, poor 
and helplE\sS-that our opponents, if we shall long have my,, shall 
be reduced to the necessity of a hopeless fight with facb. I be
lieve in the potency of truth; and I am confident, that wham the 
truth on the subject of the corn laws, the whole trith,, and 
nothing but the truth, shall be submitted to the inqmst of an 
informed country, the verdict will be prompt and decilivre, and 
these laws shall have their doom.'' (Great cheering.) 

Gradual abolition.-Ask the farmers if the gradualabrolition 
would not be preferable to an immediate repeal, and tie amswer 
is, "No, no, let us be protected in reality, or take awa, alll pro
tection. If we are to die, let us die ; but do not tortur, ti• with 
a slow death. "-Stirling Observer. 

A Hint.-lt might give greater publicity to some of tle a1rticle1 
in The Struggle, if some friend in each town would send i coJpy to 
the Editor of thi, nearest newspaper in circulation, who i faivour-
able. ' 

NOTICE. 

No. 1 to 52 of the Struggle are now Stitched wib llndex 
and Cover, and are on Sale, price 2s. 

Printed and published by J. Livesey, Preston. Sold by Gadsb: an Hey
wood, Marchester; Willmer, Liverpool, and Anti-Monopoly Assoc iation, 
7. Water Street: J . Kershaw, H, outh Market, Leeds; Hou.htoim, t7, 
Westgate, Hu 'dcrsfield; Riley, Chestcrgate, Stockport; Gill, F.acktburn; 
Wragg, B ry, J Da\l'son, Clitheroe; E. Bowker, Accrington; :'ree~ Press 
Offi e, B wti.~Priee Onlf Halipenny. A vecy libl)ral allo ,;a ~ no ell 
~~ . 



"It is but tequity that they who feed, clothe, and lodge the whole body of the people, should have such a share in the produce 
of their own labour as to be themselves tolerably well fed, clothed, and lodged."-AnAM SMITH. 

L.IJ.NDLORD .IJ.ND FARMER .. 
JoHN SMITH.-If you please, Mr. Rackland, I have spent two hundred pounds in draining this farm of yours, and J thiuk 

u ought to give me a pretty long lease in order that I may have a chance of getting my money back. 

SQUIRE, RACKLAND.-You see, John, I have had a very bad run of luck with my horses. I am worried to death with 
ttlements ,and mortgages; and knowing yot!' have my fam1 at a low rent, I w-as corning to give you no~e that I should raise 
ur rent. ' 

JoHN.-Ah well a day! this is the way my money goes into your pocket. As soon as I ha..-e improved your land with 
y little capiital, you raise my rent. I wa!i a fool for not insisting on a 14 years lease. 

SQUIRE •• -If you had insisted on it, you would not have got it. 

JoaN.-"\Vell, I must give up the farm, and lose my two hundred pounds. It is more than I can do to pay the poor 
tes. A wlhole lot of labourers are come back from Manchester, where the}' have been seeking work, and they are all now on 
e parish. And then stuffs so low; I can't pay any more rent. 

SQUIRE .. -John, John, put your shoulder to the wheel and try your best, and don't be calling on Jupiter. 

Jou:N. -I know nought about Jupiter, but we farmers will be calling upon somebody else very soon, and that will be 
e landlordsi. 

SQUtRE .. -You may call till you are blind-(Goes off in a huff, and glances at the draining trenches and tiles.)-Tt will be hard 
I can't get more rent out of Master Smith's successor. He shall budge, that's flat, and he may emigrate or do as he pleases . 

• JonN.-(Scowls at him as he leans over his &pade.)-And this is what they "call a fine old English gentleman I What 11. 

g of a life we farmers lead. It was but the other night I found a fellow applying a match to my corn ricks, and if they had 
en burnt, what abatement of rent should I have got ?-(snaps his ftngers)-not that much. He may take his farm. I have 
t my mone,y and I can't be worse. If this is the protectio1' we get with the Corn Lawe::, I've .done with them; I wish they 
re blown aiway for ever. 

ND. 58,. 
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TO THE WORKING CLASSES.-No. 4. 

I have been looking over several newspapers, which some 
of you are in the habit of reading, for the purpose of noticing 
the objections which are raised against the Anti-Corn-Law 
agitation. I will frankly give you the impressions made upon 
my own mind by the pursual. 

The first thing that struck me is this, the general suspicion 
with which the working classes are taught by political lead
ers to look upon every movement in which any other class 
but themselves take a part. Every body is to be suspected; 
every body's motives are to be impugned, and no credit is to 
be given for honesty of purpose to any person or class but 
themselves. Thus it is attempted to reduce you to a sort 
of Ishmaelites, of whose chief it was said, " his hand was 
against every man, and every man's hand against him." 
Nay, this suspicion and distrust is carried so far a.s to de
nounce many of your own class who have professed to be char
tists and universal suffrage men, but who, nol submitting to 
be dictated to, are modestly called "black-legs," "trick
sters," "imposters,'' and "universal suffrage hypocrites!" 

If those who profess the same principles, and are enlisted 
under the same banner, are thus fighting and devouring 
one another, no wonder that the friends of Frfe Trade, the 
advocates of Corn Law repeal, should be held up to scorn 
and contempt. Indeed, the spirit that d 'ctates these papers 
calls in question every body's motives but its own, w\1ich 
it considers, no doubt, the shortest way of meeting their 
arguments. If the repeal doctrine be untemihle; let it be 
confuted, and with reasonable persons, that confutation will 
not be the less impressive, because it is effected by reason
ing, and not abuse. I pity the advocate who has no stronger 
argument, than raillery and abuse, and the weakness of the 
minds who choose such a guide. A specimen may be 
given :-The Free Traders are called" canting hypocrites," 
• "rascally gang," '' an audacious body of knaves," '' blood 
trafficers," " free trading flesh mongers of the Cobden 
school." These are the arguments of those who constantly 
puff themselves off as the exclusive fri nds of the people ! 

Before I proceed further, allow me to say that I never 
pretend to inquire into the individual character of those 
who may join the Free Trade movement, or any other 
association, as a condition of my joining. My plan is 
to satisfy myself that tile principles are correct, that the 
object is laudable and likely to be accomplished. This I 
have done respecting the Free Trade system, and these would 
attach me to it, however many faults might be traced to 
some of its members. 

However, as to character, honesty of purpose, disinter
estedness, patriotic motives, and sterling love for the interests 
of the whole people, I believe the Free Traders need not 
shrink from comparison with those of any other movement 
at the present time. 

Convinced, however, of the superior importance of their 
principles, and of the power of truth for its own establish
ment, they have generally avoided collision with other par
ties ; they have never been the aggressors, and they have no 
inclination to be such ; they are too much absorbed in their 
own affairs, to go out of their way to employ their time 
and talents in the wholesale abuse of others. 

If I had any weight with some of the Chartists, I would 
most seriously recommend a seventh point, without which 
the other half a dozen I fear will bei worth nothing, and 
that is, to give other people credit for honesty as well as 
taemselves. Their suspicions and bickerings have well nigh 
destroyed their own organization, and their factioas opposi
tion to, and their virulent denunciations of the Free Tra
der~ ha.vc eon\ffl'.ted many of their friends into foe&. 

Is it possible, I would ask, for any isolated class in thi1 
country, to accomplish any large national reform? To 
overthrow any of the long grown corruptions of the state, 
requires a close combination of all classes; and it is for 
you to decide, therefore, whether those who perpetually 
foment divisions act like sincere friends of the people. 

If, for instance, manufacturers have the power, which is 
falsely attributed to them, of giving what wages they please, 
and of using the people as cruelly as they think proper, do 
you conceive that calling them "money mongers," n usurers," 
" blood suckers," and " vampires who revel in the sweat 
and blood of the toiling millions," is likely to induce them 
either to relinquish that power, or use it with less severity? 
Now I readily admit that there are masters who act 
with unreasonable severity, and who are abbettors of a 
"grinding system;'' but I ask you candidly whether 
the retention of the present monopoly system, or 
Free Trade, is likelier to consolidate and increase that 
power? Is not Free Trade, which would increase 
the demand for labour, and give the operatives a 
larger command over the necessaries of life, tl)e likeliest 
of all means for lessenin.,., if not destroying it altogether? 
Why then rail against tyranny, and yet advocate a system 
which produces it? In my mind, freedom of commerce, 
and the operative's freedom from aJl impositions and un
just restraints are identical ; and I cannot for the world 
see how cheaper food and more demand for labour, under 
any political arrangement, can be against the interest of 
the working man. If there be some " who would work 
the poor like galley slaves, for a pittance barely suffi
cient to keep soul and body together,'' it should be re
membered that it has been under the reign of monOJJoly 
that they have been able to do this; that under any 
change these poor could not be worse ; and that the only 
present prospect of amelioration or deliverance, is giving 
them a g1·eater portion of that which "keeps soul and body 
together," and increasing their "pittance," by increasing 
the demand for their labour. 

Indeed so identified are the principles of Free Trade 
with those of eternal justice, that, notwithstanding 
the power of the legislature, and the landed interest at it1 
back; notwithstanding the incessant, and for a short time, 
the successful attempts which were made to set the opera
tives in hostility to the League, it has made such an as
tonishing progress that its ultimate triumph is now almost 
generally admitted. It was at one time denounced as only 
the selfish movement of a few cotton lords ; if this had been 
true, how could it have enlisted the sympathies of a whole 
nation, includi~g many connected with the land? " It is 
its money that sustains it," say some; but if its organization 
had not embodied any important national principle, who 
would have been so foolish, voluntarily, to have contributed 
their money? Without giving an opinion upon, much less 
depreciating any other agitation, I feel confident that the 
Corn Law question must.first be settled before tile country can 
be brougllt out upon any other question. I could laugh at 
the simplicity of those who cry out,-" let us hear nothing 
of Free Trade antecedent to the people's enfranchisement"
'' those who want Free Trade and cheap bread be-

j<Yre enfranchisement, cannot be trusted,"-if it were not 
for the absurdity, not to say cruelty, of the proposition. 
Because we cannot get political power, we will not have a 
cheap loaf! because we cannot be the law-makers ourselves, 
we will not seek the benefit of a good law made by others ! 
Are we to regard this as a specimen of the sympathy which 
the present sufferers are to expect from a system which 
places all relief upon the condition of obtaining the char. 
ter? "If we can't get this we will have nothing; nay 
moret we will hinder others from obtainini reli~ and cfueot 
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our greatest hostility towardi the Free Traders, who are 
likeliest to succeed!" Some may be so infatuated as to be-
1ieve in the propriety of this course ; but others oppose the 
repeal because they know that it would allay that discontent, 
of which they are ready to take advantage. " Repeal the 
Corn Laws," said a chartist to his friends who opposed us 
at one of our meetings, " and you will not get up another 
agitation for forty years." A more valuable, perhaps a truer 
testimony could not have been given to the cause we 
have espoused. 

In reading over these papers, I find many of the old 
threadbare fallacies reiterated, though sometimes dressed up 
in a new garb. I have marked several of the most prom
inent, but their exposure must stand over for another week. 

All I have to beg in conclusion is, that upon this, as 
upon all other subjects, you will endeavour to form your 
own opinion, without being led or misled by any other 
party. Yours is the most numerous class, the most im
portant class, and at present the class enduring by far 
the greatest share of privation. And though I agree with 
you that class legislation has been the chief cause of these 

. privations, yet I maintain that legislation, in whosesoever 
hands it may be placed, can never long run counter to tlie 
expressed opinion of an united people. Distant as we must 
all view the hope of any organic change, why should we 
not work together for a present good ?-a good now cer
tain if we demand it ; ~nd which can only fail for want 
of the support of those who, more than any other, are 
intn"ested in the issue. But it will not fail; I now see 
daily increasing symptoms, of a more decided friendly 
feeling on the part of the masses ; yet before the question 
is carried, I could like to see demonstrations of the united 
classes throughout the kingdom, so that all might share in 
the credit of the downfall of monopoly, and that the rejoic
ing might be common to all. 

I am 
Your obedient Servant, 

THE STRUGGLER. 

AMERICAN PROVISIONS. 

The Coll owing letter from Mr. Wood, in Chillicocbe, in the state 
of Ohio, will be read with interest. 

Chillicoche, December 17, 1842. 
Dear Sir,-It gives me pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of 

your very friendly letter of the 2nd ultimo, and to return you my 
thanks for the various interesting and important information it 
contains in regard to provisions. 

About 25,000 hogs will ue put up and shipped from this place 
this sea son. The market price for hogs is from I dollar 20 cents 
(5s. 3d.) to 2 dollars 00 cents (8s. 4d.) per IOOlws. neat according 
to size. We are not engaged in the business this year, but I fat
tened I, 700 hogs from corn which I raised myself, and so)d them 
at 2 dollars (8s. 4d.) per IO0lbs. to a. friend here who is engaged 
in packing. I have little confidence that money will be made by 
the packers, even at these very low prices. If we have anything 
to comp lain of in this country, it is of the superabundance of all 
the pro eacts of the earth and the difficulty of finding a good 
market. We have noticed, with much interest, the political 
changes lately taken place in England, and amongst them a revision 
of the t ariff, which enables foreign countries to send their pro, 
ducts into your markets. But the experiment has yet to be 
tried, whether we in the west can make profitable shipments of 
provisions to England. Persons are now engaged. at Cincinnati 
and otller places, in putting up pork for the English market, and 
I am disposed to await the result of the experiment before I en
gage in it ; but were I engaged in the provision business at this 
time, I believe I would make a small adventure . It would be a 
great tb ing for the west could we find a profitable market in 
England. I am of the opinion that it would be a steady one. 

I remain, very truly, your friend, 
GEO. weon. 

Kr. Wm. S. Martin, Birmingham. 

WHAT IS TEMPERANCE ? 

In a newspaper, drongly depreciating intemperance, and pressing 
upon the people sobriety as essential to their political freedom, I 
was rather amused to find the following explanation. I need not 
say that it is at least a dozen year1 in arrear of the true teetotal 
light of this ceuntry. 

"We are not now advocates of that "whole-hog" system of 
abstemiousness which goes under the name of teetotalism. We 
believe that, at particular times, and under peculiar circumstances, 
of constitutional temperament, occupation, acquired habits, &c., 
&c., a glass or two of wine, or a mug of wholesome home-brewed 
ale may exhilirate, invigorate, and do good, in more senses than 
one, to those who can affora and require it. 1Ve bE'lieve that 
this moderate species of indulgence is not fqrbidden by any code 
oflaws, moral, spiritual, or medical. We believe that Providence 
did not give us the vine for the mere sake of eating the fruit, and 
that barleJ, as well as the grape, was intended for drink as well as 
for food. At all events, the occasional and moderate use of these 
beverages can do no harm and may do good, and we have therefore 
regarded it as a species of fanaticism to insi t upon any portion 
of the community-particularly the over-worked portion-going 
the length of teetotalism, unless in the case of confirxi,ed drnnkards, 
for whom total abstinence is, we foar, the only effectual cure. But 
we have ever been-and are now more than ever-confirmed ad
vocate& of temperance. (!) 

CORN RENTS. 

If farmers will consider the position they l1old, they will be 

convinced that, unless they wish to be constantly tossed to and fro, 
and gambled out of all they possess, they should now engage for 
corn rents only. This would equally answer for dairy farms where 
the chief produce is cheese or butter ; for such is the close calcu. 
lation in cultivating land, that it is constantly changed from the 
arlicle which sells lowest to that which is higher. The landlord 
allows the farmer the use of a piece ofland, upon which he exclu-
1,ively lays out his money and employs labour. He is ready to say, 
" The land is mine, and I ought to have a consideration for allow
ing you to use it;" to which the farmer answ&rs, "What so rea
sonable as a sum proportioned to the selling value of the produce 'I'' 
Why should he have a fixed sum of money, when the produce will 
not sell for a fixed price? If the price of the produce were to regu
late the rent, the risk would fall upon the individual best ablo to 
bear it. No farmer can cultivate with any advantage to himself, 
or indeed to his landlord, without a long lease ; but although he 

may calculate the probable quantity his farm will produce, he can
not calculate as to the price, and it is but reasonable, therefore, 
that he should pay in corn, and not in money; or, hi other words, 
a rent calculated by the price of the produce. Could any land
lord, not wishing to dupe or ruin his ten.,.uts, require fairer terma 
than these? Why should the man who does not Jay out a penllf, 
be ensured of a regular return of rent; and the man who expends 
his capital, employs labour, and is subject to great anxieties, be 
alone liable to all the risks incident to bad weather, bad crops, 
impoverished customers, and were justice doae, to foreign com
petition also? Though this would not guarantee the tenant from 
all losses incident to the trade of farming, it would from that 
greatest source of loss-fluctuation in prices; and it would also 
(unlike the old tiijling system) give to the farmer the whole ad. 
vantage of any increased production which might be the result of 
superior skill, industry, and enterprise. Under long leases and 
cor-n tents, the land would reco..-er itself, the trade of farming be
come respectable, and adopted by persons of capital. Land would 

doubtless be much improved by this regulation, and made to yield 

much more food than at present; consequently, it. would he 
great national advanta,e. 
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VARIETIES. 

Letting Farms.-" How do farms 1'3t now ?" inquired I of a 
farmer the other day. "Why the farm which l have just left let 
the other day for the same rent I gave for it." "Why who would 
venture to take it?'' " .l\Ir.-----., a country joiner, has taken 
it, he had nothing to do, and having several lads and lasses at 
home, I suppose be is for trying his lnck." This shows clearly 
how bad trade is trenching upon the farmers' interest. 

Population and Wealth.-Adam Smith, speaking of population 
as a sign of national prosperity, and referring to North Amerfoa in 
1773, says, that "labour is so well rewarded there, that a numer
ous family of children, instead of being a burden, was a source of 
opuler.ce and prosperity ; that the labour of each child before it 
could leave their house, was computed to be worth a hundred 
pounds clear to its parents; that a young widow with four or five 
children, who in ,Europe would have no chance of a second hus
band, was frequently courted as a sort of fortune.'' 

:Local attachment.-In showing how men are attached to the 
locality of their birth and connections, Adam Smith states, that 
men work for much less wages in the country than in towns, and 
adds, " it appears evident from experience that man is of all sorts 
of luggage the most difficult to transport.'' Upon th.is I would 
observe, that the deep pressure of necessity must have been 
deeply felt before so many could have been induced to turn 
their backs upon their country cottages to live in our crowded 
town11. 

To the Friends of Chandos.-Wanted to purchase half a dozoo 
estates where the land is "to go out of cultivation,'' when the corn 
law ii repealed. The earliest information with particulars, is re
quested, as the advertiser is anxious to prevent ropes or razors 
from doing any damage, in the anticipation of such a eatastrophy. 
Apply at Cobden Castle, Freelandshire. 

Brain Prihting.-The schoolmaster is now at home ; and one 
oC.. his last lessons advertised is, "brain printing,'' by which soma 
" master e.rtraordinary" i:,ngages to teacl1 the French or English 
language to foreigners, in 12 lessons I Paper printing has been 
done to such an extent, that the world no doubt might be covered 
with it many thousand times; and all that has been wanting to give 
it real usefulness is this brain printing. If we thought the brains 
of the bread taxers were capable of receiving a" good impression," 
we certainly woul<l. try thia new discovery upon them. We would 
teach them, not one language, btt.t the natural language of all na
tions, "Bread should not be taxed," 

The distress oftlie docking weavera, in the Midland counties, is 
o~iag, it ii said, to their being undersold by foreign manufactu
rers. In this trade, the same frame bus been used for 200 years; 
there has been no invention of new machinery here: and the. fact 
is, that nothing but, such invention can save them. Unless they 
progres11 in improvements, they will have to give all their trade 
into the hands of their foreign rivals. 

Charnochers.-In Cockerham, near Garstang, Lancashire, the 
plan of the Duke of Buckingham and his neighbours is adopted. 
The parish officer ke~ps a list of the able-bodied poor, and I sup
pose by a mutual understanding, he sends them to the farm houses, 
as often, and in such numbers, as :be thinks fair ; the wages are 6d. 
a day and meat. · It is unnecessary to say that these parish slaves, 
who are thus brilJging down indepepdent labour, take care not to 
do above sixpenny worth of work. They are called Charnockers, 
but for what reason I have not learnt. One fact I did ascertain, 
that nobody was more unwelcome to a farmer's wife than a Cliar
,.ocAer. 

"Free'' Sittings.-This free intercommunicatio.n which we are 
adTocating, is truly infectious. We do not merely expect to 
emancipate the " bread that perisheth," but that " which endureth 
to everlasting life." The hooded pews, in" the poor man's church," 
are going to be unlocked, and clpdhoppers and millowners are all 
to sit together on " -free seats.'' '!'he Bishop of Norwich 
and the Bishop of Worcesier have both declared in favour of pew 
repeal, and in some places the carpenters are at work clearing away 
the wreck of the old "bonded sys\em." Chartists may now go 
every Sunday, and sit on untaxed seats in the best parts of the 
cJniro1-, 

Tlte Clergy have two reaso09 for thinking well of the mnrigh ,eous 
Corn Law, thi).t is, so far as their own pockets are concern,ed :-.'1irst, 
because if the price keeps up, their annual receipts fronn theirtithe 
compositions will keep up also. Secondly, because thre high Jrice 
of corn, arising from foreign prohibition, led to a far gr·eater n;an• 
tity of corn being grown than formerly, and the total am1ount cf the 
compositions have been regulated by the extent of Jandl previmsly 
under the plough. We see then that the more cor·n that had 
been grown in any parish, the higher the total amamnt of any 
composition, and now the higher that prices adwance, and 
the more per acre farmers have to pay. 

Almost a Repeale1'.-The next Sunday after the pa1r:igrapk ap
peared in No. 56 of the Struggle, denominated "Inccmsiste[cy," 
I was much gratified in hearing a ,v esleyan Minister offe~ up 
the following prayer: - .. 0 Lord, revive trade and commerce, 
that the poor may have bread to eat; and as thou hast i1 thy 
mercy crowned the year with an abundant harvest, we know that 
the cause of distress does not rest with thee. Bles,, we be&:1ech r 
thee, our beloved Queen, and give her counsellors wisdom, that • 
whatsoever is wrong may be made right." Now if all th,e ministers 
of religion would thus petition God, and all the peon>le pet:tion 
the British Parliament, to remove the cause of public distres., we 
should have the chains of all monopoly on food, before three 
months, thrown to the cankerworm to rust and rot for ever in 
the lumber rooms of the Buckingham truck shop.-J. 1BAllNES. 

Wine bibbing again.-So very arduous are the d utirs of the 
eight and forty councillors and aldermen of the Prestom Corpora
tion, that the general committee recommend that a quantity of 
wine should hEl purcha.sed for their use. It is not the fi .rst time we 
have met with persons in office willing to drink at other p,eo1le's ex
pense. If the poor-tax paper could speak for itself, itt;s bnguage 
would be, as it lies on the poor man's table, "I must avt a por
tion of your wages to feed the over fed and over kept councillors 
and aldermen of this borou~h ! " 

Dear Sttgar and cheap fruit.-The mutual privations nnd lossea 
of farmers and the poor are not more apparent in an)? O e cas 
than in the high price of sugar, affecting the consnmptiol of all 
kinds of fruit. This year it has been abundant, and had sugar 
been 3d. instead of 7 d. per lb., the consumption for ries and 
pres~rves would have been extraordinary. But owing to the ex
travagant price of sugal', farmer• after dragging their 'ruit to 
market have bad almost to give it away, and sometimes to take it 
home again for the purpose of feeding pigs or cattle. 

Fo,· •• the Million,."-We have "singing for themilliom,'' and 
I noticed on the walls of Manchester advertised, "money fo1· the 
millions.'' It is our turn now, and I say, better th.an all, 'bread 
for the millions. !" 

'l'lie Horror5 of War.-A private soldier, engaged in the .A.ffgban 
war, in a letter to a friend, states, "we have destroyed Cabool; 
we have burned it to tlte ground, and did 'not leave man, wonan, or 
child living. In two month&' time we intend to level the c>untry, 
so that it will never ,·ecover it.,elf !'' 

Mo11opoly and competition. -The prica of monopoly is gmerally 
the highest which can he got; that of free competition the lowest 
tl1at can be tak«;ln. The one therefore on every occasion gtts the 
highest that can be squeezed out of the buyers; the otler the 
lowest the sellers can afford to take and continue thoir busiiess. -
Adam Smith. 

Sugar and Soap, two essentials of ease and comfort to tin great 
body of the people, ought neither of them to be taxed The 
country should protest against such cruelty. If we must iuve an 
income tax, let it be advanced to a shilling in the pound, f it be 
necessary, so that soap and sugar may be free. 
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" 'Tis ny una teTiibltl conviction that you c'innot uphold the Corn Laws now in existence together with the present taxation, 
and ,t the s me time increase national prosp,erity anJ pres(lrve public contentment."-Mr. Husl:isson's Speeclt, 1830. 

The Great Free Trade Banquet in the Amphitheatre, Liverpool. 

This Bnnq,rnt was lu'llu on Tucsda;r evening, January 31st, and was one of the most 11plendid demnnstration!I a~n.lnst 
tha Corn Ll\ws which has yet been made. Two thousand persons wel't~ a<;semhled, ii1cluding a great number of ltulit> ; 
Mr. Thornley, :nemher for ·wuherhamploo, took the cl111.ir, and was supported hy a uumbn of othl"r members aud leadi11~ 
advocate!i of th1 Anti-Corn Law Lt>ague. Toe place was elegantly fit up for tbe occasion, aud a band of music was in atlt>t1• 
daucc. A uu er of striking transparencies au<l appropriate mottoes were displa.yrd. The l\Ieetiug commPnc d at t,, arid 
was contf.nul•d tll past l l o'clock, durins;: which time l'.ltCPllcut speeches were delh·ert'd by thti THE CrtA IR!IUN, TH& I111M. 
G. P. VJLLIEBs )'l.P., JoHt- BRIGHT, COLONEL T1tOlJPSON, DANl!,:L O'Co!llNt::L, 1'\l P., GEl'{, Sin DE Lt.CEY E'1.u1s, M P,, 
\V. S. C&A'Wl'<RD, M.P., Da. Bowai. G, M.P., anJ ~hbrs. The greate11t enthusiasm was manifosted, uud it is hopctl 
Liverpool will ong manifest, by its increased acth·ily, the stimulalin~ elfoct of this great gathering. Tho conc-Juslon of 
thft meetiug WLs strilringly efft?ctive. A transparency at the back of the stage ~as drawn .away, a light \Vas npµlled, ii\\ 
e:rplosioo took )lace. and a pyrotechnic illumin11.tion was dispto.yed, conto.inln& the ~ords '' tree Trade ov.it 11 the w-.ld.u 

No. 9.-Double No. 



2, ,THE ,STRUGGLE . . 

TO THE WORKING CLASSES.-No. 5. 

I now proceed to notice some of the objections to the 
repeal cause which I marked last week. These have been 
frequently answered, but as they are still repeated, I deem 
it my duty to repeat their exposure. I stay not to inquire 
whether they are lwnest or dishonest objections, my obj~ct 
being to make such remarks upon them as may lead you to 
consider whether they are sound or delusive. This I trust 
you will do; for on every subject it is not less our duty 
than our interest, to endeavour to arrive at the truth. 

" It is an extended home market we want, and not one a 
thousand miles off." This is one objection. Very good. 
The more home demand, the better for all parties. But 
what is requisite to form a good home market 'I Simply, I 
should say, the ability of the great mass of the working peo
ple to purchase what they need. I know of 110 other re
quisite. Well, then, why have they not this ability 'I Be
cause they are not employed. And why are they not 
employed ? Ffrsf, because the proprietors of the land can
not, or will not employ them; secondly, because all the people 
have had to pay so much extra for their food, that they could 
spare no money to create employment, by purchasing ma
nufactured goods; and thirdly, our foreign trade has been so 
crippled by prohibiting free exchanges, that manufacturers 
have been obliged to limit their business, and lessen the amount 
of employment. Now the" home market" suffers from :tll these 
causes, and in respect of each, a repeal of the corn laws, I be
lieve, would bring an increase of employment, and consequently 
a revival of the home market. Land would be cheaper, and 
there would be more labour expended upon it, ifnot for corn, 

- for other purposes. People by paying less for food, would cer
tainly buy more clothing, and thus increase employment ; 
and as to its increase from our foreign trade, it is probable 
it would be beyond what our own labour market could supply. 
These would all improve the home m.arket, for that simply 
depends on the abi:ityof the people to.purchase; and this they 
never can have without cheap food and good trade- A 
good foreign market is sure to make a good liome market 
in this country; without the one we cannot have the other. 
I am quite sure your own reflections, indeed your own ex
perience, will convince you that this view is correct. 

Another objector pleads for the '· protection of native in. 
dustry." Now this sounds reasonable; but I was some 
time before I could fully satisfy myself of its meaning. Its 
meaning, however, seems to be this, "instead of employing 
the people of other countries to grow food for you, employ 
your own people; send them upon the land, and extend 
oultivation, till they produce a sufficiency." Now if we had 
no better chance of getting the extra food we want, this ad
vice would be worth listening to. But by employing the 
people in manufactures, we can get, with exchanging, nearly 
twice as much food for the same labour; I ask then what 
sort of econamy is it to send men to enclose and cultivate 
land at such a loss both to individuals and the nation? 
Surely we are best protecting the industry of our natives, 
when we are opening those channels through which it will 
bring the greD.test return. Why try to raise, by cultivating 
bad soils, at a great expense, that which lies on the shores 
of America almost worthless, and which they are anxious 
to give us for what we have in abundance and to spare? 

But these men who clamour about going on the land, 
take care to avoid the task themselves; and I question whe
ther any who write in this style, have ever made the ex
periment of employing a single individual. It is curious to 
notice how flippantly they talk about the people "going on 
to the land,'' as if they bad but to march from the towns, 
take leave of the "rattle boxes," and enter the possession 
of happy rural homes, where they would find plenty to eat, 
amk, and wear, till harvest time. 

It is easy to write all this; but how, I ask them, is it to 
?e don~? One recommends that 6, millions be thus spent 
n growmg more wheat. Now who 1s to spend it? Who 

are there that can see a chance of realizing their own money 
~gain, not to mentiop profit by such an outlay? And 
1f not, why delude the poor by talking about impracticabl~ 
measures? 

Anotherwritersays, "Supposethearistocracyallowed these 
parties to go upon the land, and provide them witli the mearu 
of stocking and farming a few acres each on their own a~
cou';lt 'I" He is for thus raising up " a flourishing population 
of independent husbandmen, themselves the occupiers of the 
soil they till." And from the manner he speaks of revolu" 
tionizing the landed tenures, it is clear he either means that 
the rich landed proprietors must give the use of the land to 
these new comers, or that they are to di vi<le it amona them
selves, and call it their own. In fact less than one gf these 
will not meet the case. I refer to this exposition merely to 
shew you how your present pitiful condition is played with • 
and how in the midst of your sufferings you are worse thar; 
tantalized by an array of wild ravings, which every body 
knows to be impracticable; as base in morals as hopeless for 
relief. If England were America, this migration to the 
soil might have some sense in it; but in a count,ry exceed
ingly limite_d i~ its bounds, cu~tivated al~1ost as far as pro
fitable cult1vat10n can be earned, and mcreasina vastly in 
population every day, we must seek some other bsource of 
employment for labour, and investment for capital, and 
with free trade we shall find this in manufacturing and 
getting back in return the greatest amount of free food 
and every useful article for the working people. By a 
repeal of the corn laws we can do this; under a system ot 
monopoly, people can neither go on the land, nor manufac
ture to advantage. 

It is again objected, that "weavers' wages have con
tinued to drop as trade has e.rtended.''-Upon this I ob. 
serve:-

1. That admitting this to be the case, there hns been the 
greater necessity for food dropping also. From several 
cause , weavers' wages have been reduced; and as there 
has been no law to keep up the value of their labour, it was 
palpably unjust there should be a law to keep up the price 
of their food. 

2. _Though a depreciation of wage may have accompa,iie 
the extention of trade, it is evident that that extention haa 
not caused this depreciation. The experience of the last 
few years proves, that a STATIONARY or a CONTRACTED trad 
tends to REDUCE WAGES, and other yrars equally prove, that 
an INCREASE IN THE SALE OF GOODS tends to INCREASE them. 
Does any man suppose that should the demand for goods i 
1843 b: e.·tended only one-sixth beyond that of last year, 
that tlns would ·cause a REDUCTIO~ in wages ? 

3. It should be remembered that all the weavin1Y in th 
world is not confined to England. Whilst on the o::e han 
the wages of weavers have been nnnN1snr:D by the compe 
tition of foreigners, and by the introduction of the powe 
loom, on the other hand their numbers, instead of°diminish 
ing, have kept up, by thrir being refused admi ·on into al 
other branches of employment. I know of no class wh 
have been more severely used than the hand loom weavers. 
Machinery took a_ great portion of work from them, but i 
INCRE~SED. work m many 0'l'HER DEPARTMENTS; yet b 
trades umons, the poor weavers have been deprived 0 
the advantage of any other more profitable mode of em 
ployment. I often wonder that the weavers cannot s 
t~at there has been class protection, as well as clau legisl« 
tzon. 

4. But althougb WEAVERS' wages have been reduced 
wages taken as a whole, have not been reduced with th 
extension of trade. ludeed that would be impossibte, 
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xtension will not continue long without profit ; and an in
eaaing profit constitutes a fund for the payment of more 
ages in one shape or another. Nay, I may go farther and 
sert, that the TOTAL AMOUNT OF WAGES paid since the ex

ension of trade has INCREASED to a very great extent. 
onsider the natural increase of population ; consider the 
eat influx of people from the country; look at the amazing 
crease of our towns; of the extension of public works 

nd manufactories ; of the increase of our shipping-all these 
re the results of labour, and all this labour has been paid 
or in wages. There is no question that the TOTAL AMOUNT 
F WAGES now paid weekly vastly exceeds what it was for
terly, though the portion received by the unfortunate 
and loom weavers is doubtless much less. 

Those who want to serve the cause of monopoly may 
deavour to depreciate trade; but who can look upon our 
tended towns without perceiving the benefits which the 

peratives, as well as others, have received from extended 
mmerce? And yet who, at the same time, can investigate 
e poverty and privations brought on within the last five 
ars, without discovering that these advantages have been 
eatly curtailed by the people being compelled to exchange 
eir wages for DEAR FOOD ? Cast out, and denied employ
ent altogether from the land, what must have become 
the people for the last 30 years, if it had not been for our 

creasing trade? Who that travels the country, and sees 
e cottages of the labourers TAKEN DOWN, or MOULDERING 

DECAY, without a SINGLE ADDITIONAL ONE BEING ERECTED; 
ho that considers the increase to our population of nearly 
thousand l-louls a-day, and knows that, so far as they are 
ovided for, they are exclusively indebted to the extension 
trade ;-who that fairly views these facts, can regard the 
acks upon the system of free commerce by the emissaries 
monopoly, a any thing less than the destruction of the 

or man's hope, the seeds of social discord, and the bane 
England's future prosperity? 
Till anoth<!r week allow me to subscribe myself 

Your obedient Servant, 
THE STRUGGLER, 

E CHIEF BUSINESS OF l\LP.'S JN PARLIAMENT. 

hen friends meet, their first inquiry is after the health and 
-doing of their rPlatives and acquaintances. The greateit 
sure is expres&ed when all is well, and deep regret al the re
e. Should not the same disposition actuate all the M.P.'s 
n their meeting in parliament? As they are supposed to be 
tically related to every part of the country, and identified 

their constitueuts, should not their first business be to report 
condition of those they represent? and if it appear that either 
whole or a11y part of the country is doing badly, is in a sickly 
ition, hould not the consideration of this take precedence 
very thing else for the purposti of removing the evil. To 
up their time with other comparatively unimportant business 
let this stand in abcy:ince, or for any member to be silent: 

he knows that thousands of the people whom he representi. 
· a state of poverty and embarrassment, gives us a strange 
·on of the sympathy of the members towards those they re
nt. For each succeeding session to commence and break up, 
he people s_till to remain in a perishing coudition, is calculated 
press u with the hard heartedness, or utter inefficiency of 
who are sent to parliament. If the feelings of the members 
right, we hould have the Duke of Buckingham iuquirin<P of 

Cobden as to the condition of the Stockport people, and h: in 
n of tb labourers in bis Grace's county. And ascertaining, as 
e meml ers would do, the appalling amount of suffering, they 

all agree that whatever else were done or undone, that the 
u of the country must be ,·entoved. 'fhe members should act 
ke strangers. but fathers to the people; and inatea.d of going 
port a Peel's party, or a Russall'a party, or any party as 
would all go to support the people. 

QUEEN'S SPEECH. 

People are complaining of the Queen's speech, and well they 
may, for instead of niRking the distress of the country the first and 
prominent object, and directing that it must be removed, it merely 
touches it incidently, and no remedy is named. 'fbis speech 
consisting of 871 words, devotes just 14 to "the deJJression in 
the manufacturing industry of the country which bas so long pre
vailed," all the rest being occui:;ied with wars, victorie1, 
diplomatic affairs, and old news. The only "improvement" of 
which we are assured is in the "law," but nothing is said ahont 
bread; nothing how the thousands of naked and starving familie1 
are to be clothed and provided for. The Queen, however, is not to 
blame; when she makes her ow11 speeches we shall have one, the 
impress of a good heart, becoming a good Queen of a worthy 
people. 

We are told that Sir Robert bas no new bread law to propose 
this session. Tl>is is satisfactory; any law proposed by him at 
this time would be manufactured at the monopolist's shop. It 
will be much better to wait and push our agitation till heis obliged 
to adopt one from the free trade firm, who are thA only parties fit ta 
lead legislation on this subject. The Le11gu8 may indeed feel 
proud that they have become worthy of being attacked and con
demned by the monopolist members. .All is now unsettled, ani 
in this case, nothing is so simplfi, so clear, so rational, so just •• 
" lel bread alone, let it circulate freely to the ends of the earth." 

Dumpy Monopoly sat on a wall; 
Dumpy Monopoly had a great fall, 
All Peal's horses and all Peel's men 
Can't raise Dumpy Monopoly up again. 

ELECTORAL AGITATION IN BOROUGHS, 

One or the very best resolutions come to at Manchester, at tlie 
late a~gregate meeting , was that of following up the delivering 
of packets of publications, with holding electoral meetings in all 
the boroughs. Personal interviews, and the livin~ voice can 
often effect what print and paper cannot accomplish. W~ all 
know the success which al tends personal applications, espPc1ally 
when accompanied with courtesv and kindness. I trust there
fore that this will be lhe next step in the agitation, so socm as t~e 
whole country has been moved to forward Jamily and g1meral veh
tions to parliament. Electors can bemuch more impressed with truth 
now than on the eve of an elt>ction, when old pr1:1jutlices and old p_ar
tyconnexi ons are all revived in th<.>ir full force. I trust no exception 
will he made, but that every bo10ugh which is not sure of returni"g a 
free tradt'r will be visited. There are two things, however, that should 
be ob_served-first, to abstain entirely fiom all remarks that coul~ 
identify the speakers eithc>r with whigs or tories,or anv purely poh
tical party. The next to avoid remarks or reflections upc,n individu
als in the boroughs, or connected with the boroughs of an offensive 
character. We shall never succeed by vituperation and raillery. 
Ours is the cause of truth, and needs not to be supported by un
worthy means. Let us tend on principles; let us try to convert 
the electors to those pri11ciple!1, without assuming any right to cli~
late as to persons or families, to ,vLom they should give tbt11· 
support. To become less offensive in manner, and more con
vincing in matter, should be the study of all who expect to give 
the largest assistance in repealing the corn-laws. 

Loss OF THE RusstAN TRADE.-" In 1812,'' •aid tl\e chair
man of the great Bristol meeting, " we exported to the south of 
Russia 12 millions of yards of cotton goods; we do not, I belint', 
now export any, for thi1 reason, they have nothing to giYe in pey• 
ment but oorn, and this corn we will not take in exohan1•.'' 
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PETITION, PETITION, PETITION I 

We must never cell!e to petition. Disappointment should only 
11erve ua ,vith a strnnger determination to redoubled action in a 
good cause. The truth of our principles is sufficient to sustain 
us, but we have now not only this, but a national patronage, and 
a country ~s support. Forward, and at double speed, we must go, 
and as the feeling and determination of the country were never so 
11trong as at present, these ought to be placed upon paper aud con
Yeyed as early as possible to the legislature. Hostile as the opera
tives have been falsely represented to be to our cause, the signing 
e,f petitions is a test which will at once cosfute this calumny, 
and prove that their hearts are set upon cheap bread. 'l'he peti
tions should be numerous; indeed, from every city, town, village, 
and hamlet. Every town of any consequence ought to take in the 
"Whole of the surroy.nding villages, to the distance of eighth or ten 
miles, and to supµly them with the requisites. The registration 
and signing of petitio1,s can well be worked together. Iu addition 
t,o general petition&, I would strongly advise Family Petitions from 

all who are zealous in our cauee. Let there be but a million ~ 
family petitions, signed by the man, his wife, childr~n, lodgera, 
and servants, and they will tell a talc when they are prasented, 
at the rate of seven thousand petitione each night ! Mine ie off' 
to London already, if not presented, and I intend to try to get 
1,000 such petitions from Preston and the neighbourhood. To 
this the repealers, especially the young men, need ocly to give a 
little of theii· leisure time, and curtail a few useless indulgence•, 
till the great work be accomplished. I have now three or four 
of my boys writing family petitions for those who either are not 
able or have not time to write for themselves. 'l'he following i1 
a copy of mine; but of course the parties will word their petition• 
as they think best ; it is only necessary to pay strict attention to 
this that they pray for total and immediate repeal ; and I ma:, 
observe, that such a petition, after being signed, may be sent 
through the post Ji·ee, if rolled up and left open at the ends, in
scribed-" Petition to the Hou11e of Commons,' or, •• Petition to 
the House of Loras," as the case may be. Some may think it 
proper to note the ages of the family ; and w'lere parties cannQI 
write, they should make their mark11. 

FAMILY PETITION. 

To tile 1/onourable tlze Commons of Great Britain and Ireland in Parliament assembled, 

Th, Petition of Joseph Livesey and family, cheese factor, Preston, in the County of Lmcadn-, 

1!lumblp ~btb.lttb, 
That they regard the Corn and Provision Laws of this country ai uujust, cruel, impoliic, deceitful, 

,md impious, andfast tending in their influence to ruin the wliole ccuntr!f. 

They, therefore, humbly beg your Honourabl~ House IMMEDIATELY to REPEAL the sa1111, a11d your 

Petitioners will ever pray. 

/oo~£ 2ivede)h 

~/,w ~o?~ 
1/Jilkvnv £tveo~~ 

/'¥wf cI!ivedey~ /«4U~ 
JrLn c56,ve~jll 

f6e-1vlo/'l,, 2ivedt;jh 

THE GREAT ANTI-CORN-LAW BANQUETS AND 
MEETINGS AT MANCHESTER. 

It occurred to me, that !uch bas been the extraordinary charac
ter of the meetings of the League and the Great Banquets at 
Mancheater, that some notice of these would be acceptable to my 
readers. There is a large class, deeply anxious for the success of 
our cause, who cannot Rfford to buy newspapers, and therefore to 
those, and perhaps to others, the following statements and reports 
of speeches may be deemed acceptable. 

TBE FREE TRADE HALL. 
This building was erected on purpose for the occasion by the 

:Manchester Anti-Corn.Law Association at the cost of about 
£3,000. It stands on the very spot called Pet~rloo, where one of 
\½}e largest meetings of the working classes was held iu 1819 to 
protest against the Com Laws, which was violently dispersed by 
the aoldiery, when numbers were killed 1md wounded. It is 
a spler.did structure, and its erection in the extraordinary i.hort 
11pa1o:e of ,ix week,, may be taken aa an indication of what the 
enterprising spirit of our towns could do if freed from the shackles 

t monopol3. lL b built Q( bricka witb t. alat,4 root. and 

~:;vcvrcl .sew eat;Y, 

/cz,ne .f/!vved&Jh ~ )P*~ 

/ tV/11/.iiJ !:!1vtM~ 
t-Af,eti ~~~, 
~a,nl,/4ii, J£l:veo/. 

floored with boards. Its length is 135 feet 1ghlt ln,ch~a, bread 
102 feet six inches, containing 14,000 squar fetet. It contai 
two side gallerieS' and one at the east end ; thei rCJof is <livid 
into three compartments, supported by immnsei pi:Ilar•, and t 
whole was lighted with gas by a new inventin cal.led "Leag 
Lights," and was well ventiloted by an admhbl~ c1ontrivance 
the roof. The front of the galleries was coverd wiith drapery, ha 
ing the appearance of deep ciimson vel\'et, wh a ric:h ornament 
design printed in gold, rnpresentiug a wheashreaf,, labelled wi 
the word FREE, encircled by a wreath of olivdea,ves,, the emble 
of peace and plenty, The columns were paited tto ri·esemble wh 
marble, and the roof was hung with a ligl blue marble pap 
The walls were also covered with paper, contaiing a ,good represe 
tation of grained oak. For the banquets, th Hw.11 ,was filled wi 
tables, those for the guesb1 ar.d the chainam bteing elevat 
above the rest. An apparatus was fixed fonssiistimg the voi 
of the speakers so as to be heard in the disbt p>artta of the b 
So extensive was the arrangements that two ljoimimg streets ,r 
covered in to improve the entrances to the 111, ·anal the Welli 
ton Hotel was engaged for litore room• al)d Oler comffnt,nM. 
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MEETINGS. 
Meettnga were held eaoh morning from Monrlay to Friday, in 

in tbe Town Hall, for discussing the effects of the Corn Laws upon 
agriculture, commerce, and morals, at whicb most invaluabl_e i?for
mation ,vas dt11ivered, and which will be given to the pubhc JO a 
full report. The first meeting in the FREE TRADE HALL, was held 
en Monday evening, consisting of at lPast 8000 Memhers of Le~gue 
admitted by licket, o,·er which Mark Phillips, M..P., pres1ded. 
Powerful speeches were delivered by Dr. Bowring, J. Bright, 
Milner Gibson, M.P., Daniel O'Connel, M.P., Colonel Thompson, 
Alderman Brooks, and others. At lbis meeting slips of paper 
were distributed among the n!>t assembly, to be filled up with such 
sums as they pleased to give, which werti anoounceu by H. . R. l\Ioor, 
Esq., and added to the fund £1200. The whole subscription list 
was read out, which, independent of London and other places, 
amounted to the amazing snm of £42,000 ! On TVednesday 
evening THE BANQOET was held, at which more than 4000 persons, 
including many ladies, sat down to a sumptuous repast. To de 
scribe the amount of provisions, fruit, confectionary, knives and 
forks., end crockery-ware, &c., would require more r?om than I 
have to spare. AU was abundant. The only blot I see in this 
affair was the "Port Sherry, Hock, Claret, and Maderia," which, 
aa an honest teetotaller, I should like to ha\'e seen absent; but as a 
set off there were " 200 dozen lemonade in bottles, and 60 gallons 
in a cask;" and while the bad had to be paid for extra, the good 
beverage was given freely. The spectacle of 4000 persons all seated 
at tables laden with provisions, all playing their parts pretty well, is 
a sc ne more t1asily imagined than described, This meeting was 
kept in a slatEI of enthusiasm, with numerous and energetic speeches 
tillmaidnight. On 1'hursday evtining a CONVERZATJONE and PROM
ENADE were held in the same place, of a most brilliant descrip
tion. Speeches were also delivered by J. S. Buckingham, Esq., Mr. 
William Torrens M'Cullagh, Rev. T. Spencer, J. Bright, Mr. 
Jam•e11 Nelson, of London, Mr. F. C. Wright, of Philadelphia, and 
otheirs. T ile closing mP.eting was held on Friday evening. This 
is sa.id to 1u.ve been the largest in the week, for now all the tables 
and bench£s were taken away; the galleries and the body of the 
ball were c·owded; li.nd the immense multitude were addressed 
in ainimatel speeches. Great praise is due to the Couucil of the 
Leag;ue for the various schemes of agitation which they have put 
forw:ard, nrt one of which has ever failed. While the country is 
all tup on tlis subject, members of Parliament will be much en
c,>anged tc speak out boldly and bravely, now that they find the 
coumtry is 1t their back. 

I ccoutd l::ke every working man to have access to all the speeches, 
deliwer1.1d en this occasion. I have selected three, two af which 
apPe.Jar in this number; in addition to which I have selected tbe 
follo1wirlg, from various parts of the proceedings. 

J m refermce to wages, &c., Mr. Ashworth said that in Preston, 
Withiin the last three years, the whole amount paid in wages has 
beem reducid 40 per cent; and labourers are willing to work at ls. 
per cday, :u Saddleworth and the Potteries, the reduction during 
the !Same pniod, was 33 per cent. Jn Padiham, stonemasons and 
1 bo1urers ere working for meat, instead of wages. In Norwich, 
weawers' mtges baTe been reduaed from 12d. to 8d. since 1839. 
In Charle,, hand-loom weavers have been reduced from 5s. 9d. to 
4s. s1ince iS39. In Leith, of printers, who were fully occupied in 
J 83$ and 1836, one-fifth were out of employment last year, while 
the remairing four-fifths had only half-work. .As regards the 
pro&ress d pauperism, disease, and crime, it appears that in 
Preaiton, b 1837, the paupers in the Preston union were 2,729; 
in ll842, lbere were 14,453, In 1839 the poor.rates for three 
quanters of the years were £12,540; in the three quarters of 1842, 
they, are atthe rate of £25,000. The rates lost by empty houses 
In J t840, anounted to £979; in three quarters of 1842, to £4,402. 
In ome hOlee, the rent of which was 2s. 6d. per week, there were 
no lteH thin 21 persons living. Of tramps, or workmen passing 
froon plact to place i11 search of employment, relieved by the 
onrrseere, here were in three months of 1838, 415; in six months 
of ll842, :,892.-(Hear, bear.) The small farmers near Preston 
a.Isa 1uffe1 severely, many of them being reduced to worse fare 
tbam that if the inmates of the workhouse. In 1836, there were 
97 rresidens of Preston tried for felony; in 1842, 183 inhabitants 
of tlhe sane place. In two :years, ending last July, there were 
150 perso1s transported; and in the 1h·e preceding years, 178 
tml,r. It .ppeared, that in the Preston Dispensary, during the 
lhreee ohea. years of 1835-6-7, there were admitted 6,662 patients, 
.t Wfbom '71 difd; in '11• three dear ,-ears of 184.0-1-2, 12,11! 

patients, of whom 493 uiecl. Shelton, a small agricultural towa 
has a population of 2,271, of whom 1,134, exactly one-half, re
cehe parochial relief. Hinckley contains a population of about. 
6000, and all the farmers are tenants at will. The poor rates in 
1839 and 1840, werr 5s. in the pound, in 1841, 7s. lid., in 1842, 12s. 
6J. Bad as is the condition of towns, the agricultural districts 
appear to be worse. The shipping trade, by reference to ac
counts from various ports, was shown to be in a deplorable condi
tion. Speaking of the Revenue, and calculating the additional 
taxation imposed in 1841, and the increase of the population, hit 
stated that the dflficiency in the customs and excise betwixt tho 
two vears 1839-40 and 1841-2 is really £5,691,000. 

H;d I space, I could have given an immense number of moat 
valuable statements from the proceedings of these meetings, but it 
is impossible. The following Sf)eeches of l\fr. J. Bright, of Roch
dale, ~nd Daniel O'Connell, Esq., M.P., will be read with interesL 

Ma. JoHN BRIGHT, of Rochdale, was introduced, and 
received with loud cheers. He said,-I think there is only 
one thing wanting to complete this triumph-for shall I not call 
it a triumph ?-(Loud cheers.) I say there is only one thing want
ing to complete the triumph of this evening, and that. is,. that 
fifty of the most determined monopolists, who have seats m either 
house of parliamenl, should have been c<,mpelled to be present in 
the gallery, to witness the proceedings of this. ev~ninp.-(Loud 
cheei-s.) But it is satisfaetory to know, that this mght s proceed
ings will be cirried, by means of the newspapers, to every part of 
this empire, and also to every part of the civilized world. Since 
the press commenced its labours, it has never borne to the world 
any testimony to an object more magnificent than that in which 
tha Anti-corn-law League, and the people of England are now 
engaged.-(Hear.) I say, the peop~e of Englan~ ;-for hue I 
not a right to say so, after the splendid and extensive hst of sub
scriptions which bas been read to you ?-(Loud cheers.) The 
feeling is, ind-eed, universal, which has been raised in condemna
tion of the most iniquitous law which ever disgraced the statute 
book of this or any other country.-(Cheers.) Will any man sa.y, 
after this that the league does not represent the people of England, 
or persist in saying that it is a petty and paltry association, local 
in its character and having only partial objects for its aim and 
end? Will th~y say that Manchester alone is urgent, and be.nt 
upon repeal? or will they not rather look throughout the long hsl 
which bas been read to you this evening, and confess that every 
large town, and almost eTery small town has come forth ~nd ta~en 
its stand in favour of repeal. Is it a small matter which bring• 
us here this evening ?-(Hear.) No! Jn assembling here to-night, 
in such large numbers, you have only done that which the present 
circumstances of the country so loudly call upon us to do. Monopoly 
is hostile to liberty of every kind; and you may depend upon it, t?at no 
further progress can be made in liberty till this barrier to liberty 
is overthrown. All that is disastrous to human happinesS--all 
that is hostile to national greatness-lies within that barrier; and 
beyond, it is indeed a glorious field for conquest that lies before 
you.~(Cheers.) Let this barrier, then, be thrown down; !et the 
field beyond it be cultivated, and the bloodless conquest's achieved; 
and this country, which God designed to be such a great and 
mighty nation, and to spread the religion of his Son throug.h the 
world, will then have really arrived at this point; and were it not 
for i.ome of her sons,-rather enemies than sons,-she could 
already, as she soon will, I fervently hope, have becom.e such an
other country as she has never been before, for all that 1s prosper
ous and free.-(Loud cheers.) And of all the monopolies which 
exist the one which we are most striving to overthrow, and 
which grinds tha faces of the poor, and robs them of all their com
forts,-this odious monopoly which says-" Hitherto shalt thon 
ao and no further;" and which has caused more misery than the 
~ost eloquent pen bas ever described, or the most glowing imag
ination conceived ;-this monopoly is the most deeply-roo~ed of any 
with which the people have to contend; but its doom IS sealed l 
This monopoly is spending the strength of the country. Every 
four years, more than £100,000,000 of wealth are extracted from 
the nation-one hundred millions which should have gone to far
nish the houses, and clothe the !:>odies of fhe poor who are w~
dering about the streets, or sitting in their desolate homes, which 
are in a condition that makes me shudde1· for the welfare and 
happiness of my country.-(Cheers,) Some one, I bel_ieve, said 
to Charles Dickens, 1hat he must have been brought up m.~ work,
h9use, he knew l'O muth about' them. Hit an1w1r was, I have 
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lived in England."-(Cheers.) Nor, unfortunately, is the exist
ing distress confined to the manufacturing towns,-to Bolton, 
Stockport, or Paisley. No ; nothing, even in these towns, can 
equal the horrible sufferings of "th3.t bojd peasantry, their coun
try's pride,'' of which Sir James Graham is so fond of boasting, 
and for whom George Bankes expre~ses so much sympathy; and 
declares that the corn-law is the star that gild~ the palace, and 
makes the people comfortable and haµpy.-(Laughter.) But 
that said George Bankes shall know, ere long, that there are men 
in Lancashire who know the condition of the people on his own 
estate, if he be ignorant of it himself.-( Cheers.) What are we 
to do with this m<H1opoly? Our population is rapidly increasing; 
10 rapidly, indeed, that to supply it with bread we require the an
nual addition of a county as large as Warwick.-(Cheers.) Now 
it is not in the power of mortal man to grant us this boon ; and if 
no man can do this, or can or dare arrest the increase of our popu
lation, to what are we driven? To that extremity which demands a 
repeal of the corn-laws. It might be accomplished amidst scenes 
which I will not further allude to ; but which, in cases of over
whelming oppresion, are but too frequently excited. It will not, 
liowever, be accomplished, on account of any unfortunate scenes 
of this kind, but becau e the people of England say that it shall 
be repealed.-(Cheers.) We will D'eet them foot to foot and 
breast to breast. They say it shall not be repealed: we say it 
ahall.-(Cheers.) Now, who shall triumph, the monopolists or 
the people? They have no vantage ground, and can have no vic
..t.ory. The time is come when there will be no sane men who will 
.encourage the advocates of such diabolical principles as are invol
wed in the corn-laws. The people, in former times, had to war 
against feudalism ; and the feudalism of the present day is that 
which has manifested itself in hostility to the prosperity of Man
aiester, and the other manufacturing towns of the country. They 
have dared to say that En!!land would be as great, and as prosper
oua as she ever was, were Manchester and the whole of them razed 
to the ground; and that all useful Englishmen would he quite as 
happy. Now, if any one were to come here and say lhat if Man
chester were sunk into the earth she would be more prosperous 
than at present, what would you think of him? ,vhy, you would 
4!,8.y at once that he was insane. But, my friends, you must be up 
and doing. Our opponents are not to be overthrown by small 
agitation. We mu t not meet the enemy with supineness; if we 
do, you may be sure our children's childNn, though they may speak 
of our efforts, will never do so wilh honest pride.-( Cheers.) We 
must increase as the monopolists decrea e. There is no egres& to the 
difficulties of the country, but by the path which we have opened. 
(Cheers.) Let the memhers of the legislature point to this meeting, 
and tell our opponents what they have seen here. Whea they see the 
.arriages, in Regent-street with elegantly dressed ladi'ds, !md adorned 
with tawdry "flunkies,'' he trusted they would not forget the state 
of the poor. Let them remember this street is not England; and that 
they have seen ten thou and Corn Law repealers in one building 
in Manchester, who are sufferers from the effects of the corn laws. 
It has been aaid that London is ready to come forward in this 
great cau e. I trust that will be so; for we should a!I be delighted 
io hear of a meeting in London as numerous as this, that the voice 
of the corn-law repealers of the metropolis may ring in the ears of 
-St. Stephen's. (Cheers.) But now there is another grand field 
open for us : there are the farmers of England that are about tG 
be your friends. We knew at the beginning, that the Anti-Corn
Law League was not less the friend of the farmer than the manu
facturer. The time is come when this will be univer!ally acknow
ledged by these poor men, who thought they could pl'Osper by a 
law that is beggaring their customers. The time is coming when 
that delusion will be swept away. We now find them falling into 
a state of distress before unknown. How a.wfol I that industrious 
men should b~ turnec!. out of their homes, that their wives and 
ehildren should have no one to look to when they need succour. 
But such, I believe, is the path they must tread before they are 
many years older. When men are in distresll, they will listen to 
advice ; and more especially will they listen, I trust, sinee the 
diatress has been brought upon themselves, by their refusal to 
the advice we have given them before. They have supported 
men in parliament, who have forged the fetters under whieh 
they groan; and I am sure that Landlords will not deliver 
the farmers f,om one link or that chain. The ~ricmltural 
labourers arc a poor, despised, BJid trodden-down race. The 
H4Mnption of all the elaasa. :ast eome from the labOlll'a of tile 

Anti-Corn-Law League, backed by the people of En{land. 
You have heard, that £2,200 have been eollected in the to,vn ol 
Rochdale. I should be glad to represent that district in the c,unoit 
of the Anti-corn-law League. A great part of that subscrptioD 
was raised at one meeting, by a means which I will let youinto. 
,ve sent small slips of paper on which the persons present were 
to write what they were able and willing to give. None of he»e 
papers came back to us void. They all brought back an emctual 
blow to the cause of monopoly. They brought back so~ahin1 
which said, " we are willing to do what we can to break O/f Jome 
one link of this chain ; and when we see a bojy of meii. wh> ~N 

willing to carry out this great object, we are willing to he!£ them 
hy our labour, our influence, and our money.''-(Cheers.) )low, 
you are assembled here ten thousand strong, I am told, and f the 
place had been made twice as large as it is, it would have been 
filled by twice that number. Many of you are connected witl the 
town of Manchester, and probably many of you have given nohing 
to the great league fund. If permitted, then, I would su~e1t, 
that something like a subscription of this characler should be nade 
at this meeting. Now, I ask you not to do what I am unwJling 
to do myself. There is no man more willing than I am, acwrd
ing to the means I possess, of helping on this great cause ; I, t ere
fore, feel myself at liberty to call upon you to aid us in t:'lis ireat 
cause.-('' Go on.'') I am sure, that, if the people of Yorluhire 
and Lancashire would be determined to be free, there i uo man 
living who would assume the offke of prime minister, to ay tha~ 
their industry should be longer enthralled. Now, I as!;. you to 
come and help us: there are plenty of men to lead us; t ere are 
here among you men who would make any sacrifice, whJ would 
suffer any obloquy-men who would spend, and be spent in thia 
cause: and let them have only labourers and co-operatcrs, and 
you may depend upon it, that these infernal laws - whiet will be 
pointed at by generatiom to come as a masterpiece of hurran folly 
and human crime-shall speedily and for ever be aboli&rud.-
( Applause.) 

DANIEL O'CoNNKLL, Esq M P. then rose, ancl he was received with •• 
emhtJsiasm which it is totally impossible lo describe. lL w11a 1mg con
tinued, and most vehement whil•t it lasted. The hon. an,I learof.l geotlo. 
man clasped his hands in an ecata1:y ul delight, 11ncl then prlll!!Cutld l1> 

speak as follows :-What a sight is here! WhuL a gori:eo111 a.semblJ I 
Wbat a trunscencieUL cungreg11tion of human tieings ! Wu tlure e,er 
such an assembly as this belore ! Not all the wealth of Golcond, und or 
India, noL 1111 that b11rb .. ric gold, could puaisibly vroduce of Wllg1ific110~ 
among human beings, could cYer be equalled by the sight now bet,re m, l 
No conntr.v in the world could produce it but this -(Cheers.) Oh, b, .• 
well it was said, that there wss a manly dcterlJlinaLion sitting uµin your 
brow l Aud then there ure countenances of a still more lively (h11racter 
smiling upon you.-(Loud chce;·s.) I ohould like to see the y,;nn1 semle 
man that \\ould shrink the contest in the presence of s11ch II su.:icty.
-(Loud cheers.) Even io my older days, my heart !eels lii;lner llan ever 
it did in giving the ple<lge which I do 11(1\V, never to forsake tht: colt.eat till 
I see the corn-laws annibilutedl-(Great chceriug.) I came tiere a courwel 
against the corn laws.-(Great cheering.) I accuse them ul twc crimt:1, 
the extreme of absurdity, ao<l the utmost extent of cruclty.-(Hea, hear.t 
They are foolish and they are wicked !-(Hear.) They are 11ooens1cal, 
aud they arc of the deepe11t guilt; and the good sense of Eugland will be 
scorned for ever, If Eogli hmen enJure them any lunger.-(Chcer ) That 
is my indictment against them, absurdity and criminality. (lenewed 
cheers,) Hl}w do I prove the absurdity? By the melaucholj detail• 
given by yo11r chairman, and scarcely echoed among you because t ii au 
familiar a truth that it meets your ear by the familarity of c1ncealed 
words, in the distre111 aod deijtitutiun that are in progress througl.J,ut ) our 
country, becoming more rapid in one place, and le~s in another, t pro
grC11sing in all-(bear hear)-th11t your mauulacturers are faili11g, wd your 
commerce is declining-and the index of the truth ul both is.the e;ormoua 
defalcation in your revenue.-(Heur.) What do you Wdnt? Wh& wuuh.1 
be l.be secret t.o cure this? Exteudingyour ·ommerce,and giviogreeJ om 
to your trade. Why is there poverty? Why, a failing revenue? lecu.uae 
there is destitution in the laud, and 110 encouragement for manufcturing 
industry.-(Cheera,) That is the reaaon I accuse your statesmen if f, 111 
iu the continuance of the corn l11ws.-(Hear) What would the olit.wJl 
of the corn Jaws do? At present your complaint is, yon are met i11 
foreign coontries by hostile tariffs; and where a hostile tariff is .no gaio&L 
you, your foreign markets are hermetically sealed against you by . Wc>I.H 

calamity still, that is, by cheaper production of the same article · Lb1oao 
countries.-(Applause.) What do you want, then? Why commu liCIIlM 

says, to enlarge the markets elaewhere -(Cheers.) That is wh11t ou 1• 
qui,re.-(He11r,) But what do the coro-l11ws say? That you sllll mol 
have eolaiged markets.-(Hear, hear.) To m;ike , markets QSeftl lhient 
ought Lo l>e eomet.hing to give you in n:turo for your goods; Jor tbL 1a a 
bad kiod of ~ade, lo 110d oui good1, and get oethio& for Lhtm .. --(1l1Nn.) 
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Yo~ want ~omelhing io return, and the foreigners have it; they have corn 
\ogive you in return; but your government have the folly-to stand bet,veen 
your ~etting the return which would er.courage your manufactures, and 
euable you lo purchase their corn.-(Hear, bear.) The minister comes up 
to me, and tells me the revenue is diminishing, almost comparatively ex
piring; yet that very man would prevent the poor from consuming ex
tisable al'licles (n England, by stopping the trade of England, by not letting 
you buy corn m exch~nge for your commodities.-(Hear.) I proclaim 
that, therefore, the height of absurdity; but it is also worse-it is the 
height of criminality.-(Hear, hear.) And that criminality bas a double 
aape~t,--:-th~ crimi~ality in preventing the purchase of food elsewhere, and 
crimmahty m makmg food dear at home.-(Hear.) Why, if you were to 
take a single hungry individual, and tell him be should not buy food where 
be please~, he_ would exclaim at your villainy, and perhaps not render you 
very sa(e 10 bis presence.-(Hear.) But are you to tell the English people 
that which you could not tell with safety to an individual?-(Applause.) 
Are ~ou to proclaim to t~em they shall not purchase food, though they are 
1tarvmg for the want of 1L ?-(Appla1,1se.) I therefore accuse the govern
ment of the criminality of preventing the people from purchasing food ; 
and I accuse them of double criminality, because they refuse vou by law 
kl purchase food from abroad, in 01der that one class may e;joy greater 
luxury by means of the misery of the people. You have a slave class 
among yon, the producers of manufactures; you have a master class among 
you, the owners of land; and the owners of land tell the producers of 
manufacturing industry, "You shall buy from us, an(l nobody else. We 
will sell as dear as we can, and buy as ebeap as we can ; and you shall huy 
our corn alone, that we may roll in luxury."-(Hear, hear.) Tbe sole 
prospect of success is in your owo exertions : and can I for one moment 
doubt, when I behold this vast assembly, that those exertions are as certain 
to be made, as they would inevitably produce success if they should be 
made !'-(Hear.) You have no other possible means. The cry of the 
people wil. not be listened ~o in the house of commons; it may be scoffed 
rn the bou e ?f lords; ~ut 1f the_ shout be general, or approaches to be uni
Y_ersal, the:e 1s a magic 11: the voice of a nation, when calling for what is 
right and JJSl, and there 1s no power on earth capable of resisting it.-

-· ~ApplaLJse.. It has _bee~ well said, that this is not a new experiment; it 
1s old. We have tned 1t already; and we have succeeded with less of 
power ~bar. even this ro?~ produces, with less of force behind perhaps than 
even th 1s town may exb1b11. We have succeeded in the cause of civil and 
religio~s lberty !or Ircland.-(applause)-and even the hero of Waterloo, 
and th -lealer ol l~e landlord monopolisiug class, yielded, because they 
could no lu1ger res1sL.-(Applauee.) Tbc voice even of the Irish people 
bec11me triamphant, aud conscience w11s set free.-(Hear.) I do not boast 
of that ; 1ft me not be mistaken. I do not boast of it as a section tri
umph, or u a victory gained by one portion ol the inhabitants of this 
couutry- ovtr anotber.-(Hear.) No; it was not for individuals we strnggled 
and conq~red; we struggled for the sacred principle, that conscience 
ought llJ be free, and religion ought to be a subject only between a man and 
hi» Goal- Applause.) In that contest even the people of Ireland succee
ded,-( Api.lause.) Well; have any people on earth done any thing that 
the Entglm arc not capable of doing ?-(Hear.) If one portion of the 
aubJect, o. th,e qu~en were able to do it, why should not we all,-ir we 
weli co1mb11e in th1~ _c'l.use,-Irish, English, and Scotch-why i;bould we 
JlOt 86 liU,ces fu_l 11 w~ be not apathetic; if we do not allow, in the en
tltu iasllll o' public meetmgs, that 11nimation to expire in cheers and acrla
malionlft that ougb~ lo be reserved for the continued practice of adv11ncing 
eve1·y d;ay, Jf movmg forward every hour, of accumulating from week to 
week, l1ill o I the world (except, perhaps, the monopolists) become one great 
Anti-C1:irn-Law League ?-(Applause.) The monopolists are beginning to 
be a litttle warmed ; ur.d the talk at the late coDservative meetings proves,
not theiir n,mbers, not their determination, but their wavering and timidity. 
-{llea,r, 1..,ar.) Dr. Marsham mny taunt the people or this coontry on 
the dislreb> to which they have been brought. He bas the audacity to say, 
that orne-tb rd of th! people of this counlry live upon oats; and he bas 
had-tlhe nsolent Jocularity, shall I call it?-(" Hear, hear," and ap-
1>lause)-l< say that another third" rejoice in potatoes."-(" Hear, bear," 
and la1ugher.) He is the principal of Merton College, in Oxford-
(Hear.) "\• oulc! be dare to tell the young persons that are in the course of 
educaticon m Merton College, "I'll feed you well to-morrow, you shall 
rejoice in potatoes-(hear, hear) ;-I'll feed you well the next day, you 
11ball baive ,lenty of oatmeal ?''-(Hear, bear.) And if be would not dare 
to say t.hat to the inmates of l\hrton Coll<'gc, how cnn be dare to have the 
1iudacit,y trspeak thus lo the universal people of Great Britain?-{" Hear," 
and lou1d e1eers.) I arraign him for disloyalty aud treason.-(Applause.) 
I procllain him a trnitor to the constillltioo and the queen.-(" Hear, 
hear," 1and renewed applause.) The basis of the throne, and of the crown 
of this cou1try, is the good ot the Biiti~h people.-(Applause.) The be
neficenlt aid lovely being that now sits upon the throne, is far from any 
rt!pronclh, o· even from any obloquy, upon this subject; for the fault is not 
ber'a.-•(Tr:mendoua cheering, and waving of handkerchiefs) She inter
pose,i 010 olstacle between the good of the people and their task-masters; 
bat the preient administration have her in chains, and i.be is rather sub
aervientt _to hem, than they ro,her.-(" Hear, hear," and applause) I speak 
it net wnthreference to her whose reign over this country cannot end itself 
uocpt im t1e termination of a long and happy existence-(applause);••t l •pc k .h tal.y ill rofflol'Caeo '9 Ole t,aitor Musbam,-tbe tniitor 

Orkney, and traitors of that description, in order to show you the danger 
that results from their conduct, and your duty to interp,,se between thelllo 
and the safety of the constitution of Great Britain.-('' H~ar, bear," and 
applause.) Yes, the house of lords itself, has fallen before; and why: 
becaus~ they were participators in a monopoly, aud an iniquity; anrl I ssy, 
that neither the throne, nor the lords, nor the commons, can possibly be safe, 
if the people of England are lobe driven to beggary, and lo want, and are lo 
be insulted by the Marshams, and told to rejoice in their misery.-(Applause.) 
-This may be called strong language-use strong words, and you will 
not have occasion to use blows. Shoulder to shoulder, and speak out in 
accents loud as thunder, that you u1:1derstand the grievances under which 
you are affi.icted. That you will not be content to have a master cla:ss 
domineerini: over you, regulating by their money scale, the extent of your 
appetites, guaging your stomachs, aud ascertaining how much food t?ey 
think it is good for you, and, above all, for them, that you should receive. 
Why, if the Duke of Buckingham was to go into the working-man's room, 
and finrl that there was a slice of bread for each of the children, and a big
ger one for the father and mother, and he was to take the biggest slice, is 
there a human being alive that woulfl not think the Duke of Buckingham 
would deserve to Jose the ribbon which be bas so long worn. And yet be 
is doing this; not directly and manfully i,n the face of ~be P?Or ~rtiza~r 
and in the bt!aring of the screams of the children; but he 1s dowg 1t at bis 
Buckinghamshire meetings, and by bis representatives; for_he bus several 
of them in the house of commons. The common sense of England bas 
been roufled. The common sense is, that human food should be as cheap 
as possible, as plentiful as possible; that there should_ be no tax upon iL :. 
a tax that is nothing to the rich man, but is every thmg to the poor man. 
Remember, I am not upholding a fixed duty, because a fixed duty is a fixed 
iniquity .-(Cheers.) But the absurdity, as well as the criminality of a 
fixed duty bas this additional disadvantage; it is a tax for the benefit of a 
class, and' not for the government. It has to pay for no portion of the ex
penses or the government. The absurdity of it is this, that it is taxing one 
set of men to put it into the pocket» of another. Let them out and speak 
the truth, and say their name is Lorri, and they are ent!tlecl to pi_c~ your 
pockets. It ii the common sense of England to call a thrng what It is. I 
like to call a spade, a spade; and robbery, I call robbery., N~t of any 
thing which is their due wouhl I rob them; but I trust the lime 1s fa&L ap
proaching when they shall be deprived of the power to rob the people. 
The M anchestcr Anti-corn-law League has set au example. The people of 
Eugland is never tested so much as by a contribution of the people.
(Loud applause.) It is a part of the common sense of John Bull to judge of 
people's sincerity by the amount of tb.i money they give. Happily it is 
attested by upwards of £40,000, and I am huppy in believing thaL, if the 
corn.Jaws are uol speedily repealed, that .£40,000 will become £400,000, 
with a man behind every shilling of that amount. (Tremendous cheering.) 
In my opinion, the sclfi h supporters of tbe corn laws, in the house of 
commons, are a set of robbers, and ought to be in the dock, iostead of the 
witness box. But let the landowners not delude themselves; their nl
tempts to maintain those wicked laws will be defeated, and then woe to the 
wretches who have caused auEi pl'olonged the struggle.-(Tremen<lou" 
cheering.) Already, indeed, the people of England buve exrommnnicated 
these supporters of the starvation Jaws; and they mnst qnuil before th1:i1· 
countrymen, anrl thaw before the face of lovely and kind hearted woruar,. 
-Cheers.) There is now a data to the existence of those laws. \Ve now 
count by minutes, not by months or years. They say we shall have un1,Lher 
defeat. I hope we shall, for I know that its echo will be londer, infinitely, 
than their applause-(cbeers),-and that your zeal will only be the w11rm1:r 
in hurling the tyrants from their suprcmacy.-(Greal cheering.) I we!l 
remember that on the very day we received uews in Dublin of the rejection 
of the Catholic Emancipation Bill, we called a great aggregate meeting, 
and passed resolu 1ious declaring our resolution Lo continue our course of 
agitation.-(Cheers.) When they do reject the mo:ion of the honourable 
gentleman (Mr. Villiers), let every county, town, und parish, meet and 
commence more extensive operntions.-(Great cheering.) The agricultun1l 
labourers of Englund ought to imitate the example of my poor countrymen. 
Lord Mountcashel, who happens to be connected with Lhe county which I 
have the honour lo represcut, and which is known in Ireland as the county 
of the "Condors and Claugibbons," bas had the honesty to acknowledge 
that the corn-laws were intended to keep up rents.-(Hear, bear.) The 
noble lord told his tenants this,-tbat the landlords were in debt and could 
not pay without them; bnt what was the reply? One farmer asked him, 
" How can we main1ain high rents and high prices, when we have poor 
and almost destitute consumers.-(Loud cheers.) This bothered the noble 
lord, as you may suppose, and be went away, perhaps muttering un old 
distich, familiar in the county-

" Who the deuse, besides bis nurse, 
For Lord Montcru.hel cares one curse." 

(Great laughter and cheers.) You see Paddy understood it-he knew it 
was dishonest-and be nobly repelled the imposition.-(Cbeers.) Le, 
the people say t0 tbe landlords who tell them that the Coro Laws lll"e to 
ennble them to pay their debts, that the laws may be useful to the landlords, 
but that they are exceedinsly disho,oest to the people.-(Tremendous cheer
ing,) A landlord may at.lord to be dishonest, but the poor are obliged to 
have a clear cooscience.-(Great laughter and cheering.) lo conclusion, 
I say to you, be up and doing in this great cause, or lie down amidst t.b• 
contempt of the worl<l,-(Tremendous appl•12aeJ 
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VARIETIES. 

LANDD0RD! IN A ui:ss !-Earl Mountca!lhcl, at a meeting in the 
oounty of Cork, to petition in favour of Corn-law protection, at 
which he was defeated, said, " Some persons, perhaps, would 
say, 'Oh, let the landlord reduce hi, rents, and all will be well;' 

, but it is much easier for them to say, let them reduce the rents, 
than for the landlord to do it. Many of them certainly receive 
•everal thousands a year, but the question is, does it belong to 
those who receive it? ,vas it not notor;.ous that almost all the 
landlords had their grounds mortgaged, and he himself knew many 
in the neighbourhood who were so circumstanced, and if they did 
not pay the interest of that, and sometimes the principal too, 
they would be pressP.d to do so by lhe strong arm of th? law, or 
else have thefr lands brought to the hammer and their estates 
aold. The landlords were consequently not able to reduce their 
rents or to act with that ki1,d and fri endly f eeling which they 
wish;d towards their tenants. That being the case, it was useless 
and idle for the manufacturers of England to talk about their re
ducing their rents to that extent. Some landlords were so deeply 
in debt that they conld scarcely exist." The object of the Corn
law then, is to pay the debts of noble lords. Many are very angry 
w.ith Lord Mountcashel because he told the truth. 

F .A.llMERS DEEPLY INT'ERESTED IN TRADE.-" If you want to 
pet a puzzling question to a farmer," says Colonel Thomp~on, ·• ask 
hi~1 what he has done with his child1·eu. 1

' Only one can succeed 
to his father's farm; all the re!t must either emigrate Ol" sink into 
the ranks of agricultural labouu,rs. If th11y -9.ttempt t0 bec,ome 
farmers, all must !!ee, that they will ruin one another by com
petition. A free trade would enable them to proceed to the 
town• and thc1·e to embark in some kind of business. Sup
J)f)lin~, then, that a farmer was benefite~ in the fi_rst, ~stance 
by the corn la.we, now if he have five sona, hu own fa011ly s mtercst 
in favour of tra.rle i1 as four to on,. 

IN FonFARSRIRE, Scotland, more than half the ~urface of the 
entire country, it is said, is owned by proprietors who are in 

--favour of repeal. 
. TnE FOLLY OF PROTECTION.-" IC protection is needed,'' 

,ayl'- Mr. Cobden, "it is for Scotland, with the inclemency of htir 
climate, and her many disadvantae:e!!, and yet she says, 'there is 
no need of it;' while England, with her sunny ~ky, h~r favoured 
elimate, her fertile 1;oil, is c·aJling for protection against foreign 
competition. If pretection ia wanted at all, Suotland ought to 
have it, in order to enable her farmers to compete with those of 
Englancl." 

'. TERRIBLE REDUCTION.-An instance in the decline in the 
T1tlue of property, is mentioned in the Sheffield Iris, of a grinding 
wheel erected within 20 years, at the expenoe of £53,000, lately 
sold for £1,000 I 

TnE DF.CREASE IM THE IMPORTATION OP WooL in 1842, ia 
12,512 bales, or 24 per cent., and thi., is chiMy in thl:l more valuable 
!!Orts. What a decisive proof that pov,rty is getting upwards. 
I can see many tradesmen now wearing coats, which at one time 
would hava been "cast off" as shabby. 

AGRICULTURAL TaAINING.-It ia suggested that it would be 
of e5sential service to the farmers in North Lancashire, if the 
landowners would engage an experienced chemist to examine the 
nature of the land, and instruct farmers as to the manures most 
suitable. ,ve want, indeed, practical and experimenting agricul
tural meetings among f3:rmers and farmers' sons on the 11pot, and 
not meetings for eating, drinking, and speech making merely at a 
bead inn. 

REDUCTION XN PRICE.-As a proof of the great reduction of 
property in the United States, I have cut out the following from 
a New York paper. "Excellent cows have recently been sold at 
Dayton O., at Constable's sale, at £3 each, hay £l per ton, 500 
bushels of corn in the ear for £3, and 80 acres of wheat, well put 
in, fol· the same sum.'' This is the result of having no markf.t 
for their produce. 

FREE SUGAR W AJfTEn.-The coff'ee hou»e keeper, and tee
totallers ought never to forge, the fact, that Br.azilian sugar 
might be retailed at 2d. per lb. They ought all to puah forward 
free trade measur~ eveD. for t~ir own inwm1st. 

ON WHOM oou THE BURDEN FALL ?-When_ a •hip at aea 
happens to be short of food, all hands, officers and private,, re
duce their allowance and suffer together: with us the contrary i1 
the practice. " You never heard,'' said Colonel Thompson, " of 
an Archbishop perishing for want of food. Lords and comman
ders-in-chief are much more in the habit of applying for medical 
aid to remove the effects of repletion. The middle classes, hap
pily, feel not the sting of hunger. The want of provisions cauaetl 
by the eorn law, therefore, must fall in all its weight upon the 
operatives, who have got the least 1hare of meana to purcha111 
with.'' 

DROPPING WAGEs.-Some persons affect great concerl).. about 
the operatives' wages. Do not such persons know that rai&init 
or keeping up the price of food, is really taking a portion o( 
wages out of the poor man's pocket? 

" The greatest cha1ity,'' said the chairman at. the Bristol meet
ing, "you can do to the people of this country is to give them 
employment; and I believe if you repeal the corn laws, you will 
do more las~ing good to your country than could be done by all 
the charitable institutions that now exist." 

FARMING ArPRE NTICES.-It is said that since the- publicatio11 
of the Ptize Essay, the author, Mr. Hope, a farmer in Scotland, 
renting £1,500 a year, has required a secretary to answer th• 
letten and the applications he has received, from inclividuala ~ 
take their sons as apprentices to the art of farming. 

"PECULIAlt BURDENS."-" The land has plenty of peculia'1'•$
emptions from taxes," says :'\Ir. l\foor, "but it ca11not b• s~•--• 
that it ha!I one peculiar burden." 

DowN AND nowN.-In shewing that the farmers' 1uffering1 are 
nrit owini to the small qu:lntity of food imperted under the new 
tariff, ]Hr . . Moor ohserves, that " Hie farmers are down, beca111e 
theh- customer, II.rt! down,"-thua pointing out the true cause of 
their distre &. 

C.HEAP A~VICE·- Instead of constantly plying the stomach and 
bowels with purgatives, and filling e ~· cry drawer with pill boxes, 
if you will follow nature, hy eating bread made of wheat ground 
down altogether, just as it comes from the fi e ld, you will never he 
troubled with costh eueEts. Instead of mi ~ing your water witil 
fe1mented barley, or bw·nt bread, or 8pirits of wine, let it always 
be cold and p111e as nature sends it,. In this state it is moat valua
ble for regulating the system. 

O'CONNOR is reported to have said at Rechdale, "That the 
repeal of the corn laws would be the cause of a bloody rer,olutioJ& 
within a ,veek afte~ lhe law was abrogated ! Not all the ari&to
cracy, not all the army, at home and abroad, could put a stop to 
the rapine, mwda, and blqodshed which would immediately follow 
the repeal of thi.& law!" No doubt he is terribly alarmed at 
these things I 

THE SHEFFIELD BANK. has failed , aud the reaaon usigned i•, 
the decay of lhe trade of the town, and this is attributed to the 
Joss of the American market. It is said that, "increased misery, 
overwhelming poor rates, bankruptcies, and insolvencies without 
number, may be expected." 

EVERY COUNTRY HAS ITS ADVANTAGES.-The cheapest W&f 

in which the Americans can manufacture cotton goods is to grow 
them in their corn lields ; and the cheapest way in which we can 
grow ~orn is to make it in our factories.-J. L. RICARDO, M. P. 

Livesey's Free Trade Letter Linings. 

T HESE ,ire Small .Hills, neatly printed, with a bonfor, suited 
to the usual size of letters, a dozen of which may be fon·arded 

through the post, without any additional .,xpens". Unlike Motto 
\Vafers, which are destroyed with c;pttning the letter, these may be 
sE111t and resentf,ee tlirough the post, 11. hundred times jf necessary. 
The.v contain appropriate udtlresses on the R t> peal of the Corn 
Laws.- Pike One Halfpenny a. Dozen, or 2... 6d. per l000. 
Sold by all AJ.(tt1tts of tlH' Str11,q_qle. 

Printed and Published by J . L1vu i;: y, Preston. Sold by Gadsby a11.d liey
wood, Manchester; Willmer, Liverpool, and Anti-Monopoly Assooiation, 7, 
Water street; G. Gallie. Glasgow; J. Kenhaw, 14, South Market. Leeds 1 
Houghton, 47, West~ate, Hnddersfield; Riley, Chestergate, Stoc.kport; J. 
Ramsdale, Wigan; Gill, Blackburn; Wragg, Bury; 1. Dawson, Temperance 
Hotel, Clitheroe; E. Bowker, Aecrington ; Free Pregs Office, Bolton; H. 
Earnshaw, Celne.-Price One Pena:,. A Yecy liberal allow-aa•e to sell agala, 



"The object of our policy is to encour1.1ge th~ demand Ji1r labour and to extend the eommercial prospects of the 
country.' '--Sir R. Peel. 

FREE TRADE scattering her Blessings amone; all nations. 

THE IMPIETY OF THE CORN LAWS. 

The cha, acter, al\d e8pecially the condition of a proplc may 
he generally ascertained by reference to the narnr<> 0f the /111/!/J 

which are from time to time instituted. Thus, if a nation's laws 
a1·e redundant with vengeance and cruelty, and marked by parti
ality towards thC' interests of certain limited classe~, we may ex
pect a people discontented and degraded, pr<>s,mting 1·evolting 
contra~t~ of poverty and wealth, luxury and mLt>ry ; while mild, 
t>quitable, and impartial laws bespeak a p<'op\e in wc>ll-balanr<'d 
circumstances, and possessing an enviable degree of cnlightt>nment 
and moralitv. 

Those la;·s are the most n<lmirable which imitate most the uni
versal benevolc>nce of Providence, and depart farthc>st from the 
ielfisbness of man. '!here is no natnr:il <li•irnrity in <>njoyrnc>nt• 
and privil<>ges among the Almight~ •~ cre:1tme~. All ari> .. quall~ 
hlessed, from the least to thi> greatest. ThC' hRppiries~ of thC' no
hi lion, the ponderous elephant, or the majestie c:igle, i~ not a 
whit more exqui~ite than that of the ant, the squirrel, th<> li11net, 
or the worm. Now, is there any semblance of thi8 heautiful ~ys
tem in the boasted laws of our own country? Not the least. 
While all Gorl's creatures are tended with a watchful eyP, and 
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•• receive their meat in due season,'' thou~ands of our fP.llow
creatures are left to ~tarve unde1· the influt>nce of man's legal cru
elty ; and while Jehovah' impartial honnty makes conntless 
1 illions of his creatures glad, "man·s inhumanity to man," cxer
ci~e<l through the medium of u11jnst law,, "makes countless thou
sands monrn. '• 

0 fall such despotic enal'tments, the most prominent for inhu
manity are the corn laws-laws which have again and again been 
pro ed to he p1 ejmlicial to the prosperity of the kingdom at large, 
and which I would now show to be as impious as they are hn
poli tic. 

Any human measnrn may he rharged with impiety which di
rectly or indirectly ti>nds to d<'preciate the wisdom, 01· curtail the 
goodness of the Deity; or, in other words, which frusttates any 
nf his hPnrvolrnt rleslgn•. Have the corn laws this tendency?
Undouhte<lly. It would he incon;i.istent with our ideas of A I
mig ty goodn<'SS to suppose that nwn, who is the only creature 
endowed with reason, and destirwrl for itmnortality, should al~o he 
the only creature doomed to starvation. Thdeed, rea~oning a~ide, 
tl1e very face of nature blooming with plenty. smil<>s a disdainful 
con.tradiction of so mon~trous a 11upposition. · Yet the corn lawio, 
i!i defiance of natare's practical demonstration lo the conh-ar,, du 
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doom men to starvation, by rendering the produce of the earth 
inaccessible to many of our fellow-creatures. Again ; God cre
ated man to live for a term of yea1·s, guaranteeing the supply of 
the natural means of sustenance, and preparing his departurP. from 
this stage of existence hy the _gradual decay of his physical po,¥
ers, even during the enjoyment of all the element!> of life. But 
tlte corn laws 'anticipate t.he decree, and reverse this merciful 
order, by suddenly withdrawing the means of life. and causing 
man to perish ere the decay of his faculties has prepared him for 
the grave. Thus is Providence mocked by human interference, 
and privation substituted for comfort and plenty! But the opera
tion of these laws is two-fold; for while some are deprived of 
nature's bounty on the one hand, others are enriched wilh super
abundance on the other. While bread is withdrawn from many, 
by the same law luxury and grandeur is secured to afew. This 
is an aggravation of the evil. If our legislators had supposed that 
all the people had fared too well and lived too long, and there
fore had decreed that the sustenance of all-peer and peasant, 
rich and poor, pious and profane-should be materially curtailed, 
then had there been at least justice among men, if not grateful 
obedience to the will of God. As it is, however, the poor man 
must toil and fast, while the rich man may be idle and feast. The 
landowners compel the poor to pay them exorbitant and unnatural 
prices for their grain, in order that they may "heap the shrine of 
luxury and pride with the incense of a nation's woe." Men of 
England! is it for this, think ye, that the Author of our being has 
so wisely ordained the succession of the seasons :-is it for this 
that the fertile dew and the fertilizing showers are given, and the 
rays of the glorious sun permitted to mature the treasures of the 
earth-that a noble drone may be permitted to revel in guilty 
luxury, and dissipate as much in one night at the gaming-table, as 
would feed and clothe scores of industrious families throughout the 
year? Think you that the Almighty had such vile ends in view 
when he created earth and stocked it with its infinite abundance? 

It may be here objected that the growth of our own country is 
not taxed, but merely that of other countries. To this I answer, 
that the taxation of foreign produce is virtually a taxation of our 
own, and that the removal of these duties would necessarily 
cheapen the British produce. We can procure corn from many 
nations at a price which we could afford to pay, espechlly with 
the concomitant advantage of extendP.d trade; but the Corn Laws 
eompel us to eat the British Landowners' bread at prices which 
we cannot afford to pay. Here our legislators have blended artful 
cunning with heartless cruelty. They knew that the people could 
not live without bread, and therefore they taxed it. They knew 
that whatever else the people laid aside, this they must and would 
obtain, at whatever cost of money and of toil, and, therefore, as 
the legislators were generally corn-growers, and lived by the sale 
of this indispensable article, they acted upon a selfish impulse, and 
raised the article by limiting the supply. That a nation's luxu
ries may be taxed to support the revenue and maintain the state, 
I would grant; but that royalty and state, with their attendant 
profusion, and that nobility in all its grandeur, should be main
tained at the expense of the natural comforts of any suhjects in 
the land, is to me an enormity too glaring for further toleration. 
A nation's food should be as sacred from taxation as the air we 
breathe, seeing that. the former is as essential to life as the latter; 
and until it can be proved that man derives his right to liv~ from 
the legislature of his country, and not from God, I shall continue 
to maintain that the Corn Laws are impious. 

I would here illustrate my position as to the impiety of 
the Corn Laws by two examples. Suppose a man, actuated 
by selfish or misanthropic motives, should daily pray to Heaven, 
1u.rrounded, perhaps, by a large family, that the ensuing bar-• 
vest might be blighted and rendered one of extreme scarcity, 
is there :1.n individual in the kingdom, even in the ranks of 
the landowners, who would not pronounce such conduct impious 
in the extreme? Yet, where is the difference in point of guilt, 
betwixt this man's conduct and that of our legislators? Nay, the 
former would be even less reprehensible ; for while he merely 
solicited this from Heaven, in which case, if his prayers were 
1ranted, it could only be done by the concurrence of Provi
dence ;-I say, while he merely requested such a disaster, our 
land-owning legislators actually take upon themselves the awful 
procedure, and, Heaven willing or not, they render the people's 
food limited and dear. 

For a second illusu-ation. - We hear a good deal of the conver-

sions effected by missionary labours, and the religious world dee!R 
it a duty incumbent upon them to carry the light of the Gospel 
over the whole world. Now, suppose any one should remark, in 
answer to some missionary appeal, "Let the New Zealan ers fincl 
religion for themselves. I don't. see the utility of troubling our
selves and exporling religion to them; let them look after their 
own souls.'' How many a pious prelate and religious enthusiast 
would here lift up his hands and exclaim,-" 'What impiety! 
Did not our Lord Jesus command his Apostles to go into all t~ 
world and preach the Gospel, thereby showing that the riches of 
Truth should not. be enjoyed by a portion of the world only;" and 
conclude perhaps by chanting the missionary hymn-

" Shall we whose souls are lighted 
Wilh wisdom from on high ; 

Shall we to men benighted 
The lamp of life deny ? 

Salvation! 0, Salvation! 
The joyful sound proclaim, 

Till each remotest nation 
Has learnt Messiah's name!'' 

And in this argument and episode doubtless many of our tand
owners wo1tld piously join. Now for a parallel case. The people 
of America, for instance, have " bread enough and to spare," 
while we "perish with hunger." They would, therefore, send to 
us some corn missionaries, with abundance of food. But a land
owner steps forth, with the Corn Laws in his hand, and says -
" Let the English find corn for themselves. We see no utility 
in America troubling herself to send corn to England ; let the 
English look after their own bread.'• And here a repealer, as the 
religionist did in the other case, might remonstrate thus-" Did 
not God, when he made man, bless them, and speak thus.--' Be 
fruitful and multiply, and replenish the earth and subdue it; and 
have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of 
the air; and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth. 
Behold I have given you every herb bearing seed which is upon 
the face of all the eart!t and every tree,' &c., &c., thereby showing 
that man was entitled to the produce of the whole earth, and not 
limited to the consumption of the produce of a portion only;" 
and still further imitating the religionist in his style of argument, 
he might conclude thus-

" Shall foreign golden treasures 
Of grain uneaten lie, 

Which, but for Corn Law measures, 
Would all our wants supply ? 

To Britain's sons and daughters 
Be brought, for all their toil. 

O'er ocean's lroubled watera 
The fruits of every soil. 

Starvation I 0, starvation ! 
The hateful fiend expel, 

Till plenty in our nation 
,vith sweet contenlment dwell!" 

And where is the difference betwixt the two cases? If the com
mand of Christ as to the promulgation of the Gospel be a divine 
announcement, is not the blessing upon mankind at large, above 
quoted, a divine announcement also? Taking, therefore, the Bible 
as our authority, if it is right to distriuute the Gospel, it is 
equally right to distribute food over the world; and if it is 
impious to withhold the former, it is just as impious to withhold 
the latter. 

I have now, I trusl, made apparent the offensive character of 
the Corn Laws in their most sel'ions relation. I have often ea.lied 
upon the people, for the sake of trade, commerce, and political 
righls, to demand the abolition of these laws, and I now invoke 
all who venerate the Deity and reverence the natural 1-ights of 
man, to join in this laudable agitation. Z. 

DR. BffWRING'S SPEECH AT THE FIRST 
AGGREGATE MEETING. 

Dr. BowtnNG, l\'I.P., was then called on, and was received 
with loud plaudits. He said,-1\fr. Chairman, ladies, 11nd gen
tlemen,-! confess l stand awe-struck in the presence of a meet
ing like this I feel as men are &airl to feel in the presence of the 
falls of Niadara-(hear, hear),-smitten dumb with the grandeur 
of the spectacle before them. (Applause.) Why, when we ~0,0.- • 
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trast the state of this question four or five years ago, when in a 
small room in this town, the Manchester Anti-Corn-Law Asso
ciation was first formed, with that magnificent assembly 
~athered together in this magnificent building, who can 
-doubt what is to be the result of the growth of popular opinion? 
(Applause.) A beginning small as the muuntain stream, gather
ing into a gre:i.t river, and now becoming a magnificent ocean, 
whose irresistible tides will sweep every fragment of monopoly 
a.way. (Cheers.) Why, my friends, everywhere there is en
couragement and confidence too. We first hoped, ay, and we 
hoped somewhat despairingly. Many of us have read the 
history of the great combats in which the many have been en
gaged in resisting the oppression of the few. (Applause.) We 
know how hard have been the struggles, how seemingly invincible 
the difficulties which men have had to encounter who have come for
ward to as,sert their rights, and to endeavour to redress their 
wrongs, in a country where legislation hitherto has not represented 
the iuterests of the nation, but the interests of a privileged few, 
and where the interests of the great community have been too 
often wrapped in forgetfulness and oblivion. (Applause.) 
Why, what I see around me, reminds me of what took place only a 
week ago on the coast of England, in the neighbourhood of a 
mighty cliff celebrated by our great dramatist. There was an 
impediment to communication ; but they tunnelled out the galle
ries, they hewed the chambers, they deposited their barrels of 
JlUnpowder; great ends were to be accomplished by great means; 
the electric shock was applied; the mountain fell into a heap. 
(Cheers.) And there is now a level path, over which travellers 
and merchants, and merchandize will pass unmolested. ( Ap
plause.) And what have you, my friends, been doing? You, 
too, have been depositing gunpowder, grain by grain, at the foot 
of this great enormity; and, ere long, the electric fire will be ap
plied, and the mountain of monopoly shall fall, :i.nd the peaceful 
car of triumphant commerce shall go over the ground where lately 
all was resistance. (Cheers.) The1·e are many magnificent sights 
in natm·e : the heaving of the sea ; the rising of the sun ; but, in 
my view, nothing is so great, nothing so enohling, as the heaving 
of th~ popul r mind. (Applause.) And here I witness one of 
its noblest efforts; here I see the men anrl women, a multitudi
nous gathering, all determined, all enthusiastic; and, believe me, 
that the memory of their presence and the thoughts of this day will 
inspire and encourage me and others when we have to fight the 
battle in the senate of our common country. (Applause.) Few 
may l.>e the1·0, but we know that we have millions behind us. 
Feeble we may be there for the present, but the strength of pub
lic opinion is with us. (Cheers.) Denied once and again we 
may be ; but we are assured that there is a triumph-a great tri
wnph in rese rve fo1· us; and we already anticipated the time when 
we shall meet not to plan the overthrow of these grievances, but 
to rej oice and congratulate one another on their final overthrow; 
when, as the fetters were struck off the limbs of the slave, we 
1hall have unfettered labour-when what was done for the blacks 
•hall be done for the whiteS-(immense cheering); when you 
will have emancipated not some millions of Catholics, but the 
whole of your labouring population of England, the country WEl so 
much love,-(hear, hear,)-and so much honour, the country 
which we believ" destined to give a great aml noble example to 
the universal world, will take up her proud position, not as now, 
to warn, hut to instruct m:mkind; and the lessons of truth and 
knowledge and of political economy, uttered in our native tongue, 
shall be translated into every idiom spoken by civilized men. 
(Loud applause.) My friends, I don't know whether in the col
lection or distribution of that money, the report of which we are 
about to hear, most good has been done to the people. I believe 
,here is no instance in the progress of the human mind, of so 
many prejudices uprooted, of ~o many jealousies overthrown, of 
10 many heresies extirpated, as have attended the exertions of the 
Anti-Corn-Law League. (Cheers.) And you who have moved 
the people -you wh·o have moved the millions, are you not able to 
move the P arliament,-(deafening cheers)-and a few hundred 
monopolists ? (Rene wed applause.) I rely on that heroic de
terminatioa from which the English people have gathered all 
their honours and all thP,ir glories-that perseverance which does 
not shrink from difficulty or danger-that single-mindedness which 
marches straight to its object-an object intelligible and obvious 
to all; for, my friends, we have no sinister or selfish purposes to 
answ,01'. Our proceedings are in the light of day ; we have in-

vited controversy; and throughout that controversy, the truths 
we have proclaimed have been everywhere triumphant. (Cheers.) 
Advocating the principles of free trade, we have been delighted 
to see associated with them the principles of peace, the principlea 
of charity, principles upon which the well being of individuals as 
of nations are founded. (Cheers.) Go on, my friends; you are 
already recompensed; but be assured that a greater recompense 
yet awaits you. (The honourable member sat down amidst the 
most enthusiastic cheering.) 

Peel kicking the ladder which raised him to power. 

" GREAT INTERESTS." 

Sir R. Peel said, in making any changes, due regard 
should be made to that system of protection, under 
which "great interests had grown up;" but he said 
nothing of the great interests which had fallen down 
under the same protection, the greatest of which is the 
" daily bread" interest pertaining to 25 millions of work
ing men and their families. It seems what is up must 
be kept up ; but what is down, must remain down. 
But neither law protection, nor premier protection can 
keep up the " great interests" referred to ; their stay 
and support is the prosperity of the masses; and if the 
intere::;t of the revenue is sinking for want of that sup
port, the interest of the landowner will sink also. 
Every penny of rent received by this "great interest," 
comes from the earnings of the people, paid to the 
farmers for food; and there its support lies. The 
prop grows weaker and weaker, as the people get 
poorer, and not only so, but parochial poverty is be. 
coming such another dead weight, that these combined 
will sh<'>w the folly of trying to keep np one interest at 
the expense of others. 

Anxious as I am, that all interests should prosper
that of labour, ag1·iculture and commerce-let Sir 
Robert 1·emove this shade of protection, under which 
the rank weed of monopoly-alias a " great interest" 
-has luxuriated so long to the impoverishment of the 
soil, from which the most useful plant labour should 
receive its support. Whether he will or not, the 
retaliating principle of social organization will do 
it. One" great interest" cannot long prosper at the 
expense of another. The landed interest has had its day, 
without performing its duties ; but if it will now come 
forward honestly and abandon a dishonest protection, 
take its staud with the other interest of the country; 
work with them for the common good, it may at any 
rate save itself the disgrace of being called upon to 
compensate for past injuries. And J recommend to 

I 
Sir Robert, instead of pledging himself to keep up tho!ie 
that are up, to endeavour with his fOWerful influence, to 

I raise those that are down and deal equal justice to all. 
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VARIETIES. 

SLAVERY.-In reference to wages and food rising and falling 
together Mr. Arthur Moore very justl_v said, " that the nearer 
nations ~pproached to slavery the more nearly did this take place.'' 
Where there is freedom, every man gets the worth of his labour, 
which may purchase four times more food than he can consume iu 
food, and therefore he adds luxuries. Where there is se1fdom and 
slavery, the man has no opportunity of doing this_, hut lives ~y 
1ulferance, and is allowed just as much wages ar. will enable him 
to work to enrich others. 

OPENING BLIND EYEs.-A friend of mine met a farmer, resid
ing near Blackburn, who said, alluding to thfl electoral packets, 
"Somebody has sent me a lot of corn law papers, and I assure you 
they have opened my been, and a good deal of foo~~s besides in 
are nebrud. I feel thankful to those that sent them. 

ExPOitTS OF AGRICULTURB.-Why should agriculturists carp 
at our exports and treat foreign trade with contempt? ~here !s 
there a single article exported that does not take somethrng agri
cultural wilh it? Nay, every bale of cloth, every package of ma
nufactures includes the consumption of corn, beef, butter, 
milk &c. the produce of the land. l\fr. I. Toll, of Berkshire, said, 
"not a ,i'ngle piece of woollen cloth weighing 30lbs. was exported 
that did not contain some thousand pounds weight of our agri
cultural produce." 

MORE MILK AND FLESHJIIEAT W ANTED.-If the working peo
ple in this country might he fairly fed, we should req~ire at l~ast 
double the quantity ofjl.eshmeat, and double the quantity of mtlh; 
and this extra quantity would be consumed without the lea~t ex
cess. How are we to feed the cattle or keep the cows with our 
present limited supplies of grain ? Extraordinary importa
tions of corn are necessary for these purposes alone, even if we 
could grow a sufficient ~uantity for our own bread. l\1ilk cannot 
be imported, fleshmeat with difficulty; and it is easier to bring 
over com than most other articles of food. Let this become cheap, 
and farmers would then turn more land to grazint, dairying, and 
horticulture, and 011r supplies would be abundant. For the pur
pose of feeding cattle and pigs, and as an article of provender for 
milk cows, cheap corn is of great advantage to the farmers them
selves. 

WHAT ENGLAND CAN no.-'' We send onr ships on a voyage 
of 15,000 miles to bring home the native cotton of Hin<lostan to 
spin, weave, and bleach, and return it over tho same stupendous 
dislance. and undersell on their own soil the weaver8 of the Gan
ges and the Deccan, in a country where a handful of rice is the 
sustenance of the people, and where their wages vary from q 1l. 
to 2d. a-day;" so says Emerson Tenant, and he shews that if we 
might have fair play at home we need not fec1r successful compe
tition abroad. 

AGRICULTURAL PROGRESSIO~.-It. was stated by Mr. Bright 
on the authority of the proprietors, that out of 60,000 Chamber'5 
Journals, published weekly, 59,000 are sold in towns. This i8 
named to show the low state of agricultural di tricts as to reading 
and knowledge. There is a law to compel factory mastera to 
school all under thirteen years of age; a law would be useful to 
compel landowners to persue the same for all above thirteen. 

THE FoREIGN PRICE REGULATES TnE Hol\rn PRICE OF Ex
PORTABLE Goons. -The home price of goods is, and must he, 
regulated by the foreign price. The more we export, and the 
higher price we get in the home market. The lP.ss we export, 
and the cheaper goods are in the home market. 

WHAT IMPROVES THE RENT OF LAND?-" Every improve
ment. in the circumstances of society ten<ls either directly or indi
rectly to raise the rent of land, to increase the real wealth of the 
andlord, his power of purchasing the labour, or the produce of the 

Jabour of other pP.ople.''-A. SMITH. 
THE ENLIGHTENED Mn. MILES !-To shew the ignorance of 

some of the members of parliament, Mr. Bright states, that Mr. 
Miles, member for Bristol, when p<trties called upon him last year to 
represent the state of distress in Lancashire, said in reply, "I'll 
tell you what you must do to relieve the distress in yoMr part of 
the country, shut up half tT,e mills I'' The land is shut up, then 
"shut up your mills," and what then? Revolution! nothing less 

from Mr~ Miles's advice. 

AGRICULTURAL llllPROVEMENTS.-One thing is deserdng of 
notice by those who say that the League1·s want to destroy agricul
ture, and that is, that some of its lPading memhers are among the 
first to suggest and help forward every improv<'ment in agl'i ulture. 
Was there ever so mnch said about impro"ved S)' ·t.Pms of eu\tiva
tion as at present? The Leaguers do all they can to ~read in
formation upon the subject; witness the exertiom of ::\Tr. Greg. 
An alnt11dance of cheap food is what we want; we should be glad 
to get it from our own soil; hut if not., to buy it as cheap as we can 
from any other part of the world. The great national ohjet't of 
all our planin~ and working, manufacturing and trading, of all our 
buying and selling, should be to get pll!nty of food and raiment 
for all the people, ir,stead of the present partial and uneq11al tlis
tl'ibution, which is the result of dear food and the corn la~s. 

EIGHT HOURS TAXATION.-1'he editor of the Liverpool 
Mercury, speaking of the large sum of £50,000 and of the labour 
and exertions made to collect it, says, " after all it is not more than 
we've to pay to the state in:taxes every ei.11ht hours, besides all the 
other taxes, and rates. Poor John Bnll !'' 

CATTLE AND CoRN.-" One and twenty-pence halfpenny," we 
are told by Ullra, "was not many years ago, at Buenos A}Tes, the 
price of an ox chost:n from a herd of three or four hundred." " In 
countries almost all waste or thinly inhabit.cd, the spontaneous pro
duct.ions of nature, which require little or no lahour, such as cat-• 
tle, poultry, and game of all kinds, &c., are usually very cheap. 
In such a country corn, on the other hand, is usually much higher, 
being the production of human labour and industry. "-A. SMITH. 

THE CAUSES OF FLUCTUATIONs.-Adam Smith in giving the price 
of wheat, mentions it h:iving been as low in 1288 as 8d. per quarter; 
while at other times it attained a most enormous value. lle says, 
"In 1270 Fleetwood gives us two prices of the quarter of wheat; 
the one is £4 16s. of the money of those times, equal to £14 8s. 
of that of the present time; the ot~er is £6 8s., equal to £19 4s. 
of our present money." He also gives the reason of this extrava
gant price which was " the interruption of all commerce and com• 
munication.'' His words are, "the price of corn, though at all 
times liable to variations, varies most in the e turbulent and disor
derly societies, in which the interruption of all commerce and com
municatio1, hinders the plenty of one part o( the country from re
lieving the scarcity of another."- Vol. 1, p. 288. 

-JusT AS IT sHour,D DE.-The Marquis of Lansdown has 
placed £1000 in the bands of bis Irish agent, to be laid out in 
draining, under the guid:ince of an eminent agriculturist. 

THE TMPORTANOE OF NATIONAL CONFIDENCE. -AmClrica has 
little money, but she has the tltin_q signified, though she wants tlw 
sign; and if freedom and confidence existed, they could do, 
if they had not another piece of metal in the kingdom. They 
have plenty of food, and if for that they could get clvtlting, thC'y 
would be well off. It is the want of confidence rather than mo11cy 
that is embarra sing them. If confidence was once lost in Eng
land, we should be ten times worse off than America. 

MR, GREG remarked that 11111d in the county of Durham, u~ua\h· 
vroduced only ahout I O bushels 0f wheat to ihe acrP, that I hl' A."P 
rage in Englund was only 2-1 bushl'ls; while in S,:otlan<l the proJ uc~ 
was from 40 to 60 bushflls. 

FARMERS' CONVERSION.- It was shewn at the l\Ianchrster 
meetings that farmers are now fast corning to the opinion, that a 
total repeal would be better than a partial one, whit:h ruight again 
be altered the next session. 

THE EXTENSIVE EFFECTS OF THE CORN LA.Ws.- lt was ,ml\ 
stated that formers du not cease to feel the operation of the corn 
law when they emigrate to America; for by these laws they nm 
there deprived of II market for their producP, and are compelh·<l 
to pay an unnecessary and exhorbitant price for all their clothin~. 

THE RuIN OF FARMERS.-· One correspondent, alluding to the 
distress of farmers, says, "I am the only remaining farmer in 
the parish which I was brought up in; excepting myself there i 
not another nor the son of another remaining." 
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"REJOICING IN POT.A TOES . .,., 
!vf,,ther.-Now, children, don't be greedy; mind or you'll burn your fingers. You seem to "rejoice" as much at 

these potatoes as if you had tasted nothing to-day. 

Billy.-Ayc, mam, pratoes are good; I wish we had always plenty of them. 
Betty.-This is better than it used to be when Billy and me gathered nettles to cook for dinner, 
Fat!ter.-Poor things! They are contented with a little. They " rejoice" in potatoes and a little salt more than they 

who have fat livings do in turtle and venison. Yet it is a hard case that we who worll most should be worst fed; that a poor 
man like myself must toil early and late and yet never taste a bit of beef, nor butter, nor scarcely bread. 

11.follier.-Yea; we are become a sort of English Irish, '• rejoicing in potatoes." But we shall be better off soon. Dr. 
l\1arsham has been taking the census, and he finds that there are five millions in our condition. But as he belongs to Oxford 
college, from which every thing good and godly proceeds, there is no doubt the Doctor intends to bestow upon us a better 
portion. 

A COMMTSSWN OF INQUIRY INTO THE I 
CAUSES WHY .FARMERS CANNOT PAY I 
THEIR RENTS. 

Upon application from Duke Pinch Belly, Lord Mar
tyr Man, Dr. Mash Murphy, and others, Her Majesty 
has been pleased to grant a commission for " inquiring 
into the cause why rents are not better paid," with 
power to summons whomsoever they please to give 
evidence before them. 

The commission being convened, Eatl MQnopoly was 
No. 61. 

appointed to the chair. Farmer Dobson was the first 
called, and was thus addressed. 

Chairman.-We are met here by Her Majesty's ap
pointment to inquire into the reason why rents are not 
better paid, and as we are told you are considerably in 
arrear, we have sent for you first to ascertain the cause. 

Fm·mer Dobson.-W ell, sir, my answer is short. I 
have paid all that my farm has made me.. We live as 
carefully as possible, and for the last two years I have 
not laid. out a penny either upon the land or any thing 
I could avoid. I sell my produce t~ Jolin Hard Hands; 
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and I give the landlord every farthing that he gives me. 
Look at the difference ; according to the rent calculation, 
I ought to have had 65s. for wheat, 33s. a load for meal, 
60s. for cheese, and ls. 2d. a lb for butter; but instead 
of these prices, I have only received this year 49s. for 
wheat, 24s. for meal, 45is. for cheese, and 9d. for but
ter. Potatoes last year were 7s. this year 3s. 6d. ; and 
as for applee., I was obliged to take them back from the 
market and give them to the pigs. Besides getting so 
much less, I have had double to pay in the shape of 
poor taxes. Every word of what I tell you is truth. 

Chairman.-! should like to see John Hard Hands. 
I wonder how he imagines you can pay your rents 
unless he gives you a better price for your produce. 
Farmers must be "protected." 

(J. Hard Hands is called and stands before the com
missioners.) 

Chairman.-What have you to say for yourself? 
Farmer Dobson cannot pay his rent, and he says it is 
all owing to the unremunerating price you give him for 
his provisions. 

John Hard Hands.-AII I have to sav, is, that I 
paid Old Dobson as much as ever I c~uld spare, 
considering the wages I receive from Mr. Long 
Chimney, my master. If I had had more work and more 
wages, I should hav€ wanted more stuff; others would 
also have wanted more, and no doubt prices would have 
been higher, and more rent paid. If you dispute my 
word, Mr. Long Chimney is at the door; you can call 
him in. There is one thing, however, my Lord Mo
nopoly, which I should just like to mention, and that 
is, that I paid Farmer Dobson more than his stuff is 
worth. I can buy wheat, butter, and cheese, quite as 
good from neighbour Jonathan, for nearly half the 
price; he will also take the cloth I weave in return, 
and give me a better price for · it than you give. 
For some time back the road to his store has been 
jntercepted by a detachment of Rent Guards, but an 
attack is contemplated by the Life and Fortune Lea
guers, and if they Sltcceed, I shall not trade any longer 
with farmer Dobson, unless he will come down to 
Jonathan's price. 

Chairman.-Oh, Oh ! you talk largely. We shall 
see. Call Mr, Long Chimney in, and let us see what 
light he can throw upon this intricate subject ; you 
all throw the blame off your own shoulders. 

(Mr. Long Chimney stands before the commission
ers.) 

Chairman.-Well, sir, Farmer Dobson cannot pay his 
rent. He says it is because John Hard Hands gives 
him such a bad price for his stuff; and John, to clear 
himself, says, that it is becaus€ you give him little work 
and little wages. We want to find out where the 
blame lies. 

Mr. Long Chimney.-I assure you, my Lord, the 
blame is not with me. I have no pleasure in dropping 
wages, or seeing the people unemployed, and it is 
always against our own interest for them to be thus 
circumstanced. When I gave John 25 per cent. more 
than I do now, I was getting a fair profit, and had a 
good demand for my goods. I then shipped for the 
Unitad States all I could make. Now I have scarcely 

an orde~. a~d
0

what 'I ~ell° is
0

at' very' low 
0

pr1ces. ' Mr. 
Yankee was an excellent customer, but either through 
some provocation or for want of means, he scarcely 
buys any now. So that as Mr. Yankee gives me less, 
I give John less, John gives the farmer less, and the 
farmer you less, and so it goes round. 

Chairman.-Yes, yes; that is all nice enough, but 
that will not do for us, we want our rents. Mr. Yankee 
must be called to explain this matter. 

(Mr. Yankee appears before their Lordships.) 
Chairman.-N ot to be tedious with you, sir, I would 

briefly observe that you are called to explain certain 
things, which connects with the short payment of rents 
in this country. We appear to have traced the cause 
so far to you. It is alleged by Mr. Long Cltimney that 
the reason why he pays so little wages is, that you 
screw him down in the price of his goods, and frequently 
will not take them at all. 

Mr. Yankee.-The truth is, that I refuse to trade 
with him, because he refuses to trade with me. He 
says, that Lord Slide • em and Lord Starve • em, and 
other Rent Lords have made a law forbidding him 
to tab my food in return for his goods. I paid 
him money till I had none left; I Clffered him food at 
less than half what you sell it .it, but he said that the 
people's mouths were shut against Yankee food by a 
Rent lords' parliament. Was it likely then that I could 
buy his cloth if he would not take my food ? And I 
have lately determined to exclude nearly all brother 
John's manufactures, to resist such selfishness, and 
you will see whether that will increase your rents. It 
will all come home to yourselves. Dobson can't pay, 
because I-lard Hands can't pay ; and I-lard Hands can't 
pay,_because Long Chimney can't pay; and Long Chimney 
can't pay, because I can't pay ; and I can't, because 
you won't let me pay; and so at once you find out 
who it is that prevents rents being paid. If I were John 
before I would be insulted and robbed by--

Chairman.-Sta y, Mr. Yankee; we do not allow 
such language in this court. You have given your 
evidence and you can now retire. 

Mr. Yankee.-But I was going to show that you are 
the parties that--

Lo1·d Sore Sides.-We don't wish to heal" any more. 
You will please retire. 

After this the court was cleared., and the commis
sioners had a consultation among themselves. It was 
agreed by all that it was not desirable to go into 
any more cases at present ; that the evidence was so 
clear and connected, and the cause of short rents so 
conclusively made out, that for their own credit, the 
sooner the investigation was closed and better. 

Lord Candouraby hinted, that he thought the public 
would be benefited by the withdrawing of the Rent 
Guards, so that there might be free communication 
with Jonathan's stores; but to this Earl Monopoly, 
and all present objected, observing, that however pro
bableit was, that such an event might take place, it would 
not be~eem them to be parties to it. 'fhe court then 
broke up abruptly with evid·eut dismay, without fixing 
any other time for their neltt meeting. 
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WHY SHOULD THERE BE A CORN LAW? 

Why should there be a Corn Law? Let this plain 
question always be put to every person who hesitates to 
join the repeaters. Let every person be thus brought 
to first principles. Plain and simple as the question is, 
it will startle many, and in the process of seeking for 
an answer, and not being able to find one, their faith in 
the system will begin to stagger. If you can extort an 
answer, you have gained much, for then the ground of 
difference is fairly open for reply. Nationally there 
ought to be no law to interfere with the circulation 
of food any more than that of water, and some good 
reason must be given why the one, as well as the 
other, is not allowed to flow freely. Every body knows 
that owing to the change in the number of eaters, and 
the vicissitudes of the season, the adaptation of food to 
mouths from a given country will vary, and in some 
years to a great extent ; and therefore as •· the earth is 
for all," a FREE circulation of food seems to be nature's 
grand expedient for preventing want. Let those then 
who interfere with this wise arrangement show a suffi
cient reason, and let that reason be something more 
than the self• interest of a few, at the expense of the 
multitude. At any rate always press the question, 
" Why should there be a Corn Law ?" Let the mono
polist be compelled to make out his case. Nature her
self is ready to show why there should not. We de
mand a better reason than "it is so because it is;" 
and we call upon every reasonable man to ponder well 
the question, " Why should there be a Corn Law? If 
he can discover a reason, then let him ask himself again 
whether the same reason would not demand that it 
should be a consistent thoroughgoing law, instead of one 
admitting in the months of August and £eptember, 
through certain loop holes, two or three millions of 
quarters of grain? And why, instead of retaining the 
name, yet frittering away its efficacy, by sliding scale 
admission!.::, and side winded Canadian imports,-why 
should the doors of monopoly be kept by those who 
have so many misgivings, instead of some Chandos who 
has firmness enough to be consistent? The commer
cial traveller, in taking an order, says, "I am obliged 
to keep up to the standard price if I take your order, 
or else others will be displeased, but as you are a good 
customer, I can manage it by taking off 20 per cent. 
discount." Sir Robert dare not repeal the law, but is 
clearly willing to discount as largely as he can, and in 
this way we may perhaps get another 5 or 10 per cent. 
this year, either through biscuit baking, or some other 
honest rnanreuvre. The law is bad, and they all know it; 
it is based on selfishness, and for this alone they keep 
it. It is a law which reason frowns upon; an act 
which cannot endure the light. Let its execration then 
be universal ; at any rate let every wall be placarded 
with the question, "Why should there be a Corn 
Law?" 

A SHORT CATECHISM FOil FREE TRADERS, 

,vhat do farmers produce ?-Food. 
What do manufacturen produce ?-Eve1y tlting but food. 
What do landlord~ produce ?-Nothing. 

DO NOT EMIGRATE. 

When a man is found dying by strangulation, people do not say, 
'Help him to emigrate,' but' Take away the rope that is choking 
him.' If the individuals of known humanity who declare them
selves friendly to emigration, saw the thing in its true light, they 
would say to the suffering classes, ' Do not emigrate. Stay at 
home, and ask for the removal of the corn laws.' Do not do the 
very thing your enemies wish you to do. Things will mend. It 
is no more likely there will be corn laws a few years hence, than 
that there will be a slave trade. The country would be worth 
staying in, if industry was free; and it will have freedom by and 
by. Do not give up everything you love, because there is a 
majority in parliament this year, which may be a minority the 
next. Every day is opening men's eyes ; and the wealthier classes, 
who have more power and more means of removing · a mischi~f 
than you have, are coming over to you, and finding out that your 
interests and theirs coincide. And they are not all so insensible 
to better motives as you may think. They remember the time 
when t~ey climbed into the same apple-tree, and swam in the 
same brook; and they wouid think it a sin and a shame, knowing 
you were wronged, not to move for your assistance. Be patient, 
if you can; and we will all draw together. A time will come 
when a poor man may sell the labour of his hands and buy bread : 
and then you will be better. If you must go, you must; for a 
man must not be starved while he can get away. But if you can 
costrive to hold out, stand by the old house a little longer. Let 
your children be born when~ you were born yourselves; and see 
if you do not get access to that fine green world of corn-fields 
you are now shut out from. Be persuaded of one thing, that 
your opponents have just as much right to ask to have you shut 
out from it, as you have to ask that they shall grow no corn here ; 
-that they have just as much right to request to have you pre
vented from selling the produce of your industry for corn, as you 
have to request to be allowed to take their parks and corn-fields 
because it might be convenient to you. Do not go away; the 
thing cannot last ;-it is by many degrees too bad.-Colonel 
Thompson. 

The Wreck of Monopoly. 

Peti1iou ! Petition ! Petition ! 

Friends of the Poor ! don't neglect this. 
Let the Parliament hear the voice of every 
man in the kingdom who is anxious to do 
his country a service. 

General Petitions and Family Petitions 
must be got up vith all i:;peed. 
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VARIETIES. 
BouNTY PON EXPORTED WHEAT,-" Jn 1688 a parliamentary 

bounty was granted upon the exportation of corn. The country 
gentlemen felt that the price of corn was falling, and the bounty 
was an expedient to raise it arbitrarily to the high price at which 
it had frequently been sold in the time of Charles I. and II. 
This bounty was to continue till wheat rose as high as 48s. the 
quai:ter, which was 20s. dearer than M'Kay estimated the grow
er.s p;rice to be in times of moderate plenty."-A. SMITH. 

THE EFFECT OF THE BouNTY Acr.-As a proof how landed 
gentlemen have always been legislating for themselves, it may be 
named, that in ten years from 1741 to 1750, under th.e exporta
tion bounty act, not less than 8 million 29 t.housand quarters of 
grain was exported from this country, and the bounty actually 
paid was £1,514,962. Yet this was nothing compared to the 
enhanced price which they received from all sold at home, in 
'Consequence of this exportation. 

No LAw, TUE BEST LAw.-Sir Robert says he does not know 
a better corn law than the present Sliding Scale. Sensible men 
don't want a better. They want no law, and to be entirely rid of 
bad, "bette,1'i" and worst. 

THE FARMERS are now constantly blamed for the bad manage
ment of their land. Much of this is unmerited. Men will not 
act without motives, and cannot act without means. Generally 
farmers are too poor to attempt expensive cultivation, however 
profitable it might be ; and as they have no security in leases, 
it is not likely they will run the risk of improving, for others to 
get the benefit. They also require tµe presence, patronage, and 
practical co-operation of t)leir landlords, which they have never 
vet had. Who are so likely to improve the land as those that 
own it? 

DB. JoHNSoN's DENUNCIATION OF THE TENANT-AT-WILL 
SYSTEM.-On my observing that there must be something bad in 
a man's mind who does not like to give leases to his tenants, but 
wishes to keep them in a perpetual wretched dependance on his 
will, Dr. Johnson said, " Sir, you are right; it is a man's duty 
to extend comfort and security among aa many people as he can. 
He should not wish to have his tenants mere ephemerals-mere 
beings of an hour."-Boswell's Life of Johnson, V. 34. 

lNSULT.-One of the men who was delivering the Electoral 
Packages near Preston, was grossly insulted by a spinning master 
belonging to a large concern near this town. This is one confir
mation of the truth of what I have said, that a majority of this 
class are not Leaguers, but against the League ; and it is very 
probable they see what I see clearly, that in the event of the 
Corn Lo.w being repealed, they will find the people much more 
incfependent than at present. 

CoNSUIIHNG AND PRoDUCING.-The hands and head~ of the 
adult part of the population, are the great sources of wealth. 
·what a sad state of things that the one should hang down, and 
the other be scarcely ever inquired after. The consuming power 
cannot be dormant : the stomach must be supplied. Can there be 
any mystery then in ascertaining the cause of our increasing 
poverty, when we 11ee such an immense number of hands entirely 
useless? As men cannot be prevented eating, the national policy 
should be to keep every pair of hands working. These are 
the best machines for reproducing capital to the country. 

SALE DRINKING.-U is pretty well known how men lose their 
senses by drinking at sales. I have seen persons down on the 
ground drunk and bidding, they scarcely knew at what. A man 
in one case was biddipg at a plough, when he oried out "how 
soon will it calve I" Many an old bird is caught with chaff on 
these occasions. 

A SPECIMEN OF THE CRUEL CORN LAws.-Two poor widows, 
with their families, residing in Paisley, who were in great distress, 
had a brother in Canada, who, having no money to spare, sent 
them four barrels of oatmeal, and paid the freight to this country. 
It was landed and placed in the Queen's bonded warehouse. 
They applied 'for it, but were not permitted to receive the 
p,resent without paying the sum of £I 19s. for duty. Having no 
means to do this, an application was made to the treasury, but to 
no purpose. When I read the statement in The British Friend 
it had then been 11 weeks under the lock of monopoly. ' 

THE Ex~E;T OF DISTRESS UNKNOW~.-The increasing amount 
of poor rates arn often referred to as a proof of the increase of 
distrl:lSS ; but this is very inadequate evidence of its extent and 
intensity. ~he rigid workhouse discipline, 1,mder the new poor 
law, and the general severity of relieving officers, owing to the 
rates being so high and bad to collect, throw off a very large por
tion of the poor upon the resources of public and private charity, 
and compel not a few to endure the greatest privations. I have 
just now seen two cases which are instances in point. One, a 
poor weaver with a wife and three children belonging to Carlisle. 
He has been to his parish, but rather than be divided from his 
wife and family, choosAs to suffer for want of food, and especially 
for want of bedding. The other, a man with a family, working 
charity work at ls. a day, but stopped on account of the frost ; 
his wife lying in and nothing to take to ; has repeatedly ap
plied to the relieving officer of the Chorley union, who positively 
refuses all relief, excepting an offer of wmk on the road at ls. a 
day, to whi..:h he would have to walk five miles in the morning, 
and the aame diatance home in the evening. The old system, 
which, in the n01·th, was not more liberal than the cases required, 
would have exhibited a tremendous increase·in the rates. 

INCREASE oF THIEVING. -We constantly read of" heavy calen
dars" at our sessions and assizes. At the former most of the cases 
are for "stealing." Now there must be general causes for this. 
I know of only two. The first is poverty, which is ash ong temp
tation to dishonesty . . The next is the want of better instruction. 
The people are not only uninstructed, but badly instructed, The 
plain simple duty of honesty, and the evil and sin of stealing, is 
rarely explained and enforced upon the people. Every--day mo
rals hold, indeed, a very inferior position in our religious systems. 
Among the immense number of tracts that are circulated, few, if 
any, attempt to teach .people, not to steal. Perhaps it is sup
posed that every one knows that it is wrong to steal; but every 
body iit not impressed with this opinion, and very few know the 
strong reasons which exist in favour of ur,iversal honesty. Few 
are taught th9.t a conscientious respect for the property of others, 
is one of the strongest bonds of society; and that in proportion as 
this is weakened, either in practice or opinion, the ,social compact 
i~ enda.ngered. 

A HINT TO SPRE D INFORMATION.-Tradesmen and the mid
dle classes can scarcely believe how destitute every poor man's 
house is of any thing new and interesting 1,o read. If they did, 
and had a little consideration for them, they would oncl:l or twice 
a week bundle up all their newspapers and periodicals, which lie 
about as waste paper, and give thern to their neighbours. The 
Bread Tax Circular, and other newspapers, containing reports of 
repeal meetings, shoula all be distributed and sent again and again 
through the post, and read while they will hold together. 

THE NATIONAL TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE, 
(CIRCULATION NEARLY 10,000,) 

T HE Organ of the British Temperance Associalio11, anrl the ol~le t, 
most widely C"irculated, and cheapest POST F.11.RE Temperance 

Periodical, has commenced the year with a new volume which will contain 
a series of important and originul 

MEDICAL, MORAL, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ARTICLES, 
By the first writers on the subject, besi<les a condensed report of Tempe
rance proceedings, Reviews, and other iotere&ting matter. 

The ADVOCATE is publiijhed at Douglas, on the 15th of each month; 
contains 12 quarto pages closely and neatly pr~ted, ttnd can be sent to 
France, the \-Vest Indies, Cuna<la, E'ngland, Ireland, Scotland, ancl the 
Channel Islands, POST FREB; anJ to India, or the United Stutes, on pay
ment of 2d. per copy. 

It affords, therP-fore, by far the best and cheapest method of circulating 
Temperance princivles and proceedings gratuitously, as lhe po$laye of ld. 
per copy is thereby entirely saved. ·. 

Annual subscriptions paid in advance, ouly ls 6tl ; 8 copies 10s.; 50 
copies 50s. : (being a mqst liberal allowance to Commi~tecs or Agents.) 

Orders and communications to be sent before the 5th of each month, 
addressed to the Editor, DR. LEES, Lee<ls. 

Printed and published by J. Livesey, Presten. Sold by Gadsby and Hey
wood, Manchester; Willmer, Liverpool, and Anti-Monopoly Association, 7, 
Water street; G. Gallie, Glasgow; J. Kershaw, 14, South Market, Leeds; 
Houghton, 47, Westgate, Huddersfield; Riley, Chestergate, Stockport; J. 
Ramsdale, Wigan; Gill, Blackburn; Wragg, Bury; J . Daw~on, Clitheroe; 
E. Bowker, Accrington; Free Press Office, Bolton; H. Earnshaw, Colne.
Price One Halfpenny. A ver.y liberal allowance to sell again. 



"There in not a man in England b,d enough to support the Corn Laws if he f1.tly knew all their consequences."
MR. J. ToLL, Berkshire. 

THE POLITICAL 8TBA.TA.G:E:n. 
"Oh dear, he's invoking the assassin by making me per,onally responsible for the Corn Laws."~Such was the spirit of 

l!lir Robert Peal's attack, in the House of Commons, upon the faithful and highminded champion of commercial liberty: and 
universal justice-Richard Cobden, a11 a substitute for an answer to his unan1werable arguments in favour of free trade I 
Thi• ha.a only endeared their great leader more closely to the hearts or the honest and peaceably di11posed myriads of Leagu n, 
and led to an expression of a<tmil'ation and confidence. With Cobden in the House, honest truth will never want a r;poke•
man, nor tha cause of the people a sincere friend. He is also the frien4 of peace, and proud shall we all feel to share in any 
charge of guilt contained in his speeches. Malignity indeed affected a triumph, of which Sir Robert ,vas the iugle man, but 
the truth is, that Monopoly was stung to the quick, and found temporary relief in trying to put down its accuser. See the 
ministeral benches, I Was it not here that the spirit of asaa.ssination was most displayed? Cobden', pleadings are never 
unfelt, but on this occasion they will never be forgotten. Free Trade in this conflict hu achieved the victory of being un
answered and unanswerable. 

PROTECTION FOR LABOUR. 

"Protection for labour." This is what we want, say the 
working men, and this I say they are entitled to. But what 
they mearr is, a law to fix the rate of wages: what I mean 
is, no law to prevent labour selling at the highest price in 
the market of the world, and exchanging for the greatest 
possible quantity of food. Let them not deceive them
selves by expecting a legislative list of prices ; for if passed, 
it would be worse than inoperative; it would be evadE.d in 
a hundred different ways, and its tendency would be to drive 
away capital from the country-the only thing on which 
l~bour can depend. Unless you can make another law to 

No. ea. 

compel buyers to give the price, and also to buy a sufficient 
quantity, a wagea law would be fruitless. To accomplish 
this, you would have to make a law to prevent labourers in 
other countries from selling lower, which is impossible. Of 
what use would it be to fix the wages of weavers at-say 
a guniea a-week, when the demand would fall off so as to 
leave nine out of everv ten without work? Such a law 
would be <broken immediately by the weavers themsE'lves 
offering th ·ou;h necessity to work for k:~s wages. If we 
suppose that employers do not give as much wages as they 
could afford, no wages law would cure this evil ; for while 
there are five men or five girls, and only work for three of them, 
is it not evident that they will under-bid one another, or in 
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ot_her words consent to ~ork for less money, i-atner 'than oe 1· tliere niay· be many o'ut 'of ' work; tney' are generally'the 
w1_thou~ work? There 1s, however, one effectual cure for inferior hands, and as these get employed, the other• get 
this evil. Tra~es are all open, and, arE: w:ell known to advanced in wages. But if there were no advance what~ver 
thol!sand~, besides those wh~ are the prmc1pals. When i in the first instance by the laying out this £10,000, its 
ca1.11tal yiel.ds a larger profit m _one trade than another; I di stribution afterwards would tend to an increase. horn 
:whenever, mstead of 3 per cent. m the bank, or 5 per cent. the first receivers it would ao to the tailo-s sho male 
m so~e traffic, or no per cent. as ha_s been the case in_ not weavers, and all sort of trade~ wi"ch whom {h~ wor~in~ ):~: 
a few mstances-the cotton tra:de, for mstance, should yield, I ple usually spend their wages, and it must be plain that as 
say 7_per c~nt. clear of_ all risks--:-we should have all the wages drop when there is little work, their tendency wmld 
standmg mills and weavmg shops en&aged, and many new be to rise when it was increased. · 
ones erflcted; and the consequent increased demand for " B • h f • 
worlcpeople, would be sure to affect wages. I confess I ut 1s not t e wealth _o the n3:t1on now ~ncre,~s:ng? 
know of no other mode either of raising wages or ke"eping Are we not told that mo_ney I~ exceed1_n~ly pl_ent~fu~ ?_ • 
them where they are; and as this increase of profit, is only The wealth of tl~e nation, rn 1:°Y opm10n, 1s d1mm1sl:ing, 
to be effected by an increased demand for goods, I advocate :ind must be so ~ h1le ther~ contmues _to be a great incri?ase 
free trade as certain, if adopted, to lead to this demand. 11;1 the populat1~n, that . 1s, a great mcrease of. consump-

Indeed if you doubled the wages of any class of workmen, tzon, and yet n~ m~rease m the value of pr~duction. Al
unless you provided additional funds to pay with from some though the quantity O! our exports ~as mcreased, ~he 
source or other, it would be only taking from other classes. value of them has not mcreas_ed. Wh1l~ our consu1;1mg 
If I pay for one article 20s. which I formerly got for 10s., power g?e~ on ~dour profucmg powe_r 1s _checked, 10w 
I have 10s. less to expend in some other article; unless my can w~ mcr~ase m wea~th. . Every p~ir of idle hands and 
funds for paying with are increased in proportion. I connect every idle piece o~ machmery 1s a po~1t1ve lo~s to the coun
the possession of capital with the payment of wages, be- try._ The p~entifulness o~ money 1s no ~1gn of wedt?. 
cau_se I know that it is impossible for capitalists to expend This money, mstead of bemg accumu~at:d m banks an:l m 
t?~1r profits without calling labour of some kind into requi- th_e. hands of br?kers, ought to. be distributed among_ the 
s_1t~on; whether it be in agriculture, manufacturing, or in milhons, by the mfluence o~ a brisk trade _and plenty of em
hvmg "independent," as it is called. Every thing we ployment, to afford .any s_1gn of o~r. domg _well._ E very 
t?uch, eat, drink, wear, or enjoy, calls labour into requisi- trade_sma_n knows tha:t he. 1s no~ gamm& while l11S_ mcney 
t10n •.. T~erefore th~ only rational mode of protecting it ~emm~s on h:ind ;_ it b!mgs lmn most m when paid away 
or rrusmg its value, 1s, to increase the fund out of which it for articles which yield him profit. If trade were profitable, 
is paid. the money 'Ye hear of would soon be transferred from the 

I wish the workpeople would reason upon the subject, banks and circulated among the people. 
It is of no use looking to plans of protection which are I have no hesitation in saying that the interests oflaLour 
utterly impi-acticable. If you attempt to raise potatoes have been robbed 'to protect other interests. While our 1 gis
from 4s. to 7s. per load, because it is alleged the farm- lators own their incompetency to keep up the price 01 la
ers ought to have that price, with the means of the I hour by act of parliament, they have passed a law to keep 
present purchasers you cannot do it; but if you get a up the'price of food. They have done this because, while 
sufficient. number of additional buyers, that is, additional people can "put on'' without manufactures, they cannot 
purchasing power, it is easily accomplished; not by the in- I abstain from food; and while manufacturing labour is abun
fluence of any law, but by the certain effect of free corn- , dant, the supply of food bas been constantly kept snort. 
petition. The Corn Law is therefore the greatest act of injuitice to 

Labour, I repeat, ought to be protected. Its value con- labour that ever was passed. It's repeal, I believe, would 
sists in two particulars-the money wages received, and the give extention and prosperity to commerce. This would 
prices of the articles upon which these wages are expended. pro_duce a rapidly increased demand for labour, which would 
If you pass a law which restricts our for ign commerce, you be its surest protection against either insult or depreication. 
lessen the money price of labour ; and if you pass a-
law which raises the price of food, to the same degree you M ON O PO LY. 
lessen the value of that money. The Corn Law there-
fore protects wages with a witness ; it puts less into a What is monopoly !2-It is the possession of an exclusive power 
man's pocket in the first instance, in the shape of wages; to hold, buy, or sell any thing, in which the public welfare is con
and when the wife takes those wages to the market, it puts cerned. 
less into her basket, in the shape of provisions. Why are landow1ters called monopolists '/--Because by law they 

It may be objected thus:- have the exclusive privilegP. of serving the whole country with 
" You say that wages depend upon profits> and that the food, without allowing the people the privilege of purchasing from 

only thing that can raise wages is their increase. Now those countries where they could get it for one-third less in price. 
I d d hi h h How is it that prices can be kept up so high in this country?-

cannot un erstan even with t s ow t er e can be any Simply by the population increasing faster than the food. If food 
improvement while there are so many persons wanting increased faster than population, then, like manufactured goods, 
work. Suppose my master realize £10,000 more this year prices would come down. Prices arn high when there is c1 short 
than last, how, under such circumstances, can wages be supply compared with the demand, and low when the supply ii 
improved by it?" more than the demand. 

I will try to tell you. This £10,000 is sure to call into Why does this law not allow foreign food to come in freely'!-
request additional labour. If he extend his works, you Because prices would drop, and the land of those who are chieffy 
must allow that this would be the case ; if he put it into the the law-makers, would be reduced in value. 
bank, it will be lent to some other person for a similar pur- ' How much do we p ay for our food in this country more than we 
pose; if l e should enlarge his establis hment, every thing sliould under a :;ystem of free importation ?-At least one-third 
· l h f "ld" f · · d · k d more; and allowing only 3s. a head p,:l r week in food, the extra 
~n t 1e s ape o bm 1_ng, urmture,. _eatmg, rm _ing, res~-- sum paid is upwards of 70 millions a year ! 
11?~• and plea~urc-ta!<lng, calls additional labour mto re9m- I A nd do the landowners get all this ?-They just get the amount 
s1t10n, both immediately and remotely- Among various of ren tal which their land lets for more th an it would under a 
classes this money would be distributed_ The tendency of system of free trade. The rest is e:x:pended in rai ing food from 

· wages in these classes would be iipward•; for althourYh I poor lands ; in a had system of cultivation ; and in the extra poor 
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ates paid by farmers arising out of this system of monopoly. 
But are not provisions now allowed to come in ?-Yes; but not 

eely. There is not one article of food that is not either highly 
xed, or virtually prohibited. Such indeed is the expense of 

mporting heavy and bulky articles like food, that if government 
terfere at all, rather than restrain or prohibit, it should encour
e a larger supply by a bouiity upon importation. 
What are the duties laid upon imported food 1-Upon living 

nimals :-oxen, 20s,; cows, 15s.; calves, 10s.; hogs, 5s.; and 
beep, 3s. per head. Upon provisions:-bacon and hams, 14s.; 
alt beef and pork, 8s.; butter, 20s.; cheese, 10s. 6d. per cwt.; 
esides an additional 5 per cent. upon every sum paid. The duty 
pon grai1t, such as wheat, oats, badey, &c., is charged by a slid, 

ng scale, generally rising one shilling per quarter as the prices 
rop one shilling. The duties are so high, that except about har-
st time, scarcely any can be imported. · 
Does the evil of this monopoly extend furt1'er than increasing the 
ice of fuod?-It leads to a great loss of foreign trade, which, by 

ausing a stagnation in manufactures and ~ommerce, deprives a 
eat number of employment, and reduces their wages. 
Is the PROVISION monopoly the only one by which the country 

'.ffers ?-No; there is the sugar and coffee monopolies, the timber 
d others which inflict suffering upon the nation. 
Is 1<0t the conferring of these ea:clusive advantages called" pro

cting" these interests 'I- Yes; but all such protection means rob
ing some other interest, and ought to be destroyed, and every 
an should be allowed to buy and sell in the open market of the 
rld. 

STATISTICS. 

In 1830, whe_n the population was 21,304,799, the consump
on of sugar was 37 ,220,44 cwt. In 1840, when the population 
as 27 ,000,00, the consumption was 35,94R,32 cwt. Thus with 
arly 3 millions more population, th~re was above I million cwt. 
sugar less consumed. 
"\Vithin the last fortnight or three weeks," said Mr. Ashworth 
the. Annual Meeting of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, 

a rmll property erect~d, he thought, not more than five years 
o, at the co~t of £34,000, had been sold for £14,000." 
In the Holton Union, taking the September quarter for the last 
r years, the numbers of paupers were as follows :-In 1839, 
29; in 1840, 7,850; in 1841, 6,986; in 1842, 12,085. 

In Leed.~, the amount of money spent in relieving the poor was, 
839, £14,105; in 1840, 14,984; in 1841, 17,275; andl842, 

3,358. 
In Sunderland, th~ poor rate is 17s. in the pound ; in Sheffield, 

poor rates have mcreased from £9,000, in 1837, to £50,000, 
1842. 

ur export§ to th6 W rst Indies aro 3 millions a year, but such 
he enhanced price we are compelled to pay for their sugars, 
t we had better give them all the goods we s~nd them, if we 
ht be permitted to buy sugar where we could get it cheapest. 
r. Ashworth, in speaking of the increase of manufacturing 

ns and the stationary condition of country places, said, " that 
nquiring into the history of some places in the Fylde, there 
e townships, he was told, in which there had not been a new 
se built since Doomsday survey, 800 years ago." 
he duty on currants is £1 2s. Id. per cwt. On this, as one 

he most useful articles, there has been next to no reduction in 
tariff: the duty reduced was 4d. per cwt. ! 

the year ending June, 1840, there were 124,329 marriages 
ngland and ·wales, while in the following year, 1841, there 

e only 122,482. Thus the number of mari-iages was decrea/;ed 
7 ; and yet the i11crease of births in the same period was 
4, Does this not shew the progress of poverty in preventing 
iages, and yet the progress of vice in incr~asing births? 

WANTED, A NEW COUNTY EVERY YEAR. 

he following extract from a report of the Poor Law Commis
ers, will show the wants of an increasir,g population; and 
ifwe cannot add English land, we must go to other coun
for food:-
If they were maintained on the existing average of territory to 

population in England, the additional numbers would require 
nual extension of one fifly•sevrnth of the present territory 

of Great Britain, possessing the average extent of roads, com
mons, hills, and unproductive land. The extent of new territory 
required annually would form a county larger than Surrey, or 
Leicester, or Nottingham, or Hereford, or Cambridge, and nearly 
as large as Warwick. To feed the annually increased population, 
supposing it to consume the same proportions of meat that is con
sumed by the population of Manchester and its vicinity (a con
sumption which appears to me to be below the average of the 
consumption in the metropolis,) the influx of 230,000 of new 
population will require for their consumption an annual increase 
of 27,327 ltead of cattle, 70,319 sheep, 64,715 lambs, and 7,894 
calves, to raise which an annual increase of upwards of 81,000 
acres of good pasture land would be required. Taking the con
sumption of wheat or bread to be on the scale of a common die
tary, i.e., 56 ounces daily, for a family of a man, woman, and 
three children, then the annual addition of supply of wheat re
quired will be about 105,000 quarters, requiring 28,058 acres of 
land, yielding 30 bushels of wheat to an acre; the total amount of 
good land requisite for raising the chief articles of food wiU, 
therefore, be in all about 109,000 acres annually." 

Speculating for a fall in the Tory Cabinet. 

A VOICE FROM AMERICA. 

The New Yurk Sun, in reference to trade and commerce, says, 
"The corn laws are now the greatest, and, in truth, the only obstacle 
in the way of an immediato revival of a prosperous trade. They 
almost efftlct a total exclusion of our flour and grain from the 
English market. The consequence is that we cannot pay onr 
debt , or buy more goods with our surplus produce. The orders 
which we send for Bl'itish manufactured goods are exceedingly 
small, because we cannot get our property into her ports to pay 
for them. This is a two-edged sword, which cuts the throats of 
both nations. England loses the custom of her most extensive 
purr.haser ; her goods are left on hand ; her manufacturers sus
pend operations, and throw their labourers out of employ. We 
not only are deprived of a market for our flour, but we find also 
the demand for our great staple, cotton, diminished, and its price 
falling off. Any man of reflection can easily trace out the various 
and endless flu!!tuations in commerce which must be produced by 
such a state of things. And all this load of evil ii inflicted upon 
the world for the exclusive benefit, with barely an exception, of a• 
few titled aristocrats in England. ,vho can think of it with any 
degree of patience ? The down-trodden people are, to be sure 
petitioning Parliament year after year, by hundreds of thousand;, 
for the repeal of these odiou!> laws. \Vere the prayers of their 
petitions now granted, the effect would be like a shock of dectri
city upon both hemispheres. 0Ul' sails would immediately whiten 
the Atlantic, our produce would go forward to the amount of 
millions, our debts would be paid, our orders for more goods 
would be sent, the cotton market would revive, the factories in 
Great Britain would be all ,,ut in motion, her labourers woulrl 
find employment, and be able to buy bread and cat it with glad .. 
nes!." 
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VARIETIES. 

FBEE TBA.DE _HAS ESPECIAL RESPECT TO IHPORTS.-1 
have often urged that it is import,, not e:rporu, that are of 
the greatest consequence to -a nation ; or in other 1'0rdi, that it is 
not what goes o,,t, but •what com~s in -wh~ch. bene~ta a country. In 
looking over Milu Political Economy, I was pleased with the 
strong and deeisive manner in which he ex.Presses the same idea. 
"When one couQtry ex!!hanges with , another, the wh9le of its 
ad~antages consist in- the commodities imported." " When one 
nation -exchanges a part of its commodities for those of another 
nation, it gains nothing by parting with its commodities ; all the 
1ain must consist in what it receives. If it be &aid that the gain 
com1isb in receiving money, it will appear from the doctrine of 
money, that a nation derives no advantage but the contrary from 
possesmg more than its due proportion of the precious metals." 
"Countries exchanging are benefited not by what they give away; 
b\lt by what they receive in return.'' 

THIS IS gHROVE TUESDAY, and, how glad would every poor 
man'•-child be to run to his neighbour's to turn hi, pancake. But 
alas! these days of common hospitality 11nd conviviality are ex
tinct among the industrious classes of this country. Instead of 
turning pancakes, they will be turning dry potatoes or warmed-up 
porridge left in the morning. What is there in a pancake that 
every working man should not be able to get? Flour, water, 
_.1t, sugar, eggs, milk, lard or butter ;-are these too much luxuries 
for the producers of wealth to enjoy? Fye on the country I dis
grace to the government! that will not allow every working family 
u much as they can eat of these articles. I trust I may yet live 
to write in praise of Free Trade pancakes gracing every table, 
promoting mirth amoilg the children, and hospitality and kindness 
ln every family. 

THE HOME MISSIONARY connected with the chapel which I 
attend (in Ashton-under-Lyne), visited 30 families in one street 
in this town, and found 18 without Bibles. They said that they 
had had Bibles, but had been obliged to pawn them for bread. 

B. 
OvE'B. LEGi&LATto!f.-lt is oeer legulation, and not "over 

production,'' we have to complain of. This is one of the 
greatest evils existing. A meddling bWly-bodying parliament, 
regulating every- body'a a-train. produces a thoasand times more 
evil tha'R good. If we were left to our-&elves, we should 
lf>On find out the- best market for food, and the puzzling ques
tion whether the land can produce enough, would be set at 
rest. I have read of an act of parliament which points out what 
sort of button• the people should wear on their clothing. In the 
Srd of Edward IV., it was enacted, that "no servant in husban
dry nor common labourer, inhabiting o t of • city or borough, 
ahoold use or wear in his clothing•any cloth above 21. the broad 
yard." Aets for regulating the •&ile of br ad and the price of ale, 
.aeeording to the prices of 4'heat and barl&y, hav& been numerous, 
A11d acts for: regalatinghow much people shall eat, and how much 
they shall pay fo• it, have long disgraced the 1tatute book: for 
111eh indeed ft every com law. 

"A lrA?E' AliD CERTATN ou,n't TO T'aE INC0'ME Tax," is ad
Tertised. What ia this? Th~ Corn Law : it can be nothing else. 

THB PRIKCIPLE OP" ExcHANGE.-If a quarter of corn is pro
duced in England with 50 days' labour, it may be equ~lly her inter
e,t to import corn from Poland, whether- it requires 50 days' la
bour, or 60 or 40, or any other number. Her only consideration 
is whether the commodity which she can exchange for this quarter 
of wbeat costs her less than 50 days' labour.-Milla on Political 
Economy. 

BARTERING.-If two,countries produc·e two commodities, corn 
and cloth for example, but not with the same comparative 
facility, the two countries will find their- advantage in confining 
themselves each to one commodity, barrtering for the other.
Mills. 

PUTTING THE CART DEFORE THE HonsE.-Peel Ba)S in 
1843 the reductions in his tariff will compensate for the income 
tax. Read-the income tax runs away with all the benefit pro
mised by the tariff, and £2,700,000 more by his own calculation 
ill 1842. P. B. P. 

'Tu'E NAi10iu.L' D~.at._!.Tb'i11 tnlluhut upon• the dustry of 
the whole country amounts to the prodigious sum of S«> millions 
of money, The interest paid annually amounts to abnu~ ii 
millions of pounds. The m~oag_ement is entrusted to tle .Bank of 
England, for which £130,000 is paid. _ It _would ~e tle 1mmenae 
amount of ,7000 tons of sovereigns to bqwdate this mmster-debt. 
This would take one person forty-three years in countiig, suppo
sing he worked ten hours each day. They would make a footpath 
of gold . oBe yard wide from London to Manchester. It would 
take two-and-a-half times the whole of the refined iold in the 
world to wash off this national stain. This debt at pra,ent is five 
times as ·large as the debt~ combined of Russia, S wede1, Nor way• 
Denmark, Pl'ussia, Austria, Bavaria, Saxony, Harover, aud 
Wirtemburg. It i11 four times as large as that of France, and 
seven times as large as that of Holland. There are 28!,000 pro
prietors of this Herculean monster, called fundholwra. . ~ud. 
dots any body believe that thi11 can ever he lei;sened unle1& unhm1ted 
energy be given to the trade and commerce of the couatry? 

QurnK TRAVELLING AND CHEAP PosTAGE.-Tle railwa71 
are a great commercial advantage to this country in the quick 
communication or tradespeople and their goods. The cheav post 
is also a great advantage ; l'emittances are more prooptly made 
than under the old system. But all these advantages and man1 
others possessed by this country, are swallowed up hr the Corn 
Laws. 

EXPORTATION oF MAcllINERY.-Govemment has acted upon 
the frea trade principles by issuing an order in councl for tllow
ing the exportation of machinery from this country; bit still the1 
will not let us buy our food in the same market. The encourage 
sending out, but discourage getting in. 

IT n CoM.M'.ERCE that brings men of all nati<>na tog~fl:.er. With
out commerce men would live in everlasting enmity, divided into 

1little agricultural clans, in perpetual hostility. A coumercial na
tion therefore takes the lead in civilization, becaue it brinp 
the parts of hu~anity together, and removes national and ~ribual 
prejudices by social correspondence. 

CtAss LEoISLATION ....... There may be class legislation or more 
sorts than one. I believe whatever party gets the ascendancy, it 
not powerfully checked, will legislate for itself; auch ill the 
tendency of human nature. Of all the classes that I ihould most 
dread to see thus -exalted, is that who exhibit th,ir love or 
liberty b7 disturbing meetings and preventing the free exerciie of 
opinion. Having committed suicide. upon t~eir o ~n _caaraot•':'• 
they are unwilling to loose the credit or doing uuselnef even 1a 

their expiring agonies. 

INcoNSISTENCT.-Every body runs to a "cheap shop;" the 
cheaper the better, and yet if you try to cheapen food by id
creasing importations ; if you attempt to tear off the old protec
tion prices by repealing tlte Corn Laws; a set. or wile tne 
become almost frantic and cry out, " oh dear this cheap rood 'Wll 
ruin our wageJ; do k~ep on the Corn Lawal'' 

BoNES uarna CoaN.-ln Poland a bone merchant uk•d 
a gentiei;nan, "What do the ,English wan, 1'it~ •~.many bones?' 
" They employ them .a.JI manure to raise corn with, ,raa the repl7 
"IC that is wbai they want," rejoined the merchant," I wm giv 
them as much corn as they can seL tbeil' face11 to cAeaper than t 
bones.'' 

O- Every u,orkin_q man in the kinJdom. who lovt• hi, family 
should either get vp Petition& or sign on~ againd the Cor1t Lau,,. 

HART'S Oomni.erclal and Temperance Hotel and gene 
Boarding House, 159, Aldergate Street, London. 

To Railway Travellers and all persons visiting London. 

YOU will find superior aocommodation, co~bi~1ed with gre! 
economy, if you put up at the above,Estabhshment .. I_t 1 

near the General Post-office, and St. Pauls; and the prmc1p 
Railway and Coach-office Omnibusses pass the door. 

Printed and published by J. Livesey, Preston .. Sold by Gad1ty ~n~ He 
wood, Manchester; Willmer, Liverpool, and Anh-Monopoly As1ociahon, 
Water street; G. Gallie, Glasgow ; J. Kershaw, 14, South Mancet ~ed 
Houghton, 47, Westgate, Huddersfield; Riley, Che,t1:r~at1>, Stockl;'ort; 
Ramsdale, Wigan; Gill, Blackburn; Wragg, Bury; J. Dawson, Chther 
E. Bowk.er, Accrington; Free Press Office, Bolton ; H. Ear,)sh~w, Colne. 
Price One Halfpenny. A very liberal allowance to sell again. 



~ti:ugglt. 
" It was his firm and conscientious belief that, whether in manufactures or in agriculture, monopoly was an unsound 

principle.''-!. A. SMITH, EsQ., M.P. 

Lancllord, Fa.-:1ne:1·, anti Da1ntf'actu:1·e:1·. 
Farmer.-Ah, my good friend, l am glad I have had a liltle conversation with you. Mr. Hope's essay ha• opened my 

eyes no little. There he t,oes-(looking at the landlord)-the farmer's .friend indeed! If he is so rnnch the farmer's friend~ 
why does he not come down with the rent, now that produce is so low? Or why rloes he not give me a leasa? Ol· why 
does he not fix his rent according to the price of corn? Not he ! lle comes to our ordinary seldom enough; now and then 
his talk is of the necessity of our farmers e:rerlinfJ ourselves but not a word about rent. o, no, the farmer's best friend, as 
you say, is a prosperous tow1i close to him, with ~ll hands i~ full work.-By tJ1e bye, I am 1iorry to sec your factory steill idle. 

Maxufact11rer.-Ay, and likely to be so; there never wore such times; we must have free trade. I ask you as ao honest 
11.r.d just man, if it is not incumhent on the landlords either to let us have plenty from abroad, or so to encourage their farmers, 
by leases and corn rimts, thatthe land may be cultivated in the best possible manner at home. 

Landlord.-This must not be. These townsfolks are always plotting some newfangled schemes or other. I 'll get Peel 
to pass a gagging bill, no-stop-Graham's the man-these Prize Es•ays and stuff! I'll go round and give orders that 
all my tenants burn any package of tracts or pamphlets coming from the Lell[J1ter1. See I they are shaking hands ! ! If they 
get to explaining, all is over. 

WOULD UNIVERSAL TEETOTALISM BE A 
SUBSTITUTE FOR REPEAL ? 

I have frequently been asked, if all the people were to 
become teetotallers, whether we could not do without a 
repeal of the Corn Laws ? 

This is an important question, and is entitled to a 
considerate answer. 

Of the great advantage of universal abstinence from 
intoxicating liquors, none who fully con!ider the que • 

No. 63. 

tion can entertain a doubt. In the first place, the land 
capital and labour now engaged in growing hops and 5 
millions of quarters of barley, might be used for grow
ing, if not wheat, something useful to society, which 
would add greatly to our stock of food. In the second 
place all the labour that we exchange in the shape of 
goods for foreign and colonial liquors, might be es
changed for the necessaries of life ; but this could only 
be done by n repeal of the provision laws. And in the 
third place, the health and morals of the people would 
be so vastly improved, that they woulli be capable of 
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producing a much larger quantity of profi~able stock to 
the country ; would ~ave an immense amount of time 
and expense n w consumed in c6rrecting the evils of 
drinking; and their steadiness \t10ula be a guarantee for 
much property now destroyed by drunkenness. But 
then I would remind the teetotallers of the following 
considerations :-

1. That if we cannot make all the people teetotallers ; 
if they will waste God's bounties and abuse their own 
bodies-, it is not right that the poor should continue 
to suffer on that account. We might as well say, 
if all men would live rationally, and eat no more 
than what is good for their health, there would be a 
sufficient quantity of food for all. But while medical 
men constantly enforce this moderation, we find that 
the " if " presents in this case the same difficulty as the 
other. Excesses in eating and drinking are but simi
lar to the unprofitable outlay upon many other foolish 
things, with this difference, that they are generally 
more injurious to the persons themselves. If all the mo
ney spent upon erecting and enlarging prisons; upon 
building union workhouses, magnificent churches and 
cathedrals, and stately mansions ; if half the amount 
expended by absentees- in foreign countries-were devo
ted to the employment of the people in improving the 
land, or any other productive source of wealth, no doubt 
more food would be produced, and the people's condi
tion improved; but then the "ifs" spoil the matter. 
And while, with all our persuasion, we cannot induce 
the parties so to act, it is not only useless but wrong to 
refer to it, as an excuse for not relieving the people, by 
demanding for them the liberty of using their own 
powers and means for that purpose, If we may speak 
of excesses, I would say, the sum spent upon tohacco by 
teetotallers and othets, is about equal to the whole 
amount of parochial relief distributed to the poor; and 
"if" this 4 millions were suitably expended, it would 
provide two pairs of new blankets for every working 
family in the kingdom ! But would it be humane to re
fuse assisting persons to procure blankets for themselves, 
till others were virtuous enough to make this self 
denial? 

2. If all the people were sober, and a11 the land turned 
to a proper purpose, the injustice of the Corn Laws 
would still be the same. If the abundance of home 
grown food was such as to bring down the price as low 
as we could get it from other countries, then the Corn 
Laws would be inoperative and Uieless; and if it is not, 
then all the extra price paid above that s m is so much 
taken from one class and given to another--in other 
words, so much robbery committed upon the poor for 
the benefit of the rich. And can teetotallers or anv 
other friends to the people sit down quietly and se~ 
the poor thus impoverished, without making an effort 
for their relief. 

3. No party has a right to assume tl::e character of 
judge as to what quantity of food would be sufficient. 
\Ve don't want to be fed by calculation. We want 
what Providence has ordained, to hqve access to the fruits 
of tke n·hole erirtlt ; and we know tha in that case 
there will be plenty. What right have legislators or 

grain growers to pretend to balance between the sto
maclis of the people and the produce of the fields? In 
the event of bad harvest~, t£o, an es~c1ally in the 
event of people's mode of h ing being raised from 
potatoes and porridge, to good bread, milk, butter, 
cheese, and beef, I don't think all the barley and hop 
land would be near sufficient. If people had the means, 
(and nothing but free trade can give the means) they 
would consurr.e the produce of nearly double the 
extent of laud they do at present. Those who live 
upon potatoes, require the least extent of land ; those 
upon grain, a greater quantity; tho~e upon milk, butter, 
and cheese, a greater quantity still; and those upon 
animalfood, the greatest of all. 

4. It ought to be every man's privilege to buy in the 
cheapest market, but 5() long as we have a Corn Law, 
we cannot do this, although it might be pretended that 
the produce wais sufficient. Nothing but a national com
petition can satisfy on this point. A shoemaker might 
plead that he was able to serve a whole village with 
shoes, and therefore there was no necessity for any 
other ; but the villagers require the shoe trade to be 
free, in order to test the price and quality of the articles 
by competition. We can rely on the principle of free 
competition; but not on the hope that the agriculturists 
will consider the wants of the population, and not 
their own interests. 

5. I would remind my brcther teetotallers of one 
striking fact, that although there is less drinking now 
than in 1835, there is more poverty ; the people are in
finitely worse off; which is most convincing that other 
causes are at work producing this great difference. In
deed it !'-eems to me that, the times regulate drinking 
more than drinking the times. When they were good, 
there was more drinking ; when bad, less. And al
though this I know is almost a sufficient reason for pre
venting some teetotallers from assisting to make the 
times better, lest men should go to the same excess- as for
merly; yet we should remember that bad trade is the losB 
of all. Our motto should be~ the greatest good to the 
greatest number; and we should endeavour to make the 
nation as prosperous as we can, notwithstanding the 
cases of abuse which, under the best restrictions, will 
always occur. I may here repeat what I have often 
heard poor men remark at our temperance meetings, 
when speakers have been representing sobriety as the 
certain source of wealth, "We cannot believe i ," they 
have said, "for we have been teetotallers for a number 
of years, yet we continue to be poor." The fact is, 
that the amount of their wages and the price of their 
food, do not admit (drink out of the question of any 
thing but poverty. 

6. Both should work together. Temperance and 
free trade will make a happy nation. We ought to se
cure to all the rights of industry, although many may 
abuse them. Because some shopmen pilfer, is that any 
reason why every one filling the office of shopman should 
be turned adrift ? And because, after all the exer
tions that have been made, many continue to drink, 
is that any reason why we should allow the poor to 
be deprived of their daily bread? Have not tempe-
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ranee societies, like all other benevolent institutions, 
felt the pressure of the times? Are they not mostly in 
arrears, and do they not find it impossible to collect 
funds ? Have not their funeral and sick funds been 
hardly run upon for the last three or four years ? and 
have not many of their members been induced to emih 
grate, not being able to get work in their own country? 
Is it not distressing to see the poverty of many teetotal 
families, and to witness, as I have done, some of their 
best members, once well off, applying for parish relief? 
Nay, are not the difficulties of tradespeople to maintain 
their standing, and tl;>.e exertions of operatives to scram
ble for a living such, as to prevent many from attend
ing their meetings, or giving any of their time to the 
furtherance of the cause ? All these questions can 
easily be answered by those who know the state of our 
societies ; and I am sure if they are duly considered, 
they will lead to the conviction that Britain is not only 
injured by the folly of drinking, but that it has been 
regularly plundered by a bread-taxing trade-destroying 
government. 

My course is marked out, which is, never to omit any 
convenient oportunity for enforcing teetotalism; but 
while the steam isup, while prospects are bright, to work 
as hard as I can to obtain plenty of bread and plenty of 
eniployment for the poor. There is a tide in all human 
affairs; while it is rolling in, I want to assist to launch 
the galla11t ship " FREE TRADE WITH ALL THE WORLD ! " 
When she shall be fairly floated, and sailill:lg under the 
direction of a royal charter, signed b our gracious 
Queen, then I may hope to be equally as awtive in try
ing to persuade the people by abstinence an•d every otlier 
virtue to enjoy with health, and gratitude, amd pleasure, 
the blessings which she is sure to crowd upon our shores. 

CHEAPEST AND DEAREST. 

As Sir ltobert's observation about buying in tht.'! cheapest and 
telling in the dearest market, ha!:I become a regula.r text to refer 
to, it may be just mentioned that it occurs verbatim in Mill'• 
.Political Economy, page 200, published in 182(i, The following 
i1 the passage, and it is an integral part of his argument in favour 
of perfect free trade. 

"Not only is it certain, that in a state of freedom no commodity, 
which can be made at home, will ever be imported, unless it can 
e imported with a less quantity, or cost, of labour- than it could 
e produced with at home; but whatever is the country from 
hich it can be obtained with the smallest cost of labour, to that 

ecourse will be had for obtaining it; and whatever the commo
ity, by the exportation of which, it can be obtained with the 
mallest quantity of home labour, that is the commodity which will 
e exportP,d in exchange. This results so obviously from the laws 
f trade as not to require explanation. It is no more than saying 

hat the merchants, if left to themseh-es, will always buy in the 
heapest market, and sell in the dearest." 

REVENUE FROI\I DRINK.ING. 

Srn,-If you refer to Sir Robert Peel's speech on the opening of 
arliament, you will find that he traces the excise deficiency of 
842 to the decrease of the malt duty and spirits £910,000. He 
ys it arises from the bad harvest of J 84 l, producing so Ii ttle 
· ley fit for malting. He is, however, well satisfied with his pre
nt prospect of revenue from malt, as the data he gives shew an 
rease of 1,844,000 bushel~, which will give him £2?0,000 more 

this quarter, than in that of April, 1842, quite independent of any 
improvement in the state of the countr)'. 

The malt duty is the bes weapo_n in the hands of any J\,!inist~r, 
disposed to use it, for _the su?jugatio? of the people. It gives hnl) 
money to rivit the chams wb1ch self-mdulgence forges. 

It is not the drunkards who furnish him the means; for nume
rous as they are, they could not get through the millions of gallens 
of beer and corn spirits. Your single glass folks are the great 
contributors. I wish your readers to rec~llect, that 3d. a _day for 
a pint of beer is £4 1 ls. 3d. a year, and 1f saved, would Just pay 
the income tax on £150 a year. 

P. B. P. 

PRICE OF SHIP STORES. 

All persons sailing to foreifl_n parts can la~e ship sto:es fr~e of 
duty. Thus an Englishman, 1f he "'.ant to hve cheap, 1s entit~ed 
to this privilege so soon as he leaves his own sliore. The followmg 
is selected from a list of ship stores published in Sunderland :-

Navy bread 13s. per cwt. 
Fine flour ls. 6d. per stom,. 
Raw coffee 6d. lo 7d. per lb. 
Zante currants 4d. per lb. 
Valencia raisins .. . 3½d. per lb. 
Fine raw sugar ... 3d. to 3½<l, per lb. 
Good Congou tea 2s. 4d. per lb. 

5 per cent. discount for cash. 
What slrnng inducements these are to stay at home and help to 

pay the taxes ! 

DECLINE IN THE EXPORTS, 
FOR THE VEAR 1"NDING JANUARY 5, 1843. 

The decline, in one year oa the pri1,cipal articles of export is 
£3,871,207. But for the speculative exports in December to 
China, the decline would have exceeded £4,000,000. On the 
entire exports of the year it i proLable that the decline will ex
ceed £4,000,000. It will be observed that the decline in the 
expo1 ts of Cotton l\Ianufactures is £2,322,426; of Linen Manu
factures £987,203; of Silk J\Ianufactures £199,250; of Woollen 
Manufactures £549,430; of .Ifardwmes and Cutlery £231,073 ; 
of Eurtltenware £46,538; and of Glas$ £I 11.87 5. In eve1·y in
dividual article of .finished mamifactures there is a falling off, and 
the total amount of the decli e in them is £4,447,795; whereas 
in almo. tall the articles which furnisli raw wataliuls to foreign 
manufacture.~, there is an increase, namely, in Coals, in Cotton 
Yarn, in Linen Yarn, in \Yoollen Yarn, in Copper and Brass, in 
Lead, and in Tin.-Leeds Mercury. 

CoMPETIT!ON.-Mr. Goring, M. P., said, "why should the 
English, of all men, require protection? If their landlords met 
them, if they themselves stooc:i firm on their own position, if they 
would cultivate their land and exert themselves, he could assure 
them solemnly, from what he knt!w himself, the1 e wai, no land 
Ufon the Continent, no farmer upon th1": Continent, no ca):>ital 
upon the Continent, that ever could compete with them.'' 
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VARIETIES. 

ANTI-CORN-LA w PETITIONs.-The Preston Petition is de-
11patched for presentation, containing 20,317 signatures, indepen
dent of Family Petitions. 

RENTS IN KIND.-In ancient times, almost all rents were paid 
in kind; in a certain quantity of corn, cattle, or poultry. -
A. SMITH. 

GENERAL REFORM.-From the investigations of the Anti
Corn-Law League, so much of the ignorant and miserable con
dition of the people has been discovered that, independent of the 
advance of free trade, general education and many other impor
tant reforms will be fostered ; b11t the first want of all is bread. 

EXPORTS OF WHEAT.-By the first of Elizabeth, the expor
tation of wheat was prohibited when the price should exceed 
6s. 8d. the quarter. In 1562, by the 5th of Elizabeth, the expor
tation of wheat was allowed from certain port'> when the price of 
the quarter did not exceed IOs. -A. SMITH. 

THE IMPORT OF LIVE GOODS AND ANIMAL FOOD under the new 
tariff, has been slight. Up to January 5, 1843, the following is the 
return :-Oxen and Bulls 3,155, cows 1,046, calves 76, sheep 
638, lambs 10, swine 415 ;-altogether a mere trifle, though it 
may be the precursor of something better. The salted beef in
troduced for home consumption was 1,908 cwt. in 1841, and 
7,092 cwt. in 1842: of pork 1,255 cwt. in 1841, and 16,374 cwt. 
in 1842: of hams 1,607 cwt. in 1841, and 5,101 cwt. in 1842. 

THE INCOME TAx, it is reported, will raise 7 millions. No 
11mall part of this has been extorted by surcharges, submitted to 
by pP.rsons who made honest returns, rather than be pestered with 
inquisitorial commissioners. ,vm the distribution of this by go
vernment make up for the loss of wages which will be sustained 
by abstracting it from the country? I would rather it was a shil
ling in the pound, that is to say 12 millions, provided the poor 
might pay 12 millions leEs in taxes upon sugar, soap, tea, coffee, 
and other articles of necessity. But now property people are 
compelled to pay, and yet poor people are not relieved. 

BEEF AT A HALFPENNY A PouND !-The Cincinnati Times 
says, that " one of our wealthiest and most charitable citizens 
bought, a few days since, of a countryman in market, seven quar
ters of fine beef, at ONE CENT per pound, to be delivered at his 
house. Another farmer, clo11e by, who had eight quarters of beef, 
oyerhearing the bargain, started off to the gentleman's house, de
liverP.d Ttis beef, and received his pay from the steward. He was 
closely followed by the oth~r farmer, who explained the trick. 
However, all the beef was taken, the greater part of which was 
banded over to charitable institutions. When independent far;n
ers bring fine beef to market, and use trickery and deceit to get a 
sale for it at ONE CENT per pound, who will deny that the times 
are harrl ?"-What would our Lancashire lads say of beef at a 
halfpenny a pound ? 

MISERY IN GLASGow.-From the appendix of the ministers' 
report presented at Manchester, some most melancholy instances 
are given of the wretched condition of the people. ·' At Glas
go1V," says Dr. Arnott, "we entered a dirty low passage like a 
house door, which led from the street, through the first house, to 
a square court immediately behind, which court was occupied as 
a dung receptacle of the most disgusting kind. Beyond this court 
the 11econd passage led to a second square court, occupied in the 
same way by its dunghill ; and from this court there was a third 
passage, leading to a third court and a third dungheap. There 
were no privies or drains there, and the dungheaps received all 
filth which the su•arm of wretched inhabitants could give ; and we 
learned that a considerable part of the rent of the houses was paid 
by the produce of the dungheaps. Thus, worse off than wild 
animals, many of which withdraw to a distance and conceal their 
ordure, the dwellers in these ceurts had converted their shame 
into a kind of money by which their lodging was to be paid. The 
interior of these houses and their inmates corresponded with the 
exterio'l'I.. We saw HALF-DRESSED wretches crowding together 
to be warm; and in one bed, although in the middle of the day, 
nwral womes were imprisuned under a blanket, becatu,e many 
ot4ere, 111ho had on thf:ir back, all the articles of dres, that belonged 
to tlw partjl, wtrt thin out of door, in th, 1treet1.'' 

!N'FANT 1\fo1tTAt,ITY.-Out of every 1000 rhildren bom in the 
poorer districts of Leeds and Manchester, 570 ie bebre they 
attain the age of five years. 

PoPULATION AND Fooo.-" I have a firm convictim," say• 
Sir Robert Peel, " that population is increasing more rapdly than 
the supply of provisious in this country." 

PooRER LIVING.-The Alnwick petition states that tl& popu
lation has increased since 1815, one thousand; a.nd yet the con
sumption of fleshmeat has diminished one half. In ltl5, they 
had 23 butcher!;; they have now only 13. 

A Goon DEED.- I am glad to state that a ubscription has 
been set on foot to release the four barrels of meal s:mt from 
Canada for the poor widows referred to in No. 60 of tle Stru_q• 
gle, which were detained in bond on account oft eir imbility to 
pay the duty. 

MR. MILLS, M.P., declared in the House of ComIIDns, that 
"the new poor law had saved the country from destrucfon, es
pecially the agricultural districts.'' There is some truth in thi• 
declaration. Such has been the pressure of the nonopoly 
system, that if all the poor had been properly relieved in th, agricul
tural districts, with no outlet in the manufactul'ing districts, there 
would have been little or no rent for landlords. But ioes thia 
not proclaim the necessity of a change, wheR there is nc alterna
tive but either starving the poor, or destruction to the lmded in
terest? 

ENGLAND AND GERMANY.-There is no other ccntinental 
nation with which, spite of our national dissimilarities, we hue 
so many points of coincidence ; or so kindred a cha:acter in 
literature, science, and social life. In mercantile matl2rs, how 
much better had it been if we had earlier adopted a more liberal 
system towards this country I With a population of forty nillions
if we include tlie states of Austria, exclusive of the Itafan ones, 
of sixty millions-almost the whole of which are agriculmral, and 
by no means naturally disposed to manufacturing, what a field waa 
here for our commerce! We had only to consent to feed ou· hungry 
manufacturers with their corn and cattle, and they offe~ed in re
turn their sixty millions of bac/,s to clothe, besides the in:portation 
of various of our colonial articles of preduce. By the grossest 
political stupidity, we have shut out their corn, and starved our 
millions of spinners. We have excited a system of counteraction; 
Germany has closed itself to us, and become a rival manufacturing 
country.-Howitt's Rural Li(e iii Germany. 

THE HORRORS OF WAR.-Dr. Dick calculates that," since the 
creation of the world, fourteen thousand millions of beings have 
fallen in the wars which man has waged against his fello\f-creature 
-man. If this amazing number of men were to hold each other 
by the hanrl, at arm's length, they would extend over fourteer, 
millions,five hundred a,1d eighty three thousand, tliree hundred and 
thirty miles of ground, and would encircle the globe upon which 
we dwell 608 times ! I If we allow the weight of a man to be on 
an average one cwt., (and that is, if any thing, below the mark,) 
we shall come to the conclusion that 69,250,000 tons of human 
flesh have been mangled, disfigured, gashed, and trampled under 
foot. The calculation will appear more st.riking when I state th11.t 
if the forefingers only of every one of those 14,000,000,000 
human beings were to be laid out in a straight line, they would 
reach more than 600,000 miles beyond the moon; and that if a 
person were to undertake to count the number, allowing 19 houri 
to the day and seven days to the week, and a number at the rate 
of 6,000 per hour, it would employ that person 336 years I ! and 
awful is the consideration, that 3,500,000 pipes of human blood 
have been spilt in battles." 

ANTI-CORN-LAW BALLADs.-As I am anxious to introduce 
the Corn Law Reform into every street, I purpose puLlishing a 
series of ballads for that purpose. They must be lively, popular, 
and to the point. I shall be glad to receive communicatiens for 
this purpose. 
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Houghton, 47, Westgate, Huddersfield; Riley, Chestergate, Stockport; J. 
Ramsdale, Wigan ; Gill, Blackburn ; Wragg, Bury ; J Dawson, Clitheroe ; 
E. Bowker, Accrington; Free Press Office, .Bolton; H. Earnshaw, Colne.
Prioe One Halfpenny. A very liberal allowance to sell agaiD. 
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ARLOW'S GIFT TO BOBBY PEEL. 
Air.-" King of the Cannibal Island&." 

No doubt you've heard, you can't be green, 
Of printed cotton velveteen, 
By thousands it is daily seen, 
The gift from B. to P. 1 mean; 
With "FREE," it shews of wheat an ear, 
A word so sweet, to patriots dear ; 
)Ionopolists it puts in fear 

To screen which they dissemble. 
:May Freedom flourish as a tree, 
Ju every land, in every sea, 
And crush all feudal tyranny, 

And make the Pharaohs tremble. 
Chorus.-Wonders never cease to flow, 

The premier and printer show, 
Then steadfast be and Trade be PREE, 

And sing to Billy Barlow. 
,vhen P. received the welcome prize, 
The stalk and ear of wheat he spies, 
But" FREE" escaped his wandering eyes; 
"Call La<ly P." in haste he cries; 
Her Ladyship instanter came, 
In ecstasy she did exclaim, 
" I c:m't the fabric rightly name, 

'' Yet I admire its beauty. 
" The donor you must compliment, 
" He is no doubt a worthy gent. 
" So thank him for the present sent; 

'' I'm sure it is your duty." 
Chor11s.-"'onders never cease, &c. 

Then premier P. thus wrote to B.; 
"Your present is received by me, 
"The corn device, so chaste, so PREE, 
" And cotton substance, pleases m e ; 
" My Laity P. admires it much, 
" And I 1tpplaud its silky touch, 
" One half she claims, her taste is such, 

•' H •r will is prone to cloak it; 
" Its bea11ty 110 one cau deride, 
" ·we'll shar alike, and it divide, 
" A coat I'll have, and wear with pride; 

•' Al rea<ly I 've bespoke it." 
Chor1ts.--W1mdcrs never cease, &c. 

As yet a week hl\d scarcely past, 
The Morning Post came out at last, 
To Leaguers what a rich repast! 
On reading which, P. stood aghast. 
The Standurd came forth with the eve, 
And sorely did its columns grieve; 
They vow'd and swore they'd not believe 

That P. had FREELY seen it. 
Again the gift was scanned by P ., 
When he beheld the monster II FREE," 
Then roar'd II The League have cozen'd me, 

"So keep it, I don't mean it."' 
Chorus.-Wonders never cease, &c. 

P. waxed wroth, his choler grew, 
Her Ladyship was in a stew, 
So coat and cloak were pack'd anew, 
And Drayton Manor bade adieu. 
With nervous handP. grasped his pen, 
And unto B. thus wrote again; 
"Your cloth's for Anti-Com-Law men; 

"I own I am deceived, Sir, 
"I now return from whence it came, 
" Yeur gift, and think you much to blame, 
" That you should thus put me to shame, 

" I could not have believ' d, Sir." 
Chorus.- Wonders never cease, &c. 

Hurrah! for Cobden, Villiers, Bright, 
Brooks, Gibson, Thompson, trumps, all right; 
From Brotherton and Bowring's might, 
And Hume and Phillips, no respite; 
With arguments like cannon balls, 
They'll thunder at St. Stephen's walls, 
Until the Hydra prostrate falls. 

Monopolist intriguers, 
You cannot quench a fire with oil; 
You cannot make the tide recoil, 
Or stay the sun's sweet genial smile, 
Nor can you stop the Leaguers. 

Chorus.-Wonders never cease, &c. 
Manchealer. T. W. 

No. 64. 
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A MONOPOLIST REWARDED. 

1,t 

Rush a be Bobby on the tree top ; 
·when the wind blows, the cradle will rock ; 
When the bough bends, the cradle will fall, 
And down comes Bobby and cradle and all. 

Pullins one wa7 and looking another. 

' 

QUERIES OF THE POOR. 

Why should we starvet O l tell us why 
The hands that toil outstretch'd should be1 

To crave from tyrants placed on high 
The thrice-earn'd crumbs of charity! 

Why should our wives, our faithful wives, 
From famine·s sickness pale and wan, 

Be doom'd to mourn away their lives 
By brntes that claim the name of "man r" 

The name of "man," alone belongs 
To such as honour woman's rights, 

Relieve her woes, avenge her wrongs, 
And minister to her delights. 

But do they manly honour know, 
Who can without remorse or pain, 

Behold the tears of woman flow, 
And stern~y bid them flow agaiu ! 

Why should our babes be prey for death 
Soon as they leave their mother's womb ; 

Why should their gentle morning breath 
Be stifled in an infant's tomb? 

Or, if they live, why should their food 
Be scant; WAY should their tender form• 

Be hung with rags, and their young blood 
Be chill'd by Wrnter's piercing storm& r 

Why should disease and penury rob 
Their features of each beauteous trace, 

And cause their mothers' heart to throb 
With anguish o'er each blighted grace 1 

Why should the brightness of their eyes 
He dimm'd to those who gave them birth ; 

Why should poor parents Jose their prize 
Of childish loveliness and mirth 7 

,vhy Ahould e:ich home , in mock'ry styl'd 
A Briton's castle and his pride, 

By wretcherl squalor be delil'rl, 
And misery o' er each hearth preside t 

We Jabour hard to see our wives 
Graced wirh the smile of happiness, 

And to prolong our children's lives 
In health, and strength, and loveliness. 

But scanty is the pittance given, 
For all our toil of hands and head, 

And sc:mtier still the food of Heaven, 
Is made by laws that steal our bread. 

We seek not for a life of ease, 
For splendour or for gilded state; 

We yearn not for delights like these, 
But leave them to the idle great. 

We wish not for an equipage, 
Nor seek with luxuries to be fed. 

We claim our natural heritage-
We ask for homes-we ask for bread I 

Father of all! we have been call'd 
Thy children, thine imrI]ortal sons; 

Then why hath Heaven not been appall'd• 
By wailings from its suffering ones! 

We read thy word, and learn that thou 
Did'st promise, when the world began, 

That, for tbe sweat of his own brow, 
Thou would'st vouchsafe to comfort man. 

0, hear our prayer, Almighty Lord ! 
We toil, in hopes we shall be fed ; 

Do thou in turn, fulfil thy word, 
And give that toil its hdaily bread." 

z. 
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WILL THE REPEAL OF THE CCRN LAWS DO 
NO GOOD? 

"It will never do the working man any ~ood if the Corn Law 
was taken off;" so said a Cha1·tist. If so, wl:y not petition a"ainst 
the repeal ? why not petition for a continuance of the present° Corn 
Law ? Does the present system do them 100d? If repeal will 
do "working men'' no good, whom will it b efit ? Will masters 
g_et any advantage? If so, I should like to know, how it is pos
s1~le fo1· them to do so without working me1 partaking of it. If 
this be rather the language of despair, ai I believe it is, what but 
the _Pr~sent monopoly system has bro•1.ght on that despair; and if 
so, 1s 1t not madness to allow it to go on ? :rnd worse than mad
ness to oppose any change? If plenty of oood food at a low 
price, and increased means for purchasing i.: will do no good, I 
confess I know not. what will; and that these would be the effects 
of a repeal of the Corn Laws, I am as satisfi as I am of my own 
existence. 

One of the strongest rAasons for the prc.3ent indifference mani
f~sted by some working men is, the disappointme,it they have 
lntherto experienced in agitating for national changes. "Neither 
the Reform Bill, nor Catholic Emancipation, have done us any 
good, and as for C!tartism, we have worked it for several years 
and we are not a bit nearer." This is their ,anguage. There is' 
however, as much difference betwixt all these questions and th~ 
free bread question, as there is betwixt who shall be our Mayor 
next year ? and when shall the American ships laad at our quay 
dis~hai:ge their provisions, an~ empty the Preston warehouses, b; 
fre1ghtmg themselves back with cotton piece ? This is neither 
an abstract nor a very distant question ; it is in fact, a.3 it has been 

called, a question. 

Many, I know, for the last four years, have been fixing their hopes 
on a 1·evoltttion, and would listen to nothing that was calculated to 
lessen the chances of bringing it about. But as such hope must 
now fail them, they will be glad to see s eh changes effected as 
will, _if not accomp~i~h all they could wish, at any rate, greatly 
ameliorate the cond11Ion of the workin~ millions. 

" FESTING" FROM AMERICA. 

In the weaving of cotton one of the most useful regulations to 
country people, is that called " festing." The plan is for mas. 
ters in towns to eng~ge a convenient building in a country disti-ict, 
to send a cart load of warps and weft, and to " put out" weavino 
to thA people who live in the neighbourhood. This is bringin; 
employment to the doors of the people, and saves the labour of 
each individual carrying his work perhaps ten or a dozen miles from 
home. But work is now so scarce, that they are glad to get it on 
any terms, and hence "festing'' has very much declined. I am re
minded by this of our national folly. The Americans would gladly 
come over here as "festers;'' employing all our weavers at ad
van~ed wages.; . and although they would not pay in copper made 
up m five slnlbng papers, they would pay in !tarns, and butter, 
and cheese, and JI.our, at very mnch under English prices. Weav
ers I have you any objections to weave for a Yankee mastet·? 
None whatever; but before we can do this, we must pull down 
the toll-bars, one erecte_d at the far end of the ro<J.d by the Tarijf, 
ee$, and the other at this end by the Rentees. When this is done 
we are all willing to weave Yankee patterns, and to make bread 
of Yankee _fl?ur; to be paid in beef and pork at Id. per lb., and 
other prov1s10ns at the same rate, allowing what is fair for carriage 
but nothing for the Rentee's toll. I really hope it may yet corn; 
to something like this. How we should stare if in a year or two 
we . should see on Olli' walls large bills something like the fol
lowmg ~-

W .ANTED, 
10,000 Lancashire Weavers, 

To whom full work and good wages 
will be givm. 

Apply at the Stores of MESSRS. FREEMAN & Co. 
who have just discharged 1 Vessels Ja,den with Pro: c:-r=-~~ru.r~!~t to freight back ~ith English 

I do maintain, that if the masters here cannot employ the poor 
weavers, they have a right to work for those who 11ill employ 
them; and that any law that prevents them doing this :s a law of 
robbery, a restraint upon industry, that ought immedia.tely to be 
abolished, If, however, the Rentees are determined o prevent 
t~em getting work, they ought to keep them, and to keep in a 
different style than by the odious and offensive system prescribed 
by their new poor law. 

TRADE WITH CHIN A. 

Says Mr. Christian to l1is friend Mr. Hyson "We.lour war 
wit~ China is at last concluded, for which I am beartily thankful, 
for 1t has cost an enormous sum of money, and caused a melan
choly loss of human life.'' 

'.' Yes," was the reply, "but consider the sumerous advantages 
which must accrue to great Britain, even by this severe line of 
policy. I am of opinion that the money has not been badly spent; 
and_ as to the slaughter of a fe\v men. why that is nothir.g in com
panson of the glorious prospects of free trade with so extensive 
an e1?pire, which w? shall very soon realize. In short, the end 
sanctifies the means. ' 

Thus ended this conversation, the subject of which affords an 
!mportant theme for moralizing upon, and gives us a foll insight 
mto the eccentricities and inconsi~tencies of our gorernment. 
Here is an empire (the Chinese) characterised by many singular 
traits certainly ; but as a people, admirable for their industry, 
harmlessness, and morality, upon whom the British government 
has waged an unjust and ferocious war, simply because the Chi
nese thought proper tn make laws for the health and morals of the 
people, and ventured to punish a violation of such laws on the 
part of England, more wanton, mercenary, and unjustifiable than 
any national outrage ever committed since the creation of the 
wo~ld. And for what end have we wreaked our vengeance? Om· 
legislators tell us, to vindicate British omnipotence and irrespon
sibility, and to secure the benefits of a FREE TRADE with China. 
Now, we would believe the legislature sincere, if they had always 
ma<le corresponding efforts to secure free trade with every other 
nation. Have they done so? The sufferings of an industrious 
and famishing people at home, rising in one general lamentation, 
mournfully sa~-No ! Nations upon nations have long since offered 
to us the prec1?us boon of free trade with them, and this prize the 
government might have secured for the people of England, with
out any expense, much less extravagance-without any toil of 
foreign cru.npaigns, much less general carnages; but they would 
1tot. It would seem that our governors do not think free trade 
worth enjoying, unless the cargoes of free goods be stowed in 
ships built with the bones of slaughtered foes, borne upon a sea of 
blood and tears, and wafted to our shores by the groans of the 
dyin_g and the si?hs of t?e ,orphan and the widow! They equip 
armies and dram a nation s wealth, to secure free trade in tea, 
(at the best a luxury and nonessential to life), but they will not, 
by a few wo1·ds only, permit the importation of free BREAD-the 
staff of life-for their hungered fellow-countrymen I They put 
thousands of the Chinese to the sword to OBTAIN free trade with 
China merely, and they consign annually thousands of Englishmen 
to famine and the grave to PREVENT free trade with any other 
nation. They open five ports in China by the mouth of the can
non, and at the same time they close five hundred p01·ts all over the 
world by the mouth of the legislator! 'l'ruly, tbei;e are inconsis
tencies we cannot understand-anoomalies which our notions of 
justice and commen 5ense cannot reconcile. Mav we live to see 
the day when the principles of free trade will b~ admitted upon 
grounds far less absurd and sanguinary than these ! z. 

WHY ADVOCATE A LOW FIXED DUTY? 

A few defend a fixed duty for revenue; a few for protection; 
but I believe the chief reason is, pity for those who have been so 
unfortunate as to live for many years out of other people I What 
m_us~ b~come of the lan?o~ners w?ose land is mortgaged? If you 
will ms1st on the people s rights berng restored, do it _qradually; be 
as gentle as possible, and allow a little prQtection, it: it be but 5s. a 
q~arter. Prospective inconvenienc{lsaredweltupon, but nothing is 
said about a ruined trade, a universal depreciation of manufacturing 
property, a rapid spread of bankruptcy, and the intense suffering 
of tho peorle already ei·isti119', occ&Sioned by land monopoly. 
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Laying justice aside, we may ask whether is it better that units or 
thuusand,; should suffer? the few or the multitude 'I Nay, 
whether is it better that the land.id class should suffel' a little now 
by yielding to the demand of justice, or ultimately haYe all swal
lowed up in national poverty, if not revolution? There is no 
standing by a. fixed duty of any amount. The only principle that 
can ue permanent is that of a thorough repeal. We have but a 
choice of evils; either to go in the present condition, till all re
medies will be useless, or fairly to look our difficulties in the 
face, and submit to such sacrifices as the exigenr.y requires. 

THE PREMIER'S :MEDITATIONS AMONG THE TOMBS. 
"Ilere he sits beholding the graves of thousands who have died 

by the influence of the bread tax." 

Reflections ca.,usedby seeing the cut in No. 40 oftke STRUGGLE. 
Can any one envy the state of mind of the Premier in the ab0ve 

melancholy position? Appalled, perhaps, by the groans and ex
ecrations of livi1'1g sufferers, he has sought an asylum of solitude 
and tranquility in the church yard among the dead. But here he 
must be tormented. Though 

" Silent still, and silent all,'' 
he is saluted with a voice still more eloquent and saddening than 
the vociferations of the living. It is '' the voice of the dead.'' 
Around him are the graves of many a victim of that starvation 
which he and his coadjutors had the J?OWer to remove, but yet 
permitted to do its fatal work. There they lie-the useful and 
th9 good-prematurely and cruelly immured in death, the green 
grass and the timid flowers waving o'er their narrow bed, from 
which they shall not awake till the last trump shall summon them 
to gladness and to heaven ! We ask again-does any one envy 
the feelings of the stern sepulchrist, as he reads the perished 
names and young ages of those whose graves have been dug by the 
implements of his legal cruelty ? How different are the feelings 
of those who have sought to assuage hunger and prolong life, and 
different would be the Premier's own feelings, bad such been his 
course. Against men like these the homes of the poor and the 
church yard can give out no stat·tling accusation. Such statesmen 
the poet describes as striving 

'' The applause of listening senates to command, 
The threats of pain and ruin to despise, 

To scatler PLENTY o'er a smiling land, 
And read their histo1·y in a nation's eyes." 

Alas! what a ontra t to him who is now in power, and who is 
ready 

The applause of sordid avarice to command, 
A people's sorrows and revenge to brave, 

To scatter FAllIINE o'er a toiling land, 
And read his history in a nation's grave ! 

I implore Sir Robert Peel to disclaim the latter picture, discard 
the policy which it faithfully reprnsents, and finally to imitate the 
patriotism and humanity so beautifully pourtrayed in the former 
sketch. Then will neither the voice of the living nor the sanctity 
of the dead have their present terrors. The remainder of his 
life will be congenial and blessed, and after death his own grave 
will be gemmed with the fairest of flowers, which shall wear for 
their dew-drops the grateful tears of an affectionate and happy 
people. Z. 

THE LAR.GEST CROP EVER KNOWN. 

" The following is a receipt for making one acre of land pro
duce more quarters of wheat than ever grew on the greatest and 
best managed farm in the world. First,-abolish the Corn Laws. 
Second,-Take an acre of ground (let it be the worst acre of 
ground in England) and erect upon it an extensive factory. What 
on an average will be the amount of the wages each year of all the 
hands employed in the. factory? What on an average the amount 
of the clear yearly profits of the master of the factory? 

" How many qu:u-ters of wheat will these immense sums pur
chaso in the Amsterdam or Havre market? or in Russia, Amer
ica, or Poland? Let the money then, or rather goods to that 
amount, be sent to any of these places, and the quarters of wheat 
.sent back and laid down, if you will, to make the conviction 
s~ronger, at the Yery door of the factory. 

"Are not these quarters of wheat then the harvest, which in 
one year this one acre of the worst land produced? Yes ! as 
effectually and more beneficially produced than had every wheat 
ear found its way through the floor of the factory, and flourished 
among the wheels of the machinery and the feet of the workmen. 
What prolific powers of nature could yield, what improvemen~ of 
direct agriculture, or outlay of equally great capital in fertilizing 
manures, could draw from one acre of land a return of food for 
labour equal to that which, on the most moderate computation, 
would be prQduced by the process of indirect agriculture hera de
scribed? Or should our supposed factory be so extensive as to 
require five or ten acres of ground on which to stand, the pro.flts 
and consequently the indirect harvest annually produced, would 
only be the more amazingly immense."-Mrs. Loudon. 

--------- ___.. 
THE BEWILDERED TRAVELLER. 

COMMERCE GIVES VALUE TO LA.ND. 

'' The soil of Genoa being unsuited to the production of corn 
and meat, the Genoese turned their attention to manufactures and 
commerce, whereby to obtain corn and meat with an outlay of 
capital much less than would have been required to raise the same 
produce on their own territory. They created, by the increase of 
wealth and population, a demand for production, which were eas
ily raised on their own soil, such as garden vegetables, fruit, olive 
oil, silk, and wine. 'rhis land which, if it had been used for grow
ing corn or feeding cattle, would at least have returned a produce 
not more than sufficient to replace capital with profit, and for 
which, therefore, no rent would have been paid, now yielded a 
rent equal to the difference between the value of the produce and 
the cost of production. 

" With the further increase of wealth and population, the inha
bitants of Genoa, the magnificent, (magnificent because without corn 
laws,) required, besides horses and warehouses, country villas, 
pleasure gardens, and ornamental grounds. For these, the staff 
of life being cheap, they could well afford to pay without regard 
to profit. Thus land of very inferior quality yielded a rent much 
higher than was ever paid for the most fertile land used in pro
ducing commodities for the market. 

" While tho original cause of nearly all the rent paid in the 
Genoese territory, was the importation of corn and tlleat, which 
produced all the higher degrees of competition for the use of land 
on spots where, unless the staff of life had been imported from 
foreign soils, the lo,vest degree of competition could hardly have 
existed."-Wake.field's England a1,d America. 

LAST CHESTER CHEESE FAIR wa1o the lowest ever known. 
There is a vast in rease of mouths, and a great decrease in the 
quantity of cheese made, and yet the consumption h~ fallen off 
greatly. Can any body mistake the cause? And nothing can 
remove it but settbg labour free ; allowing the working men to 
work for French, Dutch, German, Brazilian, or American mas
ters-that is, for those who are willing and anxiously waiting to 
employ them. 
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VARIETIES. 
INCREASE OF PovERTY.-Such is the distress in Manchester, 

that the applications at the poor- office are 746 weekly more than 
at this time last year. 

DECREASE OF Mn.Ls IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE.-At a meeting 
held at Bath, it was stated that in Gloucestershire, in 1831, there 
were 133 mills at work-in 1841, only 63; that the rental of 
them in the former year was £31,089, in the latter only £10,905. 

IN HoLMFIRTH there is a field, which has been rented twenty 
years by weavers for drying their warps in. Jn 1836, there were 
1412 warps laid out; in 1842, only 663; and in the half year 
ending February, 1843, the number was reduced to 193. The 
field is now given up, such has been the reduction in the weaving 
trade of this place. 

WHY MoNEY INCREASES IN SAVINGs'BANKs.-" Well, John, 
you have been at the Savings' Bank again.'' " Yes, I continue 
to save a bit of brass every week; but as I can see no opening in 
trade, I take it here to make a trifle. I have a neighbour who 
had saved a little ; he began a provision shop, but the people are 
so poor that they got into his debt, and he lost every farthing that 
he had scraped together. People don't know what to do now 
a-days.'' 

TAXING MACHINERY.-Mr. Ferrand is expected to give no
tice to bring in a bill for " taxing" electioneering machinery. He 
maintains that if it is not stopped at Knaresbro', it will throw 
every honest voter out of employment. A committee of the whole 
house will be appointed to inquire into its operation; Mr. Fer
rand will be chairman, and Mr. Ridsdale a principal witness. 
Not the "mules," but the self-acting asses of Knaresbro', will also 
be brought up to give evidence as to its working. 

"WILL YOU GIVE ME A TICKET FOR SOUP ?"-This is no un
common request, but is a most degrading petition when offer_ed 
by an able-bodied man. I wonder when we shall have done w_1th 
these soup charities? If a supply of filth appeared every mormng 
on a clergyman•~ door, he might order it to be swep~ away fo1: a 
few times · but I am sure he would soon feel determined to dis
cover the 'cause of this . annoyance. Why don't all such, having 
to give relief year after year, and h3:ving every winter to face a 
repetition of the same poverty, feel determined to find out the 
cause F 

THE CANADIAN FLoun TnADE.-Lord Stanley has explained 
that the measure contemplated for admitting flour from Canada, 
either free or at a nominal duty, is to include all flour, whe
ther made from the United States wheat, or wheat of their own 
growth; the duty on wheat imported from the States into Canada 
being 3s. per quarter. This is a slip off the sliding scale. Can
not the farmers see it ? 

FARMERS need not delude them elves any longer with the hope 
of high prices. People are too poor to pay hi~h price~ ; and if 
they were not, free trade with Canada, and the 1mportations ?on
sequent upon the reduction in the duties upon cattle and ammal 
food, if prices were to advance, would soon bring them. down 
again. So that it is for them now to consider what they vnll do; 
whether they will sit down quietly and sink into insolvency, or 
they will join the repealers, and help t.o sweep away all false pro
tections, which would be sure to bring a fresh adjus'lment of rents 
and taxes. 

WHY ARE THE CHILDREN NOT EoucATED ?-Because their 
parents cannot afford to keep them from work and pay their school 
wages. This is the chief reason, for however illiterate the parents 
are, I always find them wishful that their children should go to 
school. You may erect pauper schools and as many other schools 
as you like, but like building new churches, it will not cure the 
evil. Nothing but easing people's condition, relieving them from 
their poverty and emba1·rassments, and enabling them to_ get foo_d 
and raiment will ever result in the spread of education. Sir 
James Grab~m, the bishops, and the landowners will work at any 
11nd but the right end. We are fed, and clothed, ?edded, and 
physicked (if any of these deserve the name) by chanty, and now 
the country is to be studded with pauper schools. What govern
mPnt should do is, to stop those who deprive the people 
of doing all these things for themselves, and insist on them restor
ing that which they have dishonestly taken from them. 

OvER-PRODUCTION.-They talk ahont over-production, and aay, 
because our markets are glutted, that we are making too many 
goodi. ! If a man were so foolish as to dam up a 3trnam 
till he had collected a great re~ervoir, and were then to 
complain of there being too murh still water, you would laugh at 
him.-J. Brotherton. 

THE ConN LA w PRINCIPLE IS so BAD that nobody dare car1·y it 
out. If it be right to tax corn Bs. per quarter, it is right. to tax 
it 18s., for the only difference is betwixt the degree of poverty and 
starvation produced. If protection be in itself good, let us have 
it in perfection. If cattle are to be kept out, why make the fence 
just low enough for a few to leap over? I should like to see the 
Corn Law carried out in all its undisguised badness, for then we 
should so speedily be obliged to have all things in common, or the 
poor would die in the streets, that its immediate repeal would be 
sure to take place, 

AT A STAND-STILL.-'' Is that property on sale now?" ~aid a 
gentleman to a steward, referring to a considerable property in 
the front of one of the principal streets in Preston. " On sale ! 
no; this is no time for selling property!" This among many 
other instances shews, that such is the present depression and the 
future uncertainty, that speculation and enterprise are at a stand. 
Property men will be compelled to look about them shortly ; but 
the heaviest weight falls upon the working classes, for as their 
incomes decrease, they keep decreasing their expenses, and thus 
employing less labour. 

"rHO ARE THE FA"RMEns' BEST CUSTOMERS ?-For answer you 
have only to consider the situation in which you are placed. The 
boroughs of Manchester and Salford stand upon about 7000 acres 
of land. "-hat it would let for as farming land, supposing the 
towns had no existence, would not exceed £7000 a year. Bnt 
what is the case as it stands? Upon this spot of ground there are 
300 000 human beings. The rental, according to the annual as
sess~1ent to the poor rates, is £1,200,000 ! I dare 11ay tl11! agri
cultural produce consumed here does not cost les~ than two n1illions 
sterling per annum. (Hear, hear.) Then supposing that Man
chester was ploughed up, as the corn-law supporters propose, nnd 
suppose the farmers were compelled to send their grain abroad for 
20s., as they would be if they had not this market, in which they 
get about 50s. per quarter, what would be the consequerice ?-
J. Brotlterton's speech at Manchester. 

STOCKING WEAVING MACHINERY.-It is said there has been 
no new machinery for l'-tocking making for 200 years, and yet few 
classes are so much distressed as the stocking weavers. A ma
chine, is now iuvented which will make a stocking in half an 
hour. There is no doubt this will revive the trade. The in
creased facilities of manufacturing will so reduce the price, that 
perhaps double the quantity will be purchased; and this will give 
increased employment, if not to the weavers, to various persons 
in other departments. There will be no loss to the labourers taken 
altogether; for if less money should be spent in stockings, more 
will be spent U:i)On other articles, which still employ labour. 

"AGRICULTURAL lMPROVEMENTs."-E,·ery body is now for 
" agricultural improvements.'' Sir Robert bas sent a donation 
to Tamworth to pay for lectures on this subject. Why not lec
tures on manufacturing improvements ? Is the one less a source 
of wealth to the country than the other? The old " tit." that 
now and then takes out my lord and lady for a breathing must 
have all the corn, but the working horse th.at toils six whole days 
in a week, is fed upon husks and what it can catch. What is the 
main object of manufactures and agriculture? Plenty of food, 
clothing, and good houses for all the people ; and while from our 
land resources with an increasing population, we never can 
secure these, by unshackled manufactures and free trade, they 
could be easily accomplished. 

@> Go sign a Petition for cheap bread and better times. 
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THE THREE EMBARRASSED CLASSES. 
RENT.-What engagements I have I l\fy Lord Doncaster asks me to go to a steeple ohase in Yorkshire; and Sir Roger 

Viviflll pn a me to go to Ncvilloau Castle to some fine shooting; and then the Marquis of Spankuboone invites me to a trip in his 
yacht-I can'l be everywhere. There is one place, however, I must keep clear of, and that is the borough of Leadcnhead. Thosg 
farmers recollect every word I said at the hustings; and now they are as cross as bears with sore backs. I'm afraid they would 
mob mo. I guaranteed them wheat at 65s. I think it's down at 50s. I! Well, well; Sir Robert must brave it out. PRO
FITS.-Worse and worse; these bad debts are downright ruinous. Our neighbou1·'s embarrassment tells upon all around. Barmen 
now-a-days are all care and ar.xiety, pushing and petting; and then the inoome tax !-Oh dear me I WAGES.-1 dare hardly go 
home and tell them I can't get a job. Tha sight of those children will break my heart. And my poor wife, she is very cross! ,v ell l 
well! she can't help it when I bring her so little in. Surely times will mend soon. 

TO THE WORKING CLASSES. 

DOES MACHINERY THROW PEOPLE OUT 
OF WORK? 

"I could do with machinery,'' said a working man 
the other day, "if it did not throw so many people out 
of work." Notwithstanding all that has been written 
as to the results of machinery, demonstrating that, so 
far from diminislting, it has been the great cause of in
creasing, it is still regarded, not enly by certain classes 
of operatives but others, as a chief cause why so many 
are unemployed. 

Without any lengthened introduction, I will try to 
convince you that this is a mistake, and that it is mono
poly, and not macltinery, which is the cause of this. 
With our rapidly increasing population, if it had not been 
for the employment created by machinery, a vastly greater 
number would now have been without work. In Ireland, 
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in the Midland Counties, and elsewhere, where there is 
the learit machinery used, the people are the wor:::t paid, 
and the greatest number unemployed. In 1836, all the 
machinery was in operation, and all the people were in full 
work. In 1842, much of our machinery was standing 
still, and great numbers were without work. 

I will state to you how machinery operates. The in
troduction of every new machine is almost sure to dis
place the labour of some individuals. These individuals 
are objects of public sympathy. Perhaps it would be 
difficult to hit upon any satisfactory plan of compensa
tion, but unquestionably they are as much entitled to it 
as the West Indian planters were when the machinery 
of free labour supplanted that of the slaves. The 
loss to these individuals is a gain to the public, by 
cheapening the article produced, but as it may be 
only a trifling a head thrown over all the popula
tion, it is not so palpable as the visible loss. of the 
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regular weeks wages to a few. 
Let us, however, try to trace tha operations of this 

machinery. 
1. By superior machinery in one or more depart

ments the same quantity-say of cloth-is produced by 
fewer hands, and sometimes of a superior quality. 

2. In proportion as this is effected, the cost of pro
duction is diminished; that is, each piece costs less by 
the new plan than the old. This article is then sold 
so much cheaper in the market, and that which is a loss 
to the individuals whose labour is displaced, is a gain to 
all the purchasers. 

3. The article being cheaper, people's purchases are 
increased; more is sold, and more is consumed ; and 
these additional purchases are increased just in pro
portion to the increase of cheapness. This is the natu
ral course of things, and can only be interfered with 
when the public's means of purchasing are curtailed by 
dear food, additional taxation, or any other cause. 

4. This increased demand causes more money to be 
spent upon the article, although the price paid per yard 
is reduced. 

5. The increased receipts lead the pr0prietor to ex
tend his manufacture. And it is the increased amount 
of money paid by him for every purpose put together, 
and not only what he pays in wages to his own hands, 
that determines the increase of employment. 

6. The effect upon all the purchasers is, that they get 
more clothing for the same money, which to themselves is a. 
great advantage. And those who only purchase the same 
quantity as before, spend the difference upon some other 
article, which is sure to give employment to some body. 

But if provisions be so dear as to lessen the amount 
which families have to spare for clothing, even the 
temptation of machinery-made cheap goods cannot in
duce them to buy without means. Here in fact is the 
whole cause of our difficulties. Not being allowed to 
exchange our goods for foreign provisions, the value 
of our exports is reduced. Masters have had less 
to pay to their men, and the men have had more to 
pay for their food, so that, although our goods have been 
so cheap, the people cannot buy to the extent they need. 

It is necessary that you should rem em her that in the 
ramified operations for producing any article, say a cot
ton piece, or a printed book, there are perhaps thousands 
employed in various and distant departments, besides 
those whose individual labour happens to be displaced 
by the introduction of some new machinery. And that 
if the article be cheapened by the introduction of machi
nery, the increased consumption, unless some unnatural 
cause interfere, has always been such as to lead to an in
creased amount of labour in these other departments. 
It was formerly the practice to make books by writing 
them with a pen, one at a time. Printing by types was 
invented, and this threw out of empioyment a great 
number engaged as transcribers. Another important 
invention was the machine, by means of which 1000 
impressions are produced in an hour, and a number of 
pressmen were consequently for a time thrown out of 
work. But what was the general result ? That the 
article became so cheapened, and consequently the de
mand so increased, that where there was 011e man em
ployed in book making, there are hundreds ifnotthousands 

now. In fact, the additional employment is only to be 
measured by the increased amount paid by the public. 
This is divided among paper makers, ink makers, 
type founders, machine makers, printers' joiner3, book
binders, newsmen, &c., &c. ; and also among all those 
employed in procuring the raw material for these trades; 
in making their tools, in moving and selling the arti
cles, which, if traced, would be a large number indeed. 
The first advantage then, of these inventions is, that, 
instead of lessening, it has certainly increased manual 
labour. The second is, that it has put into the hands of 
almost every man a cheap book or a paper, which, but 
for these inventions, 99 out of every 100 must have 
been without. The Bible, which you now get for half
a-crown, would have cost you, perhaps, five pounds, 
not to mention the inferiority and inconvenient size 
of the article. 

The same observations apply t() the manufacture of 
cotton, and to every other article where the cost of 
production is diminished. In proportion as the article 
has been cheapened, the amount spent upon it has in
creased, and this increased amount is the exact measure 
of the increased employment. As invention progresses, 
employment increases, and the public get a superior arti
cle, at a red'll.ced price. But the purchasing of books, 
clothing, &c., however cheap they may be produced, 
will be interfered with, if the people are com
pelled to pay nearly all their earnings for food, or are 
deprived of earnings for want of a sale for the articles 
they produce; but this is the fault of monopoly and 
not of machinery. 

How are we to know where there is an incriase of 
employment? Suppose Mr. Hodge receives more for hi~ 
cloth, the quantity of labour will be increased; if less, 
it will be decreased; if the same, it will be stationary. 
This results from the fact that what he rec-eives he pays 
again, in some shape or other, and that it goes to em
ploy labour. He may pay less to the people in his 
own works, yet more, by other payments, to those 
who are at a distance. If wages should be reduced, 
then the employment goes into more hands; and if in
creased, into fewer. 

Passing over the payments for raw material, and of 
wages paid in the mill, if we examine all the other pay
ments, we shall find a greater extent of labour pro
duced by machinery, and increased with its increase, than 
most people are aware of. Their minds rest on those 
they see thrown out of work, but never extend to those 
thrown into work by the same means. Among these 
payments may he named,-repairing machinery, coal, 
gas, water, brushes, banding, leather, shuttles. pickers, 
cards, soap, tallow, oil, carriage, timbe1·, woollen clothr 
paper, stationary, ~c., ~c. 

These alone amount to about one-third; and you will 
find that all or nearly all these payments are spent upon 
labour. Let us take the first. 

Tlie repairs of machinery .-This is expended in castings, 
boring and turning, bolts, screws, rivets, files, mechanics' 
tool,;i, brass, iron, &c. Now what is there under this 
item that does not go for labour? It all goes to pay 
men for providing the raw material, for making the ar
ticle&, or the tools used, or the building in which they 
work, or for the labour in moving and fixing the work 
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done, &c. If you think the value of the raw material, as it 
lies in the earth, should be deducted,itscomparativevalue 
is a mere trifle, and that, independent of labour, it is 
worth nothing. Let a portion, however, be deducted 
!or _t~is, and i~ yet !mounts to the same thing, for the 
rndividual rece1vmg 1t cannot convert it into any use to 
himself without calling into request labour. 

Coals we will refer to next. Call them 9s. per ton. In 
the ground they are said to be worth 8d., so that there is 
8s. 4d. for the colliers, for the men who make and 
work the machinery, the implements and the conveyan
ces, and for all the operations and movements till the coals 
are put under the boiler. Allowing. that the proprietor 
gets 6~. !!er ton profi~, you see from his style of living 
that this 1s expended m employing the labour of but
chers, grocers, gardeners, weavers, spinners, dyers, 
hatters, shoemakers, tailors, brick-makers, brick
sette:s, . plaster~rs, and almost all trades, directly 
and m(hrectly, Just to the extent of the amount re
ce~ve~ through this course. So that you see here at 
this distant part. how much labour is brought into re
quest by the factory machinery. 

Gas.-Thesame labour is paid for in this article as in 
that of coal, with the addition of all the labour which is 
required from the time the coal is put down in the gas 
yard to the time when it is lighting the rooms, including 
-ofco~rs all the fittings andrepairs whichare constantly 
r·equired. 

:rake the . articl_e of oil. The whole of the money 
paid f 01· this article is for labour. The building and 
rigging_out of ships, the out-fit for the sea, the labour 
of catching and bringing home the fish, the manufacture, 
sale, and transit of the oil, up to the time it is used in 
the mill, all goes for labour. 

The crirriers' bill is the same; it is expended among 
the _cart drivers, the harness makers, the tanners, the 
curn rs, the saddlers; ironmongers, the wheelwright, 
the blacl smith, the engineers, and engine makers· it is 

'd t l , pa1 vO a 1 sorts of railway men, warehousemen, 
porte1 s; to the agriculturists who grow the hay, corn, and 
beans.. and to scores in the second and third ranks of 
~abour which I cannot name. In fact all the money goes 
m labour. 

The payments in_ al~ the other items, of sundry ex
penses m_igh~ be su~ularly traced. The more a spin
ner pays m bills of this sort, the more is expendecl upon 
labour, although_ he does not pay it in wages to his 
?wn hands. Besides, money once paid to an individual 
ln the shape of wages, is again paid to others for neces
saries,. and it is difficult to say the extent of employ
ment thus reproduced. The agriculturist, the shoe
maker, the hatter, the tailor, the mason, the bookseller, 
and al] who fur~ish directly or indirectly any thing he 
c~nsumes, receive t~e benefit of his wages. I will 
give you a quotation from " Smith's Wealth of 
~a~ions," to illust~ate this point. Referring to the in
d1v1duals engaged m merely perfecting a day-labourer's 
coat, he says, (Vol. I. p. 17.) 

"Ro ugh as it appears, it is the produce of the joint labour of a 
great number of workmen. The shepherd, the sorter of the wool, the 
wool-combur or carder, the dyer, the scribbler, the spinner, the wea
ver, the ful_ler, the dresser, with many others, must all join their dif
ferent a:rts m order to complete even this homely production. How 
~any merch_ants and carriers, besides, must have been employed 
m trans ortmg the materials from some of these workmen to others 

w'ho often live in a very distant part of the country I how much 
commerce and navigation in particular, how many ship-builders, 
sailors, rope-makers, mm.t have been employed in order to bring 
tog11ther the diffet·ent drug made use of by the dyet·, which often 
coma from the remotest corners of the world! "\Vhat a variety of 
labour too is necessary in order to produce the tools of the meanest 
of those workmen! To say nothing of such complicated machines 
as the ship of the sailor, the mill of the fuller, or even the loom 
of the weaver, let us consider only what a variety of labour is re
quisite in order to form that very simple machine, the shears with 
which the shepherd clips the wool. The miner, the b11ildet' 
of the furnace for smelting the Ot"e, the feller of the timber, the 
burner of the charcoal to be made use of in the smelting-house, 
the brick-m1ker, the brick-layer, the workmen who attend the 
furnace, the mill-wright, the forger, the smith, must all of them 
join their different arts in order to produce them." 

I have dwelt especially upon this point of what I 
may call ruining labour, to shew you, that when any 
new inventions are introduced into a mill, bv means of 
which some lose their employment, that, .,more value 
is produced, and others in different, though perhaps dis, 
tant departments of labour reap the benefit. 

If you reply that part of every payment goes for profit 
to the parties engaged in the trade, it does not affect 
the conclusion; it only directs us to a fresh class of la• 
bourers among whom this profit is divided. It is not 
material whether we call the profit 5 or 10 per cent,, 
or whether there be more profits than one. Extra profits, 
realized by manufactures from foreign trade, are a certain 
source of increased labour. They, in fact, are the fund out 
of which it is to be paid. Reduce or destroy these, and 
you reduce or destroy labour in proportion; increase them, 
and it is impossible, however avaricious the owner may 
be, to prevent some department of labour realizing the 
benefit. If, from the love of more profit, he extend his 
works, he must employ more labour ; if he put his 
money into the bank, it is lent to some one for a simi• 
lar purpose; and if he merely increase his style of living, 
his extra expenditure on food, clothing, household fur
niture, servants, and pleasures, it must all go to employ 
labour, though this latter mode of expenditure is not 
adding to the capital of the country like the former, and 
would ultimately, like all misapplied wealth, injure the 
interests of labour. 

The prosperity of labour in the cotton trade, as in 
all other trades, depends upon the total amount nceived 
for its produce, and upon the quantity of the necessaries 
of life which that total amount will purchase. Your 
interest then is not in cramping and interdictino- ma
chinery, but in its unbounded exercise. The am~unt of 
home sales and of foreign exports are what you have to 
look to. The more these produce, the more employ
ment there is for you ; the less they produce, the less 
there is for you. Cramped by our Corn Laws, your 
masters have not been able to make profitable sales, and 
hence the number of mills which have been entirely 
closed. If these were all to start, and if they produ
ced to their proprietors the same returns as in 1835 and 
1836, there would be plenty of work, in one depart
ment or another, if every room were worked by new 
inventions. Indeed if we might have free food, and a free 
exchange for our goods, with more machinery, there 
would be fewer people employed in the factories, but a 
greater number employed out, and a still greater number 
in our domestic trades and other healthier employments. 

In estimating the amount of employment consequent 
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upon the introduction of new machinery, you should 
not overlook the sums expended upon new buildings, and 
the cost of the new machinery itself. There is, in 
fact, neither self-made, nor self-acting machinery, al
though we use these terms. It is new mac · ery 
that leads to the erecting of new mills; it is this alone 
which gives us an advantage in the market, so as to bear 
up against foreign competition. If it were not for new 
machinery, instead of 20 or 30 hands losing their 
work, many a concern would have to stop altogether, and 
all the hands would be idle. I could point to one new es
tablishment where there has been l 00 thousand pounds 
expended in buildings and machinery within the last six: 
years ! This has all been expended in labour. The 
trifling value of the raw materials, in a state of nature 
before labour is applied to them, such as clay in the 
earth, or timber in Canada, amounts to a trifle, 
and this viewed in the light of rent, like profit, is also 
laid out in the payment of labour. 

If you will consider the sums thus expended on new 
erections and on new machinery, you will find that the 
amount of labour displaced by inventions is often more 
than filled up by anticipation. We are told of twenty
five thousand pounds being spent in experimenting 
upon only one new machine, all, or nearly all, upon 
labour of one sort or another! The invention and 
perfecting of machines, the making, moving, erecting, 
and keeping them in repair, and the providing of all 
the articles requisite, go far of themselves to compensate 
for the labour supplanted, and in their effects far exceed 
it; for by a larger production with the same power 
cheaper articles are produced, and the demand and con
sumption are vastly increased. 

Nay; to ascertain the full extent of labour created by 
machinery, you must loo;k at all the works going on in 
every part of the kingdom, to meet the demands and 
necessities of our improved machinery; in the towns, 
in the country, in the mines, at our ports, and on the 
seas. Where is there a public works that has not wholly 
or principally been called for by machinery? The sum 
of £50,000 has been spent already in making the Rib
ble navigable, and a vast sum still remains to be spent. 
Do you think that ever this would have commenced if 
it had not been for the demands of trade caused by our 
machinery? 

The cotton trade, for instance, has made hamlets into 
villages, and villages into towns, and Lancashire into 
the most populous county in the kingdom, and all this 
has been effected by machinery. In the first ten years 
after the introduction of machinery into the cotton 
manufacture, the hands employed were forty times the 
number of those when it was worked by the hand. In 
I 750, before Arkwright's invention, the annual value 
of cotton manufacture did not e:::ceed two hundred 
thousand pounds, while in 1833 the value ef every de
scription of cotton goods manufactured was estimated 
by M•Culloch at £34,000,000. The simple fact of the 
constant migration of people from country places to 
those parts where machinery is most in use--and that 
Lancashire, where the most machinery is used, has 
grown to be the most populous county in the kingdom, 
ought to convince you of the folly of expecting to in
crease employment by stopping machinery. It is said, 
that the last census shews that those parts where ma• 

chinery was most used, the population had increased 
30 per cent. in ten years, while in those where i is not 
in use, it had decreased 2½ per cent. 

From the above, you will clearly see that if a1y arti
cle can be produced cheape1· by new machinery-, the 
capital thus saved is reinvested, and gives employnent in 
another way. Suppose that the weather, next h1y har
vest, should be so splendid as to throw full hal: of the 
usual number of hay makers out of employment if you 
followed the prejudices of the day, you would quarrel 
with this improved machinery of nature, because num
ber of men would lose their usual work. But what is 
the fact ? First, that we have a better article ; and if a 
greater production, a cheaper article. This of inelf is a 
blessing ; f>ut this is not all ; although a number of 
men's labour will be displaced for the time, there really 
would be no diminution of employment; for ma:k this, 
the money with which the wages of these men would 
have been paid, is sure to be expended in sonething 
else, which will call labour into requisition ; either more 
food, more clothing, more furniture, more schooling, 
more implements, more draining or something else. And 
all improvements in agricultural machinery operate in 
the same manner. If twice as much food could be 
produced by the same manual labour, it would 
certainly bi a great gain to the country ; and to the 
labourers, taken as a class, there would be no loss, 
but a great gain ; for not only would the farmers have 
the capital saved to e:cpend in other articles, but all who 
bought their cheap food, would also have what they 
saved in the price to spend in a similar way. Employ
ment, then, you will see, depends upon capital ; if that 
be diminished, or unprofitably invested, as it really has 
been for the last four years, employment will be di
minished; but if it be merely a change in the invest
ment, labour will not be affected. 

Our corn and provision laws prevent the manu
facturers exchanging their produce with countries 
which have nothing but food to give us in return, 
and while these restraints remain, they cannot ma
nufacture to profit. By this wicked Corn Law, the 
people of this country are not only deprived of cheap 
food, but also of employment. If either the producing 
power be diminislied, or the exchanging liberty be cur
tailed, the country is sure to suffer by it. The produc
tion of the factory is as important as the field, and if 
either the one or the other remain idle the country loses. 
Monopoly is paralyzing all our efforts ; it is destroying 
the capital of the manufacturer, robbing the workmen 
of their employment, and fast sinking the resources of the 
nation. 

All classes have yet much to learn as to. the uti
lity of machinery, though all use it, and seize its ad
vantages in every department of life. It is the result 
of the highest faculties of man, imparted to him by his 
Creator for bettering the condition of his creatures ; it 
always works for the good of mankind, and if its bless
ings and productions are restrained or withheld from 
them, it is because some secret enemy stands in the 
way. In our case that enemy is the Monster Monopoly 
of a Corn-law. I am yours, truly, 

J. LIVESEY. 
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THE COURT OF ROYALTY. 
V1cTORIA.-Well, Sir Robert, I have heard so much 

about Landlords and Manufacturers, and their con
flicting claims, that I am desirous of hearing the parties 
myself, and, if possible, learning the truth. 

Sm RoBERT.-May it please your Majesty. I have or
dered two of them to be in waiting, one of each party, and 
they shall be presented immediately. 

(Enter Landlord and Manufacturer.) 
VIC1rORIA.-Gentlemen, it is with extreme pain that, for a 

onsiderable time, I have been compelled to know that my 
oyal a-nd faitl~ful subjects are enduring great privatiO!li, 
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The memorials which I have received have deeply afFected 
my heart for the sufferings of the poor. Their condition, I 
presume, is also well known to yoY, for you are both 
accused of being the cause. But as each of you has thrown 
the blame upon the other, I am desirous of hearing you 
myself. 

MANUFACTURER.-May it please your Majesty. As the re
presentative of all them nufacturers of the country, it may be 
proper that I should first state what our employments are, and 
"\\ hat we produce, for there seems a prevailing impression that 
we are a sort of nuisance, or at a:ny rate an ezcreacence in sq. 
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ciety, created by misdirected capital, and shstained · by ava
rice only. I will just name a few of the articles we produce 
for society. We make woollen cloth, flannels, wor$ted, ma
rinoes, cottons, fustians, calicoes, " velveteens," (a smile 
from Sir Robert,) cambrics, muslin de laines, silks, stock
ings, hats, shoes, kitchen ranges, pots, pans, kettles, steam 
engines, carriages, bridges, docks, ships, steamers, buildings 
of all sorts from the palace to the cottage, furniture, books, 
jewellery, and --

VICTORIA.-Your list threatens to be a long one. 
MANUFACTURER.-! will stop, please your Majesty. I 

only wish to remove another strange idea, that manufactu
ring is something connected with cotton and Manchester 
only, whereas it is a national interest, belonging to every 
county and town in the kingdom. May I ask what the 
landlord produces? 

LANDOWNER.-I produce or cause to be produced food, 
without which your long list would soon come to an end. 

MANUFACTURER.-May I ask how you produce food ? 
LANDOWNER.-Why I let my estates to farmers, who 

produce it. 
MANUFACTURER.-Oh I then, it. is the fannei- who pro

duces the food, (which I maintain is only another species 
of manufacture.) You make him pay rent for the privilege 
of exercising his ingenuity and industry on your land; that 
is what you do ; you lay out no capital ; you employ no 
workmen to produce food; you don't attend the fields to 
see what is going on; you merely receive --

LANDOWNER.-With all deference to your Majesty, I 
consider the individual opposite is becoming personal in his 
remarks. 

MANUFACTURER.-Perhaps his Grace will have the good
ness then to state specifically what lie does produce. We 
pretend to be useful and necessary to the state, no more. 
Is the 01der to which his Grace belongs to as useful ? 

LANDOWNER,-Why as to the vulgar mechanical employ
ments, I don't pretend to say that we are engaged in such 
occupations. 

V ICTORIA.-I must be allowed to correct your Grace. We 
must he all clothed and lodged, as well as fed, so you can
not call those vulgar who furnish us with these good things. 
Perhaps your Grace will state distinctly what service you do 
to the state. 

LANDOWNER.-We legislate,-(mamifacturer, aside, "not 
for yourselves of course, ")-we fill the magistracy, furnish 
officers to the army and navy, supply the church, and sup
port religion ; we attend your Majesty's court, and give a 
high tone to the habits and morals of the people ; we en
courage a fine brood of race-horses, and keep up that ele
gance and dignity that becomes a civilized and prosperous 
country. 

VICTORIA.-Well, sir, (addressing the landowner), what is 
it you have to complain of respecting these manufacturers ? 

LANDOWNER.-Why, that tlley are constantly attacking 
our dignity, and what is worse, trying to reduce our rents. 

VIcTon.IA.-Whatis it you have to complain of? (address
ing the manufacturer.) 

.MANUFACTURER.-May it please your Majesty. I com
plain of partial laws ; of legislation in favour of the landown
ers only, at the expense of the manufacturers, farmers, and 
the whole population of your kingdom. The trade of the 
country is greatly depressed ; the people are in a state of 
destitution ; disease and crime are on the increase ; capital 
can find no profitable investment; the receipts of your 
exchequer are fast diminishing; and most of these calami
ties, I maintain, arise from the restrictive laws of the land
owners, for the purpose of keeping up their rents. The 
food of the people is made dear, and they are wandering 
about unemployed. If we had free trade; if the Corn 
Law, were repealed, we should have a good demand for 

onr goods, and the people' would all be fed and idly em
ployed. While landowners rule we shall never >e better 
off. 

V1cTORIA.-(To Sir Robert.)-Rule ! D o you h1ar tl1at? 
I have heard you speak highly in favour offrec trade.. Why 
is it that my people are to be ruined, if so easy L remedy 
would save them ? 

Sm RoBERT.-May it please your Majesty. The prin
ciples of free trade are those of "common sense;' of their 
advantage I have no doubt; but such "great hterests" 
have "grown up" under the protective system ; ltgislation 
has gone so long in that direction, that it is a mos; difficult 
task all at once, to bring about a change. But, as your 
Majesty's servant, I am bound to declare that I consider 
commercial freedom as the only hope for this count·y. Our 
legislation last sessions was in that direction, and so soon as 
" the time" arrives, I intend to proceed at ouce to a re
moval of all protection. 

V1cTORIA.-Gentlemen, I shall not trouble you lrnger. Of 
the evils oft.he Corn Laws I have already publicly txpressed 
my opinion. The interests of manufacture and airiculture 
I believe to be bound together. If commerce dtcline ; if 
manufactures wane, agriculture will suffer also. 1 wish for 
impartial Jaws ; and that the people be no longer cppres~ed 
with any monopoly. I recommend you, Sir Rob t, to act 
upon the enlightened principles to which you h;.ve given 
utterance: and if you are thwarted in your attemp·s, I will 
exercise my prerogative, and appeal to the nation for your 
support. 

(Tlie parties bow and retire,) 

DOMESTIC TRADES. 

In reference to an article on Domestic Tn.des ir Struggle 
No. 53, I have received a letter signed," T. II." For the 
mi take he labours under as to my motives, [ readily forgive 
him; and no doubt the warmth of feeling he evinces, arises 
either from personal suffering, or the sympi.thy he has for 
others in a suffering condition. 

I am as well aware of the extent of suffaring and want 
of employment as he can possible be, and t 1e object of my 
article was, to open wider the channels of labour and to in
crease their number. He should remember (and all hould 
remember,) that all this suffering has been under a system oj 
monopoly, and what the commercial resour s of a country 
would produce under the protection of freedom, is yet 
unknown. It is difficult for the interests of labour to suffer 
more ; why then should working men object to a change? 
Every family man feels the difficulty of findng employment 
for his sons when they grow up to thirtem or fourteen 
years of age, excepting the factory. Now I pointed out 
how free trade would revive all our domestic trades, and re
commended that they should be all open, so as to admit 
such. But instead of listening to sugges:ions which, in 
theji1·st place, would provide employment f<X' all our surplus 
young lads in healthy and useful occupatio1s, and I think 
in the long-run increase the employment cf those already 
engaged. " T. H." asks me ifl think that ' the thousands 
in these trades have lost their senses, by dlowing the al
ready too w·eat number to increase." He t.1en gives a ]is t 
of the vast numbers in these domestic trad~s out of worlc, 
and referring to those with families, says, " it is scarcely 
possible for such to obtain what will lceep ti1ernselves 
alive." Now I ask whether these could be in a worse 
condition than what he here asserts? whetler all this has 
not grown up under the protection of trams' unions, and 
under the protection of the landlords' mion-the Corn 
Law? and whether a free market for lalour is not of all 
propositions the likeliest for increasing the demand for it? 
An article may be stored up and rendered s> offensive that 
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nobody will buy it ; and this is the case with not a little of 
the labour in the keeping of trades' unions. 

He asks very properly, "why has not the comforts of the 
working man increased in the same ratio as the exports of 
this country? Have his comforts increased.five or six times 
in a few years ~" I answer, 

1. That the exports have not increased.five or six times 
in a few years. They have not doubled even since 1830, 
much less increased " five or six times." 

2. And though the quantity of goods exported has 
increased, the value rnceived for these has scarcely in
creased at all. Their value has been kept down by 
our Corn Laws compelling other nations to manufac
ture, and by keeping up the price of food, considerably 
lessening our home demand. For want of a legitimate 
demand, our manufacturers have been compelled to export 
frequently at a great loss. The value of the exports in 
1815 as 49 millions, in 1841 only 51 millions. It is not the 
quantity exp1rted, but the selling value, which determines 
he advantage 01· di advantage of exports; and when this 

selling value is paid to the workmen in wages, it is the 
price <!_.{ food that determines its worth to the labourer. 

3. That the first '' comfort" of the working man 
is food ; ard this having been kept up by our Corn 
Laws, every week one-third more of his wages has been 
taken than cught for this article. Cannot "T. H." see that 
this al ne has abstracted au incalculable amount of '' com
fort" fi om Dis class ? And as the domestic trades depend 
chiefly upon the prosperity of manufactures, there are h0re 
two strong ieasons why their comforts have not been in
creased. 

4. l woull again remind him that all this has tal.en place 
under the mm<>pol!J S!J:;iem, and therefore should induce him 
to examine whether it is not rotten at the bottom, rather 
than .~tand :1y it, while it is still reducing him lower and 
lower. 

•• I should like to see a fair struggle for justice," says 
"T. H.;" "justiceforthericliandju ticeforthcpoor." In 
this w .ish I wrdially join ; but w bile ricli men may benefit 
by rno nopol~, I cannot see how justice for the JJOor is to 
be ha u 1du· it. .Justice requires that the man that sells 
his la ot r s10uld take it where he plea cs ; and that he 
shoulci l ::m the same privilege in buying his food. It 
also re•quirei he should have the same chance of any other , 
both for binself an<l his children, to lay out his talents and 
exercise hi ·kill and labour in any department he pleases. 

'·T_ H." ·ays, " I dare say you have no objection to the 
ma~tei:-s havng a union." I have a decided objection, and 
consid,er an union of the masters an act of tyranny and 
oppreSisi n, ar worse than that of the men, because they 
not ondy prcpose an unjust object which is to counteract 
the fre•e marrntable value of labour, but avail themselves of 
their , vealtl, to accomplish their purpose. I deprecate 
unions; of al sorts, and 1 believe every clever man will find 
the bc•nefit ff depending on his own merit, and not upon 
the pr-otectim of union rules. 

I ann quit: aware that wealtlt has now the advantage of 
labour, the supply being greater than the demand ; but I 
again a k, u1der what system has this been produced? It 
is ncler tle monopoly system. I advocate commercial 
free tr·ade, >ccause I think it will speedily absorb all our 
surplu1s labcur, and give men a fairer chance to make their 
own bar ai1s; and I advocate domestic free trade in all 
our horn~ banches of labour, because justice to the public, 
justice.• to t1e men employed in them, and justice to the 
rising genention require it. 

Insttcad a·" putting down the hire of the working man," 
I trus1t my mly motive is really to put him in possession of 
it. .A nd fo this purpose I have always advocated the anti
unio~th~ free trade principle. If " T. H" will refer 

to the Moral Reformer, page 105, he will see this ; and 
I only regret that any men should still stick pertinaciously 
to a system under which it is confessed they can scarcely 
"keep themselves alive." 

CONSISTENT AND INCONSISTENT-MACHINERY. 

" Our government missed it sadly that they did not put a stop 
to machinery 50 years ago;'' so said a surveyor, whose principal 
busine~s for years has been measuring and planning for rail ways, 
waterworks, and new streets-all decidedly the results of machi
nery. 

"It is this machinery that is ruining us,'' sajd an ironmonger 
as he stood before a thousand articles piled on his shelves, all 
made by machinery; and as he was selling an improved sickle (an 
improved machine) calculated, as he said, to enable a man to do 
one-eighth more work, and consequently to dispense with so much 
of the labour of others. 

So much for people's consistency, when talking about machi
nery-a subject the import of which they have never taken the 
trouble to examine. The following are cases, however, of 
thorough-going consistency, and ought to lie imitated by every 
one who is ignorant enough to condemn that which i3 one of our 
greatest hies ings. , 

Afrs. Conscientious was down on her knees a considerable time 
on lhe floor. I passed her at first without taking much notice ; but 
at length I di covered that she was cleaning the floor, by picking 
up with her fingers every particle of dust, bit' by bit. "Why 
don't you take the long brush 'l'' said I; "for what will take you all 
day on your plan, might be done in three minutes, and be done 
much better," " Oh! dear me, but I am told a long brush is a 
machine, and a. machine is such a ruinous article, I would not use 
such a thing for the world.'' 

Her lrn ·band was equally conscientious; and with a great de
testation of artificial society, sat himself down in the hack yard 
near a heap of ashes. After spending two hours in separating the 
cinders, as a matter of economy, I said to him, "You are very 
fooli ·h; just try the 1iddle and in one minute you will do more 
work than has taken you' two hour, and do it much better." 
"But a riddle, they say, is machinery,'' was tiis reply, "and as so 
many have been ruined by machinery, I think it wrong to touch 
it." 

This happy pair were cousistent, and were determined to uae 
nothing but 

TEETH AND NAILS. 

How far this plan would increase the employment and comforts 
of r,ltional beings, the Luddites and Ferrandites will perhaps take 
the trouble to inform us. 

IlARTER.-There cannot be any possibility of our getting right 
until the people of this country understand the first and fundamen
tal principle of trade, which is barter, and that unless they receiv~ 
bac!,, they cannot send out their commodities. We are all satu• 
rated with that antiquated fallacy, that we have nothing to do but 
to go and find markets for our goods, to send out our goods to 
those markets, and then every thing is done. Why, our first con• 
sideration ought to be how we are to get something useful into this 
country from foreigners, not how we are to send things awa). 
If, for instance, we sell for money, it is only valuable so far as it can 
be converted into sQmething useful, of which food is the princi• 
pie. The importations of ship loads of money are not a11 useful 
as ono cargo of grain in the time of dearth. 
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VARIETIES. 

Come, Bobby Peel, come blow me your horn, 
The farmers are grumbling, ~he people want corn; 
To sell in a dear market and buy in a cheap, 
Yo1t told us before you fell fast asleep. 

THE AccusATIONS OF THE LANDOWNERS against the manu
f'acturers are like those of a had father, who after running away 
and leaving his children upon the parish, retnrns with fierce ac
cusations against the overseers for not providing better for them. 

FREE TRADE JS JusTICE.-Advocating the right to export 
corn, Adam Smith said, " To }1inder the farmer from sending his 
goods at all time& to the best market is evidently to sacrifice the 
ordinary laws of justice to an idea of public utility, an act of legis
lative authority which ought to be exercised only, which can be 
pardoned only in cases of the most urgent necessity.' ' 

EARTHQUAKE IN ANTIGUA.-RisE IN THE PRICE OF SuGAR. 
-Our West India monopoly ties us down to a few small islands 
for our supply of sugar. What is the consequence? An earth
quake desolates one or two of these, end we shall have to pay a 
penny a pound more for our sugar. This would never have hap
pened if we had free trade with the immense continent of Brazil, 
a country as large as Germany, France and Spain. 

LAST CHESTER ClilEESE FAIR was the lowest ever known. 
There is a vast increase of mouths, and a great decrease in the 
quantity of cheese made, and yet the consuplption has fallen off 
greatly. Can any body mistake the cause? And nothing can 
remove it but setting labour free ; allowing the working men to 
work for French, Dutch, German, Brazilian, or Amet"ican mas
ters-that is, for those who are willing and anxiously waiting to 
employ them. 

BENEFIT oF ANTI-ConN-LAw AGITATION.-lt is a strange 
coincidence, that along with our strong and .increasing anti-corn
Jaw agitation, there has been more said, written, and done for 
English agriculture within these last few years than there ever 
was during any similar period before. Country squires and coun
try members are advising farmers to depend henceforth for suc
cess upon their own exertions, and upon improved moaes of farm
ing, rather than any thing else. The natural inference is, that the 
something to which farmers looked, and to which landlords en
eouraged them to look, proYed a bar to the improvement of agri
tulture. 

!\foNOPOLY SucAn COSTS us this week 32s. lO§d. per cwt. 
(3½d. per lb.) besides duty; whilst equally good free trade sugar 
would cost only 20s. per cwt. (2d. per lb.) This free trade sugar 
may be bought from our merchants any day, if we want to send it 
to be eaten at Hamburg or Jamaica, but not in England! and it 
is actually made into a white lump sugar here, and sent to the 
negroes, who aro raising brown monopoly sugar for us, and it is 
sold to them at 5d. per lb., after twice crossing the Atlantic, and 
oeing refin~d.-LiiJerpool paper. 

PnrcE OF BREAD rn NEw YonK.-Some oftbe monopoly pa
pers h:i.ve vflntured to report that bread is dearer in New York 
than in this country. The Manchester Gttardian has contradicted 
the statement, and says, that the finest flour was selling at 4 dollars 
50 cents the barrel of 196 lbs. The report ha~ arisen from a 
notice in New Yor k of fine bread beini( 5 lb. for a shilling; but 
the Guardian explains, that it is not the English shilling intended, 
{IS in the New Yot'k ourrency a shilling means the eighth part of 
a dollar, or ~d. 

THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE, a magazine of great circulation, 
and of powerful influence among all classes of the agriculturists 
h_as taken up the cudgels against the Corn Law. As this maga~ 
zme bas al ways avoided political subjects and confined itself to 
questions of practical importance among farmers, this denunciation 
of the bread tax is the more significant. There· is little doubt but 
that farmers are now generally in favour of repeal. 

AFRAID OF THE CONSEQUENCES.-" Sir, I am in a dilemma. 
I want the Corn Law repealed, and I am afraid of it taking place. 
Why? J: fear that with an increased demand, our masters will let 
u& have no rest day or night.''-S. C.-There are not a few who 
would like to be in the predicament of having too m1'cl, work. 
But when the demand for men is brisk, and especially when 
Jiying is also cheap, I think they have a much better chance or 
refusing any unreasonable request of the masters, a1 to working 
over long hours. The probability of the demand being so 
great as to call for night work, (except in very particular cases) 
would be counteracted by the starting of additional establiah
ments. But when the evil dreaded does take place, I will try ttJ· 
help S. C. all I can to remove it.-En. 

THE OR.KNEYS AND HEBRIDES UNDER THE CORN LA ws. 
Our readers are no doubt aware that to the North of Scotland 
there are some barren islands, in a northern inclement climate, 
whose rocks are utterly incapable of growing not merely wheat, 
but even oats. Surely you would say these islands should be ex
empt from the Corn Laws ; for not only do they not grow enough 
of grain for themselves, but they are claimants upon our atores, 
which we maintain are not sufficient for ourselves. These island
ers catch fish and sell it. Surely our lawmakers, who authorized 
the clergyman of these islands to go round a begging in a bad 
fi hing season, will allow them to exchange their fish with those 
who will give them most in exchange. No; this would set peo
ple too much of inquiring; and so these poor fishermen are ex
posed to all the horrors of famine every four or five years. 

The Recruiting Serjeaut, who could get no Recruits; 
and was pelted in the bargain. 

A HcNT.-1 would advise all who have any infl11ence with news 
rooms, to get the Anti-Bread Tax Circular taken in. 

CIRCULATING THE STRUGGLE.-The Anti-Monopoly A!!socia.
tion at Liverpool make a practice of leaving a copy of the Stn.tg
gle at every Temperance Hotel, beer shop, public house, tnd 
public room where it is likely to be read. This may be a l:in\ 
for others to follow. 

P rinted and published by J. Livesey, Preston, Sold by W. Stranige, P&
tern<>ster Row, London ; Gadsby and Heywood, Manchester; Willimer, ~i
verpool, ant\ Anti-Monopoly Association, 7, Water street; G. Galhe, 
Glasgow ; J. Kershaw, 14, South Market, Leeds; Houghton,47,. W1estga.te, 
Huddersfield; Riley, Chestergate, Stockport; 1. Ramsdale, W1ga~; Gill, 
Blackburn; Wragg, Bury ; J . Dawson, Clitheroe; E. Bowk.er, Accnngton;, 
Free Press Office, Bolton; H. Earnshaw, Colne.-Price One Halii'peuiy~ 
A very liberal allowance to sell again. · 
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"A great mistake hai been committed by throwing the larger portion of the national taxation on the induatr]J instead 

of' the property of the country." 

LANDLORD BANKS.-You see, Farmer Stickfast, that there is the TWENTY SHILLING lock on all lhMe doors. Never 
fear; there's no corn likely to come in, so that the little matter, RENT, about which you were complaining, can stand as it is. 

FARM'ER.-Why true enough, the doors seem shut close, so far as that goes; but yet I have my misgivings. I am sure 
there's a back door, er something of that sort. 

Sm RoBEBT-(peeping).-It is too bad of these landlords. I suppoee they are not goin'g to tell the farmers that lake 
Erie, and lake Ontario, and the American side of the St. Lawrence have a coast line of 600 miles, and that by these lakes 
the Americans can pour into Canada, under the 3s. duty, by the canals, the produce of a country three times as large as Eng
land-and yet insist upon their poor dupes paying the same rents. It will never do. I must cut the concern some of these 
days. Such an exacting, selfish crew, I never saw. I'll be their tool no longer; and there is not a man of rank in the 
country dare take the cards when I throw the game up. 

SPECIAL BURDENS ON LAND. 

If ever you hear a man boast a. deal about his honesty, 
u may almost safely put him down as a rogue. It is the 

e with the landowners. All their talk about special bur
ns seems but a covering for the burdens they have taken 
m themsdvc-s and placed upon other people's shoulders. 
fore 1 proceed to examine these special burdens. I would 
ark, that if the land was really unequally burdened, the 
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proper course would be to apply to th~ legislature to equalize 
these burdens, instead of endeavouring to throw them upon 
others ; and as landowners are the law makers, they would 
be ready to do this if such burdens existed. I may also 
state, that land, with all its pretended burdens has increased 
in value at least five fold in a century anda half. In 1692, 
the value of land rental was£6,500,000; in 1771, it was 
estimated by Arthur Young at · £16,000,000. In 1815, it 
was ascertained by the property tax returns to be 



£34,330,462, exclusive of mines, minerals; and•fisherie!. 
This increase has not been owing to the exertions of the 
landowners themselves, but to the increase of trade and po
pulation. · But while the value of land has been increasing, 
and the taxes been increasing also, instead of bearing its 
share, they have been thrown upon others. 

Although land has generally been considered in all coun
tries as the fairest object for taxation, as it undoubtedly is, 
yet in England it pays less in proportion to other interests, 
than in any other country. To this, the following statement 
will speak :-
Comparative State Taxation of England and other Countries. 

Taxes upon land in England •......... £1,531,215 
Taxes upon land in Prussia. ............ 3,992,500 
'Taxes upon land in Austria............ 8,700,000 
Taxes upon land in France ............ 23,186,i60 
Taxes on the people in England ...... 50,695,044 ! I 
'Taxes on the people in Prussia........ 3,761,500 
Taxes on the people in Austria........ 7,700,000 
Taxes on the people in France .... , ... 17,533,240 

These burdens as they are called, afford l'Lnice pretext for ob
'taining alarge amount of protective money. "We landowners 
have a certain amount of taxes to pay ; but, under the soft 
name of protection, we will force the million to pay it for us, 
by compelling them to take our food at a high price ; and not 
only so, but, under the pretence of these 'burdens,' which 
'we will neither define or explain, we will secure ~o many 
millions more out of the public, for our own use." What 
should we think of any other class, who had the audacity to 
say to the public, "you must pay our ~~xes ; but, to make 
it more palatable, you shall do 1t by g1vmg us 20 per cent. 
more for our goods than they are worth ?" What would 
our landed gentlemen say, if the grocer charged ninepence 
for sevenpenny sugar, and gave this as the reason-" Why, 
you see, that I have heavy poor rates, watch rate, police 
rates, and church rate to pay ; I have not only the assessed 
taxes upon windows, horses, dogs, and servants ; but now 
I have also the Income Tax in addition. You cannot com
plain, if I charge you a little more to enable me to bear 
these special burdens?" 

Indeed, unjust and unreasonable as the proposal is, yet it 
·would not be a bad bargain, compared to the present sys
tem, to pay all their taxes, if our food and our trade might 
befree. But let us now review those special burdens. 

The Land Tax.-Agriculturists should never refer to 
this. It does them no credit. It is not much; but, when 
inquired into, it proves that instead of a burden, it ought 
to be placed among the exemptions. In 1796, when the 
whole of the revenue was short of £5,000,000, the land 
was valued, and a tax of 4s. in the pound imposed, which 
then made £1,800,000; and though the land has continued 
· to rise rapidly in rental, yet the old valuation has still been 
retained to the present time; and now, when the revenue 
exceeds £52,000,000, the sum derived from this source is 
but £1,500,000. Those who owned the land got exempted 
from services to the crown, on the condition of the land 
tax ; and though at one time the whole revenue of the 
country was derived from land, yet we see bow the land
owners, instead of increasing the payment as the land grew 
more valuable, have continued to derive the rental, and yet 
to throw the burden of taxation upon others. 

Highway Rates are for better roads, which are an ad
vantage to the farmers. It would just be as reasonable 
for the draper of a town to charge 3d. a yard extra to the 
farmers upon his linsey-woolsey in order to covet· his rate 
for paving, watching, and lighting, as for the farmer to 
charge a high price for corn to pay his highway rate. 

Tithes.-I need not say a word to show the absurdity of 
putting this forward as a special burden. The clergy (wisely 

or not I don't inquire) hav~ always been shareholders with 
the landlords; and all land has from time immenorial been 
bought and sold, let and taken, upon this conditim. There 
is not a landowner living that did not buy hh estate at 
as much less as he calculated the tithe would amount to. 
The tithes are, and always have been, a share cf the rent, 
and the present commutation so far favours a rq>eal of the 
Corn Laws, that the lower the price of corn, tle less rent 
the clergy receives. 

The Malt Tax .cannot be a burden upon L.nd, being 
wholly paid by the consumer. Nor ought it to be urged 
that the tax lessens the consumption, so long as the quality 
of food produced is not enough for the people. 

T lze County Rates are usually collected with the poor 
rates, and for purposes common to all. The cnly special 
aspect they bear to land is that the increase of crime, for 
the suppression of which they are chiefly raisec, has been 
fearfully augmented by the poverty and destituton brought 
on by the landlords' corn-law. 

Poor Ta.xes.-Do the agriculturists pay an; but thei 
own poor ? Don't towns and manufacturers do the same . 
I cannot imagine how this can be called a "speciJ.l burden." 
Indeed, the tendency of trade is yearly to dimini~h the num 
her of paupers in the country, and to increme them i 
towns. The highest amount of poor taxes ever paid by th 
land was just before the passing of the new poor law. I 
1832-3, the amount raised by assessment from land wa 
£5,434,890; from mills, dwelling-houses, &c., £3, 191,61 I 
Since this there has been a great reduction ; b:it I am no 
aware that the distinctive amounts raised by lands and build 
ings have been published. If upon the present reduction o 
the poor rate, the proportions remained the same, the extr 
sum paid by land would be now £1,669,900. But whe 
we remember that the great saving from the new poor la 
has been in the agricultural districts, and the great incrcas 
of assessable property has been in towns, I doubt whethe 
at present the land pays one farthing more than the towns 
But in either case it is no special burden : it i::1 what all pro 
perty has to bear ; otherwise many of our large establish 
ments which have been standing still, and having heav 
poor- rates to pay, might complain. The only thing speci 
in this burden is, that it has been specially created by th 
landlords' corn law ; and that unless it be repealed, the 
may expect it to be much heavier than it is. 

In fact the more the protective system i examined, th 
more clearly does it appear as a robbery of one part of th 
community upon another. The vaunters about thes 
burdens, when invited to examine them by a commi 
tee, shrink from an investigation; and their last prop 
now fairly knocked from under them. In the next Strugg 
I will give a few of the special e:rem,ptions. 

THE RESOURCES OF ORI . 

A traveller in this state writes : " There is room for thr 
Englands in Ohio and the far ·west, and thousands of acres 
rich land to be had for little or nothing. There was a farm of 
acres, already cultured, with a good house and II requisite ou 
buildings, sold in the neighbourhood of this rive: (Ohio) for 3 
dollars ( about £7 5) ; in short a man can purc.1ase a f~rm a 
stock it for £100. While on this subject, I vrill quote you t 
average prices of produce in this section of the corntry, viz: -be 
(English money) I½d. per lb.; mutton and vea the same; po 
Id.; butter 5d.; cheese 3d. ; fine turkey ls. td. ; a goose ls 
couple of fowls or ducks 9d. ; flour 10s. or Us. a barrel; a 
vegetables of every description cheap and abundmt, and in mu 
greater variety than with you; in fact the valeys of the Oh 
and ~Iississippi can keep all England in provisio1s." 

Speaking of the progress of manufacture h e sars,-" And wh 
will it be a few years bence, when manufactu res are spread 
over the country ?-and depend upon it, when Jnce started th 
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will go ahead in that as in other things. They have beg1~n; and 
I have seen in Lowell (Massachusetts) some very fine cahco, and 
very well printe<l; and with tha impetus that is given by_ th_ousands 
of mechanics, who swarm from you~ shores, ~hey will in a few 
years snap their fingers at' John Bull, and say, Now we are not 
dependant upon you for any thing, from a farthing candle to a 
piece of lutestrin<> or broad cloth; and if you want our produce 
for your starving ;opulation, you must pay cash fm· it, as we d?n't 
barter now, having no necessity: and you know there was a ti~1e 
when your exorbitant protective rights prevented us from feeding 
you in a proper m1nner.' " 

PRICES OF WHEAT IN GREAT BRITAIN FOR TWO 

CENTURIES. 

Years. Per Qr. Years. Per Qr. Years. Per Qr. Years. Per Qr. 

1643 ... 2 19 10 1693 ... 3 0 1 1743 ... l 2 l l 793 ... 2 8 II 
1644 ... 3 1 3 1694 .. 2 16 10 1744 ... l 2 l l 794 ... 2 11 8 
1645 ... 2 11 3 1695 ... 2 7 l 1745 ... 1 4 5 l 795 ... 3 14 2 
1646 ... 2 2 8 1696 ... 3 3 1 1746 ... 1 14 8 1796 ... 3 17 1 
1647 ... 3 5 5 1697 .. 2 13 4 1747 ... 1 10 11 1797 ... 2 13 1 
1648 ... 3 15 6 1698 ... 3 0 9 l 748 .. l 12 10 1798 ... 2 10 3 
1649 ... 3 II l 1699 ... 2 16 10 l 749 ... l 12 10 l 799 ... 3 7 6 
1650 ... 3 8 1 1700 ... 1 15 6 l 750 ... 1 8 10 1800 ... 5 13 7 
1651...3 5 2 l70l. .. l 13 5 1751. .. 1 14 2 1801 ... 5 18 3 
1652 ... 2 4 0 1702 ... l 6 6 1 752 ... l 17 2 1802 ... 3 7 5 
1653 ... l 11 6 1703 ... l 12 0 l 753 ... l 19 8 1803 ... 2 16 6 
1654 .. 1 3 I 1704 ... 2 1 4 l 754 ... 1 10 9 1804 ... 3 0 1 
1655 ... l 9 7 l 705 ... l 6 8 1755 ... 1 10 l 1805 ... 4 '; 10 
1656 ... l 18 2 1706 ... 1 3 l 1756 ... 2 0 1 1806 ... 3 19 0 
1657 ... 2 1 5 1707 ... 1 5 4 1757 ... 2 13 4 1807 ... 3 13 3 
1658 ... 2 17 9 1708 ... 1 16 10 1 75A ... 2 4 5 1808 ... 3 19 0 
1659 ... 2 18 8 1709 ... 3 9 9 7 759 ... 1 15 3 1809 .. 4 15 7 
Hi60 ... 2 10 2 1710 ... 3 9 4 1 760 ... 1 12 5 1810 ... 5 6 2 
Hi61 ... 3 2 21711. .. 2 8 0 l 761...1 6 9 1811. .. 4 14 6 
Iti62 ... 3 5 9 1712 ... 2 1 2 J 762 ... 1 14 8 1812 ... 6 5 5 
Hi6L.2 10 8 1713 ... 2 5 4 1763 ... l 16 l 1813 ... 5 8 9 
J(i64 ... l 16 0 1714 ... 2 4 9 l 764 ... 2 1 5 1814 ... 3 14 0 
Iu65 ... 2 3 10 1715 ... 1 18 2 1765 ... 2 8 0 1815 ... 3 4 4 
1066 ... 1 12 0 1716 ... 2 2 8 1766 ... 2 3 1 1816 ... 3 15 10 
)667 ... 1 12 0 1717 ... 2 0 7 1767 ... 2 17 4 1817 .. .4 14 9 
1668 ... 1 15 6 1718 ... 1 14 6 I 768 ... 2 13 9 1818 ... 4 4 1 
Hi69 ... l 19 5 1719 ... 1 11 l 1769 ... 2 o, 7 1819 ... 3 13 0 
Hi70 ... l 17 0 1720 ... 1 12 10 1770 ... 2 3 6 1820 ... 3 7 11 
H,71. .. 1 17 41721...1 13 4 1771.. 2 7 2 1821 ... 2 16 2 
1672 ... 1 16 5 1722 ... 1 12 0 1772 ... 2 10 8 1822 ... 2 4 7 
W73. .. 2 1 5 1723 ... 1 10 lO l 773 ... 2 11 0 1823 ... 2 13 5 
1674 ... 3 1 0 1724 ... 1 12 10 1774 ... 2 12 8 I 824 ... 3 4 0 
1675 ... 2 17 5 1725 ... 2 3 1 1775 ... 2 8 4 1825 ... 3 8 7 
1676 ... l 13 9 1726 ... 2 0 10 1776 ... 1 18 2 1 26 ... 2 18 9 
1677 ... 1 17 4 1727 ... 1 17 4 1777 ... 2 5 6 1827 ... 2 16 9 
1678 ... 2 12 5 1728 ... 2 8 5 1778 ... 2 2 0 1828 ... 3 0 5 
1679 ... 2 13 4 1729 ... 2 1 7 1779, .. 1 13 8 1829 ... 3 6 3 
1680 ... 2 0 0 1730 ... 1 12 5 1780 ... 1 15 8 1830 ... 3 4 3 
1681 •. 2 1 5 1731. .. l 9 2 1781 ... 2 4 8 1831 ... 3 6 4 
JG82 ... l 19 l 1732 ... l 3 8 1782 •. 2 7 10 1832 ... 2 18 8 
1683 ... 1 15 6 1733 ... l 5 2 1783 ... 2 12 8 1833 ... 2 12 6 
1684 ... 1 19 1 1734 ... l 14 6 1784 ... 2 8 10 1834 . .. 2 6 2 
1685 ... 2 1 5 1735 ... 1 18 2 1785 ... 2 l l 10 1835 ... I 19 4 
1686 ... l 10 2 1736 ... 1 15 10 1786 ... l 18 10 1836 ... 2 8 6 
1687 ... 1 2 4 1737 ... l 13 9 1787 ... 2 1 2 1837 .. 2 15 JO 
1688 ... 2 0 10 1738 ... I 11 6 1788 ... 2 5 0 1838 ... 3 4 7 
1689 ... 1 6 8 1739 ... 1 14 2 1789 ... 2 11 2 1839 ... 3 10 8 
1690 ... l 10 9 1740 ... 2 5 1 1790 ... 2 13 2 1840 ... 3 6 6 
1691 ... 1 10 2 1741 ... 2 l 5 1791 ... 2 7 2 1841. .. 3 4 5 
1692 ... 2 1 5 1742 ... l 10 2 1792 ... 2 2 Il 1842 ... 2 17 3 

One thing will be seen plainly from the above, that wheat 
has not dropped in proportion to other articles. What an 
immense reduction has taken plaac in clothing, furniture, an;i 
utensils of all kinds; and why ought not similar reductions to 
have taken place in food 'I It is not the money value that deter-
mines the comparative wo1·th of any articlP, but the qw1.ntity of 
other useful articles for which it can be exchanged. However 
food is coming down, and down it will come, except it he pre-
vented by some strong opprcssi\'e measures of the monopoli t,. 

SELF LEGISLATION. 
It may surely be consid~re~, even by_ its greatest admirers, as a 

defect in the British const1tut10n, that rn such cases as that of t_he 
Corn Law, now under discussion, it offers no means of ex-par.ha
mentary arrangement, though all the members of one house, and 
more than three-fourths of those constituting the other, have great 
individual interests at stake in the question. Such cases of class 
interests ought evidently to have been c~nstitulionally provided 
for, by leaving the arrangement of th~ru e1ther to_ t_he cro:vn, the 
judges of the land, or to some other tribunal of _du,mteres.ed _rer
sons and in any of these cases it is perfectly evident that nmlher 
corr: nor provision laws would exist. for_ a moment _long?r. 1:he 
practice of Parliament in thus le~1slat~ng on questions mv~lvrng 
the interests of its own members, 1s quite anomalou_s, for rn _ the 
courts of law no person would, I believe, be permitted to. sit as 
either a judge or juryman in any case in which he. was lumself 
pec1miarly interested. Nevertheless, in t~e great appeal ca~e of 
the community versus the landowners, which has at last obtamed 
a hearing, the defendants act the va:ious a~d in~onsistent parts of 
lawyers, witnesses, jmymen, and Judg_es rn thmr_ ow? case ; an_d 
we need scarcely, therefore, feel surprised, cons1derrng the falli
bility of human nature, that the verdict should hitherto have gone 
in their favour. 

Atta.eking the Windmill. 

TIIE REAL FARMER'S FRIEND. 
Several farmers have written to Mr. Cobden, complimentin,., 

him for having taken up their cause. They seem not Jess gratified 
by the circumstance that be stated himself to be a farmer's son. 
Some of the papers have pretended to dispute this. In reply the 
Circular says: -

" We can assure them that l\Ir. Cobden is the son ofa veritable 
~armer. ~e drew his first,breath in the fa1·m house of Dunford, 
rn tha parish of I-Ieyslwt, Suss'?x, about two miles from 11,fidliurst 
where his grandfather was a maltster and farmer, and filled fo; 
several years the principal office of bailiff of that ancient and rot
ten parliamentary borough. He told the Bristol meeting that he 
had tended the sheep upon his father's farm ; and he declared in 
the house, in the presence of the most aristocratic assembly in the 
world, that his forefathers were all yeomen of the soil, and that 
his father had shared in the losses which other farmers h!l.ve suffered 
from those fluctuations in the prices of farm produce which the 
corn laws are calculated to create. He is, therefore, not only the 
~on of a farmer, but. the only one who ever boasted of that origin 
m the House of Commons; and the man who, in such a place 
and company as that, stands by his order, will not be di claimed 
by the bold yeomanry of England. l\Ir. Coliden 111'ght h1.\e als·i 
stated, that he w11.s nearly thirty yea~s of ag<> 1 ·h<'n he settled in 
Manchester, and th:i.t therefore his sympafl1i . ate qmte a~ Ji ·ely fo 
lean to the Farm -tead a, the Factory.'' 



VARIETIES. 

REPEALERS BEWARE !-A correspondent cautions the direc
t?i:8 particularly no~ to be led by their bold and serviceable oppo-
111hon to the educat10n part of the factory bill, to forget the Anti
Corn-Law agitation, in which they have been leade1·s. He thinki 
the bill is a manreuvre to divert the attention of free trade1·s from 
the main object. 

TAKING THE EFFECT FOR THE CAUSE. -If a man beats a dog 
with a stick the dog is apt to bite the stick instead of the man in 
revenge ; it is so with the working classes, they are biting at the 
masters, who are but the instruments in the hands of the land
owners, to reduce their wages, instead or at once attacking the 
monopoly which is rapidly destroying both masters and la
bourers.-J. Brotherton. 

THE SEVERE PRESSURE OF THE TIHES tends greatly to impede 
the progress of education ; this fact is illustrated even in our in
fant schools. In the school at Leeds, when employment amongst 
the heads offamilies and the elder children was tolerably plentiful 
it was usual to find the names of from 100 to 120 scholars upo~ 
the book; these numbers are now reduced to one-half and the 
reason generally assigned for withdrawing the children' from the 
school where they are so happy and so well instructed is that 
their parents really cannot afford to pay the very moderat; sum 
of one penny per week for their education !-Leeds Mercury. 

TeE EXILES OF THE ConN LAw.-One happy effect llbat mioht 
be anticipated from an entirely free trade in corn and pl'Ovisi~ns 
would be to bring back to their own. country a large proportion 
of those British subjects who are now compelled to reside for 
economical reasons, in Frnnce, Belgium, Germany, and Italy. 
These expatriated British subjects may be considered as banished 
by the corn law; and as they are believed to amount to about 
130,000 persons, and to spend abroad, taking thE\ lo,v average 
rate of £100 each, the enormous sum of £13,000,000 annually 
their return to theil- own country is worthy of being considered ~ 
matter no less important financially, than it evidently is socially 
snd politically. . C. 

THE EFFECTS OF OLIGARCHIAL GovERNMENT.-A constitu
tion which gives to any one interest in a state a predominating 
influence over the others, is perhaps the gl'eatest evil which can 
be inflicted on any country ; and, compared with it, an absolute 
monarchy is an elysium for the people at large. An absolute mo
narch naturally consitlers what is most beneficial fol' the body of 
bis subjects ; but oligarchies have seldom shewn any other feeling 
than selfishni>ss, as might be proved from the cruelty of the old 
governments of Venice and Genoa, as well as of other states that 
might be referred to. 

A WARNING TO LA.NDLonns.-The following exfract from 
Mr .. H. D. lnglis's work on Spain in 1830, on the subject of the 
fall 1n the value of land in Granada (the district in which the 
Du_ke of Wellington's Spanish estate is situllted), and the cause• 
which have led to that fall,-namely, the loss of colonies, com
merce and manufacturcs,-ought surely, if duly considered, to 
serve as a Wllrning to the landed interest of this country:-" Ten 
years ago," says Mr. Inglis, "land in the Vega of Granada was 
worth from fifty to a hundred dollars per acre; at present it does 
not average above sixteen. ,vheat sold ten years ago at. three 
dollars the fanega; now it does not average, year by year, more 
than one dollar and a half. Rents are of course, fallen in propor
tion; and low as rents are, they are difficult to be recovered. 

A111om1T OF LABOUR PRODUCED BY MACHINERY.-You see 
those mills in Preston. Y cs. Well I have made a calculation 
and l have not the least doubt but that above 20,000 persons ar; 
employed by them weekly, whom you do not see whose labour 
lies off at a distance; and if you suppose that the earnings of each 
individual provides for three others, you haYe 60,000 persons 
maintained by tlie machinery of these mills. This is totally inde
pendent of those emplo}-fld by private individuals and public 
works, produced hy the same machinery. And it is also indepen
dent of the employment afforded at second hand, by the work
people who spend their money upon food, clo thing, and other 
necessaries produced by labour. I calculate the mills at 1500 
.horse power~· 

LAND PROPRIETORS IN FRANCE.-Tn France there are 1c
cording to Dupin, 10,896,000 registe1·ed proprietors of land; 7et 
so much more reasonable are the ten millions of small proprietJn 
of France than the hundred thousand great proprietors of Gr~at 
Britain, that food is there permitted to be 50 per cent. cheaper 
than it is here. 

WHAT SHOULD PAY THE DEnT ?-Mr. Pitt was I beliern 
in the habit of declaring, on the occasion of ea~h lo~n which h; 
r~ised, that the landed property of the kingdom was to be con
sidered as mortgaged to the extent of the public debt. Suck a 
declaration will, on all hanes, be acknowledged to have been CJr
rect, and worthy of a great statesman, as it was for the defence of 
the power and property of the nobility and landowners, and con
trary to the interests of the labouring and mercantile classes bat 
the debt was incurred. ' C 

S~n. JAME~ (iaAHAM's EnucATION part of the factory bi!: is 
rece1vmg, as 1t deserves, a strenuous opposition. If there wi!re 
no other objection to it, the compelli1lg of children without ;he 
wish o~ their parents,. to attend school and church o~ Sundays, is 
a suffic10nt one. Ch,1ldren ought to be instructed, but to compel 
!hem, under the. terror of the cane, ~o sit during a Ion~ service, 
m. hot weathe1·, 1s really cruel, espec1:1lly those who are fatigued 
with labour through the week. It would be much more humane 
to put their par~nts in ~ condition for educating them through ;he 
week, and also mstructrng them to take care of their own child~en 
on the Sunday. 

• BENEF~T OF COMPETITIOY.-The best of all protection for 
either agnculture or manufactures, is cheapness of commodities · 
and were our agriculturists compelled, like our manufacturers t~ 
compete with the foreign producer, England would speedily rival 
them as effectually in the cheap production of corn as she now 
does in regard to cotton goods. In illustration of this it is only 
necessary to refer to what competition and a more free system 
have done for the silk manufacturers of the country within a very 
few years, an Q4;l "wholesome breezes of competition•• would 
prove equ~lly ~urable to the corn fields of Great Britain, as 
they are umversally acknowledged to have been to the productions 
of her mannfactories. 

LEGISLATIVE EQUITY,-When in S,veden some years ago, I 
found that. there were there two houses of commons ( so to speak)~ 
one of which represents the towns and cities and the other the 
farming and lande~ interests; and no act c;n become law till it 
has pas11ed b_oth these chambers. Had England possessed, like 
Sweden, an mdependent chamber of borough representatives in 
1815, no corn law could eve1· have been inflicted on the people 
for the benefit of a particular interest; and she would, at this mo
me?t, have been the most prosperous and the most happy of 
nations. C. 

UNEQUAL REPRESENTATION.-Even granting income and not 
numbers to be the basis of representation, the landed interest has 
seized much beyond their share. Were the representatives 
or the landowners and land occupiers in Che House of Commons 
to be in exact proportion to Sir Robert Peel's recent estimate of 
their incomes, compared with those of all the other classes, thoy would 
amount to only one-third of the House; that i to say, they ought to 
be in the proportion which sixty-five milliorui of annual landed and 
agricultural income hears to one hundred and twenty-six millions, at 
which he estimates the income of the other classes. Or, were 
their parliamentary representatives to be in proportion to n11m
~ers, irrespective of wealth, the result would be nearly the same, 
rnasmuch as nine millions and a half, which is the estimated landed 
and a~ricultural population of the United Kingdom, is precisely 
ene-th1rd of the total amount returned by the recent census. In
stead, however, of returning -One-third of the members to Parlia
ment, the counties and agricultural boroughs at present return 
about two-thirds, and hence arises all the inj11stice complained of. 

A LOVER OF JUSTICE. 
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Che 6truggle. 
" The Anti-Corn-Law League is nothing more than the organuation of public opinion.''-CoBDEN. 

STEWARD AND FARMER.--"Burning the League Tracts." 
STEWARD.-Oh I Mr. Freeman, how do you do? I hear you have received those tracts. Egad I I never 11aw any thing like 

lt ! \Vhy (wiping his forehead) they are all over the country I &P.tting farmer against landlord and landlord against farmer. It'• 
shameful. What business have these manufacturers to interfere with our concerns? If I might have my own way, (puffs and blo101) 
however-no matter-Squire Westend sends me down to say that you must put 'em behind the fire; so come (offers to take them.) 

FAn:llER FREEMAN.-My gnod sir, with your permission I must protest ai;ainst this un-English mode of proceeding. No, no; I 
pay my rent, and I don't know that in my bargain for the farm it was stipulated that my landlord should dictate what I should read or 
what I should think. (Mas. FnEEMt\N.-What insolence in these landlords and their stewards.) I have read Mr. Hope's Essay. 
It is fair and dispassionate reasoning. He is a farmer. I find these Corn Laws are merely an encouragement to short leases and high 
rents. Come, Mr. Steward, take a seat; keep yourself cool, and let us talk the matter over. Why don't we see Squire ,vestend at 
the ordinary now? he used to be regular. STEWARD.-He is busy. 

FAR rnR.-No, no; he ii! ashamed to show his.face. He knows what he promised us last Election; and he knows the sliding scale 
was altered in a few months after. Well, for my part I see no objection to that, provided our rents had been altered; but no, not a jot. 

STEWARn.-You farmers must exert yourselves, and get your farms into good condition. 
FARMER.-Give me a twenty years' lease, and I will show you what. can be done; but I am not going to spend my father's hard

earned guineas on Squire Westend's land, who may raise my rent the day after. 
STEWARD.-( In a passion.)-Don't talk stuff to me that you have picked out of these tracts. If you don't like the farm you may 

leave it. There are twenty others would snap it up. 
FARMFR, -To be ruined! I find in Newborough that the people are 10 badly off, that we can't dispose of produce hardly &.t 

any price. No; if we ruin the towns wbo are to be our customers. 
STEWARD.-Who ruins the towns? 
FARMER.-The Corn Laws do. 
STEWARD.-Psbaw ! You must have protection. 
F ARMER.-Protection from the landlord do you mean ? 
Su:wAnn.-No, sir, nothing of the kind. The landlords are the farmers' best friends. You are all in tlM! same boat. 
FARMER,-I believP. the Corn Law is a rent !aw, and nothing else. 
STEWARD.-Don't you get a higher price for'-your produce through it? 
F ARMER.-Don't I pay sigh~r rent through it? 
STEWARn.-Well, as I have not time to tnlk about these things now, will.you 'tmrn thtlll Pl\Pe-t'! or not ?--No; t.h• J'll go._ 

and tell the Squire.-( Puts OH. his !tat and goe1 off in a pas.~ion. ) 

No. 88. 



EXEMPTIONS OF THE AGRICULTURISTS. ' is favoured in the tolls for carting manure over any other 
--- I interest; no duty upon tiles for draining, but bricks must 

Be assured the landlords' parliament have:' not been un- pay duty. In many cases farming produce is especially fa
mindful of their dear selves. Every exemption from taxa~ voured as to marlcet tolls, whilst the sarne arti le . if exposed 
tion granted to farmers, of course, is so much granted to by a trader is charged double or treble. It's a legal otfence 
themselves, inasmuch as it enables them to get more rent. for a manufacturer to pay wages in food, and to pav in cali
W liat assurance to hear them talk about "special bur- cocs or prints would be monstrous; but the farme1: can pay 
dc>ns !" wh n the fact is, that they are notoriously favoured in bacon, potatoes, or any thing produced by l:is farm. 
with s1:ecial exemptions. Let us glance at a few of these I The only reason given by Sir J. Graham for exte ding the 
exempt10ns. I voting of counties to tu:o days, was to accommodate farmers, 

I. LAND TAx.-Instead of the land being taxed as it is ; who might happen to be obliged to go to market the first 
in other countries, the owners have continued to throw the I day, The leather duty, S(([t duty, and many other duties 
taxes upon the people. Even the ancient land ta:x, instead of I have been repealed for the benefit of agriculture; and if it 
being continued in its original character, has been manreu- had not been for the same reason, we, the manufacturing 
vred into little more than a nominal payment. In 1796 it I districts, would not have had the New Poor Bill inflicted 
was 4s. in the pound, and then yielded £1,800,000, which upon us. 
had it been retained would llOW have yielded £14,000,000. Every kind of legislative charity, in fact, is exercised to
But to prevent this, instead of assessing ]and at its in- 1' wards the land; the poor farmers themselves Jive by suffe
crcased value, as we <lo in the poor's rates and asse se<l ranee, for all the benefits granted by exemptions from tax 
taxes, the valuation of 1796, is still retained, so that I ation arc to bolster up rents. 
the land tax and crown lands together, only now yield Whenever you hear a man talk largely about his honesty, 
£1,531,915 ! Instead of being 4s. in the pound, it is always suspect him of the contrary; affected prudery is not 
reduced to 5d. I unfrequently an evidence of guilt; and it turns out upon 

2. PROBATE AND LEGACY DuTY .-A poor man who dies examination, that :ill this lamentation about "special bur
worth only 20 guineas, if he wills it to a neighboul' or friend, dens" upon land, is to blind us to the long list of special 
who is not a relation, the latter, before he can touch it, I exemptions. 
must prove t!te will, and pay 10s., besides costs ; and then ----------- ---------------
he cannot appropriate the money to his own use till he has THE NATIO~ AL DEBT AND TUE CORN LAW. 
paid a further sum, for legacy duty, of two pounds to Go
vernment! A landed proprietor, on the other hand, may 
leave an estate in land worth £:20,000, or any amount, to 
who111 he pleases, without being charged one farthing. To 
exhibit the working of this law in favour of land yet more 
clearly, let us snppose a nobleman who dies possessed of 
real estate to the value of £100,000; he leaves it to whom 
he pleases, and no cost is incurred. A tradesman dies 
possessed of personal estate of the same value ; he pays as 
under:-

Amount of probate duty -
Legacy duty, 10 per cent. -

l,500 
10,000 

0 
0 

0 
0 

( ot being left to a relation.) Total £11,500 0 0 
And if the same rate of duty was levied upon real estate as 
is now levied upon personal, it would amount to from two 
and a ltalf to three rnillions annually l 

3. HoasE DoTY.-A farmer may keep a dozen horses 
free of duty for working the land with, but if a trad~~man 
strides a single nag, he pays £1 8s. 9d., and an add1t10nal 
per cent. In 1814 the number of horses used in hus
bandry was 977,714, and at the reduced duty upon them, 
amounted to £828,455. In 1821, the number returned as 
liable to the tax was 823,726, and if they had been charged 
at the same rate that others paid, the tax would have 
amounted to £1,098,301. 

4. W1Nnow DoTY.-All farm houses under a rental of 
£200 a year are exempt from window money; but every 
other class of housekeepers have to pay if they open more 
than seven windows. 

5. INsURANCEs.-Farmers can insure their produce free 
of duty, but others must pay a duty of 3 per cent. to govern
ment. 

6. TttE AucTION DuTY; of ls. in the pound is paid by 
every class except the farmers, whose stock and produce can 
be suld/ree from duty. 

7. DoG TAX.-The poor weaver is charged Ss. if he 
venture to keep a dog; bnt the farmer can keep a dog-call 
it a shepherd's dog-free of duty. 

Indeed it woulu be tedious to trace all the little favours 
granted to the land. all of which go to the landlord. It 

We are often reminded of the natinnal debt, and told that it is. 
necessary that farmers should have high prices, in order to enable 
them to pay their share. Is it not as necessary for other people. 
then, to have high prices, for the same purpose? Is not every 
manufacturer, eve1·y labouring man, assessed to the national debt? 
and is it not as necessary to keep up the price of their labour, ai. 
the price of the farming produce? But, in this talk about keep
ing up prices to enable them to bear their share of the debt, there 
is one fatal error; and that is, that so long as you cannot keep up 
wages, you cannot keep up the farmer's prices without compelling 
the consumer to pay the difference. If their produce were an 
article of oxport, it would be an advantage to them, and no dis
advantage to any other class, if the prices were kept up. But in 
this case, if you put more into the farmer's pocket for wheat, you 
take it out of the pocket of the consumer of that wheat; that is, 
you try to make the farmer better able to pay his share, by making 
all the others worse able to pay theirs. I use the term farmer, as 
the ostensible party; but the real dispute is betwixt all the eaten. 
of food and some fifty thousand owners of land. The proper plau 
is at once, if it can be done, to reduce the national debt; but 
whethPr it can be done or not, I maintain that every principle oi 
common honesty, forbids a law which shall rob one class to enable 
the othe1· to pay. 

It is quite true that with low prices the agriculturist pays the 
fundholder a greater number of bushels of whe:it, than he did 
when the prices were high. This may be a good reason why he 
should get the fu1~dholder's demands reduced; but it certainly is 
a bad reason why he should have a I· w to charge an enhanced 
price to every one who eats bread. The weaver, the tailor, and 
every artisan, is in the same predicament; they pay more to the 
fundholder, out of their labour, just as that is reduced in value; 
but while that is a good reason why some adjustment ought to be 
macle, it can be no reason for conferring upon them the power oi 
taxing every man in the kingdom, who p1:1rchases theil· articles in 
order to indemnify them~elves. Prices cannot he kept up be) and 
the means of purchasing ; and all special protection for one class, 
is but a species ofrohbery upon others. 

Indeed while we have this burden to bear, there seems to he no 
hope but by liberating our trade. ,ve have not within ourselves 
the means of sustaining an increasin:? population, and of bearing 
the pressure of taxalion. Our only chance, then, is to have free 
scope for our er1ergies; to produce as much as we can by our own 
inventions and industry, and by trading freely with others, to get 
thP- greatest amount by exchange. This, I maintain, is our only 
chance; -and_if, along with this, we had a reduction of taxation~ the 
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advantage would be still greater. We have an increasing popu
lation. This population cannot live without employment, or with-• 
out wages. Agriculture does not provide employment for them. 
J'tfanufacturers have done this to a certain extent, but to keep pace 
with the population, they must be unshackled; allowed tosell, buy, 
and exchange where they like ; and by this only can the people 
be employed, and have their food at a price suited to theit- earn
ings. 

"TIIE ENVY OF SURROUNDING NATIONS." 

A stranger living in some distant clime, who had "·many a time 
and oft'' heard of Old England-the land of freedom and the 
wonder of the world; who had listened to graphic descriptions of 
her rural beauty and her plendid cities -her "gorgeous palaces," 
her "solemn temples,'' and her "cloud-capp'd towers,''-and to 
many a glowing narrative of British valour, skill, and goodness, 
would feel assured that this country was the very home of peace 
and the fortress of liberty- that her people were as happy as they 
were brave- that the terms "hut'' and "hovel" were unknown 
in their vocabulary-and that poverty and famine would be to their 
minds perfect mysteries! Such would be his conclusion as to the 
physical condition ofEnglisbmen. Ue might then have recounted 
to him the numerous acts of religious enthusiasm which grace the 
history of our nation, beginning with the heroic crusades of 
Richard I. in the Holy Land, and proceeding onwards to the ad
mirable church-extension bill of Sir Robert Inglis and the wise 
appointment of two new bishops, one for Jerusalem and the other 
for New Zealand. He would also heat· how that twenty millions 
of money had bel!n devoted to the purchase of the black man's 
freedom; how that thousan s of pounds were annually given to 
enable a few holy men to convey the s1irplus stock of British piety 
and gospel knowledge to th hell-doomed savage; and this account 
migh~ some day or other be corrnborated by the arrival of a ship 
on his own coast, from England, freighted with bibles, hymn
books, prayer.books, and missionaries, for the same holy purpose. 
He would then imagine to him elf the moral perfection and the 
sl?iritual bliss of this people-their gentleness, honesty, virtue, and 
piety, and blending these with hi ideas of theit· countless "crea
ture comforts,'' in the simplicity of his heart he might exclaim
'' Eng la 1d must be Heaven! ' Pnrsuing his conjectures, he would 
suppose that no laws would be required among so good a people, 
but that, if any did exist, they would be few, simple, and benefi
cent. Dreaming simpleton ! couldst thou but see, as well as 
hear of England. ouldst thou behold her hovels, dungeons, 
and wor houses, as well as her palaces and churches-her hypo
crisiet~ a d cru ltfo , !ls well as her philanthropy and christianity
her squalor, wretchedness, and famine, as well as her gaiety and 
life; co ldst thou but behold the shivering sickly pauper, as well 
as the os.tentatious lord; could t thou witne s the glittering of the 
tear in the widow's eye before the parish bvard, as well as the 
brilliance of the gems upon the noble belle, then would "a change 
come u'er the spirit of thy dream,'' and thy mind be staggered by 
the stern reality of snch appalling contrasts! Next should our 
statnte-book be submitted to the perplexed stranger. There 
would he behold iniquity upon iniquity-absurdity upon absurdity, 
and amoIJg the rest an enactment for limiting the people's food! 
And easi ly might he imagine that ten thousand demons had then in
scribed their declarations of hostility against the people's welfare. 

z. 

TUE BREAD TAX. 

It is calculated that each individual in Great Britain, taken on 
an average, pays £2 more for the home-grown portion of his food 
than he ould require to pay under a system of free trade in corn 
and provisions,- and this, be it remarked for the sole benefit of at 
most 100,000 landowners, which the empii·e contains. From an 
operative's family nnmbering five individuals, £10 is thus extracted 
for the P. richment of some neighbouring aristocrat, out of a father's 
hard-won earnings; and that sum, in ca,e of several millions of 
the poor , amount~ to nearly one-half of their whole income. · How 
many thousands of such unhappy fellow-creatures are thus reduced 
to the minimum quantity of the worst description of food that. can-

support human existence, in order to make up the overgrown 
rental of some great landowner I Suppose, for example, that the 
rent-roll of the Duke of Northumberland amounts t.o £200,000 
per annum, and that, without the corn-law, or any duty whatever 
on importation, it would amount to £150,000, it is hence evident, 
Lhat the difference between these sums of £50,000 is, accord
ing to the foregoing statement, drawn by means of the corn 
law from 25,000 persons, at the rate of £2 each; and supposing, 
as is actually the case, that the greater number of those are of the 
lowest rank of life, the quantity of misery, starvation, over-labour, 
disease, and premature death, which the realization of this unne
cessary addilion to his grace's income inflicts on his fellow-crea
tures, is really dreadful to contemplate. 

How comes it, sneaking Bob, 
That you, wilh parts uncommon, 

Should do this dirty job, 
And marry an old woman? 

THE DOUBLE DEAD WEIGHT. 

According to a valuable table compiled by Mr. Bischoff, from 
official documents, it appears, on a comparison of the price of 
wheat for the last fifty years in England and Berlin, after allow
ing ten shillings per quarter to cover the expenses of transp_ort, 
that the people of the United Kingdom have, during thal period, 
paid eleven hundred and eighty-five millions sterling more for wheat 
alone than its Berlin value. If to this amount we add only an 
equal sum for the difference of the price on barley, oats, -peas, 
beans, butchers' meat, butter, cheese, &c., &c., and such an esti
mate is much too low, we arrive at a grand total of two thousand 
three hundred and twenty millions sterling, which the landowners of 
Great Britain and Ireland have extorted from the community 
during these fifty years, being three times the amount of the whole 
national debt. Enormous as this sum appears, and amounting, 
when divided by the number of years, to forty-seven millions four 
hundred thousand pounds annually, yet the calculation is fully con
firmed by many of the great statistical authorities of the kingdom, 
who have, from other data, variously estimated the amount of the 
landowners' tax on the community, at sums ranging from forty to 
sixty millions annually. Even that excellent and talented public 
officer, the late l\lr. Hume, so long Secretary to the Board of 
Tiade, and filled with the caution of his official character, estima
ted, in his evidence before the Parliamentary Committee, the 
annual amount of the landowners' tax at about thirty-six millions, 
and Mr. Macgregor, the present Secretary, extends his calculation 
to probably double the amount of our national taxatiou. ,v ere, in
deed, the undeviating principles of justice to be consulted, the 
only question would now be, how the landowners of this country, 
in addition to the concession of a free corn trade, could make 
compensation to !!Ociety for what tbPy have henitofore extorted 
from il? 
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VARIETIES. 
WETTING CoALS hef-,re hying them on the fire i, a practice 

r<'commended by Dr. Play fair in his lectures; it prevents the gas 
in the coals being carried up the chimney unconsumed, and is 
iherefore a saving of fuel. 

TH'& CAUS"6 OF CHEAP MEAL.-lt seems to puizle all con
nected with the corn trade how it is that the demand is so slack 
anti the price so low. A few vis:ts lo the tables of the poor would 
explain tho mystery. It is the large consumption of potatoes, for 
want of means to buy better food, which is the chief cause. 

THB CAUSE OF BAD TEJIIPERS.-Persons feel best tempered 
after a meal, and especially a good meal. There is no doubt but 
moch of the family contention&, and strife, and vindictiveness, now 
to be met with, may be attributed to the want of the soothing in
fluence of a full belly. 

PIE.-All children seem to like pie. I often think. what a pity 
it is that they cannot be indulged. Poor people's children, if offer
ed a bit of pie, receive it as an extraordinary favour. Go where 
you will, you find no pie on poor people's tables. And yet what 
is tbere in it that all ought uot to be ahle to obtain ?-flour, fruit, 
lard, and sugar. But for taxation, all these might be cheap and 
plentiful, 

AQBICULTURAL D1sTREss.-As a proof that the Corn Laws 
have not served the interests of farmers, it may be named, that in 
1816, 1821, 1822, 1833, and 1836, committees of the House of 
Commons have been appointed to inquire into the "univenal and 
unparall~lled agricultural distress." 

Lowi;n PntcEs BTILL.-Many farmers are 'now crying out for 
lower prices. " I wish oatmeal were" at 15s. a load,'' says one ; 
" if it only gi>t low enough, there will be some good to be done 
with the landlords," They are clearly pushing for repeal, and 
are easily becoming convinced of it• necessity. 

l\iANUFACTURF.RS GIVE MOST EMPLOYMENT.-1\Ir. Cobden, 
speaking of the comparative amount of employment afforded hy 
agricultul'e and trade, ~aid in his speech at Dmry-lane theatre, 
"That he himself occl'lpied about 10 acres of ground u a manu
facturer, and paid £20,000 a-yel\r in wages; eut that if he occu
pied 30.0,~0 acres ofa.rable land, he should not pay such an amount 
of wage!i. 

EXTENSION OF TRADE.-Some people quarrel with this, be• 
cause they say that wages have come down along with it. They 
never take the trouble to ask whether but for this there would 
have been any wages at all for n1ost of the people. We have an 
extension of schools, and yet we find great ignorance and much 
immorality; but wcruld any body blame the schools as the cause? 
No: in both cases other causes have l>een in operation, which we 
1hould try to remove. 

PLENTY OF PORK -From a return relative to the provision 
trade of the United States, it appe11rs that in the four states, Ohio, 
Kentucky, Indiana, nnd Illinois, there are 8 millions of swine, 
nearly all of which can be fattened at I cent. per lb. The average 
weight of each will be 300 lb. It is clearly not the fault of Pro
vidence, if the English poor should still want pork. 

MALT KrtNs.-I always look at these as so many bonded ware
houses, which, in effect, keep food from the people. To destroy 
5 millions of quarters in preparing an article, which, giving every 
allow,ance to prejudice. must be acknowledged, does more evil 
than good, is, in effect, the same as exc:lurling 5 millions of quar
ters from bein~ imported by the imposition of high duties. Now 
if the peoµle themselves will not repeal the malt tax, which they 
could do with great ~dvantage to themseh·es, do they need to won
der at the landlords refusing to repeal the wheat tax by which 
they realize an extravagant rent? 

,v.& INJURE THE POOR or OTH F.R CouNTRIES.-Our present 
corn laws may very properly be deemed not only a nuisance to 
ourselves, hut to every otl1er count1·y of Europe, by disarranging 
their pri<·es, whenever a bad har\'est occurs here. On such occa
sions. it is ll()t nn11sual for wh i> at to rise suddenly in Dantzic, in 
c.nnl<equence of an English di>mand, from 32s., which may be 
considered iti1 fair and usual price, up to 55s. per quarter. It 
would be difficult to trace the length and breadth of the poverty 
and privation& th"U.E i:t'eated iu other c:ouutde a& well as our 
~wn. 

C oou~v.-The best cook-mg book extant ia the Con Law 
Act; it has taught people to 71inch and scrape to such an extent, 
that the farmers and corn dealers believe they have almostlearned 
to live wi1hout food. 

SUGAR DuTrns.-The present duties upon sugar are !4s. per 
ewt. on Colonial, and 63s. on Foreign; being equal to a trohibi
tion upon the latter. It is expected that the duties wil be re
duced to 16s. on Colonial, and 30s. on Foreign. High is these 
duties will still remain, the alteration will be a great advartage. 

PIGs' lliADS.-ln the western cities of the United ~tates it 
seems they treat pigs' heads as we do those of herrings. A tra& 
veller in tho1e cities saya, "How thankful would our poor starved 
spinners and weavers he to pick up what I see lying ah>ut th1t 
streets-pigs' heads and feet in abundance.'' 

A TRAVELLER'S OPINION.-ln the Manchester Guariian, we 
have the following from "A Lover of Justice :"-Sir,-After 
having, during the last few years, travelled through all tle prin
cipal countries of Europe, I may most sincerely declare, tlat more 
wretchedness and destitution occasionally met the eye in one day 
in this country than are to be dii;covered in a three monlhs' tour 
on the continent. A LovEn OF Ju&rICE, 

THE UNEQUAL TA.x ON Poon· PEOPLE'S TEA.-" It Lamon
strous injuslice," says the Morning Chronicle, '' that a ta: of 200 
per cent. should be levied upon the tea used by the poor, a.1d a tax 
only of 40 per cent. upon the tea consumed by the rich. For in
stance the tea which is only worth ls. per lb. lrere is taxec. 2s. ld. 
per lb., and yet the highest priced teas of the rir.h pay :mly just 
the same. Teas which are sold here for 3s. 6d. per lb .• are sold 
in Haml>urgh at lld., and in New York at aaout ls. 3d.'' 

MoDEL CoTTAGEs.-It is proposed to erect in Pendleton, neirr 
Manchester, 16 cottages, to be considered as models. Ea(':h 
cottage to have two :i.partments ·below and two above, with an 
out house for washing and other conveniencies. Two acres or 
land are laid out, so that each cottage will have about 60i> square 
yards of land attached. The rent free of all taxes is to be about 
4s. per week. If the price of land was not so extravagantly high, 
a great number of buildings would bti ~rected on this principle, 
which, at the most moderate competition, would pay a better 
price than growing grain upon it. 

FRANCE AND THIS CoUNTRY.-For the year 1836, the total 
gross value of the agricultural production of Great Britain and 
Ireland was estimated at £229,028,800 sterling; and that of France 
at £209,607, 120 sterling. It follows, therefore, from this com
parison of the value and resources of the soil in the two countriell, 
that were we to adopt those equitable principles of taxation which 
prenil in France and elsewhere, the land tax of the United 
Kingdom should amount to fourtenn millions sterling, instead or 
only about a million and a half. 

THE TwrN INTERESTS.-It would be easy to show from the 
page of history the indissoluble connexion which exists between 
the prosperity of the commercial and landed interests: indeed the 
reduced value of land in Holland and Spain, since thrse countrieg 
have been shorn of their commercial gr,eatness, suffi.:iently indi
cates the state to which England under i ts present monopoly laws 
is fast approaching. Conceiving, therefore, from the past expe
rience of those countries, that the ultimale advantage of the 
English landowners consists in the prosperily of commerce, bow 
short-sighted they must be in preventing a measure calculated to 
cramp if not to destroy it. 

HART'S Commercial and Temperance Hotel and general 
Boarding House, 159, Alderga.te Street, London. 

To Railway T;avellers and all persons visiting London. 

Y OU will find superior accommodation, combined with great 
economy, if you put up at the above Establishment. It is 

near the General Post-office, and St. Paul's; and the principal 
Railway and Coach-office Omnibusses pass the door. 

Printed and Published by J . LIVESEY, Prestan. Sold by w. Strange, 
Paternoster-row, London; Gadsby and Heywood, Manche er; Willmer, 
Liverpool, and Anti -Monopoly Association, 7, Water street; G. Gallie, 
Glasgow; J . Kershaw, 14, South Market, Leeds; Houghton. 4-7, Westgate, 
Huddersfield; Riley, Chestergattl, Stockport; J . Ramsdale, Wigan; Gill, 
Blackburn ; Wragg, Bury ; J Dawson, Clitheroe ; E. Bowker, Accrington; 
Free Press Offiee, Bolton; H. Earnshaw, Colne.-Priee One H~lfpenny. A 
very libenl aUowa.nce to •ll l.iain. 
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,POltJ Ri<'O, 

1 . 

RIVER PLAT A. It i1 on the immense 
plains in La Plata that the cattle 
roam, whoee hide, come to Engl&11d, 

A MAP 
OF 

SOUTH AMERICA, 
Shewing the immGDae region of 

BRAZIL, 
As compared in size with England, 
lrdand, and Scotland, and which in
dicates, at one glance, the injw;tice 
of shutting us out from the sugar 
and other tropical productions of that 
fertile and immense region. 

A Map of Soath America, and its Largest Portion, Brazil, 
om whiclli. ive are excluded from exchanging our cloths, hardware, cutlery, cottons, pottery, &o., for sugar and 

coffee, by foolish and restrictive laws. 

I beg to lay before my readers a Map of South America, i~ to give them some idea of the size of the Brazils as compared 
th the Britiish Islands, which for the better convenience of the eye I have put inside the map of the Brazils, and also of its size as 
mpared wit:h be ,vest Indies, to which we are restricted by our monopoly laws for sugar, &c. A few details of the size and fertility 
this wondeirfu country, Brazil, will be acceptable. It will be seen by the map that I am quite witbia compass when I call it tltirt!I 
es tlte size of England. It is bounded on the south by the Rhrer Plata, up which, so wide is it, you may sail a hundred voyages 

thout seeinig ether bank. Through its northern portion runs the river Amazon, the largest river in the world, 5 times as long as 

N. 69. 
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the whole length of England and Scotland. This land is very 
thinly peopled, and the cultivation is a mere scratching of the 
earth, and yet even under restrictions of the most cruel kind, it is 
one of our best customers for manufactures. From recent reports 
it is probable that by our refusing to admit their sugar, &c., we 
are likely to lose much of our trade with this important empire. 
As to the West India Islands, it is sufficient to state that Jamaica, 
the most important of them, is only 100 miles long by 20 broad, 
say the size of Lancashire, and the next in importan~e is Barba
does, which is no larger than the Isle of man. In fact if it had 
not been for Demarara and the East Indies, we might have had 
sugar at five shillings a pound-mark, not for the benefit of 
overseers, negroes, or merchants but merely to keep up the rents 
of the Weit India island owners-a race in comparison of whom 
our landowners at home are moderation itself. Whilst we are on 
this subject, let the reader look at Cuba, St. Domingo, and 
Porto Rees, three fine beautiful islands, from which we are also 
shut out. 

EMIGRATION. 

It was said of the ancient Pharisees, that they tithed 
mint, annise, and cummin ; but neglected the weightier 
matters of the law -judgment, mercy, and faith. It is 
the same now. Any paltry scheme of seeming benevo
lence is put forward and advocated j but the weightiest 
matter of all-an open market for labour, and au open 
market for food-is evaded. Prelates and parsons, 
bankers and merchants must all show pity to the poor; 
but it is in impracticable schemes such as will ecure 
the continuance to themselves and their friends the 
booty of the Corn Laws. No language is too strong to 
condemn the attempt to divert the public mind from the 
practicable plans of commercial liberty, to the l1ack
neyed scheme of emigration, in the practicability of 
which nobody can believe. Mr. Cobden, in his speech 
at the last meeting held at Drury-lane Theatre, has so 
fully entered into this subject, that it will be a treat to 
my country readers to be permitted to peruse it. Refer
ring to this emigration, Mr. Cobden says :-

Whenever our restrictive system had produced unendurable 
disti·ess in this country, they had always found that a cry had heen 
raised of "send away the people." It had been so in 1819, in 
1829, in 1839, and it was so now in 1843. In all these years 
they had the same outcry, "get rid of your superabundant popu
lation." Horses, cows, and even swine still retained their market 
price ; but as for that superabundant animal, man, the only anx
iety felt by the legislature seemed to be how to get rid of him, 
even at a loss. (Hear, and cheers.) Now he perceived that the 
bankers and merchants of London had at last come out. (Hear, 
hear.) They were not apathetic or indifferent observers of the 
distress of the country, and they had come forward with a project 
for relieving it. They proposed a plan of systematic government 
emigration. But whom did they propose to send away? (Cheers.) 
If he were asked which class of the community contained the 
greatest number of supernumeraries, he should certaiBly not go to 
the lower classes. (Hear, hear.) He had asked a gentleman 
who had signed the memorial, whether any of those merchants, 
bankers, and traders, intended to go away. " Oh no, not one of 
us!" was the answer. (Cheers and laughter.) Then whom did 
they propose to send ? he inquired. He was told, the poor who 
could not get employment at home. Now, did they not thiBk that 
the poor should have a voice in this matter? (H{)ar, hear, hear.) 
Had they ever petitioned parliament to transport them? (Hear, 
hear.) To bis knowledge, during the last five years, upwards of 
five millions of the people, and a great majority of them of the 
working classes, had presented petitions to the legislature to be 
allowed to import food from abroad, to enable them to live at 
home; but he di,~ not remember one petition to send them abroad 
for that food. (Hear, hear.) Now, did these memorialists con
sider that their fellow-countrymen were of no value? He would 
tell them what the Americans of the United States thought of 

them. He lately saw in one of the N cw York pape an e imate 
made by a journalist to prove that every Englishman landing in 
New York was worth to them not less t1l u 200 rs. Now, 
did they not think it would be a better p1an to ke p their popu
lation, which was worth more than double the same number of 
people of any country on the continent, at home ? Would it not 
be better to keep them to suppo1·t and defend their native coun
try, ra.ther than send them abroad? But then people say, '' These 
poor hand-loom weavers !'' There was so much sympathy be
stowed on the poor hand-loom weavers ; people said, " Surely 
they should be sent abroad !'' But what did the hand-1oom wea
vers say themselves? There was Mr. Symonds, a.n intelligent 
commissioner, who was appointed to inquire into their condition, 
and he reported that he had frequently asked the weavers whe
ther they were in favour of emigration, and that their reply was, 
that they thought it would be a much better plan to bring the food 
to them, than to send them to the food. (Cheers.) Why send 
people abroad? What are they to be sent abroad for? Why, 
literally for nothing but food; tha~ was the 2,ole motive for which 
they were to seek a foreign shore. Every other commodity ne
cessary for the comfort and subsistence of man could be procured 
cheaper and in greater abundance in this country, with the excep
tion only of corn and provisions, than in any pa1·t of the world to 
which it was propo ed to convey our population. Take, for in
stance, Canada, to which more people emigrated than to all our 
other colonic , there was not an article of dt·ess from the crown 
of the head to tho sole -0f the foot that could not be purchased 
more cheaply here than in that thinly-peopled territory. Nay, 
even in the United States, to waich upwards of 60,000, or one
half of the who lo of the emigrants from this country, went last 
year, .ev ry description of manufacture was dearer than at home. 
'fhe people were sent abroad for food and nothing else-for that 
food which our unnatural laws denied them in the land of their 
birth. (Cheers.) But let them inquire for a moment into the 
feasibility of this plait of emigration. This was a period of great 
and pressing distress-how far, then, was emigration calculated to
meet it? How, in the first place, were they going to transport 
1,500,000 paupers across the seas? Let them go back to history, 
and where would they find an instance of an army of 50,000 per
sons being by one effort conveyed across the ocean by any govern
ment? But what would they do with a million and a half of 
paupers in Canada, for example? Even in Britain, with the ac
cumulation of thG capital and resources of a thousand years, did 
they not find it burdensome enough to maintain them ? ,v110 
then was to support them in Canada? Did these memorialists lo 
Sir Robert Peel fancy they could transport this poverty-stricken 
population to another soil without carr)'ing to that soil the capital 
by which the population was to be employed ? If they carried a 
large population to an unsettled country, that population must 
comprise all the elements that composed it in the mother country. 
They must send abroad their shipowners, their professional men, 
ay, and those very bankers too-(Loud cheers, in which the clo
sing words of the sentence were lost.) NQw, with respect to a 
great scheme of government emigration, there was one impedi
ment which the propounders had probably not considered. It was 
his belief that the people would not allow themselves to be trans
ported. He could say of the people of Stockport, at least, his 
own borough, though they were as much distressed as they well 
could be, yet if it were proposed to them that they should be 
shipped off by the government for some distant colony, they would 
say they bad experienced so much of the tender mercies of that 
government at home, that they would not place thPmselves at its 
mercy at the other side of the Atlantic. (Cheers.) He did not 
stand there to offer a syllable of objection to voluntary emigration. 
There would always be people in a country like this whose tastes 
or circumstances would be impellins them to seek their fortunes 
in comparatively unsettled countries; but that emigration whiclt 
arose out of a necessity to fly from a la: -created starvation a 
home, became transportation, and nothing less. (Cheers.) ·whils 
a law existed upon our statute-book interdicting the people fro 
receiving the necessaries of life from other countries, to propos 
a measure for sending our starving population to America in ques 
of food, was an insult to the intelligence of thP, age, and a crue 
mockery of the best feelings of our nature. (Cheers. ) Why, i 
we were told of such a case occurring in some distant country, th 
indignation of the public mind would know no bounds. (Cheers. 
If they were to hear a case that bad oocu.red some ·here in tb 
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Pacific Ocean, not quite so far as the antipodes, of an island not 
more than twenty-five miles from the continent, the population of 
which had become slaves of a class that had invaded that island 
some 700 years ago, had pos3essed themselves of the soil, 
and passed laws to prevent the people from receiving food, 
except at prices fixed by their conquerors ; if they were fur
ther informed that the people had grown so numerous that the 
surface of the land could no more afford them subsistence ; that 
the population had sunk gradually from wheat to oats, and from 
oats to roots that they dug up from under the ground ; that they 
plied, meanwhile, the loom and the shuttle, and had invented ma
ehinery, such as bad never been devised before; and that, never
thele s, this ingenious people were denied by their masters the 
privilege of exchanging the produce of their industry with Lhe 
neighbouring continent for food; if such a report were brought 
them by some philanthropic traveller, some missionary just re
turned from the South Pacific, and if it were added that this do
minant class were preparing to send this ingenious and industrious 
population to remote wastes and wildernes es,-what would be 
said in London, what would be said in Exeter Hall, in that hall of 
which they (the Anti-Corn-Law League) had been denied the 
use? That Exeter Hall which was closed against them, (Sh:ime, 
shame,) would have rung with the indignant appeals of those phi
lanthropists whose charity was confined to the antipodes. (Cheers.) 
They would have seen crowds of elegantly clad damEs bedcwing 
their white handkerchiefs with the tears of pity; the prelates and 
the clergy would have been there to call on the people to sub
-Scribe their money to send out armaments to rescue that unhappy, 
-suffering population from he hands of their oppressors. (Cheers.) 
The case he had given them was the case of their own country
men. (Loud cheers.) Give but to the people of this country 
their natural and inherent right to exchange the productions of 
their own industry for the food grown in foreign countri2s, and 
there was not a man woman, or child in England that might not 
be fed, that might not live as happily at home in their native land 
as they could live in any country on the face of the earth. (Cheers.) 
Take the case of his own unfortunate borough. Nearly one half 
of the manufacturing establishments in that town were clo ed. 
And why? Not because the machine,·y was less productive than 
it wa., but because the owners of that machinery were denied an 
opportunity of exchanging the productions of that machinery fo1· 
the p1·oductions of other countries ; it was because, being unable 
to imllort, they were unable to export, and could not, therefore, 
give ~mployment to the people depending on them. Yet whore, 
on th' face of the earth, would they find establishments so capa
ble o! producing food as those to which he ulluded? They could 
not, 1ndced, grow corn in those establishments; but give thrm 
a free access to the Mississippi valley, and not only the working 
~en of Stockport, but even the child who, with his tiny fingers, 
aided m the process of cotton spinning, would cause, as if by 
magic, that fertile valley to teem with rich abundance for its use 
and subsist~nce. (Cheers.) Who, he would ask, were the peo
ple whom 1t was proposed to send abroad? Cotton-spinners and 
hand-loom weavers. \Vero these the men to go into Canada, to 
foll forests, and to sleep out night after night in the open air ? 
. et _allow these men the free and fair exercise of their own pecu

liar industry, and there was no counti·y in which that industry 
could be made more productive than in their native land. Nay, 
the very barge brought against them by their enemies was, that 
they produced too much ; and yet this was the people who were 
now found idle aud starving, and by way of a remedy it was pro
posed to send them to countries where their labour would be of 
no a ail. (Cheers.) But was there no class but the labouring 
JlOor who were suffering? He thought be aw some clerks and 
shopmen among tho audience. To them this emigration scheme 
augureJ no good. In the la t despatches published by the go-

ernment relative to the state of emigrants in Canada and our 
own colonies, such persons were warned in the most urgent man
ner 1;1ot to em~grate _to those colonies, for if they did, they had 
nothi~g but disappomtment to look for. Was there no anxiety 
and distress at home among tlie middle chsses? But the mer
chants, bankers, and traders of the city of London did not prn
pose to do anything that would relieve the midrlle clas es, except 
to send away those who ought to be amongst their best custom
ers ( cheers), and who, if thoy were allowed to employ their in
dustry, would be better customers at home than they would evfn• 
be abroad. (Cheers.) But were there not also moral aspects in 
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which they were called on to view this question? Man, it had 
been said, was the most difficult of created things to transplant 
from the place of his birth. To tear man away from his country 
was a heavier task than to tear up the stoutest oak by its roots 
(cheers) ; for be was attached to the home of bis fathers by far 
more tenaciow1 local ties, by the far stronger bonds of love and 
affection. (Cheers.) Oh, did the men who signed that memo
rial ever go down to St. Katherine's dock, and see an emigration 
ship about to start on its voyagP.? (Hear.) Had they seen those 
poor emigrants sitting till the moment of departure on the stones 
of the quay, as if they would cling to the last moment to the land 
of their birth? (Hear, bear.) Had they ever watched the 
countenance of those emigrants? l'hey need not inquire what 
were their feelings ; they would read their hearts in their faces. 
Had they ever seen them taking leave of their friends? If they 
had, they would not have talked lightly of a system of forced emi
gration. He (Mr. Cobden) had witnessed such scenes over and 
over again. He had seen a venerable woman taking leave of her 
grandchildren, and he had seen a struggle between the mother 
and the grandmother to retain possession of a child. (Cheers.) 
He had seen these emigration v<;ssels departing from the Mersey 
for the United States. The eyes of all on deck were directed 
back to the port whence they had started, and the last objeets 
which met their gaze, as tbefr native land receded from thefr 
view, were the tall bonding warehouses of Liverpool, where ( vehe
ment cheering)-where, under lock- lie was going to say under 
the Queen's lock-but no, under the lock of the aristocracy
there were shut up some tens of thousands-ay, some hundreds of 
thousands of barrels of the finest flonr of America-the only ob
ject that these poor wanderers were going to America in quest of. 
(Vehement cheering.) He was not accu tomed lo deal in senti
ment. He had been described as a matter-of-fact man-one 
altogether without imagination. He told them only of things 
which he bad himself seen. llc had witnessed these cones; ay, 
and ho had folt them too. And they (of the League) who would 
enable those unhappy wretches to remain in comfort at home, 
were denouncerl as moneymongers, and cold-hearted political 
economists I What would be the feelings of that audience, if, hy 
a vote of the aristocracy, they could be doomed to emigration; 
not me1ely to a temporary tour of plea·urable excitement, but to 
quit their native sborP.s for ever? Lat them hear in mind that 
this was, next to death, tho heaviest penalty which our penal code 
inflicted on criminals. Uow mauy fond associations would they 
not have to tear asunder? Let them bear in mind that the work
ing classes had as keen affcctions-ay, and keener, too (cheers); 
and if they felt this, let this cry in favour of government emigra
tion, be as a toe in to call them all to make every effort to avert 
so dire a calamity. (Long and vehement cheering.) 

RESTRICTION. FREEDOM. 

PETITION I PETITION! I PETITION ! ! f 
If our friends arc really anxious for the success of those princi

ples to which we are devoted, we again entreat of them to for. 
ward petition upon petition in favour of Mr. Villiers's motion now 
soon to b~ bro~ght forward. Let them also urge upon their re• 
presentati ves, rn the strongest terms, the propriety of supportina 
this motion both by their speeches and their votes. 0 

This is the time when tbe members of the House of Commom 
cannot afford, as they once did, to despise the wishes of their 
constituents; and a firm remonstrance will urge on many a would~ 
be defaulter to the comse of honesty and justice, while the ex
pression of an earnest anxiety will stimulate the true-hearted 
representative to new and more zealons exertion • Again, there
fore, we urge upon ou~ friends the necessity of petitioning. Again 
we repeat our admomt1on, that they should communicate thei 
desires fully, firmly, and unreservedly to their representatives_ 
Anti-Bread-Tax Circular. • 
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VARIETIES. 

PRrcE OF PoRK.-" How is pork selling with you?" said I to 
an Ulvel'slon man. " Cheaper than ever I knew it in my life. 
Johnny Melling bought three capital pigs last week at 3d. per lb., 
and a shilling out at each pig.'' 

THR BatTrsn AND FOREIGN PLAGUE.-It would be difficult 
to trace the extent of mischief and of positive privation caused by 
our corn laws. Thousands in America are complaining of the 
dearness of clothing, and of the scarcity of pots and pans, and 
household utensils. Repeal these laws, and they may all be sup
plied at a cheap rate, and their bacon, which they use for fuel for 
the steam~oats, might be brought over in exchange. There is no 
doubt if our corn laws were abolished, the Americans would also 
remove their tariff, which now prevents our goods from entering. 
In fact every part of the world suffers less or more by our restric
tive measures. 

A HORRID PRACTICE.-It has often been stated that many of 
the bones imported into this country for manure, consist of those 
of our unfortunate fellow-men who fell in the continental war. 
The Gardener's Gazette says, " A large grinder by the side of the 
Trent assures us that the foreign supply of bones becomes every 
year shorter and more difficult; a fact which can create little won
der, when we recollect that we have been furni.Yhed with bones du
ring the last twenty yea1'S prineipally from fields of battle, and that 
this temporar, resource must ultimately become exhaulited." Oh 
the horrors of war I 

CoLONIZATION.-We are too fond of foreign colonization. We 
eannot move without involving the country in expense. The 
South Australian Company was to cost the mother country nothing, 
yet it baa cost us three or four hundred thousand pounds, and last 
year £24,000 was voted by Parliament to support its paupers, 
comprising two thousand out of a population of sixteen thousand 
1011la. The New Zealand company was also to be self-supporting, yet 
thi1 year Parliament voted £61,000 for the year's expense of the 
government of the colony, the population amounting to only ten 
thousand souls. Englishmen don't want to he colonized; they 
want freedom for their labour, and with that they would not be 
beholden to the charity of Emigration Committees. 

PERVERSE LEGISLATION.-The Manchester Times ridicules 
various foolish legislative measures, thus:-" Are multitudes 
complaining for want of food? ' Send them abroad to find it.' 
Have farm hbourers insufficient wages? 'Let tl1em !,ave an ac1'e 
of land for fifty shillings tliat now vields us nothing.' Are parents 
compelled by sheer want to send their children to the coal-pit or 
the factory ? ' Do not let them be received.• Does poverty drive 
families into cellars? ' They sliall 1iot live tliere, they must fi1id 
better dwellings.' Does the man who cannot purchase a donkey 
yoke a dog to his hand cart? ' We cannot allow cruelty to <logs.' 
Do children grow up ignorant of their social and religious duties? 
' Teach them the churcl, catechism.' Have we crime, the usual 
concomitant of poverty ? ' Build new clmrcltes.' '• 

SELF-ACTORS.-! meet with many who blame the introduction 
of what are called self-acting mules. But really when I con
aider a spinner's work, I often wish there was nothing else but 
self-actors. I consider spinning a sort of labour to which no hu
man being should be tieci. It is not man's work, and all such 
labour, in a civilized country, whether in factories, or other 
places, ought to be done by machinery, and not human beings; 
and if our trade were free there would be such a demand for 
labour in tboie departments which are suited to the ht!alth and 
t5trength of men, as would compensate ten-fold for what is lost by 
these self-actors. 

Ax ExPBRIME.N:T.-Let all now out of employment, and all 
,vho are seeking profitable investments for their money, be at 
once allowed to divide themselves from the old country as elf-ec
tually as if they had emigrated, by occupying any distinct part 
which may be allotted to them, with liberty to manufacture and 
trade freely with tlte world. We should soon find from their 
wealth and prosperity what alone is wanted to save this country. 
This is what Cobden calls " working in bond,'' and which would 
soon show the folly of forced emigration. It would also prove 
that the agriculturists. are far more dependent on the manufactu
i:ers than the manufacturers are upon them. 

MAcnrNERY.-The common ohjc.>clion againt machinery is tha~ 
it is an "iron man," and requires " no food'• for its support Is 
not this, then, the strongest of all reasons why flesh and bood 
men should have their food as low as possible, in order, a. it is 
said, to compete with it; and, as a means of effecting this,that 
the Corn Law t5hould be repealad? 

SPRINO.,-lt is delightful just now to see the people wo ing 
on their little plots of land. Every body seems to like ga-den 
work, even though it yield little or no profit.. This ple:sure 
might be greatly extended, if the people would be sober ; and 
still more so, if they had justice done to them by their labou, be
ing allowed to bring back an increased quantity of the substa1tials 
of life. Never till this happens, can they feel as if they <0uld 
afford to shorten their hours of labour, or enjoy the meats of 
renting a bit of land. With a sober people, free trade an fine 
gardens, I believe, would go together. 

PLENTY oF MoNEY.-lt is said, we have now money in mun
dance in this country. But what does it amount to, so far a; the 
poor are coneerned, unless we were allowed to exchange i , for 
food ? We may buy foreign luxuries of all kinds for the ·ich, 
because they can afford to pay the price and the duties; bu. wir 
are not allowed to buy provisions without paying such duti11 u 
would raise the price beyond the poor people's means of pur
chasing. l\foney is good for nothing till it ia exchanged, ard it 
will remain in heaps, in the hands of bankers and capitali~t• till 
they see 11ome chance of laying it out so as to realize a profit. 
Money just now is the worst thing our merchants can bring- bane; 
it is merely useful as a circulating medium, and we have now 
more than we need, owing to their being less trade and eipe<ially 
less prices. 

THE CRUELTIES &F THE NEw Poon LAw.-It would i>e Jiffi.. 
cult to speak in terms sufficiently harsh of the workings of the ~ew 
Poor Law. We talk of having thirteen lmndred thous,nd pau
pers ; but we know not to what extent the number is kept C:Owrr 
by the cruelties of this law, while the victims are doomed to un
ger and starvation. I cannot restrain these feelings every tine [ 
meet with a Carlisle weaver out of work. ,ve have many of 1hern 
in Preston. 'l'hey may hunger and starve as they ple~e. No. 
matter how large their families, or how long they have been out 
of work, if they apply for relief, all that is offered is an. crder for 
the workhouse and if they accept it, they are immed1a:ely par
celled off-the' husband to one house, the wife k> anot'ler, and 
the children to another. This is a law that would disgroee a na
tion of savages, and if I were a guardian at .C&riisle.,.I would 
sooner cut my hand off than sign such a diabolical order. 1t would 
pain the ha,.dest heart to witness the sufferings and hJng@r or 
families in Preston belonging to Carlisle who are witho1t work, 
and who choose to endure it, rather than be the subjectr of such 
inhuman treatment. 

IT WAS THE DRINK TilAT KTX:.LED HIM.-As I was r?turning 
from Manchester with my cart, I called at a public hous at Old
ham. My eye was fixed upon a poor ragged ob'ect thLt sat in 
a corner of the room. He appeared to be asleep at the first 
glance. The landlady came into the same room, and requested 
me or my friend to take him out of the house and put bin on one 
of our carts. We refused to comply with her reques;, for I 
thought the man was unwell, and that the landlady only wanted 
to get rid of him. I began to examine him more close¥, and I 
found that the man's pulse was ceasing to beat;: his ef?S were 
sunk and closed; his countenance was fallen, and tire s:mptom1 
of death were visible. I requested that medical aid shoul< be got., 
but before it was procured the man was dead. I hearc that he 
was a most abandoned charactex.:, and that he had been fran home 
seven days on what is called "a. spree.'' He has left a vife and 
{our fine children to mourn his loss. When the coroner'r inquest 
was held, the jury returned a verdict of Died by rite visitition of 
God. In my opinion, it was drink that killed !tin. 

WRIG:JT BUlTON". 
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ltht ~trugglt: 
"If we can't make it appear that our question of free trade is consistent with the just rights of all classes of the community, 

we do not wish to carry it."-ConDEN. 

PRICB OF WHE.IJ. T FR.OM 1790 TO 184~. 

CORN LAW RHYMES. 

The ox t}1ou shalt not muzzle 
That trearueth out the corn; 

He shall be free to eat his fill, 
At mid-da~, night, and morn. 

But ah! how diff'rent Is the tot 
or mait, of' woman born. 

He bath ~ ha.rder master 
Than eltbe)r brute or be3st; 

His belly is lnalf empty, and 
His eyl' alome doth feast; 

One half the spoil the landlord takH, 
A tent!• go«es tu the priest. 

And he way !labour, labour, 
Tbouglt do-wn his brow the sweat 

!hall fall like he :wy drops of rain; 
What" af~is doth he get, 

But to exist un misery, 
In poverty an debt r 

He sees the mpstart lordllng 
Dash by bhm on his st ed, 

A liv'ried lacikey following
One of a piamper'd brred, 

Wh11 throw Cll'usts to the dogs, tlmt migat 
A poor mam's family {ted. 

0 ye who liv<e in plenty, 
How little do you know, 

As through t:he busy, bi;stling wor1d, 
In stately n>omp ye g 

How much t;bere is of ,rretcbednesa, 
Of squalid wa:1t, and woe ! 

.And ye hard-hearted lardlords, 
0 can ye niot repent l 

J3ut to the uttmo ·t farthing squeeze 
The lowly cottar's rent; 

But let him to the workhouse go1 
When heallth ndmoney's spent. 

Those curs'd! laws of survation 
On which ye feed and thrive, 

Must they elxist to bare.y keep 
Starv'd powerty alive· 

Must workimg bees be bmish'd, while 
Drones revrel in the h.ve f 

~d yet mem call this :England, 
The happyr, proud, ani free, 

'the envy of surroundiigatates
What hollcow mockel'} I 

:lut shall it Uast much linger! No! 
l must nmt, ~annot m. 

w. w. w. 
.No~ 70tr 

~ 

But who for him shall make excuse, 
Who steals the common' from the goose ? 

The. Council Table li, oonrusion, ., 

A PICTURE. 

ICnow"st thou the land whe.re lordly p1·ide, 
With splendour and pam1>erod weal'th 

allied, . 
Live with gaunt poverty, si<le by dd-o,; 
Where the widow'sJ morsel-the orphan's 

fare, 
And the lromely crust which the millions 

share, 
Are (\oomed to dwindle, from clay to day, 
To Monopoly's harpy clavu a prey; 

• Where bosoms with manly ardour fired, 
Joined to cl-ear neads, with skill inspired, 
And lfat\ds eip'ert and strong to ply 
The thousand tasks of industry-
Like old Egypt's bondsmen, toiling, 1weat, 
To store with fresh treasure the homes ot 

the grt>at, 
While their own are empty and de,olato, r 
Know'st thou the land where the hope• of 

youth-
Where woman's purity-m1mhood's truth~ 
The comfort of age-the free spirit of all, 
'Neath Poverty's-mildew fade and fall; 
And thousarrda, to ma.dne1111 or apathy 

driven, . 
Grow dead to the gladness God hath giveh, 
And su'llenly spurn e'en the hope of heaven r 
'Tis merry England, whose yeomen bold,
Ag her bards bave sung and her chronicles 

told, 
Were the boast of the efttlh in days of old. 
'Tis Scotland, the barren mountain land, 
Where lndu~try struggled and Wil,dotrt 

planned, 
Tjll scenes of plenty and beau!?'. grew, 
'Ne:t'th Science and Labour a rapturea 

view. 
'Tis Erin, wttll Natlll'~l'°s bounty blessed, 
First gem of the circling seaconfessed.
'Tis Britain-the great, the rich, the free
In the varied pride of her kingdoms three; 
'Tis there that famishing penury cries 
For the food which tyrantwealth' denies. 

A moralist once, in emblem quaint, 
The strugg_le 'twixt life and death to pai.nt, 
A. human face held up to view 
Which a mockery seemed, and' yet 'twa• 

true: 
One slde in healt)1 and finecy glowed, 
While the other a naked skeleton showed, 
Aghast the beholders shuddering stare 
At a face at once so foul, so fair.-
The loathsome picture of Britain is there. 
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EARTHQUAKES, HIP WRECKS, AND 
DEAR SUGAR! 

FELLOW CoUNTRYMEN, 

Although every day's experience affords ample illustra
tions of the eernicious working of all monopolies, yet I beg 
your notice, 1h an especial manner, tothe recent calamitous 
intelligence from the West Indies, which gives a forcible illus
tration of the evil. An Earthquake has desolated the fair Island 
of Antigua,-houses, barracks, sugar-mills, and churches, are 
levelled in one common ruin,-sudden, universal, and un
foreseen. The full extent of thP devastation has yet to be 
ascertained ; but the all-absorbing question among the mo
nopolist planters and their agents in this country is not,
How many of the people have perished? but, How many 
sugar-mills have been destroyed? for if they cannot be 
speedily repaired, the ripe canes must rot and perish in the 
soil. The disastrous effect of this terrible visitation must 
be greatly increased by the operation of the iniquitous Mo
nopoly of Sugar ; and I will endeavour to show you that 
the people of this country would make a good bargain, if, 
by paying all the losses of the Antigua planters, they could 
thereby avoid the consequences of the monopoly in this in
stance only. 

In the first place, you must understand, how the loss of 
a few thousand tons of sugar has such an effect upon the 
price, while English bonded warehouses, with those at Ham
b~rgh, Antwerp, and elsewhere, are actually overstocked 
with good sugar. It is the protective, or prohibitive duty of 
sevenpence per pound, which says, in plain language, "you 
shall not have any more sugar than the planters of a few 

· Islands, alild other remote Colonial possessions, may be 
able to supply you with, and you must pay whatever price 
they demand for it." Now it is well-known, that at this 
moment, we are paying nearly double its real value, and the 
duty bcsi~es, the price of the protected Colonial sugar, in 
b?~d, bemg 4d to 4½ per pound; while that which is pro
hibited sells at 2¾ d to 2½d per pound only. You might 
justly think that 2d per pound, or 100 per cent. extra, 
ought to satisfy even the most greedy and improvident 
plunderers ?f the public; but b~ ~sured, that the rapacity 
of monopolists knows no other limits than your capacity to 
pay, or your patience in paying. As men of business, they 
are always on the look out for disastrous intelligence from 
the Colonies, and nothing fills them with so much appre
hensio1? as the prospect of abundant crops, for plenty, by 
producmg cheapness, would defeat the vexy object of the 
monopoly. When droughts or floods destroy the growing 
canes ; when the earthquakes demolish the sugar-mills, or 
some treme~dous hurricane, like that in January last, strews 
t~~ coast w1~h the ~reeks of sugar -laden ships, then bright 
v1s10ns of high . prices dazzle the eyes of the monopolists, 
for the supply Is thus rendered scanty and dear; and thus 
those disasters, which, if the markets of the world were 
open to us, would be almost ·imperceptible, are made to 
press upon us with ten-fold intensity, through the operation 
of wicked, short-sighted, and selfish legislation. 

To render the mode of operation perfectly clear, I will 
lay it before you in figures which no man can gainsay. 
. The annual supply of sugar from the Colonial possessions, 
1s about 200,000 tons. From this quantity must, this 
year, be deducted, at least 10,000 tons, lost in the late ship
wrecks and short-coming from the Islands desolated by the 
earthquake. 

Now 10,000 is five per cent. on 200,000, and as the law 
will, by no means, allow the lost 10,000 tons to be replaced 
from the Brazils, or from any where else, we must make 
the remaining 190,000 tons suffice, and pay the monopolists 
at least five per cent. more for it. 

The first item, therefore, in this great account, is the five per 

cent. increased price consequent on the scarcity. It nay not be 
felt to the full extent just at present, but 2½ per cc1t. on two 
yea1·s' supply, ot· l per cent. for five years, will produci tle same 
result. This we must pay sooner 01· later, there is no ,scaping so 
long as we continue to use sugar. 'l'ake then 190,00( tons, the 
reduced supply, at the valuation of 60s. per cwt., or lho t 6½d. 
per pound, this will give £11,400,000 as the total vaue of one 
year's consumption, which, at five per cent., gives £57(,00) as the 
sum which monopoly-made scarcity puts into the pocrntE of the 
planters or their agents, and on which they are aready cal-
culating .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•• • £a70,000 

The next item is the loss to the Revenue, for al. 
though the lost 10,000 tons are wanted, and might bore. 
placed to-morrow,-monopoly is inexorable : 10,00( 
tons would pay for duty, at 24s per cwt., and five pe: 
cent. • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • 252,000 
But to this we' may fairly add, at least, £10 per tor 
more, which the planters of Brazil, or elsewhere, wouk 
gladly pay for permission to send us the 10,000 tons o: 
sugar ;-that is, instead of paying the West India plan. 
ters' duty of 2¾d per pound," or £252,000, they wouk 
pay 3¾d per pound, or £352,000, so that the loss to tht 
Revenue will not be over-stated at another.. • • • • • • • . • 100,000 

The next item is the loss to the shipowners, mer
chants, brokers, warehouse-owners, and labourers,-for 
they arc all deprived of the employment which the 
10,000 tons would necessarily yield to them, and thif 
cannot be estimated at less than £10 per ton, or...... 100,000 

The last item is one which tradesmen can scareel} 
fail to understand, from their own experiencP,, for the 
J 0,000 tons of sugar, if we were allowed to have it, 
could not be disposed of to the consumers, witlout 
leaving at least, ½d per pound in the hands of dealars, 
carriers, and grocers; which, in round numbers, wtnld 
be •••••••••••• ••....................... •• • •• • • 47,500 

Making a Total of not less than •• ••••••• £1,069,500 

Is not this a most fearful addition to the pubic burthens? 
How the accumulating pressure is to be borne ly our fetter
ed industry, is a dark problem, from the corsideration of 
which too many are now shrinking. But it mtSt be solved~ 
and that soon, or it will s@lve itself in uni versa. ruin. 

It may be urged, that the price of sugar woull necessarily 
be increased by shipwrecks and earthquakes, ~ven if trade 
were ever so free, which is certainly true, butonly in that. 
proportion which the quantity so destroyed )cars to th 
whole quantity produced all over the world, vhich in the 
present case would not exceed 1 per cent. If, for instance, 
our supply of sugar were limited to ten islands ,f equal pro
duce, and one should be suddenly sunk benmth the sea, 
it must be evident that our supply henceforwffd would bo 
one-tenth less, and the price one-tenth more ; mt if we en
joyed free trade with one hundred such islancs, the utter 
ruin of one of them could only affect our mtrkets to the 
extent of one hundredth part, or one per cent. 

The more we examine into the workings of ths iniquitous 
system, the more we shall be astounded at tie extent of 
the mischief. Any broker, or extensive deaer in sugar, 
can tell you that there is no doubt whatever thcprice would 
at this time have been most exorbitant, hadnot the un
paral~eled distress of the great mass of conumers, the 
workmg classes, deprived them of the means o purchasing 
to the same extent as in former years. 

This diminished consumption has hitherto fustrated all 
th~ h~pes. and calculatio~s of the importers, aid they now 
hail with ill-concealed delight the news of these shipwrecks· 
and earthquakes, for monopolies must ever ir.bue the fa
vour~d few with feelings and interests hostile tc the many. 
And 1s 1t not deeply to be deplored that men of mquestion
able honour and integrity should thus be ma1e the unre
flecting instruments of public injustice and spoli.tion ? 

A FREE T1ADER . . 



THE STBUGGLE. a 
EMIGRANTS' LETTER. 

Dear Father and J\Iother, 

Peoria, Illinois, North America, 
Jan. 21, 1843. 

·we have not the least doubt that you have looked anxiously for 
a letter from us. ,v e have been rn unsettled since we came, we 
have not had an opportunity of writing a satisfactory letter before. 
This is a most beautiful country, and one that you may do ex
ceedingly well in. Prnvisions are very cheap. I bought as fine 
a piece of beef to-day as ever l saw, 160lbs. weight, for six shil
lings in English money, which is only one halfpenny per pound. 
Flour here is only 12s. a barrel, containing 200lbs. Pol'k is three 
farthings a pound when fresh, and three halfpence when salted. 
Coffee is only 8d. a. pound, and sugar from 3d. to 4d. per pound. 
Butter 5d. per lb. Ve can have a good fat turkey for a .shilling, 
other fowl as cheap in proportion, and any quantity of venison for 
three halfpence a pound. We have lots of fine fruit. Pump.kins, 
vegetable marrow , cucumbers, &c., we can buy for 2d. a dozen. 
Potatoes 3d. to 5d. a bushel. Fine peaches, apples, grapes, &c. 
are very plentiful and cheap. In the season, the Prairies are 
covered with fino large strawberries, which we can have for the 
taking, as they are open to all, the same as a moor in England. 
We should like you to come and live with us, as we have got a 
Dice house, with a good garden to it. You could get plenty to do. 
Wages are good and work plentiful. We have to pay 6d. for 
~having, !lnd ls. for cutting hair. A farming man gets from 12 
to 15 dollars a month, with board and lodgings; and a good gar
dener twice that sum. It is a very healthy country; we should 
like you to come. Your best and cheapest way is to come by 
New Odeans. Do not stay there, but go direct to the steamboat 
for St. Louis. Then take a fresh boat at St. Louis, and come 
dirc,•t tt> Peoria, on the Illinois river. The steamboat will land 
within a. hundred yards of our house. 

Bring with you all your best clothes, pots, pans, fire irons and 
braslf £ ,nders, knives and forks, joiners' tools, and your lathe if 
you can. These things are rather dear h~re. We will have every 
thing comfortable to reC'eive you. Give our love to the G--'s. 
They too ought to come ; they would do well here. J emima 
would get Gs. for cleaning and turning a bonnet ; she should bring 
as much straw as she can, her tools, and some stiffening cassia. 
She vould get 4s. for making a dress. Mr. G-- would <lo well 
here, We forgot to tell you that we bought a beautiful milk cow 
the other dity for 10 dollars, or £2 English money. 

From your affectionate son and daughter, 
E.&S.R-

THE CONDITION OF FARMERS. 

. So net.hing should be done to lay before the public the real con
dition of farmers. I have latterly been making enquiries, and I 
can truly sa that their privations and embarrassments exceed all 
oelief. Jn {act, the public have no idea of the condition of this 
class of he community. The landlords hush np the matter; and 
if spoken to. their general answer is, " wait a little and things will 
be be ter." Farmers are naturally diffident; they seldom appear 
before tlte public, either as writers or speakers; and few, if any 
in La 1cashire, with whom I am acquainted, daro make themselves 
obnoxiotts by attempting to inform the public a to the deplorable 
state of the farming business. To enter into all the details of the 
labours, losrns, manner of living, treatment by their landlords, 
and their- utter dependency, would astonish the country. Rest, 
enjoyment, inclependency, good living, mental improvement, profit 
upon apiital. advancement in the world, are all things quite out 
of the qu,estion-how they can scrape the 1·ent together, and meet 
the stewa.rd 1t the rent day, is their whole concern. We have 
had the srt.ati.!tics of the towns, ancl of various trades; let those 
of the farunir,g business be collected, and if evidence be wanting, 
it wil emsil. be supplied to prove th11t the farmers have been 
among th1e grnatest sufferers by the Corn Laws. 

I lately met with a most intelligent farmer's son. He stated, 
that th.e v·alu3 of their stock was £1,400; but that farmers never 
calcula..tedl any thing for interest of money, nor profit upon capital; 
that th.ey we'e losing £180 a-year, which was made up out of a 
little pTop1ert1 of theh- own. H'.e said, " this loss we cannot avoid, 
although e are all grown up men and _women, and all worken. 

We don't spend 2s. 6d. a year uselessly, nor get a new suitof' 
clothes oftener than every 5 or 6 years, cheap as the clothing is. 
We are at it from half-past four in the morning till eight at night; 
and for all our large concern we only keep one fire." This is a 
most intelligent person, and in order to keep pace with agricul- -
tural improvements has been studying chemistry for 10 years. 
The statement he g~ve me of the farmers' arrears of rent was truly 
astonishing. He also stated that there were servant men who were 
working for ls. or ls. 6d. a week and their keep; that they gav_e 
some who had families and living at home 9s. per week; but 1t 
was more through pity than any thing else; for if one was to leave 
they could have any number at 6s. per week. They only take 
theil' farm from year to year, and don't know what to do; for he 
believes prices will be still further reduced. 

---..::....± 
Peel doing the Landlords> dirty work. 

NO RELIEF FROM EMIGRATION. 

The shipping off to any distant territory large invoices of hu
man flesh and blood, will not benefit the population left behind, 
while an injurious principle still exists to prevent the salutary de-
velopement or operation of their powers. In England, at the 
present moment, it is not colonization that is such 11. desideratum, 
as the introduction of a healthful principle of employ and remune
ration. Population has not run out the natural powers of sup
port, although the inhabitants are surrounded by embarrassmenti 
simUar to what would affect them if every inch of soil in the coun
try were contested by an overflowing tide of human pulse and 
limb. The miseries which beset the industrial masses would not 
be relieved, although half their number were swept off where the 
remaining portion could never bear of them. The same pressure 
of circumstances would assail the remaining half as had affected 
the others ; and for this reason-that the same cause would re
main at w01·k to affect them-that the labour market was still un
der an unnatural law of compression, and that there was still no 
adequate remuneration for the amount of talent or toil expended. 
In England there is not an excessive population, btit an injurious 
principle that prevents, in the first place, a due exercise of the 
faculties of the population; and in the second, a due balance of 
return for those exercised or employed.-Morning Advertiser. 

EMIGRATION IN 1842.-According to a return laid before Par
liament, the total number of Emigrants who embarked from the 
ports in the United Kingdom, during the year 1842, was 128,344: 
of these 74,683 were from Eng lane\, J 3,108 from Scotland, and . 
40,553 from Ireland. The number embarked for the United 
States ,Yas 63,852, for our North American Colonies, 54,123, and 
the rest were chiefly for New Zealand (3,064), and for the Aus. 
tralian Colonies (5,470). · 



VARIETIES. 
P .A ISLEY .-Of 36 friendly societies in Paisley only four have 

survived the long and intense distress of the town. 
PLENTY OP ROOM.-Such are th~ vast resources or America, 

that one of her wl'iters says, "Send us over your whole popula
tion ; we have plenty of room for you all, and a hundred millions 
more." 

SHORT WEIGHT.-How frequently we notice persons convicted 
and fined for selling short weight. Why should not all Corn Law 
monopolists be proceeded against forthwith? The inspectors 
would find plenty of work here if justice were their guide. The 
Corn Law is a false balance, by which the poor have been long 
defrauded. Corn Law and protection are but other names fo1· 
abort measure and short weight. 

A PETITION was forwarded from a person in Bolton, and pre. 
sented by Dr. Bowring, praying that if any other Corn Law was 
passed, it should be entitled, "An Act for the better relief of the 
landowners, to enable them mere readily to rob the poor factory 
children and others." These offensiYe words led to the reading 
of the petitition at full length. Why doe11 not every family in the 
kingdom in favour of free trade, send a petition? 

ST.AT:G OF THE AoRICULTURAL DISTRICTs.-In Devonshire 
and Somersetshire, said Mr. Bright, where he had lately been, 
the landlords said that they could not get their rent; tenanta said 
that they were being ruined as fast as possible ; a large portion of 
the labourers •aid that they had only 7s. a week, and were to be 
reduced to 6s., whilst a considerable number of other labourers 
did not get any thing except what they got in the union work
house; and all this under a corn law passed for their protection. 

GARDEN ALLOT:&n:NTS.-A field of 8 acres, adjoining the fac
tory of Messrs. B. Gott and Son, Leeds, has been appropriated 
by them for gardens for their workpeople. A main walk of four 
yards wide runs through the field, and branch walks from each 
1ide divide the garden plots into 140 in numb~r. Tools and a 
tool-house are also provided gratuitously. The gardens have 
been all ballotted for, and a present to each lot of Paxton'a Cot
tage Gardener, given to each occupant. It was highly interesting 
to witness the people commence their rural operations. Would 
that all masters would imitate this example. 

THE MANUFACTURERS TREATED WITH Col'fTEMt>T.-The in
dignities and the contempt 1hown by our Government to the ma
nufacturers, who, by their skill and industry, have made England, 
(a •mall island), into a first-rate power, is surprising to foreigners. 
.All titles, all honours, from the throne, are for soldiers, lawyers, 
diplomatilts, and the landed gentry; whereas it was only under 
the first impulse of gratitude for being raised by the large towns 
into power that the Whigs condescended to throw a few knight
hoods among them. I suppose a proposal for the Queen to visit 
Glasgow and Manchester, or LiYerpool, would meet with derision 
amon~ the courtiers, who have no objections to her going among 
the ragged Highlanders. I suppose because Sir Walter Scott's 
Novels have made them picturesque and the fashion. J. H. 

MONKEY WoRK.-Mr. Bright illustrates the conduct of mono
polists by that of monkeys, especially to show the aoaate occasioned 
by forcing hlld lands into cultivation. " Perhaps you have Zoo
logical garden• here,'' said he, "and you might have taken notice 
of the monkeys there. Monkeys generally have a can of porridge 
each to feed from ; but I ask you did ever you see a monkey be
gin with his own can? never; he commences with solemn gri
mace, and stealthily winds his long arms over the shoulder of his 
fellow-monkey, slipping his fingers into the can that belongs to his 
neighbour, and commences licking the produce of his mischief 
with delight-this is protection, or robbery-b} which dignity is 
supported. But the evil does not cease with this simple abstrac
tion. The monkey does not put into his mouth all that he has 
abstracted from his nP,ighbour'11 can; no inconsiderable portion 
drops by the way, and is wasted. Every monkey follows the same 
practice and robs hi11 neighbour, so that none receive a benefit, 
whilst a large portion of their food is spilt on the ground from 
their fingers in its conveyance to thtiir mouths. So it is with the 
advocates 0£ the corn laws; like the monkeys, they are not con
tent with their own-they are never at rest while they can take 
,omething Crom 1omebody el1e, and in the end th8y will all be 
lo .. u.'' 

SEVEN B1sH0Ps, Right Reverend Fathers in God, owosed 
Lord Mounteagle's motion on the Corn Laws. 

WHAT A SHAME I-Mr. Hume stated at one of the Lmdon 
Meetings, that a gentleman told him, that on the wharf o: New 
Orleans there were stacks of bacon, which in this country Nould 
sell for 6d. per lb., but which for want of a market are JlO\" used 
as fuel for the steamers I 

NEW ZEALAND.-An emigrant writing from New .Zm.land, 
after giving a description of the price of provisJons and vages, 
says, "A man before he emigrates to this part of the camtry, 
had better get a broom and sweep the streets. The emisrants 
that came in our ships would give all they possess to be home 
again." 

REDUCED PRICES OF Foon.-The contracts of the I:endal 
Union, for the supply of provisions to the Kendal Workiouse, 
are-

Presf!nt Prices .. 
Price11 in 1841 .•. 

Beef per 
St. of 141b. 

4s. 2id. 
6s. 2½d. 

Cheese 
per lb. 

5½d, 
7d. 

I Oatmeal per Flour per 
St. of 141b. St. of 141b. 

I 
Is. 3fd. Js. 9½d. 
ls. lid. 2s. 7d. 

CmtPET1NO WITH FOREIGN F.ARME1ts.-How is it the :armer 
cannot compete with the foreigner? You did compete w:th the 
foreigner 80 years ago. England then exported corn and sold it 
at the door of the foreigner ; but now we are told that the farmer 
here cannot sell his corn in opposition to the foreigner, when the 
foreigner has to convey it clear of charges to our own doors. Let 
it be a corn rent-let them hire their farm• as the Scotch do upon 
a corn rent and upon long leases, and then let them try wh:ether, 
with the application of skill, indulltf.'1, and the improYements in 
agricultural machinery, they will not be able to competa with 
the foreigner as well as the manufacturer competes with them 
at their own doors. Let them be secured of the fruit of their 
labours, the interest of their capital, and the application of their 
skill and industry, and the farmer can compete with the foreigner 
as well as the manufacturer. 

THE FAILURE OF THE CoRN L.&.,vs.-Tha farmers have been 
sadly duped by the Corn Laws. These laws were passed professedly 
to give prices which have never been realized, and yet rents have 
been kept up. The law of 1815 was to give 80s. a quarter for 
wheat, but under thi11 same law in less than 7 years it came down 
to 40s. In 1827 the sliding scale was enacted, to give from 65s. 
to 70s. per quarter, yet in 1835, the average of the whole year 
was 39s. 4d. Last year the sliding scale was remodelled, to give 
farmers 56s,, yet wheat has come down to 47s. While the wheat 
eaters are down, it is impossible b) any act to keep prices up. 
The best protection to farmers is the custom of people in full em
ployment. 

'l'nADE GIVES MOST EnrPLOYMENT.-Mr. B1·ight, alluding to 
the silly motion of Mr. Ferrand tor relieving the distress by culti
vating the "hill tops aind moor ends,' ' stated the vast difference in 
the amount of employment betwixt a certain sum invested in land 
and manufactures. £50,000 employed in land might buy 500 
acres and cultivate it; 500 acres 0£ land would employ fif
teen men, and no more; and if these men had l0s. a week 
each, these 500 acres would pay £390 sterling per annum in wa
ges. Well now, if £50,000 were employed in manufactures, in 
his own business, the cotton trade, you might have .£40,000 in
vested in mills and machinery, and £10,000 as a floating capital 
to carry on business, and there would be employed with that sum, 
constantly, permanently, rain or sunshine, as the Americans said, 
not less than 600 persons, to whom £14,000 per annum would be 
paid in wages. Why, it would take at least 18,000 acres of land 
to employ the same number of persona, and to pay the same amount 
of wages. 
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Mr. Bronze, introduced by Mr. Gammon, and Mr. Rubemdown, pays hi11 respects to the loyal shipwrights of Liverpool, al\d ad. 
dresses them as "Gentlemen," and "Independent Electon.'' He flatters them as "friends to the constitution," and the "suppoi-tera 
of the altar and the throne." In very humble and gracious terms be begs for their votes, and though he never visits them betwixt one 
Election and another, he assures them how happy he i!l to see them and enjoy the pleasure of their company I They remind him, first or all, 
that the "shot" wanted paying, and also of certain other eustomary utJages at Elections. After granting them plenty of sfoch, Mr, 
Bronze proceeds to denounce the new poor law, cheap corn, and free trade; and promised the brave fellows, if he might" put their 
name• down," they should never want a job, 0£ courae, the10 wne ,l,ction1J11'iti3 promiee11, as the11i " ittdeptmdenf' AhipWrights havo 
tince found out to their sorrow, 

No. 71. 



THE ~T.BUGG ... E. 

RECIPROCITY. 

The question is frequently asked, "if we take the cheap 
provisions of the Americans and others, will they take our 
goods in return?" We have the evidence of such persons 
as Dr. Bowring, Mr. Curtis, and many others, that they 
would do this. We have also this additional reason for 
thinking so, that the population of those countries are 
as anxious for our cheap clothing as we are for their 
cheap food ; and that generally speaking they have more 
control over their law makers than we have. 

But there is a prevailing error in our notions of national 
reciprocity, " We will not buy from you unless you buy 
from us, and we are so doubtful of your sincerity, that we 
will not make the first purchase, le t you should deceive 
us." Does any individual in his own affairs act on such a 
contracted principle? Is the beneficial part of our trade !it 
home on the balancing principle, or is it not rather on the 
principle of the Premier, to "buy in the clteapest and sell in 
the dearest markets," wherever those markets may be. I 
don't say to the butcher, " I'll buy a leg of mutton from 
you, if you will buy a cheese from me;" but I say, "I'll buy 
his leg of mutton if I can get it cheap, and I'll try to sell 
the cheese- to any person who may want it, and who will 
probably give me a better price than the butcher." This 
country has an ample circulating medium of specie, and 
good notes of credit, which enables it to act on this princi
ple. A man seeks out the cheapest market for whatever 
he may want, and the dearest for whatever he has to sell ; 
and this is far more to his interest than running about ma
king "treaties" with grocers, and drapers, and hatters, and 
trucksters, that if they will buy from him, he will do the same 
from them ; but if they will not, he will deprive himself of 
all the advantages which price, and quality, and contiguity 
of situation may offer. If America, for instance, would not 
take a bale of our goods, it is our interest to buy her cheap 
provisions; just as it is to buy our tallow, hides, &c., from 
Russia, although they take but little of English manufac
ture. It i3 our interest, because it is of the first importance 
to have food as cheap as it is possible to get it. Food is 
the life, the blood, the sinew of the country, and it is im
possible to have it too cheap. It is indeed the main object 
for which we sow, reap, and gather into barns; for which 
we plan and invent, rise early and take our rest late at night. 
All the wants of men put togethet· are not equal nor nearly 
equal to food; so that every advantage lost, either in our 
own production, or in our chances of purchasing, is to be 
deeply deplored. Some people may say that food is now 
cheap enough, but this is a great mistake; and even if it 
were, if we consider the vicissitudes of the seasons, and the 
increase of population, we shall see that there is no guaran
tee for a sufficient supply and low prices but in a free im
portation. 

If I am asked how we are to dispose of our goods so as 
to have the means of purchasing their cheap food, unless 
we tie them to take out· goods in return, I answer,-

First. That we should then have much less need of foreign 
customers than we have now. It is a bad demand at home 
that causes us to have to hawk our manufactures all over the 
world. If the people saved only, say, 30 millions a year in 
their food, see what havoc they would make in the drapers' 
shops. We should remember that we have backs and beds 
for 27 millions of people to supply, the covering for which 
has been obliged to be sacrificed to the foreigner, owing to 
the high price of food. 

Secondly. With free imports, to say the least, we should 
still have the same circuitous trade as we have at present. 
No country can command capital, so essential for this, equal 
to ourselves. Every nation imports something, and if they 
fflll not.import our goods, we sell them to other countries, 

and bring them back the articles they want, and with free 
trade we should finish the route by bringing home food. 
We import very largely of wool, hemp, tallow, and tim
ber, from Germany and Russia, much more largely than we 
export of our manufactures. On the other hand, we ex
port very largely of our manufactures to the United States, 
Cuba, and the Brazils, and import direct comparatively little 
of their produce ; we nevertheless buy their produce, and 
pay the l,alance due to Russia and Germany. Russia re
quires the coffee and sugar of Brazil ; Brazil does not want 
the hemp and tallow of Rus~ia: Brazil requires the manu
factures of England, but England will not take the produce 
of Brazil: England requires the raw materials of Russia, 
but Russia does not to the same extent take the production 
of England. But all these difficulties are removed by Eng
land buying the raw materials of Russia, selling her manu
factures to Brazil, and shipping the coffee and sugar of that 
country to Russia; and thus the imports from Russia are 
paid for by the exports from England just as much as if 
our manufactures to the whole amount went to Russia direct. 
This circuitous trade is now carried on with great advan
tage, and the only step to make it really beneficial, is the 
liberty of bringing home food. l3y this our ships get an 
increased number of cargoes, and if money be our object, 
there are countries where goods can al ways be exchanged 
for gold or silver. But these metals to us, especially now, 
are only useful so far as they can be exchanged for what 
will meet our daily wants. And I would much rather see 
stacks of corn, and warehouses of bacon and butter, than 
bags of sovereigns and drawers crammc.>d with bank notes, 
unless we had free imports by which these could be laid 
out so as to increase our stock of necessaries. We !1ave 
one element of prosperity which the Americans want, and 
that is, plenty of money, in the shape of gold, and silver, 
and notes of confidence; if we had the other, cheap food 
and cheap necessaries, it would be difficult to place any 
bounds to the prosperity of this country. 

Thirdly. I repeat, that the forei6ners are as anxious for 
our cheap clothing as we are for their food ; and if we will 
do justice to ourselves, we need not fear others being 
willing to do the same. Furnished, as they would be by 
our custom, with additional means for purchasing our ma
nufactures, few governments could withstand their demands 
for the liberty of purchasing what they could get better and 
cheaper from England than from their own manufacturers, 
or from any part of the world. And many who arc now 
wasting their capital on fruitless effor ts to manufacture, find
ing a market for their food, would return to agriculture, in 
which they have peculiar advantages, and would become 
our customers. 

We keep importing pigs, and cows, and eggs, and corn 
from Ireland, and we feel the advantage.. Stop this, and 
we should be greatly alarmed ; but still 1 don't suppose that 
for the last 30 years it ever entered the mind of a single 
person to ask, "Do the Irish take our manufactures in re
turn? and if tqey do not or cannot be made, ought we not 
to refuse their food?" No; this idle, silly whim ofrecip1·0. 
city is one we never hear mentioned. We search the whole 
country or the whole world for the best market for manu
factures, and then come to Ireland for provisions, because 
there articles are to be had the cheapest. And when it is 
difficult to find a market for our maoufactures, instead of 
that being a reason for excluding Irish provisions, it is 
the strongest reason for the contrary. The poverty of a 
selling nation, like that of individuals, creates advantages to 
the buyer, and which he would never think of throwing 
away, because the party was so poor that he could not buy 
although obliged to sell. Every body knows the advantage 
of going to market with something in his pocket. Vvith 
this wide world before him, and every market wide open, 
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John Bull's capital would give him decided ad\·antages. 
Reciprocity seems a plausible doctrine, though decidedly 

fallacious ; and is displayed by the landlords as an ar~ument 
to frighten the people from agitating for repeal. It WII~ not, 
however, abide examination, and was totally demolished 
by the Premier, when he said, that we should buy_ in _tl~e 
cheapest and sell in the dearest market. For while It IS 
important to create as extensive a demand for our goods as 
possible, and influence foreign powers to allow them to be 
sold, our decision in favour of free imports should not be 
contingent upon that. For this would be found_not only 
a gain in itself, but calculated, most of all, to mfluence 
those who, like ourselves, have long been led away by wrong 
notions as to reciprocity. 

CORN LAWS AND SHIPWRIGHTS. i 
Suppose only two millions of quarters of grain, were imported 

into England under a free trade in corn, how many ships would ; 
this employ ? 

A vessel of 300 lons will carry 1,800 quarters of wheat; and 
if she were to make two voyages in a year, onE' lo the continent 
and one to America, she would bl"iug 3,600 quartrr3. 

It would, therefore, require about 600 ad~itional !hips; of 
which 300 might perhaps be British vessels, to bring to this 
<!ountry only two weeks' supply of corn! ! Here is employment l 
for hipwrights, sail makers, caulkPrs, pump makers, block ma
kers, roprrs, riggers, cabinet makers, bra s founders, boat builders, 
blacksmiths, porters, &c. &e. 

Under the pre5ent sliding scale, orders are sent in all haste to 
Hamburg, Odessa, St1::ttin, and New York, and th1' first vessels 
that can be secured in those ports, which are mostly foreigners, 
are engaged. By a parliamentary return it appears two foreign 
vessels for one English, we1·e chartered last year. This is inde
pE>ndence of foreign nations ! ! ! 

Free trndo would not only be beneficial to shipwrights and the 
branch ti-ades, but would cause national prosperity, by making 
food cheap, and employment plentiful. 

PROTECTION WA TED. 

To the Uight IIonourable Sir Robert Peel, Bart. 
Tlte Petition of John Cress, lwmbly sl,ewPth, 

Thill h<> rind hi ancestor6 h vc from time immemorial supplied 
the Borough of Ashton-under-Lyne with walercresses, and yo1u· 
petitioner, in the full and undisturbed enjoyment of the cress trade 
of A hton-unde1-Lyne, and in full confidence of the security of 
hi!i immunity, was about 15 years ago induced to marry, and has 
since raised up a great and important interest in the shape of a 
numt'rous family, whose welfare is totally dependant upon the 
prosperity of the cress trade of Ashton-under-Lyne. It further 
sheweth, that your petitioner has cultivated a very la1·ge extent of 
land with watercresses. 

Now, protectio11 being the rule, and having full confidence in 
your regard for grown 1,p interests, your petitioner humbly pray
eth to be proterted against the unconstitutional competition of 
Jonathan Ot-ess, Dukenfield, in the county of Chester, who having 
no peculiar burdens to bear, has lately offered bis cresses in the 
Borough of Ashton-under-Lyne at such prices as must ultimately 
throw your petitioner's land out of cultivation, and bring ruin and 
destruction upon his family. 

His competitor is enabled to undersell him by having access to 
Squire Free's extensive woods, where the watercress grows spon
taneously; and to be fully protected against this unwholsome com
petition, and to render the people of Ashton-under-Lvne indepen
dent of foreign watercresses, your petitioner humbly suggests 
that you will devise a Sliding Scale of duties upon the water 
cresses brought into Ashton-under Lyne by the said Jonathan 
Cress) after the manner of your admirable Sliding Scale upon 
corn. 

Your petitioner humbly trusts you will take this important sub
ject into your most serious consideration, and your petitioner will 
ever pray. 

JORN CRESS. 
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LABOUR AND MACHINERY. 
Soml' say, "destroy or tax machinery, and let cotton cloth ~e 

spun and woven by hand, and !e11 times the number of persons will 
be employed to produce tl1<~ same qua11tity of goods." Thi 
mirrht answer the individuals employed, provided they could find 
pu;chasers for the arlicles at the enhanced pl'ice which rn murh 
extra labour would be sure to produce. It would certainly be a 
great loss to the great ma5s of consumers, and if carried out 
would leave them as destitute of chPap clothing as they have long 
been of cheap food. The price of the articles would be higher 
just in proportion as more labour was required to produce them, 
and this would be certain to decrease the demand. Persons would 
not buy the same quantity of cloth at. 2s . . a y~rd ~s they d~ now at 
6d. Indeed if we were to act on this principle m producing every 
thing, such would be the price, that the people could not rurehase 
half the clothing they do at present. The less labour reqmred and 
the cheaper the article ; and th~ ch_eaper th~ article 8:nd t?e great~r 
the consumption ; and that which 1s saved m one article 1s spent 111 

othE>rs which require labour to produce them. 

The spoiled child who rerused his bread and butter, and 
cried for the moon. 

l\IANUF A CTURING E:\1 PLO Yl\1ENT. 

An individual in a neighbouring town lately took from a land
owner about half an acre of land, on which he has erected a cotton 
mill, which is now parlially completed, and will be entirely so 
about June nrxt. He has laid out in buildings, steam-engines, 
and machinery, upwa1·ds of £30,000, sev,m-•ei,qhts of which has 
been paid to the various labourers required to complete such an 
establishment in its various branches. He will in Jnne next, be 
employing about 500 hands, at wages averaging upwards of nine 
shillings a week, for men, women, boys, girls, and ehildren,
being more than the full wages of able bodied men in the agricul
tural districts I ! 

This is one of the plundering cotton lords, as it is so fashionable 
to term them. He has invested bis whole fortune in one of the 
principal industrial pursuits of the country, and is one of the cla~s 
continually held up to public execration by chartists and tories: 
Had he purchased 300 acres of land instead, and employed about 
30 or 40 serfs at nine shillings a week to cultivate it; had he 
dined the parson and the squire once a week ; had he prosecuted 
poachers; had he stopped up foot paths through his estate ; had 
be clamoured and voted for the bread tax, which would have rob
bed his poorer neighbours, three times a day; and had he given 
away a few blankets and coals every Christmas; he would have 
been one of the much lauded landowners. He might have laid 
claim in fact to the praise!' of the " fine old English gentleman." 
Such is the folly and senseless injustice of (actiou and ignorance. 

A. C. 
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VARIETIES. 
BURNING P.11ov1s10Ns.-An emigrant, writing from America, 

lam4mts the condition of the poor in this country, and says, it is 
woeful to think that provisions with them should be burnt by tons 
on board the American steamers, as he is informed is the fact. 

INCREASE IN THE VALUE OF LAND.-From a retttrn, the 
Rental of thirty parishes in Scotland, which in 16-4:0-50 amounted 
to £9,27(), had in 1791-6 increased to £84,167, and again further 
to £213,606 in 1832-40. The rise of rents in England has no 
doubt been equally great, but there are no public sources from 
which the information can be accurately obtained. 

WHERE IS THE DIFFERENCE ?-The landowners are willing to 
let the consumers of food go out of the counh·y; but are un
willing to allow food to come to the consumers. Now what dif
ference can there be ? The demand upon the food market will 
be as much lessened by J00,000 leaving the country as by food 
being brought in for 100,000. 

THE WAGES FALACY.-As a proof that wages are not high 
,vhen corn is dear, but the contrary, Mr. l\Iylne stated before the 
committee of the House of Lords that in 1812 when the average 
of wheat was 122s. 8d. per quarter., he executed enclosures at 
2s. 6d. per ell, for which bia neighbours paid 5s. when food was 
cheaper. 

NEWS I-It is said by some, who are at a loss for argument, that 
the object of the manufactaring Leaguers, is to get all the land 
into their own hands l A more preposterous notion, surely, 
neYer was promulgated. I fancy they would generally like to be in 
a business that would yield more profit than land promises to do for 
many years to come. However, it signifies nothing to the eaters 
of the produce who are the proprietors, pl'ovided the price is 
regulated by unrestrained importations. 

PRICES AT BERLIN AND ENGLAND. - Cal~ulating the difference 
in the price of wheat betwixt Berlin and England since 1815, 
allowing the consumption to have been 20 millions of quarters 
annually, the difference has been £504,000,000; and allowing 
the cons11mption of oats, barley, cheese, Lutter, &c., to be only 
of equal val11e, the difference betwixt the price at the two places 
will be £1.008,000,000, beini more than would have paid off the 
whole of the national debt. 

lJAo BABGA.INS.-When so many of the £10 householders and 
40s. freeholders of England sold their votes at the late election 
to the landowners' candidates for £10 or £15 each, they un
fortunately did not stop to calculate that every year which the corn 
laws continue will cost a family of five persons nearly the whole 
amount of the bribe, thus leaving the corrupt elector's family 
loseri of from £30 to £40 during the ordinary continance of a 
Par1iament. 

LevE YOUR NE1-0u11oun.-If religion consists in loving our 
neighbour and bearing one another's burdens, we have little of it 
in this country. The wealthy classes really do not know the con
dition of those below them; the landowner does not know the 
condition of the farmers. If he would go and live and lodge with 
them for a week, and Care as they fare, he might acquire some 
information. Wealthy people in towns are equally ignorant. of 
those whose stEips they paas every day. Let them join them at 
their scanty meals, let them subject themselves to their fare, and 
sleep in their beds for a few nights, and they would learn more in 
a week than they have learnt during their ,vhole lives. Without 
something like this, we never can love one another as we ought. 

EXCHANGE MAKES NATIONS ,VEALTHY.-In dreesing my 
garden I find that my daisies have increased so rapidly that I have 
hundreds of roots which to me are quite useless. Peter Pole at 
the other side of the town has an equal surplus of strawberry 
plants, of no value to him whatever. I want strawberry plants, 
Peter wants daisies; and hence by exchanging we both get sup
plied with what are really valuable, and which but for this would 
have been cast to the dung-hill. It is thus nations beuefit by free 
trade. The extra food we want would take much capital and 
labour to raise, but in America It lies upon the quays almost 
useless; and by exchanging our goods for it, which are almost 
equally abundant, we get it far cheaper than we co11ld possibly 
raise it. What is good for little or nothing in one place, by being 
removed where it is 11carca, becomes valua,ble~ 

A VOICE FROM AFRTCA.~In a speech of a Bechuana Chi.f, on 
War, he says, " What is War? War builds no towns-plaLt11 no 
gardens-it raises no childreu-it has no joys. What is ar? 
It is the world's destruction-it breaks in pieces the heats of 
mothers, and causes the orphans to mourn." 

RAILWAYS are not only adapted to distribute food mor9 
evenly over the country, and to equalize its price, but als.> the 
population. The cost of carriage is now so trifling, that iistead 
of building mills and manufactories all in towns, they will be more 
detached, and erected at val'ious positions near the railways. 

PROFITS OF TRADE TAKEN TO THE L.4.ND.-Oee cannot :ravel 
into the country without noticing in how many instances larie 
sums acquired by tn.de have been expended upon land. The 
profits of manufactures have greatly increased its productinness, 
and enhanced its rent, and yet there are found ignoramuses who 
constantly speak of manufacturing as a nuisance. 

BE CONTENT WITH YOUR OWN.-" There is no inte[igibl9 
principle upon which the owner of an estate can be held to rossess 
more than that estate. It cannot be pretended that in anr case 
whatever, the or·iginal grantee acquired with his land a rjght of 
taxing his fellow-subjects for his own personal benefit; thf land, 
and nothing but the land, was granted to him ; his success1r can 
have no more. In the name of the working classes, and :n de
fence of the "rights of industry," and in behalf of every man who 
has no land, I call upon the landed interest to l!ie contente:i with 
their estates; is that an unreasonable demand ?" 

ANOTHER STEP.-The Rev. H. Stowel says, that factory mas
ters are so neglectful of the children's education, that the state i& 
justified in stepping in betwixt them and their parents in fa.vor o( 
the child. Does he not think then the same ~t;i.te would be jus
tified in stepping in betwixt the children and the landowner in 
order to secure them better food, and placing their parents in such 
a condition as that many of them would not need to send their 
children to the factory at all? Hugh is more anxious for churche1 
than loaves. 

How WE MUST GET FRESH LAND CULTIVATED.-lt is con~ 
stantly repeated that there is land enough to supply all the 
people with food, and that it ought to be cultivated. Jn order to 
do thi11, some body must advance means for providing agricultu
ral implements, purchasing materials for draining and manuring, 
and for the payment of labour. Now when you can convince ea-. 
pitalists that by laying out £JOO they will receive £105 back, you 
will induce them to begin this, but not till then. 

A MONOPOLIST ARGUlllENT.-The following extract from the 
John Bull will shew how terrified he is of cheap food, though he 
ought rather to rejoice in it as a great blessing to all:-" In favour
able seasons, whelrt is often sold in the more remote portions of 
the United State6 at 10s. a quarter. Add 5s. for the cost of car
riage to Canada, 3s. for the dues leviable on its admission into 
British North Am~rica, 10s. for freight and insurance across the 
Atlantic, 5s. more for the importer's profit, and the selling price 
of American wheat will in our markets amount, according to this 
computation, to 33s. a quarter. At that price, it will assuredly 
at times be sold. Let us however, assume 40s. to be its average 
price ; and then let ua ask how long British agriculturists can be 
eitpected to struggle against competitors who enjoy the advantages 
which such an average price of wheat denotes?" 

WHY NOT ALSO ANXIOUS FOR THE FREEDOlll OF FooD ?-How 
jealous all nonconformists are of instruction for the factory children 
measured out solely by a monopolist church. This js right; but 
why not equally so of the bread that perishe11~ which is meas11rei1 
out by the monopolist landlords not only for a few -factor.y 
children one day in the week, but to every man. woman, and child, 
every time they eat? If claiming an exclusive right to instruct 
be a usurpation, a claim exclusiYely to feed on their own terms is 
equally so, and should call forth the combined opposition <if 
Wesleyan~, Catholics, all .grades of Dissenters, and all good 
Churchmen. 

NOTICE.-Agents wanted for the sale af the Stru,qgle i:l all the prin
cipal towns in England. They must be well recommended. 
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"The League is the great Schoolmaster of the country; the Farmers' Magazine, and the Mechanics' Institute."-Circular. 

Shipwrights after an Election. 
The paor fellows who were addressed as "independent," "gentlemen," and flattered with being clever and brave, are here seen 

begging frrm Mr. Bronze, the builder, a job of any kind. They tell him they are l1ard up; they remind him of his promise, that he 
would "remember them,'' and state all the services they had rendered at the last election. Mr. Bronze answers them with a pitiful 
ditty on thr want of trade and bad times, points to the Enterprise, and says that she is the only ship he has in the yard. The shipwrights 
urge that ihey had voted on the right side, and beg that he would give them a little work just to rub on with. After a good 
deal of parleying, he tells them plainly that it is of no use teazing him, for the foreign trade had so fallen off, that instead of new ships 
being want.id, many were rotting in the dock, and that he could not give them a stroke. They then remind him of bi& opposition to free 
trade, which would have brought employment; but feeling unwilling to enter upon that subject, he got rid of these "gentlemen,'' 
with hats i their hands, as soon as possible. 

Retiriig mortified with his answers, they meP.t with Tom Pond,r, who reproaches them for placing any confidence in men'• 
promises at Elections. "Here," says he, "for a few fine words, and present te11se in some shape or other, you vote for men who rob 
you every cay of )Our living-r6h you of a third part of your earnings by compelling you to eat taxed food ; and rob you of your em
ployment, ly destroying that foreign trade by which ships and ship carpenters are entirely supported.'' He tells them, and proves it, 
that with f1 e trade in corn and sugar, not fewP.r than 3,000 additional ships would he wanted, and that at lea.qt one-half of them would 
require to le British. 

The Czrp,ente1·s listen attentively to Tom's logic, and declare that they had been the biggest fools in the world; that they saw 
they had ham voting against themselves and families, ru,d that neithe1· fot· "good »or gold" would they ever again support those who 
placed restrictions upon trade, and who, to favour landowners and West India planters, sacrificed the millions of working men. If 
J\!r. Bronz1 and his party come again to solicit the carpenters' votes, they may expect to be ordered to the right-about. 

o. 7·2. 



AGITATE! AGITATE! AGITATE! 

U'pon a elf-willed, self-interested, aristocratic govern
ment like ours, no great effort can be produced without 
earnest and intense agitation. And the difficulty of 
!tirring up a nation, and concentrating its efforts upon 
any given point is well known. Rarely indeed has the 
mind of the public been changed and the spirit of the 
country roused, as they have recently been on the 
subject of the Corn Laws. No plan or plot, no 
formal arrangement, or organization could have produ
ced this, if the country had not felt that " to be or not 
to be," was the question involved. The judgment of 
the people has been appealed to as well as their feelings ; 
and the conversion of all classes, including agricultu
rists themselves, proves the powerful influence of 
truth. "Something must be done/' is every body's 
cry; and nobody ventures on any specific remedy but 
that of FREE TRADE. The most surprising feature is 
the conversion of the farmers ; and the dread of this 
class, who clamoured for high prices, is now lest 
prices should not continue to come down. They are 
all tired of the old protection system, and are willing to 
try a new plan. The vocation of the parson and 
the country' squire, who used to dictate to the 
farmers to petition/or the Corn Laws, is now at an end. 
The foundation of a great temple of universal commer
cial liberty has been laid by the League, and all are 
:now contributing to the completion of this splendid 
proof of British enterprise. A few detached opponents 
are still looking on in dismay; but without the power 
of resistance. The grumblings of Earl Stanhope are 
mirth to the workmen. 

Placed, then, as the cause of Repeal is, in a proud 
position. let none grow weary in well doing, but let 
all push forward the work with zeal and discretion. 
My sincere conviction is, that Free Trade is England's 
only hope, and that her commercial embarrassments 
will recede only in proportion as she adopts this 
1.1ystem. With auch a cause, and placed ou such 
vantage ground, we must not cease To AGITATE, 
AaITATE, AoITATE ! We must make ourselves fully 
·acquainted with the whole subject ; we must read Corn 
Law publications ; we must support those newspapers 
that t"ake up the subject ; we must introd11ce it into our 
every-day conversations ; we must keep it before the 
public by petitions, meetings, and lectures ; and we 
must impress upon the electors the necessity of giving 
a completly changed character to the next house of 
tommons. Tea parties and soires are admirably adapt
ed for keeping alive the zeal of repealers. Above all, 
we must not be the least discouraged by a parliamentary 
tnajority against us, We must remember how at the 
beck of a minister, or a hint from royalty these majorities 
have vanished away. We have more than one proof 
that the Queen is with us ; the ministers understand 
the subject well, and declare that our principles are 
thoee of "common sense;" the trading classel!I are 
nearly all converted, for none now oppose the prineiple ; 
l\nd the agriculturists are fast discovering that if in fu" 
ture they are to have any rent, it is to be from the pro
c~eds of trade, Look at the meetings in London, and 
•t tht wel;otne given to the deputiea of the League 

wherever they vi8it. Our advance during the last year 
has been most extraordinary ; and we have only to stick 
true, to pre8erve the same admirable unity of ~irit 
which now exists, and to work while it is day, ih crder 
to see our victory complete. With what deligh the 
friends of liberty look back upon the agitation in favour 
of negro freedom, now that they are emancipated ; and 
with what pleasure will the Corn Law repealers remem
ber their labours and exertions, when the families of the 
oppressed and starved artisans of this country shall be 
reaping the enjoyment of a free commercial intercourse 
with the whole world ! 

THE MISAPPLICATION OF CAPITAL. 

It is said there are now 22,500 labourers at work on the fortifi
cations of Paris. We read that 100,000 men were employed for 
20 years in erecting the gTeat pyramidi of Egypt. How many 
hundred thousands have been employed by misdirected capital in 
this country in erecting monuments, and piling up dead stonesi 
equally unproductive, it would be difficult to say. Private personit 
claim a right to spend their money as they please; still those who have 
a regard to the well-being of the poor, gught not to forget them 
in the outlay of their means. But those who levy taxes upon the 
community, either national or local, ought not to employ the mo
ney otherwise than what will bring a national return, and increase 
the stock of food and necessaries for the poor. It is true that the' 
extravagant outlay of money, in most of the cases I refer' 
to, may in the first instance find employment ; but it would be 
infinitely better if expended in such a manner as would secure a 
repetition of employment, and a return to the stock of the country, 
While we have been profuse in our architectural expenditure, 
little, very little has been done for the surface of the country, af .. 
though, in addition to the return of labour and profit, a beautiful 
and well cultivated country is, according to my taste, an object. 
vastly more interesting than the most splendid stone buildings. 

What should we say of the farmer who is determined to have 
ornamental walls round his farm, but who neglects to give his land 
a single covering of manure? In this country we have acted a 
similar part. The gentleman, instead of clearing, draining, and 
manuring his land, spend11 his money upon his mansion, bis racers. 
or his metropolitan and continental visits. Government will make
grants for anything rather than for that which would reproduce. 
There has been more money spent in Lancashire in this way than 
would have converted the whole ofitinto gardens. It may be said the 
buildings created employment. This is true, but not ofa reproductive 
kind. Capital expended upon land or manufactures, reproduces 
its own value with a profit avery year or oftener, and finds every 
year increased employment for labour ; that spent on useless dead 
walls and dumb monuments, reproduces nothing ; affords scarcely 
any additional employment, and no profit or increase of capital. 
England has had the means of making her land almost like the 
garden of Eden, but she has wasted those means. Thei:e seem& 
no end of this folly. A million and a half was granted by the 
legislature to build new churches, many of which, but for the 
children forced into them, would scarcely be occupied. Immensa 
sums have been taken from corporate estates for similar pur
poses. One single church built by the corporation at Liverpool, 
was said to cost £60,000; and other large sums are expended 
from private individuals. £6,000 was subscribed the other day for 
building churches, by a single person unknown. From a recent 
statement it appears that the sum of £1,016,000 is to be spent on 
the new House of Commons, of which one of the commissioner& 
said, "It looked well on paper, but would not be fit for use," Is 
not this a proof of" collective wisdom?" 

Now, I ask, if, instead of cultivating the stone quarries, we had 
improved the land, multiplied immensely near towns allotments a11-
gardens, with all this money, whether the country's stock of food 
would not have been greatly increased every year, and healthy 
employment secured for tlle people ? Let those stone monuments 
offolly be offered for sale-, and we should see what they would fetch, 
compared to green fields well drained, well fenced, and adorned 
with a splendid covering of lu:suriant herbage. The misapplica
tion of capital has been highlJ culpable in this countr1 ; with a 
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heavy debt on our backs, we cannot afford to be thus prodigal ; 
and this neglect can only be accounted for by the fact, that every 
addition to the quantity of land, and every improvement in the 
'quality, tends to reduce the value of the other, so long as the corn 
laws are so framed as to keep out foreign produce. The corn 
laws, indeed, are at the bottom of this evil; for if it had not been 
for the enormous rentals they have yielded, country gentlemen 
could not have had the means of ruispending as they have done, 
nor the disposition to set a pernicious example of a high style of 
living, which tradesmen and others have been anxious to imi
tate. Individuals often regret when it it is too late the misappli
cation of their means ; and it will be well for Engla nd if this is not 
her fate. 

REDUCTION OF RENTS. 

The writer of an address to the farmers of England on the re
duction of the value of live stock and the produce of farms, urges 
the necessity of rents being reduced. After makiag a calculation 
from the reduction of the price of farming stock, he says, we 
•ought to have our farms reduced in the following proportion :-

£ £ •· d. 
Pre5ent Annual Rental, 300 Reduced to 195 0 0 

250 162 10 0 

" 
200 130 0 0 
150 97 10 0 

" 
100 ,. 65 0 0 

" 
75 48 15 0 

,, 50 ,~ 32 10 0 
Thi, may all be correct, but I totally disapprove of the principle 

'Upon which it proceeds. The amount of rent should not be mea-
ured by the generosity of landlords, nor the amount of reduction 

by a tabular calculation. These 11uppose, what is but too true, 
that farmers are in the hands of the landowners, and that the re
duction depends on their will. And until the profits of trade be 
sufficient to take off from the soil the constant increase of farmer's 
11ons, it will be so. It is no use blaming farmers for giving too 
much rent, They cannot help it. In 1820, say, there were 200 
farmers and 200 farms. The number of farms do not increase in 
the least; but the farmers are increasing rapidly every year, and 
at what is <!alled a geometrical rate. How, then, can they avoid 
bidding ono against another? If there be five pigs and but three 
potatoe8, there will be a hard scuffle which shall not be left with• 
out. Among a variety of ways in which farmers suffer by the 
Corn Laws, I know none so serious as this. Every year, they 
are jamming closet· and closer together, and the only relief afford
ed, when trade is stagnant, is, by a number of them sinking into 
the rank!! of pn.upen. I often remind farmers of this, but they 
now declare that it is all up, that the days of competition are nearly 
over, and give this distressing reason, that the fartners' capital is 
becoming so reduced, that they have not the means of competition. 
In the present system I see nothing but ruin for the farmers ; and 
I do believe that there is no class that would benefit more than 
they by a repeal of the Corn Laws. 

TENANT, LANDLORD, LANDLADY, AND THE 
RENT DAY. 

I am a small dairy farmer on lhe east border of Lancashire. I 
went on Saturday the 1st of April to my landlord in order to pay 
my half year's rent. When I stated, that as the poor tax of last 
year had been very high, I expected he would pay the extra 
taxes. He replied, "No, I shall have nothing to do with extra 
taxes of any of my tenants. You must bear them yourself." I 
then referred to the reduction in the price of dairy produce as an 
argument in favour of my application. He replied, " The reduc
tion in the price of dairy produce is in accordance with your own 
principles as a corn law repealer; will you quarrel with your own 
principles ?" and turning to his lady said, " this man is a corn 
law repealer.'' I told him the farm was too dear three years ago 
when I took it, but that now it was not worth so much by 25 per 
cent., and asked him who was to bear the loss. He replied, "If 
you would employ the time you waste with corn law repealers in 
cultivating the farm, you would not have to complain so much of 
losses. You waste time in any thing rather than cultivating the 

::farm.'' llis lad)' then calling me b)' name said, "I advise )'OU to 

have nothing to do with corn law repealers; they will do you no 
good. Take your spade, go into the land, and use it like a man 
determined to make i t pay, and you will find that it will amply 
recompence you for all your labour. There is no deception in 
farming ; the land will pay if you do your duty to it ; but the 
Anti-Corn-Law League will deceive you. T~ey will never ob .. 
tain their object, and if they were, i~ will be no benefit to you-, 
nor to any ofthe lower classes. It will only benefit the manufac
turers to the loss of all other classes of the community; therefore 
be advised for your own good, and have nothing to do with the 
corn law repeaters." I was beginning to state that our restrictive 
system would soon overtake the landowners, but before I bad 
uttered half a sentence, I was interrupted with their jeers and 
ridicule, such as I should not have expected from the most profli
gate. My money was gone out of my pocket into their purse, so 
I thought they would use me as they pleased. The bade me go 
out and send in another, which I did. Whilst I was musing over 
this interview, I thought that they were both fools, inasmuch as 
they did not see that the prevailing distress of the country, as 
caused by the restrictive laws of the nation, is tending rapidly to 
swallow up all the landed interests, as well as all other interests 
of the nation. But T am still a greater fool to employ all my 
labour and capital on the farm, and give them the fruit thereof. 
It is true I have joined the Free Trade Union, being convinced 
that it is founded on the principles of justice, humanity, and uni
versal benevolence; and by free trade principles I will stand 
whether farming sink or swim, whatever a land monopolist may 
say to the contrary. ____ _ 

The Wonders of Modern Legislation .. 

An American Pig, if it crosses the River St. Lawren~e, li.nd 
gets its throat cut, comes into England at a nominal duty, 
and may be eaten. 

IT coi'trEs BACK AGAIN,-It is sometimes argued that if land. 
lords do draw more from the country by the corn laws than what 
they ought, it still comes back again among the people. I reply, in 
some cases it does not, being spent abroad; but even when it does, 
it never comes back without being worked for over again. If a 
shoemaker pay 20s. instead of 14s., should the 6s. come back in 
the way of custom, he will have to work for it again. Besides, 
in the re-distdbution, it is very uncertain whether the portion 
taken from the poorest will ever reach them, even though they 
were willing to work for it twice O'fer. A butcher says to a ba
ker, "give me 8d. per lb. instead of 5½d·; it will make no differ
ence, for I shall spend the extra 2¼d, so that it is sure to come 
back.' ' " It may do so," replies he, "but it is very doubtfui 
whether 1 shall get it; therefore I will be on the right side1 afld 
give not one farthing more than a market priee&'' 



VARIETIES. 

WORKING l\JEN TUE GREATEST SUFFERERS.-H working men 
could but take a full unbiassed view of the working of the Corn 
Laws, they would be first and foremost and the most zealous in 
ealling for repeal. Although they may not know it, the weight of 
this tremendous burden does really fall upon them. 

"For the sake of its moral benefit, we know of no achieve
ment more earnestly desirable than that of a free corn trade. 
There is not a more fertile topic of clamour and burning discon
tent all over the land; and were it but effectually set at rest, we 
are aware of nothing which might serve more to sweeten the 
breath of British society."-DR. CHALMERS. 

Co111PARISON OF WAGEs.-The rate of labour, says a writer in 
the 1Wanchester Times, I believe is not higher, taking the average, 
in England, Ireland, and Scotland, than it is in France, Belgium, 
and Holland," and if by legislation food is kept one-third higher 
here than there, it follows that the workpeople are robbed to that 
amount. 

A FARlltER's OPINION.-The following is a farmer's opinion of 
the corn law : u my opinion is that the present and former sliding
scale corn laws have been the landlord's monopoly, the farmen' 
curse, the corn merchants' hobby, the lawyers' grand harvest, his 
golden days, the sheriffs' bailiffs' delight, the manufacturers' and 
ti-adesmen's ruin, the parsons' pleasure, and the labouring man's 
disappointment and distress.'' 

THE TABLES TURNED.-It may interest the Council of the 
Anti-Corn-Law League to know that advices have this morning 
been receivP,d by the steamer from Boston, United States, of a 
ahipment thence to this port, by the Niagara, Captain Scudder, of 
400 bales of domestics, which, at the current prices here, will, it 
is asserted, leave a profit of 2 to 3 cents per yard. Shipments of 
cotton twist are to follow either for sal<J for homP, consumption, 
or, in bond, for the Russia and China markets. 

A FBIEND TO THE CAUSJ:. 
INCREASE OF PLOUGHED LAND.-It is the uniform testimony of 

farmers that there is more land under the plough this year than 
ever was known. There l!,l"e three reasons for it. 1st. Dairy 
produce is so very much re<i11ced in price, 2nd. The operation 
of the tithe commutation act; for having a certain rent per acre 
to pay on all lands alike, they can plough to any extent without 
any additional charge. 3rd. Landlords who at one time tied them 
out ai to ploughing, are now ahewing more lenity to enable far
men to square up at the rent day. 

COARSER Fooo.-At the quarter sessions of this county last 
week, the Hon. and Rev. Mr. Talbot objected to the improved 
dietry for prisons, proposed by Sir Jas. Graham, on the ground that 
the prisoners woµld then be better off than hone,t labourera. It is 
faid that the corn law is for the benefit of agricultural labourers, 
but it would seem that it bas not done much for them, when, 
under its blessed protection, the very men whom it was passd to 
protect are worse 0ff', in point of diet, than criminals.-Worc~ster-
1hire Chro11icl1. 

AGRICULTURAL LABounEns.-While cominfl from \Venlock, 
I stopped at several villages and went into the cottages to ascertain 
the wages of labourers, and invariably found, for twenty miles 
along oee of the finest agricultural districts in England, that 7s. 
and 8s. was the usual wages when employed, Three told me they 
bad not tasted butcher's meat since last harvest, nor did they ex
pect' any before next. I have entered the names of the estates in 
my note-book, which I will furnish if required. PETER DEGNAN. 

DISTRIBUTION OF LEAGUE TRACTS.-I have this day distri
buted four hundred electoral packets of tracts in this borough. 
I waited at the residence of almost every elector in the town, and 
I was received with the utmost courtesy. One hundred, at least, 
made use of the following expression, "Free tnde is the very 
thing the country wants, we shall be all ruined unless we get it." 
The depressed state of bnsiness is almost incredible ; despair 
seems to hang upon almost every brow. The farmers say the rents 
must be lowered, others say, the taxes, and all are agreed that 
something mqst be done. If I may be allowed to take the little 
aristocratic boroughs of ,venlock and Ludlow as specimens, I 
might conclucle that the principles of monopoly are rapidly on the 
wane. I will hasten to Shrewsbury, a11d fini11h the distribution 
there. PETER DEGNA~. 

CHEAP ToFFY.-" Ill 11ign the petition,·• ,aid a boy of fi.,.• 
years of age. "\Vhy ?" inquired the person holding the sheet. 
"Because I want the Corn Laws repealed, for then I shall gel 
cheap toff'y."-A childish argument, but a capital good one. 

AN OLD ARGUMENT.-" There is land enough to bread all the 
people." To be sure there is, and there is sea enough to r,upply 
every family with a fish dinner seven days in the week; but the 
question is the expense of catching them. 

UNTEACHABLE.-Say what you will you cannot make an im
pression upon some men as to the injustice of the corn Jaws. The 
only plan with these would be, to allow them to work four days 
for themselves, and compel them to work two days for the mo
nopolists. 

THE PECUNIARY PENALTY OF WAn.-The Hon. Judge Jay, 
near New York, has recently written a pamphlet entitled " War and 
Peace, the Evils of the First, and a Plan for Preserving the Last," 
in which be says: " The revenue of the Christian states of Europe 
is estmated at 823,000,000 dollars ; aud it is supposed that at leaat 
one-half of this prodigious sum is expended during7>eace in military 
preparations, and in the payment of war DEBTS. And it is a mat
ter of wonder that a cry of distress is resounding through the eas
tern continent, and that starving multitudes are rising in resistance 
to the constituted authorities, when labour is thus robbed of it• 
savings, without receiving in return the smallest addition to it1 
comfort, happiness, or virttte ? 

HARASSING THE Poon.-A poor woman stepped into my shop 
begging I would give her something to eat, as she was ready to 
faint with hunger. I inquired the cause; when I learnt that she 
had been waiting at the guardians' office from 10 o'clock till half
past 4. This, indeed, is no uncommon case; a.:id it is deeply to 
be lamented that the guardians are not sufficienLy cons;iderate a• 
to make arrangements for 'hearing the poor people's cases without 
compelling them to wait and starve for 5 or 6 hours. If the 
commissioners would institute an inquiry into the time o,f the poor 
lost in waiting, they could not avoid making scme order on the 
subject. As relieving officers have it in their power to prevent a 
good deal of this waiting, I wish this paragraph b be slhewn to as 
many as convenient. 

STOP SHORT LEGISLATION.-It would, no d)ubt, lhave been 
deemed singularly ridiculous had Parliament, in 1815, pas1ed a 
law to prevent the fall of house rent in Londor., Bath, Dublin, 
and Edinburgh; the fall of cotton goods in Marehester, of wool
lens in Leeds, or the freightage of ships on the E.oyal Exchange; 
yet such enactments would not have been one '\'hit mmre absurd 
than to attempt to fix the price of wheat at t cert'llm rate per 
quarter. If legislation on such a subject be aanissiblle at all, it 
can only be so certainly with a view to cheapen, aid not tto enhance 
the price of food. If the price of one article of comme)rce, such 
as corn, is to be regulated ~y a government baromleter, why 
should not every other article ~njoy a like distnction ; yet Mr. 
M'Culloch states in his statistics that cotton clot\s were selling in 
1839, at one-fourtlt of their price in 1814, and truy are now again 
much lower than they were in 1839. 

NOBLE FREE TRADERs.-Reflections are sonetimes1 cast upon 
the free traders as men of no standing. l.Drd Nf ugent baa 
touched upon this. Ill reply to the remark that free trrade was a 
manufacturer's question, he said :-Who WcS the Duke or 
Bedforrl ? Was he a manufacturer? Who '1lllS the Duke of 
Sutherland? Who were the late Dukes ofNorfoU and CJleveland? 
And who was the Duke of Hamilton ? There Has no> less than 
six dukes who possessed the largest amount of properrty in the 
kingdom, aud they were aU staunch advocates f,r the return of 
free trade principles. Who was the Marquis ofWestmiinater, the 
l\Iarquis of Breadalbane, the Marq11is of Lan.do,rne , lhe late 
Earl of Leicester, Earl Spencer, Earl Fitzwillia11, Earrl Radnor, 
Earl of Clarendon, Earl of Scarborough, Lord Grenvville, Lord 
Lovelace, Lord Ducie, and Lord Kinnaird, and bes;, wvere only a 
few of the most prominent champiorn, of free radt? 

NOTICE.-Agents wanted for the sale of the Str1ggle in tall the prin
cipal towns in England. They must be well recommemed. 
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1Cht A,trugglt. · 
"Commercial restriction i11 like war, a game Crom whioh all partie1 rbe loaen." 

The Fruits of the Corn Laws. 
The rental& or the aristocracy are taken from the hard working farm<?rs, and spent on the above three important branclie, of in

try I '.rhey are all non-prod1,ctive, and if other classes expended their incomes to no better purpose, there would be lit tie pro
ed either for the backs or belliea of the people, and nothing for government. Footmen, Jockeys, and opera dancers, supported from 
hunger and toil of the millions, crave in the shape of high rents, the result of the Corn Laws! Repeal will employ the people and 
ove tlieir ufferings, but will deprive the lords and squires of these appendages of 1ensuality and pride. Who does not see at once 
sorrows of the aristocracy, when they will be obliged to discharge such important functionaries as the above? 

AN ADDRESS TO FARMERS. 

Friends ! I trust I may fairly address you under this cha
ter. I have long been on intimate terms with many of 

u in this part of the country, and for nearly 30 years de
ed the chief part of my support from my connexion with 
u in trade. I am a small farmer myself, and all my pre
ections run in favour of cultivating the soil. This is per
tly consonant with defending the interests of trade ; for 
aintain, however a few monopolists may benefit by corn 
protection for a while, that it is trade, flourishing trade 

ne, that c.an benefit the farmer. 
Being amoing you almost every day, I may be allowed to 
a pretty g·ood judge of your condition. For the last five 
rs that co,ndition has been fast deteriorating, and at pre
t, althon~h you are not wanting the necessaries of life, 
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I know no class more deserving of compassion. Your em
barrassments are thickening upon you every day ; for while 
the poor farmers are fast sinking into insolvency, the class 
above them are obliged to make up their rents out of their 
former savings or those of their forefathers. There is no 
class who ought to be more certain of saving money than 
you, because there are none who practice economy to the 
same extent. The farmers, too, are usually a most con
tented race ; if they can only make ends meet, they are 
satisfied, and so peaceable and quiet, that it costs the coun
try nothing to govern them. They are also so far reduced, 
that their expectations are now more than usually moderate. 
While the tradesman expects i,nte1·e&t for his capital, the 
farmer sinks this, and if he can live and pay his rent, gives 
up all thoughts of profit and per cents. While things go 
well, he troubles not himself much about state affairs, but 



lets the world jog on as it will.~ But of late it is remarkable 
how, on national affairs, you have become quitefree thinkers. 
Poverty js opening your eyes, and the real friends of the 
farmers, THE CoRN LAW LEAGUE, is affording you ample 
means of correct information. You are generally the hum
blest servants of the parson and the landlord ; but finding 
that the one has saddled you with a heavy rent charge for 
tithe, and the other misled you by promising protection 
which has never been realized, you are evincing a more in
dependent spirit than I really ever thought you posseised. 
I remember former depressions, but I never heard farmers 
speak out so decidedly as they do at present. '' We must 
have our rents dropped or give up," is the common re
mark ; yes, " we must," is their language. It is not " we 
will see if they will drop," but " we must have them drop
ped." I have lately conversed with great numbers, but I 
have not met with one who calculates upon relief from the 
return to high prices; so that whatever difficulties govern
ment may have with landowners in adopting a free trade sys
tem, they will meet with no difficulties from the farmers. 
I really doubt whether in all North Lancashire, there could 
be found one solitary tenant farmer, who, if left to himself, 
would sign a petition in favour of the present corn laws, or 
any corn law professing to advance prices. They have seen 
the close connexion betwixt trade and agriculture, and they 
know that any ohange that does not benefit the former, 
cannot be for the interest of the latter. " It makes no dif
ference," say they, "prices being low, provided our rents 
are in proportion." 

I was struck with the remark of a farmer yesterday, 
" There was most money made before there was any Corn 
Law." And I am frequently asked by them, whether the 
Corn Law is likely to be taken off. The fact is, farmers 
know well that from 1815 till now, seasons of depression 
and difficulty have been constantly recurring, and although 
a few may have made money, vast numbers have yearly 
sunk into the ranks of paupers. The bill ofl815 and every 
subsequent change promised prices which have never 
been realized, proceeding upon the absurd principle, that 
prices could be regulated by any thing but the ability of the 
people to purchase. You have, therefore, the best argu
ment against the Corn Laws-an argument which none 
can mistake-27 years' experience of an unprofitable busi
ness. During the war, land acquired an unnatural va
lue, and instead of allowing it to find its level with the re
turn of peace, which would have been attended with fresh 
adjustments of the farmer's rent, the lords of the soil passed 
the corn bill to prevent these ; and thus theg kept up rents, 
and yet the value of produce has kept dwindling down . In
stead of beginning afresh on fair, free trade ground, you have 
been kept in suspense, and perpetual disappointment and 
anxiety. In October, 1814, a farmer told me he sold wheat 
in Preston market at 18s. per whindle (3½ bushells); in 
March, 1815, he sold the very same sample of wheat at 36s. 
It was thus the eaters of wheat were robbed of one-half by 
the corn bill, and the farmers deceived with the promise 
that prices would still be kept up. 

The delusion is now, however, brought to light; and 
much depends upon yourselves whether you will turn the 
discovery to your own advantage. Take the side of pro
tection (falsely so called), and you prolong your own misery; 
join the agitation for free trade, and you are assisting to set
tle the interests of the country upon a sound and solid 
foundation. You have nothing to gain or to hope for from 
a continuance of the old system, and your future welfare 
and that of your children a~ bound up with the prosperity 
of trade. 

What, in a few words, I may ask would be the effect 
of a repeal of the Corn Laws upon your condition ? 

In the first place, the staple articles of provisions would 

be lower. All kinds of food capable of bt>'ng C.lll)Orte<l, 
would be sold at the same prices as in other countries, 
with the addition of the freight, expenc~s. and profits of 
the dealers. This would be no disadvantag- to you, 
when rents were adapted to prices. On the ether hand 
the advantages would be great. 

First. Steady prices. These are more importarn to farmers 
than high prices, but this can only be calcuhted upon 
when the supply, instead of being confined to the limits 
of our own country, is from every part of e worl<l. 
This steadiness of price would be a very decidec ad vantage 
to farmers under a free trade 'system. Restridims will al. 
ways produce fluctuations, and especially wlen forced 
by a sliding scale. This produces dearness vhen poor 
farmers are obliged to buy, and cheapness, jus, after the 
harvest, when they are obliged to sell. 

Secondly. Reduction of the poor taxes,-A farner said the 
other day, I paid £13 for the quarter, former'!>' this sum 
cleared the whole year, This in part is owilg to the 
New Poor Law, yet, much of the increase is evidently 
owing to the poverty of the farmers, who cannct afford to 
employ labourers, and the depression of trade which has 
thrown so many out of work. Cheap food, md manu
facturing employment, and profitable farming, ue sure to 
reduce the poor taxes, which could not fail to be felt as 
a great benefit to all your class. 

Thirdly. Value of Stock.-With permanently low prices, 
consider how much less it would take to stock i farm than 
at present. £300 would go as far as £500 ha, done fo 
some time past. And as farmers cannot avoil losses i 
their cattle, these would always be less felt wit!: low, than 
with high prices. 

Fourthly. Relief from Cmnpetition.-One of the great• 
est possible benefits to you from a repeal of the Com 
Laws, would be the lessening of competition which no 
exists in taking farms. Until lately, if there was on 
farm to let, there were 20 persons for it. Wh., consider 
you increase in number every day, yet, the number o 
farms does not increase at all. If your class .herefore i 
not relieved by your sons being drawn off into trade, yo 
will shortly eat one another up. It is not only th 
poor who increase and remain among you, when trad 
is bad, but your own sons and daughters remain o 
the sod, and when farms are to let, they take them a 
rents which they can never pay. Let us hive a goo 
trade, and instead of an old farmer giving his son all h 
can spare to lose upon a farm, by which h- compete 
and helps to make farms dear, he will give hin a capit, 
with which to embark in trade, and leave the farmin 
business altogether. This is a most important view of th 
subject. In fact, so miserable are the prospects of:arming, an 
under our restrictive system so difficult to begin trade wit 
any chance of success, that wedding among fa:mers' son 
and daughters has almost become obsolete. Nothing i 
more common than to find three, four, or five sons an 
daughters at home, 30 or 40 years of age, all unmarried 
They dare not marry, for they see no chance but poverty o 
the workhouse for them, if they should have a family t 
provide for. 

Fiftlzlg.-The repeal of other monopolies. Help us t 
agitate for the repeal of the corn laws, and the repeal 
other monopolies is certain. Cheap bread, will bring th 
West India monopoly to the ground, and we shall hav 
cheap coffee, and cheap sugar. Let the landlords be co 
pelled to reduce their rents, and they will be the first t 
clamour for a reduction in tea, coffee, and groceries, 
which they and their tenants are consumers. 

I entreat you, my farming friends, threfore, 
stand, and to make it before you are all ruined. The su 
ces:. of Mr. Cobden among the agricultural class in No 
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folk, Hereford, Buckingham, &c. is most extraordinary, for 
wherever he goes he is received as the "farmers' friend." 
The protectionists have not dared to come out to dispute 
the point with him. The truth is you have been kept in 
the dark, but adversity and disappointment have rendered 
you willing to open your eyes to the light. I am glad to 
hear you talk so much more independently than usual. 
Most of you have been the mere drudges of the landlords ; 
but I trust you will yet assert your dignity as independent men. 
At elections, Mr. Latimore assert~ that, you have had no 
more choice of your own than the horse that carried you to 
the poll. At the last election you voted at the bidding of 
the monopolists, and you see the consequences. Next 
time I trnst you will neither please landlords nor any body 
else, but act with judgment and independence for yourselves. 
And when your position is that which it ought to be-that 
of independent tradesmen-you will claim to be your own 
judges ; and the landlords would as soon think of taking 
liberty with your wives as compelling you to vote as they 
wish. If they had not regarded you as serfs, they would 
never have thought of demanding your votes at an election. 

In conclusion, I trust you have nearly seen the worst. 
The tide in favour of free trade is fast setting in. All 
classes are becoming converts. Your landlords are pre pa
cing to abandon protection, and are urging you to improved 
-systems of agriculture. They know what is coming, and 
are preparing for the worst. Be not deceived with the tem
porary advance in the price of single articles. Lay your 
.acconnt with the certain adoption of free trade principles, 
and in the end, I have no doubt but the farming business 
will be better, and much more honourable and independent 
than it has been for the la t thirty years. 

I am your sincere friend, 
J. LIVESEY. 

MO IEDOCR \.CY AND LANDOCRACY. 

It i a favourite topic of declamation with some to say that the 
abolition of the corn la .vs would only replace one t} ranny by 
anoth •r: to dethrone the landlords, and put up in their place the 
monied :lristocracy. Now, by monied aristocracy is meant, the 
<:apita\ist. And what is the capitalist? He is a man who, not 
wi hing to live in sloth and mere idleness and self-indulgence, is 
looking out to employ his capital in some method that ~hall return 
him ample interest. Well, what does he do? He finds that a 
certain production or manufacture will return a good profit, for 
thi simple reason, that people want that article very much, and 
will give a good price for it. He re olvcs to establish a manufac
tory for it. What is the very first thing he has to do? The very 
beginning of his movement is, to set men to build him works. 
,vhen the works are established, he fills those works with men, 
llnd makes the desired article as soon as he can. He gets a great 
profit; the great profit gives him more capital ; he extend his 
works and wants more men. If he act at all upon wages, it is to 
raise them. So far the capitalist works, and works for good. 
Now for the landocracy. A landlord may live within his income -
there are such men; there are also landlords who devote them
selves to agricultural improvements, and to aiding and assisting 
their tenantry in many ways ; but these are exceptions. Land
lords as a rule are a spendthrift class, and spend their whole in,. 
comes. They are the men who keep those tall footmen in silk 
stockings; who throng the opera every night, and send l\lalibrans 
and Garcias home again with splendid fortunes; who populate 
Rome and swarm in Naples; colonise Florence and abound in 
Paris; where they only are outvied by the first-rate Russian no
blemen, who own estates as large as Yorkshire. His landlords 
who maintain dogs, horses, jockies, and gamblin~ hotels. ow, I 
don't wish to call names; but which of these lwo is really the est 
friend to working men ?-the man who saves his capital, creates 
n railway, builds an iron work, erects a factory, or makes a pot
tery o an improved plan, thus making wealth, which goes to 
make more wealth or capital (a fond, I insist, which must be 

spent upon labour) ; or he who patronizes footmen wh~ p~odu?e 
nothing, opera girls who are of no u~e, o~ who lose then· lime rn 
travelling without an aim, or loungrng m news rooms or club 
houses, gambling, betting, and talking scandal? I. H. 

I fear it •will be 
a shock to the 
Cc;mstitu.ticn. 

Sir Robert going to pull the string of his Shower Ilatl1. 

THE STUPIDITY OF LEG ISLA TIOX. 

To see our stupid rulers still at work at tl1eir Corn Lal'."S iind 
their thou~and other iuiquitieR, one would think tlwrn 11<'\ n had 
been such a thing as a French Revolution. Tht> end, aim, pur
pose, cause, and origin of government is, thal there shall be 
enough of food; and here we have a go\'erument not mer..,Jy per• 
rnitting scarcity, but legislating for ~carcity-rnacting fom111c hy 
act of Parliament, and contriving death by preamble and clause
and ""\Vhereas," and "By these Presents." 

To find the people food, is the sole point and prnblcm of Go• 
vernmpnt. For that the Queen sits on her throni>. tweh·e good 
men and true are empannelled, and the con table holds hi,; staff. 
Oh ! turn to vour title de£.ds-refcr to law, statute or common
let ju<lg<,s sit ·rn their judgment seat, wigged and guarded-let all 
these say what they will, the m':lsscs count to so many millions of 
unit-, made to all appearances by God, who e this earth is declared 
to be. 

Besides the people are not without ferocity; they have sinew 
and indii;nation. 'fhe recent outbreak goes for nothing-men, 
women, and children cannot hurt a master. They know he may 
be ste1 n, strict, ay, greedy of money, and exacting if yon will ; 
but still he plods about; he watches markets, he lays in lhe cot• 
ton and the wool, and he is their great bread winner, and a. true, 
though gruff and unprnfessing friend. Neither c-an they touch 
machinery; for they have an instinct, that to destroy machinery, 
is to throw themselves beggai·s on the world, though incited 
thereto by knitting needle Oastler. and the landlords' j:ickall, 
Ferrand. The people, I say again, are not without fo1·ocity; 
they have sinews and indignation. These people pay both your 
army and navy by a tax on thefr tobacco and, their spirits, and 
ale, which they swallow for a moment's releasil from their cares; 
and you tax their food. Ah! you know not what it is you are 
stripping barer, or as you call it, governing. "~hat ! by a ~purt 
of your pen, in its cold dastard indifference, you still fancy JOU 

can starve always with impunity; always till the cata trophe 
come ! Ah ! worthy sirs, such government by blind man's buff, 
tumbling along t.oo far, will end in a gener,\l overturn.-Carlyle, 

LooK AT TIIIS.-A clergyman at an agl'icultural meeting said• 
that there was no. class more •• protected," tha!1 the working class• 
beoause the poor laws were provided for their benefit l ! 



VARIETIES. 

SHAME.-A great (ete of ringing was performed on the Ashton 
bells, by four ringers from St. John's Church, Manchester. Such 
was the exhaustion of the men, that they had to be fed with wine 
sop,, a?ld the bell ropes were literally ~aturated with blood from 
their hands. 

THE GUARDIANS OP SUNDERLAND unanimously adopted a peti
tion to the House or Commons, praying that they might be allow
ed the same privilege for the poor of their union which is grant.ed 
to emigrants leaving the country, to have wheat duty free. But 
they might aa well expect that the commissioners of the poor law 
would report that the new system worked badly in any one union 
in the kingdom, as expect this petition to bA granted. 

MORTALITY OF 'STRONG DmNK.-The annual mortality in 
England ·is one in 51. It was in Glasgow (in 1837), one in 24. 
In the same year, ol. 20,000 persons affected with typhus fever, 
2,180 died in that city. These facts are stated in the British and 
Foreign Medical Review, and will readily be believed when we 
read, in the same work, that "thirty thousand persons in Glasgow 
are every night in a state of brutal intoxication; and every tweheth 
house is devoted to the sale of spirits.'' 

CHEERFULNESS AND CONTENTMENT are nature's gifta ; are in
gre~ients essential to health, and ought to be the accompaniments 
of sobriety and good conduct. Oh ! how pleasant it is to see 
people cheerful and contented ; and yet how painful to meet 
groups of unhappy, pining, hungered-looking individuals, as they 
stroll in their working clothes through the private lanes on a Sun
day I And how still more painful is it to visit their houses, and 
notice the care and dejection which sit upon their countenances, 
the scantiness of their food, clothing, and every convenience. 
Oh how soon the bloom of youth becomes changed into the de
cay of premature age under the blighting effect of the bread tax I 
Gloom, melancholy, dejection, and de~pondency are the effects of 
this odious system. We still hope that plenty will yet gladden the 
hearts of all. 

FREE TRADE TRUCKUfo.-I am told hy some that with free 
trade the manufacturers would exchange their goods for grain, 
and pay the public in grain instead of money. I wish we might 
run the chance of all the probable edla of this. Those that are 
alarmed about this, I would recommend to give over eating lest 
they should bite their fingers off; for the one is about as much to be 
dreaded as the other. In the first place, there is an act of parlia
ment called the truck bill, which forbids all manufacturers paying 
in food. In the second place, manufacturers are not the indivi
duals who make the exchange. Out of about 30 Master Spinners 
in Preston, I only know one who keeps any vessels. The goods 
are sold to merchants, and they effect an exchange. In the last 
place, suppose they got grain, and would condescend to be 
retailers of provisions, under a system of free trade we should 
have the Lest of all remedies, for the people would then have 
the power, to please themselves whether they teok this sort 
of payment or not. They would not be those servile beings that 
they now are. I wisl, I may never have a harder job than to pro
vide against the evils of grain selling manufacturer&. 

ANCIENT PROIIIBITIONs.-An act of parliament of the 29th 
of Charles II., declares, that it had been by long experience found 
that the importing of French wines, brandy, linen, silk, sattin, 
11aper, and manufactures, of the growth of France, had much ex
hausted the treasure of the nation, lessened the value of the native 
commodities and manufactur.es thereof, and caused great detri
ment to the kingdom in gimeral ; and it proceeded to enact the 
" entire prohibition of the French trade.'' So it seems these 
foolish prejudices about restrictions on trade, are 150 years old, 
and were in faahion with our great great grandfathers. Let us 
ask thPse foolish ancestors of ours, how we got French silks and 
wines? The French either gave them 01· sold them. If they 
gave them, well and good ! but no ! they sold them, and sold them 
for what? Of course in exchange for English pottery, or hard
ware, or wool, which made those trades brisk. Now, suppose 
they only took silver and gold, we must get silver and gold from 
South America in exchange for manufactures which our people 
must make, consequently getting employment, which implies 
wages. J. H . 

• 

PowER OF THE PUBLICANS AT ELECTIO:-ls.-Free traders 
should do all they can to discourage dri nking, and to dccrea~e the 
number of public-houses. In some placei the elections are turned 
altogether by the landlords; and though many of them are for free
dom and liberty, not a few go with that side which spends the most 
money, and that is often the side_of monopoly. 

DEPRESSION OF IRELAND. -If any country in the world, said 
Mr. Moore, were likely to benefit by a system of corn laws it was 
Ireland, which possessed some of the richest land in the world, 
some of which would produce five quarters of wheat per acre, 
with labour at only 4½d. per day, cheaper than any other country 
in Europe; 'lllld yet, after twenty-seven years' experience of the 
corn laws, out of a population of eight millions, five milliona were 
living upon potatoes. 

PovERTY AND DEATH.-Mr. Bright in speaking or the rate 
of mortality, said, that among the children of the upper and mid
dle classes there is no increase, but that it is altogether among the 
poor. In Manchester and Leeds, out of every 1000, it was proved 
that 570 die before they are 5 years of age, yet out of this num
ber only 70 belong to the upper and middle classes. 

InrsR TEMPERANCE REFORMATION.-On Easter Monday the 
teetotallers of Cork celebrated their annual procession, Nearly 
12,000 men, women, and children, with 67 bands of music, com
posed the company. A closll observer says, that there was not an 
ill clad person in the whole body. ,vhat an effect must Father 
Mathew's conversions have had upon the interests of trade. la
deed with the advantage to the nation of free trade, I know no
thing so likely to dispense its blessings around as teetotallism. 

THE COMMON MURDERER.-A young man in the township of 
Pilkington went to Knott Mill fair, Manchester, and on returning 
home with two black eyes and his face sadly disfigured, went up 
11tairs to go to bed (as the family thought); but some time after
wards his mother found him subpended by the neck, quite dead. 
He had hung himself with a hank of twist. He was about 25 
years of age and not married. I have not heard what verdict the 

, jury gave, but in my opinion "it was drink that killed him."- C. 
A MONOPOLIST IM TBOUBLE.-1 well remember, when an ap. 

prentice, seeing a swallow's nest just finished by two of those 
free-trading birds that visi~ our country every 11ummer; but no 
sooner was it ready for use than an ohl monopoli,t sparrow took 
forcible possession of the nest. In a few minutes the injured 
party gave the alarm to their companions, which, having formed 
themselves into a League, each one came with a piece of mortar 
in his mouth and immediately built up the dishonest monopolist 
all but the bill in his ill gotten habitation. The Anti-Corn-Law 
League, I truat, will be equally suceesafull in repelling the intru1ion 
of the landlord monopolist. J. B. 

THE SUCCESS OF THE LEAGUE.-It is truly marvellous that 
whatever the Anti-Corn-Law League has undertaken, has inva
riably succeeded. I am not aware that they have t'ailed in any 
one project. It can only be accounted for by the fact, that free 
trade principles are now deeply entrenched in the hearta and 
affections of the people, and, despairing of every other remedy, 
they have confidence in that proposed and promulgated by the 
League. The League has earned and well deserves the confi
dence of the public. 

Loss OF l\lANURE.-During every shower of rain , I regret to 
see so much valuable manure washed do ;vn our public sewers, and 
thence into the riven and the sea. We are fetching guano thou
sand,; of miles in ships, and yet we will not pick up that whi:!h lies 
under our feet. ,ve sweep the streets, it is true, occasionally, 
but we get little but the sand, cinders, and litter; the finest and 
richest parts are taken away by the rain. There would be no 
difficulty in forming reservoirs into which all this might flow, and 
from which it might be transferred to enrich the ground. This 
would be profitable employment for unemployed paupers. When 
I notice this waste, I al ways fancy I see skips of bread, and baskets 
of butter swimming away as useless, and the authorities looking on 
with indifference. 
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ltht ~trugglt~ 
" All the world knew that the Englhh population was sacrificed to the interests of the English landowners, and of the 

proprietors of the West India estates,"-SENHOR RENZENDE, Deputy of the Brazillian Chambers. 

To the County Members. 

(From the .A.nti-Bread-Ta:ic Circular.) 

Awake, arise, ye chosen few, 
Opposed to every thing that's new 

In church, or state, or Law; 
Supporters of each ancient wrong, 
In place, in pride, in passion strong, 

Your troops together draw. 

See, the free traders take the field, 
Men who, though beaten, will not yield, 

But still maintain the fight; 
Against monopoly they rush, 
The profits of the few to crush, 

And claim the millions' right. 

Hasle to the rescue, country squires, 
Be obstinate as were your sires, 

When free trade's cry before 
From North America was heard, 
And angry threats, each breez:e that atirr'd 

Across the Atlantic lore. 

Remember how your fathers then 
Stoutly denied the rights of men, 

And liberty of trade 
To Patl and Yankees; would not hear 
The wi1e who spoke of danger near, 
Turned to their warnings a deaf ear, 

And shouted, "Who's afraid ?" 

Remember how Burke's eloquence 
And Baml'a wlt and Conway'• aen1e, 

And Chatham's matchle511 powers 
Were wasted on your sires in vain, 
.And scarcely could a hearing gain, 

While parliament was oura. 

Remember how, through many a night, 
The squires maintained triumphant fight, 

But oh! my friends, forget 
That subjects thus were changed to foes, 
That the United States arose, 
And left us at the contest'• close 

Nought but a load of debt. 

Think, too, that Ireland's Volunteera 
Were theme for mockery and jeers, 

When first their claims they made; 
Forget the terror and dismay 
In which your ancestors gave way, 

And yielded up free trade. 

Bear one half of the past in mind, 
Be to the rest both deaf aud blind, 

And be that warning vain, 
Which history writes with boldest hand, 
For all who join the lordly band, 
Commercial freedom to withstand, 

":Beware the ~te of Spain." 

No. 74. 

THE STRUGGLE. 

THE MODERN 

HERCULES AND ANT.£US. 

LIFT THB 

GIANT MONOPOLY 

From the soil, or mother earth, whence he 
derives his principal strength, and he dies, 
gasping and helpless. 

Once dissociate the HOLDERS OF THE sorL 

from any interest in MoNOPOLY, and the mon
ster's end approaches. 

My brother-landlords, much I grieve 
That you so oft yourselves deceive 

In following treach'rous guides; 
Our leaders all are false; there's Peel, 
w·ho vow'd to be as true as steel, 

Is plainly changing sides. 

Cobden himself has never made 
Stronger professions of free trade, 

Than Gladstone, Graham, Stanley; 
'Tis true, they always won't speak out, 
But strive to hide what they're about, 

By tricks and arta unmanly. 

Let not their tariff be forgot ; 
Watch well, ye 'squires, & trust them not; 

Their new Canadian Bill 
Shows, that though yet they want the power 
To ope the ports to wheat and flour, 

They do not want the will. 

From them your confidence withhold, 
But in yourselves, ye 'squir,, be bold, 

And vainly will the League 
Write tracts for you-ye never read; 
Bring argumeuts-ye take no heed; 

Themselves they'll soon fatigue. 

They'll try to coax, they'll try to frighten ; 
They'll try your reason to enlig?lten, 

Regard not what they say; 
Let them your tricks of donkeys find, 
Crowd up together, kick behind, 

and answer with a-bray ! 

These be your tactics, gallant 'squire •, 
Firmness is what our cause requires, 

Not eloquence or reason; 
When once you've fix'd upon your vote,, 
Patriots may rave and strain their throat,, 

Their toil is out of season. 

Then to meet Villiers boldly go, 
Convinced that you can bawl out, "Nol" 

And need say nothing more; 
Of facts and figures, and such stuff'. 
We've had already quite enough, 

In truth they're grown a bore. 

Reply not, heed not, be quite dumb. 
Till putting of the question come, 

Then answer with a shout, 
Which of the motion's final fate. 
Spite of the balance of debate, 

Will not admit a doubt. 

Let us not heed the Leaguers' din. 
By silent strength the fight to win 

Is all we landlords can hope; 
I've found that I was very wrong~ 
Not long ago to've held my tongue. 

I am , your irew !ri en"<i, 
St,UiHOFJ;. 
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HINTS TO THE WORKING MEN ON THE 
ADVANCE F WAGES. 

Last night in the barber's shop I was told that the wages 
of factory people in Blackbum were going to be advanced; 
and I also find that the wages of hand-loom weavers are in
clining to get up a trifle. Now I want you to look at this. 
Many of you have joined in that most absurd of all cla
mours, that to reduce food would be to 1·edur.e wages; and 
that the only object of the masters in seeking free trade, was 
to drop wages. I have tried repeatedly to convince you of 
this error; to convince you that masters never think of the 
price of food in order to regulate wages ; that when food is 
dear, their humanity does not on tliat account lead them to 
give you a farthing more ; nor when cheap, do they on tliat 
account give you a farthing less. No; they are guided in 
the amount of wages they give by a principle which sticks 
close to us all, the love of profit; and although every work
ing man is not able or disposed to trace cause and effect, 
yet it is most obvious that., if the principles of trade be pro
perly considered, profits cannot continue good long but the 
workmen will get a share, nor can they be diminished or 
destrnyed but you will feel the consequences in your wages. 
The manufacturers in fact buy your labour, and when they 
can sell it to a good profit, they are anxious not only to 
continue to buy it, but to extend their purchases ; and, this 
they do, by starting new works or unemployed works, and 
engaging more hands. Other capitalists also, -who are 
looking out for investments, so soon as they see that your 
labour yields a profit to the masters, come into the market, 
and thus competition is produced which necessarily leads to 
an advance. This advance goes on, although many persons 
may be entirely without employment, for these are uni
formly the most inferior workpeople. A master raises; 
wages to prevent his best ltands leaving his employ, which 
they are sure to do when fresh mills are started and work 
becomes plentiful, unless the old masters advance their 
wages. 

What then becomes of the clap-trap cry of the monopo
lists and their credulous adherents, that cheap bread pro
duces low wages? It is now many years since food was 
as low as at present ; durin~ the last two years it was com,i
derably higher. No", when it is at the lowest, the mills 
are resuming work, men are getting employed, and wages 
are advancing. Will not this convince the working classes 
that if there be any con."\exion betwixt the price of food and 
the price oflabour, it is the very opposite of what has been 
asserted? Indeed, is it not self evident that the less a family 
give for their food, the more they have to spend upon 
clothing and bedding? and the more they spend upon these 
articles, and the greater is the revival of trade, which can
not but operate upon wages? This was exactly the case 
in 1835, and 1836, and if food continue low, I have no 
doubt times will go· on improving. This obvious connexion 
should lead every operative to agitate for cheap food, as 
a really substantial cause for plenty of work and good wages. 

We have often been reminded of the importance of en
couraging the home market for our manufactures. Now the 
very best way to do this is to cheapen food. A per
son from Bolton, a close observer, tells me that now the 
drapers' shops are crowded on a Saturday night. And if we 
could only imagine food low enough, we should have such 
an increased demand in the home market, that our mer
chants would cease to hawk our goods all over the world 
in search of a market. But to secure this cheap food per
manently, we must have.free imports of corn and the neces
saries of life, and this is what the repealers constantly con
tend for. Only repeal the corn laws, and give us the liberty 
of feeding the people cheaply, we need be under no appre
hension as to our export trade. Only let our govemmeut 

do what they have power to do, repeal these laws wliich 
prevent us bringing in, and we ha,e no fear as to other 
parties being willing to take out all we have to_ spare, and 
and I believe a great deal more. 

If it be said that we have the symptoms of returning 
prosperity with the present corn law, and therefore need 
not seek its repeal, I answer; if the monopolists will guar
antee us cheap food for all succeeding years, we might 
think the remark worth attending to ; but they cannot do 
this. Present cheapness arises from two causes, the long 
protracted poverty of the people, and the abundance of the 
last harvest. The former we should be sorry to see repeat
ed; the latter is so uncertain, that if we have only that to 
depend upon, the next years we may have bad harvests, 
and without free importations, a repetition of our severest 
sufferings. 

As cheap food brings with it the return of better wages, 
how can any working man.omit seeing the great importance 
of assisting to repeal that prohibitory system, which has 
always kept •it dear? We cannot in this climate, with a 
limited cultivation, and an increasing population, depend 
upon our harvests for a sufficiency. We had four bad sea
sons and deficient harvests in succession ; and we know not 
how soon they may be repeated. Nothing, then, ~ut t~e 
liberty of free imports can secure that supply which will 
keep down the prices, and this, I trust, the working men 
are beginning to see clearer every day. 

The Anti-Corn-Law League, in agitating for this, has 
acquired immense power. It is converting all classes, 
and the farmers among the rest. There are some factious 
opponents still among the working people, but the number, 
is rapidly decreasing. That the League will accom
plish its object, few now have any doubt ; yet if the 
operatives would come out as they ought, the work would 
be easier and sooner accomplished. To me it is the stran
gest thing in the world, that any poor man should ever need 
to be asked to work for himself. All this dispute resolves 
itself into a bread question ; and the poorer the man, and 
the deeper is he interested. The rich and the middle 
classes may be embarrassed, but they ne\1er want bread. 
Most of them eat, drink, dress, and lodge as well in bad 
times as good; but it is upon the breadless family, the 
poor, starved, badly bedded family, that the pressure falls 
so heavily. 

Repeal was at one time objected to as a mere manufactu
rer's question. If ever there were a semblance of evidence 
for this opinion, it has now totally disappeared. See the 
triumphant spread of the question in London, among all 
classes, far removed from the Manchester manufacturers. 
It is indeed now Tim NATIONAL QuEsTION, Public opini
on is fast ripening to maturity on this point, and even in 
the strongest holds of the agricultural monopolists no party 
can be found to defend the Corn Laws. Such, indeed, is 
the overwhelming national feeling in favour of free trade, 
that if the House of Commons had the least claim to be con
sidered the representatives of the nation, insteadofonly a few 
voting for Mr. Villiers, the question would now have been 
(as we expect it shortly will be) carried by a large majority. 

If we are favoured with a brief respite from the embar
rassments of a losing trade, and the operatives with cheap 
food, and higher wages, we shall have better spirits for 
carrying on the agitation. I have been frequently afraid 
that the protracted miseries of our country were such that 
its patience would be exhausted ; that we should be wearied 
out with delay, and be in danger of giving up all in despair. 
The intimation of an advance of wages has quite revived 
my spirits ; and I hope and trust that the manufacturers 
and spinners of Preston and every other town, will follow 
the example of Blackburn, and do that voluntarily and 
cheerfully, which, if profits will really allow, they will 
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be compelled to do by competition. And I also wpe that 
we shall all continue to pull together till industry has its 
rights, and till the sufferings of sober and hard working 
Englishmen be a mere matter of history. 

QUEEN ELIZABETH AND THE ANCIENT MONOPOLIES. 

(From M1·. Cobden's Speech at Drury Lane Theatre.) 

There is nothing new in monopoly in this country. Monopoly 
flourished in England 250 years ago ; the corn laws are but a new 
and more subtle variety of the thing. The system of monopoly 
grew up in the time of the Tudors and the Stuarts, and was put 
down in some of its more odious aspects at that time, after a long 
struggle on the part of our spirited ancestors. 'Tis true that the · 
forms which monopoly wore at that early period were somewhat 
clumsy; they had not yet, in those days, learnt the subtlety of a 
sliding-scale (hear, hear) ; but monopolies there were, and very 
galling ones. And this was the way of them ; the Dukes of that 
period, a Duke of Buckingham, or a Duke of Richmond, ad
dressed himself to Queen Elizabeth or to King James, and got a 
patent, by which be secured the monopoly of salt, or leather, or 
fish, he was not particular what. This system at length grew to 
sueh an enormous extent, that the people then, as the people are 
doing now, would stand it no longer. (Hear, hear.) They de
sired their representatives in Parliament to set forth their grie
vances. I will tell you what one Mr. Martin said, who I take it 
must have been a Leaguer, and might have been member for 
Stockport, for he spoke just as I may speak. H~ said, "I speak 
for a town that grieves and pines, and languisheth under the bur
den of monstrous and intolerable mon0polies. The principal com
modities of ID) town are engrossed by these bloodsuckers of the 
commonwealth (cheers); such is the state of my town, that the 
trade thereof is taken away ; and if these men be let alone to 
suck up the best and pdncipal commodities which the earth bath 
given us, what would become of us from whom the fruit of our 
own labour, which with the sweat of our brows we have laboured 
for, shall be taken away by warrant of supreme authority which 
the poor ubject dare not gain1tay ?'' That was part of the speech 
of 1\fr. Martin two hundred and fifty years ago, and I could make 
precisely the same speech in reference to Stockport at the present 
day. (Hear, hear.) They give a list of the monopolies com. 
plained of. There were woollen cloth, iron, tin, coal, glass, 
leather, s. lt, oil, vinegar, fruit, wine, Spanish wool, and fish, for 
all of whi ·h there was what Lord Stanhope and the Morning Post 
would call protection for native industry in all its branches. 
(Laughtel.' and great cheering.) The same quaint old journalist 
went on to say-" When the list of patents was read, some mem
ber cri~d out Lhat there was a monopoly of playing cards."
(laughter)-and the journalist remarks, "at the mention whereof 
Sir Walter Raleigh blu&bed, for that was one of his monopolies.'' 
Surely they were modest men in those days. We have a strong 
Bude light in our present Hause of Commons, yet I never saw a 
blush upon any boo. monopolist's face since I have been a mem
ber of it. (Laughter.) The journal goes on-" After the list of 
monopolies, or patents had been read over, a Mr. Hakewell-no 
doubt a Leaguer-(a laugh), got up and asked, 'Is not bread 
among the number?' ' Bread!' said one. 'Bread !' exclaimed 
another. 'That sound seemeth strange!' said a third. 'Well,' 
said l\1r. Hakewell, 'mark my words, if order be not taken with 
these other things, bread will be there yet.' " (Lond cheers.) 
And here, ladies and gentlemen, is what we are met about now. 
.Bread has "got there." (Repeated cheers.) Well, the joumal
ist goes on, "when the Queen (Elizabeth) heard of these com
plaints of the people, she came down to the house one day and 
said, that she thanked them for having ' drawn !J.er attention to 
so great an evil.' And then she grew in<lignant at finding her
self so long misled by ' those varlets,' as she thought proper to de
nominate her monopolist ministers. ' Do they think to escape 
unpunished that have so long oppressed you, and been respectless 
of their own duty and the Queen's honour ? No, I assure you. 
I desire that the oppression done by these varlets- (laughter)
should no escape condign punishment. But I now see (she con
tinued) that they (the ministers) have dealt with me like physi-
ians -(Ii ear, and laughtei:), -,who, ministeri~g a · drug, made it 

acceptable by giving it an· aromatic savour, or when they give 
pills-(renewed cries of' hear, hefir, he·ai·,' and 'Tamworth doc, 

tor/) or when they give pills, do gild them all over.'" (Roars 
of laughter and applause.) Now really we might almost suppose 
there was in this some prophetic reference h> a certain state doc
tor in our own day. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) This, ladies 
and gentlemen, was the conduct of Queen Elizabeth, and we of 
the present time have a Queen who worthily fills the throne of 
Elizabeth. (Loud cheers.) I am well persuaded that her Ma
jesty would not personally sanction injury done to any one of the 
poorest and humblest of her subjects ; and though she may not be 
disposed to come down to the House. of Lords and denounce her 
ministers as varlets-(a laugh),-I think her Majesty would not 
have the smallest objection to come down and give her assent to 
the total abolition of the corn Laws. (Cheers, and loud cries of 
"God save the Queen.") 

'J'·he Emi,;rant's Reception. 

CLEANLINESS. 

It is a pity that working meu do not attempt to improve them
selves now, there is so strnng an inclination to regard the real 
producing, honest, working man with favour. Let us enumerate 
a few little matters. 1. ,vhen you come home, wash your face 
and hands, rubbing the last well with soap mixed with sand. 2. 
Comb and brush the hair after work, using a little lard to keep it 
bright, flowing, and not foxy and harsh. 3. Brush the hat, for a 
hat if it is well brushed looks well, even if short of nap, and brown. 
And lastly, not least-clean the body. This might be done by 
sponging the chest and back one night, and the next night sponging 
tile legs ar,d feet; in cold weather and in east winds, a drop of 
hot water from the kettle will make this pleasant, which, if un
pleasant ,vont be done. This- sponging can be done in 70 seconds, 
and as it comes every day need not be made a long and tiring 
business of; if it takes time, then a disrelish is created, and it 
is entirely neglected. This spunging should be followed with a 
good rubbing. 

No animal is so offensive as a neglected man or woman. The 
wild animal and the bird, even the very house fly is scrupulously 
clean. You never see a wild rabbit, or a mouse, ot• a skylark, 
but they are glossy with cleanliness. But a dirty man is offensive 
to eyes and nose. In my experience I have hardly been able to 
bear the disagreeable odour which has issued from the bodies of 
individuals which are scal'Cely ever washed. 

For all this, I don't blame them. At schools they are so busy 
with catechisms and creeds, that they never hear any thing about 
the common virtues of life, industry, prudence, cleanliness, and 
gentle manners. And when grown up they are harassed by mo
nopolies, dear bread, and dear 1tugar, and dear every thing, and 
low wages, and uncertain work, that they have hardly any spirit, 
for 1telf-improvement and self-inspection. evertheh1ss, if they 
would attend to this hair cleansing, and body sponging, they would, 
derive immediate comfort, ith a feeling of self-iatisfaction. 

• B.. 
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V ARIETlES. 

CHANGE AMONG FAR,1Ens .-l\lr. :::.atimore, a farmer of Here
fordshire, at the la,t Drury lane me etD1g, alluding to the thrald_om 
of farmers at elections said " that throughout the last election 
they had no more voic; in th~ matter rhan the very animals which 
took them to the poll." He state , lnwever, that the farmers are 
now undeceived, and will next time 2ct a more independent part. 

THE NATURAL PRICE.-In answe: to one of the questions put 
to Mr. Cobden, at the Aylesbury meeting, he said the free trader 
did not care what pi-ice food was, so that it was at a natural price. 
It was po£sible that wheat might dse 10 a very high price _with free 
trade ; but then it would only rise in consequence of the mcreas~d 
power of consumption; but now, wha; the manufa~turers complain 
of was, that if prices rose it was al ways from scarcity. 

Goons OR GOLD.-" If you adort a free system of imports,'' 
say some, "foreigners will come and take away 7our gold, ~.ut not 
your goods, and we shall be drained of the precious metals. But 
why would they do this? If they get gold, it is _not to e~t, or _wear, 
or pile up as play stuff, but to exchar.ge for articles which will sell 
again and make more ; and if they can get them cheaper frnm us 
than others, they will be selfish enough to give us the prefer
ence. Any foreigner woul<il rather have goods that would make 
him £110 when sold in some distant market, than 100 English sove
reigns out of the Bank of England. 

MONOPOLY DEFEATED.:_To shcv that even prohibitory laws 
cannot prevent people from buying at the cheapest markets, or 
compel them to take money instead of goods, as our reciprocity 
people say foreigners would from this country, Mr. Cobden says 
that h'3 saw in the town of Lausanne, in Switzerland, great num
bers of peasants who had come from the coast of Savoy, is Italy, 
with their fruit, poultry, eggs, butter, &c., to sell ; and although 
the law did not allow the Swiss goods to be imported into Italy, 
yet the people thronged the shops, and had their goods made up 
,o as to smuggle them over; and there were places where dress
makers were at work stitching dresse together as &lightly as possi
ble, so that the people could wear them through the custom 
house. They all preferred taking cheap goods to money, and 
could not be prevented doing so by leial prohibitions. 

LANDLORDS SEEKING AFTER F ARMERS.-! dreamed I saw 
Squire Turnabout riding down the lane leading to several of his 
farms. He met with a plain-dressed, middle-aged man; pulled up, 
smiled upon him very complacently, and accosted him thus~
" Well, John, are you not wanting a farm now? I have several 
on hand-capital places. I'll make you a bargain of one.'' John 
replied that he was not in the humour at present. The Squire 
continued, " Come, John, think about it ; and if you are coming 
our way, just call and look. I shall not be over nice about re?t, 
and I will put it in good order to be0 in with ; and as far as dram
ing and repairing buildings go, I will try to meet your wishes as 
far as possible. But if you are determined not to en~a~e, per
haps you will mention it to any person you know who 1s hkely to 
want a farm." I awoke, and said to mybelf, times are changed; 
but this is not unlikely to be realized. It must come to something 
like this before ever farmers can do well-landlords seeking after 
farmers, instead of farmers seeking after them. 

THE BENEFIT OF FREE TRADE Ui SwITZERLAND.-No sooner 
does the traveller in Switzerland cross the frontier, than he dis
covers the superiority of their roads, and the increased activity 
and prosperity of the people. And why? Because in Switzerland 
there is no law to discourage imports. The people from the 
neighbouring countries of France, Germany, and Italy bring their 
produce to market, without any question being asked them. They 
experience no let or hindrance. And does auy one suppose that 
in consequence of this the land of Switzerland is not more valuable 
than the land in the neighbouring country ? I found that one spot 
of land in Switzerland was worth three times as much as the land 
in any of the bordering countries; and I am prepared to show 
that land in Switzerland, acre for acre, and of a similar kind, and 
in similar situations, is worth as much as land in England, and yet 
the land in Switzerland pays nearly half the taxes that are received 
by the state. And why is this great prosperity? Because every 
man that wants any commodities, whethe1· of subsistence, or ma
t erials for mannfactures, when he locates in Switzerland, can snp
p\ himself from ever y part of the world.-Ccbclen. 

BED CLoTHEs.-The rich don't reflect how mlll·h expense it 
takes to keep a poor man's family decent in every thing, or the1 
would not keep on corn laws and sugar laws. I fear there is great 
neglect about bed clothes, and that thPy are very sddom vashed. 
Better steeped in watc1· now a11d then than uot washe:l at all. 
At all events, turn them down for three or four houn every 
day and ke~p the windows open. I. H. 

NEXT TIME.-Electors ! think of thia word, next time. Bye 
and bye you will have to empannel a new House of Conmons, 
and at that time, if you don't prefer the demands of your wires, and 
your children, and your country, to those who fawn upo? y~u, 
flatter you, and deceive you, you deserve to have your ruseries 
perpetuated. The repeal of the corn laws is in your hand& You 
can do it when you please; and in the event of a succession of 
failures, we shall make our last appeal to you, and I trust we shall 
not be disappointed. 

IMPORTS PRODUCE EXPORTs.-Mr. Cobden, in exposing the 
system of refusing imports, unless the parties will pledge them
selves to take our exports, said, "It just amounts to this, that in 
refusing to take the produce of other countries, we profess to 
dread that other nations should have a sudden fit of philanthropy, 
and deluge us with corn, coffee; and the likP,." The fact is, when 
they bring us over food, if we have any article of mamifacture 
cheaper than other countries, they are sure to take it back with 
them. 

THE FLITCH OF BACON ARGUMENT.-" Oh I yon need not 
grumble at the monopolists taking your money from you, for they 
spend it on you afterwards." Let us look into this. A landlord 
takes 8d. instead of 4d. for your loaf, but ho spends the 8d. upon 
you, and you are consequently no loser !-A man goes into a pro
vision shop and takes a sovereign, but he returns next day and 
buys a flitch of bacon. The provision dealer, according to these 
wiseacres, is no loser, because he gets his so,ereign back. True, 
but where is the flitcb of bacon? I. H. 

THE MALT TAX BunDEN.-Driven from every plausible ar
gument, some inventive monopolists have ventured to call the 
malt tax a special agricultural burden. Jt can be a burden to 
nobody but those who pay it, and these consi11t, I am sorry to say, 
mostly of our artizans, who are deluded as to the deleterious pro
perties of fermented malt water. It cannot be urged _that the 
probable diminished consumption arising from the tax, 1s a bur
den inasmuch as the agriculturists of this country do not produce 
a su'fficient quantity, taking wheat, oats, and barley altogether, to 
feed the people. If short now, we should only be so much 
more short if the consumption was increased by so injudicious a 
measure as' the repeal of the malt tax. They might with even 
greater reason maintain that tea and coffee are the great ca~e or 
agricultural distres-. ; for abandon these, and the co?sump~10n or 
milk would be probably doubled. Honesty needs no mvenllons to 
cloak it ; but robbery seeks all sorts of arguments to hide ita 
misdeeds. 

SECRETS REVEALED.-In a lot of old paper belonging to the 
police office, bought by a respectable shop keeper in London, are 
the following among other similar entries. Th~se, it will be per
ceived, refer to 1815, when the present corn law. was passed, and 
when the landlords' government before venturing to pas the 
measure employed spies and emissaries to go among the people. 
"Public Office, Bow-stree~, February 15th, ~o March ~th, 181_5.7 James John Smith, attendmg at several pubhc-houses m St. Giles• 
and Clerkenwell, by order of Sir Nathaniel Conant, and taking 
notice of any conversation respecting the Corn-bill, and reporting 
the same. Nineteen days' trouble, at 5s. per day, £4 15s. Od. 
Expenses, at 3s. per day, £2 17s." "William Baco~, Richard 
Limbrick Evan Lewis, Christopher Jones, Wm. Smith, Peter 
Perry, J~hn Gibbs, Thomas Mayhew, Ma~k Co_x, WilliamNi~hols, 
John Smith William Salmon, and Daniel Buhop, the tr.irteen 
conductors, 'to several public-,houses in their respective dhtricts, 
to collect the public opinion respecting the Corn-bill. Six days, 
at 5s. per day each £19 IOs. Expenses, at 3s. per day, £11 14s." 

Printed and Published by J. LIVESEY, Preston. Sold by W. Stralll!'e, Pa
ternoster-row, London; G3dsby and Heywood, ~fanchester; Villmer, 
and Anti-Monopoly Association, 7, Water street, LITerpool; J. Ktrsl!aw, 
14, South l\Iarket, Leeds ; Houghton, 47, Westgate, Huddersfield; Rtley, 
Cheatergate, Stockport; Gill, Blackburn; Wragg, Bury; J. . awson, 
Clitheroe ; E. Bowkrr, Accrinilon l H. Earnshaw, Colne.-Pnca ½d. 



•• If the people could not pay taxes, the best way to improve their condition was to increase the commerce of the country."-Villier,. 

THE EMIGRANT'S FAREWELl.. 
OLD FATHElt.-G-ood bye, good bye. I never thought to see the day when my honest, industrious lads should be banished like 

felons. 
FntEND.-Good bye, George, good bye. God bless you; may you keep your health. ,vrite lily the next packet, and let us 

know all about the country we shall have to come to. 

LITTLE MAnY.-Grand-daddy, shall I never see uncle G-eorge again ?-Oh dear I oh dear! !-(cries.) 
LITTLE JoE.-Come, grandmother, don't take on so. He promises to send us some money if he gets on• and he is so steady, 

he's sure to thrive. 
BETSY SMITH.-Oh ! George, George, write to me soon-don't forget me, and I will cross the wide Atlantic any moment when 

you are ready for your betrothed and early love.-(Uses her handkerchief, whilst her teara flow plentifully.) 

ONWARD STILL! 

TRUTH never shrink!; the prognosticated retreat of 
the Repeale.rs has proved a falsehood. Advancin~ as 
the cause is in the public mind, in the concessions of 
their foes, and in parliamentary divi1ions, how can 
they retreat ? They wonder themselves at the mighty 
progress which the last twelve months has produced; 
and the chief effort of their enemies is now to ward off 
a little longer the change which they see is inevitable. 
They want time to set their houses in order; to make 
terms with thiir creditors, and to excite the forbear
ance and pity of the public whom they have robbed. 

No. 75. 

The Repeal movement stands now in a proud position, 
and confident of ultimate success, we must exercise a 
little patience till it is brought about. Important as 
other questions may be, let us stick to tkis which has 
co:st us so much labour and expense, till we see its 
victory complete. We must all diffuse as much infor
mation.as possible; for sound knowledge is the only sure 
basis of our cause. No effort should be spared. To reap 
liberally, we must sow liberally. To win the day. we
must work hard; and in the hope of being hereafter 
repaid, we must not grudge to make any reasonable
sacrifice. The annual parliamentary battle has again 
been fought, and though, as expected, the n1onopolist1 



THE ~TRIJGGLE. 
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out-numbered the repealers, yet the majority is de
creased, and the numbers of the minoricy considerably 
augmented. Immediately following the division on 
Mr. Villiers' motion, the Conference of the Anti-Corn
Law Deputies at London issued the following address, 
which is deserving the most extensive circulation. 

"THE ANTI-CORN-LAW CONFERE " CE TO THE PEOI-LE OF 

GREAT BRITAIN, 

" The House of Commons has again recorded its refusal 
to untax the people's food. Again it is enacted, by the 
proprietors of the soil, that the industrious population shall 
not only pay for their food, but also pay, for the presumed 
advantage of those proprietors, some forty or fifty millions 
sterling pet· annum above the value of their produce in the 
world's market. Again has the government of the country, 
to the detriment of its own legitimate authority. and the 
destruction of its moral influence as a government, upheld 
an interested majority in this shameful refusal of justice. 
But the drama, however prolonged, obviously verges to
wards its catastrophe. The indications have become far 
more numerous and clear than heretofore that the redress 
of the monstrous wrongs under which the million suffers is 
on its way with accelerated pace, and it may probably arrive 
more speedily than the most anguine had anticipated. 

'' We do not rest our hopes merely on any small numeri
cal increase in the Parliamentary minority, nor on symptoms 
of changing opinion in individual members of the h•gisla
ture, nor on the lowered tone of monopolist advocates, 
pleading for the continuance of an experiment, instead of 
asserting, as formerly, an unalterable principle and purpose; 
nor on the still gathering strength of popular demonstration, 
as evinced in the unprecedented metropolitan meetings of 
this year-nor on the accession, rapidly augmenting, of the 
actual cultivators of the soil to proper views of their own 
position, and of the common interest, but in connexion 
with these facts, and above all, on the flood of light 
which has been let in upon the question, so that longer 
delu ion and mystification are become impossible. The 
iniquity is exposed in its n:ikedne s to the gaze of 
public scorn. The monopolist is reduced to rely on 
the compensation of the sinecurist for a precedent. All 
the world perceives with wonder and disgust that the en
deavour which has been veiled under so many patriotic 
plausibilities, is neither more nor les5 than that of forcing 
t~e people to pay by corn-law taxation for making food 
artificially scarce, that they may then pay the more for 
that scarce food. The hideous truth stands in a noon
day blaze oflight. Those who feel their monopoly slipping 
from their clutches, may skulk together, and shut their 
eyes, and cry to each other, " it is still dark;" but they 
deceive nobody; their fatuous obstinacy only undeceives 
the multitude which had given them credit for deceiving 
themselves. The curse of Egypt is on St. Stephen's-but 
there is light in all the borders of the land, and the day 
of deliverance is near. 

" In the defeat of the clamorous and savage attempt to 
prevent all reply to the sophisms of the Premier, we re
cognise an omen of the defeat of the monopolist legislation. 
Truth cannot be put down by interested uproar. Argument 
has failed, and brute noise cannot succeed. The tricks 
which have formerly told, show miserably in their attempted 
repetition under present circumstances. No ebullitions of 
wrath can disguise the fact, that the heart of oppression is 
quailing in the broad daylight. Its dupes are beginnincr to 
see, and its slaves to rebel. We have only to hold on °yet 
a little longer with unaba_ting energy-an energy which de
rives its melancholy inspiration from the exposure of so
phistry and selfishness, and the prolonged aDguish of disap
pointment, distress, and wretchedness. 

" Continued and redoubled exertion is the omly practical 
advice we have to offer. What particular formss and :nodes 
of action may best accord with the present tate f the 
cause, will be maturely considered by the Co)Ulncil of the 
League, and in their due season recommend d to the pub
lic. Meanwhile enrolment in the ranks of the numlers of 
the League is an obvious and efficient method of carrying 
on our peaceful and lawful warfare against the oppr ssion 
which, though exposed, is not destroyed, and 'While it tot
ters, yet continues to aggravate the burden of national 
calamity. Let us oppose to it the front of an united peo
ple, determined on redress, and solemnly ple1dged o the 
holy purpose of working out the deliverance o.f thos who 
are perishing. The object is well worth all tthe perseve
rance and the sacrifices it may require. Its ri:ghteousnesa 
is shewn by the light that displays the foulness of c rrup" 
tion and oppression, and that Paternal Power which, when 
tl1e children cry for bread, does not mock therm by giving a 
stone, will before long bless our efforts for pmrifying our 
national legislation from the anti-christianity of injustice~ 
and the guilt of inhumanity."-P. A. TAYLOR, Chairman. 

AN ADDRESS TO '\:HE YOONG WOMEN OF ENGLAND~ 

BY A BACHELOR, 

S!towin,q that they are much more deeply intere~ted t lian they are 
aware ofin the total und immediate repeal of the Corn Law,. 

Before I have adjusted my neckcloth in order to addres$ you in 
due form, you will perhaps ask me the \<ery significant question .. 
" What have women to do with politics?" I shall take the libert)' 
or answering you by ar.othor question, which perhaps will slattl8" 
you, " Wouldn't yo11 like to be married?'' It is very likPly yo~ 
will protest with becoming dignity, that you have no such wish~ 
but as the wise and good have always considered matrimony a an 
honourable appointment, I ~ball at once proceed to show you that 
the Corn Laws tend in an indirect, but in a mo~t powerful man
ner, to prevent marriage. Let us fancy to ourselves the case or 
a young m.in, industrious, steady, inlelligent, and anxious, llccord
ing to a common phrase, to be married and settled in life. Hi, 
first difficult_\' is, not to find a young woman who will marry him,
there is not much difficulty in that, on account of the numbera 
who are anxious for a settlement-but to procure a business which
will enable him to maintain a wife and family. If he it a farmer, 
and hears of a farm to be let which promises to be worth taking, 
he finds a dozen other competitors eager to obtain it; and if he 
is not able, hy the possession of larger capital, to offer bet I er term, 
than any of the rest, he is sure to lose the prize. lf he is !l shop
keepe1·, he meets with the eame competilion, and finds that there 
are already too many in the business; for the corn laws, by pre
venting foreign trade, limit our field of action, and compel our
home tradesmen, as it were to prey upon each other. But let u, 
suppose that the young man is snccessful in one or other of these 
departmenls, and obtains a business. If he hires a farm, he soon 
di covers that the corn laws maintain high rents, but do not main
tain high prices for the prnduce of his fields; arid that the outlay 
of his capital is an uncertain and hazardous speculation. If on 
the other hand he gets into business as a shopkeeper, he finds that 
the corn laws, by crippling our commerce with other countries, 
tend to throw out of employment a large number of our manufac
turi~ poor of all descriptions, our &hip-builders, our sailors, and 
indirectly many others ofour labouring population. Now I wish 
you to bear in mind that the orking clas;ses form the great body 
of the people, and that they are the great consumers of such arti .. 
cles as are sold in shops. Unless, therefore, the working classes 
are employed, and consequently are earning wages, they have no 
money to lay out in clothes and groceries; and the young trades
man, when he takes stock at the end of the year, finjs that he ha, 
incurred many bad debts, that his returns have been smaller than 
he expected, and that his profits, instead of enabling him to main
tain a wife, have not, perhaps, been sufficient, w:th the utmost 
economy, to maintain himself! This is a most di,couraging state 
of things for a young tradesman, and if he has a young woman io 
his eye, she shares the same discouragement. H3 asks b1mselr 
how he can marry under such circumstances, and m;.king a virtue 
of necessity, bites his lips and sing&-



" 0 no! I cal'e not to marry ; 
""]ris better, 'tis better to live single.'' 

Thus you seP, you are prevenled from having husbands by the 
badness of trade, that bad trade is causPd by the poor not having 
wages to spend-but the poor have uo wages to spend, because 
the manufacturers cannot employ them ; that the mant{facturers 
c:innot employ them, because they aro not allowed to e·<cbange 
the surplus produce of their looms for the surplus food which is 
grown in foreign countries ; and that this reasonable, profitable, and 
righteous exchange is prevented by the abominable Corn Laws, 
which were enacted by a landlord's parliament, in order to main
tain high rent•, but which by injuring every other class of the 
community must eventually injure even the landlords themselves. 

l\Ionopolists are fond of talking ahout "independence of 
foreign countries," but what would you, do without foreign tea, 
foreign sugar, foreign coffee, foreign silks, to say nothing of fo
reign fruits and spices? Independence indeed! Why foreign 
trade is the true fountain of wealth, and at the same time the 
br.nd of international peace. To build a wall round our island 
and be independent of foreigners, may be a very fine idea, and 
very beautiful in theory. If such a scheme were carried into 
effect, it might foster national pride, and perhaps be a benefit to 
th_ose who build the wall; but be assured it would prove a poor, 
miserable, cold, selfish, barl'en sort of policy-a iita.te of single 
blessednes ! 

I appeal, therefore, to you, the young women of Enghnd. You 
h'.Lve your own peculiar sphere of action, your own peculiar means 
of usefulnes3; and I call upon you to assist in the great struggle 
for free tude. Not, however, on the sole plea of your own ad
vantage. I appeal to you on behalf of out· miserable, dying poor, 
who ask far employment and not for charity ; who wish to earn 
their bread like freemen, and not to he made into paupers. l\Iany 
of the fair sex have akeady worked hard for the cause of repeal, 
and I tru;L many more will be joined to their numbers; and thnt 
we may hve tc) see the day when the fear of want may 'not keep 
asunder those whose hearts are already united. -- --

THE SUGAR 1\10 OPOLY. 

The question next in importance to corn undoubtedly is Sugar. 
If brought free from Brazil it could be afforded at 2d. per lb; and 
~f admitted at 24 . per cwt, duty same as the West Indian sugar, 
It would he SC\ld a.t 5d. per lb. But it is now virtually prohibited 
by being s bj •et to a duty of 63s. Much, however, (,f this su•·ar 
is brought here to he refined or made into what we call l~af 
sugar, 1.rnd l~OUl(h it is too good for the Englbh poor, it is 
taken ar1~ ol<\ to the blacks in the West Indies at 5d. per lb. ! 
Brazil t lke o1Jr 1:,oods at a moderate duty, not rxceeding 20 per 
ce;it., whilie we impose a duty of more than 400 per cent. upon 
their sugar. 11 this is simply to profit the ,vest J ndian plant~rs, 
to whoni n<ot long ago we gave 20 millions as the ransom price of 
their slave~.. Our exports to Brazil have been 5 millions worth 
of good ; .and to avert the probable fall in~ olf, Mr. Elis was sent 
out to neg ciate :i treaty of commerce with this country, but has 
rE>turned, as might be expected, unable to accomplish his mission. 
The,>- will 1trade with us if we will act fairly by them, but not 
otherwi~e. The Brazilian minister having bE>en questioned rPs
pecting the, progfess of the negociations replieii, that " the go
vernment ,would not refuse to make treaties conceding advanta
geous terms to any nation which, in return, will concede really 
advanta~eorus tern1s to us.'' 

One of tine cJeputies (Senhor Renzencle) went into the question 
of the negociatio11 at some length, and forcihly pointed out the 
absurdity olf anticipating a favourable issue to Mr. Ellis's labours 
while his t.a.nds w••re tied up by the ruinous system so blindly ad~ 
hered to by the home government. 

" ,vhat,'" asks this deputy, " wl1at has been the conduct of 
England wi,th re~trd to colonial produce? It received the cotton 
nf Brazil, beeauS3 the West Indian coloniPs producerl no cotton. 
lt received their coffee by way of the Cape of Good Hope, 
because the West Indian colonies did not produce as much coffee 
as was want,ed ; b·d it refused to 1·eceive tlteir sugar because the 
West lndicl8 proi:uced that article. All the world knew that the 
En9lish POTPulatic.n was sacrificed to the interests of the English 
landowners and of tlie proprietors of West Indian estates. All 
th@ wodd k.:ne t~at the consumption of Brwliao sugar was pro-

hibited in Eneland, bnt that it was refined there and sent to the 
,vest Indies, in order that the planters of Jamaica anti the other 
islands might be able to buy il at a very low 11rice there, and in 
that way be able to send all their produce to England to be sold at 
monopoly prices to the English people. All the world knew that 
the interests of the English people were thu3 sacrificed, b t they 
had long heen acc11stome<l to submit to monopo lies of all descrip
tions. Now, 1,owever, that the English population wu. becuming 
familiar with the discussion of suclt questions, now that they ~aw 
t!te .fiugrant injustice of sac, i.ficing the worlting and laboriou, 
population to the proprietors, now that they suw tlwt they were 
not allowed to taste t!te cheap sugars of Brazil, but were re
stricted to t 1ie dear ones of the Antillas, while tlte l-Vest Indian, 
were allowed to purchase Brazilliun sugars at a low price, from 
this time it would be impossible for the Englislt cabinet to maintai1& 
the interest of the aristocracy against those of the nation. '' 

Sancho Panza. flogging himself, or the Landlords laylns 
peculiar burthens on themselves I 

Sancho Panza is de~ired hy Don Quixotte to flag<'llate himsPlr, 
which Sancho accordingly rlot->s, not in the sevt>rest mannrr in the 
world. Our landlords talk of the pPculiar burthens they have 
im1~osed on tht->mselve~. Gc1,erous souls! What hea"y IPgacy 
du11es, what a heavy land tax, in order thatrngar and tobacco, and 
all excisable articles may be li6 htly taxed I Such disinternsted 
souls the world never faw. 

THE WORKING MAN HIS OWN CAPITALIST. 

Who makes this outcry about profit-mongers ?-The Chartists, 
Well, what do they want ?-Shall we go back to the grinding mill. 
stone of scripture, or shall we uave a large, lofty, powerful wind. 
mill? This windmill requires capital; then there must be a 
capitalist. " Oh ! let the working man be his own capitalist and 
his own landlord." Be it so-begin to-morrow; but Robert 
Owen said this before you, and is now trying it at Tytherly, with 
small success, if you consult the capitalist who advanced the mo
ney, (still you see the capitalist wanted) and who gets no intere;,t 
to b is sorrow. Oh, what basenes~ is this, to borrow a man'• 
ideas, and tbt>n to help the world to abuse him !-just of a piece 
with Bra~gadocio's "five points," when the "fair duy'a wa_qea for 
a fair days u·ork'' movement took place last summer, becoming 
the mouth piece or it, and wishing the world to believe it wa1 
Chartism rising in its strength ; and lo I it was no sueh thing, 
and when ill success and failure etared the misled multitude in the 
face, shrinking illto holes again, and wishing to repudiate the 
whole b~ainesa. I. B. 
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VARIETIES. 

SUGAR REVEL'IUE.-Sir Robert Peel himself had admitted that 
the abolition of the sugar duties would bring a large increase to 
the revenue. - Villiers. 

Ma. Fox MAULE,' the son of Lord Panmere, the owner of 
90,000 acres of land in Scotland, voted for the repeal of the Corn 
Laws. 

SELFISH LEGISLATION.-Out of 381 members who voted for 
monopoly against Mr. Villiet·s' motion, 202 were county members 
directly interested in keeping up the price of land. 

WHISKEY, AND WELCOlltE.-During the few days' sojourn of 
Her Majesty at Taymouth Castle, the consumption of provisions 
was as follows :-186 animals, weighing 1,019 stone, besides 109 
gallons of whiskey ! 

PROTECTION ABANDONED ALTOGETHER.-Sit- Robert Peel 
says that if corn law protection be abolished, protection of all 
kinds must share the same fate. Granted, but still if there be 
any difference in point of tinH•, that which taxes the poor man's 
bread should be removed the first of all. Eating admits of no 
delay whatever. 

Mo NEY is not consitmable wealth, but a contrivance for facilita
ting the distribution of consumable wealth. And it is not difficult 
to understand how at present it should be so redundant in J;>ank
ers' hands. For payment of wages, one-third less is now needed 
than formel'ly. A dealer in grain, cheese, cattle, or any other 
agricultural produce, can also carry on the same businesa with 
£700 as formerly required £1,000. 

CANADIAN ELECTIONS.-At the election of a District Coun
cillor for Sheffield, in Canada, ·whiskey was supplied by_ pail-fulls 
to the voters and a general row wai;, the result. In this an old 
man who took no part, but went in the crowd to fetch out his son, 
was struck, and was killed upon the spot. Another account says 
h~ was coming home when he was attacked. The man who struck 
the blow has escaped, and two others who were aiding him have 
been admitted to bail. 

IMPORTS AND ExPORTs.-You want trade do you? Yes, to 
be sure we do ; we want foreigners to buy our goods, and that 
would give employment. Well then, in order to effect this you 
must buy theirs. There is no other plan. They cannot give you 
gold, for they have it not; and if they could, it woul? be com
paratively useless; for unless we buy food from foreigners, all 
their gold would not make a single additional meal for the people 
of this country. Well might Ricardo say, " Take care of the im
ports, and the e:rports will take care of themselves." 

DrsPLACIN0 HollIE GROWN ConN.-" If foreign corn be ad
mitted " say the agriculturists, " it will displace so much of home 
grown 'grain." This would be true, if we had quite enough of 
home grown. But let every famil) be able to eat a sufficiency, 
and you will then see the size of the vacuum that requires to be 
filled. When the glass is but two-thirds full, none is displaced by 
an additional third being added. I maintain that if we were 
honestly to measure the wants of the people, we should find tha.t 
one-third more produce is required to make them comfortable. 
But even if we had plenty, and Yankee cheap flour should be pre
preferred to Buckingham dear wheat, it would only be like the 
gentry preferring French silk to that which is wrought at home. 

:MANGER FEEDING.-A great saving, some say one half or more, 
is effected by cutting the dry fodder for horses and neat cattle, 
and feeding them with their provender or grain, in two or three 
daily messes, in mangers. Not that the food is thereby enhanced 
in its inherent properties, but given in this way it all tells-is all 
consumed all digested, all converted into nutriment. There is 
comparati~ely none wasted, or voided, without having benefitte\:l 
the animal. In the ordinary mode of feeding in racks, yards, and 
in open fields at stacks, it is well known that much is lost, from 
the difficulty of masticating uncut hay, straw, and stalks, and from 
its being trodden under the feet of animals and spoilt. Much 
labour is besides saved to the animal, as cut food requires less 
mastication, and the animal enjoys a long~r period of rest. For 
working horses, cooking roots, such as mangel wurzel, potatoes, 
turnips, &c., and feeding them wilh cut hay and straw, is of mani
fest adnntage, and may almost BU?£>rcede the neeessity of grain. 

REQUISITES TO llEALTH.-lt has been quaintly remarked that 
t.here al'e three things reqnisite to health ;-A clean skin,-A 
clean stomach,-and a clean conscience. 

PLAIN TRUTH.-Sir Edward Knatchbull declared in the House 
of Commons, that the corn law was necessary to enable the ownera 
of land to fulfil marriage settlements and meet mortgages l 

Ma. Moon said, "The League is determined to carry on the 
repeal agitation in every county in the kingdom. Not a county 
will be omitted where a hall, a market-place, or a field can be 
obtained." 

INJURIOUS TO THE FARMEn.-The following resolution was 
proposed by Mr. Lattimor.e, a tenant farmer, at the Hertford 
meeting, and carried by a majority of ten to one:-" That it i, 
the opinion of thii. meeting that the existing Corn Laws have 
proved highly injurious to the independence and welfare of the 
tenant farmer, and that they ought to be abolished.'' 

FARMER'S FRIEND.-" We propose to make good friends with 
the farmers," said Mr. Cobden in his speech on Mr. Villier·s mo
tion ; " yes, we are their best friends, th~ir only friends, their best 
customers ; and I can tell you they are beginning to be sick of their 
political landlords. And the very reason they are ready to look 
on us with friendly eyes is, that we never promised them any thing, 
but tell them distinctly that Parliament can do nothing for them." 

EQUALITY OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS.--We can e:rport nothing 
without receiving its equivalent in imports. Now, what should 
that be to confer the greatest benefit ? Should it be luxuries for 
the rich? At present it is so, but if we had good laws, necessarie8 
for the poor would be the first articles brought home. As to 
importing money, we don't need it, unless _we w_ere allo_wed 
to exchange it for what we want. As a c1rculatmg medrnm, 
we have at present more money than we need. Without the 
liberty of importing, ship loads of sovereigns would only be so 
many play things. 

USEFUL WoRK FOR LABOURERS.-The owner of a township 
in the Fylde, keeps nine labourers at 9s. per week constantly em
ployed in various alterations and improvements, such as filling up 
ditches, opening water courses, and repairing fences. Though 
the wages are low, yet it would be well if other lando~ners would 
follow his example. The fact most to be regretted 1s, the con
stant taking down old clay-built cottages, without the erection of 
any new ones. The occupants, of course, must all flee to the 
towns. 

Y oUNG PEOPLE ? you sheuld never forget to assist and suppor• 
your parents. A prevailing error is, for children to leave home so 
soon as they can obtain wages at the factory equal to their own 
support. They then throw off parental restraint, and spend upon 
themselves their whole earnings. This is both ungrateful and un
just. Do you think that you have already recompensed your pa
rents for their toil and anxiety in bringing you up? Have you 
caculated what it cost to bring you to the age of thirteen, before 
you got afly thing towards your own support ? Take a piece of 
paper; add up the full amount, and debit yourse!ves with ~he 
same ; and if you hav~ no gratitude, you are not actmg accordmg 
to common justice, if you do not, when able, pay the whole of this 
back. To me nothing seems so undutiful as for children to leave 
homejus.t when they are able to do something towards the support 
of the family. 

A HINT.-Every newspaper containing debates on the corn 
laws, should be sent through the post from one hand to another 
while it will hold together. 
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" For a Ieng time the regulations with respect to the corn trade, were principally intended to promote abundance and 

low prices."-1\'.ln. M'Cur..r..ocH. 

fJLEilICA.L CONVOCA.TIOIW. 
BrsaoP.-Our next business is to consider the proposition for 

altering the prayer for " plenty and cheapness." Please lo read it. 
· R1w. T. TITHEWELL(reads).-"O God, Heavenly Father, whose 

gift it is that the rain doth fall, the earth is fruitful, beasts increase, 
and fishes do multiply, behold, we beseech thee, the afflictions of 
thy people, and grant that the scarcity and dearth, which we do 
now most justly suffer for our iniquity, may, through thy goodness, 
be mercifully turn<:,d into CHEAPNESS and PLENTY.'' 

REV. l\fALCOME MAKE KNEEL.-Right Rev, Father, these 
words are what the League are always quoling, so I propose that 
we have a new prayer. I maintainc<l at a large public meeting, 
that cheap bread brings low wages, and that dear bread brings 

No. 76. 

high wages; in other word11, that "plenty" and " cheapness" 
bring distress, and dearne s prosp erity. 

REv. A. Nonr,Enr..oon.-Yes,. and you had good authority both 
in and out of parliament to support you. To re.ad this prayer, drawn 
up in ignorant times, when men thought plenty and cheapness some
thin~ to he desit-ed, is like eating one's owa words. 

Srn ROBERT, (aside.)-That' s cool indeed. 
REv. T. SPENCER.-1 attend this convocation, my re,erend 

friends, to protest against all attempts to alttir thti language in our 
venerable liturgy, where it seem.s to favour the sound doctrine of 
freedom of' food and plenty for the people. 'l'he obj ect of the 
corn laws is to keep up the price of bread, The owners of land. 
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declares that high prices are necessa1y, -in order to enable the 
farmer to pay his rent; the owners rf tithes declare that high 
prices are necessary, in order to keep 1p the value of church pro
perty. But what says the Book of Co:nmon Prayer? In reading 
the Litany we use these words, " That it may please Thee to 
give and preserve to out· me the kindly fruits of the earth, so as 
in due time we may enjoy them;'' and yet, by the Corn Laws, the 
kinelly fruits of the earth are locked i:p in bond to prevent men 
from enjoying them; and, instead of being preserved for the use 
of the people, have frequently been spoiled by being kept too 
long, or thrown into the Thames to es!ape the warehouse charges. 
,ve have also the following prayer : "0 God, merciful Father, 
who, in the time of Elisha the prophet, didst suddenly, in Samaria, 
turn great scarcity and dearth into PLENTY and CHEAPNESS, have 
mercy upon ns, that we, who are now for our sins punished with 
like adversity, may like wise find a seasonable relief.'' There is 
seasonable relief at hand for this nat:on. Free tr3.c!e will give 
both food and employment. Do the clergy use suitable means to 
obtain it ? When there is abundance of food in the country, the 
land-owner and the tithe-owner complain of ruinously low prices; 
whilst, at the same time, the church, of which the tithe-owner is 
the ordained minister, has inserted in the Prayer Book a form of 
thanksgiving, "for having turned our dearth and scarcity into 
cheapness and plenty." I contend, therefore, against all change in 
these prayers of our liturgy. 

REv. P. LITTLEl\UND.-IL's very awkward; for I find that the 
League, that arch enemy to the aristocracy and the church, is 
constantly using the language of the Prayer Book, and making 
the people to believe that it favours their views. I recommend 
the revision alluded to. 

BI:5HOP.-My Rev. brethren will remember, that we should 
~o nothing rashly. ,ve have unfortunately lost the confidence of 
the multitude, and the tithe commutations have much offended 
the farmers ; and iP we proceed further to go against a growing 
public opinion, we may have r ason to retract when it is too late. 

Srn RonERT.-Well said indeed. It would be inexpedient to 
either make new prayer.s, or al.er old ones just now. 

Upon this, the Convocation proceeded to other important 
business. 

TO THE ELECTORS. 
GENTLEMEN, 

Our appeal is next to you. Our annual battle with 
your representatives, though not victorious, proves that 
not a few votes have been added to the minority through 
respect for, or through fear of your influence. Although 
you may be scarcely aware, it is a fact, that you are 
the most important body in the state. Queen nor lords 
can do nothing without you ; and whatever be their 
determination as to legislation, yours is the power to 
regulate and control. 

Last election you made a sad mistake : at the next 
you must retrace your steps. You must cease to heed the 
cry of parties ; " Whig" a:id "Tory" fling to the winds 
as nonsense; let reel, and blue, and green, and yellow no 
longer dazzle your eyes. Your country's welfare must 
be nearest your hearts ; and you must supfort those only 
who will defend measure:! calculated to promote this. 
Every bread-taxer, be he Whig or Tory, must be put 
down; und those only who will liberate trade 
and advocate free bread, nust be returned to make our 
laws. A landlords' parfo.ment has well nigh ruined 
this ccuntry ; and among the rest, farmers are great suf
ferers. We are sinking lower and lower every year. 
We have now an income-tax to make up a deficient re
venue, which, instead of ·'.>eing of three years duration, 
without a commercial reform, is sure to be permanent. 
All this springs from bad legislation ; to change which we 
ook to you. The welfarE of this great country is in 

your hands, the prosperit. of ourselve!! and children , 

the well-being of adjoining nations, and perhaps the 
peace of the world, depend upon the British elect ors. 

I beg you will give the matter your most serious at
tention. Try to make yourselves acquainted with the 
whole bearings of the free trade question; read the pub
lications issued by the Anti-Corn-Law League ; and 
then judge for yourselves. Should you be convinced 
of the necessity of free trade legislation, and of the 
injustice of the corn laws, I trust you will, for once, act 
up to your convictions, and make a struggle for your 
country's good. You must not be slaves to landlords 
any longer; they are now as dependant upon you, as 
you are upon them ; and indeed, at any time, it is quite 
as reasonable for you to demand their votes, as for them 
to demand yours. Extend your views to the future, 
and du not let present advantage, in any shape, render 
you careless as to the consequence of your votes. I 
am sure, you would be sorry to inflict poverty and suf
fering upon your neighbours, and yet, by electing bad 
and selfish law-makers, you do it most effectually_ 

The country is fast being converted into repealers ; 
even many of the monopolist supporters acknowledge 
the truth and justice of free commerce ; and it remains 
for you to give these principles a practical character. 
At every single election that may occur, I entreat you 
to vote on the right side; and not merely by persua
sion, but voluntarily, and with pleasure, throw in your 
weight on the side of humanity and peace. At the 
next election, (which is expected to be not very distant,) 
I trust, you will demonstrate your strength, and prove, 
after all, that you are the rulers of the country. The 
fact is, you make the House of Commons ; but through 
negligence or mistake you have made this a monopolist 
house, opposed to the people, opposed to free trade, op
posed to every liberal measure. Next must be one 
sympathyzing with the country, and imitating the 125 
honourable gentlemen who voted for Villiers' motion. 

You stand, remember, not for yourselves only, but 
for all the non-electors. They have no votes, you have. 
They look to you for protection, and base must that 
man be who would sacrifice his own and his neighbour's 
real interests for a little present gain. The most corrupt 
electors (and such I am sorry there are) have more than 
paid, ten times over, the price of their bribes in the en
hanced price of their food and in the loss of their trade. 
Poverty, however, is a stern instructor, and multitudes 
now lament that when they had the chance they did not 
return free traders, instead of men who vote for taxing 
the people's food. Look around and see the multitudes 
who wait at an election with deep anxiety the result. 
Next will be the great struggle, and if you do your 
duty and rescue from the aristocracy the power of op
pression, your neighbours and your country will bless 
you as long as you live. Again I repeat, let no colour 
or name lead you astray; let FREE TRADE and No CoRN 
LAws be your cry, and the man who will honestly vote 
for these be the man 0f your choice. 

Electors ! do your duty. Electors ! repeal the Corn 
Laws; give universal freedom to commerce; confer the 
power upon the people to purchase from the farmer; 
stop the downward course of the revenue ; and make 
the sun of prosperity to shine upon Old England once 
more-all this you can do, by voting honestl,1 ! 
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THE .BRAZILLIAN El\IPIRE. 

Brazils, which occupies the first place amongst the different 
states of South America, has advanced in a surprising manner ; 
Rio de Janeiro, whose external commerce in 1835 scarce reache<l 
120 millions of reis, is now actually doubled, and employs 450,000 
tons of shipping, being on a par with those of Trieste, and more 
than half as much as those of Rotterdam or Hamburgh. The 
empire of Brazils, placed in a most favourable position, such as 
to enable her to command all the eastern coast, and the immense 
tract of land composh1g the centre of that continent, has already 
established a very extensive trade with other countries of the same 
continent. In the year 1841, 108 Brazilliau vessels entered the 
port of Buenos Ayres, from :l\Ionte Video to Caraccas; and even 
as far as Valparaiso, the shipping of Brazils, next to those of 
England and the United States, is the most engaged in the trade 
of the whole coast of the South American continent, whilst the 
,·essels engaged in the coasting trade of the empire itself amounted 
to 1,800. He1· productions of sugar, coffee, dye woods, cotton, 
&c., contribute very much to enrich Brazils; her soil, which is 
every where as prolific as possible, furnishes Europe with the 
richest and most esteemed articles, whether wild or cultivated. 
Her magnificent and extensive rivers-the Amazons, Uruguay, 
and the Parana, invite navigation, particularly by steam. There 
is little or no presumption in prophe ying, that an empire so highly 
gifted as Brazils, will very shortly become in South what the 
United States is in North America. Brazil in the present day 
will attract to her shores the tide of emigration, which has so 
often flowed, unfortunately, to less favoured countries, to the ruin 
of the emigr:ints. 

FOOD AS WELL AS EDUCATION. 

The government attribute the turn-out last summer to the want 
of education amongst the people. Now, I am free to confess that 
we, the working men, as well as others, need a better education, 
and in order to this, I will do what I can to make them sober, 
to teach them the importance of education, and persuade them to 
set about it themselves. And as a proof that sobriety will lead 
men to hat, I can point to a number of men in this neighbourhood 
who ha~ e become teetotallers, and are now taking a room for the 
purpose of holding teetotal meetings and teaching one another to 
read, wr-ite, &c. But I do not think that the want of education, 
so callecl, was the immediate or direct cause of that turn-out. 
One fact. I think will shew that hunger was one, if not the main 
cause. 

A lar e number of turn-outs, or pluggers as they were some
tim R ea le<l, w nt into the back yard of a. public hou e near where 
I reside, and there was standing a pot full of porridge, which had 
been the re a day or two for the dog without being eaten, but 
some of the men ate them up immediately. Now I think if our 
Lord an Master, Jesus Chrht, had been there, the first lesson he 
would have taught them would have been one of compassion ; for 
I find when he saw the multitude hungry, he did not begin to 
upbraid them with ignorance, but wrought a miracle to supply 
their wants. I think our government might learn a good lesson 
from this; for although they cannot work miracles, they might 
take the tax off the pP,ople's bread, and let them enjoy the right 
of selling theit· labour in the best market ; and then they might 
reduce t e taxation, and in various ways lessen the burdens of the 
people. C. 

WHAT IS MANUFACTURING PROTECTION? 

Some people do not understand the difference in operation bP
twixt h.~ s enacting, say 20 per cent. of duty upon foreign cotton 
goods, comin° into this country, and 20 per cent. upon foreign corn 
coming into this country ; and think that one affords the same ad •an
tage to the manufacturers as the other does to the landowners. But 
the difference is great and ,·ery striking, and it arises simply from 
the relati ve amount of production. W c produce less corn than we 
Deed, and therefore the price is higher here than in foreign parts. 
In this case these duties prevent foreign grain coming iu. In 
eottons e produce more than is wanted for home consnmpt-on, 
and the rices being lower than in foreign parts, the duty becomes 

omi11.al. If there were no duty t under these circumstances, cottons 

could not be imported. These dl.lties do not raise the prices of 
manufactures as they do of corn. Foreigners could not bring 
their corn subject to all the expense of transit, and undersell us 
in our own market. "\Ye take cottons and incur all the expense 
of transport, and undersell them in their markets. We might as 
well therefore say, tha Wigan was protected in the coal trade, 
by laying 2s. 6d. a ton upon all coals imported from Newcastle, as 
that cottons are protected by any amount of duty. 

HENRY HUNT'S OPINION OF THE CORN LAWS. 

The following is from his address to the electors of V{ estminster in 
1818 :-" I will never re~t fot·one hour contented while thesta1·va
tion law, commonly called the corn bill, remains in force. Since that 
act was passed thousands upon thousands have died of famine in a 
land of plenty. That act insures riches to the landowner and 
great farmer, and leaves the tradesman, the journeyman, the me
c.:hanic, and the labourer to starve. It was that law which re
cently caused the ports to be closed, and raised the price of 
BREAD from ninepence to fourteen pence, and this only to en
rich the landlords and their tenants. If the members of the 
House of Commons had done their duty, that cmel law never 
would have passed, in defiance of the voice of a great majority of 
the nation. Some of these members were in fact for the bill, 
while their constituents were petitioning against it. Such men 
left tho poor to starve while they filled their own coffers. If I 
should have the honour to be sent to parliament, I pledge myself 
to do all that lies in my power to cause the repeal of this ruinou, 
and savage law." 

The D-1 take my Horse MAJORITY,-I can't stop him. 

CIGAR SMOKING EXTRAORDINARY. 

We are disgusted every day with seeing mere lads smoking tobacco 
in the stre-ets in this country, bnt I have not met with any thing so bad 
as the following (rom a New Orleans paper. ",v e were struck almost 
motionless in the street the other evening, by the sight of a child, 
certaiuly under three years old, with a lighted cigar in its mouth I 
The little wretch came out of a gateway in Magazine-street as we 
were passing, and the solitary remnant of apparel upon its body was 
a miserable dirty rag of what ma) have been a male or female gar. 
ment, for it was bandaged loose1y upon the child with a coar e 
cord. But for this, the poor destitute little creaturEi would have 
been quite naked. And this small specimen of fashionable pre• 
cocity was puffing away at a coarse, common, bad smelling cigar I 
,ve were angry and indignant, and at once plucked the lighted 
weed from the child's mouth, usi g a fow such words as we hoped 
might not he forgotten. And what will our readers think, wbeD 

l informed that the poor little nigg:ed wretch was a girl J'' 
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VARIETIES. 

THE ELECTORS I-It is now necessary, said Mr. Cobden to 
direct their attention to the Electors, for they are the only per
sons feared by the House of Commons. 

ELECTORAL SLAVEDY.-Lord Rendlesbam declared at the 
East Suffolk election, that he had never canvassed a single tenant 
without having first obtained the landlord's permission· a clear 
avowal that he considered the farmers' votes the prope;ty of the· 
landlords. Will not farmers wipe off this disgrace at tha next 
election ? 

D1ssoLVING PARLIAMENTS AND MrNISTRIES.-"Notwitb
standing Parliamentary minorities,"· said Mr. Cobden, " the 
League will go on as they havt' hitherto done. In the course of 
our agitation, we may probably dissolve Parliaments and Minis. 
tri~s, for public opinion cannot be checked by divisions in the 
House of commons." 

CATTLE FooD.-Grain and pulse. as cattle food, is very much 
enhanced in value by being ground or bruised. Indian corn, oats, 
rye, and ~ther grain, given to farm animals in a dry, unbroken 
~tate, particularly when the animal is high fed, are often voided 
m a half or wholly undigested state, and are virtually lost. This 
does not happen when the grain has been ground. 

THE OLD MAN BREAKING STONES.-Poor old man! there 
h~ sits breaking stones on the road side, decrepit and borne down 
with age, and exposed to the inclemency of the weather for about 
eighteen pence a week I Ought not such to be suppdrted wit~
out labour, and the evening of their days be made tranquil 
h_appy? W~th human sympat~y, and fre~ access to nature's ~ 
hes, such might be well provided for without the degradi03--.toll 
of stone breaking in old age. 

HA~ SEEDS FOR CATTLE.-I never put my horse up at a 
farme_r s stable but, when feeling in the manger, I find in it a large 
q~anhty of h~y seeds; and the same under the manger, mixed 
with the beddmg. These all go to the dunghill. Uni;iuestionably 
these are the best parts of the hay crop. Cannot some method 
be adopted to secure all these, clean and unmixed with dirt so as 
to give them to cattle for food? I think this might be done'; and 
I can see no reason why hay lofts, stable,, and mangers should not 
be as free from dirt as our kitchens and bad rooms. 

CUSTOMERS DETTER TUAN PARLIAMENT.-Parliament may 
enact laws, but cannot give farmers high prices. They have 
no bottomless bag of gold to spare.,for this purpose. This de
pends solely upon purchasers. These have always the will but 
can only buy when they have the powe1·. Farmers should not 
con?de in the parliamentary price as fixed by a prime minister, 
let 1t be 56s. or any other price, but they should examine whether 
their customers have plenty of work and plenty of money in their 
pockets. 

EMIGRATION is clearly the landlord's valve, which is to let off the 
steam when likely to become dangerous. Most of them have the 
11ense to acquiesce in this; but there was one " starvation" member 
in the House of Commons, who stood up and declared that men 
ought not to be allowerl to emigrate, but be made to st~y at home 
"~nd ?at the agriculturists' corn." In all disputes, there is no
th1.ng hke an ultra. Here was the design avowed, that the popu
lation should be made to bid against each other for the landlord's 
corn, and none be allowed to evade his duty. - Col. Thompson. 

A GREAT SAVING.-lfla.ndlords mean to encourage the farmers 
and assist in improving the land, I would recommend thePI to sink 
!anks conne~te~ with every farm house, for the purpose of collect
mg all the hqmd manure and conveying it to the land. The most 
luxuriant grass in my fields is from places where this " wash'' 
has been spread. I have a tank into which is conveyed the run 
from the stable, shippon, privy, pig sty, wash house, kitchen sink 
stone, chamber vessels, and the drainings of the farm yard, Besides 
contributing to cleanliness, these produce a large supply of the 
most useful manure for the fields and gardens. Nothing should 
be lost; _even every particle of dirt washed from the human body 
or clothmg, should be conveyed to the land. I wish landlords 
would atte~d to this, and impress its importance upon their ten
ants.. I gnev~ to see. im~ense quantities of farm manure lost by 
runnm~ away m all d1rechons, an,d producing the most unhealthy 
"xhalahons all a~ound the farmers dwellings. 

LAND REPI\ESENTATION.-Some complain _that ·co;itai is ·re
presented, and not labour; but the fact is, land is over repre
sented, and therefore it is protected to the injury of labour. 

" OVER PRODUCTION. "-In Spain, I perceive, some friends 
to dearness and scarcity, iire expressin~ their fears as to an over 
abundant harvest, stating that it is likely to be sufficient for three 
years. 

DoRCHESTER.-Mr. Bright said he attended a meeting at Dor
chester where three thousand persons were present, and at least 
one thoueand of them were farmers, and yet but two hands were 
held up ap.inst a petition for a repeal of the Corn Laws. 

FREE l{lscurT FLOUR.-We get repeal by bits. Flour is now 
allowed to be taken out of bond free, if it be manufactured into 
biscuits for vessels· sailing to foreign parts ; but not if it be 
eaten by jack tars sailing only from England to Ireland or coast wise. 

BISCUIT BRIBES TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY.-" A large quan
tity of foreign wheat, "says a Dublin paper," has been released free 
of duty at Dublin, for the purpose of being manufactured into flour 
and biscuits for the use of the emigrant vessels now taking in pas
sengers for North America.'' 

THE INCOME TAX for three years will turn out to be a per
petual burden, unless ministers change their policy. The revenue 
to the country from consumption keeps falling off and indeed 
cannot be otherwise, unless the people he furnished, by a better 
trade, with ampler means for their supplies. 

INSANITY has more than tripled during the last 20 years. The 
returns of th" numbers of lunatics and idiots is,-for England, 
12,574; Wales, 896; Ireland, 8,000. I fear this increase is at
tributable to the embarrassment of the times, which, to use a 
common phrase, has "racked people's brains." Most assuredly 
people do not live with the same ease and freedom from· anxiety 
as formerly. 

THE FARMERS' DETERMfNATtON.-Never in all my life did I 
find farmers so determined to have their rents dropped or else 
to give up. Such will be the extent of farming stock under the 
hammer next autumn, that low prices, very low prices for cattle 
are inevitable. 

:A,BsURD OBJECTION.-Is it not strange that objections to ma
chm~ry are always raised in connection with the question or re
pealmg the Corn Laws? The fact is, we have the machinery 
mdependent of the Corn Laws, and which will continue whatever 
changes are made in them. Why not raise objections to machi
nery when church extension is discussed, for there is just as much 
connexion betwixt the one as the other? 

PECULIAR AomcuLTURAL BURDENS are the only plausible 
pretence naw put forward for maintaining the corn laws in favour 
of the landed interest. ,v ell, let these be fairly inquired into 
and if such be found to exist, let them be repealed forthwith A 
landlords' parliament has power to do this. If all the poor :ates 
tithes, church rates, and highways rates paid by agriculturists wer; 
a~olished, and the amount levied by eq11al assessment upon the 
miscellaneous property of the country, unfair as it would Le it 
would be a capital bargain compared to t'he present corn law. ' 

WAGES AND Fooo.-W0rking men se em more anxious about 
high_w_ages than cheap food. This arise from not understanding 
that it 1s not the wages, but what tlte wages will purchase, which most 
influences their condition. Suppose one man's wages were ad
vanced, and the rest remained the same, he no doubt would be bene
fitted; but let the wages of all be advanced, unless we are allc;wed 
to import food into the country, so far as it regards tltis article, there 
could not be one extra dinner. Like 100 sailors in a vessel 
limited to a certain quantity of store food, they would hale n~ 
more to eat, however their wages were advanced. We cannot 
eat more than there is in the country. If one person eats nore, 
another must eat less; and therefore to make either preseJt or 
future wages the most valuable, is to demand a free supply of food 
into the country. And it is deserving to be known, that thf im
portation of foreign food which cheapens its price, is the likeliest 
means for taking off our manufactures, by which wages are ke}t up. 
-- - - ------- -
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A Roman Senator and an English Landlord. 
Roman Senator Cras,us.-How do you, aristocracy, manage in modern times? In my days we were obliged to give the people 

u Panem and Circuses," bread and games, and we took all that remained; but you, I understand, take bread and games too. 
Lord Fitz Norma:n Grwille Screw Re1it.-Oh, my dear old ancient, my good old Crassus, you did l'lOt understand things in your 

times. Look at yon wooden erection. Once in four years or so we have to mount that place, and make long speeches to the people; 
and we have a certain set of phrases which take amazingly, such as "glorious constitution,"" free peo}Jle," "native industry,'' 
"protection,'' and many others. Then we put our hands on our hearts, and thump away, and talk of the constitutional and ancient 
rights of Englishmen, and the right of representation, and how, if we get into parliament (a sort of senate), we will devote ourselvea 
to their cause. Then with plenty of beer, and music, and colours flying, we become law makers, and tax every thing that comes in 
and goes out except rent. [ Crassus.-Excellent ! excellent I I see, I see.] And then we have colonies and governments, and ar
mies and navies, and customs, and excise, and a capital good thing they call a church. [ Crassus.-1 presume a priesthood-always 
an excellent device,] Just so. And then as to bread, pooh! man, we don't as/I it, that's very foolish; no, we take it. 

Crassus.-Take it! surely you dare not. 
Lord Fitz Norman.-Oh yes, we prevent corn coming from abroad. ,ve have an island called Ireland, something like your 

Sicily, and we make a capital rent out of it. 
Crassus.-,Vell, but what do the people say, don't they rebel? 
Lord Fitz Norman.-Ah I ah! no; we call this "protecting native industry,'' and "uphelding the agricultural interest,'' and 

that is a cry that takes amazingly. Again, we have sugar colonies in the West Indies. 
Crassus.-Sugar ! West Indies ! I 
Lord Fitz Norman .- Yes, man, West and East Indies too! And then we have steam-engines, and railroads,and spinning-jinnies, 

all hard at work to raise our rents. 
C, assus.-Ab me I we were children in the art; we plundered openly; but yours is a much better and more effectual plan. I 

reverence your skill and judgment; but as to the games--
Lord Fitz Norman.-Oh ! bless your old Roman nose, we put them down, and tell the people it's wrong, and then the priesthood 

help us mightily. 
CrassttS.-I am lost in astonishment. We thought we knew the art perfectly well, but you are our masters. Let us embrace, 

No. 77. 
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THE PROGRESS OF REPEAL-A DIALOGUE 
BETWIXT JOHN AND JOSEPH. 

John.-Well, Joseph, what do you think now of corn 
law repeal? 

Joseph.-To be honest, I think it is the most important 
agitation in which we can engage at present. You know I 
am a suffrage man, and a temperance man, and I will give 
in to nobody on either of these subjects, but stilljust now 
the free bread question promises so much ; has attained so 
important a position; and only wants a universal demon
stration to complete its success, that I think it behoves 
every one to support it with all his might. 

Jolzn.-I am glad to hear you speak in this way. I have 
long been grieved to see any of the working people indiffer
ent on this subject, and still more so to find them arguing 
against the principles of repeal, and even trying to obstruct 
their meetings. 

Joseph.-Rest assured, John, tha(day is over. The corn 
law was always abominated by the working men ; and I 
doubt whether ever any in their hearts attempted to de
fend it. They were misled it is true. They were told that 
it was a masters' movement to get an advantage over the 
men. They do not believe that now, for it is clearly a 
nationa.l movement of all classes. They were persuaded 
to join the charter and not the repeal, as if one was oppo
sed to the other ; but they now see that cheap bread and 
better trade are good things independent of the charter, and 
that the obtaining of the one can be no obstacle in agitating 
for the other. Indeed the corn laws are of all others the 
greatest practical grievance ; and had the chartists, like 
Henry Hunt, inscribed "No corn laws" on their banners, 
they would have given double energy to their movements, 
and been much better supported by the public. 

John.-Yes; this was a great error. I have lived long 
enough to see, that if any great reform is to be brought 
about, it cannot be by one class alone, but by the efforts of 
all classes united. I believe a great good is within our 
reach, if we work together, but if the people remain divided, 
and if they spend their leisure time at the pot house, and 
if they listen to leaders, who decry every body but them
selves, they may spend their time and money upon fruit
less agitation, and reap nothing in the end but chagrin and 
disappointment. 

Joseph.-I agree with you. I mean to work in future for 
the cause of repeal. I perceive it is progressing fast in pub
lic opinion. The farmers are coming round; and the men 
who not long ago obstructed the meetings, you will shortly 
find zealous repealers. 

John.-All these are pleasing symptoms ; and there are 
others not l€ss so. Sir Robert Peel, though returned by 
the monopolists, Sir James Graham, Gladstone, and all the 
leading men in the ministry are clearly free traders ; but 
the best of all symptoms is afalling revenue. This is the legiti
mate effect of a cramping monopoly. Let the absurd system 
of protection be carried far enough and the revenue of Eng
land would soon be little better than that of Ireland. It is 
by free barter that a small country like ours must get rich, 
producing by the aid of steam and machinery large quan
tities of what are wanted in other countries, · and for these 
receiving back food and all those necessaries of which our 
own produce is defficient. And it is only when the people 
by increased trade, are thus put into good circumstances, 
that they can afford to purchase articles which contribute 
to the revenue. The more this exchanging system is inter~ 
fered with, and the poorer we become, and the less revenue 
will be received. And although for a time it may be made 
u_p by an income tax, it cannot continue long. It is like a 

man in distress selling his tools to subsist upon, it may serve 
to put on, but it will only inci-ease the intensity of suffering 
afterwards. 

Joseph.-You need say nothing more ; I am thoroughly 
convinced of all this, my anxiety now is how I can help the 
repealers. I have long admired the zeal of Cobden, Bright, 
Thorn pson, Moore, and all the rest of them, and have been a 
constant reader of Livescy's Struggle, and now I feel I ought, 
according to my humble means, to try to do something 
to forward the cause. These worthies must feel encourag
ed when they find a corresponding zeal in the places they 
visit, and their efforts seconded by the zeal and co-operation 
of the mass of working men. 

John.- Well, I will tell you what you must do. In the 
first place, if there is no Anti-Corn-Law association in your 
village, immediately set about and form one. Get as many 
together as you can who are favourable; and if only three 
attend, form yourselves into an association. Out of these 
appoint a Secretary, Treasurer, and Registrar. Write to the 
League at Manchester for cards, and get as many as you 
can to register themselves as members of the League. Let 
three of you join a penny a week each, and order the Anti
Bread- Tax Circular, from which you will get all the infor
mation as to the movements of the League all over the 
country. For the purpose of diffusing information, circu
late the League's tracts and publications. And in order to 
keep up the spirit of repeal, and to stimulate each other's 
energies, by all means have periodical meetings. If you can 
have them weekly, so much the better ; but if not, by all 
means monthly. In order to defray the little expenses you 
are at, you must raise small contributions among yourselves, 
and I have no doubt, if you apply to the shopkerpers and 
tradesmen, and those who are known to support liberal 
measures in the neighbourhood, you will get help sufficient. 
When you have done this, you will be in a condition for 
corresponding with other associations, and co-operating in 
all the movements suggested by the Council of the League. 

Josepli.-1 am obliged to you for this information, and I 
shall ~et about it immediately. 1 should indeed be ashamed 
to think of so great a national reformation being effected by 
others, labouring night and day, and never putting a hand 
to help myself. 

Jolm.-Thcre is another thing I forgot to mention, and 
which is· just now of the first _ importance. When the Re
peal is carried, it must be by a majority in parliament. It 
is in the power of the electors alone to secure that majority ; 
we therefore intend making a powerful appeal to them, and 
as they are our fellow sufferers from monopoly, we hope to 
succeed. It is now near the time for registration, and we 
are assured that '' the battle of free trade is to be fought in 
the Registration Courts." Begin, then, immediately to help 
those who are engaged in the business of revising the regis
tries in order to secure the greatest possible number of free 
trade voters, and to reduce the number of the supporters of 
monopoly. This is the cheapest mode of electioneering, 
and free from the vices and immoralities of actual co!'.ltests. 

Joseph.-Thank you, Jolin, for this information. I shall 
immediately set to work, and though you have never heard 
my name in public, and perhaps never may, yet if you 
make enquiry, you shall find me working to the utmost of 
my power to forward the cause of repeal. I love my 
country, with all its faults ; I am always for peace ; but un
less our trade be liberated, and the energies of the nation 
set free, I fear for the consequences. I fear after re?eated 
struggles we shall sink, and instead of being the env!J, shall 
be the scorn of surrounding nations. 

John.-I am delighted to hear you speak in this wiy. I 
trust we shall long work together, and see our wishES fully 
realized. Good bye, Joseph, good bye. 
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LORD DEUCIE'S OPINION. 

At one of the meetings in London, Lord Deucie gave the fol
lowing opinion as to the effect of repeal upon ngriculture and the 
interests of farm labourers :-Now, suppose that the corn laws 
were repealed, what then would be the prnceedings of the land
owners? It might happen that the ~teward would come to his 
master, "John Tomkins has been with me to-day, and says that 
he cannot continue in the farm at the same rent." "Well,'' 
would say the landowner, "if the rents go, my land must go ; 
return and see if you cannot make some arrangement." Then the 
steward would return, and the farmer would s;ay, "What if you 
were to give me a lease, and let me break up and drain such and 
such pieces of bad grass land, I could contirrne then to pay the 
same rent." He was sure that if the corn la s were repealed, 
that would be the mode in which the landlords w-ould seek to main
tain their rents. (Hear, hear.) Ile was sure that if the corn 
laws were repealed, a great deal of inferior and wet land would 
be brought into cultivation, and the landowner would rather sacri
fice his political influence than have his mortgages foreclosed. 
How would repeal operate upon the labourer? Improvement 
could not be introduced into any parii;h without an increased de
mand for labour, accompanied by an increased rate of wages. 
Three or four years ago he had been introducing improvements 
into some lands of his own, while he at the same time time held 
a farm about fourteen miles off. On his improving land he was 
compelled to pay 3s. or 4s. per week more wages than on his 
other farm; for improved tillage increased the demand for labour, 

nd tended to raise wages; and he believed. therefore, that there 
could be no improvement in the system of agriculture, without an 
incrl'ased demand for labour and improve wages. On those 
grounds be was confident that the repeal of the corn laws would J 

improv the condition of the labourers ; and more than that, that 
there would be no necessity for emigration on a large scale. 
(Cheer .) If the land of this country was omly half cultivated, he 
was sure from practical knowledge, that aft1er the repeal of the 
corn laws, money and capital would be benefiicially invested in the 
improvement of land. He had already ado,pted this course, and 
he t It confident th:i.t if the corn laws were repealed to-morrow, 
jt would prove a good investment of money. ((Hear, hear.) These 
were the reasons that induced him to think that the corn laws had 
been of little or of no use to agriculture ~nd science, and that 
their repeal would be productive of advan age by bringing bad 
land• into better cultivation, and by affording more employment 
to the agricultural labo\,\rer. The e were his honest and consi -
tent opinions, formed after a long and calm eliberation ; and he 
trusted the day was not far distant when the e opinions would be 
realized in the legislation of this country. (The noble lord sat 
down amidst the reiterated cheers of the meeting.) 

TO FARMERS. 

I live among you; I know you are badly off; no class suffers 
more, and none more likely to suffer. But I have something to 
tell you. 

I tell you, first, that you have engaged to pay more rent than 
you can possibly raise at the present price of your produce; and 
that unless you have a reduction, many of you are likely to be 
ruined. 

I tell you, secon<ily, that the enormous poor rates under which 
you groan, will not be reduced, excepting by the breaking up of 

-monopolies and the adoption of free trade, hich would give em
ployment and wages to the people. 

I tell you, thirdly, that though you cannot pay your rents; they 
do not, and will not, come down under the present system, for 
this simple rea on, that owing to the badness of trade, all your 
sons, in tead of going into the towns and embarking in business, 
remain in the country constantly increasin,q the competition for 
farms. The number of farmers' sons increases, but the number 
of farms is stationery. Good trade alone can give you a fair chance 
of getting your rents reduced. 

I tell you, fourthly, that the fluctuations in prices, under any 
restrictive corn law, will always be such as to baffle all your calcu
lations; and that nothini but free ti-ade in corn is likely to give 
.steady prices. 

I tell you, fifthly, that yon never can expect to do well while t!te 
p,ople who purchaee your stuff are bad'¥ o..ff. You. cannot &ell 

unless they have the means of buying. Let us have free trade 
and the people will be well off; you will then be relieved from 
supporting them by poor rates, and you may look to them as good 
customers for your produce. 

I tell you, !Sixthly, that you will seldom have jn~tice done you 
except with long leases by which you could compensate yourselve& 
for the money you lay out upon your farms. 

I tell !JOU, seventhly, that the tendency of prices, as you see, is 
constantly downwards, and every alteration in the corn law bears 
that way. To free t,ade prices in provisions we must come, and 
it would be much better for you if effected at once, than 
that you shoulcl be kept in suspense year after year. If we suc
ceed in repealing the corn laws, and establishing free trade, your 
landlords would then be obliged to submit to a fresh adjustmrnt 
of your rents. It would then be safe to ask for long leases, but 
not till then. 

I tell you, lastly, that free trade would settle prices-reduce 
rentS-nearly annihilate poor rates-lessen tithe charge-give 
your sons a chance of getting into traEle-bring cheap sugar and 
cheap groceries-lessen the expenses of husbandry-and afford in 
future a jafr start for the farmer who wishes to live by his in
dustry. The present system is unjust in principle, ruinous ix 
practice; it cannot stand, and I for one am determimed to advc-
cate a change. A FARMER. 

Poor John Bull submits to have his noee ground :,.t the corn 
law stone, instead of upsetting it "ith his foot. 

TIIE CONDITION OF THE AGRICULTURAL 
LABOURERS. 

DY JOHN CLEARSIGHT, 

I see clearly that we, agricultural labourers, have been all de
cei, ed by being told that the Corn Laws we1·e for our advantage. 

I see clearly that we get worse and worse every year, which 
prove that the Corn Law is no friend to our interest. 

I see clearly that when food was low and trade good, about 
s v n years ago, we were much bett13r off than we are now. 

I see clearly that with 7s. a week, no poor fallow can keep a 
wife and family; and that he must either starve, or plunder, Ol' 

go to the parish. 
I see clearly that at present we are about the most miserable, 

the most. degraded, and the most hopeless of all c-lasses. 
I see clearly that crowds are going to the towns every week; 

which, after all, proves that they are better off than we are. 
I see clearly that farmers are too poor to employ labourers, that 

they are too much rack-rented to lay out any thing upon the land. 
I see clearly that their sons are becoming labourers, and driving 

us out of the market. 
I see clearly that unless trade revive, all the farmers will be 

eaten up with poor rates, and our employment taken from us to 
make them up. 

I see clearly that if trade were good, farmers' sons would go 
into the town and commence business, which woula lessen rents, 
and increase the demand for labourers. 

I see clearly that clteap bread is the best thing for us. Food 
is the main expense of my family ; and if we could manage to 
keep a cow, or a pig, still cheap food is of greater advan
tage. 

I see clearly that the repeal of the Corn Laws, would not only 
give us plenty and cheapness, but it would revive trade. That 
would lead to employment, and be a certain advantage to agricul
tural labourers. 

I see clearly that we have long been dece~ved; it is now t'rnd 
to open our eyes ; a11d for tradesmen, farmers, and labourers, t(I 
act toitE!ther in helplt1 fol' ard thr repeal of the Corit La~. 
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VAllIETIES. 

FUNDS FOR OBTAINING FREE BnEAD.-One hundred and fifty 
thousand pounds are, we hear, to be placed at the disposal of the 
Scotch Seceders. Two thousand pounds and upwards are contri
buted in one week by the starving peasantry of Ireland. What 
difficulty can there be then in raising ample funds for carrying on 
the repeal agitation to a triumphant result? 

A Goon CoRN LAw.-,ve were passing a field, nearLoutber 
Castle where men were busy draining, and where loads of tiles 
were scattered about. "Thal is the sort of Corn Law,'' said a 
gentleman, " which the landowners should pass to make their land 
valuable, instead of neglecting it, and then robbing the public to 
make up the loss in the shape of a bread tax. 

TuE Inrsu REPEAL QuESTION.-I suspect that Corn Lawe 
are at the bottom of this movement. The English army is a force 
to compel the Irish to pay exorbitant rents to those most cruel of 
men, the Irish landlords ; and the English artillery is enlisted in 
the service of a Protestant clergy to collect tithes from a Catholic 
population. Is this 1-ight ? H. 

THE KNUTSFORD GAoL is a handsome stone building, with 
pillars, portico, painted windows, and embossed ceiling, conceal
ing from the view a low, damp, gloomy brick range, where they 
depoait the hopeless aged men and women, who have spent their 
youth, and vigour, and strength in cultivating the estates of these 
fated and destined lords of the soil. This building is the union 
workhouse. How long is this system to last? Lord of Heaven 
and earth, how long ? H. 

TaE CHESHIRE MAotSTRATES.-These are a specimen of the 
landlord class, who, from being little kings, are being regarded 
now as a very selfish, and unfeeling body of men. Tatton Eger
ton, Esq., belongs to a class of hot-headed, furious, rampant young 
men, who are as likely to aggravate a crisis as were the French 
noblesae fifty years since. Cannot these men be quiet ? Can
not they enjoy their estates, subject merely to a nominal land tax, 
without laying on a corn law? Oh, the farmers' discontent will 
decide the question before many months are over I H. 

NEW LuDDITES.-While some talk with great indift'erence 
about the annihilation of trade, othen try to cover the roguery of 
bread stealing by attacks on machinery. It is a fact, however, 
that the Corn Law is the machine which lock• the warehouse doon, 
and cuts off the paddles and the sails of our fine vesaels ready to 
carry ottt both the machine and hand-labour of the people, and 
bring us back in return carcasses of beef, cargoes of·cheese, and 
cheap flour. W a are now truly on a blanketering expedition, and 
iC we do not deatroy thia "infernal machine," it ia 1ure to de11troy 
us. 

OuT OF CuLTTVATION.-When men talk about land going out 
of cultivation, they should go into the country and visit the farm 
buildings and out-buildings belonging to Lords and Squh'es, 
and they will see choice specimen, of things "out of cultivation;" 
old rickety buildings, scarcely fit to breathe in, with rooms and 
1tairs such as few in town would occupy rent free. I frequently 
find a amall room filled with cheese, yet the same is the bed-room 
for four or five men. If the Earl of Derby were to see some oC 
the buildings occupied by his tenants, he would be ashamed of 
them. But his lordship has many tenant farmers whose abodes 
he never yet visited, and whose dwellings have been for half a 
century " out of cultivation." 

SHOCKING EFFECTS OF WAR.-" It was now the thirte11xth 
day after the battle of Borodino," says Labaume, "and it is im
possible to conceive the sufferings of men rudely carried at such a 
period of their wounds. Turn which way I would, I encountered 
every form of entreaty from those whose condition left no need 
of words to stir compassion: Surgeon Major, oh I how I suffer I 
Dress my wounds ! do dress my wounds I-Doctor, I commend my .. 
self to you. Cut off my leg! Oh I I suffer too much I And 
,when these entreaties were unavailing, you might hear in a weak, 
inward tone of despair, I shall die I I am a dead man !'1 In the 
hospitals of Wilna there were left more than 17,000 dead and 
dying, frozen and freezing. The bodies of the former were taken 
up to stop the cavities in the windows, floors, and walls; and in 
-one corridor of the Great Convent, aboYe 1500 were piled up 
.transversely like piis of lead or iron I" 

IMPROVED FAnMINo.-Some farmers, I find, are taki:ig thw 
hint, and using guano with which to ul>lain better crops. It would 
be beneath Englishmen to suppose that we cannot farm as well aa 
other countries; and all that is necessary to welcomo free trade 
is, properly adjusted rents, and confidence in our own powers. 

THE GNAT AND THE CAMEL.-" Dear me, how troublesome 
these beggars are; it would take a mint of money to supply 
them " said a lady, after giving a poor woman a penny; "I must 
really give over relieving them." Yet all she gives does not 
amount to half-a-crown a week, while the same la.dy never think• 
of the expense of her visiting parties, or of the cost of entertai?
ing her rich relations, frequently at a charge of as many poands m 
one case as pennies in the other. 

THE Col!IT OP CoERSION.-The system of transportation, from 
the time of its commencement up to 1841, cost this country eight 
millions. In 1836, the cost of transporting 46,000 convicts 
amounted to an expense of £81 per head; while, in 1842, the 
police in the penal colonies cost £92,000, and other judicial estab
lishments £400 000 more. Would it not be better to prevent 
most of this, by' expending a sum on educating the people, and 
removing the temptation to crime, by removing poverty, its great
est inducement ? 

TALt..ow AND LARD.-Tbe Americans appear to be rapidly 
extending the limits of their agricultural productions, and an enor
mous increase has taken place in their shipments of lard and tallow 
these last four months. These articles, both of great value t.o 
England, they seem capable of p:oducing, _at prices that must en
sure them a large business, and, mdeed, bid defiance to the ex
ports of any other nation; lard, especially, is coming fort? in gr~at 
quantities, and selling, on arriYal, at about 32s. per ~wt., mcludmg 
the duty of 2s. per cwt.-Liverpool Mercury. 

WHY WILY.. LAND BE THROWN OUT OF CULTIVATION ?-"IC 
land is thrown out ef cultivation by a repeal of the corn laws,'' 
1ays Colonel Thompson, " it is because we only get one bushel 
of corn from the land, by paying the price of two; and because 
w9 shall then get two bushels instead of one, by buying it some
where else. We might as well grieve over putting down the
butter woman who sold short of weight in the market, and say, 
here is a fine trade in butter ruined, by making us give over buy
ing where we were cheated. In some districts, however, the 
probability is that land would be more profitable than ever; but 
then there ar~ some bad lands and badly cultivated, which nothing 
can make,pay but compelling the people to pay double price for 
the crop. 

SHOCKIKo WASTE,-Wllat should we say if we saw a drove 
of fat bullocks slaughtered simply for th'3 purpose of converting 
their fat into cart grease? or what would be our feelings, if we 
saw a load of good bread burut in the oven for the purpose of 
sanding the door? These are but faint representations of the 
folly and wickedness of converting immense q~antities of human 
food into intoxicating liquor. Even now, with so many com
plaints before us respecting the scanty supply of food, the public 
stock is robbed of 5 millions quarters of barley annually, for 
producing whiskey, gin, ale, and porter; the effect of which 
is, to fill the country with poverty and crime. 

Loss BY FARMING UNDER THE CoRN LAws.-Mr. Ho,v, of 
Leighbourne, writes thus:-" In West Kent, I could show . ou a 
whole tract of land in many different farms, reaching from Roches
ter to Maidstone on the banks of the Medway, where there have 
been four, five, and six different tenants on each within my recol
lection. What does this prove? Not that corn has been too low, 
but that rent ha11 been too high. One of these farms my grand
father held at £90 per annum. My father succeeded him, and 
paid £160 for some years after I was born, and then left it on 
account of the rent being raised. It has since been held by lhree 
different tenants at £450, £400, and £350 ; an? a fourth tenant 
now has it whom I believe to be in a state of msolvency; and, 
since my father left it, I should say little short of £10,00~ has 
been lost on it by the different tenants." 
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THE EFFECT OF LIMITING THE SUPPLY OF FOOD. 

Some well meaning people have said, if the League would distribute their money among the poor in charity, they would do much 
more good than in employing Lecturers and Printers. This would not increase the stock of food in the country so much as a single 
meal; it would merely help one class for a short time to press harder upon the others. The above engraving will shew that the only 
plan of giving effectual relief is, by letting more food into the country. 

Let us suppose seven men to be caged with a limited number of loaves and potatoes. ( And it is actually the case with these 
islands, England, Ireland, and Scotland, under the corn laws, which as effectually bar out more corn as so many wires.) No. I is a 
rich man, who, rather than go short. of food in a bad harvest, buys a picture lesg, or perhaps puts down a hunter or a cal·riage. No. 2 
is well to do; he has fewer parties, and perhaps drinks less wine. No. 3 is a. tradesman; he curtails his establishment, and does not 
take his usual summer trip. No. 4 is a porter or warehou eman; 'hhen bread is scarce, he eats more potatoes, and less heefand bread. 
No. 5 is a labouring man; he drops bread, and takes chiefly to potatoes. No. 6 is the lowest in the scale; in times of plenty he con
tinues to keep body and soul togethflr, but in times of scarcity, when there is not enough for all, lie goes without, and sta1·ves. No. 7 
is a felon. Public opinion demands that to his punishment, as fixed by law, shall not be added that of starvation. He and the in
mates of the poorhouse fare as well when food is scarce as when it is plentiful. Or, No. 6, then, does the whole burthen of scarcity fall 
in its most severe and unmitigated sense. 

Well now, what does charity do? It gives to No. 6 a little money with which the man will buy food. So be goes to the potato 
store and buys a share; but then there being only a limited quantity in the cage (that is, in the country with the corn laws); he 
encroaches on No. 5, and t:i.kes part of his supply; and if he buy bread, he encroaches on No. 4, who must put up with less. It is 
one taking from another. It is relieving John Smith, who knocks at your door, but it is leaving Thomas Jones with a lass share, to 
beg also or to starve. No; it is not charity that will help us; nothing but opening the trap do01·, No. 8, and letting more food in, will 
give plenty to all. Another thing is obvious in this cage illustration; if you double the quantity of money in each man's pocket, you 
still don't alter the fact that there is not enough for all, unless that money is allowed to open the trap, and admit a larger supply. 

No. 78. · 
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A LARGE PRODUCTION A GREAT BLESSING. · 

About this time of the year the weather and the crops 
are al ways a prominent topic of remark. We find notices 
of these in every paper we ta ke up. When they are pro
mising, the country seems glad ; when otherwise, a gloom 
comes over the spirit of the people. This is correct, yet 
such is the infatuation that, strange to say, when applied 
to any thing but land, a feeling the very opposite is at
tempted to be produced by those who try to blind the 
people, and support monopoly. If, by the machinery of 
.fine weather, an extraordinary crop of wheat, and a large 
make of butter and cheese are produced, it is a matter of 
thankfulness ; but, if by the machinery of art, :m extraor
dinary supply of cotton, woollen, and silk goods is pro
duced-a large stock of that which covers the body and 
defends it by night and day is manufactured, we hear an 
absurd clamour about " over production t" There can 
never be too many loaves, too many legs of mutton; yet 
people are horrified when they think of the curse of too 
many shoes, too many shirts and shifts, and an over supply 
of blankets and bedclothes ! 

The truth is, that these productions conjointly constitute 
the wealth of the nation. It is not the sovereigns, the 
$lLillings, or the bank notes that constitute our wealth ; if so, 
while we consume every year perhaps ten times the value 
of all our circulating medium, we should be bankrupt in a 
few months. These are certainly indispensable as a me
dium of exchange, in assisting to transfer products from one 
hand to another ; but if we consider them as wealth, for sup
porting the people with food and raiment, or the comforts 
and luxuries of life, we are greatly mistaken. Suppose we 
gave over producing, and yet kept consuming by pur
chasing the requisites with money from some other coun
try, we should soon have a famine; we should soon be 
left without food and without clothing, and must in
evitably perish for want. Much of the same money 
that now circulates, has circulated for twenty years, and ' 
may serve for exchanging articles for fifty years to come, 
merely passing from hand to hand as the measure of value ; 
but for the purposes of consumption, we must have large 
annual productions, and when rightly understood, they 
cannot be too large. Our national wealth, therefore, con
sists in what we annually produce, whether in the shape of 
food or manufactures. The more we-'have of these, and 
the richer we are. It is impossible to have too much; we 
may go to the utmost limits without any fear, for this 
simple reason, that when our own people were fully 
supplied, the surplus could be exchanged (provided we had 
free trade) with those countries which were short, That 
which we had to spare would become a blessing to other 
countries ; and in return we should get, first, the necessaries, 
then the comforts, and lastly the luxuries of life. With 
free trade, can any one suppose that it would not be a great 
advantage to double the amount of sugar in this country 
from Brazil, in exchange for our cottons ? or that the 
American bacon, which is now uied for steam~boat fuel, 
would not be useful here in return for our cutlery ? I re
peat, it is impossible to have too much of any good article, 
whether produced by the machinery of fine weather, or by 
the machinery of art. 

If any country should appear to have too much of either 
food or raiment, it is because of the existence of some cursed 
law which interfere& with its disposal. While there is one 
hungry belly unfilled, while there is one naked back uncloth
ed, and while a single family is starved at night for want of 
bed-clothes, with nature's right of free e:ir.chaoge, it is impos
sible to have too much. 

Shame on the men, who insult nature, and the Divine 
power af invention, by talking of" over production." If we 

could import freely the· sugars, teas, coffees; whe.tt, bee(, 
bacon, butter and cheese of any part of the world, what 
an immense increase there would be to the comforts of the 
people, and of necessity, what a clearing away in return of 
all our stocks of goods, of which it is said, we have an 
over production. We should ' then·see that we had too 
little, and not too much ; for the people, being able to supply 
themselves with their daily necessaries cheap, would flock 
to the manufacturer's market with the surplus to get 
clothing alse. 

There is no doubt but the last year's good harvest has 
considerably allayed the sufferings of the people during the 
past winter. A good harvest is always a blessing. And 
why is not a large produce from the cotton mills equally so ? 
It is not thrown away ; the larger the produce, the cheaper 
the article to every individual that wears clothing. What 
is not sold at home is sold abroad, and although the 
master in the first place gets the proceeds, he is compelled, 
however he expends it, to distribute it in the employment of 
labour. If each of our corn fields could produce a double 
crop, would it not be a great blessing ? And does any 
man in his senses suppose, that if each of our cotton 
mills could do the same, it would not be equally so? 
The proceeds of a larger quantity sold abroad, would, wheo 
distributed among the people at home, enable them also to 
purchase and consume a larger share. It is thus that a flour
ishing foreign trade is inseparable from a prosperous home
market. Nothing but monopoly, restrictions, and legisla. 
ting for class interests, could possibly prevent this. Let us 
have free intercourse with the world, and the steam, the 
machinery, and the industry of Britain, will still constitute
a mine of wealth. And let a stop be put to the ignorant 
the mconsistent, not to say blasphemous clamour about 
over production. 

ALL SHOULD BE REPEALERS. 

Property men, if they would get rid of the property tax, should 
be repealen ; for it is entirely owing to bad trade, brought on by 
monopolies, causing a deficiency in the revenue, that this tax wa1 
imposed. 

Merchants and manufacturers should make great sacrifices to 
secure free trade, for without this their mills and machinery, and 
ships are likely to be little worth, and their capital continually 
reduced. 

Sliopkeepers, if they would make fewer bad debts, sell more
provisions, have better profits, and better customers, and have 
cheap food for themselves and families, should advocate repeal. 

Farmers, and farmer's sons, have no hope but in free trade. 
They are ruined by high rents and high taxes, fluctuating markets 
and poor customers; and are eating one another up on the sod 
by competition. Good trade wo1tld remove this competition and 
afford them certain relief. 

Working mer, should work in this cause. As those who live hy 
labour, none can be more interested in cheap food and extended 
trade, and nothing but a repeal of the Corn Laws can possibly 
relieve this class. 

Poor people of all sorts should at least petition against the Corn 
Laws, for they suffer most from a scanty supply of food, and are 
the first to feel the advantages of plenty. 

Rich people, too, should be Corn Law reformers, for repeal 
would be a saving to them in many departments. They 
would also have less taxes to pay, their property would be more 
secure, and they would have the pleasure of living amoni a con
tented people. 

Young women should join us, if they expect, when married, to 
have a full table and a happy home. 

Young men, can see but poor prospects for settling in life with 
our present Corn Laws. For their own sakes they should come 
out and agitate for a change. 

Little lads and lasses should cry out for cheap bread and cheap 
sugar, if they would get sweet pie and good butter cakes. 

Every body, rich and poor, young and old, male and female, 
saint and sinner,-a.11 should be REPEALERS. 
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DICK AND HARRY. 

HARRY.-It ii. a long time, Dick, since we'd a bit o' chat about 
the times. What does thou think ? Will they ever mend or not? 

DrcK.-I'm of an opinion they will, and before long, and I'll 
tell thee for why. Nearly all sorts o' folk are turning round for 
Free Trade ; and that makes me think it will be carried ; and if 
it's carried, we are sure to have better times. 

HARRY.-Well, I believe if this will not do it, nothing else 
will. Some are bashed at coming round all at once, but I don't 
1ee that any party offers any thing so likely. 

DrcK.-Ay; whigs, tories, chartists, landed folks, as well as 
tradesmen, are all winding round. Old Melbourne said they were 
tnad that talked of repealing the Corn Laws. I wonder what 
aize of a house it would require now to hold all these madmen. 
A great landed man, I see, in Scotland, Fox Mole, or some 
such name, that used to be one of Melbourne's secretaries, has 
joined these mad folks. Tory papers are all now talking about 
"better farming," and are preparing to leap the cords. 

HARRY.-Ay, and chartists are pulling in their horns; they 
have given over interrupting meetings, and, like every body else, 
they are looking out for a thick buttercake. Gentlemen landlords 
believe it's all up, and they are now going to do what they should 
have done long since-to cultivate the ground in good earnest. 

DICK. -Then it's not going out of cultivation? 
- HARRY.-That's all fudge. They know better. Repeal will 
have the contrary effect. Do'snt thou see that carpet shop how 
nice and prim it is, and how the man is brightening the windows ; 
when, before that other shop started opposite, it used to be a dull, 
dirty looking place. It will be the same with land. As for farm
ers, they are nearly all converted; if they dare, I believe nine 
out of every ten would sign for the Corn Laws to be repealed to
morrow. 

D1cK.-Why it never rains but it pours. Poverty brings 
strange bedfellows. We shall have them all soon, Peel and all. 

HARRY.-Oh, he's right enough; he says we should " buy in 
the cheapest market," but the Corn Laws have compelled me these 
15 years, ever since Mary and I were teed together, to buy in the 
dearest; and if I had now all the difference, I should never look 
behind m • 

D1c.s:..-Well, Harry, last year I had thoughts of emigrating, 
but as thiugs begin to look better, I'll stay at this side of the wa
ter, a11d do what I can to knock down this monopoly. If we 
would be sober, and all join together in this cause, I have no 
doubt we might easily give the finishing stroke, the death blow 
to this old villain. We should all do our very best. 

HARRY.-l'll do my part; I have joined the League; I am 
now circulating tracts; I got a petition, and I believe if we do 
our best at this time, we shall conquer. 

A FATHER'S INSTRUCTION. 

Father.-What is your task this morning? Child.-" Little 
children, love one another.'' Yes, you should all love one 
another, both little children and bii children, and those of all 
ages. It is never said, little children, bate one another, nor big 
children, hate one another; no, we should all love and be kind 
one to another. This teaches us, first, that you should never in
jure any of your brothers or sisters ; you should never think ill of 
them, or speak ill of them, or do them any harm. Don't be 
ready to tell of their faulti ; don't try to make any thing they 
ha'(e done wrong worse than it is; don't seem pleased when your 
brothers or sisters are reproved by their parents ; never speak 
sharply or unkindly to them. I hope I do not need to say, you 
must never strike them; for I think you know better than to do 
this. You must not only do no ill, but you must do them 
all the good you can. Always try to think and speak as well of 
them as you possibly can. Assist them to the utmost of your 
power. Try to love and esteem them, and this will lead you to 
assist in bearing their burdens and confering all the good you can 
upon them. Study to promote peace, harmony, and good will in 
the family. Behold how good and how pleasant a thing it is for 
brethren. to dwell together in uµity ! It does not say, love one 
another in the morning merely, at breakfast timeJ or in the even-

ing; no, it means you must always love one another, in th(morn
ing, at noon, at night, every, day, every week, every year, and 
while you live. Love worketh no ill; love is the fulfilling of 
God's law ; love cover:., but never reveals one another'i faults; 
it is love alone that can make families happy. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE. 

On the 31st of July, the lists of persons entitled to vote at 
borough and county elections, will be published; and these must 
be diligently examined. From the 20th of June to the 20th of 
July, is the only time that persons qualified, who are not at pre
sent on the county register, can send in their claims. The 20th 
of July is the last day on which the payment of rates and assessed 
taxes necessary to complete the qualification of borough voters, 
can be made. From the 31st of July to the 25th of August, ia 
the time for objecting to persons on the county and borough lists, 
and for persons who have been omitted in the borough lists to 
claim to have their names inserted in the register. All this must 
be attended to and done. There is not a man, whether elector or 
non-elector, but may assist in forwarding the work. In boroughs, 
every street should be examined, house by house, and every qua
lification carefully ascertained, and the same course, as far as ia 
practicable, should be adopted in counties. 

Driver Screw Rent.-Come, my faithful donkey, get on! the 
enemy is coming ! 

Do11key.-Will they double the debt? 
Driver.-N o. 
Donkey.-Will they put on a new Corn Law ? 
Driver.-No. 
Donkey.-Then I don't budge a step. 

FREEDOM OF IMPORTS. 

Switzerland is a country without a custom-house. It i1 
surrounded by Germany, Italy, and France, where prohibitory 
duties are imposed on almost all the articles produced by 
Switzerland. Would not any one expect that Switzerland 
must be a very impoverished country? Here she is, with
out a custom-house, hemmed in on all sides by countries which 
have put on prohibitory duties on nearly everything she produces. 
And yet what is the fact? Enter Switzerland from any part you 
please, from Germany, Italy, or France, and immediately you go 
along its roads you need not even exet·cise your vision to know it, 
for by the travelling alone you can tell that you are in a country in a 
superior condition to those you have left. The trader, the man
ufacturer, and the labourer are all more active, intelligent, and 
better employed than in any of the surrounding countries. Swit
zerland is placed under the greatest disadvantages for carrying on 
trade. The Swiss have to dragg their raw materials through 
hostile countries two hundred miles before they use them. They 
have no coal; wood for fuel is very dear, when they get their 
raw materials together; and yet Switzerland is a country which 
is the most flourishing of any in Europe. Go to Switzerland and 
ask the people there what they attri!>ute their prosperity to. 
There is an educated population, and they will tell you, " it is 
to freedom of imports. ''-COBDEN. 

IN SHEl'!'IELD some of the first mechanics in the world are 
carrying mould to fill up pita, One out of every nine is a pauper, 
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VARIETIES. 
KNoWLEDGE.-Ev ury ray of knowledge communicated to the 

oppressed retlects iLs heavenly light upon the real cauies of theii
wrongs. Slowly, but surely, the deep and old foundations of suc
cessful and hurtful errors become undermined, and the heavy su
perstructure will at length totter, fall, and disappear. - Dr. Conolly. 

THE DIFFERElVCE.- What a difference betwixt a factory and a 
farm I About the one we always find men employed in making 
alteratiens and additions, and putting things into order. About 
the other we find old dilapidated buildings, places running to 
decay, and nobody employed in repairing them. 

STilllULATION.-Even in the face of low prices, more land is 
sown with corn this year, say the farmers, than ever was known 
before. Does not this shew that land is more likely to go in than 
out of cultivation by a repeal of the corn laws ? and that the re
duction of price is to be made up by an increased production ? 

BARE PLATES.-! don't like to go into a pour person's house 
after dinner, and see the dish and every pot and plate quite empty, 
and scraped, and licked, as if some four-footed animal had been 
there. No; I like to see something left, and I think nobody 
enjoys their dinner unless this be the case. It agrees with 
our liberal notioni to send out a supply for the birds, for puss, 
or for the pi~. 

HoaSHEADs.-Under the present system, cargoes of Brazil 
sugar, consigned to English merchants, are sent all over Europe, 
on account of the high rate of duty imposed by the British govern
ment. If we were the subjects of men like Cresar or Napoleon 
Bonaparte, we might perhaps submit to such a state of things; but 
to be the slaves of a sordid aristocracy of sugar-hogsheads is an 
insult and affliction not to be borne.-Cobden. 

CLEANLINESS.-1t is astonishing what a difference cleanliness 
makes. I was the other day in an old, thatched, day-walled and 
clay-floored cottage, with a chimney wide enough to admit a mo
derate bedstead, and yet owing to the whitewash on the walls, and 
the cleanliness of every thing in it, I cannot express how com
fortable it seemed. Yv e cannot encourage cleanline1as too much ; 
it is compatible with every state of life, even the poorest. 

LANDLORDS AND GovERNMENT.-We, free traders, hav!'l no 
quarrel with the government. ,ve assume that it would be a 
good and efficient government, if the landlords would let it, and 
that Sir Robert Peel is the fittest man to govern England, if the 
landlords would let him have his own way. The government, 
therefore, cannot touch us, and don't know what to say to us; but 
tbe landlords would, if they could, imprison, banish, punish, and 
silence us, if they dare. II. 

LORD STANLEY'S LONG SPEECH ON 'l'llE CANADIAN DILL.
This was an unusual spectacle of a minister of the crown, making 
a long speech to persuade the house that the measure he wanted 
to carry was of no consequence, and would do neither harm nor 
good. It is usual for men who wish to carry their point to at
tempt to shew that it is of importance ; and Lord Stanley lays 
himself open to this question from the landlords' majority,-" If 
it is of no consequence, why try to carry it?" H. 

UNIVERSAL COMMERCIAL FREEDOM.-1\fanufacturers have 
been accused of deprecating agricultural protection, yet claiming 
it for themselves. They have, however, again and again denied 
this; but to give the denial more importance, the Anti-Corn-Law 
Conference at London, unanimously agreed to a petition in favour 
of universal free trade, praying that all import duties merely for 
protection might be removed. 

AFTER-SCENES OF BATTLE.-Fifty days after the battle of 
Borodino, no less than 20,000 of the slain were found lying where 
they had fallen ; and the whole plain was strewed with half-buried 
carcases of men and horses, intermingled with garments dyed in 
blood, and with bones gnawed by dogs and vultures. " As we 
were marching over the scene of the battle,'' says Labaume, " we 
heard a piteous sound at a distance; and on reaching the spot, 
,~e found a French soldier lying on the ground, with both his legs 
broken. 'I was wounded,' said he, 'on the day of the great 
battle ; and finding myself in a lonely place, where I could gain 
no assistance, I dragged myself with my hands to the brink of a 
rivulet, and have lived nearly two months on grass and roots, and 
a fe1v pieces of bread which I found among the dead bodies. At 
night I have lain in the carcases of dead horses ; and with the 
Aesh of these animals I have dressed my wounds.'" 

THE RIGHT~ OF LABOUR.-Surely as much food as a Ihan ·ca11 
buy, with as much wagos as a man can get, for as much work as 
a man can do, is not more than the natural, unalienable birthright 
of every man whom God hath created with strength to labour, and 
with hands to work.-Mrs. Loudon. · 

OF PUNISHMENTs.-There are dreadful punishments enacted 
against thieves ; but it were much better to make such good pro
visions, by which every man might be put in a method how to 
live, and so to be preserved from the fatal necessity of stealing 
and dying for it.-Sir T. Mare's Utopia. 

A Co1111t10N ERROR.-Nothing can be more unfounded than 
the notion that the love of reading, or of science, or of any kind 
of knowledgs, unfits a man for his dail occupations or makes him 
discontented with it. -Dr. Conolly. 

Cow KEEPI!iG.-There is no part of Europe where the cow 
grows larger, yields more milk, or more readily fattens, than with 
us. The article easiest to be imported is grain ; if we were allow
ed to bring over as much as we pleased of this, there is no doubt 
but cow keeping would be more extended, and that milk and beef 
would be cheap and plentiful. 

TuE Swiss PEASANTRY. -In Switzerland, every peasant, it 
is said, keeps two or three cows, not for the benefit of his master 
but himself. The meanest of them kills one cow at least for his 
own table, which he salts and hangs up, and there is scarcely a 
cottage where this is not seen. What a contrast to the English 
artisan ! 

THE IRISH PEASANTRY.-The poor law commissioners for 
Ireland in their third report, 1836, estimate the number of peo
ple out of work and in distress, dul'ing thirty weeks in the year, 

I at 385,000, and the numbers depending on them, at 1,800,000; 
I making together 2,185,000; and they tell us, that the average 

I 
rate of wages spread over the year, is from 2s. to 2s. 6d. a-week. 
And yet this is an agricultural country, enjoying the benefit of a 

' 25 years "protection." The fact is, the rent lords run away with 
all the brass, and for want of trade the people starve. 

TuE ELECTION AND HIGH RENTS.-The landowners are th1t 
law makers, and so far their enormous renls from dear food have 
enabled them to control the elections, especially 1n the counties. 
Their riches do not arise from enterprise and dilia t perseverance 
in trade, but from taking, by law, more than their owrf,•from every 
eater in the kingdom. AnJ then, at the election, they come and 
say, "If yon will renew to me the power of robbing you, I will, 
just for the occasion, confer upon you the honour of picking a 
bone, in the shape of an electioneering bribe.'• 

CAPITAL AND PoPULATION.-ln this country capital and po
pulation have increased up to the high-pressure point. The whole 
machine must shortly go to atoms if we passively allow the safety 
valve-the foreign commerce of the country-to be tied down by 
the merciless bread tax of the landowners. The despotic corn 
laws shut us out from the granary of the whole world! Repeal 
the corn laws, and you throw open an exhaustless field of produc
tion ; and let population, as designed by Heaven, increase and 
multiply as much as it may, we shall ever find the table of the 
world wide enough to admit a brotherhood of commercial natur«J 
to the feast of plenty.-Paulton's Lectures. 

EXTRA v AGANCE.-It is strictly demonstrable that the causes 
which have continually crushed the energies of industry have been 
legislation. The sacrifice of human labour entailed upon this coun
try by th'.'l corn and colonial monopolies, and on restrictive com
mercial laws, amount to nearly one-third of the value of all the ex
changeable commodities produced annually in the United Kingdom. 
Remember tha.t more than £I ,200,000,000 of the produce of thi1 
country went to purchase human bones to fertilize the soil of Eu
rope during the continental war; and though the actual amount 
was never paid, throe-fourths of it was positively consumed-and 
posterity has been made debtors for the remainder. -Paulton's 
Lectures. 
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A VOICE FROM THE DEAD. 

t 
\ 

\' 

\ 

The clock struck 12, when young Sir Pedigree Rentroll, poring oTer the Com Law Act, Eaclosure :Bills, &c. looks up,-and sees 
one of his forefathers looking at him with a steady but sorrowful expression. · 

With this exclamation he rises t'tbm hia chair-" Heavens I One ofmy venerable ancestors descending Crom hi11 picture frame!" 
" Oh I Sir Pedigree Rentroll I your surprise is natural, but the wrongs you inflict upon the people of England disturb the abodes 

of the blessed ! I am come to remonstrate with you on your cruel.,corn bill, and to call upon you to imitate your ancestors; not to be 
too greedy after wealth, nor attempt to increase the value of your land by unjust laws. I am given to understand that since I left thit 
earthly scene, the industry of the country has been wonderfully developed, manufactories, iron works, collieries, and large towns, ex
•eeeding London in my days, have covered the land; that your rent roll has quadrupled, aad that, not content with this, you have 
passed laws to raise your rent, at the expense of the people, although your land no longer pays the taxes of government as it did for
merly~ Beware I Oppress not the :people with injustice, or what happened in the French Revolution may happen here. If yo1,1 
·would do "Well, imitate my example. 

i.! 

" Wbea winter old brought Christian cold, I opened house to all, 
And though three score and ten my years, I featly led the ball; 
Nor was the houseless wanderer then driven from the hall, 
For while I feasted well the great, I ne'er forgot the small, 

' Like a good old English gentleman all of tb.e vlden time. 

•• By; cruel Jaws, I did not then grind people to the- earth, 
But ·valued justice more by far than wide estate or birth ; 
N9r"l1eedless of the poor man's rights, make artificial dearthp , 
Nor carry desolation to every humble hearth, 

Like the wealth-pursuing g~ntlemeu all of-th• modern time.,. . . ,: 
('P' anisha.) 
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THE CHISIS. 
Every body must perceive that this country is in a 

critical position; and few would venture to prophe~y 
peace ant.I prosperity, unless some very important chan
ges be effected. Like all bankrupt concerns, the part
ners are blaming each other, instead of discovering the 
cauile of their insolvency, and trying to remove it. In 
place of looking to the rottenness of the system, the 
country turned out the Whigs, and placed the To
ries in power; but im.tead uf a return of prosperity, as 
was predicted, our difficulties coutinue to thicken upon 
us. Di8satisfaction universally prevails. The English, 
Scotch, and Irish are all discontented. At one time 
the farmers WP-re to a man for "Church and King," 
but now they have abandoned all this sort of loyalty, 
and in the epirit of discontent they are pausing as to 
what party they shall join. to enable them to avoid im
pending ruin. The truth is, we are in the condition of 
a spendthrift who, in the prime of life, not only dissi
pated his fortune, but involved himself in deht, so that 
now in his 'Jld age he finds liimself unable to bear up 
under the load. The tremendous debt under which we 
labour, and the monstrous t>xtravagance rf our gove:rn
ment, are such, that nothing but the most extraordi
nary resources could have sustained. No country but a I 

trading nation could at any time have commanded such 
resources. No industry hut that for which the English 
are proverbial. No power but that of steam, multiplying 
our productions, and that of trade, carrying them a broad, 
and bringing back the riches of othercountries, could ever 
liave afforded a revenue sufficient to meet the national de
mands. Is it not from the customs ande.xcise that the great 
bulk of the taxes have been paid? and is it not invention 
and exchange which have given effectiveness to labour so 
ns to afford the immense sums annually collected? If we 
had been independent of foreigners, as some would have 
us, we thould ha Ye been involved ina national bankruptcy 
long since. It is our rapidly increasing tradewbich has 
saved us, and let this be curtailed. and the effect will be 
disastrous. The freer our trade is ancl the easier shall 
we surmount our difficulties ; the more it is subject to 
re~triction and the heavier will our burden continue to 
press. My solemn conYiction is, that nothing bnt free 
trade can save the country from ruin. Those that wish 
for a revolution, may go on opposing commercial liber
ty; but those who would like to see the people well 
fed and rewarded for their Jabour, and peace established 
in the land, ought to come out boldly and join the 
formidable b:rnd of free traders. If we were out of 
debt, we might afford to be more exclusive, though it 
wou]d very much limit the enjoyments of all classes ; 
but in our present condition we ought to make friends 
with all nations; :first, to avoid the expenses of war; 
nnd secondly, to profit hy the connection, in order to 
pay off the enormous debts already contracted. Argu
ment probably may fail to convince some, but the 
argument of increased ta.ration is sure to be effective. 
Less income and more tax will produce conviction where 
all verbal reasoning has failed. Looking at the burdens 
of the country, and at the sources from which they have 
hitherto been borne, I cling to freedom of commerce 
as the only hope for this unhappy land. Betwixt 
thu and tevolwion I see no alternative. 

THE CO-OPERATION OF J\IACHINERY WITH LABOUR. 

It is exceedingly desirable th it every topic connected with the 

welfare of the country and the pro•perity of the working classes, 

should be w,,11 considered, An awful responsibility attaches to 

the parties who retard the progrP.ss of those principles whicl!_ 
involve a nation's saftlly. With quarrels betwixt. men and mas

ters, arising out of personal conduct, I profess not to n~eddle. 

I advocate the extension of m:ichinery as the best friend to lahour, 

but I am not the aµolo3ist of those who oppresi their men, al
though they may be repeaters. 

I make tlti~ sta~ement as introductory to a few remarks on 

the observations I lately met with in a paper on the? snhjec~ 

of machinery. The editor says: " Oil is now a substitute for 

hlood, and cold iron and wood for flesh and hone." An answer 

to this is, that the greater the use of oil, and iro1t, and 1000d, and 

the greater the population in any district that can be named; 

and that it is not the noise of the machinery or the smell of the 

oil which are the attr:ictions, but the employment and the wage,; 
for neither man, woman, nor child, will leave a better for a worse 
situation. The migration from the no-machinery districts to those 
where oil, and iron, and wood are usP.d, is incessant. These are 

not substitutes, hut a•sistants to labour, by which its vah1e has been 

kept up. Abandon these, or doteriorate the quality, and the loss 
will have to come out of wage~, or rather there will be no wages 

at all. 
In the very nature of things, the cost or producing an article is 

sure to rise till it comes within as much of the selling price as will 
bear the commonly estimated profit for capital. This is brought 

ahout by additional capitalists emharking in every business which 

ensures profit.. Now I maintain that the less certain operations 

can he made to cost hy machint>ry, and the more there is for wa
ges in other departments; and if every operation had to be per

forme<1, as formerly, by the hand, wages for lahour would certainly 
he reduced. The selling price being fixed, as it is hy foreign 

competition, ahandon machinery, anu a great deterioration io the 
price of labour is inevitable. 

I met a ma~tl'r millwright yesterday, who said, "I really do 
not understand this m.i.chinery qn'C'stion. ,ve keep invt•nting ma
chines which throw men out of employmt>nL. and T cannot see 
how it can be a good thin~." I replied, "Tell me from your 
ea h hook whether }OIi rPally pay a smaller sum weekly now than 
yon did five years ago before )OU i11nnted these machines." "I 
think we pay quite as much, l>erhaps mort>," was his reply. 
•• Well, if you tracP. these payment~, ~ou will find thPy go to pay 
lahour in some department or other. It is easy to see how many 
am thrown 011t. hut not Fo easy to see how ma1ty are thrown. into 
work by machinery. Only cease to invent theFe machinea, and 
such will be the dimini.,lterl demand for your dear article, that y4,,ur 
payments will immediately decrease, and the employmen• ol 
lahour, of which t!tese payments a,e tl,e meiuur~ will be certaia 
to dt'crease also." 

It is somewhat stran~e, I may add, that the' whole country i1 
clammering for "agricultural improvPment!l," which, io simple, 
honest lanµua~e. means agricultural mrrcl1inuy, and yet an bosti
lir y h const::intly fostererl against m11m,Jactuiing machinery. The 
indivi<luals who have been so unfortunate as to work in 1h.e de
parln1P.nts with which new machinery has interfered, are like the 
ot.l coachmen and guard11, who will never speak favourably of rail. 
road;,, by which they were thrown off the road. But this is not 
the only nor the chief cause of the cry against machinery. 'fhe 
truth is, that the landowners haye been dt'tected of having kept 
up the pricP. of food some 30 or 40 per cent. for a long timo above 
its real value, fo1· their own advantage, and the manufacturers 
have been the leading mE'n to dett>ct this rohhery. So in order 
to render the people indifferent to the cry of this injustice, and to 
prevent thilm joining io it, the monopwiat& have raised a dust 
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the air, hy crying down steam and mechanical inventions. 
is has heen their game, and not a fow have been caught by 
monopolist papers have helped it forward; appearances give it 
usihility, anri, unfortunately, thousands and tens of thousands, 
o live hy machinery, have heen in<luced to raise their vo1ice 
inst the improvements of Britbh skill and British enterprise. 

BLISTER PA PERS. 

Dncf.or Peel's Br.tSTER i'LASTERS (Income Tax Papers) have 
ived-if any thing c:m make u~ sltew l~fe, they will do it. ThP.y 
a thousand tinws better for the distressed manfacturers than 

rpm· to a hun~ry worn-out hors~. 
Bless you, Sir, they are so contrived hoth as to size and stre11j!th, 
t they will PEEL both back and belly I You may dt>pend 

on it, they will bring out the bad humours of the constitution 
no time. 

Surely the good Doctor will direct a suitable supply of proper 
rishments to his patients, should they sunive his severe treat
nt. It is generally understoou that our gracious Queen recom-
nded kitchen st,,jfin preference to phg:si~ as a resto1 alive, and that 

Doctor was or her mind, but durst not olfond his farming 
ends. 
Cruel Doctor ! While he and his noble patrons are expectinA 
lyday fun, liis patients are pulling horrible faces from fear of 

maddening pains that await them! 

BREAKERS AHEAD I 

Alas! alas! the working aristocracy, (by these lie means master 
1.ufact11rers and capitalist1 enga,a:ed in business,) admonished by 
es' unions, chartist conflagrations, above all by their own 

ewd st>nse, kept in p~rpetual communion with the fact of 
1gs, will assuredly reform themselves, and a working world 
1 still he possihle :-hut the fate of the idle nristocracr, as one 
ds its horoscope hitherto ill corn laws and such like, is an 
ss that fills one with despair. Ye~, my rosy, fox-hunting 
thers, a terrible HYP0CRATIC LOOK reveals itself, (God kuows, 
to my joy,) through tho~e fresh huxom countenances of yours. 

rough your corn law majorities, sliding-scales, protecting-duties, 
bery elections and triumphant Kentish fire, a thinking eye dis-

s ghastly imni:es or rnin, too ghastly for words; a hand 
ting as of l\lENE, l\IENE. 
:fen and brothers, on your slidini;-scale you seem sliding, and 
1ave slid,-you little know whitl1Pr ! Good God! did not a 
nch do-nothin~ aristocracy, himlly ahove half a century ago, 
fare in lik«' manner, and in its l'eathcrhead believe in like 
nP-r? "\Ve cannot exist, and continue to dress and paraue 
elvl's, on the just rent of the soil or France; but. we must 

e fa1 ther payment than rent of the soil, we must he exemptPd 
taxes too; we must have a corn law to extend our rent." 

s was in 1789. fn fonr y Pars more did you look into the 
eries of J\[endon, and the long-naked making for themselves 
ches of human skins! J\Iay the merciful Heavens avert the 
n; may we be wiser, that so we be less wretched.- Carlyle' s 
t and l'restnt. 

AWFUL EFFECTS OF DRINKING. 

a record were kept of the doings of strong drink, neither 
erloo nor any other scene would present a picture equally ap
ng. Murder ought to be engraved on the front of every 
el, ,md every wise man sl11rnld avoid their contenti1 as he 
d the mouth of a cannon. The victims of drink fall before 
aily, and those wbo pass unnoticed into the µrave are more 
can he numbered. Like as in the pla .. ues of Ea, pt there is 
family that escapes the elfocts of thi,t monster°.of 'all evils. 

the secret of all, is the ir,sidious character of the drinks. 
king produces and hi>gets pleasurable feelings, and men 
llms led on unwillingly to lay the foundation of theil' own 
ry, and to ruin others by a had example. Di~guisl;l it as we 
, all the murders committed by strong drink arc c•hargPahle 

moderate and fashionable drinking, and while thi remains 
paiofut scenes of mao mu1·der by strong drink will be re: 
ed. 

I here give a few cases which have just come to my knowledge, 
avoiding as much as possible names and personal allusions. 

A working man in Preston went drnnk to hed; his dog began 
to bark, and not being able hy calling out to quieten it, he rose out 
of hed, fell down i-tairs. and died instantly. 

A horse keeper in Dumfries was discharged his situation for 
intemperance. In a fortnight he was dragged out of the river 
a corpse. The last time i;:een he was in liquor. 

A man at Hollinwood drank two gills of gin, and in a few 
hours he was a corpse. He left a wife and three children. 

A waggoner returning from Manchester drunk, fell down the 
wheels went over him, and he was killed on the spot. ' 

A young man was drinking nearly all night at Oldham fair. He 
was missing in the morning, and 2 days afte1· his body was found 
in a pool of watC'r. 

A person at Oldham was drinking brandy nearly a whole week. 
He was seized with inflamation and died in two days. 

A man at Copyknook continued drinking for three weeks, and 
then went and drowned himself. He has left a wife and childs·en 
to mourn his loss. 

l\lay every one who reads these few cases out of thousand1 
which might be given, be induced to ahandon the glass-ye11, tha 
first the dangt!rvus glass, and to do all he can by a good example 
to promote universal sobriety. 

THE FOXES. 
When thieves fall out, honest men get their due. When the 

landlord is made to take his clutches off the loaf, he will turn on 
the ,vest Indian mono po Ii ·t, and make him drop the sugar tax. 

RE)IEl\lBER THE POOR. 

N ohody hut those who penetrate the recesses of society, can 
form any a1leq11ate idPa of the extent of destitution and sufftJring 
endured by the people. The amount of virtuous poverty, unoh
served hy man, uncan>d for hy the world, submissive, resigr,ed, 
and yet cherishing a hope of better times, is truly appalli,1g. All 
shouldjoin in one grand national movement, to obtain legislative 
justice; and while this h being accomplished, we should remem• 
her our poor brethr~n, and share with them freely the bounties 
which Providence has given u~. Let the ministers of religion• 
the rich, the middle cla ses, freely and frequently tisit the poor, 
and lay before the world, as on a large plain, the immense mass of 
poverty, wretchedness, misery, disease, and want, which really 
exists, that every Englishman may gaze at the Fpectacle, and 
every christian heart evince its SJmpathy hy eontrihuting larizely 
to its relief. The Repeal Law i;:ays to all the sober and indus
trious, " yon shall have a good trade, and plenty to live upon;'' 
and until that he enacted, the christian law say:1, "he that hatli 
more coats than he needs, should impart to him that hath none; 
and he that hath meat, should dt) likewise." E~·ery good man 
whig, tory, radical, protestant, or catholic, should declar(•, "th; 
pom· shull not starve; Uu•y are our brethren, and we will defend 
them; we will ascel'tain thei1· rea1 condition, and <lo 0111· utmosll 
to restore that affection a111..l goou \\ill bet1Vixt the rich and the 
poor, the wa11t of which ha.'I eo long beet> lamented." .Uay we 
all •• remember the poor I" 
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VARIE7IES. 

FATHER MATHEw's VrsrT.-When Father Mathew visits this 
oountry, I trust all his countrymen will flock to his standard and 
take the pledge. Though he canoot visit every place, an Irish
man woukl not gl'Udge walking 50 miles to meet so benevolent a 
friend. 

C?NDITION 01' F ARMEns.-At the meeting of the Kirkburton 
Anti-Corn-Law Association, it was stated that in the township of 
Lepton the farmers had neither " hoof nor straw'' to meet the 
next rent day demands, and that they were worse off than the 
weavers. 

. A SENSIBLE INQUIRY.-At Bedford the farmers asked," What 
JS the use of a corn law, if we are to get Dantzic prices and pay 
English rents?'' 

WHo PAYS THE LANDOWNEns' RENT ?-Not the farmer It 
is true the money goes through his hands ; but it is the cons,;,mers 
that pay the rent. If they have little, landlords must expect 
little; so that the most important matter for them to attend to is 
to improve the condition of the farmers' customers. ' 

TRADE, THE FARMERS' lNTEREST.-If a farmer have four 
sons, he is interested three times as much in the prosperi ty of 
trade as agriculture. Upon an average only one son can succeed 
the father in farming ; and unless the other three get into trade 
which is unlimited in its expansion, they are sure to injure on~ 
another by competition, while they remain in the country as 
farmers. 

THE Co1.uEss10Ns OP A BnEAD TAXER.-The following 
passage is so clear a confession from the organ of the bread taxers 
of their being beaten, that it deserves immortalizing. "Need we 
wonder, then, at the triumphs which periodically await Mr. Cob
den in the House of Commons? Melancholy was it to witn'lss, 
on Monday, the landholders of England, the representatives of 
the blood of the Norman chivalry, the representatives, by elec
tion, of the industrial classes of the empire, shrinking under the 
blows aimed at them by a Manchester money-grubber.''-11forning 
Post, May 17. 

HONEST ELECTORAL YEOMEN !-Farmers have long been 
treated as so many head of cattle by the landlords. In a recent 
London paper appeared an advertisement for the sale of an estate 
eomprising so many acres, so many houses, '' andpoliticalinfluenc; 
extending over twelve hundred honest yeomen!" What will be the 
next insult to the sons of the soil? 

How TO INFLUENCE GovEn:rotENT.-If the passing of the 
factory bill can be stopped by a peaceful but firm display of uni
versal hostility, w" see at once the course to be adopted to repeal 
t.'he Corn Laws. Let every bread eater and every artisan every 
friend to commercial liberty, come out and demand a repeltl of all 
monopolies. 
' DECAY OF PunLIO INSTITUTioNs.-There is scarcely a public 
institution that is not either going to decay or on the wane. Two 
·causes can be assigned, the want of funds, and the want of time 
on the part of their active friends. Times have been so bad, 
that those who once could spare both time and money, are now 
obliged to mind their own business, and consequently they neglect 
many institutions important to the public. 
. PEACE AND CoMMERCE are the twin agents for getting up the 
value ofland. When Scotland and England where hostile nations, 
war was the employment of the people, and trade and commerce 
entirely unknown. The land was then of no value. But no 
sooner did the inhabitants of these borders, who followed a Dou
glas or a Percy to the field of battle, turn their attention to com
merce, than the value of land increased, and in proce.1s of time 
they were enabled to export their surplus commodities to other 
!!Oun tries. 

BENEFIT OF T.EETOTALISM TO TBADE.-I have been told 
that ~Iessrs. --, of Haslingden, sent from fifteen to twenty 
thousand pounds worth of goods to Ireland last year more than 
they had done before, and they attribute it to the Temperance 
reformation. Mr. -- said that it had caused their mill to run 
full time, whereas had it not been for that th.?y must have worked 
short time. · What a pity '!Very body .will not adopt this plan of 
in<ireasing aseful employment. I think ·every corn law repealElr ' 
lo be consistent, ought to do eo.- e. ' 

THE THREE SnABEs.-Every pound of 7d. sugar sho11ld 
marked, " Value of sugar 2d., government tax 2½d., monopol 
tax 2½d." And when convenient every grocer should drop a wor 
in favour of free sugar when be delivers it into the hands 
his customer. But for impositions, we should have three spoon 
full for the price of one. 

A CoRBUPTING PRACTICE.-A wealthy gentleman ea 
through our village last Tuesday night, and (consistently wi 
himself) got a multitude of people around him to shout his ow 
name for ever, and, as a reward for their services, he gave t 
sovereigns to be 11pent-24s. in drink, and 16s. on food, at t 
front of a public house. I need not tell you what would be t 
result.-C. 

BREAD-TAX, BLINDNESS, AND BrnoTRY.-Clergymen oft 
Church of England have distinguished themselves by shewi 
their hostility against the League's tracts. In som,:i distric 
they have been the only persons who refused to accept the 
Henry Lyons, one of the distributors, states, that in bis distri 
21 packages were refused by this class. Another distributor to 
me of one of these divines who called his servant to witness whi 
he consigned the packet to the flames. It is thus bigotry b 
always treated heretics. 

A BAD SrnN.-You are going to have a splendid barrac 
built at Preston, are you not? Yes, we are; it is a bad si 
when the country cannot be governed without barracks. T 
erection and enlargement of prisons, workhouses, and barrack 
proves the unhealthy state of England. If the people had justic 
were honestly fed, properly instructed, and kindly used, the 
would soon be an end of this disgraceful expenditure of publ 
money. 

FASTING ACCORDING TO THE CAt.ENDAn.-Monopolists 
well fall out with the Puseyites. If they carry out the injunctio 
of the prayer book, we shall have to fast every Friday in the ye 
except Christmas day. Such are the orders of our church. A 
up to this and 011e-seventh of the demand for food is gone at on 
and this, in addition to the fasting brought on by their own me 
sures, is more, I fear, than they will be willing to tolerate. 

COMMERCE TENDS TO PREVENT WAn.-The commerce b 
tween different nations, which is both an effect and a cause 
national wealth, tends to lessen their disposition to war, by maki 
them mutually dependent. Many wars, indeed, have been ea 
ed by commercial jealousy ; but it will be found that in alm 
every instance, this has arisen, on one side, if not on both, fr 
unso1,md views of political economy, which have occasioned t 
general interests of the community, to a very great amount, to 
sacrificed, for a much smaller advantage, to a few individu 
The ruinous expensiveness, also, of war, would alone, if t · 
computed, be almost sufficient to banish war from the earth. 
ATchbishop Whately. 

A FINE SEASON.-This is a fine time of the year for jaunti 
into the country, or to a watering place. How many are the 
however, who never get from home, except by a stroll down 10 

obscure country lane, where there is nobody to gaze upon th 
dirty, ragged clothing. How many women who scarcely e 
see beyond their own street.. How many sick persons who ou 
to go to some watering place, but are prevented by povery. M 
of these evils might be prev.ented by good legislation, and by o 
being kind and assisting one another. 

A H1NT.-Enclose a Struggle in every letter you send. 
can do this without any additional expense of postage. 

HART'& Commercial and Temperance Hotel and gene 
Boarding House, 169, Aldergate Street, Londou. 

To Railway Trauelltrs and all persons visiting London. 

Y OU will find superior accommodation, combined with g 
economy, if you put up at the above Establishment. I 

near the General Post-office, and St. Paul's; and the princi 
Railway and Coach-office Omnibusses pa~s the door. , 

Printed and Published by J. LIVESEY, Preston. Sold by w. sir 
Paternoster-row, Lonaon; Gadsby and Heywood, Manchester ; • Will 
and Anti-Monopoly Association, 7, Water street, Live1pool; J. Kera 
14, South Market, Leeds; Houghton, 47, Westgate, Huddersfield; R' 
Chestergate, Stockport; Gill, Blackburn; Wragg,· Bury; J. Daw 
Clitheroe; E. Bowker, Aocrin1ton; H. Earn1haw, Colne.-Prlee 



Che 6truggle. 
"Man's inhumanity to mas has made countless thousands mourn."-CoWPER. 
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ARISTOCRATIC LOYALTY. 
The landlord,, under pretence of paying homage to the Crown, have been grad11ally encroaching on its privileges, as they ham, 

by corn laws, enclosure bills, game laws, &c., abridged the happiness and liberty of the people; so that the Soverei~n is now a mere 
puppet in their hands. The landlords enact laws to make food dear, to render their estates more valuable, and drag the Sovereign through 
all the unpopularity of seeming to abet them in their designs. The landlords have got it to be esteemed a part of the constitution, that 
the King shall have no opinion of his own, but. that the minister is to have all his own way, he heing generally a <'reature of their own. 
The landlords have made the most of their power ; they have made the Crown give np its allodial right to their estates, under the pre · 
tence of a legal fiction; they pay a land tax on a valuation of their lands, which is only one-fourth their real value; and they haH~ 
taken the estates of the Crown to themselves, and made the Queen a pensioner on the excise. 

WHO IS THE BEST CUSTOMER? 

"England is England's best customer," said one of 
the speakers on the Com Laws during the debate on 
Villiers' motion. This is but another mode of express
ing the value of the home market to the depreciation of 
the foreign. 

Now they that repeat these notions either do not 
know in what consists the wealth of nations, or they 
have not considered the very limited resources of our 
. No. 80. 

own small island, independent of trade and manufacture,:;. 
If England be England's best customer, ought not 

that customer to be supplied on the best terms with 
every article essential to life and comfort ? Ought a 
good buyer to be tied to trade with a bad seller ? I! it 
England with England only? self with self? are we 
neither to buy nor sell in other markets ? Are we to 
buy no more cotton with Arr.erica, but to grow it our
selves? Is England, and not China, to produce our 
tea? We must cease to be at the expense of building 
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ships and paying freights ; we must raise our own snpplies 
and be independ~nt of foreigners ! England shall sup
ply Eng land. We shall erect a wall of exclusion around 
us, and be the h appiest people on earth ! 

What a fine theorv, and broached for what? Sim
ply to keep out foreign food, that the landlords may keep 
up rents. Simply for tl:is, men in the House of Com
mons talk such stuff as would be scouted out of every 
barber's shop in the kingdom. The best customer is 
he who h as got the most to part with, be it England or 
any other country. Now sc1ppose we shut out foreign 
trade, and the people had to depend on agriculture and 
the home market only, it would be difficult to predict the 
wretched condition to which thev would soon be reduced; 
perhaps the po\·erty of the peasa;try of Ireland may give 
us some idea. 

The wealth of any country, like that of a family, con
sists of the greatest quantity of valu hie articles which 
can be obtained by a given amount of capital and la
bour. Each country ha its local advantages, and in 
some these advantages are very great. The article 
which would cost six days' labour in England, can 
be bought elsewhere for the proceeds of one; and 
that which would cost a foreigner six days' lahour 
to produce, can he obtained by one in England. \Vho, 
then, in this case is the best customer ? Surely, he 
who can give the large~t quantity of an article in re
turn for some other article he wants. ,vhy is it that 
I buy a brush i;tt one shop, a sp'.1.de at rinother, and a 
pair of stockings at an other ? -because I can get thei:p. 
cheaper than I can make them; and they buy my 
article becau.:;e I can sell it cheaper than they can make 
it. Nations by acting thus get wealth; and every ta~, 
every obstruction, every custom-hous , tend to lessen 
the chance of this. 

But the plain meaning of this Englctnd' custom i5 this, 
" If you will buy a 11 your food from Ilriti~ h agricultu
rists, aucl give them their price, they will pend the 
same money in return upon your manufactures, and the 
extra sum arising from high prices, will be more than 
what you will get from your foreign trade." This ar 
gument, plausible as it may appear, contains one fatal 
omission. It does not say how the people are to get 
this extra. sum to spend. In the first instance if the 
people are to purchase food, either eheap or dear, they 
must have money, and employment i3 the only 
medium through which they can obtain it. Now if the 
agriculturi sts in conection with this, will also promise 
to employ the population and give them adequate wages, 
they might then fairly ask them to buy exclusively 
from them. But the fin,t step in the arrangement is 
wanting, and which they do not promise to supply, 
and which, af~er 28 years' profits of the corn Jaws, 
amounting to hundreds of millions, they have failed to 
perform. \Vhile, therefore, we should set a proper value 
upon home custom, if, as a nation, we are anxious to 
increase our wealth, we must secure the benefits of 
foreign trade. Indeed, though we make this distinc
tion, it is a useless one. A good foreign trade is a 
good home trade ; for whatever we gain by trading 
with foreigners, we usually throw into the home mar
ket ; and nothing is more certain than that if our 
foreign trade is bad , our home demand i bad ; and 

that if orders from abroad are Rbundant, t e people 

I 
are employed, and the home demand brisk. Think of 
a few agriculturists proposing themselves against the 
world as the best customers, whilst during the time 
they have had all the advantages of monopoly, they 
have let the land lie neglected, while the people were 
starving for want of work! In contradistinction to the 
motto with which I set out, I would say emphatically, 
that neither England, Ireland, nor Scotland, but TH& 

WoRLD is ENGLANn's BEST CusTOMER. 

JOSEPH ANl> WlLLlAl\I, TWO FAR:\IERS. 

Joseph.-,v ell, William, you are trudging to the market this 
morni11g. 

1/Ttlliam.-Ay, hut what"s the use, stuff sells for nought; we 
a:·e nearly all heggar'd. 

J,w,plt. -ls it the corn law~, think yon, that's d.iing all this? 
William.-Corn laws l If you believe our big men, it·s corn 

laws that should have protected us, and yet we are all going 
t'th' pot. 

Juseph.-Depcnd upon it, ,vmiam, they have taken us in. 
Corn l'lws have getten up rents, but they cannot keep up the 
price o"th' stuff. The worst thing is, they have ruined our trade, 
so that the pe<'lple ha\'e nothin:; to buy with, and we have to 
ket•p them out of the poor ratt>s. 

Williw11.-Well. Jo<eph, I a~s urc you, I am quite fast among 
it ; I rni,;ht a~ well d ve up soon as late ; if I spend my breath, I 
can't make t!nd;; m!:et. 

Jiiseph. - Ilut it's of no use complaining. for while tra,fo r mains 
so hat!, rent · wo11't 1lrop. Tlwre are so many farmers that can do 
nothin~ else, that if one won't ~ivQ it, another will. 

Wil/ium.--But I heard them saying that the corn bill \'Will he 
lternd again. 

Joseph.--Altered i I hope it will he swept away altogether; 
t\1e1·e is no ch:111ce without thL. Then trade would he Aood, 
farmers' sons would le,1ve farming, and get into t.racle; 
people \V011lJ be employed, and the poor taxes would tl op ; ai.d 
if stuff settled down at a low price, rcnt'4 wonld come d()wr1, and 
we honhl then have a fre h tart . St.ock would eost ltss, lo~,ws 
would ho le s, and our" wn ket>p mong the re;; t would hL chteape1·. 
Ever incH this corn hill p:1ssecl, ll have hr cn getting J orer, so 
that I am for tr~ 111g wh:\t .f}·ee tra ,Je will do for us. 

Wil/ium.- ,vhy m poor fal'Jlll'l"S l\l'C hut like a set r lave~, 
always behind, a11,I always in fea.1 of the l.indlord, and ha dl.W dare 
say our soul·s our own. The Lea,q,,e, I see, is goin to carry 
the clay. and as I like t11 he on the winning ;,ide, lam thimking 
about taking a card and paying a penny. 

Jr;seph.-That's right, William; I'll join too. It's ti ll!e tro t11rn 
over a fresh leaf. You can put my name down, and t l re ·s five 
at our house, and none of them will grndge a penny to repeail the 
corn laws and men<l times. 

William..-I'll do so with pleasure, and nt put Olli Nainny'a 
name down too. for she"s the deuse for cheap bread mci ,cheap 
ugar. l trust, Jos<:ph .; we shall yet ~Pe hPtt<>r rla),; 

THE BACKWARD !AU.CH OF JNTELLlGE CJE. 
CIGAR S 10KlNG ! 

One of the mo~t sPnselPss an<l stnpid practices that l VC ob-
tained among us, is that of cigar smoking. It increases s terTihly, 
that parents a11d patrons of health and good mornl,; ou~ht all to 
exert themselves to oppose it and anest its prog1·e~s. 7 out can
uot mount a coach, visit a commercial inn, or walk the strePtt, hut 
you arc compelled to inhale the smoke that has i•uerl fr01m the 
jaws of so111e dandy. Lads of all a~es arc now hamelcsl ) sti,cking 
the ci,;ar lwtwixt their tcl'th, and , trnttinz about a~ if thi · was 
the trnc sign of dignity and manlincs,. The silly \'anit~ of many 
of thc,e exquisite~, is truly dissrnsting ; and nothing, inc<lt!Pd, 
would give them sufficient confidence to· exhihit therrst'lwes in 
public, hut the melancholy fact, that t.hr.:r practice has he sanc
tion of both age and numbers. It is unnecPsr.ary to p·ovre that 
smokin,; is highly injurious to health; the squalid loo>k of 
the consumers of this narwtic weed, is IJroof sufficie1t. Oh ! 
h w geµt eel to stick a lump of tobacco leaf betw t one'11 
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tePth ! how manly to kinnle a bonfire at one's norn end! how 
inventive to 111ake a chi11111ey of one's lip~! and how dclicatPly 
fine to he p11mping up the sali,a, a11d th1·0\\ing it upon the 
para1wt hel'or"'l 1he puhlic gaze! Of course, tho,e who di,
car<l 1he vulg~r pipe and prt•fcr the l wi~t, are all 1wrsons of.fir
tune; it i, 11ot to he supposc,I that e.'tperu;e is any ol,jcd, or that 
any man ever ovp1•runs his nwans with purchasing ci;.;ars ! But the11 
what follows? Tiu~ sys1em pumped dry must he replenislll'd. Col<l 
water would he killinJ to sud1 a heate,l f'11rnac·e, a11<l :oo cheap 
for ,:;entlemen. ""ine and hran,ly, porter or ale at lt>ast, m11,t ~11pply 
the ~ystem, an,l t hu, com111e11ce, 1h,~ lir~t career of morn rli~gi-acc and 
de,-tit11lion, ma,lness a11rl m11rde1·, than can he found to proceed 
from a11y other cau<e. If young men wo11l<l thi11k of the tenrl1:11cy 
of cigar mrnking; if they would cool1y j11cl:.:e of 1he cffPcts acl ually 
produtecl. thry would 11e,er try to war with the lt<>nl•st rffot·ts of 
nature, fully mauit'e,-tecl iu resisting the fir;t attack upon th.? sys
tem. ThP- <leauly sickness produced hy the first smok<', provt's 
haw repul ivc il is to health, and tllis ou.~ht to he a warnin~ In all 
St'nsihle men, never to make a second attempt. Thousancb there aro 
ju;t now that woul,I give more than a ti-illt> if they co11l<l unsmokc 
the first cigar. 'fhey are now slaves to the habit-would gladly 
give up; spare their pocket and their health; hut. alas! tlwy have 
not the power to ,·esist. Deeply sensible of the misery of such a 
state, I feel a11xious to warn all young men in time ; and happy 
indeti<l shall I be if these hints should in<lucc only a few to escape 
this fashionahle snare. 

DR. IlOWRING·s SPEECH AT DANBURY. 

Dn. Ilownr11:a being called upon to propose the toast of" Pros
perity to agticnlturc ancl co111mercl0

," said, that the inlcrests of 
agriculture nml commerce woultl Ut' he~t promoted hy estahlishiug 
the principll•s of free trade; (hea1·, hear;) the simplest of almost 
all principles, to recei~c from others what they have to :;ive in 
exchao6 1• fot· 1he produce of our own labour. l\Ian was <lecreetl 
hy his Creator to he the heir of the wholo wol'ld, hut ma11 sti>ps 
in and fvrliitls ma11 to ~•njoy it. A calamity, say the 1110nopolis1s, 
y,•ould it be for this country lo <lepend on other 11at ions fur a.i I iclt's ! 
,vtiy, i:1 it not dt>pe11dant? Has it not been for centuries dl'Pl'n
dant? Wh,~r~ is the man that does not draw on Asia. on A nll'rica, 
on Africa, for ltis <laily nl'cessaries? Y\-"he nee his cl.ithi113? 
llu11dretl s of thou amls labour to co11trihute towanls it. I1aly 
1e11ds the silk for his hantlhcrchicf; Americ.1. he1· col ton; Holland 
or Rus~ii, thP.ir flax for his li11e11; Saxony and Spain 1hei1· wool 
m· his gal'm\'nt ·; l11dia a11cl Potosi supplJ the gol<l ancl 1lie sil•·er, 
nd the dia111011,l for his w:itch n11<l or11a1111•11t~. \\'itlll'S, that ta
le and wl,11 was 11po11 ii, how 111Uch ,, as there which was not the 

1roduce of a fon•i;..;11 land? \VhichevPt' wa.y we turn our eyl'S we 
11d the great cvi,lc11ce that our laho11rs have mado all 11atio11s li i 
ulary to us. ]l11t do we give nJthing in relnrn? P1•111•tt'.tlP into 
frica, \"is1t Asia, visit Amel'ica; in l'V<'ry part of lhP world yon 
eet Svllll'thing to remi11<l )OU of E11glan'1, a11d more w, uld tlwy 

ake were Llll'ir trade fre1•. The ncgro clothing is ni11c-tl'11lhs 
rom E11gla11 • The 111011ntai111•pr 011 Ll'ha11011 is clorherl from 
1catl to foot wilh 1he prodncl' of our Eui!,lish looms. Bnt our h•
i~lalors are in 1hc i111ere~t of 111011opoly, and our la11do1~ne1·s he-
t!1·e limit· intl'l'l'Sl to 1,u lwst s11pport,•1l by it. A!,:ril'u ,tun• has 
t'l·ei ved its g1·cate,t allv,rn1ages r10111 the pro~pl'rit) of 111a1111foc
ures am! tra<le. Let 1.1gric11/ture be Ji eetl, co11w11,rce (,eerl, and 
nglwul f1ir!y reprnenretl, ht•r sun would 11ot siuk in darl nps,; 
•hind the ev t> rl.1,ti 11g hills, hut would rise lo a higher mt•ridlau 

1 greatt'I" glory and 1:,realer h1 ighlnl'SS. 

i\llNU YOUH. OWN BlISlNESS. 

" Oh! m• •er mind the Corn Laws, lt•ave the•e thin!!!. to onr 
ukrs; how can a working man likl• )OU prl'll'lld to 11111it>rst,1111I 
cse thi11!.(s ~" Y .. s, w,• have gone 011 mi11di11g our own h11,illl'S, 

II a goo,! rnnny of 11s h tve no h11si11l•ss lo 111inrl. You may he 
iling and toiling e\'ery day of )Olli' lif,•, a11u fi11cl you ca1111ot 
ep your groun,l-hera11,c one kuavl·. whilst )Oll ha,c lwP11 m111d-

g )OUI' own hu~i11Ps:<, ha'< IH't'II 1akin~ your hr,•a.d: and a11othcr 
ave has h~e11 111n11opoli,in:.t )Olli' ~ugar, and a11nth .. r k11av,~ has 
len all the common. These l'0111hi11t>d k11a\'t'I it-s will tea,·h )'OU 

at you a,e minJing your own li11sioe~s \"vhP11 )OU arc gelliu:: to 
derstand how bad laws act in defrauding; us-wastin~ one-

half, anrl giving the l'<'m·tinder to anoth,.,r. ,vhen the Corn Laws 
take a po11n1I from yn11, they wasto tPn shilling~ in i-lov,•nly hus
ba11tlry and the cullivat1011 of poor ~oil1<, and ghe the other ten . 
~hillin!!S to the wcallhir,t class in the c vuntry, namely, those who 
own 1lw i-uil. 

Lord Sta11h•y, in his flippant, impPrtinent manner, sai,1 to 1\Tr. 
flrook~, i11 the husli11g, :it La11(·a,ter, wlwn quPstioni::,:? him altont 
the Corn Law~. •· l\fr. Brook~, would it not he better if evrry 
ma11 wa~ to mind hi:< own hu-iiw"s ·t• .Mr. Ilrnok• reply wa,, 
"J\Jy Loru, T ha,c a 1hnu,anol lunds at homt.> that f cannot em
ploy. l\Iy capilal, whi1:h is to employ them, i,- rapidly l>Pcoming . · 
t, .. ,~. In l,H,king for 1l11• ca11s.', I finrl that l,1,,·s ,,hich make tracle 
li1tlc, c-ml'l11~1111•11r ~l'arct•, an<l fonol d1·a1·. a1·e at the hott rn of it 
all. Am I 11r,t mi11 rLn!! my hu,iill'S~ when I q11e•tio11 you, 
who wish to hl' my law-11rnker or 1·1•111·l'Sl'lll:ttiv,•, a~ to your in1r11-
tio11 wilh regar,I to tlll'~C l.t:,·s ?" Lord Stanh•y. af l!r thi~ rehuff, 
n!'ver opc11ecl his mouth fur two years 011 any commercial que111-
tio11. I. II. 

A fhted Dut:7 like a fixed Bayonet. 
Colon<'l Hu•hhrook, in opposi11~ Lor1l St:udey'~ corn rr~olu

tinn,, 111:ufo tlll• fo'.10wi1q ,olrli,•1·-like co111pari,on, '' Ag-1i11. he hacl 
a <l,•cicl::!d ohji,cti1111 to a fixecl d111y; a lixell d111y was likl-' a lhce<l 
ha}nnct-gi,c hut the wonl of co111111a11d anJ it wa-1 uff in a mo
nwnL.'' 

THE ADV:\.~TAGES OF DltA.l.Tl:\'G. 

"\Yo h-nc the 1•vi1lc11ct.! of Sir J. Graham, that Ian,! worth to 
him 4s. 6d. an acre lwcamc wol'lh 2 l!'. an acre ;ifti>1· drain
ing nnd snh•oil p1011:.:hi11g, at a ,·osl of £6 JS•. 4 I. an a,·n•, thus 
rdurni11g 11 p,·r l't•nt. 011 tlw outlay, all of ,,hi.-11 ,,. ,1, in lal,011r, 
(./011.. A 1r. Soc. 2,2it> . ) 011 Lord llalh1•rto11·s c,tat,i :it T,•tl
<ll'sles lfay, i11 S1,ill'ord,hirt', a farm worrh 011ly .£254 l0s. 9'1. a 
vr,u· "a~ incr,·a,ed Lo 1 h<' an111nl value of £118 .') 13s. I I. al a eost 
;,r no morn 1ha11 £1,500, all in laloo11r. Sir B.. P,·PI i,,t:1l1•s that 
from a fi ,tJ or hi, which wa, thOI ou~hly clrai11e,l, and whicl1 lw
fvr<' lh(; 01H'ra1io11 clid 1101 produce nHire tlia11 "a l,n1~h of a erop 
of 1ur11ip,." hi' imnieclia11'1:, ohtai11e1l fou1· limes as many turnips 
a, at any prc•vinu, 1i111P hPrort•, as 11111d1. i11ch•1•d, aq tw1•11ly-H'Vl-'il 
toi1._ an a,·n•. (h, tlll' farm of Swl'lht>ad. in f{111c .. rdineshin•, :'\lr. 
11o!'wPII informs us that u11dr.1ii11•tl laud. worlh £32 a 1ear. lw,·ame 
liy ~kilful ma11a:r1·mt>111, pri11cil'ally 1,y tl . ainin!!. withc;ul wh·1ch all 
the l'l'H wo11lol ha<'e IH•1•11 11.•t•l1•s~, worth £fJOO a )P<1.r. Ju th ·s 
.-a,p thP 101al 0111lay for i111p1·ov,•111l 0 11t, of all kind, \\US £5,4110, 
and it w.t< 1warly all 111 !al.our. 111 fink,-hir,' :'\Ir. Rham tPII< 11~, 
that in \Vi11d,or ForP:; l, l;.11111 ,d1ich ,,a~ ~o rot11•11 aud ha<! that 
~hePp l·ould 1101 ~ta11d 011 ii, nor arts he rlrawn o,·,•r it. ~uddeuly 
lwcan1t•. h_v u111h.:1·-drai11i111.:, rn sound as to l'arry i111nw<liat,,ly af. 
terwar<ls nine qu:1rters ofoats an acre, and afLenval'ds "a splendid 
crop of wheat." 
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VARIETIES. 
A PRESENT TO PEEL.-1 have paid my income-tax to-day, 

and have deposited the receipt with my lait will and Testament. 
I have also added a codicil, devising it to Sir Robert Peel, to-
gether with all the troubles it will produce. I. H. 

THE WESLEYAN CHRONICLE quotes the failing revenue or the 
Wesleyan Mis11ionary Society as an illustration of the evil work
ing of the Corn Laws. 

WHICH IS THE EASIEST, CHEAPEST, AND MOST EFFECTUAL 
PLA}i FOR REPEALING THE CORN LA ws ?-Putting on the 
Registry a majority of Electors in favour of Cree trade. 

DECLINE OI' THE FARMING BusINEss.-I am much mistaken 
if the condition of farmers is not fast tending to what it was in 
1827, when no fewer than 120 advertisements of farming stock 
appeared in a Norwich paper of one day. All this under the 
farmers' protecting Corn Law I 

FARMERS' LIVING,-1 think I speak within bounds, ifl say, 
that I have visited 100 farm houses within the last month, and I 
have not, but in one instance, seen any beef, mutton, or veal in 
their dwellings, up stairs or down ; indeed no kind of aRimal food 
except bacon. " Shambles' meat," they all say, "is what we 
eannot afford." They work hard, and lir,e hard truly. 

PALAVER.-At all agricultural meetings, the advocates or pro
tection talk of the heavy taxes, national and local, which they have 
to bear ; but why do they not move for a repeal of these taxes ? 
Why do they not advocate retrenchment and reform? Why do 
they not petition for untaxed sugar, tea, coffee, and soap for 
their tenants? All their talk about taxation, without doing any 
thing ,o remove it, is but a palaver, to keep their hands in the 
public's pocket, by a tax upon every particle of food they eat. 

FREE IMPORTS.-It is for free imports that we ought to be 
most concerned. We not only by this get all the substantials of 
of life cheap; but we 11hould have a host of customers for our 
manufactures. Every foreigner who brought corn and beef, 
butter and cheese, sugar and coffee to England, would take back 
M much of our manufactures as possible, in order to sell them 
to profit, goods being cheaper in this than most other countries. 

EXTRAVAGANCE IN CLOTHTNG.-I never care how many ne. 
suits of clothes our fops and gentry get. It is not the worst way 
of spending tlleir money. It not only gives employment, but it en
sures a large supply of cheap second-hand clothes in the country. 
They can only use one suit at once; and, after being kept awhile 
they all find their way to the clothes dealers, and become cheap 
elothing for others who have not the means of purchasing at first 
band. Suits of clothes do not pass off and evaporate like pipes 
of wine. 

,vooL AND FLAX.-Previous to 1824, the duty upon imported 
wool was 6d. per lb. At the recommendation of a commission 
of inquiry, it was reduced to Id. The consequence was, that it 
rose from I Id. to 22d., and the quantity imported from 9 millions 
to 50 millions. Upon flax, there is merely a registration duty 
upon imports, consequently no protection, and yet the agricultu
rists are talking about growing flax, and competing with foreign 
produce. Can they not do so with wheat if they try? The only 
.obstacles are rent and bad management. 

TaE RECKONING DAY.-This is the next Election, and it is 
fast approaching. Instead of looking out which can get most meat 
-a11d drink, bribes and jobs, I trust the electors will be honest and 
feel their own dignity and importance. Let them never again 
return men who vote for the aristocracy, who put their 
•hands into other people's pockets, by a corn law, in order to make 
up for their own extravagance. 

ConoEN's PosITION.-The grand position upon which Mr. 
Cobden places the question of the corn laws is, what good haTJe 
they done to the tenant farmer or the labourer 'I To this he 
never has received nor ever will receive a satisfactory answer. 
The more the subject is examined the more obvious will become 
the fact, that, though thP,se laws have pauperised the labourer, 
(:becked and halr destroyed both the home and the foreign 
trade, placed the tenant farmer in a false, artificial, invidious, and 
in the end, ruinous position, they have really benefitted none but 
the landlords, and in the aequel, unleSil repealed and quickly, will 
ruin half of them. 

THE BEST DRAINER.-A speaker at an agricultural meeting, 
referring to draining, said, that Sir Robert Peel was the belt 
drainer he had met with. 

IRISH REPEAL.-Accordiog to Sharman Crawford, the cry for 
Repeal in Ireland, springs from a similar cause to Corn Law 
Repeal in England. He gives calculations which shew that the 
landlords of Ireland annually drive out, by the ejecting proceaa, 
70,000 souls I 

SOMETHING NEw.-As I travelled in the Fylde, near Sin• 
gleton, I saw at the end of a barn and farm house the ominoua 
words, "To Let.'' I never saw this before. I inquired of a 
neighbouring farmer the reason, who replied, " They have bad 
five or six doos at letting it, but it always missed. I suppose they 
want more rent than any body is willing to give.'' 

THE DIFFERENCE AMONG F ARMERs.-There is a striking 
difference in the proceedings of the two classes of farmers into 
which they may be divided. Those who are undecided about 
continuing on their farmS-which is the case with many-are 
doing nothing to the land. Those who intend remaining, are now 
beginning in good earnest to improve their land, and to make up 
for short price by a larger production. 

IMPROVEMENTS THE PROPER PRoTECTION.-The country i1 
greatly indebted to the exertions of the Anti-Com-Law League. 
Never till now was there half so great a push for agricultural im
provements. Calculating that protection is shortly to cease, land
owners are preparing to rely upon their own resources. This i1 
what they ought to have done long since, instead of allowing the 
land to !'emain waste, and then falling upon the poor oonsumers 
to make up the loss. 

PRESENTS TO RoYALTY,-Looking at the tattered shirts, and 
the ragged, patched, and worn out sheet, or rather remnant or 
a sheet hung at the back door of a poor weaver, it struck me 
that amid all the fine presents forwarded to the Queen, it might 
be most useful to forward these. Why should she not know the 
real condition of the humblest of her subjects? The present, 
usually forwarded are got up on purpose, and are unique in their 
kind ; these humble specimens would shew realities aa to thou
sands and tens of thousands of families. 

TJIE BARONET'S PiwPHECY.-" The feeling of the public 
must be hostile to the present corn law; the receivers of rent are 
a very small body ; backed by public opinion they are almost om
nipotent-in defiance of public opinion they cannot long retain 
an exclusive advantage. The contest is fearful, for on what 
ground will it be decided? On the very topic which indames to 
madness, that hunger which breaks through walls will be arrayed 
against them ; reason will be beard no longer ; the barriers of 
society will be broken down; and estates, distinctions, honours, 
swept away in one resistless torrent.''-Sir J. Graham. 

NEEDLESS ALARMS.- In the !ace of every benefic:il change 
bigots and alarmists forebode consequences the most terrible. 
,vhen Catholic emancipation passed, the sun of England it waa 
said, was set for ever; and yet it continues to shine as before. 
The landowners utter the same cry in anticipation of repeal ; but 
the best judges consider that the landed interest itself, in the 
long run, would be greatly benefited by the change, in whicb 
opinion I certainly concur . 

EVIL LAWS CANNOT DE PERPETUATED.-" It ia impossible 
to perpetuate in this country any legislative enactment, the ten
dency of which is to degrade and impoverish the labouring classes; 
yet such is the deeided effect both of our present corn laws and 
Mr. Peel's act of 1819, unaccompanied by any adjustment of con
tracts or adequate reduction of indirect taxes. The paramount 
duty of every government is attention to the i•terests of the oom
munity, of which the labourers muat form the great majority. The 
right of property itself is instituted for the good, not of the/..,, 
who possess wealth and honours, but of the many who have them 
not; if the majority be deeply injured, the public peace is in dan
ger ; if the majority want food, private property becomes a nuis
ance. "-Sir J. Gr«ham. 
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"The time will come when the farmers of this country will be acting hand to hand and shoulder to shoulder in the Corn-Law League." 

TENA.NT 

AN INTERVIEW WITH MR. GOULBURN ON THE 
SUGAR DUTIES. 

AT 

Commons, in the hope that you would do better for us than the 
"\Vhigs. We felt confident t hat after so many profes&ions in favour 
of the poor, that the taxe-s would be reduced on all the chief 

At a meeting of the working classes, it was agreed that necessaries of life. We are sadly disappointed. Not one tax is 
deputation of themselves should be sent to remonr.trate with remitted on any of these ar icles, and now as to Sugar, of which 
e Chaneellor of the Exchequer respecting repealing or redu- a hope was held out that it should be lowered, we perceive that 
g the duties on sugar. you are re-enacting the full duty, and this is what we get for 

An interview being granted in one of the Downing street for supporting a Tory government. Do, Mr. Goulburn, let u, 
hers, the deputation were invited to state their request. In- have some cheap sugar. So dear is this article that our poor

d of the several individuals delivering their views, as is usual, wives are obliged to dtink their swattering tea quite without. 
interview turned into a 11ort of familiar conversation, of which Sometimes we get half a pot1nd of treacle as a substitute, but we 
following is nearly a verbatim report. ' should like to have a bit of Sugar. 

Tke Deputation.-If you please, Sir, we are deputed by the 
rking classes of the principal towns in Lancashire, Yorkshire, 

wickshire, &c., to entreat your consideration in favour of re .. 
iog, or repealing the duties on Sugar. Many of us assisted I 

obtaining for the government, of which you are a distinguished 
her, the majority which they now command in the House of ! 

No. 81. 

llfr. Goulburn.-I feel very much for your condition; I would 
gl ly remit the duty, or part of the duty, to promote your com
fort, but the revenue will not allow. 

The Deputation.-If you would let us have cheap Sugar, we 
should be much better customers to farmers, and you all proCeu 
to be the farmer's friends. It is no use however cheap rhubarl.,, 
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or gooseberries, or apples may be, we cannot afford any sweeten
ing, or we would make pies like other folk!, and therefore farmers 
have no market for fruit. Farmers themselves would be much 
larger consumers of sugar than at present, if they could have it. 
cheap. 

Mr. Goulburn.-I can but repeat what I have just said, that 
though I feel for both you and the farmers, I cannot afford to re
mit any duties, on account of the revenue. 

The Deputation.-Plague on this revenue 1 Could you not pinch 
this a bit instead of pinching so many poor families, and allowing 
their teeth to run water for a bit of sugar? Do, Mr. Goulburn, 
consider our little dears; they would so like a bit of pie at this 
season of the year, when fruit is getting cheap and plentiful. 
Don't you think it bard that we should toil and work, and that 
Providence should send plenty, and that we should be prevented 
by taxation from ever tasting ? 

Mr. Goulburn.-Itis hard, I confess, but I cannot help it. My 
charge is to take care of the revenue first, and to maintain that at 
all hazards. 

The Deputation.-But was not the income tax. to make up the 
revenue? Will not the proceeds of this ineome and property tax 
allow of the remission of one single, solitary duty? Can you not 
afford sugar one bit cheaper after receiving so many millions from 
these sourClls ? 

Mr. Goulburn.-Really you rather press me. I have told you 
already that no taxes can be repealed. The whole of the income 
tax is al.nearly absorbed, and if there were any surplus, I have 
bishops pulling for new churches, parsons for better livings, offi
cen for more pay, poor lords for more pensions, and kings and 
queens and their children for fresh allowances. I am very near 
pulled my life out. If I had a million of a surplus, it is all be
spoken. I am afraid your chance is a very poor one. 

The Deputation.-Ay, the weak comes by the wall. There is 
nothing for us but toil and hard work. We may pay taxes to 
keep all these idlers, but they never consider the poor backs that 
bear all the burdens. But could not this tax be raised from 7 d. 
to ls., so that we might then have cheap sugar and a cheap 1oa£? 
It would be a great boon to millions of the working classes, and 
the difference to the rich would be nothing compared to what we 
have been compelled to suffer these many years. 

Mr. Goulburn. -Important as this suggestion is, men of property 
would not submit to it; nor do I think that parliament, composed 
u it is, would agree to any further increase in the property tax ; 
and without this the revenue wcmld suffer by any remission of 
taxes. 

Th, Deputation.-But why should we be compelled to pay the 
sugar tax? Ought not our interests to be consulted as well 
as theirs? There is one mode, however, of giving us cheap 
sugar without increasing the income tax, and that is by reducing 

the e:ependiture of the government. If you would call in the as
aistance of Joseph Hume in framing the salaries and pensions of 
your great folks, and in regulating the estimates for the army, 
navy, ordinance, &c., you might spare some of the sugar dt:ties. 

-'-lfr. Goulburn.-I wish you had my situation, it is no easy place 
to be Chancellor of Exchequer. To gr!l.nt places and increase 
salaries, involves no difficulty;. but to reduce and restrict, is to 
bring a nest of wasps about one's ears. 

Th, Deputation.-W ell, it's of no use trespassing longer on 
your time. You are just by &ugar as you are by corn ; both are 
made dear, and we and our comforts are .sacrificed to the revenue 
of monopolists an\! the revem1e of government. No people are 

taxed as we are. To think of sugar being sold in bond at Liver
pool at 2d. per lb., and before we must taste it, to have it increas
ed by taxation to 7 d., is a shame-a grand shame, and is what no 
people but the English would submit to. The fact is, it ill not so 
much government revenue as ~he interest of ,v ei.t Indian monopo
lists, for which you keep up the duty. Equalize the duties on all 
sugars, and allow Brazillian to come in, say at 24s. per cwt. duty, 
the same as the West India, and such would be the increased 
consumption, that the revenue, we are assured, would actually gain 
and not lose by the change. It is the revenue of the sugar-lords 
-the owners of West Indian plantations, that you are defend
ing. It is but another branch of the monopoly system, and we 
trust, whether you will or not, we shall yet have both corn and 
sugar as free as God sends it. 

Mr. Goulburn.-1 be,, gentlemen, to retire; my official du
ties require my attendance; we shall be no nearer ifwe prolong the 
interview. My own wishes are with you, but I have no more 
power than yourselves.-(Bows and retires.) 

THE IMPOltTANCE OF PURE AIR AND 
VENTILATION. 

You are always ready to run for the doctor when ailing; if poor, 
you get a recommendation for a few bottles of charity physic. If 
you were wise, you would take the same pains or greater to pre
vent, as you do to remove your diseases. One of the chief meana 
of doing this is, to attend to proper ventilation and a constant sup
ply of good air. Certainly that which you inhale every moment 
of your lives, and which may be said to be the agent of life, ought to 
be as pure as po1osihle. At present you scarcely know, and many 
of you do not care, what you breathe. If you could see the un
hee.lthy matter which is mixed with the air around your dwellings 
and in your bed-rooms, you would startle as much as you do at 
handling a bottle labelled "poison." The air which circulates 
about you gathers up, so to speak, the putrid, morbid matter with 
which it comes in contact; this floats along with it, and by breath. 
ing goes into the lungs, and become•, in thousands of instances, th• 
cause of disease and death. 

Some years back, a number not fewer than 2944 infants out of 
7650 died in the Dublin Lying-in Hospital in the space of four 
years, within a fortnight of their birth. This melancholy cii-cum
stance arose from the want of a sufficient quantity of good air. The 
hospital was afterwards completely ventilated, and the proportion 
of deaths was reduced to 279, so that 2665 had perished from 
the foulness of the air. It is impossible to tell the extent of mor
tality arising from this cause. The governor of Birmingham 
Workhouse told me, that scarcely any infants lived long after 
being born or brought into that workhouse. It is highly probable 
thi~ was the cause. The report recently published on the sana
tory condition of the labouring popul3tion, abounds with informa
tion on this subject. 

In advising you always to be surrounded with as pure air as 
possible, I would especially fix your a ttention to two particulars. 

I. The ventilation of bed rooms.-This is extensively neglected. 
In many rooms the windows are not C'apable of being opened, and 
in still mot·e they remain closed both night and day. You cannot 
ventilate bed rooms tGo much. l\Iind and keep the windows open; 
for you had better admit a little damp air, than retain all the filth 
of a night's sleeping. Clean away as early as possible all vessela 
containing impurities. Separate the bed clothes, and let th~m re
main so for several hours before yotl make the beds ; aud do not 
use soft beds, nor too many bed clothes. Nearly all rich peopl 
suffer from this. The poor are generally in no danger from tbi 
cause. Take care that there is a proper circulation in the be 
room all the night. If you have no better means, leave the doo 
open. I have entered a small bed room where there were tw 
beds containing five persons, with no fire place, and the windo 
and door closely shut. The place was almost suffocating, and n 
wonder the inmates in such rooms should feel in the morning un 
refreshed. It is poisoning the air to breathe it over and o• 
again. One night I was restless for severa1 hours ; at last I g 
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up and took down the fire board which had been put up through 
th; day, and afterwards I fell asleep anJ was quite comfortable. 
Indeed, when restless, especially in warm weather, I always find 
what Franklin calls an air bath very seasonable ; that is, get ting 
out of bed, and remaining on the floor for a few minutes. I have 
frequently found the benefit of it. A writer says, " I have been 
a housekeeper nearly 40 years, without h:iving any malignant dis
ease in my house. l attribute this blessing in a great part to a 
rigid observance of my orders, that the bed room windows, and 
others when necessary, should be left open the greater part of the 
day, in all seasons of the year; that no bed should be made for at 
least three hours after it had been occupied, and that all the 
c.ilothes belonging to it should be exposed to the air separately." 

2. The next particular is, removing all collections of filth and pu
trid matter from near your dwellings.-In some cases it may not be 
very easy to accomplish, but in the most difficult cases, you will find it 
much easier than having to pay the doctor and grapple with such 
malignant diseases as typhus fever. Drain away all liquid rr.atter 
contaiiiing filth or dirt, and in no case have sink or filth fermenting 
near your dwellings. A little arrangement and the use of the 
spade and besom, will do a good deal. The most prominent mat
ter at the front of many of the country people's cottages, is a pool 
of dirty, stinking, putrid matter, into which they throw all their 
refuse, and which at intervals is either sold or transferred to their 
own gardens for manure. It has often been a matter of surprise 
to me that many children in the country look ..so sickly, but I 
am persuaded it is chiefly owing to their constantly inhaling bad 
air near the house and in their bed rooms, and the inattention of 
their mothers to cleaning their skins. So far as outside matters 
go, it would be no more than the duty of the owners of these cot
tages to see that the pavement, the drains, and channels, sur
rounding their own property, were in gc,od order; and as to the 
inside, the people must be constantly admonished till attending to 
ventilation becomes a habit. I have opened many a score of 
windows in the course of my visits to th~ rooms of the poor, and 
in the cheese rooms of farm houses, in which it is not uncommon 
to fi11d beds upon which the pure air is never permitted to blow. 
In this, as in all other things, we should try to teach the people 
how much better it is to prevent than to _1,re an evil. 

VALUE OF IMPORTS. 

Mr. Ricardo proceeds upon the principle that the great object 
of trade in any country is the imports. He expressed it in a few 
worcls. " Take care of your imports, the exports will take care 
of themllelve .'' It is the great object of all our traffic with other 
countri• s to get into this country as many of the objects of human 
desire as it. is possible, in order that the largest share possible 
may fall to each. That could not be done, without producing 
equivalonts :it home to purchase them, and certain it is that these 
imports cannot take place without so much capital and labour be
ing employed to produce the e'-luivaleut. In short, imports ap
pear in this country as customers, they are the ml'lans by which 
our productions are bought, and every duty imposed upon them 
is like restricting or destroying a customer. An import duty 
and an export duty has, in this respect, preci!'-ely the same elfP-ct; 
each prevents some customer for our laho r, and "henever we 
want to encourage the demand for labour, the redu,~tion or remo
nl of an import duty is the mode of securing it. 

CO BDEN'S TRIUMPHS. 

Mr. Cobden and Mr. R. R. R. Moore attended, on Saturday, 
at Guilford, another of those agricultural meetings which are now 
being held throughout the country, for the purpose of diffu ing infor
mation among the farmers on the corn-laws. After they had 
1pokeu, and a solicitor had attempted to answer them, Capt. Best 
eamo forn '\rd to propose a resolution in favour of the abolition of 
all protnoti v , duties. He said he> was a landowner, and he beg
ged to ask the meeting whether tltey were prepared to support him 
in recommending the principles of free trade? (Cries of" Yes, 
yes.") Robert Austen, Esq., (son of Sir Henry Austen,) second
ed the resolution in a brief speech. The resolution was put and 
~arried amid enthusiastic cheering, by a majority of at least four 
to one. The n umber of persons present considerably exceeded 

2,000. Mr. Cobden is proceeding from county to county, en
lightening the farmers, and obtaining everywhere the good wishes 
and co-operation of the tillers of the soil. May his life be spared 
to see the consummation of his wishes I 

LANDLORDS' FOLLY. 

The Landlords, by restricting our trade, are cutting off" the 
branch of industr11, by which they have hitherto been supported. 
If they continue this long, they will be precipitated into the gulf 
of ruin themselves. 

THE BRUTAL FATHER. 

Sotne weeks since a man tirought his own son, a lad of about 
nine years of age, before a London magistrate, charging him with 
having stolen a file, of the value of sixpence, the property of him
self. Upon bein" questioned by the magistrate what be had to 
say in his own defence, the poor lad, who could scarcely stand 
upright, said he had not stolen the file; but that llis sister, a little 
girl of about twelve years of age, brought it to him to file off a 
clwin that his father had put round his leg, by which, with three 
other chains that his sister had helped him to unfasten, he wi.a 
bound down on his back, on the hard boards, without any bed. 
clothes, in a room without furniture, where an old man had died 
a few weeks previotts ( called by the children " the dead man'a 
room"), for the period of three wetks, day and night! ~e also 
stated that during that period be received very little nourishment 
except what his sister gave him with a spoon, when his unfeeling 
father was out of doors. What made the case still worse, tha 
poor lad bad lost a kind 1n()tlter only a few months previous. 

Upon these statements being corroborated by the lad's aunt, 
and by the marks of the chains upon bis wrists and ankles, the 
case was dismissed, and the poor boy was placed in the witnes& 
uo.-r t o prosecute his own father, who was committed to stand his .. 
trial at the next sessions. · 

Is there not something in this account of a brutal father injuring 
his own child, very like the conduct of the landed aristocrac¥ 
towards the poor, whom they should protect, and to whom they 
ought to be fathers? and .in what followed before the magistrate, 
have we not an example of what wotdd be done to these inhuman 
monsters, were they tried before ajust tribunal? They too hav~ 
chained down tht.>ir children (the working classes) in" the dead 
man's room,'' and when they have used the Anti-!tfonopoly File 
to remove the chains of oppression hy which they were bound, 
these unpaternal fathers have attempted to add to the punishment 
of their suffering children by giving them bayonets instead of 
bread. And happy shall that day be to England's sons and glo
rious in the annals of British history, when the poor operatives 
shall be placed in the witness bo:r, before aj,1st tribunal, to testiry 
against the cruelty of these oppressive landlords. 
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VARIETIES. 

REGISTER ! REGISTER !-The cheapest mode of electioneering 
is, to attend to the register. Twenty pounds spent upon thi~ is 
equal to a thousand spent in a contest. As our national redemp
tion depends upon the doings of the House of Commons, it is 
·of the first importance that we should do all we possibly can to
wards giving that house an improved character. Not one that 
the law has rendered eligible, should neglect registering ; and all 
should be anxious to get on a majority of free traders. 

PRISONERS MORE CARED FOR THAN PAUPERS.-The usual 
pretext for separating families in workhouses, is the expense of 
erecting separate sleeping rooms. T et we see that no expense is 
spared in erecting separate cells for criminals. I find from the 
prison reports that as much is expended to provide a cell for a 
prisoner as would build a cottage house, yet any thing expended 
for the comfort of poor families, is grudged. What a disgrace to 
think that we spend more for criminals than we do for the de
aerving poor ! 

SPIRITUAL PovERTYI-The Bishop of London once stated in 
the House of Lords, that at St. Paul's Cathedral there are a dean 
1md three residentiaries whose income is £12,000 a-year; and 
twenty-nine clergymen, whose offices are all but sinecures, who 
have another £12,000 a-year; and that within a short distance 
there are 300,000 mechanics, labourers, beggars, and thieves, in 
the most wretched destitution and neglect. And one of the 
canons of the cathedral reminded the bishop that the Archbishop 
of Canterbury alon(receives £30,000 a-year I-Rev. T. Spencer. 

A LAND-IMPROVING CoMPANY.-My opinion is, that if En
glish land is improved to any extent, it will have to be done by the 
manufacturers of the country. Individual landowners may im
prove, but they will never combine for this purpose, for this 
simple reason, that the larger the produce of the country, and the 
less rent will be paid for their own bad land. A land improving 
company formed in each county, would really alarm the old landlords 
almost as much as repeal. Might not this be tried in Lan
cashire? Would not the parishes take many shares for the 
purpose of employing the paupers ? 

INEQUALITY OF DuTIES.-About the year 1795, William Pitt 
would have plaoed a legacy duty upol'l land at the same time as he 
placed a legacy duty upon personal property. 'l'he legislators of 
that day agreed to the duty upon the savings of the tradesman, 
but caused the legacy duty upon land to be withdrawn; and their 
-Yasi estates continue to this day to pass on to the heir at la , 
without contributing one farthing to the exigencies of the state. 
Had equal justice been done, and both duties agreed to, the 
legacy duty upon land would have produced up to the present 
time £350,000,000, or nearly one half of the national debt.
Rev. T. Spencer. 

JUDGING AND AccuSING OTHEns.-Were we to judge from 
the conversation of parties into which we are thrown, we 
should believe that every body was bad but the company present. 
You searcely hear any thing else but accusations and evil reports 
against some who are absent. Most of this is false ; it is the flow 
of that uncharitable feeling in which we are so apt to indulge. 
If there be a hundred companies, and you go into all, you still find 
the absent accused; and the persons who in one case are the ac
cusers, when absent are the accused, All are right when they 
are their own judges; all are wrong when judged by others. 

FARMERS may rest assured, that their permanent safety con
sists in moderate prices for their produce and low rents for their 
land; for could prices be artificially raised to £5 a quarter for 
wheat, the rents demanded from them would be raised in ex
act proportion, thus increasing their risk without adding to their 
profit. 

NEW COUNTRY CoTTAGEs.-The rarest thing to meet with 
in agricultural districts, is a new cottage for a labourer's family. 
If it had not been for the long streets erected in towns, I cannot 
tell what would have become of the constant increase of the 
branches of these families. 

Poon LAw SEPARATION.-The worstfeature ofthe new poor 
law, is the cruelty that it inflicts upon persons with families, 
while it affords a temptation to idleness and mischief in young men 
and women, and others who care nothing for restraint. It is al
most past belief the hardships that are endured by decent familie• 
rather than go into the workhouse to be separated from each 
other. 

Sl'IAHE I-The Rev. T. Spencer, in replying to the Queen', 
letter for begging to build churches, in his own defence for 
not complying with it, says, " l know two manufacturing 
towns in the most deplorable state of distress for want of trade ; 
all classes in them are going to ruin, except the clergy ; in 
each town the clergyman receives more than £2000 a-year. 
I never promised to defend such an anomalous state of things ai 
this." 

PowER OF PuBLIC OPINION.-Sir J. Graham in his " Cor• 
and Currency," says, "there are measures which kings, lords, and 
commons, though united, cannot carry," and the reason he gives is, 
the overwealthy influence of public opinion. Sir James has had 
decided proof of the truth of his own position as to the education 
clauses in the factory bill. Let repealers then aim at nothing lesa 
than combining this public opinion in order to overthrow the corn 
law which these united powers have enacted to the injuring orthe 
nation. 

SocIALlNTERcounsE WANTED.-Thcgreate»t error that I know 
ofin promoting changes and reforms among the people is, that 
of depending too much upon meetings, committees, rules and 
resolutions, minute books, and the patronage of great names. 
What i11 wanted most is, to ~o familiarly &mong the people, to 
visit their houses and workshops; to be constantly among them, 
teaching and talking to them respecting the object proposed. If 
every individual would do this, far more good would be accom
plished than by the agency of presidents, vice-presidents, treasur
ers, secretaries, and committees. What is wanted ia, for all elas11es 
to mix together, and by this, I doubt not, truth and virtue would 
soon prevail. It is the nasty, ignorant idea that money makes the 
man, that keeps us asunder. 

HISTORY informs us that trade is often migratory. The ruins 
of Tyre, and the extinction of the merchant princes of Venice 
and Genoa prove the fact. Nay, we ourselves are indebted to 
the Walloons, in the time of Henry III., to the Flemings in the 
reign of Edward III., to the Dutch in the days of Queen 
Elizabeth, and lastly to the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, for 
the restoration of our manufactures, which had been often de
pressed and almost destroyed, by unjust laws, arbitrary interfe
rence, or religious persecution. At one time, through oppressive 
legislation, nearly all ihe cloth consumed in England was manu
factured in Spain and Flanders from British weol. Then Lou-· 
vaine had its 15,000 weavers, and Seville its 20,000 looms. For
tunately, intolerant laws in those countries sent back our trade. 
These events however warn us, that manufactures, if harshly 
treated, soon emigrate to other shores, with all their accompany
ing wealth. 

A H1NT.-Those who wish to bring The Struggle into notice, 
and aid in its circulation, would do well to send a copy of every 
number as they appear to the newspaper published in their vicinity; 
and occasionally to enclose a copy in their letters to their friend•. 

THE HAPPINESS OF THE WoRLD.-Divines seem intent upon 
making our world into a scene of misery and sorrow. How differ
ent when we look nature herself in the face. All seems smiling 
and happy. Abundance is spread upon the earth {or both man and 
beast, and God provides bountifully for the wants of every livini 
thing. It's man's inhumanity to man that makes the earth to 
mourn ; and while God is good to all, and his tender mercies are 
over all his works, if we could learn to be good to each other, the 
chief agent of suffering and misery would instantly be removed. Printed and Published by J. LIVESEY, Preston. Sold by Gadsby and 
How delightful to see all trying to ease the burdens of the poor, Heywood, Manchester; Willmer, and Anti-Monopoly Association, 7, Water-

b · th 11 f bi d street, Liverpool; J. Kershaw, 14, South Market, Leeds; Houghton, 47, 
remem ermg at we are a o one oo , and brothers and sis- Westgate, Huddersfield; Riley, Chestergate, Stockport; Gill, Blackburn; 
ters of one eommon parent. The world would be a happy world Wragg, Bury; J. Dawson, Clitheroe ; E. Bowker, Accrington; H. Eara-
still if we would let it. shaw, Colne.-Price ½d. 

This Publlcatlonma:,-behad tb.rough any Bookseller in the Kingdom from Mr. w. Strange, Paten:ioster Bow,London. 
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"HIGH PRICES, by increasing rents, benefit the landlords, but confer no adlvantage on the labourer; they are an injury to 

the productive, and a tax on the unproductive classes of the community."'-Sir J. Graltam's "Corn and Currency." 

The Shark of Monopoly---The finishing stroke. 
Now, my lads, WP, have hooked him; but mind your eyes or the Ja.st stroke of his tail will make you sneeze. 

ENCLOSING WASTE LANDS. 

All parties now agree as to the difficulties and distresses 
of the country; and every party has its separate remedy to 
propose. I think there cannot be a doubt, however, that 
the remedy of free trade has a large majority of supporters, 
from the prime minister to the humblest labourer in the 
land. The hesitation to adopt it does not arise from any 
doubt of its efficiency, but from the difficulty of dealing 
with a powerful party interested in monopoly. It is "the 
interests which have grown up under the protective system," 
t o use the words of Sir R. Peel, that constitutes the 
~ifficulty. 

There are, however, some who still cling to other re-
N O. sa. 

medies, and. among the rest u THE CULTIVATION oF WASTE 
LANDS," is ften brought forward. I have been favoured 
with a copy of the Wiltshire lnd,pendent, which urges this 
at great length. 

He says, " It is to the WASTE LANDS, their enclosure, 
and their colonization by the unemployed working classes, 
and to a ge·neral system of providing ALLOTMENTS at fair 
rents in every parish for the wholly or partially employed 
labourers and their families, that we must look for this great 
blessing;" that is the relief of the people. 

Again, ' We have upwards of TEN MILLIONS of acres of 
land in this kingdom now lying waste, but which at a ver!J 
small co1t could be cultivated to a profit, and our surplus po
JJulation mirght be located on portions of it, and be furnished 
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with the necessaries for establishing themselves upon it at 
a much less cost than is required for their deportation to 
Australia or New Zealand. 

"The million and a half of paupers who are now living, 
wholly or in pai:t, on the poor's rates, at _a _cost of nearly 
five millions sterhn()' a year, who are thus hvmg, unprofita
bly, consumers oily of the produce of others, might, in 
the space of (1/ few short months, by the _me~ns we have 
pointed out, become not only able to mamtazn themselves, 
but producers of the sustenance of others, and be converted 
from miserable degraded paupers to 'a bold peasantr'!J of 
tkir country's pride.'" 

Upon the Editor's plan of relief I would make a few 
remarks. I freely concur in his deprecation of sending the 
people to foreign lands, or immuring them in Union work
houies. At the same time other plans of relief, unless 
they be sound in principle, and capable of being reduced 
to practice, are deserving of reprobation. 

I would first remark, that I am as favourable as the edi
tor to the improvement of land, and never pass a fie!d 
where draining or manuring is going on, without feeling a 
pleasure. Like the prngress of any other useful business, 
it finds employment for the people, and leads to a larger 
production of the necessaries of life. But I can only look 
upon this as one of the ordinary alleviations of our sufferings, 
similiar to that of sinking fresh coal pits or building new 
mills, for I cannot discover in it any change of system such as 
will rnee!,. our desperate case. So far only as land im
provements will afford prqftt for capital, will they ever 
be attempted. We might as well consider that pump
ing, the water out of a leakey vessel would cure her with
out renewing her timbers, as think of waste land enclosures, 
or any other expedieµt removing our distresses, so long as 
the arm of England's prosperity is tied down or attempted 
tQ be cut off altogether. 

The remedy here proposed does not require the aid oflegis
lation; it cannot therefore have been retarded for want of 
it, and had the keen eye of our capitalists discovered a pros. 
pect of profit as clearly as the cultivator of the broad sheP.t, 
they would have been at work long since. They want no spur 
to undertake any prqfttable speculation, but are ready to 
make investments when experience affords the hope of 
profit. None but capitalists can take the lead in such a 
project. Their tardiness proves their doubts, although the 
editor says, that "in the space of a few months," the poor 
would " be able to maintain themselves," and produce also 
"for the sustenance of others." This field of speculation 
has not escaped those who are said to have " unemployed 
capital to almost an inexhaustible amount;" and who, it is 
well known, are so much under the love of profit, a' to 
be but too ready to embark in large and lu.zardous un
dertakings. 

If capitalists do not see their interests in cultivating on a 
large scale the waste lands, if done at all, it must be a worlc 
of charity. And when you proceed on this principle for 
relieving, not the aged, the infirm, and the casually dis
tressed, but a mass of able-bodied labourers, you adopt 
a course which is sure to prove abortive. The principle of 
charity is not sufficiently strong to last out, or to compre
hend a nation's wants in its embraces. And the dependence 
of the recipient i!I incapable of securing the labour and 
diligence for the work to be properly executed. Charity la
bour, like slave labour, is the dearest of all, and if continued 
'Jong, is sure to be badly paid. Having no means of com
pulsion, a speculation so much at varii:i.nce with the people's 
happiness would be very doubtful. If waste land could, as 
is alledged, have been made, in the space of a few months, to 
afford self suppoct to the labourer, it would have been so 

remunerating to capital, as not to require any other argu 
ment to urge capitalists to have embarked in it long since. 

If "fair rents" of a few small allotments be an ingredien 
in the success of this project, would not " fair rents," for 
the whole of the present land of the united kingdom, 
afford an infinitely greater chance of relief? And by this 
I do not mean a reasonable rent, calculated by the price o 
provisions, but such a rent, high or low, as the land would 
let for when the produce of other countries was allowed to 
be sold freely in our own markets. Charity "fair rents" 
for small plots are what the editor pleads for ; equitable fair 
rents for the whole land is what I plead for; not what the 
owners of the land are willing to take, but what they 
would be compelled to take as the result of agricultural 
freedom. 

No large changes in the industrial and social condition o 
the people have ever :rncceeded, but those which were 
adapted to the habits, and likings of the people, and which 
have been gradually tested by experience. Projects and 
plans innumerable for making and distributing wealth have 
failed, because, instead of depending upon these, they have 
been formed and fostered merely in the brains of specula. 
tors, and urged upon the people for factious and party pur
poses. There are now men going about lecturing in favour 
of waste land cultivation, and repeating the most erroneous 
falsehoods as to the probable profits. But one proof 
of either great ignorance or insincerity is, that we cannot 
find any of these men themselves so much as purchasing a 
single spade or giving employment to a single individual. 
Now would it be either wise or humane to turn weavers 
into ditchers, stichers of breeches into the makers of drains, 
or those who all their live have worked in doors, to work 
in the land exposed to the inclemency of the weather? Chat 
Moss or Shap Fells I fancy will have poor attractions for 
the increasing number of boys and girls, who at prop.er 
ages earn from 3s. to 10s. per week in manufactor~es. The 
fact is, that work on the land cannot be obtained, and 
therefore we must cultivate all our domestic trades and our 
manufactures, and exempt them as much as possible from 
every thing injurious to health and morals. If these classes, 
by following their own trades and exchanging for the food 
of other countries, can produce much more than by cul' i. 
vating waste lands, so uncongenial to their own habits, wha, 
reason but that of serving monopoly and not the people, 
can there be for preferring the one to the other ? 

It has been by the prohibitory system that so much waste 
land has already acquired a considerable rental to the own
ers, but has the benefit to the public been proportfonate? 
If, by a great outlay of labour, you make worthless land 
let for 20s. an acre, you increase the income of the indivi
dual owner; but if, by the same labour, you co~ld bring 
home twice as much into the food market, the public would 
be vastly more benefited. This cultivation of waste land 
recommendation, all along presupposes the continuation of 
the proliibit.ory system; the dear food system; the want of 
work system; that system which is fast ruining the nation. 
It might find a parallel in some such case as this. Squire 
Wiseman, the Lord of Protection E state, has a number of 
pits, and bogs, and barren places, which he should like to 
see cultivated. To accomplish this, he interferes with the 
freedom of all the residents who, by their industry, 
had long enjoyed prosperity. I may shew the effects by 
taking only one family. The father had one son a tai
lor, another a shoemaker; two girls and the younger children 
were employed in making caps and ornaments fo !!ale. 
With the proceeds of their labour the family imported from 
Freetown whatever they wanted. They got good meat. 
and flour, and dairy produce, all at a very low prioe. 
While this went on they prospered, altho~gh this bad land 
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remained uncultivated. Squire Wiseman, however, sconsi
dered within himself, if I can but cut off this connec
tion betwixt Protection estate and Freetown, this waste 
land is sure to be cultivated ; for the hands will all be with-· 
out work, and food will be dear. I can then shew them how 
important it is to find some kind of work for the unemployed. 
I shall by this bring all my wastes into cultivation, and make 
them yield rent. This done, the family becomes embarrassed, 
but is compelled to submit, works at low wages, eats dear 
food, and as their number increases, having lost their foreign 
connection, they continue to get worse. Poverty commences 
and continues to increase, and the only person who profits 
is the man who gets rent for the land which formerly 
yielded nothing. 

Urge as you please the owners of land to cultivate the 
wastes themselves, or what is perhaps still wiser, to improve 
the land already enclosed, but do not, under this cloak, for
bid the justice of free importations, and of free sales for 
the productions of our operathes, as a pretext for these 
improvements. If we had the food of the world laid 
at our doors free, we should never dream of enclosing wastes 
as a measure of national relief. We should be too busy 
working to supply the world's demands which would be 
made upon us for our manufactures in return. I would 
put no obstacle in the way of the enterprising agriculturist ; 
I like to see good land, good crops, and the earth teeming 
with plenty. Agriculture and horticulture are my delight, 
but I do not like to see these degraded by a fictitious pro
tection to the disadvantage of every o ne excepting the own
ers of the soil. I believe we shall have greater improvements 
when the false mantle of protection i.s removed; and when 
the eaters, instead of being compelleu::l to truck with an En-• 
glish party only, shall be allowed to cl oose freely betwixt 
foreign and home produce. 

My only reason for dwelling on thi waste land relief is,
not the fear that it will ever be tried, for the caution ot 
capitalists will prevent that, but-to guide the working men 
from being led to hope and put their trust in plans which 
are un ound in principle, impractible in their character, and 
only calculated to divert their minds from the really bene
ficial remedy of commercial reform. 

PAY YOUR DEBTS. 

1. If you wish to secure the reputation of being n honest man, 
pay your debts. 

2. If yon would avoid bringing disgrace upon the religious par
ty you belong to, pay your debts. 

3. If you are anxious to get a good article, and be charged 
the lowest price for your goods, never delay to pay your debts. 

4. If you wish to obtain such credit as your bt.siness may require 
be sure to pay your debts. 

5. If you would remain on terms or friendship with those you 
trade with, pay yo11r debts. 

6. If you would avoid embarrassing others who are depending 
upon the settlement of your account, pay your debts. 

7. If you wish to prevent mistakes and litigation, keep your 
aecouuts well adjusted and pay your debts. 

8. If you wish to aid in the circulation of money, never let cash 
remain by you, but puy your debts. 

g, If you would do to others as you wish lhem to do to you, 
you ought to pay your debts. 

10. If you wish to stand clear of the charge of lying, and making 
false excuses, pay your debts. 

l I. If you desire to pursue your business with peace of mind, 
pay your debts. 

l!. Ir, in the exp~ctation of de3th, you would like to leave 
yo,u affain in a satisfactory condition, pav your debts. 

13. If you wish to do what h right in the sight of God and man. 
you must pay your debts. 

14. Should your debts be ever so old, or should you have "taken 
the benefit of the act;" if you have the means, you are not a just 
man, unless you pay your debts. 

To enable you to pay, adopt the following advice:-

Let your food, living, and equipage, be plain and not costly; 
avoid expensive clothing; abstain from wine and all intoxica
ting liquor, and never keep it in your house; do not sink 
your capital by purchasing plate or splendid furniture ; 
have as few parties as possible; be careful as to speculations. 
and never extend your trade beyond your means ; never 
aspire to be shareholders in banks, railways, &c.; have as 
few men about you as is convenient, and none of a suspicioua 
character ; be determined to refuse all offers of partnership; 
be careful as to lending money or being bound with others; 
avoid all law suits; keP.p your books posted, and look well to the 
accounts of your customers; bring up your family to economy 
and industry: if you observe these things, you will always be able, 
with good fortune, to pay your debts. 

" I am nearly out of my depth ; I am afrald I can get co 
turtheJ'."-SIR R. PEEL. 

SUGAR DUTIES. 

Though the minister carried his motion by 1:10 large a majority, 
we cannot believe that any long period can elapse before tba 
principles of free trade, or, as Sir James Graham justly calle 
them, the principles of common sense, will be applied to the ar. 
ticle of sugar, specially excepted from Sir Robert Peel's h.te tari .. 
reform. It is impossible, were it for nothing else than the sake 
of the revenue, that the sugat· dutie;; should lohg remain as they 
are. Taking the present annual consumption at 200,000 tons, the 
amount accruing to the revenue from this source, calculating the 
duty at 24s. per cwt., wonld be £4,800,000. It is admitted by 
ministers themselves that1 if the differential \luties on t'oreigu 
sugar were equalised or even lowered, a great influx would tak11 
place from Brazil ~nd Cuba, and there can be no doubt that th• 
consumption, which bas for many years beeu stationary, or rather 
tending downwards, would be rapidly augmented. Theallowanc-e 
of sugar to aged female paupers in workhouses is one ounce a day ; 
and estimating the consumption of the population of the United King. 
dom to increase up to that average, whi h must certainly be considered 
a ver y moderate one, the quantity would be 270,000 tons, which would 
contribute a sum of £6,480,000 to the revenue, without imposing 
a farthing of additional burden on the people. Indeed, the sa.ving 
of £3, 700,00 which we have shown would accrue from the di
minished cost of the article consequent on throwing open the mar
ket of supply, would more than twice cover the duty which would 
be paid on the increased quantity consumed a cording to our calcu
lation ahove ; the only dilft!rence being, that it would come into the 
national exchequer & be appropriated in aid or the national expendi
ture instead of being paid to West Indian monopolists, for no earthly 
reason, and for no purpose of general benefit.-Worat. ChrQnicle. 
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VARIETIES. 

VERY TnuE.-Sir J. Graham, alluding to the mcertainty of 
importations under the corn law, said, in his adc.ress to land
owners, that '; the revenue from the soil is literally made the sport 
of wind and weather." 

PRICE OF IRON.-A firm in Monmouthshire ha& thrown upon 
the market 40,000 tons of iron at the unprecedented price of 
£ 3 10s. per ton. In 1839, the same article was marketable at 
£11 per ton.-Hereford Times • • 

RAILWAY TRAVELLING.-The railway fare from Glasgow to 
Edinburgh, 46 miles, is only 2s. 6d. From Glasgow to Paisley, 
the working people can travel 7f miles every half hour for 2d. 
It would be very gratifying if the working people could be accom
modated on all the railways, aud there is no doubt, owing to the 
increase of traffic, that low fares would pay better than high ones. 

THE SLIDING SCALF. OPF.RATIONs.-Last year the sliding 
door of importation was beginning to open about this time, which 
ultimately let in two or three millions of quarters of grain. This 
yPar no such prospect is before us ; so that it is highly probable 
that tbe farmers knowing that their own grain will have the 
market exclt1sively, will not sell without advanced prices. On 
this account, unless we have an extraordinary crop, grain is not 
likely to be as low this autumn as it was last. 

MACHINERY IN FARMING.-Farmers are usually among those 
who are ready to blame machinery and steam as the causes of our 
embarrassments ; yet you cannot glance over their fields, or look 
into their dairy without observi ng new kinds of machinery. 
Cheese, which used to be "thrutched,'' as it is called, by the 
hands , are now uniformly done by the po\.,er and pressure of the 
screw. In practice they are correct, but in their censures they 
are wrong and inconsistent. 

Rrs E IN THE MARKETs.-Ifthe markets get up a hilling or two, 
how ready farmers are to prick up their ears and think they see 
the re turn of ol<l prices. It is all a delusion, but if it could take 
place it would be as rninous to themselves as to any other class. 
Then there would he a pretext for refusing to drop r ents; more 
poor r ates would be charged upon them, and a reac tion would be 
sure to take place. Casual rises don't bs.nefit the poor farmer, 
heing generally at the close of the season when stocks at·e 
exhausted. 

TEMPERANCE AND CnEAP SuGAR.-Mr. E wart, in argning for 
a diminution of the duties on foreign sugar, very properly urged, 
that the changed habits of the people respecting temperance, es
pecially in Ireland, required that they should have the opportu .. 
nity of consuming more sugar ; but the government, ha said, gave 
no encouragement to these habits. Yes ; not to mention the in
creased consumption of tea, the manufacture of ginget· beer re
q uires that sugar should be as cheap ns possible. 

THE CoNSUllIPTION or SUGAR in this couctry, notwithstand
ing the changed habits of living among the people, has actually 
been diminished. In 1831, it was 215,200 tons; in 1841, it was 
only 210,000 tons, although the population increased from 24 to 27 
millions. The consumption in 1831 was equal to about 201b. each 
person, in 1841 it was only betwixt 17 and 18lbs. Whilst the 
consumption of the rich, the middle class, and the well-paid ar
t isan would probably not have diminished at all, the difference 
must all have fallen upon the very poorest of the people. Many a 
t ime indeed have I seen poor women drinking their poor milkless 
tea without a particle of sugar. 

S ELFISH LEGISLATION.-Am I my brother's keeper? Yes, 
we ought all to be the keepers of each other. The happiness of 
a good man consists in seeing the world happy ; and the individual 
w ho eats, and drinks, and sleeps, and cares for nobody but him
self, is the basest of beings. Selfishness, for a long time, has 
been the sum and substance of our legislation. Possessed of power, 
t he landowners have been the keepers of their own interests, 
and others have been left without power to be their own keepers. 
I fear any other class would have been equally ,elfish, and there
fore the best remedy is, to send men tG parliament who will care 
for the nation only, and who, from their condition in life, will be 
under no temptation to do otherwise. 

ALE AND BuTTEBMILK.-Or late Preston ha~ been amost 
inundated with buttermilk. At a halfpenny a quart, it is J.bottt 
the cheapest food that a poor family can buy. Bad ale, 6.l. per 
quart 1 Good milk, one halfpenny 1 What a contrast. 

AMERICAN LARD.-It is perhaps not generally known that it pre
sent. great quantities of American lard are bought by the cha1dler1 
to mix with othar fat to make candles with. For this puqose it 
has been selling at 38s. per cwt., or about 4d. per r •· 

THE BRAZILLIAN TltADE.-The Brazillians, it is said, would 
take manufactured goods in the highest perfection ; those which 
afford the largest profits and the largest amount of emplo}l!lent, 
and would gladly give us sugar in return so cheap as to be ifford
ed at 2d. per lb. ; but in order to benefit the West Indian nono
poly, a duty of 63s. per cwt. is laid upon their sugar, whicl both 
prohibits us buying their sttgars and them our goods. 'rht duty 
on West Indian sugar is only 24s. per cwt. 

TAX ON SUGAR AND MoLASSES.-Molasses are producid du
ring the refining of sugar in this country, while it is in bom; but 
the law requires that these molasses must not be consumed n thi1 
country without paying an enormous duty, and hence the, have 
to be exported. If allowed to be consumed here, the poor would 
be much benefited. Both sugar and molasses are sent abrcad for 
sale, although refined in Liverpool. The duty on this breign 
sugar is 63s. per cwt., and on molasses 23s. 9d., but both nay be 
sent elsewhere free. 

HUNGER.-There is nothing affects me so much as a lunger
bitten face. I can do with rags; I can bear to look upon a fur
nitureless hovel; but when I see the palid cheek, the 1unken 
countenance, the spiritless look, the languid gait, the restlt of a 
want of food, my bloed begins to boil, and in my heart J curse 
the Jaw and the policy that has shut out the abundancewhich 
God has showered upon the earth. Such objects as this : have 
witnessed, and in weaving families not a few. 

'l'aE CoNDITION OP AGRICULTURAL LAnounEns.-Tle con
dition of the manufacturing population has been made pmlic by 
the investigations which have taken place; but that of tle agri
cultural labourer is not yet sufficiently known. I would ad Tisi" 
those who have a little time to go into the country districs, and 
examine the cottages of" the country's pride." You will fnd the 
people candid, and willing to shew you their pitiable cmdition. 
Put a little silver in your pockets to give to the worst casis, and 
this will make yonr visits atill more acceptable. 

WAR is so horrible that nobody should countenance it. E nlist-.. 
ment generally proceeds from drinking, so that every prouoter of 
sobriety is opposing enlistments. Young persons shcnld be 
warned not to enter the army, for they often reffet wlen too 
late. In a recent number of the Police Gazette, more tlan one 
hundred were advertised who bad deserted in a r~w welks, re
solved to escape such service-despite the chance of banshment 
to some unhealthy Foreign station, or the disgraceful and bloody 
torment of flogging. 

WHAT IS EMIGRATION but a testimony against the coU1try we 
leave? We leave one shop and go to another, because we find 
out a better. Agricultural labourers come to towns, iecause 
they get more employment, better wages, and more 1harity. 
When the French or the Americans come to England, it viii be a 
proof that they consider this country superior to thei· own. 
Such, however, is the injustice done to the indwtriousbees of 
this country, that they are glad to fly away and gather loney in 
more genial climes. EvP-ry emigrant's farewell is a testinony to 
to the bad government of a country that might rather attr1ct than 
repel an increasing population. We must cease talkin: abou t 
being the "envy of the world," when thousands are Jeavirg it for 
want of bread. 

A HrwT.-Those who wish to bring The Struggle intc notice, 
and aid in its circulation, would do well to send a copy ,f every 
number as they appear to the newspaper published in their ·icinity; 
and occasionally to enclose a copy in their letters to theirfriends. 
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Cht Attrugglt. 
' A government stands towards a people in the relation of a parent to his family, and if it neglect to provide the means of sub

sistence, or put obstacles in the way of the people procuring their food, that government takes upon itsel~ fearful responsibility.'' 

A REAL INDEPENDENT ELECTOR! 
(Landlord Stoneyheart comes to his Scotch tenant, Donald Mac Dougal, to ask his vote at the coming election for his friend Lord 

Dont1gammon. Donald grawely brings out his lease.) 
Landlord Stoneyheart.-Well, Donald, what are you looking for? 

Donald.-l'm just scannin~ our my lease. I dinna ken that tbear is ony stipulation aboot ma vote; but if it is in the lease that 
I must vote as you deseer, rm a man of ma word, and I'll e'en do as I engaged to do in black and white.-(Reads his lease with 
gnat gravity.) 

La.ndlord.-Toot! Donald, my good fellow, I don't mean to say that there is a direct agreement, but here it his usual for tenants 
to do as their landlords wish. 

Do-nald.-The land I till is yours, Mr. Stoneyheart, and what rent you ask I give. My vote is my own; and, with the blessing 
of Heaven, I will not give that vote for a man who makes food 1carce and dear, to raise rent, and who upholds--

Larull-Ord.-My dear fel1ow, don't din my ears with Anti-Corn-Law stuff. Will you vote for Lord Donegammon, the farmer 's 
tr· d? 

DoJt.ald.-I must respectfully decline. I, as a farmer, cannot benefit by the ruin of my customers and the--
Lmullord.-Ah well-never mind. Good morning, sir, good morning.-(Puts on his hat and flings himself out in a rage.)

This conceited Scotchman, if it was not that he is an uncommon good farmer, and pays his rent to the day-w~ll, I wish that lease 
was up. Now for the tenants-at-will. These are my men. If oDG of those devils sa.ys one word, out he shall troop, and that devilish soon. 
This infernal League, with its printers and its speechifying. I wish I had my own way with that Cobden. Peel has not the pluck of 
a gander in him, with his tariff and his new sliding scale.-(Mounts Ms horse, on which he 11ents his i11huma11,ly blows with a thick stick.) 
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THE STBUGGL.E. 

LET US ALONE. 

"What the farmers want," said the Duke of Buck
ingham, is, "to be let alone." This is exactly what all 
the consumers of farmer's produce want. Why should 
there be any Corn Law? is the question that always arises 
in their minds. Why should butter, beef, cheese, and 
corn be raised 40 per cent. by act of parliament ? Why 
should the poor be compelled to support the rich ? 
Why should the rent-r~l of landlords be swelled, by 
taxing every mouthful of the poor man's meat? 

Yes ; '' let us alone,'' was the prayer of three millions 
presented to the landlords' parliament. Let us sell and 
buy when and where we like. Let the price be high 
or low, we will not complain ; only let us have the 
range of a free market, instead of being tied to one 
shop. 

Why should there be a Corn Law ? we reiterate. 
Why should 20s. per quarter duty be placed upon all 
foreign wheat; not for revenue, but simply to keep corn 
out of the country, in order that the home-grown may 
~ell at a higher price ? Why should the prices of ma~ 
nufacturing labour be n~duced by a law preventing it 
being taken and exchanged at the best market? Sup
pose the parliament, in its despotic authority, were 
to promulgate an order that every man should pay 4d. 
in the shilling out of his earnings, to be divided among 
the owners of land, would it not be difficult to keep the 
country quiet under such an attempt ? and yet this is 
literally and truly what has been done every time it 
has re-enacted the bread tax. Any speculation or com
bination to get up the price of corn by the dealftrs, is 
severely and justly condemned, but the combination of 
landowners has now been of so long a standing, and 
disguised so much under various subtletie£, that till lately 
it has passed off as one of those naturalised abuses com
mon to our country. 

"Let us alone," is now our motto; do nothing 
for us, but simply undo what you have done against 
us. We ask no favour. On our own energies we de
pend; our own skill, and industry, and enterprise shall 
sustain us; we will trade with the world; we will plough 
the great deep; we will pay honestly for all we get; 
and if you will let us alone, we have no fear but we 
can reap prosperity. 

What right have you landlords to meddle ? When you 
had a surplus of food, you sent it abroad, and bought 
what you pleased with the produce. Ought we not to sell 
our labour to the best customer, and buy what we think 
proper with its proceeds ? You took food into other 
countries ; ought not other countries to bring food 
here? 

Reason stamps your interference with the stigma of 
oppression, and writes robbery upon all your legislative 
measures in connection with bread. What we want
what we demand is, no legislation; it is, to let the circu
lation of food be as free as the circulation of air, and 
every man allowed to secure as much as he can. We 
want no "permit" to fill our stomachs; no landlord's 
dietary to regulate our eating. 

What the Duke of Buckingham means by " the farm-

ers," is, their dear noble selves. "We want to be let 
alone ; we have invaded every cottage and every store, 
and have revelled among the spoils of a 2 7 years' pro
tection ; pray don't now disturb us. Look at our es
tablishments; think of our mortgages ; don't forget our 
daughters-we cannot afford to part with any thing 
we have got-it's all legally obtained-let us alone,. 
Sir Robert, or we'll unshop you at once." 

So prates a handful} of bread-taxers in the face of 
27 millions of people, whose pockets they have picked, 
and who, instead of hesitating to repel the laws of rob
bery, ought rather to be calculating the amount of com
pensation they should return to those they have injured. 
If Buckingham and Co. will let us alone, we will let 
them alone. Let each party depend upon the merits of 
its own doings, and not on any law which enables 
the few to rob the many. 

FATHER MATHEW. 

It is long since I experienced as much pleasure as I did 
this week by a visit to Father Mathew. It is gratifying 
to find one's self in the company of The Greatest Reformer 
of the age. And it is increasingly so to find him a plain, 
unassuming individual, aiming at nothing but removing the 
wretchedness and misery of the people, and bringing them 
into a condition to enjoy life and be a blessing to others. 
I met him in Manchester ; and there on the ground adjoin
ing St. Patrick's Chapel stood the good man, bareheaded, 
with an honest, homely countenance, smiling upon the peo
ple, and pouring into their ears the words of truth and 
soberness. Without any priestly attire, or clerical forms, 
on the plain ground, he stood, surrounded by a multitude 
anxious to catch a glance of his countenance, to touch his 
hand, and especially to hear the consoling words which fell 
from his lips. Never before did I see the convincing power 
of goodness and virtue as I now saw it. After a few words 
calling them to forsake the practice of drinking, and urging 
them to entire abstinence, in order to receive the pJedge, 
a number fell on their knees, he standing in the midst. . He 
then pronounced the pledge ; they all repeated it after him 
word by word ; and after pronouncing upon them his bless
ing, he marked upon each the sign of the cross. They then 
rose from their knees, and others topk their place. It was 
most interesting to see all sorts kneeling together, Catholics 
and Protestants, men, women, and children. Many had evi
dently been profligate characters, and the signs of true 
penitence were seen flowing down their cheeks. Not a few 
had previously furnished themselves each with a medal, 
suspended by a ribbon ; and to observe the pleasure they 
felt in Father Mathew putting it round their necks-, was 
really interesting. The converts in many cases put the 
medal into their bosom, the place no doubt where their 
resolution of abstinence was firmly fixed. Thus continued 
Father Mathew, day by day, apparently never tired in this 
work oflove. At Liverpool it "'as said he pledged 40,000; 
at Manchester perhaps as many. Happy man! Too humble 
to think any thing of himself, and too anxious to save drunk
ards to rest while one remains. His memory will be cher~ 
ished throughout all generations; Ireland and millions -
born will bless his name. He is truly a Rational Reformer; 
without church restraint, or church sanction, he is going 
about doing good. May his life be iong spared I and may 
England and Scotland do reverence to his name, and 
as willingly follow his advice and example as their Irish 
brethren. 



THE STRIJGGLE. 

MR. COBDEN IN SUSSEX. 

n Tuesday afternoon Mr. Cobden adrlressed a meeting of the inha• 
nts of Lewes, io reference to tbe effects or the corn laws upon the 

ant farmer and farm labourer. Tuesday was the fortnightly cattle 
d corn market. The meeting first took place at the Town-hall, where 
. H. B. Curteis, M.P. for Rye, was ·called to the chair; and an ad
rnment took place to Mr. Godlee's paddock, at Southover, where hus
gs bad been erected, and where the speaking forthwith commenced. 
e cbt1irman was supported by Mr. H. Elphinstone, M .P. for Lewes, 

r. Serjeant D'Oyly, Mr. H. Blackman, Lieut. Colonel Ellwood, Major 
ine, Mr. Blencowe, and Mr. Hick, all magistrates of the country. 
out one thonsand persons constituted the meeting. MR. CoBDEN corn
need by saying, Lbat he was not come there for the purpose of injuring 

e farmers and farm labourers of this his native county, but with a view of 
<lucing such facts and arguments as were within his reach to shew that 

principles of free trade were sound, and moral, and just in themselves, 
d were as beneficial to the farmer as any other eiass of the community ; 
d he also came to show them, that the corn la\v and other monopolies, 
they had been injurious to other classes, baa been still more injurious 
the tenant farmer and farm labourer. They had beard a great deal 
out these corn Jaws for the last twenty-seven years, and they had al

ays been associated in their minds with that most captivating and cn
aring term, "protection to agriculture." {Hear, bear.) What was 
eant by protection? Parliament passed laws, professing to give a cer
in price for corn, butter, and cheese, and the like; and bow did they 

that? They did not take the price out of a bag of gold; they could 
ly give good prices through the prosperity of th ir cnstomers. They 

ight pass Jaws, \ ritten upon parchment, which would reach from here 
America, and call them protection; but they could not get good prices 
less their customers could afford to pay them. Nell, who wern their 
slomers? Not the farmers or farm labours: they did not buy of each 
her for their own consumption; they consumed a portion of what 
ey raised, and sold the rest to the towns and the manufacturing 
tricts. The farmers' customers were the traders aucl manu
lurers or the kingdom,-(Loud applause.)-wbo by means of their 

ents and credit aE over the worhl, knew where and when to trade; but 
rliament steppe<! in and said, " You ahall not do business with that 

untry, and you shall not bring such and such articles from another 
untry," and thus interrered with the prosperity of manufactures. The 
pression of the manufacturers soon found its way Jown to the farmers. 
ey had now been complaining for the last four years; ancl if, when the 
t deputation frorn the manufacture1 s met in London, in January, 1839, 

e farmers ha I sent deputations to meet them, they would have been 
king after th ir interests far more than by going to the next town and 

lling their wheat t (i0s. and 70s. a quarter, and fancying that would 
t, when they were ruining their customers. Tbe law produced a bad 
te of trade. What wus the reason? Peel's tariff? All nonsense and 

dge. How much cattle did they think bad been imported under the 
'ff? He hail ea culated the whole quantity imported, and found that 
amounted to one ounce RnJ three quarters, for the whole population,-

balf enough for ab1eakfast. (Laughter.) Butter and eh c e had fall en, 
d the duty on those articles had not been touched ; and a friend of his 

related an nmu ing colloquy which ho beard, a short time ago, from 
window of an inn in Lewes, between an auclioneer ancl his auditory, 

which the former. enraged at nllt being able to obtain n better price for his 
rses, abused Sir Robert Peel between every fall of his hammer as the cause 
the fall in price, nd would,doubtless, had the hon. baronet been present, 
ve knocked him own as the worst lot of the whole. (Laughter.) But 
re had been no reduction in the duty on horses. The farmers were 
ering from bad t rarle, the consequence of the previous bad trade of 
ir customers; and such a result to the farmers always followed a de
ssion among the manufacturers. The manufacturers in bis own town 
Stockport had fa iled, and the opera lives had gone into tbe workhouse 
live upon potatoes, consequently they were not now buyers of bread. 
e farmers brougbt their produce to market, but the price>s fell because 
re was a scarcity of buyers. He hoped that was common sense; and 
at he wished to do now was to induce the farmers to tal<e such a 

ur~e with their c1:;i.stomers in the manufacturing districts as would carry 
t those principle which they found most to their own interest. This 

puzzling to the agriculturists, for this reason: they said," How can 
t mend our trad e if we allow our customers to bny their corn else. 
ere?" That was a puzzler, He would see what he conld say about 

They must bear in miod that many of the population were riot cu -
ers for what the repeal of the corn laws would bring, namely, wheat. 

e have millions, inclnding Ireland, who never toached wheat; and we 
d a million nnd 11 half of people in England and Wales who were pau
rs, living upon ot.ber people. Now, if we coulcl by any means increase 
de so as to extend employment of the people, depopulate the union 
rkbouses, and ernable those to live upon wheat who now lived upon oat
al and potatoes, would not that benefit every body? AnJ that was the 
ult which he bcl iieved wou!d follow from free trade. He believed that, 
taking off the fc-tters from commerce, they would in'!rease employment, 

ages would be kept up, people now living upon the poor-rates would get 

work, and the farmers would be able to sell their produce in the market, 
and if they did not get 70s. or 80s. a quarter, they would never be brought 
down to present vrices. The farmer never could be better off than when 
his customers were prospering. If he were a farmer, be should like to 
see a constant importation of 5,000,000 quarters of corn from abroad 
every year. That might startle somebody; but he would tell them why 
he should wish it. If people at home could consume and pay for all the 
corn grown on the island, and, besides that, if they could pay for and con
sume 5,000,000 quarters of corn from abroad every year, he should be 
sure that he had the best market in the world. For what marlic t 
could be better than that where there was a constant nnder-supply? 
(Cheers.) If England used corn from 3,000 miles off, what a capital 
customer he must have at bis own door I He should then be sure, that , 
however plentiful the harvest might be, still wanting 5,000,000 quarters 
from abroad, he should 1now that corn could never be so low that he 
ahould want to export it. Some might say the Euglish farmer could not 
compete with the foreigner, and that they bad no large steam-engines to 
assist them like the manufacturers. If they bad not these advantages, why 
bad they not? The world was open to them. lo fact they bad been 
trustiug to protection instead of relying upon their own exertions; and 
then by way of amusing themselves, to get up great perambulating socie
ties to teach people bow to farm. They went one day to Derby, another 
to York, another to Liverpool, and to other places, to teach farmers how 
to carry on their business, bow to breed cattle. Now if the manufacturers 
were to have people come to Manchester to teach them bow to spin am! 
"eave, they would tell them to go home and teach their grandmothers bow lo 
suck eggs. He remembered Dr. LarJner coming to Manchester, to lecture 
on the steam-engine; and he saw there a lot of chaps in fustian jackets 
laughing at him, probably at bis ignorance of many things which were 
well known to them. The farmers were Jess prosperous than the manu
facturers, owing to their being "protected." Let Englishmen trust to 
their own energies, and not be misled. They could compete with any 
one. Some one said they could not, on account of taxes, but the foreigner 
paid taxes as well as the Englishman. If the farmer paid highway-rates, 
the manufacturer paid street and paving rates, and let the farmer pass over 
his streets without paying toll, while the farmers took care to exact a turn
pike loll from the townsmen when they went to visit their country cousins. 
Poor-rntes were paid by the farmers, but so also were they by the to ;vns
men, and one house in Stockport paid as much as £500 a-year. Tithes. 
be contended, were a rent paid to the parson, and W(;re no burden to either 
landlord or tenant, since the latter, if he occupied a tithe-free form, 
paid a higher rent in consequence, and the landlord had no title 
to what never belonged to him. Foreigners were burdened with taxes 
as much as the English were; they had national debts to pay; they 
paid for the support of their churches and their poor. It was also said 
that English wages were higher than wages abroad. He denied that this 
was so, if the quantity of work was taken into com,idcration; and the 
proof of his position was to be fonnd in the fact of Eoglisb labourers being 
sent for to work on the foreign railway1,, and of English artisans being 
employed at double wages to their own men in all the principal towns on the 
continent, Why,then, did they want prot~ctien? They had a natural protec
tion in the cost of import, which, on au average of ten years, amounted to 
10s. 0<l. a quarter from Dantzic. The average price of wheat, during the last 
fifteen years, at Dantzic, bad been 40s., and the cost of import, 10s. 0d., 
would rai e the price of wheat to 60s. and a faTmer would be much better 
off with a steady price of 60s. than a price fluctuating between 80i, and 3os. 
Mr, Cobiten prnceeded to shew, that agricultural wages were lower than 
mannfacturing; and adduced as a proof the fact or the population flowing 
regularly into the manufacturing towns. Free trade would increase with 
employment, and take off the suri,lus agricultural population, who, ii' this 
outlet were not provided, would eat up the land. In conclusion, l\fr, 
Cobden sbewed that the prices under the various corn laws had fallen 
greatly below the prices they were intended to secure; and read portions 
of the evidence of John Ellman, of Soutbover, and Mr. John Ellman, of 
Glynde, before Parliamentary committees, in order to shew that the farm
ing business. had, notwithstanding protection, been worse than ether 
trades. 

At thll close of the meeting a resolution in favor of total repeal was 
carried, with only oue dissentient. 

THE COLCHESTER MEETING. 

A large agricultural meeting was held at Colchester, in Essex, to 
which Mr. Cobden was invited, amounting to five or six thousand 
persons. Sir John Tyrrell, member for the county, placed him
self as Cobden's antagonist. A majority of three to one declared 
in favour of non-prouiction; aRd on a second trial of strlingth only 
27 hands was held up for the Corn-laws. This, the landlord's paper, 
The Morning Post itself, calls "a double defeat." 

This is the way which Mr. Cobden is proceeding through the 
agricultural districts, carrying the farmers and the labourers with 
him in favour of free trade. 



THE STRUGGLE. · 

VARIETIES. 

THE EXPORT OF COAL from Bristol has fallen from 3,614 tons 
in the year 1841, to 2,481 tons in 1842, or nearly one-half! How 
thankful (says the Bristol Mercury) ought we to be for a " Con
servative Government." It was to put every thing right. So far, 
we have only got less trade and more taxes. 

TEMPERANCE REVIVAL.-No doubt Father Mathew's visit to 
England will revive the cause of teetotalism. I trust it may 
again bTing into the field man) who have been for same time 
lukewarm. I trust also, that in future more libirality and less 
party ~pirit will be evinced, and that personal animosities may be 
laid aside, and all begin to work for the conversien of the whole 
country. 

lBrsH FUNERALS.-One very bad custom of the Irish is to 
invite their friends at the death of any relative, and to continue 
drinking almost night and day while the corpse remains in the 
house. I have seen the most shameful exhibitions of intemper
ance on these occasions. I trust, Father Mathew's instructions 
will put an end to these shameful practic ea. 

Wiu.T" WILL FUTURE GENERATIONS SAY ?-In another gen
eration what will mankind think of laws, made by a dominant 
faction, in islands with a dense population Y-'arly in-creasing, pro
hibitive of the introduction of animal and vegetable food I The 
most extravagant imagination in the twentieth century will fail to 
picture anything so monstrous as the British provision laws, con
cocted by men deemed noble and wise, supported by men reputed 
the great statemen of the age, and sanctioned by the high priests 
of the nation.--Macintyre's Work. 

OHEw YOUR FooD WELL.-Many people complain of heavi
ness after a meal. This might be prevented if they would masti
cate their food well with their teeth before they swallow ; if they 
do not commingle and macerate their food well while in the 
mouth, mixing it well with saliva, which flows copiously in the 
act of eating-the stomach is compelled to mash and mingle that 
nourishment which the teeth were meant to do by nature. Less 
food will be required, and that food afford more nourishment and 
satisfaction. H. 

ENGLISH PoVERTY.-The ninth annual report of the Poor 
Law Commissioners has just been presented to parliament, from 
which we- learn that out of sixteen millions of people in England 
and ,vales, about one-eleventh, or 1,429,356, are a burden de
pendant for subsistence on the rest of the community-in a word, 
are absolute and recognized paupers; and that in the year 1842, 
not lRss than £4,036,453 was levied from the general industry 
of the country, and expended in their maintenance. 

How MANY Fon WAR-How FEW FOR PEACE.-Men are 
lavish enough of their time and treasures for war, but seldom re
flect how little they are disposed to do for peace. Look at some 
.200,000 warriors now in the service of England, at 400,000 in 
France, at 800,000 or a million in Russia, at three millions, or 
more,- in all Christendom ; and then contrast these astounding 
numbers with here and there a man devoting himself to the pre
servation of peace by pacific means. A hundred thousand or 
more, in the service of war, to a single labourer in the cause of 
peace! 

CONVERT To REPEAL.-The Rev. George CrabbP, has sent in 
his adhesion to the Anti-corn-law League. The following letter 
to the Rev. T. Spencer, gives his reasons:-

Bredfleld, near Woodbridge, Suffolk, July 1, 1843. 

IR1sa SPIRIT DuTIES.-By raising the dutiea on Irish spirit. 
last sessions, ministers calculated upon adding £250,0~0 to th 
revenae. Instead of this increase, there has been a falling _off o 
£7,000, arising either from illicit distilled, or what. is more hkely
from the spread of temperance. 

FARMERS' UNION.-Why don't the farmers form a union t 
prevent the injustice oflandlords, who commit ~very thing shor 
of actual robbery on their poor teuants-at-w11I. The. first rul 
of such an Association muat be, that no landlord be admitted. I 
one of these men gets his nose in it, it will be turned into an el~c 
tioneering club, or a piece ofhumbug like the agricultural assoc1a 
tions. H. 

SUGAR l½d. A POUND.-A mercantile house in Liverpool, i 
June 1842 offered to the government of this country, three bun
red t~ns of;ugar lying at one of the outports, (from Brazil,) at £la 
a ton, P,qual to ~bout l½d, a pound; and if permission had been 
granted to free it from the duty of 63s. a cwt. equal to 400 pe 
cent. on the prime cost, the importers would guarante~ that th~ 
sugar should only be used for feeding pigs,. or for manurmg laHd . 
The permission was refused. 

WHAT FATHER MATHEw's CoNVERTS SHOULD no.-The tee 
totalers in Cork, said Father Mathew, have rooms_ alm~st ~never 
street, in which they meet for conversation, reading, smgmg~ an 
music. These keep them from the public hottses, and contnbut 
to their steadfastness. These are what his Engliah converts should 
immediately establish; and without such places they are ah1;1os 
certain to get into drinking company and be in ?anger. of fallmg. 
A table, and a few chairs or forms, and other httlethmgs, are all 
that are necessary to fit up one of these temperance rooms, ~n 
the savings of a few weeks will be sufficient to procure them with. 

THE FERTILITY OF THE NORTH OF AFBICA,-Since the be
ginning of the world, the north of Africa has been _the s~urce of 
supply of bread corn for a great portion of the rnhab~tant_s of 
Europe. Egypt was the granary of ancient _1;tome, and ~t might 
be again the storehouse of nations. The fertility of t~e soil of the 
north-west corner of Africa, is perfectly inexhaustible; for on 
account of the unfailing a-upply of water for irri~ation, from th_e 
lofty ranges of mountains which surround the plain11, th~ earth 1s 
made independent of the seasons which in that zone are 1rregula 
in their fall of rain. The crops' of wheat are sometimes so abun
dant as to lie uncut, and rot on the ground. 

STREET FrnHTJNG.-As I came down the street last night, two 
men having had some words, inatantly flew at each other, and fell 
in the ehannel, inflicting with a cruel ferocity, powerful blows 
upon each other. Fortnnately, being there at the commencement, 
by calling upon the spectators to separate them, I succeeded. I 
they had had been fighting some time a crowd would ~ave been 
there encouragini them to abuse each other, and ~eparahon would 
have been difficult till one of them had been exhausted. Every 
one should discourage fighting and quarrelling, for if it were not 
for the fame awarded by spectators, few would be indu~edto_ abuse 
each other. One of the most appalling sights, I thmk, is two 
fellow creatures wantonly br.uising and mangling each other. Oh, 
the value of peace and the importanc,e of pursuing it. 

SHETLAND FxsHERY.-" A Spanish house," said Mr. Bright, 
" offered to take £15 000 worth of fish from the Shetland Isles, 
and pay for it in whe;t; but the wheat being refused admission 
by the government, the contract w-as l?st.'' Only a_ few yea~• 
since the people of Shetland were perishmg from fanune, and it 
became necessary to raise subscriptions to save them fr?m death. 
Is it not plain that those subscriptions were really paid to the 
land-ed proprietors as- a premium on their corn ? Were they not 
the true recipients of this charity ?- Did they not figure as the 
veritable paupers ? Here, in a country boasting of its li~erty an_d 
equal laws, we find a hardy race of fishe~en absolut~.y prohi
bited following an honest calling, from which they might have 
earned their bread in the sweat of their brow, because the mono
polists of legislation insist on keeping to themselves exclusively 
the sale of food l 

My dear Sir,-1 enclose my trifle in testimony of my belief that 
the protection 011 corn is a benefit to the landowner at the ex
pen of all other classes of the community, not excepting the 
bnd-occupier and the agricultural labourer. U I am not mis
taken, it is for want-of more information and a better judgment. 
Such is the deliberate and conscientious result of the evidence I 
have heard and read; and, believing this to be a most serieus 
e-.il to all but the comparatively small body of proprietors of land, 

l am desirous of adding a trifte to the peaceful means of a total Printed and Published by J. LIVESEY! Preston. Sold .b~ Gadsby and 
abolition of such protection. I feel much obliged by your oblig- Heywood. Manchester; Willmer, and Anti-Monopoly Assoc1abon. 7, Water
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sir, yours fa.bhfully, GEORGE CRABBE. Westgate, Huddersfield; Riley, Chestergate, Stockport; _Gill, Blackburn; 
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eht 6trugglt~ 
"Kings shall be thr nursing fathers, and Queens thy nursing mothers.''-IsAIAH. 

QUEEN VICTORIA AND QUEEN ELIZABETH IN ONE MIND. 
(Sir Robert i8 invite" to step into the Library.) 

Yicloria.-1 have been reading, Sir Robert, in the History of England, Queen Elizabeth's Speech against Monopolies, and I entirely agree with her in 
n~>Uncing them a!I, What courte would you advise me to take, as Queen of England, in order to put them down? . . 
Sir Robert-(hesitates,l but on being pressed by her Majesty, ,ays).-" May it please your Majesty. The theory of the Constituion 1s, that the Queen of 
gland can do no wrong. But as your minister, who is responsible for your legislative acts, if you are determined to act in the spirit of your predecessor, 
only duty left for me is to resign. 

Yicforia.-But have you not, by implication at least, admitted that the corn lawa are impolitic and unjust? . 
Sir Roberl.-1 trust your Majesty will not press that point. Placed in my critical posit_ion, theories and practice are not good to reconcile: I cannot 

!1fnly defend monopolies in the abstract; but I would be cautious about interfering auddenlg with interests hich have grown up along with the pro
tion system. 
ictoria.-The interests of my whole people, and the peace and prosperity of the kingdom, are what I regard; and whatever may be the consequence, 
tong, you may depend upon it, these monopolies shall be abolished, and the food and commerce of my people shall be free. 

(Sir Robert withdraw,.) 
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THE STBIJGGLE. 

FOREIGN COMPETITION. 

" We cannot compete against the cheap labour and 
the untaxed land of foreign countries," say some of the 
agriculturists. Now in answer to this I would re
mark-

1. That Mr. Cobden assures us that the current 
opinion respecting the cheap labour of foreigners, is a 
mistake. He has travelled in those countries, and 
he says, that considering the quantity of wo k per
formed by Englishmen, their labour is really cheaper 
than that of foreigners. Although the foreigner may 
receive less per day, yet estimating his labour by the 
quantity performed, it is not cheaper than English la
bour. Will any person pretend that labour is cheaper 
anywhere than in the agricultural districts of Ireland? 

2. As it regards taxes on land, it has often been 
proved that the foreign landowner pays much more in 
proportion than the English landlord. "The land
owners on the continent," says Mr. Cobden, "pay one
third of the state taxes." The highway rates, he 
shews, are no disadvantage to the English agricultu
rists, and that the Russians and the Poles who, for 
want of roads, have to carry their corn on the backs 
of horses, would be glad indeed of our roads on the 
condition of having the highway 1·ate to pay. The 
poor rate is no peculiar tax ; it is paid by manufactu-
1·ers, shopkeepers, and the working people themselves 
as well as farmers; and it is truly chargeable upon 
those poverty-producing corn laws which we are seek
ing to repeal. 

3. But suppose the farmers, after being screwed up
by high rents, are really more taxed than the foreigner, 
is that any reason why their customers-why all the eat
ers in the kingdom, should submit to pay 30s. for 
20s.' worth of food, in order that they may give to 
Mr. Squeezeall an enormous rent? The rent of a shop 
or house is always what it will fetch when the taxes 
are deducted, and so ought the rent of a farm to be. 
Supposing the gardener who pays a high rent and high 
taxes, should petition the corporation to exclude gar
den stuff grown across the Ribble, on the ground that 
the parties there had fewer taxes to pay, what would be 
the feeling of the population? It ~ould just amoimt 
to this, that all the eaters of garden stuff must pay 
higher prices in order to enable him to pay a high rent. 
Why do we prefer a cheap to a dear shop ? Ought 
we not according to this theory to go to the dear shop, 
it being proved that he has to pay so much taxes, and 
rates, and rent, that he cannot afford articles as cheap 
as his neighbour? Is it come to this, that the tax-ridden 
people of this country are to lay upon their own shoul
ders another burden in order to keep up the supplies of 
landlords' rents and parsons' tithes ? " I don't like 
these burdens," says the landowner ; " I will try to 
work upon the sympathy of the public by telling them 
what light burdens foreigners have to bear compared 
to mine, and will persuade them to take it off my shoul
ders and place it upon their own ; all this I will do by 
a corn law." 

4. It seems tbat nobody's interest is to be considered 
but the agriculturists in settling the free trade question. 
Supposing some landowners should suffer by restoring 

that which they never had any right to possess, how 
many millions are suffering, and have long been suffer
ing by this system of wrong ? The question is not, 
whether it will be for the advantage or disadvantage of 
landowners, but whether the present system is just, 
and whether the millions are to continue to suffer rather 
than to have justice granted. 

5. The trading classes never come forward with such 
arguments, urging the government to pass a law to 
raise the price of their article. They might tell us of 
the vast distance, for instance, they have to carry their 
cotton, and urge for a protective bounty; but if that 
raised the price to the consumer, would not every man 
protest against it ? Men are not now so blind as to 
allow one class to throw their burdens upon another. 
And in this case, though it may answer for a time, it 
will recoil u.pon the bread taxers themselves. Over
lvad your horse, and you break its back, and in seek
ing to gain, you lose all. Overcharge your customer, 
and though you get good profits for a time, you reduce 
him to insolvency, and are at last glad to get half-a-crown 
in the pound. The landowner's customer is in a similar 
condition ; he has filched him pretty well for a number 
of years, but it cannot last long. The burden is too 
heavy, and retributive justice will yet place it upon the 
right back. 

CONSISTENCY ! 

"The manufacturers are tyrants.'' Very well, and what then ? 
Does that lessen the tyranny of the landlords or the parliament 
in passing and maintaining the corn law? Is the bread-tax good, 
because the manufacturers are bad 'l 

" Steam has ruined all." Very well, and do yon therefore like 
further ruin by being compelled to eat dear bread? Because 
steam has injured you, would you be further injured by a daily 
impost upon your food? 

"Machinery has glutted the markets." Very well, and 
therefore as we have this machinery, would you still glut the 
markets more, by refusing to exchange its productions with 
foreigners ? 

" The national debt will still remain when you have repealed 
the corn laws.'' Very well, and because we cann0t gtit rid of one 
burden, would you willingly impose upon yourselves another? 
Because government tax tea, sugar, soap, windows, and almost 
every thing you use, are you willing the landowners should also 
tax your bread, the staff of life ? 

Men ! do learn to be consistent! 

TAXES FOR WAR. 

500 MILLIONS OF TAXES have been levied on the people since 
1815,for the ~upport of our Warlike Establishments. This amoun 
would have paid more than half the National Debt, and reduce 
the Annual Interest from 28 millions to 10½ millions. 

The People pay enormous Ta es on their Tea, Sugar, Coffee, 
Soap, and Industry, in support of Warlike Establis~ments. 

The Taxes levied for the support of a Foot Soldier, are £50 
year ; a Mounted Dragoon, £104. 

Ne!irly four-fifths of the Taxes go, directly or indirectly, 
support War, or sixteen shillings out of every twenty; tb 
remaining one-fifth is sufficient to maintain the dignity of th 
throne, the administration of justice, and other needful ex 
penses. 

In 1841 the National or ,var Debt took 28 millions. 
' the Army, Navy, and Ordnance 15 millions. 

Total annual War Burden, 43 millions. 
All other expenses, only....................... 11 millions. 

Join the Society for puttir,g an end to War. Let all internationa 
disputes be settled by Arbitration. 
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PERSON AL CLEANLINESS. 

No one can avoid having noticed the immense trouble that is 
made on steps, knockers, door plates, at the outside of re
spectable houses, and on the tins, candlesticks, and furniture in
side. To take off the dirt and put on a polish, seems to be half 
the work of some servants. In country places I find the oak 
furniture, and the oak stairs equally bright with female labour. 
How the ostler puffs and blows to get all the dirt from the skin 
of his four-footed animal! But why all this labour upon pots 
and pans, floors and clocks, shoes and boots, and little or none 
upon yourselves ? My object in noticing this, is to enforce per
sonal cleanliness, and to say you ought to make the most labour 
in cleaning and polishing yourselves. You rub the candlesticks 
every day, but you carry on your own skin the dirt of one week 
upon another. It is true the hands and the face are kept tolerably 
clean, but it is equally necessary to wash the head, the feet, and 
every part of the body. If you would wash and rub yourselves, 
you would find great benefit both in your health and comfort. 
Every animal shames man in this respect. They are all anxious 
to be thoroughly clean, but the disagreeable odour that arises 
from many persons when you stand near them is really very of
fe~sive. If they were aware of this, and bow unhealthy it is, I 
thmk they would take more labour in thoroughly cleansing their 
skins. The perspirable matter continually oozing through the 
pores,. o~ght to be washed off, and the circulation promoted by 
the fnct10n of rubbing. How disagreeable it is sometimes to be 
near a person when he takes off his shoe,s. The feet need quite 
as much washing as the face. You shoul,d indeed wash yourselves 
all o~er an~ never carry one ~a.y's dirt upam another. The proper 
plan 1s to give yourselves a right good doruche every morning from 
head to toe; if after this you rub yourselves with a couple of the 
coarsest towels you can get, you will feel warm and comfortable 
all day. This you should do without regard to the weather ; you 
h1ve no need to fea1· catching cold by it,; if you will rub your
se!ves well, (and especially if you take a little exercise after) you 
will find the contrary to be the effect. It will prevent you taking 
cold, and harden you against all the occasions of it. Even if you 
are per~piring_freely when you rise out of'your bed, you may apply 
water immediately without the least risk. I am advising you to 
nothing more than what I do myself. And when I see such a 
total and general neglect of personal cleanliness, I think the sub
ject cannot be too extensively enforced, I will venture to assert 
that there is more dirt carried about on the skins of human beings: 
than on the skins of all other living creatures put together. It is 
common to wash children all over till hey get towards five or 
six yea1•s of age ; after that, merely their hands and faces are 
occasio~allf washed ; and perhaps the only chance their skin bas of 
unloadmg its filthy burden, is once or twice in summer at the salt 
water. l\Ien ! women ! children ! keep yourselves-every part of 
you1·selves - quite clean. 

THE WINCHESTER MEETING. 

Messrs. Cobden, Bright, and Moore, lately held a meeting in 
the Corn Exchange in Winchester, at which many leading 
agriculturists were present. l\Ir. Cobden said-I will put to you 
farmers of Hamp1ohire, the question I have put before in Bedford~ 
shire, Nottinghamshire, Essex, and Kent, and everywhere else : 
"Has farming with a. given capital-say of £2,000 or £3,000-
been as good a trade upon an average of ten years as that of gro
~ers, cabinetma~ers~ and gtber t~ades in Winchester? (Cries of 

No, no-nothing hke so good. ) I have never yet heard in 
any agricultural town any person who did not at once admit that 
the shopkeepers had been the most prosperous. (Hear.) Well, 
then, I have not come to rob you of anything, at all events. Pro
tection has done you no good, and what we aim at is to put you 
on precisely the same footing as other traders, for whom there has 
been no body of landlords sitting up all night in the House of 
Commons, looking after their protection, and yet they have made 
more money than you. I came to tell you that this protection is 
all rank delusion, fudge, and huffibug." H. MUNDY, Esq., (one 
of the largest tenant-farmers in Hampshire) proposed the follow
ing resolution:-" That this meeting is of opinion that the prin
ciple of protection is unsound and most injurious to all classes of 
the comm1mity, and that the entire adoption of the principles of 
free trade would be most ad\oantageous to the country." 

The Rev. l\'.Ir. THOl\l seconded the resolution, which was car
ried, with only about twenty dissentients, amidst loud cheering. 
Thus in a county in which there does not exist a single factory, 
the same approbation of free trade principles has been manifested, 
as in many other agricultural counties. 

THE EXPENDITURE OF THE LEAGUE. 

Few can conceive the extent of expense connected 
with working the whole operations of the Anti-Corn
Law League. They aim at nothing less than enlighten
ing and converting the whole constituency of England. 
The meetings in London, and the agricultural meetings 
now being held in every county, are necessarily attended 
with a large expenditure. But still the expense is 
nothing compared with the magnitude of the object. 
It is a nation's cause, and the nation should support it. 
If there be a free trader in the kingdom who has not 
yet contributed his mite, he should lose no time in 
sending his subscription to the council at Man
chester. 

BEGGING AND 'fHE NEW POOR LAW. 

It is difficult to convince some people of the evils of the new 
poor law, but those who take the trouble to inquire into its 
workings as I have done for the last five years, will see in it the 
very essence of oppression. The increasing and overwhelming 
poverty of the corn laws gave birth to this monstrous enactment. 
And now when parishes refuse to relieve poor families exc~pting 
on the condition of being separated, the benevolent are daily 
taxed in relieving great numbers who have recourse to begging 
rather th:m submit to such a painful degradation. The young and 
the single care little for being ordered to the workhou5e, but 
to the man and wife with a family, it is a cruelty which human 
nature cannot endure. Many think well of this law; they form 
their opinions from commissioners' reports and such like interested 
evidence; I form my opinion from what I have seen with my own 
eyes for five years in saccession. It would be difficult to tell the 
amount of disaffection which this law has produced; and I will 
venture to predict that no government, whig or tory, will ever be 
popular that lends its countenance to the re-enactment of this 
measure. 

AGRICULTURAL IGNORANCE. 

The answers given by boys in the agricultural districts to ques
tions put, have been published, to shew the awfully low state of 
intelligence in these districts. The fact is, very few know the 
extreme ignorance of the great mass of the population both in 
towns and country. It can only be ascertained by mixing and 
entering into conversation with them. But when I look at a. coun
try church-which is closed the whole of six days and most of the 
seventh, and from which nothing emanates but what has become 
flat and formal,-nothing to arouse the rational faculties-nothing 
to impart positively useful information,-and remember that this is 
nearly the only institution that stands betwixt the people and 
their native ignorance, I cease to wonder at their condition. If 
the church were opened every evening as well as Sunday, and the 
people encouraged to meet to bear plain useful instruction, by a 
teacher that mixed with them every day of his life, and never op
pressed them, we might then hope to see a great advance in the 
knowledge and morals of the people. Trading parsons and a par
liament made church, will never produce a wise or a virtuous 
people. 

RrsING l\IAnKETS.-" ,v en, the shopkeepers have taken half-a
pound at the shilling off oatmeal,'' said a poor woman to her 
neighbour. This, connected with a good deal of murmuring, is 
the common remark when markets rise. My good woman, it is 
the corn laws that do this; let us have open ports, and next week 
you would see that they would put on not half-a-pound, but per4 

haps 21b. at the shilling as the result. 
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VARIETIES. 

·way DO PROVISIONS ADVANCE ?-Becattse manufacturing 
mployment is more abundant. This shews what farmers have 

to depend upon. But it also proves to the operatives, that with
out foreign supplies, when they are in work, they must eat dear 
food, and soon feel a re-action. 

EPIDEMIC.-" I have lost during the last year some hundreds 
of sheep by the epidemic,'• said a farmer from Lincolnshire. ''Yes,'' 
r eplied I, "but there is another epidemic by which you have lost 
still more." " What is that?" "It is the delusive idea of pro
tection. It not only keeps up rents, but in proportion as it en
hances the price of stock above its natural value, makes your losses 
greater.•' 

DEAR Foon IS Low WAGES.-"Work is more plentiful now, 
and wages a shade better," said a weaver to a friend, "but the 
markets are rising.'' This shews that opGratives should not cal
culate tha value of their wages by the number of sixpenaes or 
shillings they receive, but by the lbs. of flour, beef, butter, &c., 
which they will purchase. Many are not half so anxious about 
saving a shilling in the price of their food, as they are for adding 
a shilling to the nominal amount of their wages. 

A WISE RESOLUTION.-At Aylesbury gaol, the treadmill has 
been abolished by a resolution of the magistrates, and with that 
the grinding of corn. The reason given is, that the 41b. loaf cost 
6d. which could be purchased elsewhere for 5d. This is an excel
lent reason, and one which shows how foolish it would be to tread
mill our population on barren hills, as some advise, instead of 
allowing them a market for the production of their own trade, 
while we can buy food cheaper than we cll.Il produce it. 

"IMPORTANT TO THOSE ABOUT TO DE MARRIED."-This 
stands at the head of a London advertisment, inviting the atten
tion of the parties to a cheap furnishing establishment. Is there any 
thing equally important to such as the repeal of the corn-laws ? 
Furniture has but to be purchased once, but food is an every day 
affair. I like to see a young couple going to market together on 
a Saturday evening : and ho,v pleasant it is when the wages will 
fill the basket and leave a little to spare, against the number of 
mouths increase. All young people should be hearty repealers. 

MANUFACTURING THE GREATEST SouRCE OF WEALTH.-Sir 
John Tyrell, in his opposition to l\Ir. Cobden, at Colchester, 
alluding to the comparative prosperity of manufacturers and land
lords, said " Is it not notorious that the Eastern Counties Rail
way has been produced by the wealth of the manufacturers? 
They talk of their thousands and millions, while we poor devils 
talk of our hundrc:ids." A stronger testimony could not have 
been borne to the value of manufactures, and condemnato1·y 
of the system of land protection. 

THE CHEAPEST LINE.-" What is the fare in your train?'' 
said a traveller.-" Seven shillings,'' was the reply.-" Oh, I can 
go by the other line for five, equally as pleasant, and equally as 
soon."-" But then,'' replied the clerk, "you must remember 
the peculiar burdens we have to bear; we have to pay a toll of 
ls. 6d., which the other party is free from.'•_:, That is nothi•g 
to me ; I prefer the cheapest; and I fear you will not persuade 
the travellers on this line to consider your burdens in preference 
t o their own pockets." Is there not something in this that illus
trates the Corn Laws? 

OUR FoLLY.-At this time of the year, we· are always looki~g 
at the weather, over which we have no control, as a guide to the 
prices of corn ; if it were free, we should merely have to fit 
out ships and send them for additional supplies, a matter alway!' 
within our reach. 

WHAT IS AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS ?-We have had five 
committees on agricultural distress since the passing of the corn 
laws; but not one on landlords' distress. In every case the 
farmer's poverty has been the object of inquiry. Away, then, 
with the delusion that corn laws are for the benefit of farmers. 

MISTAKEN LEGISLATION.-All legislation for corn law has 
been to keep up the prices to a certain sia.ndard which was 
named. ,vhy have the prices uniformly been lower than the cal
culation? Simply, because there was no legislation.to put money 
sufficient into the pockets of those who had to buy 1t. The pro. 
per plan in calculating the probable price of corn, is to ascertain 
how much employment, and how much wages the eaters will be 
likely to get. Without this, all fixing of prices is building castles 
in the air. 

EASTER DuEs.-" Well, how did you get on, Betty, about the 
Easter dues?'' "I paid the 6½d,, but I had to clam it out; I told 
the man so; but he said they were like to have it." No wonder 
that people speak so slightly of the church and the clergy, when 
they are teased, and bullied, and summoned, and dis~raiood upon 
for sixpence-halfpenny, by persons who give no equ1v~!ent, and 
who profess to be solely acting for "another world I Easter 
dues, corn dues, and such like dues have well nigh destroyed the 
usefulness of the church. 

CHEAP FooD AND FAT Cows.-lt is not unworthy of remark 
that the cows of Lancashire farmers are now in a much better 
condition than formerly, and giving a larger quantity of milk. It 
is accounted for from the plentifulness of turnips and other green 
crops; and for some time oatmeal and potatoes have _been so 
cheap, that the cows have visibly improved from this cause. 
Does not this show that even in this respect, cheap food is a benefit 
to farmers themselves? If we had free corn, it is impossible to 
calculate the improvements that would take place in feeding and 
dairying. 

ONE MAST.ER MIND, possessed of the truth, and ~n~ious to 
bless the world with its favours, can produce conviction and 
changes little less than miraculous. Such a min~ ~s Cob~en:s. 
He is the most extraordinary man of his age ; but 1t 1s the indis
putable truth of his propositions tkat insures him suc~ellS and 
makes all his antagonists fall at his feet. The same truth 1s acces
sible to all. Let us try to understand it, and to cherish th~ same 
zeal, to work with the same earnestness, and the conversion of 
all classes to freedom of commerce will be soon complete. 

A Goon ExAMPL11.-At a meeting in London, Joseph Sturge 
observed, that although we regarded the Americans as behind ~s 
in the question of slavery, they were certainly far ahead of us m 
that of temperance. The Society of Friends in Amflrica had 
very generally denounced the practice of using strong dri~,
and in one district, any member who sold, gave, or used spiritu
ous liquor was liable to disownment. He had been at an hotel, 
where they made up 150 beds, and no strong liquors were sold 
there. He had travelled in differ,ent climates during the last 
sixteen years, and all that time he had taken nothing intoxica
ting. 

FoR'EIGN CHEAP LADO UR. !-Mr. Cobden bas always asserted 
that English labour is the cheapest, notwithstanding all the ~ser
tions of the monopolists as to the cheap labour of the Contment. 
He al ways shews that the Englishman does more for the same money 
than the foreigner. Among other illustrati~ns, ~e sa~s, "Two 
Middlesex mowers it has been shown upon mquiry, will mow as 
much grass in a day as six Russian serfs? and in spi~e of t~e 
dearness of provisions in, England, and their cheapnes~ m Russia, 
the getting in a fixed quantity of hay will cost an English farn:er 
from one-sixth to one-eighth only of the expense to a Russian 
proprietor.'' 

THE GREATNESS oF TRADE AND CoMMERCE.-Lord Morpeth 
at the agricultural meeting at Derby, ad,erting to a toast in fa
vour of agriculture, manufacture, and commerce, said, "when I 
reflect, on what commerce has accomplished, in developing the 
energies and augmenting the welfare of our country; how much 
it has done to bring together the scattered branches of the human 
family ; to unite people with people, clime with clime, and man with 
man, in a great, enriching, and healing intercourse ; to soften the 
harsh asperities of international jealousies ; and to curb the savage 
tendencies to strife and murderous war,-1 think you will all agree 
with me that it also ought to be associated in the glorious partner-
ship; and it is therefore with infinite pleasure and confidence that Printed and Published by J. L1vEsEY,. Preston. Sold ~y_Gsdsby anti 

Heywood, Manchester; Wilmer, and Anti-Monopoly Association, 7, Water
I now call upon you all to drink" Agriculture, Mat:ufactures, and street, Linrpool; J. Kershaw, 14, South Market, Leeds; _Houghton, 47, 
Commerce.'' The noble lord, on resuming his &eat, was most Westgate Huddersfield; Riley, Chestergate, Stockport; Gill, Blackburn; 
vociferously cheered, and the toast was drunk Etanding, with Wragg, Bury; J. Dawson,Clitheroe; E. Bowker, Accrington; H. Earn-
three times three." shaw, Colne.-Price ½d, 

This Publication may be had through any Bookseller in the Kingdom from Mr, W. Strange, Paternoster Row ,Lo11don. 



Cht · 6t~ugglt. 
"Policy and hum&nity both dictate the throwing open wide our ports, and even offering temptations to induce the 

foreigner to come to our assistance.'' 

The Landlord advising his Tenant to make Agricultural Improvements. 

Landlord Sir Reynold Fitznorman, M.P. fo,· tlte County.-Well, John Clod pole, you seem ankle-deep in that field. Why don't 
you drain it properly, man; and look at this hedge; you manage this land shamefully : your gates are all broken, and see that 
ditch-it's wide enough for an entrenched camp. 

John.-If your honour would please give me a lease, I would do it; but to spend my money, and then be turned out-

Landlord.-Pooh I pooh I only an excuse for laziness. Give over bothering about leases; mind your farming, and trust the 
honour of your landlord for all the rest. P,·ices are improving; you nePd never fear being properly protected. 

Jolm.-Your honour told us so at the last election; since then prices have been getting down, but rents remain the same. ,ve 
~hall all be ruined, unles8, like other people, we begin to act for ou1·selves. 

Landlord.-You're getting too independent; if you would mind your draining and ditching, instead of running after the non!ense 
of the League, you would do a deal better-I've no patience to listen to you.-(Rides off full speed.) 

THE EVILS OF THE SLIDING SCALE. 

A regular trade in corn would remove most of our ap
prehensions respecting the weather. Supplies would be 
brought in at all times, instead of being driven till within a 
few weeks of harvest, and having then to send for foreign corn 
under every disadvantage. A sudden demand raises the price 
in foreign markets, which, with the fluctuations of the scale, 
render it quite uncertain whether the importers can suc
ceed without great loss. Our sudden demands also make 
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bread dear for the inhabitants of other countries, so that 
we not only starve our own population, but punish them. 
Frequently when we want corn all on a sudden, foreign 
stocks are exhausted, for not being able to calculate upon 
any certain demand from England, much less is grown than 
other~ise would be. With a regular market in Englan 
for grain, many capitalists, instead of embarking in manufac
tures, would pursue agriculture, knowing that they coul 
buy manufactured goods cheaper from us than they cQul( 
make them. 
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The loss to our shipping interest is incalculable, for in
stead of bringing most of our grain in British bottoms, the 
importer has to qatch the first vessel he can meet which is 
generally a foreign one, a d to give increased, sometimes 
exhorbitant rates for freightage. 

Another evil is that, instead of being able to take over 
manufactured goods and exchange them for grain, and thus 
make profit both ways, the importer has to send gold or 
good bills without any profit. It is thus our circulating me
dium has frequently been deranged-gold abstracted from 
the country; but what is worse than all, the people have 
been deprived of that employment which an exchange for 
goods must necessarily have created. 

The farmers come in also for a full share of the baneful 
effects of this system. Corn is kept out till the moment it 
is ascertained just in the eve of the harvest, that high prices 
or famine must follow, if none be imported. Prices rise 
when they have none to sell; indeed when many of the 
poor farmers are buyers. And then again, just when they 
are ready to sell the new crop, prices come down, and yet, 
forsooth ! the sliding scale is for the benefit offarmers ! But 
this is not all; this advance in bread just happens when the 
farmers' fruits and vegetables are brought to market, and 
just in proportion as bread is dear, have the people less to 
spend on these. And hence, while at one time a good or
chard would have paid a great share of the rent, now the 
produce is scarcely worth marketing. But the worst of all 
is, that just now farmers are hesitating whether to remain 
on their farms, or to give them up. In vain they appeal 
to the landowners when the markets are improving. " Oh 
see," say the owners, "grain of all sorts is rising; wait a 
bit; the panic will be shortly over, and the next year, you 
will see, will be better." Thus the poor farmer, unwilling 
to remove from the place upon which he has expended his 
all, is tempted to stay another year; always hoping every 
time the market is brisk, that old times may return. 

So numerous and so insidious are the evils of the sliding 
scale; so monstrously cruel is that system which removes 
the bread of the needy, and which adds full four hours la
bour to every poor man's day, that our utmost efforts should 
be directed to rouse the whole country to denounce it. 
After all it is better, far better than a fixed duty. It is 
like direct taxation compared to indirect; every body's eye 
is upon it ; its occasional strokes are felt so severely, that it 
will make all sick of any interference with the free import 
of oorn, and prepare them for repeal. As Sir Robert has 
declared against a fixed duty, to which I hope he will 
adhere, it is not unlikely that he wishes the country to have 
such a thorough " sliding" dose, as will make his path easy 
hereafter in proposing a repeal of all duties upon corn. 
Nothing short of this ought, nothing short of this can 
satisfy the country. 

SEIZURE FOR EASTER DUES I 

The Vicar of Preston, by his agents, the police, has again en
tered my humble shop, and shouldered 87 lbs. of cheese. These 
are taken and sold, and the proceeds divided among magis
trates' clerks, baliffs, auctioneers, and the Vicar himself. 
His original demand was 6½d. for myself a_nd 0½d, each for two 
"communicants,'' which for two years made ls. 3d. and because 
I refused to pay, 10s. costs was immediately added, and in about a 
fortnight this holy claim from our popular church inct·eased about 
2,400 per cent. I To pay this the cheese were seized. 

He is welcome to all the honour and peace of mind which such a 
procedure will secure. I can only say that, as an bumble layman, 
had he owed me 6½d., if I had even ventured to ask him for it, I 
should never have entered his dwelling either myself or by my agents 
to seize his property. But if I were a hireling preacher, I cannot 
say to what length I might go, reaping where I had not sown and 
gathering where I had never strawn. 

I regard every parliament-made church as a great nuisance. 

Neady all our bickerings, and strifes, and contentions in this 
country emanate from, or have some connexion with the church. 
Nearly every good project in favour of the people is frustrated, 
if it contain no provisions for 

I 
ffattering or feeding the church. 

I thank the Rev. Owea Parr for coDtinuing to exhibit the Easter 
due feature of this system in all its deformity. I thank him for help
ing forward that growing dislike to this monstrous system of church 
oppression under the garb of religion. Neither Paine, nor Car
lysle, nor Robert Owen, can lay claim to the power of making 
infidels equal to those who turn the church into an instrument for 
acquiring power and pelf. 

I do not know whether seizing cheese belongs to the affairs of 
"another world," but I am anxious to learn. At a late· public 
dinner, to celebrate the Queen's birth-day, where black and red 
coats mingled harmoniously together, after the eating and drinking, 
the singing and shouting, our worthy Vicar, in responding to a 
toast, (I am not quite sure that it was "success to the church and 
Easter dues,'') apologised f'or himself and brethren, by observ
ing that their profession principally related to "another world!" 
This was capital. This declaration raised our hopes and 
appeared full of promise for the future, as nobody doubted that 
the things of thi, world up to that time had not been overlooked. 
Being simple enough to think that Easter dues had an affinity for this 
world, I was led to hope that they were going to be repealed. If, 
however, the Vicar of Bolton and others who have ceased to de
mand this Popish fee have sinned in not insisting upon the 
rights (?) of the church, ou1· Vicar will certainly not have this 
sin to face in the " other world.'' 

I freely forgive the Vicar, and the cheese I resign, after many 
others, as a momento of spiritual wickedness in high places. This 
occasion has afforded me an opportunity of expressing my protest 
against clerical oppression, and this to me is far more valuable 
than 87 lb. of cheese. When I consider that what was originally 
a free will offering, is now converted into a demand- that the ser
vices with which it was associated are abandoned, and yet the pay
ment retained ; when I see the poor widow in the cellar met by 
the spiritual taxgathP-rer, for an amount equal to the lady who 
rides in her carriage ; when I see such paltry sums insisted 
upon, as would be scouted if practiced by any individual ex
cept a clergyman; when I see religion prostrated at the footstool 
of mammon ;-against such enormities I can never cease to raise 
my humble voice; and I truly rejoice that in this case I am the 
sufferer and not the man who makes others suffer. 

To all things there is a time ; and that which all now condemn 
privately, and submit to pay reluctantly, will yet be abolished. 
For if there were no other facilitating cause, the clerical greedi
ness of official men will bring about the consummation so devoutly 
to be wished. Justice will yet prevail, and though old fragments 
of law and custom may be pressed in to serve the hireling preacher, 
the common sense of mankind will maintain that, of all others, the 
teachers of religion ilhould make justice and equity their abiding 
rule. 

SCENES IN DURHAM. 

The following affecting statement was made in one of John 
Bright's speeches at Durham :-I know that in your own city your 
families are suffering. Yes I I have been to your cottages, and 
seen their condition. Thanks to my canvass in Durham, I have 
been able to see the condition of many honest and independent
or ought to be independent-and industrious artisans. I have seen 
even the frneman of your city sitting, looking disconsolate and sad. 
Their hands were ready to labour, theh- skill was ready to produce 
all that their trade demanded. They were as honest and as in
dustrious as any men in this assemblage, but no man hired them. 
(Hear, hear.) They were in a state of involuntary idleness, aml 
were dri?ing fast to the point of pauperism. I have seen their 
wivf:ls, too, with three or four childL·en about them-one in the 
cradle, one at the breast. I have seen their countenances. I 
have seen the signs of their sufferings. I have seen the emblems 
and symbols of affliction, such as I did not expect to see in this city. 
Ay ! and I have seen those little children, who, at no distant day, 
will be the men and women of the city of Durham; I have seen their 
poor little wan faces, and anxious looks, as if the furrows of old 
age were coming upon them before they had escaped from the age 
of childhood. (Hear, hear, hear.) 
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MR. BRIGHT'S RETURN. 

Proud indeed must the City of Durham be of the 
return of John Bright. Any town in the kingdom 
would feel honoured by having such a man to re
present its interests in parliament. The election 
of this gentleman is a valuable testimony in favour of 
commercial freedom, and an appropriate mark of respect 
for his indefatigable labour to promote it. There 
are few John Brights; few so honest, so eloquent, so 
devoted to the people's cause. Such, where they are 
found, are the men that ought to be placed in power to 
legislate for the people. An election should not be re
gruded as a :fight of parties, to be decided by single 
combat, but as an occasion of great importance, bearing 
on the wellbeing of every family in the kingdom. I 
trust all electors will view it in this light, and that their 
determined aim will be to select honest, upright men
men devoted to the people's interests alone. If Durham 
can right itself in the House of Commons, what borough 
in the kingdom need long to submit to the disgrace of 
being mis-represented there? 

A RURAL VISI T. 

A companion and myself having procured a day's holiday for 
the purpose of enjoying a stroll in a neighbouring valley, in West
moreland, noted for its fertility and picturesque beauty, took the 
opportunity, which a farm-house pt·esented, of stepping in-doors 
to rest ancl shelter a fe\V minutes from the hot sun. The farmer 
and his wife were at tea, and, with the proverbial hospitality of 
the Dalesmen, they asked us to sit down and take a little refresh
ment. Our chat turned upon matters respecting the farm-a 
large one, and perhaps one of the best in the valley. It belonged 
to a wealthy dignitary of the church. I congratulated him upon 
the promising appearances of the crops, and also spoke of the 
beauty of I\ miniature lake and a fountain at the back of the house, 
which appeared to have been lately constructed with great taste. 
"Yes,'' s id the farmer, "it's all very nice; the water, and the 
boat houao and all that, but they are nothing into my pocket, I 
can assure you. The fine lake l\lr. -- has made, used to be a 
capital pond for ducks; and the island in the middle, which is 
now ommpiod with the fountain, used to be my orchard, but he 
asked me to give him the ground and water for the purpose of 
making the alt'3ration~ you have noticed.''-" But he would agree 
to reduce your rent when you complied with this request,'' I said. 

"Nay, nay," sighed:the farmer, "he hasn't, though he hinted at 
the time that he might do so; but," continued he, "l\lr. -
gave me leave to make a small field a little below into an orchard." 
-" Ay," interrupted the good wife, "but you always forget 
that field already belonged to us-it was al ways a part of the 
farm; it was no kindness to us making a lake at the back.-door, 
for if there was any thing bonny about it, we are prevented from 
seeing it, owing to the height of the fence they have built to 
make it private. I tell my husband, (addressing myself and com .. 
panion), Mr. -- should reduce our rent, or else allow us to let 
the winter-eatage to other folks.'' On inquiry as to the meaning 
of this latter grievance stated by the wife, we were told that the 
landlord had an aversion to seeing any cattle in the pastures ex
cepting those belonging to the farm! And this poor serf, ra
ther than offend or remonstrate, submitted to his master's caprice. 
What can be the cause of intelligent men submitting to such de-
grading thraldom as this? ANoNYIIIOUS. 

[The truth is, there are more farmers than farms, and hence 
their inability to stand up for themselves. They increase every 
year, but the farms are stationary. The only relief then is in the 
prosperity of trade, which would constantly take off the surplus; 
and as this can only be had by the repeal of the corn laws, every 
farmer ought to come out and declare for repeal.-Ed.] 

Sir Robert grinding the People to make Rent. 

REGISTER I REGISTER ! REGISTER! 

The overseers' lists for counties and borou~hs are now published. 
Both should be carefully examined, and all supporters of mo
nopoly found thereon, but not legally qualified, should be objected 

to. 
All persons having a right to vote for boroughs should carefully 

examine the lists, and if they do not find their names inserted they 
should immediately send in their claims to the overseers. 

We again exhort our friends everywhere to be prompt and vi 
gilant in their attention to these matters. There is no time to 
lose. Remember I the 25th of August it the last day for sending 

in claims and objections. 

WHAT THE ELECTORS MUST DO. 

We are in the second year of the parliament that was to have 
been remedial and we are also in the second year of the income 
tax payable a~ the purchase money of certain public benefits t<• 
hav'e been bestowed by the new tariff and com law, but which they 
have not bestowed. The voluntarily offered bargain has beeu 
a cheat. The concessions from monopoly have not replaced the 
drainage by the income tax. The chief result of the impost is to 
make the wealthy economise while the poor lack employmen. 
The criminality of its do-nothingness is now evident to all. Can 
such a legislature command respect? If these be parliament , 
why do they exi~t on God's earth? Will people continue to 
petition them to do something, who have, throughout this time of 
need and suffering, displayed such a genius. such a fanaticism for 
doing nothing'? We expect no such thing. But let the electors 
of Great Britain remember that they made this parliament. T he 
unhelping and sleepy creature is of their creation. They may say 
that they were deceived, that they were influenced, that they 
were threatened ; but nevertheless they made it. It is the work 
of thefr own hands, the child of their votes. How do they like 
it? Will they do better another time? Will they mend if? Wi th 
them rests the power and the responsibility. There should be no 
mincing the matter with their own consciences. The blunder cannot 
be repaired too soon, nor too completely. The next election, _local 
or general, is a point to be looked fon~ard to, as a day of Jud,g
ment. The enfranchised body has a grievous error to atone tor 
and to rectify. Again, some day, we know not how soon, itH 
hand will hold the scales of prosperity and starvation. Be ready 
everywhere. There is no other effectual remedy than the action 
of a public opinion that shows itself determined on the regenera
tion of parliament, there is no other alternative to calamity and 
confusion,-Anti-Bread-Tax Circular. 
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VARIETIES. 

JusT THINK that every time you buy an ounce of tobacco, you 
pay 0fd. for th~ tobacco, and 2¼d. for duty. 

LESS DRINK AND MORE BREAD.-The bakers in Qu1?bec say 
that they now sell six loaves to families who in their drinking 
days only used to buy three. 

THE FoLLY OF LANDLOBDS.-Colonel Thompson says, the 
conduct of landowners in destroying commflrce to keep up high 
rents, is just as wise as the man who sets his house on fire in 
order to roaat an egg. 

SHORT TrME.-lfa corn law repeal bill is not literally a short 
time bill, it would, by cheapening living, enable the greater num
ber to work short time if they pleased. And where they had no 
choice, they would be working every hour for themselves, and 
not as at present four out of the twelve for the monopolists. 

MoRE FooDWANTED.-"You will sometimesbetold,"saysMr. 
Cobden, that " it is money and not bread that is wanted-that 
there is corn enough, if the people had only wages to buy it with." 
Now this is not true. Every year we eat all the wheat grown in this 
country, and some in addition brought from abroad, and yet there 
are many millions of the population that never taste wheat.en bread 
at all. How are they to be supplied without diminishing the quan
tity at present enjoyed by others? Clearly by no other means 
than allowing more food to come in. 

THE CORN LA ws are simply a bread tax, not for the benefit 
of government, but for the benefit of landlords. " There never 
bas been any government of a country," says Cobden, "which has 
dared to levy a bread tax; no despot ever attempted it. Pitt taxed 
hair-powder and all sorts of things, but never dreamed of putting 
a tax on bread. What we protest against is, that the landlords, 
the sugar lords, the coffee lords, the timber lords, should combine 
together in London, -and pass laws which shall put money into 
their pockets, and say to the government, 'Support us in our mo
nopoliei, and we will keep you in office.' •• 

LEGISLATION CANNOT FIX PRICES.-Mr. Rawlins, Jun., of 
Liverpool, lately delivered a lecture, at Newton Abbott, Devon
shire, in which, appealing to the agriculturists, he said, If 
-they asked him to approve of a corn law, which law would they 
choose ; the law of 1815, which had promised 80s. per quarter for 
their wheat, and given them 69s.; the law of 1822, which had pro
mised 70s., and given them 59s.; the law of 1828, which had 
promised 64s., and had given them 57s.; or, lastly, the law of 1842, 
which had promised 56s., and had given 45s. ? Was it not apparent 
how useless were all le!lislative attempts to fix the price of food, 
without securing to the farmer's customers the means of purchasing? 

ConD~N's ESTABLISHMENT .-At the Colchester meeting, in 
reply to the accusation against manufacturers, and in contrast with 
the wages paid in agricultural districts, Mr. Cobden said, "I do 
not like to be egotistical, but I like gentlemen to be informed of 
the trne state of things in the manufacturing districts. I employ 
a great number of people; I have hundreds who are earning 
wage.3. My able-bodied workmen receive each from 20s. to 30s. 
per week. (Hear, hear.) I pay £600 per weP.k in wages, 
which amounts to considerably more than £20,000 per annum. 
And I can state this, that there are but two men in my employ
ment, the one being blind, and the other a cripple, who are re,. 
cEiving les11 than 12s. per week. (Cheers.) You will say, how 
long do my men work? I reply 12 hours per <lay, and if they 
work longer than that, they are paid for their trouble.'' (Cheers.) 

Two-FOLD VrsITING,-All seem to ~rec as to the importance 
of visiting the poor. It is a work in which all the rich should 
engage, if they wish to go to the best school for learning wisdom 
and practising goodness. But there is another sort of visiting 
not often recommended, and that is, the poor visiting the rich. If 
every gentleman would invite the poor to come and enjoy them
.selves in his gardens, and inspect his curiosities; if he would make 
them welcome to a little fruit, and occasionally invite them to his 

THE Doo's TAIL.-Mr. Moor compare, the charity of the 
landowners to the man who, professing sympathy for his dog, eut 
off its tail, and after roasting it, gave it the bone saying, " Poor 
dog you are hungry, here is a bone for you," merely giving it it• 
own, along with the infliction of great cruelty. 

ADVANTAGES To IRELAND.-No country would benefit more 
by free trade than Ireland. Unable to employ her increasing po~ 
pulation in agriculture, an increase of trade, leading to the in
troduction of capital into the country, can alone afford a 11ubsi1-
tence. Daniel O'Connel, always at the Anti-Corn-Law meetings, 
stated this a.s his view. 

LEss ConN LIKELY TO BE IMPORTED.-Such were the great 
losses sustained last year, by importing corn, and so many were 
the failures, that the spirit of speculation is greatly subdued. 
This will lessen the quantity imported this year under any cir
cumstances, and the poOl'er people of course, will feel the con
sequences. 

SYSTEM oF AVERAGE BAD.-When the weekly average in 
Lendon for wheat was 57s. l0d., and good Esser wheat selling at 
63s., the general average was only 49s. 7 d. This arises chiefly 
from the inferior g4rain sold in various markets ; and thus the 
averages are kept down, duty kept up, importations prevented, 
and good food rendered scarce and dear. 

No GAIN BY HIGH PRICEs.-The landowner's £600 a year 
may be raised to £800 by the corn laws, says Colonel Thompson, 
yet be will be no gainer. H_e has children to provide for, and 
while these corn laws last, no matter what profession or businesil 
he puts them to, he will find them all over-stocked, and his sup
posed benefit will recoil upon himself. 

FREE DrAMONDS.-ln looking over the new tariff, I perceive 
that diamonds can be imported free. No doubt it would be diffi
cult for the tax officers to catch articles so small, and no doubt it 
wo11ld also be very hard to tax the wearers of preciou:S stones! 
But corn is tangible enough for taxation, and the ealers of it are 
the persons who are the least spared in the system of taxation. 

FARMERS' PRICES clearly depend upon the prosperill.y of the 
millions. They can only spend according to their means. In 
Stockport only there was £360,000 paid less for w:ir:e:s in 1842 
than in 1836. This reduction was sure to be felt by the farmers. 
In the three months, July, August, and September, 18:35, there 
were sold 814 head of fat cattle; in the same montl:s, 11842, the 
number sold was only 194. How clear then that no law can 
keep up prices that impoverishes the consumer. 

DEAR CoRN AND TITRE RENTS.-The t.ithe wm1mutation 
act has inclined the clergy to support dear corn. THs ,act, says 
Colonel Thompson, was sending the ncruiting serjeart o,ut among 
the clergy by the landowners, and offering them a tcmp1tation to 
preach up the corn laws to the farmer, as their abolitiJn would do 
the parson harm, he having a direct money paymelt imftuenced 
by the price of corn. . But after all, as parsons have !hihdren like 
other people to provide for, the general prosperity of th1e country 
is a greater advantage to them even than two or thre£ sh1illings an 
acre extra in tithe rent, arising from the high price of gr~in. 

BUTTER CoNVERTED INTO SHEEP SALVE.-It h1s l1ong been 
a practice among the importers of butter, when unahe t'° sell to 
profit, to make it into sheep grease by pouring tar int, tlne casks. 
The following from the Glasgow Anti-monopolist, is acas,e of this 
kind. About three weeks ago a vessel, the Henry Kmelmnd, from 
New York, arrived at the Broomielaw with upwards )f rone hun
dred tons of butter on board, the greater portion of vhitch was of 
the first-rate quality; but the heavy duty of two penC9 hralf-penny 
per pound, together with the dues and freightage, anownting to 
a'b<)ut four pence per pound, rendered it totally impo;sib>le for its 
owners to compete with the price of the butter alriadJy in our 
market, in consequence of which, holei were bored ir th1e firkin11, 
and tar mixed with the butter. This of course will be sold to 
sheep farmers for the purpose of tarring their sheep. 
~ Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send t< amy friend . 
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"Every day's sunshine or showers portend weal or woe to twenty-eight millions of people shut up by act of parliament in 
these islands, at the mercy of a most fickle climate." 

THE DOUBLE BURDEN. 
illy, .bhn was persuaded to place his back under Major Sl!J, and to carry him and his burden across the river. 

Upon co>mtlaining of the weight, the Major answered, that he had divided the labour, having had a very " peculiar" 
l,)urden p,la d upon his own shoulders. 

Doe:s 1ot this exemplify the conduct and the cunning of the Protectionists; who, while they talk of burdens, take 
care t hatt hose under them bear the whole? Well may the labouring classes be ready to sink under the intolerable 
wright la.aid 1pon them ! 

o. 86. 
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ELECTORAL HONESTY. 

Thi should be made a distinct item of moral train
ing. It should be inculcated from the pulpit and the 
press. Tracts should be widely circulated upon the 
3ubject, and men entrusted· with the franchise taught 
to consider that selling their votes is as base and 
wicked as pilfering the property of their masters com
mitted to their care. From election to election this 
view should be agitated, till principle, and not p1·ofit, 
become the sole motive of action. 

Why so much lamentation and despondency as to 
the affairs of the country? The remedy is solely in the 
hands of the electors. They must send to parliament 
t hose only who have proved themselves to be enemies 
to corruption and friends to the people ; this and no 
other is the way to effect a change. To engage in 
prolonged discussions on free trade, and to circulate 
publications may enlighten the country; these may shame 
the monopolists ; but while they are so deeply interested 
t hey are sure to stick to the same side and vote for 
their own interests, in spite of all that can be said to 
the contrary. The effectual remedy is to displace them. 
The dishonesty, the servility, or to say the least, the 
weakness of the electors s@nt them there. These elec
tors are now enlightened ; they must also be made to 
feel their independency, and to know that any paltry 
gain in the shape of a bribe, is lost a thousand times 
over by the extra taxes which monopoly compels them 
to pay. Elections must no longer be the repetition of 
contests betwixt two old parties. These party names 
and colours must be abandoned, and the fight must be 
for free bread, and free labour to obtain it. 

The object of electing Commoners ought to be to 
l)revent the encroachments of the crown and the aris
tocracy, and to make the will of the people to be felt in 
the councils of the state. J nstead of which, in most 
cases, the electors have be~m controlled by the aristo
cracy ; they themselves have really been ,the voters, 
and thus a majority of the members in the House of 
Commons are simply their nominees. Is not this 
decidedly unconstitutional ? and is it not from this that 
every motion in favour of the people is constantly 
ncgatiYed? 

1.V c now commence a new era in electioneering busi
ness . We will try to teach the electors that no man has 
: right to intimidate them : that no man has a right to 
interfere with the free exercise of their franchise ; and 
that they themselves ought not to exercise it but 
in such a way as they honestly think will produce the 
,sreatest benefit to the country at large. 

If the Corn Laws be repealed, the House of Commons 
must do it; if sugar be made cheap, the House of Com
mons must remit the duty ; if taxation be lightened ; 
iflabour be protected; if the New Poor Law be repealed, 
all must be done by the votes of the House of Com
mons. How careful then should we be that that house 
should be rightly constituted, that not a member be sent 
rho can have a motive to vote bread scarce and dear, or 
~upport the aristocracy against the interests of the 
millic,ns. 

Will the present parliament vote monopoly extinct? 

Will it proclaim a free passage for food from every 
country under heaven ? Will it not vote its own ex
tinction as soon ? It .is then to a new parliament that 
we are to look for carrying the measures of free trade. 
What is to be the character of the next parliament ? 
Just what the electors please to make it. Our appeal 
then must be to this body; and I believe that appeal 
will not be in vain. Some strong holds of corruption 
will remain impregnable, but the decision of Dmham, I 
take it, will be considered a model for a great majority 
of places; to follow. 

The multitude should be taught to look to the elec
tors, and not to violence for any remedy. None should 
feel more anxious than the labourers, and to produce a 
right decision on the part of the electors, they should 
use all their influence, which is that of reason and per
suasion. 

Now is the time to begin the election. To correct the 
register, to put off all bad votes, and to put on all who 
are for freedom and libertv, is a most material part in 
which all may join. We lmow not what a month may 
bring forth. Every constituency should engage in 
their own electoral revisions, as if they expected that to 
decide the contest. And to prevent the losses often 
sustained by being too tardy, every borough should be 
ready with its candidate. 

I enter more eagerly into the question of electoral 
honesty, because it is the glaring want of this which 
has made so many reluctant to join the movement 
for an extended suffrage. I was always of the opinion 
that the poorest man has the 5,ame right to a vote as 
the richest; but I have witnessed so much corruption, 
(and not the least where the franchise has been most 
extended,) that I have been always afraid of increasing 
the evil. When the law confers a vote upon a man, I 
should like it to be his own, and I should like him to 
be able to use it without regard to his master or any body 
else. If we can but persuade the people to act inde
pendently ; to consider their vote as a sacred trust placed 
in their hands for the sake of others, we shall then soon 
secure a powerful public opinion in favour of an ex
tended suffrage. 

For the present, however, let me entreat every elec
tor to be honest and independent ; not to sell his vote 
whatever may be offered him; not to yield to intimida
tion however menacing it may be. rrhe Electors, and 
they only can save us. We repose confidence in them, 
and whenever the time comes, I trust they will give 
proof of the sincerity of their present complainings, by 
going to the poll and returning honest representatives. 

MACHINERY AND EMPLOYMENT. 

"No wonder that so many men should be unemployed when 
every thing is done by steam, and with so little labour," said a 
little man with a little mind, after being carried by the railroad 
from Preston to Bolton in less than a hour. 

"Do you think that railroads have diminished employment?'' 
answered his friend to whom he made the remark. 

" To be sure I do; you may see that clearly enough." 
" Well, let me ask you one thing; Do you think that more mo

ney is received by the rail way offices for travelling, than was for
merly received by the coach offices?" 

"I don't know." 
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" But I will venture to assert that three times the amount is re
ceived ; and if you will consider the matter well, you will find 
that the receipts are the measure by which you are to ascertaiu 
the amount of employment created. Though a number of coach
men, guards, ostlers, and others werP, thrown out of employment, 
you will find that a far greater number are thrown into employ
ment in various departments. I might remind you of the labour 
created by the expendit11re of the £500,000 in making this 
rail way. This is obvious to all; but I will pass over this, because 
you may say it is only for a few years at the first. I will take 
the receipts of any week. This money is not hoarded up, but all 
paid away again; and if you will be at the trouble of tracing all 
the payments, you will find that it does and must go to the em
ployment of labour. Just get to see the balance sheet of the 
company, and trace the distributli.on of all the payments, and 
you will find in the long run that it all goes to pay labour. It may 
pass through many hands and for various purposes before it 
reaches the working man, but. it is sure to reach him; for the 
articles upon which it is afterwards expended, have all in various 
ways to be produced by bis labour. You have therefore in refer
ence to the railways, the mills, or any other P,stablisbment where 
machinery is used, to inquire whether more money is received by 
the managers than under any previous system. If less, there will 
be less paid for labom· ; if more, there will be more paid for la
bou1·, the number of hands being fewer or more according to the 
rate of wages given. Let the receipts of our manufacturers and 
merchants be increased by an increase of foreign trade, and there 
is sure to be an increased amount expended in labour; and let 
the labourers have an increase of employment, and the farmers 
arc sure to get an increased share of the money.'' 

THE LABOUR MARKET. 

I-Jarry. -Why does nobody employ us, John f How is it that 
we once had plenty of work and now nothing to do? 

John.-I will tell thee, Harry, my opinion. Those lhat trade 
in our labour cannot sell it as they used to do for profit, and this 
is the renson. Buying labour is the same as buying eggs or 
mushrooms. If they are not allowed to take them where there 
is a market which will yield profit, they are sure to give over 
buyin~. 

Hari·y.-But is there 11ot the same markets as there always was? 
Joh,i.-No; many countries, provoked by our corn laws, have 

laid such high duties upon our goods, that our labour is thus ex
cluded ; nnd there are other countries, which cannot now afford 
to buy our goods, unless we take their corn and provisions in return, 
of which they have plenty and to spare. Our corn laws forbiding 
this, prtmmt our labour being taken to these market-. 

Harry.-I see now how it is plain enough. Dealers in the 
working man's labour are as anxious as ever; but unless they can 
find an opening, where the article can be disposed of to profit, 
they will not touch it. 

John.-The interests of labour and that of the traders in labour 
are therefore the same ; and I trust we shall hereafter be sensible 
enough not to destroy ourselves by trying to upset those above us. 

Harry.-Ye!., John, both should work together; and if the 
industrious artisans and the traders in their industry, would but 
make common cause, and especially at the next election, they 
might break down all the barriers, aad open a wide and profitable 
market for our labour, now hawked about as almost worthless. 

John.-I am glad of this interview, I-Jarry. One can always 
learn something by free discussion ; and as nothing has been 
gained, and as nothing can be gained by fighting and maligning 
our employers, instead of going to the root of the evil, in future 
we will contend unitedly against that power that has shut the 
door of foreign commerce, and thrown us all idle in the streets. 

Harry.-That's just what we should do. We should try to 
break down every l>arrier; to upset all those restrictions which 
prevent the free export of our labour, and the free import of our 
food; the one giving us more work and more wages, and the other 
more food for less money. 

John.-Free trade, indeed, just means free labour ; the right of 
selling oar work where we can, and getting back in return the 
greatest amount of good things for it. 

Han·y.-I am now a repealer, and I doubt not, if working men 
all saw the matter correctly, they would not refuse to join a cause 
in which they have far more interest than any others. 

DECLINE OF THE TRADE BETWEEN ENGLAND 
AND AMERICA. 

A most momentous return relative to the trade between Eng
land and America, by order of the House of Commons, has 
just been obtained. The following important statements and com
ments 'on this vitally interesting subject are from the Morning 
Chronicle. 

" The fit•st great fact which appears in the return is, that the 
total amount of exports of British produce to the United States, 
in 1842, was less titan ltalf the amount of the year immediately 
preceding. The following shows the total exports of British pro
duce to the United States in five successive years: 

183A ................•.........•...•................. £7,585,760 
1839... ...... .•.... .•. ... .•. ... ......•. ...... ...... 8,839,204 
1840... ... ... ... ... ... .•. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5,283,020 
1841............................................ ... 7,098,642 
1842... ... ... ... ... .•• .•. ... ... ... •.. ... ... ... ... ... 3,528,807 

These facts, one would suppose, would be enough to drive even 
the landed proprietors to reflection. Even in the calamitous year 
of 1837, the exports to the United States exceeded in valtJ.e, by 
more than a mi)lion, those of the )'ear 1842. ,vhen we proceed 
to examine the details of this enormous decrease of trade, we 
meet with facts which explain too clearly the universality of the 
depression under which British industry is still suffering. No t 
one, but eve1·y branch of our commerce with the United States 
has declined, and the falling off has been proportionably greatest 
in those of most importance. We shall give the particulars fo r 
five years of the chief articles of British manufacture. 

The exports of cotton manufactures, including cotton yarn, 
were as follows : 

COTTON YARN AND CLOTH. 

1838 ......... ···············"······· .............. £1,476,267 
1839 ........... ·················•············ ..... 1,467.082 
1840 ...... ························ ..... .•.......... 1,123,439 
1841.............................................. l,51.5,933 
1842... ...... ........... ............ ......... ..... 4 7,276 

Thus the exports of 1842 were little more than one-fourth of 
the value of those of 1841. The exports of other articles stand 
thus: 

IIARDWARES AND CUTLERY. 

1838 .........................•.•.....................• £1161,704 
1639... ... ...... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...... ...... 849,640 
1840 .. ... ... .. . ... ... ... ... ... ... .•. • . ... ... ... ... ... 334,065 
1841........ . ......... ................................ 584,400 
1842 ... .. . ... ... ... ... .•. ... ... . .. ... ... ... ... ... .. ..• 298,881 

IRON AND STEEL, WROUGHT AND UNWROUGHT. 

1838 ...........•...................................... £634,595 
1839...... ........ .................................... 801,1 98 
1840......... ... ....................................... 355,534 
1841 ...........................• , ..................... 626,532 
1842 ........ .... . ...... , • ... ...... ... ......... ...... 394,854 

LINEN MANUFACTURES, INCLUDING LINEN YARNS. 

1838 ................................ , , ........... £944,589 
1839 ................................................. 1,268,823 
1840................................. . .. .•.... ......... 976,247 
1841 ........................................... . ....... 1,232,247 
1842... ..• ... ..• ... ... .•. ... ... ... .. ... ... . . ... ... ... 463,645 

SILK MANUFACTURES. 

1838 .•.................••..........•.......•........ £348,506 
1839 ... ... ... .... • ... ... . • • • . ... . . . ..• • • ... .. ... 410,093 
1840... ... ... •.. ... ... ... ... ...... ... ... ..• • ... ... ... 274,159 
184-l ...... ........... .............•.....• ............ 306,757 
1842................................. ...•• . ... ......... 81,243 

WOOLLEN JIIANUFACTURES, INCLUDING WOOLLEN YAR,'. 

1838 .........••....•.................•..........•• £1,887,177 
1839 ..................... . ... . ................. . . 2,178,645 
1840 ... ... ... ... ... ... .•. •.. . • ... ... ... • . ... ... ... 1,077,828 

1841 ....• ······················ · ··· ············•·· 1,549,926 
184-2 ... ... • • .. . ... . .. ... ..• ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 892,335 

Such are the facts which Sir Robert Peel and Mr. Gladstone 
have had before them, during a session in which not one effort has 
been made to save the commerce of the country from ruin.'' 



THE STRUGGLE. 

VARIETIES. 

Gooo.-" Thank Father Mathew,'' said an Irishman in Liverpool, 
as he stepped out of a pawn-shop wit.h his coat under his arm. 

A "CLAllUIING'' CoNTRIVANCE.-A man remarking on the 
weather and talking about the sliding scale said, " It is the best 
contrivance for clamming people, that ever was thought of.'' 

A PACKED JuRY.-The House of Commons, says Mr. Cob
den, is a packed jury, in trying the question of the Corn Laws, 
for three-fourths of that body believe themselves interested in 
keeping up a system of Corn Laws. 

SHORT Tn1E.-'l'he corn law is a long-time bill; by increasing 
the price of food, it adds full 4 hours of labour to every day in 
the week. And every weaver that works 15 hours a day and 
does not leave the loom till the clock strikes ten, should remember 
th3t :.i.t five o'clock, he begins every evening to work exclusively 
for the monopolists. 

HCNJ:' To TEETOTAL MABTEns.-Those who have formerly 
given " drink" to their workpeople, when they become teetotallers 
hould be sure to allow their men the same value either in meat 

or money. This will convince their neighbours that they are 
not wishful to gain any advantage over the workieg men by the 
change. 

THE CONVERSION oF AGRICULTURISTs.-The corn-law agita
tion is making rapid and very satisfactory progress in tke purely 
~icultural districts in the South of England. In Colchester, 
Winchester, L~wes, Croydon, &c., all centres of rich rural dis
trict~, the triumph of Mr. Cobden and his coadjutora is as perfect 
as i t has hitherto been in the manufacturing counties. Hence it 
is evident a change is speedily coming over the minda of the farm
en, who all now prefer free trade to a fixed duty, believing the 
former to have c\ better chance of permanency than the latter.-
'tirling Observer. 

APPEAL TO THE NoN-ELECTons. -Io oue of Mr. Bright'• 
ddresses at Durham, he appealed to the non-electon in thMe 

words-And you who have no votes, but whoi;e interests, u you 
are the majority, are still more at stake-I ask you to go to your 
friend -to think upon the subject-which, if they do, au,t be 
followed by conviction ;-to ask them, after they ha•e dwught 
upon it, to come forward and vote for you and not for p4"'7/-for 
your country, and not for monopoly ; for jU&tice and ha,,pine.a, 
and not for that grinding, relentleB& tyrann!/ which I wish you, by 
your representatives, in common with those of other places, to 
give one, two, or three blows, if necessary, in order that it may 
be destroyed fo1· ever. 

BETTER WITHOUT PaoTECTION.-Mr. Cobden hu always 
obtained a response to his statement, that tradesmen have done 
hette r than farmers, without any legal protection. Speaking of 
him1elf, at Hereford, he says, " I plainly and frankly avow to you 
th t if I had not left my father's farm, and gone first to London, 

nd thence to Lancashire, I should have been a very poor man 
indeed. (Hear, hear.) If I had remained on my father's land 
in Sussex, I should most likely have been very poorly off, for I 
find a good many of them that were my playfellows have sunk 
1lown to the rank of labourers, and some are even working on the 
roads. (Hear, hear.) Then I say that the manufacturers, both 
employers and labourers, have done better than the agriculturists, 
and without any protection.'' 

URITY OF ELECTION.-So astounded are the monopolists 
with the result of the Durham eleetioo, that after bribing through 
thick and thin, they are now affecting to be adYecates of electoral 
purity. The Sta11dard says, " we have often thought that an elec
toral association for the prevention of bribery woald be a for
tress of immense importance to the Conservative cause, and no 
mean auxiliary to the general interests of national moralily. Let 
el9ctors associate upon the principle. guar-anteed by mutual 
pledges, that no one of them will give a vote for any candidate 

A writer from Birmingham says, " Poverty has nearly absorbed 
all the old political feelings, and if an election took place to
morrow, it would , exhibit such a change of opinion in favour of 
more sub1,tantial priaciples as those now in power little dream of." 

BaroHT's ELECTION.-One of the most pleasing features in 
John Bright's elections is, that all his expenses are paid, and he' 
seated in the House of Commons, as all members ought to be, 
without any cost to himself. 

APPEALS TO THE ELECTORs.-Not a meeting should be held 
by the Anti-Corn-Law lecturers, without making an appeal to 
the electors of the place, to be ready, and steady, and determined 
at the next contest, to rid themselves of the incubus of monopoly. 

DIFFUSING INFOBMATioN.-In Kendal the committee of the 
Anti. Corn-Law A.ssoeiation distribute a copy of the Struggle to nearly 
every public-house and barber's shop, by which means the infor
mation contained becomes extensively diffused. 

TEIIPERANCE REFORM.-1 was told that a notorious drunkery 
in Hill Street, Manchester, which was nearly always crowded with 
miserable creatures, beyond any I ever saw in any other place, waa 
noticed one night to have but two customers in it. This is attri
buted to the visit of Father Mathew. 

IRON TaADE.-Such is the depression of the iron trade, that 
in Dudley, says a writer, you hear of nothing but of breaking at 
this work, smashing at another, bailiffs in a third, and fiats against 
a fourth and so on. The names of many are openly stated, but I 
refrain from giving them until their misfortunes become apparent. 

WONDERFUL !-These are singular times ! A Quaker is the 
representative of a Cathedral Town !-A Corn Law repealer ia 
selected as its member by the capital of an agricultural county !
A man, known only by his liberality and his talents, replaces Lord 
Dungannon in the House of Commons, who never spoke except 
as the champion of the church, and the organ of its intolerance !-
Weekly Chronicle. 

TaE UNSEEN CAUSE o"F SuFPEBING.-1 see the sufl'erings of 
the working men before me continually. But what I lament b, 
that it is not so easy to penuade them to see the cause. They 
seldom go beyond the master who employs them. I want them to 
see that the monopoly system, though not so tangible, is that which 
raises the price of their rood, and by destroying proflts, d .. troya 
the means to give them employment. 

The speakers at the Durham election told the peop1e that the:, 
were paying Sd. a pound more for their sugar than they had an:, 
right to do, which 3.l. a pound went into the pockets of the W eat 
India planters. They told them that whenever their wives made 
for them or their children a cup of coffee, there stood by them • 
hideoUB, but unseen monster, called monopoly, who drank aoothctr 
cup or coffee at their expense. 

'l'HE BENEFITS OF FOREIGN CoKP.BTITION.-What abaurdities 
do the Pro-Corn-Law men utter when they talk of the importa
tions of foreign corn lessening the productions of our own country. 
and making us more dependant upon foreign nations I The fiu,t is, 
that along with foreign imports there continues to be a larger pro
duction in this country every year. The one stimulates the other .. 
and we only want a free importation to compel landlords at once 
to join their tenantry in carrying out those improvements whio)a 
they constantly recommend. 

IN STAFFORDSHIRE the furnaces are daily bein~ blown out, 
the horses are being drawn out of the pits, the works are being 
closed, the masters are going into the Gazette, the men 
and their wives and children are going to the workhouse, 
or brooding over their miseries in groups along the roads and 
fielda, and, without leaders or organization, threatening wild re
venge against all around them. Such is the actual state of tbing1 
here, and unle88 some assistance is rendered before the closing of 
parliament, my opinion ii, that Sir Robert Peel and hit colleagues 
will ha,-e other game than grouse to shoot in this district chirinc 
the recess. 
g- Enclose this Struggk in the next letter you aend to any friend. 
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A PLOUGH as seen at work in Buckinghamshire, in 1842. The soil a stiff clay, unameliorated by science. The solid manure!! 
wasted in the sun ; the liquid manures utterly neglected ; fences bad; fields foul with weeds; as little economy in every department 
of the farm as in that of the plough. The farmer, a tenant-at-will, paying, in rent and tithe, £2 10s. per acre. Says he mus1 have 

4s. a quarter for wheat, to give him a profit. 

A PLOUGH as used in the Lothians of Sc<otland. When the soil is a stiff clay, it Is ameliorated by other materials. Manures 
e augmented by artificial means, and carefully preserved. Fences and corn fields are kept in the best order; an~ economy is ob
ned in all kinds of labour, while more people ::a.re employed for each acre than in England. The farmers have leases of nineteen 
ars, and pay rents according to the prices of gr•ain; in 1841, they paid from £4 to £6 per acre; and if they paid the same rent for 
e same qual ity of land as in Buckinghamshire, they could sell wheat at 40s. a quarter and have a good profit. 

TO THE FARMERS OF ENGLAND. 
GENTLE IEK,-The writer of this has recent! visited and conversed with many of you in different counties; in your market towns, 

your farms, at your dinner tables, and at youl' family fire-sides. He has heard you, whether corn .. growers or graziers, Jeag -
ldors or t1mant1-at-will, Conservatives or Liberals, politicians or non-politicians, expressing your dissatisfaction with your present 
ndition. 

You are ot dissatisfied without cause. Something has lowered the value of your live stock and harvest crops, and you know 
t though the season bas been generally favourable, neither the superior quality of the stock nor the abundance of the harvest has 
sed this fall in prices. All of you, to a man, are agreed on this point. 

Some of you say the new tariff has been the cause, and you argue that although the importations from foreign countries have not 
ounted to much, compared with our own supply, the mere fact of an importation has produced a panic, and this panic has unsettled 

business of the grazier, and reduced his prices. Those of you who blame the panic are in some degree right: all of you should 
me it. But panics ~ll fol~o~ every change in the scale of protective duties; and so long as these duties exist there wiU be c/ianges, 
matter who may be prime minister. 

Some of ygu, again, blame the sliding-scale which throws into the ma1·ket a large quantity of foreign grain just at that period 
n, of all others, you are most in want of protection, the period of taking yonr new crops to market to pay your Michaelmas rents'. 
Others, without taking due notice of the laws affecting your prosperity, and the causes of those laws, merely rail at certain men. 

e denounce11 Sir Robert Peel as a traitor to your interests; another defends him, and says, the fault lies with Lord John Russell 
the Whigs, who, l1aving dared to meddle with the protective duties, left behind them a legacy of popular discontent, which com-

ed Sir Robert Peel to do what otherwise he would not have done. 
Gentlemen, put your faith in nobody. If possible, detach yourselves from all political parties, and attend to your own interests. 
eed at once to an investigation of those causes which have reduced the value of your live stock and corn, which have staggered 
with cheapness, while the season has not overwhelmed you with plenty. You will find that neither the tariff with its panic, nor 

large inftux of foreign corn at harvest time, nor Sir Robert Peel, nor Lord John Russell, nor any other single circumstance, nor, 
on, nor party, is e:rclusi,vely the source of the present difficulties. Nay, all these combined are not the source. You will find the 
n cause of Jour present dull markets in the stagnation of our manrifacturing trade, in the want of employment on the part of those 
ions who b11y and consume your farm produce. 
What do you, corn-growers of Kent and Essex, and other corn counties, do with your wheat? And you, graziers of Dorset, and 

on, and Ch.eshire, what do you do with your butter and cheese? You sell in the market towns; and dealers in market towns send 
corn, and butter, and cheese to other towns, until we find that corn growing and butter-making counties supply the food of. 
n-spinning and cloth-making counties. Here, then, we come to your customers, to the consumers of your farm produce, corn, 

er, cheese, beP-f, mutton, and bacon. If these consumers of your produce are without work and wages, or if work and wages are 
ced one-third, they must either be on workhouse diet or starving, or they must be consuming one-half less of your corn, bntter 
&e, beef, mutton, and bacon. This is so self-evident that you need not be told ofit.-One who has Whistled ot the Plough. 
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· THE STBIJGGLE.· 

"PROSPERITY TO AGRICULTURE." 

"Prosperity to agriculture" is a toast to which re
pealers can all cheerfully respond. The farmers' false 
friends have deserted them, and Cobden, and Bright, 
and the Manchester men have become their true pa
trons and protectors. It is demonstrated that since the 
passing of the corn laws, in 1815, no class have lost 
more and gained less than the farmers ; and yet every 
succeeding modification has pretended to be to relieve 
the agriculturist. 

Farmers are plain men ; they like something more 
substantial than words. They would rather feel than 
hear of "prosperity to agriculture." They are begin
ning to tire of " three times three" at agricultural meet
ings, and would rather recognise the science of numbers 
in a good balance in their own favour at the year end. 
In fact, they are adopting a very independent tone, and 
are prompted by their sufferings to speak plainly· 
to those before whom they have been wont to crouch. 

Who could do otherwise than wish prosperity to agri
culture? Who can behold the waving corn, and the 
cattle grazing in the fields ; who can traverse our mar
kets, or sit at his table furnished by the farmer, without ex
claiming, "Prosperity to agriculture?" What possible 
motive could any Leaguer have to injure the real agri
culturist? They are the manufacturers' customers just 
as manufacturers are their customers; and that law is 
best which secures prosperity to both-this is the law 
of freedom. 

We distinguish betwixt agriculturists and rentists ; 
the one is the real tiller of the soil, the producer of 
food, without whom the country would starve ; the 
other is the fortunate proprietor of lands, who, without 
turning his hands, rece.i ves large sums of the produc • 
tive wealth of the country, but who, were he kidnapped 
some night, would scarcely be missed. 

From my heart do I wish success to agriculture ; but 
instead of success by fits and starts, I advocate a sys
tem of freedom which would secure the constant pros
perity of farmers by making their customers prosperous. 

Prosperity ! what a strange sound to farming ears! 
There is no class so careful, so industrious, so saving, 
and yet they always feel as if they were '' scammering" 
up a steep hill. The pleasure of ease and competency 
they know not, and they all say, "Whatever change 
comes, we cannot be worse." 

The corn laws to farmers have produced embarrassment 
and delusion-their repeal, and nothing less, is the true 
basis of prosperity. 

MR. COBDEN'S SPEECH AT BRISTOL. 

So full of original and important matter are J\fr. Cobden's 
speeches, that it were a great loss not to give them the most ex
tensive circulation possible. The following, delivered at the 
Rristol tea party, will be read with great interest. 

R. COBDEN, Esq., M.P., on rising, was received with seveml 
rounds of applause. He said: Mr. Chairman, ladies, and gen
tlemen,-! think we have taken a great step latterly in getting 
our friend, Mr. Bright, in, though, I must say, it was not done in 
parliament; it was done in Durham, and we ought to take the 
opportunity of letting the Du1·ham people know how we appre
ciate their work. (Loud cheers.) The good men of D11rham 
have struck the hardost blow at monopoly bread basket which 
it has had for some time. We complain of parliament that 

it does not do our work ; but do we choose men likely to do it? 
Do we choose for our members the sort of men we should select as 
executors, or trustees, in any settlement of our own ? or do we 
not elect men who would shine most at a horse-race or an assem
bly, and who wear harlequin jackets? To he able to ride a race 
is no disqualification; but if we can find a man with the qualifica
tions which we should avoid in a trustee or executor, we just 
choose that man to go to parliament to do the national business. 
(Hear.) Never was there a time when business men were more 
wanted tha.n the present. (Hear.) I have been looking through 
the country myself, and I can S':le the state of feeling respecting 
the corn laws. I have been amongst a class of people hitherto 
considered inimical to our views. I have been trying to ascer
tain from the farmers if they are the parties benefited by the corn 
laws. They tell me they never received one shilling's worth of 
benefit from them. (Cheers.) As to the farm labourers, I found, 
universally, the farther I got into a purely agricultural county, 
the farther I got away from the manufacturing districts, the worse 
off did I find the labourers. When I go iuto Devonshire, Wilt
shire, Somersetshire, or Oxfordshire, purely agricultural districts, 
I find the wages of the labourer fixed at the lowest scale at which 
existence can be maintained. (Hear.) Is this law, then, passed 
for the benefit of the farm labourer? If, at the outset, we find 
that the farm labourer is the worst paid in existence, then the la,v 
bas failed in its object, and has not given employment to him. 
Those who have hitherto been afraid of injuring the farm labour
ers, (a most numerous and meritorious class,) by repealing the 
corn laws, find that that stumbling-block is removed, since they 
now see that he is far worse off than any one employed in supply
ing any foreign market which can be named. The farmer re
moves the objection aho, for he says the law has not benefited 
him. All these stumbling-blocks are now removed. (Cheers.) 
When the question was confined to manufactures, there was a, 
good ground for men of fairness in towns like Bristol to say, "it 
is all very well, we admit it will do good to manufactures, bu 
then it will go to ruin the farmer and farm-labourer." ,ve hav 
arrived at the last stage of the agitation in this question. Whe 
we ha\e run this fo'I to earth, and shown that the corn law, ifi 
benefits any, benefits only a few large landowners and clergyme 
whose tithes have been raised, we have resolved a great man 
difficulties, and have brought the question to be considered fre 
from party considerations and class interests. I al ways pu 
this one fact prominently forward,-that so far from its being th 
truth that wages rise and fall with the price of bread, it is alway 
directly the reverse. I challenge disputation upon that poir,t 
In the last thirty years, whenever high prices prevailed, we fin 
wages fell; and when low prices ruled, we find wages rose 
(Cheers.) If I am asked what my opinion of the corn laws 3.l'C! 
I rPply that they are the same as those of the President of th 
Royal Agricultural Society, Earl Spencer. (Cheers.) If yo 
want more, I will take a further evidence, and bring into th 
witness-box Earl Ducie,--(cheers)-pronounced by Dr. Burk 
land to be the exemplar of an English farmer. I will bring hi 
forwards, and I will say to him, "Pray, your lordship, are you 
subscriber to the League Fund?" and he will reply, "I am a 
annual subscriber of £50, because I believe the Anti-Corn-La 
League is the best friend to agriculture that exists in this country. 
(Cheera.) Lord Ducie attended a meeting of the League a littl 
time ago, and he spoke at it, and advocated the repeal of the co 
laws as a good to agriculture. Lord Ducie is described by Dr. Bue 
land, the eminent chymist, as the exemplar of an English farme 
and I bring him forward to back us. (Cheers.) If ever I fi 
a farmer with a bigge1· head than another, and more than t 
usual quantity of brains, if I find that he is the best farmer in h 
neighbourhood, I am also sure to find that he is a free trade 
(Cheers.) On the contrary, if I find a man gaping aher pr 
tection, and calling on the gods to help him out of the mire, 
am sure to find him an indolent unsuccessful farmer, his hedg 
untrimmed, his ditches full of dirt, his roads unpassable, hiss 
uncultivated, and a broad-wheel waggon with four great lumberi 
horses doing the work of a one-horse cart. (Loud cheers.) 
think we have now got the question on fair and satisfacto 
grounds. There is nn d{{ficulty in the way but the wretched pa 
spirit which exists. The corn law would be settled next ye 
if the people in the large towns would only have patriotism enou 
to set aside the wretched party spirit which besets them. A n 
merical majority in the House of Commons is not necessary 
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ettle the question. Only let us h,1.ve with us the large towns and 
boroughs, and a Minister will then be found with courage enough 
to carry the measure, backed as he would be by the large towns, 
against the nomination boroughs and the nomination counties. 
The battle of free trade must be fought, as Sir R. Peel said, in 
the registration court. (Loud cries of " Hear, hear.") The 
next circuit of the revising barristers will be to hold a trial in this 
country, which may probably determine the destinies of the em
pire; it will be a trial between free trade and monopoly, whether 
prosperity or ruin is to be the lot of this kingdom. (Hear, hear.) 
In the north the greatest activity prevails, and full justice will be 
done. I look to half a score of places as necessary to carry re
peal. Amongst the rest I look to Bristol, which has a population 

• as lare:e as some counties, quite as large as Huntingdon, for in
stance. Do you think that because, in the present imperfect 
state, as some fancy, of the representation, you send only two 
members to parliament, that you don't count for more than St. 
Albans ? It is a mistake ; St Albans does not send the same 
weight. When the minister of state counts noses, the noses of Bris
tol are a great deal longer than those from St. Albans. (Laughter.) 
I saw a friend in London, who told me that he came from Wales 
at the age of 16, and on reaching England was, for the first time 
in his life, astonished at the sight of sixteen regular live soldiers. 
(Hear.) I took up a paper this morning, and I see large sub
scriptions being raised for building barracks at Carmarthen. 
(Cheers.)-The very place from which that gentleman came I 
Here is a simple, quiet, peaceable, and religious country in a state 
of anarchy; and why ? From the great distress and suffering of 
the people. (Hear, hear.) The small farmers on the hill sides 
in Carmarthenshire are deeply distressed. They would not leave 
their peaceable homes and their fire-sid s, dressed out as Rebecca 
and her daughters, if their fire-sides were yet comfortable, their 
cupboards filled, and they had the wherewithal to pay their rent. 
But what is taking place in Wales is only an affair of the out
posts; the same scenes ere long will be exhibited in the populous 
districts of England. (Cl'ies of "Hear, hear.") There is dis
tress in Ireland, too, as we 11 as in Wales ; and what is taking place 
in both should be as signals and beacons to warn us of the dangers 
impending over this country. (Loud cheers.) I put it to every 
man, \\ hether he possesses a vote or influence, that a fearful re
sponsibility devolves on him. There is no possible way in wliich 
the country can be saved but by an action on the electoral body. 
,ve cannot cat·ry out wise measures except by convincing and 
converting the majority of the electors, and by so doing act upon 
the ministers. The responsibility is wholly ours if the country 
has not good government. I remember on a forme1· occasion, 
that I, with my friends l\1r. J. Bright and l\Ir. G. Thompson, 
met you just before the last election. I shall take a deeper in
terest in the next election than the last. (Cheers.) I consider 
that the question of the corn laws hinges materially on the de
cision to which the electors of Bristol shall come on the next 
election. l\Ir. Cobden concluded an admirable speech, which 
was listened to by his delighted auditory with marked attention. 

ORDER. 

"A place for every thing and every thing in its place," is a gene
ral maxim, and one which cannot be too often enforced. Trifling 
n matte r as it m'.ly seem to some, I will venture to assert that it 
contributes most essentially to the comfort and peace of families. 

Every thing, even the minutest, should not only have a place, 
but the most suitable place. When we examine the incongruous 
arrangements in most cottage houses, it would not he an hour un
profitably spent by many families, even once a week, to discuss 
which is the most suitable place for every article. In many cases 
there i no fixed place, but hats, shoes, stockings, bellows, brushes, 
paper, books, bits of bread, sticks, whips, umbrellas, and tools of 
various sorts are just thrown where chance or caprice may serve. 
The appearance of dirorder created by this must be striking to 
all. And in othet• instances where there is something like an 
appearance of a fixed place, you see the greatest want of taste and 
arrangement and general convenieuce. Of course allowance must 
be made where houses are small and inconvenient, but I speak 
now of the want of arrangement, not caused by anything but 
carelessness and inattention. l\Iany a time have I noticed the 
high words to which kind wives and loving husbands have been 

driven, because things could not be found when they were wanted. 
Endless confusion and clamour proceed from this came. If the 
clothes brush, for instance, is wanted, John exclaims, "Where is 
the clothes brush?" "It is ith' window, is it not?" answers the 
old mother. "No, I have been looking all over, but can't find 
it.'' "Jinny, does thou know out of clothes brush?" cries ou t 
the old mother at the bottom of the stairs. Jinny runs down
" No, I have never seen it since our James was brushing his 
clothe3 with it yesterday in the yard." " Run and look for it,' ' 
continues the old woman, " he has very likely left it there." 
John runs, but cannot find it; and then words, not of the gentle t 
kind, follo,v. "Itis always alike,'' exclaims John," if one wants 
an article, it is never to be found; there is never nothing in its 
place." 

This is but a specimen of what is constantly occurring, simply 
for want of every thing having a place, and every thing being in 
its place. What a medley I have sometimes seen in a morning 
on a dresser,-hats, butter, coffee, spoons, knives, paper, can
dlesticks, crusts of bread, shoe ties, dusters, withered flowers, 
shoehorn, toasting forks, clean pots, dirty pots, pins, empty 
glasses, bits of paper, cold bacon, and, as the auctioneer says, 
many other articles too numerous to mention. 

"A place for every thing and every thing in its place,'' should be 
constantly inculcated upon children, both at home and at school, and 
both schoolmaster and parents should set the example. It will 
sometime fix their attention upon it, by offering a premium for 
discoveries as to the extent of disorder. "Now, Jem, I will 
give you a penny for every dozen articles you find out of their 
places." This leads to action at once, but is sure to raise such 
questions as these, but which ought to have been previously settled, 
" Where is the place for these empty physic bottles? ,vhere 
should tha newspaper be laid ? ,vhere is the proper place for the 
pill-boxes ; for all the forks without hafts, the broken spoons, and 
potato peelings?'' 

Many people are content to hobble on through life, thou6h 
they often spend more time in seeking the implements than in 
doing the work. It is really an interesting sight to see an orderly 
cottage, however common the furniture may be; anj what a con
venience either in a house, warehouse, or workshop, to have " a 
suitable place for every thing and every thing in its place l" 

THE LANDLORDS DEFUNCT. 

They have been beaten out of every argument for the corn 
laws till they have not a leg to stand on. 

K1LLIN0.-There is a way of killing worse than that of 
the sword, for as Tertullian says upon a different occasion, "pro
hibere nasci est occidere." Those governments are in the highe t 
degree guilty of blood, which by taking from men the means of 
living, bring some to perish through want, ddve others out of the 
country, and generally deprive men from marriage, by takin~ 
from them all ways of subsisting their familics.-Sidny on Go-

. verrzment, 
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VARIETIES. 

CoRNOMETER.-.F'ine day-Two shillings lower; -Rainy 
day-Half-a-crown dearer ;-Bad weather-Speculators pleased; 
-Good weather-quite down in the mouth.-Such are the con
sequences of our hlessed corn laws. 

THE PovERTY OF THE TIMES has in almost every place re
duced the number of £10 voters. In Stockport, Mr. Cobden 
states, that since Sir lt. Peel came into office, the number of elec
tors has been r~duced 374 out of 889. 

A TEST To MoDERATE DRINKING.-" Supposing your son 
was 21 years of age to-day, and you had to advise him as to 
whether he should drink moderately as you do, or entirely abstain, 
which course would you advise him Jo take?" The above 
question is generally a silencing argument to those who advocate 
moderate drinking. 

IRISH REFORM.-The following shows the quantity of spirits 
entered for home consumption in Ireland in the respective years. 

Up to January 5, 1840, 10,815,709 Gallens. 
" 1841, 7,401,051 

1842, 6,485,443 
1843, 5,290,650 

ELECTORS 1-1 cannot avoid reminding you in time of the im
portance of exercising your franchise aright at the next election. 
The present system, you see clearly, works badly, and their is no 
constitutional way of changing it but by changing the character of 
the House of Commons. Inquire not about the Whigism or To
ryism of your candidate, but be sure he is a thorough-going free 
trader. 

DRINK AND OPPRESSION.-A teetotal boy, of three or four 
years standing, working in the hay at a certain farm, was very 
much pressed to drink ale by the workmen, but sternly refused. 
Two of them, one day, threatened to throw him into the river if 
he refused. Being still firm they threw him on bis back and 
poured ale into his mouth, the master standing by laughing, and 
calling out that as he had now broken his pledge, he might as well 
111bmit. The master is what is called a professor of religion and 
occasionally appears in the pulpit. R. 

THE BouNTIES OF PaovrnENCE.-In coming from London 
to-day we have passed through many miles of waving corn ; we 
have seen how the sun and the shower, the beautiful machinery 
of an all wise and an all merciful providence, have blessed the 
earth with fruitfulness ; we have felt how secure is the reliance in 
many places on the unfailing goodness of him who sends seed time 
and hanest, and who has promised they shall never fail ; we have 
faith in bis bounty and in his superintending care ; we ask only 
that we may possess what he offers us freely, that we may in se
curity enjoy what he is pleased to grant us; we ask that our fellow 
man may not impiously interpose between the good gifts of the 
C reator and the wants of his creatures.-Bright's Address at 
Salisbury. 

EASTER DUES.-My cheese seized for Easter dues, 
were sold at the Obelisk as follows :- £ s. d. 

1 Cheese, 23lb., @ 4d. ••.. .•. ••. ... .•. ... • • 0 7 8 
I do., 30lb., - 4d. ................ ..... 0 10 0 
1 do., 35flb., - 4-½d............ . ... .. ... . 0 13 3t 

£1 10 11½ 

It will be remembered that the Vicar's demand was ls. 3d., and 
the followin~ is the bill of costs as handed in:- £ s. d. 

Amount of warrant.................... . . ........ ... 0 11 3 
Executing.................... ............... . . . ...... 0 5 0 
.i\.ssistant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . 0 2 6 
Advertising.................................... . . . . 0 5 0 
Bell and posting.................................... 0 1 O 
Auctioneer .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 0 5 0 
Writer ......••... ••·················•··-········ 0 2 6 
Appraising............ . ........................ .. 0 1 O 

In addressing commercial men and bread eaters, it might be 
useful to wind up every argument with the one word, com
pensation. 

PnoTECTION REPUDIATED.-The following resolution was 
carried unanimously at a meeting of 3,000 persons at Salisbury, 
Wiltshire: "Resolved, that in the opinion of this meeting, the 
principles of free trade are founded on justice, and consistent with 
the revealed designs of the Creator ; and, therefore, every act or 
legislation which interferes with the freedom of industry, under 
the pretence of protecting manufactures, agriculture, or the colo
nies, ought to be forthwith abolished.'' 

MoNOPOLY oF LEGISLATION.-Let us help the League in 
their struggle for free trade, and the dissenters in their efforts to 
secure religious liberty; but let us ever keep in mind, that the 
great impediment to unfettered commerce and Ch11'istian freedom, 
is the monopoly of legislation, without which we shall neither 
obtain an indemnity for the past, or a guarantee for the future. 
And let us once more remind the peoplfi, in every constituency, 
that the dishonour of indifference or inactivitv becomes the more 
infamous, if they are wanting to themselves with the glorious ex
ample of Durham before their eyes.-&ntinel. 

MR. LATTIMORE, the agriculturist, bas been presented with a 
splendid silver snuff box, for his manly advocacy of free trade. 
In his speech, in acknowledging the gift he said, " As an agricul
turist, I look for success to higher sources than prohibitory laws ; 
as a farmer, I look for the successful cultivation of my fields, tc, 

' the smiles of Providence, and not to any pinching law, which 
presses down the poor-which closes the avenues of employment 
to the industrious poor man. (Cheers.) Having pondered deeply 
upon the effect of the corn laws, I could not as an honest man 
avoid denouncing them.'' 

RENT, in the common acceptation of that term, is well defined 
to be that portion of the value of the whole produce which re
mains to the owner of the land, after all the outgoings be
longtng to its cultivation, of whatever kind, have been paid, in
cluding the profits of the capital employed, estimated according to 
the usual and ordinary rate of the profits of agricultural stock at 
the time being ; and although from accidental and temporary cir
cumstances, the farmer may sometimes pay more or less, yet this 
is the point towards which actual rents should gravitate ; the 
amount which a fair and honest landlord should demand for tho 
use of his land. 

Did you ever set your eyes on a pennyworth of mutton? Corne 
here, and you shall see how rations are served out under the 
landlords• state of siege. It might bait a rat-trap ; though a well
fed rat would hardly risk his personnlites for such a pittance. 
Pennyworths of mutton, and halfpenny-worths of bread cut off 
the loaf, are what the shopkeepers in Bolton deal out to the in
habitants of their .Jerusalem. I saw a woman come for one half
penny-worth of bread, which was to be the di1mer of herself and 
children twain; and when I reflected that of this transparent 
slice, the other half was gone to buy the landlords' claret, as
tonishment possessed me at the endurance of that bearing ass, the 
public, and at the extent to which ignorance and divisions will 
prop the rich man's robbery. -Col. Thompson. 

The entire annual value of our farm produce has been estima
ted at £236,000,000. The number of tenant farmers is supposed 
to be about 250,000, and about 10,000 cultivating their own farms. 
The writer who signs, " One who Whistled at the Plough,'' cal
culates that 40 millions less was paid for food last year, owing 
to the poverty of the people, which, divided, would be equal to 
one hundred and fifty three pounds for each farmer.-No wonder 
that rents come short. 

Behold a Star shines from the North 
To give St. Stephen's light; 

Let d11.rkness fly away henceforth, 
For lo ! that Star is-BRIGHT. W. A. 

~Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send to any friend. 
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" The shadow of the monopoli~t landlord intercepts the sunshine of impartial Providence.'' 

Arguments at Durham for the Corn Laws. 
THE EXPORTATION OF MACHINERY. 

•' The exportation of machinery bill" is about to be passed, 
and this completes the reign of '' protection," as far as ex
JJorts are concerned. We may now sell to all who are allowed 
to buy. There is uo English law to prevent us sending 
our clotli, our yarn, our rnaclzinery, or ourselves where we 
please ; but if we ask for the same freedom in buying and 
bringing in, our government says, '' Your request is nothing 
unfair, nay it is accordant with the principles of common 
sense ; but really we and our friends have profited so 
largely and so long, by confining you to our O\\ n market ; 
selfishness has been so long the business of the legislature
that we cannot think of giving way all at once." 

Surely the most stupid manufacturers in the nation may 
now see that it is time they should join the movement for 
perfect freedom of imports; and that all duties collected 
should be solely for revenue, and not for prater.ting the in
terests of one class at the expense of all others. 
· What, indeed, is food but " m.'lchinery" of the very best 

No. 88. 

kind ? at any rate none can deny that is ''power." We send 
to the Russians, for instance, the means of increasing 
their comforts, but we are so generous to ourselves as to 
refui.e in return the '' machinery'' of all others necessary to 
promote the same at home ! See the "wantlin" frame, 
the heartless motive, the dejected look, the poor, pun}, 
lifeless gait of the weavers and others for want of rnou and 
better food, and yet our wise and beneficial rulers shut the 
ports, and declare, that though iron and steel may be sold 
free, beef and bread shall be virtually prohibited. 

What will all our factory operatives say to this ? Foreign 
factories are to be filled with British machinery ; and yet, 
the people who work it shall have their food 40 per cent. 
cheaper than they? It is foreign competition solely that has 
brought down their wages ; this was unavoidable, for the 
purchasers of cloth were sure to go to the cheapest market. 
We are told that free food would reduce wages ; but I beg 
to tell the factory hands that the price of food has no in
fluence whatever upon their wages ; and that if clothing 
can be manufactured lower in other countries than here, 
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however dear their food, wages will fall. Their wages are 
and will be regulated by the cost of production abro.ad; and 
if food were ever so cheap fiere, their wages would not be 
ess on that account. If, therefore, they must compete with 
foreign labour, why should t):iey not insist upon the ad
rnntage of foreign food? Why should they not be able to 
eat beef, and butter, and cheese, and bread at nearly the 
same price as others, so long as it could be had by a system 
of free trade ? 

What must foreigners think of us? They will be ready 
to say, " The English government consists of free traders 
in theory ; they are allowing us the benefit of all their in
ventions and superior skill, and yet they are so blind 
that they will not take advantage of our market for cheap 
food." 

Monopoly, in fact, is madness undisguised, and those 
who defend or tolerate it, will soon have the pleasure of 
finding themselves reduced to a miserable minority. 

This free exportation of machinery is, no doubt, but ano
ther step towards the free importation of food. It is prin
ciple pressing out against interested restraint. It will soon 
enjoy the free air of universal support, and break the last 
link of selfishness. A nation cannot long be persuaded to 
fight against its own interests, at t.he bidding. of a few in
ter sted in land. The robbery 1s too glarmg to pass ; 
Justice, arrayed in public opinion, will yet speak louder and I 
louder, and monopoly must fall. 

Landlords clearly expect nothing less. All their move
ments bespeak a preparation for it; and the only thing to 
be feared is the compromise which they are sure to propose. 
"Don't be hard with us," they will say, " allow us to rob ' 
you a little longer, and as you are becoming disgusted with 
the ' Sliding ScalP., • we will do it nicely under the terms of a 
' Moderate .Fixed Duty.'" This fixed duty of the Whigs, 
and the " vanishing duty" of some Reformers, are far more 
insidious than the " Scale," but against all the three we 
wage an uncompromising opposition. 

LAND TAX. 

Land is unquestionably the most eligible object for taxa
tion. But the tax makers are landowners, and hence they 
have continued to legislate for themselves. The following, 
from a paper, issued by the Liverpool Anti-Monopoly As
, ociation, will give a clear view of the "land tax," and 
how how unjustly a land-owning legislation has continued 

to throw the weight of taxation upon others. 

opponents, some of whom seem to have been gifted with rema:kable 
foresight. On the 13th November, 1660, a Mr. Eyre b1ougl1t 
a bill into Parliament to raise qioney, one-half from land arxi the 
other half by an excise; and, on the 19th of that month, it is re 
corded that several members spoke strongly against the prcposed 
excise and in favour of a tax on land, which they said ou~ht to 
pay, a~d not that the poor should be charged by means of e~cise. 
Again on the 21st, a Mr. Rainton said, that " if this excise be 
carried, they might expect sometime or other there ~o~d be 
strange commotion among the common people about 1t. Of 
the 1300 millions raised in these kingdoms since t_he war, the 
contl'ibution of the land tax has been barely sixty, and the following 
table will show, that whereas in the year 1700 the land tax paid 
34 per cent. of the taxes, during the height of the last struggle 
with the French the proportion was reduced to two per cent., and 
is now no more than four. 

Year, I \a:: Customs I Excise. I Miscels. Total. I l~~t 
•,-v-illi-. a-m_U_I_A_n_n_ual_a_v-er_a_g_e 1- £- - -£- --£- --£- --i-1~ 

... .. . ... ... (1689-1702) I,4'74,027 I,0'1'2,8S3 J,()(0,048 784,362 4,38!,070 Si 
Anne ... ditto (1702-lili) I,637,3i7 I, 162,600 l,000,60.5 tO,l,718 4,301,202 88 

At the Union (England) 1700 1,097,703 I,lii0,3.51 1,702,3701 327,874 5,tJOl,8031 83 

g:~~:: !i .... ditt~ :.:· m~t~i~ M::b: i:m:g~ ~:~:m ;~~: &~~:~ ~: 
Anno ... ~1750) J,7J7,008 l,OSii,376 3,887,3i9 01S,207 8,62l,6i0 20 

George III. A::uo ::: (gm i;m;~ : : : : : : : : : : : : &~:~ i~ 
,, ... II780) 2,000,000 . • • • • . • • . • . . 12,26,,2HI 16 
,, ... 1700) 2,000,000 3,777,152 6,707,655 3,509,301 Iii,OSJ,008 12 
,, .. . 1708) 2,037,627 I0,342,757113,938,448 4,li¾,103 30,40:,00.516 
,, ... 180.5) 2,037,627 12,020,707 2i,40i,346 12,003,451 lilJ,6/i/,10( i 
., ... (1816) 2,037,627 14,0i ,720 30,107,084 26,397,320171,lol,142 2 

G~orge IV. .. . ... ... (1821) 2,037,627 12,957,85/i 30,127,HO 10 307,176 55,62•.078 3 

~~~~ IV. ::: ::: ::: mm ~:i:~:~ {g:m:m g:~~i~ 1~:~~::m !!:~~ : 
The land tax is actually now assessed upon the valuatirn of the 

year 1692 ; and as rents have increased nearly ten-fold smce that 
period, this tax, as it is now levied, seems more like a peculiar 
exemption than a peculiar burden. This fixation of the land tax 
was clearly not intended ; for the commissioners appointed to put 
the act into execution w<'re directed to appoint assessors in each 
district, who were to inform themselves, by all lawful neans, of 
the true yearly value of the land, as the same were le: for, or 
were worth to let for, at the time of making the assessrne,it, 

By the treaty of Union with Scotland, in 1706, the upected 
increased value of the land tax is expressly referred to which 
ought to satisfy any one that a bona fide as essment on he renl 
rental was intended by the Legislature. In the beginning or the 
reign of George III. all the taxes then subsisting were conS>lidated 
into what was termed the a~gregate fund; but, neverthehss, new· 
customs and excise duties have been continually inve1ted, to 
meet the growing exigencies of the State, until at le1gt the 
extreme limit of this mode of taxation seems to have beenalr ady 
passed. 

The land tax is the or,ly burden to which land is subjected, 
which bears the semblance of an exclusive one; but there is, pro
perly speaking, no tax upon the land of this country. The land 
tax, is of small amount, is merely a rent chargP,, payable to the 
State, in commutation of services previously rendered to the 
C rown, as the tenure by which the land was held. These feudal 
!it> t'vices were thus converted into a money charge, to suit the 
<·hanged habits of the people, but it certainly does not, and never 
was intended . to release the land from its ancient duties of main
taining the sovereign, and protecting the realm. The prepon
der'lting influence of the landowners in the Legislature, has, how
ever, enabled them to shift th~ burden of the taxation from the 
land, upon the labour and capital of the country, as any modern 
hudget will show at a glance. Nothinir can be more erroneous 
than to suppose that the burden of our expensive wars falls upon 
the land. Of the fifty millions of pounds annually raised in this 
kingdom, the customs and excise duties produce thirty-two mil
l ions ; stamps, assessed taxes, and other sources of a similar nature, 
ten millions; the land tax, no more than two millions, or just one 
twenty-fifth part of the whole; whereas, in France, Austria, 
Prussia, and Italy, the land contributes one-lwlfof the entire re
Yenue. 

In eady times the whole of the Stale taxes were necessa·ily de
rived from the land; it was bought, sold, transferred, md be
queathed subject to them; but excises, stamp duties, and 'ixa•tion 
of the land tax, are all comparatively new things, and no onie of 
them having had a bare existence prior to the civil war, of the 
seventeenth century. Thus by the joint operation of exci ,s, <cus-

1 toms, monopolies, and other ingenious devices of class legslat;ion, 
I the prices of every article of food have been so enhanc,d ais to 

render mere subsisteuce barely possible to millions of ind1striiou1 

When excises were first proposed, they met with many sturdy 

men. 

WHAT IS ALE? 

,vhat is ale ? In these days of temperance reformation thiis is 
not an unimportant question. Ale, then, I answer, is TAT.'En, 

coloured, flavoured, and fired. Every pint of ale is a pin lof wa
ter, with ths exceptien of about two meat spoonsful. Apimt of 
ale, a pint of water ! and yet most drinkars fancy when they s,wal
low a pint of ale, they are swallowing nothing but the es ncre of 
the malt ! A pint of ale is a pint of water except two spoosfwl
one spoonful is spirits of wine, exactly the same a~ you bu at the 
druggist shop, and which was produced from the sweet art of 
the malt in fermentation; the other spoonful consists of a few 
particles of hop, and a small portion of the worst part oftheJarlley. 
particularly the outside of the grain, which was partially larntt at 
the malt-kiln, and which gives the "nut brown" colourto thtt 
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uor. This is your boasted nutritious ale I Only take the 
irits of wine out leave every thing else in, and no man will be 
nd willing to drink it. What a delusion to style ale " a highly 

tritious LeYerage !" It is a stimulating beverage, like wine or 
isky, or any other liquid charged with alcohol, but many persons 

e so inconsiderate as to confound stimulation with strength. 
e the ale drinker, the man that swallows this highly nutritious 
ink and in a short time after, instead of being strong and active, 
is ~tupid and half asleep! No man that understands it will 
e ale as an article of food. As a drink, instead of ql'lenching, 

increases thirst, and the more a man drinks and the more thirsty 
is. As a stimulant, any man in health is doing an injustice to 
1self to take it, for its exciting effects are only temporary, an<l 
that is gained by it momentarily bas to be paid back with heavy 

terest. 
What a pity that the good grain, given by heaven as an article 
food, should thus, by the perversity of men, be converted into 

d dl'ink; that the Jabour of the farmer should be turned to the 
'ury of health, the sacrifice of domestic peace, and the destruc
n of morals! From the beerhouse, as from an infernal region, 
ue poverty, misery, vice, disorder, disease, and death; and if 
ere intent upon destroying the happiness of any nation, I know 
expedient so certain as the introduction of ale drinking. 

urch-yards are at this moment thronged with individuals who, 
t for this, would now be living and useful members of society. 
e man that spends his fortune in diffusing knowledge and re-
ing the sufferings of humanity, is deserving of the highest 
ise ; but the man who can put an end to ale-making and ale-
nking will confer a thousand times greater good upon llis fellow 
atures. 
he truth must be proclaimed upon the house-tops. Ale and 

other strong drinks must be stripped of their false charncter; 
y must b() tested by their ~ffects. The country must be warned 
hfully, and all drinking cu toms denounced. Every man in 
hority should be: on the side of abstinence. No minister should 
eh the glass or keep it in liis house. No master should ever 
so blindly as to give ale to his workpeople; and if such has 
n the custom, he should give the same amount in food or 
ney. If it couH bo banished from the meetings of all friendly 
eties, a great advantage would be gained. And all inns and 
es of accommodat'on should be compelled, by the demands of 
r customers, to keep other articles ready for sale, instead of ale 
spirits, If, in,tead of calling for a glass of ale, persons would 
for a eu1> of cotfee, landlords would soon he willing to keep 

and it w,>uld bi. as easily obtained as it is at a coffee-house in 
don. ,ve mmt try in every way to put down ale drinking in 
land as tlrnr, Im 1e put down whisky drinking in Ireland. And 
as Father l\lf,the w is coming to our assistance, the task, I 

t, will bt, easily ac,•omplished. There is no difficulty in doing 
ut the drink the difficulty is in doing wWi it. Public opinion 

ready change'd, and if we all act up to our c_on~iction, we shall 
rid the country of the great pest of ale drmkmg. 

THE STATE OF THE COUNTRY. 

iron di tricts of England are of themselves sufficient to 
the lea-t tmid. The latest reports from them talk of 

her emplo) me1t to be found for the government than the 
ures of pheasint shooting.•' And wild and wicked as such 

uage, coupled vith such inuendoes, may be, he is a bold man 
calculates ~ itt confidence upon the forbearance of a starving 
lation. In Sc>tland the same trade is reduced to the same 
ebb of mi cry In ,vales rebellion seem still to smoulder 
st the devastttion it has made. The Irish peasantry have 
yet settled tht quarrel between them and their landlords. , 
d this comp ica,ion of domestic calamities, America, om· great 
t for mannfac!ures, is proved by the returns lately published 
rapidly w1.thlrawing from us her custom. The Brazillian 
is found to lave declined even beyond the utmost fears of 

ost fearful. .A.broad, as well as at home, our energies seem 
ysed, and yet our ministers are about to adjourn to their 

es in the midit of this mass of embarrassments, leaving it to 
e to extric:atefrom its difficulties the nation, for whose good 
nment the:y aie collectively and individually responsible.
Bread- Taz Ci·cular. 

Kicking Lord Dungannon out of Parliament. 

RENT CHARITY. 

The returning so much per cent. at the rent day, i~ the land
lord's charity to his tenants. Now is this a dignified or proper 
position for the farmers? Can they regard il with satis1action, 
or without deep humiliation? Are they content to become rC'ci
pients of a more decent and disguised form of out-door relief? 
Their class is exhibited to the world in the meanness of beggary, 
but without that independence which even beggary itself possesses. 
The grasp upon tht>m is not relinquished ; it is only relaxP.d for 
the moment. Let them do a little better next year, and it closeil 
upon their seeming gains. They take the crumbs that fall from 
the landlord's table; when they win the loaf, it must grace that 
table. The degradation is one to which no inclustrial class ought 
to he exposed. All but the most abject spirits must regard it 
with corn. Surely it is time for the tenant-farmers to ask how 
they have been dragged into the mire of this proprietar} alms
giving, and what is their best method of extrication.-Circ11lar. 

REBECCAISl\I. 

,Yith the exception of turnpikes, the grievances or the farmer11 
in Lancashire are exactly the same as those in Wales. High 
rents, oppressive tithe charge, much increased by the late commu
tation act, and enormous new poor Jaw taxes are what they all 
complain of; and I doubt not, such is the universal feeling of 
dissatisfaction, that if any lady like l\frs. Rebecca were to start she 
would have plenty of followers. [n this country the grievances 
of the people always remain unredressed till dissatisfaction breaks 
out in violence. It is now thought of little use to petition par
liament. The country people petitioned against tl1e new poor 
law till they were tired, and though still dissatisfied with its 
working, they content themselves with grumbling among them
selves. The repeal of the Irish union was petitioned for; but 
this session the disgust of the petitioners for the House has been 
manifest by ceasing to petition, and by some of the members ab-
5enting themselves altogether. The want of confidence in the 
House of Commons is becoming general, and this constitutional 
mode of uttering complaints is about to be transferred from the 
House of Commons to self-constituted bodies in the country. 
This is the fruits of bad government ; and which is not liksly to 
be remidied till the House of Commons become the servants of 
the people. 

FARMERS must ask themselves this question, "If my children 
increase in number; if the number of farms remain the same; 
and if trade does not revive in the towns, what am I to do with 
my sons?" 
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VARIETIES. 

GooD.-The Hon. Robert H. Morris, recently elected Mayor 
of New York, celebrated and signalized the event by subscribing 
t he total abstinence pledge. 

Tlte farme1·s, as a body, are indifferent about the corn laws; 
nineteen-twentieths wish there had never been corn laws at all.
Agricultural report for Suffolk in the Mark-Lane Express. 

GARDENERS are greatly interested in the question of free trade. 
If sugar were cheaper, they would have a much greater demana 
for -their fruit. 

ELECTORAL CoRRUPTION.-Mr. Bright, in recommending an 
attention to the register, said, "The old plan of electioneering 
was never to mind the registration or the instructing of the elec
tors'; the party that had money enough was sure to win." 

WE LIVE TO SEE STRANGE THINGs.-Peel, the son of a 
cotton manufacturer, palms himself upon the farmers as their es
pecial friend; while Cobden, the son of a farmer, heads the Anti
Corn-Law League, once the bugbear of farmers, but now recog-
nized by them as their best friend. H. E. 

SOBRIETY AND lMPilOVElllENT.-I despair of the success of 
all t"eform so long a.s the people :ire addicted to drinking. But 
now that they are becoming sober, I feel hopeful that this is a true 
omen of the nation's thorough regeneration. Poli~ical honesty, 
religious sincerity, and social advancement, I believe, will find 
a nutritious soil in the broad and rational principles of teetotalism. 

FAnlllERS I you have long suffered, and yet, instead of looking 
to yourselves, have been looking to others to help you. Could 
,·ou not form a farmers' club, for the purpose of discussing the 
~auses and remedies for farmers' dfatress. Mr. Cobden ~uggests 
that our fundamental rule should be, that no landlord should be a 
member. , 

THE FIRST RIGHT.-It is the first right of man to have 
freedom for his industry. The savage possesses that right; the 
fi11h he takes, the fruit he gathers, the game he kills are his and l~is 
family's. I know not why civilised man, working at the anvil, 
the plough, and the loom, should be prevented by any law from 
enjoying the full fruits of his industry,-J. Bright. 

TrtE REDUCTION OF THE DuTY ON FOREIGN SUGARS to a 
reasonable sc:ile in comparison with that on colonial sugar, would 
benefit the excheqLter to the amount of £3,000,000 a-year; so 
says Mr. M'GregoL·, of the board of trnde; and yet this cannot be 
done, because the suga1· monopolists cannot afford to yield so much 
to the public I 

PARLIAMENTARY CoMBTNATION.-We read of 20,000 pitmen 
meeting in Northumberland and Durham, said Mr. Bright, de
claring they will not give more than 4½d, per lb. for beef or mut
ton. I have greater toleration for these men in their attempts to 
fix: prices than I have for the 400 in one house and the 500 in 
thP. other' who assemble to pass laws to keep up the price of their 
own article. 

WHAT IS IT THAT REGULATES PRICES ?-A writer in the 
ltfark Lane E,rpress, in order to convince farmers that they must 
expect nothing but low prices, gives the increased production and 
the reduced wages of the purchasers as reasons. He says, "suppo
sing that the whole fa1·ming produce, instead of being distributed 
over 52 weeks, and sold in every part of the kingdom, were brought 
to a single fair, is it not evident that the price of the articles would 
he governed by the money brought by the purchasers compared 
to the quantity offered for sale ?" 

TEETOTAL "CRANING.''-A young man, a mechanic, went to 
a fresh shop at Bury. Ten shillings, the accustoma1•y sum, was de
manded fl'Om him as a footing, to be spent in drink. He was 
willing to comply with the demand, provided the money, instead 
of heing spent in liquor, might be put to some good purpose. The 
men would not yield to this request, and stated that he must either 
comply or submit to be "craned." This consists in being fastened 
to a chain belonging to the crane, and wound up, and having 

NEw ZEALAND.-The following is a cheering extract ofa let 
written from New P/.ymouth, New Zealand, dated Septembe 
1842 :-" Half the people here are teetotalers. We have just h 
a public holiday, and scarcely any one intoxicated.'' 

A FIRST STEP TO Ru1N.-It may to some seem trifling 
say that the first cigar a young man takes within his lips oft 
prove.v his first step into a career of vice. I grieve and trem 
over every youth whom I see contracting this habit; it often lea 
to other and worse things.-Rw. J, A. James. 

WHAT IS THE LAND OF ENGLAND WoRTH.-Just what t 
trade of England makes it. Annihilate this, and the agriculturis 
instead of selling at home, will have to export their food and s 
it for what it is worth in other countries. Would tliis ra 
rents? would this keep land from going out of cultivation? 

THE REGISTRATION.-If our battle is to be fought with succ 
in the House of Commons, it must be fought first in the co1mt 
The seed which is to ripen in parliament must be sown at 
registration. We ourselves must be the sowers, and our barv 
will be in proportion to our own exertions. 

THE AmuBATION oF FATHER MATHEW must be for 
great good which he has been the means of diffusing. There 
nothing either natural or assumed about his person that wo 
claim any attention. His great benevolence and usefulness 
the points of attraction, and this shows after all that virtue co 
mands respect wherever it is found. 

WHAT REGULATES THE VALUE OF LAND.-What wo 
you give for that estate should the corn laws be repealed n 
year? A thousund pounds. ·what would you give suppos 
you believed they would be kept on for the next dozen years? 
should hesitate to give £750. The above expresses the feeli 
of a great number of intelligent persons; and is decidedly 
own. 

INCREASE OF RENTAL.-" In the year 1778, ID} father, 
chard Stephens, took a farm in Hereford, called Levers Ocie, 
21 years, at £300 a year. It bad been previously let to a 
Helmes for £200. W.ben the lease was out, George Croore t 
the same for £500 for 21 years; and it is now let to hii son 
£700. '' The above statement was given to Mr. Cobden, 
signed, "William Stephens." 

LET EVERY Rica MAN LOOK AT THis.-Messrs. Strutt 
large manufacturers at Derby, and these gentlemen have assig 
for ever a pleasure ground of eleven acres, planted, and ador 
and accommodated with seats and buildings to the inhabit 
This splendid donation, which will. carry do~n their names to 
terity as the benefactors of their race, 1s, however, but 
crownina act of the arrangements they have made to elevate t 
workme~. They have planned and established evening assemb 
where the same amusements that the rich and the polite en 
are pursued with not less zest and with a degree of ability 
much, probably, below their superiors in station; music, chess, 
versation books, and engravings have their turn. The gentle 
of the fir:O and we believe the ladies of their family, attend t 
parties a~d by their example and courtesy instruct and civ 
those f;om whose labour they derive their wealth. 

LooK HERE.-The following are the duties paid by the enl 
tened John Bull upon fire waters of different strengths i 
respective years. 

1840. 

~ 
Foreign .•• , , .......... £1290581 

Spirits Colonial................ 1155613 
British.................. 5201664 

Malt............................... 4983602 
flops........................ .... ... 341440 
Wine.............. .•. ... ... ... ... ... 1791646 

1841. 
£I3tH4!J3 

1063087 
5178175 
5263363 

69055 
1721281 

~Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send to any f 

water and dust thrown upon him. Being true to bis principles, Printed and Published by J. L1vEsEY, Preston. Sold by Gadsby 
the young man actually submitted to this intolerant treatment. I Heywood, Manchester; Willmer, and Anti-Monopoly Association, 7, 

S f street, LiYerpool; J. Kershaw, 14, South Market, Leeds; _Hough to 
am assurerl of the truth of this statement. urely the masters o Westgate, Huddersfield; Riley, Chestergate, Stockport;_ Gill, Black 
the works, if informed, would protect all teetotalers from such Wragg, Bury; J. Dawson,Clitheroe; E. Bowker, Accrmgton; H. 
oppression. shaw, Colne.-Price ½d, 

This Publication may be had tb.i'ough any Bookseller in the Kingdom from Mr. W. Strange, Paternoster Row, Lo 



Cht A,trugglt~ 
•• All our experience pro't'e& that prices do no't depend on limiting the quantity, but on increasing the consumption." 

ELECTION IN 1841 I 

'THE SOURCES OF WEALTH. 

5ome monopolists affect to be concerned at the free im
poDtation of wheat, lest we should pay away all our money 
for it, and be left without sovereigns, shillings, and penny 
pi<>ces for home use. Has any such disaster attended the 
importation of tea, coffee, cotton, &c., to a va ·t amount 
for a great number of years ? Have not the importa
tions of these become the exportations of our goods, as far 
as ever bad laws would allow? But we should be no worse 
off with less money, and more of tl1e articles for which mo
ney is usually paid. Are not those holding it unable to find a 
profitable market for its disposal? The advant::i.ge of bring
ing back money for our goods, is not equal to bringing back 
additional supplies of food. To a nation wanting bread, 
a ship load of wheat is more valuable than a ship load of 
overeigns. We have indeed quite as much cause to be 

alarmed at our merchants bringing gold back for our manu
factures, as we have at our corn dealers paying gold for 

No. 89" 

fo1·eian corn. Because every man seeks after mone,1/, many 
fancy that if a country have plenty of gold and silver, it 
must be wealthy. This is a great mistake. Money in com
merce is merely a medium of exchange, and a general 
measure of value; and like a railway is the means ef 
conveying the real requisites of life from one hand to ano
ther. Like railways too, it bears no proportion to the 
value thc1t runs over it. A single sovereign can soon trans 
fer its value a thousand times over, as it passes unconsumed 
from hand to hand. Our sources of wealth are not so 
much our money as our labou1·, our nutchinery, our nines, 
our field.~, our implements, our ships, and the confidence 
the world places in us. Money is convenient to repre 
sent from hand to hand the multifarious property of par
ties, but it is from the sources already named that the 
abundance of our necessaries, comforts, and luxuries must. 
7Jroceed. Stop these sources of wealth, and consume the 
stock on hand, and what would all our money do for us? 
The whole metalic circulating medium would not, perhaps, 
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support us one month, were we even allowed to purchase 
what we want at the cheapest market. 

In the distrKJution of our national stock of food, and clo
thing, and enjoyments, it is very natural for men to forget 
every thing else and to scramble for as much money as they 
can possibly get. It constitutes the ticket with which they go 
and demand their portion of that stock, and as a yellow 
ticket entitles to twenty times as much as a white one, no 
wonder that so great a preference is given to the one over 
the other. But those who understand national economy, 
know thatticlcets would be useless without stores; that stores 
are far more valuable than tickets ; and that in cases of emer
gency the ticket might be dispensed with altogether. It 
is possible to do entirely without money, but we cannot do 
without food. To dispense with the former would subject 
us to the inconveniences of barter; we should have to 
give pieces of cloth for pigs' heads, baskets of butter for hats 
and shoes ;-but the loss of the latter, would expose us to 
hunger and famine, perhaps to cannibalism-certainly to 
death. 

It is my constant anxiety to give working people a plain 
idea of what constitutes national wealth, so that they may 
not be so foolish as oppose those arrangements which pro
mote it, and in which their own prosperity is involved more 
than any other. National wealth consists in having the 
greatest possible stock of useful articles, especially of food 
and clothing for present consumption, and in possessing 
the most extensive means for producing_ a successive 1 

supply. The same holds good in reference to families as 
to nations. The family that has a good stock of food 1 

and clothing, and necessaries for present use is not badly 
off. But this is only consumptive wealth, and may not last I 
more than a few months ; but the family that has several 
pairs of industrious hands, excellent machinery to work on, 
means to purchase the raw material, and, moreover, has so 
far established its respectability, as to secure the best 
connex:ion for disposing of its labour, is really wealthy, for 
it has also the proper means of securing ample supplies for its 
future consumption. And nothing could injure such a 
family so much as interfering with improvements for rapid pro
duction, or with their connexion for di posing of their stock, 
or buying in their supplies. Such a family cares little about 
having money in hand ; indeed they feel more satisfied at 
seein5 a large stock of materials well laid in, and provi
iions for thl'ir own support, although they have little in I 
the shape of cash. . I 

This is a simple picture of a wealthy nation, and if Eng
l.and does not come up to this representation, it is proper 
the real cause should be ascertained. A nation, to be 
wealthy, requires only two things, first, an ample stock of 
food, olothing, and the comforts and luxuries oflife, and the 
means of annually renewing these; secondly, such a distribu
tion of this stock as, allowing for the inequalities which will 
and must always exist, will secure to the industrious and sober 
a fair competency. And it must be evident to all that the 
largest possible production of good things, either from our 
farms or our factories, from our labour or machinery,-no 
matter what instrument, provided a large stock be produced
must constitute the wealth of the nation. This is the people's 
store, and the greater our facilities for exchanging with other 
nations, and the greater this store becomes. By buying arti
cles cheaper than we can produce them, and selling what 
we have to spare, we secure a much larger stock than ifwe 
confined ourselves to the resources of our own limited 
country. 

What a strange infatuation must have come over some 
working men, to be led to join the monopolists in ad
vocating their scant-producing principles ; to assert, that to 
make a nation richer, we must lessen its productions! 

Both parties in different ways are trying to diminish, instead 
of increasing the nation's stock, though it is evident that as 
we increase, the extra quantity must go to the labouring class. 
The monopolist says, " I will lessen the quantity by shut
ting the door against all foreign supplies." The other says, 
'' We will lessen the stock of clothing, and consequently 
of food, for which this might be exchanged, by taxing or 
destroying our machinery, and reducing all our factory peo
ple to land labourers ! " 

They know that there is a deal produced, yet, owing to an 
unequal distribution, they do not get their share; but instead 
of opening their eyes to the true cause of this, they throw 
the blame where it is not merited. It is this unequal distri
bution that obscures their vision and excites their resentment 
towards machinery. How can they get their fair share when, 
in the.first place, a considerable part of their earnings is taken 
by taxing almost every article they eat or use; when, 
in the second place, they are robbed of every third meal 
by paying a monopoly price for their food; and when, in the 
third place, employment is limited and wages kept down 
through the unfair encouragement given to foreign compe
tition by our prohibitory restrictions? The repeal of the 
corn laws would obviate the latter two causes. Free impor
tations would increase the stock in the country, and as there 
would only be the same eaters, those that are slz01 t now 
would be sure to realise the benefit. Larger imports would 
be sure to lead to larger exports of goods, and this, by crea
ting employment, would be the likeliest means for keeping 
up wages, and, consequently, securing a greater share to 
working men in the distribution of the national wealth. 

If, in studying this subject, men would leave the article 
of money out of the question, which is usually, though very 
erroneously looked upon as the chief article included in the 
term "capital,'' they would have clearer views of national 
economy. If I were asked where our capital is to be found, 
I would not point to the sovereigns and shillings in the 
coffers of the banks ; but to the green fields, the splendid 
factories, the immense worlcslzops, the productive mines, the 
gallant ships, and last, though not least, to the intellect, the 
enterprise, and especially the industry of the British people. 
With these, no nation, if well governed, could be poor. 

OUR DUTY TO THE AGED POOR. 

Scarcely any class of our fellow-creatures are so deserving of 
our sympathy and kind assistance as the poor who are bowed do,m 
with age and infirmities. In their case there need be little question 
about imposition. Their appe3.rance excites our pity, and all our 
poor laws, however severe in their administration, mention the 
aged with a peculiar respect. And yet how many thousands are 
there who, after bearing the heat and burden of the day ; after 
spending a long life of labour and toil, ar!,l suffering daily from 
anxiety, how they shall prolong a miserable existence. Sh3.me on 
the country that pretends to such greatness; that talks of being 
the envy of surrounding nations, and yet suffers those vene
rable for years and industry to have their grey hairs brought down 
with sorrow to the grave. Shame on our pretensions to religion 
while we allow our fathers and mothers to lack the common De< 
cessaries of life. 

I would urge upon all children and grandchildren to honour 
aad support their parents and grandparents. Natural affection 
should lead them to this. How can they neglect contribu
ting to the comfort and happiness of those to whom the owe 
their existence, their educat10n, their progress in the world? 
Even common justice would tell them that at least they ought to 
calculate what they cost their parents before they were able to 
work for themselves, and that at least they ought to spend as much 
upon them in return. Which of us would not like the evening of 
our days to be calm and serene, and free from the anxiety of po
verty and want? Let us all, then, put ourselves in their COD i-
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tion, and do for them what we would like others to do for us. If 
any thing will open our hearts and induce us to give alms, surely 
it is the aoed widow of threescore and ten, as with care-worn 
cheek and feeble gait she makes her humble courtesy at our door. 
Bereft of the partner of her cares, and even of the children of her 
hope , she wanders to seek the srmpathy of unknown friends. 
How glad such are to be spoken kindly to, to be enco11raged on 
their way, and to receive, even in small gifts, marks of attention 
and respect. Let children honour the aged; and let the benevo
lent shew them peculiar respect. What an interesting employ
meo~ it woul<l be for young ladies to visit their aged sisters, to get 
them warm and comfortable clothing, to see that they have suitable 
food, and to free them from care and anxiety. If there be one practice 
more cruel than another, against which I would protest, it is that of 
consigning old people to the workhouse. Persons may talk about 
their b ing clean and well clone to, but I know that to most it is a 
cruel hard·hip. Having had a fire-side of their own, perhaps for fifty 
years, they feel most unhappy to be consigned to a ~rowded place, 
including all sorts of characters. They don't require much food, 
but still thev mostly like a "sup of tea,'' and to have their food 
cooked in their own way. Their habits are so fixed, that the strict 
discipline of a workhouse is to them a syste 1 of crosses, if not of 
coersion. Once there, and they lose their friends, and be
come forgotten. Poor old people are the l1appiest at home, and 
that home we should all try to make as comfortable as possible. 

HOl\IE AND FOREIGN DEMAND. 

The land has given employment to no portion of the increase of 
our population: the whole adJitional six millions of our people, 
since 1821, have been thrnwn upon other employments. In 1821, 
4,790,000 of the population were engaged in producing food for, 
and conmming the products of, the remaining 9,600,000: in 1842 
the numbei· of 4,790,000 of producers of food and consumers of 
manufactures is rather reduced, while the consumers of food, 
irrespective of the producers, are increased to J 4,400,000; but 
the law practically enacts that the 14,400,000 in J 812 shall be fed 
by the same means that fed the 9,600,000 in 1821 ; and moreover, 
for such is the effect, that in 1842, 14,400,000 manufacturers, 
dealers, various producers, professions, &c., shall on!) have the 
same number of customers with whom to exchange for the first 
great neces. aries of life as the 9,600,000 h:id twenty yPars ago. 
This shows that if we ,lepend simply upon home demanrl, how 
unequally we stand. Those employed upon the land are custom
t>rs for manufacturers just in proportion as the manufacturers are 
customers to them, and this proportion is rpgulated solt>ly as the 
tir t spring or the arriount of our foreign trade. It is from this 
that our operatives derive their means; and without this, they 
would soon CPase to he customers for farming produce. Hence 
restriction i clearly ruinous to both classes.-Economist. 

COBDEN'S WILDNESS AND BLINDNESS. -- , 

The Preston Chronicle sometimes touches on the corn laws; hut 
though he tries to take a middle path, his caution fails him, and 
he occasionally staggers both to the right and the left. A faw weeks I 
a~o, in a short crude article, uuder the head of "l\fr. Cohden's I 
Rural Campaign," he says, " with talents superio1·, l\lr. Cobden, 
neverthele,~, seems to us to be nearly upon a par, in point of 
WILDNESS of theory, with the common host of his associates. 

1 
Lilrn many other men, (f he can see one thing 1·iglttly, he appears 
to be INCAPABLE OF LOOKING at a number of other 
things, on the due estimate of which th,tt one all in all of the I 
J,eague must depend for its national efficacy." ,ve arc not fa

oured with a description in what this " wilri theory'' of Cohden's 
onsists, excepti9g that it is something common to " his host of 

1lssociates." The Chronicle generously allows that it is possible for 
Cobden to see" one thing rightly,'' though a 0 ain he doPs not tell uq 

hat it is, and is equally silent as to the "number of other things" I 
nto which both Cobden and "his associates are incapable of look

ing." The enlightened should compassionate tile ignorant, and give , 
them the benefit not merely of their censure, but of their superior 

1 

nformation, fot· the wild and the blind certainly need both taming 
and tutoring. This is the neutral Chronicle I the best public 

1 
nstructor for manufacturing Preston I ,vhat signifies "talents I 
uperior,'' when wildness and blindness are I.he prominent features 
cribed to the leader of the corn law agitation! 

CHAIRING THE MEMBER. 

FREE TRADE :MEETING AT LIVERPOOL. 

(From the Liverpool Mercury.) 

It will readily be believed by those who have observed our 
constant attachment to the principles of Free Trade, in the most 
comprehensive sense of the term,-principles of which we have 
never lost an opportunity of advocating, either in our leading 
articles, om· notice to correspondents, or our miscellaneous para
graphs, -it will be believed that we had a treat of no ordinary 
description this week in listening to the speech of l\lr. Bright, at 
our grPat Amphitheatre meeting on Wednesday. Of that speech 
we have given a full, and we venture to say, an entirely accurate 
rPport; and we doubt not the opinion we entertain of it will ex
tensively prevail, namely, that it presents a greater mass of close 
reasoning upon facts, and of correct elucidation of principles, 
than can be pointed out in any production of the same extent. 
The enthu~iasm of the meetin,, WM extraordinary, an<J we cannot 
hPlp regretting that the Amphitheatre, capacious as it is, was so 
muc;h too small for the numbers assembling on the occasion. It 
is c;alculatcd that not fewer than four thousand persons gained ad~ 
mittancc, and that more than ten thousand were excluded for 
want of room. The pPople now seem fully drtermined upon 
liberating industry from its shackles, and giving to every working 
man the opportunity, which at present is cruelly denied him, of 
earning a fair day's wages for a fair day's labour; and assuredly 
they will accomplish this important and desirable object if they 
persevere with the energy they have lately displayed. Class Je .• 
gislation is beginning to be understood, and to excite the marked 
hostility of the British public. Its effects are ruinous to the 
many, and the many may obtain all their rights it they will. It 
is a shame that any working man in this wonderful country of ours 
should be without an ample sufficiency of good food, good clothing, 
good shelter, and good education. The means of his prosperity, 
furnished by a bountiful Providence, are lying ready for him in 
various regions of the earth, and he must, therefore, "Up and be 
doing" to remove all the barriers which prevent his enjoying them. 
Of this he will be more than ever convinced after perusing Mr. 
Bright's powerful speech. 

TEMPERANCE AND EnucATION.-Being invited to a temper
ance meeting the other night, I went, and was glad to find the 
room too small; but what I admired most was the good sense of 
the men. ThPy brought the benches outside, and the people sat 
very comfortably in the open air, listening to the plain statements 
of their neighbours and fellow-workmen. At the close of the 
meeting, the chairman (who is a reformed character) stated th!lt 
the previous night he had great pleasure in seeing thirty-six young 
persons learning to write in their meeting room, who would not 
have had the privilege had it not been for that institution, and 
that the expenses were borne by the pence of the teetotalers them
selves, who are all poor working men. I think Sir James Graham 
might learn a good lesson here. J. C., Ratcliff. 
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VARIETIES. 

PINCHING OLD PEOPLE.-Old people who used to be allowed 
2s. a week in this town, are now allowed fifteenpence ! What 
are the effects ?-Murmuring, pinching, begging, and-the sexton 
will tell the rest. 

THE QUEEN in her speech is made to say a great deal in fa
vour of church matters, and the " endowment of additional mi
nisters;'' but not one word about the justice of endowing the 
people with the liberty of eatin6 freely the bounties of Pro
vidence! 

THE SILK WEAVERS in Macclesfield, who declared themselves 
ruined by Huskinson's free trade policy in 1825, drew his carriage 
triumphantly into the town in 1830, on his last and fatal journey 
to Liverpool. Such was the change which the working of the 
principles had produced. 

ENLIGHTENING THB BoROUGHs.-The League spares no pains 
nor expense, to enlighten the minds of electors as to the correct 
principles of trade. They are now distributing a copy of the first 
number of a new newspaper called Tlie Economist to every elector 
in Lancashire. Betwixt three and four thousand copies are sent 
for distribution in Prnston. 

CHEAP FooD AND MORE EHPLOYIIIENT.-The cheaper we 
have food, and the more employment we shall have for the 
people; because most of that which is saved in food will be spent 
in clothing; and upon the latter a great deal more labour is em
ployed in producing than the former. In addition to the increased 
employment produced by our foreign trade, cheap food will lead 
to much more labour in producing goods also for home consump
tion. 

HUSKINSON, says tlie Economist, saw that our commerce had 
far out-grown the narrow limits which ignorant legislation had 
u.s11igned it; that all the up-heavings and convulsions in the coun
try were but the external symptoms of the fierce struggle going 
forward between our rapidly-advancing productive power, ear
nestly demanding a larger field of exchange, and the principles of 
restriction and monopoly. 

PoTATO Gnowrno.-Farmers are not fully aware of all the 
causes which operate to keep down the price of food. Besirles 
the reduction in the wages of their customers, vast numbers who 
are out of employment have contrived to rent a little land and grow 
potatoes. And though at present prices they do not get paid for 
their trouble, they say it is better than doing nothing. The cul
tivation of potatoes is rapidly extending every year. 

6000 ALE !-" ,vhere is there a glass of good ale?'' said a 
gentleman to a poor shoemaker who was staggering home.-" At 
the 1Vatering Trough," was his reply.-" How do you know it is 
good'I''-" Why, I have been there; I have had six glasses, and 
it would have taken 19 or 20 of poor stuff to have done this for 
me."-•'Well, how does ale work when it is good?''-" Oh it 
always gets one's courage up !" ' 

SEPARATION.-" How do you get on now?" inquired I of a 
poor woman who called in.-" \Ve are hoaf clammed to deeath," 
was her answer.-" But why does not the parish relieve you?"
" Because they know llhat my husband will not ~ubmit to go into 
the workhouse to be separated from his family ; he would rather 
clam than do this." -This is the case to a great extent, and, large 
a.a the number of paupers is, it would be still larger if it were not 
for the inhuman system of separation. 

REFINING SuGAR.-Applications have been made at dif-Terent 
times to admit sugar free for agricultural purpoges. The go
vernment on one occasion applied to .M:r. Howard, the accomplished 
chemist, brother to the late Duke of Norfolk, to try some experi
ments for the purpose of ascertaining if suga1· could be so ef-Tec
tually adulterated that it could not be again converted for culinary 
uses. For this p11rpose he mixed all kinds of noxious materials 
with it, but the question remained whether they could be again 
seperated, and in the experiments to ascertain this he discovered 
th.t not only could they be seperated but that the sugar was better 
and purer. Out of thiS arose Howard's patent for sugar refinin~ 

HARD LIVING.-Nothing is more affecting than to see poor 
people come begging for a little straw to sleep upon; we have 
them almost every day.-" My b(lnes are very near coming 
through my skin," said one poor woman, "with lying almo!!t on 
the bare flags." While bedding is so cheap, what a pity hut every 
sober person should have something to lie on, and something ~o 
cover with at nights. 

ELECTORAL FnEEDOlll. - " Ours is the last shop that I should 
have expected would be open to allow men to vote as they 
please," said a working man employed at a firm where the men 
have formerly been tied to vote as the masters wished.-'• Yes," 
replied another, •• masters are finding it out that it will not do to 
coerce their men, and landlords will find it out too. Farmers will 
exercise more liberty next election than ever they did before.'' 

ENCOURAGING BENEVOLENCE.--1 think it was Paley that saiu, 
he would rather give a halfpenny to a poor person, if he knew he 
was imposed on, than stop the current of benevolent feeling in 
his bre:ast. I think this is a just conclusion. A man may refuse 
to give till benevolence becomes extinct, and till no case of suffer
ing will move him. We should never refuse applications but 
with reluctance. If we err, it is better to err on the right side. 
The best check against imposition is, not indiscriminate refusal, 
but investigation of the cases. 

ScnE w .-What with the clamour of the rate payers, the ex
pense of working the union system, and the numerous burdens 
now thrown upon the poor rates, the guardians in most places have 
begun to screw the poor down to the lowest point of endurance. 
Poor old women, 70 and 80 years of age, who received 2s. 6d. 
under the old law, are now reduced to fifteen-1>ence I Is it pos
sible, that any feeling man ean lend himself thus to screw down 
the poor into the earth ? 

IMPOSITIONS. -No sooner does clerical avarice single out its 
prey, than the secular officials are ready to pluck them genteelly. 
The goods of three persons were seized for Easter dues. the origi
nal demands were in Preston 5d., 6¼d., and ls. 3d. The auction
eer sold all in about 15 minutes, fot which he charged only J5s. , 
and 7s. 6d. for writing! But the most enormous shame was that 
15s. was charged for advertisements, whereas none were print~d. 
and only five old ones used that were lying in the office! [ sup
pose it is still true, that the temple sanctifies the deed, and thit 
alter the service, how bad soevei· they may be. 

PoPULATION increases in all nations accorrling to the demand (or 
human labour. So long as England was merely an agricultural 
country, her population, like her agriculture and the demand for 
labour advanced very slowly. In 1696, just 147 years ago, tho 
population of England was about 5,500,000. In 1760 it had only 
increased about one million. It advanced with greater speed, 
though still slowly, from that time to 1801, at which period it wa~ 
8,872,980, during which pt'riod manufactures had increased in the. 
same proportion. In ten years afterwards, in 1811, the amount 
was 10,150,615. Ten years after that, in 1821, the amount was 
l 1,978,875. Ten years after that, in 1831, the amount was 
13,894,569. And ten years after that, in 184 l, the amount wa1o 
15,906,829; Scotland and Ireland bavin~ increa11ed in the same 
proportions. 

AGRtCULTURAL PROSPERYTY.-To shew that the interest of 
agriculture and manufactures is the same, and that one prospers by 
the lJrosperity of the other, I may state that the land in the di•i
sion of Bolton was rented 150 years ago, according to figures 
shewn by the land tax, at 5,1271. 16s. 8d. The present rental 
of this division was estimated and put down lasz y-ear for the 
county rate at the snm of 491,6951., showing an i:lc1·ease which 
has chiefly arisen within these seventy years, throl\gh manufactu
ring skill and industry, of 9,5891. per f'ent. The Choll'iton estate 
near Manchester is an extraordinary imtance. b J 644 it was 
sold for 300[. In 1794, it was sold for 42,9141. Ll.st :y-ear it was 
assessed at 137 ,6511. per annum, having increased i• less than 
two centuries from 3001. to upwards of 3,000,000/. in net value ! 

@°Enclose this Struggle iR the next letter you enc to any friend. 
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"There is no such thing as the landed interest separate from the trading interest."-BuRKE. 

ELECTION IN 1844111 

HAVE THE PEOPLE MEAT ENOUGH? 

The inquiry into the sanatory condition of towns is yet 
~oing on, and I notice that one of the commissioners 
l.!I about visiting Preston. This is well enough 
in its place, but the first inquiry of all should be, Have 
the people meat enough 'I We read of some who 
tithed mint, annice, and cummin, but passed over the 
weightier matters of the law-judgment, mercy and faith. 
It is right enough to ascertain whether the channels are 
swept, and whether the water courses are kept open ; but 
it i~ far more important to go and examine the cupboards 
of the poor, and be satisfied that every day brings with it a 
fair day's supply of food. Those that can sit down four 
times a-day to good meals, made ready without a single 
thought on their part, are little aware of the thousands who 
don't know when they awake in the morning where their 
.first meal is to come from. Those who order flour by loads, 
and fleihmeat by quarters, know little of the arithmetic ne-

N O. 90. 

cessary to provide a family's breakfast out of three halfpence. 
Ah! when our appetites pall with the superfluities of food 
before us, little do we think how glad thousands of poor 
people and poor children would be of that which is con
signed to the dogs and the pigs. Little do we think of the 
labour of those who work 15 or 16 hours a day, and whose 
best meal is water porridge l How mortifying to such to 
hear that government is even taxing them to secure clean 
streets, without ever doing one single thing to ensure full 
bellies. God gives to excess of those articlei essential to 
human life; he opens his hand wide, and sends plenty to 
supply the wants of every living thing. Air and water we 
have in abundance, and food would be also plentiful, if it 
were equally free. But impious man interdicts the fruits 
of the earth ; he stops the free circulation of food, and, 
blinded by an interested policy, sees his fellows starve, 
while, good food is allowed to rot upon the neig}1bouring 
shores. And yet the government that forbids the people's 
food, and does not even deign to name the subject in a 
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Queen's speech, makes a great I,>alaver about drainiQg their j 
houses, sweeping their chimneys, sc110oling their children, 
and saving their souls! To feed the hungry, is the first 
article in my crE'ed; and till this is done, I shall be ex
ceedingly dull in learning the other thirty-eight. Associa
tions and societies for enlightening the people are all useful 
in their place ; hut how can men be rendered intelligent
how can they be rendered pious and good, while privation 
paralyzes their powers, and the cravings of their children's 
wants are sounding in their ears ? How can we pretend to 
have that love to our neighbour which is the fulfilling of the 
law, while we see hunger stamped upon the countenances of 
those whose labour has built our palaces and made our 
country great? No, no; the first step is to see the people 
FED; and not fed with POTATOES, but with a fair share of 
the varieties of that good provision which God has made the 
earth to produce. Oatmeal and potatoes are good in their 
place, but is it not degrading to human beings who labour for 
our wealth, that they should never surpass in their food the 
pig in the sty ? Is all the fatness of the earth for lazy lords 
and idle squires? Is all the variety of fish, flesh, fowl, and 
fruits exclusively for over gorgP,d stomachs whose endless 
dainties cause them to nauseate the best food ? Is this the 
arrangement of Providence, that those who don't work shall 
eat the fat of the land, and those who work hardest be barely 
fed with what the horse and the pig receive in abundance? 
The blasphemous corn laws are indeed the cause of all this. 
Fish, flesh, fowl, fruits, butter, cheese, wheat, flour-all 
would pour into our island, if these laws were repealed; 
and the poor woman who peeps at the corner of the butcher's 
stall, and counts her halfpennies, but dare not buy, would 
then be able to get a slice of ham to her breakfast, and to 
see a joint of meat smoking on the dinner table. We are so 
favourably situated for imports, and can offer such attractions 
for return freights in the article cheap goods, that were our 
ports free, we should always be abundantly supplied: 
cheapness and plenty would bless the land. 

POOR OLD WOl\IEN ! 

Thursday, in Preston, is the day when old women go round to 
get alms. Being rather at leisure last Thursday, I thought 
I would spenrl a little time in chattinq wilh a m1mber of them 
as they called at the shop. I conversed with 19 of these, whose 
ages ranged from 62 to 89, many of them very infirm, and 
nearly all poor widows. Though I don't suppose any of them are 
undeserving, yet I took their names and re idences, for the pur
pose of having them visited at their own homes. Poor things I 
they had all troubles to tell, and it ~eemed to please them, that I 
took time to listen to their tales. Of all others belonging to the 
human family these are the greatest objects of pity; and a very 
little out of the superfluities of the rich would add grnatly to their 
comforts. If people were sober, and if trade were good, many of 
these might be supported by their relations without their going 
round begging. I made notes of several of their cases, and copied 
a few of their observations, which will not be uninteresting to 
some of my readers. 
-- --, aged 79, cannot stand to do any thing, she is so 

lame; but she nurses a child, for which she gets her house 
room. 
-- --, 7 5, worked 48 years in the factories, 26 of these 

at the Lords' factory. 
-- --, 80, is sorely troubled with a sick son, who has 

been confined to bed since Christmas. He had been offered the 
workhouse by the parish ; but she will beg from door to door 
before she will let him go. 
-- --, 77, has a husband one year younger than herself. 

ThP.y have nothing out of the town. He spins a little yarn-very 
ill pinched, and she only uses J d. of tea in a week. 
-- --, 80, has been lame 60 years. 
-- --, 77. She cannot rest at night. "Have you a de-

cent blld to lie on?" !laid I. "Nothing but a bit of straw;' she 

replied, " and not half enough of that; the cords fairly cut my 
ribs." 
-- --, 81. Was down sick last winter 26 weeks; has a 

hu band who has been sick 14 years ; pays Is. for rent, and they 
wanted to make her pay poor rates, but Mr. --- was very 
good and got her off. 
-- --, 80. "I have hardly a shift to my back; when I 

go to the school on Wednesday nights to hear something good, I 
have to borrow things to go in. My under coat nobody would 
take up for a mop-rag.'' 
-- --, 67. " Had the misfortune to slip down and break 

my leg-it was owing to having an old pair of clogs on." 
-- --, 62. "Son had his leg taken off-since then he 

had a brain fever, which took away the use of his arm and middle 
finger.'' 
-- --, 62. "I have trouble to tell you. Andrew, my 

son, is in prison for debt. The shopkeeper would not wait. He 
has a wife and four children, and all they have to live upon is 4s. 
a-week. Sometimes they have not a bit to eat. '' 

Such are the statements I received from these poor old crea
tures, many of them tottering under the weight of years. My 
object in giving them publicity, is to excite more pity and com
passion towards old people. What nice employment it would be 
for our ladies, imtead of shutting themselves up in their parlours, 
and injuring their health by their devotion to the fashions, to go 
and vi;;it these mothers of the people, and assist in making their 
clothing, beds, and houses comfortable ! 

PROGRESS OF THE LEAGUE, AND SUCCESS 
Al\IONG THE FARMERS. 

It may not now be amiss to take a retrospective glance at the 
progress of our agitation in the agricultural districts during the 
late session of parliament. 

Deputations from the League have visited eighteen counties, 
in which twenty-two meetings have been held. We subjoin a 
list : 

Counties. 
Bedfordshire. 
Berkshire. 
Buckinghamshire. 
D01·setshire. 
Essex (2 meetings). 

Place of Meeting. 
Bedford. 
Reading. 
Aylesbury. 
Dorset. 
Colchester. 
Chelmsford. 

H;i'npshire. Winchester. 
Herefordshire. Hereford. 
Hertfordshire. Hertfor d. 
Huntingdonshire. Huntingdon. 
Kent (2 meetings) Penenden Heath. 

,, Canterbury. 
Lincolnshire. Lincoln. 
Middlesex. U:x.bridge. 
Norfolk. Norwich. 
Somersetshirc. Taunton. 
Suffolk. Bury St. Edmunds 
Surrey (2 meetings). Guildford. 

,, Croydon. 
Sussex (2 meetings). Rye. 

,, Lewes. 
Wiltshire. Salisbury. 

The course pursued in calling these meetings has, we believe, 
been invariably the same. From a fortnight to three weeks' 
notice has been given throughout the county, by advertisement in 
the local papers, by placards posted in all the towns and village!i 
within twenty miles of the place of meeting, and by handbills dis
tributed to the farmers visitieg the principal markets. Hustings 
have been erected in the mo t convenient public place sufficiently 
spacious to accommodate all who desired to take a part in the 
proceedings, and the most influential landowner present has been 
always preferred for chairman. With a view to giving the widest 
and most correct publicity to the proceedings, able reporters have 
invariably accompanied the deput~tion from London, who have 
taken down the speeches verbatim, which have been printed al'ld 
systematically distributed by the agents of the League throughout 
every parish in the county. By these means nearly the whole of 
the southern division of England has been, not merely agitated, 
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but thoroughly saturated with information, in a permanent form. 
In no other way could the farmers have been induced to read and 
discuss the prvs and cons of the corn- law question. Paliamentary 
debates do not intere t them, and London meetings arc too far off 
to engage then· notice ; but a county mcetirtg, held in the principal 
market town, and called by placard, 11,, the topic of conversation 
if\ every circle from the castle to the cottage. In every point of 
view, these meetin~s are of the utmost importance, an<l all hough 
the expense and labour of conti11uing them will he douhtles con-
11iderable, we trust the League will he enabled to extend their 
new system of 0perations into every corner of the kingdom. 

One word as to the consequences of these county meetings. 
The monopolists are in a woful dilemna, and know not how to 
deal with tho unprecedented and unlooked for tactics of the 
League. They are stunned and bewildered by the celerity and 
auccess which have marked the progress of our champions in the 
n.gricultural districts. If they had had notice of the invasion of 
their strongholds, they would have probably agreed upon some 
plan of operations. As it is, they have been without system or 
consistency of action. They allowed the first three meetings(at 
Norwich, Taunton, and Hertford) to pass off wilh little opposition. 
Then came Bedford, where a desperate, but unsuccessful, stand 
'Vas made, which was followed b}' their Huntingdon triumph. 
Next followed Sir John Tyrrell's challenge of l\fr. Cobden, and 
his defeat in his own wheat growing-c0unty of Essex. A new 
line of tactics was now adopted. The squires put forth their 
proclamation forbidding their tenantry to attend Mr. Cobden's 
meetings. The League and its emissaries were to be hencefot·th 
treated with contempt I This resolution was adopted too late, 
and only tended to render more signal the discomfiture of the 
monopolists. Even their own paper, the Marh Lane Express, 
warns them of the danger of their present conduct. They who 
boasted at Bedford that they had canvassed the farmers of the 
whole C()unty to oppose the deputies of the League-they who 
trumpetod their succeis at Huntingdon through every monopolist 
11aper in the kingdom-they who scoured the county of Essex 
for supperters at the Colchester meeting-they who have done 
all that persons actuated by the desperation of selfi~hness could 
do to outnumber their opponents, and have failed in the effort, 
cannot now be allowed to take refuge from defeat in a. feigned 
contempt for the men who have mastered them. The pretended 
disdain in such a case is about as dignified as the yelping of a. whip
ped cur which is running off with his tail between his legs. And in 
this light is the conduct of the leading monopolists in the counties 
which have been visited by the deputies of the League, viewed by 
the honest farmers who have been accustomed to look up to them. 
The J{natchbulls and Bennets, who dare not meet the corn-law 
rcpcal!!n in their own counties, will do more to convince the farm 
tenantry of the unsoundness of their case than even Sir John 
Tyrrell can accomplish by the exhibition of himself as the cham
pion of monopoly.-Anti Bread tax Circula1·. 

A PROFITABLE COW. 

(From the Canada Temperance Advocate.) 
l\IESSRB. EmTons-1 send you some statements of the pro

duction of my cow for publcation, hoping it may induce some to 
reform in the treatment of animals so useful and profitable. ,ve 
made last spring in one month, from one cow, fifty-nine pounds of 
butter; commencing the fifth day of l\Iay, and ending the fourth 
of June. Within that time we weighed her milk for three suc
cesive days-the whole weight one hundred and eighty-nine pounds, 
averaging sixty-three pounds per day. Some five or six years 
ago, in the month of April, we made in twenty-one days thirty 
nine pounds and six ounces, besides using milk freely for the fami
ly. ,ve also made another trial of'nine months, two hundred and 
11eventy-two pounds, besides using milk for a family of six persons. 
The cow was ten years old last spring, had a fat calf at two years 
old, and has had one every year since; is of the native breed, large 
11izP,, always in good condition, and has been well kept from a calf, to 
which cause I attribute a portion of her superior qualities, and extra 
si.ze; though there must be something " bred in the b~ne," that 
gives us yellow butter at all seasons of the year, and milk nearly 
alwa)S, and often quite the whole year. While on her trial last 
spring, she was fed six q~arts of buck wheat bran per day, with 
what hay ahe would eat till grass took the place of l4y. 

Would not all farmers do well to keep fewer cows, and keep 
them better ? is not one well cared for more productive than one 
poorl}' fed and attended? is not a warm stable better than the lee
side of a rail fence? is not a good bed of clean straw better than 
one of manure, or can they be as comfortable with thirty or forty 
pounds of it adhering to their thighs, as if they were kept smooth 
and clean as in summer? In short does not any thing that adds 
to their comfort, add to their production? 

Such treatment may be objected to on account of expense, but 
has the objector counted the cost? Do tumips cost more than 
hay? Does bran, or oats, or even corn ? I think not at this 
time. I see nothing extr~ but a trifle of labour and care, and · 
does not the superior condition of the animal pay for that more 
than four-fold ?-Y om·s respectfully, 

DANIEL J. CunTIS. 

Canaan Centre, Jan. 18, 1843. 

The Irishman Striking at the Salmon 

is an example of English landlords destroying themselve, by 
supporting the corn laws, in order to get present gain. 

MORE AGITATION. 

Tho~e who remember the meetings at :Manchester last winter 
in the Free-Trade Hall, will rejoice to hear that they are to be re
peated. 

The Free Trade Hall is again to be the centre of provincial 
agitation, and it has been painted and beautified in order to render 
it an arena worthy of so important a conflict. In little more than 
a month from the present time we shall behold in it anew those 
multitudinous assemblages which first denoted the full strength of 
our party. In London, that those operations necessarily ~on
nected with the metropolis may be effectively carried on, the 
League have taken suitable premises in Fleet-street, and other 
and more extended arrangements are still pending. 

The Leagne then is prosecuting with full vigour its assigned 
ohjects. It is determined that no effort shall be wauting, no 
stone shall he left unturned, to overthrow that mighty edifice of 
tyranny which monopoly has reared. Undeterred by parliamen
tary defeat, they turn to those from whom parliament derives its 
powers and call upon that people which is most interested in the 
result, to aid them in working out national salvation. Even in the 
IJouse of Commons their efforts have not been fruitless. The 
minority for freedom numbers thirty-five more than it did last 
year. The majority for monClpoly is weaker by forty-seven. 
Such a result, proauced within so limited a time, would of itself 
have repaid us for a twelve months' toil, since it affords a sure 
augury of no distant success. But the progress of the free trade 
cause in parliament has been by no means commensurate with it!! 
progress in the country. 

Every part of the country should co-operate with the League, 
and be prepared to give eclat to the meetings which will be visited 
by its leading members.-Attti-Bread-Tax Circular. 
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VARIETIES. 

Tue IMPORT OF WooL has fallen 20,000,000 lbs. since 1836, 
and the price of home-grown wool has fallen from 18d. to l0½d. 
per lb., owing to the bad trade. 

DOCTORS AND BnEWERs.-It was justly remarked by a gentleman 
,lto gave an address at a Leicester Temperance Meeting, that 
the reason we require 90 many doctors in Eng'\and is because we 
hue so many brewers. 

AWFUL WASTE OF PnoPERTY.-The stock of cigars of the 
late Duke of Sussex was brought to the hammer, and the various 
lots realized upwards of £2000 I The principal purchasers wera 
London Club gents. Or, "Gentlemen about town.'' 

Now AND THEN.-" A little in moderation," says a carter, 
"is the best."-" What is moderation?''-" A glas!t now and 
then."-" Well, now is the present time, when is then~•'-" In 
about two hours or so."-What a latitudinarian measurement this 
moderation admits of ! It suits every stomach and every liking. 

SUGAR FOR MANURE.-Our own merchants trading to Java, 
Cuba, the Brazils, have at three seP.arate times made appli
cation to our government for permission to introduce the sugar 
prohibited by a duty of 63~. per cwt. in order to apply it to the 
purpnses of agriculture; first spoiling it in the prP.sence of an 
officer in such a way that it could not be converted into food. 

1\: PROFITAULE CAnoo.-A corn dealer in Preston has a 
earl- of excellent wheat in bond, bought so as to leave him a 
profit were he to pay 20s. per qr. duty. The price indeed must 
have been low so as to cover the expenses of freight, the 
highest duty, and also to leave a prufit to the importer. 

STATE OF SouTH STAFFOBDSHIRE.-ln the Times it was 
slated that Mr. Foster, late M.P. fer Bridgenorth, had put on 
additional furnaces, by which some hundreds of men obtained 
employment. The statement was true; but it ought to be stated 
that the furnaces "put on" were what are tE\rmP.d "Pudding 
furnaces.'' Sue/,, however, was the physical debility of the men, 
owing to their recent privations, that when they went to work they 
were utterly unable to endure the labour. 

L IMITING THE SUPPLY OF SuGAR.-In reference to sugar, 
our restrictive laws have attempted to confine the supply of our 
present population of 27,000,000, to the same quantity which 
supplied 21,000,000, twenty years ago. In 1821, the quantity of 
sugar available for the consumption of 21,000,000 of people was 
4,176, I 78 cwts.-In 1842 the quantity available for the consump
tion of 27, 000,000 was only 4,082,321 cwts., being actually 
SJ3 ,866 cwts. less. This proceeds from foreign sugars being kept 
out by enormous tluties. 

Low DUTIES AND I NCREASED CoNSUMPTION.-The duty on 
foreign wool was fixed in 1819 at 6d. per lb.; in 1824, Huskin
son, after a hard struggle with the landed interest, reduced the 
duty to the present rue, Id. per lb., on all wools exceeding h. 
per lb., and fd. per lb. on all others. The following statement 
shews how low duties are calculated to increase consumption:
In 1823, with a sixpenny duty, the consumption of foreign wool 
was 18,787 ,329lbs., and the price of South Down fleeces, in that 
year, was fifteenpence per lb. With the rP.duction of the duty, 
the imports rapidly increased, until they arrived at the maximum 
in 1836, when the quantity imported amounted to 64,23~,977lbs; 
and in the face of this large increased foreign importation, South 
Down fleeces rose to ls. 6d. per lb. 

GERMAN VOTARIES OF Ton Acco.-Every man, without excep
t ion, is smoking; each little table has its lamp (though it be broad 
daylight) for the sole purpose of lighting the pipes and cigars; and 
so unremitting are the votaries of tob~co, that yonder is an old 
gentleman actually eating and smoking at the same time, the long 
pipe Leing pushed into one corner of hii mouth, so as to leave an 
entrance in front for the, spoon or fork. At the table just below us 
are two ladies, both young and both pretty ; and opposite are 
seated two gentlemen, each with a cigar in his mouth. Now ano
ther man has joined the party, and the smoke of the three cigars is 
directed full into the ladies' faces, the last puff has gone right un
der the pink bonnet of one of them, and is curling round the roses 
and blonde, and among their glossy ringlets.--sA Summer in Ger-

ON WHOM DOES THE Bun.DEN FALL ?-There are three par
ties among whom the price of farm produce is divided, the la,ad
lord, the farmer, and the labourer. If prices be reduced, ani one 
of these gets as much as when pricP,s wern high, it is clear thit the 
other two must have less; hence it is while rents remain stition
ary, the weight of the reduction falls upon the farmer ard the 
labourer. 

Poon RATES' SAVINGS':-ln the poor law commissimen' 
reports, we con!lt,mtly read of 1avings being effected, ard yet 
those who pay the taxes, seldom experience any reductim but 
the reverse. The reason is, that while the allowances o the 
poor have been reduced, their payment for other things, nder 
the cover of poor tax, has been much increased. Rural 1olice, 
vaccination, registration, census taking, corporation watchratet, 
&c., have all now to be I\Upported out of the poor's rates. 

THE Cows MILK. WELL.-1 scarcely ever remember th, eows 
in the north of Lancashire giving as much milk as tley do 
this year. This is attributable partly to the good supply o graw 
which the. summer has afforded. But it is in110 attribntableto the 
superior condition of the cattle. Corn being low, cows haV? been 
much better fed than formerly ; and this must convince usthat if 
provender were cheap, what an advantage it would be to tboae 
who keep both cows and horses. If corn might come in fee, we 
should have a, large increase of butter, cheese and fleshmea, eTen 
without foreign importations of these articles. 

TEMPERANCE Socu.L MEETINGs.-At Glasgow the t,mper
ance society has kept up for several winters a Saturday nigit eo
cial meeting, at which thousands have attended, and by theprofits 
of which they have born the expenses of their society. Music,. 
singing, philosophical exrriments, and sometimes short l1ctnre1 
have been the attraction . Something like this should ca-tainly 
follow Father Matbew's progress in every town he visis, and 
which I doubt not would contribute much to the steadfashess of 
the new converts. 

TaE CAusB OP xoBE EMPLOYMENT.-Tbough distres con
tinues to prevail in many parts of the country, and even imrea1186' 
in agricultural districts, yet in the Lancashire towns th,re is a 
visible imp.rovement. I can see the people less gloomy ; n1<re stir-

~ ring on a Saturday night to market; and the shopkeepers 11 say, 
there is more money in circulation. All this proceeds from
what? The full employment of our machinery, which sone sage 
instructors have long been trying to persuade the people toquarrel 
with or destroy. 

Rica AND Vcton.-Some change of habits is necessary t> brin~ 
the poor and richer classes together. When the latter are 1rought 
in close contact with the former, we seldom find them wa1ling in 
humanity. They are generally rcndy to relieve distress, hut the 
difficulty is in getting th~m together. They might not btlong to 
same species, such is their natural shyness, not to say anipathy. 
If a man has a dirty face and a raiged coat, it is astonishng how 
instinctively the rich avoid his company. Oh how desirrole it is 
that all should blend together. The prominent feature in true 
religion is, to find out the ,corst, and the most miserable, and try 
to make them better and happier. Both rich and poo1 would 
find each other less faulty than they imagine if they ?ere but 
better acquainted. 

"PLENTY oF Foon,'' says the casual visitor to a workluuae, u 
he passes through the cooking or the dining room ; but n~•r thinks 
of the hardships of sternly insisting upon 500 peoplt eating 
the self-same single dish, of which, and in the co•king of 
which, they have 1tad no choice. I ha-ie known many wlo could 
not take oatmeal porridge, others whose stomachs cculd not 
endure sour oat cake, and yet, for such their is no eh•ice but 
these or being without. There are many, not exactly on the sick 
list, who requre peculiar food, but no provision is made ~r such. 
It is not from the whiteness of the floors, or the largenel!I of the 
potato-boiler that the comforts of a workhouse are to be Dferred. 
Persons know little of the feelings of the poor who ju<ge from 
these symptoms. 
Q"Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send to ary friend. 
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"The worst of it is, that free trade has always been considered a party question. I say it is not a question of party. I say 
it is a belly question."-R. Walker, Esq., M.P. 

-----------
John Bull's kindness to the poor Old Horse that does all his work. 

A GOOD HARVEST. 

God be praised for a good harvest t Oh ! it is delightful 
see the reapers cutting down the golden grain, and carry-
it to the storehouse for the supply of our future wants. 

will give wi1y to none in my admiration and support of agri
ture as ii: great nntional interest, and as one certain source 
wealth. But whether an "average crop," or rather 

more than an average crop," is not the question ; I ask 
there enough for all the people? Is there plenty for all? Is 

re not above an average crop every yea1· of human beings 
eat it? and if there be daily a thousand more mouths, 
ere ought to be extra food for that thousand. But all 
culations of this kind are absurd, nay cruel. They sup
se that the people have already been fairly fed. If the 
ta.to eaters might have as much bread as they could eat, 
d the bread eaters as much beef, and butter, and cheese 
working people require, all silly pretences about adjust
the produce of the harvest to the wants of the people, 

uld be abandoned. The cheaper food is, and the more 
consumed ; and the better people's circumstances are, 

d the better they live. Let the universal produce of a 
untiful Providence be allowed to circulate freely, and 
re would then be always plenty in the land. Dearths and 
ines with which nations have been affiicted, were owing 

the want of universality of intercourse among the human 
ily; for while there was the greatest scarcity in one part 

the world, there was the greatest plenty in another. 
But what says thefarrner amid these congratulations as to 
e weather and good crops ? He is downcast enough. 

sees the waving corn and the abundance of grass, but 
'dst all this, he cannot see his rent. Just now, there 
ot a class in England more depressed, more impover-

N O. 91. 

l ished, and more to be pitied. The papers are full of ad
vertisements of farms to let; and although it may not be 
known to the public, the bailiffs are exceedingly busy in 
taking inventories, and preparing stocks for the hammer. 
What a monstrous delusion! to talk of protecting the farmer 
by a corn law, while its direct influence is to ruin him the 
first. Rents, ta.res, and tithes are sorely complained of when 
one goes among the farmers. By the corn law, rents have 
been kept up, and though bad harvests come in succession, yet 
rents remain the same. The loss of trade by refusing to take 
the food of our customers, has produced such a mass of po
verty that the poo1· taJ-·es have become a tremendous burden. 
Landowners are generally parsons' relatives or friends, and 
they have allowed the tithe rectors to squeeze the poor 
farmers severely in the commutations of tithes. Bad trade 
is also sorely felt by them. Farmers depend upon towns for 
the sale of all their produce, and when trade is bad, they 
find a falling off in the demand for every article of which 
they have been wont to make money. 

'While I sincerely rejoice in a good grain harvest, I be
lieve after all, we have still more reason to rejoice in a good 
trade harvest. The one provides food, the other the rneans 
to purchase it with. What an abundance Ireland produces ; 
the people see it, but cannot taste it ; and the reason is 
they have no trade to give them employment, consequently 
no wages to lay out for food. It is our foreign trade that 
gives the spring to labour and furnishes the masses with 
waaes. When, along with this, food is plentiful and low, 
they are enabled to purchase largely of clothing and neces
saries, and this revives the horne trade. And, reason as 
we will, there is no other policy for England that will make 
the country prosperous and add to the comforts of the mas
ses. Persons keep saying, " What is the use of food being 
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cheap unless the people had the means of purchasing it?"
a very natural remark. But let them look about them, and 
they will see that those districts where there is the least 
trade, are most in distress. Let them again inquire into 
the districts where there is the greatest revival of employ
ment, and they will find that it is where the greatest number 
of foreign orders are received. Go round to the tailors, the 
shoemakers, the hatters, and all the domestic trades, and 
ascertain the reason they have more work, and you will at 
once find that it is not because of the good harvest simply, or 
because agricultural labourers are better employed and have 
more wages, but because the demand from China, India, 
Russia, &c., has ineceased, and nence more work is given 
out, a greater number of hands are at work, and, conse
quently, more wages are in circulation. 

I want to impress the importance of trade upon the mind 
of the public; for, while they admire the productions of 
the field, -they almost decry that of the manufactory. And 
while they rejoice in the largest production of the one, they 
are ready, in reference to the other, to join in the clamour 
about " over-production." While we thank God for a 
good harvest in England, we should be still more thankful 
for the unive1·sal fruits of the eerth, which, by our manu
facturing industry, but for avarice and despotism, we should 
all enjoy fully. 

THE EVILS OF SHOPPING. 

I know of no practice prevalent among the working class more 
to be deprecated, than that of going a shopping. I think full four
fifths of all the working families get in their provisions on this 
plan. And indeed many who are in receipt of the best earnings, 
never seem right unless they have " a shop" to go to. It is 
scarcely necessary to explain that this practice consists in getting 
all their provisions, frequently their clothing and other necessaries, 
on credit, from week to week, and at the end of the week paying 
for the old and taking new. The evils of this system are incalcu
lable, and almost as great to tl,e seller ~s the buyer. The shop
keeper, having his capital locked up in his customers' hands, has 
generally to buy in his stock on credit, and bas often to give a 
higher price, or is served with a worse article, and hence his cms
tomers are served on similar terms. His anxiety is intense, 
for he unavoidably makes many bad debts, and has to make his 
good customers pay for bad ones. On the part of the consumers, 
this shopping system is a source of loss, extravagance, dis
putes, litigation, and immorality. Not having to pay for the 
article when it is fetched, much more is often purchased than would 
be if money were paid down for it. Being fast to one place, they are 
obliged to submit to both the price and the quality of the article, 
bowever much against them. There is no thrift connected with 
shopping, for those who buy on credit never seem disposed to rise in 
the world, or to get any thing beforehand for a rainy day. So far 
from this, there is not one in ten that does not get on a large sum 
of arrears. And if any accident happen in the family, or if a week's 
work be missed, it is added to the old score, for which an arrange
ment is made to pay it at so much a-week, although it is seldom 
carried into effect. These people are always behind, and some 
to the extent of £5, £10, or £15. They get so deep in debt, 
that the shopkeepers dare not stop them through fear of losing all. 
I have often been amused to hear the women saying, on a Thursday, 
when they were filling their bags, •'Now, you must put this down for 
next week," thus beginning a new week two or three days before 
the old one was ended. The very poorest families shop the least, 
they have so little to look to, that no shopkeepP.r is willing to 
take them on his books ; the thorough-going shopping woman, is 
·be who has a husband at regular work, getting his 20s. or more 
a-week, and perhaps one or two girls at the steam-looms ; though 
these are the persons who have the be$t chance of being free, and 
of enjoying the pleasure of going to market with ready inoney. 
Drinking and idlesess are too often the accompaniments of shop
ping ; for when all is spent, there is the shop to fall back upon. 
Many of the shopkeepers are in "a prosecuting club," and not a 
few of their customers, who cannot come up, are popped into 
prison and remain there till "the thatched house" sends them 

relief. These and other evils are connect d with this system 
without one single counteracting good. How much b,tter it woul 
be to pay for all their food when they get it; not to elt it before i 
is earned ; and instead of bein a week behind, to e a week o 
two beforehand. Why should a man's labour be lUt in pledg 
every Saturday night for the next week's meat? W1y sho~ld n 
the labourer, who receives 'his sovereign, be able tc say, " Th 
is my own, and I can spend it where I please?" 1Z e•ery thin 
were paid for at the time, such care would be talon in makin 
purchases that there would be frequently something -o spare, an 
a little saved one week is sure to lead to an effort to nake it mor 
No savings' banks are required for shopping familie;. If I wer 
a working man, the first pledge I would ask from my wife, the da 
after the marriage would be, that she would never g> a shoppin 
Poverty or sickness, it is true, may compel persms occasio 
ally to get a little on credit; but doing this as a mattlr of absolu 
necessity, and paying it back as soon as possible, anl in the me 
time buying for ready money, is quite different to g,ing on ere 
every week, and paying for old and taking new. : have know 
many a man ruined by an improvident wife, by his and othe 
practices before be was aware. It was not until hw came th 
be found himself with a long score which had beenaccumulatin 
for years. But these men are ienerally such as PI¥ little atte 
tion to family affairs, and, perhaps, spend most of tie interval b 
twixt Saturday afternoon and Monday morning a; the publi 
house. I have always written against shopping, anc I long to s 
the day when good household management shall totaly put an en 
to the practice. 

CORN LAWS AND THE EXPORT OF J\,L.CHINER 

Mr. John Workman, of Belfast, has published thefollowing le 
ter from Mr. Cobden, in the papers of that town, v.here so mu 
dissatisfaction has been produced by the recent mea.u.re regardi 
the exportation of machinery:-" Dear sir, knowiig your zeal 
the good cause of free trade, Jet me request you to 1se the oppo 
tunity that now offers of bringing your Conservati\/3 neighbour 
engaged in the flu-spinning, to our ranks. The tep taken 
the present governru.ent, in allowing free exportationofmachiner 
ought to bring every mill-owner to repeal. If proection be n 
good for the proprietor of spindles, why should it 1-e for the pr 
prietor of acres ? If the cotton and flax-spinners bi not allow 
a monopoly, neither should it be given to the corn gr:>wer. Son 
of your neighbours objected to the League, becaus« it advocat 
total and immediate repeal ; but they should be remnd('d that t 
government have applied the same p1inC'iple to them; for, in spi 
of the appeal for time made by the flax-spinners cf Belfast, l 
government have abolished unconJitionnlly the law igo.inst mach 
nery. The present government have removed the ltst vestige 
re~trictions in the way of exports ; why should not tley apply the 
free trade principles to imports also ? There can be no selli 
without buying. I do confidently hope, that your Conservati 
11eighbours will insist upon the same rule being appled to com 
to spindles; and believe me, yours truly,-RrcHAR> COBDEN. 

"l\fr. John Workman.•• 

WHO l\IADE THE LAND? 

F1·om much loud controversy and corn-law deiating, ther 
rises loud, though inarticulate, once more in these y,ars, this ve 
question among others, who made the land of En;land? W 
made it, this respectable English land, wheat-growng, metalife 
ous, carboniferous, which will let readily hand 01er head, £ 
seventy millions or upwards, as it here lies; who dil make it? 
",v e !" answer the much-consuming aristocracy ; " Ye !" as th 
ride in, moist with the sweat of Melton Mowbray, 'It is we th 
made it; or are the heirs, assigns, and rcpresentaives of tho 
who did !"-My brothers, You? Everlasting binour to y 
then; and corn-laws as many as yo11 will, till yoir own de 
stomachs cry enough, or some voice of human pity br our fami 
bids you hold ! Ye are as gods, that can create sdl. Soil-er 
ating gods there is no withstanding. 'l'hey have the right to se 
wheat at what price they list; and the right, to all lengths, a 
famine-lengths,-if they be pitiless infernal god ! Celesti 
gods, I think would stop short of the famine price ; but no infe 
nal, nor any kind of god, can be bidden stop ! Inf.tuated mor 
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als, into what questions are you driving every thinking man in 
l;ngland ? I say you did not make the land of England ; and by 
the possession of it, you are bound to furnish guidance and go
vernment to England ! That is the law of your possessions on 
this god's earth; an everlasting act of heaven's JJarliament, not 
repealable in St. Stephens, or elsewhere ! True government and 
guidan,ce ; not no-government and laissezfaire ; how much less, 
mis-government and corn law I There is not an imprisoned 
worker looking out from these bastiles but appeals, very audibly 
in heaven's high courts, against you and me, and every one who 
is not imprisoned, "Why am I here I" His appeal is audible in 
heaven; and will become audible enough on earth, too, if it re
main unheeded here. His appeal is against you, foremost of all ; 
you stand in the front mark of the accused ; you, by the very 
place you hold, have first of all to answer him and heaven.
Carlyle's Past and Present. 

FREE TRADE. 

To no country in the world that ever did or does exist are 
the principles of FREE 'l'RADE of the same importance as they are to 
us, for in no country does so large a portion of the population and 
property depend on commerce and industry alone, in order that 
they shall have any value. We believe that this important and 
critical fact has been entirely overlooked, or has never been 
-considered in one tithe of its importance. Let us consider what 
a huge portion of our property and reliance for employment consists 
of, and depends upon, the vast variety of factories, mills, and 
other manufacturing establishments, and their numberless aiders, 
assistants, contributors and ministers found in every variety in 
manufa~turing districts; our extensive and rich kingdom of mi
nerals; our canals, railroads, and various facilitit!s of internal 
tran port; our endless variety of public companies; our huge and 
splendi<I commercial marine ; our docks, b-1.sins, and public ware
houses; and our great cities attached to, and dependent on, the 

- samll interests. 
Now the important fact to which we wish to draw attention is, 

that the labour and property thus involved, not only depend on 
trade, but on a SUFF)'.CIENT EXTEYT OF TRADe,to retain a.ny value 
whatev,~r, 

S~ writes The Economist, and so much every observing person 
must perceive. The plain articles of food and clothing are intrin
sically aluable ; but many things ma.nufactured on which our peo
ple 11re employed, derive their value solely from the capric and 
fashions of other countries. Lot this be lost, and the 111.bourers' 
industr~ employed upon them is of little value to this country. 

THE CORN LAWS. 

It is one of the extraordinary symptoms of the corn-law ques
tion, that whether the harvest is good or is indifferent, the cause 
of free trade still wins. If the sliding-scale brings in a deluge like 
last year, demonstration, trumpet-tongued, proclaims its ruthless 
and d(},!lolating folly. If, as may be the case this year, the deluge 
is e:x.changed for scarcity in imports, then stands revealed the dam. 
ning truth, that whi1st America is teeming with abundant produce, 
and the Baltic and Euxine ready to feed us with their surplus 
grain, this law of weak cupidity interposes between provisions and 
starvation ; and for another year there will be non-intercourse be
tween our manufacturing consumers and the producers of grain in 
other countries. With a duty ranging from 14s. to 20s. the impor
tations must be moderate, and may be nothing. The consequence 
will be that the production of other countries will be deprived of 
markets. More and more urgeatly will they apply themselves to 
domestic manufaeture -more and more severely will the Belgian, 
the German, and American competition be felt, until at length 
the. evil will cure itself, amidst the indignation and ridicule of 
civilized nations; but, whether by the destruction of onr foreign 
trade, and by our declining into a third rate power, or hy the 
collective wisdom and energy of our countrymen, taking the thing 
into their own hands, and cutting their Gordian knot in modes 
and consummations, which men of peace and true lovers of their 
country cannot think of without dismay, remains in the womb of 
time, and is beyond any prophecy of ours.-Morning Chronicle. 

Slr Robert: consults the Political Barometert e.nd finds 
it falllng; the clouds are gathering, and t11e horizon 
is gloomy. 

GOOD BUTTER FOR GREASING SHEEP AND CART 
WHEELS. 

Our attention has just been called to another most gross impo
sition upon poor, patient, long-suffering John Bull. Part of the 
cargo of the ship Europe, which arrived at this port the other 
day from New York, consisted of butter, imported, not for the 
use of man himself, but for any other purpose to which he may 

I 
put it when spoiled. The law passed by our landed legislators 
provides that this butter shall be put carefully into bond, under 
custom-house lock and key, and not removed thence, for use in 
this country, until it is rendered utterly unfit for human food. Of 
the butter in question, ten tons were consigned to one house and 
the rest to different firms. A specimen of it was brought to us 
the other day, which we found to be slightly salted, but, in other 
respects, equal to the fresh butter now selling in the Liverpool 
mi\rkots nt ls. per lb. The price of the American a.rticle under 
notice is 38s. per cwt., which would be about 4d. per lb.; but, in 
order to prevent the poor man from getting any of this cheap 
butter, it is mixed with tar before it is taken out of bond, and 
then our humane and considerate laws allow it to be used for the 
purpose of smearing sheep and greasing cart wheels, or any 
other use unconnected with the nourishment of man or beast. The 
work of destruction was duly performed yesterday on the pier
he'ld. Admirable laws I Miraculously patient John !-Liverpool 
Mercury. 

SINKING MONEY. 

We hear some people say, "What a vast of money is sunk in 
railways; no wonder trade should be bad, these railways and things 
have fastened all the capital of the country." The truth i~, no 
money is sunk ; this work was all done by labour ; and the question 
is simply, whether the labourers could ha.ve been more profitably 
employed. If the men who worked would have been other
wise idle, it is a great national advantage that they were so em
ployed. The only rPal " sinking" was the food and necessaries 
consumed by them ; and if they had not been so employed, they • 
would, from some source or other, have consumed a considerable 
part. As to money, there is not a shilling less in circulation 
owing to this; for all that was paid by the proprietors has been 
paid again and again, and has kept in circulation ever since. 
\Ve may talk of sinking lahom-, but to talk of sinking money is 
nonsense. An individual is sometimes said to sink so many 
thousand pounds; but he merely pays it away for labour, and the 
labourers pay it away again for food and clothing. 
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VARIETIES. 

A contemporary asks us when we expP,ct to accomplish our object. 
Our answer is,-as soon as the electors of the kingdom understand 
the true meaning of PROTECTION.-Anti-Bread-Tax Circular. 

THE RESULTS OF MACHINERY.-Four centuriei. ago a Bible 
cost £30, which would then purchase as much food as £100 
would now. What has reduced its value from this to a few shil
lings? That hateful thing-machinery I 

How DID THE LANDLORDS GET THE LAND ?-By the great
est robbery the world ever saw. ,vmiam the Conqueror divided 
the country among the brigands who followed his standard. One 
of these men got all the land between the Ribble and the Mersey 
given to him in a triumph. H. 

AGRICULTURAL PROFITS.-In the Nottingham Mercury it is 
stated that by the application of the sulphate of ammonia, an ex
traordinary crop has been produced, yielding a profit of nearly 
250 per cent. upon the outlay. This is very gratifying; the next 
account will surely be that now they need not the corn laws to 
protect them from foreign competition. 

HollIE MADE.-A person relating the case of her son and family, 
in the back settlements of the United States, said, that as 
they bad no opportunity of selling their farm produce, they were 
obliged to manufacture all their clothing for themselves from the 
raw wool. From the sheep they bad to spin, weave, and make 
up all their clothing. To exchange their grain for Yorkshire 
woollens, would be a great saving to both parties. 

HAND-Loo:u WEA.VERS.-lt would melt the stoutest heart to 
know the amount of hunger endured among the poor hand-loom 
weavers towards the latter end of the week. On Fridays they 
are generally pushed to " get their cut out," and it is on this day 
that their stock of food is commonly run out. Hence they are 
often compelled to go and beg a little to put them on till the cut 
goes to the warehouse. 

LIBERTY.-Civil libe1'ty was nothing, religious liberty was 
nothing, the liberty of the press was nothing, for so long as an in
creasing population was allowed to labour under restrictions on 
the means of living, all this liberty would be im,ufficient to give 
them prosperity, to enable them to advance in the career of im
provement, so long as the opportunity fairly to exchange the 
produce of their industry were denied them.-J. Bright. 

SLIDING ScALE AND FrxED DuTY.-,vhat difference betwixt 
a Sliding Scale and a Fi,;ed Scale of Duties? The one lets in 
large quantities of corn in September and October; the other 
small quantities all over the year. The one keeps corn out of the 
country and makes bread dear ; so does the other. Both are a 
tax upon bread ; both are an injustice ; and both ought to be op
posed. No man who regards the rights of the people would ad
, ·ocate a tax: of Ss. duty upon corn, in order to get clear of the 
sliding scale. The dispute should be, "sliding versus free ad
mission;'' not "sliding scale versus fixed duty." 

THE "FEw" AND THE "l\IANY.''-You may rely upon it, says 
J. Bright, that if the people slumber they will be plundered. It 
is utterly impossible it should be otherwise, constituted as mankind 
arn. If the people slumber, very few govern; and if very few 
govern, then there is much more chance of the ignorant and sel
fish few wielding the powers of the government to the advantage 
of the few, to the diaregard of the interests of the many. The 
people have no wish in legislation but to do right; the few may 
wish to do wrong, because the few may profit by the wrong, but 
the many never can. 

TEMPERANCE IN IRELAND.-A traveller in Ireland, writing in 
the Leeds Mercury, says; -I can now !!peak more decidedly as to 
the Temperance movement, and I rejoice to be able to confirm 
the reality and extent of its existence and benefits. All persons, 
even the toddy-drinkers themselves, agree on these heads. Some 
of my fellow-travellers, Scotchmen, have travelled from Belfast in 
the north, by Dublin to Cork in the south, to :Santry and Killarney 
in the west, and Limerick in the centre of Ireland, without seeing 
a drunken man. I saw one in Limerick, but the circumstance was 
so remarkable, that it drew together a considerable crowd. The 
effect of sobriety on the conduct of the people in other respects is 
nry conspicuous ; the shillaleh is laid aside ; not a head is bound 
up ; and a single black eye, in Limerick, is all I have seen. 

The heavens are bountiful,-and so is Sir Robert Peel ! To 
the one we owe five weeks of the finest weather, at the most cri
tical time, that ever gladdened an agriculturist's heart ;-to the 
other, 500,~00 quarters of foreign wheat, which has just, as we 
are told, slipped in at 14s. duty, under the new sliding scale, to 
add to the intensity of competition in the home market, between 
this and Christmas, when there is always competition enough 
without foreign aid.-Weekly Cliro11icle. 

WHAT COMMERCE HAS DONE FOR LIVERPOOL.-J. Bright, 
adverting to the advantages of trade, at the Liverpool meeting, 
said, let him now look at the question as it regarded this town of 
Liverpool. Most historians or antiquarians who had written about 
it showed that not long ago it was a small and unimportant village, 
for at a time when Lancaster was required to pay 15 marks, and 
Preston 13, only 11 were demanded from Liverpool. There was 
a time, not 300 years ago, when Liverpool contained only 138 
householders and cottagers-a time later than that when there 
were only twelve vessels belonging to Liverpool. 

GOING, GOING, GONE !-The Norwich Mercury of last Satur
day contains no less than seventy advertisements relating to 
the sale of farming stock; and a majority of these are cases in which 
the tenant of the farm on which a sale is announced is described 
as one "quitting the occupation,'' or "retiring from business." 
We should like to know how many of those parties have managed 
to amass a fortune, or even to, acquire a moderate competency, 
under that protective system which, as they have ah,ays been 
taught to believe, was devised for their especial benefit. But we 
rather suspect, that most of those farmers who are retiring from 
business do so to avoid greater evils.-Manchester Guardian. 

THE WELCH FARMERS.-The farmers of Wales, says the Anti
Bread-Tax Circular, will not again submit to be driven to the poll 
by the bread taxers; and means must be immediately taken to pre
pare suitable free-trade candidates for every borough and county 
in Wales, in the event of an election. The farmers have now the 
means to emancipate themselves from the menopolists, and we 
mistake if they lack the spirit to do so. We recommend them to 
pass resolutions expressive of their want of confidence in their 
present representatives, and pledging themselves to vote at the 
next election for none but free traders. This course will encou
rage suitable candidates to present themselves. 

Mn. CALBOURN, the popular Candidate for the Presidency of 
the Uaitea States, in giving his opinion on commercial treaties, 
says;-" I am for free trade-free trade on both sides, if it can 
be had, but if not, on one side. It is good in part, but better in 
whole, for the interest of both countries ; and my advice, as far as 
I have an opportunity of giving it to my friends, is, to push without 
the least relaxation, for decided action on the part of Congress at 
tae next session ; but, at the same time, to throw no discourage
ments on thP, attempt to arrange the duties by mutual agreement, 
and I hope they will take that course. It is, I hold to be, the most 
certain mode to obtain the object they have in view-to strike off 
the shackles of commerce." 

DR. BOWRING has visited the Isle of l\lan. In the course of 
his speech at the dinner given to him he said, " when he had stood 
where he could see the three kingdoms and nearly cqui-distant from 
them, he could not but reflect that Scotland, and Wales, and 
England were represented, and Ireland too in spite of her grie
vances, but when he looked down on the little Island in the midst 
of them um·epresented, he felt more forcibly than he ever had done, 
proud that he was an Englishman-but as an Englishman he did 
not the less regret that any of his fellow creatures should be denied 
those rights which he held to be the birthright of all. He should 
therefore be happy if he could render them any service, and in 
whatever way he could help them he would do it.'' (Cheers.) 

A HINT.-The Sheffield repealers are lending the Electoral 
Packets, neatly stitched, to the non-electors. A sufficient time 
is allowed for reading, and they are then changed, so that by thill 
means every house will be supplied with them. 

@'Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send to any friend. 

Printed and Published by J. LIVESEY, Preston. Sold by Gadsby and 
Heywood, Manchester; Willmer, and Anti-Monopoly Association, 7, Water
street, Linrpool; J. Kershaw, 14-, South Market, Leeds; Houghton, 47, 
Westgate, Huddersfield; Gill, Blackburn; Wragg, Bury; J. Dawson, 
Clitheroe; E. Bowker, Accrington; H. Earnshaw, Colne.-Price ½d, 
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Cht 6trugglt. 
"All agree that the fabric of monopoly is the prison-house for the energies of the world."-Mr. C. P Collier, PlymoutA. 

THE 
John Lac'/cland.-A prize bull, ey? Oise wonder when they'll gie a prize for a good fat labouring man un hi11 ~hildren-c,ne ia 

pd heart and co11dition I Such a curiosity oa thinks would deserve a prize indeed. These shows are all humbug. 
Peggy and Jacky.-Loo' thee! see thee Jacky I These piggies can hardly waddle, they're so fat. 
Jacky.-They mun ha' had as much as they could stuff ever since they were babbies. 
Peggy.-I wish I wur a pig, Jacky; I would then ha' my bellyful. See I see I they are ea.tin' green pease l 

Mr. COBDEN'S SPEECH 
AT THE LANCASTER MEETING. 

Ma. CoBDElf, M.P., came forward, amidst great cheering. 
Re spoke as follows :-Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen. When I 
Mme into this borough, I rna.dP. an inquiry, which I usually put 
where,·er l go,-" what sort of farmers are they hereabouts, and 
what kind of arguments do they want to convince them that the 
Com Laws have done no good for them?" I was told" the farmers 
here are a poor set; they have not ma.de much ; they are a poor 
.et about Lancaster." (Hear, hear.) Now, T hear that every 
where: whereTer I go it is the same story;-" they farmers are a 
poor set; they have made very little money; the don't think they 
get much benefit from the Corn Laws." I was down at Oxford 
Ule other day. We dined, Mr. Bright and I, at the farmers' or
iinary, at the Roebuck, and a gentleman sat opposite to us, who 
was a large farmer and a very intelligent man. I asked him what 
•h• ,tale of the farmers was in Oxfordshire. "Why," be saya, 
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"I'll venture to say that not one in ten of tha farmer11 in Oxford
shire ha!!, in a seri of years, made the interest Clf his mon4"7 
which is employed in farming; he ~ets no profits; of what yon 
m:i.nuracturers call profit, he gets none wbatev r i not one in t .. n 
has got even interest for his capital. "Then," I said, •• you are the 
servants of the proprietor ; you manage bis land and collect hi 
rent, and do it all for nothing ; and you live upon your own cap
ital." (Hear, hear.) "Just so,'' be said, "and we might as Wf'll 

have our o}Vn money in the bank, or any,\ here else ; we shoul-d 
be doing just as well.•' The other day I wrote to a gentl~man i11 
Cheshire. I am going to Knutsford shortly, and I want to get 
~ome little information about the state of farming there; so I wrote 
to an independent farmer in Cheshire, asking him for in(ormatio1t 
on that subject. Well, he writes me word, " I believe not Oil('! 

in twenty of the farmers in Cheshire, in twenty years, has m!lde 

I 
his own-has kept bis own. That i~, be adds, if yo\\ wer~ t" 
11trike a balance of all the (arming in Cheshire, for twenty yeara, 
you would find that money had been lost, not runde, upon it, it1 

1 that time.'' (Hear, hear.) Well, now, are these fu.ct!? Doe& 
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anybody contradict them? (" No no.") And if th~y are fac t.s 
and if they will bea1· the test of statements, in a meeting like this, 
what in the world becomes of the pretence under which this system 
is kept up? For, in the House of Commons, you never hear any
thing of the proprietors' interest ; you never hear arguments 
to show that the benefit of the landlords requires this system 
to be kept up ; but every one of these iniquitous laws-the 
Corn laws, the sugar laws, and everything else, is kept up on the 
pretence of benefitting the farmers and farm labourers. ,ve 
have never yet brought them in the House of Commons to admit 
once that the landlords have a partacle of interest in the question ; 
all is thrown upon the farmers. And when we come to talk to the 
farmers, they declare that they are the worst-used set of men in 
the country, and that they have made less money than any others. 
(Hear, hear). ,veil now, if I was a farmer at this time, and I 
am a farmer's son, I would not quietly submit to this so1·t of thing. 
If they were doing an injustice up at London in the House of Com
mons, one among another, I would never let them do it in my 
name, unless I pocketted at least some of the money they are doing 
it for. (Applause an'd langbte1 ). It is bad enough to do a bad 
thing at all; it is bad enough to be a thief, and be Qalled dishonest; 
but to be called names and to ~et nothing for it,is, I think, as bad 
a condition as any man, honest or dishonest, ever fell into. 
(Hear, hear, and laughter). I think it is high time the farmers 
should speak out for them elves, and not allow a lot of manufactu
rerst who, however, can do a little better than the farmers yet, to 
go about the country, to tell you how you have been imposed upon. 
Now I want to know how the farmers could possibly have any 
benefit from these same corn-laws. How do they let the farms 
down here? Do you pay the full value for them ? Is any allow
ance made, quarterly or half-yearly, when you pay your rents, by 
your landlords, on this ground,-" ,ve passed a Coro-Law in 
London lately; we did it certainly in your names, and it is only 
fair that you should have the benefit of this monopoly ; therefore 
we make you this return?" Does the red-t:ipe man, the steward 
or land-agent, who goes about settling for the landlord, ever say 
anything about the Corn-Laws, when he lets you the farms 01· takes 
your rents? Not he. ( Applause.) I don't know how they let 
the land here, but I know that wherever el~e I have travelled, 
and I have been i1,to bet\veen 20 and 30 Englbh counties, I have 
found them complaining that the land was let 'too high. Farmers 
don't often pay less th:w the market value for their land, for the 
1·ent is laid on by the agents, ju t according to the price you can 
get for your produce; and if the price of corn is doubled, I am 
told the agents value the land accordingly. Ha farmP.r were going 
to get 100s. a quarter for his corn, and prices for other things in 
proportion, I am told that the land-valuer would not value him 
into a farm on the same terms as if he were going to get only 
50s. a quarter for his wheat, and so in proportion for others. 
Is it so? If it is so, what good can a law which keeps up the 
price of produce do for the farmers, when they are compelled to 
pay for their land just according to the price they get for their 
produce ? What good can such laws po sibly do to him? ( Ap
plause.) But perhaps you are not so badly off down here; per
haps you have not a dozen or a score of men wanting a farm 
whenever there is one vacant. ,v11ereve1· I have been I have 
found there were twenty men ready to take a farm when one fell 
vacant; and that is a sure guarantee that the landlord gets the full 
valuation. At a town in Sussex, the other day, I was told by a 
respectable gentleman that a farmer, who occupied a farm of 300 
acres, had died of apoplexy at three o'clock in the afternoon, and 
that before eleven o'clock, next morning there were 27 applica
t:ons to the steward for the farm. (Hear.) I will tell you 
how they let the land in another part of Lancashire where I have 
been. I was lately at \Vhalley, and put up there for the evening. 
I found the house full of company ; there were 25 people in the 
kitchen. The good lady of the house said to me, as :m old customer, 
"There are two gentlemen in the room you occupy, but probably they 
will not object to your going in." I went into my usual p:irlour, and 
found two gentlemen, one a lawyer, and thP other his clerk, with a 
great deal of papers and red tapes, and a little box with holes cut in 
it. I sat up in a corner, and soon found that a farm was to be let by 
ticket, a farm of about 70 or 80 acres. Here was a farm of about 
70 or 80 acres, of poor, wet land, on a hill side, which 
would be worlh nothing, were it not for some print works 
near it, with which I am connected. A lawyer and his clerk 
came over from Preston, pretty nearly twenty miles, to let 

these 70 or 80 acres of land; they got their twenty or 
thirty fellows, as they called them, gathered into the kitchen
they meant the farmers, you know-(hear, hear)-and they give 
them ale to drink ; and after it was all over, I found that they 
had made up their mindl> as to who should have the form before 
they came there; for the lawye1· and his clerk talked it over; it 
seemed that some wealthy farmer wanted it; they found out what 
these men would give, and then they resolved on letting it to him 
at the highest price. (Loud cheers.) But "hen the 
landowners are put on the same footing, they will manage their 
affairs in the i-arne way, and as economically as the rnanufacturen 
do. If a millowner ha~ a transaction twenty times as much in 
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amount as the letting of this little miserable farm, he does not 
hire two men, with reel tapes and paper, to go to market for him, 
but he does it him elf. He does not sit all the evening drinking 
port, while "the fellows" are drinking ale in the kitchen , but he 
goes to the Exc,hange, and transacts his business with a monosyllable. 
(Hear.) Why, I am surprised that you did not, above all things, pre
vent a railway running from Preston to this place, to expose the stata 
of the land. (Hear.) It is one-half rushes. (hear, hear.) Tho 
possession of every inch of land is disputed liy a ruslt; in soma 
cases, they have actually taken possession of three-fourths of the 
field. (Applause.) Now, what do you say to the man who 
weaves our calicoes, when we find he bas put his shuttle through 
the cloth, or let dowu the ends, or that it is short of picks, or any 
thing else? "Take it back;" because we know we can get some-, 
body else to do it better. But how is it when the land is allowed 
to nm to ru hes, and people are thus robbed of half the produce 
which it might bear,-what redress have they from the landlords? 
None whatever, for they may shut it up in barrenne s, if they 
please ; they may live in idleness, and let the land go to waste, 
but still they have a law, which says to the people,-" You must 
come to us to buy ~ hat you want for your subsistence.'' (Hear, 
hear.) Now, I do not blame the farmers for the state of the land; 
I marntain, on the other hand, that the landlord, and the landlord 
only, is responsible for this neglect. (Applause.) I have tra
velled all over England, and I venture to . ay that, with the 
siugle exception of the land in Cheshire, there is no mea
dow and pasture land in so disgraceful a state as is the 
land between this place and Preston. (Hear, hear, and applause.) 
I am not fond of phrical force at any time, but I should like to 
see some of the owners of those beautiful fielils, wl~ich are over
grown with rushes, whippE'd round their own fields for such gross 
and scandalous neglect of their prope1·ty. ( Apphuse and laugh
ter,) When we t:ilk of repealing the Corn-Lciws, and letting in 
forei .~n produce, they say-" Oh, but we want protection from 
foreigners." Yes, I should think they do, when they keep their 
land in the state wl1ich I see it here. Those rushes must want a 
great deal of protection; they will never grow without protection 
I'm sure. (Cheers and laughter.) I point out these things, and 
I could point out many more, all proving that the landownen 
might compete with the foreigner, and beat him too, if the1 
would only lay out their capital, and expend their energies upon 
the land, in the same way as the manufacturer does upon his ma
chinery and his tall chimneys. It does not rest with the farmers 
or the farm labourers to do this; it must be done by the ownera 
of the soii ; for unless the farmer had a lease be would be a fool 
to do it. (Cheers.) And if the landowners refuse to grant 
lea es, because they want the tenants to vote as they please at an 
election, then they a1·e responsible for the neglected state of the 
land, and people have a right to complain of the state of the land, 
so long as the landowners of this country have a law that the peo
ple shall not go elsewhere to buy the produce of the soil. (Ap
plause.) Now, gentlemen, I have been told since I came here 
that the farmers of this part of the county have a considerahle in
fluence in this borough election, as well as in that for the county. 
I am told that our borough extends a good way into the country, 
that 300 farmers nearly have votes for the borough; and I am told 
that at the last election the landlords brought up those farmers to 
vote against the free-trade candidate. Now, I want to know 
what you got by it, what you have to show as a return for that 
vote. (Applause.) Because if you have not got something 
good by it, there are others who are suffering a great deal ofh,arm 
from this policy. (Hear, hear.) I think. we need not come here 
to discuss whether the Corn-laws are good or bad for the trading 
part of the community; I believe that is generally admitted; I 
believe every body admits that a poor man working in a factory, 
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or on a quay at Liverpool, would be better off with a free-trade 
in every thing, than he is at present. (Hear, hear.) But we 
come here to discuss the matter as affecting the farmers ; and I 
want to know what the farmers in this neighbourheod have got, 
or expect to get, by this monopoly. I want to know how the 
farmer can possibly separate his interest from that of the town 
near which he lives. I want to ask the farmers-and when you 
go borne, I hope you will talk this matter over with your neigh
bours,-! want to know wh':l.t you will do with your children. 
Your farms, you know very well, don't extend and increase; they 
are not made of India rubber (laughter )-they do not increase 
either in size or number, in the way that your. own families do; 
and I want to know what you think of doing with your children? 
(Hear, hear.) When you sit at home, with your four or five 
lovely lads about you, you say to your wife, perhaps,-" What 
!hall we do with John? he gets :i. great lad ; he is fourteen or 
fifteen, and it is time he was put to something.'' Is your fir&t 
thought to get him to a farm? No; you come to Lancaster, or 
to Preston, or to l\Ianchester, and you'll get some shopkeeper to 
take him apprenticP, or you get Lim into an office or warehouse, 
as a clerk, or into a mill, as an overlooker. That is you1· first 
thought about him; for you know farming to be the worst busi
ness going, and so you try to get your son into something else. 
Accordingly you come into the town, and you go, perhaps, to my 
friend Livesey here, who is a notorious man, and you ask him, -
" Can you take my son into your warehouse to sell cheese?" 
"Why,' ' says Livesey, "don't you read my Stru,qgle 'l I have 
been telling you for the last four or five years that the Corn-laws 
have ruined trade, so that I cannot find work for my own sons 
and servants." Then you go the draper next door, and he tells 
the same story ; and if you go round to them all, you hear the 
1ame report. You go back home to your wife, tell her this sor
rowful story, and what do you think of them? If your sons can
not be got out, they must of necessity stay at home ; and as there 
are not farms fo1· all of them, they mmt come down to the condi
tion of farm labourers. And what are your daughters lo do? 
One may marry a farmer ; what becomes of the others? They 
may become domestic s~nants, or, by great pru Ienco and 
economy, you perhaps may manage to keep them at your own 
house. Now, if yon have natural affections,-and I suppose far
mers ha-ve,-your first thought should be for the welfare of your 
ehildren; it is \\hat we live for; l,liveandworkinlhc hopcofdoing 
somethiJJg for my children to make lhem more comfortable than 
myself-(applause) -and I give you crndit for the same feelings. 
But when you come inlo the town on the election-day and give 
your votes 1'<>r men who do all in their power to cramp the trade of 
Lancaster, of Preston, and of l\IanchestPr, yolt are doing the Vl'l'Y 

worstthingyoupos, ihly canforyolll'children. (Apphtu e.) \Veil, 
now, how are you li viug? You are in the hands or your Jancllor<ls; 
you are bidding one against another for land; the le s trade tlwrc 
ia, the more clamouring there is for a bit of land, and the further 
you go down in your advance towards a potatoe diet for your 
labourers. (Hear, hear.) Look at freland; we hear of them 
tearing one another to pieces there for a bit of land. If a man 
l>ids over his neighbour for a bit of land, and that neighbour is 
dispossessed, they shoot him ! And why? Because it is a strug

le for life and death in the struggle for land in Irel::rnd. And 
why is it so? Because t.he frish have no 1rade; they have no 
large towns like Lancaster, Preston, or l\Ianchester, to go to; 
there is nothing but the land no depend on. ( A pplau,e ) And 
you come here and vote for a monopoly which is to pnt down the 
trade of these towns, thus doing your utmost to bring your chil
dren into the condition that the Irish are in. (Applause.) I 
ead O'Connell's magnificent speech which he made the other 

day at Conemara, in the far west, where he was addressing an 
audience of 100,000, amongst th~ hills in the sight of the Atlantic. 
And what does he promise them as the fruits of the repeal of the 
,mion? When he wanted to picture somflthing which they do 
Dot now enjoy, and which he conceived was the greatest boon 
iJiey could have, he tells them that soon those mountain glens, 
those solitudes, shall be resounding with the noise of the shuttle 

nd the spinning wheel. "You are the nearest part of the em-
pire," he says, "to the new world; you will be the first to receive 
Ille raw material, the cotton of America; and when we have a 
4omestfo parliament, you will have a cotton mill standing on that 
magnificent waterfall, where your children shall find employment, 
and escape from the tyranny of the landowners.'' (Applause.) 

I really feel that it is a work of supererogation to come here to 
talk, and try to persuade you of what is so obviously your own 
interest; but you have had arguments put before you, which, 
coming here now, I am bound to say something in answer to. 
You are told continually by these political landowners, who just 
want to keep you in their own trammels, to make you vote for them, 
that you cannot compete with foreigners in raising corn. They 
tell you the foreigner can raise corn for nothing, and send it here 
for nothing, and deluge you with corn. (Hear, hear.) That i 
how they've managed to carry you along with them on the elec
tion days ; for had they not told you this great bugaboo about the 
foreigner coming to ruin you with his boundless supplies of corn, 
you never would have allowed them to ruin you. (Hear, hear, 
and cheers.) That is just the secret. "rhen the Ilighland chief
tains wanted to levy black mail on travellers, they told them of 
some desperate fellows into whose hands the travellers were sure 
to fall unless they propitiated their assistance; in other words, 
allowed themselves to be robbed in the same way. You wore 
told by the political landowners that the foreigners were coming 
to ruin you; but you have a worse enemy than the foreigner at. 
your own door. I have been on the continent, and it is my rn·ac
tice there to see how foreigners do things, and to compare it with 
what is done at home. I found their cotton-printing was carried 
on precisely the same as I did it my elf; they pay wages to their 
labourers; the drugs they use cost money, and some of them aro 
very expensive. It is the same with their farming; their labour
ers will not work without wages; if they want good implement, 
of husbandry they must pay for them, and iron is much dearer with 
them than with us; and in conveying their corn to market, 
they labour under the disadvantage of having no roads, and being 
obliged to carry it on the backs of mules and horses, so that it 
frequently costs as much in carriage to the sea-port as it has done 
to raise the corn itself. All these difficulties, with which the 
farmer abroad bas to contend, prevent him growing corn any 
cheaper than you grow it hcre,-that is taking into account the 
expense of sending it here. Now, the English farmer has a natu
ral protection against the foreigner in the cost of bi inging foreign 
corn to this country. I have taken some pains to ascertain what 
the expense is. \Ve applied to Sir Joshua Walnrley, of Liver
pool, au<l Sturge and Brothers, of Glouce.ter, who are most ex
tensively enga:,:ed in the corn trade, to go through their books for 
ten year3, and ascertain what was the average cost of bringing 
corn from Dantzic, which is the large. t hipping port on the con
tinent, to England. The result \\as that it cot, upon an average, 
10s. 6d. a quarter, including the cost of freight, in urance, and 
other expenses. But corn docs not grow in Dantzic, any more 
than it does in the streets of Preston 01· Lancaster; it has to be 
brought down tho rivers 300 or 400 miles from the interior; it. 
has to be brought from the place of grnwth to the rivers, and ha 
frequently to be carried on the backs of horses. Thus you have a 
clear protection of I 0s. 6d. a quarter in the freight of corn froxn 
abroad to England. Now, how many quarters of wheat will you 
grow upon an acre of land in this Fylde country ? Thrne or 
four? I will say four. (" Three.'') Somebody says three, and 

I 
I'll take it at that, but I fear )OU are bad farmers. ,vhat rent 
<lo you pay for an acre of land ? I suppose about a guinea and a 

I half. ,v ell, three quarters of foreign wheat will cost half-a-guinea 
I each in bringing here from Dantzic; that is just a guinea and a. 

half for three quarters, which is the amount of your rent; there
fore you have a protection equal to your whole rent against the 
foreigner, in the cost of freight alone. (Applause.) Depend 
upon it, we cannot get corn for nothing from abroad. In America, 
if we go ther~ for corn, it must be brought 1500 miles from the 
interior, by the rivers and lakes, before it comes to the Atlantie 
Ocean; and the Americans don't got theit- work done as you do, 
for ls. or ls. 6d. a day: thP.y pay a dollar a day for wages. Why 
cannot you compete with them, then? People will tell you, 
perhaps,-" \Ye have so many taxes to pay in England." But tll 

I 
people on the continent pay taxes too : it is a very bad compliment 
to our own government this argument of the monopoli ts, who 
say in effect that we are the only people who pay taxes. (Hear.) 
But we find they pay taxes in France, in Prus ia, in Russia, in 
Germany; antl the governmenta there are like our own, they take 
freely out of the people's pockets, that is all the) can find there. 
(Hear.) Some say labour is chc?aper on the continent. I deny 
it; and in proof of my assertion say that you will find English la
bourers working all over the continent, and getting double tlle 
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wages of the natives. Why is this? Because they do double 
the work. You must not estimate the comparative value of the 
labour of an Englishman and a foreigner by the time they are 
both employed ; you must look at the amount of work performed 
by each during that time. If any one places a couple of pieces 
of calico before me, I do not judge of their value by their size ; I 
look at the quality. In the same ,vay, we must take into account 
the quality of the Englishman's labour; and if you inquire how 
much work an English labourer can perform in comparison with 
labourers of the continent, you will find he can do twice as much 
work as a Frenchman, four times as much as a Russian, and three 
times as much as a Spa~iard or Italian. (Hear.) That is just 
my estimate of an Englishman; and of course he gets wages in 
pt•oportion. Now, here is the farmer in England, with the best . 
roads in the world, the best markets in the world, the best labour 
in the world, the best of everything in proportion, and yet 
he says he cannot compete with foreign farmers. Now I'll tell 
you why you cannot-if you cannot. It does not rest between 
you and the taxes you have to pay, the price of your labour, 
and that sort of thing, but between you and your landlord. 
(Applause.) And if you cannot settle that matter with him,-
11uppo11ing you not to have done it yet,-it is because you have 
never come to close quarters with him at all. The farmer has 
always allowed the landlord to stave off the question of rent by his 
~lling him,-" Oh, we will go to Parliament and get you some 
protection,-we will get an Act to protect you.'' (" Hear, hear.") 
That is the way in which the farmer bas been bamboozled 
from the beginning ; the landlord scares him under his 
wing by talking of these horrid Russians and other foreigners, 
who are coming here to eat him up; but the protection the land
lord gives the farmer is very much like that which the hawk gives 
the sparrow,-he does cover him, but he picks his bones. 
(Cheers and laughter.) I don't mean to say the landowners will 
get as good rents with a free trade as they have now with mono 
poly; I have a notion that in the long run nobody profits by in
justice; and I think, just now, the landlorcls are in snch an uneasy 
position, what with the income-tax, what with this constant plague, 
the Anti-Corn-Law League, and what with their tenants continu
ally worrying them, and saying, "We must have a reduction of 
rent; we voted for your men last election, true blue.'' (Ap
plause anrl laughter.) What with these and other things, I think 
the landlot ds are in as uneasy a mess as any set of people in the 
country; and I have no doubt they would he a great deal better 
off with a free trade. I am sure they would be better off in this 
district of the country, because they would be the first to catch 
the great wave of awakening prosperity in the towns. But if they 
got the same rents as now, they would get them, not by pinching 
the bellies of the people and forcing them to live on short allow
ance, but by rooting up those rushes which impoverish the soil, 
by draining their land, by keeping 60 heads of cattle upon their 
land where they now keep but thirty, by selling twenty pounds of 
butter where they now sell but ten, and getting Sd. a pound for 
it where they now got lOd., which would be a great deal better, 
as the great mass of the people would get more butter; there 
would be no complaining in our streets,-no income-tax,-no 
poor-rates-(hear, hear, and applause.) The tenant-farmer would 
then be an independent man (cheers); he would stand up bdore 
his landlord on the rent day, he would stand up before him on 
the election day; and there would be no attempt to bamboozle 
him into voting for one or the other, for each would he indepen
dent of the other. The landowner would be a richer man, I am 
i,ure he would be in this district ; the farmer would be a more in
depe,ndent man ; towns and communities would be more pros
perous ; all classes would be benefitted by the adoption 
of free trade. Gentlemen, if it was not so, if it was not 
for the benefit of all classes that justice llhould be done to one 
olas11, the moral government of this world would he upon very 
bad principles indeed. The great Creator of the universe has 
not ordained things so, but that if yon can find out what is just to 
one class, I'll engage for it, it will be found advantageous in the 
long run to all classes. Well, here I say the farmer has nothing 
to fear from competition, he has his protection I told you of, with 
good markets always at his door. The landlord has nothing to 
fear; and what keeps us from getting this system altered ; it is a 
lot of politicians ; it is owing to another question being mixed up 
wilh this. It is place, patronage, and plunder,-plunder of office. 
( A.pplaU90,) There is always a party wanting to he in power in 

this coontry, to have the disposition of the revenues of the chur~h, 
the navy, the army, the colonies, and all the rest,-patronage to 
the amount of fourteen or fifteen millions,-every appointment. 
from the Lord Chancellor down to the humblest tide-waiter. 
(Applause.) That is the great prize they fight for, and how do 
they fight for it? One party says,-•• We'll set up for farmers' 
friends and get them on our side;" and so they have bamboozled 
the farmers. I know many men of first rate influence in the party 
who are precisely of my opinions as to free trade ; they believe it 
would benefit the country, but it will not fit their card ; they think 
they can keep office better on the other tack. Having spolien ol 
the farmers, it is due to the numerous body that I should say a 
word about the farm labourers. Farmers and farm labourers ara 
the real agriculturists : the landlord is no more an agriculturiat 
than the ship-owner is a sailor. Let us see how ,vould the labour
ers be effected by a repeal of the Corn-Laws. What becomes or 
the labourers born over here in the Fylde country, or down by the 
Sands ? Where do they go to ? There is no increase in the de
mand for labour on your farms ; they must move off somewhere. 
A friend of ours who takes a great intere~t in this quelltion, had 
once the curiosity to go into some village churches, and look into 
the registers to see what became of the people; and he found that 
of every three registered as born, only two were registered a,e 
buried in the Yillage. He inquired of the old people what had be. 
come of the different members of families, and received such 
answers as that-" John went upon the farm, and Tom went to 
Preston, and Bill to Manchester, and another to Liverpool," and 
so on. If it were not so, how do you think the villillges would 
ever hold the people ? (Applause.) One village near to Pendle 
Hill has fewer people in it now than it had at the Doomsday re• 
cord, in the time of William the Conqueror, pretty near 800 yeara 
ago. But in that little village they have always gone on multi
plying and increasing, and the people have gone to Clitheroe, 
Blackburn, Manchester, and the neighbouring towns. But 1up
posin~ this emigration to be checked for want of trade, what 
would become of those young fellows who now find employment 
by going to Preston, Lancaster, or Manchester? They mutt 
stay at home ; and then what would become of them ? Work
ing by the side of their fathers, they would overstock the labour 
market, two m".m would be running after one master; and thi1 
must pull down wages. (Hear, hear.) Now our object i1 to give 
them employm,,mt somewhere else. · There is not a laboul'
ing man present who does not understand my logic; it re
quires no philosophers, no learned men, to understand such 
arguments as these. He can see in a moment that if the stout. 
strapping young fellows who are growing up about him cannot be 
drafted off to other places to get employment, they must be pul
ling down the wages at home; therefore it is hir. interest that 
towns should prosper, that trade and manufactures should increaae, 
for that is the only mean by which agricultural labourers can be 
kept from coming down to the condition of the labourers in Ire
land, where two millions of people are glad to work for 4d. a day, 
and cannot get it. And the only reason why it is not so in Eng. 
land is, b11cause we have our busy manufacturing towns and our 
sea-ports to draft them to ; while in Ireland they have nothing or 
the kind. ( Applauae.) Gentlemen, I will not tire you by saying 
another word on the subject. I have said enough. I will leave 
you to discuss it amongst yourselves. But I pray you, don't let 
it be said, when I come here again, •• The farmers here are a 
poor set, a drowsy, inactive set." Be up and stirring; the 
way is clear, and there are bright hopes and prospects for you. 
I look to this district, at the next election-and we shall 
have an election, to get out of our present difficulties, before a 
great while, I expect,-1 look to you to set your backs againat 
these men who come to dictate to you how you shall vote. I call 
upon you to emancipate yourselves and your children from thi1 
thraldom, to confer a benefit on yourselves, your families, your 
fellow-countrymen, and on the landowners themselves, even against 
their wishes. Gentlemen, I thank you for the attention -witJa 
which you have heard me. (Loud cheer!.) 

At this meeting the following resolution was unanimonaly 
adopted.-" That in the opinion of this meeting the principles of 
Free Trade are in accordance with the laws of natqre, and con
ducive to the welfare of mankind, and that all laws which inter
fere with the free intercourse of nations under the pretence 
protection to the agricultural, colonial, or manufacturing intereat, 
ought to be forthwith abolished." 

Printed and Published by J. Livesey, Preston.-Price jd. 
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"The characteristics of a good government are, that it furnishes to the people all the comforts and conveniencies of life."-DR. BowBIJto 

M lslng American Butter with Tar to avoid the Duty---Frults of the Corn Law• I 
Foreign Butter pays 20,. per Cwt. Duty. This is imposed to keep up the price of butter in this country, for the benefit of the landowners. When 1111 

importer finds it impossible to pay the duty aod get a profit, he employs persons to bore holes through the casks and pour tar into them. By this the butter 
is spoiled for domestic use; but in this state the law allows it to be sold at a duty of one ,hilling and eiglitpence, and it is used for the purpose of dressing 
•heep and greasing carts! So true is it that prstection is a robbery upon the people ! The Liverpool monopoly papers have stated that this is not good; 
eertainly it might be better; but it is, nevertheless, as good as the inferior Irish butter, now the chief article consumed by working men. Again, this b11tter 
h:ts been getting strong by being hawked about in search of a market. Give us free trade, and we would have eaten it as fast as they would make it ia 
.America, and give them good calicoes, and spades and ploughs, and pots and pans, and teaketlles and teacups, and spoons in exchange for it. 

PEEL'S NEW CORN BILL UPON ITS TRIAL. 

We have had a double harvest-a fine growth of home 
produce, and a little supplementary harvest from abroad, of 
above half a million quarters of foreign corn, let in at a 14s. 
duty, just as the farmer is driven into the market with his 
new wheat, to realise whatever it will fetch towards putting 
him in cash to meet the various claims upon his pocket. 
Such is the recent evidence, which we mark to go to the 
jury of yeomen who are invited to sit in judgment upon 
Peel's bill; and who will, we trust, prepare themselves 
to be empannelled for holding, ere long, an inquest on its 
41orpse. 

The bill is avowedly on its trial. What says this fact for 
or against it as an experiment? Do the farmers like it ? 

No. 93. 

Do they call this influx, just at the present time, a " pro
tection?" We should like to learn what possible good they 
can derive from the operation. The injury is obvious •. 
They are met by competition when they are weakest to 
withstand competition. They are undersold when prices 
are not inordinate, and when the occasion for selling is, with · 
many of them, most urgent. This is not the natural course 
of things, but this is what the bill does. By the bill this 
corn has been locked up till the present moment • and by 
the bill it is now let out on the market. The interest of 
the corn factor to pay the duty just now, is not an interest 
rising out of the ordinary inducements of trade, but an in
terest created by the bill. It is the bill that meets the 
farmer on his road to market, and robs him. True, like a 
polite highwayman, it does the thing in a gentlemanly way ; 
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it smirks, and smiles, and bows, and assures him that all is 
meant in pure civility and kindness; and then, as such 
gentry sometimes do, it tenders him a "protection" from 
other marauders. And is the farmer such a dolt as to take 
the cajolery for gospel, and jog on, contented and prolld in 
being a protected man? What says he; guilty or not 
guilty? 

We make no pretensions to be the " farmer's friend" ex
clusively. The bill has other judges. We may ask the 
manufacturers what particular good this influx of foreign corn 
at harvest time does them? Is any new market opened 
thereby? Is any regular commercial exchange instituted 
or promoted? Does unlocking the warehouses let loose 
any imprisoned orders for goods ? Is a single wheel the 
more set in motion? Is anything whatever done towards 
raising the corn trade from an irregular speculation into the 
wholesome pabulum of industry? Nothing, nothing! From 
thence we get a second verdict against the bill now on its 
trial. 

Turn we then to the public at large, the consumers, the 
bread eaters, or those that should be so. How stands the 
account with the population? Why, just thus: a tax 
upon the material of their food has been paid into the trea
sury, amounting to no less a sum than £350,000. Yes, 
that is the quantum of bread tax realised at "one fell 
swoop.'' Truly, the bill is a profitable bill for the exche
quer; only the misfortune is that not a farthing goes into 
the exchequer but what comes out of people's pockets. 
Lord John Russell's 8s. duty would only have made this 
batch of bread tax amount to £200,000. There would 
have been less tax by £150,000 than is imposed by Peel's 
bill. The average duty actually paid under the old law, of 
5s. 3d., would only have exacted £131,250; less than 
Peel's bill by £218,750. So that it appears to be an excel
lent taxing machine, this corn law of Peel's; it works well 
for the treasury, but not for the country. To the people, 
it is a harder bread tax screw. It squeezes more blood out 
of them. All the verdict they can return, on this evidence, 
is-Guilty of extorting £350,000 from the consumer, with
out a grain of benefit to the producer. 

And all this money is obtained under false pretences. The 
bill was never put forward as a taxing bill. It professed to 
be a bill of relief, which, in conjunction with the tariff, 
would lighten public burdens so much that an income tax 
was requisite to maintain a balance. We were to pay the 
income tax for this reason, amongst others, that we should 
save it in our food taxes. What monstrous hypocricy, or 
what egregious blundering! For it should never be forgotten 
that Peel's bill is not to be tried by the amount it realises 
for the revenue. That was no part of its function in the 
tripartite measure with which he favoured the nation as his 
prescription, when he was regularly called in and took his 
fee. The income tax was to be the rnoney raiser; and it 
was made all the more stringent because it was promised that 
the modified corn law would mitigate the pressure of bread 
tax on the consumer, while it yet more efficiently protected 
the agriculturist. In proportion, therefore, as the bill 
raises bread tax, it fails of its avowed purpose, just in the 
same way as the income tax would be a failure should it not 
produce revenue. A professed benefit is all the worse for 
turning out to be a real extortion. Peel's experiment breaks 
down all round. To continue its trial, is more mad than 
the obsticacy of the old alchymist. We have had enough 
of the bill. Every body, farmers and all, have had enough 
of the bill. It is time to pass total and final sentence of 
condemnation upon the bill. All that remains is to tear the 
bill to shreds, and scatter them to the free winds of heaven, 
that delight to waft the freights of commerce to their desti
nation in any part over the free waves of the ocean.-Anti
Bread- Tax Circular. 

AGRICULTURE AND MANUFACTURES. 

I am not ignorant of the oppre sions which are prnctised 
upon the poor workmen by some of the manufacturer , nor of 
the unhealthiness of the system in some of its departments. 
I have, however, defended manufactures (not the in
dividuals engaged in them), for two distinct reasons. 
First, because I believe they have been the means of sup
porting a great mass of the people, who but for this must 
have been in the same condition as the Irish poor. And 
secondly, because certain individuals such as Mr. Ferrand, 
in opposing therepealofthecornlaws,instead of using argu
ment, have tried to influence the prejudices of the l-'eople by 
railing at manufactures, while they do nothing at all for 
their relief, and unfeelingly vote against every measure 
for giving them power. Their argument in plain language 
is this, " if we can make it appear that the cotton lords are 
bad, then it follows that the corn laws are good!" 

Supposing that landlords and cotton lords are equally bad, 
there is in two respects a material difference in the ystems 
to which they are respectively attached as it regards their 
influence upon the interests of the people. The landlords 
have a law to make food dearer than its natural price, and 
which all the eaters of food are compelled to pay. The 
cotton lords have no such law in favour of their own inter
est. The landlords, with all their gains, do not employ 
the people ; but leave them to starve, to go to the parishes, 
to beg, to steal, or to emigrate as they please. The cotton 
lords, with all their faults, are connected with a business 
which produces an extensive amount of employment, the 
importance of which we must all acknowledge. 

The defenders of the Corn Law, instead of answering 
the arguments urged for repeal, proceed to talk about 
cheap food reducing wages. They also rail against machinery, 
though they are doing all they can to persuade fat·mers to 
adopt machinery. And then they talk about the rural feli
city of country people, and the horrors of a town population ! 

Every relaxation in the price of bread I find to be a 
benefit to the manufacturing operatives, and to have a 
tendency to add to his wage . That which is saved in 
food is spent in clothing, bedding, furniture, &c., which 
gives employment to our artisans. The total repeal of the 
corn laws would bring an increased demand for labour, by 
lessening the nece ity of labour and this must nece sarily 
exercise an influence in favour of wages. So far then from 
masters advocating repeal to fall upon wages, they can see 
clearly that the contrary would be the effect ; as they would 
get a larger demand for their good and better profits, and it 
would be their intere t not to diminish wages. None 
but those who wish to live by taxing bread, or those whose 
judgements are sadly warped by pr<"judice would try to per
suade the people that cheap bread would reduce wages. 

Ignorant of the working of machinery, not a few attack 
manufacturing because, they say, it deprives the people of 
employment. It is a pity they do not calculate the in
crease of employment it gives, and that by it millions, for 
whom the landlords made no provision, have been sup
ported. If I were not confident of this, I would never 
again plead for its extension. If working men will just take 
the trouble to trace the money paid by manufacturers, they 
will find that the amount of labour is to be measured by 
that alone, and not by the number of hands employed in 
the mill. If, for instance, I take all the mills in Preston, 
and ascertain that thei1· receipts are more than they were in 
1839, I say that there is more money paid by them for labour 
now than in that year. It is possible, I admit, that a 
smaller sum may be paid to the hands inside the mill, but 
there is more paid to persons working elsewhere. Indeed, 
what a master receives, he is sure to pay again, forthe pro
fits of his business and his personal enjoyments depend upou 
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doing so. When you see the population of a town in
asing, with the increase of machinery, as is commonly 
case, it ought to make you suppose that your objections 

it are not well founded. I call at the shoemakers, the 
ors, the grocer, the wheelwright, the painter, the basket
er, the gn.sman, the tinman, the gardener, the carrier, 
baker, and I inquire where the money they receive 
es from, and they begin at once to trace it to our manu

turing establishments. The larger the proceeds of the 
es of goods made by machinery, and the more money is 
ulated among the various trades and professions among 
and which all, when properly traced, goes to pay labour. 
could as easily as others amuse the people by tell
them of large tracts of land, which want cultivating, 

d what an advantage it would be to have three acres 
eh; but all this would end in mere talk; I could neither 
int out how they are to get the three acres, how they are to 
implements of labour, how they are to live for twelve 
nths till a crop comes off, or bow they are afterwards to 

rnpete withgoodland, which, with halfthelabour, will yield 
arger crop. I prefer talking about that which experience 
ves to be practicable, and which only wants freedom to be 
re extensively beneficial. 
I am as fully aware, as those I am now writing for, 
the pride and ambition of men whose wealth seems 
be overgrown. But really when I come to consider 

whole matter, I only see what is common to all 
o get up in the world, either from land or trade. 
hat reconciles me to it is this, that though we talk of men 
ccurnulating wealth," there is in fact no real accumula

n, and there can be no possessing it without others ob-
irig a share. They can neither enjoy it, nor invest 

for producing more, without calling or employing 
our. _ Large works doubtless have their evils, but 

evils are less, so far as employment is concerned, 
n smalle!.' divisions would produce. Divide if you 
1 the largest concern in Preston, into say 12 parts, and 

opinion is, that the amount of labour as the result 
uld be gwatly diminished; that whereas with an old 
nexion, large capital, the advantages of a single direc-

, and arrangements on the most advantageous scale, 
fits can be secured, while without these the same 
Id not bt- realised. And if there be no profit for 
master, the employment for the men will soon be at an 

MUST AGITATION CEASE? 

B.-This fine weather and an abundant harvest will stop 
r corn law agitation. 
. D.-Why should it? If the patient get a little temporary 
f, by an effort of nature, is he for that reason to cease using 
ble remedies to remove the disease which he knows to be 
ed in his constitution ? 
• B.-Oh I trade is good now, and that will silence these 
chester men. 
• D.-Tf trade at present be good, that is the best of all rea
why an effort should be made to prevent it relapsing. Be

s, men have more spirit and more means to carry on an 
ation when they are doing well, than when all their time and 
ntion are required merely to keep the cart on the wheels. 

great fault of English people is, that they will never move 
they find ·themselves almost ruined. It is better to foresee the 

and prevent it, than to grapple with it when it has become 
rwhelming. But I am sorry to say, that although the cotton 
e is allowed to be good, most other branche11 in the country 
ain still depressed. But what is it which is relieving even 
cotton trade ? 
. B.-A greater demand from China, the East Indies, and 
r places. 
• D.-Well,itismoretrade. Thecornlawsays, "littletrade," 
its advocates, if they carried out their principles, would make 
sea an impassable gulf, and cut off our connexion with the 

rest of the world, to make us independent ! The repealers say, 
"more trade,'' and the freer our connexion with nations, and the 
more trade we shall have. More foreign trade makes more em
ployment, and this, connected with cheap food, gives spirit and 
vigour to the home trade. The repealers will never ceasP. their 
agitation till they see monopoly fairly destroys~~ · and the people 
reaping the benefit. uif .; . 

1
j < 

A. B.-Then I suppose Cobdenll -ana ill~IJ\.~ i and the rest of 
• • , , Jc:J 11 , 11 () 1 l'llf I~ , 

them will still be disturbmg the farmers, an sowmg discord be-
twixt them and their landlords. 

C. D.-Cobden and hisfriends will''stffl Jo-on1~iiKghtening the 
farmers, and convincing them that the b\ii&'fft~ o't'"&ee trade are 
intended for all. They will indeed agitate die1whole country, but 
especially the elee.toral b0dy ; and great as was their success last 
winter, it will still be greater this. 

A. B.-Well, public opinion is certainly turning that way, and 
I wish it may turn out for good. Although I am no repealer, I 
think some change is nesessary, and I must say that in zeal and 
consistency of purpose, the Leaguers are examples to all. If 
they can restore the country to peace and prosperity, nobody will 
rejoice more than myself. 

Death waiting for the Drunkard. 

MANUFACTURES versus AGRICULTURE. 
The following will show the relative importance of agriculture 

and manufactures: -The factory of Mr. Bright, at Rochdale, 
occupies not more than three acres of land, and employs 600 indi
viduals, to whom he pays £14,000 per annum in wages, or above 
£23 annually to each. One thousand acres of hod require only 
fifty individuals for their cultivation, whose annual wages, at lOs. 
per week, would only amount te £1,300, and no less than 12,000 
acres would give employment to 600 individuals. 

In 1779, the population of Lancashire did not exceed 350,000 ; 
in 1841 it was 1,467,061, shewing an increase in 62 years of 
1,317,061 individuals, or above 376,303 per cent. The number 
of persons employed in the cotton manufactures in 1779 was 
60,000, iu 1836 it was 1,600,000, being an increase in57 years of 
1,540,000, or above 2,566 per cent. The area of Lancashire is 
said to be 1,130,240 acres, of which a considerable portion is use
less for the purposes of agriculture. But were the whole adapted 
for tillage, it could only give employment to 22,505, or 1,644,556 
less than the actual number in 1841. Were it not for the aid of 
machinery, where could we find food or employment for this enor
mous surplus? The a1·able land of England is stated to be 
19,135,995 acres, which, at 50 able-bodied labourers to every 
1000 acres, would give employment to about 382,720 individuals, 
but the population of England, according to the census of 184 l, 
was 14,995,508; leaving a surplus above the wants ofagricultura 
of 14,612,788. Annihilate our manufactures, and extinguish our 
trade, and what charity, what human power could provide for such 
an overwhelming redundancy? And yet men, pretending to be 
statesmen, and calling themselves senators(!) affect to cry down 
manufactures, denounce machinery, and sneer at trade! Poor, 
ignorant, if not wicked, fools, they little know the wholesale ruin 
which would follow the completion of their wishes I 

. WILLIAll HAllULTO?f. 



VARIETIES. 
THE SPINDLE-MAKERS, it is said, are so busy, that it is impos-

11ible to make them fast enough. This iii the consequence of the 
machinery exportation bill. 

The entire amoent of specie of the world, is estimated by Jacobs 
at £1,900,000,0(10.· In Europe, there is supposed to be 
£1,000,000,000 • .I j\c_ffirfilrlJF to the best authorities, it is supposed 
that the paper -'i:irdl~r'i<tn m Europe is fourteen times the specie 
eurrency. ~mwoa ns ,nsm1r 

MACCLES~fiblh~ m,~ not the least doubt but we shall be 
able to send t.wfo<JN~~w repealers at the next election. The 
electors got up a IDf;\W0rial and presented it to their members last 
aes,ion, signed by a majority who vote at an election. G. A. 

MoRE DRINKING.-There is one thing at which I am grieved, 
especially on a Saturday night; I notice that in connexion with 
better trade and more employment, there is more drinking. How 
foolish working men are, after labouring hard through the week 
to go and degrade themselves and impoverish thei,. families by 
•pending their money at a public-house. 

FARMING PROPERTY.-" I sometimes wonder that my brother 
farmers," says Mr. Hope, "have never asked themselves this 
question, 'Have we, as a class of capitalists, been more prosper
ous than any other class of traders?' •' Though the fact that they 
have been less prosperous than others is obvious to all, yet it has 
always been said that the Corn Law was passed for their special 
protection. 

What injury could agriculture receive by free trade ? The 
worst that can befal it is, that as much food will come in as all 
the people can eat. And is this an evil to he deeply deprecated? 
Why it is the very state of things we have been told a thousand 
times the corn laws are designed to realize. 

Mn. WALKER, M.P. for Bury, in his speech at their great 
meeting, said, "If government continue the present corn law, 
the improvement in trade will be only a passing sunbeam, and 
will be followed by a dark cloud which cannot be dispelled but by 
the adoption after all, of free trade principles." 

Dn. BOWRING, in his speech at Bolton, said, t.hat day week he 
was in the Isle of Man, where be found that the best refined sugar 
could be bought for 4d. per pound; and he could like to know why 
his constituents in Bolton should not obtain it at the same price. 
The rea on was, that the West India interest and the chancellor of 
the exchequer stepped in between them and the sugar producers, 
and said they should not buy sugar till it had paid a heavy tax. 

NATURAL RIGHT.-To exchange the produce of their indus
try for the produce of the industry of their fellow-men the wide 
world over, was a natural right. It appt-ared to him that there 
was no liberty without this liberty, which was simply the liberty 
to live. The right of voting for members of parliament, the right 
of electing the members of the legislature, the right of electing even 
the crown, if that were so,-all this liberty was of very small value 
without the liberty to Ii ve by their industry. -J. Bright. 

THE PEOPLE s REPRESENTATIVE.-Henry Ashworth, in re
sponding to a toast at the Bury meeting, said, the League was 
virtually the people's representative. It was th«' representative 
of their interests and their rights ; and he was persuaded that those 
who had taken part in carrying out the objects for which it was 
established, would not fail to advance the people's interests as far 
as in them lay. He congratulated them upon the past success of 
the League, and expressed his confidence that their efforts would 
be successful. 

IRELAND has few or no manufactures and little or no trade, and 
aomparatively speaking, no towns. It is the want, therefore, of 
mannfactures and trade in Ireland, to absorb the surplus popula
tion, to stimulate a more skilful species of agriculture, and to 
supply the capital for carrying it on, which has crushed the Irish 
tenantry into complete degradation and dependence on their land
owners; and it is the possession by England of commerce and 
manufactures, which, absorbing our surplus population, which 
requiring an improved agriculture, which supplying capital to 
ee.rryiton,-it is the growth of manufactures and towns in England, 
on which the farmers look sometimes with disfavour, which has 
enabled them to save tbemaelves from the wretched condition of 
&be peasantry in lreland.-Brighton Guardian. 

The 0/iio Statesma,1 estimates the surplus amoant of whea 
raised in that State the present year, after supplying their want 
at 20,000,000 of bushels. 

The following is the Parliamentary retnrn of the military an 
naval forces of the United Kingdom for 1842 :-Army, 176,42 
navy, 65,902; ordnance, 10,165. Total, 252,490 I 

DRINK AMD l\IuRDER.--James Ratcliff, who was recently e 
ecuted at Chester, for the murder of his wife, confessed before b 
execution, that he committed the awful crime under the infl.uen 
of intoxication. 

ONLY ONE POT ALLOWED.-Captain Hudson, the keeper 
the Queen's prison, has issued an order that no µisoner should 
allowed more than one pot of beer per day, to ha supplied at ce 
tain hours! 

THE VALUE OF CoMMERCE.-Thii1 country, siid Dr. Bowrl 
in his speech at Bolton, was engaged, commercidly, in a strug 
with the whole world; and, but for our bad law1, she would ha 
greater advantages than any nation upon whic'l the sun shoo 
and the dew fell. There was a general desire throughout t 
world to trade with us ; and but for those lawr which prevent 
the free interchange of commodities, we shoulc be the happi 
people on the face of the earth, 

TRADE WITH ENGLAND.-One of our packet ,hips, now load! 
for Liverpool, has on board the following articlru, which comp 
her cargo so far,viz.: 200 bbls. of flour ; 650 !:his, of lard; ~ 
firkins of butter; 600 casks and boxes of cheese; 50 tons of 1pe 
macetti oil; 2 invoices about 20 tons maamre, of clocks. 
these commodities, except the small quantity of flour, are ne 
articles of export to England, and the entire cargo goes forwa 
in consequence of the recent modifications of tle British tari 
-New York paper. 

TnE BAKER's OPINION.-'\\~hen Mr. La: gston was oa 
va11sing Oxford some years back, a ke:- asked him 
he would vote for a repeal of the corn laws · " Why do y 
ask?'' said he; "Because," responded the baker, "I 
deeply interested in that matter. When b·ead is cheap 
sell two loaves for every one that I sell when J. is dear, besid 
which, when it is high I sustain another l~ ,, h r my custome 
sometimes forget to pay for it!" That anecd)te made a gr 
impression on Mr. Langston's mind, and did mmh to con-vert h 
to the corn-law repeal. 

PoLAND AND BLACK BmuD.-Tbe example of Poland ia pe 
petually held up to our working classes as a bagb!ar to enliat th 
!'ears in a suicidal crusade in favour of the ariste£atic monopol-r 
food, and the fivepenny wages and black bread of thti peasant 
pourtrayed in all the exaggerated colourir:g cf a raw head 
bloody bones to awaken their hostility against free trade and 
nufacturing industry, But why are the wtgesof the Polish a 
the Irish serf sunk to the same wretched level' Why, beca 
agriculture, the sole employment of both co ·ntres, is insufficie 
to give occupation to a tithe of the populatfon, and the compe 
tion is among the employed, and not the en plO!·ers, because m 
nufactures are unknown, and commerce lnrdf advanced to i 
infancy. 

THE EFFECTS OF OPIUM ara not only rest1uctive of healt 
but of morals, In conveying the drug by slip bads, as has be 
the practice hitherto, we inflict upon the Cl:ineia evils of a m 
fearful magnitude. It is a great blot upon our country that t 
trade was ever tolerated, and so long as no direct measures a 
adopted for its suppression, the Governmmt nus.t continue 
share in the guilt incurred. A eurse goes witl e-very cargo 
opium. The parties trading in it are the ninilters of death 
the very people who feed them, and the wealtl aequired by t 
traffic could only be enjoyed by persons wh<se nor-al sense i1 
blunted as to make them indifferent to the te.1de1cy and results 
their actions. Let us help the Chinese to gEt ri< of the poison 
their market, and on no pretext attempt to for:e it on &hem. 
Madras Athe1&<2um. 

HART'S Commercial and TemperanceHctel and g .. 
Boarding House, 1.59, Aldergate Hret, LondOID. 

To Railway Travellers and all persons ,isitng Londo,t. 

YOU will find superior accommodation, conl>in10d with g 
economy, if you put up at the above ~st:blis1hmeot. It 

near the General Post-office, and St. Paul'i; rod th• pri~i 
Railway and Coach-office Omnibusse1 pass tie d>or. 
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Cht ~trugglt~ 
'' The peop'.e are increasing by millions, while the law practically prescribes only a fixed stationary quantity of the necessaries 

of life for their consumption, and the 11ame number of customerg with whom to exchange their productions." 

COFFEE WITHOUT SUGA.B. 
George Burg,e,s.-W-U. Kitty, my love, have you got my breakfast ready? That's a good girl; you never keep me waiting, Have you got your own 

fast? 
Ki.lty.-YetJ daddy but hardly enough; mother says milk is so dear she can't afford to buy any to breakfast. 
George.-It 'is-it is I wonder what is at the bottom ofit all. Sugar's dear; milk's dear; rent is higherthan when I was young. It is hard work to 

soul and bo,dy togeher; and a man at the tail of this wheelbarrow all the day requires something to keep up his strength. 
Tom Potlder.-1'11 ell you, George; it's all to the monopolies and the Corn Laws. You are compelled to go to the truck shop of the landlord,instead 
e cheap shop of theroreigner. Look at your coffee in your can. 
George.-lt's as bitttr as soot; I wonder my old woman can't put more sugar in it. 
rom.-It's tcio dear George. Sevenpence a pound! and the other night, at the Free Trade lecture, I saw Port Rico sugar-beautiful-at twopence a 
d I Your old woma1 would make your coffee sweeter if we might have it at this price. 
George.-D--n th£fellows that cheat us in this manner. How the d-1 is all this T 
Tom.-My g(()od fell•w I don't s-wear; its very wrong t<> swear and very vulgar. When I say twopence l mean wilhout duty. 
George.-Wh.at's tha f 
Tom.-Twopience-hafpenny. 
George.-Th:at make only fourpence-halfpenny. 
T11m.-Well, but tle duty on this beautiful sugar we have been talking about is 63s. per cwt., or above sixpence a pound; and by this high duty it 

kept out of the coU1try, so that the West India planters can get their own price; and it is on this account that it is kept up to sevenpence. You see, 
, that the go'Vernme1t tax is twopence-halfpenny, and the monopolist tax is twopence-halfpenny, and that makes up sevenpence. 
George.-It's enoughto make a poor fellow go mad. 
1.'om.-Ay, y·ou see hat by keeping sugar out of the country, it is not only made dearer, but we are robbed of the demand for cloth, ironware, pottery, 
all that, whic:h woul always be taken back in return for sugar, and find a great deal of employment. 
George.-Yolil say rijht, Tom. We are robbed on all bands. I think if these big folks would tax themselves instead of ta:i.ing a poor fellow's sugar, 
uld look bett.er on t lem. Sugar at twopence a pound! We might have a pie now and then, and the children a sugar butty. And my wife and me 
t then afford to sweten both out tei£ and coffee. Curse the sugar laws I 

Tom.-Yes, George recollect you never drink a cup of coffee without finding that monopoly has &tolen away the sugar. And yet at the last electioli 
Toted for Lord Sandrn, though he has taxed your sugar ever since you kept house. 
6eorge.-It's the lasttime. No more Sandons for n:e; nor sugar laws. I am now for free trade; and they shall not drive· me otriC. l'H 't'ote !o.,; 
that will unt:ax sug and make food as free as God sends it. 

Tum.-Well dlone I .orge. I trust you will stick to your word; and be a real free maa. 

No. t4. 
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COMPETITION AMONG FARMERS. 
Farmers ! I want you to see the benefits of free trade. 

The price of produce is sure to ,come down whether you 
will or not ; for if it should occasionally rise it will onlr be 
temporary. High priced food would soon bring poverty 
again among your customers, and render them ~able to buy 
it ; and this would not only prevent prices keeping up, but 
would so impoverish the people, as to impose an additional 
heavy burden upon you in the shape of poor tax. Now, 
as neither landlords nor parliament can keep up the price of 
your produce, what you want is simply this, that 1·ents and 
taa:es should drop equal with your p1·oduee. Free trade ~lone 
can effect this ; and without it yow· rents cannot come down. 
And why not? Simply because there am more farmers than 
farms ; and without free trade this disproportion will increase 
every year just as your children increase. It is no use 
blaming John Johnson, your neighbour, for giving more rent 
for Rackland's farm than it is worth; he could not help it. 
He has four sons wed already ; they all want farms, but there 
are none for them, and hence they press out other 
poor farmers by giving more than farms are worth. Now, 
how is this to be remedied ? There are only two ways. 
The.first is to create farms as fast as children. If you can do 
this, or if the parliament can do this, you will remove the pre
sent competition. And for parliamentto pretend to "protect" 
farmers by a corn law, is all mockery, unless they can at 
least create a new farm every day that farmers' sons arrive at the 
age of one and twenty. This you allow is impossible ; so the 
only thing to be done is to take farmers' sons from the sod, to 
afford them an opening for their capital elsewhere, by which 
they may obtain a livelihood without sqeezingone another into 
the earth. This can be done b!J free trade, and nothing else. 
If we were free to receive the corn, sugar, coffee and all the 
rest, which the world is willing to give for our manufactures, 
there would be plenty of scopefor farmers' sons, and plenty 
of employment for the people. All that can be said about re
lieving farmers, dwindles into insignificancy compared to 
this. What are you to do with your children ? is a question 
which should be painted on the farmers' basons out of which 
they drink their whey porridge every morning. If a farmer 
has five sons, he is four times as much interested in the 
prosperity of trade, as he is in the land. The number of 
farmers for a long time has so far exceeded that of farms, 
that some landlords have just done what they pleased with 
the poor serfs under their controul. A farmer going to 
take a farm, does not feel as one tradesmen does towards 
another. He feels that he is entirely in the hands of the land
owner and his agent. If he can get hold of a farm at anything 
like a reasonable rent, he submits to be dictated to, as to how 
he shall, and how he shall not cultivate every field; he submits , 
to keep a cock and a dog for '' my lord ; " and holds himself 
ready at the crack of the whip, to go to the hustings and vote 
for Squire Absolute and "protection to agriculture!" 

It is true, the pressure for farms is not now so severe as it 
was. The corn law is clearing off the competitors pretty fast. 
I cannot go up the street, but I pass broken-down farmers. 
Whilst the mock protective system has thus reduced their 
ranks by making them paupers,f,·ee trade would have lessened 
their number, by affording them opportunities of embarking in 
the profitable enterprises of commerce. One thing is as certain 
as death, and that is, that rents will not be ,·educed so as to leave 
a fair profit for thefarme1· while theirnumber keeps increasing, 
~nd the number of farmers remains stationary, and nothing can 
prevent this but free trade. I trust every farmer will consider 
thi!S, and join in assisting to repeal the corn laws, not merely 
because '' he cannot be worse," but because it is his only hope 
of~turning prosperity. It is my decided opinion that no class 
will benefit more than the farming class, by a repeal of mono
polies ; and I know no order of men who stand more in 
need of relief, and who deserve it more, than the farmers. 

THE LEAGUE NEW~PAPER. 

The Council of .the Natiou Anti -Corn-Law League ha..veseen 
the necessity of having an &ffieient org;m of their opinions, and a 
cornect record of heir proceadings·; and tl\ey have therefore re
solved to publish the LEAOOE, under such arr(l.ngements as shall 
ensure it a wide nd influentli&I ckculatiPn. ~ &y _propose to 
forward a copy of it for twelve months to every subscriber of £1 
and upwards to the League fund, and a single copy to eYery sub
scriber of 2s. 6d. and upwards, as an acknowledgment of the 
receipt of his subscription. They are most anxious that e.very 
subscription -of 2s. 6d. and upwards shal\ appear in the columns 
of the LEAGUE ; and they pa.l'ticularl,y request that the address of 
every subscriber, legibly and fully written out., should be for
warded to the office of the LEAGUE in London or Manchester. 
The object of this paper being to give correct reports of all pro
ceedings connected with the Free Trade movement, and to form 
a chain of communication between the vast and increasing body 
of Free Traders throughout the empire, they urge upon their 
friends everywhere to take such means as may best serve to give 
it a wide ar,d national circulation. The price charged for it is 
unusually low, and the writers engaged upon it are such as to 
offer the bestguarantee that, as a literary production, it will not 
be inferior to anything of which the press of this country can 
boast. Through the LEAGUE the 9ouncil would speak to their 
countless friends, who, in every part of the empire, are rallying 
round the standard, on whose flag is inscribed "Industry shall be 
free." 

Any person forwarding Ss. 3d. in postage stamps or by Post
office order to the publisher, 67, Fleet-street, Londo&, will have 
one quarter's copies of the LEAGUE, forwarded by post on thP. 
days of publication. Subscriptions for the paper may also be left 
with the agent for Manchester, J. Gadsby, Newall's-buildings.
See Advertisement. 

THE EXERTIONS OF THE LEAGUE. 

The past exertions and the present intentions of the Anti
Corn-Law League have been laid before the public, and they ar 
certainly the most extraordinary. They asked for fifty thousan 
pounds, and the money was collected. With this they have dis 
tributed to the electors alone, five millions of publications, an 
altogether niB.e millions, weighing upwards of one hundre 
tons. The electoral packets have been distl'ibuted in twenty 
four counties and one hundred and eighty-seven boroughs. Fourtee 
lecturers have been employed throughout the kingdom, and not fewe 
than one hundred and forty towns, exclusive of the metropolis, hav 
been visited by the deputies from the League. Five-and-twent 
county meetings have been held, at which Mr. Cobden, Brigh 
or other leading members of the League, have attended, at all o 
which, with only one exception, resolutions were carried in favo 
of free trade. The Manchester Free Trade Hall has been erecte 
in which a Conference of 501 Deputies was held last Januar 
and in which a number of the most extraordinary meetings we 
held. Seven most imposing meetings were held in Drury-la 
theatre. For some time past the agents have been paying clo 
attention to the parliamentary registries, with a view of securi 
the return of free trade members. And, as a striking instance 
success, in which knowledge has beaten corruption, the electi 
of the member for Durham may be named. 

They now propose not only to continue but to extend t 
agitation. They have already taken Covent Garden Theatre, · 
which monthly meetings are to be held during the winter, an 
weekly meetings during the next session of parliamf!nt. T 
first meeting was indeed an imposing spectacle. They intend res 
mingthe distribution oftheElectoralPacketsuntil the whole oft 
boroughs- and counties are supplied. Deputations are to vi 
every borough in the kingdom, and lecturers, as usual, are oo 
stantly to be employed in enlightening the people. Th&y pro 
to collect the whole of the parliamentary registers, in 
central office in London, and by stamped publications ~nd t 
penny post, to communicate with the electors. They seek i 
deed to convert a great majority of t.he electoral body to the pri 
ciples of free trade. Free trade candidates p.re to be put forw 
in every borough, and when the electors have no candidate rea 
the league engages to supply them. If bribery and intimidation 
employed as heretofore, an effort will be mad&to enforce \he 
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in order to put a stop to this corruptioR. They do not recommend 
any further petitioning to a parliament which has no sympathy 
with the people, but at a suitable time intend to call upon the 
whole nation to memorialise the Queen, to dissolve the present 
parliament. They have commenced publishing a free trade news
paper in London, called The League, which is sold at th~ low 
price of 3d., and which will be sent gratis to all the subscribers. 

To accomplish these mighty movements. they ask the country 
for a hundred thousand pounds-a sum large in itself, but nothing 
compared to the magnitude of the object th~y hav4: in view; a 
mere fraction compared to the amount of national gain consequent 
upon affecting the downfal of monopoly. This appeal, I trust, 
will be cheerfully responded to; for whilst the leading members of 
the League impose upon themselves the arduous task of personal 
toil and exertions, the country which is to enjoy the benefit cannot 
do less than assist in defraying the expenses of the agitation. 

FLUCTUATIONS. 

The price of few articles fluctuate so much as corn. The first 
reason is, the limited extent of country from which our supplies are 
drawn. The greater extent from which we draw our supplies, 
and the steadier will be the prices. Instead of wheat being up 
at 70s. or 50s. and down at 35s., with free trade the variations 
would be small indeed, perhaps seldom more than l O per cent. The 
second reason, in connexion with this limited supply is, thatfood 
i, an article wl,icli cannot be dispensed witl1. If any article of cloth
ing or luxury become very dear, the people can give over using 
it, and this, of itself, soon brings down the price ; but we 
cannot act thus with regard to food. We may patch our jackets 
till they have as many colours as Joseph's coat, but we cannot 
bribe our stomach to be quiet. Food we must have; and, there
fore, wh n the supply is short, prices run up amazingly. Restric~ 
(ions and fluctuations go necessarily together. The following 
remarks on this subject from the Examiner, are well worth 
reading:-" The farmer is injured by the corn laws through the 
misappli •ation, misdire.!tion, and fluctuation in the value of bis 
capitl\l which they produce. Th1u1, referring to wheat, the staple 
article of his produce, it was 39s. a quarter in 1836 ;-in 1838, 
it was 5~s., and in 1840, it was 70s., and now it is 46s., with the 
prospect of being still lower. In 1839, the value of the whole 
wheat in the kingdom was £31,700,000. Two years after it was 
£44,000,000. In two years more it was £56,000,000, and within 
the next two £36,800,000. Thus every two years we have fluc
tuati<mB of £12,300,000, of £12,000,000, and of £19,200,000. 
Within he space of four short years, the extreme prices show 
fluctuation of £24,300,000, or nearly 80 per cent. For a succes
sion of yean, little or no foreign corn is brought into the market : 
for another succes11ion, it is poured in to the extent of nearly 
one.-fiftli part of the entire consumption of the kingdom. 

" A steady price in bread corn is far more necessary than in any 
other commodity ; but it is, notwithstanding, in this very article 
that the most violent fluctuations occur, and this, too, we dQ not 
owe to our sky or to our soil, or, like savagas or barbarians, to 
want of energy of capital, but to the collective wisdom of the 
"Farmers' Friends.'' Our whole supply of tea is derived from 
one country, and that country is a foreign one, 15,000 miles off. 
Yet the price of tea which was 15d. a pound before the Chinese 
war, wa.s only 20d., or 25 per cent. more, after it had continued 
three years, and before there was any prospect of its speedy ter
mination. Since the conclusion of peace, and the opening of 
four new ports, it has fallen but 3d. a pound. Even in sugar, 
although a monopoly like corn, and furnished by two parts of the 
world only, the one 4,000 and the other 12,000 miles off, the 
prices, compared to corn, have been steady, and the greatest 
fluctuation within the last six years bail not exceeded 30 per cent. 
We have always a year's stock of sugar in band, brought from 
Bengal and the Antilles. We have a year's stock of spices 
brought from Malabar, Sumatra, and the Moluccas. We have 
the same amount of " dye stuffs" brought from the land of the 
Great Mogul,-from far Siam, from the Brazils, and the Mosquito 
shore; but, thanks to "Farmers' Friends," we are ever from 
band to mouth for bread, and pay for our loaf,-now sixpence,
now ninepence,-now a shilling ; in one year four-and-twenty 
millions ,terling more than we pay in another year!" 

THE CONTRAST! 
OR SPECIMENS AT AN AGRICULTURAL SIIOW. 

The feeding Quadruped. Tlte working Biped. 

THE LIMITS TO CULTIVATING LAND. 

Passing over Chat l\Ioss, in the railway carriages, a gentleman 
remarked, "What a pity but all this land was cultivated," when 
another replied, "I believe it has been attPmpted, and that one 
or two persons have been ruined by the attempt.'' This led to long 
conversation on cultivating land, which ended in the following 
conclusions:-

That no land would go out of cultivation by the repeal of the 
Corn Laws, which would pay the expense of labour and interest of 
money, although it yielded but the smallest amount of rent; that 
no new land will be cultivated unless it yield these; and that 
this is the point up to which cultivation will always be car1·ied. 
No man will cultivate land if he can make more in trade; 
and no labourer \'I ill remain upon it, ifhe can get more wages else
where. Hence, although we have constant lectures as to going 
011 the land, the constant practice is to go off. If we leave the 
matter free, when capitalists can get one per cent. more from land 
than trade they will take to the land ; and when labourers can 
get sixpe;ce a-week more in the country than towns, they will 
migrate thither. Neither acts of parliament nor delegate meet
ings are necessary to teach people the difference betwixt profit 
and loss. 

IRISH LABOURERS. 

As I was lately travelling to Lancaster, I met large groups of 
Irish labourers returning from the harvest, many of them laid 
down on the ground like cattle. I could not help giving way to 
the following reflections :-

1. These poor men are a fair specimen of what agricultural 
employment alone would do for our people, unaided and unassisted 
by trade. Badly off as the poorer classes are ~n this co~try, 
they are certainly not half so wretched as these Irish. Havmg no 
trade to take off a rapidly-increasing population, the competition 
for land is so great, that rents have become enormously high. 
This, along with the increasing number oflabourers, leads to such 
competition for work, that these poor creatures are glad 
to cross the sea, and travel the country, in search of a month's 
employment. 

2. We often talk about the importance of the ltome trade ; but 
will any body tell us the amount of home demand for our manu. 
factures if all the people were clothed like Irish labourers ? 

3. Supposing the Standard had its wish, and could sink the 
masufacturing towns into the sea; and suppm1ing the visionary 
schemes for forcibly cultivating the swamps were adopted, I need 
not describe the effects-a glance at these Irish labourers is suffi
cient for this purpose. 



VARIETIES. 

It appears the Americans use 6lbs. of coffee each, yearly, while 
we use only llb. each.-N. 

A STIMULUS W A.NTED.-On no subject has there been as 
much said, and as little done, as on the improvements in agriculture. 
It is a subject of everlasting talk, but of little more. The repeal 
of the Corn laws will be the starting point on this subject in good 
earnest; and I trust the landed interest will have the benefit of it, 
and that soon. 

PURITY OF ELECTIOl'f,-lt is expected that the time when 
" the long purse carried the election,'' is now gone by. It is in
tended in future to make a provision for the entire suppression 
of bribery. The penal laws on this sttbject are no longer to 
remain in abeyance; and the electors will be advised not to 
impose upon themselves a seven years' taxation upon their food 
for the sake of a bellyful of drink, or the bribe of a few sovereigns. 

THROWTNG DusT IN FARMER'S EYES,-" These agricultural 
meetings are nothing but throwing dust in the farmer's eyes;" so 
said a gentleman that attended one of these dinners. Rent days, 
however, are the times when this dust is cleared away for a time. No 
matter how they improve, the down ward tendency of prices cannot 
be stopped; nor can they persuade the landowners to adj1tst the 
rents to this reduction, while they are beset with applications for 
farms. 

MACHIN.ER Y.-When machinery is employed in manufacture, 
what is the naturlll result? Production is cheaper ; goods, apparel 
of various kinds are brought to market at a lower rate. The use 
ofit is diffused more extensively in society; people have enjoy
ments and accomodation which they did not possess ; the demand 
increases, and this again re-acts upon production ; more hands are 
employed, and in the natural course of things there is found to be 
more work, more wages, and more enjoyment.-1:Y. J. Fox. 

CLASS LEGISLATION,-The legislature, to a great extent, and 
the executive almost exclusively consists of large landed proprie
tors. " There has not been, in our memory, any cabinet so 
largely and so exclusively connected with the landed interest as 
the present. ,ve do not believe that there has ever been a first 
Lord of the Treasury and three Secretaries of State possessing so 
great a landed stake in the country, and posse~sing nothi'ng else!'' 
So says the Quarterly Review. Therefore the electors must either 
change this and give the trading and labouring interests a greater 
share in the representation, or they need not expect to carry any of 
th11se beneficial measures for which they are agitatin~. 

FonEroN CoMPETITION.-The following from a merchant in 
New York shews how we are creating competitions, by our un
willingness to allow a free trade in food:-" Had the policy of 
free trade been established with you a few years since, it would 
llave been a long time before you would have encountered the 
competition which you are now beginning to experience from the 
continent of Europe and this country. I say beginning, because 
we are just starting here in a manufacturing career, and unless 
you give us encouragement to employ our industry in agriculture, 
by taking our bread stuffs, we shall run you a hard race in suply
ing our own, and shortly other nations, with manufactures of 
cotton and wool. I should be glad that the workshops might 
remain with you, and that we should be content with the occupa
tion most natural to this country in its present state of develop
ing its boundless agricultul'al and mineral resources." 

By what arrangements would rents fluctuate with the fluctua
tion in the price of produce ? By corn rents. 

A LARGE REWARD.-A very large farmer in Oxfordshire ob
served at the ordinary, that he would give a thousand pounds to 
any man who would go with him to his farm and shew him how 
to pay his rent. 

Who are they that deprive agricultural labourers of employment? 
Farmers' sons. Instead of sustaining the station of their fathers, 
and farming on their own account, they dare not marry, b11t re• 
main at home ditching, and digging, and doing all the work of the 
commonest labourer. 

J would advise those in work, at good wages, now to save a little 
against a rainy day. Unless we get the Corn laws repeal~d, mo~t 
assuredly another flat time will recur. Instead of spendmg their 
money foolishly at a public house, let them place tb11 surplus of 
their earnings in the savings' bank, or in some safe investment 
where it may be useful in time of need. 

" A prize for the agricultural labourer who has brought up the 
greatest number of children without parochial relief." This im
plies clearly that there is a great difficulty for an agricnltural la
bourer to bring up a family by his own industry, with all the pre
tended benefit they receive fr0m the eorn laws. This toast at 
agricultural dinnerll reflects not a little on the agricultural system. 

AoRICULTURE cannot support the population; it is not in the 
course of nature that it should, for one man is ve!ted with the abi
lity to raise food for the many. Twenty-eight per cent. of the 
population are amply sufficient to cultivate the ground so as to 
}'ield food for the remainder of the hundred. How ~r~ the rest 
to be fed ? By opening markets for the products of their mdustry, 
and thus affording them the means with which to purchase food 
and other requisites.-W. J. For. 
· FARMERS 1-W'hile so many of you are wa:nting farms, com

petition is sure to keep up rents higher than the price of pro
duce. You have three chances for altering this. First, to give 
oTer having children; aecondly, to emigrate; t/iiraly, to belp Ulf 

next election to return a free trade parliament. Which of the 
three do you prefer ? If you refuse all these, tlere is another 
chance for you; and that is, reducing your number; to the ranks 
of la~urers and paupers-a chance to which mary of you have 
already had to submit. 

Tu
1

E GAME GRIEVANCE.-The following from the speech of 
Lord Hatherton at the Lichfield meeting, shews tle injury done 
to farming by keeping hares and rabbits: an? his krdEhip•s ~eso
lution to exterminate them :-" There 1s still one othtr t op1c to 
which I wish to refer. I feel that in alluding to it I am treading 
on tender ground. I refer to the injury done b! gam~ which 
operates most prejudicially to all crops, and, to some espec1a1lly,. on 
light farms. (Loud cries of 'Hear, hear.) I am au ~nthusiast 
in the cultivation of land ; and as I have made up ny nnnd, from 
experience, that I could do nothing unless I destrored the rabbit, 
and liares, it is now my determination, on about 8 or 900 acres, 
utterly and entirely to destroy them. ( Applause.) I do not pre
scribe this as a rule to be followed by all landlords. I am fond of 
sporting as well as farming ; but, placing the two in oprosi.tion, I 
decide upon sacrificing the former. (Cheers.) Tlere ane parts 
of my property upon which I shaU still preserve thu~ ; bra~ hav
ing now had some experience as a stock farmer, an( mtendling to 
breed and feed laraely, and believing it impossible to do .. either 
advantageously without a variety of green crops, am especnally of 
mangel wurzel and carrots, I liee clearly that the h~r,s .a.:id lI'abbitAI 
must be sacrificed-for where they abound the culti r.ition o,fthose 
roots is impossible. Few, I su6J)et:t, are aware wha: tht or,dinary 
stock of hares and rabbits on an estate costs them.'' 

~Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send b a1y f.tiend. 

N OW PUBLISlllNG every Saturday a full sized NEWS~APER, (equal 
f to the E:i:armner) called "THE LE~GUE.11 Irlceonlw !hree 
Pence. This paper is the O!'gan of the Anti-Corn-Law Le:gue. ancd 18 de
voted to the advocacy of free trade. 

Published at 67, Fleet Street, London; and may be had thnuglh eni;y 
bookseller or newS' vender in the kingdom. 

THE CA.USE WHY RENTS Do NOT DROP.-It is of little 
nse- blaming landlords ; for the same cause that leads the 
farmerir to compete with each other, prevents the landlords 
either lowering rents or laying out money in improving their land. 
If I had a dozen shops and half of these were frequently empty, I 
should reduce- the rents, and not only so, but I sbotild repair, 
clean and beautify them, in order to attract tenants. But if, 
instead of being shut up, every time one was to let there were a 
dozen people pressing to take it, is it likely that I should either 
drop the rent, or expend much money in repairs and alterations? 
We need not expect landlords to be more philanthropic than other 
n~n. Nothing can lessen the competition among farmers and in
duce- the- landlords to improve their estates, and drop their rents, Printed and Publi&hed by J. LIVESEY! Preston. Sold.>)'. C-adslby and 
._ h · ,. , Heywood, Manchester; Willmer, and Anti-Monopoly As!ocntlor, 1, Wateruut t e mcrease of trade, by which a large numher of 1armen street Liverpool· J. Kershaw, 14, South Market, Leeds; Hoightron, 47, 
8'ons would be taken from the soil, and the- equilibrium, as to the Westgate, Hudd~rsfield; Gil_!, Blackburn ; Wragg, Bur. ; J. D1awsort, 
llnmber of farms and farmers restored. Clitheroe : E. Bowker, .Accnngton; H. Earnshaw, Colne-P'lce ¾d. 

"J'hiaPublicationma.ybeha.d throughan,yBook.aelleriD the Kingdom from Mr. w. Stran1;e, Patel'D.oster RCW',Lomdoa. 



"The needy shall not always be forgotten, and the expectation of the poor shall not perish for ever." 

THE GBEA..T <JO"Ull"TY MEETING. 
It was l\loved, se1:onded, and carried unanimously,-" That in the opinion of this meeting the principles of Free Trade are in 
rdance with the 11\Ws of nature, and conducive to the welfare of mankind, and that all laws which interfere with the free inter
e of nations, under the pretence of protection to the agricultural, colonial, or manufacturing interest, ought to be forthwith 

ished." 

HOME TRADE AND FOREIGN TRADE. 

• Home trade" and "foreign trade." It is a pity but these 
s were better understood, and that people had clearer 
s of their import. Home trade simply means exchan
one with another in our own country. F01·eign trade 
s exchanfilng iit.h people of other countries. When 

quantity of any article produced in one district is more 
is wanted, the owners are led to exchange it for the 

ucts of other districts, and thus the districts participate 
eh other's local advantages. For instance, so large a 
tity of hats are made in Oldham, that were the con

ption con.fined to that one district, they would be so 
h reduced in value, as to bring down wages almost to 
ing. The same may be said of pots in Staffordshire, 
Hens in Yorkshire, cottons in Lancashire, &c. But by 
anging these hats with other parts of the country, they 

only keep up their value, but the hatters also get sup
with foo,d and all other commodities, which they could 
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not produce themselves, except at a very high price. They 
get bacon from Cumberland, butter from Ireland, cheese 
from Cheshire, pots from Burslem, tools from Sheffield, cot
tons from Preston, &e. If they inquire as to their food, clo
thing, furniture, andevery articletheyconsume, they will find 
that there is not a county in England that does not yield them 
something in return for their hats. Now although the hats 
are sold for money, this should be merely regarded as the 
medium of transfer ; if the matter be fairly investigated, it 
will be found that the exchange is simply-hats for flour ; 
hats for cheese; hats for bacon ; hats for woollen cloths; 
hats for pots and pans ; and hats for every thing else. 

The home trade, then, consists in giving article for article. 
But an important matter is, for each party to see that 
he gets a proper quantity in return. Now supposing all the 
articles produced had to be disposed of in the home trade 
only, what would be the result? The exchanging parties, 
after supplying themselves, would have to part with 
what they had to spare, and none could part with 
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more. However many hats, therefore, or how much woollen 
cloth, cotton goods, or any thing else there might be. in 
the country; all the surplus would have to be given for 
the surplus quantity of wheat, beef, cheese, &e., however 
small that might be. There is, say, nine times the quantity of 
cotton goods made now that there was in 1814, and perhaps 
nearly the same proportion of other goods ; but there is not 
perhaps two times the quantity of wheat, beef, and cheese; 
so that if the exchange were restricted to this country, don't 
you see, how unequal the quantities given and received would 
be? The manufacturing classes would . have to give nine 
times as many goods, but v; ould not receive two times as 
much food; and as the advantage of this unequal exchange 
all falls into rent, the landowner would get all the benefit. 
He gets your cheap prints, and silks, and hats, and woollens, 
and cottons, and hardware, and glass; and he gives you in 
return food ·not half as cheap as your goods. Without a 
foreign exchange, all our trade would consist in exchanging 
simply among ourselves; and food being an article that 
cannot be dispensed with, it is clear that the advantage to 
the landowner would be very great. 

Foreign trade is extending our exchanges beyond our 
own islands; and the advantages of this, I think, must 
be evident to all. It does not consist, as many seem to 
think, in selling or eJ.porting only, but in buying or impo1·t
ing also. Without foreign trade, we should have to give 
all our surplus manufactures for the land1ords' food ; but 
with free foreign trade, we can do a great deal better. In 
the first place, we get many articles which our own country 
does not supply; tea, coffee, sugar, rice, currants, cotton, 
&c., &c.; all this is a clear gain to the country, so long as 
we have plenty of manufactured articles to spare. In the 
second place, we should get many of the same articles which 
our own country does supply, and this would render them 
much cheaper ; so much cheaper that the manufacturing 
operativei · would get a larger quantity in return for the 
goods they produce. They are sure of all the food pro
duced at home; but in addition they would get larger quan
tities of wheat, flour, beef, butter, cheese, leather, tallow, 
timber, &c., from other countries. All these would be 
sure to come into the country, and hence, inste;;i.d of nine 
parts of goods for two parts of food, the equilibrium would 
be restored. The surplus supply of goods for home ex
change would be diminished, and the supply of food in
creased, so that when an exchange took place, terms would 
be more equal, a condition of things which can never 
exist while restrictions continue. 

There are two important inferences may be drawn from 
the above. 

First. The great benefit of exchanges in general. Some 
have been so foolish as to wish that every community should I 
supply all its own wants by its own productions. But 
whether we observe nature or art, 'we find that great local 
advantages everywhere exist ; that an article can be pro
duced at half the price in one place that it can in another; 
in fact, that nature herself produces articles in. some parts 
which would cost an immense sum to produce in others ; 
and nothin(J' but the excha!l,ging principle can distribute these 
advantages~ It is the carrying out the division of lab~ur 
principle. I think it requires eight men to make a pm, 
and these can probably make eight times as many as if every 
part was made by the same hand. Perhaps as many hu1?dre?s 
assist in making a family and a cottage comfortable, and Just m 
proportion as the division and free distribution of their labour 
is interfered with, are these comforts abridged. On the table 
before me, the paper, ink, inkstand, pens, penknife, pencil, 
wafers, paper-case, and publications, represent the labour, 
less Qr more, of thousaµds of hands, and just in proportion 
a, these are deranged and their freedom abridge~ will 
be the deterior.a.tio11 of q\lality, and advance in price 

of the different articles. Change and exchange is stamp 
· on all nature, and in social life it is the great source of 
enjoyments. 

Secondly. If exchanging be an advantage to individuals 
is much more so to nations ; and the advantages increase 
proportion as a country is limited in its extent and the num 
of its productions. Extensive countries, containing ample 
sources for both manufactures and agriculture, (if there 
such,) may be more self-sustaining and have less necess 
for exchanging with others ; but I believe there is no coun 
in 'the worl<l, (and this seems to be an arrangement of P 
vidence,) but what will be made richer and happier by 
changing. To a limited country like England, the.unlimi 
power of exchanging with the world, is of the first impo 
ance. It brings in a great number of articles which we can 
produce; it adds to the quantity of the essential article 
living which we do produce; it gives a greater value 
labour and manufactures ; and restores the fair equilibri 
of home exchanges. In a word, while it talces out the, 
plus stock of manufactures, it brings in what makes up 
great deficiency of our own supply of food, and the co 
forts and luxuries of life. 

It will be seen, then, that the home trade is but movi 
backwards and forwards our own productions among o 
selves, in which, owing to foreign restrictions, the landow 
gives little and gets a great deal. And surely, beca 
this process happens to be called by the attractive appellaf 
of" home" trade, (being nothing but an exchange one w 
another,) we should not be so simple as to think it cont 
some mysterious and expansive source of wealth and pr 
perity. It is home production rather than home trade, t 
shQu(d be deemed the great source of wealth. A family 
change and exchange among themselves, but still, taken 
a family, they will not increase their wealth near as m 
as if they were exchanging their superfluous articles 
other families for things of which they stood much in ne 
It is a great advantage to have the products of our o 
country well distributed, which is home frade; but it i 
great national gain to be able to receive the valuable p 
ductions of other climes in exchange for our surplus stock 
manufactures, which is foreign frade. 

SAM SLICK'S DESCRIPTION OF ASCOT RA.CES, 
AN lNDlCATION OF THE WEALTH OF ENGLAND 

From Hyde Park corner to Ascot Heath is tw.enty odd miles. 
Well, there was one whole endurin' stream of carriages all 
way-sometimE\s havin' one or two eddies, and where the tollga 
stood, bavin' still water for ever so far. Well, it flowed 
flowed on for hours and hours, without stoppin', like a river; 
when you got up to the race ground, there was the m tter oft 
or three tiers of carriages, with the bosses off, pac ed as cl 
as pins in paper. It costs near hand to twelve hu.ndrecl d 
lars a year to keep a carriage here. Now, for goc;dness' sa 
multiply that everlastin' string of carriages by three hun:lred pou 
each, and see what's spent in that way every year; ani then m 
tiply that by ten hundred thousand more-that's in other pi 
in England and which yoll. don't see-and then tell if 1uch peo 
here are not as thick as tru,ekleberries. 1Vell, when ~ou've do 
go to France, and Belgium, and Russia-three sizmble pl 
for Europe-and rake and scrape every private carrii.ge they' 
got, and they aint no touch qf what Ascot can show. Well, w 
you've done your cyphering, come right back to LoIY.lon as b 
as you can clip from the race course, and you wont mjss 
of 'em; the town is as full as ever to your eyes. A '.mowin' 
'coon born and bred in London might, but you couldn't. A 
that go and pitch the whole bilin' of them into th~ Tham 
bosses, carriages, people and all; and next day, if it warn't 
the black weepers, and happy faees of those that got oney by 
or titles, or w~t nqt by it, you wouldn't know nothi g about 
Carl'iages wouldn't rise two cent~ in the marke~.-A s.:ra_nger 
you. if you wA,rn't told, woul~n' t kpow nothin' w,a& t~ ua.tter a 
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common. There aint nothin' in England shows its wealth like 
this." 

Judge Haliburton, a colonial man, and therefore a restriction
ist, gives the above very lively description as an indication 
of the wealth of England. I should rather say it was an indi
cation of the unequal distribution of wealth. For my part, I 
would rather see fewer carriages, and more cottages full of furni
ture, and well dressed and well fed children. When we con
sider that almost all who are riding in these carriages are holders 
of land, West Indian monopolists, and upholders of the corn laws, 
I must say the description of wealth so displayed gives me little 
satisfaction. Maintaining, however, that the- destruction of the 
corn laws would make this carriage-owning class even more nu
Qlerous and wealthy than it is, we cannot, under existing circum• 
stances of monopoly and unequal taxation, look on this scene with 
pleasure, knowing that there is a reverse of the picture in the 
~ellars of Liverpool, the East end of London, the garrets of 
Glasgow, and the mountain hovels of the poor Welsh. Again, it 
is not a carriage-driving clan who have made England so wealthy. 
It is capitalists-men who don't spend all they get, but who invest 
savings, not in foolish display, but in enduring works, which every 
year make more wealth and more occupation for working men, 
such as factories-improved agriculture, iron works, railroads, 
docks, and ships. A carriage gives employment to the man that 
makes it, but a railroad not only gives employment in the ma
king, but by facilitating intercourse, and making it cheaper, gives 
more and more employment every year, and makes every man in 
the country richer. -H. 

CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION. 

There are two ways of spending money; both of them useful to 
society, but the one doing infinitely more good than the other. 
The one is spending upon present consumption, the oth9r is upon 
reproduction. I will sbew you the difference. If a farmer take 
a bushel of corn and grind it into flour and make hread of it, he 
finds a small amount of employment to others, and personally en
joys the benefit while he eats it; but if ho ea t the same y_uantity 
of i:or11 into the ground as seed, he produces to the common stock, 
perhaps 40 or 50 bu hels more. It is true the former he must 
do in rder to live; but it is equally true that he might neglect the 
latter. This, I think, will shew the differonco betwixt an aristo
cratic landowner and a manufacturer. The one spends upon con
Btm,ption only, the other spends upon niproduction also. The 
lanJed gentleman affords em11loyment to a great number of hands 
wh1J p1-ovide for his daily wants, and the splendour of his estab
lishment. He employs butchers, bakers, tailors, grooms, 
coae:h:makcrs, and hundred of other , and thi xpenditure 
distrib11,tes his wealth among those about him. So far he does well. 
But still he produces nothing to the common stock. He is neither 
making food nor clothing, nor any thing that can be exchanged 
for either. If he would lay out his income in draining and culti
vating hi lands, he would not only find employment, but greatly 
add to the nation's stock. A man may do good simply by r,onsu
"'itig; but how much more when, in addition to this, he is constantly 
producfog. If landowners had been as cliligent and industrious 
as our manufacturers, they might, to a great extent, have made 
the land sufficiently productive to render U.'l, as to the com
mon articles of food, almost independent of foreigners ; and, in-
1tead of filling our to-wns with country pP.ople, which they so much 
affect to deplore, they would have now been employing them in 
adding to the capital of the nation, 

THE LEAGUE NEWSPAPER. 

I wjsh to call the- attention of my readers to the advertisement 
of the new League Newspaper. Its excellent contents; its full 
reports of the meetings of the League ; its statistics and forcible 
articles on the subject of free trade ; and it& constant appeals to 
the electors of the eountry, w.ill, I hope, induce a great number 
to become subscribers. Three working men joining a penny eaeh 
may thu$ get a mass of useful information. Every free trader 
should make a point of recomm~nding T!te League Newspaper to 
all his friends. And if every committee would employ a man a 
week in canvassing for sub~ribers, they wowd lilld tbeir efforts 
amply rewarded. 

LABOUR IN VAIN. 
The man who with one hand subscribes to charitable institu

tions, and with the other upholds the corn law, is pumping 
through a sieve. 

FARMERS' ELECTORAL UNION. 

Do you think the farmers in your neighbourhood will vote at 
the next election for a. free trader ? said I to a brother farmer in 
North Lancashire. "I can't tell," was his reply; "I know they 
are all liberal in my neighbourhood, but whether they would go 
in the face of their landlords, I don't know. There is one way 
of doing it, and that is, for them all to bind themselves together ; 
for if only one or two were to vote agaiBst the landlord's wish, 
they would be sure to be ruined.'' 

This I take to be a valuable hint. Let the farmer11 be inde
pendent and act in unison, and no landlord dare incur the re
proach of turning off and persecuting a whole district. By this 
plan tsey may become what they ought always to have been
freemen. Besides, I think they are not under any great obliga
tion to the landlords just now. The obligation is fast changing 
sides. By one honest, united effort of the farmers, the country 
might be freed from monopoly, and they themselves escape tha 
gulf of insolvency into which they are fast falling. 

POCKETS. 

"Trade is pretty brisk now, I understand,'' said a gentleman. 
to a factory operative. "Yes, our master is as busy as he can 
be, but he puts all the profit into his own pocket.'' This answer 
contains the common opinion of many individua.Is. But the fact is, 
his pocket is no larger than any other person's; and though he has 
been getting pl'Ofit ( occasionally losses) for five and twenty years, 
he has not a sovereign more in his pocket than he bad at that 
time. He has had the advantages certainly or better food, 
better clothing, a better house, and more luxuries. But all the 
rest of his profits have gone in extending his works, and constantly 
providing more employment for the people; so that now he pays 
£1000 a week, when 25 years ago he paid only £350. And all 
this becomes distributed in wages to workmen all over the coun. 
try. If it had not been for his large capital, he could not have 
formed the foreign connexion which he has ; he eould not during 
those three bad years have a.Jrorded to keep his mills at work ro 
as to, have employed his hands. And if he have now large proftl'I 
and these continue for any length of time, yon will see that the in. 
crease of mills, which is sure to follow, will bring a great number 
into employment who are now out of work, and tend to prodnee 
an increase of wages. I think, if you look fairly at it, you wiB 
see that thousand~ of po.11.ets have reeeived a share aa well as the 
master'11. And if we had not had this increase in manufacture,, 
but been left to the land only, both the pockets and the bellie11 of 
many who are now comfortably off would have been entirely emp$y. 
The condition of the Irish would have- been our eondition. 
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VARIETIES. 

The Corn Law League numbers 37,000 registered members 
in London. 

AwFUL DEATR.-Charles Leeming, going betwixt Caton and 
Hornby, became so intoxicated with liquor that he laid himself 
down in the middle of the road. By dark an omnibus with four 
horses ran over the body, which caused instant death. 

RAISING WAGES.-" There is not a foundry or mechanic's shop 
in Lancashire, which has not during the last month had to raise 
the wages of tke principal hands.'' This was the rei:iark of a mas
ter iron founder, and he made it to shew the absurdity of the no
tion that cheap food tends to drop wages. 

" STEAM bas ruined us," cries a countrv farmer. But he little 
thinks that if it had not been for steam, the mass of agricultural 
labourers instead of finding employment in towns, would have had 
to remain on the land like the Irish labourers, and with our English 
poor law, would have had to be kept in preference to rent or anv-
thing else. • 

FARMER'S PROSPERITY DEPENDt ON THE ABILITY OF THE 
COUNTRY TO PuRCHASE.-How much milk would it take to 
supply t~e whole population of Lancashire, suppose each person 
took a prnt a day ? Let the farmers calculate this, and they will 
see h?w much they would be benefited by an improvement in trade, 
enabling the people to buy milk and other dairy produce. 

A PROFITABLE PARTNERSHIP.-A farmer at the barristers 
court for revising the registration at Clitheroe who had claimed 
for himself and three sons, gave the following' as the reason why 
he had taken !he?1 into partnership; "as they were all grown up, 
they were begmmng to want wages, and to have paid them their 
wages would have taken nearly a pound a week; farming would not 
support this, so I thought I would take them into partnership to 
content them." This shews the wretched condition of the farming 
business. 

THE LANDOWNERS have nothing ultimately to dread from a 
free trade in corn ; but then, instead of extorting their rents from 
the distr~ss of every class in the country, I say throw them back 
upon their own resources, and there is wealth enough in the coun
ky, if they employ their capital and their intelligence, as other 
classe~ are forced to do, to other pursuits-there are undeveloped 
bounties even on the surface of the earth, and there are ten times 
more beneath the surface, which would make them richer hap
pier, and better men if they would cast aside their monop~ly.
Cobden. 

OPPRESSION.-A case has recently occurred in this neighbour
hood that richly demandi; the unqualified censure of an inuignant 
public. A poor labourer with a family of five children, who had 
been mowing grass near South Lincolnshire, was offered by bis mas
ts- ls. 8d. per day, for picking the said hay. The poor man very 
properly refused to work at such wages, at this the busiest season 
of the year, and consequently he was dismissed. He remained 
o~t o~ w?rk for five days, and was then obliged to ask pardon of 
his grmdmg master, who, in condescension received him again at 
the said wages of ls. 8d. per day. At the corn harvest the same 
gentleman, after the man had picked 22 loads of corn one day 
and 20 the next, and working about 19 hours a day, generously 
paid him for his two arduous days' work, the sum of 3s. 4d. which 
he was obliged to receive without a murmur. Such conduct needs 
no comment before an enlightened public.- -- --, Louth. 

BAD CuLTIVATION.-If you were travelling by the railroad, 
and mark?d the country from Stafford to Whitmore, and then 
from Whitmore to Crewe, and thence the thirty miles to Man
chester, I challenge all England to show such a disgraceful picture 
-three-fourths of the finest fields left to the undisputed domi
nion of rushes-not a shilling spent in draining, although it is now 
universally acknowledged that draining is the means of doubling 
the productions of such soils-hedge-rows of every imaginable 
shape but a straight line, and fields of every conceivable form but 
the right one. And the owners are the men who content them
selves with their sluggish indolence, draw from the impoverish
ment of the people, and pick the pockets of the handloom weavers, 
rather than by a right application of their intellect and their ea.pi
ta!, double the quantity of grain, or butter, or cheese which the 
land is capable of producing.-Cobden. • 

DR. BoWRING, M.P., in his address to his constituents in 
Bolton, promised to take up the subject of the Welsh grievances 
in Parliament.-Swanaea Journal. 

A KILLINc;; DISEASE.-What disease did he die of? He died 
of doing nothing. Ah l#hat is a disease which would kill any 
body I 

Tl'IE SLtDINO ScALE makes the trade in grain so capricious, 
that we are told, buyers sometimes rush into the continental 
markets for wheat at 50s. per quarter, while they bad refused it 
some time previous when as low as 30s. 

"Well, Molly, markets are rising again,'' said Tum O'Juons. 
"It serves you right,'' replied Molly, "for when they were 
lE:cturing to get the corn bill off, to make the markets lower, you 
did all you could to oppose them, instead of joining them as you 
ought to have done heart and hand.'' 

PARLIAMENTARY PROTECTION.-If parliament really means to 
protect the farmers, they must create new farmi every day that 
farmer's sons arrive at the age of twenty-one. The supply of 
farms then would prevent the present competition. If they could 
do this, and put money into the pockets of the people to purchale 
the produce, they would afford something worth calling protection. 

What was the National Debt incurred for? ,v as it to defend 
the working men of England in the privilege of working twelve 
hours a day for poor wages ?-for the privilege of eating dear 
bread from the landowners, and dear sugar from the West Indies? 
Or was the debt incurred for the purpose of keeping t e land
lords' estates from being forfeited? I rather think for the latter. 
If so, should not the landowners pay the interest out of their 
rents ?-0. 

THE CA USE OF IMPROVING TRADE. -During the :irst six 
m_onths of this year (1843,) the people have paid £30, 00,000 
less for food than during the same period for the avarage of 
five years back. That is at the rate of sixty millions a year lus 
for eating. This accounts for the improvement in trade, and de
monstrates that cheap brefJ.d is essential to our manuf,cturing 
prosperity. Five millions a month in the pockets of the people, 
to spend upon manufactures, which other years they gaVJ to the 
monopolist in food l 

AN lNQumv.-Where is all this waste land that we are tol<I can 
be cultivated to so much advantage? Will some kind friend be good 
enough to tell us? Poiat me out a plot upon which a cle1r p,rofit 
of 6 per cent. per annum can be made, and I will engag, to find 
plenty of persons to cultivate it. It is time we brought all this 
wild nonsense about cultivating waste lands to somethini like a 
practical test, instead of mocking the people by dazzling r pre
sentations which never get beyond the stage of the demarogue or 
the broad sheet of faction. 

FREE TRADE principles are the dictatea of nature plaitly writ
ten on the surface of land and ocean. For that powe~ which 
stretched abroad the land, poured forth the ocean, and 1iled up 
the mountains-that power which gave Western Ami,•ica its 
broad prairies, and reared the gigantic and boundless fcrestts in 
the north-that power which covered with rich viney:rds the 
smiling hills of France, which brings sweet odours from tie s;picy 
shores of Araby the blessed, which has endowed this counry -with 
its minerals and its insular advantages, and its people wi.h their 
indomitable Saxon energy-with their skill, their hardihocd, their 
perseverance, their enterprise; that power which doth all his evi
dently designed it for the common good, for the reciproca ad·van
tage of all; it intended that it should enrich all by the free;t imter
change; thus making the world no longer the patrimmy of a 
class, but the heritage and the paradise of humanity. - W. r. For. 

O"Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send to an frirend. 

N OW PUBLISHING every Saturday, a full sized NEWSPAPEt, (requal 
to the Examiner), called "THE LEAGUE." Price ony T'hree• 

pence. This Paper is the organ of the Anti-Corn-Law League, aid ha de
voted to the aclvocacy of Free Trade. 

Published at 67, Fleet-street, London; and may be had tbrou;h eivery 
bookseller or newsvender in the kingdom. 

Printed and Published by J. LIVESEY, Preston. Sold by Gadby and 
Heywood, Manchester; Willmer, and Anti-Monopoly Association, , W'ater
street, Linrpool; J. Kershaw, 14, South Market, Leeds; Houg.ton., 47, 
Westgate, Huddersfield; Gill, Blackburn; Wragg, Bury; J. DaWl'son, 
Clitheroe; E. Bowker, Accrington; H. Earnshaw, Colne.-Pric ½id. 

This Publicationmaybehadthrough any Bookseller in the Kingdom trom Mr. W, Strange, PaternoaterRow,L>ndlou. 
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" A government, howeyer powerful fl'Om ot.her circumstances cannot easily contend against a nation which has banded itself 

together under the influence of any high and animating sentiment."-Chambers. 

"E'en such a man, so dull and wobegone, ope'd Pria_m's curtains in t!te dead of night, and told him 1,alf /iis Troy 11,as burnt." 

Sir Robert alarmed at the news of Pattison's Return. 
·r Rober C)mfortably asleep at Tamworth. His footman draws his curtains in the middle of the night, and tells 
-" Patti on's in for London !" Sir Robert bl'eaks into a cold 5Weat, and "sleeps no more." Cobden has 
rdered sleep. 

THE PROTECTION OF LABOUR. 

' The prott.ecrion of labour" is now exciting some atten
' and as t his is really the prime object of all my 

ling, I fr'eel tempted to record my humble opinion upon 
subject. 

No. 96. 

Any system of protection that shall give the greatest 
amount of enjoyment to the greatest number of working 
people, shall always have my support. 

I have been constantly trying to protect labour, by ad
vocating the abandonment of all commercial re&trictions, 
and thus enabling it to stand fair in the market. As the 
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supply cannot easily be limited, I have tried to increase the 
demand, by advocating freedom of imports, which would 
be certain to increase the export of labour, and by 
cheapening food to increase also the demand at home. I 
confess, that after reading over the different expedients for 
keeping up the value of labour, and afterobserving for the 
last thirty years the working of various schemes, I know 
of no other mode of protecting labour. Labour is just as 
much a marketable article as potatoes; and if I want to 
keep up the price, with a supply that cannot be reduced, I 
know of no plan, but enlarging the sphere of demand. 
Municipal authority might indeed fix the price as high as 
it pleased; but could not compel purchasers, while they 
could be served cheaper elsewhere, or while they could 
substitute other articles of less cost. 

On the part of the hand-loom weavers, parliament has 
repeatedly declared that it was not in its power to fix a 
scale of wages, which would not be inoperative. And all 
attempts by any controlling authority to fix wages for the 
masses, independent of supply and demand, would be 
equally futile. Small brooks may be arrested in their free 
course; but to stop the main ocean, is beyond the power of 
man. Small sections of labourers may manage by union 
rules to fix wages, to the great detriment of many of them
selves and the interest of the public, but to attempt this for 
the masses, would be to fix a bank which necessity itself 
would throw down with the greatest impetuosity. 

Why do masters employ workmen? For the sake, if 
~ m~y so ~peak, of bundling their labour together, and sel
lmg_ It agam to profit ; for t>mploying workmen is simply 
lmymg labour. If the markets are good, they buy largely, 
an_d ot_hers seein~ them get profits, begin to buy also, and 
this raises the pnce; but all the " Boards" in the world 
cou~d not regulate prices, independent of their power of 
scllmg to profit. It has been difficult to convince working 
men of this, because for a long time prices have been con
stantly tending downwards, which induced them to think 
t!1at prices were fixed simply by the master's dictum. And 
~mce there has been an improvement in the demand, so 
immense was the surplus of labour in the market, that it is 
~ome time before the demand shews its effect upon prices 
~n the labour market. The first operation of good markets 
IS, to absorb the unemployed labour ; and that being done, 
th~ _only w_ay to retain good _hands in a rising market is by 
ra131ng then· wages. I attribute nothing to the generosity 
of masters, for it is competition that compels the ad
vance. 

What is the present projected increase of mills and work
sl~o~s but a demonstration, that as they get to work they 
will mcrease the demand in the labour market so as to raise 
~ag<;>s ? And instead of this being prevented by cheap food, 
it will rather be prevented if food should not remain cheap. 
No busines~ can long remain very profitable, but numbers 
commence m the same line. This creates a competition for 
!abour al~ays favourable to the advance of wages. I have 
Just received the following note from a workin(J' man in 
Darwen which shews the increase in that distri~t; and if 
other districts increase in proportion, it will be impossible 
to get hands without advancing wages. 

" We are about raising many mills for cotton all round Dar
wen, especially for weaving. At Lower Darwen, one mile from 
Darwen, a large factory and shed; at Tock holes, three miles from 
Darwen, a factory and shed; at Waterside, Eccles hill, two miles 
from Darwen, a factory; and it is creditably reported that a large 
mill is about to be erected at Belthorn, in the township of Yate 
bank. Also a mill at Grimshaw, two nules from Darwen. All 
the above buildings are in rapid progress, except the last two. 
Let it be bon10 in mind, that at all the above places the power of 
the steam-engine and water-wheel have never been known, except 
at Lower Darwen, where T. & R. Eccles have three factories 
and at Grimshaw, where there is a small factory turned by water: 

employing about twenty hands. There are also two large sheds 
being erected in the vicinity of Darwen." 

Many will recollect the increase of mills in 1835-6-7, and 
the effect it had upon employment and wages ; and if food 
had continued as cheap as it then was, we should never 
have had so many mills closed, or experienced the depression 
which came over us in 1838-9 and 1840. 

You might fix a standard of wages for every sort of labour 
in the kingdom; but it would neither be just nor practica
ble. It would not be just, because no other person but 
those who buy and sell the labour can know its true value; 
and because what was a fair price last year or last month, 
may be too much or too little this. Suppose that such and 
such classes shall receive so much a week, it is well known 
that there are many men in the same trade as well worth 
30s. per week as others are 15s., and no man but the per
son employing them can know the individual value. It 
would be impracticable because, although you may fix a 
standard, no man will pay by that standard, unless he can 
get a profit by it, and if it be so high as to cause masters to 
select only the choicest men, the others, left without em
ployment, would be the first to offer for less. If, on thE" 
other hand, trade should happen to be very good, masters 
would be ready, clandestinely at least, to exceed the standard 
for the purpose of getting a preference of hands. 

I am anxious to prevent wages dropping, and to raise 
them as high as is compatible with constant employment; 
and to accomplish this, I advocate free imports, which is 
sure to increase the demand for labour, and also to diminish 
the supply, )Or by cheapening food, men will not need nor 
their families to perform so much labour as before. 

It is a very partial mode of advocating the working man's 
interests to attempt merely to regulate his money wages. 
There are three matters here which should never be disunite 
-employment, wages, and wages w01·th. What are wages fo 
a few, without employment for the whole ? and what ar 
mere money wages, if their value be diminished by dear food 
Wages ought to be regarded in reference to both these. T 
lower food is actually to raise wages, although the nomina 
amount received remain the same. One of the oft-repeate 
arguments of the monopolists is, that cheap food woul 
reduce wages, but facts are now proving this to be false 
But although cheap food does not produce low wages, yet un 
less we get large importations of food, good wages are sur 
to increase its price ; hence how necessary it is, in order fo 
working men to benefit by any advance of wages they get, t 
agitate for a free importation of food. Good wages an 
good living are absolutely incompatible to the working peo 
ple, under the control of the corn law. They grumble whe 
the markets rise, and yet they are too apt to listen to th 
nonsense about cheap bread beingofno benefit to them. Whe 
the corn law is repealed, my conviction is, that wage 
would rise-indeed they could not avoid it-and to man 
families the saving infood alone would be equal to an ad 
vance of 7s. or 8s. per week. And out of the populatio 
of 28 millions, perhaps 14 millions, including children, ol 
and infirm people, and those out of work, receive no wage 
at all, but as they are all eaters, they would be equall 
benefitted 

Without more food in the land, as it respects the eatin 
of the people, it is not possible to benefit them as a whol 
even if we could double their wages. If one class got raise 
and the others not, it would give them a greater comman 
over food ; but supposing that every man now receiving l 0 
was paid 20s., and every man receiving 20s. was ,paid 40s 
without importations of food, there would not be one dinn 
or one supper more for them than there is at present, and t 
price would rise. But if the supply of food was doubled, eve 
at the present wages, working people as a body would g 
twice as much, and more than twice as much, for the high 
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and middle classes would eat no more than they do at pre
sent. The people's error is their looking only upon the 
question of money, instead of looking upon thP. quantity of 
enjoyment which any given quantity of money would procure. 

The new theory of regulating wages by the price of corn, 
is the wildest of all the propositions put forward in the sys
tem of interfering with the freedom of labour. Would any 
master take orders for goods, when he was unable to make 
any calculation of the cost of the requisite labour, owing to the 
constant fluctuations (chiefly produced by a limited supply) 
in the corn markets ? Would working men like to have 
their wages changed every Saturday, so as to correspond 
merely with the grain market ? This regulation would be 
to drop wages for certain ; for the tendency of grain is 
evidently to drop, and must be so till they become assimi
lated to foreign prices. And as the monopolists have already 
been convicted of falsehood, by asserting that cheap corn 
would produce low wages, they seem now anxious to force 
the result by establishing some regulations for the purpose. 

But it is said, if manufactures be protected, and agricul
ture be protected, should not labour be equally so? Un
doubtedly. Nothing is more sacred, more valuable to the 
country than the labour of its people, and deserves more 
protection. But the mistake is, as to what constitutes 
protection. If I were wishful to protect the health of my 
children, I would not shut them up in a warm room, but 
allow them to run about at their pleasure in the free 
open air. If we want to protect labour we must not 
require it to take up passports at every stage, but give it the 
freedom of the world, and it will protect itself. Little can 
be said for any benefit that manufactures have received 
from protecting laws; and the present course of events, and 
the downward tendency of prices shew that agriculture has 
not reaped nll the benefit from it that was promised. But 
if it had, surely we should not argue that because one in
terest had robbed another, it was right that they should rob 
in return. If there be two rogues and one honest man, if 
there mllst be uniformity, let the two become honest and 
not the one a rogue. But the comparison of the food mo
nopoly is inapplicable. Labour has not the same chance of 
compelling a price as food, whatever laws were passed. 
With cl{)se(l ports the latter must be had-hunger cannot 
be brib{!J-but the former may be made, in 1110 t cases, a 
matter of convenience. The landowner, with his wicked 
corn law can compel the people to buy his food, because 
they cannot live without ; but the working man cannot 
compel hi~ mas~er eith~r to employ him_ or give him wages, 
unless he 1s satisfied himself that he can do so to his own 
profit. So that any law to fix wages would necessarily be 
impracticable, that did not contain a provision for seeming 
employment as well as wages. 

I see that some go so far as even to attribute the poverty 
of the people, and the diminution of the wages to free trade, 
while unfortunately we have never yet a single trial of its 
working. What we mean by free trade is, not sending more 
goods out of tlze counby on such terms as could be obtained, 
frequently at a great loss, and at best only receiving back 
luxuries for the rich ; but the bringing into the country as 
much good food and first-rate necessaries as foreigners are 
willing to give in exchange for our surplus manufactures. 
Let no m~n, therefore, ignorantly or wilfully declare against 
the working of free trade, until such a boon has been tried 
and found to fail. One month's working of this system 
would be sufficient to stop all such folly. We are 
reminded of what is called '' the extension of trade," 
and that the poverty of the people has continued not
withstanding; but I beg to say, that there has not been that 
sort of extension for which free traders contend. We may 
sell twice as much as ever we did, and yet be little better; for 
even if we get gold in return, it is only valuable in pro-

portion as we can exchange it for something useful; for while 
we are confined in our imports to luxuries, what great·be~ 
nefit can it be to the working man? Let us be allowed 
either to exchange our goods directly for food, or if for gold, 
be allowed to purchase/ood with it, and then I hesitate not 
to say, that such an extension of trade (which in plain terms 
is the unrestricted liberty of buying), would be the best 
boon that ever came to the working classes of this country. 

Tho working man is pressed to earth by the excise, the middle 
class groan under the income tax, while the landowning class 
rejoice in a land ta.-i: ridicuously small. 

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY. 
The tables are turned. The party whose leading scribes for 

factious purposes, have panderd too much to the prejudices of 
the mulLitude against machinery, are r.ow loud in their praises o.f 
it, as applied to agriculture. I could fill this Struggle with ex
tracts from speeches at the late agricultural meetings to this pur
pose, hut a few short extracts shall suffice. 

At the Le}land meeting, Townley Parker, Esq., said,-" H e 
had seen with pleasure the collection of implements. ,vhile ma
c!tiucry was making such great strides, they must take advantage 
of it, and avail themselves of those improvements which science 
produced. l\Iany of the implements might appear expensive, but 
when they considered the economy of labour effected by them , 
they would find it to their advantage to introduce them. ' ' 

At the same meeting, another gentleman remarked,-" England 
stood pre-eminent in manufactures-Lancashire particularly so ; 
and the reason was, advantage was taken of every imp1·ovement 
in mac!tinery, and by this means not only they competed with but 
outstripped every other nation on the globe; the same might be 
done with agriculture, and it was just as impossible that agriculture 
could maintain its position if they did not eize hold of all advan
tages which science would give them, as for his friend Mr. Bashall , 
with the old spinning wheel, to compete with Mr. Bashall, wilh 
his improved machinery. Let them continue in their present 
course, and in a few years with the vicinity to manufacturing 
towns, and other favourable circumstances, they would so improve 
as to stand as high in agriculture as in manufactures." 

Not long ago, the leading monopolists talked largely in derision 
of trade. The Chairman at the Lytham Agricultural Meeting, 
however, spoke of the intimate connexion there was between 
agriculture and manufacturis. He said,-" He did not doubt but 
such would be readily acknowledged ; for where, if not in this 
county, would the desirableness of such a connexion be appreci
ated ? There were many persons present connected with both 
pursuits. Many gentlemen from the neighbouring important town 
of Preston had visited the show that day, and he thought the best 
way in which they could shew their appreciation of their kindness, 
was by drinking 'Prosperity to the Town and Trade of Preston.' 
He asked them to join him in three cheers in drinking 'Prosperity 
to the Town and Trade of Preston.' " 
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VARIETIES. 
------------1 
PooR HonsEs !-H?w hardly they are drawn and how poorly 

they are fed I There IS not one on the road, if it could lift up a 
hand, that would not vote for cheap corn. 

'BECCA.-" If you want to kill 'Becca," said a labouring man at 
one of the w·elch meetings, "give bread to the poor, and give 
them enough of it. If you want to destroy 'Becca for ever 
redress her grievances, and leave us no more wrongs to corn~ 
plain of.'' 

The population of Ireland according to the last census in 1841 
was 8,175,_124. The population of Great Britain, 18,844,434'. 
Of the I_ns~ 66 per cent. are employed in agriculture ; of 
Great Britam, the number employed in agriculture is only 31 per 
cent.-Morning Chronicle. 

AN HONEST SUFFRAGE is what we want. In the absence of 
that "extension," which would increase the chances for honesty 
let every person try to impress upon the electors the duty of bein; 
honest at the next contest; neither to be intimidated, nor to bar
tet· their votes for any consideration whalever. 

Goon HAND-LOOM WEAVERS are becoming scare. Many are 
dead ; great numbers are engaged in other business, especially at 
the power-loom, and as none have been taught for some years 
men fit for weaving certain new sorts are not so good to meet 
with. Hand-Zooms are at such a discount that they are sold 
at 4s. a loom, the original cost of which was about £4. 

WHAT IS IT THAT IMPROVES LAND ?-When looking ronnd 
the country _where the greatest improvements are going on, and 
where land IS the hest cultivated, I generally find that the profits 
of t1·ade and commerce have been there invested. Most of our 
retiring merchants and tradesmen lay out their accumulated pro• 
fits in purchasing and improving land. This seems to be the bank 
into which they place their savings; and it will be a bad day for 
land when these savings fail. 

HonnrnLE DEATU.-On 'l'hursday last, a labouring man named 
Hughes, whilst under the effects of drink, laid himself down in a 
lime-kiln in the Quebec Suburbs, and fell asleep. Whilst in this 
situation, a quantity of lime fell down upon him, and, horrible to 
say, consumed him, or at least, burnt him in such a dreadful man
ner as to render it difficult to recognize the man, in the 
loathsome reHlains left hehind. This is another instance of the 
awful result~ of intemperance-and we trust it may be a warning 
to all drunkards.-Ganadian Paper. 

"To BE LET BY PnoPOSAL.''-This is now the plan of letting 
farms. It ari<Jes from the fact, that when there is one farm at 
liberty, there are a dozen for it, and hence the owner taking ad
vantage of this, lets no one know the rent, but requires farmers 
to bid in the dark; and through fear of missing it, some are 
sure to bid more than it is worth. "\Ve never hear of shops being 
let by proposal. If you go into any other market but the land
lords' market, you can know the price at once; but here you have 
no chance against a host of competitors but giving more than the 
place is worth. "\Vill farmers never open their eyes? Nothing 
can alter this but free trade; when farmers' sons, instead of giving 
their labour and capital to others, will havl'l spirit to embark in 
some other trade for their own advantage. 

GoING oN THE LAND.-Now you talk about going on the 
land ; but if we had nothing else but the produce of our own land, 
we should btl sadly deficient as to our presant enjoyments. \Ve want 
an infinite number of articles as well as common food. Could we 
dispense for instance, with the use of cotton clothing? and if not, 
how are we to get it from the land? Raw cotton will not grow 
here, and our land produces nothing which we could exchange for 
it. We have no food to spare, but if we had, we should look 
well sending it to America for cotton ! Do we want tea, coffee, 
sugar, and twenty other !lrticles? What can we send in return 
for these, if we have nothing but the produce of the land ? Are 
ther.e not a thousaad articl~s which the rich as well as other classes 
enjoy fr.001 abroad? What can we give for them, but the produce 
of our manufactures? Going on the land may he a fit clap-trap 
for a stage oration, tG divert the common sen~e of the people from 
the straightforward course of free trade, but it never gets one inch 
beyond this. Men may applaud, but they are afraid of trying thti 
experiment. 

P.kTTIBON RECEIVING THE •1 A :\foNOPOLIST'i FACE last 
FINAL STATE OF THE PoLL, Saturday, or length exemplified. 
or breadtli exemplified. 

Mr. B.-Mr. Pattison l This is past Bearing. 
Mr. P.-I plead guilty to the charge of being wmewhat 

over-Bearing. 

In a late number of the Norwich Mercury there were not fewer 
than 98 advertisements relating to farming stock. 

"DESTI~U;ION."-Sir Robert Peel has lately given £4,000 
towards bmldmg churches, in order, as he states, to assist in sup
plying "the spiritual destitution" in manufacturing districts. I 
wish Sir Robert could visit the churches already built, and see 
how badly they are attended, and at the same time the cottage, 
of the poor, he would meet with another kind of" destitution," far 
more urgent, to which he might forward his contributions. But a 
single act in hii legislativ_e capacity, would do more towards sup
plying this destitution, than if he were to contribute £4 000 every 
day in the year. ' 

ONLY A SLIP.-If my readers want something to laugh at 
the following, which was spoken at the Lytham agricultural din: 
ner meeting, will afford two or three good doses of this useful 
medicine. A new room has been erected connected with the 
Clifton. Arms Hotel, over the stablP-s, 33 yards long, in which 
these d10ners are to be celebrated. Mr. Townley Parker, in his 
speec~, all?ding to this new room, said, " He admired the new 
room m which they were met, and regretted that their president 
was not present at its opening. Without entering into aoy dill• 
cussion on architecture, he could say it was a splendid room, and 
much better titan any room the Anti-Corn-Law League could have 
-better than any provided by those who were hostile to them." 
As to the " hostility'' here named, we deny it ; we are t e only 
true farmers' friends; and in the long run landlords will aeknow. 
ledge that we have been their friends also. But as to "the 
splendid room,'' second story over the horses, being "better than 
any room of the Anti-Corn-Law League,"-the Free Trade 
Hall n_ot excepted !-we will allow, in compassion to the sp,eaker, 
that this must have been a slip-a very possible thing after diinner. 

&"_ Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send to a::iy friend. 

I N the Press, and shortly will be published, T11E ANT1.{:on.N-LA w 
PICTORIAL ALMAN ACK, price ld.-The usual allowance to the trade. 

All kinds of Woon ENGRAVING done at the Struggle Office, on reasona
ble terms and at the shortest notice. 

N OW PUBLISHING every Saturday, a full sized NEWSPAPER,, (equal 
to the Examiner), called "THE LEAGUE." Price mlY' 7'hree• 

pence. This Paper is the organ of the Anti-Corn-Law League, andl is de
voted to the advocacy of Free Trade. 

Published a.t 67, Fleet-street, London; and may be had thrrugln every 
bookseller or newsvender in the kingdom. 

Printed by J. LIVESEY, Preston: Sold by Gadsby and Heywood M.:anchea
ter; and Strange, London.-Price One Halfpenny. 

This Publication may be had through any Bookseller in the Kingdom from Mr. w. Strange, PaternosterRow:Lomdon. 



Cht 6trugglt~ 
" ". e feel no hesitation in asserting bo tb the expediency and the righteousness of a free trade in corn. ''-Dn. CHALMERS. 

The FarJller consulting with his Sons as to their Future Prospects and the Businesses 
they must follow. 

Farmer Ster/ing.-Now, my lads, as we arn all here, I think we ought to consult together and have some talk as to your future views in life, for John 
Is growin r up no,-v to man's estate, and William iij sixteen,-[Mrs. S.-Fifteen last May),-nd Joseph is fourteen, and Henry twelve, and George here 
llas got rt-ading, vriting, and arithmetic enough to be thinking of an apprenticeship. 

Mrs. S.-Ge11rge is but young yet. 
Mr. S .-He ts; but the fact is, education is expensive, nnd farming is not the business it used to be in my yonnger days-(siglls.) John here. you 

ave often been told, is to be a farmer, and to take the farm when I am dead and gone. Joseph, how long have you been with Mr. Sample, the grocer? 
J06ep.'i.-Fivc years, father; and he bays he is afraid he cannot take Henry, as he has a nephew from the country comh1g. 
Mr . .S.-1 am sorry for it. 
HMry.-Father, let me be a farmer. 
Mr. '.-Impossible my lad! I can't stock a farm for you, aud, with my goodwill, you shall never be a farmer's labourer. 
Henr .-Well, father, l should like to go to America. Uncle Peter wrote from Illinois, you know, and said there were room enough for plenty of folks 

here. 
,\frs. s.-Oh ! Henry, you must not, and you shall not, go. Stay at home, times will be better soon in Manchester, and we can get you in some of 

he a.hops. 
ltfr. S.-Times have never been good with us ftlrmers since tl1ings have been so flat in the towns. High prices we cannot get for farming stuff when 

ere is go little money stirring in the towns; and then if the towns were brisk, I could soon put you lads out in warehouses and sho11s, but now they 
on',t; look at a strong, wiliing lad, and even talk of having premiums paid for taking them. 

John, the elde~t.-The reason is, they've more lads offering from the country than there's places for them. 
Williain.-Why all my schoolfellows are in the towns. There's at least a dozen in Manchester, six in Stockport, five in Bolton, and ~even in 

iver_pool ; we wtre counting them the other day. 
J08ep.\.-Fatlter, I wa8 reading the Mancliesfer 'l'ime6, and Mr. Prentice, who was the son of a farmer, says that it's not Corn Laws, but plenty of 

ade, and thrivh1g, increasing towns, that's good for farmets. 
Mr. S.-Ue's right enough. I begin to believe it. They tell me Mr. Cobden is a farmer's son, and now he is a Member of Parliament, and a wealthier 

a.n than ever he could have been if he had remained in Essex. 
Grorg1".-Father, I have been reading "Robinson Crusoe," and I should dearly like to go to sea. 
J,frs. S.-Ho,v the lad talks I You shall never undergo the perils of sea-life if I can help it. Could not Sir Geoffry take George on the Steward's farm ? 

e might be with the gamekeeper if nothing better offered. 
Mr . • . -That he never shall. Well, well, my lads, I am going to Manchester to-morrow, and I will try once more; they say things are better. l'l'e 
that wheat off the five acres to sell. Steward Grabal told me we were sure to get 5Gs., and the most I have been offored is 50s. 
Jcuie, the elde:t dtmghter.-Father, Mr. Plodder called and said they want the Poors' Rates in as soon as may be, and he will call in the morning. 
Mr. S.- Vhat harassment and trouble there is about a farm, I wish I was clear of it, and all my lads settled in some profitable trade. 

No. 97. 
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T O F AR ME R S' S O N S I 

I know of n,o class so much interested in the present 
agitation for a repeal of the corn laws as yourselves. You 
have seen the gradual decay of the old and venerable stock 
of farmers. Many of you belong to families who year after 
year have been making up the rent out of the little property 
of your own. Some of you have ventured into the farming 
busio•ess yourselves ; but with all your care and scraping, it 
has been an unprofitable undertaking. You feel ihat, as a 
class, farmers are getting poorer and poorer ; and not a few 
of you, instead of succeeding to the former savings of your 
fathers, are not unlikely to be involved in their ruin. 

Now let me speak to you freely. There is no effect with
out a cause. The cause of your difficulties is as clear as the 
sun at noonday ; and I want you not only to understand it, 
but to arouse yourselves like men, and to assist in its removal. 

The price of produce has been very much reduced in va. 
lue; but the rent of land has not been reduced in propor
tion. And in addition to this, your taxes of all sorts, but 
especially poor taxes, have been increased. Now why 
have not rents been reduced in proportion to produce? 
You will perhaps say, because landlords are unfeeling; but 
let me remind you that the non-reduction is not with the 
landlords; for it might as well have been said, when your 
fathers sold meal at £6 per load, they were unfeeling, or 
they would have sold it for less. There is little or no re
duction in rent, because when a farm is to let, there arc 
always numbers ready to give more than it is worth; and 
it would require more than ordinary philanthropy for a 
landlord to refuse a rent that the farmers themselves offer. 

What then? You are perhaps ready to blame the far
mers, and say, "They ought not to offer such rents." Tlzey 
are not to blame either; they do as all person do when 
there are more buyers than sellers. When there is but one 
farm, and a dozen striving for it, each one tries to over-bid 
the rest for the pmpose of succeeding. It is nece.~sity 
that forces them. They have learnt no business but farm
ing; they hear that trade is very bad in towns; they are 
just about to quit their olJ place ; and they take the farm 
as "a make shift," or "a putting on," although they have 
but a faint hope of making the rimt, and no hope at all of 
saving money. Turn out your cattle to bare pastures, and 
you know they are sure to top the hedges, if there be plenty 
of grass on the other side; and if you turn out a dozen almost 
houseless farmers to a letting, you are sure to hear next 
morning the necessitous taker reproached with having 
given "sadly too much" for it. And is this the true con
dition to which farmers and farmers' sons are reduced under 
the blessed operations of a corn bill which, it is pretended, 
has been kept on these seven and twenty years for their 
special protection! It's a regular cheat; a thimble-rigging 
process by which dust has been cast into your eyes, while 
your pockets have been picked. 

A corn law to have done you any good, ought to have 
contained two special provisions. It ought first to have 
secured good wages to those who buy your produce; 
for without this, prices were sure to come down. But it 
has produced the very opposite. By closing our ports, and 
placing embargos upon our commerce, it has robbed a vast 
number of employment, and reduced the wages of all. 
The manufacturing ma ses are your customers; and whi!(, 
the corn law has pretended to keep up prices by excluding 
foreign produce, it has in fact reduced prices by destroying 
the ability of the people to purchase. 

It ought, secondly, to have made a provision that, pro
vided food did drop in the market, rents should drop 
in the same proportion. But instead of doing this, it has 
done the very contrary. There is but one certain legitimate 
mode of reducing rents as low as provisions, and that is by 

keepiugthe balance eve11 as to the number offarms and farm
ers. If there be more farmers than fatms, rents are sure 
to be kept up above their proper level. ow for a mo
ment just cast your eyes over as great an extent of country 
as you are acquainted with, and think what has taken 
place during the last thirty years. Do you see any in
crease in the number of farms ? Not one more, (I should 
say rather fewer,) than there were thirty years ago. Look 
now at farmers' families. I need not tell you that they 
have "increased and multiplied" like others ; and you 
must see that unless there be some arrangement constantly 
at work to take off that increase, and thus maintaining the 
balance, a severe competition is inevitable, and ruin and 
bankruptcy the certain result. At every interval when 
trade in towns has been good, these sons of the soil have 
bolted from the sod, and entered into trade, and nearly 
all the millers, corn dealers, and large provision factors, 
and many of our manufacturers, consist of farmers' sons. 
Now if this removal had been sufficiently rapid, it would 
have cleared away all your superfluous stock, and the re
maining farmers would have felt on fair ground in taking 
their farms ; but trade has been checked, and commerce 
cramped for the last seven years, not by any over-produc
tion of articles, but by prohibitory laws, which prevent us 
exchanging our wares for the corn, sugar, coffee, timber, 
&c., of other countries. If these laws had been repealed 
some time ago, the prospects and profits of trade would 

I 
have hecn such, that many of you who are now pining at 
home, afraid to marry, and d0ubtful altogether as to future 
prospects, would have been settled m life, following btme
ticial occupations, and a comfort to the old people at home. 
To the cur ed Corn Laws, therefore, you owe your ruin. 
The crowd I saw about the door of the Fat Scot public
housc, where there was a farm to let, included many 
farmers' sons-men who are drt1gging out a miserable exist
ence, and who, but for the Corn Laws, would have been per
haps trading in American provisions, or taking some part in 
supplying the wide world with the cheap articles of English 
manufacture. 

Now I appeal to you. Is it true, or is it not, that the 
corn laws are the cause of your misery? If you have dis
covered any other cause, you ought like men to be up and 
determined upon its removal. Don't sit biting your 
fingf'rs, and hoping that the gods will relieve you. But if 
you conclude, as I am sure you will, that the same mono
poly that had well nigh ruined our manufactures and mer
chants, has been the cause of preventing your prosperity, 
I trust, you will now come out, and, fearless of either 
landlords or any body else, join the ranks of free 
traders, who have been long striving to put the farming 
business upon a solid foundation. Two things I ask you 
especially to do ; the first is, to join us in spreading corPect 
information through the land, and drawing together in 
one common band the farmers and all the. peopl'E'. 
The second is, resolutely to be determined not to 
give a vote, nor to encourage your fathers or any others to 
give a vote, at the next election, to any candidate but a free 
trader. The whole secret of rescuing farming England and 
manufacturing England from ultimate ruin and confusion, is 
in returning a majority of Anti-Monopolists in the next 
parliament. We are, for your sakes, and for our own 
sakes, bending all our energies to this point. We are now 
in fact, beginning to canvass; we make no secret of it. 
Loyal and peaceable, we disclaim all appeals to force, and 
intend to place our whole case in the hands of the elec
tors. Your habits, I know, are quiet and reserved, but your 
votes will count as far as the most noisy. The times, 
trust, have given you a lesson; so that you will now r 
member the deception practiced upon you at the last ele 
tion. After struggling so long and. suffering so much, I 
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think you will seek a fresh class of "farmers' friends," and 
trust no loncrer to measures, which, while they promised 
prosperity, h~ve nearly ruined you all. 

We wish all the farmers to join us ; many of them 
I doubt not will do so ; but our main hope of strength 
from the acrriculturists is in farmers' sons. You are young, 
you have 

O 

the world to begin; you are not subject to the 
prejudices and attachments of old men; you will read and 
think for yourselves ; and looking at the insepara?le con
nection betwixt prosperous trade and prosperous agr1cultme, 
you will assist us in carrying those measures of freedom 
which are likely to promote both. 

I am your sincere friend, 
J. LIVESEY. 

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS. 
Pamphlets, speeches, reviews, prizes are now flying about; all 

urging the farmers to improve the land by scientific farming. My 
patience has been tested not a little in reading some of these pam
phlets. Their gist is just the tantalising language used by some to 
whom James refers-" Be ye warmed and be filled,'' say they ; "yet 
they give them not those things that are needful for tlie body." 

Think of a lan.dlord, who bas taken in the shape of rent every 
farthing the farmer could scrape together, and who is now hesitating 
whether it is better to continue on the farm, losing a hundred a 
year, or take his chance by migrating to the town,-I say, think 
of him gravely putting a pamphlet into such a pe1•son's hands, in
culcating draining and manuring ; exhorting him to greater exer
tion, and pres · ing the adoption of agricultural machinery and an 
increased outlay of capital! It is all fudge. Landown ':l rs may im
pose upon themselves the fruitless ta~k of delivering after dinner 
speeches on these subjects, if they please, but where any outlay of 
money is invo ved, their advice will fall like wa r upon a duck's 
back. 

,vhat have these landlords heen doing themselves during the 
last 28 years of corn law protection? Did the law doom the 
British people- to be confined to the produce of their fields alone, 
and have they been so ungrateful, though receiving larg-e rents, 
as not even to improve their own lands? ,vhat argument could 
r,05stbly be stronger against a system of protection, than the tacit 
admi sion oft e landowners themselves, at all these meetings, that 
their lands have been badly managed? Hence if there were no 
other rea on, for the futu re credit of the landlords themselves 
campared to any other class, for goodness' sake, do let us hasten 
t-0 repeal tht.~ corn laws. When this is done, those earls, and 
dukes, anc\ squires, that never saw their farms, but fared sump
tuou ly upon the rents, will b induced to vi, it their cqtatcs. 
ThOi!e agents who for twenty years have had unfulfilll.'d promises 
of new cheese rooms, and new flagged floors, will then recleem 
tlrnir word; and fan:ners and farm buildings will bt>gin to appear, as 
if they helonged to a community that laid some claim to civilization. 

Farmers fo r some time have been like my winter onions. that 
are just come up. To use a common saying, they are as thick on 
the gr,rnnd a s they can stick; and until they are well weeded; 
until one-half at least are taken out, they cannot thrive. Repeal 
the corn laws, and thPir sons and grand ons, who, for a long time 
have been squeezing in, by offering higher rents to their own im
poveri'!hmcnt, and to the utter ruin of others, will leave the sod, 
embark. in tra de , and thus terminate the ruinous competition which 
at present ex · sts. Landowners will then run after farmers, and 
farms will not be let by blind " prop osal,'' but be offered openly II 

like any other article, at a known and at a modP,rate rent. 
BLtilde.rs, joiaers, slateril, flaggers, painters, will be employed to 1 

make farm houses at least as decent as weavers' houses; and 
drainers, and ditchers, and wrights will be engaged in fencing and 
fixing gates, nd making the land fit for a farmPr to enter upon. 

Talk of farmer improving landlord's estates, whilst owing to 
competition, rents are so ruinously high, with no guarantee for 
seeuring the benefits to themselves! Farmers laugh at it ; they 
tell me, though they perhaps dare not tell the steward, that it is ' 
all moonshine. If landowners wanl to see their estates in a con
dition to do themselves credit, let them imitate the manufacturers; 
be found on their land every morning, employing labourers, and 
applying scie nce to the improvement of their own grounds. 
Without long leases and low rents, their tenants won't do it; and 
they may depend upon one thing, that the time is now passed 

when the people will submit to suffer for their bad !11anagement, 
by paying an exorbitan~ price for their: food, whilst they can 
have it from other countries at full one-third les~. 

It is but justice, however, to some landlords to state, that they 
are now beginning in good earnest to effect improvements the~
selves, and out of their own purses. But no one can shut the~r 
eyes to the fact, that nothing has spurred them on so much to this 
as the belief that the day of "protection" is nearly over, and that 
in future they are likely to be thrown upon their own honest re
so1,1rces. And if the com law agitation has already produced such 
a beneficial result what may not be expected from its full con
sumation? The '1andovmers of the next generation will have 
reason to hold the names of our repeale1s in the highest veneration. 

u,1111i111i11utll11iu11illtliffilTilTiiliiiTtllnlllUl!lll11IIIIIIIIIIJ 
Lord Stanley in the House of Commons. 

Lord Stanley's ridiculous bugbear of Tamboff and its 30 milli?ns of quar
ters of wheat., has reduced him to silence. Sir Robert considers him damaged 
on all commercial questions. Sir Robert therefore gags Lord Tamboff on 
these questions, and does the business himself. 

A LESSON TO LANDLORDS. 

The following, from the speech of Mr. Fazackerly at. the 
Leyland Agricultural meeting, is so excellent that I am anxious 
to give it all the publicity in my power.-" The tenant should be 
renwneratedfor all pe1·manentimprovements he effected, and he ~oped 
that such a princ,iple would ba acted upon on every estate m the 
county. He considered it but fair that such a principle should 
be carried out, wh•m a tenant entered upon a farm without acer
tainty of tenure. On first entering upon a farm, a tenant would 
scarcely like to take a lease until he knew the fair value; and he 
could not, in justice to himself and his family, lay out any money 
without a lease. He thought it would be an equitable arrange
ment if they came to some such terms as this; -that he should 
take the farm, in the first place, for three or four years withoul a 
lease. At the end of that time, if for any reason he did not take 
a lease, and had made any improvement in his farm, his landlo1·d 
should pay him every farthing of its value. (Loud cheers.) It 
wa only common honesty to do it. If a tenant laid out £150 or 
£200, be could not get a fair return for it in three or four years. 
If a tenant came on with a full understanding that what he spent 
during his probationary term, as he would call it, should be retur
ned to him in case he left soon, he would go to work with a good 
heart : at the end of the term thev could see whether the rent 
was fair, if it was, execute a lease; if too high, drop it, for no 
landlord had a right to go on sqeezing and spunging on his tenant 
to get from him more than what the land would produce. (Loud 
applause.) It was generally said that this county was behind. 
band in agriculture, but with fair play to the tenant it would not 
long be behindhand. He considered tenants should have lea11esof 
twelve, or fourteen, or nineteen years, at tbo rent of the proba,. 
tionary term he had suggested." 
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VARIETIES. 

P.aoTECTED FARMERS! -One printer in the small town of 
~ig~n, has received orders to print bills for eightfarmers' sales, 
w1thm the last ten days. So much for the prosperity of protection. 

HIGH-PRICED PoINTERs.-Mr. Croudace, gamekeeper to l\Ir. 
Bo~es, M. P. at Streatlam Castle, has sold four braces of pointers 
to d1fferimt gentlemen for 30 guineas per brace. The animal• 
are first-rate. 

SCARCITY OF GoLD IN AMERICA.-A New York paper says 
" Counterfeit quarter eagles are in circulation. They have ~ 
coarse, _brassy ~ppearance, and yet may pass, for it is not once in 
a year, 1f once m five years, that most people see a piece of .Ame
rican gold.'' 

" PROSPERITY To FARM.ERB.•• -In reading over the reports of 
~ar~c~ltural associations, I noticed toasts to the " health" of many 
md1v1duals, and " prosperity to agricultural associations •'' but I 
have not noticed one toast-which !imagine should alwa;s be the 
foremost-and that is, .. Prosperity to farmers." Is this too deli
cate a matter to be approached just now at agricultural meetings ? 

WHAT H_As CAUSED THE HOSTILE TARIFFS? -It is alleged 
by monopohsts, that the low price of our goods is the main cause 
of the late increase of so many foreign hostile tariffs. If that 
were true, the monopolists abroad are like those at home · for it 
is tke low price of foreign food that has induced the adop,tion of 
high duties here to keep it out. But the real canse of these fo
reign tariffs is our refusing to take their food, which has compelled 
them to manufacture ; and it is for the fancied protection of this 
that the tariffs have been passed. 

DrsTRIBUTING CLOTHING.-November I always consider the 
best month for distributing clothing to the poor. Even corn law 
repeaters must remember that a great number of fa therless and I 
widows, aged and infirm will still need our charitable aid, if trade 
were.so improved as to supply the wants of the able-bodied. Let 
th~ rich look th_rough their wardrobes and drawer~, and select any 
articles of clothmg they can spare, and distribute them to the most 
deserving objects ; so that the destitute may enjoy the benefit du
ring the approaching inclement season of winter. 

A TarF~tNG M~STAKE.-Mr. Garnett, at the L~tham Agricul
tural Meeting, s~1d, that one of his tenants, whose father and 
grandfath~r h_ad hved on the farm before him, gave him notice to 
leave, ass1gmng ~hat he could not make a living. The farm was 
afterwards let for an advance of £20. "This shewed," said Mr. 
Garnett, " that the land had not before heen highly rented.'' The 
truth is, it shewed nothing of the kind; it rather proved that whilo 
the past tenant. could not make a living, competition for 
farms runs so high, that the coming-on one was willina to risk 
even £20 more than a ruinous rental, rather than be .;ithout a I 
farm. 

T1rn WARS OF ~APOLEON.-From a rough calculation, taken 
from the returns of those left dead on the fields of battle in which 
Napoleon commanded, from Montenotte to Waterloo, Wff make 
the an:iount l,81_1,500; and if w_e a~d those who died subsequently 
of their wounds m the petty sk1rm1shes, the losses in which are 
not reported, and in the naval fights, of which, though Napoleon 
was not presellt, he was the cause, 2,000,000 will be far under the 
mark. A pictµre of the fathers, mothers, wives, children and 
relatives of these victims, receiving the news of their d;aths 
would give a lively idea of the benefits conferred upon the world 
by Napoleon.-lJlackwood's Magazine. 

A CHARITABLE CoNTRIBUTION.-Sir, I enclose lOs. which I 
beg you will make as Yseful as you can arr.ong some of the old wo
men you mention in a late St,·uggle, in providing some kind of cheap 
bedding, or clothing, against. the approaching cold weather.
A reader of the Struggle.-[The money shall be applied according 
to this correspondent's wish, and the particulars given in a future 
number.-ED.] 

CHEAP SoAP.-The commission for inquiring into the sanatory 
condition of towns, should by all means recommend to government 
the repeal of the soap duty. Black faces and dirty bedding may 
arise in some instances from neglect, but the dearness of soap very 
much increases the evil. As personal cleanliness, clean clothing, 
and clean bedding, are equally essential to health, as clean water 
courses, I trust these will be encouraged by taking the duty off so 
useful an article as soap. 

"INCREASE AND MoLTIPLY."-A few days since as a party 
or emigrants were coming up the river in a tow boat, an incident 
took place which put an entirely new aspect upon affairs. A 
sturdy, fat-looking Dutch woman belonging to the party, was 
safely delivered of three fine girls, much to the joy of all those on 
board, who manifested their pleasure by kicking up a regular row. 
-New York Pape,·. 

PEACEFUL AGITATION.-OM of the most interesting features 
of the agitation for free trade is, that no appeal is made to physi
cal force. We address the understandings of our countrymen 
only, and if we cannot by this influence them and the electoral body 
so as to return a parliament that will vote for free trade, we 
acknowledge, at once, that we have no other means left. The 
timid and the peaceful may join our agitation, for we are all 
friends to peace and good order. 

Too DEAR STILL.-" Well, Ilarry, you took the farm last 
night.•'-" Ay, I did, but I think I bid too much at it." This 
is always the answer. You never hear it said," Well, John has 
got a capital bargain ; he is sure to make money at the farm he 
h<is just taken." No, no. In fact men can make money at. any 
trade but farming; and yet till lately the farmers verily belie"ed 
that the corn law was for their gain. But such is the competition 
for farms, that if Harry had not l>id more than it was worth, he 
would not have got it. 

"F.aEE TRADE tN THE AnsTRACT.''-In remarking on this 
Peelite, Gladstonite, and Baringite notion, Mr. Cobden was 
most happy. He said, "Did you ever hear of a father teaching his 
childrer, to obey the ten commandments-in the abstract ? (Loud 
cheers and laughter.) Did you ever know the plea to go down 
at the Old Bailey, after a verdict of guilty had been returned, of 
"Oh, I did steal the pocket-haudkerchief-bnt only in the ab
stract r' (Renewed cheers.) Is monopoly an abstraction? 
(Laughter.) If it be, I have done with Mr. Baring and this 
electl11n ; but the abstraction presents itself in bodily form under 
the shape of certain monopolists, who diminish, by one-half, your 
supply of sugar, and cut off large slices from your loaves. (Cheers 
and laughter.) 

A SURFEIT OF CoRN.-T/ie Liverpool Mail says," the Anti
Coro-Law League is perishing with a surfei.t of home grown corn." 
There are two hig fibs in this short SPntence. The League instead 
of" periahing" i growing in strength and importance every day. 
As fol' "a surfeit of of home grown,'' we shall ne,er have this while 
the corn law protects a bad system of home cultivation. It will 
take more than the rushy fields of this country will ever produce, 
to support the five millions who haYe not yet tasted it. It is in 
fact for this" surfeit" we ar~ workinit, and I confeis, if the mono
polists want to extinguish the League, they now know the only means 
of doing it. The grave of the League is a country full of food, 
and every man plenty to eat. May God send it and soon. 
Q" Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send to any friend. 

ARISTOCRACY AND TRADE.-" We owe little to the aristo
~racy," ~aid Mr. ~righ~ :it C:ovent Garden. "Men of trade very 
much m1st~ke their position 1f they fancy that the aristocracy love 
them. Aristocracy scorns trade. (Cheers.) Is it more sordid 
to deal in cotton than to deal in bullocks and wheat? And yet 
thoije men who, in their legislative assembly make it but a club 
~o~ regulating their own markets, scorn the' men who get their TEMPERANCE ALMANACKS FOR 1844. 
hvmg by honest qommerce and honest industry. (Tremendous T COOK, Midland Temperance Press, Leicester, is Publishing a Series 4 
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"Let parliament allow us to buy where we will, and we will not trouble any government to find us a market for 
our goods."-J. Brigltt. 

A COUNTY MEMBER 
Peepirg through his park gates at Mr. Cobden's Anti-Corn-Law Meeting, and yet not haying the manliness 

come forward to defend the Corn Laws, if right, or to denounce them, if wrong. 

No. 98. 



THE STRUGGLE. 

THE RESOLUTIONS oF AN HONEST ELECTOR. port none but those who vote for a total and immediat 
abolition of the corn laws. 

I'LL NOT VOTE FOR A MoNOPOLIST.-WHY? 

1. Because I should think it wrong to rob any body my
self, and much more the poor, of any portion of their daily 
food; and if it be wrong to rob myself, it is equally so to 
assist in electing a man who would rob by act of parlia
ment. 

2. Because I should think it wrong to raise the price of 
my neighbour's food in or<ler to pay my mortgages, to give 
my daughters marriage portions, to pay the wages of grooms 
and gardeners, or to maintain my station in society ; and 
therefore I will not assist in sending any man to parliament 
that will act in a similar manner. 

3. Because I like to see plenty upon every man's table ; 
to see the poor well supplied with good fooa; and therefore 
I will not vote for a man who would make laws to create 
scarcity; to prevent corn, beef, butter, cheese, and every 
thing else coming in freely. 

4. Because I know that it is a great advantage to sell at 
the best market all our superfluous stock of manufactures, 
and to buy in return the superfluous stock of food and ne
cessaries from other countries ; and therefore I will not sup
port the man who would place the least difficulty in the way, 
either by a fixed duty or a sliding scale. 

5. Because the employment and wages of the people, I 
can perceive, always increase with a good trade. Our !tome 
trade depends chiefly on the profits of our foreign, and there
fore I will oppose those who oppose freedom of commerce I 
and an increasing traffic with foreign countries. 1

1 

6. Because I can see clearly that as food becomes clieap, 
there is a greater demand for our mauufactures, which gives , 
employment to the people. I shall therefore never assist in 
returning a man that would not do all he could to make I 
employment as plentiful as possible. 

7. Because Sir Robert Peel says, " We should sell in the I 
dearest and buy in the cheapest market." I will therefore , 
reject every candidate that reverses this principle in prac-

1 

tice. 
8. Because I wish to befriend the !3riti h farmer, who 

has been promised protection by the corn laws, but has ,
1 been injured by them perhaps more than any other class. 

Nothing but a real good trade can either create good cus
tomers for farmers' produce, or relieve the competition ex
isting among them for farms. I will give my vote to no 
man who supports the corn laws, becau e I believe he can
not be "the farmers' friend." 

9. Because I really pity the condition of tlte agricultural 
labourers. I travel the country, b.ut I never see a single 
new house for this class, but many old ones pulled down. 
I know they are in deep distress. When farmers are poor, 
they are badly done to ; and when trade goes badly they 
cannot be employed in the towns. All this has been 
brought on by the rent-protection system, and every man 
that supports this shall have my decided opposition. 

10. Because nothing but manufactures, the great support 
of this country, can find employment equal to a rapidly in
creasing population. And if we go on refusing the agricul
tural produce of other countries, they will become our ma
nufacturing rivals, and in the end successfully compete with 
us in the · markets. I shall therefore reject any candidate 
that does not declare openly for free trade. 

11. Because I should like to see our land well cultivated; 
the absentee owners remaining at home improving their 
estates, and employing labourers. And as I see clearly 
lhat nothing stirs them up so much to do this as a belief 
that the corn laws will be repealed, I shall therefore sup-

12. Because I am a lover of peace; but tariffs and restric 
tions lead to contentions and war. Freedom of commerce 
cements nations together, and is the best of all guarante 
for peace. I will poll for no man therefore that will no 
pledge himself to abolish all tariffs hostile to the univers 
freedom of commerce. 

13. Because I believe the free traders are sincerely anx 
ious to save the country; because the principles of fre 
trade are acknowledged to be correct by monopolists the 
selves ; because they are rapidly taking hold of the minds o 
all classes ; because they have triumphed at Durham an 
London ; I shall therefore vote and do all I can to retur 
a free trader for my own borough. 

The offer of meat, drink, money, employment, custom 
or situation ; the intimidation of neighbours or employers 
the threat of withdrawing custom or exclusive dealing; 
pertinacious consistency with past votes in favour of 
nopolists-these or any other consideration shall have n 
weight with me at this election ; I will vote for free tra 
and for the candidate who will go the farthest in support 
these principles. I begin to look at the franchise as an i 
portant trust, and the well-being of millions, depending o 
its serious and honest exercise, as the great object I shoul 
keep in view. Being intrusted with so great a respons· 
bility, I would be sorry not to exert myself for the welfar 
of my country. If we electors will not act honestly ou 
selves, we can have no room afterwards to complain of th 
dishonesty of our representatives. The carrying out of th 
free trade question, and every other good measure, is, i 
fact, in our own hands. We make the House of Commons 
the House of Commons makes the laws; and to repeal th 
corn law or any other bad law, only requires that the elec 
tors do their duty and act like honest men. 

AN HONEST ELECTOR. 

PURITY OF ELECTION. 

,ve look with approbation on the proceedings of the .Anti-Corn 
Law League, by which they are pledged to keep a watchful ey 
over the di graceful scenes which have hitherto characterised o 
English elections. So deeply rooted is the vicious habit in th 
electoral constituency, that it requires a strong remedy to cure i 
The honest voter should be made to feel that there i3 a publi 
opinion watching and protecting him. The pitiful wretch wh 
would sell his trust for a "consideration," should be compelle 
to l'ecognise the scrutinising power of decency and truth. Toro 
out" brihery and corruption," will indeP-d be a labour worthy 
the League, and, next to a repeal of the corn laws, one of th 
noblest results of its exertions. For the sake of all that is manl 
in the English chllracter, as well as for the sake of norals an 
religion, we earnestly hope the League will not lose sght of th 
department of their voluntary toil, but act upon the r avowe 
princip1e at every subsequent election which may happen. Bv s 
doing, they may be instrumental in effecting one of th,i greate 
changes in the English character; and, at the termination of the" 
struggle, may have the consolation of knowing. that they not onl 
saved the empire by the repeal of all monopolies, but, ':Jy the d 
strnction of bribery, redeemed the moral character of tl:e peopl 

The tempter, however, must not be forgotten in our attenti 
to the tempted. It is a very humiliating thing to think that, t 
two hundred years back, the electors; and the elected lave stoo 
to each other, more or less, in the relation of the buya-s and t 
bought. Rich men have been brought up to believe tlat weal 
and station are the sole qualifications for parliamentar7 honour 
Some ability, it was thought, might be requisite, in order to 
come a member of an administration; but none wlatever 
become a member of the House of Commons. Theil qualific 
tion was, either that they were rich, and could buy 1 constit 
ency, or that they ·were 'bar6nets, sons of peers, and so hrth; a 

1 therefore it seemed their natural right to be in parliunent. 
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seat, of course, cost them a given sum; it was a portion of their 
regular expenditure ; and the idea of indulging in any scruple 
about the matter, was too ludicrnus to be entertained. 

All this is changing. The upper classes themselves feel it. A 
young man of noble birth is less apt to plume himself upon his 
family and his connexions-he feels that something more is requi
site, and he seeks to obtain it. Rich men are now aware that 
mere wealth is not the only passport to a constituency. People 
shrink nowadays from open, bold, unblushing avowals of bribery. 
A candidate no more thinks it a matter of pride to acknowledge 
having bought up a constituency, than he would be proud of roll
ing about the streets in a state of intoxication in the open day. 
The practice still exists of bribing constituents, but it is a secret 
practice; and nobody has any pride in a secret extravagance, 
which he is obliged, with much peril, to conceal. ,ve are, there
fore, in a very excellent position for putting down " bribery and 
corruption" altogether. We have but to keep up a watch over 
both bribers and bribed, until the one becomes thoroughly afraid 
of giving, and the other as thoroughly ashamed of receiving. In 
this way public opinion will at last assert its right and dominion, 
and put down the evil. 

Meantime, every honest elector, regarding himself as a trustee, 
should aim at being "his brother's keeper," as well as his own 
guardian. He should endeavour to inspire into the particular 
constituency of which be is a member, a high sense of its rights 
and duties. Whenever a vacancy occurs, the more active and 
more intelligent should take lhe lead in guiding their fellows, if 
possible, to a harmonious decision. Rank, wealth, station, are 
all excellent things for a candidate to possess; but they shoutd 
be taken, not as qualifications, b11t as g1tarantees. The question 
of choosing a representative should not turn upon any mere con
sideration of good family, large landed property, much capital, 
and so forth. As adjuncts, they are valuable; as qualifications, 
they are worth little. Each constituency should ask each can
didate-What do you want to go into Parliament for? To serve 
yourself; to have" l\,I.P." attached to your name? Or to serve 
us and your country? Of course every eandidate, in answering 
these questions, will make large professions about his patriotism, 
disinterostednes!l, anxiety to serve the common weal, &c., &c. 
Follow up the qneries. Ask for his matured opinions on all great 
public questions, not in the shape of a hustings speech ot· an after
dinner oration, but in the form of a deliberately prepared docu
meut, to be weighed, considered, and preserved. If the candidate 
has bceit hitherto in private life, let his credentials be produced; 
if a public man, et his past life be referred to. The whole busi
ness bctwMn u candidate and constituency should be a matter of 
strict business investigation; and any man who shrinks from the 
ordeal is not worthy confidence. In this way, and in this way 
alone, will constituencies act up to their grave and important 
duties; and in this way alone are we likely to have a House of 
Commons which shall be a faithful reflection of the popular mind. 
-Economist. 

WHAT FI ES WAGES? 

The course that trade is now taking is convincing the opera
tives of the often-repeated fallacy, that "masters have the power 
of fixing wages.'' Wages have been recently raised in various 
departments. Now if masters have the power to fix wages, this 
must be an act of generosity on their part. It is, however, no 
such thing. It is the comequence of an increased demand for 
the articles manufl.l.ctured; and raising wages is the result of com
petition, which this increasing demand has brought into the mar
ket. New m:1. ters keep starting up; these want hancis, and the 
old masters, rather than lose them, will advance their wages. I 
will give a case in point. The masters of a concern in York- · 
shire sent word to the men working at Dolphinholme, that if 
their masters would not give their men a certain rate of wages, 
they would. The men instantly shewed the lett~r to their em
ployers, and gave them only ten minutes to consider of the 
proposal. The answer of the masters was, that they should have 
the wages named. I believe, a a general rule, that me1, have 
quite as much power to fix wages as masters and they ought to 
have; but neither can do so independently of the value of labour 
in the- market. This fallacy of the monopolists will shortly be ex
ploded as many others have been. 

THE CONTRAST, 
Or the different degrees of demand in a family for manu

factured goods arising from the different prices of food. 
8' WHEAT at 70s. per quarter, and all other food in proportion. 

Only one shirt, to be washed on Saturday nights. 
Children shod with bare skin instead of clogs or shoes. 
Bed patched with sacking and filled with straw. 
An old horse-cloth and wrappers for bed-clothes. 
Chafrs bottomed with old ropes. 
Sand used instead of soap. 
An old wisket for a cradle. 
A tea-chest for a table. 
Old pots repaired with putty. 
A candlestick made out of a potato. 
Windows mended with turf. 
A threehalfpenny besom to sweep the floor with. 
Boys' caps made out of old coat laps. 
A borrowed newspaper a week old. 
Mary with an old bedgown patched with many colours. 

~ WHEAT at 40s. per quarter, and all other food in proportior1. 
Change of shirts and a holyday shirt for Sundays. 
Clogs and shoes for every one in the family. 
New bedtick filled with woollen flocks. 
Bolton sheets, a pair of new blankets, and a Marseilles quilt. 
Half-a-dozen new chairs, and the old ones given away. 
Both soft-soap and hard, and the children well washed. 
A painted cradle, and a feather cradle bed. 
A good table, and well supplied every meal-time. 
A variety of pots, and new set of china for the mistre!ils. 
Brass candlesticks, and a new candle-box. 
Winuows in good repair, and cleaned every week. 
A long brush, a hand brush, and a clean floor. 
Good caps for workdays, and stuff hats for Sundays. 
Newspaper at first hand, and a variety of books. 
New gown for Mary of muslin de laine. 
New umbrella, cloaks, and topcoats. 

THE HARVEST JUBILEE. 

0, come from the mountain, and come from the plain, 
To rejoice at the o'erflowing treasures of grain, 
For the task of the olive-cheek' d. reaper is done, 
And the gleaner's exchang'd her last smile with the Sun. 
Let a hymn of thanksgiving in harmony rise 
To the Being whose smile bath unclouded the skies : 
E'en the light-winged warblers are waiting to join, 
(Ere they flee to the land of the olive and vine) 
In the hymn by humanity's gratitude given 
For the bountiful treasures vouchsafed by Heaven ; 
And the sweet purling stream, ere its tones shall be lost, 
And its music be stifled by Winter's cold frost, 
As it glistens and wanders the valleys along, 
Shall blend its sweet murmur with Mortals' glad song; 
,vhile the yet leafy branches of summer--clad trees 
Shall thrill like true harps to the musical breeze. 
Then come forth, ye glad ones,-let all hearts unite 
To swell the grand chorus of Nature's delight,-
Let the voices of mortals exultant be heard, 
Combin'd with the music of breeze, brook, and bird; 
And the dark-rolling sea his deep tones shall give forth 
To strengthen the strains as they rise from the earth : 
And, lastly, the angels of goodness above 
,vm chasten the anthem with breathings of love ;
Thus a harvest of joy shall be rais'd to the Lord 
For the harvest on earth which His bounty bath stor'd, 
And the countless glad hearts of the Universe blend 
In the praise of our >Father, the husbandman's Friend. 

Douglas. J. L. 

Any party thatlabours harder to put down a contemporaneous agi
tation rather than to forward its. wn, is likely to be rewat·ded. Im
pressed with this, I always anticipated the failure or the Chartists. 
The Northern Star laboured at one time harder to put down tho 
League, than it did to support its own cause, and its admirers ma 
now r.ee the result. This, it i1 hoped, will be a lesson in future. 



THE ST.RUGGLE. 

Magistrate and Relieving Officer playing at Shuttlecock 
with a Pauper. 

A poor fellow migrates from one of Sir James Graham's Ar
cadian villages-an imaginary paradise-and comes into a large 

town where, if there are no " swallows twittering from the straw
built shed,'' there is at least a chance of getting a job. He finds 
trade dull-(owing to corn laws)-can't get employment-is re
duced to the last extremity-begs-is brought before the sitting 
magistrate, who sends him to the relieving --officer, who sends him 
back, and is again returned, till, rendered desperate-he robs
and then he goes to Knutsford gaol, and is tried by a Cheshire ma
gistrate, whose two amusements are fox-hunting and trying 
criminals, and whose corn law is at the bottom of it all. 

VARIETIES. 
MR. PATTISON, the successful candidate for lhe City of Lon

don, declared himself not only a free trader and a member of the 
League, but a friend to the extension of the suffrage, vote by 
ballot, and the abolition of the septennial act. 

No CoRN LAWS IN CnINA.-The most striking part of the 
new China tariff, just published, is, that rice and all llinds of grain 
are admitted duty free. Here is a regard to justice and morality, 
by an anti-Christian emperor, that might well mak.e our church
going bread-taxers blush. 

PURITY OF ELECTION.-Dnring the late contest, a large pla
card was posted through the City of London, headed with the 
Queen's Arms, offering a reward of £100 to any man who could 
give evidence sufficient to convict any pe1·son either of taking or 
offering a bribe. 

,VHAT AGRICULTURE MUST STAND UPON.-1\fr. Bawtry, at 
the East Essex Agricullural Meeting, said, "He had no preten
sions to be a prophet, but if he had, he would predict that at no very 
distant period, agriculture would have to stand upon its own legs." 
Protection, indeed, in reason, has no leg to stand upon. 

INTERRUPTERS OF l\1EETINGS.-The shortest way of treating 
those who interrupt repeal meetings, under pretence of advocating 
the people's rights, is to ask the individuals whether they believe 
the corn law to be a just law? They cannot muster the effrontery 
to say yes, and their own answer will involve a self-censure which 
they find it hard to endure. 

Is there any charity in giving a man 2s. a-week from the parish, 
and taking 4s. from him by taxing his family's. food ? 

At the east Cumberland Anti-Corn-Law meeting, Sir ,vnfred 
Lawson, brother-in-law to Sir James Graham, the lar~est land
owner in the country, except Lord Louther, was in the chair. 

CAPITAL.-" Now we intend,'' says l\lr. Cobden, "as one of the 
glorious objects of the Anti-Corn-Law League, to put down for 
ever the system of bribery in this country. The bribers we can 
and will put down by a jury of our countrymen." 

CHANGE SCARCE.-Owing to the limited circulation in the 
shape of wages, change has for a long time been plentiful. It is 
now however becoming scarce; silver and five shilling papers of 
copper are in great request ; and much that has been lying in heaps 
is now being distributed in wages. 

KENDAL ELECTION SONG. 
Now! Electors of Kendal! attend to the call 
Of duty, of interest, of freedom, of all 
That is dear to true Englishmen; now is the time 
To assert all your Rights-to neglect were a crime: 
Your ri!Jht to free worship, )Our right to free trade, 
Your right to free speaking, your 1·ight to cheap bread, 
Your right, for the sake of all these, to elect 
The man who is pkdged all your rights to protect. 

Then give us Warburton, we ask for no more , 
The Man of the People, the Friend of the Poor. 

By those rights I conjure you ! by all you hold dear ! ! 
By all you have suffered, by all that you fear-
Give your suffrages freely, and only to those 
Whom the champions of bigotry vainly oppose ; 
And whenever you hear the Monopolist cry, 
Let Reform and Cheap Bl'ead be your only reply. 
To the Standard of Freedom, Electors, repair, 
And let our friend ",varburton" resound Lhrough th air I 
In happy Old England it's long been agreed, 
He who raiseP himself is the great man indeed ; 
The Queen may make dukes at a word if sb.e will ; 
But gentleman- making's above her hand still : 
]\,fanners, talents, and learning ra.i::1e ,varburton hghe r 
Than a title-proud earl, or a raw country squire, 
,vith learning, sense, talent, he proves himself mc:re,
The man of the People, the Friend of the Poor 
Yet born of the " people," he knows and e shaNs 
Our wants and our wishes, our joys and our cares , 
The high road to wealth having found in his day, 
'Tis his heart's chief delight to show others the wa~, 
There never is good to be done, but his hand, 
His purse, time and talents, the needy command ; 
Not one pompous gift, but a thousand or more, 
He's the Man of the People, the Friend of the Poor. 

For sixteen years past, he for Bridport was sent,
With him for our Member, we shall be content; 
And since it has pleased them to let him come he·e, 
He'll stand by our int'rests we never need fear. 
The defender of Liberty, noble and free, 
The true English Gentleman ;-WARD UR TON'S hs 
Give us :Mr. "rarburton, we ask for no more,
He's the Man of the People, the Friend of the Pcor. 

CLOSE OF THE POLL. 

Warburton's Majority, 65 ! 

Good Anti-Corn-Law Poetry is always acceptable. 
~ Ten thousand copies of the Struggle ought ·to fly roiugh the 
post every week. These may be sent and re-sent in tle imside of 
letters, without any expense. By this, light may be <Onweyed to 
the darkest and the remotest parts of the country. 

FREEDOM OF PAssAGE.-What are all our restrictions and 
imposts upon the transfer of goods, but so many Welsh turnpikes, Now PUBLISHING every Saturday, a full sized NEWSP /PElR, ( equal 
obstructing the freedom of passage, and enhancing the cost of to the Examiner), called "THE LEAGUE," Prial onlly 'l.'Mee• 
conveyance? We will knock them all down; not by axes and ham- pence. This Paper is the organ of the Anti-Corn-Law League, amd is de-

voted to the advocacy of Free Trade. 
mers, but by reason and truth; not in the dark of the night, but Published at 67, Fleet-street, London; and may be had tlrou~h every 
in the open daylight of public discussion. bookseller or newsvender in the kingdom. 
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Che ~truggle. 
"The nature of merchandise is, to carry ~ut 11uperfluous things and to bring in necessa;y things.''-TuoMAS REEVE, 1657. 

The Pretorian Guards must be kept in good humour. 
Corporal Blunderbtln.-We come, please your honour, for the rations for the guards, and as we hejlr great talk at pre11ent about 

the Oor Laws, we are told by the mess to look after the bread to see if it is according to sample of the u11ual weight and fineness. 
Serjea11t Kite.-We won't stand any nonsense. Here we are in Manchester ready for a kickup, and I am astonished how thoae 

poOI' detils endure it. (To the weatter.)-Hollo ! my hearty, what's that minik.in loaf you've got there ? 
Joe Jackson (a weave,·.)-Small enough, as you ny; but it is the C<'rn Law loaf. It seem, only half the size of youn. 
SerJeant Kite.-Oh, ours never varie, ; good times and bad, all the 11ame to us. (Sings.) 

"The soldier may sure be content with his pay, 
Who 11pend1 half-a-crown out of sixpence a day." 

l!Jtop, le-t me see; is not that Joe Jackson 1 Ah, Joe, how do you do? Times go hard with you. How'1 Sukey? 
Joe, Jackson.-Bless my eyes ! Yes it is-no it is not-yes it is Tom Kite. (Shake, hand8 heartily.) Oh man, I did not know 

:,ou in y;our fine regimentals. What's brought you into these parts! 
Serjtant Kite.-Oh the old story-come down to keep you quiet. So keep at home, my good fellow, or perhap• I ,hall ha't'e t• 

ride o,er an old friend. Give my love to Sukey, and tell her to keep at home. 
Joe Jackson.-Sukey's gone to America. 
Setrjeant Kite.-Ah ! well- perhaps it's for the best. (Ponder, in thought, and ltrikt, the grouxd reith the bul-nd of hi, carbint.) 
Jote Jackson.-I must be going. ( After a little chat and inquiries aftei- old friend,, they part.) 
Sq'Uire Stintyfolk (to the baker.)-1 hope you have the barrack loaves full measure and proper finenes~, a.s per contract. The 

Commi:ssariat looks develish sharp after us.-Here, weaver; here, these loaves are youn (giving him one off tht Cor1t Law ,helf,) and 
how go things on at the barracks? 

Ca,rporal Blunderbuss.-Oh, pretty well, considering, your honour; we shall Rot grumble as long as we get loaves like this-.. 
(throw• up his loaf and catches it again). Good by, your honour.-Oh, the lads that carry the swords and the muskets stand littl~ 
chance of the Corn Law loaf. 

Sq-uire Stintyfolk.-Impudent dogs! But I recollect, at school, we read that the Roman Emperors always kept the Pretoria• 
g11ard1 in good humour. It was :i good stroke of policy, and we must take a leaf out of their book. 
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~JlE STRIJGG1.E. 

TO THE ELECTORS. 

Electors of the United Kingdom! Friends! you must 
excuse The Struggf,er pressing upon you more than.usual the 
duty of being prepared to act an honest part at the next 
election. He pretends not to say when that shall be, but 
he feels convinced that, like all other important duties, the 
exercise of your franchise will not be the worse performed 
by taking sufficient time for preparation. You cannot, of 
course, pretend to decide as to the individuals whom you 
will support ; this is not necessary; but you may, even 
now, deliberate upon the principles, and determine 
upon their support, whoever may be the person to hold 
them. 

I would emphatically say, "Measures, not men." 
Hitherto personal attachments, old acquaintances, blandness 
of manners, a courteous bearing, and general promises of 
<loin~ their duty, have too much influenced the voters. 
A House of Commons made up of the best meaning men, 
if miitaken as to the best national policy, not only do harm, 
but more harm than men of inferior breeding and fewer at
tractions. We have arrived at that crisis when we cannot 
afford to sink national principles into personal attractions. 
And I trust you will now place yourselves (as the constitu
tion has placed you) betwixt the people and the dangers of 
a long course of misrule. 

By this time, most of you will have had an opportunity 
of examining the arguments published in favour of free trade. 
I trust they have convinced you that no other system of 
national policy promises to restore this country to prospe
rity, and that the electors should now relinquish all mere 
party attachments. We don't want to change your prede
lections for or against any other points of national policy, 
but we do want you to attach all the importance to the 
principles of free trade which they deserve. In theory, 
indeed, nearly all seemed to be agreed; Sir R. Peel, Mr. 
Gladstone, Mr. Baring, and the rest, all approve of free 
trade, but are afraid of carrying it into effect. We want 
you to give such a verdict at the next election as will com
pel them no longer to hesitate. We are not seeking to 
oust Sir Robert. He carried the Reform Bill, he carried 
the Emancipation Bill ; and we are quite satisfied for him to 
carry the Corn Law Repeal Bill ; and, therefore, whether 
you are his admirers or opponents, we still solicit your votes 
for free trade. 

All rests with you. We believe that a great majority are 
for free trade, and if we could but induce you to act up to 
your convictions at the next contest, the battle would be 
won. It is difficult to make the electors feel their own im
portance. They have so long surrendered their judgments 
and independence, and looked upon elections as little more 
than a spree, that it is not easy at once to induce you to 
take a serious view of the importance of your votes, as 
settling the great national questions of the country. At 
first sight, you merely vote for one man in preference to 
another, but, practically, you may be voting for or 
against measures that involve the existence of the empire 
and the peace of the world. 

Let me beg of you, therefore, carefully to consider the 
subject apart from all that excitement and delusion which 
usually attends a contest. Weigh the matter carefully 
over ; and after being convinced of the ruin and misery that 
the monopoly system has brought upon manufacturers, farm
ers, labourers, and artisans, we trust you will make up your 
minds, whoever may be the man, to support a system of 
commercial and agricultural freedom. Be so determined 
in this, that when the time comes (and come it will,) you 
may , have courage enough to tell your landlords, or your 
employers (should there be such,) who may want you to 

vote for a monopolist, thatyoucannot do itconsistentlywith 
your conscience and your duty to your country. Impressed 
with the importance of giving an honest vote, you will nei
ther be tempted with meat-, drink, nor money, excited by 
colours, music, nor speeches, but will give your vote sin
cerely for the welfare of your country. 

The members of the Anti-Corn-Law League have 
worked hard and disinterestedly to enlighten and correct 
public opinion as to the ruinous tendency of restrictions. 
They find it useless any longer to appeal to the present 
parliament ; which is to appeal to a jury to comict itself. 
They, therefore, rest the case wholly in yot-r hands. 
With the exception of a few landowners, the corn hws have 
injured all classes, and, if possible, the farmers worse than 
any others. These laws are now condemned; resolutions 
are carried in every district denouncing them as tad; and 
we only wait for the resolution qf the electors, to iee them 
totally banished from the statute book. 

I am 
Your sincere friend, 

THE STRUGGLER. 

POOR PEOPLE'S BEDDING. 

Ever since I paid any attention to the condition of the poor, it 
always appeared to me that, next to food, they suffer mO!t in their 
bedding. It would lstonish a stranger to examine the tedding of 
the poorer c'\asses. Five, six, and even seven, in a bed, eomposed 
of old chaff', straw, or shavings, sometimes on a cold cellar floor, 
frequently in an ill-ventilated room, with no blanketE, and no
thing but a single sheet or wrappers for covering, present, indeed, 
the miserable condition of many families. This article of neces
sity is but too seldom the object of inspection with faose who 
visit the poor. Now, would it not be worth while ; wculd it be 
anything less than a Christian duty, for every person in comfort
able circumstances to determine to spend only, say three hours 
some day in November, in examining the bedding of be poor? 
The poor will be very glad to see them, and will receive ti em with 
the greatest civility. You may make quite free in turr.ing their 
beds down, when they know that your object is to do thtm good. 
Suppose you have not time on the working days, would 1ot three 
hours some Sunday forenoon be well spent in this abour of 
char1ty? When you have ascerh.ined how the poor lie it nights, 
I am sure you will not rest till you have got them soim better 
bedding, either from your own rtisources, or from yourrich ac
quaintances. The greatest amount of assistance can be 1fforded, 
with the least means, by replenishing their beds with clmn chaff, 
and buying for them Bolton cotton sheets, which ae very 
cheap, and almost equal to common blankets. I have tought a 
lot at 2s. Sd. per pair, from which charitable persons nay have 
any quantity for distribution. I urge this matter upo all ; for 
I know, from personal observation, that in such wealthy towni 
and cities as Edinburgh, Glasgow, Liverpool and Pres;on,. the 
bedding of the poor is in a most miserable condition. If all vere but 
properly bedded, what an immense quantity of cotton, voollen, 
and linen cloth would be required ! They would be ashaned then 
who talk of " overproduction.•• 

AGRICULTURAL REFORM. 

Sir Robert Peel said some excellent things in his s1ee .h at 
Tamworth. He pays a compliment to manufacturing t>wns as 
affording the means of agricultural prosperity ; and states that the 
prosperity of trada produces a greatly beneficial effect upm agri
culture. He offers to grant long leases ; and states tha; h has 
granted one for 19 years, seven of the first at a lower rent .ham be
fore, and the twelve remaining at the old rent. He declare1 against 
injuring farmers by keeping game, and promises to destrcy e-very 
rabbit on his estate. He declares that experiments ai to nan.ure, 
&c., ought to be made at the landlord's expense. He ur~s ll!tre
nuously the farmers to make improvements, evidently bining that 
they must be prepared to stand in the face of foreign com1etitiol). 
T be se are all very good " in the abstract ; " we look to tee how 
soon they will be so.in real practice. 



THE STBIJGGLE. 3 

INDEPENDENT OF FOREIGNERS! 

Talk about being independent of foreigners ! What non
sense! Go to Liverpool, London, Hull, and other ports ; 
view the mass of shipping, the enormous amount of traffic, 
the transmission of surplus stock from shore to shore, the 
labour thus employed, and the capital invested, and then 
think whether all this has been attained by being inde
pendent of foreigners. Our dependance has been one 
great source of our wealth. Are we not dependant on 
them as customers for all that we export, and are we not 
constantly negociating, and even fighting to increase this 
custom, and yet men talk about being independent of 
foreigners ! Where shall we get all our gold and silver 
which we find of so much utility as a circulating medium, 
if we become independent of foreigners ? Whence all 
our raw materials, our timber, dyes, silks, wools, and espe
cially cotton, which gives employment to two millions of 
people? Or whence all our tea, coffee, sugar, and all that 
fills the warehouses of our grocers ? I need not name the 
innumerable luxuries nf the rich, which, although they re
produce little, aid in finding employment. Even the poorest 
widow that depends for existence on the pittance of the parish 
is dependant upon foreign supplies, and would be most unhappy 
without them. There are countries which might manage to do 
tolerablywell without any extensive dependanceuponforeign
ers ; but England is not one of them. She cannot supply 
herself with her every-day food, much less all the articles re
ferred to above ; but ~he has a monster-power of producing 
eertain articles which no other country can equal, and 
which, with a dependance upon foreigners as customers, 
can bring to her shores wealth in abundance; but what is 
wanting to convince all of the benefits of being, not inde
pendent, but dependent upon foreigners, is the liberty of 
universal and unrestricted exchange. 

PRACTlC.A.L WISDOM IN THE CHINESE AND 
BRAZILIAN TARIFFS. 

It must b a source of much gratification to all free traders to 
bserve the wise and liberal principles which are adopted in 
hinese tiirifl'~. There is no appearance of high duties on any 
tjcle produced in that country, for the sake of protection. On 
namentill \\tork, dressing boxes, carved ivory, japan work, and 
l those things peculiarly of Chinese manufacture, there is only a 
ty of fi ·e per cent. ad valorem on cotton manufactures, which 

·n intertere with their own home industry ; we hear nothing of 
gh duties to protect native labour from foreign competition; all 

fixed equally, at a trifling duty of five to ten per cent. But 
rice and grain of all kinds, tltere is no duty whatever. Indeed, 
essenti 1 bas the Chinese Government al ways considered it to 
ord every facility to let the people feed themselves, that there 

long been a regulation in their ports, that a ship arriving 
th a certain portion of rice was- exempted from many port char

to which all others were subjected; and thus a direct premium 
been given to the supply of food. In the instructions recently 

en by the Emperor of the Brazils to his Minister to form a new 
·tr, one of the most distinct is, " that he should select those 
modi ties which are the prime necessaries of life," especially of 

lower orders, and subject them to the lowest rates of duty. Let 
nglish monopolists blush when they read the decision of these 
o Emperors.-Abridged from The Economist. 

THE LEAGUE AND THE ELECTORS. 

From the following remarks of Mr. Cobden, it will be seen 
w the League is intending to influence the Electors in future:-
W e intend to arrange in London a collection of all the regis
tion lists as soon as they are published in De;cember : we will 
e, in a central office in London, every registration list in the 
"ted Kingdom. (Applause.) We will have a ledger, and a 
e one too ; and we will first otall record, in the very first page, 

·?": 

the City of London. In this ledger we shall enter first, in due 
succession, each in a page, every borough that is perfectly safe in 
its representation for Free Trade. The second list will be those 
boroughs that send members to parliament who are moderate 
monopolists, who have notions about differential duties and fixed 
duties ; and we will have then a third class for those who are 
oHt-and-out monopolists. Well, we may tick off those boroughs 
that are safe. We go to work in the next place in those boroughs 
that are represented by moderate monopolists, to make them send 
Free Traders ; and we will urge upon them in particular to can
vass the Electors, and send up a majority of their signatures re
quiring their members to vote for Mr. Villiers's motion at the 
beginning of next session. We'll make a selection of so many 
boroughs as shall be sufficient to give us a majority in the house, 
and I take it that those boroughs will not require to have more 
than 300,000 electors, and upon these three hundred thousand 
electors we will begin our fire. ,ve will give them through the 
penny-postage, full acquaintance with all our proceedings: we'll 
furnish them with arguments, put them in possession of the latest 
tactics of the enemy, so that they shall barn the refutation of the 
youngest-born fallacy always at their fingers' ends. We intend 
also to visit them all by deputations, and convene the meetings by 
sending Circulars from London." 

THE CONSUMPTION OF SUGAR. 

In 1811, the quantity of sugar, says the Economist, available for 
the consumption of this country imported was, 4,047,221 cwt.; 
and in 1840, when the population had increased eigltt millions, 
the quantity imported was 4,035,845 cwt. In 1811 the quantity 
of tea consumed was 20,702,809 lbs. ; in 1840 the consumption 
had increased to 32,252 .628 lbs. In 1811 the consumption or 
coffee was 6,390,122 lbs.; in 1840 it had increased to 28,664,006 
lbs. So that, compared with the condition of the country jn 
1811, we have now 8,159,739 persons for whom there is not one 
ounce of genuine sugar provided, and we have an additional con
sumption of 11,549,819 lbs. of tea, and of 22,274,214 lbs. or 
coffee, without any additional supply whatever of genuine sugar 
to sweeten it. Jn order that the supply of sugar now should bear 
the same proportion to the population that it did in 1811, to say 
nothing of even the much greater ratio which it should bear to 
that period to keep pace with the consumption of tea and coffee 
- we would require now an additional annual supply of one hun
dred thousand to1,s. Can it then be a matter of surprise that in
genuity should he put on the rack to find substitutes, and that 
" u·e hear of sales and purchases of fifties of tons of adulterating 
articles?'• Whill\ immense quantities of sugar from Cuba, and 
the Brazils, are lying in our bonded warehouses, and sold for less 
than 2d. per lb. ; is it not a crying disgrace that the people should 
be deprived of this important article, and be exposed to all the evils 
of adulteration, merely to fill the pockets of the monopolists ? 
This cannot last long. 

THE BATTLE OF THE LEAGUE, 

In the City of London, October ~l, 1843. 

The ranks were set, the ranks were met and ' ' God defend the right; " 
They waited-ay, and waited long-the hour to prove the might 
Of Honesty that holds the power a freeman's trust that gave, 
As something better than should change that freeman into slave. 
Their sword, it was the spirit, that searcheth to men's brains ; 
Their fire it was the eloquence, that tingles in men's veins; 
Their watchword, it was justice-daily labour-daily food; 
Aud their music was the march of the universal good I 
No shifty game of war they played-from hour to hour they won ; 
No need of double term of day, as once at Ajalon. 
But ere the sun went down (the sun that gilds the growing corn), 
He set a golden seal on the triumph of the morn . 
Now, blessings on the chiefs who fought to win so fair a day; 
And blessings on the bands they led-no hireling troops were they. 
With hands unstained by blood or bribe, they strove {will strive again) 
To feed the throats (not cut the throats) of starving fellow-men. 
Oh! proudly may their colours float unchallenged on the breeze; 
The chronicle no shattered fleet, but o'er the peaceful seas 
They bid the ripened treasure, that shall feed the hungry, come 
Free as the untax'd winds of Heaven tbat waft it fleetly home. 
Down, Trafalgar! down, down, thy front low in the ocean steep ; 
Wash out the blood that stains thee, in oblivion in the deep; 
For the Battte of the League, our noble memory shall be 
Of OCTOBER THE TWENTY-FIRST-eighteen hundred, forty-three. 



~HE STBtJGGL.L. 

H&lfyow Charity goes to Champagne and Veniaon. 
Of ~very halfpenny you give in charity to the poor orphan who 

b~gs_ his bread as he walks over the flinty stones in the street, with 
his httle naked feet, the landlord comes in and takes one-half. 

VARIETIES. 

Nearly the whole of the forty-five millions of Russians go with
out stockings. Most of these would become our customers if our 
ports were open. 

Though we have an increase of numbers, it is doubtful whether 
~e. hne an increase of physical power for labour, owing to the bad 
hvrng and want of comforts among the working people. 

Ts there nothing produced hy the land in England that could be 
e:cP_o1·ted to advantage? Necessity, it is probablP, will discover 
articles superabundant with us, hitherto overlooked, which may be 
deemed of great value in other countries. 

REDUCTION OF RENTS.-Mr. O'Connell has written to Mr. 
Primrose, instructing him to make abatements of twenty-five per 
cent. to his tenants in and about Caherciveen-Mr. O'Connell 
himself to pay, moreover, for all improvements in houses, fence,, 
and roada.-Kerry Eraminer. 

lNCRE,\SE OF PaoDUCTIOM.-The cry of throwing land out 
of cullivation by repealing the corn laws is nearly over. The uni
form statement of the landowners now is, that the land is to produce 
On<:'-fourth, or one-half more than it does. Corn Law repeal, there
fore, means extended and better cultivation, and this will be the 
effect, whatevP.r the monopolists may say to the contrary. 

j.J)uLTERATTNG SuGAR.-Several of the newspapers have been 
exposing the prevailing practice of adulterating sugar. ""re hear 
of sales and purchases," says one, "of fifties of tons of the adulte,. 
rating commodity." This is always the practice when any article 
is unusually high. When oatmeal was very dear, it was regularly 
mixed with ground beans and coarse flour. Who is to blame for 
this adulteration? The monopolists, who inflict a duty of 63s. 
per cwt. upon foreign sugar in order to sell their own at an enor
mous price. Shame that the people should pay 7d per pound 
for "sago, flour, farina, &c.,'' instead of sugar! 

IRISH LABOUR.-You complain of Irish labourers coming over 
and lowering your wages here. The only thing which will keep 
them at home is employment, and if you will trade freely with the 
world and let the world trade with you, there will be work 
enough for every man to do, English, Irish, Scotch, and Welch. 
Paddy's spade is rusty because he has nothing to do, and he slips 
across the channel, very naturally, ratherlhan starve. Let his hands 
be employed in his own country, and he will stay at home; and 
not only so, but he will keep a good deal of the butter and bacon, and 
e~gs and corn, that he now tends away instead of eating it him
self. 

Those who want to 1ee good foreign sugar which, withput ,duty, 
oan be afforded at I¾d. to 2d. per lb., may call at the Anti
Monopoly room, 7, Water-street, Liverpool, and ta&te for them
selves. 

" After visiting Belgium, and all the principal capitals of Ger-
many,'' said Mr. 0' Brienj the member for Limerick, "I returned 

•

1 

home with this sad conviction, that there is more human misery in 

1 
one county in Ireland than throughout all the populous cities and 

I diilricts which I had visited." 

I HANDs.-Lord Stanley said at the Linrpool Agricultural 
l\lCP.eting, " That the farmers must not now-a-days stand as their 
fathers and grandfat!.iers did, with their bands behind their baeb 
fast asleep." Landlords neither must not stand with their hand1 
in other people's pockets quite awake. Th8 one will have to 
change their attitude not less than the other. 

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN AGRICULTURE.-Talk of England 
not being able to compete in her agriculture with other countries! 
Hear what Mr. Wardsworth says at an agricultural meeting in New 
Tork. After admitting that the English were bad to beat either 
on sea or land, he said, " There is another field of combat--the 
ploughed field-and while EHgland could raise 40 bushels on an 
acre and we only 15, we must allow that she is very hard to whip." 

PRICE OF AMERICAN PnovtsrnNs.-An English traveller wri
ting from New Harmony; Indiana, gives the following list of prioe1 
in the Liverpool Ttmea :-" The workmen obtain at least thre• 
times more of all the necessaries of life for their money 
than they do in England. Pork can be had almost anywhere in 
the west for ½d. to I½d. per lb., beef and mutton Id. to 2½., In
dian corn flour l0d. per bushel, wheat 2s. to 2s. 6d. per bushel,, 
butter 3d. to 4d. per lb., eggs I½d. per dozen, &c. 

THE LEAGUERS ARE FOR PEACE.-Nobody can be more in
terested in the preservation of peace, than the manufacturers who· 
are Corn Law repealers. 'their property chiefly consists in ma
chinery and buildings, which, if interrupted or rendered usele11 
by commotion, would be worth nothing. Land, on the eon
ttary, under any circumstance, will still co:1tinue to produce 1ome 
return, and cannot rust and go to decay, like the property of ma
nufacturers. This class of repeaters, therefore, will be found the 
last to encourage outrage, and all accusations agaimt them fur 
this are unfounded. 

WHAT IS IT THAT PROVIDES THE LUXURIES OF THE RICH?
I might go to the west end, said Bright,-those handsome streets, 
those splendid squares-look at the magnificent mansions, see the 
gorgeous apartments, the massive dinner table, now pread, and 
the social circlP. gathered round it. What are they at; what are 
they doing; what are they eating? The very tables come from 
abroad, purchased by the labour of the men whom they s orn and 
trample on. (Cheers.) Those choice viands, that beautiful dessert. 
the costly wines you see there, many of the oruaments with which 
the room is decorated, have come from abroad, not in exchange 
for wheat and oxen, but in exchange for the produce of the spindl 
and the loom, and the anvil and the forge, and the mint, a11d of thlJ\ 
hard-working people of this unfortunate conntry (loud cheei:-1);. 
and yet they deny to this people the right to purchase food. (Loud 
cries of" Shame I shame !I") 

PoTATOEs.-Wben the gardener of Sir Walter Raleigh ha 
reared to the full maturity of " apples," the potatoes h had re-. 
ceived from the knight as a fine fruit from America, Sir Walter 
having examined it., was, or foigned to be, so dissatimed that h 
ordered the " weed" to be rooted out. The gardener obeyed 
and, on rooting out the weeds, found a bushel of potltoes. It i 
not a little amusing to observe the powerful prejudices it had t 
contend with. In Scotland it was objected that "potatoes ar 
not mentioned in the Bible;'' in the Ionian isles, tha; they wer 
the forbidden fruit of Paradise ; and in France, tht' benevolen 
gentleman who introduced them was " voted against.'' under th 
plea that he had invented the potato. -Dr. Atcott. 
@"Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send t> amy frie 
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" The Corn Laws are a curse equal to the barrenne~s of the earth and the inclemency of the heavens." 

Corn, Sugar, and Timber. 
Lono DEEP-IN-DEBT.-Well, Gentlemen, I have long thought it advisable that .we shottld consult together. We arc all in the 

ume boat ; we must sink or swim together-com, sugar, and timber I If we don't stand by each other, Peel will sacrifice us in detail. 

Do you stand by me and the Corn Law,, and I will uphold the West India and the Canada interest. Peel has had one nibble at us ; 

and now Pattison is in for London, he will try again-the farmers are quite in t.he scent for long leases, and they seem in high dudgeon. 
I shall want all your votes this next session. Recollect, Sir Mortgage, corn monopoly is not half so bad as suga1. 

S1R MORTGAGE PEPPER.-(Mu&es to himself.) If Lord Deep'-in-debt here were to have his Corn Law interfered with, he would 
t1trn o,i me in a moment.-( .Aloud.) My lord I you may depend on me. This Brazilian sugar at twopence is a pledge that I shall stand 

'by you. 

1\ln. MoNTREAL FELLPINE.-Come, come, we'll none of us flinch. Sir Bobby gave me a back-,troke, but I'm not one to turn 
on my friends. Let', stick together; John Bull is fair play: talk to him of" ships, colonies, and commerce," and you can persuade him 

to anything. Come, Gentlemen, here's a toast,-Canadian timber for ever, and dry rot I 
LoBn DEEP•IN-DEBT.-And fat rot I I 

SIR :M:oRTGAGE.-And what not 111 for ever 1-(They laugh and chuckle, and empty their glasses.) 

No. 100. 



TH.E STBIJGGL.E. 

THE WRETCHED CONDITION OF FARM 
BUILDINGS. 

The agitation of the Corn Laws has already led to a 
most extensive cry for agricultural improvements. Drain
ing, manuring, breeding, and even game-destroying recom
mendations are put forward at every meeting. These all 
contemplate the keeping up of rents, and hence the readiness 
of landlords to join in with them. But there is another 
class of improvements, to which their attention ought to be 
fixed, and that is, making the fa1·m-lwuses and out-buildings 
something like tenantable. Buildings are to be seen in every 
part of the country such as are a disgrace to the owners. 
If the gentlemen owners of many farms were not beyond 
shame, they would not have it known that such houses and 
barns belonged to them. I was at a farm-house last night, and 
was remarking on the mixture of broken flags, bricks, and 
paving-stones, which composed t!-ie kitchen floor, when the 
mistress observed, "Yes, my heels are so sore at a night, 
I cannot abide, and I do think it is with having continually 
to trample on these paving-stones." It would really be a 
curiosity to examine the composition of many a farmer's 
floor; some are all clay, some are all pavement, and some 
are a mixture of every article which is capable of consolida
tion, with a total disregard to levels. Some of the doors 
can only be compared to Irish labourers' jackets, the 
original of which it is difficult to discover. There is not 
one farm in five that has a proper cheese-room, and hence it 
is quite common for the bed-rooms to be filled with cheese. 
Multum in parvo is truly verified here; for you will find in 
one small room, two beds, perhaps fifty cheese, onions, hams, 
and other farming produce ; and yet, so far as the preserving 
of cheese is concerned, regardless of the comfort of the family, 
nothing is more necessary than a proper room, and of a pro
per temperature. Some of these rooms are approached by 
stairs, which requires the greatest caution to ascend, to pre
vent the disagreeable surprise of finding one's self prostrate 
at the bottom. " Mind your head," is the admonition 
of the farmer's wife, as you ascend the stairs, or as 
you go through some of the doors. I have 1·eceived such 
tangible admonitions, by spoiling two or three good hats, 
and by bruises on the forehead, that lam now al ways cautious 
enough to lose sufficient of my height to allow me to pass 
through safely. There are many hundreds of houses that 
never felt a painter's brush for the last fifty years; if, indeed, 
ever since they were erected. The usual covering which the 
walls and timber alike receive, is that of whitewash, put on by 
the farmers themselves. The out-buildings are usually 
as bad as the houses. Barn and shippon doors, are quite 
curiosities to shew what nails and cross-patching can effect. 
I have known some who had been promised good out-buildings 
when they entered the farm, but who never could get them 
till the old ones fell down in ruins. All the parts about the 
buildings are equally neglected; instead of drains and reser
voirs for farm liquor, and paved yards, many of the places ap
pear to be just as chance left them when the huts were erected. 
Gates and stiles are also much neglected. I was lately over 
a farm where there was n0t a single gate; and where the 
entrance into the fields were all composed of poles and thorns. 
Nobody seems to expect much comfort or convenience in a 
common farm-house, and anything like elegance is out of 
the question. The long continuance of these things seems 
to have exempted them from public observation. Any body 
but landowners would be ashamed to own houses in such 
n wretched condition. In towns, such places would be 
without tenants, and would be looked upon as nuisances, 
pointed at by every body as old buildings, fit only to be 
pulled down. 

Farmers are truly the most patient and the least aspiring 
people in the world. They will almost put up with anything, 

if they can but pay their way. For this they rise early,. 
toil hard, and feel glad if they can "make ends meet" at 
the year end. It is quite clear, then, that while the pro
tecting system has injured the farmer and ruined com
merce, it has not taught landlords their duty. -For for
tified in their opinion that high rents would be secureu 
by the Corn Laws, instead of improving their land and re~ 
newing their buildings, they have been spending their in
comes upon their own extravagances and excesses. It is 
true, and I am glad to witness it, that some landlords are 
becoming more active than formerly in repairing the old 
buildings, and, in a few instances, erecting entirely new 
ones. A farmer told me the other day that he had got a 
new cheese-room which had been promised for twenty 
years! And I feel more and more convinced that nothing 
but foreign competition will compel landowners to mind 
their property and do justice to their tenants. Why should 
the houses in the country be so much inferior to the towns ? 
Why should the mud-hole be the residence of the agricul
tural labourer? and the worn-out delapidated building, the 
home of the industrious farmer ? The artisan, the shop
keeper, and the little tradesman, can have a respectable 
house, a parlour, and a decent bed-room to occupy, and 
why not farmers? The owners of houses in towns can get 
no tenants unless they put them into good repair, and ten
ants won't stay unless they are kept so. When the Corn 
Laws are repealed, the money that is now spent in France 

I and Italy, will be spent in employing bricksetters, flaggers, 
slaters, carpenters, painters, paviers, wrights, smiths, and 
various workpcople, and we shall see such a change in the 

1 
country, and such an improvement in buildings, as we little 
expect. And, in the end, all parties will benefit by it. 

I The sons of landowners who, under the old system, would 
have inherited worn-out building , will have the pleasure of 
enjoying, as their patrimony, substantial farm-houses, and 
good barns and out-building , as well as land in an improved 

tate of cultivation. V{ e will all work hard to bring about 
this consummation so devoutly to be wished. 

MR. GEO. HOPE 'S SPEECH AT THE HADDrnGTON 
.l\IEETlNG, TN SCOTLAND. 

Mr. George Hope, of Fenton Barns, a tenant farmer, was 
unanimously called to the chair. He rose and said :-1 beg to 
offer you my best thanks for the compliment you have paid me in 
calling upon me to preside upon the present occasion. I wish 
some one more fitted than I am had undertaken the duty; yet I 
accept the honour at once, as we are met to discuss a question in 
which I take a great interest. I suppose you all know that a 
requisition from a number of farmers in this county was trans
miLted to Mr. Cobden, inviting him and his friend3 to Hadding
ton to di~cuss the important question of the corn law; and, in 
consequence of that invitation, Mr. Cobden, Mr. Bright, and Mr. 
Ashworth are now present. I feel confident that you will sive 
them an attentive and respectfnl hearing. (Cheers.) As a proof, 
if such a thing be required here, that the tenants have no interest 
whatever in this corn bill-but that if it enhances the price of 
agricultural produce, that just goes into the pockets of the land
lords in the shape of rent-I would refer to the change that are 
constantly taking place among farmers, which show that farms 
are let at a rack-rent in this county. Why, just take a sur ey of 
the parish of Haddington in which we now are, one of the l rgest 
in the county, and a fair sample of the state of matters in the 
other parishes. It occurs to me that there are only two farmers, 
of any standing in it, who have succeeded to their fathers-the 
two Messrs. John Howden. Though I do not recollect of the 
passing of the famous corn bill of 181b, yet I have seen di erent 
tenants than the present occupants in almost every farm in the 
parish. I may mention the principal farms I allude tc, viz. :
Amisfieldmaiss, Abbeymains, Barneymains, Stevemonmains, 
Beardford, Seggersdean, Monkmains, Coalstonmaim, 1V est
field, Spittlerigg, Alderstonmains, Harperdean, B)Tes and 
l\'.Iungoeswe!L The tenants who have left these farms were 
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all bankrupts; but others, in the race of competition, I 

ered more money. Take the adjoining parish of Athel-
(Hear.) There are 15 farms in this parish, and there 

ve been 11 sequestrations, or distress warrants, executed by the 
dlords there , within the la t twenty-five years. Mr. Darling, I 
o came to \Vest Fortune in the shoes of his brother who was 

ined by it, is, I think, the oldest tenant in the parish. One 
there has had five tenants since tha halcyon days of corn laws 

n11nenced. Look at Prestonkirk, also, an adjoining parish: with 
exception of one solitary tenant, the whole have be(>n changed 

ithin these few years. The parishes of Whittingham and North Ber- 1 
ick are not a whit better; and you all know what Mr. Ilowden, in 
s evidence before the Parliamentary committee in 1836, said of 
hitekirk; and continued change is still the order of the day I 
ere. Old tenants are, in fine, the exception to the rule, and 
e only to be found on the estates of liberal and enlightened 

roprietors like my own excellent landlady, ]Hrs. Ferguson. ! 
Cheers.) I thank you for that cheer, gentlemen; she well de
rves it. Will any one after tl1is tell me that the Corn Laws 
ave bene.fitted the tenantry? He would be a bold man to do so ; 
ut if there should be any one here who differs in opinion from 
e distinguished strangers present, I hope they will, at the pro-
r time, rise and tell us so, and give their reasons for so doing. 
ear, hear.) 

ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND POUNDS ! 
The League is determined to double the LEAGUE RENT 

is year, and, in a few hours, twelve tliousand pounds 
as raised towards it in Manchester, which has since 
en considerahly augmented. Every town and district I 
the country should be ambitious to follow the noble 

xample of the Manchester Leaguers. 

THE SlIIPO WNERS AND THE CORN LAWS. 
Jf there be ono body more intere ted in Free Trade than an
er, we ~hould say it is the owners of ships. ,vhat is the busi

ss of a shipowner? Is it not to carry commodities of \'arious 
nds from one part of the world to another? If so, it follows 
at lhe greater the quantity of commodities of all kinds to he 
rried, the gi·eater the demand for shipping; and the greater the 
mand fo1 · shippin •, the higher will be the rate of freights . This 
pears to us so incontrovertible, that we are perfectly una hie 
explain why a bo<ly of men so deeply interested in a Targe trade 

ould be fom1d uniting with and suµportin g the monopolists who 
c intP.re~te<l in a limited trade. A Free Tracle in corn, sugar, 
d coffee, for instance, would afford emplo)ment to thousands 
ditional tons of shipping; and yet, will it be believed that, at 

present momen t, ships are rotting in om· pol'ts for want of em
oyment; that there is scarcely a ves el in the kingdom which, 
brought to salP, would fetch one- half its cost, and, taking the 
ole shipping of the country together, it would probably not sell 

one-third, 01· eve n one-fourth part of its cost; and still the 1 

ners of these ships send men lo Parliament to vote a!Jainst an ; 
crease in the trade of corn, sugar, and coffee ! ! ! 
A few months ago there was an ex pectation that we should 
uire supplies of foreign wheat, aud orders were sent to the 
ntinent for the pnrchase of about a million quarters. Fl'Om 
fact of so lar!{e a quantity of Bl'itish shipping lying idle in 011r 

1·ts, and the very low rate of freights, it might reasonably have 
en supposed that British shipping would have been employed to 
rry the larger portion of this million quarte rs of wheat ; but, 
gular enough, nearly the whole was brought by foreign ship , 
much higher freights than Enqlish shipowners would have been 
d to carry it for I The sliding scale is the cause of this; for 
rchasers of grain seize the vessels that happen to be in the ports 

here they purchase the gl'ain. One hundred thousand q11arters 
this foreign wheat was brought to the port of Leith in the 

llowing proportions:-
97 ,000 quarters by foreign ships 

3,000 ditto British 'ships 

100,000 
Shipowners are distressed. "rhat remedy can be devised for 
ir relief? We reply, the same remedy as would relieve every 

ther class in the country-more employment for their shipping. 
one word-Free Trade with all the wol'ld. But, it is said, 

foreign ships can be built and provisioned cheaper than British 
ships: and so we believe they can. But what is the remedy? 
Is it more ra.tional to ask that foreign ships shall be excluded from 
British ports, and run the risk of British ships being excluded 
from foreign ports ?-Or to ask, that the duty on timber be taken 
off; that the corn and provision laws be repealed ; that the duty 
on marine insurances be abolished ; in short, that the taxes on 
every article used ih building and provisioning our ships be re
pealed, that so our shipowners may be placed on the same foot
ing as foreign shipowners ? And, then, what have they to fear 
from foreign competition more than manufacturers? "\Ve invite 
the shipowners of Liverpool, Sunderland, Whitby, and all other 
places, well to ponder and discuss this important subject beforfit 
they again return representatives to Parliament to ruin their in
terests by voting for monopoly.-The League. 

THE FARMER OF KENT. 

Good farmers give e!\r, for this tale is for you, 
And it's one, as you'l1 find, not too strange to be true, 

It relates to a fal·mer of Kent, 
Who complained to himself, as he walked out one day, 
"Here I've toiled many years on this cold hungry clay, 
And what money I had that's not melted away 

Will soon all be fwallow'd in rent. 

Rent, rent, rent I 
(Chorus.) 

Will soon all be swallow'd in rent." 
Then he went to his landlord, and "Landlord,'' quoth he, 
" That farm on the hill has wellnigh ruined me, 

For my capita\' nearly all spent ; 
,vhat to do with that soil, in these times, I can't guen, 
Aud the truth is, I'm now in that state of distress, 
That, unless you are willing to take one-half less, 

I never can pay you your rent. 

Rent, rent, rent ! 
(Chorus.) 

I never can pay your rent." 
"Worthy farmer," the landlord replied, "understand 
That the one thing we want is protection for land; 

\Ve must keep foreign corn out of Kent. 
Come with me to the poll, vote as I shall advise, 
And then open your mouth (but be sure close your eyes), 
And what good things will drop in you'll see with surpri e ; 

But pray say no more about rent. 
(Chorus.) 

Rent, rent, rent! 
Hut pray say no more about rent." 

The landlord was civil, the farmer obey'd, 
With his help a monopolist member was made, 

And straightway to parliament sent.' 
Laws were passed to decree that the poor man might die, 
But that food from abroad should no starving wretch buy, 
"And yet," said the farmer, "no Letter am I, 

For my profit goes always in rent. 
(Chorus.) 

Rent, rent, rent ! 
For my profit goes al ways in rent." 

But in vain to his landlord again he complain'd; 
The landlord said, knowing his object was gain' d, 

"You may quit if you can't be content. 
As to lowering your farm, that's all fiddle de dee; 
(Then aside) Don't you wish you may get it," said he; 
" Prot':!ction, you fool, was intended for me, 

And its use is to keep up my rent ! 
(Chorus.) 

Rent, rent, rent ! 
And its use is to keep up my rent." 

"Welladay,'' said the farmer, "let those laugh that win, 
But I'll not be a second time so taken in 

By monopolist landlords in Kent; 
Try an old bi rd with chaff, and to catch him you'll fail, 
I now see through the juggle of Peel's sliding scale
Protection's a cheat, and the end of the tale 

Is- the corn laws mean nothing but rent! 
(Chorus.)-Rent, rent, rent! 

The corn laws mean nothing but rent!'' 
Weeklv C!tronii: .'c, 
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Grindlnr; the beWe• of the Poor. 

VARIETIES. 

The sum paid for sugar at the monopolist's shop is aeven mil
lion, per annum more than it would be at the Brazilian shop. 

The Brazils admit our goods at the moderate rate of 15 per 
cent. on their value, whilst our charge on their sugars amounts to 
from 238 to 400 per cent. I 

Sir Robert says we should buy in the cheapest market, yet he 
compels us to give 7d. per lb. for our sugar, while we could get 
that from Brazil, in any of our ports, for lfd. 

If land be pressed dowR with peculiar burdens, how is it that 
the landowners have been so unkind to themselves as not to re
move them, seeing they always have had the power in their own 
hands? 

You complain of deficient subscriptions to your mechanics institu
tions. Well you may, while you·have to subscribe daily to the Duke 
of Buckingham, and Sir Edward Knatchbull, besides all that the 
government takes from you in the shape of taxation. 

" We must not repeal the corn laws because persons have in
vested their capital on the faith of these laws being continued." 
This is the argument of some. They startle at the loss of a few, 
but never think of the yearly loss of the multitude for the last 
twenty-eight years. 

The distress most appalling in London appears to he among the 
slop makers of shirts and trowsers. It should be remembered that 
the needle and the thimble are the only machines used, and that 
as centuries have rolled on without any improvement in these, 
the poverty of these makers cannot proceed from new machinery. 

THE CONDUCT OF THE Cu:ncY.-Dr. Adam Smith says, 
" the clergy are apt to neglect altogether the means of maintaining 
their influence and authority with the lower ranks." This is too 
true ; let them come out and join the people in getting good trade 
and a good living, and they will never need to complain of the 
want of popular respect. 

Prn FEEDINo.-A farmer states how unprofitable the Corn 
Law makes the feeding of pigs. He says, that to feed the pigs it 
would require one cwt. of bat'ley-ftour at 9s. 6d. for every score 
of pork which wollld ·only sell at 5s. 6d., thus entailing a loss of 
4s. at every score. If the Corn Laws were repealed, f eeding 
would be much cheaper; and yet, with good trade, it is probable 

' that animal food would not be reduced in the aame proportion. 

COMPARATIVE VALUE OF AGRICULTURE AND MANUFAC• 
TUREs.-A quantity of agricultural produce which, in 1694, was 
worth l00l., would at the present price be worth 2431. ; while a 
quantity of manufactured goods which, in 1694, was worth l00Z., 
would now only be worth 40l. ; so that a quantity of agricultural 
produce which, in 1694, would have exchanged for l00l. value 
of manufactures, would, at the present relative value, command 
the same quantity that wouli, at that period, have sold for 6001. 
Or a quantity of manufactures which, in 1694, would have exchan
ged for IOOl. value of agricultural produce, would, at the present 
relative value, commaud only the quantity which would then have 
been worth 161. 9s. 2d. These shew how unfairly manufactures 
have been dealt with.-Economist. 

Feargus O'Connor takes the lead in denouncing machinery; y 
he employs a machine to print his paper with, which, it ia said, ,vl 
produce nearly 2,000 copies an hour I 

Much praise is due to the non-electors for their exertions at t 
late successful elections. They must never underrate their powe 
in persuading their neighbours to vote aright. 

The poorhouse is being enlarged at Knutsford, as also the gaol 
but I don't see that the cottages are being made larger, or t 
the people are better off. The landed aristocrady have all t 
power-on them falls the responsibility. H. 

Speaking of the families of agricultural labourers, Dr. Green 
up of Caine says, "the entrails or in'ards as they are called oft 
numerous swine killed here form the chief luxury of those wb 
can afford something better than bread and potatoes.'• 

"We shall not differ," is a remark over bargains which gene 
rally lead to more difference than all others. It is not unlike t 
m•.ltual confidence of landlords and tenants. The workings of t 
Corn Laws are fast destroying that confidence, and nothing b 
leasea and express written agreements ought now to be relied upo 

' We talk in vain about raising labourers' wages in this country 
while there ·are the heads of two millions of families in Irela 
always ready· to come over to engage in English labour. Give Ire 
land a trade, and these will stay at home and cease to press on t 
English labour market-If Dr. Sleigh is really in earnest abou 
keeping up wages he must direct his attention to this point. 

THE RESULT OF REPEAL.-In the event ofa free trade in cort1 
110 many demands exist upon the foreign surplus stocks in vario 
parts of the world, that we must not expect that it would all com 
to England. Foreign corn would rise immediately ; but that whi 
would attract corn here in preference to other places, is the eer 
tainty of getting retu~n freights of cheap manufactures. 

The Rev. J. Guthrie, Vicar of Calne, Wilts, speaking of th 
distress of agricultural-labourers, says, " I never could make ou 
how they live with their present earnings." He attribute• the 
sufferings principally to the scarcity of employment, and obaen 
that " when corn was very lmo, many improvements took place · 
draining-half of the expense borne by the farmer and half by i 
landlord." 

TwIN l\IoNOPOLTSTS.-Th~ ntgar-lorda and corn-lorda act o 
the same principle as the Somerset lawyer, who, in his letter _t 
another limh of the lt!gal profession, said :-

" There are two brothers in the West 
Who are well feather'd in their nest : 
Do you pluck one,-1'll pluck the other ; 
So fare-you-well, my loving brother." 

WHOM wouLo THE CoRN LAws BENEFIT ?-Some say Corn 
Law repeal would not benefit the poor man. Now just see. l 
5,000,000 quarters were to be imported next week, who would ge 
it 'I Not they rich, they cannot eat an ounce more than they d 
at present; not those who get enougli now. The poor, and tho 
now short, would and must get it all ! and the more imported, t 
more they would get. How, then, can any working man oppoee 
the repeal of the Corn Laws? B. 

SLAVERY.-" ,vould not the consumption or the Brazili 
sugar encourage slavery?'' Just as much as the consumption o 
Georgian cotton and Virginian tohacco encourages slavery. N 
one objects to the slave-grown cotton and tobacco, ~ecause the 
is no monopoly in these articles. Slave-grown sugar is actual) 
consumed in the West Indian colonies themselves ; for the plan 
ters and negrties would not pay the same price for the 11ugar they 
consume themselves that they have the conscience to charge u.11. 
They send us the de:,ir sugar, which t.hey compel us to take, and 
purchase the cheap slave-~rown sugar for their own consumption. 

NoTICE.-Mr. T.'s 20s. shall be distributed as he requests. 

~ Enclose this Struggle in the uext letter you send to any friel)d. 

Jujlt Published, TJJE ANTI-CORN-LAW PICTORIAL 
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Price ld.-Sold by all the Agents of the Struggle. 
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"These laws (the Corn Laws) are a manifold piece of iujustice perpetrated on all the inhabitants of England by the land
owners for their own sole benefit."-Brougham. 

THE FOREIGN CATTLE PANIC.-The Farmers frightened to death at the 
Importation of a few head of Foreign Cattle. 

The poor farmers I encouraged by the landlords in the belief that the Neu, Tariff would inundate all the cattle market, in the 
·ngdom, under this delusion sold their stock at any sacrifice. The landlords chuckled, and thought to frighten the minister from bis 
rpose; but the joke was carried too far. Some farmers lost so much by the sacrifice of their cattle at ruinously low prices, that the 
dlord could not get rent. Therefore the opposite was the next tack-Oh! no foreign cattle could come in-the Bay of Biscay was 
passable to live stock, and the Quarterly comes out with a Ministerial defence, in an article which the Morning Post designates u 
ailly, shallow, and self-damnating trash," and praises Sir Robert's Tariff because-it is of no use, and admits little or nothing in. 

FREE TRADE versus RECIPROCITY AND 
RETALIATION. 

Perhaps there is no point in the argument of free trade, 
out which so many stumble, as that called reciprocity. 
hey say free trade is undoubtedly correct, but it should 

ot be free trade all on one side. If we lower our tariffs, 
r repeal our duties upon the produce of other countries, 
ey should do the same, or you are giving them all the 
vantage. This reciprocity notion involves this great 
., No. 101. 

error-that we will not do ourselves good unless others will 
do the same. It is in fact just this-if I want wool, I will 
buy it from Mr. Sell dear at l Od. per lb., although I could 
get it from Mr. Sellcheap at 8d., and simply because the 
latter gentleman is so stubborn, that when he wants a 
topcoat, he will not give me the preference. Or if I want 
a round of beef, I will give 7d. per lb. instP,ad of 5d., be
cause the butcher, when he wants a pair of shoes, has pro
mised to reciprocate the favour. I believe all our experience 
proves, that it is the advantage of all to buy at the cheapeit 
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shop, and especially ev~ry article of raw material, and run 
the chance of securing customers, not by "biting" our reci
procating neighbour, but by making a good article, and sel
ling it to anybody as cheap as possible. Let us i'nlport 
our raw material, such as wool, silk, cotton, and especially 
food, which is the most important raw material, without duty, 
and we shall not need to ask the favour of any country to 
d~al with us ; we shall then be able to possess advantages 
sufficient to command our share of the custom of the world ; 
and, at the same time, secure to our own people the cer
tain benefits resulting from it. As this reciprocating and 
retaliating notion in free trade has been so admirably stated 
in the Economist, I gladly repeat the article in order to give 
it a more extensive circulation. 

I 
the manufacturer in England by making his goods dearer to hit 
German customer, and restricting 10 far the demand, thus redu
cing the profit to himself and the wage to the operative. Now, 
then, suppose e retaliate, and increase our duties upon th e pro-
duce of Germany; such produce, of eourse, as we are in t e habit 
of receh·ing in exehange,-that is, raw materials, food and pro
visions. Suppose that we impose an additional import duty of 

, 20 per cent. on German corn, timber, and wool, in what way 
: would that retaliation affect the manufacturer and operative, 

who had been injured by the increased German dnty? He would 
find that he not only had his market limited, his demand le · sened, 
his competition increased, 'but that, in addition to this, he had to 
pay 20 per cent. dearer for whatever he brought in exchaEge be-

I fore he could consume it. Tl!.e additional duty imposed on German 
produce would enhance the price of similar produce in this coun-

: try, not to the advantage, but to the direct disadvantage, of the 
manufacturers and operatives, who had already been injured by 
the higher duty imposed in Germany on their goods. Whatever 
advantage could arise from the increased duty against ~rmany 
would l>e in fayour of another class of producers, but in direct 

We will state the question as simply as we can. The advocates 
0£ an unlimited free trade hold the opinion that we ought to re
gulate our trade in such a way as to produce the greatest abun
dance and cheapness of all commodities, consistent with a regard 
only to the necessary provision for revenue, but without any re
ference to the policy adopted by other countries towards us; that 
all duties imposed for the purpose of protection, or retaliation, 
are as injurious ( or more so) to us as to the countries against 
which they are directed ;-that, in short, we ought to buy where 
we can buy cheapest, and sell wherever we can sell to the best 
advantage, without in any way making our buying immediately 
contingent upon our selling, but depending rather upon our cheap 
buying to be able to sell, either to the parties from whom we buy 
or to others. 

But the Times, and the whole of that school who admit the 
advantages which would be derived from an extended commerce 
with other countries, contend that we cannot safely take any steps 
for that object without first securing a recipt·ocity of action on the 
part of such other c0untries : that it is unsafe to render buying 
from them easier by a reduction of duties on their produce, 
unlesa at the same time they are willing to render our selling to 
them easier by a corresponding reduction of their duties on our 
goods ; that our consent to receive their goods cheaper should 
be contingent on their consent to receive our goods more freely; 
that our whole policy of reduction or imposition of duties must 1 

have reference to to that of other countries, and that, if they raise 
their duties, we ought to raise ours.-If it be objectionable to 
reduce our duties except on the condition that they reduce t.heirs, 
it must be needful to retaliate when they raise their duties, for if 
we do not, the relative interests of the two countries must be 
disturbed just as much as if we reduced our duties while theirs 
continued st9.tionary. Now we believe a short inquiry into the 
practical operation of the latter policy will prove that it is t.he 
reverse of what is wise or desirable; in fact, that a reduction of 
duties, consistent with revenue considerations, can only be at
tended with benefit, whatever policy other countries pursue; and 
we even go further, and taking the very highest ground as the 
test of free-trade principles in the most extreme case, we con
tend that an increase of import duties on our goods in other 
countries, instead of being a ground for raising our import duties, 
is, on the contrary, a strong additional reason for our reducing our 
duties. 

We would not be unde·rstood to be indifferent to the advan
tages which would result from other countries adopting a liberal 
policy towa1·ds our manufactures, in preference to a restrictive 
one, but that being a matter over which we had no control, it is 
more necessary for us to determine what course is best for us to 
pursue if they persist in, or increase the strictness of the latter 

olicy. 
Well, then, let us consider the effect practically. A trade exists 

between the United States, or Germany, and this country; the na
ture of that trade, like all other, must be to exchange the sur
plus produce of the respective countries. Germany produces wool, 
corn, timber-, &c., in greater quantities than required for her own 
consumption; England produces woollen and cotton goods in 
gteater quantities than she require3, and we want to exchange 
-<>Ur surplus manufactures for the surplus raw produce of other 
-countries. Now suppose the German League impose a higher 
duty of 20 per cent. on the woollen and cottoB goods of England, 
10 that what hitherto sold for .£100 is raised to £120. The effect 
of this is, to raise the price to_ the German consumer, to injure 

I disadvantage of the class injured by the German dwty. These 
I additional duties could not fail, therefore, to increase the cost of 
I the very materiali of which the manufacturer either made his 
I goods, or on which the operative subsisted, and had therefore a 

I 

further direct tendency to limit his trade in Germany by render
ing his goods dearer than before by our own voluntary act. 

But there are other important relative disadvantages under 
which a course of retaliation would place the English manufac
turer. The course of his trade is to supply Germany with cloth, 
and in that market he competes with the German manufacturer. 
If the Germans increased their import duty on English cloth, 
his German competitor has to that extent an advantage over 
him. If, in addition to this, the English retaliate and increase 
the duty on the raw produce of Germany, this would inflict a 
two-fold further disadvantage on the English manufacturers. 

I It would limit the supply and raise t.he price of the ra,v material, 

1 
of the goods, and the subsisteBce of the labour at home, and thus 
give a second distinct advantage to his German competitor; but 
it would do more. The increased duty on German raw produce 
into England would lessen the demand for it in Germany, and 
reduce its price there, and thus give a third distinct advantage 
to his German competitor, and would thus enable the latter to 
meet the English manufacturer on more advantageous terms, 
whether in the German markets or in the neutral markets of the 
world. If the object of the German Government, in increasing 
their duties, was to injure the English manufacturer and encou
rage the German manufacturer, that object could not be in any 
way assisted so ,vell as by our retaliation and imposing higher 
duties on their produce. By an act over which we have no con
trol (the increa11e of the German duty), the demand of the English 
manufacturer ill limited; but by a retaliatory act, which we per
form voluntarily, he is further injured by his raw materials and 
food being raised to /iim, while they were lowered to his com
petitor. 

Now, then, let us consider what the effect would be of an op
posite policy, and illustrate it by the case upon which the Time, 
comments, that is, the course we should pursue towards the pro
duce of America, while they impose higher duties on our manufac
tures; and the same would refer to Germany or any other country. 
The Americans last year imposed higher duties on our manufac
tures, in consequence of which the price was raised to the consu
mer the1e; the consumption was reduced, and the American 
manufacturer has an additional protection given to him against 
the competition of English goods. Now over those acts we had 
no control. They were prejudicial to the American public by 
raising the price, and to the English manufacturer by diminishing 
the demand. w~ have, however, seen that to retaliate would 
only make the condition of the English manufactu1·er materially 
worse in more ways than one ; to remain as we a.re leaves our 
American competitora with all the advantages they contemplated ; 
while we meet them by an opposite policy would increase our 
means of competition, and diminish many of the superior advan
tages which they at present possess. 

The diminished demand for English manufactures for the Ame. 
rican market, created a great stagnation in all those branches of 
business chiefly dependant upon that market. The manufacturer 
here bas to contend not only against the import duty into America 
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on bis goods, but he has also to contend against an import duty 
equal so 7½ per cent. on the raw cottons which he imports from 
America. The operative in Manchester and Sheffield bas not only 
to contend against the duty which is put on his labour on its enter
ing America., and before it comes in competition with that of the 
operative there, but he bar; also to contend against a very grP.at 
difference of the cost of provisions. Now if we reduced our tariff' 
on American produce, and supplied raw material cheaper to the 
manufacturer, and food cheaper to the operative, we would so far 
give an advantage to the parties injured by the restriction, and 
as far as we have the power, would frustrate the object of the fo
reign government in raising the duty, not only by reducing the 
price of American produce here, but also by raising it nearly to 
the same level to our competitors in America. 

All attempts of foreign governments to injure our manufac
tures, by hostile tariffs which increase the price of our goods, are 
only assisted in their operations by the maintenance of restrictions 
on the supply of foreign products, the elements of our manufac
tures; while, on the other baud, the only power we have to frus
trate their attempt to make our goods dear and unsaleable, is to 
release them from all such restrictions. 

To retaliate against foreign hostile tariffs can only Jiave the 
effect of making us still less able to send our goods to the coun
tries imposing them, and must also place us in a similar dis" 
advantage with all the other markets which we supply. Cheap
ness, and not dearness, is the true weapon to cambat commer
cial hostilities; and cheapness can only be secured by freedom, 
and not by restriction. 

In speaking of retaliation, Adam Smith justly says,-" It seem, 
a bad method of compensating the injury done to certain classe, 
of our people, to do another injury our!elves, not only to those 
cla11es, but to almost all the other classu of them." 

But a practical difficulty may suggest itself :-if we adopted 
this policy of making our trade free whether other countries im
posed additional restrictions or not upon us, and even considered 
it more needful to do so in consequence of such restrictions, it 
might operate with other countries as an inducement to commit 
acts of hostility against our commerce. But other countries 
would soon discover what we have already discovered, that such 
policy was highly prejudical in raising the cost of goods, diminish
ing their trade at home, and destroying it abroad. Already has 
America diacovered that raising the duty on our manufacture•, 
and limi ting their imports from this country, have a direct ten
dency to less n the demand for their products. Already has 
France discovered that the increased duties placed on our linens 
and linen yarns have tended to destroy her linen trade ; they 
raised the price, lessened the home con umption, and destroyed 
their foreign trade ; and the linen weavers and manufacturers have 
suffered great depression by an act whieh thvy expected would 
benefit them, and a trade that before was the most flourishing 
in France, and annually increasing, has since the imposiUon of 
higher protective duties become the most depressed. 

If, therefore, other countriea continued their restrictions, or 
even increased them, while we dimiui·hed ours, the only effect 
would be to give us more and more the command of all the mar
kets of the world, and self-protection would very soon force them 1 

into the adoption of our policy, or, if not, deprive them entirely 
of their trade. 

COMMENTARY OF DR. ADAM CLARKE. 

The Dr. observes " That our English word Lord is a contrac
tion of the Anglo-Saxon 'Hlaford,' afterwards written ' Loverd,' 
and lastly LoRD, from hlaf, 'bread.' Hence our word loaf and 
ford, which signifies to supply to give out. The word Lord, 
therefor e, implies the 'giver of bread,' i. e., he who deals out all 
the necessaries of life. Our ancient English noblemen were ac
customed to keep a continual open house, where all their vassals, 
and all strangers, had full liberty to enter and eat as much as they 
would! And hence those noblemen had the honourable name of 
Lords, or the dispensers of bread. There are about tliree of the I 
ancient nobility who still keep up this honourable custom, from 
which the very name of their nobility is derived-(Earl Fitz
-William is one.) Goo is the Goon BEING, and LORD is the 
Dispenser of Bread. What a pity tlut this mostimpressive and 
instructive meaning of a word in such general use, were not more 
extensively known and more particularly re_garde.d."-G. G. 

THE IMMEDIATE EFFECTS OF THE CORN BILL. 
The following extract from the Annual Register of 1815, as to 

the working of the corn bill, shews its effects, and the disppoint
ment and ruin of the farmers :-

" The effects of this bill were by no means such as were ex
pected either by its promoters or opposers. The effects either of 
former importations, or more probably of two plentiful harvests 
and a greatly extended culture of grain, were to produce a gra
dual and steady reduction of price, so that instead of approaching 
the limits fixed (80s.) for importation, it sank to a level below 
that of several years pa!lt. The farmers who Ulere labouring unde1· 
exorbitant rents, in addition to other increa~ed expenses, were gene
rally sufferers. And the landlords found it necessary in many in
stances to make great abatements in their dues. In the result many 
leases have been voided, and farms have been left without tenants." 

·" GOD HELP THE POOR. 

" God help the poor, who on this wintry morn 
Come forth of alleys dim aud courts obscure! 
God help yon pool' pale girl, who droops forlorn, 
And meekly her affliction doth endure! 
God help the outcast lamb! she trembling stands, 
All wan her lips, and frozen red her hands; 
Her sunken eyes are modestly down cast; 
Her nigbt-blick hair streams on the fitful blast; 
Her bosom, paesing fair, is halfreveard; 
And, oh! so cold, the snow lies there congealtld; 
Her feel benumb'd, her shoes all rent and worn : 
God help thee, outcast lamb, who stand'st forlorn I 

God help the poor! 
"God help the poor! An infant's feeble wail 
Comes from yon narrow gateway ; and, behold, 
A female crouching there, so deathly pale, 
Huddling her child lo screen it from the cold! 
Her vesture scant, her bonnet crusp'd and Loru; 
A thin shawl doth her baby dear enfold ; 
And there she bides the ruthless gale of morn, 
Which almost to her heart bath sent its cold! 
And now she sudden darts a ravening look, 
As one with new bot brearl comes past the nook! 
And, as the tempting load is onward borne, 
She weeps, God help thee, hapless one forlol'U ! 

God help the poor! 
" Goel help the poor! Behold yon famish'd lad ; 
No shoes nor hose his wonuded feel protect; 
W'itb limping gait, and looks so dreamy-sad, 
He wanrlers onward, slopping to inspect 
Each window stored with articles of food. 
He yearns but to enjoy one cheering meal; 
Oh! to his hungry palate, viaods rude 
Would yield a zesl the famish'd only feel I 
He now devours a crust of mouldy bread; 
With teeth and hands the precious boon is torn, 
Unmindful of the storms which round bis head 
Impetuous sweeps. God help thee, child forlorn I 

God help the poor! 
" God help the poor I Another have I found, 
A bow'd and venerable m1:1.n is be; 
His slouched hat with faded crape is bound; 
His coat is grey, and threadbare too, I see 
'The rude winds' seem lo' mock his hoary hair;' 
• His shirtless bosom to the blast is bare.' 
Anon he turns and casts a wistful eye, 
And with scant napkin wipes the blinding spray; 
And looks again, as if he fain would spy 
Friends he bath feasted in his better day: 
Ah I some are dead, and some have long forborne 
To know the poor; and he is left forlorn! 

God help the poor l 
"God help the poor, who in Jone valleys dwell, 
Or by far hills, where whin and heather grow I 
Theirs js a story sad indeed to tell; 
Yet little ~ares the world, and less 'twould know 
About the toil and want they undergo. 
The wearying loom must have them up at morn; 
They work till worn out nature will h'lve sleep; 
Thev taste, but are not fed. The snow drifts deeJJ 
A round the fireless cot, and blocks the door; 
The night storm howls a dirge across the moor. 
And shall they perish thus oppress'd and lorn? 
Shall toil and famine hopeless still be borne? 
No! Goo will 1et ariaeand BBLl' TIIE POOi\.!" 

Bam/01'£ • Pttem•. 
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VARIETIES. 

T he number of registered "oters in 1840, for counties in Eng
land and ,vales, was as follows-479,657. 

One of the most pitiful symptoms of poverty is poor women 
suckling their children 18, 20, or 24 months, through fear of not 
being able, if weaned, t0 get them milk and necessary food. 

" If an agricultural labourer marry," says the Hon. and Rev. 
Godolphin, of Banston, '' every ingenuity is used to make him feel 
that he is regarded as one about to increase the burdens of the 
parish, and a similar ingenuity to shift him to some other parish." 

ScoTCH FARINA.-The cheapest article I have met with for 
the sick poor, is the Scotch farina. It appears to he quite equal, 
if not superior, to arrowroot. A spoonful will sadden a basin of 
milk, and yet the price is but 2d. per lb. I have purchased a 
quantity, and any benevolent lady can have what she may want for 
giving away. 
From the last census we learn that out of the whole population of 

England amounting to 14,995,138, only 6,939,531 are maintained 
i n the agricultural divisions, comprising two thirds of the surface 
of the best and richest land in the country ; while 8,055,607 are 
maintained in the fourteen manufacturing divisions, comprising 
only about one-third of the poorest lands in the kingdom. 

It appears that the pay for making a pair of trowsers for the 
slopse\ler in London, is sevenpence ; and shirts from I½d. to 6d. 
The workwomen are great sufferers from these low prices. Two 

FARMERS are everywhere becoming free trader,. All that i• 
wanted is, to acquire boldness sufficient to refuse the tyrannical 
control of the landlords at the next election. 

THE ANTI-CoRN-LAw ALMANAc.-A shopkeeper at 1\Iaccles
field has ordered 400 of these Almanacs, in order to present a 
copy to every one of bis customers as a New Year's Gift. 

" There is no other country on the face of the earth,'' says the 
editor of The League, "possessing inhabitants so stupid to pay 
the price we do for sugar to the lords of Mincey Lane." 

Judge Blackstone gives the reason why the sum of "forty 
shillings" was fixed upon as the value of a freehold entitling to a 
county vote, to be, "that that sum, with proper iridustry, would 
furnish all the necessa1·ies of life, and render the freeholder, if he 
pleased, an independent man." 

The monopolists are complaining that. sugar, instead of adnncing, 
is a shade lower. This they attribute to the extensive adulteration 
carried on; no doubt the consequence of high taxation. If all 
the people were of my mind the Jamaica planters should eat their 
sugar themselves, unless the government would allow it to be re
gulated by the prices which other countries sell it at. 

ENGLAND IS DEPENDANT upon foreigners for the far greater 
part of her cotton, fine wool, silk, flax, hemp, tow, dye ware$, 
furs, hides, skins, tallow, tar, timber, sugar, tea, coffee, &c., &c., 
and also upon foreigners as purchasers of her manufactured goods, 
and yet, to justify the Corn Laws, men keep tl:l.lking about being 
independent of foreigners ! 

Could not the poor people, instead of being locked up in work
houses, "enchanted," as Carlyle says, be employed in making 
tiles, and digging drain trenches in the fields ; in carrying sand to 
heavy clay soils, or taking marl to peat-bogs-anything better than 
lying idle, con11uming and not producing. H. 

HEDGES AND DITCHES.-What is the use of these small en
closures? are people afraid of a war between the turnips and the 
wheat? Who made these small fields with hedges and ditches, 
and cops and gate-roads, with cow and horse tramps filled with 
mud and water ? One-half of the hedges in these parts might be 
grubbed up, whether we have corn laws or not. H. 

A 1VonTHY ,voMAN.-Mr. Alderman Brooks called upon Mr. 
Robert Ashton, Hyde, near Manchester, to solicit bis attendance 
at the Manchester subscription meeting for the League. "I gave 
you £100 last year, and shall give you £200 this," was Mr. Ash
ton's reply. "Give him £500, Robert," said his lady, who was 
seated by his side; and Mr. Ashton, who is worthy of such a wife, 
immediately consented. 

THE ELECTIONEERING QuESTION.-All the election contests 
will now turn upon the question of free trade. This will now be 
the question everywhere. Locality will make no difference ; va
rieties of occupation no difference ; whether it be in the north or 
the south, wh~ther the predominating influence be agricultural or 
manufacturing, and whatever the occasion of the vacancy, each 
succeeding election is a judgment on monopoly, and tends to accel
erate or 1·etard the period of its abolition. 

MR. llownEN states that he rents the two farms of Lawhead 
and of Traprain, in the parish of Whitekirk, Scotland, consist
ing together of 625 imperial acres, and that the total value of the 
produce of these farms on an average of the three years is, 
£3202 15s. 4d. Of this sum, produce to the amount or 
£1130 15s. 4d. is annually consumed on the farm; leaving 
£2072 as the amount of produce taken to market. He pays a 
rent of 465¼ quarters, which, calculated at 48s. 4d. per quarter, 
gives a rent, on the average of the three years, of £1124 7s. ld., 
which is about 10s. 10d. in the pound of all the produce sold off 
the farm, or equal to £1 6s. 3d. on each quarter of wheat sold 
at £2 8s. 4d. ; and it follows tliat, if no rent had been payable, 
wheat might have been sold at £1 2s. Id. a quarter, and other 
produce in proportion, and the farmer and farm-labourer would 
have fared equally well. 
@"Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send to any friend. 
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" I can see no prospect of any benefit for farmers till rents become more equalised with and parallel to the value of the 
produce ofland."-Colonel Powell. 

THE LANDLORD CUTTING THE POOR FARMER .IJ.DlUPT. 
Two islanders of St. Kilda were hunting for seabirds' eggs in the clifts of the rock, suspended over a cliff 

by a rope. The upper one, seeing the rope was too weak to support two, cut the rope, and sent his companion 
hundreds of yards below into deep water.-This is typical of the landlord!, who, when prices are low, stick to 
high rent, and leave the poor farmer to endless ruin. 

No. 109. 
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WE WILL NOT HA VE OUR FOOD TAXED. 

For what do we care, and toil, and labour-;> What is Oie 
chief object of all the vast movf ments of society ?-To get 
something to eat; to procure food. This is our first want; 
our prime demand, which we cannot gainsay or resist. No
thing can be compared in importance with this. Fond as 
we are of clothing, we ca.n put off the demands of the back, 
but the belly must be supplied. We can patch our clothes, 
and make them serve ten times as long as they usually 
do ; but we cannot bribe our stomachs to be quiet a single 
day. For food we first strive; and not until we have enough 
of this do we venture to the draper's shop, or indulge our
selves with fashionable attire, or spend anything upon lux
uries. Is it not, then, most marvellous that the least impedi
ment should be placed in the way of getting into our island 
as much food as we possibly can? Nay, is it not strange 
that every expedient is not adopted to facilitate its landing 
upon our shores ? How gratifying it would be to watch 
every swelling tide throwing upon the shores of our sea-girt 
isle immense quantities of all kinds of food for the support 
of the people 1 How delightful to see carts and waggons 
moving to the interior the butter, cheese, beef, bacon, and 
corn, and all kinds of food, which, by the permission of a 
kind Providence, had been wafted from the superabundance 
of all foreign lands ! Situated as we are, having the world 
to choose from, plenty to exchange with, and ships waiting 
for freights, we ought to have food more plentiful and cheaper 
than most other countries. 

The supply of food, plentiful as possible, is an advan
tage of all ; because all require food. Important as it is for 
the operatives to earn good money wages, yet cheap food 
increases the value of these wages; and not only so, but 
the advantages are felt by perhaps twenty millions of indi. 
viduals who receive no wages at all. Happy Switzerland! 
which allows no rent-lords to interdict the free supply of 
food for its people. Oppresed England! with an enterpri .. 
sing, industrious people, half of whom are not half fed, but 
hungered according to law ! If perchance they get a bellyful, 
it is only of oatmeal porridge or potatoes. In fact it is 
icarcely known how the people live, and Marsham, unde
signedly, has been nearer the truth on this point than any 
other person. 

There are three plans of interfering with our food. F irst, 
to prevsnt foreign food coming at all, and to confine the 
people to the scanty supplies of our own land. Second, to 
allow a little to slide in wl1en it is enormously scarce and 
dear. Third, to lay a fixed tax upon all imported food, so as 
to limit the supply. 

The first scheme of prohibition dares not to be acted upon, 
because hunger, which brea¼.s through a stone wall, would 
seize what there was, and leaive the rich to endure the effects 
of their own folly. 

The sliding system, whil~ it has kept the people in a 
lingering death, has also baffied and ruined the farmer, and 
is fast hastening to its doom. 

Tlze fixed duty-the Whig plan-we have most to dread. 
Foiled in all their attempts to tax and limit food, the Pro
tectionists will be quite willing now to embrace a fixed duty. 
But this tlze Leaguers will oppose with all their might. In 
the twilight of their information they might have been cajoled 
into the fixed duty scheme; but the true light of fair and 
free trade has dispelled all mistakes, and for this they will 
fight the •monopolists to the last. Is it possible that the 
people of this country will allow the rent-lords to lay a 
tax of 8~. upon every quarter of food produced in this 
country r-for this would be the effect of a fixed duty. The 
government would tax the foreign corn, and put the pro
ceeds into its coffers ; the landlord would tax the home-grown 
corn in the enhanced price that this fixed duty would 

create. It can never come to this, that the rich shall 
tax the poor man's loaf, and pocket the money for his own 
enjoyment, without a desperate national struggle. It surely 
never will be borne that the foreign merchant shall be drive~ 
from our :shores, who comes to fetch our manufactures in 
exchange for his food. The League, the leaders of the 
League-Cobden, Bright, and all-are pledged to fight till 
bread is free, and, with the country at their backs, they 
must succeed. 

AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS AND KINGS' SPEECHES. 

I find, says the right honourable Poulett Thompson, in his 
speech delivered in 1839, that since the year 1828, no less than 
five kings' speeches have reference to the distressed state of 
agriculture, and calling the earliest attention of parliament to the 
devising of relief. 

I. On the 4th of February, 1830, his late Majesty said in his 
speech from the throne-

" His Majesty laments that, notwithstanding this indication of active 
commerce, distress should prevail among the agricultural and manufactu
ring classes in some parts of the United Kingdom." 

2. In 1831, upon the 6th of December, the king, in his speech 
from the throne, said-

" I deeply lament the distress which still prevails in many parts of my 
dominirms; and for which the preservation of peace both at home and abroad 
will, under Divine Providence, afford the best and moat efficaciou remedy." 

3. In 1834, the king's speech contained the following para
graph:-

,. [ have to lament the continuance of distress amongst the proprietors and 
occuµiers of land." 

4 In 1835, the speech from the throne said-
" I deeply lament that the agriculturat interest continues in a state of 

great drpression." 
5. In 1836 , his Majesty said-
,, I lament that any class of my subjects should still suffer distres,, and 

the di fllculti es which continue to be felt in many important branches of 
agricut/urt may de erve your inquiry, with a vtew of ascertaining whether 
there are any measures which Parliament can advantageously adopt for the · 
alleviation of this pressure." 

Thu there were five kings' speeches within a few years, and a 
committee of the hou3e in one year when the subject was not 
mentioned in a. king's speech, all indicating an increased or con
tinued distress amongst the agriculturnl cl:l.ss: and after that we 
are told that the present system works well, and that the law re
quires no change l 

FARMERS TURNED TEACHERS. 

Of late I perceive that some farmers have taken courage 
to lecture the landlords respecting their exhorbitan t rents 
and their unwillingness to expend money upon their own 
property. These confiding sons of the soil begin to think 
that the great object of agricultural meetings is to keep up 
rents. A number of letters have recently appeared in the 
newspapers, and, among the rest, a long one in the Preston 
Chronicle, in which the writer tells the landlords that they 
ought to enlarge and improve the buildings, sink tanks, 
drain land, and all the rest. This is plain dealing ; but 
do the writers think that landlords will pay any atten
tion to these suggestions? They always knew that these 
things were needed, but as they could get their rents, they 
had no motive sufficiently strong to induce them to deny 
themselves the pleasures of other pursuits in order to im
prove their land. And even now, while every farm letting 
is crowded with bidders, and rents fully maintain , these 
suggested improvements are not likely to be regarded. 
When there are no bidders for farms, or when e high
est bidding is considerably less than the former rent, then, 
and not till then, will landowners make much improve
ment at their own expense. 

Let farmers, therefore, consider seriously what will bring 
this about, in other words, what will bring rents down to 
the price of produce. Two things, and two only, will do 
this. The first is the insolvency and ruin of so :nany of 
the present race of farmers, that their number will 
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ome fewer than the number of farms. This is an . 
ful remedy-if a remedy it should be called-but, it is 
btfu], if we are not tending towards it rapidly. The second, 

ich is the legitimate remedy, is the revival of trade, 
ereby farmers' sons and grandsons, instead of staying upon 
land, afraid of getting married, or even of spending six

nee in order to scrape up the rent, will go to the towns, 
our ports, to embark in the home or foreign trade, or 
tain some post in connexion with these, whereby they 

11 get a good living, and be independent of the control 
landlords. If it had not been for this mode of relief, 
erating even in defiance of bad laws, the farmers 
g since would have been a race of beggars. Let 
mers, then, look beyond this newspaper lecturing; let them 
nsult other guides than the Marie Lane E:rpres.~, or the 
eches of squires at agricultural meetings. Prosperous 
merce is their best friend. FREE TRADE would be the 

rald of their deliverance, and the signal for ultimate 
asperity. lt is folly for them to die by inches, as 
ey are doing at present, and to allow their sons to sink 
to the ranks of labourers. Let them exert themselves 
r FREE TRADE ; this will relieve their superabundant 
mbers ; this will regulate rents by the price of pro
ce ; this will annihilate heavy poor taxes ; this will 

ake the landlord as much dependent upon the tenant, 
the tenant is now upon the landlord,-indeed, if there 
any remedy for the poor farmers, this is that remedy. 

SPECIMEN OF SELF-LEGISLATION-THE CORN 
BILL OF 1815. 

If we want a proof of the wantonness of class l«gislatio11, of 
e regardlessness of the rights of the people, and of the sacrifice 
en of common decency at the shrine of selfish11e s, we find them 
Uy develop~d in the history of the passing of the corn bill. 
ills embr:icing matters of little moment will frequently be months 
der discussion; but this which seriously alfected the interest of 

1 
ery tradl!sman, and every working man, and every eater of food 
the kinf!do1n, was passed with an almost unexampled precipi
cy, as the following statement will shew. 

18) 5. HOUSE OF COlllM0NS. 

March I .......... Corn bill read first time. 
3. ... ... ... ditto second time. 
6 .••....... Committee on the bill. 

10, ......... Read third time and passed I 
iots iii LBJHJon and the H. of Commons surrounde l with soldiers.) 

HOUSE OF LORDS. 

March J :l . ......... Bill read first time. 
l . . . . .. . . . . ditto second time. 
20....... .. . ditto third time and passed ! ! 
2:L .. ...... The bill received the Royal asse11t I I I 

Thus it was ten days only in the Commons; eight days iir tho 
ords; and a few minutes finished this monstrous enactment by a 

h of the Royal pen ! 

TO THE ELECTORS. 

In order to carry a repeal of the corn laws we are agitating the 
untry ; but the power for effecting every necessary change is in 
ur hands. The parliament that enacted the corn laws was 
eated by the electors; tht! parliament that passed the sliding 
le was chosen by you. You are the most important body in the 
te; on your simple decision depends whether we are ill or well 
verned ; whether we have good trade or bad trade ; whether 

ngland shall prosper, or whether it shall go to decay. I deeply 
aret that you have given us a parliament pledged to monopoly 
d class legislation. You could have done hetter, and next time 
trust yon will do so. But unless you assert your iodependency, 
d refuse every bribe in the shape of money, drink, employment, 
stom, or friendship, we shall still be enslaved to the landowners. 
don't bespeak your suffrages in favour of any political party, 
big or tory, but I solemnly warn you against ever again giving 
our vote to a bread taxer. 

UGG-L.E. 

ROCHDALE AND THE LEAGUE FUND. 

Next to Manchester, comes Rochdale This town has again 
responded nobly to the calls of the poor. Towards the new Fund 
for liberating the poor man's loaf, it has offered its £2,800, with a 
pospect of still further additions. Giving to the League Fund can 
scarcely, after all, be called liberality, for the benefits recently reali
sed by the merchantile classes in an improved trade, ought to be 
placed to the credit of the free trade agitation, so that it is only 
giving a part of what bas been received. Let Liverpool, Leeds, 
Bradford, Huddersfield, Bolton, Blackburn, Preston, and every 
own and village in the kingdom, try, like the Rochdale people, 
to swell the amount to the terror of the monopolists. 

TO THE RICH LANDOWNERS. 

You talk a great deal about the harvest being " sufficient" or 
"insufficient." for 01u- wants; and calculate how many quarters of 
foreign grain may be needed to get us the year over. Now I 
fear you know nothing of the extent of want and scant which ex
ists among the poor. But in order to come to a clear understand
ing, I propose that you board yourselves for one month at the 
tables of your agricultural labourers. Just try it; it is worth while ; 
for the experience you would get would qualify you for legislating 
far more than going to an agricultural dinner, or riding after 
the hounds. 

THE LEAGUE NEWSPAPER. 

The invaluable articles contained in " The League" newspaper, 
from week to week, coupled with the very low price of 3d., 
ought to secure for it an immense circulation. This is certain if 
the friends of free trade will but exert themselves in making it 
known. There is not a newsroom in the United Kingdom that 
ought to be without this excellent paper. Members of these 
rooms ought to urge upon the managing committees the propriety 
of ordering The League paper. 

COTTON AND CORN. 

" Said Cotton to Corn t'other day, 
As they met and exchang'd a salute

(Squiro Corn in his carriage so gay, 
Poor Cotton, half-famish'd, on foot): 

" ' Great Squire, if it isn't uncivil 
To hint at starvation before you, 

Look down on a poor hungry devil, 
And give him some bread, I implore you;' 

" Quoth Corn then, in answer to Cotton, 
Perceiving he meant to make free-

' Low fellow, you've surely forgotten 
The distance between you and me l 

'' 'To expect that we, Peers of high birth, 
Should waste our illustrious acres, 

For no other purpose on earth 
Than to fatten curst calico-makers I 

" ' That bishops to bobbins should bend
Should stoop from their bench's sublimity, 

Great dealers in lawn, to befriend 
Such contemptible dealers in dimity ! 

" 'No-vile manufacture! ne'er harbour 
A hope to be fed at our boards ;-

Base olfspring of Arkwright, the barber, 
What claim canst thou have upon Lords? 

" No-thanks to tho taxes and debt, 
And the triumph of paper o'er guineas, 

Our race of Lord Jemmy's, as yet, 
May defy your whole rabble of Jennys !' 

" So saying-whip, crack, and away 
Went Corn in his chaise through the throng, 

So headlong, I heard them all say, 
' Squire Corn would be down before long.' " 

T. Moor. 



4 THE STRUGGLE. 

The Cat's Paw, or a Farmer ln the Hands of a Monopolist 
Landlord. 

VARIETIES. 
"If you don't like it, you can leave it.'' This is the answer, 

says an old farmer, we always get if we complain about our rents. 

At the Rochdale meeting Mr. George Ashworth gave 50l. to 
the League fund, adding "that he would give 50L more, so soon 
as the first conviction took place for bribery.'• 

If times are not bad with Liverpool shopkeepers, I am sadly 
mistaken. I never saw so much ticketing of goods in the windows as 
there is at present. These times, it is hoped, will induce them at 
the next contest, to redeem their character, by retu.rning free 
traders to parliament. 

GAME.-Among the vast number of ruined farmers I meet with, 
I asked one the other day, how it was he had lost all his money. 
He replied that his crops had been regularly eaten up with game, 
and, though he remonstrated with his landlord, he could get no 
adequate redress, and was now ruined. 

THE ADULTERATIONS IN SUGAR, it is said, chiefly take place 
in the brown kinds used by the common people. How true it is 
that" laws are not made for the protection of the lower orders." 
Sweeten a cup of tea with this sugar, and let it stand half an hour, 
and there will appear just grounds for hating the sugar monopoly. 

THE GREAT OM1ssroN.-Colonel Powell, a landowner, has 
expatiated largely upon the word RENT, which he says has been 
lost at all Ute late agricultural meetings. At the conclusion of 
his speech he said, " One thing only can do the farmers lasting 
good, and that is, fresh rents, corn rents, and long leases.'' 

FARMERS' PovERTY,-" I have made out forty accounts, and 
have onlv received ofte payment,'' said a dealer in annatto and 
rennet skins, whom I met at the last Chester fair. .And, in con
versation, he said that the farmers were so poor that they were 
obliged to put off all their other payments in order to scrape their 
rents together. 

IMPORTATION oP BuTTER AND CHEESE.--The importation of 
butter from January 5, to September 5, 1842, and entered for home 
consumption was 181,125 cwts. During the same period in 1843, 
it was only 103,483. The importations of cheese for the same 
period entered for home consumption for 1812, were 125,066 
cwts, for 1843-97 ,894 cwts. So that instead of an increase there 
was a decrease, notwithstanding the new tariff. The decrease 
has been of the inferior qualities from Holland. 

RENTS INCREASED ErnHT-FOLD.-The evidence of Mr. How
den, said Mr. Cobden at the Haddington meeting, shows that, 
from 1776 to 1795 the rent paid for the farm of Lawhead was 
£60 a year. Frdm 1796 to 1814, the rent was £240. The 
average amount paid under the corn rent, from the year 1832 to 
that of 1841, was £482 ls. 5d. Thns the rents in your neigh
bourhood have been raised eight-fold, and the whole amount of 
the improvements have been made by the tenants (cheers); and 
the landlords standing over them, idle and without exertion, have 
reaped the whole benefit of the growth of the population and the 
increase of trade; but, not even content with this natural increase, 
they have laid their unholy claws upon the food of the people by 
the instrumentality of the Corn Laws. 

What is the best lesson for teaching thieving in the country ? 
The game laws. Any farmer or farm-servant, will neck a hare ii' 
he can do it slyly. 

A Goon CROP OF THISTLES.-No wonder that Sir Robert 
Peel said that farming on his estate near Tamworth was not by 
any means satisfactory; when Professor Buckland some time 
since declared, that he had seen one field near Tamworth in which 
he believed there were as many thistles as in the wholt, of Lin
colnshire I 

THE LEADING TOPIC.-How remarkable that the landowneu 
at these agricultural meetings, amidst all their anxiety about their 
tenants draining, manuring, improving stock, leases, &c., shonld 
be so forgetful, as never once to mention the subject of rent; an 
omission the more remarkable as in conversations amoug Carmen 
themselves it is always the leading topic. 

ENGLAND TO BE PROPPED BY' THE LAKDOW!fEllS.-" The 
landowners (whatever the League may say to the contrary,) will 
be found the props and stays of England in her time of need." 
So says a correspondent of the Preston Chronicle. Poor Eng
land 1 reduced to such a dilapidated condition as to require to be 
propped, and that by the same parties that have undermined her 
very foundation by bad laws. 

SIR JAMES GRAHAM onoo said-" The receivers of rent are 
a very small body. Backed by public opinion, they are almost 
omnipotent : in violation of public opinion, they cannot long Pe

tain an exclusive advantage. The contest is fearful, for on what 
grounds will it be decided? On the very topic that inflames lo 
madness, that hunger which breaks through walls will be arrayed 
against them. The barriers of society will be broken, and estate,, 
distinctions, honours, swept away in one resistless torrent.'' 

FARMERS SHOULD HELP THEMSELVEs.-Why do yon call upon 
landlords to have mercy on you by draining, and hare shooting, 
and buying new bulls 'I Rather call upon them, ye farmers, to 
relinquish the powers of law-making, and then you may do all theae 
for yourselves; and, if they are not willing, your next step is to 
take it from them. You put them in power at the electioILS-they 
make laws for themselves, and then you cry out-" Don't hurt ua; 
don't ruin us I" Out upon you! Help yourselves, or yon mu,t 
be without help. Chain the tiger if you want to prevent it doing 
mischief. 

TREEs.-Going a coursing the other day, we took shelter under 
a tree. I took the opportunity of asking my friend what the value 
of the various trees might be which hung over the small field in 
which we were. "That sycamore is not worth more than two 
shillings; those Scotch firs are worth five shillings each; tha& 
birch is worth a little more; that beech will never grow to any 
size ; neither will those oaks come to anything." Yet the land
lord to whom the trees belong will not let one of them be cu& 
down, though the drip from their branches and their roots must 
inflict serious injury on the poor farmer; and then a ditch wa.a 
there wide and deep enough for a trench, and a copse high and 
broad, which it was lost labour to throw up.-H. 

SICKNESS AND PovERTY.-" Poor woman I it is painful &o 
see how she coughs,'' said I to her husband, a poor weaver; "how 
was it brought on?"-" It was brought on by a surfeit. The 
doctor ordered her singlets and a flannel coat, but we could not 
get them out of my haddlings." They are five a family, three 
children, and his earnings, with having to take care of her, have 
only been dbout 6s. per week. They belong to Carlisle, but re
ceive no relief. This union has three workhouses, and when the 
poor are forced to go, these christian heathens, place the man in 
one house, the wife in another, and the children in the third! 
Referring to her children, the poor woman, amidst her coughing 
and panting for breath, said, " I'll stiek to them, please God, 
while breath is in me, p.nd when I am gone,----'• The rest 
of the sentence I could not make ouL 

fliH'The Pictorial Anti-Corn-Law Almanac will make an excel
lent New Year's Gift to your customers. 

NOW PUBLISHING every Saturday, a full sized NEWSPAPER, (equal 
to the Examiner), called" THE LEAGUE," Price only TJi,-ee• 

pence. This Paper is the organ of the Anti-Com-Law League, and is de
voted to the advocacy of Free Trade. 

Published at 67, Fleet-street, London; and may be had through eveJ')' 
bookseller or newsvender in the kingdom. 

Printed by J. LIVESEY, Preston: Sold by Gadsby and Heywood, Manchester.-Price One Halfpenny: 
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ehe 6trugglt~ 
"No profitable business needs protection; and no unprofitable business deserves it."-Leeds Mercury. 

THE LANDLORDS' THIMBLERIG. 
(''Great tlw.nks to Stanley for giving us that word.") 

The Farmer raises the thimble of Protection, and finds that all he gets is--HmH RENT. 

THE PRODUCERS OF WEALTH. 

To TIE Won KING M"EN. 
I lu.ve long felt desirous of addr96Sing a short article to 

you m the produclion of wealth. My reason is this-that 
whilethe rich do not estimate as they ought the value of 
!Jotlr abour as a great source of wealth, some of you are 
apt tl look upon every other class, but those strictly called 
" opa-atives," as almost useless, if not excrescences, in 
societv. I am so satisfied that one class cannot prosper 
withrut the others, and that all are necessary to compose 

No. 103. 

the great social machine for the promotion of national hap
piness, that, as much as possible, I wish to promote union 
and concord among all. 

First, then, let us inquire what is wealth. It may be 
divided in two portions-that which is reserved simply for 
consumption; and that which is intended for producing more. 
This latter is sometimes denominated capital. 

Consumptive wealth consists of all the food ( except that 
reserved for seed) and clothing in the country ; of the fuel, 
furniture, horses, carriages, and everything which ministers 
to the individual or social gratifications of man ; but 
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4 THE STBIJGGLE. 

Sir Robert (just come ln from shooting Rabbits) reading 
the " Time• " demonstration against the Sliding 
Scale. 

"Why, God bless me I what does the Times mean? A fixed 
duty ! I have brought the best arguments against a fixed duty ; 
the League need only quote me. Again, a fixed duty I Why its 
Lord John's 'cheval de bataille !' Heavens I How he goes on 
against the Sliding Scale ; a whole column-' The League, a 
great fact.' It is, it is-that £12,000 in Manchester, shews them 
in earnest. Something must be done. The city has been bit
ten by the down slide of prices; and so :Mincing lane has given 
the cue to Printing House square." 

VARIETIES. 

It deserves to be constantly repeated, that it is manufactures 
that gives such an enhanced value to land. A field about a mile 
from Aylesbury has lately been sold at £195 per acre. If a field 
be to let anywhere near a manufacturing town, there are twenty 
persons pulling for it. 

SHE Is DEAD !-Poor woman, a weaver's wife with five little 
children, living in a cellar, whose husband's income was 6s. for his 
work and 2s. from the parish; leaving, when rent, fire, &c., were 
paid, about 1 0d. per head for food. When the man was without 
work, all that the parish offered was stone-breaking, for the poor man 
to travel seven miles every morning to his work with an empty 
belly, and seven miles back at night. Like many before her, she 
was murdered by the corn law, and mocked by the poor law. 

THE TAXES levied on each individual in this country, per head, 
upon the wh0le population, have been as follows:-

£ s. d. 
In 1811...... . .. •. • . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . 3 10 3 per head 

1821 .............................. 2 12 8 
1831 .............................. 2 6 5 
1841 ............................. 1 18 10 

It is important to notice that this reduction is chiefly owing to the 
great increase in the population. With our resources in full play, 
the greater the population, and the more divided is the burden of 
our taxation. 

Put down bribery at elections, and you put down the corn laws; 
for it is by bribery only that they are sustained. 

If prices are to come down, how is the same money amount of 
taxes to be paid ? I answer, cannot the same parliament that gave a 
money value to taxes, give a corn value to the same? I11 it not 
more reasonable that taxes should come down than that '&read 
should he kept up 'I 

A quantity of agricultural produce worth £100 in 1694, is now 
worth £243, while a quantity of manufactured goods worth £JOO 
is only worth £40. From this may be seen how unequal the ex
change of goods for food is, and how much the landowners have 
the advantage. 

Speaking to a farmer on Saturday about so many farms being 
to let; he observed,-" Ay, but they are no better to take than 
they were last year, no, hardly so good." How should they, when 
every farm-house is producing fresh off-shoots of young farmers, 
for whom no farms are created? 

Amidst all the complaining as to the depression of agriculture 
at the late meetings, not one has ventured to recommend any 
further application to parliament for assistance. Are they at last 
ashamed of trying to oppress the country hy relieving them
selves? or are they convinced that parliamentary protection 
even wears itself out in its effects upon the farmer's customers. 

FREE TRADE IS CoMING.-When the police have succeeded 
in breaking into a gambling-house, the proprietor warns his gnest, 
of the impending danger, and, if he have time, raises the shout,
" Gentlemen, secure your stakes." In just such a dilemma are 
the sqires at present ; for Messrs. Cobden and Bright, at the head 
of the moral police of the country, having at last broken into the 
"hell" of monopoly, we hear everywhere the most frantic exhor
tations to drain-manure-improve, and secure leases ; for Free 
Trade is thundering at the door with sledge-hammer arguments, 
such that no mortal monopolist can withstand.-Liverpool Mercury. 

THE SURPASSING PowER OF BRITISH AGRICULTURE,-From 
despondency, regarding the poor feeble creature called Britisl, 
agriculture, which has eo kindly been protected by law, the la~ 
owners now begin to exult in its surpassing powers of competition. 
Hear a landowner in the Preston Chronicle:-" The fertility of 
our soil, and the freedom of our happy constitution, afford us faci
lities for surpassing all the nations of the globe in the successful 
pursuit of agriculture." This fine flourisl1 must mean-" Repeal 
the corn laws now as soon as you please ; agriculture can stand on 
its own legs, fly with its own wings, and fear no competitor!" 

THE SA VIN0S oF MACHINERY.-A visitor to Mr. Hope's farm, 
alluding to the thrashing mill, says, "The money saved by Mr. Hope's 
mill is as so much more capital to him, and he pays it away in 
wages for some other desaription of farm work, which, without it, 
he could not perfo1·m. The more economy that is observed in a 
manufactory, the more people can the manufacturer employ; and 
so it is with the farmer ; the farmer is a manufacturer of food.•• 
This is the fact respecting all machinery; the savings are always 
applied in the requisition of other sorts of labour, for the trades
man could not add to his profits, nor the gentleman to his enjoy
ments by any other means. 

CONVERSION OF THE ELECT-oRs.-Some time ago I was riding 
between Preston and Blackburn, in company with a man who 
turned out to be an inhabitant of Blackburn. We conversed on 
various subjects, until at last we got to the Corn Laws. He was 
one of the Electors, and stated, that at the last election he 
voted fol' the tory candidate, but that the package of tracts sent 
him by the " League'' had so opened his eyes that whenever ano
ther election should take place, he would vote for no candidate 
except such as would pledge himself to a determined opposition 
to the corn laws. I can vouch for the truth of this statement. 

Burnley, Nov. 25, 1843. W. HuoaEs. 
e" The Pictorial Anti- Corn-Law Almanac will make an excel

lent New Year's Gift to your customers. 

HART'S Commercial and Temperance Hotel and general 
Boarding House, 159, Aldergate Street, London. 

To Railway Travellers and all persons visiting Land.on. 

Y OU will find superior accommodation, combined with great 
economy, if you put up at the above Establishment. It is 

near the General Post-office, and St. Paul's; and the principal 
Railway and Coach-office Omnibussess pass the door. 

Printed by J. LIVESEY, Preston ; Sold by Gadsby and Heywood, Manchester.-Price One Halfpenny. 
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I gave "The Monopolist argument, No. 1, at Durham" in the Struggle No. 88. The above is '' Argu
ment No. 2," and is of a very striking description. It was used at KENDAL with some effect, as will be perceived, 
by the account subjoined from a Kendal paper:-

" The business of the day thus passed till four o'clock, wilen, on its being announced that Mr. Warburton had the large majority 
of 63 over his opponent, the fury of the Tories seems to have become ungovernable. They menaced with blows all who might dare to 
ehen ; and at length made a desperate attack on several persons who now appeared with blue rosettes at their breasts, in order to form an 
ucort for the caniage of Mr. Wm·burton to his inn. This the townspeople were wholly unprepared for; but unprovoked and ruthlesa 
Tiolence having begun, a number of bludgeons were soon wrested from the cowardly hands that held them; and turned against the 
heads and shoulaers of their owners. We regret to add that tltree 01· four of the liberal elector, were ,eriously injured by the hired 
assa,sins; and one gentlemen, Mr. Tate, the landlord of the Nag's Head was so severely wounded on the temple, that he ,till lies i1. the 
greatest danger of losing his life. The working men of Kendal behaved well throughout the day. They exhibited a degree of courage, 
calmness, and forbearance, which could not have been surpassed by persons of any rank or station; and we firmly believe that it was solely 
owing to their well-kept determination to maintain the peace of the Borough under all circumstances, that the responsibility of much 
bloodshed, and destruction of life and property, was averted from the heads of the scoundrel, who ,ent their armed serfs into the town 
for the express purpose, as more than one of the ruffians admitted, of fighting for Lord Lowther's friend, Bentinck. 

"The triumph of Warburton and free trade seemed to be a source of heartfelt gratification to at least nineteen-twe11tieths of-the 
inhabitants of the town. The Lowther and Wilson bludgeon men, when the procession passed the Commercial Inn, the head quarters of 
Mr. Bentinck, raised their olubs by way of menace, but feeling that they were too feeble to do more than brin_q vengeance upon tlieir own 
head8 by an attack, they soon sneaked back to the drink, which was administered to them in profusion. The sam• evening, we have learned, 
they were paid for their nefarious aid 7 s. 6d. each, at the public-houses of Mr. Robert Dover, of the Beast Banks, Mr. Shepherd Wales, 
and ,ome others-their names having, it ia confidently stated, been previously registered in a book at Abbot Hall." No. 104. 

MONOPOLIST A.IlGUMENT.-IWo. 2. 



THE STR1JGG~E. 

BILL, THE WEAVER, AND HARRY, THE 
MECHANIC. 

BILL.-Well, Harry, where art. thou going this morning? 
HARRY.-! am going to see Peter Douning, the moulder; 

I understand he has given Mr. Thompson notice, and our 
master wants to engage him. We are so busy, we don't 
know what to do, and moulders are hardly to be got for 
money. 

BILL.-What a great change in a short time ! 1 remem
ber Peter applying for relief at the poor-office at the same 
time as I was there, and they gave him a ticket to work on 
the moor at a shilling a-day. 

HARRY.-And now he is addling 30s., and has given no
tice for an advance. 

BILL.-Well, I am glad of it. Poor men should not al
ways be trodden under the feet. Ay, Harry, depend upon 
it there is nothing like good trade for this country. I sup
pose its the repeal of the machinery laws that has done all 
this. They will let machinery go out of the country, to 
France, Belgium, and Russia; but the best of all machinery, 
they prohibitfi·om coming into the country. 

HARRY.-What is that? 
BILL.-Doesn't thou know? It's that which moves the 

hands and feet and brains of everybody; I mean food. 
HARRY.-Ay, thart right, lad; but it will not la3t long; 

this spell of good trade has opened our eyes. It hascominced 
us that our relief is not by going to work on moors, up to 
the knees in mud, for a shilling a-day. It has convinced 
me too that as big tyrants as masters are, they are, after all, 
our best friends. If we had to depend upon landed squires, 
we should soon go to th' pot. 

BILL.-There is another thing too that has always bo
thered me. I always thought that all this noise about free 
trade was a scheme of the masters in order to drop wages. 
But now I see that more trade and more wages go together ; 
and that cheap food does not mean cheap wages. Think 
of Peter Douning getting 30s. and turning out for more, 
when I know that he would once have been glad to engage 
for 18s. I may mC'ntion myself, although but a poor, 
scraifting weaver. I have got a new sort, at wliich I earned 
11 s. 9d. last week, while, when trade was bad and meat 
high, I could not get above 7s., and one-half of my time 
I was out of work. 

HARRY.-The fact is, Bill, the masters buy our labour, 
just as Dick Robinson buys pigs and calves, and all they care 
about is pro.ft!; it does not matter to them whether they 
give a little price or a big price if they can sell it again to 
profit; and while they can do this, every master is scram
bling which can get best hands, and make most of them. 
There is nothing, I have been told, that respectable mas
ters dread more than a drop of wages, because it is a drop 
upon all the stocks they have on hand. 

BILL.-This shews, then, that what we should agitate 
for, is, the opening of the best markets for the sale of our 
labour. 

HARRY-Just so ; and I begin to see clearly that if all 
duties were taken off, and we were to buy provisions 
from the Americans, the Russians, and the Germans, they 
would be certain to take our machinery, our yarns, our 
cloth, and everything manufactured here, and then we 
should have a famous trade. 

B1LL.-Ay, wages would then get up, and eating stuff 
get down, and if that would not relieve the working class, 
nothing else could. 

HARRY-But, Bill, thou art forgetting that we are going 
to have " fixed" wages by act of Parliament. Dr. Sleigh 

says that no man should have less than a pound a-week. 
BrLL.-1 should be sorry to call Dr. Sleigh either a knave 

or a fool; but this I will say, ,that he might as well attempt 
to fix the quantity of water that shall drop from the clouds, 
as fix what men shall have for their wages. Parliament 
"fixed" high prices for corn, but they could not compel 
people to buy it; and so the Parliamentary price became 
all fudge. And it is just the same with labour; to interfere 
with it would be to injure it and to lessen its value. The va
lue of labour depends upon what it will fetch when carried 
to t market; and when that leaves a good profit, if one 
master will not advance, another will, in order to get the 
greatest number of hands. 

HARRY.-Thou art about right. I reckon nothing of peo
ple talking about high wages and yet opposing every means 
likely to produce high wages. My decided opinion is, that 
Dr. Sleiah's object is to divert the people's attention from 
the repe~l of the corn laws, and to strengthen the interests 
of the landed aristocracy. If either he or his coadjutors 
were real friends to the labourmg classes, would they vote 
against every measure for giving the people power? Would 
they not only defend bread_ monopoly, but a monopoly of _le
gislation? 01?' the extens10n of the suffrage, these worthies 
are always against us. 

BILL.-Yes, I see their drift. They are willing to repeal 
the poor law that the labourers may be fed by charity ; but 
not the corn laws, that the people may feed themselves. 

HARRY.-Well, Bill, I must be going ; or our master will 
be grumbling. 

B1LL.-I must go too ; it's the pushing week with me. 
I shall have to weave all night in order to get my cut out. 
Next week is Christmas week; and I could like to have a bit 
of a holyday. It will be but a poor Christmas, but still a great 
deal better than last. I mean, however, to buy a ticket 
and go to the tea party on Christmas day. 

HARRY.-Tempcrance tea party? 
BILL-Ay, temperance tea party. I have been a mem

ber four years, and if it had not been for this, I don't know 
how we could have rubbed on at all. 

HARRY.-1 wish I was a. member; I signed once and kept 
it for nineteen weeks, and we were never as happy in our 
lives. I've seven-and-twenty a-week, and yet, what with old 
shots and one thing and another, we can hardly get a decent 
thing to our backs. I think I shall sign again. 

BILL.-That is right, Harry. It's no use repealing the 
corn laws nor contending for wages unless we are sober. 
There is no pleasure to be found in drinking ; and one thing 
I am sure of, that the people will never be considered as 
entitled to power, nor will they ever be able to get it, until 
they become sober. 

HAitRY.-It i exactly so, Bill. I believe every word 
of what thou says to be true. I'll sign with the new 
year; and before this time next year, thou will see both 
me and my family in a different plight to what we are now. 

HARRY.-Good day, Bill. 
BrLL.-Good day. 

THE LEAGUE FUND. 
Homerton, Dec. 6, 1843. 

Sir,-I have the happiness of enclosing £10, a subscription to 
tho righteous, benevolent, and patriotic cause of F~·ee Trade, a'J 

represented by the NATIONAL ANTI-ConN-LAw LEAGUE. l\Iy 
excellent friend will only allow himself to be published under the 
desii;nation which I will subjoin. 

The last year I had the pleasure of subscribing to the League 
£5: and this year I propose the offering of £10. At the com
mencement of the year I hope to have the happiness of remitting 
that sum to you, anJ now remain, sir, yours faithfully, 

J. PYE 8 UTII. 

[It is pleasing to find the League supported and patronised by 
eminent clergymen, such as the Rev. J. P. Smith.] 



THE STRIJGG-LE. 3 

GOLD AND RECIPROCITY. 

It is important to show that it is our internst to open our ports 
to all the world, whether other countries will do so to us or not; 
or in other wm d!:l, to take care of the imports and the expoi·ts 
will take care of themselves. The reciprocity system is well 
nigh exploded as it deserves to be, and none has done more to 
make this subject plain, than l\Ir. Cobden. The following re
marks are strikingly illustrative of this portion of the free trade 
argument. "Ile was told there were some who said that freti 
trade would be a good thing pro\'idetl it could be carried out on 
both sides, but not otherwise. Now he was willing to allow f\1at 
free trade on both sides was the best thing : but he said that fee 
trade on one side was the next best thing. These gentlemen 
wished that we should stop until our government had entered into 
reciprocity treaties with foreign countries. Now, it was always a 
maxim with him, that merchants could make much better treaties 
for themselves than 658 gentlemen in Parliament, many of whom 
knew nothing about trade, could make fot· them. Let individual 
merchants make their own treaties, an<l their ti ade in the aggre
gate would make np the national profit, ( chcrl's.) Some people 
had still the great dread of foreigners coming in and carrying 
away the gold of the country. He had been in Berwick the 
other day, and some gentleman there, who had travellecl all over 
the world, said it was quite useless to try to carry their views into 
effect, for the people in the corn growing countries were nothing 
but barbarians, clothed in wild beast's skins, and would take no
thing from us but our gold. He (l\fr. Cobden) would like to 
know if they bad got any pockets. He should think they were 
the very persons to exchange their corn for our worsted or cotton 
clothing, and perhaps a little calico to make pockets out of. But 
suppose the worst-let them take the gol<l away from us-where 
do we get our gold? ,ve send abroad ancl buy it, from Peru, or 
Mexico, or Russia, or the United States, or Africa. Gold may 
be bad in an indefinite supply, provided we can send out our goods 
to exchange with the people that g<>t the gold. The more corn 
you want, the more trade you must do wilh the countl'ies where 
the gold is produced. Such notions about the drain of gold were 
only the remains of old superstitions that had been exploded by 
men of ·cience fifty years ago, and were merely retained by per
sons who cherished them as they did old rooms not often brushed 
up. 'I'l e more foreign countries restrict their trade with us, the 
more de irable it was we should extend our business. Suppose 
Americ:t will not take our manufactures, and "-'e were willing to 
take th ,ir flour. We want their flour: how are we to get it? 
Why y may send our goods to China for tea, and hi ing hack 
their tea to New York. They have no objection to that. ,Vhy 
that is t e way we carry on our trade with Russia. They won't 
take our manufactures :-but we take two millions and a half 
sterling of their tallow, bristles, hemp, &c. And how do we pay 
for it? In gold? No-but we send our manufactures to Brazil 
and bring back sugar, which we take to Russia, and with that ,ve 
pay them. Because other countries do wrong, that is the very 
argument why we should do right. To do otherwise would be as 
silly as cutting off your nose to spite your face. ,vhat is good 
for us i · good also for them. "' e have never yet set them the 
example. England, the greatest commercial country, has been 
the greatest monopolist in the world.'' 

RESISTANCE TO A BREAD TAX. 

About thirty years ago, a wise and humane governor of India, 
in cons qence of the necessities of tho state, passed an edict levy
ing a duty on grain. The people, en masse, energetically remon
stratecl against such an unjust law; and when they found remon
strance vain, they simultaneously closed their bazaars and shops, 
and positively tefused to transact any business wl1ateve1· ! This 
state of things continued for about three months, v-hen the gover
nor, finding it useless to oppose their determination, was compel
l ed to forego this cruel infringement upon their 11Sages, and the 
duly was thenceforward withclrawn, and the corn aws abolished! 
Thus, it would appear appear that free born E11gli ·hmen are more 
abject slaves than the subjects of that despotic government. 

:Brix.ton Hill. AN EAST INDIA MERCHANT. 

EARL SPENCER A FREE TRAD ER. 

In the course of a speech at a meeting in Northampton, Earl 
Spencer made the following declaration ofhis opinio~s :-"I can 
only say generally, wilh respect to free trad~, that ne1ther of you: 
worthy members is a stronger advocate of 1t than I am. (Loud 
cheering.) The only time 1 addressed the House of Lord~ on 
the subject, what I said was to the same effect. 1 arr. an~ wus 

I not to be misunderstood on this point. I am a landed propne tor . 
and an occupier of land; and I have no other means of subsistence. 
If I were to say that I desired a repeal of tho corn-laws, believing 
at th~ same time that it would destroy the landed interest, you 
mi2,ht say that I was a very honest man, bt~t you would c_er
tainly not say that I was a wise one. But I beheve no such tlung. 
I quite agree with what l\Ir. Currie has said. I believe that this 
is a question of lhe most essential importance to the welfare of 
the empire at large. But I do not believe th~t the repeal of the 
corn-laws will tend materially to lower the pnce of corn. I be
lieve it u·ould raise the wages and increase the employment of thc 
people. Thu~, although it would ~ot ~ower the yrice of corn, ~t 
wo•t!d brin,r increased means of buying it. I believe, too, that 1t 
would be followed by a great increase in the price of corn on the 
continent and the effect of this would be that our manufactures 
would be 'enabled better to compete with the manufacturers of the 
continent. Wilh respect to the objection that foreigners will 
will not take our manufactures in exchange ; as l\Ir. Currie has 
said, if we ltave their corn, t!tey must be paid for it_; and if th_PY are 
to be paicl for it, I know of only one way of paying them cl1re_ctly 

! or indirectly, and that is by the industry ojt!te people. I set httle 
value on reciprocity trenties. ff we ta!le from the foreigner corn, 
we must pa11 for it witl1 our man•tfactures, if not directly, indirectly; 
and the effect of such a. trade must be to raise the continental 
price of corn to our level, not to reduce ours to theirs.'' 

PRICE OF SUGAR AND H.ICE IN INDIA. 

By the Overland 1\Iail, advices were received from Ilengal to 
Oetobe1· 17 . The mark.et price for sugar at Calcutta was 65s. to 
70s. per ton of 20 cwt. At the hig'.test price it is consider~hly 
kss than a ha?Jpenny a pound I Allowrng 80s. pe1: ton for freight 

, and expense~ to Enrope, it appears that Ea~t lmha sugar may be 
imported into the United Kingdom for 7s. 6d. per l 12lbs.-ab out 
three farthings per pound ! 

The price of rice in the Calcutta market was also 65s. to 70s. 
per ton. 

FREE TRADE. 
DY A LADY. 

Gr.xn;s of England, hail! All hail! with hopeful hearts we trace 
A uright'ning beam within thine eye, a smile upon thy r:icc. _ 
Genius of England, CoMMEn.ci-;, hail! S 101; F:halt th_ou m,c agam 
To feed, with free, unshackled hand. the p1nrng art1~an; 
y PS thou shalt rise, an(! spring aloft with bold, elastic _bound; 
Spr~ad thy bro:1d wings, and speed afar wh~revcr m~n lij found; 
Shalt traverse every ocean 1mth, through d( tant ~eg1ons roam, 
To bring back plenty, peace, and joy, to tins thy island home, 
Exulting in thy boundless course! spite of that ruthless band, 
Whose sordid grasp sent Famine forth to stalk through all the land ; . 
Who bound thee down with heavy chains, which made thee droop and die. 
Thy vital essence freedom is--Thy wings were meant to fly! 
That band whose mean and cruel laws kept thee a fetter'd slave, 
And tore from us the sacred right that Godaud nature ~ave, 
To feed ourselves, as best we might, with Labour's honest _hand, 
And seek our food where cheapest found, though on :1 foreign strand
That blind and suicidal band destroyed a nation's weal, 
And mai:r'd their own prosperity, for which alone they feel. 
Oh you brave champions ofour cause, who boldly flung the gage
'l'b~ sturdy gage of batlle down, a dauntles? ·wa: to wage 
"With the dark fiend Monopoly, whose pestilential ~reath_, 
Like Upas-shade, had doom'd the poor to slow and lmgenng death ! 
On! on! ye peaceful warriors! a1,d heed not though ye _find 
That feebler spirits shrink agha t before the march of m_md! 
Or while the struggle lasts look on supine, and h_alf-afra1d, 
Who u·hen the 1'irtnry is u•on, will rush to offer azd I 
But though the crowd mny stand aloof, your friends are firm and tme i 
To the good cause devoted all , through life to that and you! 
Anct thour,h your foes, with slanderous lies, may seek to blast your fame, 
In Englan°d's annals shall be found, inscribed, eacl1 ho1;ou_rtd name I 
·when you your noble task l1ave done, wh~n Trade ag:un 1s free, 
And every willing hand way work; your lngh reward shall !>e 
To mark the smile on Labonr's face ; to see the humble thnve; 
To listen to the cheerful hum through all t~e bus~ Juve: . 
"'hen you shall hear their grateful shouts m pealmg echoes nse, 
Then may you "read your history within a nation's eyes I'.' . 

-Tait's Magazine. 
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What a wonder it would be to see a new cottage in any farming 
district, erected for an agricultural laboul'er I 

Such is our horror of being imposed upon by beggars, that, if 
we do not frequently check ourselves, we shall turn away many a 
poor applicant hungering for food. 

The Editor of the Leeds Mercury states, that a friend of bis, 
who does not wish to subscribe to the League Fund, is, neverthe
less, willing to subscribe £50 to a fund for suppressing bribery at 
elections. 

So much per cent. is returned to the farmer, in many cases, for 
this simple reason,-because he cannot pay it. But returning 
a per cent. this year is not lowering the rent for the years that are 
to come. Farmers know and feel this distinction. 

We are a nation of talker, and ptoje11ors, but little more. At 
every agricultural meeting the most sympathizing expressions are 
reiterated towards the agricultural labourers, but their distreii ia 
unremoved, and the cause of it is never so much as named. 

GRAIN CAST To THE DuNGlULL !-At Sunderland, a quantity 
of foreign wheat was lately taken out of the bonded warehouse 
and conveyed to a large dunghill. The reason was, that, owing 
to damages on the passage, it was .not worth paying the expenaea 
of duty, warebousing, &c. 

The Salisbury Elector and his angry Wife, and Sometimes we hear people sat, "Food is cheap enough now.'' 
Adulterated Sugar. They mean potatoes and porridge meal, such as the hard-working 

W1FE.-A pretty fellow you I Leok at this c:up of tea. I have poor are obliged to be content with. Is milk, butter, cheese, 
put three spoonsful of sugar in, and it is no sweeter. beef, and mutton, cheap enough for _the poor operatives to get~&uf-

HusBANn.-Silence I silence I don't bother me. I am not .6.cient? Nothing of the kind. 
going to be lectured by the League. SHOPKEEPERS, of all othera, are blind to their own interests, if 

they do not support the Anti-Corn-L~w League. So soon as 
WIFE.-And what a pric:e it is! and I was reading a tract which ever trade revives, they are the first to receive the advantage. 

says that from the Brazils we can get sugar at twopence. Those who are willing to receive, but refuse to give, do not de-
HusnAND.-Pooh ! what do you know about Brazil? serve to share in the coming benefits of free trade. 

WIFE.-For shame of yourself! It has been long promulgated that the agricultural intereat ia 
HusnAND.-A bird in the band is worth two in the bush. one, and the manufacturing interest another. This is a mistake. 

Cobden and Bright tell lies. If the manufacturing population prospers, the producers of food 
WIFE.-Better gentlemen I nover saw. What you have got are sure to receive a considerable portion; and if the farm

will do neither you nor me good. And suppose some one ex- ing interest does well, the manufacturers feel the benefit. 
poses you, he will get a hundred pounds I It would be difficult to divide the two interests; to conceive them 

HusnANn.-Silence, I say. in opposition is impossible. 
WIFE.-And our children. I am sure in a dull, declining place CoRN AND GoLn.-If the earth should yield two bushels of 

lik'3 Salisbury, with 300 houses empty, there is no opening for I corn where it yields only one now, the article would be much 
them; and you know John Thompson, who left this, bis native cheaper, yet a bushel of corn would feed quite as far as it does 
eity, is a thriving grocer in Manchester. at present. But the same advantage would not follow should the 

HusnAND.-Oh, the children will do as those before them did- earth yield a double supply of gold, used chiefly as coin, and its 
ail well as they can. utility depending on its value ; the only effect of this double supply 

VARIETIES. 

Can any person be connected with the getting up of Tea Parties 
at this season of the year, without in his heart feeling an abhorrence 
of both sugar laws and corn laws ? 

Those young women are collecting for a Christmas treat for 
the sunday school. Indeed, how much of the money will go to 
pay the sugar, butter, and bread monopolists ? 

A party, talking over the condition of the agricultural labour
ers in Dorche~ler, agreed to send out to ten families to see what 
they were eating to dinner. Seven out of the ten were eating 
i,mall potatoes, - only the gleanings of the field I 

Lonn ASHLEY, who has professed to feel so much for Lanca~ 
shire, has been told to look at Dorsetshire, his own county, 
where the most frightful misery prevails. He speaks very feel
ingly, and what is bis remedy, think you ?-to pay the labourer in 
"solid money," instead of truck, and to throw open the gates of 
the fields to the poor, so that they may glean aCter harvest ! 

G1tAIN CAST INTO THE SEA !-It has happened several times, 
when the duty upon grain has been enormously high, that it bas 
lain in the bonded warehouse till it was spoiled. The custom
house officers have had, on these occasions, to cast it into the sea. 
:Mr. Bains obtained a return of the quantity thus destroyed since 
1828, which was as follows :-2,330 quarters of wheat, 63 of bar
ley, 738 oats, 23 pea11, 4 rye, 38 beans, 43 Indian corn, 26 cwt. 
of flour ;-such are the diabolical effects of the corn laws I 

would be, the sovereign would be double its present weight. and 
therefore the more cumbrous.-The League. 

"Land," says Mr. Fox, "is not only for the growing or corn 
and rents, it grows other things of a different kind. The land 
grows political influence; it grows voters, large crops of them ; 
it grows places and pensions ; it grows peerages, stars, garters, and 
mitres; and, above all, that horrible upas monopoly, more pPsti
lential than the famous poison tree of Java, whose atmosphere 
restricts all communication, under whose boughs no justice is 
ever administered, and where lie around the whitening and rot
ting carcases of those who have perished under its malignant in
fluence." 

MonTALITY OF PnESTON.-We are very much indebted to 
the Rev. J. Clay, of this town, for his excellent sanitary lectures, 
in which be attempts to account for the great mortality of Preston. 
Sitaated as Preston is, on an eminence, and peopled as it is to such 
an extent with persons from the farming districts, instea-1 of being 
nearly at the bottom, it ought to be high up in the scale of health. 
If, however, Mr. Clay will inquire into the great want of food, 
endured for some years back, he will find no difficulty in explain
ing the cause. The people ha•e been robbed by the corn 
laws, and mocked by the poor law; and if its administration in 
this and the adjoining unions go on in the same screwing spirit as 
hitherto, a new column ought to be added in the registrar's book, 
headed-" Died by the cruelty of the corn law and poor law.'' 

NoTICE.-A few copies of No. 1, 55, and 56, of The Struggle, 
are much wasted to make up sets. I shall be glad to be fur
nished with them on any reasonable terms. 
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" When countries shall be more enlightened in regard to the principles of commerce, commercial treaties will be unknown, becatlff 
each country will adopt plans advantagious to itself, unchecked by the consideration that some part of the advantage may be •bared 
by others.''-Porter's Progres,. 

DOG IN TBE MANGER. 
The Dog will neither eat the hay itseir, nor allow the Cow its right to do so. The Land-Owner, will neither cultivate the land 

al home properly, nor let the People be supplied with food from foreign parts. 

THE STRUGGLE. 
Thi• number of The Struggle commences the third 

year al its publication. It was not expected, at its 
oommencement, to remain in the field so long. But, 
sustained by pn.blic approval, it has continued weekly 
defending and illustrating the principle_s of free trade, 
aud assailing the strongholds of monopoly. The cir-

N Q .• 105. 

culation of eleven hundred thousand copies of the St'rUggle 
has contributed some little to the" Great Fact" which 
is now astounding the nation. It commences a new 
year with no diminished ardour; and the Struggler 
never intends to lay down his weapons, in one shape or 
another, until he see the monster Monopoly prostrate 
on the field. 

J. LIVESEY. 



THE ST.RUGGLE. 

WII 1\. T ! "FIX'' A TAX UPON THE FOOD 
-OF-THE PEOPLE I 

Every ~\(ft has been had recourse to, in order to justify 
the bread tax. It has been often asserted that agricultu
rists lu.d sreiial burde'ns to bear, heavier than what pressed 

1 

upon other dasses, and therefore they must have the price 
of their produce kept up by act of parliament; or, in other 1 

words, have their burdens thrown upon other people. This 
special burden allegation has been proved to be a falsehood, 
and it has been shewn that they tlo not really pay tl1eir fair 
share of taxation. The Premier urged in favour of con
tinuing the tax, that "great interests had grown np" un<ler , 
the corn law, which it was not safe to interfere with su<l- ' 
denly; in plain words, that in consequence of the augmented 

1 
amount of rental, which the landowners have been able j 
to ex.tort from the country by the corn laws, they have so 
enlarged their establishments, a11d increased the style of 
their Ii ving, that it would be cruel at once to bring them 
down to their natural eminence. How much likelier to take 
away a poor man's dinner thau to strip the silver lace off a 
footman's hatband ! 

All their shifts and pretences for taxing food and robbing 
the poor have become exploded; and the repe,ilers are 
listening eagerly to learn what will be the next cry in fo
vom· of dear bread. 

into the treasury, but rnucli into the. p)ffe.rs of tl~ monopo
lists. Already is the power of the prodnccrs muc!i impaired. 
lf you want a horse to wotk well, yon kc~p it wa l; IJnt we 
keep the people badly, aud yet expect tliem to work like 
slaves. I often stare at the miscra1)lc potato-fol bodies of 
the poor, and caunot help thinkin:; what a gre1.t national 
loss it -i3 to have a popnlation so badly kept. It takes four 
of these meu, at many sorts of work, to <lo th~ labour of 
two who are well fed. The first move iu the ,Jolicy of a 
government, either for secnriug a stro11g proJucing power, 
or for establishing peace and snhorJ.ination, slould be to 
secnre to the 171asses plenty of good food. It is astonishing 
the extent to whid1 aristocratic selfishness l as ::arried the 
governing party. l3y "clummiug'' the people, they have 
filled the land with disaffection; they have bnught both 
church and state into contempt; and there rue now in this 
country millions who are ready to join any mcvcoent, how
ever wild, which tends to menace and emlnrrass govern-
ment. · 

What a mockery was that cry, "Peace and Plenty;" 
when, in the very teeth of it, the corn bill wm passed to 
prevent fooJ. comi116 iuto the country to prc<lnce scar
eitg. Ever since legislation has gone iu the same <li
rection. The evil, is now, however, fully ev:!aled; the 
veil of hypocrisy, which has been thrown ovu- it, is rent to 

' pieces, and the truth now stands out as clecr as the blaze 
of heaven, that the people liave been robbed cf ti,eir food to 
keep up rents. Let them therefore ronse tl e1melves now 
as one man to destroy the yoke of this gri11clng oppressor. 
Through evil report and good report, THE GnArn LEAGUE 
has worked its way ; and it uow stands, irreproachable in its 
character, demanding for the millions the iight of buying 
their bread and selling their labonr wlter~ they please. Let 
the zealous exertions of the, Leaguers m ev~ry place meet 
witl1 this response---BREAD SHALL NOT BE TAXED ! and 
though the present Honse Commons is becom so obso
lete as to be unentitled to further petitions, that response 

I will tell best by returning a majoril!J of fret traders at t!,e 
next election ! 

LlTTLE l\IO~OPOLIES. 

Tlte 1'imes-the weathercock Times-answers iu ef
fect thus : \Ve have so large a debt and s0 many taxes, 
that the rich cannot be expected to bear their share 1111. 

less they first be allowed to rob the po::>r by taxing his 
loaf! If the Times were honest in proposing " a fixed 
duty.'' to make up the revenue, it would at once tax the 
grain in the field or at the mill, as by far the easiest 
mode for the consn:ners; for two pence in this way wonld pro
bably go as far as a shilling when confined to that which is 
imported. By taxing imported grain only, the mischievous 
effect is, to keep grain out of the country---to lessen the snp
ply---and thus by keeping np prices, landowners---and not 
the revenue --would realize the benefit. Against "a fixed 
duty" of this sort, the monopolists will raise but little op
position, provided Sir R. Peel, with his usual consistency, 
will but be bold enough to adopt it. 

But is it really come to this ·--that taxation has so tho- The shoemaker is a free tra,ler ; hut he objects .o :French ahoes 

roughly worn itself out---that, although the poor man's tea, I ~:~n!v:!;'::! t~:s°~~: ~~t~~~~~~~:1~n:~~:;;1t71:~~1~:a:;1~~tf~~ 
coffee, sugar, soap, candles, and every thiug he uses is be disturhcd. Now, iL shonlu lie rernemhered thit if the articles 
rendered dear by taxation, a portion of his bread is to be l are cheat>cr than those procluced tiere, it is a iulilic hencfit to 
seized and cast into the government treasury, in order to have them imported; fot· the wearers of shoes ire much more 
pay the debt? It was to defend the property and not the numerous than the maliel'S. Aurl the11 thuse wh0depen<l a little 
poverty of' the country that the debt was incurretl ; and let on monopoly mnst <lo as the umlit·ella maket·s did whim the Ger
property bear the burden. The common material of life--- man ones were imported-set Lo and made a betbr arLicle at the 
bread---should be as free from tax as air or water, ancl, if same price. For il is evident, that having a marlet a1. home free 
possible, equally as plentiful ; and the debt should be paid by from the great expenses of impm'tation, they ha·e every advan
taxes upon real property, upon the indulgences of the rich, but tagc over foreigners, excepting in the article of fmd, which arises 

t ' I f L l d r: · l 1 from an0ther monopoly, doomed to l>e destroyed The only oh-
not upon t IC poor man s oa . et and be taxe . ia1r Y.; et ject of·monopolies is to enable p.trties to roh ori anolher : they 
honours be taxed ; let eve;i the property tax be ra1~ed, if no I really create no more nalional wealth; no more hr distribution; 
better can be done; b1_1t m_ the_ name of ~11 that.is sacred, but free importations add to the wealth of the comtry; for when 
let us not renew our mvas1on 1~to the poor man s cottage, I they consist of bringing in what we most want ii exchange foe 
and take away the very staff of life. I what we can easily spare, it does really increase tie weal h of the 

A tax like this is bad policy, as well as cruel and dis- 1 nation, and add to the enjoyments of the veople. I the landowners 
honest. Feed a man well; give him muscle and sinew, and spend, as it is someLimes said, their rent.u among tie people, it only 
you enable him to procure by his labour those articles which j amounts to this at l>est, that they return what they rceive, and they 
are all'eady taxed; but make his food dear, and instead of I w:~o w?1·ked for it_ once, must work for it again bfore they. ea~ 
replenishinO' the revenue, you destroy the sprinO"s whence it enJo_y it. Bf tlus ret1trn or . exchange, howeer, no gam 1s 
proceeds. 

0
I believe no proposition is more ctpable of de- reuh~ed. Neither food nor raiment_ are ma~e .~1eaper ; but l>y 

monstration than this that the dearer vou make +ood. the free imports an~ exports, the' for!11et· 1s red~1ced 11 ~1·1c"· and the 
' . ., J' '. latter made eas1et· to come at. The brnakmg up f every mono-

m?re tax you lay upon 1t; an<l the less reve,1,ue will IJc poly, local 01• nation/\], may be a loss to individual; but the Frain 
raised. . I to the ma11y is a great deal more than the loss h the fe11J. rho 

Who can endure to see the hunger-bitten faces of the Lea"ucrs arn therefore free traclers in every thiu,-cotton, corn, 
poor, without lifting up his voice against the proposition I shoe~, silk, and clock,, an<l wonld impose no dl..ies bu1t such as 
for ft.ring a duty upon corn ?---a duty which will briP-g little are requisite for the purposes of revenue only. · 



THE STBUGG.LE. a 
THREE CURES FOR THE EVILS OF TUE COUNTRY. I 

The people in this country seem always "_hagglccl" aml bar- I 
rassed to get a living. Many are run off thmr feet; they have 
no tim':l for any thing bnt labour, and have very little plea nre of 
their lives. Many tradesmen and shopkeepers arc full of anxiety 
how they shall meet their payments, and have neithe1· time nor 
money to sµare for anything but husine$s. There i~. scarcely a 
working family in twenty out of debt, and they are to1hug an<l la
bouriug early and late to keep their heads above water. All 
seems bustle, hurry, embarrassment, care, fear, melancholy. Peo
ple have no time for recreation ; life is labour, anJ labour only. 
One-half of the workers arc uot properly fed. 'l'hey scarcely 
ever taste animal food, and hutter is a great rarity. The young 
tJeoµle are afraid of gettiug married, and the more aclvanced_ule~s 
God when they have no families to provide fo1·. In all tins, 1t 
atrikes me, th1t we see the opposite of the Creator's will ; for when 
we look abro1d it seems as if man, the noblest of his works, was 
further remo~ed from happiness than any other of his creatures. 

I should cldight to see all the producers of wealth-not only 
industrious, tut sober and well off,-with a table well spread iu 
the morning, a smoking dinner of animal food, and a good 
supper iu tlH evening ; the wife and children well cl_othed, 
with decent furniture in the house, and good beds ta he on; 
the house cltan and tidy, in a healthy situation, and the family out 
of debt. I s\ould like to see these and all others able to take a 
day for recre1.tion when needful, and life to pass on cheerfully ~ncl 
pleasant. Stch would I like to see the prospects of the labourrng 
class, that as n America, so soon as properly educated fo1· the state, 
the peopl& m~ht marry when young, for this I believe to be pl'O
ductivo of tht least evil, attended with the best advantages, and to 
be in accorda1ce with the will of God. 

Ifor me to )ropose any scheme which would infallibly secure 
these rcsu ts vould be presumptuou , but r will venture to suggest 
what I think vonld most materially promote them. 

First.-Th~ adoption of free trade would fill the land with 
pleuty, w uld m11ke livin~ eheap, and give the greatest value to 
labour. It would create that inclependency among workmen 
which motJoplly has destroyed. Those articles of food which are 
now bc,yon<l qH:l reach of many, would be cheap and plentiful, 
and th1Lt l· ho1r which is stagnant in the market woultl he in re
quest. Free trado would benefit every body; even the landlords 
theinselve - in the end would be benefitted b.) it. It would make 
En~lanrl mih, and drive away that melancholy and gloom which 
covers hor. [t would bo "a short time'' act; and men woul<l not, 
as 110w, h10 o\!igeu to st1·etch every nerve to obtain thl" bread that 
}ll!t'lslii::. '1he infirm and aged, the widow and fatlierle s, 
wo111d the·n I~ protected and provided for; and the poor as well 
as the ricl I w,nld cultivate friend~hip, aud have the means of sup- 1 

po1 tin~ it. 
,_'ecoudl y.-But it would have to he guarded hy virtue, a~tl es

pecially l\ho irtne of subriety. ,v ealth i8 not always happmcss; 
larg;e Wa"'es 1re frequently unattended with large enjoyments. 
Fainilies ~uff,r, when there are plenty of means for enjoyment. 
No ch,rng,e c.n make the drinking man, the drinking woman, or 
the driuki ng amily happy, and therefore, I always coupleji-ee t,ade 
and tempe:rwce together. First, give the people the means of 
living, an1d yAf do them justice; then teach them how to u ·e these 
me·rns a,nd van do them a great favour. Plenty without so
briety a1ud conomy, may become the means of increased misery. 
It is al111cost mpossible to conceive the immense contrast in peo
ple' s l'ircmmsances and enjoyment;; betwixt a drinliing family and 
a family oif tetotalers. What a pity hut on this point all men had 
firmnes~ . ·ufuient to act up to their convictions 1 The rich, the 
mi, dle clruss,and the operatives, would all be largely benefitte<l by 
joining amd a.ling the tempe1·ance reformation. There is no single 
hal it thall atone fell swoop destroys so much of the comforts of 
m • as chrini ng; and no single virtue, I believe, has the same ex
ten ive efffec pon the welfare of families ancl the nation,as sobriety. 

Tltirdl!!J,-{n a<l<lition to free trade and temperance, I woul<I 
atlc.1, in cordr to perfect the enjoyments of the people, itrti

ver al l1i111dms. This should be th~ practical effect of all religion. 
I have se,en 1any well off, quite sober, ancl yet not happy, nor 
their famiilie happy, and the ch ie f ea.use has always appearc<l to 
rue to be thlwant of kin<,lness. This charity and good will slw•tld 
be tni l!er1,sal. 'fhe rich and the poor, hould be well acquaintc~<l, 
and always ind. Every tnan should study whieh wo.y he can 

1 

help his neighbour best. Evil speakin~, backbi~ing, and sland?r, 
should he avoided, and men shoul,l stnve to mute, and not dis
joint the members of society. Selfishness sh~ukl be crucified,_a_nd 
social love and universal benevolence take its place. Fam1hes 
shonld live togcthe1· in harmony anci peace. Parents sho~lJ love 
and teach thcil- chil1lren themselves, and always make then· home 
attractive. Children should ouey their parents. l\fa3ters should 
not domineer over thefr men, and the men should always study 
their masters' interests. A spirit of kindness should pervade all 
om actions; and we should ailvays delight in speaking well, and 
not ill, one of another. To do 0110 another good, should he the 
greatest object of our lives. ,ve have, it is true, an immense 
amount of religious machinery among us, but some how or other, 
it always appears to me that the effect upon the character of the 
people, is anything but commensurate with the labour and ex-
pense incurred. . • 

,vith all our terrible hurrlens, yet, with our very superior ad
vantages, I think the people may he happi7r h7re _than in ~any 
other countries ; and for myself, when en11grat10n 1s the topic of 
discourse, the poet's words iuvoluntarily escape my lips- ,, 

"England, v,ith all thy fanlls, I love thee well. 
l\[y short reme1ly, therefore, fol' the ills of my country, is com

pressed i11 Fnr:E TRADE, TEllIPERANCE, and UNIVERSAL KIND
NESS. Aud as I have live<l already to see them blossom and appear 
full of promise, I am not withont hope that their blessed fruiti 
may el'e long be scattereu plentifully throughout the land. 

FOOD Al\TJ> WAGES. 
" Cheap food, ancl cheap wages." So cry the monopolists to 

frighten us. Let us see whether this is the case in America, even 
in the trade of weaving. The foltowing from the New Yorlt Sun, fully 
contradicts this, The Philadelphia weavers, in llefending them
selves against the charge of violence, done by a mob professing to 
be weavers, say " In conclusion, we have to lay before an impar
tial public a correct statement of what can be earned hJ a weaver 
on a fair week's work. ,ve will take tho average work, a 900 
check, at the late rate, there was paid 4¼ cents per yarrl ; now 
20 yards per day is average work, which will amount to 85 cents 
per clay; out of this 85 cents 15 bas to be paid for windiug 2½ score 
skeins of filling, leaving 70 cents per day for the weaver, or four 
dollars 20 cents per week. And we are quite sure we have stretch
ed the weavers earnings to the utmost ext!lnt. We have taken 
a 900 as the criterion to be juugecl by, and we defy the 16 manu
facturers to produce 16 weavers, or 1 each, who have returned 
120 yards per week of a 900, for the la t six months. We are 
also ready to meet them in thi propo·itio11. At the reduction 
our wage» will be (average) three dollars 60 cents per week, and 
in these statement we have not take11 into account the wear and 
tear of looms, leaths, or gearina, of waiting for warps an1, filling, 
or runnin(l' two or three times a day to the warehouse. HoYr 
clear frod: this, that wages are not regulated by the price of food. 

SONG. 
Albion's sons, whose ancient fame 
Blazons yonr illustr'ou!I name, 
Still by val'rous deecls sustain 

England's lihcrty. 
Now's the time to shew your power; 
S ee, advance, the threat'ning shower; 
Quell the storms that o'er you lower, 

Bauish anarchv. 
Shoul.J some trcach'rous foe ·attempt 
Discord 'mon~st you to foment, 
Thwart his villainnu<, intent, 

Scout the vampire far. 
Sprea,i your sails, your commerce send, 
Make the human race your friend, 
Ileavenly concord wide extend, 

Fini~h rnurd'rous war. 
Chart r'd rights you must <lefend, 
To oppression neve1· bend, 
All your powers onward tend 

To tranquility. 
A id the s11fT'ring ; cheer the faint; 
Remove Lhe poor man's complaint; 
Set tra.llc free from all restraint: 

Slay monopoly. G. Draper. 



THE STRUGGLE. 

Colonel Thompson'• Illu• tratlon. 
If Noah had shut himself up in his ark, and let his family eat nothing but 

what could be grown upon hie decks, be would soon have had an outcry 
against population, and would have required an Emigration Committee; and 
Shem, Ham, and Japheth woula haTe been" distressed manufacturers.'' 

It can make no difference except in the size of the experiment, whether 
men are confined to the corn of an ark or an island.-Cal. on Corn Law,. 

VARIETIES. 

Mr. Warb11rton, in the House or Commons in 1839, said that 
the corn laws would be repealed as soon as the middle and work
ing classes acted together. 

THE £100,000 FUND !-Manchester and it• neighbourhood 
are no4w expected to raise £25,000, or one-fourth, of the Great 
Fund. Above forty thousand is already collected. 

FoRESTALLINo.-The best law against forestalling, and buying 
up by speculators, is that of freedom of.imports. Supplies would 
pour in, which would at once neutralize any evil effects of these 
practices. 

Mr Cobden said that by the repeal of the corn laws the land 
would be better cultivated, hedges cut down, ditches filled up, 
the vermin called game destroyed, superfl11011s trees dug up and 
turned into gate posts, tiles put into the ground to drain it, and 
the very climate itself would in time be likely to be ameliorated. 

(f a duty on corn be defended for the sake of revenue, Col. 
Thompson says that a tax of 7 d. per quarter at the mill, would be 
equal to Ss. per quarter on the importation of all foreign corn. 
But no tax upon bread ought to be submitted to, in any shape, for 
revenue purposes. "For God's sake don't tax the food of the 
people I'' 

A fixed duty upon corn would suit the merchants, perhaps bet
ter than a free trade; for th~y would not only have a regular trade, 
but, in proportion to the duty, they would keep poor traders out 
of the business. The League, however, is not working former
chants nor manufacturers, but for the whole people, and hence they 
will never accept of anything less than total repeal. 

A Darwen correspondent informs me, that one evening a fire 
broke out in the mill belonging to Messrs. E. Shorrock & Co., 
and adds, "but the people here did not stand looking on as they 
do in the agricultural districts; all the village was up and ready 
to extinguish the flames. Meetings in two places of worship, 
which were being held at the time, immediately broke up to ren
der all possible assistance.'• 

The following is an instance or the benefits that agricultural 
families have received by moving into the manufacturing districts. 
The family is employed by Messrs. Whittacre and Son, Ashton:
" James Clouting, aged 69 years, formerly of Thflburton, near 
Saxmundham, Suffolk, too old to work ; Sarah Clouting, his wife, 
aged 62 years, employed in household duties. The above have 
five daughters, employed as follows :-Elizabeth, aged 26 years, 
maid-servant, living with the mill-owner, at a salary of £10 10s. 
a-year. Eliza, aged 24 years, employed in the mill as a weaver; 
average earnings per week, 9s. 6¾d, Sarah, 24 years, weaver; 
9s. 9,d. a-week. Hannah, 20 years, ditto; Jos. 0fd. a-week. 
Lydia, 16 years, learning weaving; 5s. a-week. The aggregate 
or the foregoing, 34s. 4½d, ; deduct house-rent, water-r-ent, and 
taxes, 3~. 7!d, : nett weekly income, 30s. 9dt 

Col. Thompson, referring to landlord's charity, saya, "Tbay 
take with the bucket, and give with the spoon." 

Liverpool is redeeming its character fast by its large contribu
tions to the League fund. Mr. Lawrence Heyworth headed the 
subscription with a three hundred pou1uls. 

" If the monopolists,'' sa7s Col. Thompson, " have bad 
twenty years of protection, why should not the people have their 
twenty years of premium upon importation ? •' 

I recommend the Free Traders in eTerJ town,-if they cannot 
persuade the committees o!News Rooms to order" THE LEAGUE• 
paper-to supply the rooms gratuitouslv-the expense will be 
trifling. 

" WAGES.''-A gentleman farmer near Marlborough, offered 
two young men 4s. 6d. per week for the winter. The young men. 
rather than accept the offer, went and enlii;ted in the 1st. Gra11-
adier Guards.-Wilts Independent. 

What a sensible l'emark of Mr. Schwann's at the Huddenfield 
meeting - " We ought not to look with envy upon the prosperity of 
other nations: we know too well that their prosperity react, upon 
our prosperity ... 

The union workhouse is &he only refuge for the agricultural la
bourer in his old age, in one-half or the eounties of England. 
And yet for these, it is pretended, the «rorn law was passed. 

INCREASED SALE OF "THE LEAGUE ... -" Since 7011 sent me No. 
1 of The League, we are npw in Dal'wen about 10 subscriben. 
A sh?pkeeper has ~lso ordered 100 of your Almanacks as a~~" 
Years present to his customers. J. J. 

Whilst two-thirds of all the produce entering our porta are 
brought in British ships, one-half of the corn brought in comes in 
foreign bottoms. This is owing to the sliding scale, and is a great 
injury to our shipping trade. 

CIDER PAYMENTS. -1\fr. P. Ilouverie stated, at the Dunster 
agricultural meeting, that if you ask a farmer what the wages of 
agricultural labourers are, he will answer, 9s.; i! you ask a 
labourer, he will answer, 7s. and cider. 

Such is the condition of labourers in the purely agricultara.l 
districts, that a gentleman from Dorset shire said, he would engage 
within fifteen miles of his own residence, to find 150 labourar. 
who would be glad to work for 5s. per week. 

The rise in the price of food in 1838-39-40-41, fairly ex
hausted the resources of the great body of the people, and it I. 
chiefly by its reduction in price, owing to two good ~arvests • and 
a partial importation, that these resources are bemg partially 
recruited. 

INCENDIARY FtnES keep increasing in the agricultural dh
tricts. Some writers recommend the §ibbet to extinguish them. 
But the best remedy is to feed the people by giving ulue to their 
industry, and going kindly among them and teaching them their 
duty to society. 

"THE CIDER FIRKIN !"-The Rev. J. M. King stated~ at the 
Dunster Agricultural Association, that in Somersetshire, " On&
fourth or the labourers' wages was paid in liquor, and only three
fourths in money.'' Mr. Ferrand bad better inquire into thb. 
agricultural trucking next session. 

SouP-FED FARMERs.-At a trial for trespass ai. the Preston 
County Court, a magistrate near Lancaster, appeared as a "!itne• 
for Limn, a farmer, the defendant. As a proof of Lunn s po
verty he said, "We divide the farmers into two c!~sses; to tba 
poorest we give soup, and Lunn is one of that class I 

A poor labourer in Dorsetshire, when asked how he expected 
to get the winter over, answered, " By poaching;'' and when!'&
minded that he would get into prison, said that he did not fear 
it -that last winter he was committed for three months, during 
which time his living was so much better* that he gained 9lba. in 
weight. 

A poor shepherd in Wiltshire, said Mr. Bright, eaming only 
Ss. per week for seven days' work, was asked how many children 
he had. " Only one, God be thanked !" said he. Think of this ,; 
a man to whom a family ought to be a blessing, thanking God for 
having only one child,-because that if more, he had no mean.. 
of providing for them! 

~ Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send to any friend. 

l'Iinted by J. LIVESEY, Preston: Sold by GadsbY and Heywood, Manchester.-Price One Halfpenny. 



eht 6trugglt~ 
"The landlords want to haTe the power of the feudal age and the rents of the commercial; one or other they must resign 11" 

The wounded Poacher; or, the fruits of the Game Laws. 
JoE DAREALL (Looking t/,rou~l, the wind,,w).-I see them coming! Is the door locked? Look to the pi11tols ! Jacll Smith and 

Dick Roberts are itt the orchard; why don't they pepper thfffll as they come out of the garden walk? 

W1LLLU1 RECKLESS (in bed, his mother bandaging his bleeding arm).-I am faint with loils of blood. But I have winged Jo• 
'TYoodcoek, the gamekeeper, an3how; we have wipf\d off old scores. 

OLD MoTHEn.-Gracious ! how he bleeds I His arm is full of shot! 

WIFE.-Oh I William! William I All is now explained. I wondered why you left me and the-children so often at night; it 
was to join in such doings as-

WrLLIAM RECKLEss.-Silence 1 Mary, silence! Se\·en shilling, a-week was starving u11 all, How could I see the children 
elammed? 

JoE DAREALL.-If they transport us, it shall be for something more than a few hares and pheasant11. We are all of one mind. 
WIFE.-Our cruel landlord values these vermin more than a fellow-creature's life. ,vhat will become of me and the children?' 
OLD MoTHER.-Heaven or.,ly knows. We never could grow anything in either gardeb or field. --.fhis game is as bad as the 

)ocusu for eating all before them. Patience, William, whilst I bandage it up. Oh 1 my son! my son I who will tak.e care of me in 
n1y old age a11d the poor children ?-(sob1.-A knock at the door, and an exchange of sltot11.) 

No. 106. 
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THE STI&UG-GLE. 

CLASS PROTECTION-SILK TRADE. 

The silk trade has been referred to as requiring protec
tion; and some who are connected with it, otherwise free 
traders, hesitate to join the corn law repealers on that ac. 
count. If free trade were likely to destroy any imp.ortant 
branch of manufacture, and shut up whole towns, we need 
not be rnrprised if we found good men hesitating or oppo
sing it. The liberal member for Macclesfield did not vote 
for Mr .. Villiers's motion, and. I am told that the reason he 
gave was, that although he believes in the doctrine of free 
trade as a whole, yet so long as he thought a repeal of the 
silk laws would injure the trade of Macclesfield, he could 
not consistently vote for a repeal of the corn laws. His 
eonsistency is creditable enough ; but if either the protection 
of silk, or the protectio:i of corn, has a tendency to wrong 
the whole nation, it is not very patriotic to stick to the 
interest of a few at the expense of the whole. But the spirit 
of protection is always selfi5h, and the same every where. 
However, a very important meeting has been held in Mac
clesfield, and if the people are not now convinced of their 
error, they are invulnerable to argument. Mr. Cobden, 
Colonel Thompson, and Mr. Moor, all entered largely into 
the q1.iestion of silk protection ; and demonstrated, both by 
fact and argument, that protection is not less rninons to 
particular interests that depend upon it, than it is to the 
nation at large. Mr. Cobden shewed that they held their 
fancied protection upon the condition of allowing the 
landlords their monopoly upon bread ; whereas there was 
a great difference betwixt the two. Silk is a thing that may 
be done without to a great extent, ot· other articles substi. 
tuted; but bread cannot be dispensed with without great 
suffering. That in countenancing land protection for the 
sake of maintaining their own, they had made a bad bar
gain; the protection to silk being in reality not more than 
12½ per cent., whilst that of the landowner was 50 per cent. 
In one case, the article conld be easily smuggled ; in the 
other smuggling was almost impossible. The carriaae and 
expenses of importing a quarter of wheat, value 40~. was 
about 10s. 6d.; whereas £100 worth of silk mio-ht be car
ried for that amount. The carriage and expens

0

e alone on 
wheat are a protecting duty of 25 per cent., while that on 
iilk was not more thau 1 ½ per cent. He shewcd too, that 
with all their dependence upon a conceived protection, 
Macclesfield was one of the least prosperous towns. He 
1,aid, " Let me go where I will into any place where they 
fancy they have a monopoly or protection, and 1'11 under
take to say beforehand, that that district shall have the 
least prosperous men in the community." Having enjoyed 
a. fancied protection for 30 years, Macclesfield ought to have 
been one of the most prosperous places. Lancashire 
in cottons, and Yorkshire in woollens, without protection, 
were far more prosperous than Macclesfield in silks. 
He urged them to depend upon their fingers, their skill, and 
enterprise, and not on protection. Alluding to the manu
facture of French silks, he said, "I should be asha~ed of 
the men of Macclesfield, if they acknowledged themselves 
inferior to Frenchmen." As an additional reason why they 
need not fear the removal of all partial protection, he shewed 
that the general prosperity of the country would necessarily 
be _shared by them. Among the consumption of luxuries 
which good trade would be sure to promote, silk would 
certainly be included. The bread monopoly and the sugar 
monopoly both oppressed them ; and for any conceived 
loss t!1ey might sustain, they would get more than repaid by· 
the advantage of free bread and free sugar. When justice 
to all became the rule, every interest in the country might 
expect to realise its share. 

Colonel Thompson urged the Macclesfield folk to corn-

pare what they gained with what they lost by protection. 
He shewed, moreover, that they could not maintain an 
isolated position; that if the silk trade flourished, and greater 
wages were given, and other trades were depressed by mono
polies, the operatives from Manchester and other towns 
would step in and bring their wages down to the general 
level ; while, on the other hand, if the country generally 
were prosperous, this could not happen, and they were also 
sure to share in that prosperity. 

Mr. Moor traced the vicissitudes of the silk trade, shew. 
ing clearly that the greatest prosperity had been under t.he 
system of freedom or low duties, and that when the imposts 
upon foreign importations were high, the operatives ex
perienced the greatest dir,,tress. 

It is hoped from these discussions, that those engaged in 
the silk trade, and all others, who think that monopoly 
benefits them, will look beyond their own little party, and 
endeavour to promote the general prosperity of the nation, 
in which they are certain to have their share. The greatest 
of all mistakes is to suppose that any interest can be per
manently benefitted by impoverishing others. 

"THE FACTORY SYSTEM." 

The factory system l the very words are rP.pulsive; we startle at 
them, as if identical with poverty, wretchedness and crime; and 
those who have had an interest to serve have not failed to make 
lhe worst of it. It is, however, an extending system, and must 
be, unless we adopt, both locally and nationally, the practice of in. 
dust,-ial freedom. As a matter of choice, I should be far from re
commending parents to send their children to the factory: nothing 
but necessity will lead them to do this. For though it has been ter
ribly belierl by l\fr. Ferrand and those of his school, yet there is 
undonhtedly much that is injurious both to the health and morali 
of those employed. 

nut the mi take is, to suppose that the object of free trade is to 
e:r:tend this system. Now, whatever factory masters may think, my 
own opinion is, that universal free trade will have the opposite 
effect. J l'ISt at the fast, no doubt, factories would be t·aised by 
speculators, but a few years of the working of free traae would 
disappoint their calculations. Among other reasons for this opin
ion [ may mention the following:-

l. ,vhen living becomes cheap, and employment plentiful, a 
grcut number who are now compelled to go to the factory will re
main at home. Children will be sent to school, and wives will 
remain to take care of the house; and those who may continue to 
work, being less pressed by necessity, will neither submit to the 
same hours, or the same restraint, as at present. Of course thii 
will depend a good deal on the sobriety and economy practised by 
the people, when we get free trade. 

2. The land will require more hands. If the tide of migration 
does not turn, those brought up in the country will not flock to the 
factories as at prcsrnt. The landowners will never cultivate as 
they ought to do, till, like other tra<iespeople, they are subjected 
to foreign competition. When foreign articles :i.re cheap, the peo
ple will have more money to spend upon horticultural dairy 
and other farming produce, and will consume much more than at 
present ; and from our own farmers' contiguity to their own mar. 
ket, they must have a great advantage in the improved condition 
of their customers. Hitherto they have relied on parliamentary 
plices instead of their own exertions: let it be decided that 
"every tub is to stand on its own bottom,'' and the landlords will 
set to in good earnest on the self-sustaining principle of good cul
tivation, by which they will be obliged to employ the people. 
This, of course, will lessen the numbers forced into the factories. 

3. But perfect free trade would also be likely to do away with all 
home monopolies in the shape of trades' unions; and it has been ow
ing to so many of our domestic trades being closed against the peo. 
pie, that they have heen forced into the factories. These restrictions 
are kept up for the benefit of a few, to the great injury both of 
their own trade, and the great hulk of the people. No trade go. 
verned by union restrictions can extensively prosper. Capital ia 
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sure to le withdrawn from businesses, where the master is not al
lowed tc manage his own affairs. Perhaps the wo1·st feature of the 
system s, the injustice done to parents and th!;l rising generation. 
Parents feel an extreme difficulty in finding openings for their 
children when about fourteen years of age, and t)1e consequence 
is, that nearly the whole mass in these districts are forced into 
the facbry. Every union in effect says, " we v,ill only allow 
each mruter to take so many hand, ;'' and hence, when the pro
tected t 1ades have selected their few, the whole that remain have 
to go to the factory-, because it is open. 

Let t ere be free trade, and the number of hands required for 
our donestic employments would he increased amazingly. The 
populati:rn would he purchasers of other things besides common 
food anl cotton cloth. They would wear shoes instead of clogs; 
use bru.hes instead of besoms; live in houses instead of cellars; 
shave tvice instead of once a week; sometimes ride instead of walk
ing: andwould draw largely, in their houses, furniture, enjoyments, 
and gereral requisites, upon the lahour employed in these depart
ments. Freedom in food and freedom in our domestic trades 
would nake Pvery article of convenience and enjoyment cheaper, 
withoutinjuring the meritorious workmen (for at present too many 
rely upm protection instead of merit), and it would give the people 
all theil savings in food to lay out upon these articles. And such 
would \e the increased production required even for home use, 
that thmsands who are now compelled to go to the factory, would 
engagern more healthy employments. I look forward to the time 
when ,very trade will he as free here as in America; when 
every WOl'kman will stand upon his own merit ; and when 
parents will find no difficulty in fixi11g their chilrfren to busi
nessPs ;-when people will expend their foo<l-•avings, not upon 
drink a; at p1·esent, hnt upon the comforts and elegancies of life, -
and wl"en the increase of factories will he at. a stand, by the in
creasednumh~r of hands required in other depa.l'tments. 

CONSEitVATIYE FREE TRADERS. 

W"h} don't the Conservatives come out and join the Free 
Trade, ?-Because tlH'Y are willing to ·acrifice their own illterests 
to thatof party. l\lany of them are lhoronghly convinced of the 
impo1·t,nce of free trade; hnt it req11ires both conviction and 
cont·a~• to come out in the face of the leaders of the party, and 
l!ome tn1e also to satisfy th"1m as to the purity of tllf' League's 
motive·. They are af1aid that they have covert clcsi~M, such as 
l1ave leen imputP.cl lo them hy the corrnpt part of the press. 
Th~Y 11ay he assu1·ecl, howe"er, of the sinc.?l'ity of tlw League, 
and of heir anx.iel.v to avoid inlerferin~ wilh any poli,ical parties 
or qn<' lions not in connection with free trade. They consider this 
a Lhou-ancl times more impo1 tant than any of the questions upon 
which ,arties split; and if it can be canied, they care not what 
pa1·ty s in power. If this ju lice be denied them, one thing is 
certai1, !hat they will lhemselves raise np a pa, ty in the country 
1uf\'i.ci(nlly powerful to put down all conL~nders fot· mere power. 

lt i. however, gratifying to find some holtl and honest spi• its 
amongthe ConsPrvatives, coming forwa1·d and openly declaring 
their 1onvictions in favour of free trnde. Among those who have 
reeenty done this, l\Ir. Itand, of Bradford, stands p1·P-eminent. 
At th, late Anii-Corn-Law meeting in that town, this gentlPman, 
in theonset. stated himself to Le a Cons<>rvative, and it is wt>ll 
know1 that heis such from the part he and his family have al ways h>
ken inthe elections of the ,vest Riding of Yorkshire. He declared, 
"Tha the corn law is not a party, lmt a nulio,wl mea. ure. one 
in the settlement of which all parties are equally interested"
" that he once thought a p>'otecting duty necessary for !he proper 
cultiv lion of lhe soil, and that En,,.land would become a perfect 
garde1 under its influence. hut that passing events had dispelled 
this ilusion from his mind''-" that the statements of Lord Stanley. 
at an agricultural meeling, as to the disgraceful condition of 
drainhg, while capital expended upon land, would pay hetler than 
workilg all the mines in England-convinced him that the im
provenent of the Janel is not to be effected by protection, but by 
an op-n, honourable, and unrestricted competition.•' He more
over tated, "that food was much higher in this than in other 
counties;" and "that one reason why gentlemen did not improve 
their and, was, that they were saving for the younger branches of 
their amilies, what, if laid out upon the land, would all go to 

the eldest son." The refusal of. long leases, he attributes to the 
fear of losing their political influence over their tenants. He states; 
"that the present tenure ofland is incompatible with the prospe
rity of farmers ; so much so, that they cannot employ' labour, and 
hence the corn laws both make food dear and labour cheap"-" that 
the landlords' system has compelled the labourers to migrate into
the towns or to P-migrate to foreign climes, carrying with them 
arts and industL·y to other countries which ought to have enriched 
our own." Ile exposed the dishonest} of the monopolist press,. 
which accuses the manufacturers of overproduction (that is, of em, 
ploying too many people) while the landowners neither build 
houses for labourers nor find them employment. In conclusion, 
he said, "I believe the repeal of the corn laws would lead to a 
right system of agriculture in this country. We should see prac• 
tica.1, intelligent farmers encoul'aged Ly long leases; we should 
see imprnvements undertaken upon a scale worthy of the country; 
WP. should see the land drained and the public health improved, 
and the average of human life prolonged by milking the climate 
drier; we should employ countless thousands who have nothing 
to do, and scarcely anything.to eat; we should raise abundance of 
food-yes, and at a price at which foreign corn, with all its con
currPnt expenses, could not come hern to pay; we should extend 
our home tl'ade far beyond all former precedent.; and the labour
ers throughout the whole length and breadth of the empire would 
receive higher wages, and enjoy the comforts of life to an extent 
utterly unknown in lhe hest days of their forefathers."-Every 
Conservative in the kingdom should read this speed1. 

SUGAit, r.ICE, AND WHEAT. 
Sin., 

As a regular reader and admirer of the Struggle, allow me to correct an 
error into which you have fallen, in your last number, relative to the 1>rice 
of sugar at Calcutta, 011 the 17th of October, which you say was 65s. to 70s. 
per ton. I don·t know from whence you got your information, but it is un
doubtedly wrong-, as I will prnceed to shew you, and, as I believe you to be 
one of the last men in the world to propogate errors intentionally, I have not 
hesitated to point out this to your notice. 

By a price current, now lyi11g before me, of the 17th of October, I find that 
tlle lowest quotadon for the lowest description of sugar-khau, which is a 
low, brown, soft sug~r, little better than treacle-was five rupees per Bazaar 
Maund ofS2¼1bs. and, as the exchan~l' was at two shillings per rupee, this 
is equal to 13,. 7d. per cwt., to which, if we add, as you propose, 4s. for 
freight :nHI changes to England, t1'is would give 17s. 7d. per cwt.-a low 
price, l admit, but somewhat neHrer twopence per llJ. than three farthings; 
but this is a low sugar, which, notwithstanding gener:il high prices, cannot 
be sold in Engla11d except for refining. The price of Benares sugar, if the 
qualit_v usually hrought 10 this country was, at the above d:tte, eleven rupees 
and a half per Mauncl, or :lls. 4d. per cwt., to which, if we add, as proposed, 
4s. for carriage, it costs, laid down in England, 35s. 4d. per cwt., or 3¾d. 
ver lb., exclusive of all duties. 

You are almost as far wide on the other side with rice. The lowest quota
tion for Ballam 1ice being one rupee, four annas per Maund, or 3s. 5d. pe:r 
cwt. nearly, which is little more than half of what you say-(65s. to 70s. per 
ton.) 

You have also omitted to mention wheat, which was selling at moderate 
prices. The higl1Pst quotation for it being two rupees per l\,faund, or 3s. per 
bushel, or I ls. per windlc of 220lbs. ' 

Believing, as I do, that the cause of truth is 11ot served by the propagation 
of errors; and believing, also, that even if it were, you are too honest to avail 
yourself of it, I have taken the liberty of calling your attention to these 
things. I remain, your obedient Servant, 

Clitheroe, Christmas Day. -- --
[The statement made in No. 104 of tbe Stru911le, to which this letter refers, 

was taken without inquiry from a correspondent, who professed to 
be in possession of authentic information. If he were mfalaken, or if he has 
IJeen trying to palm et falsehood upon me and the public, he will see that hii 
object has, in a mea,urc, been thwarted by the above.-ED.] 

UNTAX THE RAW :MATERIAL. 

Every newspaper, every speech at our agricultural meetings, 
and every suggestion for employing lhe people, recommends the 
better cultivating of the land and the enclosing of wastes. In
stances of the advantages of this are frequently set before us. But 
it is remarkable that the likeliest of all the means for doing this is 
never named,-and that is, cheap food. If cultivation is to be 
done by labour what is it butjiJud that is to sustain this labour 
This is the rau: material in the mannfacturP- of land, and should be 
untaxed, and made as plentiful and cheap as possible. Only unite 
cheap food to Ilritish skill. capital, and industry, and we shall have 
advantages for manufacturing food as well as clothing, to a much 
greater extent than at present. 
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Duke of Buckingham giving a labouring m&11 a 
eoverelcn to take him to Manchester. 

Duke-(alone),-Ferrand and Ashley have kicked up a pretty 
dust about the manufacturers' ears-the tyrants I working thP-se 
great steam engines night and day, and killing children with' hard 
l~bour. "'hat a bell-upon-earth that great smoking, dull, Man
cllester must be I I would go round 50 miles rather than pass 
through it. And the,;e manufacturers presuming to call us, the 
landlords, over the coals. Faugh ! these cotton-fur lords. That 
Cobbet was a decent fellow enough; he was always for the corn 
laws, and he used to hit these devil-dust millocrats pretty hard. 

Footman.-Your Grace, the man has called whom the overseer 
was mentioning. 

.IJuke.-Let him come in.-Your name ia--? 
John Armstrong, pl~ase your Grace. 
D.-You don't like the ba$tile. 
A.-I would wish to be earning something honestly if I could. 
D. -Won't the farmers employ you? 
A.-They have nothing stirring. 
D.-No draining? 
A.-None. ( A pause.) I believe I could get employment in 

Manchester. My brother is there, and says he thinks he could 
get me a situation. 

D. -He does? and you want to go to Manchester? 
A.-Ytis, if I could raise some eighteen shilling». 
D.-,v ell, here's a. sovereign for you. 
.A.-Thank your honour. 
D.-But it is a very smoky, disagreeable place, not like your 

cottage near the wood. 
.A.-Tt may he, your Grace; but a bellyful first, and other 

things after. Good morning, your Grace, and thank you. 
D.-Good morning. (Muses to ltimself.) Those farmers have 

plenty of work if they would cultivate the land properly. Why 
don ' t they? 

[Editor.-!/ liis Grace wants to know, let him read the Prize 
Essays ; he will find that the furmers are so impoverished by t!te 
working of the cor:i laws, that all their means for employing 
labourer11 are nearly gone.] 

V A.RIETIES. 

It is rumoured that two new cottages are to be built for agri
cultural labourers some where.in the couHty of Dorsetshire, to be 
called the Eighth won<ler of tho world I 

THE SPIRIT OF M:oNoPoLv.-The real monopolists are not less 
opposed to the improvem1rnt of land at home than they are to the 
import of foreign grain ; for every additional supply from the one 
source as well as the other, tE1nds to check the increase ofrents. 

In America eTery man can carve a turkey ; in England they 
wo1dd be quite satisfied to carve a ham or a leg of mutton. 

The League ia a peace maAer, and all persons who respeet their 
own property, and would wish to hand it safely down to their 
children, ought to contribute to the League fund 

Pu,caING Wo:ax..-" What had you to breakfast this morn
ing?" said I to a nry poor woman ; " A penneth cf meal and 
a hapeth of buttermilk.'' "Bow many for?" "Him and me and 
four children.'' A. pennyworth of meal is fib., and there ii 
a quart of ,ery thin buttermilk for a halfpen11y. 

Auun:HEl'fTS.-There is a great want of amusements for tbe 
million. At eTery holyday they are forced into the public bous~ 
chiefly because nothing else is provided on these occasions of re
luation. There was a decided increase of drunkenness, during 
the Christmas week. 

lHPOBTS A1'D E::n>oBTs.-The extent of our exports is mea
sured by, and limited to, the extent of our importll. Whatever, 
therefore, operates as a bar to our imports, operates as a bar to 
our e11ports; and our refusal to take the produce of other counlrie1 
is tantamount to a refusal to sell them our goods. 

Loss OJ' MANUBE.-It is truly rainful to see the terrible 
waste of manure in all our large towns. It is washed down the 
sewers e,ery day in large quantities, all of whicb, by a little con
trivance, might be connyed to the land. And yet the authori
ties of the towna seem quite indilferen~, although they have a 
large amount of unemployed labow- often depending upon the 
rates for support. 

Mn. Woon, M.P. for Halifai:, said, thai speaking as an agricul
turist and a landlord, whose nery sixpence depended upon land, 
to any protection whate-ver they had no right. He had long 
entertained the conviction that all protection, but more especially 
agricultural protection, was no boon to the classes protected, bm 
was an injury in itself. He said then, and he said now, that he 
thought the agriculturist had no right to proteetion; he wished 

I these laws had never been issued, and that they were abolished. 

1 
AN IRI!U LA:SD c.oao-An English gentleman beiog on a vi

i sit to an Trish Landlord, they took a short walk and rame to a Ca.
; tholic chapel ; the people were coming out, a orowd of indigent, 

ill dressed people. The Englishman, howeTer, discerned one man 
favoural,ly distinguished by his good coat and clean linen, and 
pointed him out to his host, who with an expression of diabolical 
hatred, muttered between his teeth," D - n the fellow, he is inaking 
a fortune out of my land; I will raise hi, r•nt. •• We fear the1·e are 
symptoms of thi1 feeling growing in England.-H. 

PROTECTION is a witherin~ upas under which nothing can 
prosper. At one time the Preston people were protected every 
Saturday morning against all intruders into their market. None 
were allowed to buy but the inhabitants of the town before, 
I thi11k, 8 o'clock; at 9 o'clock another class had the privilege 
of purchasing, and at ten another. A bell was rung to give notice 
of the several times, and those who trespassed were fined. Sin.ce 
these restrictions were removed, the market has been better sup• 
plied, the articles quite as cheap, and nobody annoyed by being 
prevented from doing their business when they wished. 

CLERICAL INTOLERANCE.-On the election of Mr. Butcher, 
junr., to the office of mayor for the borough of Devizes, the boys 
belonging to the Bear club school were invited, by the Rev. E. J. 
Phipps, the rector of this town, to celebrate the election of his 
friend to the chief magistracy. Some of the boy~ were pledged 
teetotallers, and hone1,tly and conscientiously refused to drink his 
worship's health in beer, saying they would drink it, and could wish 
it, equally well in water. The rector, who is violently opposed to 
total ahstinence from intoxicating liquors, insisted on th11 boys 
drinking the beer, and said he would have none of that trumpery 
teetotalism there, and if they did not drink it he would have them 
turned out of the school ! Some of the boys were true to their prin
ciples, and, and to their honour be it spoken, stedfastly refused, arul 
resisted the rectors' entreaties and commands to break their prom
ise; one of them saying that thll beer which he made them drink 
last year bad made them ill.- Wiltshir~ lndependant, D ec. 7, 

&' Don't forget to supply every Newsroom with a copy of the 
League newspaper. 

~Enclose this Stru_qgle in the next letter you send to any fr'iend. 

Printed by J. LIVE&lllT, Pre1ten: Sold by Gadsby aAd Heywood, Mancheater.-Price One Halfpenny. 



tehe 6truggle. 
"The principles of Free Trade are identical with the most unbounded philanthropy, and harmonize beautifully with it, 

spirit, promoting peace on earth and g?od will among men.'' -Hamer Stansfield. 
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The Landlords, like Macbeth, afflicted with Visions. 

Are these the burtbens that I eee before me, 

Burthens upon land? Come, let me clutch ye,_ 

I feel ye not, and yet I see ye still 

Or are ye but a burthen on the mind , a fal1e creation, 

Proeeeding from the heat-oppressed brain ? 

I see ye yet, in form. as palpable 

Aa inoome-tax, or e'en the par1on'1 tithe-

NO. 107. 

Thou marshal'st me into the Common.' lfolllle, 

And such a subterfuge I was to use. 

Mine eyes are made the fools o'the other aansea, 

Or else worth a11 the rest. I see thee atill. 

----There's no such thing; 

It ia this Corn Law agitation, whieh inform, 

Thus to mine eye1. 

. . _;·~t / 
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IMPORTS BETTER THAN EXPORTS. 

MR. A. Good rv,arkets again, I uyderstand, on Tues
day, at Manch~ster; stocks l~ry lo , and a prospect for a 
good spring tr3.de. 

Ma. B. Yes, so it i saidj put, gratifying as this is, some
thing more is wanted to relieve the country. A good demand 
for our goods will find employment for part of the people, 
and furnish them with wages; but, with a limited supply of 
food, the higher the wages of one part, a~d the greater will 
be the suffering of another. 

A. How is that? 
B. Why, those who get better wages will be better cus

tomers to the provision market, and will buy more and con
sume more, and those who have little wages or no wages, 
will have their food rendered dearer, so long as we have not 
afree supply into the country. Every shopkeeper can tell 
you that he is selling more meal and ftour and everything 
than he did at this time last year; this is owing to a portion 
of the operatives having more money to spend; but what 
will be the consequence? Food will advance in price, to 
the disadvantage of all the poor, all the agricultural-labour
ers, and all with low wages. 

A. And what remedy would you 'proppse for this? 
B. The free importation of food, and the improvement of 

our own land ; but, as the seasons mar at any time render 
the latter quite insufficient for our wants, a free trade in corn 
alone can secure an efficient remedy. This would be a 
benefit to all, and the greatest benefit to th~se who are get
ting advanced wages. What great advantage can it be, in 
the long run, merely to export our goods and exchange them 
for tea, coffee, tobacco, wine and spirits, silks and spices, 
or even for gold, unless we were also allowed to exchange 
this gold for wheat, flour, beef, butter, and the first neces- 1 
sa.ries of life ? 

A. I see what you mean ; it is, that we are allowed 
only so much food for so many people, say, for illustration's 
sake, 50 quarters for 28 millions ; and if 7 millions consume 
more than usual, the rest must have so much less. But 
this is a new notion about national prosperity. Increasing 
ezports were al ways considered the only proof of prosperity, , 
were they not? I 

B. Yes they were ; we have been misled by this notion. 
Exports are a sure sign of the industry and productive power 
of the country, but not of the enjoyments of the people. 
You can easily imagine a family carrying md increased quan
tities ot goods, the result of their industry, but this is 
no proof whatever of prosperity; it is what they bring back 
in exchange that denotes that. It is carrying in, not C7Jrry
ing out, which we have most to care about. There is a 
great difference betwixt getting the most useful and the least 
useful things in return. Then look at the exports of Ireland; I 
they are a proof that great exports and poverty may exist I 
together. 

A. It never struc~ me. in this. ligh.t before. I tboucrht if 
we could only get moneg enough, we were sure to be do
ing well. 

B. You are li}s:~ the lad who said, " If 1 were a king, I 
could then make plenty of money," considerin~ that money 
was everything. Money ls 'hbt food. and the 'possesscir can 
only convert it into it, in proportion to the quantity in the 
country. The first thinz that a nation sbould secure is, 
plenty of food; a'nd, as' tli'e consumption is Jure to inc;ease 
with the people's increased means, every obstacle should be 
removed to the coming in of fresh suppljes, otherwise the 
stock will run short, the price will 'get up, and all the poor 
be made to suffer. 

A. You think, then, that the main thing we have to 
look at, is tlte imports ? 

B. Undoubtedly. Ao i~portation of all th~t we want 
is sure to secure exports, fo:- nobody will bring us food but 
they will take care to be paid for it either in manufactures 
or gold. They much prefer the former, because that affords 
them a chance of two profits by one trip. If we pay in gold, 
we have previously to sell our goods to those countries where 
gold is plentiful, and we can always do this provided we can 
bring them in as cheap as other countries, or rather chiaper. 

A. I see we have been labouring under a wrong notion; 
I always thought that what was meant by "an extension of 
trade," was selling our goods abroad. I never thought it 
included any thing about buying, or bringing any thing 
back into this country. 

B. Yes, and many others have had the same opinion. 
Noble lords, with all their wisdom, seem never able to ex
tend their vision beyond the exports. They are provision 
dealers, and they never like to hear of any shop but their 
own. They like large exports, for the luxuries and the gold 
we now get in exchange benefits them ; but if we got food, 
it would benefit the people. But I will put an extreme 
case. The real money value of our exports is about 50 
millions a year. Now suppose that, instead of 50, they 
were 500 millions a year in gold or luxuries, if we were 
confined to the food provided in our own country, the com
mon people, as to food, would not be a whit better off, but 
even worse. Wages would rise; the higher class would 
consume more of our stock upon horses, dog , hares, 
rabbits, &c., and even those below them might wallow in 
luxuries, (often attended with more evil than good); the 
price of food would also advance in proportion ; but the 
portion of all the unemployed and those with low wages, 
would be rendered much worse. 

A. Ay, it is here I see the error of Dr. Sleigh, Ferrand, 
and all the rest of that school. They talk a deal about 
fixing wages, which is impracticable; but never say any 
thing about allowing plenty of food to be imported, which 
is perfectly easy. 

B. To make the matter plainer, just imagine all the 
country seated on one vast common, provided with a quan
tity of food barely sufficient ; imagine a thousand extra 
persons rushing to the place every day with empty bellies, 
and I need not tell you what a scramble tliere would be. 
Again ; supposing that they were all admitted hy ticket, "'ith 
thi regulation, that those who had yellow tickets were to 
eat as much as they pleased first, and to feed their horsei 
dogs, and birds ; those ,v ith white tickets were to take the 
next turn; and those with brown ones to take what was 
left. 

A. Yes, I see the consequence ; and no change of 
tickets whatever, even if the whole were yellow or white, 
would make the food sufficient for the additional thousandi 
without further supplies. No; the change of tickets not 
on!y cannot procure more food, but in proportion as a 
greater number get yellow and white ones, thos~ 'Yith brown, 
who are last, must run short. Supposing we d1v1de the po
pulation into two nalves. If 14 millions get their wages 
raised, and the,y eat plenty, whilst the means of,the other 
14 millions reIT)~i.n, ab9ut the sa

1
m:e; is it no~ eyid

1 
.pt, t?at 

with a limited supp~y of food, the increased consumpt10n 
of the first 14 millions is takeo away fi:om the sto.ck of the. 
second 14 million_s ; and tpat so f~ f~pm b~iQg b~ttei; off, 
they al'e really> worse ? This, though perhaps not correct 
as to numbers, exhibits the prjnciple, 'I think,, in a manner 
which cannot be misundei;stoQd. 

13. While then we are pleased to hear of good markets 
, at Minchester, we should be equally anxious to hear of 
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ood supplies of food. Repeal the corn law~, and we have 
hat supply at once; nay, we shall not only have foreign 
upplies, but we shall also have a great increase of home 
roduce. For never till foreign competition is fairly let 

oose upon the landed monopolists here, will they set their 
houlders fairly to the work of making the land produce 
hat it is capable of doing. 

A. This conversation has cleared up one point which I 
ever fully understood. I have read in a certain radical 
manac that "extensions of trade" have kept going on, 
d going on to a tremendous extent, and yet the people 

re no better off, and that, consequently, to talk about fur
her " extensions" is only a delusion. But now I see clearly 
here the error lies. We have been carrying out tremen

ous quantities of valuable goods, and, though we have 
ought in lace and silks, and turtle and wines, we have 

ot yet been allowed to bring in the staple articles of Ii ving. 
e have exported substance and imported shadows; while 

reigners, under this system, have got the chief advantage. 

B. We are very much indebted to the Anti-Coro-Law 
eague for the information they have diffused. They have 

one more in five years to diffuse sound knowledge among 
e tradesmen, farmers, and operatives, than was done in 
e fifty years previous. 
A,. Yes, I believe they have saved the country from a 

volution, and ought and will be considered its very best 
nefo.ctors. 

HOW TO KEEP UP ·wAGE'3. 

There are some profes$ional friends of the people in the Honse 
Commons who always_ vote for the corn law•, yet express 

iendship by talking about "fixing" the working man' wages. 
ow, if no parties were to be consulter! hut the masfer and tho 
rkman, this fixin:{ of wa~e~ might 1,e practicable ; hut the 
th is, these parties have the lea~t to do with it. The farnwr 

ay he told not to tal e less than such a sum for his wheat; and 
the shopkeeper wP.ro willing to give that sum, it might seem 
t there would tl11-n he no difficulty in "fhinl{" the price. Rut 
this ca~e. a~ in the other, thPrP is 11nother przrty who has roore 
do with it than either, and that is the consumer. It depends on 

e extent of liis means, and aim upon his opporluuities of s11p
i1tg himself elsewhere, as to what the shopket>per gives anrl the 
met· receivc>s. To fix prices, therefore, either of food or ma
facturin1; labour, without consulting the consumer, is perfectly 
practicable. If the consumflrs of manufactures, for instanc·e, 
e plenty of mean~, these means are sure to come into the mar
' and be felt in tht>ir influence upon wages. l\lastPrs increase 
es, in order to keep their hands and ohui.in other~; anrl in 
portion as the purchasers leave them profit, th,"y are anxious 
xtend their business. If, however, the purcha~er find~ an A

rican article, or cloth woven in Belgium cheaper than that 
Britain, he gives that the preference; and henee fnreign com
. ·on governs prices, and consequently wages, whatever rules we 
x" to thP. contrary. To raise wages so as to make the article 
rer than the foreigner's, wouJ.<l be to st~p the sale, and con'" -

tly to bring a state of things whe1·~ therf) would bEt no w"ges 
~- But is it not u,nreasonahle that while we are at pre:aent 
u,lating wages hy foreign eoQ'lpetition, (not waiting to do so 
eafter as the monopolj ts pretend,) that we·should not also 
w the same competition to regul:ite th~ price of food? ,vages 
kept down hy foreign competition, and ca1111ot be otherwise; 
living i~ kept up by a landlord's corn law. And here it may 
emarked, that machinery in our manuf;tctures, in~tead of re-

jng wages~ has. beJ:!n thq very means of keeping th~m up. If 
ai npt heen,for our sunerior inventiQns, and our oth~r national 
antq.ges. undoubtedly thii British manufa<:tur,er, in order to 
pet~ with the forei~11P.r, woul!f have fallen hea•ily upon 
P~. The payment of all kinds of factory employment would 

e shared the same fate as hand-loom weaving. Every new 
hine which facilitates production, although it may injure a few 

time, proves the sureit meana of keeping the greater number 

employed, and of keeping up their wages. But for machinery, 
every girl now earning 10s. per week on the power-loom, would 
probably have been earning not more than 4s. or 5s. at the hand
loom; or, what is equally probable, been thrown back into the 
happy (! ! !) rural districts, gleaning "Chat potatoes'' as the best 
meal for dinner. 

THE TENURE OF LAND. 

The landlords are pushing a question before the people which 
had better not be agitated for some years yet-I mean, tenure of 
land. The Irish band together, and frighten the government. 
The result is, a commission to inquire into the relation of land
lord and tenant in Ireland. The Welsh, oppressed by their 
landlords, attack the first impost that comes in their way :-Re
becca demolishes the toll bars. The farmer of England-obedient 
to the law-a characteristic of Englishmen ever since they were 
a nation; and unwilling to break the peace, though robbed by 
the game, unprotected by leases, and exposed to petty thefts, 
daring depredations, and, ia some counties, to the horrors of i0,
eendiarism-is, from his very quiescence and forbearing disposi
tion, uncared for, and unattended to. There is no commission in 
England to inquire why the landlords don't give leases, and do 
common justice to the men who cultivate their lands. What is 
the awful lesson taught by all this mis-rule ?-make disturbances l 
break the peace! render the landlords uneasy, and you will be 
attended to ;-be peaceable and quiet, and no one will listen to 
you.-H. 

THE MISER AND THE SPENDTHRIFT. 

It is often a question with disputants, whether the miser or the 
spendthrift is the better member of society. All extremes are 
bad ; but the miser's extreme of self-denial is certainly better than 
the spendthrift's extreme of self-indulgence and ostentation. Tba 
spendthrift gambles, eats, drinks, and waste , leaving no vesti!§• 
of what he has consumed. The miser lends his savings to trade 
men beginning the world, or he invests in railways, those great 
agents in the work of civilisation. If he does not do this indi
vidually, he does 10 through the agency of banking. The land
lords, as a class, are spendthrifts; their motto is, " enjoyment;" the 
manufactu1"ers, as a class, are savers-their motto is, " Inves,
rnent." The mnnufacturers mmt inevitably gain the ascendancy 
over the landlord cla~s, and even procure titles and honours, as w ealtb 
is power. The landlords attempt to avert the evil day by unjust tax
ation, by corn laws, and by wars and expensive government; but it 
is only a question of time. The present landlord~ mu t either dis
appear, and be succeeded by the manufacturers, or change their 
policy, and cease to rob an industrious people.-H. 

MANUFACTURERS THE BEST LANDLORDS. 

Manufacturers, from their familiarity with the principle, that 
•• capital must be expPnded to brinE; in a return," always farm with 
spirit, and eagerly adopt any improvement. This is exemplified in 
the case of Mr. Howard, a Manchester manuf:lcturer, who has pur
chased a large estate near Brereton, in Cheshire. He has rooted up 
the hedges, drained tht- land, made gate posts of the. stunted hedge
row timber, built commodious farming offices for his tenants, made 
resenoirs for the liquid manure, and bonedusted the land. He de
fers the payment of rent for months, rather than force his tenants 
to sell in a dropping ma1•ket. One instance is told of him taking a 
tenant in hanrl who was in arrears, and evidently going down in 
thi, world-Mr. Howard drained the land, bonedusted it, put it 
in good heart, and then raised the rent. The tenant is now thriving 
under the higher rent, who was losing money under the low 
rent, and the old system.-H. 

JKl'EMPERANCE A"SD MoRTALITY.-The Rev. J. Clay in a lee
ture recently delivered, stated the different degrees of mm·tality 
in the sick clubs of Preston. He said, in one club only, 5½ per 
cent. were regularly sick, in others 15, 16, 18, 20, 22½, 25, 30, 
31, and in one as high as 34. In the first club in which there 
wai i0 little iickness all the member, wer, teetat• lu-1. 
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Quocunque Jecerla stablt. 
Which being interpreted means, Sliding Scale-Fixed Duty

or what you please-but, Sir Robert will be Minister. 

VARIETIES. 

"_Even moderate rents at yearly occupations," says Mr. Rand, 
" will not improve land." 

Parents I-Do try to teach your children to avoid the shameful 
practice of strutting about on the parapets with short pipes in their 
mout~s. It is the sign of present degradation, and of future 
suffermg. 

. Everlasting talk about improving land and increasing produc
tion; but few, very few landlords make a beginning. It wiLI re
main to be done by the manufacturers who are al ways the most 
enterprising. 

Poon LA w AND CoRN LA w.-There is not a greater enemy 
to the new poor law than myself; but 11till I am ten times more anxious 
to repeal the corn law than the poor law, because the one would 
only put the people in possession of a kindlier charity, the other 
would enable them to live by their own industry. 

WASTE. -A farmer out of the north, after viewing my tank for 
~~ceiving the liquor from the farm yard and buildings, observed, 

at the last farm I lived at, we bad 40 head of cattle, and all the 
run from the shippons, stables, and yard, went into the river.'' 
He added, "The owner was the richest man in the district.'' 

The wisdom of the Landowners, and the wisdom of the Creator, 
are at variance with each other. The landowners' wisdom is re
&triction; the wisdom of the Creator is plenty. The wisdom of 
God is In.finite; the wisdom of the landowner is finite. The 
wisdom of God is indisputably right; ergo, the wisdom of the 
landowners must be indisputably wrong.-R. Oweri, Manchester. 

I was talking the other day with one of the oldest factory hands. 
"I shall have been sixty years in the factory," said he, "next Sun
day. I went when I was five years old; I had ls. a week then 
anci we used to work till ten o'clock at night, and sometimes tili 
near twelve on a Saturday night; we never went to work till day
light in the morning ; but they used to lick us cruelly." 

Some writers have ventured to assert in reference to foreign 
trade, that one nation loses what another gains. This is a great 
mistake. In llambling, what one man gains, another loses; but 
in exchanging, nation with nation, both are gainers • Nothing is 
parted with without an equivalent. The articles which each na
tion disposes of, are what they have in abundance, and can well 
spare, and what they receive in return are what they most want, 
and of t.he greatest utility. If we buy corn from America and 
sell them calicos, both are gainers. 

The men who spend thousands to make hares and pheasan 
plump and fat, and for which they drive thousands of human b 
ings to crime and the gaol, are now constantly blaming the farme 
for not employing and taking care of the labourers.-The Leagu 

Every subscriber of a pound to the League fund receives a cop 
of the Lea,que paper for twelve months. In many instances four 
and in some instances eight working men have subscribed th 
pound among them, and sent the subscription in the name of o 
of them, for which they got the paper, and read it among them. 

TuE IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT is a landlords' parliament. I 
laws are the decrees of landlords. The government of the cou 
try, the connty management, the quarter sessions business, t 
labour of the magisterial office ; all, or nearly all are in the hand 
of the landlords. And what a condition have they brought t 
country into? We must have a change. 

ENGLAND1s FotLY.-" The Hamburgher," observed Col 
Thompson at Macclesfield, " says, you English refuse to trade i 
everything which you happen to want, and permit the importatio 
only of what you have no need of. If we were to take a carg 
of sticking plaster, there would be no objection at the custo 
house to its admission. (Loud laughter.) But it was altogether 
different with corn and timber, the things you need." 

SILK PROTECTION.-" From 1665 to 1692,'' said Mr. Moo 
at Macclesfield, " we had free trade in silk. From 1692 to 182 
the import duties on silk were placed on 4s. per lb. on raw, an 
14s. 8d. on thrown. This put a stop to foreign intercourse, bu 
this was done to protect the trade. What was the consequence 
The trade was directly and perpetually in a state of distress, 
was the case in 1810-1815-16; and the men who formerly earoe 
30s. or 40s. could not earn more than lOs. or lls." 

"BETTER KEEP."-" What weight can your ass draw,'' sai 
I to a man one morning as I passed his little cart laden with straw. 
"It on:!e took four-and-twenty hundred weight, including the cart 
to the Longridge railway station with my help,'' was bis reply. Ex 
pressing my surprise at this extraordinary weight, he continued 
"but it could not do this now: it was in better keep then.'• " Bette 
keep'' thought I; yes, the corn laws are a dead loss to the na 
tion, by which mens' work, as well as asses' work, is very muc 
reduced for want of" better keep." 

THE FIELD PoPULATION.-A motion is to be made by a 
M.P. early in the next session, for taking the agricultur 
census, consisting of hares, rabbits, pheasants, &c., wit.h a view o 
keeping down the increase of this free population, lest they trea 
too closely upon the means of existence. A number of old poach 
ers, forced into the profession by the game laws, are intending t 
apply for situations under the act. They know exactly ever 
perch, and every run to a hair's (hare's) breadth. 

A BRITISH AnMIRAL's OPINION OF THE CoRN LAws.-Lor 
St. Vincent thought ill of duties on corn, and was all his life fo 
removing all restrictions, both on import and export. The fol 
lowing short letter, expresses his emphatic opinion upon this sub 
ject. " I thank you kindly for explaining to Lord Grenville m 
detestation of the Corn Bill, which took place before I knew hi 
Lordship's opinion upon this subject, and a more disgraceful mea 
sure to both B ouses of Parliament never was brought forward. I 
a word, it is a sacrifice of the public good to the sordid interest• 
of the members of both houses." 

INCREASE OF THE SrLK TaADE.-Mr. Moor at Macclesfield, 
in proving that high duties injured the silk trade, said,-" In th 
year 1824, there was a reduction made in the duties of silk. Th 
raw was reduced to 3d. and the thrown to 7s. 6d. per lb. ; an 
again, the raw told., and the thrown to 3s. 6d. The consequenc 
of this was, the number of throwing mills rose, in one district, 
from 17 5 to 266, in a very short period ; and the number of spin
dles, from 780,000 to l, 180,000. In ten years, up to 1824, the co 
sumptioo of raw silk was 1,941,902 lbs. per year. Twelve yea 
after, the consumption amounted to 4,164,444 lbs.,-showing a 
increase ofll4 per cent. You see, then, that a decrease of dut 
is followed by an insrease of machinery; and consequently, a 
greater number of hands are employed, and more wages paid." 

e-" Don't forget to supply every Newsroom with a copy of th 
League newspaper. 
@"Enclose this Struggle in the next letter yon send to any friend 

Printed by J. LIVESEY, Preston: Sold by Gadsby and Heywood, Manchester.-Price One Halfpenny. 



Cht ~trugglt~ 
~ The corn laws are a sacrifice of the public good for the dishonest interests of m11mbers of the two houses.'' Lord St. Vincent, 1815. 

The Queen's progress as it ought to have been. 
QuEEN.-How is this, Albert? In my various progresses through my kingdom, I have found that the only buildings going on 

are prisons and workhouses. At Belvoir and Chatsworth, all went merry as a marriage beU ; and earls and dukes seem prosperous 
enough-but prisons and workhouses I The people must be badly off. I desire not to be queen of a nation of paupers and criminals. 
t'hey used to call this merry England ! It does not seem merry to me w-itb these vast and gloomy erections, rising like exhalations. 
The people will be grudging me the expense of my splendid and luxurious court if they llave to pay for these buildings too. 

PRINCE .ALBERT.-We have no Dukes of Denshire in Germany, and we have no such poor wretches as these-(points to the 
poor beggars and gi.ves them silver). - Such extremes of exorbitant and boundless wealth-of unmitigated hopeless poverty, the world 
cennot produce. It fills me with wonder, pity-and, may I add-fear. 

QuEEN.-lt may be that monopoly, restricted trade and shackled commerce, corn laws and sugar laws, are at the bottom of all 
t.h1s. I will see Sir Robert. I too have foars. I have not read history in vain. What took place in a neighbouring country-not 
fmy years since-makes me shudder. 

(P. ~- Bhrug, ,p his shoulder, and says nothing.) 

AN ADMONITION TO FARMERS. 

There are two things that you want, and these are, a settle
tne?tt of the corn question, and your rents adjusting to the 
price qf produce. You can get neither of these until the 

No. 108. 

corn laws are repealed; and, therefore, it is most assuredly 
your own interest to render every assistance in your power 
to bring about this result. 

As to the settlement of the question, the country is be
coming so extensively convinced that corn laws are a rob-
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bery-that they are a gross injustice, from which neither 
you nor the consumers of bread profit anything,-the ad
vantage going only to the rent-man-that they will never 
consent to submit to . their continuance under any modifica
tion whatever. And this growing and resolute opposition 
is seen in the rapid!y.increa ing strength and popularity of 
the Anti-Corn-Law League. Sir Robert may change his 
scale, and Lord John may renew his fixed duty, but the 
country, having acquired a knowledge of its own rights, will 
submit neither to the one nor the other. The people will 
have theil' bread as free as God sends it, however they may 
consent to be taxed upon other articles. The settlement of 
this question, in which you are deeply interested, is to be 
when Queen Victoria signs a bill for a free importation of 
the staff of life, and not till then. A poor man at Bolton 
said, that rather than give nothing to this cause, a man 
ought to sell his shirt; and I say, rather than submit to 
this tax-by which the property of the country will be con
stantly deteriorat<?d, the people discontented, and outbreaks 
induced-we ought to agitate, night aud day, for seven 
years to come. This will be better than leaving nothing 
but the prospect of poverty or exile for our children. 
For this we ought cheerfully to sacrifice our time, ease, and 
every indulgence. Depend upon it, the agitation will in
crease in intensity every year until the law is repealed. 
A creditor who knows that he is entitled to 20s. in the 
pound, and, moreover, feels that he is able to get it, is not 
easily persuaded to cease his importunity or to accept a 
compromise. The free traders know that the country has 
been robbed, and is robbed every day of our lives ; and 
if they are willing to forgive the past without compensation, 
they are not willing to rest till they are completely delivered 
from the monopolists in future. A majority of free traders 
in the Hou e of Commons, or the fear of there being such a 
majority, is the only remedy; and if you would wish to see 
the corn question settled, you ought to do all you possibly 
can to secure such a majority. 

This measure would bring about, what you all want, 
an adj11,stment of 1·ents to prices. There are at present two 
causes preventing this. First,-a conceived parliamentary 
standard for the price of corn. The present sliding scale 
aims to secure about 56s. per quarter ; and, though by 
de troying our trade it has destroyed the means of the peo
ple to give that price, yet landowners stick to their rents 
regardless of this. They ha\'e always their eye di
rected to No. 56, and when prices range lower, they 
comfort the tenantry by saying, " \¥ ait awhile, and prices 
will improve." After scraping every farthing together 
you go short of your rent ; they pcl'haps forgive you a 
trifle for the year-but still the future rent in the steward's 
book remains tlte same. The other cause is the great com
petition fur farms. If there were two farms for one farmer, 
instead of a dozen formers for one farm, you would soon see 
a difference in rents. The rt>peal of the Corn Laws will not 
entirely destroy this disparity, but it will most assurerlly 
remove that ruinous competition that now exists. Let us 
have a good trade, and your sons and grandsons will be 
tempted by the prospects afforded in the towns and in 
the ports to leave the soil, instead of remaining to increase 
the competition for every farm th1t happens to be to let. 

Lr->.t us, then, have a total repeal of the corn faws. 
8.nd there will be a settlement at once. The price of 
food will soon find its level; landlords will look to this 
instead of the 56s. on the sliding scale; and those who 
have made engagements in the faith of protection and 
higl1 prites being continued by the corn law, will then 
have the best of aU pleas to present to their landlords for 
a fresh adjustment of rent. Besides, in consequence of 
the prosperity of the country, the demand for certain . 
sorts of agricultural protluce will greatly increase, the poor 

taxes will decrease, the price of sugar and other mono
poly articles will be reduced, so that landlords will have 
little to fear in meeting the change, and e pecially when 
tbefr own savings are taken to the account. You will 
then, for the first time, and in .a fair position for, making 
a fair bargain. You will not be s bouldered out of your 
farm by some neighbour farmer, should you intimate your 
intention of leaving. Many of your sons having become 
tradesmen, the number of farmers will be reduced, and 
this will afford you the best chance of making fair terms 
with your landlords. 

Hitherto you have not had the character of agitators ; but 
if ever there was a call for you to exert yourselves, it is now. 
You have been the slaves of monopoly too long. You 
have confided too long in the wisdom of your landlords. 
You have given them your votes at every election; a1:d 
the result is, that you are the most embarrassed class m 
the country. The property left you by your forefathers 
is fast disappearing, and you are fast losing for want of 
capital to cultivate the soil. Two chances only remain 
for the farmers of England-either to join the free tra
ders, and assist them to conquer ; or to remain the tools 
of monopoly, and sink into the Gazette. 

COBDEN AND O'CONNOR. 

O'CoNNORITE.-Well, Cobden's going to catch it now, isn't he? 
A RAn.-Why, what's the matter? 
O.-Haven't you seen Feargus's challenge? He'll floor him 

this time. He's been after having a go with the Leaguers a long 
time but he could not get any of them to meet him. 

R:-Challenge ! yea I have seen it, and many a one before this 
of the same sort. It would be fine fun for Feargus if he could 
divert Cobden from his triumphant progress throughout Scotland 
and England in the great work of enlightening the people and 
raising the Fund, and a great God-send to a fallen stai-, as he 
would once more get an audience to illuminate. 

O.-Ah, but O'Connor is a great man and an honest man yet, 
and a true friend to the people. 

R.-Well, if his greatness and his honesty be equal to his con
sistency, he is without an equal in these important attl'ibutes. 
"\Viii any one meet me," says Mr. Cobden, "and m~intain 
that the corn law is a just Jaw and ought to be maintained f" 
"Yes," replies l\Ir O'Connor, "I am ready to meet you upon 
that point when you have a mind." 

O.-Well, is not that noble? 
R. -Noble! to maintain the corn law to be just, to a,sert that it 

ought n0t to be repealed-in the very teeth of all that he has said 
to the contrary! I heard him say myself that, when th~ Chartists 
were in power, the repealing of the corn laws should bt the third 
act that they would perform. In a speech at an Anti-Corn-Law 
meeting, in Leeds, he said, " I am wishful for a rno1e e:xtensi~ 
rP.peal of the corn laws than even the resolution w,?uld_ effect, for 
I am in favour of a fotal 1·epeal of the con, laws; anc he moved 
an amendment as follows : -" That we consider ALL restriction, 
upon the importatio,i of foreign grain as UNJUST in 'J!'ri.nciple and 
JNJURTOUS in its effects; nevertheless we are of opm.on _that no 
salutary alte1·ation can be made in the present system, :mt l those 
for whose benefit the change is contemplated shall hive a voieo 
in the choice of thos~ representatives to whom shall be entrusted 
the power of preventing the ,·ecurrence of so GREAT .A.N EVIL as 
the present Corn Laws!" This is the man that prof'tsse-d to be 
Hunt's successor, who now in opposition to that homst radical, 
and e,·en, in opposition to his o"'n words, co~es forw_ari to defend 
the justice of the corn Jaws, and to argue a~ainst their :epteal. . 

O.-O'Connor will meet any man ; he 1s no cowarl; he will 
not flinch an inch for the best of them. The fustian j1ck.ets will 
still stand by him. 

R.-Meet any man! Well he may, when he is reooy Ito meet 
himself; and to contradict bis own assePt-i.ons. But ,L .... ill It.ell you 
candidly that I always believed him to be a Bread Tixe;r at the 
bottom. For a long time in , the .Norther,i Star. qe. ~~ed far 
more anxious to destro)' the L~a.gue (" '.fhe ~lijguei' a,s he cc1lls 
it,) than t_o gaig the charter. His aiO} thr9-y~p,ol\t,.. t1~ trial at 
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Lancaste was, to implicate the League, in which be signally 
failed. Where were there two m1m that he lauded equal to 
Oa~tler u1d Stepl,eus? and yet neither of these were Pither for 

free tradt or the charter. The corn law agitation is the only one 
which ab orbs the public attention, and l\Ir. O'Connor bad bettet· 
remain ic obscurity than damage himself still further by advoca
ting dear bread. The people cannot forget the standard raised 
at Peterloo, "No corn laws!" 

0. -You used to talk differently a good deal. I have heard 
you prai O'Connor to the skies, and nobody was more ready to 
run after him than yourself. 

R.-T at is true, and many others besides me. I never with-
draw my confidence from any public man till I am forced by his 
conduct. He has promised every thing and accompli bed no
thing; and when I found almo t every week some new scheme 
pl'Ojected, my confidence began to fail. I held out as long as I 
could; but his last scheme, "the land, the land, the land!" quite 
upset me. I am a true Chartist yet, and delight in the name; 
but I am no O'Connorite, and never shall be again. 

0.-0h, yon have been reading that villainous bill that some 
enemy publi1hed in Manchester, headed-" Murder out!" signed, 
a Chartist. You are all alike, and want to ruin bis character. 

R.-I dery ever adverting to his character, excepting as a public 
man; and iL reference to that, I hesitate not to say, that be is the 
most vacill.ting and inconsistent person I ever Jrne w. In this 
opinion I am joined by a great majority of hone t Chartists. 

"A SUFFICIENCY OF BREAD." 

A Mr. Btker is reported, in the Chelmsford C:hronicle, to have 
said at one f the agri.!ultural meetings:-" I ai.m quite satiofied 
that amongit the rural population they ALL have a sufficiency of 
bread; and that whatever may have been said by l\lr. Cobden 
and others in that point, is entirely groundless.'' 

Mr. H<'my Dixon, of ,vitham, has very prop,erly exposed the 
falsehood o' t11is statement, and in doin~ so, re arks:-" At the 
meeting I taid, 'No, 110 !' to the statement, und c ,mld refer your 
readers to \trious l:istricts, especially in the nort hem parts of this 
county, whe•e the wages and earnings of the agricultural labourers 
are i11adeq1ate to find, for themselves antl jctmilies, suffidency of 
bread, Bu a fact is better than a lonn- speech, and the following 
agrc ment letween a labourer and his master, is a startling one :-

" Oct. 11, 1842.-I, John Drury, do undertake the care of 
four horses and one riding harse o fi?ed rmcl clean, at four o·czocl, 
in the 1110n 'ng, and to do any sort of work, an l plough my acre 
of la 10 }lSf. ln.y, for the 11nm of seven shillings per weeh, excc-pting 
the \hr~e veeks in harvest time, for which I am to have two 
shillings pc• week extra. I also hire the cottage and garden I 
now occur. at/our gu-inws per annum. 

\Vitne.s my mark, JOHN P< DRURY. 

" Great ;\faple tcd. 
'' Earnest, part pay, Is.'• 

" This mn serves his master at ls. per week LESS this year. 
Drm y is a married man, about 30 years of agr, and a u ·eful I 
plou •hman with a wife and child, and bein~ ill some time since, 
he a lplied or relief at the Haisted Board of Guardians, when the 
m·iginal dc·ument was shown to the Board. It seems to me to 
be a mocke·y to talk of protection as ncces~ary to the wellbeing of 
agric-ult ra labourers-at all events, John Drury must be an ex-
cept" on. Yours. &c., 

"HENRY DIXON. 

LETTER FRO.l\1 THE l\IARQUIS OF WESTl\IINSTER 
WITH £500 l 

Eaton Ila\l, Jan. l, 11344. 
" Sir ,-laving, on a former occasion, expressed to you my 

anxious wines fot· your success in the arduous contest with l\Io
µopoly in vhich you are engaged, I cannot refuse myself the 
pleasure ofaongratulating you upon the rapid progress you have 
sine n :adun the struggle with that formidable adversary. 

"As yo have found yom· foe to be daring and resolute, so have 
your emer es increased in a wonderful manner ; aud, in spite 
of ...o ppositrn, yott ln.ve carried the war most elfoctually into the 

enemy's strongholds. With such vigorous and sustained efforts 
the victory must be yours; and my hopes of ultimate triumph, 
and that at no very distant date, therefore, much exceed my fears 
of failure. As to the duty-that it is said would be lost to the 
country, if not insisted on, I am satisfied that such would be the 
prosperity of all classes from tlie abolition of this impost, such the 
advantage that would accrue to all the moneyed concerns of the 
community, that, in a vet·y short time, the general wealth would 
be so far augmented that the national revenue would outrun the 
amount of any duty that bas been proposed, whether 3s., 5s., or 8s. 

"It may be all very well, at agricultural meetings, to talk of 
the advantages of long leases, of tile-draining, &c., and to drink 
the health of the labourers; but to what good effect? Long leases 
are, in certain districts, and under certain well-known circum
stances, desirable enough ; good draining has long been understood 
and practised, where there have been sufficient means, sufficient en
terprise, and a soil requiring it ; praise has no doubt been deser
vedly lavished upon farm-labourers; but there is something still 
to be done much more important to them, v·hich is, to give them 
the means of obtaining an hone t and independent liveliho0d
solid pudding being preferable to empty praise-and this cannot 
be effected without the abrogation of these mischievous enact
ments. 

"I have much pleasure in sending a contribution of £500 to 
your fund ; and I venture to express a hope that you will not re
lax your endeavours until you have obtained from Government, 
in whatever hands it may happen to be, the fullest measure of 
Free Trade compatible with what is due to the maintenance of 
public credit. 

"I remain, Sir, 
'' Your most obedient servant, 

"George Wilson, Esq., "WESTMINSTER. 
Chairman of the Council of the National 

Anti-Corn-Law League.'' 

THE BEST ARGUMENT OF THE MONOPOLISTS. 

One of the most decisive proofs of the weakness of the Mono
polist cause is, their abandonment of argument, and their adoption 
of slander and fal ehood. l\1r. Ferrand is the chosan fngleman in 
this practice; and though he has in every instance been boldly 
confuted, yet 110 unblushingly repeats his falsehood , and the 
monopolist press does its best to get them believed. '£he Leag1'e 
paper has fully exposed these disreputable tactics of the enemy. 
Alluding to the dishonrmrabla member for Knaresburgh, it gives 
his la t specimens of fibbing, contra3ted with the facts, a fol
lows:-

LIE I. 
That l\lr. John Brnoks told l\lr. Ferrand that he wished to pre

vent the reduction of the differential duties on coffee. 
FACT. 

That l\lr. John Brooks came to London for the express purpo e 
of obtaining a grnater reduction than that which the Minister 
proposed. 

LIE 2. 
That a Leaguer in Manchester offered to join in a subscription 

to procure the assassination of Sir Robert Peel. 
FACT. 

That no such proposal wa-, ever made, but a person in Manches
ter, not connected with the League, when asked to subscribe to 
the expenses of a deputation, said that he wo1ild rather give the 
money to shoot Sir Robe1·t Peel. 

LIE 3. 

That a respectable witness could prove the complicity of a Leeds 
manufacturer in the outbreak of last August. 

FACT. 
That a fraudulent bankrupt told such a tale respecting bis cre

ditor, who exposed its utter falsehood in the Town Council or 
Leeds, and that the monopolist papers which circulated the false
hood burked the report of the Councii't> proceedings. 

These are the three lates~ lies which have come to our notice, 
and they may serve as specimens of the dishonourable arts to 
which the advocates of monopoly are compelled to have recourse. 
We really feel it to be a degradation to notice such monstrous and 
palpable absurdities. 



·THE · STB"IJGGLE. · 

The Illfant Herculea atrangllng the two Serpent• ot 
Monopoly and Electoral Corruption. 

Ma. W. J. Fox was next introduced to the meeting, and re
ceived with oonsiderable applause. He said, " I rejoice to find 
myself face to faee with the men of Manchester in your Free
Trade Hall-in this capacious cradle of the Anti-Corn-Law 
League, where has been cherished that young Hercules that al
ready grasps by the throat with one hand the serpent of Monopoly, 
and with the other that of Electoral Corruption."-(Immense 
cheering.) 

VARIETIES. 

FREE TaA.DE means more trade.-Cobden. 

" The further I go from tall chimneys and steam-engines, .. says 
Cobden, " and the lower I find wages." 

It has been well said that the repeal o( 1he corn laws is ad
vocated by those peers who have clear heads, and clear estates. 

I should not like parliamint to fix ,vages, if they had the power. 
What have they fixed for agricultural labourers, the especial ob
jects of their protection? Seven or sight shillings a-week I 

" Grain, we are glad to say, has risen considerably during the last 
month." So says an agricultural report. ,v eavers, spinners, la
bourers, are you glad? You ought to be, if you approve of the 
corn law. 

MR. STAlllFIELD, at the Pudsey meeting, said " he had been a 
whig all his life, yet he would lay aside all party feeling, and give 
his support to a free trader, whether whig, tory, or radical. The 
flag of free trade was the only flag under which he would march.'' 

AN 0MISSION.-Certain societies are forming in some of the 
counties, in opposition to the League, called " Protection Socie
ties." It is said that a little omission has been made in the name ; 
it 11hould be "Rent Protection Societies.'' 

It is said that manufacturers want to repeal the corn laws that 
they may compete with the cheap labour employed by foreign 
manufacturers. The fact is, they do now compete with this la
bour, and, in neutral markets, undersell their rivals; otherwise 
they could not continue to employ their present hands. 

The fanners, poor thh1gs, are so unsettled, and suffering so 
much, that they bad better at once join in the movement for free 
trade. Nothing will an~wer their purpose but the adjustment of 
prices upon the principle of competition. When this is done, 
then may they proceed with safety to treat with their landlords as to 
rents and leases, and may go on cultivating without fear of fur
ther chargPs. 

Mr. Plant, at the Pudsey meeting, stating the public confidence 
felt in the League, asked if ever in any country a body of men, 
however conspicuous, had been entrusted with £50,000, to spend 
it as they thought fit, as the League had been trusted. 

Suppose eighteen millions of wheat to be consumed annuall-y in 
Great Britain, and the average price 70s. per quarter, the cost 
of this wheat would he £63,000,UOO. Now suppose in another 
year the price to be 40s. per quarter, the same quantity wouLd 

· only cost £36,000,000, leaving a saving of £27,000,000 to be 
spent upon other articles. 

THE INTERESTS OF MEl!f AND MASTERs.-lt is a great error 
to say that men and masters have opposite interests. If the nias
ter have bad markets, the men feel it in the reduction of work, 
and perhaps in the reduction of wages. If trade is good, mOJe 
people are employed, and more wages given. And masters can
not possibly spend their profits, either in extending their works, 
improving their machinery, or ministering to their luxuries, with
out employing the people. 

THE SAVINGS OF THE PIPE.-An aged man in Blackbum who 
has been a teetotaler for more than six years, bethought himself 

I to abstain from the use of tobacco. He made a start last new year's 

I 
day, 1843, and kept his tobacco pledge till new year's day again, 
1844, when he had the pleasure of presenting to the :Baptist Cha

. pel tea party fifty-two fourpenny pieces, being the price of the 
tobacco he used in a yt>ar.-D. G. 

THE EFFECTS OF Goon HARVESTs.-The chief cause of the 
revival in trade is, undoubtedly, the last two good harvests. 
People pay less for food, and spend more upon manufactures. If 
food should rise,-and I fear it will for want of foreign supplies, 
-then misery will come again. 

THE LABOURERS who plough the fields and reap the crops, 
of all others, should be well fed, and clothed, and lodged. But 
how can they and their families be fed out of 7s. per week? 
Where is there anything left. for clothing? And as for hausi.g, 
if we examine their huts in Dorsetshire and elsewhere, we ehall 
find them much below the character of some of our shippons ood 
pig-sties l Poor labourers I-corn law protected labourers! 

If you pour more w4ter into a full glass, it will displace a quan
tity ; but if the glass be but partially filled, all the additional quan
tity may be received without running over.-If every one in th1s 
country were (ed to tile flii, each quantity imported would dia
place some of the borne llock. But the fact is, that the people 
in this country are- ee edvfed, that we must import largely in
deed before we have more tlwP we can consume. 

NoTICE.-Tltle_,.e aud Index to the Struggle for 1843, and 
also printed CoYel'II, are now ready, and may be had fl'om all the 
agents :-Price One Halfpenny each. • 

e'Enclose tbi1 St,,,,,ggle in the next letter you send to any friend. 

THE PRESTON GUARDIAN. 

A LIBERAL AND FREE TRADE NEWSPAPER, under 
the above title, for Preston and the important district of 

North Lancashire, will be published early in the ensuing month. 
Tt will be devoted to the cause of CIVIL AND RELIG:rous 

LIBERTY, the RIGHTS OF INDUSTRY, the PROSPERITY OF AGll:1-

CULTURE, and the perfect FREEDOM OF TRADE AND COMMEBC.E. 
THE REPEAL OF THE CoRN LA ws, and the destruction of all 
monopolies; the FULL AND FREE REPRESENTATION OF THE 
PEOPLE, and CHEAP AND GOOD GOVERNMENT will be constantly 
advocated. 

The Guardian will also identify itself with every important in 
terest in the locality. The prosperity of the town and trade of 
PRESTON, and the local interests of Chorley, Wigan, Clith~, 
Ormskirk, Southport, Fleetwood, Poulton Garstang, Blackpool, 
Lytham, Leyland, and other places will receive increasing auen
tion. 

To be published every Saturday morning, by J. LIVESEY & SoN, 
at the Guardian Office, No. 8, Cheapside, Preston, where all or
ders for the paper may be sent; price 4½d, or 5s. per quarter. 

Its anticipated circulation will render it a most eligible medium 
for AovERTISEllENTs, which are respectfully solicited. 

Preston, January 15th, 1844. 

Printed by J. LIVESEY, Preston: Sold by Gadsby and Heywood, Mancbe11ter.-Price One Halfpenny. 



Using Bacon for Fuel on the Mississippi! 
P.DDY MuLLONEY.-Oh ! ye black rascals I what a smell of fried bacon there is! Be after sending some up here. 
J · LJUS C.JESAR.-Ah! Massa Pat, de bacon you smell ish fuel! Massa, fuel: him keeps fire up. So Massa mind him bisness, and Cresar mind his. 

DDY.-Och ! ye villain I ye unmelted snowball! Och I by the powers I wish 1 could get at ye ,1id dis shillaleh ! May be I would not break your 
hesd. 

CEsAn.-Two can play at dat, Massa. 
hDDY MULLONEY.-To think of burning bacon in the furnace of a Mishishippi i;tamer when millions of my counthrymen only touch it as a trate at 

CL1rismas. It's a burning shame and a shameful waste, that's what it is. 
CEua.-Don't know what's the case in your misherable country. But here we nebber touch bacon. Nol no! gib me turkey and canvass-back 

d\UCt., wid melon and peaches for dessert I 
I\T.-Did you e'er hear the like o' that! By the holy saints but--
l\R. JOHNSON, (an English gentleman going up the Mississippi).-You see, Paddy, there is no free trade between this and Ireland; they don't take 

ytout lnens and you don't take their bacon, so there's loss on both sides. 
h.T.-ls it so, by dad I Then I think repale o' the Corn Laws should come before repale o' the Union. 
WAR, (to Pompey, his stoker ).-Poor debils ! What does Union or no Union signify to dem 1 Let 'em fill 'em bellies anyhow. 

No. 109. 



THE §TilUGGLE. 

TO THE PUBLIC OF PRESTON AND ITS VICINITY. 

The time has come when you are expected to co-ope
rate with the other great towns in attempting to strike 
another and a fatal blow at monopoly. During the past 
12 months the Anti-Corn-Law League has progressed 
with gigantic strides. It is now acknowledged by its 
enemies to be "A great Fact." The justice and the 
policy of Free Trade are now demonstrated, and multi
tudes of all ranks have become converts. The opera
tives now see that laws which make food dear and 
employment scarce, are the great source of their poverty 
and suffering. Manufacturers and merchants have long 
been cramped in their trade by these legislative restric
tions, and many have lost their capital and their all. 
With the exception of a few who prefer party to principle, 
and who would sacrifice a nation's prosperity for politi
cal power, all connected with trade and commerce now 
declare for a repeal of the corn laws and all monopolies. 
Even the agriculturists themse~ves s:e th~t a n~tion's 
prosperity, and not temporary h1gh prices, 1s t~eir best 
"protection." The tenant farmer has lo~t his confi
dence in corn laws; the labourers, suffenng the ex
treme of prirntion, are anxious for a change; and the 
best landlords are declaring for repeal a~ the least evil. 

sHALL. ,vE · suBMiT ·To A FIXED nuTY ? 

Never ! no, never will we submit to a fixed duty 
upon bread. Borne down as we a.re with taxes, we will 
never submit that the teeth of the poor shall be taxed 
equally with those of the rich. Let taxes be placed ~pon 
property, or upon luxuries, or even upon the ordinary 
comforts of life, if we must be taxed; but never let 1t 
be said that Englishmen yielded to a tax upon life-a 
poll tax-in which the poor weaver's stomach pays as 
much as the peer of the realm. 

No! The first announcement of a fixed duty will be the 
sio-nal for a simultaneous burst of reprobation through
ot~t the country, and of unbounded agitation through 
the length and breadth of the land. . If_ we 11o_w submit 
to a fixed duty, we shall be fixed with 1t and its conse
quences for ever. No ! \Ve appeal to the elector_s. 
We place the poor man's caae in _their hands. W,e will 
agitate till every man beholds with horror t~e ,~1cked
ness of making bread scarce and dear, and cnpplmg our 
countrv's trade. Unbounded prosperity, plenty for all, 
ar within our means; and we wi 1 no lono-er submit to 
see the people robbed and wr?nged in open day. . . 

Let every free-born Englishman come out and JOI_n 
the cry for more food and more trade, and devote his 
best energies to destroy the monster ~onopoly. . . 

Ire will have no bread tax. JVe will have no shdmg 
sccde; and we will equally fight against the enactment of 
a fixed duty. 

l\IACHINERY ANO ElIPLOYl\IENT. 

The League, by its extraordinary exertions, has done 
this. It has diffused information among all classes; j 
and, regardless of politics, in order to accomplish its 
object, it aims at nothing less than con:er~ing a large 
majority of the electoral body to the principles of free 
trade. The League has many friends in Preston. Last 

d f £~00 I always 1hd it difficult to make men unclerstancl how it is that 
year vou contributed to its fuu<ls, upwar s o D . machinery, which turns a certain number out of work, cau be the 

Feilow townsmen! You are appealed to again, and means of brin~ing others into work. Although one fad Htares 
we trust you will respond in such a manner as will them in the face, which is this, that where thP,re has been the 
place Preston in a proud eminence among the_ surround. g1eate·t amount of new machinery, th<-re ha~ b~en the ~reatest 
ino- towns. The repeal of the corn law::; is acknow- increase of population, (drawn together, cenarnly, hy nothin~ hut 

0 d. • emplo)ment,) yet they cannot get clear of their doubts, tlwt n~a-
ledged to be on]y a question of time, depen mg sim- chincry docs really Je~sen the amount of manua~ lahou:. I w_1II, 
p]y on the energy and liberality of the public. The howevcr,just remind them of two circumstances, from w_luch I thrnk 
expenses of the League are enh9-nced _as the contest they urnst sec their mistake. lnrle~d, the fact that, ntter all, they 
with monopoly gets more intense and wider ex~ended. are not willin~ that machinery hould be clestroye,I or sto1~p~d, 

f h d d th IJrovcs that they have a misgiving as to their unfavourable op1111on Last year, they spent fi ty t ousan poun s ; is y_ ear, 
of machi11e ry. 

a hundred thousand will not be more than sufficient. / There are two parties, at least, who, it will b" allowed, profit 
Most of the towns have more than doubled their subscrip- by m:icltinery-tho,B who purchase the ;hcapenetl article · ~ade 
tions; and they are stimulated to this by their confidence by machinery, ar, il the master who owns it. Yon buy a rnaclune

that the principles of free trade will ultimately triumph. made comh for f3J.' wtflich4clmaclle ton, tdhet old tpiadH would cost 
1 6d. · or a ,arJ o cotton 01· • t 1a use o cos u • Now what 

People of Preston! Gentlemen, merchants, manu- doe; the p;rnr man do with the difference ? He docs not ~ury it 
facturers, shopkeepers, working men! we appeal to I in the earth ; or wear it long in his breeches poc1rnt. No; he 
you all to r T" ~ forward, a~d re~der us you: b_est I purchases some other article-, :i.y a pair of braces, so_me ~poons 
assistance re engaged m an important ag1tat1on for hi~ wife, or even, if you will, a shuttlecock for !11s childl'0n. 

d d l d 
I 

In doing thi·, he gives employment to all conn ctcd with t:1e ma-involvin_ g t ~ , ect_ion of our tra e, an t 1e peace an 
1 

h t Th 
.. nufacturing of these articles, equa to t e amount spcu _- e 

well-bemg o r e nation. Trade and commerce are not 4d. saved in cotton was spent in ~poons; and the rewlt is, that 
only the great sources of employm~nt an~ wages. to t~ie while the interests of labonr are thus secured, the consnmer al~o gets 
people, but from them manufacturing cap1~al d~nves i~s so much more as his portion. But it often happens tint when 
chief value. It is to protect these, by rnsunng the1r machinery cheapens an article, that the saving in price greatly 

I increases the consumption of the same article, to such an extent 
freedom, that you are n_ow appealed to. ~oney co_n- that more hanus are employed in the same manufacture than 
tributed to the League, is not so much a gift as an in- 1 before the machinery was introduced. When cloth is . 4d. 
vestment. It is taking care of yourselves, and providing per yard instead of Sd., a much greater qnantity is consumed at 
for vour offspring. We earnestly appeal to you in so home besides the additional quantity exported. Hence. although 

J d h ·11 b d weaving, for instance, is now clone by improved macl~incry,, ret 
good a cause, feeling confi ent t at you wi e rea Y there are rnoreweavers wantednow than at any former penod. Ihe 
and willing to subscribe according to your mea~s. amount, then, saved upon articleseheapened by machinery, through 

By order of the Committee of the Preston Anti-Corn- which some lose their employment, is surP. to Le spent so as, when 
Law Association,-J. LIVESEY, Secretary. fairly traced, to procure additional employment. But should these 



Tlfl:E STBIJGGL.E. 3 
individuals put their savings into the bank, instead of spending or 
purcha ing, the money is instantly lent out again to others who, 
in expending it, cannot a.void employing labour. I have confined 
this illustration to small savings; but the same principle holds good 
in expending the machinery savings connected with every article of 
luxury and elegance purchased hy the rich. Every guinea they 
save in machinery-made ar1icles is laid out again in some other 
department in the payment of labour. 

Then, secondly, as to the master's advantage, so far as employ
ment is concerned, the master's gains by machinery cannot be ex
pended without increa,ing it. He ~ains, say, by making cloth 
with machinery and fewer hands. If others adopt the same im
provements, the price of goods comes down, and the purchasers of 
the article get the advantage as before stated. But if others 
should not, thP. Sa\ings realised by the master must be spent in one 
of two ways, both of which procure employment for others. If 
he extend his family establishment, and increase the style of his 
living, he can:1ot do this without increasing employment. Every 
article he purchases, and every se1·vice he requires, is to be done 
by labour. If he extend his works, which is usually the ca~e, I 
need not point out the increa. e of employment occasioned by this. 
If he place his savings in the bank, the hanker's love of profit 
compels him to lend it again to some needy tradesman, and it is 
soon paid away in some shape or other as the wages of labour. 

Now, upon inquiry it will be found that the sums expended, in ad
dition lo what is paid to the hands employed on the premises, keep in
creasing as the machinery iucreases; and it is by this that the amount 
of employment created hy machinery, is to be measured, and not by 
the wages paid to the hauds at W(,1 kin the establbhment. What is 
saved from one is p:i.id to others; for the payments of the various 
~ills, llf'n tra.ceu, will ?~ fo_und to fiud their way to the labourers '! 

m the end. I hncl, upon rnqmry, a conl'ern pn)ing £240 f01· wages 
iu and ahout the works, pays weekly about £160 for other purposes 
in miscellaneous accounts. :Now these bills, wbr.ther they be for 
carriag_, insnrnncP, watc1·, coal~, gas, oil, repairs, banding, and 
twenty other things I need not name, if trnl!ed, will be found to I 
go for !abonr. j 

Good machinery is the working man's friend, and but for 
it, with a 1·apidly incre,tsiug population, ant! a heavy national debt, 
we should n 'Ver have heen able to carry on to the pre;:ent time. I 

Aft<': all, it is not employnuml so much as enjo ~111e11t that ,, c 
~l1ould e anxious fo1· all to pos~e~s. l\lachinery is calculated to 
mak<' every thing ph•ntif'ul and cheap, anJ if there were no inter
fert>lll'P, 11 e mass of the workiug people woul<l 1wc.,s,arily 1·eap the 
atlvant .. ge. 1 Iachim'ry al ways works jiJr the p<'opk, never against 
them; lut if monopoly laws come and steal aw:i.y the advantage, 
let not he fault he cast upon machinery. 

I fee co1,fitlcnt that, with um· maC:1inery, coupled with com-
111crcia.l f1·t c,lom, pro~pcrity is yet hef'ore us; and, what is most 
gratifyhg, prosperity to that chss which has for some time b~en 
the greHt>st sufforers. Provided we might but realise the benefit, I 
would I ot c are if e\•ery thing was doue 1·\ith machinery. A na
tion ful l of food and full of' clothin~ surely cannot be poor; and I 
the !!r,ate (iur prochiction of both, with freedom of exchange, 
and the happier shall we he. 

ClfAR[TY WO .. 'T RELIE TE TUE COUNTRY. 

Cha1·ty ·s good in it~elf, and, so far aq it goe!--, a!Tords relief to 
the rectiv<> r. At, the san1£' time it degrarles hi~ character, and 
gives hill no mean;; for bettering hi~ condition in future. And, 
after al ~ u der a rr·strictive, limited ~ystcm, it is only, when fairly 
traced, taki ng from one poor person to foed another. The con- , 
sumptim r f the rich ant! the middle class rema.i11s the same both 
in time i of plenty and scarcity; ) ou cannot, thc1·efore, take from 
tht>m. Every a<ldi tional load of meal, therefore, given to the 
poor, if a load taken from other poor; for by increa,ing the con
sumptim, the price gets up in proportion. Every man who will 
consi<le· this fairly, will see tlnlt this must be the case. Only 
allow foocl to come in freely, and, however much you give in cha
rity, yot do not advance the price, nor rob others of their portion. 
If a wd contain fifty gallons only, and if five new comers take 
four ga on111 each, it is easy to s~e how much the old hands must 
be shoi·L Bnt if tlwre he a .,p, ing brin~ing fresh supplies, the 
new coners may fetch freely without doing the old ones any 
injury. 

l\IR. RAND ON FREE TRADE. 
There is eo much good sense and sound argument in the follow

ing observations of l\'Ir. Rand, a free trade Conservative, of Brad
ford, that I am anxious to assist in giving them publicity. 

"A fixed duty on corn is only a compromise between certain 
parties, between a sliding scale, and no duty at all. There are, 
doubtless, many arguments in favour of a fixed duty over a sliding 
scale ;-but that is not the real question. The real question is, 
-is protection extended to certain classes right or wrong? 
Now, there cannot possibly be a more important question than 
the supply of food to a nation ; and there can be no doubt that 
whatever tends to make that supply deficient is an act of injustice, 
and one from which any truly Christian mind will turn with abhor
ence ; and it is no justification, or even extenuation, of such an 
attempt, that the interests of any other parties may be promoted 
by it. Abundance of food is the interest of all, for all are con
sumers. It may serve the producers to make the article scarce, 
so as to secure a higher price, through every enactment which 
they can obtain ; but that would obviously be an injustice to the 
whole body of consumers, whose united interest alone ought to be 
the object of legislation: anything else is class-legislation-a prop
ping up of particular interests at pul,lic cost. But as every parti
cular iuterest cannot be thus propped up-for instance, the most 
important interest of all, namely, the working classes, as re
gards the price of labour-so no class ought to enjoy a prntec
tion injurious to the whole commumity. There is a great princi
ple involved in this qnestion. I think it a just principle, and 
it ought strictly to be contended for. It is manifestly unjust to 
attempt, through any enactment, to make an article scarce, so es
sential to human life as bread, with the view of raising the price 
for the advantage of the producer, unless means are e$pecially 
taken to enable the consumer to give that higher price ; but no 
man in his senses believes tl1;1.t possible, and Pal"liament has re. 
cently declared such an object utterly beyond its power. Now, a 
fixed duty will just have this efl'ect,-raising the price of food, 
and not at the same time enabling any poor labourer to give 
that price. It cannot be defended ; the honest object of a pro-
1 l'cting duty in corn was to encourage the best cultivation of our 
own soils, to make food plentiful-not to make it scarce and dear; 
hut it has bet>n turned to the latter purpose and not to the former, 
anJ ha~ provecl to be a great national curse. If our lands were culti
vatetl as they ou .,ht to have been, no foreign corn could have 
fonnJ its way here; at least, that is my decided conviction. I 
wi~h with all my heart that, if we are to have two great political 
parties in the country, they would divide upon some great intel
ligible principle, such as J<'ree Trade and l\Ionopoly, instead of 
the no-meaning terms, ,Vhig and To•·y. The1·e are Conservatives 
who arc Free-TradPrs; there arc ,vhigs who are not so. Why 
should this question of supplying a country with food bo any more 
a party question of ,vhig and Tory than the supply of a. town with 
water? It is really full time to sink these foolish di~tinctions; and 
I really do hope, that your Conservative friends will not imagine 
there is anythirl" politically binding upon them to oppose the prin
ciplt•s of freedom ot' trade." 

"BEWARE OF TUE LE,\.GUE."-1'\.forning .Herald. 
" • Beware of the League'-yes, let all that's unfair, 
Ye landed Aristocrat~, timely beware; 
For the ::;aunll t is thrown, and the <.!hallenge is given, 
And mo11opoly'5 strength to the centre is riven. 

"' Beware of the Leagne'-'tis the home of the poor, 
And, founded on truth, its success must be sure; 
Although bloated corruption look~ on with a frown, 
And oligarchs, n1thle~s, would trample it down. 
"Yes, 'Beware of the League l' y~ who live on the spoil 
Of the peasant and craftsman, the children of toil, 
Who seize labour's right~ for yo11r own caste alone, 
\Vho farm out God's bounties, and deem them yout· own. 

" 'Beware of the League !' ye who frame fo1· your cause 
Those base moral crimes which ye designate laws, 
To destroy freemen's rights, and to crush all who aid 
In upholding their cause and the freedom of trade. 
" 'Beware of the League !' ye ruthless, but blind 
To tl1e wal'Uings portentous, ye foes to your kind. 
Come all-Cambria, Scotia-come, heartbroken Teague, 
And bid ev'ry oppressor-' Beware of the League ! '" 



4 THE ST.RUGGLE. 

The Landlord ln a fit of the Blue Devils, 
Here's "Confasion to Sir Robert Peel and his juggling Sliding 

Scale I" and here's "Destruction to The Times and his Fixed 
Duty!" and here's "A speedy downfal to that busy meddling 
League, that is turning the world upside down !"-Why, I found 
one of their agents cross-examining my labourers as to their wages. 
If Peel does not cook their goose for them next session, my name's 
not Fitzgibbon Battue Spatchcock, M.P. for Swampton ! 

VARIETIES. 
Repeal the corn law, and you extract the sting of the poor law. 

" Mr. Ferrmtd is a man after our own hearts!'' -Farmers' 
Journal. 

A writer, alluding to the extravagant representation, that the 
manufacturers can clothe the world, says ; " When we presume to 
clothe the world, it is to be hoped that others will use equal exAr
tions to feed the world." 

In Ireland labourers may be hired for 6d. a day: in Australia 
or New Zealand the same quality of labour would be worth 4s. 
Why is this? Simply, because there is an excess of labour in one 
market and the want of it in another. It is this which regulates 
its value. 

BUYING CHEAP AND SELLING DEAR.-lt has been said that 
to buy in the cheapest and sell in the dearest market is selfish; but 
the fact is, it is merely buying where an article is plentiful, and 
selling where it is scarce, so that it is actually assisting to equalise 
the blessings of life. 

The diminution of ale drinking and spirit drinking contains a 
two-fold benefit to the country ;-it produces less intemperance 
and more food. If the laml now growing 40 millions bushels of 
barley were employed in producing good food, it would, in this 
respect, be almost equal to the repeal of the corn laws. 

It is a consolation to believe that the British manufacturing 
power is blessing the world with cheap clothing ; for many nat io1ts 
have been benefitted by our manufactures. But it is painful to 
think that the operatives employed have not been equaHy 
blessed with cheap food, cheap sugar, and plenty of everything 
good. 

RECIPROCITY.-" Why did you buy that tea at Dilworth's? 
Why did you go there, when you knew that at Hopewood's you 
would have got it for a shilling a pound le~s ?" " Oh, but he 
never buys anything of me, and so I will not buy of him." This 
is reciprocity; the reason given why all the eating folks in this 
country should refuse American flour, and pay a double price at 
another shop. 

AGRICULTURAL PAUPERS.-Many wonder how it is that the 
number of paupers in agricultural districts continues so large. 
Families do not keep migrating to these parts, and get settlemenfs, 
as they do in the towns. On the contrary, many lf1ave the country 
and get settlements in the towns. The true explanation is, that 
the men who get settlements as ja,mers, keep sinking rapidly 
into the ranks of paupers. 

LAW OF SETTLEMENT.-The opinion of a person conversant 
with poor law affairs is, that the next step will be to repeal the 
law of settlement; and make residence only the ground of claim 
for relief as in Ireland. This is not unlikely, for by this means 
the agricultural districts would P.ase themselves of the burden of 
all the poor whom they have driven into the towns. \Vhat would 
a parliament of landlords not do, for their own dear selves? 

"THE CosT OF OUR SuGAR retained for home consumption, in 
1840," says Porter in bis Progress, " exclusive of duty, fur 
3,764,710 cwts. was £9,156,872. The co,i t of a like quantity of 
Brazil, or Havannah sugar of equal quality would have been 
£4,141,181; so that we paid £5,015,691 more than t.heinhabitaots 
of any European country would have cl ont> for the same quamit.y of 
sugar. We pai<l this in addition to the tax upon sugar, - as a bo
nus to our sugar monopolists, occasioned by our differential duties." 

THE CosT oF ExcLus1vcNEss.-When we read of the wall 
of China fifteen hundred miles long, twenty-five fttet high, and 
fifteen broad, we see a strong exemplification of the principle of 
exclusivenes8. The labour of the world has been long employed 
in dividing, instead of uniting mankind. Free trade will break all 
the partition walls down; and, hy directing the power of nations 
to purposes of real usefulness, will ultimately iucrease the wealth 
and prosperity of the whole world. 

MILK PAYM ENTs.-A writer from Burnley should send his nnme 
and the evidence upon which his all egations about milk are founded ; 
otherwise all that he says, may prove as false as Mr. Ferrand's 
calumnies upon l\Ir. Cobden about milk selling. 

~Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send to any friend-

THE PRESTON GUARDIAN. 

A LIBERAL AND FREE TRADE NEWSPAPER, uncter 
the above tltle, for Preston and the important district of 

North Lancashire, will be published early in the ensuing month. 
It is free inter-communication as well in nations, as betwixt na- It will be devoted to the cause of c1v1L AND RELIGIOUS 

tions, which constitutes the chief element of value to many arti- LIBERTY, the RIGHTS OF INDUSTltY, the PROSPERITY OF A0RI
cles. Before we had good roads and canals, fish was so exclusively CULTURE, and the perfect FREEDOM oF TUA DE AND co~MERCE. 
the means of subsistance in some localities, that it was usual THE REPEAL OF THE CoRN LA ws, and the destruct10n of all 
for servants to stipulate as to how often they should be compelled monopolies; the FULL AND FREE REPRESENTATION OF THE 
to eat salmon. Oh how valuable would many foreign productions PEOPLE, and CHEAP AND oooD GOVERNlllENT will be constantly 
be here, if it were not for those great toll bars at the water side. advocated. 

SPECIAL BURDENS. - It is the rent burden which is the only The Guardian will also identify itself with every important in-
special burden that farmers have to bear. They pay poor's terest in this locality. The prosperity of the town and trade of 
rates, so do all others. They pay a little excis~ tax : others '.PRESTON, and the local interests of Chorley, Wigan, Clitheroe, 
pay more. If they pay any customs' tax, other3 far exceed them. Ormskirk, Southport, Fieetwood, Poulton, Garstang, Blackpool, 
They keep their own roads in repair: others pay for lighting, and Lytltam., Leyland, and other places will receive increasing atten
paving, and repairing their streets Farmers pay but little asses- tion. 
sed taxes, compared to other classes. Church rates and Easter To be published every Saturday morning, by J. LIVESEY & SoN, 
dues are common to all. The tithe is no tax: it was always a at the Guardian Office, No. 8, Cheapside, Preston, where all or
part of the rent, under another name; and when a farm is tithe ders for the Paper may be sent; price 4½d, or 5s. per quarter. 
free, it lets for so much more rent in proportion. The fact is, we Its anticipated circulation will render it a most eligible medium 
are all heavily taxed; and this is a good reason why the taxes for ADVERTISEMENTS, which are respectfully solicited. 
of one class should not be thrown upon another. Preston, January 15th, 1844. 

Printed by J. LIVESEY, Preston: Sold by Gadsby and Heywood, Manchester.-Price Ooe Halfpenny. 



"The question of Free Trade, next to the question of Free Religion, is the most momentous question ever submitted to 
human deci~ion.''-Professor Senior, Esq., 1827. · 

A Lesson to Rulers; or, Plenty the great Pacifier. 
A ll1NT TO l\1AJ'ESTY,-When the Queen was inspecting Austin's Cage of Curiosities-his harmonious family of cats and rats' 

owls antl mice, hawks and sparrows-Her Majesty anxiously inquireu how he preserved the peace among his motley subjects. Austin' 
having no unpatriotic de5ire to conceal bii secret from the royal mind, at once replied, ",vhy, please your Majesty, I treat them 
kindly ; anJ, above all, I always keep their crop& fu.ll." The Queen looked significantly at Sir Robert Peel, and the Premier glanced 
with equal significance at the author of•+ Corn and Currency." "You'd better repeal tho corn laws," said Her Majesty. "I have 

been thinking ao myself," replied Sir Robert.-Leeds Times. 

CHEAP FOOD AND THE MEANS OF repeal of the corn laws, will the people be employed~ Only 
OBTAINING IT. add to the wealth of the country generally, by adopting free 

- trade, and you make employment certain. Every man and 
A common remark in reference to cl,eap food is this, every family are seeking enjoyment in proportion to tl1eir 

" What is the use of it, if people can't get the means to mr ,..,s, yet they cannot obtain it but through the medium 
purchase it with?" Now I wish to shcw how they are to I ,i employing others. If wealth, and comforts, and l~xuries 
get the means. The great mass of the people have nothing \ grew in certain districts, and had only to be plucked like 
to disp05;e of but their labour, and it is therefore by employ-i strawberries; or if they fell in partial showers upon 
went alone that they can get wages, and by wr1ge, alone that grounds occupied by the rich, I am not sure that their gene
they get the meani to purchase cheap food. So that the rosity would lead them to give employment simply for the 
only inqui2'.!'eeded is this: iffood be rendered cheap by a labourers' sake; but the arrangements of providence are far 

JSO. 110. 
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otherwise. Such cannot add one brick to another ; they 
cannot build or possess any thing but through the medium 
of etnploying·others. · Let us trate the matter in reference 
to the various classes. A young man, for instance, with 
30s. per week, you see dressing well, giving employment to 
shoemakers, tanners, curriers, &c. ; to tailors, spinners, 
weavers, dyers, bleachers, packers, button makers, and all 
engaged in preparing cloth ; and the machinery employed in 
getting the raw material, erecting the buildings where the 
works are carried on, and all engaged in moving the various 
articles from place to place, with th.e wholesale and retail 
sale of the various articles required. And indeed to trace 
all that remotely contribute by their labour to the articles 
of young men's dress, would require to name hundreds of 
different branches of labour, If we pay 40s. for a coat, 
that is paid again to different hands, and it spreads wider 
and wider, though in smaller sums, as it embraces more dis
tant branches of labour. The same young man will have 
a parlour and bed room to himself. These give employ
ment to builders, painters, upholsterers, and all connected 
with the erections.-The furniture represents employment 
of a great variety of kinds. His patent stove grate, polished 
fire irons, his bell and bell ropes, his chimney ornaments, 
his couple of candlesticks, and snuffers, and snuff tray ; his 
oil cloth cover to his table, his carpet and fire rug, his map<, 
and pictures, his fashionable inkstand, not to omit his news
papers and library of books-indeed all his comforts and 
elegancies, are so much employment given to the working 
people, and consequently so much means put into their 
hands for purchasing the cheap loaf, and every man as he 
gets up in the world, lays out his money thus in giving em
ployment, 

What applies to an individual, equally applies to persons 
with families, and the employment they give is measured by 
the amount of their expenditure. Go through a genteel 
110use, and dwell for a short time calculating the amount of 
employment created only to furnish each of these depart
ments. And when this is done, consider the perpetual 
changes they are making in consequence of the increase of 
numbers or change of fashion, and you will see a constant 
.supply ot employment provided for these. Nay, their m_an
ner of living daily provides work for vast numbers. The 
expenditure of poor fc1milies is chiefly on food ; in rich fami
lies food is the least item in the expenditure. It would be 
too tedious to enumerate the employment given in connec
tion with their living, their clothing, their visiting, their 
grounds and gardens, their horses, carriages, and equipages, 
and the education of their children. You may see only 
some half a dozen persoas about the establi5hment; but if 
you trace their expenditure, you will find that scores and 
hundreds are employed whom you cannot see. 

It will be seen, then, that the employment which gives the 
means of purchasing cheap food, depends entirely on the 
nmount of wealth in the country ; and that every man in
creases that supply of employment in proportion as he :n
CtP,jses his condition in the world. The poor weaver, for 
instance, at 7s. per week, gives out little employment; but 
when he becomes a dresser, at 28s., he gives out four times 
as much ; and if he should succeed to become a master, 
and realize five pounds a week, he will give out about three 
times as much again, Some individuals, instead of laying 
it out upon themselves, may lend it, or through the ban"r, 
hire it out to others, and in that case, though indirectly, 
they also give employment to others. 

Peopl.e's love of enjoyment increases with their means ; 
and hence this-restless disposition to stop at no given stan
dard, will always secure employment wherever the means 
are to be had, With good and equal laws, all the peo
ple who could and would work, would get plenty of the 
necessaries of life i and thw advance afte, this, would be 

in the comforts and luxuries of life, to which there are no 
bounds. 

· Tl,ese remarks apply to what·we can consu:niptive wealth, 
but they are equally applicable if applied to re-productive 
wealth. In both cases the amount of employment depends 
upon the increase of capital. A tradesman, for instance, 
who has a good year, :nay think of increasing his style of 
living ; or his love of pr-0fit will probably tempt him to 
extend his works, and either of these gives employment, 
If, instead of this, he builds cottage houses, it all goes in 
employment ; or if he put it in the bank, some other enter
prising tradesman gets it and vpplies it in the same way. 

If, by some peculiar dis!"ensation, food were rained down 
upon eve1-y man's table, although plo-;-,ing and sowing might 
cease, the demand fo; labour would be much greater in re
quest than now, even with the addition of all the labour 
that had IJreviously produced [ood. For, in the tirst place, 
a great number being so easilj· fod, would not feel ihe ne
cessity of working, and, consequently, the supply of labour 
would be immensely redi:ced. Anci. in the second place, 
food being thus secured, the means of all classes would be 
spent in procurir.g the comfortJ and luxuries of 1ife, 

What, then, increases the ·m.eans of providing employ
mer.t? is the question. I ans, ·er, first,-the adoption of 
the best possible arrangements for giving efficiency to man's 
labour in our producing power, ,,hether it b~ in the land 
or in manufactures; and secondly to give the greatest pos
sible value to it by a perfectly fre~ national intercourse. 
By selling and buying, we may get twice as much of certain 
articles fo1' the same labour as we could by producing them 
ourselves. And hence the most important means for pro
ducing national wealth are-the adoption of the best machi
nery in every department oflabo\lr, whether menuf~cturing 
or agriculture, and :?. system of prfect freedom of exchange. 

Let no one call in question the accuracy of these princi
ples because with increasing wealth the masses have not 
hitherto been equally prosperous. This has occured under 
a system of monopoly and dea food, and the effects could 
not be otherwise. No matter how much employment was 
given h> a person, if all his wages were absorbed in the price 
of food; but with food a~ its natural price, I venture to 
predict, not onl/ plenty of employment, but a fair share in 
the increasing weali:h of the country. 

We hav~ sometimes b · .en told of the great poverty of 
some countries v.hose food has been e::ceedingly cheap, as 
if this militated ~ainst the above. But does any man mean 
to say from this, that to make them better off, would be to 
make ti1eir food dear 'I There is not now, I will venture to 
say, any country under heaven, possessing a preductivc power 
like England, enjoying ch2ap food, whose people are in a 
state of destitution. It is true that food may be cheap, and 
the people have no means to purchase it with, as in Russia; 
but where there are great sources of production, with per
sonal and commercial freedom, it is there impossible the peo
ple can be without the means to purchase cheap food. 

The agriculturists afiect great fear that, with the repeal 
of the corn laws, the labo1Arers would be turned out of work, 
and hence, though food might be cheap, they would be with
out the means of purchasing it. The labourers, however, 
I am convinced, would be much better emplo d then, even 
at their own work; for, as capital increases, there is an 
evident tendency for it to settle on the land ; and the best 
judges, so far fro1n expecting the land to be forsaken, ex
pect that ii: will be more in request than ever. But, inde
pendent of this, the simple way to decide the question is 
this, with a free trade, would this country possess greater 
amount 01 7 ealth ; that is, would it possess more food, 
clothing, enjoyments, and luxuries of life, and the means of 
renewing them in succession, than with these laws? Set
ting aside individual interests, few, l think, would hesitate 
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to affirm that it must increase its stock of enjoyments. This 
being admitted, the security for employment would be in
creased, whether all the labourers remained on the land 
or not. 

Now, allowing, what has often been urged, that the 
landlords spend their enhanced rents in giving employ
ment, the gain to the country is not equal to its loss : 
for, in the first place, those who pay this extra price 
for their food, would have spent the money as well as 
they. But they would have spent more; for the extra 
amount paid by the eater is more than the extra amount 
recei,ed by the landowner, the protective system lead
ing to a bad system of cultivation, to the cultivation of un
profitable soils, and to great waste. And, in the second, 
the eaters would have spent much more than the landlords ; 
for, by being allowed to trade freely, to buy cheap and 
sell dear, they would have had more to spend. lf this 
were properly understood, we should see the fallacy of that 
which has been plausibly stated, that it does not much 
matter what price we pay the landlords for their food, 
inasmuch as they spend it again, and it returns to the 
people. 

I trust the above will sufficiently meet the remarks of those 
who say, What's the use of ·cheap food, if we have no 
means to buy it with? Happily in this country, that which 
will give cheap food, will give the means also. 

A FREE TRADER AND WEST INDIA PLANTER. 

Free Trader. You won't allow slave-grown sugar to be im
ported? 

West India Planter. No.-I abhor slavery. ( Chink, a few 
guineas i,f the 20 million, cmnpensation, &till left in his pocket.)-
1 think i; horrible. I would let the people of England have their 
tea and toffe~ without sugar, sooner than let an ounce come in. 
(How cheap pltilantliropy at other people's expense I) 

F. 2'. It is with you a. matter of principle, and not merely a 
selfi~h defence of the produce of Jamaica. 

11. I. P. No, certainly not. I take high ground. I take 
moral ~round, Sir ! ( Look& like a second Pecksnfff.) 

F. T. Then, my dear fellow, why do you admit Brazilian 
sugar if ,t will only pay duty enough 'I Why do you admit it, if it 
will pay 63s. duty? Why don't you pl'ohibit it altogether?
,vhy do t you say-Slave-grown produce is an abomination, and 
if it oft red itself even paying a duty of its weight in gold, I 
would n'>t admit it. 

W. /. P. Now that's some of the League stuff that you are 
always priking at me. 

F. T. And throw away that cigar-that true Havanna-it's 
al ve-guwn, and will burn your throat. 

W. [. P. Oh! thi11 cigar,-why,-ah, hem? A cigar is dif
ferent frJm sugar. But I hea,· the bell. I must go to prayers. 

F. T. "Woe unto you, hypocrites; ''-you had better read 
that cha ter. 

W. /. P. Come, come. No abuse-no abuse. ( Walks off, 
pi,jfing Iµ slave-grown cigar, and pulling up the collur of a shirt 
made of slave-grown cotto,z.) 

THE INTERMENT OF CORN LAW MONOPOLY. 
Crossland Moor, near Huddersfield, Jan. 3, 1844. 

Respe~ted Friend,-As I look upou it that Monopoly has now 
r~ceiverl its death blow, I almost feel glad that the tories are at 
this partcular time holding office, as they will have to officiate at 
the dE>atl and burial of their own darling child; you will therefore, 
I think, espond to my toast which I pledge you in a cup of le
monade, which I have this moment before me. 

1\-foy be tories, I pray, rule the roost yet awhile, 
'Iill the death of monopoly-the world's greatest curse, 

For 'ts meet that a creature 110 damnably vile, 
S1ould expire in the arms or the lap of its NURSE. 

Your'a respectfully, 
WM, AVISON. 

Throwing Corn overboard by moonlight that has been 
spoiled in Bond. 

To destroy food is equally iniquitous, whether it be done by the 
in~endiary or the custum-house officer. 

SIR ROBERT'S DETERMINATION TO RETAIN 
THE SLIDING SCALE. 

Dear Buckingham, indulge no fear, 
But wipe away the starting tear; 
The landlord's cause shall ever he 
Protected and upheld by n.e :-
No power on earth shall make me quail, 
Or e'er give up the Sliding Scale. 

Give up the the Sliding Scale! oh no, 
Since from this source our richl's flow ; 
''.fi:1 this prnmotes our greatest gain, 
And makes our land ils price 1·etain :
,vhoever may our cause assail, 
I'll not give up the Sliding Scale. 

Give uv the Sliding Scale I not I; 
Tho' hungry men may faint and die, 
Tho' want uncquall'd may appear, 
Revolving with each circling year, 
Tho' men of business daily fail, 
I'll not give up the Sliding Scale. 

I know that trade is often bad, 
Onr artizans in rags are clad, 
And multitudes, for want of bread, 
Are sinking to the silent dead ; 
Yet these sad thinJ:S I'll not bewail, 
Nor e'er give up the Sliding Scale. 

I care not for the orphan's cries, 
'l'he poor man's tears, the widow's sighs, 
The families wht.?re want and pain 
Unwelcome empire doth maintain; 
Distress and famine may prevail, 
I'll not give up the Sliding Scale. 

The people's voice I'll not regard, 
Their numo?rous prayers shall not be heard ; . 
My royal mistress shall not know 
One tithe of all theil" griP.f and woe,. 
And while she'll li-sten to my tale, 
I'll not give up the Sliding Scale. 
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. rt .iJ.'R1:£TIES. ' 

In London there is a free trade discussion society, and animated 
debates are carried on in ref P-rence to the practical question of 
free trade. Might not all debating societies select this social 
question as one well deserving of their investigation ? 

The pressure of thP- times has been so severe and so long, that 
almost every body has got in the habit of murmuring and com
plaining. How desirable it is to see times improve, if it were 
only for sweetening people's tempers a little. 

'fhe corn bill of 1815 was whipped through both houses of par
liament in 18 days; while a chimney-sweep's bill, or a bill to put 
down dog-carts, will require the deliberntive wisdom of parliament 
for months. 

Mr. Rathbone stated that Mr. ,v. Brown, one of the richest 
merchants in Liverpool, was now investing considerable sums in 
land. He is a free trader, and this shows his opinion of the 
11robable working of the ri:peal of the corn law as to land. 

Co-,,ent Garden.-Last night I was at the League meeting, 
Covent Garden, and of all the eloq11ence and speechifying I 
ever heard, that of Mr. Fox exceeded. The pl:ic~ was crowded, 
and the enthusiasm oft.he audience was overwhelming.-A. A. 

Landlords I why have you not taken off the "special burdens" 
under which your tenantry have so long groaned? Is it 
not a shame, that you should have neglected them so long? 
Of course you will now immediately move for '' an inquiry," and 
then proceed by bill to remove them altogether. If you begin in 
this tax-reforming career, you will become popular, and othel' 
classes will seek your help for taking off their burdens also I 

Ov•r the Line.-" I have heard of a two-legged animal that 
bas feathers, which, if placed on a floor with a chalk mark in a 
circle round him, fancies that he cannot get beyond it; and though 
there is plenty of food on the outer side of the circle, his impres
sion is so strong that he cannot reach it, that he will perish with 
hunger. ,v e are much in this position. There is a chalk line 
round about us ; yet there is food enough, and liberty enough to 
take the food btJyond it; but, some way or other, we have got 
ourselves impressed that we cannot get over this local difficully. 
But time presses, and we must go over it.-J. Brigltt. 

Cheap Clothing.-! never go down the strt-ets and see so many 
young women nicely and comfortably clothed, compared to what 
they were only thirty or forty years ago, but I reflect what a great 
blessing the invention of machinery has been to this country. On 
a Saturday night you stJe families coming out of the ready-made 
clothes shops, buying what they never could have afforded but for 
our machinery. When I was a boy, the females all wo1·e bed
gowns, scarcely reaching below their apron stdngs; now, almost 
every one can sport a full d1·ess. My father was a manufacturer; 
and I koow a penion who has a muslin petticoat, for which she 
gave him 7s. per yard; the same, I suppose, would now be had 
for 9d. ! 

. ".Are you not ;islQnis)leq thjlt l\nyl;>odr could raise an objection 
against a repeal of the corn laws ?" said a w'ork'ing' man the other 
night. "Not I, indeed; what good thing is there, against which 
numerous objections were not always raised ?-some through 
ignorance, some through interest, some through faction." 

Increased Consumption of Cloth.-We all feel the improvement 
of ti-ade in the cotton and woollen districts. While the exact 
increase in our exporti; can be ascertained, it would be difficult to 
tell how much has been purchased for home consumption. The 
fact is, that the people are quite worn out both for clothing and 
bedding; and now, with their savings from cheap food, they have 
been purchasing freely at the drapers' shops. 

ExPonTs.-The delusive plan of pointing to our exports is still 
referred to as proving ou1· prosperity, instead of that of our imports. 
Increasing exports certainly improve the condition of those who 
make the articles exported, for they receive from the common 
stock a greater portion in return for their Jabour; but there is no 
advantage, but a loss to other classes, unless that common stock 
be increased. The two last harvests have done far more for us 
than all our inc1·ease of exports, and a f1~e importation of food 
would do the most of all. 

THE LEAGUE AND THE CoNSERVATIVES.-As a proof of the 
growing favour of the League with enlightened Conservatives, 
we may mention, that, at the Pudsey demolstntion this week, the 
resolution approving of the League and its objects, was proposed 
by a Conservative; and the same gentlema-. , (Samuel Field, Esq.) 
at the Bradford meeting, gave a donaticn of £50 towards the 
League ftmd. Another gentleman hold.ng the same political 
views, who voted for a Monopolist at the last West Riding elec
tion, and who is one of the most extensive landed proprietors 
in the neighbourhood of Pudsey, has infon1ed us, that although 
he did not support the League, yet he was a thorough-going Free 
Trader. -Leeds Merctlry. 

~Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send to any friend. 

NEW PRESTON NEWSPAPER. 

ON Saturday, February 10th, will )e published the First 
Number of a L1nERAL and FRE?: TuADE NEWSPAP~:n, 

entitled, TH'E PRESTON GUARDIAN,AND LANCASHIRE 
ADVERTISER. 

This Paper will be earnestly devoted to the cause of CIVIL 
AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY, the RIGHTS o r INDUSTllY, the PROS
PERITY OF AGRICULTURE, and the p,ll·fe:it FREEDOM OF TRADE 
AND COMMERCE. 

TnE REPEAL oF THE CoRN LA vs, 1nd the An0>LITION of 
all similar monopolies, the FULL AND JREE REPRE ENTATION' 
OF TllE PEOPLE, the REPEAL oF TIIE ~Ew Poon LAw, and 
CHEAP AND GOOD GOVERNMENT will be wnstantly advocated. 

The General NEWS OF TnE \VEF.K, Orginal Articleis on Lor.al 
and National Affairs, careful and accuratt REPORTS o..F PARLIA
MENTARY P1tOCEEDINGS, and of PUBI.IC l-1EETINGS, LECTURES, 
&c., LrsTs OF l\'1ARKl!:Tg, with copious 1'IERCANTILE lNT.ELLI

Reams of Reasoning.-" During the last twelve months," said GENCE, Amusing M1scELLANrns, LITIRARY ExTn,ACTS, and 
the Hon. Fox Maule, '' we have seen the League body scattering every other topic usually aontained in the best Londom and pro
arguments throughout the length and breadth of the land-reams vincial newspapers, will be inserted. 
of reasoning flowing from their press, and working by that mnchi- The GVARDIAN will especially iden:ify tself with ev,ery impor
nery, and fighting with those weapons, "hich are most worthy of tant interest in this locality. The prosrerity of the 'Jl'owN AND 
reasoning men, and most likely to convince reasoning beings." TRADE oF PRESTON, and the local inta·ests of Clwrlley, Wigan, 

A Hint for the .Aristocracy.-1Ir. Daniel, a landowner, in a Clitheroe, Barnley, Padiham, OrmsJ.frk Southport, Fleetwood, 
letter addressed to the Dorset Cltro11icle, urges the landowners to Poulton, Garstang, Blackpool, Lytharn, md other neiighbouring 
begin to employ the labourers. He says, the employment of the places will receive unceasing attention. 
disheartened poor is the cheapc~t of all improvements, the least This paper, containing THIRTY-'IW0 COL UM S, will be 
costly ef all true luxuries. The mere posting expen.~es of a journey considerably larger than any journal ev,r published 'io Preston. 
to Naples would cloth~ a hill with wood, or drain a valley; and, at It will be printed on the BEST PAPER, with NEW 'll'YPE, cast 
the same time, would clothe the labourers also, and provide 1zutri- expres~ly for the purpose, and with 1 P1WERFUL M,ACUINE, so 
nient for them, as well as f01· the land. " Twentv labourers at I Os. as to admit the latest intelligence. 
would be £10 per week (the rent of a good ready-furnished To be published every Saturday mo'lling, by J. LIVESSY & 
lwuse, in an eligible pmt of London, Ju,· the same time), or, for SoN, at the GUARDIAN Office, No. 8. Cleapside, Pl'es.ton, wher. 
thirteen oftlie worst weeks of the year, £130; which couriers, p•s- all ORDERS, ADVERTISEMJ,,:NTS, and CtnR!!:SPONDE?NCE will be 
tillions, and postmasters would soou imbibe on the 1·out to Naples or received. Price 4½d. or 5s. per ~uarer, and 4s Wd. paid in 
Vienna. There is not, of course, the least moral objection to advance. 
that most enchanting of all luxuries, a well-planned and well-con- Its anticipated circul:ition will render i a most eligilble mediu 1 

ducted tour; but I am setting one luxury against another-the for AnvERTISEXENTS, which are reipecfolly solicited). 
most fascinating against the most useful and most permanent." This paper may be ordered through J.ll tie agents of tlhe Struggle. 

Frillt.ed by J, L1usiY, Preston; Sold by Gad5by and Heywood, Manche11ler,-frice o~e Ial(penn)'. 



ehe-~trugglt. 
•_'fhe total, the immediate, th1e unconditional repeal of the corn laws is what we ask-we require no more, we will take no less."-Fox. 

Tne Landlord doing the Manufacturer. 
MANUJFACTURIUt.-Ot, he's an honourable gentleman; I can't think he will do anything that's not business like. But, Lord 

bless me, wh· ta. small bagof corn against all these bales! 
[En.-The Prtotcr's )evil, a Liverpool lad, has made a mistake; they are trusses.] 

You are~ al waya 
the way, iinst.ead 
friends Ol' fo1e1. " 

of you, " l butt. it wi 
po some gooodl, and 
. ~o. 

TVO TO THE QUIBBLERS. 

y b raise objections and put difficulties in 
mi~ out honestly and candidly, either as 

y may repeal the corn laws," say some 
veido much good." ,veil, but suppose it 

it is worth coptendiog for. 

" Masters would put all the benefit into their own pockets," 
exclaimi, another. It is not unlikely that if they followed their 
own wish, they would put a good part of it there; but, fortunately 
for you, they cannot do this. The riches of many are little more 
than a name, so long as they lay them out in employing the people, 
whether it be to get more, or to increase their own enjoyments. 
They are thu5 compelled to distribute them among the operatives ; 
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for, without this labour, all their money would yield them little or 
nothing. 

" They only want cheap bread that they may pull down wages." 
-It is no gain to the masters to pull down wages, for their profits 
are alwa}'S less when this is the case. With comparatively cheap 
bread during the last year, wages have got up; it was sure to be so. 
The best wages you have had foi- many years were in 1835 and 
)836, when food was universally low. 

"Oh, they want to get us all into their factories."-Whatever 
they want, the contrary will be the effect of free trade. Land
owners will then begin in good earnest to cultivate tho land, which, 
on account of protected rents, they have long neglected, and will 
employ more labourers. l\Iany a thousand, now compelled to go 
to the factory through dear food, will then stay at home. When 
families can live upon so much less, necessity will not compel them 
to this as it has done for some time past. Our domestic trades 
will then admit of more handil ; and, with all these advantages, it 
will not then be difficult to establish short time, as well as many 
other advantages to the operatives. 

"It is taxation that is our heaviest burden."-It is a heavy bur
den, truly; but, considering the extra amount paid to the mono
polists by the corn Jaws, sugar laws, and other laws, and the 
amount Jost in our trade, we have the best authority for stating 
that the burden of monopoly is heavier than all the government 
taxes put together. But there is no reason, because we 
are saddled with the one that we should be indifferent about 
the other. ,ve owe the landlords no national debt, (the debt is 
the other wa}'); and, therefore, why should we submit to pay them 
a large annual tax ? 

"Let us get the suffrage, and then we will repeal the corn laws 
and all other bad laws."-But if there is a chance of repealing the 
corn laws now, is it not wise to embrace so favourable an oppor
tunity, and then contend for the suffrage to prevent this and other 
bad laws from being re-enacted? You see that the bent of the 
country just now is for the immediate abolition of a great practical 
every-day evil; and, if you were wise, without at all compromis
ing your just claims for the suffrage, you would put your shoulder 
to the wheel, and help us to overthrow the power of monopoly in 
food, which will be a great step towards overthrowing the mono
poly of legislation. 

None of you say that the corn law is either just or expedient. 
You are all fond of a cheap loaf, and of a good trade. ,vhy then 
do you stand hesitating and quibbling, and retarding the progress 
of repeal, rather than giving it all the help in your power? I Jove 
consislertcy and dec~ion; and I trust that ere long all the working 
people, stimulated by their own interests, will cry out-" No corn 
laws!"-" Down with monopoly!" 

WHY SHOULD THERE BE A CORN LAW? 

Several associations have recently been formed by landowners 
and thefr dependents, professedly to counteract the proceedings of 
the League. However undesilablc it ma}' be to see in the country 
two par1ies pitted against each other in battle array, no question 
would justify this so much as the bread question. If, happily, in 
this contest Whig and Tory should be forgotten, and the parties 
simply arrange themselves as Protectionists and Free Traders, or 
:Monopolists and Anti~l\Ionopolists, thern is then a division 
sufficiently clear to be understood, and sufficiently important to be 
maintained. 

It was not to be expected that those who have gained by 
the miseries of others-by a law which gave rent without an 
equivalent,-would yield without a struggle. The thicfalways tries 
his strength when he is detected, and struggles hard to make an 
escape. And even when he is confined and convicted, he still 
~ntertains a love of booty. 

If we can bring these parties to argument, the first question to 
put is, Why should there be a Corn Law 'I As there is no natural 
law or obstruction to the free circulation of food and clothing 
betwixt nation and nation; and as every obstruction tends to make 
the article scarcer and dearer, we ought to press the inquiry, Why 
sliould thel'e be such a law 'I 

And when you have heard all the answers that can be given; 
~ll tbo unmeaning jar~on about encouraging cultivation, and pro-

tecting home industry, all the impudent claims ror exemptions from 
special burdens, }'OU will find that the sole reason will resolve itself 
into this-"As we have long had the legislative power in our own 
hands; we have increased the style of our living; we have in
curred heavy debts; we have mort~aged our estates I we want to 
provide amply for our children; and as we ha-ta no disposition 
to work either with bead or hands, we know of no plan so likely 
to answer our purpose as that of maintaining the Corn Law, by 
which our incomes will be enhanced at the public expense.'' 
Disguise it as we may, this is the pith and marrow or the reason 
for this law; and it remains to be seen whether the industrio.is 
miJlions will continue to toil and work to maintain the idle few. 
They are willing to pay them for their corn as much as it is worth, 
when placed along side the foreigner's, which is charged with all 
the expenses of transit; but they are not willing longer to have a 
tax laid upon it in addition, for the benefit of the landowners; 
and what is even worse, to have their labour depreciated by the 
interference of monopoly. This is a practical question; the 
intelligence and morality of the nation are fast arraying them
selves in opposition to this vile power. With the country at their 
backs, the League need not fear but that justice will still triumph. 

PROTECTION FOR BRITISH INDUSTRY. 

Societies are now being formed for " the protection of British 
industry ; " that is, British spades, and ploughs and harrows. If 
the poor fellows who use these instruments benefit any thing by 
this movement, they must thank the Anti-Corn-Law League for 
it; for assuredly, although these have been the greatest sufferers, 
no movement was made really to protect till the League made it. 
But it is all deception, and the societies would be much more 
appropriately designated "Protection for British ldlenus." These 
societies are aiming to frighten Peel from making any further con
cession to free trade, aud to induce him to maintain the present 
Corn Law. Nine and twenty years' benefit of protection has pa,sed 
over, and according to Lord Stanley the farmers are yet " asleep.'• 
"Protection for agriculture," says a high authority, "has rocked 
its cradle, sung it to sleep with promises from which it wakes every 
now and then in convulsions, aud drugged it with opiates till it is 
deemed too ricketty to walk alone.'' 

But does it not mean " Protection to Lattdlords' industry." 
-that indttstry which consists in shooting pheasants and killing 
hares-in gossiping on the continent-or labouring in St. Stephen's 
for their own benefit? No doubt it is to prevent this important 
class being thrown out of employment that these societies are 
forming. 

What some mean by this protection is the forbidding offorei_qn 
corn, so that we may eat nothing, however cheap, but what is pro
duced lly Brilish finge1·s. But the prnctical effect of refusing 
foreign produce and ernbarrasing foreign trade, would most 
assured!}' be to deprive the British grower of his customers, who 
though always ready to eat, would he without means. It 
is nice to talk about British dealing ,vith British, but cut off our 
foreign trade, and then see where the means are to deal with. 
It is here the Irish are at fault. They are compelled to export 
food, not because the people do not need all they can produce, hut 
because, havin~ no trade, they have no means to pnrcha!le with. 
And if it were not for the means which trade gives the English, 
Irish food sent over here would be as low as in Poland, simply 
because the people would J.iave no means to.buy it with. 

As it respects the agricultural labourers, the extent of prot.P.c
tion which the Corn Law had afforded them is measured by the large 
sum of?!!. per week I Farmers are the last class in Britain that have 
any occasion to glory in protection. As it respects our manufactu
ring industry, in dispite of all checks and restrictions, we have just 
been able to bear up, with periodical returns of poverty and 
embarrassment. 

Really to protect industry, is to give an outlet to its pPoducts; 
this would furnish our artizans with means to purchase the produce 
of the soil. Freedom is the only law we need for this purpose, 
and until this is granted, the monopolists may build as many walls 
of partition as they like, but the leaguers will continue to throw 
them down. There is to be no settlement of this important 
question till th~ C9rn Law is totally refealed. 
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l\lR. BROWN'S ~p EECH AT A MEETING OF THE 

LIVERPOOL ANTI-MONOPOLY ASSOCIATION. 
Mr. Brown, one of the richest merchants in Liverpool, who 

has lately joined the League, delivered the following excellent 
address at one of the Anti-monopolist meetings. 

He said the pleasing duty which had been entrusted to him, 
was to move a vote of thanks to the Council of the Anti-Monopoly 
Association for their able and efficient services during the past 
year; but, before doing so, the meeting would probably permit 
him to make one or two observations on another subject. The 
Uuited States of America, with which he had been commercially 
connected for the last forty-four years. had been referred to. 
The chairman had alluded to the want of wisdom on the part of 
those who allowed a tariff which enabled the manufacturers of the 
United States to saddle on the manufacturers of England a much 
higher duty than was contemplated when the law was passed. 
F:.-om the United States there was very little to expect on the 
score of friendship. The present unpleasant feeling first arose 
from the orders in council, and an alteration in our tariff, which 
was raised so high on their rice, flour, timber, and some other 
articles of their growth, that it amounted nearly to a prohibition. 
'.rheir tobacco, which cost 2d. or 3d. per lb., was saddled here 
with a duty of 3s. ; and th':lir cotton, which was taken at a mode
rate duty, they did not thank us for, because they say this country 
cannot do without it. He happened to be in the United States 
in 1839, and in Massachusetts he met with a statistical account of 
their manufactures. What did they think of that state alone 
manufacturing goods at that period to the nlue of eighty millions 
of dollars ?-or between sixteen an seventeen millions sterling ; 
and not a small portion of this was formerly supplied by this coun
try. (Cheers.) .But the farmers of the United States said, with 
great resemblance of truth, that England would not take what 
they had to pay with for their manufactures, and the consequence 
was, they had to pay dearer for their articles, whilst this country 
was deprived of the manufacture of them at home. The Presi
dent told them that he was about negotiating a treaty with the 
German league, constituting twenty-seven millions of people. 
They were to take their cotton frea of duty, and considerably re
duce the duty on tobacco ; this, of course, would encourage the 
Unitc,d States to reduce their tariff, as respects Germany, to our 
injttry ; and it showed that our legislature, by keeping on the 
tr1im111els, brought every day something prejudicial to our interesb. 
( (xre11t applause.) The Times newspaper told them that the 
woollen manufactures of Germany had increased 20 per cent., and 
there was a corresponding decrease in the importation of wool. 
The necessary consequence was, that our labour expended in the 
manufacture of the wool into cloth was lost, and the persons thrown 
011t of employment were sent to work els1:1where, and thrown into 
the }:Lbour market, and of course assisted to reduce the wages of 
the people. He said he would give them an example of what 
was called a fixed consumption. In Boston, containing a popula
tion of 200,000, they consumed 2,000,000 gallons of milk, whilst 
in London they only consumed 2,600,000 gallons of milk; whereas, 
according to the population, they ought to consume 20,000,000 
of gallons. Mr. Brown then proceeded to show that a great pro
portion of the labouring people, with free trade and more em
p\oy1nent, would be able to consume more beef, mutton, milk, 
R\HI cheese; and even though there was a considerable importa
tion of corn, the agricultural interest could turn their attention 
to the prnduction of these articles. ,vith respect to what were 
called the burdens on ]and, the party, when he bought it, was 
aware of the amount of all the taxes, and he made his calculations 
accordingly. He then contended that bounties and monopolies 
wel'e alike injurious, and in illustration referred to the linen trade 
of Scotland and Ireland. As an instance of the benefits of free 
trade, he stated that a few years ago in South America, a cotton 
gown co~t three dolla.rs, whereas sometime before it cost three 
doubloons, or fifty dollars. The reason of that was, that the Span
ish government had the supplying of the South American markets. 
They sent over a ship loaded with the manufactures of Europe, 
once in two years, but now the trade was open, and sixty ships 
went in the same time. As a specimen of the natural working of 
the corn laws, he s!lid, that under the old law the ducy in 1842 or. 
wheat would have bean 5s. 7d. per quarter, whereas it paid 
8~. 3d.; on flour, 2s., it paid 2s. l Jd.; on barley 4s. 8d., now 
8s. lld.; on rye, 3s. 3d., now 7s., and that in 1843 the average 
duty was 16s. 6d. Mr. Brown concluded amidst loud cheering. 

Pomposo I 
Pomposo stands upon his tiptoe thus,-
And cries, "These Leaguers make a mighty fuss; 
I think, upon my word, it's only fair 
That grain and wheat especially should bear 
Some duty. The Sliding Scale won't do, 
Jn Mincing Lane it's ruined not a few. 
The foreigner pays the duty which you Jay, 
NoT THE CoNSUl!ER, ae you Leaguers say.'' 

"Indeed I Then fix the duty high enough to get 
The expenses paid of o.rmy, navy, debt, 
And all those burthens under which we fret 1" 
Extremes try principles that are absurd :
Pomposo stares, but never speaks a word. 

THE LAND, THE LAND, THE LAND! 

I have just seen an address "to the spinners, rovers, and 
tenters of Ashton and its neighbourhood," which commences thus: 
"No body of men under heaven's canopy need so many appeals 
to tee.eh and bring them to any thing like a sense of the duty they 
owe to thnmselves, their families, and society, as the Operative 
Cotton Spinners.'' 

If it be really true that the spinn•rs be superlatively stupid, as 
the committee issuing this address allege, I think the cause may 
easily be discovered from the nature of the "appeals" which they 
are accustomed to receive. 

I will give one specimen, and after that let no man accuse the 
operati'l'e spinners of being stupid without a cause :-

" In order that thiiil 'surplus' population may be taken out of 
the market, let us turn our attention to the land, the glorious land I 
the ever solid la11d! and by our united contributions purchase that 
which is, by right, our own, and place the unwilling idlers (made 
so by machinery) upon the land to till it for them11elves and for us. 

"This can be done I IT 1\IUS'l' BE DONE! It is the only 
real substantial hope on which the factory operatives can rest with 
pleasure. As long as there are two sets of labour hands in the 
market, your employ1>rs will always be saucy, you abused, and your 
wages tending to the lowest possible amount. But make labourers 
scarce by placing them on the land, and your employers will then 
be as courteous as they ought,-the value of your labour will be 
appreciated, and you will enjoy that comfort which the labourer 
at all times deserves. 

"These schemes are not Utopian, they ar"' practicable in the 
1,igliest degree ; and if you will support us in carrying these 
measures into effect, the two words,-' surplus population,' shall 
be taken from the vocabulary of political economist• and traffick
ers in human blood, teal's, and sorrow.'' 1 
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VARIETIES. 

"It is solid pudding, and not empty praise,'' says the Marquis 
of Westminster, "that the agricultural labourers want.'' 

What an amazing increase in the value of building-land in con
sequence of the increase of trade, One-half of the houses now 
built are spoiled for want of more land to stand upon. 

"Protection •• Colonel Thompson explains to be, "the right to 
make every thing dearer and worse here than it is in other 
countries.'' · 

Lancashire was the last place where old women were persecuted 
and burnt for witchcraft. ].\fr. Cobden, alluding to the manufac
turers who are for monopoly, said, he could not help thinking 
that these individuals mKst have been the lineal decendants of 
those who punished those old women. 

A Good Seco11d Thought.-As an instance of the effect of free
trade meetings, I may cite Joseph Ferguson, Esqr., chairman of 
the Carlisle meeting, who said, "For my part, before I came I had 
written on a piece of paper the amount I intended to give; but 
at ].\[r. Bright's suggestion, I will add a figure to it, or at least 
alter one.'' 

Sickne.~s of the British Army in lndia.-Ily the Overland Mail 
from India accounts are received from Bombay to 1st December, 
Jt. appears that great sickness prevailed in the British army. Of 
13 000 troops, under the command of Sir C. Napier, in the newly
ac~uired tenitory of Scinde-one-third, or 4,300 soldiers, were 
in the hospitals ! 

The League now boasts of having received subscriptions from 
Mr. Marshall of Leeds, and Messrs. Strutt of Derby, the weallhiest 
mauufacturers in England-Mr. Samuel Jones Lloyd of London, 
the wealthiest banker, Mr. Brocklebank, the wealthiestship-owner, 
and ].\fr. Brown, the wealthiest American merchant. The sup
port of men like these is a iuarantee that the League is no revo• 
lutionist. 

:Monopoly is an E:wtic.-At the Free-trade banquet in Glas
gow, the Hon. Fox Maule saiu,-" l,ike a plant, which may be 
reared or forced in a hotbPd or hothouse, monopoly may be of 
benefit for the moment ; but to slan<l all the wear and teat· of a 
changeful climate, to be thoroughly fixed and permanently rooted 
in our soil, monopoly is not the plant to flourish in this country, 
nor is onr soil fitted to mature its growth. (Cries of' Hear, hear.') 
We are free men, and why should we not havo Free Trade ?'' 
(Great applause.) 

Protection.-J.\Ir. P. S. Dixon, at the Carlisle meeting, thus de
scribed the protection of the landlords: - "I say the agriculturbts 
l1ave a natural protection-they have a protection wide as the 
G e rn1an ocean, broad as the proud waves of the Atlantic: they 
have a protection as long as ships cannot be built without money ; 
as long as seamen will not work without wages ; and as long as 
harbour dues and town dues are demanded at our seaports.'' 

A Hint to the Eleclors.-I have no hope of deliverance from the 
Crown- I expect no justice from the House of Lords, hut I do 
look to the constituencies of the empire, that they will re turn men 
to the Commons House of Parliament who will not t·>ander to the 
improper authority of the Crown, still less who will support the 
unjust rights of the aristocracy, but who will pnrrnc the great, 
and noble , and glorious object of defending the rights and interests 
of humanity, which are bound up in the righta and interests of 
the common people.-J. Bright. 

Trade reciprocates itself.-All trade being barter, to speak of 
a one-sided trade is an absurdity. Such a thing cannot perma
nently exist, for it would not be trade, it would be _qiving. If 
we relax our tarifT, and take other nations' produce, they are sure 
to tak<', in some shape or another, oun in return. ,ve have a 
i;triking instance of this in our own intercoursa wiLh France and 
Russia. Notwithstanding their hostile tariffs, our exports have 
increased as follows:-

DISTRESS IN LoNDON.-There is a most lam~table cry of dis
tress here amongst the working classes. Before my leaving the 
country, their condition had very much improved by the cheapness 
of provisions. It seems what has been in the country previoU11ly 
to the last year, has only now reached the same class here: a 
scarcity of work is a common complaint.-W. 

" What will you pay us, and we will allow you to eat your · own?" 
So say the landlords, who, as a condition of free trade, ask' for a 
recompense, "They are like the Turks,'' says Colonel Thomp
son, "who when they had conquered a country, compelled a shep
herd to bring them a lamb and roast it for them; and the next time 
they came they demanded from them a certain sum for eating it!" 

THE EvIL OF A FALSE BALANCE consists in persons being 
deceived, fancying they get proper weight when they only get a 
part. It is the same by the corn and sugar laws. If the tax-ga
therer called and took away oae-half in their presence, they would 
see it and feel it too; but as it is, the abstraction is made by adding 
to the price, the corn-lords putting the amount into their own 
pockets. 

ELECTORS !-You must be ready; you must do your duty. The 
grievances of Englanu and Ireland can never be redressed while 
we have a parliament of landlords. We might as well ask the 
criminal in the dock to convict and punish himself. A better 
parliament we must have; a parliament sympathising with the 
trade and liberties of the country. 

MASTERS' POWER OVER WAGES,-A gentleman just beginning 
to manufacture by the hand-loom, says he can get no weavers. 
The humber is vastly reduced, and those that remain will not 
change employers, unless they are tempted with more wages. A 
firm at -- had nearly lost all their.weavers; and was obliged to 
raise wages to get them back again. This shows the absurdity of 
the idea, that mMters can give what wages they please. It is 
pro.fit only that regulates the demand for weavers. 

~Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you aend to any friend. 

NEW PRESTON NEWSPAPER. 

ON Saturday, February 10th, will be published the First Num
ber of a. LIBERAL and Fu EE TRADE NEWSPAPER, entitled 

TUE PRESTON GUARDIAN AND LANCASHIRE AD
VERTISER. 

This paper will be earnestly devoted to the cause of CIVIL 
AND RELIGIOUS LIBERTY, the RIGHTS OF INDUSTRY, the Pll0S· 
PERITY OF AGRICULTURE, and the perfect FREEDOM OF 'l'RADE 
AND COMMERCE, 

TnE REPEAL OF THE CoRN LA ws, and the destruction of all 
monopolies; the FULL AND FREE REPRESENTATION OF TUE 
PEOPLE, and CllEAP AND GOOD GOVERNMENT will be com;tantly 
advocated. 

The General NEWS OF THE WEEK, Original Articles on Local 
and National Affairs, careful and accurate REPORT& of PARLIA-
1\IENTARY PnoCEEDINGS, and of PunLIC ].\fEETINGS, LECTURES, 
&c., Lrs·rs OF MARKETS, with copious MERCANTILE INTELLI
GENCE, Amusing MISCELLANIES, LITERARY EXTRACTS, and 
every other topic usually contained in the best London and pro
vinci:tl papers, will he inserted. 

The Guardian will especially identify itself with every important 
in tercst in the locality. The prosperity of the town and trade of 
PnES'roN, and the local interests of Chorley, Wigan, ClithMroe, 
Burnley, Padil,am, Orm,kirk, Southport, Fleetwood, Poulton, 
Garstang, Blackpool, Lytliam, nod other neighbouring places 
will receive unceasing attention. 

This Paper, containing THIRTY.TWO COLUMNS, will be 
considerably larger than any journal ever published in Preston. 
It will be printed on the BEST PAPER, with NEw TYPE, cast 
expressly for the purpose, and with a PowEBFUL MACHINE, so 
as to admit the latest intelligence, 

To be published every Saturday morning, by J. LIVESEY & SoN, 
at the Guardian Office, No. 8, Cheapside, Preston, where all 
ORDERS, ADVERTISEMENTS, and CoRnESPONDENCE will he 

Export& to France ........ . 
1831. 

£602,688 
1,191,565 

1842. re:!eived. Price 4½d, or 5s. per quarter, and 4s. 9d. paid in ad-
£3, 193,939 vance. 

Exports to Russia ....... .. 1,885,958 Its anticipated circulation will render it a most eligible medium 

£1,794,258 
for ADVERTISEMENTS, which are respectfully solicited. 

£5,079,897 This paper may be ordered through all the agents of the StruggTr. 

Printed by J. LIVESEY, Preston: Sold by Gadsby and Heywoodt Mapchester1-Pr~c~ One Half~enn:• 



" The u·istocracy want all; they have the colonies, the army, the navy, and the church, and yet they demand a share 0£ 
eYory poor man's loaf.'' 

A Scene in a Liverpool Cellar. 
FATJJEU.-Well, what does the doctor say, Ellen? [Tlte /If other Bobs and gi,ves him no answer.] I sec he has gtven you no hope. 
ed I foci th.t I shall not gat better, These poor children ! Heaven defend them ! My heart is brt!aking when I think of them. 

l\foTIIEn.-What is to become of us? It was lhat dreadful winter when you could get no work, and we could get neither blanket, 
oats, that nined yout health. 

FATHEu.-0h that the wealthy and the benevolent would see that a poor man may be tmre not only of l!is laboUl', but that hlt 
r is well pad. They get tfred of giving charity. But work, plenty of it. and well paid, would have kept me from a sick bed. 
[ His cliildrl!I, come round his sick bed, and he takes leave of them.] 

a scene as he above may be witnessed any day in Liverpool, the port of which, under free trade, weuld employ not onl7 lit OWA 
native-borninhabitants, but all those who flock in from the .;ountry districts ronnd, 

N . lli. 



,. TH.E 8TB1JGGI:..E. 
FREE TRADE-CORN LAWS. 

Will you permit a sincere friend to occupy a small portion of 
tl1e Struggltr upon the subject contained at the head of this paper. 
My arg11ment is chiefly this-That God is the universal parent of 
all that breath I There is no creature he bath made beneath his 
notice. Nothing is done by him without design. And the designs 

_ and purposea of God are founded in infinite wisdom and benevo
lence. Heace there must be some wise end to answer in causing 
one country to be so prnducti ve of somt, useful articles, and in caus
ing another country to be equally prolific and productive of other 
thing• equally n-,ceHary for the comfort and well-being of the whole 
family of man. The providence of God, by establishing the va~t 
diversity of climate, soil, atmosphere, productl! of all kinds, bas 
abundantly demonstrated this, his intention, that all the divisions 
of the human racE1 should be dependent on each other. This de
monstrates the infinite wisdom and goodness of the Almighty 
Creator-it being evidently his design that there might be a free 
trade, or an interchange of articlea between the different nations 
of the earth; and 10 far as this is cultivated and brought about, 
war and bloodshed will cease; and when it is fully accomplished, the 
swords will be beaten into plough-shares, and the spears into 
pruning-hook,, and the people shall learn war no more ; and so far 
from this lowering wages or injuring the landed intP,rest or this 
country, in my opinion it will have a contrary effect. It is not 
improbable but the rent, may 1,e lowered for a lime, but where is 
&he harm of all this? Have they not been raised to a most extra
ngaot height? I believe it is generally admitted that between 
the last sixty or seventy years the rent-rolls have been trebled, 
and in many cases quadrupled. I cannot imagine how any one could 
suppose that iC eorn was lower and trade flourishing, the wages of 
the labourer and meehanic would be lowered in proportion. Con
stant uperience shows that wages are regulated according to the 
Bearcity or plenty of employment. I remember, when a youth, a 
plona female, who had carefully taught her family to believe in the 
being and pro,idence of God, bad occasion, as she thought, to 
-warn her daughter of the consequence of persisting in the con
Jlexion she had formed. She said to her, "If you marry such a 
one, you will 1>ring yourself and family to poverty and want." The 
daughter shrewdly replied, "Nay, mother, you know God never 
makes moutlu but he prol'ides food for them." She thought she 
)1ad completely silenced the mother; but mark the wisdom of the 
parent'• rejoinder-'' True, J11Y dear; but you should remember 
that it frequently happens that the mouths and the food are at a 
great distance from each other, anrl cannot be brought together.'' 
This anecdote will apply to the question of the provision laws and 
free trade. The mouths are in this country, the f,od is in foreign 
lands. These should be brought together. How is this to be done? I 
Some propose to send the mouths to the food; my judgment seems 
to prefer the other plan of bringing the provisions to the mouths. 
This seems to me the most rational, the less expensive, and more 
in accordance with the will of providence. And if the inquiry 
be made as to the countries from whence this provision is to be 
had, on the present occasion I will only mention one country, and 
indeed but a very small portion of that, from whence all our 
supplies of provisions may be obtained for at least 100 years to 
come-and surely we need not look forward to a period beyond 
that: we coneeive, therefore, the l\Iississippi valley, which it is said 
extends 3,000 miles, as that portion of America best adapted to 
the culture or wheat. It is comprised within the boundaries or 
six north-western stat'ls, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Win
consin, and To war. The) contain more than l 7R,00O,000 acres of 
land, ehiefly, so far as it is cultivated, arable; and the population 
ii increasing 200 per cent. The expense and dolay of clearing an 
immenae forest, as in other parts of America, are not to be incur
red, as it consists of a rjch valley of the very best soil for growi11g 
of corn. England contains 32,000,000 of acres, and the popula-

. tion is 30,000,000, and increasing by 1,000 per day. By coast 
navigation, stflam navigation on lakes and rivers, and railways, the 
Americans have communication to Boston, New York, Philadel
phia, and Baltimore,and from thence the corn and other proYibions 
1night be sent to England, and in exchange they would take our 
dry goods, hardware, crockery, and all thP, produce of machinery, 
if we would take in barter wheat, flour, and pork. It is a mon
strous fallacy advanced by some, that if food were cheap, wages 
would be low. In the western states or America, the poorest 
workmen have 41. 6d. a day, and wheat 27s. a quarter, and best baef 
l½d, a pound. Another grand mis~ake is this-if th~ scheme of 
free wade were adopted, other nations would establish m:mufac-

tures, and England mustlower wages to undersell them. 
we compete with foreigners now, or how could we export toe 
quarter of the globe forty or fifty millions' worth of the prod 
or this country? The manufacturer must sell his production 
cheap as the manufacturer abroad, or he cannot sell at all. 
this cannot apply to the north-western states of America, whi 
quite an agricultural country, and for centuriei yet to come 
will have plenty of land to cultivate; besides, if we had a 
trade, no nation could rival England in manufacture, on ace 
of the superior skill and mecltanical genius of its inhabit 
It has been said (but how far this is true I know 
that if all the Englishmen e aged in trade in France 
sent home, the trade of that co ry would he quite at a sta, 
a fortnight's ·time; and if this plan ,vere adopted, English 
would return to their native land. Some have objected by sa 
if free trade were allowed, this country would be a market fo 
world, and one large town would soon join another. Grant 
And where is the harm of all this? Suppose Leeds, Manch • 
Liverpool, Birmingham, Nottingham, and Sheffield were all jo 
together, surely it would increase the value of land several 
dreds per cent. This is evident from the price of land in 
about all large towns ; and in this case England would becom 
wonder, astonishment, and envy of all surrounding n!ltions 
cause of its wealth, prosperity, number, skill, and the ingenuity 
inhabitants ; and the consequence would be, a continual inft 
foreigners from all parts of the world, insomuch that the 
potentates and wealthiest inhabitants of the world would cor 
their education incomplete until they had visited our bel 
country. I need not say how greatly this would tend to inc 
the wealth of its inhabitants. I am aware that some will sa 
is a very flattering picture, but only true in theory. I am 
suaded, however, it may be done, and that to a far greater e 
than I have supposed. But what is to be done if the Corn 
are to be continued, and nothing done to provide for the star 
millions in this country? It. is agreed that our population incr 
at the rate of 1,000 a day. I know it has been said, and will sti 
said, that the surplus poor must be sent to the food, to populat 
cultivate other nations; but I ask how is the expense of this 
borne? l\fust government borrow the money ?-but on \Tha 
the taxes to be laid ?-and how is the interest to be paid? 
John Bull bear such an additional burden? Some people thin 
has enough now upon him, quite sufficient to break his back. 0 
there are who lay all the blame of our poverty and wantto the n 
facturers, by saying th ey have been over-trading, and ther 
have glutted the market, brnught the people out of the 
cultural population into large manufacturing towns. Th' 
true in p:irt-the people have left the villages for largo town. 
cause they could get better wages. But suppose this had not 
the case, or suppose they were no" to be taken l>ack into th 
!ages, to be employed in ai.tricullure, who dues not ~ee U1a 
consequence of this would have been, or would soon be, the 
of the landed interest? The landlords by this time would 
had no rent, and the farmers would be mined in supportin 
poor, and that in consequence of tl.e increase of population, 
less government had transported them. I believe the Corn 
must be abolished, and Free Trade established, I efore the <le 
of God's providence are fully accomplished, and the kingdo 
this world become the kingdoms of our God an his Christ, 
before wars and bloodshed shall cease, and the instrume 
cruelty be universally converted in:o usaful instruments of 
culture, and man shall find naught in man but that of a frien 
brother ; and to bring about a perioJ so desfrable, no nation n 
heaven has in its possession such facili-ies as En gland. It i 
most formidable commercial power on the face of the earth, 
could command its supplies from the granaries of the whole w 
And why is it that some persons are so afraid of being <leper 
on other nations for a supply of co~n, wh<>n at t lie same tim 
are dependent upon them for tea, ug1r, coffee, cotton, tob 
wine, spirits, and a vast variety of fruits and spiices ? For 
there was no fear on this ground. The ancient cities of ' 
Sidon, Athens, and Corinth never rai,ed corn enough to s 
their inhabitants. And from scripture history we find the .J 
people travelling in times of famine and scarcity to the SUIT 

ing countries for supplies of food. Jacob sent from the pro 
land to Egypt for corn. Solomon ba:tered wi tt.h Hiram, g 
him wheat and oil for his timber anJ tl.e labour of his men. 

Feb. 10th, 1844. A 'VESLEYAN l\'IINISTE 
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THE CORN--LA W IS AT THE BOTTOM OF IT ALL.

SURPLUS POPULATION.-OVER PRODUCTION, &c. 

There are 220,000 inhabitants in a town, say Warrington; the 
population inc~reases-we will say by 20 additional families-these 
families are bn-ought up to difforent trades, and we will, 11. r the 
sake of cleamiess, give the list of trades-

Weaver, 
Piecer, 
Engineeir, 
Blacksmiith, 
Tailor, 

Brewer, 
Maltster, 
Bricklayer, 
II odcarrier, 
Slater, 

Butcher, 
Cutler, 
Farmer, 
Hatter, 
Shoemaker, 

Joiner, 
Druggist, 
Stationer, 
Farmer, 

Farmer's labourer. 

Jn this list of twenty it is evident that each tradesman has nineteen 
customers, an,d we will suppose him making a decent living by 
supplying them with the article he deals in. Well, here we have 
a population \l f twenty added to the previous 20,000, who make 
work for eacl other-each finds more customers in the additional 
population. Then why is population complained of? How is it 
we have too many mouths, and too many people ?-seeing that 
each man is a producer as well as consumer, and has nineteen 
cust.omers; so if we include himself for the hatter wears hats 
and the farmer eats bread. This c;y however is founded i~ 
truth, and arises from the fact that the ground 'which ought to 
grow the food for twenty, is already occupied growing food for 
the 21),000 already in the town; so that it will be necessary, if 
the twenty at·e to have food, that the land be so much the better 
cultivated, or the hatter or engineer, &c., must exchange what 
they make for food with some foreigner. Then all will be well, 
and_ a supply of more food would set all the twenty a going, pro
ducing and exchanging, and making a fair living by their nineteen 
c~ tomers; and not injuring, by excessive competition, the pre
~1ous 20,000 inhabitants. But, unfortunately, there are two men 
m the twenty who cannot get work; which arc they? The farmer 
wl o cannot get a farm, for the land does not gro\\ like the people, 
an,J the fi,rn, labourer who can get no work on the land. And 
th~ reason why he cannot get work is this, the farms have already 
WQrkm?n enough on them, and more work is not made by thP. 
teimnt rn drliining aftd improvements for this simple reason-he 
ha no least,-he has no security wl'itten and signed by his 
1ai_ dlord that he shall be on his farm fourteen or twenty years 
- - f he sp nds money or capital on the fat·m, he may be 
tu n_ed off neJ.t year, or have his rent raised; and he is not so 
fmJlrnll :ll te spend his monoy' and the benefit to go to his land
lord. So we see these twenty additional families are badly off 
through the Corn-law and the Corn-law only. For the Corn-law 
rnys to the hatter, engineer, or cabinet-maker-you shall not 
ha. ve bread or beef from the Americans in exchange for your 
ha.Ill, steam ngines, and furniture. It says to the farmer, howeve1· 
sl venly an,l carelessly you follow your business, you shall get a 
certain price. He expects that price, gives rent accordingly, but 
fituds his l'tstomers are so poor they cannot give him the price 
the Corn-law promised him. 

J. H., of Liverpool. 

A LARGE ROBBERY. 

Robert :ones, of Liverpool, when talking of millions of ex
p rtl!I, millims of imports, millions of population-used to explaiu 
it thus :-"Well, brother workmen, you hear u11 free-traders talk 
of' m Jlions, but I dare say there are a great number of you who 
d10n'l kno" what a million is,-a million is a thousand thousands! 
Now suppo!C I ltad ten heaps of a hundred sovereigns each on this 
tat.hie-, that would be a thousand ; but I want a thousand tables, 
e· et havin: ten heaps of a hundred sovereigns, to make a million. 
1 wi I shoY what an immense sum it is another way. You see 
nnullitudes ,f men, women, and children in this vast town (Liver
J)t0ol ). ,v,11, numerous as they are, and you have not, in all 
y10ur- life, een one-fourth of them, there is only 250 thousand, 
or ne-fottth of a million altogether I Now, my friends, think 
w·halt a mil:on ii. Think, then, of the plunder cf the Corn-Laws, 
w,hem Mr. ,fac. Grc•gor, of the Board of Trade, states his belief, 
tbiat the)', with the sugar monopoly and one or two others, rob 
tnie peopleJf l 00 _ millions every year! ! H. 

The I,audlord scn1•cd at the rc-nppN1rancc of n sta1-ved 
Agricultu1·al Lnboure1.·. 

SONNET TO RICHARD COBDEN, 
AT THE GLASGOW BANQUET. 

ON! high Apostle in the holiest cause 
That Truth and Mercy ever smiled upon I 
Already hnlf thy fearless work is done; 

And thou wert traitor, didst thou shrink, or pause, 
Till in the delegated might that awe• 

The trembling tlirones, the.might of millions one, 
The work of ages foul thou hast undone, 

And triumphed lawfully o'er guilty laws. 
A blessed light from coming glorious years, 

Is flashing on thy face : thy prophet eye, 
Dilating in a fair futurity, 

Beams high assurance to unworthy fears, 
That of a nation, bathed in Famine's tears: 

An hour of proud deliverance is nigh. 
-Tait's Magazitle. 

WllY FREE TRADE IN CORN? 

A. P. 

If, says l\Ir. Cohden, persons want to know why we rcstt'ict the 
title of our association to that of the "NATIONAL ANTI-ConN-LAw 
LEAGUE," I will explain the reason. We advocate the abolition 
of the Corn Law, because we believe tha to be the foster-parent 
of nil oth'!r monopolies; and if we destroy that-the parent, the 
monster monopoly-it will save us tl1e trouble of devouring u1i all 
the rest. \Ve have had now, for more than twenly yea1·s, a succ~s
sion of cabinets, every one of them claiming the merit in the «'!yes ,,f 
the people of England of being Free-Trade Ad111inistratio11s; from tho 
year 1823, when Mr. Huskisson proposed his extCFisive changes 
in our commercial system-when he became in tailed, as it were, 
the very lion of the aristocratic coteries of London, as a free
trader in silks and ribbons, Frenclt lace, and the like-from that 
time to this we have never wanted a Government willing to take 
the credit to themselves of being free-traders. \Vhy, if I wanted 
an argument to convince you that we arc right in the title th\\t we 
have taken, and the direction we have given to our agitation, I 
would show in the conduct of Sit· Robert Pel'l two years ago. He 
then boasted that he had propounded the largest mcasm·e of com
mercial 1·eform of any minister in this country; he brought in his 
tariff with an alteration of 500 or 600 articles therein. I looked 
over it again and again, expecting to find com there, but was dis
appointed. The right ho:1. baronet was asked why corn was not 
there? and his reply wa~, "It has always been customary in this 
country to treat corn differently from every other article in the 
tariff.'' In that significant reply of the Prinrn Minister do we find 
a justification for the title of our agitation, and the direction in 
which we C'arry it. You will have reform enough in colo1.ial 
asses, caviare, fiddlesticks, and other equally important matters; 
and you will have all these items very diligently attended lo. Do 
vou look after corn, and corn roill take care of c.dl t/1e rest. 
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VAR'IETIES. 
You should " buy in the cheapest market," says Sir Robert, and 

yet he compels us to buy in the dearest by act of parliament. 

Without duty, sugar is cheap enough to manure the land, or to 
feed pigs with, and applications have been made to goYernment to 
allow it to come in for these purposes. 

The value of our e:rpurts to Brazil, in 1836, was £3,630,532 ; 
in 1842, it was reduced to £1,756,805. 

Free Trade is a peacemaker, and when she reigns universally, the 
world will be at peace. 

If food be untaxed, you say wages will drop ; then why not 
keep up and, if possible, advance the taxes upon tea, coffee, sugar, 
soap, and everything else? for if these be untaxed, these would be 
<1uite as likely to bring down wages as to untax food. 

English labour is cheaper than foreign when paid by the piece, 
although it is nominally higher when paid by the day. 

How many children are sent to work on dry bread, and yet ship
loads of butter are spoiled by mfaing tar with it, to avoid the duty 
of 21s. per cwt.! 

If we want to see what agriculture, independent of trade, will 
do for this country, we have only to glance at tho condition of the 
Irish. 

A great portion of the House of Commons care more for their 
dogs and li.orses than they do for the comfort of the worl,ing people. 

We complain of Iris7' labo1'rers coming over and taking our 
work. Let Ireland share in the benefits of a free trade, and they 
will stay at home. 

A fixed duty of only 5s. per quarter would increase the amount 
paid for our grain to the extent of elwen millions 'I 

An increasing population is an increasing productive power, but 
the dear food and little trade system carries on a perpetual war 
against tho increase of numbers. 

The poor man works four hours every day for the monopolists. 

A bad law bas made bad land, and nothing but its repeal will 
serve lo bring it into prime cultivation. 

Our rich people go to France to eat clieap food; yet they com
pel the poor to eat dear food in England, and put the benefit into 
their own pockets. 

We pray that God would "revive trade and commerce;" might 
we not as well pray that God would give us a safe crossing after 
pulllng the bridge down ? 

Sir Robert would repeal the Corn Laws but for inte1·fering with 
"interests" which have " grown up" under them. Is any interest 

1 

equal to that of the daily bread of the millions ? 

Is not a twenty-nine years' robhery long enough ? How can 
landlords shamelessly talk about protection, which simply means 
making the poor help to keep them by paying a high price for food ? 

If landlords will have act of parliament rents, why should not 
weavers l1ave act of parliament wages? 

,ve want no new Corn Law, or Corn Law "amendment'' act. 
\Vhat we advocate is, no legislation whatever upon the subject. 

America owes to England about .fifteen millions, and is willing 
to p::iy in flour, huller, bacon, and cheese; these would be far 
more useful to us than money, yet the rent law forbids this kind 
of payment. 

The corn law begot the poor law, and class legislation is the great 
parent of both. 

Fish and fowl force their passage into this country, in defiance 
of custom-houses or sliding scales ; corn and cattle cannot do this. 

When the Corn Laws get repealed, worlling men will be 
ashamed of their folly in having opposed an agitation for their own 
benefit. 

" Parliament has the power to go at once to the root of the 
evil, and remove entirely the cause of the disease. Parliament 

' a free imp@rta'.tion of th~ p~od~ce 
0

of ihe 
0

land, is the best cure 
for absenteeism. Landlords would then stay at home and improve 
their land. 

Wh.at is called "overproduction" of clothing, is, in fact, British 
•inder competition, and foreign under exchange. 

Even Chambers have availed themselves of the advantage of 
the penny stamps, as they are now advertisinr: the Edinburgh 
Journal to be sent through the post for 2½d, 

Supposing that extra food equal to only 6 millions of quarters 
of wheat were imported, it would require 1800 additional ships 
at 300 tons burthen each. 

The quantity of sugar imported and taken for home consumption, 
was less in 184 l than in 1811, although the population had in
creased eight millions I 

From 1830 to 1836, the distress of agriculture was mentioned 
in five speeches from the throne; though enjoying the full benefit 
of the Corn Laws! 

The consumption of food by the rich is abont the same every 
year. All the extra quantity from a good harvest or a lar9e im
portation, must be eaten by the poor. 

Nations, like families, improve their conclition by getting iii the 
largest quantity for carrying out tlie smallest. 

If masters have the power of.fixing wages, why do they give 
more now than they did in 1841 ? It is competition, iu the sup
ply and demand, that fixes wages. 

The eqnal level of the sea arises from its universal freedom. the 
price of food would just vary the cost of transit, if circulated 
equally as free. 

ll-fanufactures have given an enhanced value to land. The mo
nopolists, who are endeavouring to undermine manufactures, are, 
therefore, cutting their own throats. 

Labour and commerce ought to be fairly represented ic the 
House of Commons, and all interests would be more equally pro
tected. 

Jlrfe:rico is a country which delights in seclusion; hence, though 
possessing the richest mines of gold and silver in the wol'ld, it is 
embarrassed and unal,lo to pay its debts. 

Lot the man that controls his tenants or his workpeopre a: an 
election, be put down as a tyrant. 

Good farming cannot become general until all tli.e game i ab-
1olutely at the tenant's disposal. 

At the ne:rt election every elector must vote for his cotml1'y, and 
not for his own private benefit. 

l\Ir. Huskisson said, in exposing the prohibitory system, "Can 
prohibition ever be tried under circumstances of greater fa•our 
than it now experiences in Spain? In that flourishing comtry, 
prohibition has been carried to the very extreme. There, resric
tion l1as been added to restriction-there, all the fruits of that 
beautiful system are to be seen, not yet perhaps in full mattdty, 
but sufficiently mature to enable every one to judge of their cual
ities. Spain is lhe best example of the prohibitory system, the 
most perfect model of fallen greatness and of internal misery of 
which modern civilisation affords an example-an example b be 
traced not only in the annihilation of her commerce and mari.ime 
power, but in her scanty revenue, in her bankrupt resourcm, ia 
the wt"etchcdness of her population, and in her utter insignificmcc 
amotag the great powers of the world. The commercial policy of 
Spain is simply this-to admit nothing from other countries-ex
cept what the smuggler brings in.'' 

~ Enclose this Struggle in the next letter you send to any frimd. 

Now Publishing, every Saturday Morning, a 

Liberal and Free Trade Newspaper, 
CALLED 

THE PRESTON GUARDIAN 
AND LANVASHIRE A.D''ER'I'ISER; 

has the power lo abolish the Corn Laws. This is that which The Largest ever issued in North Lancashire, by J. Livesey md 
would rPlicve the people ; no other remedy can eradicate the Son, 8, Chcapside, Preston. Price 4{d. Orders taken by all 
pational di scase.''-Colonel Torrens. the Agents of the Struggle. 

flii-1ted by J. fav:t:sEY, Prestou: Sold by Gadsby and Heywood, Ma11chcster,-Prico One Halfpcnnr. 



"l\Ionopoly is an exclusive power to hold, buy, or sell anything in which the public are interested," 

AN APPEAL TO THE WOMEN 

OF ENGLAND. 

Whose is that cheek of pallid hue? 
That troubled brow of crre? 

Methinks some passing shadow threw 
Its fading impress there. 

Nay; 'tis a mother's grief-worn face 
Thy pitying eye beholrls ; 

The lines of anguish there we trace, 
Spring from her heart's deep folds. 

She toils with calm endurance on, 
Through many a weary day, 

Ami feelM one e:arthly smile alone, 
Her suffeiings can repay, 

That smile a manly brow must wear, 
Dear to her trusting heart; 

Oft ha.a it soothed her wild depair, 
.And c:heck'd the tear-drop's start. 

But will that kindly look be given 
\Vherl "labo11r's task is o'er," 

As, gat]ler!ng ffiund their meal at even, 
Each varnly ctsks for more? 

The starving )itt1e ones, ,vho press 
Arou11d then cheerless hearth, 

Early i,mrr.d_ t,, deep (listrcss, 
Forgt t tl err childish mirth. 

They toil, tltey labour to procure 
The })roniis<;,I boon of heaven: 

And, can t 1cy patit'ntly endure 
The car •citel8 man liafh given l 

Have they no 1mman friend to plead 
Theil' miser) and their tears? 

No heart, "With pitying love to bleed, 
Nor l aln thrir maddening fears? 

Woman! t oubast a feeling heart, 
A sy1upathising eye; 

Their trengtt their power, their 
wan.nth impart, 

A mourn,er'& tear to dry. 

0 ! let thy "still, small voice" alarm 
The tra.nge·s to its love; 

Know that. a nighty nation's arm 
Thy mag;ic t>uch may move. 

What ! shmll he wretched pine alone, 
In all th,e d1pths of woe? 

l hear a vmice in thundering tone
A natioru's wice-say, No I 

Woman I y nflullnce who can tell? 
Ob~ he1ave1'11 carne~t call, 

•1 r,Jea foir th• 1>oor," tilt loudly 1-\lcll 
'hll tf11 11 ~ht ·a'• food f!Jr all I 

tJ111 ~I 

• • 

A CANDIDATE. 
The above is dcsirious of representing some borough, (a county would not 

be objected to,) in Parliament. 
The Advertiser founds bis claims to electoral support on the following 

grounds :-He is prepared with the usual stock phrases of protection to na
tive industry, greedy and avaricfous millocrats, indepenrlence of foreigners, 
can quote from Gray's Elegy, if required; has some statistics, which might 
be used with effect against the Free Traders; has a large stock of irr.pudence 
at command; can stand a pelting of eabb:ige-stalks, and a heavy fire of rot ton 
eggs, 011 occasion; presumes he could make way among the wives and daugh
ters of the electors, his address to tl1e fair sex being considered rarticular;y 
seductive and insinuating. Finally, could swell with considerable force 
thr clrnrms of geese, asscN, and COC'ks, which invariably salute the Members 
of Manchester. For further particulars, ap1>ly at the Carlton Club. 

ON TRUE HEROISM. 

BY A L.lDY. 

"Enough bath the world heard 
Of heroes and glory, 

Till our hearts loath the word 
Of renown and its story; 

" Till our hearts wax weary 
Of rapine and slaughter, 

And earth groweth dre:uy, 
As if demons had wrought her I 

"Enough of pomp's splendour 
Our dim eyes have blindeu; 

That faith we surrender, 
That worship i~ ended. 

"We stand by the altar 
Of justice, and s,Year it, 

Our hearts shall not falter, 
Our lips shall declare it! 

"On the brows of the glorious, 
In deed and endeavour, 

Be the wreath which victorious 
Shall crown them for e,·er I 

"The noble in spirit, 
Whom 'self' cannot dart:en, 

We bow to their merit, 
To their words will we hearken! 

"They, in whom the pale mourner 
For bread when he pineth, 

Spite of<l!neerer and scorner, 
His guardians divineth; 

"With that proudest of honours, 
That purest of fame, 

Ye of hope are the donors, 
And we bless while we name I 

"Yes! the heart-broken mother 
Shall smile through her sorrow, 

And trust yet another 
Aud brighter to-morrow! 

" When pale famine no longer 
Her loved ones shall slay, 

Dut the gaunt fiends of hunger 
lle scared from their prey. 

" For the want-w:isted maiden 
Who weeps at her toil; 

And the old man time-laden 
With woe's heavy spoil; 

"For such are tliey striving, 
That patriot band ! 

Link by link strongly riving 
Despair from the land, 

"Whilst we ,rntch them with blessing, 
And hail them from far ; 

And when dark thoughts are pressing, 
Look. up for one i;tar : 

"Truth'a stnr, who~c cl\lm benmfo J 
'.t'hbugh lhe proutl tnny l!llni.tnt!; 

-ctr n fl•ltlol11
B lll!"'tllll!if ' 

M4 cU \II \0 '" mi 
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l\lR. JONES LOYD ON THE ANTI-LEA GUE 
MOVEl\iIENT. 

TO J. W, SUTHERLAND, ESQ. 
DEAR Srn,-I beg to acknowledge your circular letter invit

ing me to attend a preliminary meeting of the landed proprietors 
farmers, and others, of the eastern division of the county of Sur: 
rey, with the view to the formation of a general " Society for the 
Protection of British Agriculture, in opposition to the mischievous 
designs of the Anti-Corn-Law League;'• and further requesting 
"that in ~he eve?t of m{ being unable to attend, I would oblig; 
the committee with my views on the subject." 

Having been prevented, by my absence from home and by the 
late peri~d at_ which your letter reached my hands, fro:0 attending 
the meeting m question, I proceed to comply with the latter part 
of your request. 

The prosperity of British agriculture is a cauae in which I 
should gladl)'. enlist mysel~; it is, I am convinced, indissolubly 
connected with the wellbemg of the community at large for no 
great interest of this empire can suffer alone. The pro;lration 
of agriculture must inevitably involve a corresponding depression 
of every other important interest of the country. This considera
tion, as well as motives of a more immediately personal and selfish 
character, would lead ma cordially to co-operate with you in the 
fo~mation of the proposed society, could I bring myself to believe 
that ~h~ ag_ricultural interest is at this moment menaced with any 
real mJustice, or that the measures by which it is supposed to be 
prolected are really efficient for that purpose, and not inconsistent 
with the equal juslice which is due to other classes of the com
munity. 

The maintenance of the present Corn Laws is usually meant by 
the expressed "protection to British agriculture ;'' and if this is 
t~e purpose to which the efforts of the proposed Society are to be 
d!rected, I must at once declare that my views on this subject are 
directly opposed to those of the meeting which you represent. I 
cannot acquiesce either in the policy or in the justice of any 
attempt to protect my own individual interest as a ]anded proprie
tor, or to uphold the welfare of that class in general by laws 
whi~h restrict the free supply of the food of the people, ~nd which 
are mtended to compel them to purchase in a dearer market the 
necessaries of life, which it is apprehended they might otherwise 
obtain from a cheaper ~ource. To whatever extent the present 
~~rn Laws, by producmg that effect, protect British agriculture, 
1t 1s clear that they must do so at the expense of the British con
sumer, that is of the people at large. They are made to pay more 
for their food than would otherwise be necessary ; and the sum 
thus taken from them is supposed to go to the benefit of the agri
cultur~st, or, more correctly speaking, of the landed proprietor. 
The d1ffe~enco between the natural price of an article of general 
consumption, the supply of which is subjected to no legislative 
res~rai~t, and. the higher price of a similar article, the supply of 
which is restri~ted by protective laws, is a tax imposed upon the 
:whole cornmumty ; and the amount of that difference either goes 
mto the pockets of the producer3 of the protected article or is 
altogether lost, being productive of benefit to no class. • As a 
!anded proprieto~, I am naturally anxious to protect my own 
interests by all Just means: nevertheless, I shrink from the 
responsibility of seeking protection through this process. There 
s~em.i ~o me to bo injuslice involved in it, against which protec
t10n 1s mdeed needed; not, howevei·, to the British landowner but 
to the British people. ' 

Protective laws, in proportion as they are effectual for their in
tended purpose, must necessarily give the character of monopoly 
to the p~otected trade; and ~onopoly, it has been most justly ob
set·ve_d~ is the pa.ren_t of scarcity, of dearness, and of uncertainty. 
The rnJury thus mfhcted by these laws upon the British people as 
cons~mers, seems to me to admit of no question. But I would 
subn~it to ~ou, whether, as a preliminary step to any further pro
cc~dmgs, it would not be well for us as landed prnprietors to ex
~m!ne carefully whether these laws, thus at once offensive and in
Jurious to other classes, are really productive of the benefit to our 
particular interest which has been usually ascribed to them. The 
agr~culturi~t is a dealer in the produce of the soil; and the pros
perity of his, ai of every other trade, must be dependent upon the 
pr~sperous ~ondition of his customers. The whole mass of the popu
latio11 constitute the CWltomen of the agriculturiit; and, therefore, 

whatever improves the general condition of the people, whatever 
increases the demand for their labour, and thereby causes a rise 
in their wages, must promote in the most effectual manner the 
prosperity of the agriculturist. Our population is annually in
creasing at a. fearful rate ; if a corresponding increase of employ
ment be not found, that population must ultimately become a 
charge upon our land, and thus prove ruinous to us as landowners; 
but if, by the removal of obstructions which protective laws create 
the extension of our trade, and the consequeot demand for Jabour: 
be made to keep pace with the increase of our population, then 
the number and resources of those who constitute the customers 
of the agriculturist, will progressively increase. 

It is in this extension of the market for our products and 
in the improved condition of those who are our customer~ we 
shall find the best security for the present wellbeing, and the' only 
~af~ ground o! hope for _th.e further progress, of agricultural pros
perity. In this manner it 1s, by a system of free competition, and 
equal exemption of all interests from pernicious interference, that 
the welfare of each class is indissolubly bound up with the general 
prosperity of all. Protective laws necessarily array the different 
cl_as~e~ of the community in jealous hostility with each other; they 
d1m10ish the general wealth of the country, by interrupting the 
natural distribution of its wages and capital; they tend to diminish 
both profits and wages, thus impoverishing the markets in which 
the products of agriculture must be sold; and the benefit which 
they confea· on the protected trade is in all cases apparent rather 
than real, securing to it a fitful and transient, not a steady and 
permanent prosperity. 
. Prices forcibly raised above their natural level by fiscal protec

tions are naturally fluctuating and precarious; they constitute a 
very inadequate compensation for the real and permanent wealth 
which we might otherwise find in the improved cultivation of our 
land, augmenting the supply, whilst the simultaneous increase of 
the population and wealth of the empire extend the demand for 
and by legitimate means raise the price of, all agricultural produce: 

To relieve British agriculture from the odium which mu~t ever 
attach to the appearance of injustice ; to substitute for the debili
tating influence of artificial protection, that steady and healthy 
vigour which can arise only from competition and self.depend
ence ; and to save the landowner from the danger to which he 
exposes himself, by seeking a delusive protection in meo.sures 
which, by impoverishing his customers, are really undermining the 
foundation of his own p1·osperity-these are the avowed and I 
know no reason for snppoijing that they are not the real a~d only 
designs of the Anti-Corn-Law League. I cannot concur with you 
in de8ignating them as mischievous designs. They seem to me to 
be founded in reason; they would, I am confident, be found to 
be really protective and beneficial to our interests; and they are 
~upported by. a weight of argument and authority which, in my 
Jndgmeut, will r~nder all attempts to resist them utterly hGpelells. 
. U nd~r these circumstances I would submit to your calm con

s1derat10n, whether we shall not better prove our discretion as 
wel! as_ our regarrl for what i~ j_ustly due to others, by ad 41 pting 
then· views rather than by res1stmg them. They are calculated to 
establish the interests of agriculture upon the sound and durable 
bas!s of reason, of justice, and of freedom, and in them alone I 
beheve that true and effectual protection of our interests is to be 
fonnd. In the laws, upon which too many of us at presrnt rely 
T can place no confidence ; what is unjust and baneful to the rest 
of the c.ommunity cannot be permanently beneficial to us. Our 
preser.t mterests are placed by these laws in a precarious because 
in an ar~ificial state; our native energies are weakened b/uanatural 
protection; and t~e .laws, which we so blindly and so fatuly em
brace, by undermmmg the general prosperity, are endangering 
that which has raised Bl'itish agriculture to its present co:idition 
an~ the permanence of which can alone prese1·vo it from the most 
rmnous relapse. 

I have the honour to be, dear Sir, your's faithfully, 
s. JONES Lovo. 

NEW POOR LAW AND MALTHUSIANISM TH 
OFFSPRING OF MONOPOLY. 

I never read of the enormities of the New Poor Law ,yithout 
feeling more deeply convinced than over of the evils of 'u.e Corn 
Law; and I am sorry that any free-trader should have diswvered 
the necessity of stringent regulations for ,ubduing _accur:n&l ted 
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poverty, without first removing the cause. New-Poor-Law-ism is 
the legitimate offspring of Monopoly, and as a proof of the 
withering and baneful effects of protection, I would point to the 
condition of the agricultural labourers about the year 1833, when 
this new law was concocted. In some parishes the rates were as 
much aa ] 6s. in the pound, and some estates were even abandoned 
because no tenants could be found who would pay the poor taxes. 
Here we have a true picture of protecting-».griculture I Relying 
on Parliamentary prices, instead of improved culture, the farmers 
made no exertions, the labourers were unemployed, and to ease the 
land of this amount of idleness thus created, an act was passed 
which has inflicted upon every innocent pal'ish in the kingdom the 
deprivation of its liberty, and the imputation of not being ,able 
to manage its own affairs ! 

Malih11nani8m is another bitter ( shall I say blasphemous) effect of 
this impious interference with the free circulation of the bounties of 
heaven. This system calculates the rate of increase in the human 
species, and, in the true spirit of exclusiveness, supposes that num
bers will increase faster than food. But it forgets two things, 
first, that as the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof, onl,Y 
let its productions be as free as nature makes them, and man s 
wants will be easily supplied; and, secondly, that the ingenuity 
now applied to making clothing can be also applied to raiaing food, 
and that to this there are scarcely any limit& but those imposed by 
bad laws. I grant that with the present cramping, screwing, em
barrassing s-ystem, discreet young men and women, however they 
may wish, feel afraid of risking the chances of matrimony. But 
it ought not t'> be so. Wben properly educated, with industry 
and sobrie'f, any young couple ought to get on and make their 
way. The feus of the classes a little above the operatives 
are stronger than those below them. Taxed breacl, taxed sugar, 
taxed noce1Ssarie11, taxed comforts, and taxed incomes, with the 
difficulty or succeeding in business, deter the greater number 
from marrying. This I deem a great evil, productive of conduct 
and recklo:1sn1tss which often embitter future life. As free 
trade advancei, 110 will better prospects present themselves to 
young peopile; and I must say, that although I constantly meet 
with disaertati?ns againilt early marriages, especially from the 
Scotch pres!S, I have met with nothing but what convinces me that 
the chief ec»ur<e of all complained of lies in monopoly. I know 
of no law, ex~ept the arbitrary law of conventialism, that pro
nounces perso~s " under age" except they have reached twenty
one ; and I ltiink it would be quite as eai;y to show that no na
tural law was t•ansgressed by parties wedding below that age, as 
to prove tbmt i ey ought to wait till they are 25 or 30.· 

The fact iis that flrror cannot sustain an isolated character. Be. 
gin wrong ;nJ you get wrong at every stage yo11 advance. By 
corn laws' )VOU limit the food till it is insufficient for the present 
people; ancl l<Pking at the scanty sup~ly, instead ~f the cause of 
It men nre ho1rilied at more mouths bemg brought mto the world 
td increa e he 3carcity; and hence emi_qration and Malthu,ianism 

re equally • dq>ted as expedients to lessen the population. The 
epeal of thie c,rn laws, I maintain, therefor~, is a young peop~e's 
nestion an,d cve1·y young man who would hke to have a fire side 
f his o;n, anc a wife to comfort him; and every young woman 
ho is a11xi<ous to coneummate the attachment she has formed
ught at oncce ,o help the repealers. I?ull cupboards and happy 
omes cannrut c>mport with the present system of monopoly. 

A Gran<£ Ce,·ical Feast.-The following is a copy of a paper 
und in the T,wer of Lond0n :-" George Nevil, brother to the 

reat Earl cof -Varwick, at his instalment into the archbishoprick 
f York, in theyear 1470, made a feast for the nobility, gentry, 
nd clergy, whll'ein he speut 300 quarters of wheat, 300 tuns of ale, 
04 tuns of 1wiru, 1 pipe of spiced wine, 10 fat oxen, 6 wild bulls, 
00 pigs, HD04wethers, 300 hogs, 3000 calves, 3000 geese, 300 
pons, loo p8L:!ocks, 200 cranes, 200 kids, 2000 chickens, 4000 

igeons, 400)0 nbite, 4000 ducks, 204 bitterns, 400 hernsies, 200 
heasants, 5100 1artridges, 5000 woodcocks, 400 plovers, 100 cm·
ws, 100 cnuals, 1000 eggets, 200 rees, 4000 bucks, does, and 
ebucks. lffi5 lot venison pasties, 4000 cold veeison pasties, 1000 

ishes of jelllies 2000 hot custards, 400 cold custards, 400 tarts, 
O pikes, 301 breams, 8 seals, and 4 porpusses. At the feast 
e Earl of '\W'awick was steward, the Earl of Bedforcl treasurer, 
ord Hastin1gs ·omptroller, with p,any other noble officers; ser

itors, l,600.l c<vks, 62 kitcheners, and 515 scullions," 

THE CANDIDATE AND THE BAKER. 

(.Mr. Wheatlock, a Monopolist Candidate, enters a baler's shop 
tended by a little boy.) 

Mr. Wheatlock-Well, my good lad, is J.llr. ltfacdough in. 
Boy-No, Sir, but I can take orders. 
llfr. W.-I called to solicit his vote and interest. 
Boy-Oh, I'll tell mother. (Calls up stairs.) Mother I here's 

a person called for Father's vote, to make him a Parliament mon. 
Mother-Well, tell un to chalk his name upo' the counter, and 

we'll inquire into his character. 
Mr. Wl&autlock (to his companiona)-Very condescending, 

truly. 
Boy-Oh, l see Father coming up the street. (Enter Mr. 

Dacdough. 
Mr. W.-I called, Sir, to solicit your vote and interest. 
Mr. M.-I'U p1·omise no man-I'll see what stuff they are made 

on first. 
Mr. W.-My address, Sir, is before the public. 
Mr. M.-It's all palaver; it pledges you to nothing. 
ltfr. 1Y. ( aside)-My Friend, Balter, is turning crusty, but it 

won't do to use the rasp. 
Mr. M.-Well, Sir, it comes to this-If I vote for you, will 

you vote for the Repeal of the Corn Laws? 
Mr. JY.-Why do you ask that? 
Mr. M.-I ask because I am deeply interested in the matter. 

When bread is cheap I sell two loaves for every one I sell when 
it is dear. 

Mr. W.-My dear sir, you surely mistake. 
Mr. M.-No, sir; there is no mistake, but when prices are 

high, many of my customers make the great mistake of forgetting 
to pay for their loaves. 

Mr. W.-Ah ! indeed; well, now, that's very wrong. But may 
I expect your support? 

Mr. M.-No; I shall vote forMr. Freeman, if he promises to 
vote for the repeal of the Corn-laws. 

l,,fr . W.-You are jesting, but my f,-iends shall see you «gain. 
By the bye what excellent cracknel111 you make ; send me a basket 
of them to my hotel, they will be much relished by my friends at 
a collation I have prepared for them; I shall not fail to mention 
your name in connexion with them. 

Mr. M.-The order shall be attended to. 
Mr. W.-( Placing gold on the counter )-Short payments make 

long friends, they say. Good morning, sir. 
Mr. M.-Stop, Sir, you have forgot your change. 
Mr. W.-My dear Sir, don't allude to sucb a trifle, give it to 

that interesting little boy of your'a. 
Mr. M.-(Tbrowing down the money indignantly) No, Sir, 

that ii not my way of doing bwiness; yo11 mistake your man. 
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VARIETIES. 

In estimating the effect of machinery upon labour, we should 
consider the number brought into work, as well as the number 
thrown out. 

To provide sufficient food for our increasing population, requires 
an additional county every year equal to that of )Varwick. 

What folly to say, "Don't be dependent upon foreigners,'' 
while every day we aeek to sell to foreigners, and every hour are 
using some•'-ing from foreign countries. 

Sir Robert Peel recognises the principles of free trade, but does 
not go far enough to realise its advantages. 

Where Food is dear Life is cheap/ -There is an appalling account 
of a woman who receives married females into her house, in a 
town in England, on an understanding that she makes away with 
the new-born children I Is not the Corn Law at the bottom of this? 

The Liverpool Mail says, that if we have free trade with Po
land, we shall eat the black bread of the Pomeranians. By the 
same reasoning, as we have free trade with Africa, ( i,a gunpowder 
and niuskets chiefly,) we ought to be eating palm eil I H. 

Right Enough.-At one of the Protection meetings, it was re
solved that no tenant farmer is expected to subscribe more than £1, 
nor less than 5s. Wbe former part of this resolution was unneces
sary; they have submitted too long to Corn-Law rents to have 
any thing to spare to keep them up still longer. 

Rev. J. Pye Smith's Sub,cription.-" Homerton College, Jan. 
27, 1844. Dear Sir,-I have the pleasure of enclosing a cheque 
for £10, as my contribution to the RIGHTEOUS ol ject of the Anti
Corn-Law League. Happy should I be if it were in my power to 
lay upon this altar of justice and mercy ten times as much.-I am, 
dear Sir, your's faithfully, J. PYE SMITH. George ,vilson, Esq. ', 

The deficiency in the revenue, compared with the expenditure, 
commenced in 1837, and has been every year as follows :-In 
1837, £726,460; in 1838, £411,818; in 1839, £1,381,938; 
in 1840, £1,750,543; in 1841, £2,149,885; in 1842, £4,075,021, 
and would have been greatly deficient in 1843, if not arrested by 
the income-tax. 

The Rent Charge.-We learn from Mr. Willick's annual supple
ment to his Tithe Commutation Tables, just published, that the 
average prices for last year were only 50s. Id. per imp~dal quarter 
for wheat, 29s. 6d. for .barley, and 18s. 4d. for oats; while the 
annual prices for seven years, to Christmas last, amount to 6 ls. 
2d. per imperial quarter for wheat, 32s. 4d. for barley, and 22s. 
-ld. for oats; and eaah £100 of rent charge in 1844, will amount 
to £104 3s. 

The monopolist papers ar(.\ adopting the old fashion of the North
ern Star, in reporting the Anti-League meetings throughout the 
country. If not quite making hundreds into thousands, they get 
as near as they dare. Mr. Wilson, alluding, at the Covent Garden 
meeting, to one in Lincolnshire, said-'' I have a letter in my 
pocket which gives an account of a meeting in Lincolnshire, at 
which it was stated, in a Londoµ morning paper, that about one 
hundred tenant farmers were present. Now, the writer of this 
letter, who was himself present, says that he counted the persona 
in the room, who altogether amounted to forty-nine. Of this 
number two were clergymen, five lawyers (laughter), six publi
cans, four butchers, one banker, two reporters, and the writer of 
this letter, all, of course, set down as "tenant-farmers.'' (Loud 
laughter.) 

The following circular, circulated in the County of Norfolk, by 
the protectionists, tells its own tale:-

" To THE CLERGY, LANDLORDS, AND OccUP1.Ens oF LAND 
IN THE CoUNTY OF No11FoL1t.-The introduction of free trade 
into our country must be a source of evil to all, as it will speedily 
reduce wheat to 18s. per coomb, barley to 12s., and other pro
ducts of the soil in the same proportion; this being the case, the 
clergy will get but little tithe, THE LANDLORDS LESS AS RENT 
and the resourl!es arising from the revenue will be so reduced: 
that the interest on funded property cannot be paid. Rovalty 
Mild reduc~ u, ,sxpt1itrlltttrtJ, und trade, in all it• bi'artche•1 will be 
~ j; iled, t¾al lliiiMliinJ, a~ a ttaUdnJ 11l •~utt tg lSfJ Happt 

Tenants-at-will are often landlords' electioneering tools. 
Landlords are leagued together to ta:c our food. Happy for our 

country that there is a League to insist upon having it untaxed. 

Covent- Garden Meeting-Last night I was at the League meet
ing, Covent Garden, and of all the eloquent speaking I ever heard, 
that of Mr. Fox last night exceeded all, the enthusiasm of the 
audience was overwhelming, ihe place crowded.-A. ASPDEN. 

Rent Law.-There are tew if any of the farmers who do not 
quite well understand that the corn law is a rent law; and there 
is not one who would not vote for its repeal if they could have a 
corn rent and a good lease in its place. 

London.-The question, Is the Anti-Corn-Law League worthy 
the support of the working classes ? has been discussed for more 
than a month and continues to be adjourned, at the Coffee-llouse 
I named. A similar subject is posted for discussion at the York
shire House, about 100 yards from here, to take place to-morrow 
night. There are thousands complaining of want of work, inde
pendent of the great amount of destitution arising from drinking. 

A. ASPDEN. 

Elections.-Itis the settled determination of the League to con
test oll vacant boroughs upon free-trade principles. Even where 
they are cert.lin to lose, they obtain the best opportunities of 
diffusing their principles, and combatting those of their opponents. 
They look not for immediate success, but with Walsall, Stockport, 
and Durham before them, they anticipate the good which may 
come hereafter. 

Home Trade.-Mr. Cardwell in his speech said, that the im
provement of the times was owing to the r~vival of the home 
trade! Now, what does he mean by this? He cannot mean 
that the farmers and labourers have bought more, for the great dis
tress has prevented the possibility of this. It must, then, be the 
demand of the manufacturing population, and if so, could only 
arise from one of two causes; either the cheapness of food, leaving 
them more money to spend upon clothing, or better wages arising 
from mori, foreign trade ; both causes perfectly proving the cor
rectness of free-trade principles. Mr. Cardwell should have ex
plained this.-Preston Guardian. 

Modern Janus.-Sir Robert Peel, who bas been described as 
the modern Janus with his double face -one looking upon the 
doomed days of monopoly, the other upon the corning era of free 
trade-is somewhat characteristically situated as regards his town 
residence in Privy Gardens. The premises occupied by him stand 
in two parishes, partly in St. Martin's and partly in St. Marga
ret's, for both of which he is rated, and for either of which he is 
enabled to vote. Our reader11 will judge how far his geographical 
position is analogous to his political one. 

Tlie Effect of Cheap Food. - I have made some inquiries with 
respect to the effects produced in poor families, by the reduction in 
the price of bi-ead this year, and I have been told that in some 
families it has occasioned a saving of a shilling every week in the 
consumption of the family; and if we multiply tae number of 
families that must be in this condition, it will show an amount of 
some eight or ten millions saved in the article of food; and can 
there be a ground for doubting that the application of the money 
thus saved, to the acquisition of other objects, which are the ob
vious produce of the bounty of Providence, goes far to account for 
the improvement that has taken place.-LoRD JOHN RussELL. 

A young lady astonished a party the other day by asking for 
"the loan of a diminutive argenteous truncated cone, convex on 
its summit, and semi-perforated with symmetrical indentations,'' 
or, in other words-a thimble. 

9"'Enclose this STRUGGLE in the next letter you send to any friend. 
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DIALOGUE IN A RAILWAY CARRIAGE. 
' ! 

Lonn AUGUSTUS FnRl>RRI<'K JULIAN V.KRl'SOFT-Oh dear; iL'a this Macbiuery that is at tho bottom of it a11. The<listl'Clla oft~ .e ~anufaelnring 
oistricts is nwful ! 1- -·,,. I 

Mr .' H~AV\'CLoD -I bclicrn it is. . ,. r 
Mr. CnAnr.Ks ANTILORo.-1 think you will hnrclly make that assertion i.ood; for I have been all lhl'ougb the manufachmng c .jstricts,and I cab coul. 

scicntiousry any that wage, are looking up, oncl the J>cople fully _employed. • , . , • • 
Lo D '1rnvsoFT (stares at him tbrou~h his cre·gh1ss, wl11cb by some muscular dexterity retams 1t1 place.)-Why, God b Jes& me! 

1itlin~ near a Leaguer! And you defend Machinery? ' 
Mr. CnAllLEs -I do. 

, Lor! VERYSOFT -Well, I never met with an out and outer before:: one who went the whole hog. lr4ugh~ boat-til.r at his lo:d&bip'a 
•pri~h lin,.ss.) ' , , ' 

Mr CnARr,Es -I not only clofcnd machinery; but I maintain that machinery raisea wages, instead of lowering them, 
l,or•I V.-How? my tlcar fdl9w, prove that before you go any further. 
M 1·. C.-,v ell, my Lor,!, then, is mus:b macbi11ery in Maucbcs:cr. 
L<>nl v.-A <ievilish den! to much. " A • 

Mr C.-Anrl there is none in Tippcl·ary. 
Lord V.-What then? 1 , 

~fr C -Theye. is a constan~ strenm or work-people from Tipperary into Mnnchcst~r-from lo,v wage• to higb-indnr!tl solely by thg adoption ol fu~ 
-chmery- If this 1s not con::lus1ve, I go to Kuutsford, near your own estate. There 1a a constant stream from Knut•fonJ whel'e lhero JII hb machin+ry 
into Manchester where there is much. • • . , . 

1 
• 

1 
• u u ' 

Lord V.-No sir ; i_l'a not the ma<!hincry; _His the ~apital_ that _attracts the _pcopl!. . . , , ~ ' · e 
Mr. c.-And mat:hmery has made that cap1tnJ, . Tiu~ very ca111t~J, the ~tl~lJCct ot ao f!iticb 1ngen1ou t\n,1 eloquent abust 'boa ef•en, ttnd ia gi,111 valllf 

to labour, and w_herever you find labour workrng without tnacbincry, H 1:i batllf pntd; and where,•er it i• copnecteti 'wllb ari,tld ma~hibetr ' U 7 cam,, 
vnrutlveli well paid. ' , I 

(Lord •. then gnvc the dl!counuJmh turn, and . he ubJcct drop11cd.) 

c. .• 



.--/ SPEECH OF W. J. FOX, ESQ. 
[The above-named gentleman is one of the most conspicu· 

~us of those eminent men who have strengthened and ennobled 
the Com-Law Repeal cause by their talents. His speech on 
Thursday, tlle 15th, at the Covent Garden Theatre, was one of 
his most majestic efl>rts ; and we now venture to lay it before 
our readers ~bri~ed, feeling assured that it possessell inter
est and novelty sulicient to compensate for the trouble of 
perusal.] 

W, J. Fox, Esq., upon coming forward, was received with 
prolonged and most enthusiastic cheering, which having sub
sided, he proceeded to address the meeting as follows :-If 
there hangs upon tif() honourable members of Parliament, who 
have addressed you this evening, the doom which used to be 
much more frequently on judges' lips than, happily, it is at the 
present day-and if they are about to be " taken to the place 
from whence they came"-! trust that upon reaching their 
destination, they will report to the assembly collected there 
that the Anti-Corn-Lato League is still in existence (cheers and 
laughter) ; for it was announced in that House no longer 
ago than last night, that, since the declaration of Sir Robert 
Feel on the first night of the Session, the Anti-Com-Law agi
tation had "dwindled into insignificance." (Laughter.) Yes, 
it has, indeed, dwindled from a revenue of £50,000 in the year 
towards one of £100,000. (Hear.) It has dwindled from small 
local meetings to such gatherings as I now behold around me ; 
and it haa dwindled from the humility of petitioning the House 
of Commons into ~ppealing to the masters of that assembly. 
(Loud cheering.) W)lat a strange, imperfect, confused, and 
ignorant notion must any man have of the Anti-Com-Law 
League, who supposes that the breath of members of the House 
of Commons, or of Ministers of the Crown, can cause it to 
shrink and shrivel up into insignificance ! Why, the mono
polist legislators take the League to be some petty intrigue, 
or paltry manreuvre of party; something to which the mem
bers of their own body are much more accustomed than they 
are to the grand principles of truth and justice, and the gre.at 
movement of national opinion, (Hear.) And that man, too, 
of all persons, to be cited in thia manner, whose breath has so 
often blown hot and cold upon subjects ; who has aforetime 
denounced as destructive of the political constitution and the 
religioµs establishment of these realms the very measures which 
he has subsequently submitted to introduce ;-of all men, his 
words are not those before which such a body as the Anti
Com-Law League is to stand appalled, or at whose command 
it can shrink into annihilation ! Neither upon the will of Sir 
Robert Peel, nor any other leader of party, does the existence 
of this Lea~e depeiid, or the attainment of its great objects, 
which are now advancing towards accomplishment. ·we ab
jure all party alliances. It has lately been made a boast that 
even rich Whig landlords are joining the Anti-League Associa
tions. Let them do so : so much the worse for the Whigs, 
but not for the Anti-Com-Law League. (Hear and cheers.) 
Their dicta-upon whatever side of the House they may be, or 
to wh,ichever party they may lean-their dicta stop the progress 
of this League, or prevent the accomplishment of its objects! 
,Vhy, we may as soon believe that the progress of the coming 
sprin~ will be retarded or prevented by the •bellowing of the 
bull m Tamworth park. (Cheers and laughter.) But what 
monopoly cannot effect through the medium bf ancient institu
tions and legitimate forms is, it seems, to be brought about by 
voluntary associations and combined exertions. Not content 
with the great Pro-Corn-Law League of the House of Lords, 
·not satisfied with the supplemental Corn-Law League of the 
House of Commons, or with the committee of the Cabinet and 
its coerced spokesman ; not content with all this, we find a 
number of little associations sp1·inging up here and there all 
over the country, and crying out, as it were, to these Levia
than powers,-

" Oh, let my little bark attend and sail, 
Pursue the triumph, and partake the gale!" 

Very imitative bodies are these new associations ! (Laugh
ter.) Indeed, they have now taken to copy after us; we 
have left off petitioning Parliament, and theref9re they are just 
going to begin ; I hope the cast-off clothes will fit them grace
fully. (Laughter.) They denounce our agitation. The -nuke 
of Richmond says "agitation is immoral ;" and forthwith he 
puts himself at the head of another a.gitation1 (Laughter.) 

On looking over the various resolutions and proceedings of 
these meetings, I have endeavoured to ascertain what their 
most prominent features are, and what they are driving at. 
Qf the two things which stand out the most boldly in relief, 
one I find ui hatred of tl«J League. They do not know exactly 
what they are about to do, but they inust •1 oppose the 
League;" they must "stop thE! League;" they must "put down 
the League." And then they declare that we are liable to the 
penalties of the law. "Why, what have they done but put 
themselves in a position to shield us, if there be any impartiality 
in the administration of the law, from such inflictior,s? If we 
are an illegal body, much more so are they with their Cor-
1·esponding Societies, making their conspiracies, not "construc
tive," but open and apparent to all the world. Not that I 
care about the word" conspiracy;" I should as soon as any 
other, or perhaps in preference, have addressed myself in the 
first instance to this meeting by the term ".FELLOW-CONSPIRA

TORS." (Cheers.) I hold it no disgrace-when the pursuit 
of a lawful object by lawful means brings men under pains 
and penalties-the adoption of that or any other term what
ever which may be applied to them. (Cheers.) I do say that, 
whatever may be the business of our meeting this evening, I 
should have felt ashamed of myself and of you if the privilege 
of free meeting and of free speech could be used here without 
an expression of sympathy with those who ru:e to be punished 
for its use in the sister country. (Enthusiastic and long-con
tinued cheering.) I say it is sympathy for our O"Wn sakes, not 
for theirs, for, of all men, I take him to h~ve the least need 
of sympathy, who, even in a dungeon, if he is sent to one, 
will rule in the thoughts, hearts, and devotion of the nation. 
he is serving. (Renewed cheering.) It is due to ourselves, 
and to the best and dearest right that the people of this 
country possess-the right of publicly meeting ;-and if it 
be a great grievance, in numbers proportioned to the great
ness of that grievance,-to declare their wrongs and to demand 
redress. That right should never be touched in any locality,. 
or in the person of any individual without the protest-strong 
and heartfelt--of every one who values- public freedom and 
the interests of a nation only preserved by the boldne~ <il£ 
its speech and by its 11pirit of independence. (Loud cheers.) 
But to return to the Anti-League Associations. The crimina
tion of the League seems to be their first great pervading 
object; this is the most intense feeling in their hearts, and 
the :fi.tst idea to which they give utterance. But for what 
do they eriminate us ? 'I'he first resolution of one great 
agricultural body 11tates it to be a most intolerable thing 
that the League sends paid lecturers about the country. 11iey 
char~e it as a cri1n.e upon us that lecturers are sent to teach 
public meetings. But even they have not the- impudence to 
charge it upon us, that in some instances ruffians are sent to 
disturb public meetings. (Cheers.) They forget, too, that the 
great teacher and lecturer of the League is one who is not, and 
cannot be, paid by human agency ; its greatest and most effi
cient lecturer is an invisible power, but most formidable in 
its results-a missionary from the council of Heaven to the 
heart of humanity-a lecturer that speaks secretly to the minds 
of those who listen, as well as with the voice of him who ad
dresses nn ass(}mbly-an undying power, but everywhere. 
pledged to support Free-Trade doctrines, and cry dO"wn op
pression-and the name of that lecturer is Love of Justice t 
(Loud cheers.) They complain, too, of our petitions, now 
that we have done with them. (Laughter.) The generous 
maxim of "nothing but good of the dead," seems not to. 
operate upon them. A number of storie!I are raked up against 
us, amongst which is that of a man having forged many names 
to an Anti-Corn-Law petition. They do not accuse us of 
forging names to a requisition to a monopolist candidate to. 
stand for a county! (Hear, hear, hear.) With rather an un
advised choice of illustration, they eay that one man went. 
into a churchyard and copied a number of names from the 
grave-stones, and appended them to a petition against the Com 
Laws. (Laughter.) Why, if the rogue actually did this, 
there was some shrewdness about him ; and had their own 
perception been morally acute, I think they would have ab
stained from selecting such a lJarticula.r illustration of the 
charge; for in the grave-yards of this country, in those both 
of crowded towns and remote villages, how many senseless. 
inha~ita11ts are there that have been brought to that condition, 
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indirectly, indeed, but not the less certainly, by the operation 
of these accursed Corn Laws? (Cheers.) Could the dead 
int€rfere in our transitory concerns, myriads of them would 
have a right to petition on this matter. They have been vic
tims of the system which the living are yet enduring, and un
der which they are wi-ithing ; and were there a power to reach 
their dust-could old thoughts, feelings, and reminiscences be 
gathered to~cthcr, and they come from those graves to which 
so many ot them have been canied with but limited rites 
and shortened ceremony-" the little bell tolled hastily at the 
pauper's funeral"-could they be gathered together from their 
1·esting-places, and be assembled in the neighbourhood of that 
body which sits and legislates on life and death-Oh! there 
would be such a crowd, that the avenues to the Houses of 
Parliament would be blocked up far and wide ! It would re
quire a little army of horse, foot, and artillery-with a "\Vel
lington at their head-to cut a passage through the multitudes ; 
and, if this were done, the appropriate result would be
that of finding the chaplain of the House of Commons preach
ing a sermon on that occasion from the text-" Thy brother's 
blood crieth unto me from the ground." (Tremendous cheer
ing.) Next in prominence to this most unwise disposition 
to vituperate the League, I find in the proceedings of these 
bodies an immensity of professions 6f attachment to tlie labourer. 
This is the stalkinghorse in every string ofresolutions, and in all 
their speeches. The good of the labourer and his worth seem 
to be their being's end and aim. (Laughter.) It would 
appear from these statements as if land.lords were only born that 
they might exercise love to labourers. (Renewed laughter.) 
They love the labourer so dearly, that they take care the fine 
proportions of his form shall not be spoiled by too rich or 
ample living, or obscured by too great an abundance of cloth
ing. (Laughter.) There has been nothing like their wonderful 
attachment since the days " when King Cophetua loved the 
beggar-maid ;" but that potentate did not make the maid 
a beggar that he might love her, as the landowners' system 
has made the labourer to whom they profess this attachment. 
(Hear.) The affection bas often been celcbrate4 in the song, of--

" The lass that loves a sailor;" 
but what in the world is that to the affection of " the lord that 
loves a labourer!" (Laughter.) They love them so dearly that 
for th~ir akes they will even injme the rest of the community 
-they will dcgTadc theu o-wn character-pervert their power 
ru1d st 1tion, and abuse legislative duties. They love them so 
dearly that for their sakes they will talte out of the pockets of 
the public aJl.Y amount of rent which they can enhance taxation 
on food. (Hear.) "The labourers must not be thrown out 
of employment ;" the , we are told, ~ust have work ; and "if 
Free-trade principles are to prevail," •they gravely say, "why, 
the land will go out of cultivation, and the poor laboure1· will 
starve." Now, what is the meaning of this statement? For love 
itself-even the love of the landlord for the labourer-must 
sonwtimes be subj ccted to analysis. Does he mean that the land 
itself will ta.kc wings and fly away, if he :will take no rent 
for it ? Does he wish us to believe that the land will yield 

. no produce to any body that will till it ? There it is-nnd no 
alteration in the laws of the land can annihilate that soil, or 
blaist the power with which Providence has endowed it, of 
brin~ing ample return to the seed which man deposits therein. 
Why, let him throw it out of cultivation, and suppose there 
ru-e 1500 labomers now upon any particular property, if it is 
altogether abandoned there would he nice squatting for those 
labolU'ers. (Laughter.) I take it that they would be pretty 
sure to turn it to some account, and I think it would go hard 
but what they would manufacture bread and cheese out of 
it. If they had no capital to work with, why, then, as we 
arc told that the hares and rabbits on some of the ei.tates need 
a considerable reduction, they might live on the game till 
their harvests came round. (Cheers and laughter.) 'l'hen, 
with a little power of co-operation, these 50,000 acres would 
be covered with industrious people, who would get food for 
their support, and who would have some smplu.,; to spare, I 
take it, to find thcm:,;elves in clothing. This is what comes of 
the cant phrase, when examined fairly, of trn:owing land out 
of cultivation. If this were to happen, the labom·er would 
think it the happiest day of his life when the landlord was 
crossed in love with him, and driven away from his estate. 
13ut as such a state of things progressed, and the comfort of 

this little &ociety increased, it is much to be suspected that, 
after a time, the landlord would come back again ; there 
would be a repetition of scenes such as have disgraced both 
Scotland and Ireland; there would be notice to quit upon 
those who had taken possession of the abandoned property; 
the horrors of a clearing would be witnessed such as have 
occurred elsewhere, in which whole families have been known 
to lie down in ditches, and to have sought in vain a refuge 
from the pitiless elements, to which they were exposed by 
equally pitiless landlords, and the re-enactment of the old 
Sutherland tragedy would end the farce of " The Labourer's 
Love." (Cheers.) When did all this love commence, and 
what is the history of this roost fond and affectionate care of 
one class by another ? How oll is it ? Does it belong to those 
ancient times of our country, when the old cultivator of the 
soil was required by his lease to know his " team of oxen" 
and his "team of men" -when slaves were fattened here and 
sold in Ireland to the detriment of the home market there, 
until it was glutted with the surplus produce ? Was it in 
the fourt~th century, when pestilence had ravaged the coun. 
try, and the number of those whose business was tillage of the 
soil was so reduced that they claimed, as they had a right 
to do, higher wa~es for their work, and when the " Statute 
of Labourers" was, therefore, passed-a law which some have 
praised even in om day-enacting that the labourers should 
be flogged to their work, and compelled to labour at the wages 
which they had had before this opportunity came ? Was it in 
the fifteenth centmy, when it was the law that if a man had 
been twelve yeru:s in the occupation of husbandry, he was 
to follow the ' plough-tail for the rest of his life, and not be 
allowed even to apprentice his children in towns, lest they 
should be in a better position than himself, and the lord of the 
soil lose the service of his serfs ? ,v as it even in the sixteenth 
century, when a man catching any idle stroller might force 
hin1 to work, forcibly take him for his slave, feed him with. 
the offal of :us table, and brand him even, that he might be 
known to belong to his service ? ,v as it in the period from 
that time to the era' of manufacturing energy and enterprise
'a period during which the wages of the labourer, as measured 
in wheat, fell more than one-half, while the price of that wheat 
morethancloublcd? "\Vas it in times subsequent to that under 
the old or new poor-laws, sometimes subjecting the laboU1·cr to 
the degradation of being paid his honestly-earned wages out 
of the parish funds; at others turning the screw upon him, 
and telling him that he was a late comer to nature's table 
and for him there was no cover set, bidding him, even in 
ll.is rags and starvation, be independent! Is it now, when he 
is gifted with twenty pence a clay should the weather be 
fine, and loses it if the rain comes down ? Is it in the pre
sent day, when his life wears out in a miserable succession of 
toil, from week to week ancl. month to month? ,,Vhcrn can 
we find the origin, where trace the history; and see the marks 
of that paternal cru:e by which one especial class now affirms 
that it has the labourer of the counn·y under its peculiar 
and fond protection? (Loud chce1-ing.) If such be the feel
ing of the landowners to the labourers, why do they not bP.stow 
more exclusively their attention on them, for it happens to 
be the liabit of legiblators of this class to meddle with nny 
business rather thtm their own? They are very anxious about 
where people are paid higher wages by far thru} any factories, 
which .arc earned in the employment of their tenants ; they are 
for malting regulations about homs and schools,· they are 
always prompt at interfering with silk, cotton, and woollen 
manufacture -with every thing in the world ; but, mean. 
while, there is the poor labourer, whom they love so well, 
the most unprotected and unhclped being in the community. 
Now and then, perhaps, having given him some 108. prize for 
a twenty years' service in the same family, coupled, as it was 
of late, with an admonition from the right honourable and 
reverend chainnan of the meeting, in distributing the prizes 
-that the successful labourer should "not listen to people 
who were given to change, fo1· the Bible taught that there must 
always be poor in the land." (Cries of "Shame!") And 
what is this very assumption of being agriculturists, on the 
part of the proprietary ? • What is it but a section of the same 
cant that we .find exhibited · in the whole comse of their pro
ceedings? Why, the natme of a man's property, and the use 
that is made of it, does not affect his character or his occupa• 
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tion. Being the owner of a library does not make a man 

'learned ; as Mr. Cobden has pithily said, " a man is not a 
sailor because he is a ship-O"wner," neither al'c prop:dctors of 
~eat estates eJ).titled to claim the honourable appellation of 
'agriculturists ;" they are not the cultivatol's of the ground, 

they are only the l'ecipients of its bounty, taking the lion's 
.share of the profit. (Loud cheers.) If this language were 
allowed in l'efercnce to other matters-if we were to designate 
the personal qualities and occupations of people by the use 
made of their property, it would follow that the noble mem
ber of this League, the Marquis of W cstminster, was the 
greatest bricklayer in London (laughter), that the Duke of 
J3edford was the most distinguished dramatist and musician, 
ruid that the clergy of the Abbey Church in Westminster, some 
,of whose property is devoted to much more questionable uses, 
were eminent profesf;ors of prostitution. (Cheers and laugh
ter.) The real question, stripped of all mystificatio'1, between 
the League and those by whom it is opposed, i& this,-whc
the1· the landed proprietors r.rc to absorb all power, whether 
they nre to be not merely a. gTcat and influential class, but 
whether they are to be the nation, the entire nation-for 
this is really the object nt which they arc. aiming. (Hear.) 
They acknowledge a Queen, but they name her Ministers ; 
they dictate th!3 measures, and even the language, of those 
Ministers. TheYi acknowledge a Legislature, but they arc one 
House, and possess influence enough to command the other 
House. They acknowledge the middle class, but they com
mand .its :votes, and cherish in it OIJ.ly the most degrading ha
bits of servility;. They acknowledge the ma.nufacturing class, 
but they cripple its enterprise and restrict i~-, markets. They 
acknowledge the working class, and they tax their bones, 
sinews, and labour-they tax the very bread which is thch 
daily support. (Cheers.) I grant that they; were once "the 
nation.' There was a time whC'n the landed interest of 
England was the nation, and when there was no other known 
or 1·ecogni,'ecl power. But what sort of a time was that? A 
time when . the people of the country were mere serfs-when 
they were "property" -when they could he :flogged, and 
branded, and sold. (Cheers.) Tl).erc was a tini.e when they 
were the nation-and where were then all the rots of life ; 
where were literature and learning ? The philosopher was 
in his cell, only 1;howing himself to be the object of suspicion 
among the ignorant, and perhaps of persecution ; or else sent 
for by the rich, that he might he bribed to give them magic 
aid to win the love of a lady's heart, or paralyzc the mi,ght 

•of an opponent's arm. There was a time when they were the 
nation~whcn they went forth in their mailed panoply, leading 
their followers to slaughter, from which good care was taken 
to preserve themselves as much as possible-when they rode 
almost umcsisted over their nuked opponents, and were only 
c1.pable of being put lwrs do combat, by being cracked, like lob
sters, in their shells. (L,n1ghtcr.) There was a tiu1e when 
they were the nation ; and what a time was that' for the towns ! 
"\V-hen cvm·y citizen who had any thing to lose, had to fly from 
petty tyrants to the throne : to strc:ngthcn despotism with all 
his power, in order that he might have some rcsow:ce against 
this overbearing oligarchy ; and when, if thC're had been 
Rothschilds in the world, they would have had their teeth 
.di-awn to get at their treasures. (Cheers.) 'When they were 
the nation, no invention had enriched the land and made the 
metals and wood do the . work of millions of human hand-, ; 
no press had scattered knowledge over the wh,olc face of the 
country, can-yirlg intellectual light into hovels and cottages; 
no mercantile navy covered the sea, and sought the aid of 
every breeze that blew to reach some distant shore to bring 
back its freight of necessaries and luxuri~s. 'When they were 

•the nation, it was a land not worth living in; and to this time, 

:fied ·with being the lords of the soil, they aspire also to be 
lords of industry and the dolers out of the labourers' food. 
(Cheers.) ·why are they not content? 'I'hey have shuffled 
off from the land the bmthens that once pressed upon it. 
They took their estates originally when the title was not honest 
industry, but the sword, rapine, and violence. They had them 
burthen~d with the support of Church and State. They found 
armies for the King when it pleased him to take the field for 
foreign conquest, or to repel domestic invasion ; they have 
now turned into sources of emolument the very burthens that 
once hung upon the land, and they derive from the church, 
the army, and from our various institutions, resources for their 
own offspring and their depenclents ; and yet, having done 
all this, they seek to weigh industry down to the ground 
with a heavier burthcn than ever pressed upon the land. 
(Cheers.) They have had the lion's share of commercial 
prosperity; and yet what great advancements have been made! 
"What have ;machinery, railroads, steamboats, or anything 
else done towards emiching the industrious that have not also 
raised the worth of the la1).d and the rate of rents ? (Hear.) 
There was an outcry-a putting forth, as it is called, of " a 
great fact" -in the newspapers the other day, namely, that 
the price of corn was now only the same as in 1791 : "How, 
then," it was said, "could the farmer be expected to produce 
this m competition with• foreigners when he has so many 
more burthcns ?" But in this statement the fact was sup
pressed, that although the price of corn may be now the same 
as in 1791, and the wages of labour no higher than at that 
pciiod, the rent in this country has doubled, :'.lnd more than 
doubled, since that time. (Hear.) And there is the real 
burthen that presses on the farmer, and which cripples him, 
as it does all other industry, from the power of a most suc
cessful competition with foreigners. (Hear, hear.) \Ve 
fear them not-with their boast or their thrcatcnings ! ncre 
arc we in our own voluntary gatherings; and yonder, they 
in their set meetings, by royal mandate ; here arc we in 
oru· miscellaneous and multitudinous assemblages, antl. there 
are they in their exclui.ivcness. Here are we in our hil'ctl 

' theatre, and there arc they in their senatorial halls, and 
with yet statelier buildings erecting, ctncl to be paid for by a 
nation's toil, and at the expense of the privations of thousands! 
(Loud cries of hear, hear,) llere arc we with right, and they 
with rniglit; we take up the gauntlet they have thl'Own down, 
and we hurl defianc<l in their teeth ! (The whole Msembly 
here rose, and continued standing for some minute!!, chccru1g 
and waving hats and handkerchiefs.) ·we advance to the 
conflict which they brave-of opinion against power-breaking 
no law, even of their making: in the spirit of that peaceful 
morality which they profess to have made part and parcel 
of the law of England. '\Ve carry out this great question, 
and we will win for tliern deliverance from the curse that the 
opprnssor brings on his own head-Jo,· ourselves emancipation 
from the disgrace of being plundered and enslaved ; and for 
our country deliverance from the prospect of confusion, from 
the endurance of wretchedness, from anarchy, and desolation. 
(Cheers.) The age of feudalism is past, and the spirit of 
feud..11.ism cannot again govern this country. It may be strong 
in the prestige of the past, and glitter in the splendour which it 
has won from the toils of industry ; it may fortify itself in the 
bulwarks of institutions, it may suri·otmd itself with a servile 
multitude ; but the spirit of feudalism must succumb before 
the genius of humanity. The spirit, the principle, and the 
power of feudalism must stand by, and make way for the rights 
of industry, and the progress of nations towards commercial, 
political, and intellectual liberty. (Mr. Fox sat down amid 
one of tho e prolonged and most enthusiastic bursts of cheer
ing, with which he was repeatedly interrupted during the 
delivery of the above extraordinarily brilliant oration, of the 
effect of which upon the audience it would be difficult to con
vey an adequate idea to the l'Cader.) 
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were the natural effects of such enactments as the Corn Laws 
to have theiJ: full scope towards this period, would it tum back 
the wheels of time, and bring the nation so much nearer 
barbarism than it now is by the lapse and gwwth of centlll'ies. 
(Loud cheers.) Pl'Oprietorship is not nationality ! The peer
age is not the nation ! ·what would they have ? Is not 
the land theirs from sea to sea-theirs even the bird that 
wings its flight in the air. We cannot till a field without 
their permission; we cannot build a house without their con- AND LANUASHIRE ADVERTISER; 
sent, They walk the cnrth ns if they were the gods who hnd The Largest ever issued in North Lancashire, by J. Livesey and 

ad it, in1c.l } et, not content \\1th rill this, they go on 111·tift- Son, 8, Cheapside, Preeton, Price 4!d, Orcler1 taken by all 
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• 
SIR ROBERT'S DECLARATION ON THE CORN 

LAWS. 

We have 'great reason to thank Sir Robert for his 
prompt declaration, that he does not contemplate any 
change in the corn-law. In. the first plaoe, this puts 
an extinguisher upon the fixed duty proposition ; a mea
sure we consider, much more to be dreaded, because 
more plausible, than the sliding scale. It will now be 
unnecessary for the Anti-Leaguers further to bother 
their heads, and lose their time upon petitioning, in
asmuch as their own minister has assured them that 
although in faith he is a free trader, he does not 
intend to act upon his principles. As for the Leaguers, 
they have petitioned their last until they have a par
liament to approach more deserving their confidence. 

The corn-law conflict is now narrowed into its proper 
limits-the present law, or an an entire free-trade in 
food. The whig section of a "fixed" tax men is now 
cast out; the country declares against them, and if it 
cannot have repeal, it will submit to no new seale on 
which to" fix" a fresh apology for robbing the country. 

But who that hears the sound doctrine of commer
cial freedom enunciated in the senate, from the lips of 
the first minister of the crown ; from the lips of the 
leader of the late ministry, agreeing in theory with the 
free traders ; who that reads the declarations of the 
best and noble minded among the agriculturists ; who 
that witnesses the fervour, the untiring zeal of the 
Leaguers, and the warm and liberal responses of the 
nation ; who that marks the bluster and confusion of 
the monopofoits, almost at their wits end-can doubt 
that unfettered commerce is firmly decreed; and that 
an opportunity only is wanting for the electors to carry: 
it into effect? 

AN EARLY STRUGGLE FOR FREE TRADE. 

The Conservative party, all a party, can by no means be 11aid to 
be opposed to free trade. Under their great leader, Bolingbroke, 
in Qneen Anne's time, they attempted to unshackle the commerce 
l,etween this country and France, but were frustrated by the Whi,qs. 
The following extract from the Pictorial History of England will 
11how the truth of the above asi;ertion :-

" Bolingbroke, and those who acted with him and under him, 
had agreed that all the goods and commodities of France should 
be received in England on the footing of the most favoured 
nations ; and that the conunodities of England should be received 
in France on the like temu.. This appears like the dawning of 
the reciprocity system of our own day ; and the merit of it is 
attributed to the bright intellect of Bolingbroke. It should ap
pear, however, that the merit was really due to Arthur Moor, 
who had risen from the humble condition of a livery servant to be 
a merchant of great influence and wealth, and a political econo. 
mist far in advance of his time. If, as it is reported, Boling
broke had adopted this commercial treaty, in a hul'Ty and without 
examinath,n, he would have been guilty of criminal negligence; 
but it appears from his own correspondence, that when the treaty 
was negotiating, he was not only attentive to it, hut alrn fully 
a.wake to the immense advantages of free trad~, or at least of re
ciprocity. But the parliament and people of England had very 
little of this illuminalion, and presently a tremendous storm was 
brewed. The English manufacturers, particularly of woollen and 
&ilk goods, complained loudly against the commercial treaty ; and 
many a1·guments were used to prove that labour being cheap, and 
the currency debased in France,' she could afford to undersell the 
English manufacture1·s and dealers. Nearly every possible bad at·
gument in political economy was brought into play; and every 
prejudice-we can scarcely call them antiquated, as they still form 

part of the trading creed of several European nations and are 
still advocated even in England by sundry pnblic men and orator11 
-was raised wilh porcupine quills agaiw;t the t'eciproe ,y with 
France.-Sir Charles Coke, Sir Tkeo'dore Jae on, and other 
eminent merchant of London, launched a periodical paper (TJ,,e 
British Merchant) to make war on the project. Among other 
things, those wiseacres said that a free trade itb France would 
be a greater calamity than the fire of London ; that eouritry gen
tlemen and landholders would be brought to povRrty l>y the rapid 
decay of thtlir rents ; and that the working people would be re
duced to the cruel alternative of starvation or emjgration. Ge
neral Stanhope, one pf the wisest and best of the Whigs in Par
liament, took this view of the treaty, and applauded in tlie House 
of Commons the rancorous and stupid act pas,ed in Cliarles'a reign, 
absolutel1 prohibiting the importation of French wines, silk, and 
every other commodity of the growth, product, and manufacture 
of the territories and dominions of the French king. Numerous 
petitions and remonstrances were presented in the same spirit. 
The entire Whig opposition resolved to annul the treaty, and 
hoped in the contest to cripple the Tory ministry, who on thi• 
point were abandoned by many of their stanchest adherents, 
The commercial treaty fell to the ground, and helped to destroy 
Bolingbroke's ministry. 

LAND '£AX, THE SAME NEARLY AS A 
CENTURY SINCE. 

We beg our readers to pay attention to the following table 
showing how the landlords have taken the burthen of taxation froni 
their rentals, and laid it, by means of customs and excise, on the 
people who don't wear, or eat, or consume an article that is not 
heavily taxed. Thus, while the land tax, or tax on rent, has only 
increased from one million and a hair in William the Third'• time, 
(1689), to two millions in Queen Vit:toria's time, (1843), customs 
and excise have increased from two million, to thirtv 1nitlion.r I 

The land tax is still raised on a valuation of land made in King 
William's time, and never readjusted since! Verily we may say, 
with Carlyle, "Through your corn-law majorities, 111iding- scales, 
protecting duties, hriilery elections, and triumphant Kentish fire, 
a thinking eye discerns ghastly images of ruin, too ghastly for 
words.'' 

Year, I ~:_d lcu,tom•• Exciae. I Mitoe11. j '.total. IJ.~~. 

COBDEN ON PROTECTION. 

:\Jr. Cobden, at a meeting, in Covent Garden, showing that 
Parliament protected corn only, delivered the following happy 
remarks:-

" I am a manufacturer of clothing, and I do not know why in 
this climate; and in the artificial state of society in which we live 
the making of cloths should not be as honourahle-because it i; 
pretty near as useful-a pursuit as the manufacture of food. ,v eu 
did you ever hear any debates in the House to fix the price of an; 
commodities in the market? Suppose we had a majority of cotton-_ 
printers (which happens to be my manufacture) in the House 
and if we bad a majority, I have no doubt we should find Si; 
Robert Peel quite willing to do our work for us (laughter) ; he 
is the son of a cotton-printer, and I dare say he would do it fdr 
us as well as any one else. (Renewed laughter.) Let us suppose 
that you were reading the newspaper some .line mornirlg, and saw 
an account of a majority of the House having been engaged the 
night before in fixing the price at which yard-wide prints sho11ld 
be sold (laughter); 'yard-wide prints, of such a quality, l0d. a 
yard; of such a qu:llity, 9d,; of such a quality, 8d., of .such a 
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quality, 7d.,' and so on. Why, you would rub your eye11 with 
astonishment l You would clear your spectacles, if you wore any, 
and you would doubt your own senses ! The very boys in the 
streets leading to Pa-rliament, and the cabmen and omnibus
dri vers, would hoot and hiss us out of the metropolis ! Now, did 
it ever occur to you that there is no earthly difference between a 
body of men, manufacturers of corn, sitting down in the House 
and passing a law enacting that wheat shall be so much, barley 
10 much, beans so much, and oats so much ? (Loud cheers.) 
Why, then, do you look at this monopoly of corn with such com
placency ? Simply because you and I and the rest of us have a 
sup('!ntitious reverence for the owners of those sluggish acres, 
and have a very small respect fot ourselves and our own vocation. 
(Cheers.) I say the Corn-Law-Monopolists, who arrogate to 
themselves power in the Houe of Commons, are practising an 
injustice 6n every other species of capitalists. Take the iron 
trade for example, a prodigious interest in this country, Iron of 
ce1·tain qualities has gone clown in price during the last five or 
six )'ears from £15 10s. to £5 IOs. per ton. l\!en have seen their 
fortunes-ay, I have knpwn them-dwindle away from £300,000 
till now they could not sit dQwuand write their wills for £100,000. 
Well, did any man ever heai: in the House of Commons an attempt 
made to raise a cry about these griE1vances there, or to lodlJe a 
complaint ag~nst the Gov~rnment or the country because they 
c1>uld not keep up the price of iron? lias any man come forward 
there. proposing that by some law pig-iron should be so much, and 
bar-iron of such a price, and other kinds of iron in proportion? 
No; neither has this been the case with any other interest in the 
country. But how ls it with corn? The very first night I was 
preseQt in the House this session! I saw the Prime Minister get 
up, having a paper before him, and he was c!l.reful lo tell us what 
the price of corn had been for the last fifty years, and what it was 
now. Why, be is employed for little else but as a kind of corn 
,teward, to see how the prices may be kept up for his n1asters. 
(Cheers nd laughter." 

Total exports ••• ...... £,n ,381,023 
But s,1ppose it should greatly increase, what advantage is 

dedv1 d from our trade with the colonies in contradistinction to 
our intercourse with indepen ent 'nations? , lf we got a higher 
price for the manufactures we send to our colonies than for those 
aent to other countries, or if we got the produce we receive from 
them cheaper than we could get it from other countries, there 
might be good l'P.a&ons for preferring colonial to foreign trade ; 
but the colonies buy manufactures from us in the same market that 
foreigners do, and, therefore, pay only the same prices; whil t 
we are obliged to pay for colonial produce 50 to 100 per cent. more 
than we could buy the same a1·ticles at in othet• countries. 

Mr. Porter, of the Board of Trade, no mean authority, in his , 
able and valuable wo1·k, " The Progrcils of the Nation,'' makes 
the astounding statement, that if we' had made our sugar colonies 
a pr sent of the whole value of our mannfactures exported to 
them in 1840, amounting to about £4,000,000, we should have 
been gainers of £1,000,000, had we been allowed to buy the 
article of sugar alone in the eheapest marknts ! 1 

If to the enormous loss to the country by the sugar monopoly 
be added the loss by the coffe1> and timber monopolies, the expense 
of our naval and mililary establishments in our several colonios, 
and the coat of protecting them in time of war, none of which 
expenses are paid by these colonies, it is doubtful whether the 

~ whole of our annual exports be not swallowed up by the annual 
cost. 

MR. PITT, MR. FOX, AND N.A:TIO;f A,U INT"ERCOURSE. 

Mr .Pitt, in introducing a liberal treaty of commerce with France, 
hoped that the time was now come (1787) when the two nations 
would justify the order of the univene, and by a wise attention 
to their own real interests, shew, that they are better calculated for 
the more amiable purposes of friendly and useful connexions; 

that France had the advantage in soil and climate, befog by the 
dispensation of Providence, gifted perhaps more than any other 
country on the earth, with what makes life desirable, in point of 
natural produce, the most fruitful vineyards, and the richest har
vests :-that Great Britain, though less blessed by Heaven in these 
respects, yet possessing the happy freedom of her political consti
tution, and the equal security of her laws, has, by her steady ex
ertions, and enterprising spirit, arrived at a confessed superiority 
in her manufactures and artificial productions, and having risen to 
an unpllralleled state of commercial grandeur, had acquired the 
ability of furnishing her neighbours with ornaments and embellish
ments, in exchange for the natural luxuries of .France, which ou~ 
refinements had converted into necessaries. 

Mr, Fox objected to the present treaty upou the general ground 
of its being a novel system, and a dangerous departure from the 
establiahed doctrines of our forefathers, and from the principle on 
which our commerce ha~ hitherto been conducted. Mr. Fox 
went on to contend that France and England were natural and 
unalterable enemies: that it was necessary to the safety and inde
pendence of England to regard France with jealousy and distrust; 
and that to endeavour to maintain friendly intercourse with that 
kingdom, was equally vain and contrary to sound policy. 

The above extract from Toulmin's life of Pitt, vol. ii. p. 224-5 
shews that to uphold commercial restriction, formed no plan of 
the great Tory leader, Pitt, whose 1teps were followed by Hus
kisson, Canning, and would be more strenuously upheld by Peel 
and Gladstone, but for the overpowering influence of the landlords. 
It is instructive to note the line of argument taken by Mr. Fox, 
the Whig leader. It ilf to be hoped that uch sentiments form 
no part of the Whig creed in the present day. 

· MR. GLADSTONE · ON FREE TRADE; f •' / ' . 
The speech with which Mr. ,v. E. GladstoM introduced the bill 

for the exportatiQn of machinery, is so remarkable for the gene
ral soundness of its views of the effects of restriction, that, even at 
the risk ot exposing the hon. gentleman's inconsistency upon kin. 
dred subjects, we venture to report an extract, 

"What, too, wa., its effects upon the minds of other countries? 
,vhy this-that whP.n we endeavoured to persuade them to adopt 
our notions of free trade, they cast it back in our teeth that wa 
ourselves, in this most important article, were in the highest degree 
restrictive, our object being to prevent them from liaving tlu, 
means of competing with us in certain branches of manufacture. 
He had before him some observations of a Belgium gentleman on 
this subject, which were to the following effect-' that Great 
Britain offered to surrounding nations the principles of reciprocity, 
but violated them herself in the article of machinery-preventing 
them from ha,'ing the use of the means of competing with her in 
her own manufactures-her object being to ensure herself in the 
monopoly of the mechanical arts. ' The proposed relations would 
have too certainty of securing a steady and valuable trade-most 
Yaluable as ministering to the sub11istence of the labourer, and the 
materials of which were entirely native and indigenous to our own 
soil. So far, therefore, he could hardly conceive that any gentle. 
m11n would be disposed to say 'that the time had not arrived for 
opening up the trade. By doing so, the British manufacturer 
would not be deprived of his peculiar advantages. It was not in 
the power of laws to deprive him of these. So long as the coun
try was the great seat of manufactures, so long would it be the 
great seat of machine making. Machine making always followed 
manufactures. Why was it that machine making was not carried 
on in the iron but the manufacturing districts? • • • To be 
removed from the seat of manufacture was a very greal disadyan-
tage to the machine maker. •' 

The spinners and weavers of Lancashire and Yorkshire 
no opposition to this bill! ' ' · 

What Good 1tre the Corn. Laws to Farmer, ?-At Bridgewat~r. 
where the Somerset county meeting was held, l\lr. Beadon, appeal .. 
ing to the farmers, said :-t• Tenant-farmers, what has the corn law 
done for you? What is your condition? If you look at last week's 
bankruptcy list you will find, from the 13th to the 20th Jan., no 
less than the names of twelve farmers; the week previous, nine ; 
and the week previous to that seven; making, together, twenty
e ght; and that with your glorious p1·otection to make you all 
rich.'' • 
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Reciprocity illustrated; or the Bird and the 
· Penny. 

A lad who had caught a bird was coming down Mosely street, 
Manch~ster, elated with his capture which he was debating in his 
own mmd whether to keep or sell, when he met with a friend 
whom he thus accosted:-" Loo, si'thee Jack, l've ta'en a 
brid.''-(He cauliou,ly pulls his hand out of his pocket nod 
,;hows his companion the head ef the bird.) llis Mend is ;eized 
with a desire to pouess such a treasure-after much chaffering 
agrees to give a penny for it. The bargain is concluded, when a 
difficulty ariaes whether the bird should be given up fint, or the 
penny. At last it is agreed that both should hold penny and bird 
together, and each let go at a given signal. '!'he signal is given
their mutual distrust makes them grasping and cJumsy.-Tho bird 
flies into the air ! - the penny drops through the iron gmto of a 
ewer !!--and both parties, chopfallen, skulk out of the grinning 

circle of lookers on who had r;athered around, and go on their 
.1·espective errands, disappointed and angry with each other and 
themselves. 1 

Mr. Brotherton, the Member for Salford, relates the above 
nnci:;dote, to illustrate the folly of nations losing so many precious 
years in fruitless efforts to negociate treaties of reciprocity, wl10n 
the effe'Cts of free trade might be secured to that nation which 
would boldly and honestly agree to take the protfoctions of other 
countdes at moderate duties, even if other nations should stick to 
their foolish prohibitory lawo. 

Would any pnacher of" Free-Trade in the abstract" 
fled with " a dinner in the abstract ?" 

A suitable question to be asked the farmers is-" Are they 
satisfied with their present condition, and do they find their pur
suit ttnder tlie existing laws as profitable as trades and manufac
tures?'' 

Test for Strong Ale.-A person in Over Darwen observed to 
llis shopmates one morning that "Jemmy Juggler" (the name of 
n landlord,) had some very strong ale; for, said he, I only got. n 
quart last night, and my head fairly rives this morning. 

What ii tlie principle of those Anti-Leagrte Associations?
Simply, to compel those engaged in manufactures to buy dear frotn 
them, instead of getting cheap from others-and this because thoy 
are our countrymen I-let us test this by private life-No man 
will buy a dear article from his own brother, ifhe can get it cheap from 
n stranger, for this is his answer-" John if you want assistance, 
here it is, to the half of my property, but for heaven's sake, ntln, 
don't keep your shop open to sell me dear goods, because you 
can't carry on on such a principle, and the sooner you stop 
the better.'' And so with the landowners-We ca11 get wheat 
at 4011. but the,y make us pa,y oOe, because they are our countri• 
b1cn, 

" ' Protection' shall remain as it is. " say these champions; 
which is equivalent to saying-·" Trade shall 11ever be better than 
it.is," t~ough worse it may be; and, if the system be unchanged, 
worse it needs must become. 

Twin Intere,ts . ....-For richer and for poorer, for better and for 
worse, trade and agriculture are joined together, and cani;ot be 
put asunder. The life of the one is tl e life to the otl)er; and 
t.be death of the one would be the dealh of the other.-The Rev. 
James .Aspinall,, 

A Propl1esy. - We wish our readers would mark the effects 
of the present rise in the price of provisions. They will see that 
the unfailing result must be, that as the price of bread rises, 
trade will become slacker and slacker. Then a cry of distress, 
dull times, and over-productio•. H. 
- Free Trade Farmers.-There is an estate to the west of Perth 
upon which all the tenants, amounting to about thirty, advocate 
the principle of free trade, with the exception of one farmer. 
This man attended the meeting at Perth, and was so thoroughly 
convinced by what he there heard, that not only did he return td 
his home a convert to the cause of :Frne Trade, but he was found 
next day busy at the work of conver,i;ion among the neighbouring 
farmers.---Lord Ki1maird. 

A11ti-Corn-Lpw Associa.tion.-Hudders.ficld.-At a meeting of 
the Committee of the Hudqer.sneld Anti-Corn-Law Association, 
held on the evEtning of Tuesday, Fe~. 6, it was resolved:-" That 
in consequence of the declarations recently made by Sir Ro~ert 
Peel and Lord John Russell upon the subject of the Corn Laws, 
an immf!diate communication be sent to the Council or the League, 
assuring them of the unalterable determination of this committee 
n.eV8r ,to e-0111promiH the fumla1nental principles of the Anti- Corn
Law-Lcaguc, nor to rela~ its e.ffo,•t8 1.t11til the total and tmconditional 
repc?l of t~e Corn Laws is ubtained. Signed, :FRED, ,Scnw ANN, 

Chairman.' 
F,eedom and Prosperity.-It ia impossible to name.any trad~ 

wbich hll$ briven under protection in th same prpportion as it 
docs wh'3n free, or comp.nralively free. Take the silk trade for 
.example. -Now,have the exports increased, even to France, from 
which competHion wa• 110 much dreaded, since the duties have 
been reduced? On the other bnud, havo the West India colonies 
benefitted by protection, notwithstanding the twEtnty millions re
ceh-ed by the proprieton-a sum double w bat they expected? It 
hllll been proved before the import duties committee, that at this 
moment wo sacrifice at \cast three millions by the maintenance of 
the su~ar monopoly. We cannot believe, when the case is once 
understood, that this country will miwh longer submit to such a 
sacrifice of revenue, in addition to the large sum already paid, or 
persist in depriving the lower classes of such a blessing as cheap 
sugar. 
~ Enclose thfa Strt1ggle in the next letter you aend to any friend. 
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TiIE Pit$S'N>N GU.\llDIAN.-Wehnil with great pleasurn t~ appear
ance ofa new ally in the cnusg of commercial freedom, under the Litle pf 
the Prntrm Gtiardian. This paper bus been catabli&hcd by Mr. JnReph 
Liye:;ey, Qf Pr,ston, whose name is a sufficient gu11ra11lee for lho perfe<'t 
integrity of principle which this new organ is especially ple,lged to ma111-
1ain. '!'he first pumber of the paper is befor.c us; and the ability ond 
precision with which ils objects arc enu11 intcd, commend it to 1be warm 
support of e,•_ery earnest friend of commen:illl freedom and political progress 
throughout the northern dh•i Ion of Lancoshfre. We bclie,e 110 orgun of 
this description is much needt,1 thore. Frco from the bias of pnrty, and 
pied~&! lo the untlinching adv.o-cncy of the civil and com111ercial rights of 
al! classes, we trust that it will speedily command u circulntion befilling its 
promi~ed uscfulnces and character, uucl become al once the reflex and gu [Jo 
of public opinion throughout the county uml buruugb cu:utitucnci~ of 
North Lnncaobire,-i•1te League, 



" Th.- present struggle of monopoly-which I believe to be its deatl, struggle-is naturally a violent one ; and I consider 
taat the prt'sent tin1e renders it imperative on every Free trader, if he be a true man, to come forward and lend bis assistance 
t, the f, nti-Corn-Law League.-R. P. CoLLIEB, 

-- --,Q.......,_ .--
Sir Jonas Peck1nivel, Esq., M.P., Member for the County of Dolterpate, 

PresNiting a Petition from Sir Jonas Pe( ksnivel, to Sir J. Pecksnivel, M. P ., for Protection to Rmt or Corn 
Law-graciously received. 

At one of the first aggregate meetings of the League at Covent Garden, l\Ir. l\Iilner Gibson said, " I am glad that we are no 

longer to waste our energies by gelling up futile petitio,ts to the /undlords' house. We shall be entertained next session by petition, of 

another d,,criptinn; we ,hall have laudlord's petition, presented by landlords to lund'or<b. (Cheers aud laughter.) These are the 

petitions with which the country will be entertainerl; and, believe me, I speatt the exact truth when I say, that the parties who !Jet up 

thr11~ petition, will be tlie ume that will present them in tlie House, and the majority who n,le in that J-l, ,use will be tl,e person, to receive 

them. (Loud cheers.) It is difficult to conceive a more ludicrom farce enacted in the presence of any body of men; and that it 
should be enacted in the presence of what is called the collective wisJom ofth<? community-(derisive checrs)-is indeed humiliating 

to tho o "ho reflect that they are supposed to be represented in their opinion by that august boiy." 

No. 116. 
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SHOULD NOT AGRICULTURE BE PROTECTED? 

.,, If manufactures be protected," say the speakers at 
the Anti-League meetings, " surely agriculture ought 
to be protected also." No doubt it ought; if clothing 
be made dearer in order that manufacturers may get 
higher prices, there can be no reason why agricultu
rists should not be equally allowed to filch the public. 
And this is the true sense in which the public have to 
do with the evils of protection. They care nothing 
about the figurei in the Tariff, or any old musty act 
of parliament ; it is the influence that these have 
upon prices that they have to do with. Now manufac
turers have repeatedly disclaimed all law protection, as 
they have long ceased to receive any in practice. I 
want plain minded people to understand this. If the 
prodJJce of an article be smaller than the consumption, and 
consequently prices higher here than in other countries, 
then any law prohibiting foreign supplies, is certain to 
keep up the pt ice. This is exactly the caee with the 
article of food in this country, and the difference be
twixt prices here and in other countries is the amount 
paid by the people as protection to the agriculturists. 
If. on the other hand, the production of articles be larger 
than the consumJltion, and prices here lower than in 
other countries, any law prohibiting foreign supplies adds 
nothing whatever to their value; and this is the case with 
cotton manufactures, and consequently they can receive 
no protection. To talk of protecting cotton goods is just 
the same as protecting Wigan coals. by laying a tax 
upon all that is imported from Newca!!tle to Lancashire. 
It is clear then that when landowners talk of manufac
turers receiving protection, they mislead their hearers, 
and they themselves must be very ignorant indeed if 
they do not know this. But it would be well if they 
would stand by their own argument. Let them be 
content with the same amount of protection that manu
facturers actually receive, and the dispute is at an end: 
they shall have it, and nobody will complain. Suppose 
they had to sell their grain here at the price they could 
get for it in New York or Hamburgh (allowing for ex
pense of transit), would they be content? and yet this 
is what manufacturers have to do, so that if the agri
culturists will consent to fix the amount of their pro
tection by comparison, the question will be decided at 
once. 

l\IR. ASHWORTH'$ SPEECH. 

The following excellent adores~, hy l\fr. H. A~hworth, was de
livereo at a late Covent. Garden Tht>atre meeting. It is 110 fully 
illu~trative of tha manufactures of thie country, that it ia given 
entire. 

?tir. AsnwonTlr, in advancing to the tahle, was very warmly 
receivt-rl by the meeting. He said :-Ladies and gentlemen, it is 
no common sight to witness a manufacturer from the north leav
ing hi, dwelling and occupation to appear before an audience such 
as this. A manufacturer has ui-ually other employment, and is 
disinclined to appeal to his fdh,w,countrymen even when he feels 
himself wronged. (Cheers.) Manufacturer~ are opposed to 
ngitation; they are a class who study the practical sciences and 
the arts required for carr)·ing out manufacturing opentions; and 
would of necessity he husily engaged at home, if the effects of per
nicious laws would allow them to be 10. (Cheers.) Gentlemen, 
in appealing to you in the charallter of a manufacturer, I feel 
confidence in doing 110 -a confidence which ari,se1 from the fact 
1hat the manufacturers as a body aeck to possess nothinii I.tut their 

own. (Cheers.) Manufacturers are charged with making hard 
bargains-so are all prudent people, yourselves among t.he rest. 
(Hear, bear, and laughter,) But it cannot be laid to the charge 
or the manufacture1·s that they have a great commercial house in 
Parljaruenl-street, through which they can imrround the interests 
of the rest of the community, and make both sides of the bargain. 
(Cheers.) Gentlemen, manufacturers are a body who enjoy no 
protection ; they seek to enjoy no proteclion ; they disclaim the 
protective system altogether, and they ask that all her l\Iajesty'a 
11uhjects should be placed on an e4ual footing with themselves. 
(Hear, hear.) Is that an unreasonable demand? (Cheers.) 
The landlords tell you they must have protection-that they are 
entitled, in fact, to certain protection for certain purposes. I will 
not now remind you what tho1e purposes are, but refer you to 
Lord Mountcashel and Sir Edward Knatchbull -they can tell you 
all about it. (Laughter.) They say also that they must have 
protection to enahle them to compete with the foreigners. For 
my own part, I confess, I am not yet aware in what respect En
~lishmen are inferior to foreigners. (Cheers.) I am persuaded 
that the British farmer, and especially the farm-labourer, will do 
as much work, and are as capable to compete with the foreigner, 
as any class of the community ; and I am convinced that none can 
better compete with him than the agricultural labourer, if- the 
landlord will only allow him to buy his food a little cheaper. 
(Cheers.) w·e find that manufacturers are exposed to fort>ign 
competition. Why should landlord& be exempt? (Cheers.) I 
repeat, thP- manufacturers enjoy no privileges-they want none; 
they possess no advantages of machinery which are not common to 
all the world. (Hear, hear.) ,ve obtain inventions and im
provements in machinery from other countries,-we embody those 
inventions and improvements in machines of our own manufac
ture, and thereby give them increased practical efficiency,-and 
although those m:tchines, when made in the most perfect manner, 
were once prohibited to be exported, they can now be taken out 
of the country, and sold in every country in the world at as cheap 
a rate as we get them ourselves. The law for prohibiting the ex
pottation o( machinery was repealed a year or two ago; and 
though at that time we were suffering severE-ly in our business,
though many persons thought that the exportation of our machi
nery, so superior as it wa~, was a course hazardous to the mainte
nance of our manufacturing superiority, -yet nevertheless, in the 
spirit of fair dealing, the manufacturers never demurred to it, but 
allowed the act to pass without hesitation or restraint. (Loud 
cheen.) Having, then, given to foreigners all the protection we 
enjoyed in the superiority of our machinery (as far as we ever did 
enjoy any), we now claim that we should be free from all r.istrio. 
lions of every kind ; and we take it, that Eince as manufacturea 
are ei:posed to foreign competition, we have a right to huist that 
it is an act of injustice that any other class eap'!cially the wealthy 
landlord class-should enjoy advantages not common to all. 
(Cheers.) Now with reference to the manufacturing and other 
classes of the community, manufacturers are told that the home 
market is the most important market for our produr:tions. I am 
here to speak to the value of the home market as regards my own 
-the cotton trade. The cotton trade of this country is chitdty an 
export trade. It is !lhown by " Burn's Glance'' that only one bale 
out of every 1even which we manufacture is wrou~ht up fvr home 
conrnmpt:on; therefore all the employment of the cotton trade 
derives from every class of British subjects amounts only to one
seventh, or equal to but one day's work in a week. (Hear, hear.) 
This, let me remind you, is the consumption of all clasees of Bri
tish subjects. Now, "'ith re~ard to the landlord or the :nisto
cratic class, which puts fo1 th in such vaunting terms the nlue of 
our home trade, when we come to analyze what they give us, we 
find that it amount11 to some fractional part of one day's work in 
a week, and for that we are very thankful, so far as it goe!!, 
(Cheers.) With respect to the consumption of cotton goods by 
other lllasses in this country,-for we have other consumers he. 
sidt>s Jandlol'ds,-T may tell you that the city of London, the me
tropolis alone, consumes more cotton goods than all Ireland; and 
the town of l\Ianchester consnmes more of its own manufacture• 

I than the whole county of Buckingham. (Hear, hear, hear.) ,ve 
next come to the export trade. I have hefore told you tha• we 

I ex pol't. six-sevenths of ail we manufacture : hence we are depen
dant upon foreigners for six-sevenths of all the work we do; and 

1 
a11 that six~seventh1 o! all the manufacture are sold in the open 
markets of the world, we are unable in any way to enjoy aoy·de-
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are characterized by such a spirit: they are laws which admit 
uxuries-such as wines, silks, and laces, for the consumption of 
the great and wealthy-to come in freely from all countries on 
payment of the revenue duty ;-laws which permit this, and yet 
prohibit the importation of foreign food, and those articles which 
more especially alTei:!t the comforts of the working classes,-all 
such laws are based upon and are carried out in the spirit of in-
justice, and against such protective and partial laws it is, that you 
and ourselves complain. (Cheers.) Landlords tell us or tell you 
that this is a manufacturer's question. The fact is, that they find the 
manufacturers are very actively at work to get rid of the Corn Laws, 
and they therefore choose to stigmatize it as a manufacturer's ques
tion. This imputation we disclaim-it is no manufacturer's question. 
It iii your question-it ii my question-it is everybodg', question. 
It is not a manufacturing or an individual question, but a yeneral 
question, affectiugthe whole community. (Cheers.) The manufac
turer complains that his business is crippled-that his workpeople 
are starved-and it then becomes him, and it. becomes any ruan, 
to complain when he sees himself subjected to hard dealing. 
(Cheers.) The landlords, too, not content with having raised 

j one cry, start anothec. They make another outcry, and say it is 
, ovt-r-production 1hat has occasioned om· distreis, 'fhey then pre
/ tend to calculate, and exclaim, " \Vhy, these mauufacturers would 

clothe the whole world ." Perhaps it would be as well if they 

scription of protection, even though it were offered us. (Cheers.) 
Let us now look to the landlord. The manufacture which per
tains to his occupation, that of food, is a manufacture which has 
not an export trade. He enjoys at his own doors the very hest 
market in the world, and more than that, has protection into the 
bargain. (Hear, hear.) There was a time when the food-pro
duction of this country was exported-when the landlords ex
po~ted their own wheat-that day is now gone by, and the popu
Jatton of this country now consume all they can raise, afld require 
much more if they could get it. (Hear, hear.) Seeing, then, 
that our population engagt>d in manufactures require and consume 
all the food produced at home, the landlords, of course, have 
ceased lo export, and have the advantage of always selling their 
insufficient produce in a market where the demand constantly ex
ceed11 the supply. (Cheers.) Now, as I said before, this is not 
the case with manufactures : six-sevenths of" all our cotton manu
factures are exporterl. Mark the conseque~ce of this! Food i.r 
the raw material uf labour, just a, cotton is the raw material of the 
finished manufacture. It follows, therefore, that the bales of 
goods -«e send abroad are virtllally as much the exports of 
the landlord's wheat or other produce as they are of the 
manufacturer'• cotton. (Hear, hear, hear.) Thus the Briliijh 
manufactu1·er, carryin~ on his trade under the operation of 
th~ Corn Laws, is first compelled to pay an act-of-Parliament 
pr1_ce for all the food which he himself and his work people re
quire, and afterwards, by reason of his trade being an export 
trade, and his goods being an embodiment of British agricultural 
food, mixed up in the shape of labour with cotton and other arti
cle~, he becomes the u11fortunate medium of the re-s:ile of this 
B~me food, exposed to the competition of the whole world, in those 
distant markets where similar food is selling perhaps for only half 
the money this has cost him in Great Britain. (Cheers.) We 
thus find that the manufacturers have become the implements of 
th_e landlord to get rid of his goods; :ind, what is worse, as you 
1ull have perceived, he is made to lose one-half its cost in the 
process. (Hear, hear.) As a manufacturer engaged in the ex
por~ trade, I may now go a litlle at length into that branch of the 
1ml_1Ject: You_ will have no difficulty in understanding one g~neral 
axiom Jn rela!1011_ to this, and that is, that imports are custom
~r,. The criter1~n, therefore, of the prosperity of a country 
JI not of what 1t exports, but by the amount of its imports. 
(" Hear, hear,'' and cheers.) I repeat, that imports are custom
ers: Allow me to illustrate this more clearly. 'The vessel 
which approaches our &bores laden with goods-no matter from 
what C()untry she comes-is the impersonation of a foreign mer
ch_ant With m~mey in his pockets; for 1hat cargo, upon reaching 
this cottntry, _is easily converted into money, and that money is 
then at the d1 posal of the agent to be converted into goods and 
Bent B. ay; consequently, the more of those vessels come to our 
ahores, the more cuatomers we have for the disposal of what we 
make. In t1peaking of our imports, allow me a moment to tell 
you, that those goods which come Crom other countries to this 
country do not pass directly from thtl shore to the merchant"s 
warehouse: they first pass the custom-house, and there they pay 
a revenue duty. To that revenue duty we as Free-Traders have 
no ohjection : it is right and proper the r;venue 11houkl be ;aised 
from goods brought f1om other rountries · hut we make this dis. 
tinction-that whilst we are willing and' deem it ri&ht that the 
revenue should be raised in such a manner, we deem it wrong 
that, by means of other duties imvosed for the sake of protection 
upon food, we should be exposed at lhe custom-house to a duty in 
the shape of a sliding scale, which is not a duty for the purpose 
of the revenue, but a duty for the purpose of swelling rents. 
(Hear, he:ir.) Gentlt>men our importe ou.,ht to be free· in an 
enlightened country they ~hould be free a; the wind that' hrings 
them. (Cheers.) Now, t1uppose you were to ~o to some distant 
coun~ry-I would not needles~ly offend you hy saying to some part 

I would first give us the opportunity of clothing the whole world; 
and, if thereby we brought disaster upon the country, it would be 
time enough for the monopolists to complain. (Cheers and laugh
ter.) However, it may be as well to look at this question a little 
further. Suppose we could clothe the whole world, we have not 
found out the way to make calicoes everlasting: (laughter) they 
will wear out sometime, and therefore those whom we have 
trained to the wearing of clothes must sometimes wanf new ones. 
(Cheers.) Hence we should have a constant source of employ
ment and recun-PnCP, of new business. (Hear.) The landlords, 
the <:lass of which we are speaking, now and then gather together, 
and laud themselves upon being patriots, because they have made 
two blades of grass grow where only one grew before. Gentle
men, upon that ground I may claim, as a manufacturer, to be a 
patriot also, for I can make two shirt now for less than one used 
to cost me. (Hear, hear.) But I deny that either the landlord 
or myself is a patriot or a benefactor in the matter. ,ve both act 
from one cause, we have both one motive-that of enlightening 
self-interest. (Hear, hear.) I have alluded to machinery. That 
is another cry of the aristocracy. They call out about machinery, 
and make shrewd hints that it. is at the bottom of all the mischief. 
I say that machinery is about the greatest blefsing we enjoy. 
(Loud cheers.) Machinery is the surest and best guarantee for 
the permanence of emplo)ment, at the same time that it afford11 
the highe t rate of wages. l\Ioreover, by machinery the body is 
spa1·ed from physical exertion, and the mind, which enobles man, 
is brought into action. (Cheers.) Thissuhject might he dilated 
on for hour~, but I shall not dwell longer upon it. I have made 
these assertions, and will leave it to others to amplify or refute 
them. In proof of what I have told you, however, I will state as 
the result of experience that, in Lancashire, manufactures have 
been brought to bear, and invantions in machinery carried out, to 
an extent which has not prevailP,d in any othe1· county in England, 
or in any other country in the world ; the1·efore, if machinery had 
di~placed human labour or impoverished the people, Lancaa!lirn 
ought, at all e,·ents, to be the poorest county in the British do
minions. No one will say it is so. (Cheers.) So far from ma
chinery having displaced human Jabour in that county, it hrui 
called (or it to more than double the extent to which all the in
habitants of that county with their progeny, dul"ing the last fifty 
years, have been able to supply. (Ilear.) When I speak of 
Lanca~hire, I may also state that, in every county of England or 
Scotland where machine:-y has been carried out to any com1idera
blE1 extent, the same result has universally followed-employments 
have been created, and numbers of people have been called for 
to an extent larger than at any pre,•iom period, and wages have 
kept pace with that increase of Pmployment. On the contrary, 
in those counties where machinery is not employed, where the 
only machinery is the spade or the plough, in every one of those 
counties we find what is called !uperabundant labour. (H<'ar, 
hear.) In Lancashire, as I ha\'e already hinted, one half of the 
population have been attracted thither from other places. From 
what other places could they come? There is no other part of 

of t_h111 country-and were to observe upon the sPacoast, men pa
radmg backwards and forward,, with a mu~kct in one hand and 
a telescope in the other; flagstaffs here aHd flag~taff's there, for 
r~lt ing al_arm; and i_f you were told that they were called a preven-• 
live service-a s_erv1cc emplo}ed by the Government (or the pur
pose 

1
of pre~e11trng the approach of foreign vessels, ll.nd , consc

q11ent1y the mtroduction of foreign goods-would you not declare 
th at that was an indication of a most suicidal ignorance in that 
country; and that the spirit of its commercial laws was worthy 
only of a darker age? (Cheers) Our own laws, I regret to say, 
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th~ cqun~ry .froµi ')Vhi~h ,to ,supply , th~ h,anqs r,eq4irejl, ~xc~pt, c:ripple, aqd desh;oy11 the p.eople, ,and what .objecta of.sympathy it 
where agriculture is canied 011; hence those who have come to makes them. Bearing in mind what they have told you, I think 
us have come from agricultural pursuits. (Hear, hear, hear.) you may reasonably inquire how those people were dealt with 
Were our manufacturing towns to become engulphed in one where they came from. (Hear, hear.) If they run away to us, 
common ruin, as I have heard so unfeelingly and unblushingly who are mill 1\-Iolochs, and make cripples Clf them, and abuse them 
hinted al- by the monopolist press, I know not what might hecome in all sorts of ways, they must surely not have been very well 
of those people who have emigrated from the agricultural into treated in their own country. (Cheers.) However, there is one 
the manufacturing districts in the event; but should they hap- test remains whereby the partialities of these people may be easily 
pen to survive, and to return to their native parishes, upon which proved. If the sympathy of those who call out about the abuse 
they have claims, they would find themselves sadly at a loss for of the mill population be as sincere as we are led to understand, 
habitations amd employments. (Cheers.) You will perceive, let the landed aristocracy who decry manufactures, go home and 
then, that the absence of these people from the agricultural pa- outbid us in wages; let them try whether those who came from 
t·ishes has afforded a great means of swelling the rent-roll of the the agricultural districts to us can be induced to go back to their 
landlord, and easing the burden of the rates, at the same time Arcadian abodes and 7s. a week. (Cheers, and laughter.) I 
that their residence in the \>ordering towns has been the means of ~·ill not now detain you much longer. (" Go on, go on.") I 
increasing the value of his agricultural produce. (Hear.) Nor have just given you a glimp1e-an outside view of the manufactu
have the agricultural labourers from our own part of the country ring system-and, if you want to know more about it, follow us 
been the ouly ones that have come to us for employment. They home. It is not a day's journey for you-many of you ate accu•-
have come from Ireland and from the most remote parts of Eng- tomed to take your excursions up the Rhine and over the Conti
]and, and, amongst other places, not a few from that favoured spot nent, which you would enjoy quite as much if you were better 
called Buckinghamshire. (Laughter.) No inconsiderable number acquainted with the affairs of your own country, those which lie 
from that locality have found their way to my neighbourhood, and almolit at your own doors. (Cheers.) It is true that you may 
some of them are now working in my service. A little incident now and then hear that there is tumult and strife in the manufac
occurred which I will for a moment detain you with the narration turing districts. WheneYcr you hear that those districts are in 
of. A noble lord, a friend of the Duke or Buckingham, happen- trouble, rely upon it it is not without occasion. ,Vhen restrictive 
ing some years ago to be in my part of the country, inquired if laws dry up the sources of our prosperity-when our industry fall• 
there were not some agricultural labourers there who had found -when 0111· people become short of food-do you think it desenes 
their way thither from Buckingham~hirc. He was answered in to be called criminal that the people should murmur? Need I 
the affirmative and was told where he might find them. He came ask you, can you find a people in the world who could pass through 
to our works, and entered the cottage of one of these labourers. the endurances that the manufacturing population of the north 
Now, speaking of these cottages, you must not imagine that they have done during the last few years without an outcry? (Hear, 
are such as you sometimes see in the agricultural counties-a hut hear.) The system of manufactures has furnished as good a ,pe-
plar.ed on the side of a hill, and covered with mud and thatch, cimen of IJloral and associated 11trength as is to be found in any 
(Laughter.) ,ve don't make houses in that way in Lancashire. part of the world, or in any system of society, however intelligent. 
(Hear, hear.) He found them living in good houses,-the man The.system is one which is composed of men of various classe1, in 
whom he called on first was living in a stone-built house, two my own rank of life; it is not beholden to aristocratic money for 
stories high, and with three bed-rooms. (Cheers.) Perhaps I its existence; it is conducted by men of intelligence-men or 
may be allowed to explain here that the manufacturing population proper feeling-men of skill-of enterprise- men of diligence in 
are somewhat fastidious aud delicate in their habits, and in times business-men who embark theh· capital, knowing that th~y can 
when they are comfortable, one of their principle desires is to never look for a return of that capital except by preserving the 
cultivate a propriety and delicacy of feeling among their children. utmost harmony and combined action between themselves and the 
(Loud cheers.) I think, therefore, you will not only understand workpeople whom they must daily employ, and who must be kept 
but appreciate the motives of these people, when I tell you, that in employment with regularity and precision, or else that capital 
they deem it indispensable to have three bed-rooms when they is lost for ever. (Cheers.) Now, where so much capital is em
can get them. (Hear, hear.) His lordshtp inquired about their barked, where so much is left at the mer.:y of a good understand
comforts and their earning, and asked if they would not like to go ing, and so much depends upon cultivating mutual interests such 
hack to Buckinghamshire? (Laughter.) One of them said, as I have alluded to, I am persuaded you will see, and common 
" Oh, no, sir, [ got away at last, and all the horses of the Duke sf:nse will determine, that it is to the advantage of master and 
of Buckingham shan't draw me back again." (Loud laughter.) workmen not to engage in strife, but to co-operate and proceed 
IIis lordship inquired further how it was that he was not attached 

1 

~ide hy side, in harmony and good feeling, to carry out that ar
to his native place. "Oh,'' said he, "I couldn't gP.t £90 a year ran~ement which is essential to the permanent pro~perity of both. 
there!" Now, this sum, I take it was the wages which he and his (Cheers.) Upon us, thP.refore, as manufacturers, and upon your
family were then receiving. (Hear, hear.) I will conclude this selves also, as the middle classes of society, devolves a most im
observation regarding the Buckinghamshire peasantry by saying porlant and responsible task-a task, I trust, which will be cheer
that his lordship went away much gratified by this interview, ob- fully undertaken, to maintain the moral and wcial condi:ion o( our 
serving. "Now, I'll go and have a joke with the duke." (Laugh- country, to preserve our social dignity, our political rights, and 
ter.) But it may be asked, since so many have left agriculture every institution which we deem valuable; and not the leatit or 
and taken refuge in the manufacturing towns, has agriculture or the duties whi, h devolve upon us is, that of maintaining inviolate 
agricultural occupations been found suffering in consequence? those rights of inclustry which seriously affect the working cla11e1 
Does any one know that agriculture e,er suffered from want of of this largo community. (Cheers.) ,ve, therefore, as manufac
hands ? I have inquired often, but never found any one to say turers, have taken our stand upon the broad principles of justice. 
that they were short of agricultural labourers in any county in the (Hear, hear.) J have endeavoured to show you upon this, aa 
kin~dom. On the contrary, ever} farmer and landlord complains many of my friend. have upon former occasions, that WI! appeal 
of the burden of the poor-rates, and the number of idle able- to you in the spirit of justice, and jmplore you to stand by )Our 
bodied labourers they're obliged to maintain in the workhouse. I fellow-countrymen in this struggle. (Cheers.) We seek the 
may add, that it is not very likely they have suffered much, for the total abolition of all those laws which restrict our industry. "'e 
aariculturalinterest has required no more hands than it had in I 821. seek the total abolition of all monopolies . (ChPers.) I have 
Thus you will perceive that, in carrying out the mauufacturing before told you that we disclaim any protection for ourselves, and 
industry or Lancashire and Yorkshire, we have provided occupa- seek to ho released from protection imposed on behalf of other,. 
tions which are comf ,rtable and profitable for a large class of our (Cheers.) Our dem'-lnd is, "Total repeal of all monopolie1.'' We 
fellow-countrymen; whilst the occupation they have left has not ~k for nothing more, and we will be satisfied with nothing len. 
suffered Ly their absence. (Hear, hear, hear.) Possibly some (Cheers.) Citizens of London, we ask your co-operation. "'a 
of you who have been accustomed to read the monopolist hireling ask it in this great cause which we have jointly undertaken. ,ve 
writers may wonder how it is that these agricultural peasantry have not sought from you until we had made large sacrifices our
!thould find their way to the north, and be willing to encounter selves, and I now put it to you,-" Are you prepared to do the 
those mill M-olochs, of whom, I dare say, you have heard with same?'' (l\Ir. Ashworth's concluding appeal was responded to 
80 much horror, and of their system of manufacturing, how it by loud and general cheering from all parts of the theatre.) 
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" It is a fundamental law of Switzerland that the food of the people shall not be taxed." 

THE SONG OF THE "STA RV'D 
BY LAW." 

'\\'Ith noth!n~ at all to do, 
"With eyelid11 h,avy and reel," 

A poor man sat in 3 fireless room, 
.Starving f.or want or bread

Bread-bread-bread 
To fill his hungry maw; 

Yet still he sang, in dolorous tone, 
The song or "The starv'd by Law~•• 

Want-want-want 
Alike when day's begun, 

Want-want-want, 
As when the clay is done. 

They say the Turks are infidels; 
But. oh I what joy to be 

Without such laws, with Turks, if this 
la Chriatlanity. 

0 Lords:ind Commons! 0 Parliament! 
Ye know not the evil•. sure, 

Or demons ye were, not Christian men, 
Of your ,;elfish legislature ; 

For breact-bread- bread 
We cry (and ye heed not) aloud; 

For brea•l we die ; for while we c,y, 
With "inding aheet and shroud-

Stltlcs Ollr breath impending death; 
And b,ttn surely is 

Ita el\lm and deep unbroken deep, 
Than liunger-aionies: 

Thall da1 by day, to pangs a prey 
I "an not tell, to Ii ve, 

To beg and pray for, clay by day, 
The bread ye will not iive. 

Want-1rant-,vant-
I cannot help but groan; 

Want-"ant-want, 
Bread-and ye give a stone. 

So gl1nst1y and wan, I careely am man; 
Forth• diff'rence is slight to see, 

When tlie lamp-light fall• on tho 
nr ... aTY wall,, 

Betwem my shadow and me. 

Want-'l"ant-want-
ln t'h!line, in prison barr'd . 

The muJ:factor's lot 
h not as mine so hard I 

Is not a, mine so hard, 
Bt-cauio on bread he feeds, 

On bread-on bread-on blessed bread, 
ThouEh puni~h'd for miideeda. 

,vant-· -•ant---want, 
A1 we·l in the yernal prime, 

,vant•--.,.ant---want, 
Aa iu ·.he wintry time. 

When tle little robin• twit me, a, 
They 1ick up from the ano,v 

The cru 11Js of bread, that pitying hand1 
Out {nm the window, throw. 

Oh, witl the !rcsh blood flowing 
thrcugh 

My imigorated veina, 
At once I would, that now I might 

Roam o'er the verdant plains l 
Aa whet l was a boy, 0 God! 

That again might feel, 
W ith rreat and bread the table 1pread) 

'l'he hxury of a meal l 

Victim tf vicious laws I starve--• 
The list• --for oh ! I hPar 

The lmdl of their extinction ring, 
More 1e11sibly and clear I 

Thrnugl Britain wide, on enry side, 
It peas out in the Rir, 

And thty aoon ahall be numbtred with 
the 

Allbo:red things that were. 
Tait's :Maga-x.ine. 

No. 117. 

NATIVE PROTECTION. 
English Landlord.-Come, you grumbling fellow, come to 

my ahop. 

English li-fanufacturer.-Why should I give you 8d. for what 

I can get for 4d. from the man over the water? 

E11gli1!1 Landlord.-Come, Sir, I'll make you protect native 

THE CilILD'S PRAYER FOR. 
DAILY BREAD. 

"I watched a Christian mother, 
Grown pale with want and care, 

As patiently she taught her child 
It,1 simple morniug prayer • 

Its little hands bore famine'• marks, 
Its voice had aorrow'a tone, 

And the salt teara bedew'd hia cheet. 
As pallid aa her own. 

'• Each blessed sound the gentle child 
Repeated as •he read, 

Until the words, 'Give us this day, 
0 Lord, our daily bread ;' 

And thtn he paused, and sullenly 
He hung hia little head. 

"' Give us this day our daily bread;• 
The child waa silent ~till 

A moment more-then, as the tear• 
Were trickling like a rill, 

'I've asked him many a time,' he aafcf,. 
And yet he never will.' 

" The mother, shocked, " He doea my 
child, 

Rich waving fields display
His bountiful supply for all.' 

• Then who takes it away I' 
This question, tho' not answered now,. 

Must at a future day. 

" Know ye a sweeter •ound on earth 
industry whether you will or not. Than childhood's voice in prayer? 

English Maniifact1uer.-Protect native industry !-Do you Oman! thy hand for ever roars 

call this dragging me to yonr dear ahop prote~ting my industry? All that i~ bright and fair; 
Am I not native like yourself? And on the altar of the heart 

Cruel Bobby uttlng the Facto1"7 and Farm Cats a fir:ht
ln&', when they ought to be catchln,: mice. 

Bohby I BQbby l cut tha C@rn Law string that tie• their tails 

toielher. 

Thy blight extend• even there.',. 

FREEDOM FROM MONOPOLT. 

Britons, in might ari~, 
Aud \>TO\'C that freedom's piizo 

You dare maintain; 
That you'll no longer be 
Crush'd IJy monopoly, 
Ami children to you cry 

Foe bread iu Yain. 

Class legislation chase, 
Let it not still di11tra<.e 

Britain's free ground; 
Confound tit' oppressive ftvr, 
Combm'd with selfi-h..,,•i1:..
l11 bondage tCl hold you, 

While they abound. 

Prove to po~terity, 
That )'OU re resolv'd to bo, 

Though suff 'ring, orave; 
Act like your ancestry, 
Ouwards for lilJl!rty, 
S1mrning base t}ra11ny, 

Your country save. 

Be but united all, 
Soon will opprelision fall, 

By your decree; 
Then shal• we ,,r0Ap'rou1 rfa~ 
l'ound'dng m1 n po lea, 
And gaVi that 1doriou1i prla:e,

Our corome.ri:e free. 
George Drap,r. 



• THE STRUGGLE . 

PROPOSITIONS RESPECTING " SPECIAL 
BURDENS." 

The monopolists continue to repeat their assertions 
respecting " special burdens on land," although the 
fallacy of all they have advanced has been exposed a 
thousand times. Trade and commerce undoubtedly 
pay the greatest share of the taxes. It has been shown 
a,gain and ag-ain tl:at the " land tax" is lighter in 
this country than in any other, and as for burdens 
there is nothing special in them. But allowing that 
they have "peculiar burdens," even heavier than other 
c1as~es, rather than cast them upon other people's 
ehoulders, with a ten-fold weight, I have three propo
eition:s to make to them. 

First. as these burdens arise from an accumulated 
weight of national taxation, that they join the country 
in demanding a reduction of the national expenditure, 
and a repeal of the most obnoxious imposts. If their 
plea he well founded, why have they 1rnt done this long 
since? 

Secondly. As they have a great majority in parlia
ment, that they remove these special burdens, and place 
them where equity and justice w,mld point out, and 
upon that abandon their apology for robbing the coun
try by protective duties. 

'l'hirdly. Suppose we take all their special bul'
dens, will they give up the Corn Laws ? Suppose 
we pay all their church rates, highway rates, and even 
poor rates and tithes (though t11ese are only part of the 
rent), and our own taxes in addition, will they give 
up the tax on bread? I should be sorry to compro
mise the justice of free trade by making such a propo
eition ; but I do say it would be an immense gain to the 
country. These special burdens are a flea-bite com
pared to the monopoly burden which trade and indu~try 
have now to bear. 

I know they will consent to none of these. They 
will clamour about special burdens as a pretext for their 
robbery; hut if any persrm proposed that they should 
be relieved from these, upon condition that breac! should 
be free, they would scout the proposition. They know 
the difference well. 

We have then to work on, exposing their oppression 
and their tyranny, and enlightening the people. Jus
tice will ultimately prevail, though power and parlia
ment continue to oppress. The Corn Laws will be re
pealed wht::n the people will it, and not before. 

TO THF. 

lUGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF HAREWOOD, 
PRESIDENT OF THE YORKSHlRE SOCIETY 

FOR KE.EPING UP THE PRICE OF DREAD, 
AND THE RENT OF LAND. 

l\Iv Lonn, 
At the meeting of landown<>rs and farmers over which you pre

aided at York on Thursday week, )Our Lordship and most of th~ 
other spE>;ikers brought forward grave and heavy charges agaimt 
the Anti-Com-Law L~glie. As an humble member of that 
League, I undertake to prove that these charges are uµtrue. I 
am able to show that your aspersions are unwarranted, your nrgu 

ments false, your fears exaggerated, and · the cause you under
take to defend incompatible with the general an,l permanent in
terests of the nation, I can show on the other hand, that the 
principles and objects of the Anti-Corn-L~w League are just, be
nevolent, and patriotic. 

At the above meeting nn Association was formed which yo11 
modestly designate " The York.,liire Protective Committee for tlte 
Defence of British Industry." But I appeal to common sense 
whether it would not have been more candid to take the title 
which I have put at the head of this letter, and to call yourselves 
'The Yorkshire Society for keeping up the price of Bread a11d the 
Rc11t of Land.' It is true, this does not sound quite so disinter. 
ested :ind public-spirited, especially on the part of gentlemen 
nearly every one of whom has, or believes he has, a pecuniary in
terest in Dear Corn and High Rents. But it is impossible to read 
the proceedings at that meeting, and not to see that the ohject, 
first, last, and midst with the speakers was, to keep Bread at a 
high and a, tificial price in this country. 

Now as Bread is the life's blood of " l11du1try," I ask if it is 
ration:il to talk of "protecting and defending British lnd111l1'y" by 
making Bread scarce and dear '! The first and great object of all 
Industry is to obtain Bread; and surely it is the oddest way pos
sible of "defending Industry" to raise the price and stint the 
quantity of that indispensable articlE1 I You might with some 
show of reason allege that the industry of the Corn- Grort1ers would 
be "defended" by making Corn dear, though this woulri not, I 
conceive, be true either of the farmers or their labourers, at least 
in the long run: but admilting that it were, still the Corn-Eater, 
must he much more numerous than the Cl.lrn-Growers and oC 
course the "Inf:lustry'' of the Corn-Eatt•rs cannot be "d;fended" 
by keeving the price of Corn unnaturally and unnecessarily 
high. 

Let us not be deluded by words. l\Ien often talk of the "price" 
of Corn: hut the only thing that is of the slightest consequence to 
the labourer is the qua1.tity he can ohtain by his labour, The 
larger the quantity, the better he is off: the less the quantity, the 
worsE1 he is off. Now your Society sets about to "protect" and 
"defend Industry,'' by making Corn scarce in the country I For 
thi& is the only conceivable end of the Corn Laws. They shut out 
foreign Corn, and they do it on the express ground that it is 
cheaper than our own, that is, it could be obtained with less Ja. 
hour. No man can pretE>nd to deny this, But this shutting out 
of cheap Corn has neces~arily the effect of diminislting the q1,an
lily in the country, and, hy so doinl(, it raises the price. It makes 
the labourer's food scarce and dear. He must either eat les, 
Brcarl, or he must buy it with more labo•o· than would be neces
~ary if there were no Corn Law!. Js it not, then, a palpable de
lusion to call your Society one " for the Defence of British 
lnd11s'1-y ?'' Ought you not rather to say that it is a Society 
to keep up Prices and Rents, at tlte e:rpense of l11du1t1 y '! 

It is common, my Lord, for the speakers at Pro-Corn-Law 
Mel'tings to talk of the principles of Free Trade as "fallacies," 
as "delusions;" and that wise gentleman, the EARL of TYJt
CONNEL, said at the York Meeting-

" Gentlemen, of all delusions, I look upon that of Free Trade 
as the greatest delusion that was ever attempted to be palmed 
upon our country." (Hear, hear.) 

Permit me, then, very briefly and very plainly, to state what 
the principles of Free Trane really are, and then to appeal to 
the common sense of my readers, agricultural or manufacturing, 
whether those principles are either "delusive" or "fallacious.•• 

"FnF.E TnAnE'' means perfect freedom for every kind of in
d111try; and H includes liberty to every man to employ his mo
ney or his lahour in the way that he himself thinks most advan
tage,>us, and to buy and sell wherever he can do so with the 
greatest profit. 

Freedom of trade is violated, when a Government dictates to 
its subjects what trades they shall or shall not carry on, when it 
prevents them from freely selling the prod11ce of their labour, or 
when it favours particular interests at the expense of the commu
nity. " ' hat is called "protection" to any onP cl:us, as it always 
involves a re,triction or tar upon the nation for the benefit of that 
class, is a ,·iolation of Free Trade. 

Freedom of indltstry is man's natural right. OC course, it ought 
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not to be invaded in society, unless such invasion can be shown to 
be necessary for the general good of the community. But the gene
ral good of a community is best promoted wben its individual mem
bers exercise their natural right of choosing their own occupa
tions, and carrying them on where they please,-at home or abroad, 
by land or by sea, in tilling tbe earth or makinl{ cloth, or getting 
metals, or buying or selling what others have made, or in whatso
ever way each man finds best suited to his particular talent, taste, 
or means. It is obvious that this must be the general rule and 
practice in ev~ry community. Governments cou,ld nnt, if they 
would, take upon them to tell every man what occupation he 
a;bould follow, or where he should settle, or ho,v he should em
ploy his money, or whom he should serve. And it would be the 
height of folly for them to do it if they could: because the self
i11terest of each individual h1 at once his strongest stimulus to ex
ertion, and his surest guide in the search for profit or subsistence. 
Unle,s we could find a minister who has several millions of eyes, 
and an omniscient acquaintance with all the men and all the cir
cumstances of the country which he governs, it would be prepos
terous to take from the individual subjects of that country the 
right of using tht>ir own limbs, under the guida11ce of their own 
reason, for th~ providing of their own subsistence-

This will not be denied. It is too plain for an instant's doubt. 
Neither will it be denied that, inasmuch as a nation is made 11p of 
individuals, the prosperity of those individuals mak<.es up the pros
perity of the nation. The richer and morti com1fortable are the 
indiviJual familie~, the richer and kappie1· is the mation. 

These things are perfectly indisputable. But tlhey are as prac . 
tically important as they are indisputable. For wte have here the 
rule of national policy. And upon this rule all Governments do 
and must act in 999 out of 1000 cases. This rnll~ of Freedom of 
Industry-which contains in it, when practically applied, an ad
miraMe self-regulating and self-adjusting principle- detel'mines 
bow many men dhall engage in each particular em1ployment, so as 
to keep the wants of the community duly supp,lied. It is this 
which regulates thc.'1 supply of food, of clothing, of commodities of 
every kind, and the number uf tradesmen and labourers of every 
claH, for e eh village, town, city, and county oft he entire king
dom. Bel\ause when men are free to choose the-ir occupations, 
lhey natur~Uy choose those for which the commu ity at the time 
hu the mo t need-those which pay the best-those which are 
D'lt overstocked with competitors; and they avoid those where 
the competition is great, and the demand and the profit scanty. 

Just imagine tho wild ~onfu ion, the ruin nnd starvation, that 
would •ns11e, if Government should take upon it to settle these 
thing,, instead of leaving them to settle thems~l ves under the 
guidance of individual in~tinct and self-interest. Suppose Sir 
RoBERT P.EEL or l\Ir. Gr,ADSTONE were to prescribe how many 
acres of your estate shoultl be sown with wheat, or oats, or tur
nips,- how many butchers there should be in Leeds,-how many 
bakers in York,-how many mills in the ,ve11t Riding, -how many 
grocers in Loudon,-how many ships should sail f rom Liverpool 
or Hull,-how many coal pits should be worked in Staffordshire,
how many pairs of stockings should be made at Nott ingham,-how 
many barristen there should be in Westminster Hall,,-how many 
physicians and sur~eons should pass the Colleges,-what should 
be the rates of wages and prices and profits in all these employ
rnents,-if in these and like matters Go,·ernment should undertake 
to dictate, is it not certain that the result would be to produce a 
mass of ridiculous blunden, and to make confu,ion bopdessly con
founded? 

,vell, theu, we see that the principle of Freedom of Industry 
and Freedom of Trade regulates the endlessly diversified affairs of 

e millions of our population. It regulates them as infallihly as 
rovidence itself; because it is the wise and beautiful law of Na

ure, that men, in promoting (without compulsion or dictation) 
heir own interests, promote the interests of the community,-or, 
s the poet expresses it, that "self-love and social are the same." 

e see that this rule of Freedom applies to all the operations of 
dustry, small and great, simple and complic.ated, near and re
ote ; it resembles the law of gravitation, which keeps atoms :md 
orlds alike in their places. 
I cl well upon this principle of Free Industry or Free Trade
" they are thP. same thing-because if it were generally under
ood, in its grandeur, its excellence, and its universal applica
ility, we should never hear such egregious folly aa that in tho 

sentence above quoted from the speech of Lord TvRCONNEL. It 
is from the want of a distinct perception of the infallibilit9 and om• 
nipotence (so to speak) of this law of Nature, that statesmen have 
presumed to substitute for it the dictate• of their own s hort-aighted 
and erring judgments ;-that they have undertaken to restrict 
commerce, prohil:>it exchange, and force particular kinda of em
ployment. 

There are many, indeed, who admit the rule, but take upori 
them to make exceptions to it whenever their own particular in
terest seems to require it. In so doing, however, if they promote 
their immediate interest, they seldom or never promote their per
manent interest; and if they benefit the few, they invariably do 
it at the expP.nse of the many. One man asks Government to 
•• protect'' corn,-another, to protect manufactured goods,-ano
ther, to protect cattle,-another, to protect sugar,--another, to 
protect iron or copper, -another, to protect 11hips :-and each one 
of them by the " protection" which he himself gets injure• all t/ae 
rest I Common justice requires, that if one i1 "protected,'' all 
should be "protected;" but common sense shows us that where 
all are " protected" NONE are protected. The comparatfoe elate 
of each is just the same as it would have been if .. protection" bad 
never been thought of: but all are really and alike injured by such 
a monstrous system of mutual shackles and balanced burdens. 

The claims of individual interests to "protection" are just u 
irreconcileable with the general good as if individual farmera should 
pray for and could obtain an unfair proportion of the sunahine or 
the showers. If the thing were practicable, is it not clear that the 
arrangement which fructified the one field would •tarve the next? 
And are we not certain that, after all, the man who thus attempted 
to monopolize the favours of Pro,idence would manage the rain 
and sunshine ill, and would have just such cropa aa bi1 greedy 
folly deserved? 

The principles of Freedom apply just as much to Foreign trade 
as to Home trade. Commerce distributes over the globe the pro• 
ductions which are peculiar to certain climates, soils, or districts, 
and enables each nation, by exchanging its own particular pro
ducts for foreign commodities, to obtain all that it requires. One 
country bas peculiar natural advantages for producing corn, ano
ther for timber, another for iror., another for clothing, another 
for wine, and another for sugar. It is the intere1t of each to 
produce the commodity fur which Nature has designed it, and to 
barter that commodity with other nations for the articles in which 
they respectively excel. For example, Nature has given to the 
southern States of North America peculiar advantages for growing 
cotton, and to England peculiar ad,•antages for manufacturing it. 
The interest of each country is to obey the dictates of Nature: 
by doing 110, England obtain, her cotton-wool much cheaper than 
if she grew it herself (even if her climate would grow it at all), 
and America obtains her prints and muslins cheaper than if she 
manufactured them herself. The man would be a dolt who would 
say that. England ought to grow her own cotton, or Georgia and 
Alhabama to manufacture their own clothing. In the same way, 
Portugal is adapted by Nature for producing wiues, and England 
for manufacturing woollens: the exchange is mutually advanta
geous: and every man feels that the Portuguese Government it 
as short- ighted in attemptir,g to force manufactures, a& the 
English Government would be if it were to force the growth of 
wines. 

A particular country may be adapted for producing a dozen or 
a hundred different articles, and yet it may not be adapted for a 
dozen or a hundred other articles which are equally desirable for 
its inhabitants. What then? ,vm not Free Trade best determine 
what articles the country should produce, and what it should im
port? Can a Government tell this so well as individual pro
ducers, consumers and dealers? Of this we may be certain-and 
I wish the landlords understood the truth, simple and self-evident 
as it is-a country will import nothing that it can produce a, good 
and as cheap at home. Your Lordship will net 1end to Lon
don for game or garden 1tuff, which you have in abundance at 
your doors; but you will get your oranges from the A1ore11, 
rather than grow them in your own hot- house. And ought not a 
nation to act on the same common-se11se principle ? And will it 
not 10 act if you let it alone ? 

Those who talk of •• protecting domestic industry" forget that 
yl)u can import noticing without paying for it by the produce of do· 
mestic industr9. Foreigners do not give us their commodities
they sell them for an equivalent. The only question for u.s ia 
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whether it coats u1 Jess money and labour to produce t/1e equiva
lent, or to produce at home the commodity which we purchuse by 
1nean1 of it, If we find it cheaper to import, we ought to im
port ; if cheaper to produce at home, we ought to produce at 
home. To act on any other principle i, to outrage common-senae, 
and to throw away our money and labour. 

Now these incontrovertible principles are preciae)y the princi
ples of the Anti-Corn-Law League,-neither more nor Jess. They 
ask nothing but Freedom for Industry. They want no favour or 
•• protection,'' no restrictions or fetters. They would cheerfully 
grant to others all they ask for themselves, Their ca111e is based 
on Common Sense and Common Justice. They are favourable I o 
Commerce, which enriches thl! nation. They are equally favour
able to Domestic Industry, by allowing it to run in those channels . 
,which experience shows to be the most productive. And they 
do not hesitate, as you do, to apply principles whiclt are undoubt
edly true to practice. They have the firmest ponible conviction 
that the carrying out of their principle• would conduce to the 
highest and the permanent prospel'ity of the nation, and moreovel' 
that their adoption is indispensable to pre\'ent evils of the great
est magnitude. 

The Anti-Corn-Law League, my Lord, has no objMt on earth 
but obtaining the repe:il of laws, which the greatest statesmen, 
the wealthiest and most enlightened landowners, and the most 
experienced merchants, have declared to be false in p1·incipJe and 
misehievou11 in practice, Among these I may mention Lord Gren
\'ille, the l\larquis of Wellesley, Mr. Huskisson, Earl Spencer, 
the Earl of Leicester, Earl Fitzwilliam, the l\Iarquis of Westmin
ster, Earl Ducie, 1\-Ir, Alexander Baring (in his better days), and 
Mr. Samuel Jones Loyd. You are also perfectly aware that even 
Sir Robert Peel and Mr. Gladstone, with all their Conservative 
and Agricultural connexions, are in principle Free Traders, as 
was ahown over and over again in the debates on the Tariff'. The 
Prime l\linister made it his boa,t that he should render provisio11s 
cheap"· : and he told the people that this would enah)e them to 
pay their taxes better, and even to bear the new burden of the 
Ihcome Tax. l1 it, then, a crime in the Anti-Com-Law League 
to hold the very same principles, and to seek the very same ob
ject•, as the head of the Government, only with much greater con
aistency? They wish to make provilions cheaper, and especictlly 
Bread, the staff of life: they wish to see the nation beltn· fed; 
they wish to enable it to 11t1tain it, burdens more eaailg, They be
lieve that the supply of Food li-.ls at tbe foundation of the national 
prosperity. They see that the Corn Laws have placed its Trade 
and lnduatry in a fctlse position, which the rapid growth of the 
population on our limited soil is every day making more dan~er
ous. They deride the outrageous absurdity of supposing that, 
by the free admission of foreign corn, " half the l:IJld of this coun
tr1 would be thrown out of cultivation,'' an absurdity of which 
your Lordship wai guilty in your 1peech at York,-knowing that 
Nature has placed insuperable ban to the importation from dis
tant countriee of any considerable proportion of the food required 
for 27,000,000 or people. But what they want is, that the peo
ple should poHess all the advantages which Nature would confer 
upon them,-being assured that thus the pro,perity of the nation 
would be carried to the hi_qheat point of 111/,ich it i, capable. 

I sum up what I have said on the elementary principles of this 
great question, in the following propositions:-

As Notts, Salop, and Wilts have met to form Anti-Leaguers, 
it seems reasonable to suppose there will be a meeting of 

BUCKS. 
The Landlordi, when presaed to form a Committee of the 

House of Commons on their peculiar burtbens, slipped out of the 
Houae-a clumsy way of 

Avoiding the Point. 

Farmer, no Gainer, hy Protection.-It ha!! been stated as a '.fact, 
"that the farmers obtain leH interest for their money than any 
other cla•s of her 1\1:ajP.sty's suhjects. '• That they ;do 10 there is 
no denying, and that hundreds have, within the last 20 years, 
been ruined, and fallen back to tha condition of common labourer, 
or been compelled to emil(rato, is another fact which cannot be 
denied; but all thia has taken place under a 11rotective law, ,aid 
to be maintained for their own i,xclusive bcneflt.-Lord Kinnair, 

@" Enclose this Struggle in the next letter :,ou Sf'lld to any friend, 

Now Publishing, every Satu,·day Morning, 

A Liberal and Free Trade Newspaper, 
CALLED 

THE PRESTON GUARDIAN 
.&.ND LANVA.8HIRE ADVERTl8ER; 

ht. Domestic Industry obtains its largest and best rr.ward, 
when it is permitted to exert itself in whatever channel, whether I 
of agriculture or commerce, it find§ to be the most profitable. 1 The Largest e•er iuued in North Lanca1hire, by J. Livesey and 

2nd. "' e can import nothing from abro:id, without. paying for , Son, 8, Chcapside, Preston. Price 4id. 01·ders taken by all 
it by Domestic Industry. , the Agenti or the Struggle. 

Srd. Abundant and cheap food is the greatest of all material Tm: PitRSTON Guuo~AN.-WehHil withlgreat pleasure the nppur-
bles1ing1 lo the People. nni·e ofa new 11lly in the cause of commcrcilll frceclom, un,ler the titlt o( 

4th. The Corn Laws, by \'iolating Freedom of Industry, and the Prulon Guurdian. This pnper has heen cat11hli hed by Mr. Jo~t'ph 
making Food scarce and dear, inflict a great and oppressive evil Lh·esey, of P reston, whose name is a sufficient guHn1111ce for the perfect 
on the couutry,-an eYil which grows with the growth of the integrity or principle which this new argon is e,peciully ple,llled to muin• 
population. 1uin. The first number of the vu per is before us; 1rnd 1he uhili1y und 

·It i1 my intention, in a second Jetter, to examine and refute the precision with which its objects 11re enunciated, rommend it to the w11rm 
argument. of Lord Fevenham, Mr. Bethell, l\Ir. John Rand, Mr. , support of e,·ery earnest frienrl of commercinl frc.-c ,lom nnd pnlit ical progrt-111 
MilnH, and other speakers at the York meeting. thruughoul the nor1hern dh·ision of Larwa11hire. \\'e ~lieve 110 organ or 

this rleacriptino is much ueeded there. Free from the b1a" nfp11r1y, and 
I have the honour tll he, ple,l!(ecl to the unflinching a,l\'ocacy or the cidl und commercial right• or 

l\Iy Lord, al! classes, we trust th11t it will 11peeclily command 11 circ11la1ion bditting its 
Your Lordship's moat obedient Servant, promised usefulncs9 unJ character, anrl become at once the reflex 1111d Huide 

EDWD, BAINES, Jun. of public opinion throughout the county and borough co:.s1iLuencie1 of 
Leeds Mercury Office, March 2, 1844. North Lancashire.-The League. 

Printed by J. Ln:&SEY, Prnton: Sohl by Gadsby and Heywood, Manche ter.-Price One Halfpenny. 
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"To crippl~ trade, is to cripple agriculture, and to do injustice to one, is to make the other the direct Tictim of that injustice." 

THE SYBIL'S LAST BOOK. 
n ancient time~, when monarchs or warriors were about to engage in any expedition or other undertaking, they consulted old 

ches, who lived in caves, and were called "Sybih ;" to ascertain what success they might expect. The!!e "Sybils" were under. 
I 

d to be in direct confabulation with the gocls, and their announcements were always regarded as divine and infallible. If a chie(o 

were in a y pElrplexity, he would reiort to the Sybils for counsel as to his next steps. Sir Robert Peel seems to have had so111~ 

lady of th s stamp to assist him with her oracles from time to time. llis Sybil has now brought her" last Book,"-"Tota1 Repe-11 

11 previous suggestions and plans of sliding scales, &c., having had their day. 

No. 118. 
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TO FARMERS, 

Should a.ny of you be inclined to go to a PROTECT[ON 
MEETING, ask the leading &entlemen the following 
questions:-

1. What actual benefit have the farmers 1·eceived from 
the Corn-laws f These laws, it is said, were passed for your 
advantage. Have you grown rich under them ? Are you 
better off than you were in 1815? Are you not a great deal 
worse off? How many of your class are now working as 
common labourers? and how many am actually reduced to 
the ranks of paupers? You may well suspect that this pre
tended protection is not for you, but a mere delusion to keep 
rp rents. 

2. Why has agricultural distress been so frequent and so 
fotense as to require Parliamentary Committees to inquire into 

1 
its cause 'l and why has this distress been deplored in no less 
t1tan five Royal speeches since 1828 'l If the Com-laws were 
to cause prosperity to agriculture, how is it that distress and I 
insolvency and ruin have been the result? Is it not be
cause these laws have kept up rents, but have failed to keep I 
up the price of produce, and because they have so injured the 
trade of the country, that, instead of having the millions for 
your good customers, you have had to keep them out of the 
poor rates? 

3. Why is it that the prices fixed for agrir.ulforal produce 
'/lave not been realised? The bill of 1815 was to give 80s. 
per quarter for wheat; but, under the same bill, it came 
down to 4-is. The Corn-law of 1827 was to give from 65s. 
to 70s.; but, under this law, in 1835, the average of the 
whole year was 39s. 4d. And though rents have been 
regulated by these prices, you have never realised them in 
your produce. Is it not clear, then, that, though rents 
iire kept up, no law which tends to ruin the purchasers 
can keep up prices? 

4. Why is it that your poor-rates have been so heavy'? 
,¥by did not the Com-law, which was to "protect the 
labourer," prevent this? Only try to make the pc,or man's 
bread dear, and stop our trade by Corn-law restrictions, and 
)"OU will have the labourers to keep and plenty of poor taxes 
to pay. 

5. Why are your labow·e,·s so impoverished that they are 
constantly obliged to go to the towus to find employment'? Is I 
it not because your capital is so reduced that you have not ; 
the means of employing them ? Are we to look at 7s. or 
even at 9s. a-week as the result of all this "protection" to I 
native indu try ? What has protection done for the la- I 
bourer ? It has taxed his bread, made dear his sugar, tea, · 
and all his provisions; deprived him of employment; levelled I 
his cottage with the ground, and driven him and his family 
to the factory. - • 

6. What would become of both yon and the labourers if the 
trade of the towns was slopped'? It i - from thence you de. 
rive all your support. Are they not your best customNs? 
If the labourers, for want of employment, have to return again 
to the land, w~1~t amount of poor ta~es will you have to pay? 
and yet the spmt of the Corn-law 1s to sever this country 
and its trade from all the nations oft he earth. 

7. What is it that has made land fil)e times as valuable as 
it was once ? Is it any thing but trade? By our 
f?reign trade, _we get the means of purchasing your provi
sions, otherwise we should be as poor as they are in Ire
land_; and sti!l you are. iuvited to support a m?nopoly which 
ls daily severmg you from any real interest m the soil, ex
cept as labourers for the landlords. 

8 Wliy have not landlords improved their estates 'i and why 
are theg evcrywllerc scolding farmers for neglecting tkio F ls 

it not because they have depended u\)on a Corn-law to kee 
up the rents instead of their own exertions ? So far fro 
land going out of cultivation by foreign competition, it is th 
only stimulant that will lead the landlords, like other people, 
to be enterprising, industrious, and frugal. It is out o 
their own rents that the permanent improvement in tlie 
land should be made, and not out of your scanty means. 

9. Whg lzave they l1eld so many of you as tenants-al-will, 
instead of giving you long leases? Is it that they might b 
able to raise their rents at pleasure? or is it that by a Corn
law they rob the public to such an extent that they have 
cared nothing about improving their estates? or is it that the 
might have their tenantry's votes entirely under their control? 

10. Wliat interest have you in dear bread 'l Press this 
question upon the monopolists. Does not dear bread lead 
to <lear rents, dear tithes, and dear poor taxes? And while 
monopoly is kept up, you must continue to pay dear for 
your tea, sugar, and every article of consumption. 

11. Whg is it that rents still l,·eep up, and Lhat when tl1ere 
is afann to let, there are alwa!JS persons ready to promise more 
rent than it is worth 'l Is it not because farmers are too 
thick upon the ground ? And what has caused this? 
There is not one farm more in Lancashire now than there 
was thirty years ago, and yet you farmers lfttve gone on 
"increasing and multiplying" every year. There is a 
great over-production of farmers, but not of farms. What 
can relieve this but an increase of commerce? Give us 
free trade, and farmers' sons will embark in it; but stop our 
trade by Corn-laws, and they must remain on the sod and 
will eat one another up. It is trade, tlzen, tliat you should 
protect, and that is to be done by giving itfreedom. You 
are ten times more interested in procming open ports and 
a good trade, than you are in restrictive Corn .. laws. 

Press the above questions upon the country gentlemen, 
and eve1·y one of you ask yourselves, - WHAT HAVE 
I GAINED BY THE CORN-LAWS? 

THE BANN'ER OF FREE TRADE. 

Unfurl the stainless banner
The glorious flag unfurl, 

Frt>e as the winds that fan her, 
Free as the clouds that curl; 

Fr('e as l:Paven above us, 
Free as wave and ai1·, 

And human hearts will love us 
Who set it floating there. 

And human forms who wanrlcr 
In snow and frost and rain, 

I hear them singing yonder 
The song of want and pain; 

I hear the chilqren pining, 
,Vith tiny voice and sad; 

Oh, when shall we, with shout an4 glee, 
Those wailing voices glad? 

ThPn, when o'Pr girdling ocean, 
Its folds of pnrcst w hitc, 

Free as love's emotion, 
Pure as young delight, 

:Blithe as rarliant morning, 
And steadfast as its glow, 

Onr noble banner scorning 
The chains that bind her now. 

Then, loose her folded glory. 
And rend the chains away ! 

For rusted, foul, and gory 
,vith human wo arc they; 

Till, free as Heaven above us 
It revels on the air, 

And human hearts will love u~. 
Who aet it tloating there. 



THE 8TBUGGL.E. 

REPEAL OF THE CORN LAWS. 
ADDRESS TO THE WORKING CLASS!':S OF MANCHESTER AND 

SALFORD. 

The f ullowin_q address is respectfully issued by the undersigned 
Working "lrfen to their Fellow- Worlmwn :-

FELLOW-WORKlllEN,-After the great amonnt of information 
which has been disseminaled by the Anti-Corn-Law League, on 
the iniqnity aud injustice of the Corn Laws, it may be con~idered 
almost u•mecessary to issue the pn•sent addrc>ss; but as compara
tively little has been done by the working classes towards 
exposing and repudiating this gro5s piece of legislative injustice, 
we take the libPrty of reminding our fellow-workmen of their 
duty in the present crisis; and if we succeed in arousing their 
attention to a consideration of the question, we shall be highly 
satisfied with the result. 

,v e do not mean to imply by the above remarks that we con
sider the working classes, as a body, are opposed to a repeal of 
the Corn Laws-experience has taught us the reverse ; but we 
are disposed to believe that they place too murh reliance on the 
exertions anct influencE of the middle classes; and that, seeing the 
talerit and perseverance with which a certain portion of society 
have purrned this monsteL· of :J\Ionopoly, they have contented 
themselves with being passive spectators of the struggle, instead 
of lending a helping hand to accomplish its destruction; and their 
seeming apathy is urged a~ an argument-we may say, the only 
tangible argument-to show why those Laws ought not to be 
repeale<l. 

,ve ask you in the name of onr common country, in the name 
of jn tice and humanity, will you longer suffl.!r those wolves who 
prey upon the very vitals of your industry to avail themselves of 
this pretext for creating famine and di ease in your abodes? \\rill 
you consent to be made the instruments of your own starvation? 
Are )OU willing that law· should be enactt•d and perpetnat<'d for 
the purpose of raising the prices of the first necessaries of lifo, 
and that their selfish originators ar11l upholders should proclaim 
them~elves the exclusive deal:irs therein? \Viii you, we ask, 
lougct· su!fet• them, after having done so, to turn round and pro
fe~ t() he interested in the welfare of you, their cu tomer,, with
out a11swel'ing, in a manner not to be mi taken, that you rletc ·t 
tlwi1· injustice equally as you despise and abhor their hypocrisy ? 
Tl:·2y tell us that the manufacturers and millowncrs only arn inter
ested in Free Trade. ,ve answer that all men who have an 
artich! to buy are interested in its cheapness : and if lhc mannfac
!urer, who spends a mall portion only of his income on the 
neces aries of life, i inwre~ted in their cheapness, how niuch 
more so are we, who spend three-fout·th of our incomes on food 
for ourselves and families. 

Thll landlords have endeavoured to create a heli••f that Free 
Ti·ath would reduce wages. But this we conceive to ba so easily 
understood by any man who will compare the rate of his wages 
with I he price of food for the last ten yea1 s, that we consider 
it altogether so gross a fallacy a. to be q•itc unworthy of any se
rious consideration ; and we beg to record it as our honest belief 
that, next to the agricultural labourer, no class of the community 
are so much interested in thc> repeal of the Corn Laws as ourselves, 
the manufacturing and trading operatives. 

,v e are anxious to keep this qn•1stion clear of all party consi
derations; and, ~eeing that by a united effort we may shake off I 
thP fetters whi~h have so long chained down the energies of our 
country, we call upon you-every man who has the independence 
to think ancl act for himself-to contiider this question, to rcaonn 
on it with your intelligent friends, and we feat· not that the result 
will be your demanding a total and imme<liate abolition of the 
Corn Laws. 

The Anti-Corn-Law League h:i.ve shown a noble example. 
Come forward and swell the number of those who are struggling 
for the emancipation of the commerce of onr country. Show to 
the world that )OU are determined to be free. Assist them, how- j 
ever small may be your contribution, in raising the £100,000 

1 
FU "D, that lhey may he enabled succe sfully to encounter Lhe 
giant power;; of Monopoly, and to stem that torrent of bribery 1 

and corruption which has so lon~ swept before it the rights any I 
liberties of the British people. (Here fullow the names and trades 
of 235 Operatives. 

The Committee for carrying out the foregoing object meet 
every Monday evening, in Newall·s Buildings, :Market Street. 

All Subscribers of one pound and upwards to the £100,000 
FUND will receive a copy, weekly, of "The League'' ne1Tspa
per, for twelve months from the date of the receptiori of their 
subscription by t!te Cow.cil. Subscribers of half-a-crown, and 
under one pound, will also have forwarded to them the copy of' 
"The League,'' containing an acknowledgment of their subsc'tip
tion. Subscribers of one penny and upwards to the F i.'ND not 

, being already ir, po5ses~ion of a card of membership, can procure
one by application to the person through whom he pays his sub
scription. 

TIIE NEW TARIFF. 

Monopolists have blamed the new tariff for the fall of theit- ar
ticles, hear l\lr. Cobdeu's answer to I his. He showed that. it is
tlte poverty of the customers, and not the tariff, that has br oghtt 
prices down:-" How could the new tariff have caused the pt·esent 
panic? There had not been importe<l cattl..! or stock enough un
der it to make one breakfast for the pcoJJle of this cou11try. The
importations then, had not c:J.U~ed the panic. What had ? The
falliug off in the consumption. Could the consumers of agricul
tural produce in large towns be gradually siuking in poverty with
out reaching ancl reducing the prices of that produce ? ,vhy, in· 
Stockport aloue, in three montlis of 1842, there had been a falling 
off of 600 head of cattle, and of sheep and pigs, &c., in propor
tion ; so that in three or four years there would be in that town 
alone, a grealer reduction in the demand for our agricultural 
produce than would be effected by all the importations under the 
tariff. Nor was it only in Stockport; in i\Iauchester 40 per cent. 
had been paid le11s in wages than a few years previously. Scn•n 
millions le s per annum were paid in wa!(es in 1842 than in 1836, 
in the cotton manuf,1cture. And if the a"riculturi,ts lookP.d as 
keenly to their own intere. ls a~ did the manufacturers, they · 
would never fall into the absurd error of imagining that they: 
c.ould ruin their customers and yet pro~per. ,vby a noble lord! 
had stated at one of these agl'il!ultural meetings, that the formers; 
of the west of Scotland hacl been ruine<l hy a reduction which U1m 
new tariff had caused in the pt·ices of cheese. There could h:i:-<lly 
have been anything so foolish, as the duty upon cheese had not 
undergone the least alteration I 

FREEDOM CREATES E~TERPRISE. 

l\Ir. Cob1fon stated that he believed that their much extolled! 
system, instead of beir,g a protection to agriculture was a de-
'lruction of a~ric-ultme. Lt\t tlw111 sec what they could do to se
cure a real protection for it. Let tit •m see if they could not find, 
a substitute for the folly of those who, sitti11g in their parloul's, 
invited their teuants not to depend on their own ind11 try,-not 
to rely upon their own exenions,-Lmt to come cowering to land
lords for mi erable acts of parliament. (Loud cheers.) Yes that . 
was what they were doing; and what ~y,tem, le t him ask, could 
he mol'e demoralizing? They didn ' t say to tlwm in a manly 
English W"iY, "Come, bcsLir yonrsehes, and le t us heat those 
Russians and Amel'icans." No, they went whining about, "Oh! 
we want protection; we must have another act of Parliament to 
protect us!'' "·hy, only suppose the manufacturer doing this sort 
of thing! Only fanry his callinJ his people together, iu his mill 
yard, and !-ayine; to them, "It's useless, quite useless to compete 
\\ ith th\' Se foreigners . The Germans and Americans have beaten 
ns. ,vc cannot compete with them any longPr." Why, what a 
pretty scene there'd he! How differently the ma11ufncturcrs went 
to work I What did they do when they heard of competition? 
Why, they called their people togeth er, and said lo them, "So 
and so is Jone elsewhere ; but we are EnglishmPn, an<l what they 
can do, ve can <lo; so, now let's set about it.'' Tlrnt wai, the 
course they took in the manufacturing discl'icts. llow different. 
from the agricultural system ! 

RENT COMPARED TO OTHER OUTGOI~GS. 

To quiet the farmer~, some :Monopolists have !:aid that no• 
reduction of rent could meet thi cure, that being so small corn-
pared t.o other outgoings; but to shew this, instead of taking 
every farm separate, and inquiring whether a i-eduction of rent in. 



TH:H STBUGGLE. 

each individual case would not give great relief, they average the 
rental of the kingdom, including all bad land, some of which is 
Id for le:;s than a crown an acre, and then exclaim, " See what 
a small item rent is." But this won't do; let us take any regu
larly cultivated farm in Lancashir ':l , or elsewhere, and inquire 
into the actual rent paid, cornparPd with the other payments, and 
we shall find that the proportion is very considerable. Mr. Pagett, 
of Norfolk, sent the following to Mr. Cobden upon this point:
" You will be met by the assertion that no alteration in the rent 
could make any dilfcrence to the tenantry; and they will quotE\ 
the expenses on a single crop of wheat, and say, 'how small the 
proportion which the rent bears to the whole expenditure.' But 
that is not the fair way of putting it. Wheat is the farmer's re
munerating crop, which he does not, however, reap more than 
one year in three. The expenses of managing the whole farm 
should be compared, with a 't'iew to estimaLe the proportion of 
expenses which is receivYd by the landlord; and I have accord~ 
ingly, analyzed the expenses on a farm of 400 acres, 230 arable 
and 170 pasture, as follows :-

'' Parish and County rates 
" Interest on capital 
"Labour 
" Tradesmen's bills 
" :l\lanure, lime, &e .• 
'' ,vear, and tear, horses, &c ••• 

" Total 
R<'nt £800 ! 

£no 
)50 
380 

80 
70 
20 

£790 

The Saw-dust Robbery.-An ol<l story is told of a churchwarden 
who carried round the plate for the sacrament monC'y for the poor, i 
and who, upon snch occasions, always took care to put sawdust 
in his pockets, that a fo,v shillings might drop in without jingling. 
The Com Laws are th':l landowners' sawdust; but the money goes 
not in a less qnanticy, because its abstraction is more noiseless in 
the way of rohhery by act of Parliament, than in any other ir
regular abstraction of property. 

At the Covent Garden l\Ieeting, J\Ir, T,attimore mentioned a 
stl'ikin.; prediction made to him when he was a mere hoy, by an I 
old experienced farmer, to the effect that, if the Corn Laws 1 

were continued for twenty years longer, the then existin~ race of I 
fal'mers would, top.ether with their capital, be entirely annihilated. 
This prediction, ad Jed 1\Ir, Lattimore, had been verifh•d to the 
letter, for, of the agriculturist'> in the pari h to which it had ; 
been applied, some were in the union workhouse, other on the 
roads, and the majority in a state of mi$crahle rlcpendence, their I 
property destroyed, their hopes blighte-d, their families ruined! 

1 

The monopolists ap1 ear to consider that to conYict the League 1 

of the smallest incomi~tency is the same thing a proving the jus- 1 

tice and utility of the Corn Laws. I 

The landed aristocracy are afraid that foreigners would run 
away with our gold under free tra<le. Why go where they them
selves give, at the opera, every night. gold in exchange for 

0 

FOREIGN NOTES. 

V .IJ.RIETIES. 
Mr. Cobden said that he could prove by witnPsses, who would 

be deputed from the best farmers in the Lothians, that one-half 
of all the produce sold off Haddington farms, w~nt to the landlord 
for rent; an<J that if wht.>at were only at 26s. per quarter, aud the 
land rent free, the farmers could pay as much in wages, and sus
tain every one in their establishment in as great comfort, as they 
could at present with corn at 56s. per quarter. 

T!te Registratfon!-The 1'iml's ~ays, "An English Government 
i~ the creature of the Hou~e of Commons; it changes with tho 
changes of political feeling in the llousG: ft is ,vhig or Conserva
tive, according as the registration list makes it." Free traders 
should remember this. Yes, it is the name!." on the registration 
list~, that arc to decide the fate of monopoly, Hence it is a thou
sand times more important to attend to th~m, than to fill sheets 0£ 
papl'r with the names of petitionel'~, which just pass in the House 
of Commons for as much packing paper. Revical nf Commerce. - It is impossible not to feel grat0 ful for 

the present revival of commerce. The happiness and the lifo I Sir Robert wont tell us what he means to do with sugar-no, 
itself of mi!Hons arc cast on that die. The most thorough devotee , he keeps the nation in 
to the charms of ancient simplicity cannot raise his e)eS for one 

1

1 

momPnt off his Arcadian dreams, without acquiescin:; in the ac
tual necessity of a thriving and expanding trade. Perhaps there 
is uobody who does not, at the bottom of his heart, feel a little 
consolation, and a little pride aho, when he hears of another fleet 
of merchantmen sailing for China, another nation of customers 
gained, another score factories huilt or reopened. There is no 
help for it. The experience of the last five years is sufficient to 
prove that without prospernus manufacture and tr:ide we cannot 
get on at all,-we cannot pay our way like honest meu, we cannot 
live, or let Jive. We immediately drag in the mire. The steam. A STATE OF SUSPENSE. 

engine is not an Ariel, perhaps, nor yet is it a Cali ban, but a Tbe Effect of tlte Sliding Scale.-Nothing is more calculated to 
most necessary servant, which does all the hard work of the mislead as to tiie real amount that comes into the fa1·mer's pocket, 
nation. As soon as it ceases to puff and blow, immediately fright- than the published averages. Farmers do not realise the prices 
ful arrea1" of calamity accumulate. Be~ides a thousand other of the Gazette to any extent; for this obvious reason-that they 
evils, the nation forthwith de cends with rapid and accelerated are the greatest sellers in those markets when prices are low, and 
steps to the ~rave of bankruptcy.-Times. have little to sell when prices are high, and yet both periods are 

Tlie Error of Lnndowners.-Tt appears that the landowners recorded in the yearly a,•erages. A miller, near ,vinchester, 
of thi~ country have been trusting to these laws to main- affords the following illustration of this. He paid for the load of 
tain their rents, instead of directing their attention to the im- five quarters, in Aul-(ust, 1~32, £19 10s. ~d.; in November, £I?; 
provement of the article from which they derive their income, in August, 1840, the price was £18; m October, £14 5s.; m 
as manufacturers have beeu compelled to do· and hence arises August, 1841, it was £19; in October, £15; in August, 1842, 
the present disastrons state of things. ' £17 17s.; in September, £12. lOs. 

Printed bf J,LIVEIEY, Preaton 'l Sold by Gad'1l7 and Heywood,Maniihe1ter,-Price One Halfpenn)', 



A FARMER'S REASONS FOR NOT ATTENDING THE CATTLE SHOW• 
Farmer SMALLKEN.-Heyday, neighbour Homestead, what ,,t \ 01 k fork in hand, when all the world is flocking to the farmer's club 

an•l dtle show. F,,:mer Ho111ESTEAD.-Farmer's fiddlestick! Landlord's cluh yon mean: these tl1ings are only got up to enable tlnm to dive into 
th1\ir tenants' affairs, and enable them to take advantage of what they see; and as for the world flocking to them, you will find it to 
cont a'n but few independent men; tnere will be lawy~rs, land agents, auctioneers, and some of )Our clergy and mushroom gentry, 

anxi, s to wriggle into favour with Lord Landall. s~1. J.Ll{.EN.-Well, now I cannot see it in that light; I think it 's very pleasant to meet these grand people in a free and easy way. 
Whs last year, Colonel Ilarkaway was so polite to me all dinner time, and l\Iajor Staredown would introduce my daughter to all the 
qual ly folk. And then don't they find out all sorts of new dressings, and chemistry things, and improved crosses, and all that, and go to 

a di,;, of expense. 
H rnESTEAn.-Aye, all fot· our benefit, of course! ~~ ALLKEN.-,v ell, I reckon so; and then for your reading men (I don't waste my time with book larning, th:1.t's not the ~t u:r as 

mak1s practical men), but for your reading men, you kno,v, they talk of setting agate with farmers' libraries. 
] ; 11JESTEAD.-'I'o circulate beaks on Geiman chemi3try, and such like tra h. Neighbour Smallken, you'll find out their real object 

lief, e long. 
,_ •ALLKEN, -Now, if I had such a team of horses as you car, show, I would be the first to enter them on the p1oughing match. 
J-.o;,rnsTEAD,-A word in your ear, friend Smallken. Were I to send a man with two superior horses, my landlord would say as he 

did to John Trustwell, at the last farmer's club: "You are doing well, you can afford more rent." 
( t this moment Mr • .Blackend, the lawyer, and the Rev. Mr. Soper, came riding np, Farmer Smallken rode eff in their goodly 

com>any. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF PROTECTION UPON 

THE INTERESTS OF THE OPERATIVES. 

The Monopolists, finding it impossible to sustain them
selves in argument, keep trying to wheedle over the work
ing men to their support. They denounce the League as 
a manufacturer's movement, and yet, with the same breath, 
maintain that the great body of the manufacturers are opposed 
to it. They reiterate the old tale about manufacturers 
wanting to drop wages, though they c,annot ,deny that 
cheaper food this year and last year, has brought better 
wages. They talk about black bread in Poland, but omit 
to tell us that wherever there is no trade, this is almost 
certain to be the case, and carefully avoid referring to 
agricultural Ireland, where, alon~ with the blessings of mono
poly and Corn Laws, they have no bread at all! but are 
glad of potatoes. They are horrified at long chimnies, and 
at the sight of smoky towns, yet, instead of staying at 
home and spending their rents in employing the people on 
the land, they allow them first to be supported by the rates 
on their tenantry, and then to be driven into the towns, 
which they so much condemn ; and to make certain this 
expatriation, they sweep from the ground the miserable cot-
tages which they inhabited. And now that they are de
tected, and this shameful robbery of the country laid bare 
before the public, they cry to the people for help ; and be
cause some half a dozen hollow Chartists have done their 
dit·ty woi:k, by bawling out at meetings, they are simple 
enough to think that the people will come over to their 
support. 

Among other stratagems, they have adopted the high 
sounding profession of"protecting native industry.'' Now, 
what does this all mean ? Does it mean seven shillin(l's a 
week, a damp, dirty hut to live in, and a weekly lectur~ at 
the pari h bo.1rd for being out of work? for certainly this is 
not an unusual specimen of the actual protection received 
by the rural labourer. Now, the only real "protection'' 
which can do the working-man any good consists of two 
things,-nwre wages, and cheaper living. Does the Corn 
Law, can the Corn Law, secure either the one or the 
other ? It is impossible. Wages rise and fall with the 
increase and decrease of the demand for labour. Is it 
possible that if we confine the consumption of our ar
ticles to our own country that there can be the same 
demand for the labour whic;h prQduces them, a if we had 
the world for customers? The principle of the protection
ists leads to the circumscribing of our trade within our
selves; that of the free traders extends it to the whole habi
table globe. What an immense difference there must be 
betwixt the one and the other upon the demand for labour ; 
and what an immense contrast as to the influence this de
mand must have upon wages ! Vv e might as well tell 
Paddy that if he would cultivate the !tome trade in eggs, and 
sell them all in Ireland, he would get better prices than by 
exporting them to this country,-as endeavour to make sen
sible people believe that in order to raise wages, we must 
lessen our foreign tr.ide. " The manufacturers" it is said, 
" want to drop wages, that they may compete with foreign
ers." The fact is, they do now compete with foreigners, 
and undersell them in many neutral markets ; and by the 
repeal of the Corn La\VS bringing additional customers, (as 
it would be sure to do,) they would be better able to com
pete with them, and still give the same, if not better, wages. 
But carry the restrictive po!icy far enough; let this abomin
able separation of nation's system be carried out, and 
we should soon see, by its horrible effects, its true charac
ter. It is because the principles of freedom have, to some 
extent, borne down those of monopoly, that we have been 
able to drag on ; but if monopoly had but been inflexible 

enough to carry out itself, the imprisonment of native in
dustry (the true meaning of landowner's protection), would 
have been such that a convulsion would have long since 
been the consequence. Yes, let the spindle and the loom 
stand still ; let the furnace men seek for orders among the 
"protected" sons of the soil ; let Manchester market. 
depend upon farmers' wives and labourers' children for cus
tomers, and I will answer for it, that the fury evinced by 
the Londoners when the Corn-bill passed in 1815, was 
mildness compared to what the enragement and exasperation 
of the operatives would be in the manufacturing districts. 

Then as to the second effect of " protecting industry,"
that of clieaper living. Now, I will tell you what would be 
cheaper, and what would be dearer. Rents ~ould be 
cheaper; want of employment and dear food would ca11se 
extensive emigration, and draw two or more families into 
one house for want of means to pay with. Clothing would 
also be cheaper ; for foreign demand being cut off, and 
necessity creating larger production, calicos, cambrics, and 
muslins, would be cheaper than ever. But-and here I 
beg your attention,-that which the stomach cries for in 
the morning, which nature demands at noon, and which 
alone can make evening tolerable, that on which life, and 
comfort, and morals, and civilisation, and peace depend, 
-th~t which every one, the little and the big, the old 
and the young, those who work and get wages, as 
well as the still greater number who cannot work 
at all,-Fooo,-ycs, food, the staff ot life, would be made 
dearer, and removed further from your reach. And i! this 
"protecting" industry, to deprive it of its first and best 
reward ? Is less food, dear food, the protection we ask 
for ? Are we to stop, if we had the power, the windows 

I of heaven, to eclipse the shining of God's splendid lumin
i ary, except the few and feeble rays that fall on our little 

island, to declare nations aliens, and to barbarize ourselves 
by legislating for exclusiveness? To protect industry is to 
feed it, and feed it well, and feed it cheaply, that it need 
not wear itself out by over-working. True protection in 
England would be to break down the landlords' barriers, 
and to admit the hard working millions to that plentiful re
past spread out by a beneficent God upon the table of 
universal nature. lt would be to tax the idle, and the 
indnlgende~ of the wealthy, and to give the poor man his 

j bread, and beef, and butter, and tea, and sugar, at its 
natmal cost. Talk of protection! Fancy next Saturday 
morning, policemen stationed on the ditferent roads leading 
to Preston, and turning back half the produce intended 
for the market; the price of beef rises 2d. per pound, but
ter 4d., and corn for bread rises 25 per cent.; and then 
think of the parties who interfered, meeting the enraged 
operatives at the butcher's a.nd the baker's in the evening, 
and gravely telling them that all this was done for their 
"protection ! " 

But these men pathetically appeal to us whether we 
should "employ foreign spades and ploughs, instead of our 
own." That will rest with the monopolists when free 
trade i granted. When we g-0 to the baker's for bread, 
we enquire for the best and the cheapest, but ask no ques
tions where tlw corn is grown. Instead of depending upon 
the monopolists plough alone, we claim the right of en
joying the benefit of both, so that all the people may be 
well fed, which can never be the case while one party has 
the exclusive possession of the market, If instead of 
"speeding the plough" at home, as we intend, by encour
aging competition, we were to stop it, and give foreigners 
alone our custom, then these pitiful c,ries for home ploughs 
(alias rack rents), might have some meaning. We have 
mouths enough to eat the produce of both, provided they 
were not closed by the hunger-spreading system of exclu
siveness. ~fonopoly criei for pity. Poor thini ! It has 
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lived and grown fat, and proud, upon robbery so long, that I 
now when about to be cast upon its own resources, it begs 
tenderly for the sweets of a prolonged existence. The 
monopolists admit that every foreigner has to bring his 
article thou3ands of miles, and he has a market at home, yet 
he says, "he' goes a-head' atarailwaypace, and I have so long 
enjoyed security in prohibitory law:s, that I have scarcely 
yet learned to walk, so that I ought to have an indulgence." 
But will the people lend their ears to such whining? After 
being robbed for thirty years, will they sustain the detected 
delinquent, and out of their earnings support him by 
charity? No, no; if British spindles can compete with 
foreign spindles, why not British ploughs ? If cloth can be 
woven here and sold against foreign cloth, with the expense 
of thousands of miles caniage upon it,; surely, home corn 
can be sold at home as cheap as foreign corn, which has to 

e brought thousands of miles at a great expense. Corn thus 
njoys a bonus; while cotton cloth is subject to a tar, and 
et the former complains of being put upon the same foot-

effect of this law. In thi11 way alone can it operate. Its pre~ent 
protection, its prnmised extension of agriculture, must result (if 
at all) from the profits which it creates by keeping up the price of 
corn to an artificial level. These future benefits are the conse
quences expected, but as we confidently believe, erroneously ex
pected, from giving a bounty to the grower of corn, by a ta x: 
levied on its consumer. 

, '5. Because we think that the adoption of any permanent law 
for such a purpose required the fullest and most laborious investi-• 
gation. Nor would it have been sufficient for our satisfaction 
could we have been convinced of the general policy of so hazard
ous an experiment. A still further inquiry would have been ne
cessary to persuade us that the pres•mt moment was fit for its 
adoption. In such an inquiry we must have had the means of 
satisfying ourselves what its immediate operation will be, as con
nected with the various and pressing circumstances of public d iffi
culty and distress with which the country is now surrounded; 
with the state of circulation and currency; of our agl'iculture and 
manufactures; of our internal and external commerce; and, 
above all, with the condition and reward of the industrious labour
ing chsses of our community. On all these particulars. as they 
respect this question, we think that parliament is almost wholly 
uninformed ; on all, we aee reason for the utmost anxiety and 
alarm from the operation of this law. 

g with the latter ! But landlords want high rents without 
eriting them by making improvements on the land, and 

his, say what we will, is the great check upon British 
riculture. I repeat that if British spindles compete with 

oreign ones, British ploughs ought to do the same. 
Monopoly pretends to be protecting native industry, 

hile it is really strangling it. It hides its own interest be
"nd professions of sympathy for the labourer, while in 
ality it is making a desperate struggle to keep its hands in 
e pockets of the public. Its downfall. however, is de
eed ; and no lover of justice can rest till he sees its power 
terly overthrown, and the people in the possE'ssion of 
eir just right to buy and sell where they please. 

LORD GRENVILLE'S PROTEST. 

The corn bill of 1815, passed the Hou!le of Lords, on the 10th 
arch, when Lord Grenville drew up the following Pl'otest em-
dying the views of the leaders of the minority :- ' 

"PROTEST. 
"I. Because we are adverse in principle to all new restraints 
commerce. ,ve think it certain that public prosperity is best 
moted by leaving uncontrolled the free current of national in
lry; and we wish, rather, by well-considered steps, to bring 
k our commercial legislation to the strnight and simple line of 
dom, than to increa~e the deviation, by suhjecting additional 

extensive branches of the public interest to frllsh systems of 
ficial and injurious restriction. 
'2. Because we think that the great practical rule of leaving 

commerce unfettered applies more peculiarly, and on still 
nger grounds of juRtice, as well as of policy, to the corn-trade, 

to any other. Irresistible, indeed, must be the necessity 
eh could, in our judgment, authorise the legislature to tamper 

the sustenanca of the people, and to impede the free purchase 
sale of that article on which depP,nds the existence of so large 
rtion of the community. 
3. Because we think that the expectations of ultimate benefit 

this measure are founded on a delusive theory. ,ve cannot 
uade ourselves that this law will ever contribute to produce 
ty, cheapness, or stelldiness of price. So long as it operates 
I, it m11st be the opposite of these. l\Ionopoly is the parent 
carcity, of dearne~s, and of uncertainty. To cut off any of 
ources of supply can only tend to lessen its abundance ; to 
against ourselves the cheapest market for any commodity 

t enhance the price at which we purchase it; and to confine 
onsumer of corn to the produce of his own country is to re
to ourselves the benefit of that prnvision which Providence 

has made for equalising to man the variations of season and 
imate. 
4. B~tt, whatever may be the future consequences of this law, 

1e distant and uncertain period, we see, with pain, that those 
must be purchased at the expense of a great and present 
To compel the consumer to purchase corn dearer at home 

it miibt be imported from abroad, is the immediate practical 

"Lastly. Because, if we could approve of the principle and 
purpose of this law, we think that no sufficient foundation has 
been laid for its detail. The evideuce before us, unsatisfacto ry 
and imperfect as it is, seems to us rather to disprove than to sup
port the propriety of the high price adopted as the standard of im
portation, and the fallacious mode by which that price is to ho 
ascertained. 

"And on all these grounds we are anxious to record our di ssent 
from a measure so precipitate in ils course, and, as we fear, so in
jurious in its consequences. 

"AUGUSTUS FREDERICK 

(Duke of S11ssex), 
,VILLIAM :FREDEIUCK, 

(Duke of Gloucester) 
GREKVILLE, 

'VELLESLEY, 
ESSEX. 

"TonntNGTON, 
DUTTON (l\Iarquis of Douglas), 
CHANnos BucKINGHAM, 
l\IONTFORT, 

KIJSG, ., 
CARLISLE, 

A CURATE'S OPINION OF THE CORN LAWS. 

DEAn Stn,-,vith every sentiment expressed in the unanswer
able speeches of yourself and Mr. Cobden, in the Covent Garden 
Theatre, on the 13th ult., I cordially concur; and if my testimony 
as a parish curate for 15 years in dense and poor populations, can 
be of any servicQ in fut·thering the cause of a more plentiful sup
ply of food to tltem, with an iucrea~e of employment and of wages, 
I will not withhold it. It grieves me to read of my brother 
clergy stepping forward at. the agricultnral protection meetings, 
to oppose the efforts of the Le.1gue to r emove restrictions against 
the people enjoying an abundanee of the very necessaries of life. 
I trust they do it in ignorance. But I cannot endure to see them 
producin~ the case of the poor labouring man as the chief reason 
why those societies should be formed for his especial protection. 
Really this is a mockery of the poor man's long suffering woes. 
l\Iy experience among that class of the community, in the course 
of my pastoral visitations, has long convinced me that their si tu
ation-unless they are to be driven to an open agrarian and ser
vile war-cannot be worse than it has been for a series of ) ears 
past, and that any change for them must be for the better. The 
wretched state to which large masses of the daily-angmenting 
population are at present reduced app<iars to be mainly owing to 
the monopoly of the Corn Laws, which have poured overflow .. 
ing luxuries into the lap of the landed internst, while its prohibi
tive inffuence over trade and commerce has debarred the middle 
classes, but particularly the working and ind11~trious producer, 
from realizing proportionate advantages, or raising themselves 
above the condition of mP-re animal wants and snbsistence. T his 
state of things is degrading to the human mind, and totally har 
out the exercise of any spiritual impulse, all chances of mental 
and moral improvement, or the exhortations of the pastor. In 
short, his functiona are neutralized by the absorbing pangs of a 
hungry body, without bread ~o invi,orate it, clothe11 to cover its 
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nakedness, or work to procure either. He may preach aud pray, 
bt1t he i3 first ohliged, out of his scanty purse, to bestow some 
trifl.in ~ alms before he can he listened to. This system cannot 
last ;-the minbter cannot relieve all ;-tho union-house they re
vol :. al, and the end must be insurrection, produced by the fiercP 
gu \ .vii gs of hunger among myda.cls of starving wretches, if the 
Corn Laws be not r<:lpealed. 

To George Wilson, Esq. 

The Plague of Diffusing Knowledge ! 
The deuce take these LeaguP.rs. They have been distributing 

tracts among my tenants! Things are come to a pretty pass if · 
tenants are to read any thing but what we lwdlords approve. I'll 
run ancl see about it! • 

+-- VARIETIES. 
I would simply state my creed to be civil, reli!Jious, a11d com

mel'cial equality.-11fr. Hunt. 
Lanrllorcls woulcl rather make rents by legislation, 

nurein~ and draining. 
Scissors.-1\Ir. Hunt said hP. compared commerce and agricul

turn to a p,lir of scissors, very good when the two parh are pl'O
perly united together, but separate anJ apart nearly valueless. 

Corn-law Rushes.-,vhat name would you give to these rushes 
that grace the fields along Sir John's road? Corn-la10 rushes to oe 
sure. They wonld not have heen removed if false rents had not 

been kept up by corn-laws. 
Every b·hip which is allowed to land with foreign produce;• may 

Rice and all kinds. of ;rain a~e ~dm
0

itt~d i~to 'China.' duty jree. 

Five times since 1815, has the charity of.Parliament been so
licited to 1·eliHe agricnltural distress; this .peaks -volumes as to 
the delusive protection promised to this class. 

ll-lam1fiictitrers the Support of Farmers.-The farmers' interest 
is not a partial one ; it is the intere~t of the whole community. 
He just gets for his produce what the country bas to spare; and 
if it should tie so impoverished a'! that the people would have to 
live as they do in Ireland, instead of his present market, he would 
have to e:cport his food. After paying freight and expenses, )le 
would look well standing at New York or Hambtn•a markets with 
his. corn; he would then know, if lie did not no; the value of 
British manufactures. ' 

Bad Cultivation.-Since I left Bristol, said Mr. Hunt, at the 
Covent Garden Meeting, this afternoon, I am satisfied that I 
passed over thousands and thousands of acres of land wr.ieh, by 
a comparatively small but judicious outlay of capital, might be 
made to produce double what it now does, thereby calling inlb 
~emand a greater amount of agricultural labour, and thus benefit
mg that class of the community. 

Agrici,ltural Laboztrers.-'fhese protection gentlemen talk 
about the condition of the agricu\tural labourers, and l have had 
many of them conversing with me, and I have asked every one of 
them who has spoken to me, "Will you tell me ' how often your 
agricultural labourers eat meat ?" They invariably ans\vered 
",ve· cannot tell." I have asked them; "Do you think the; 
taste fresh meat once a month "I" and I have not met with a single 
farmer who could look me honestly in the face and say, "I be
lieve my lebourerti do taste fresh meat. once a month." I give it 
as foy candid and conscientious opinion, that, speaking of the 
large proportion of the agricultural laboUl'ers, neither they nor 
their cbildri,,n taste fresh meat auything like iO often as once a 
month.-.Mr. Hunt. ' 

'. 

i ., 
THE LEAGUE. 

Trade unrestrain'd throughout the world, 
Unfettered, boundless, free, 

1 

The sails of Commerce wide unfurl'd 
O'er ·all the extended sea:-

In this a bounteous source we trace 
Of blessings to the human race. 

Commerce :would PLENTY scatter round: 
'Ihe needy clc1the and feed ; • 

To skill and labour fix no bound, 
Mak~ Britain great, indeed : 

No need to frame uujost la"'S, then, 
T'imprison and cource poor men. 

This would the different nati~ns teach 
That they would best pursue · 

The private interest of each 
By keeping all in view : 

Then•WAR with all its woes would ·cease, 
And kingdoms learn to live in PEACE. 

Concord would open wide the door, 
For Missionary toil ; 

lJe considered as bringing orders fot· British Labour. ' 
The Corn Law debt, which the monopolists owe to the people, 

at only 28 millions a year, amount11 to 800 millions of pounds. , It 
is now quite time to demand compensation. 1 

And KnowledgP. pour its varied store, 
T'illume each barb'rous soil : 

Idolatry be chased away, 
And sacred t1·utl1 the whole earth sway. 

Bad example is infectious. Oi,r tariff against the importation 
of food, ha.s tended to create six or feven other tariffs hostile to 
the admission of British :Manufactures. 

Sho,·t time for cl1ildren in factories is humanity, hut will nd 
Ferve as a substitute for the repeal of the Corn Laws. 

Interfere with the free intercourse of nations, and you 
birth to smuggling and all its horrible effe ~b. 

"Give us our daily bread.'' Yes, with a sliding scale, 

Sir Robert. 

Join, then, the LEAGUE'S augmented throng, T 

Against ·oppressive laws; 
Monopoly's supports, though· strong, , 

l\fu,;t yield to Virtue's cause: 
Let liberal policy extend, 
And selfish legislation end. 

The Great Creator wl1en he made 
TMs globe on which we live, 

Was µleas'd to each distinctive grade 
Of life the means to give : 

'Tis impious in the creature l\Ian, 
, To thwart his Maker's gracious plan. 



========================================-
''If dependence on foreigOP.ra be an evil, we are the most unhappy of nations, for we depend upon every country under heaven.'• 

E. Baine,, Junr. 

Peel, the J'uggler, diverting the attention of the Farmers, 
while the Swell-Mob, or the Rent-Rackers, are picking 

their pockets. 
,. ow Gemmen, valk in, and you will see the vonder(ul operation of my New Tariff', vicb saves the middle classes nt it co~t• 

'em in Hincome Tax, and vich don the hagricultural gemmen no harm, as it lets nothln forren come in." 
BaoGGEll, the Clown.-Now, Gemmen, valk in, and vatch me throw a double-Somerset vat killed the man a.t Saddler's Wells, 

•nd you will also see the great Vellington, nt is the most vonderful performer of bis age.'' 

No. 190. 
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A SHORT REPLY 
TO "A SHORT LETTER TO MR. RICHD. COOKSON, OF LAY• 

TON•BAWES, FARMER," SHEWING SOME OF THE FAL

LACIES OF THE "ANTI-LEAGUER" CONTAINED THEREIN. 

I thank" Anti-Leaguer" for his" short letter to Mr. 
Richard Cookson." Right glad are we that the land
lords are coming out at last ; we are anxious to come 
in collision with them, in order to excite the attention 
of the public to their odious monopoly in bread, and 
their endeavours by insane legislation to deprive our 
country of its trade. The dogged silence of this class 
is the only thing the League has had to lament ; but 
now, as they profess to put on a " bold front" in order 
to "crush the League," we boldly meet them in the 
open field of hqnest argument, willing to leave the 
result to the decision of public opinion. "The League" 
says this Anti-Leaguer, '' will sustain no harm from 
a few sword cuts;" no, unless the weapon be better 
tempered, and handled by a more dexterous hand than 
his, these cuts will only arouse this gigantic body to 
command its strength, and to make its enemies rue the 
day they challenged it into the field. 

We must" begin the fight" says" A. L." No, no, 
the fight commenced long since; it began wheu the 
landlords summoned the soldiery, and surrounded the 
House of Commons in 1815 ; when the infamous Corn 
Bill was violently passed amid the execrations of the 
people. This ~as a "fight" of might against right ; 
and the extent of slaughter since achieved can only be 
told by examining the graves of the thousands uoon 
thousands who have gone thither for want of food and 
want of work, through the embarrassing effect of this 
infamous law ! Yes, the " fight" commenced then, 
and these murderers of commercial liberty, and the de
stroyer!"! of domestic good, have been wallowing in the 
spoils for nine and twenty years. Fancying that a long 
possession gives a chartered right to injustice, and 
urged by the claims of an extravagant expenditure, the 
landlords feel exasperated that the League should un
cover their deeds of legislative plunder, and would still 
in!list upon robbing the millions of the right of buying 
their bread, and selling their labour, m the open market 
of the world. 

The landlords are accused of legislative robbery. 
This is the bare, honest charge we make against them, 
and from which thev are called to extricate themselves. 
They have excluded the people from power, and made 
laws which enhanced the value of their own property, 
at the expense of every man who eats bread; and the 
farmers themselves, whose pretended interest is the 
cloak for this robbery, have be~n among the greatest 
sufferers. What right had they to pass a Corn law? 
What right have they to intercept the bounty of heaven; 
to stop food on its passage to our shores, and thus to 
lay their own tax upon the poor man's bread? What 
right have they to say to the millions, you shall buy of 
us, and none else ; we will lessen your wages by giving 
you a dearer article; we insist upon your buying from 
nobodf but us, and we will put the benefit into our 
bWt1 po~lt&t1 ~ h thia t~lerat101 ~ ta this liberty , ls 
Alfl 1ith,l' j\lltioe or li tthUltty l~ compellin, the pool' 
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compel them to pay the same price? And to ~ustain a 
similar monopoly, the same party assists in taxing our 
sugar and almost every article of life ? 

The people are not only robbed in their food, 
but in their labour. Less buying from foreigners and 
less selling to them. Foreign merchants if allowed to 
bring corn and sugar would be customers to our manu
facturers, and, hence, instead of having to ransack the 
world for a market, with free trade, we should have 
plenty of customers on our shores, the effect of which 
would be to give increased value to labour. 

And even amid all this, instead of laying out their 
gains to employ the people ; the land, after twenty-nine 
years' protection, is in !1 condition that reflects disgrace 
upon its owners. Safe in the possession of rents with
out improvements, they have had no stimulant for 
exertion. The agricultural poor have been driven by 
necessity to the towns, and to make sure of their expa
triation, in many cases their huts have been levelled to 
the ground. The rural population is truly an affecting 
spectacle of what protection, instead of enterprise, would 
do for the country. 

"A. L.,'' like other reasoners, never refers to the 
justice of the Corn Laws; he never adverts to the ad
vantages or disadvantages upon the general welfare of 
the country. He sides only with the agriculturists, and 
tries briefly to bespeak our pity and compassion for 
this over-burdened aIJd likely-to-be-ruined class. His 
leading proposition is, "The League must be crushed." 
He wishes nothing Jess than " the destruction of. the 
League confederacy." Does he mean to accomplish 
this by a process similar to the one tried in Ireland ? 
We are ready to meet him. Does he intend to do it 
by argument ? We shall be glad to meet him on this 
ground also. 

'' The weight of taxation" upon the agriculturists 
seems to be his favourite apology for the Corn Laws. 
I ask, fin1t, who laid on this weight? For whose bene
fit were our glorious wa.rs, the source of taxation, pro
secuted, -b.ut for the protection of landed property ? 
Again, in dwelling on taxation, how is it that "A. L." 
forgets that food buyers are taxed, and taxed quite as 
heavily as food sellers ? By whom is the greatest 
amount of excise taxes and custom dues paid? From 
what source does the exchequer get replenished every 
quarter ? But because land, aristocratic land, bas to 
pay taxes, it must be relieved ! and the only way to do 
it, is to throw their burdens upon other people, by tax
ing their food to keep up rents ! Monstrous injustice! 
Might not every artisan as well go into the market, and 
say,"' we are heavily taxed, our tea, and coffee, and 
sugar, and soap, are taxed, and we don't like it; we 
will, therefore, just to ease ourselves, take a few loads 
of flour, and a few cheeses, without consulting the 
owners, and by these means we shall be better able to 
bear our burdens!" This would be felonv; but when 
the same is done by law, it is honourable ~onduct ! 

Generous souls ! Always in possession of parliamen
tary power, and yet they have laid upon themeelves the110 
heavy burdens ; a large unequal eh~e of local ~nd 
national talation l And what is atill more, th~y will 
not be n\ie~ed t A Parliatt'ltntar,- l~,1Ury into the 

,al 1 \\ d tJ d et t t i oh nt>a-W wU 
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bear them with fortitude, we will be resigned to our 
lot; although at the same time und.er this convenient 
P:et_ence of enduring taxation, they are slily, by inter
d1ctmg foreign food, committing an additional robbery 
upon the public. No, no ; the " special burdens'' are an 
afterthought, taken up when other arguments failed, 
and ser.ve to blind us as to the special exemptions which 
they have enacted for themselves. 

But we will stop their mouths on this point; we will 
rid them of this pretext for the Corn Law. Let them 
untax our food, and liberate our commerce, and we can 
afford to take everv local burden off their shoulders. 
We could well afford to pay all their poor rates, church 
rates, and highway rates, in addition to our own simi
lar burdens, and gain va~tly by the exchange. 

How cleverly have they governed this country ! 
They have, to use "A. L."s language, put a "mill
stone round the neck" of British ngriculture; whilst 
the foreigner is almost " free from any incumbrance." 
And thus, in thi:s degraded character, is the great in
terest of agriculture presented to the world by an 
"~nti-Leaguer." " In ordinary cases'' says "A. L.," 
" if rent were altogether annihilated, the weight of 
general and local taxation would crush the farmrr ." 
This. ia all said to gain a point ; and that point is the 
continuance of the present bread-tax, and a justifica
tion of past impositions.; but can anybody believe such 
a statement ? Even " the abolition of rent" " A. L.'' 
repeats, " would not enable the farmers to sustain a 
free competition with the foreign grower of corn." 
!h~ object of the writer peeps out clearly here, which 
1s s1_mply to defend rent ; and to secure his purpose it 
is }us policy to treat it as a trifle. But after all, if we 
bottom the question, we shall find that it is rent which 
is really the special burden, and farmers know this well. I 
They are told how much heavier their taxes are than 
foreigm~rs, but they are not told how much heavier 
the _rt•nts are also. If it were not for the poverty-pro- I 
dum~g Corn Laws, the poor's rates, (the farmers' I 
hei Yl . t tax,) would be almost annihilated ; but with 
all their present burdens unaltered, I can fancy the 
farmers of Lancashire would smile to be introduced 
to re# free farms, in the face of the fiercest competition. J 

falk of being terrified at "foreign competition!" Ter-
1 

rifiect at corn grown thousands of miles off, brought from 
the interior of distant countries, down the worst of 
ro~ ds, shipped to England with all the import expences ' 
upon it, to be sold in our markets ! At one time the 
ag1·icultural interest is the greatest interest of the na- I 
tion, vet at another it is so feeble, as to be terrified at ' 
the pl~ughs in Poland, or those on the prai!"iesof America. I 
It was the same when the Corn Bill pas!-led. No wheat l 
could be grown under 80s. a quarter, and yet the stand- · 
ard has been reduced by the same party to 56s. ; and 
with this we find the extent of cultivated land increasing 
every year; and when it comes down to 40s. there will 
be more activity and more improvements than ever. 
It is foreign competition alone that is wantep to remove 
the "sleepiness" of which Lord Stanley ~poke. The 
grent error t.f nll our ca.lculatione is. that rent is put . 

- .flNt inateed of la t, Th, proper cour!e ii to cAlcul te 
the c t or labout' on a farm. thin alluw fbt capital X• 
l' . • " L.IU.'.l . ...... ,u .... \ Oh tde ed ,tf\ 

"A. L." speaks of "breaking British ploughs and 
sickJes," to "bring into activity those of Poland, Rus
sia, and America." He and his friends are · not unlikely 
to do this, by driving the people out of this country with 
their prohibitory laws, and depriving those that remain 
of the means of purchasing, but we disclaim all share 
in such folly. We are the best friends of agriculture, 
first, stimulating improvements by foreign competition, 
and then furnishing the people, by a good trade, with 
the means of purchasing its productions. We aim to 
open a free market for both parties, and if the people 
were properly fed, there are mouths enough to consume 
all that we shall receive. Let the home supply of corn 
be better and cheaper than the foreign, as it is in cotton, 
and our corn lords after all, with all their sins upon their 
heads, will get the preference. If the loom and the 
spindle of this country can send their produce thousands 
of miles, and compete with foreigners, surely the 
sickles and the ploughs may do the same, with a mar
ket at their own door. 

This brings me to notice the protection which it is 
said manufactures receive, and of which" A. L." pretends 
to make a great deal. Why spend a whole page upon 
that which has no existence? Protection is a law 
which raises the p1·ice of the article highe1· than it would 
be, if there were no such law. Now, I maintain that 
cotton cloth has no proif>ction, can have no protection, 
because the price is lower here than abroad. Corn bas 
a protection, in proportion as the home price is higher 
than the foreigr,; but if the price came down so as to 
he lower here than in other countries, it would then 
have no protecton, although the present law might remain 
unchanged on tile statute hook. This is fO clear, I 
wonder the monopolists are not ashamed of repeating 
their absurdities upon this subject. "A. L." talks of 
farmer!i being "unprotected," and then " absolutely 
ruined" by a free trade in corn. Why, is he ignorant 
of the fact that they are already in this condition, that 
uuder the Corn Laws they have been constantly drop
ping into the ranks, first of labourers, and then of 
paupers? It is time there sl11::uld be a finality to this 
downward course. A total and an immediate repeal of 
the Corn Laws, while it affords every hope of relieving 
the farmer, by bettering the condition of his customers 
and lessening the competition for farms, could not pos
sibly harm them more than the present system. 

"'The working classes'' Eavs "A. L.," " for a time 
hav~ been deluded by the ~ry of • cheap bread' but 
now he "suspects they have found out that cheap bread 
means cheap wages." I ask where is the proof? 
Where are the symptoms of thi~ change? No ; the 
working classes are progressing rapidly in enlighten
ment upon this subject. In the face of facts to the 
contrary, does" A. L." still mean to say that wages 
are regulated by the price of bread, that high priced 
food means high wage~, and cheap food the opposite? 
Or does he not take up these fallacies as a mere clap
trap to catch a little ~upport? 1n America we have 
high wages and cheap food, in Ireland lorv wages and 
defft' food i among 011r!!elve!! men work for ee\'en. four• 
teen. twe11ty•one1 and twenty•eight ~billings per werk• 
and yet p y the • lfoo.tne price fot· their food I nd 1t 11 
notorlou th t hll food h e es\attpt ihl • al' 



and last year, instead of wages becoming cheaper, ac~ 
cording to this theory, they have actually advanced. 
The operatives may eat bread at " Polish or Russia 
prices," and yet realize American and British wages. 
We need nnt be told of the black hread of Russia ; we 
can learn a lesson of what agriculture merely without 
trade can do for an increasing population nearer home. 
We neeJ only to go to Ireland where they can get no 
h1 ead at all, but live upon potatoes. 

In order to encourage his brother monopolists, "A. L." 
says, " the working class will soon join the agricultur
ists," and includes iu his phalanx of anticipated strength, 
not only the "farmers," but the "labourers," and even 
the " manufacturers" also; although he fears" they will 
not openly enrol themselvt>s with the agriculturists." 
" The League must be crushed," and to do this the 
powerless plea of injustice is vainly raised to invoke the 
help of those whose ruin has been mainly caused by it. 
The poor labourer help the monopolist ! Cut df a 
third from his miserable pittance to throw it into the 
pockets of a rich landlord ! Driven by necessity, 
hunger forces him into the town, and though against 
his inclination, he gets a much better living than he 
could upon the soil. The working class join to tax their 
own food, and fetter their own induitry ! Those who 
inscribed "No Corn Laws" upon their banners at Pe
terloo ; those who have ever been ready to sign peti
tions for repeal ; howE:ver they may dislike others, 
certainly they have no sympathy with the ta.x.era of 
bread. The farmers may be draggid like sheep to the 
slaughter, but they have little confidence in Corn 
Laws. They have smarted too long, and if protection 
had been for anything but rent, they would have felt 
the benefit before now. They are tired of the old sys
tem, and their language is, '• No change can be for 
the worse." The Anti-Leaguers have got their work if 
they mean to fight the " Manchester men :" and if they 
wanted proof whether the labourers, farmers, working
classes, and manufacturers, are against them or for 
them, instead of a small packed meeting at Garstang, 
they would have come to Preston, and invited an 
honest and open discussion. 

An " Anti-Leaguer" finishes by inserting a letter 
from the Standard, contrasting the sums given by cer
tain spinners and manufac rers of Preston, with those 
who have not contributed. He divides the whole into 
" Leaguers" and " Anti Leaguers." Now, before I 
reply fully to this letter, I will wait a little, and when 
his purty of manufacturers and spinners have con
tributed as mucli to the Anti-League as the others have 
<lone to the League Fund, then I will allow him all the 
advantage of the comparison.-A FREE-TRADER. 

The P,JS11in,q ,f the Corn Bill.-In 1815, the landowners, com
mandi11g a m,1jority in hoth llouses, called upon the Government 
to brio~ in a hill, the object of which wa1 to keep up the rents to 
the war pric~s, by preventing the importation of foreign corn, and 
con~eq11e1,tly raisi 1~ the people's food. Thi.s iniquitous bill was 
hunied through Parliament, with the most indecent haste, time 
heing refumd for the re-signing of petitions which had been re-

Thanks to Father Mathew for my Sund•Y Coat I 

THE SELF-INTEREST OF LANDLORDS. 

l\£r. E. Baines, junr., conclude, one of his letters to the Earl 
of Harewood thus : -" Why, my Lord, if the foreign market 
fails, we must be satisfied with the home market; and when the 
time i.:omes that we can make nothing at all which other nations 
will hny, we shall of course import nothing, and then the English 
land-owners will have the supply of food all to themselves! Do 
you not exult in the prospect? ,vhat ! Have you any misgiving, 
Would the monopoly of the supply of a starvin_q nation, after all, be 
not quite so profitable a thing to the lords of the soil? Does it occur 
to yuu that England deprived of her sixty millions a year of im
ports, would he not q1.,ite so good a market for gra;n and cattle? 
Does the vision of increasin_q Pnm·-Rutes afflict you? Have you 
doubts as to the effect of such a state or things on Rent 'I l\fy 
Lord, he wise in lime ; and if you would not see the trade of 
England ruined, do ,,otldng yourself to ruin it. If you would nol. 
see •' foreigners manufacture for themselves,•• do not by your 
anti-commercial and repulsive Corn-Law driv~ them to manufac• 
tnre for themselves. Have a little consideration for "the cotton 
manufacturers and the mill-owners." After all, they are not your 
worst enemies. They have done more than all your ancestors to 
fertilize your estates. Extinguish their trade, and be a!'sured you 
will put out your own lamp. Dry up the sources of theit- wealth, 
and you will forthwith find the springs of your own income fail." 
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~he 6truggle~ 
,, I believe it will generally be found that the imports govern the exports, a 1 • he po" er of the people to con sumo 

governs both. '-E. Baini:.~, .f,,,,, 
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Thomas and 'William, Butler and Footman, at the door of the Marquis of Sbamglo1s's town houso. 
WtLLIAx.-,Vhat is Corn Laws, Thomas? 

Tno,us.-I'm sure I don't know, William. 

THE SOURCES OF NATIONAL WEALTH. modities, which the soil, machinery, and human labour 
can be made to yield ; and, ~econdly, in the exchanging 

It would be ,vell if we could take a common-sense to the greatest extent with other countries our super
view of what really constitutes the wealth of a nation. I fl•1ous articles for those we want, and which they have 
It c-om:ists, first, in the largest possible production of t'l spare. By producing lm·gely and exchanging bene
f\. od,. clothing, and other useful and exchangeable corn- ficially, a nation is sure to g<:t rich. It is here, how-

NO. 1~1. 



ever, we di~cover the error of our own policy. In 
Teference to food, we have not produced. largely:, com
pared to our population; and in reference to clothing, 
of which we have had an abundance, we have not ex
changed beneficially. Our large stocks of clothing have 
bt!en given away in exchange for the luxuries of the 
1rich; but we have refused to take food, the most im
portant arti~le to the bulk of the people. _ Th?s the 
Jabour of the nation, instead of bringing back it3 full 
value, J1as been comparatively thrown away by a partial 
:and pernicious system of exchange. If we understood 
this, we should also see clearly what constituted the 
home trade and th~ f ore.j,gn trade. The home trade is 
simply e,vclranging one amongst another the articles which 
the different classes produce; such as food for clothing, 
and clothing for food; and, though one party may get" 
an advantage over another, according to the plentiful
ness or scarcity of what he has to part with, yet to 
whatever extent this home exchange is carried, it adds 
nothin~ to the stock of the nation, Lut merely distt-ihutes 
its own production : it causes what we have to change 
hands, 'but brings no addition to the stock either for 
<:onsumption or re-production. On the other hand, 
foreign .trade, when properly conducted, which consists 
jn part_ing with what we don't want for what we need, 
:adds to our stock. While the nation retains sufficient 
of its ·own productions, all it receives by exchanging 
is sa much gained. And when this additional stock 
has come into the nation, it becomes circulated among all 
,clasi::es; and forms an additional part of our home trade. 
If this. were rightly understood, instead of treating 
home trade and foreign trade as antagonists, we should 
see clearly that a good free foreign trade affords addi
tional materials for a prosperous trade at home. Hither
to, we have realised a very small proportion of the 
benefit which our foreign trade ought to have conferred. 
The great staples of life have been generally forbidden, 
and the other article3 of consumption, such as coffee, 
sugar, &c., have been so heavily taxed that the working 
classes have realised but little advantage. By our in
sane restrictions, the exchanges have been constantly 
against us ; we have given much, and got but little in 
return that was valuable, so that foreigners have got 
the greate t portion of the benefit. In these remarks 
I have not enc1.1mbered the question with the article 
of money. This may be loo~ed upon as a measure of 
value, and as a useful machinery for facilitating ex
changes, hut it forms no part of consumptive wealth. 

0.UR ELECTORAL AmTATION. 

If we could boast of no other electioneering triumph than that 
which is described in the following extract trom the Br(fflttrm 
Herulrl, in rcfol'e11ce to the late contest for IJastif1gs, it would he 
alone suffh:it•nt to entitle the League to the support of every pa
triotic and honest man in the countl'y :-

" Hastings, ,vedne~day Evening. 
"There is much mental excitement here in consequence of the 

election, but no kind of mohhish excitement whatever. It is at 
once the most inceresting and the most quiet rlection that was 

•ever known in the borou~h. Jn fact, a complete revolution- ha~ 
been e!Tl' Cted. IMtead of drunken riotous mobs, open house~, 
scenes of revelry and low debauchery, vio!ent wranglini,:s, fights 
and execrable noises, all is peace. But the electors and others 
meet, notwithstanding, and far more numerously than ever before 

known ; bttf, instead of listening to hl!ichin•g bratots~ with blood
inflamed eyes and maniacal gestures, they are addressed by sensi
ble men, in an earne,-.t, sober, and busine~s-like manner, and 
are tau,;ht to think-not on mere party sqabble~-not on mere 
local intcre~t-not on m('an, petty, and unworthy topics, but on 
the great principles of gov~rnment, which not only affect the men 
of the ,day, but of all posterity. 

'' Elections generally lieret.ofore resembled hacchanalian orgies 
rather than a plain and simple discharge of public busin('ss, in 
which, like ajuryman, ~ach elector bas a sacred duty to perfor-Ok' 
John Barleycorn, on such occasions, was a very busy and impor
tant personage. In this election he is of no consequence what
ever ; and many of his most ardent worshippers, who are famous 
for shouting, bawling, and fighting, find themselves completely at 
fault. They can hold no drunk.en assemblies; and where the 
electors do meet-under the arcade-no refc eshments of any 
kina are allowed, no · more than at any othei;'publi'c meeting!!, 
This is a great and most desirable reform.'' 

The League is at once the teacher, purifier, and emancipator 
of the constitnencies, ,vherever it goes to take part in an~ elec
tion, it raises the people up from the ignorance and prejudice in 
which they have grovelled; it tenifies the corrupt by tlwea-ts of 
exposure and punishment; and it encourages the Free Traders 
(always the majority, if not the wealthiest, of the populatio1i) to 
unite in defence of a just and popular principle to resist those rich 
monopolists who would deprive them, by intimidation. of the free 
exercise of their elective franchise. These are the objects wnich 
the League had in view in entering upon the contest at Hastings, 
Christchurch, and Devizes, where it was well known the mono
polists were certain of a victory at the poll. Indeed the s'eals 
woulri not have heen vacated if the m:1jority had been douht.ful; 
for l\fr. Planta, Sir George Rose, and Mr. Sotheron, all volun
tarily acc~pted the Chiltern Hunrlreds. In tho,e three pt1\'P-ly 
rural boroughs a determined band of Free Traders was found 
ready to rally round the banner of repeal, and they form the nu. 
cleus of a party which, sooner or later, will vanqu;sh monopoly 
even in th<Mle its strongholds. 

Our enemies have affected to exult over our defeat in theso 
battle-fit•lds of their ow.'f. choosing, forgetting, that in contests 
where the chances were more equal, arisinv, as they did, out of 
vacancies caused, not hy voluntary resignation, but by deaths.
as in the ca~es of London, Kendal, and Salisbury,-tho League 
was victorious in two of the three struggles. They for~et, too, 
that the Free• Traders have n knack of winning at retllm matc!tes. 
The three most important battles which the Leaguers fought were 
in Stockport, Durham, and \Vahall; th<.!y were all lost in the first 
contest to he all won at the next opportunity. Our victorious op
ponents will be allowed to repose under their laurels only until 
such a time as we shall have the chance of meeting them again at 
the pollin~ hooth. 

To our friends who may feel for a moment discouraged ~y these 
defeat!!, we would merely add that in no other way could agitation 
he so effectually carried into a borough as by a contested election. 
'flae gre;itest difficulty in the way of those who wish to instruct 
and rou~e the public mind is the apathy or the people, and 
especially the electoral body. But during a contest all men give 
themselv,s up, more or less, to politics; they atlend meetings, 
read ~quihs, placards, and pamphlets, and take a part in the dis
cussions of the cluh or the committee room. It is of coul'ie at 
~uch a time, whilst the metal is hot, that the readiest and most 
lasting imnressiou may he made upon the opinions of a const-itu
ency; and not merely the borough, hut a wide district, some iml's 
an entire county, will he operated upon at the same time through 
the newspaper reports of the speechc11 made during the call'rass. 

Again, if you would iecure for ever a Free.Trade party in a 
horo1111.h, let them unde1·go, for once, a defeat for the cause at 
the hn~tings. It is as true in politics as in love, that we are never 
thoroughly devoted to an object until v.·e have sufferc:-d for its 
~ake. The 170 men who polled for l\fr. Moore at Ha,tings, and 
the 270 Free-Traders of Salisbury, will never rest from their 
lahours in the good cause till they place the League in a majority. 
And a s11irit has been kindled at Christchurch which will mAkc it 
rather ~ hot borough for the pocket of Lord l\Ialmesbury in 
future, · 

There Is no mode of educating "a constituency like that o( 
contesting it in favour of the princi(>le you wish to teach; con• 



_· ·THE l!ITBlJGa-LE. a 
testf1igit 1;•ot by the expentliture of thou5ands; in hribPry, treat
ing, or cnrrupt10n ;· uoc hy ar,pealing to vulgar pt.-ejudice or brutal 
passions, but hy our strictly moral and inexpensive plan of address
ing the jnd~ments of the electors, and invoking their sympathies 
as reasonable and Christian men. By such a cQurse we may not, 
perhap:;, carry conviction to the minds of a majot·ity during the 
first contest (and certainly not if it be a borough vohrntadly vaca
ted by a Monopolist), hut we shall prepare the way for eventual 
and certain victory.-League. 

A Conversation on the Income Tax, &c. 

(ScE E-the Studio of Nicholas Scumble, a rising artist. Enter 

Sir Gc01 ge Tasty, M. P.) 

S1n C'Eo.-1\.Ir. Scumble, I hope I see you well; I could not 
pa~s 1hrc1ugh your town on my way from Ireland (whither I have 
been forced much against my will, to see why my steward remitted 
no rent~), without calling to pay my respects to you, and to crave 
permission to sec the pictures in your studio. 

Mr. ScuMnr,E.-You do me great honour, Sir George; never 
did my poor art more need a patron of taste and means than at the 
pres1mt moment. 

Sir G.-I wish, 1\fr. Scumhle, my means at the present moment I 
kept pace with my love of art, and those two exquisite pictures 
r,'hould at once be transported from yoltr ea~el to Tasty House; 1 

hut somehow, the times are out of joint, and there prevails much 
unnecessary mistrust and apprehension. It was but la!!t week 
that Coutts's people sent me a not ove1· civil note, reminding me 
that my account was overdrawn. 

l\Ir. S.-A.h ! Sir George, we have heen strangely disappointc<l. 
l remember you tolu me in 1841, when on your way to help at , 
rnme Irish elections, that the result of the English elections had 

1 

settled everything; that Peel and Conservatives would bring hack 
11rosperity to u:i all, and that we artists especially should feel the 
bePignant sway of a tatesman as succcssrul, and as great a friend 
to the arts, as Lorenzo de ledici himself. 

Sir G.-Humph ! All would l1ave been right if it had not 
been in Ireland for that d--d O'Connell; in Wales for Re
becca; and at home for Cobden and hir; League. I wonder Peel 
does not order Pollock to put the nuisance down by an ex officio. 
I bad to pay last week to the tune of £500, to a sort of Anti
League, of which I am president, and which we have been obliged 
to establish in --shire I Faith, it was high time to do some
thing: we fo11nd the pestilent League tracts in every farm-house, 
and my under-bailiff told me that the talk at the Tasty Arms, on : 
the evening of the last rent day, was more like that of a set of l 
Manchester free-traders, than of a party of yeomen and ten!'nts. 

The county has"cost me rather heavily, bur. Lord de Cozener as
sured me this would be, aju<licious outlay, and would sa,·e me tha 
cost of a contest at the next dissolution. We hope great things, 
too, from the church, and that it will preach down radicalism and 
free-trade. The Bishop of Titheborough assured me when I sub
scribed £300 to the National Society, that if the people had been 
trained in the sound principles of the church, they would have 
tMated the mischievous nonsense of Cobden and Bright with 
the coi:itempt it deserves. 

~r. S.-I begin to think Sit· George that the disease under 
which I.he nation labours, is too deep-seatt?d to be cured by er 
officio infot·mations, or stale trials, or anti-leagues, or homilies 
against sedition and free-tra<le-or even by church schools. 
O'Connell, Rebecca, and the League, are only the visible and ne
ces~ary effects of a system of misrule (pardon me if I speak 
strongly). I have f11lt the consequences of wbat is called Con
servatfoe policy to be most injurious to myself and family. I will 
tell you a few instances that have come to my own knowledge o{ 
arti t~, who supply, not a necessary of life, but a luxury, ,vho 
are the first to feel distress-. For five years my good neighbour 
Counsellor l\.foniplies bought, on every first of J :rnuary, a picture 
from m11. This year he met me on the second day of_ the year, 
and gloomily shook his head saying, hA must put the rPceipt for his 
Income Tax into a frame instead of a picture. Mr. Teedale, the 
eminent merchant, has just revoke.d a commhsion he gave me to 
be executed in the Sprin~, of a series of views in ·westmoreland: 
he said the anti-commercial policy observed towards China, in 
keeping up high duties, while the celestials were greatly lowering • 
duties, would ruin every body engaged in the China tradfl, and he 
concluded by assuring me that on his last importation of tea he lost 
twenty per cent. ].\fr, Frankland, the Brazilian mercliant, was 
once a good friend of mine; but h11 only la~t month rerr.oved to 
Bordeaux, saying that he loved England and would stay in it if 
he could live in it; but the rerusal of our Govei-nnwnt to receive 
Brazilian sugar made it impossible for him to carry on a profitable 
trade, and he should henceforth hecome a Freneh merchant and 
P.Xport the manufactures of Lyons and the wines of B ,rdeaux, 
instead of the calicoes of l\fanchester and the linens of Belfast, 
Louis Philippe ha\'ing just stepped in and takeu auvantagP of our 
folly to make an advantageous commercial tn•at). I fca1· I wP.ary 
you, Sit· George, but bear with me whilst I allnde to one more 
of my grievances. l\Iy neighbour~, the cotton ma,te1 s, were wont 
to cover the walls of th<'ir hand ome dining rooms with pictures, 
but the anxiety and depre.sion of their trade, have alienated them 
from the artist's studio. They find the best markets in the world 
one after another closed a~ainst their calicoes. he cause they could 
not, except at enormous duties, import into England from those 
couutries, corn, or sngar, or coffee. 

Sm G.-Stop ! l\Ir. Sc~mble, you forget the Tariff. 
Mr. S.--No, Sir George, nor do I forget the Income ta.:, 

which we were, according to your political chief, to pay out oC 
the savings occ~sioned by the Tariff'. When I think of the stu
pidity of my countrymen in accepting that tough thi~tle the Ta4 
rilT, in lieu of the nonri.hing grain,'' Free trade in Corn,'' I almost 
suspect they aro of the same genus as the animal which formed the 
first mentioned article in the Tariff, " Colonial Asses.'' 

Sm G.-Mr. Scnmble, you forget yourself, pray keep politic! 
like these to yourself, or you and your picture:. will l,e alike ex
cluded from every good circle. 

l\Ir. S.-I do not whh to offend you, Sir George, who I believe 
really wish me well, and therefore I will in conclu"ion merely 
allude to my losses from the failure of certain booksellers for 
whom I had executed drawings. They trace the crowning of 
their misfortunes to the pressnre of the Income tax upon their 
best customers, the middle classes. You will, I am sure, pardon 
me, Sir George, if I speak warmly of Sir Robert's policy. I am 
convinced by my own sad experience, that the statesman who 
wowld he a Lorenzo to the Fine Arts of England, must do it by 
promoting the happiness and prosperity of all classes, hy knocking 
down monopolies, by disregarding class interests, in short, by openir.~ 
the ports of every country under the sun. If such I\ man slu: . 
arise, we artists will hail him as a genuine patron, and what f 
of more consequence, the people, raised from wretchedness ar;• 

despair, will hail tum as a · true patriot, and England'• -ee • 
b~nefactor, 



THE MTBIJ&GLE. 

Who require a large Standing Army ? 

Tonv PnILPOT.-Good even, friend Broadhead, What ha'n't 
fOU done your day's work yet, but you must rack your brains 
with them newspapers? Sit down, and tak a sup of Ale, man. 

JonN BnoADREAD.-l thank ye, but yom brew is too strong 
for me. I called to show you some statements in a paper respect
Ing the expense of our military establishments. After hearing 
1ome of the item~, you will a~ree with me that it would be as 
well if our member, Random Boulter, Esq., would attend more 
frequently in his place in Parliament, and vote against these enor
nieus outlays. 

ToBv.-I ha'n't a good head for figures, but I think these 
great armies are kept up to supply pensions and places to our 
great folk. 

J. B.-You are right, for they are needless as far as the safety 
of the country, or the prosperity of the peoplf', is concerned. 
They endanger popular l berties at home ; they furni&h tempta
tions to the ambitious statesman; they increase taxation, perpe
tuate bad government, and keep alive the odious military spirit 
in the breasts of the people. 

Tonv.-"rell, I can't scheme all as you tell on, all of a lleap; 
but I i.;enerally find when T come lo think over in my mind what 
you·ve tould me, that you're right in the main. 

J. B.-Before you take another bumper, just listen to these 
facts. ,vhen the supplies for the army and navy were about 
to be voted, only about one-eighth of our legislators were 
in the house. 

Tonv.-Maybe 'twere not a sum of mucl1 importance. 
J, B.-O"l!I rather more than fourteen millio11a. 
Tonv.-Grarious goodness! you don't say so. 
J. B. -Hear further. Allowance to troops in the United King

dom in lieu of 3mafl beer, £82,000 / Atluwa11ces to o..ffer.iating 
Clergymen for performing divi11e service at home and abroad, and 
cost of religious books, £ l 2,278. 

kind-hearted man, it may have the etfe-0, oi reminding bftn wb~ 
a fearful quantity Qf 1ufferin1-what tean--wbat. anguiab ..... what 
ruined hopea-the hiatory of those peoaiona would bring to 

light. 
ToBY.-Oh ! I can't~ear to think on'L Surely government 

cannot really need such a mortal sight of soldiers. 
J. B.-A juist and righteous government - a government found• 

ed on the affoctions. and prepared to respect the rights of the 
people-would have no need of them; but class legislators have 
need of them; deniers of justice to the millions have need of 
them ; aggressors and plunderers in India have need of them; 
bread-tat:er3 have need of tl,em. 

FOOD AND FREEDOM. 

I have no fear for the trade of England but from the folly of 
England's landlords and Parliament. Our natural and acquired 
resource1, and the energy and industry of the people are such, 
that we might for an indefinite period maintain our ranks among 
the nations, though all those nations were growing rich, skilful, and 
great around us. The world ia a large market, and will not 
ea»ily be overstocked. The wants of man are unlimited, and 
they increase with every increase of wealth and civilisation. But, 
for our continued prosperity, on a territory which Nature haa 
restricted, and which she is already crowding with population, 
two things are indispensable, namely, Fooo AND FaE.EDo». 
Give us these, and England may challen~e the world in industry, 
as she has in arms. But shut out Food by a short-sighted selfish• 
ness, and tie up the hands of Industry at the dictates of a mi1. 
taken or mock humanity, and you will ruin the nob leat corn 
monwealth the world has ever seen.-E. Baine,. 

COWARDICE OF PROTECTION. 

"Protection,'' like commerce, says 1\fr. Baines, makes cowards 
of us all. \Ve have had many examples of this cowardice of pro• 
tected classes in our own day. \Vben l\Ir. Huskiuon propoiied 
to admit foreign silks, our silk manufacturers declared it would be 
the death of them. When the same enlightened statesman pro. 
posed to admit foreign ships into our own ports on equal terms 
with English, the shipping intel'cst regarded it both as high trea
son and wilful murder. When Lord Liverpool proposed to allo\V 
of the export of Eni; lish wool, the Bradford worsted manufactur
ers were all up in arms; and your friends, :Mr. John Rand and 
Mr. John G. Horsfall, were among the most chivalrous champions 
of prohibition. ,vhen Negro Emanci1,ation was talkt>d of, the 
planters expected to he ruined and to have their throats cut. Yet 
every one of these classes has not only survived the hlow that was 
to be mortal, but is now in Kreater activity than ever I Your 
noble father, my Lord, notwithstanding his admirable sense and 
business talent, shared the apprehen ions in regard to the export 
of wool and the emancipation of the negroes; but he lived to 
smile at his former fears.-Arldress to the Earl of Harewood. 

THE VALUE OF LABOUR. 
TonY.-\Vhat ! small beer £82,000, and gospel truth £12,278 . 
• T. B.-Even so. We find, however, in the estimates a charge The English farmers have advantages far superior to thoae of 

for regimental libraries, schools, and savings' banks, most admir- any other country-in capital, in skill, in the diffusion of scien itie 
able institutions-the cost of these is set down at £7,25!) 15s. and practical knowledge, in effective labour, in abundance and 
The whole amount, therefore, expended in providing religious ser- variety of manures, in agricultural implements, in roads and canals, 
vices and instruction for the hundred thousand soldiers in the in the security of property, in civil freedom, and, above all, in 
pay of this country, and for promoting mental improvement and immediate contiguity with the largest and wealthiest body of con
virtuous habits amongst them, is £19,537 15s; while upon the sumers in the world. If, with all these advantal{es, they canuot 
1ingle item of beer-money we lavish £82,000 I compete with forel~ners, we are reduced to this alternative,-

Tonv.-Just write down them figures, I should like to shew either they are too higl, rented, or, from the growth of our popu. 
'em to parson Monkhouse. lation beyond the power of the soil to support, they are cultivat-

J. B.-With pleasure; and as you have so much difficulty in re- ing land which will 1,ot pay for cultivation. 
mPmbering t.he amounts, I will not burden you with more just 1f they are too high rented, you know the remedy. 
now; though I could prove to vou that on a smaller scale the If we have got the limits of the soil worth cultivation, how long 
same items appear in the navy and.ordnance estimates. You must, do zmu mean by your Corn-laws to compress our _qrowini populatio11 
however, allow me to add one more sum which is £!-I I 610 for within those limits'? Will the evil cure itsl!lf with time? ls it 
widows' pensions for the coming year, ~nd as your pa;son is a not daily growing worse and more fearful ?-Ibid. 
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·ehe ~trugglt~ 
"It cannot be ill with trade but land11 will fall, nor ill with land, but trade ffill feel it."-Encyclop«dia Britannica. 

WHAT HAS THE BREAD TAX 

DONE7 

" \Yhat for Saxon, Frank, lllld Hnn, 
,vhat hath Englancl's brea,1-tax dout 7 
A1k the 1tru1,glc nncl the groau 
For the shadow of a bone; 
Like a strife for Ii re, for Ii fe, 
Hand to h,rnd, aml knife to lmift. 

" Hnpeleu tracler ! ann,er me, 
What 1111th bread-tax done for thu7 
Aak thy lost ancl owing clel,t~; 
Aak our ba11krnpt-thro11 1,;1d OuettH, 
Clothier, proncl of Pctciloo l 
lronma,ter, loyal too! 
What hillh .))rc-acl -tax done for J'OU ~ 
Let the Y t1nkce tariff tell, 
N oue to bny, :1011 ell tn 1el I ; 
Uselen builclini,;s, c11stlt:s atrong, 
Hnndrcd tho11111nd1, worth 11 ,ong; 
Starving workll'lcu, warchnu,e full, 
Suon web, from Poli~h wool, 
Grown where grew the wantrd whrat, 
,vhich "·e might not buy and eat. 
Merchant, bread lax'd trade wou't pay
Protita lessen ncry da_v ; 
Sell thy stock, aml realise, 
Let thy strected chimne~·• rite; 
Aud when brcad-h1xed tcu are two, 
),c1Hn whllt hrcad-tuxed rents ran do. 
~ncak ! th11t wouldst for groat a yeair 
Sell thy aoul, a11d sell it dear! 
Self robbed acr\'ile l 10111, not bought, 
For the shaclow of II groat l 
Unbribed Jucl111 ! what thy i:;nin, 
By sad Europe·~ milh1•n1 ,lain-
By our trea1urc·s, pour'd in l,luod 
01'Cr b11ttlc-ficld and tt .. ucl ! 
Breud-tax'd profits, t:ndleu cue, 
Competition in dc»pair. 
With thy uile, 1111d with thy i:,ar, 
,vheela and ahuttles g11inlcH her«', 
"'ith the rc:mnont1 uf thy all, 
Whither, reptiil•, wilt thou crnwl P 
What hilth bread -tax done for me~ 
F1Hmer, whal for thine und threP 
Aak of those who toil to livt', 
Aud the }Hice they 1·annot gi\·e; 
.Aak our hearth~, nnr ~11inle~• m11r11, 
Aak thy childrc11'1 brolccu hurta, 
.Aak their motb• r, aad ancl gray, 
Dc• tincd yet to })aiiah puy. 

"J3rc11d-tax'cl w111\'er, all can aee 
,vhat that IIIX h111h done for lh11 
And thy child1,n, vilely IM 
iinging h!mna for shameful brnd, 
Till the ,1011c• of even- 1trcet 
1'.uow their little n11lcc<J feet. 

B lldittg lawyer', nominee I 
lfhat bath brend-tu done for lhetP 

No. 199. 

Scene at the Door or a Leape Meetlns-. 

Beene at the Door of an Anti-Leasue Meetlnc-

Britong ! aroul!e youreelvee, and no longer submit 
to the slavery of the Bread Tax. You have a right 
to buy the free bounties of heaven without the inter
vention of man. Fight manfully, therefore, for the in
ter,sts of labour, the freedom of commerce, and the 
deliverance of your country fl'om monopoly and fraud, 

Aalr thy faintin~ thought• that 1triY1 
Hut to keep despair alive; 
Aak ihy list nf friends betray'd, 
H11u1es empty, rf'nts unp11icl, 
Hi1i11g •trrets ard falling rc11t1, 
Money-fights fur l111Jr ptr cent• ; 
Aak yon pile,, 1111 bre11d-tax bui't, 
Gnih!t:as, yet tht cause of guilt, 
Sw11llowing fortune,, 1pre11ding Wt>H, 
Ln~ing to make othen ln1e. 
Brucl-tiu: ratin)! abaentf'e, 
'What bath brud-tax done for th1elf
Cr11mm'1l thcr, from 1111r chil1lren·1 plalte, 
Made thee all thllt n!ltnrc hatu, 
Fill'<l thy i.kiu with unt11x'1I "iue, 
F1ll'd thy pur•e with <"Uh of mine, 
F1ll'd th_v hrf'nst Y.ith hrllish 1ch1mu, 
Fill',l thy hf'111I with futal drr1m1-
0t' polalllf A b111t'l_1' 1nlrl 
At the prirc of whrat in 1tol1l, 
And of Brit11111 uy'il tu eat 
\\'heat-priced root, inatead o( whut.'' 

'' Peer, ton just, loo prnnd to 1har1 
M1!1io11, wrung from toil anrl cart! 
Ril'(httou1 pecra, 'I\ ho•e fa1h,r1 fed 
E:i11lantl '1 poor with nntax'd brud! 
Ancient pel'r, 'fl•ho&e 1tai11lcas name 
A1:e1 old h~,·e gh·eo to fame!
What shall bm1d tax do for th,el' 
Make thee p1111r 11~ mine a11d m,; 
Dri,·e tht'c from thy marhlf' hall• 
To aomc ho, el'a 1q11ttlid "'alls; 
Drive thee from the !tmd of crime,, 
Hnt11elc:11, into fort>ign climu, 
There lo sielcen,thcre lo aigh, 
l:ilef'p thJ soul in Iran, and die
Like a flower from ,umm< r's glow, 
\Yithcring on th, polu snow. 

"C'hurch hecle" 'cl 11·ith m11rtyn• blood, 
Mother of the" isf' and good! 
Temple of' our smilu anti tear1, 
fI011ry wilh thl' fro•l of yort ! 
Holy chur<"h, etern~I. 1ml" ! 
Wh~t for thee \\ ill bread-tax do I 
It will ,trip thl"e bare H she: 
\'\'horn • cl1:1pot alripp'cl f1,r thre; 
Of Lhy :<nrJ>lice mal..c thy pall, 
Low'r thy pride, and takr tlty all
Savf' thy 1111th, l·stahli,h'd Wl'll, 
\\"l,ich-wl,tn •pin• irnd pinnacle, 
Gor~eon~ 11rch, and 1\ nrvd atone, 
Cr11se to tdl ol i;loric• gone-
Still 1hall speak of thu ancl Ilia 
V\'hom a1lore the Sen1phim. 

"Powtr " ·hi<'h likul hl!\nn mi1ht •tt• 
Gloriu111 once in fr,rdom'a bum; 

Once by tyrant• felt and f,ar'd, 

Still III freedom·• cluat !C\'errd ! 

I'hrnne rst.,hli:ihcd h! thw ~ouJ, 

Nnt u1111uiri
0

d 'fl·ith p11triot blonl'I, 

Not un"atched by patriot ftnrt; 

Nol nnw,vt b~- p1triu1 tnri 1'1 



• THE MTR1JGG-~E • 

A REPLY 

TO TUE !!PEECHES DELIVERED BY l\lR, B. COOKSON, AND J. 

WALMSLEY, AND G. JACKSON, ESQRS,, AT THE GA.RSTANG PRO· . 

TECTION MEETING, 

So full of false and erroneous statements and inferences are 
the speeches delivered at the Garstang Protection l\Ieeting, 
that they generally carry with them their own refutation ; 
yet, it may be useful to point out some of the choicest sam
ples of blunder and exaggeration. l\Ir. Cookson is entitled to 
have the precedency in all notices respecting the Protection move
ment in North Lancashire; first, because he was the original pro
poser of this movement, and, secondly, because he is allowed 
to have brought forward the most striking arguments in favour of 
high rents, of any of the gentlemen who attended on the occasion. 
One thing he may depend upon, that though a few squires may 
pat him on the shoulder, and cheer his splendid orations, the 
farmers are by no means 1mamoured of his company. I know the 
condition of the farmers, and since the "Rent Meeting," at 
Garstapg, as the farmers call it, I have made a few special inqui
rie11 as to their opinions, and I do feel astonished that Mr. Cookson 
should affect to stand up in farnur of a :.ystem that has inflicted 
positive ruin upon so many of his class. The general answers 
I meet with are such as the following :-" We have been as 
careful as possible ; we have all been workers; and yet we are 
not a farthing better than we were thirty years ago." "If it 
ha.d not been for the little property we have of our own, and 
which brings us in so much a year, we could not have carried on; 
we have had to take this every year, to help to pay our rent.'' These 
are persons who are still farmers; l>ut it would be a task to enu
merate the immeme number who are entirely ruined, and who 
have taken refuge in our towns ; some of whom are keeping 
provision shops, some a few cows, some working as common 
labourers, and not a few on the pa1·ish books. It does not, I be
lieve, aclmit of two opinions, that farmers generally are much 
reduced in their 1:ircumstances, and hence they are neither 
able to improve their land, nor employ lahourers. Now what can 
we think of the protective system, which, pretending to be for 
their bPnetit, after a continuance of thirty years, brings them to 
this condition? l\Ir. Cookson sus he has " l>een all his life 
employed in the cultivation of the s~il.'' He must, therefore, have 
l1ad clever instructors to teach him so accurately the details of manu
factures. "Tt wa~ belieYed,'' said Mr. Cookson, (I mention his 
name here, because I can find nobody in Lancashire, but himself, 
that has so enligMt7ted and 110 eompr11he1uive a faith,) "that in many 
insta11ce1 the manufacturers' Cllpital was producing 50 per cwt., 
while the landlord must be content to roceive two and a half fur 
his!" Three reflections arise from this astounding statement of 
the infallible Mr. Cookson. First, what an illustration of the 
comparative effocts of Protection, on the one hand, and Enterprize 
on the other! 'l'h0 landlorcls meet in solemn deliberation to main
tain their two and a half pf-r eents., while unprotected trade is 
open to them, from wl,ich fifty per cent., is rcalizecl. And as em
ployment depends upon capital, what a contrast to the hopes of 
lah,,urers, as to where their chances of employment must he in 
future! Then, again, as to the enchanting picture of the " happy 
rural home," of the agricultural labour'ilr ! "Is it pos~ible'' says 
Mr. Cookson, "that they ean be persuaded to 'quit' a life like 
his?" Ah! Mr. Cookson, they need no persuading. Your sys-

tem of pl'Otection has done this. All yom· wild and uninformed 
~tatements re~pecting " wages," and "licentiousness'' of towns, 
compared to the country, are confuted by this simple fact, that 
families are continally and voluntarily mi1?rating from the latter to 
the former; and that none return, stating that they had been 
"persuaded" and decoyed to do this. Talk about the "average' 
being ten shillings a week, for ten hours, and seven and a half hours 
a day, I cannot find any farmer that believes this statement. At 
the -very time he m:ide this statement, a very respectable fa1·me1· 
said he was employing two men at !iix shillings per week, they 
finding themselves. But what is six, seven, eight, nine, or ten 
shillings to boast of, as being the result of landlords' care ancl 
parliamentary protection, to those who receive it? Is this all 
that protection can boast of having done for a whole elaas of hard
working labourers ? As to the disingenuous assertion that 

"agricultural labourers received a greater amount of wages, for 
less hours, than manufacturing labourers," comparing men in one 
case with child1·en in the other, I leave to answer itself. If 
Mr. Cookson means to make an honest comparison, I here present 
him with two lists of wages, and if against either, or bolh of these, 
he can place the same number, age, aml amount of wages, from the 
agriculturists in any part of North Lancashire, I will then ad
mit that his statements are entilled to some credit :-

"Average earnings of the operative weavers, Ashton, in the employ 
of the undermer.tioned firms, for the month ending November 25, 
1843. Each 

Weavers. £. 
Thomas Mellor and Sons........ 327 165 

per Week. 
11. d. 
10 1½ 
12 1 Abel Buckley and Sons.......... 200 121 .•. 

( All females, aged from 15 to 30 years.) 
A. and J. S. Buckley • • • • • • • • • • 400 • • 235 ... 
John Whittaker and Sons........ 600 320 
Robert Lees and Sons • • ... • • • • • • 700 351 
Hyde, Sons, and Sowerby • • • • • • 440 227 
J. and J. Kenworthy • • • • • • • • • • 312 152 
J. B. Reyner and Brothers.. • • • • 390 17 5 
Nathaniel Buckley and Sons • • . • 300 180 
Samuel Higginbotham ... ........ • • 270 134 
Samuel Rol>inson .•••••••••• , • • 87 43 
Ilinns, Dean, and Co • • • • • • • • • • 55 27 
James Knott and Son • • •• • • ... • • 39 21 

4120 2151 

1l 9 
10 8 
10 0 
11 3 
9 9 
9 0 

10 11½ 
9 JO 
9 10½ 
9 10½ 

10 9 

10 5 

The above, it will be seen, is a list of weavers only, a trade 
not noted for allowing the be.t of wages, in which girl:, alone are 
chiefly employed, and some of them not more than fifteen years of 
3bC. 

T/ie following is a list of a few out of twenty-eigl1t families in the 
employ of H. and E. Aaliwortli, the yearly income of families, 
varying from two to 11leven members, being from £50 to £I 70: 

T. E., carder, with 2 in his family, earns per annum, £52 0 
J. 1V., dresser, 4 98 16 
R. B., dresser, 6 115 2 
II. S., joiner, 8 ,, 124 16 
J. S., loomcr, 8 163 16 
R. R., spinner, 7 106 16 
J. E., spinner, 9 170 6 
R. E., labourer, ,. 7 130 0 
S. R., labourer, ,, l l 143 0 

I wonder l\lr. Cookson was not ashamed of stating that it was a 
"common circumstance, in manufacturing districts, for five or six 
girls of 13 or 14 years of age, to herd together in houses, exposed 
to any temptation and species of licentiousness;'' because, low as 
morals are here, as well a, in the country, this statement will ho 
rego.rcled by all properly informed persons, as a gross libel upon 
the female character of our towns. If we be)iQVO the reports of 
the Poor Law Commissioners, they are, after all, more chaste 
than in the agricultural districts. I would also ask l\lr. Cookson 
how it is, that while so many labourers have been compelled into 
the towns, or starve, the land in many places remains unproductive 
for want of draining, the best crop heing that of rushes? How 
it is that el"ery railway passenger points at the land, as he passes 
from Lancaster to 1Vigan, or to Bolton, as being in this shameful 
condition? Ar.dhow is it that, now when Corn Law repeal is every 
where talked about, and expected, that an increased activity is 
manifested on every hand? The truth is, that if it had not been 
for the protective laws, giving high rents without enterprize, out 
of the bellies of the people, the landowners would have been as 
active as the manufacturers; and we should have had better land, 
a larger supply of food, and been leps dependant upon foreigners. 

I next come to Mr. Walmsley. Inatead of wading throngh 
tedious extracts, to make a long speech, we will try to put the 
points of controveny into the smallest possible room. First, as 
to Protection; I find that while he avoids manufacturing protec
tion as a faot, he inclulg~• in it in the llhape of figures, which 
serves the purpose of misguiding those who prefer sound to sense,~ 
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ominal protection consists in duties on the tariff list, which have 
influence upon prices ; practical protection consists in those 

ties or regulations which raise the price at home above what it 
uld be if there were no duties ; the former is enjoyed by 

tton, the latte.r by corn; and yet Mr. ,valmsley has spent his 
eath in at tern pting to prove that protection is common to both! 
we are to believe Mr. Jacson, we pay about thirty shillings per 
arter more for our corn than it could have been brought for from 

auvoo ; but do we pay this much more for cotton cloth than we 
ould if it were imported free from foreign parts? Do we not 
y less fot· it than any other country can afford to sell it at ? 

rotection is rol~bery ; it is making the bulk pay among them the 
ount of the enhanced value given to the product of any one 

ass, and ought, in every case, to be abolished. But because 
operates upon rents, the landlords are determined to maintain 

• The League, again and again, has repudiated all protection 
nothing less than injustice. We should not be misled by sounds; 

t us calculate how much dearer any article is than if it were 
lowed to come in free, and that is the real protection which 
e article receives, and is exactly the amount of which the 

urchaser is robbed. Mr. ,v almsley took so much time in at
mpting to prove that black was white, in reference to protection, 
at he was obliged to be briefer in his remarks upon other 

He next referred to what is called the doctrihe of reci
rocity, and stated that, in many instances, those from whom wo 
ad taken the greatest quantity of corn, had taken from us the 

allest quantity of manufactured goods. On this I observe: fkst, 
hot. thii fact, as far as it goes, condemns at 011ce the sliding scale 
ysttm altogether. Instead of a settled trade in corn, as in any 
ther article, we have to fetch the great bulk of our supplies 
om the nearest ports, in order to get it in at the time the duty 
expected to be the lowest ; hence the largest quantity is im
rted from Germany, and but a small quantity from the United 

tales; while from the latter country, everybody must own, with a 
ee trade, we should got very large supplies. But free traders 
n't wish to tie the exchangers, but to be at liberty to buy in the 
eapest and sell in the dearest market, wher-ever that may be. 
nd the he11efit contemplated, by a free Stt)Pply of food, is as 
uch in the home consumption of manufacture-s, as in the foreign 
emand for tl~em. Every million 11aved by th~ operatives in food, 

expendl)d m manufactures by the people. A great deal of 
nibbling is a.ttempted, in which l\Ir. Walmsley has readily joined, 
out the co t of importing foreign grain. I wish the mono

olists were conect in their low estimates of the cost. ,ve 
~ve a right to buy in the cheapest market, and the less the 
rriage, the better for the purchaser. But when estimates are 
ade, di~tant countries, as well as near ones, the inhnd transit, 

nd all the incidental expenses, should be included, and not 
crely the fi.eightage from the mo t convenient ports. 
Preparl\tOl'Y to the Great Meeting al Garstang, placards were 
tensively posted and distributed, containing eleven questions to 

rmers, signed a "Farmers' Friend.'' The monopolists, I 
lieve, were not a little annoyed by this; and Mr. ,valmsley, it 
ems, thought that an attempted answer would be Letter 
an allowing them to rankle in the fal'mers' minds without an 

ntidote. This was, l1owever, the weakest of his efforts. 
I. In disproving the fact contained in the question, ",vhat 

ctual benefit have the farmers' received from the Corn Laws?" 
e said "he knew ONE or T\VO who were better olf, and some 
ho had purchased property.'' Was not this a clear acknowledg
E>nt of the truth of the fact which Cobden always presses 
pon farmers, that they, as a class, have never realized any 
enefit, but suffered considerable loss? While Mr. Walmsley 
i10ws one or two better off, I ask him, if he does not know 
untlreds who have become insolvent? He knows this, and his 
wn language implies it, otherwise why say, referring to the 
rmers, "He took it to be some little advantage not to be abso
tely ruined!'' He compares Russian and English pries for corn, 

uL he takes care to avoid comparing Russian and English rer.ts. 
2. The cause of agl'icultural distress he attributes to the 

'weather," to "bad seasons," which manufacturers are not 
xposed to. I leave Mr. Walmsley to settle this point betwixt 
e landlords and the Author of the seasons I 1f rents are so 
eked up that farmers cannot stand one season with another, let 
e blame, at any rat~, be c:ast where it is merited. 
3. The onl7 intelligible answer I ean make out from Mr. 

Walmsley's observations to the question, "Why Parliamentary 
prices had not been secured to the farmer ?" is " That it matters 
little about the price, prov;ded he had plenty of produce.'' But 
if he have not plenty, and yet prices are lower than he was given 
to hope for, what Lhen? ].\fr. ,valmsley h:i.s furnished no answer 
to this. 

4. It was asked," Why have your Poot· Rates been so heavy?'• 
Why did not the Corn Law, which was to '' protect'' the lahourer, 
prevent this? "Because'' said Mt·. ,valmsley, "gentlemen in 
the manufacturing districts stopped thei1· mills, and sent the 
people back to the country.'' Now, in answer to this, I ask, was 
this the cause that farms in the south were locked up, at one 
time, owing to the pressure of poor rates? Is it not notoriots 
that nearer the manufacturing towns we come, and lower we find 
the poor rates? Again, I ask, if the poor be sent back, what was 
it but poverty and want of employment that induced them to leave 
the agricultural districts? Again, how came these poor to have 
sl'itlements in the country? Is it not a fact, that, in many 
instances, they or their fathers have been broken-down farmers, 
and thus gained a settlement? And, finally, I ask, what is it that 
"stops the mills," but that policy, which if continued, will in the 
end, notwithstanding the present gleam of hope, "stop the mills'' 
again, and overwhelm the whole country with pauperism? 

5 Mr. Walmsley, in reply to the question, " ,vhy are the 
labourers so impoverished, that they are continually obliged to go 
to towns to find employment?" said he would answer that hy 
referring to Mr. Cookson's statement, which, of course, decided 
it at once, that there are better wages and shorter !tours in the 
country, than in the towns; that morality and rural felicity 
abound; and, as a natural consequence. that people a1·e deserting 
the long-chimney districts, and flocking to Layton-Hawes, to 
Bleazdale, and the Fyldecountry, in crowds; and that rows ofne\V 
comfortable cottages are being erected for their reception on 
every gentl.mian's estate! Mr, Cookson will be the :scape-goat 
of many a rent-lord, and his 11peeches will no doubt be stereotyptd, 
not only for the benefit of l\Ir. ,valmsley, but for all Englanl ! 

6. Mr. Walmsley is very candid when he says, "If trade were 
stopped, it would be a very bad thing.'' "\Ye are for protecting 
manufacturers also," he adds; and this they are doing by setting 
a coast guard to drive away every customer that approaches om· 
shores, providing that he ventu1·es to bring corn or food wit 
which to buy our goods. 

7. ",vhat is it that has made land five tin1Ps as valuable as it 
was ?" "It is protection," answers Mr. Walmsley honestly, 
Hence the inference as to the immense amount of which the 
eaters of food have been robbed, to get up, and keep up, tho 
value of land. 

8. Mr. ,v aJm~ley says, landlords liave been and are still improving 
their estates ; yes, they are improving now much more than 
formerly; and their exertions will just be in proportion to the 
belief that all false protection is about to be removed; but still, 
it is not unimportant to know, "Why have not landlords improved 
their estates sooner, and why are they everywhere scoldin~ 
farmers for neglecting tl1is ?" 

9. "Farmers," said Mr. Walmsley, "had full confidence in 
their landlords," and "he thought they had no wish to he other
wise than tenants-at-will.'' "They objected to Icing leases." 
Yes, they do now; and why ? because they have no "confidence ' 
in the present system ; and, moreover, the great bulk of them 
are so impoverished, that they could not undC'rtake the draining 
and improvin1r with which long leases, to be beneficial, must 
commence. As to the "full confidence" in the landlords, let l.\fr. 
,valmsley get into tlie 'company of farmers incog., on some 
market-day, and he will learn the full length anu breadth of it. 

10. l\Ir. ,valmsley and his friends mean to make "dear bread" 
cl,eap, by adding "slightly to its price" ; thus providing employ
ment for the agricultural labourer, and consequently, the means 
of purchasing it with. But why add the word "slightly,'' as to 
the pricfl of bread; if the additional price, procured by shutting 
the ports, brings more employment, would it not make more 
employment by keeping them closed altogether ? The fact is, 
that the greatest advantage that the agricultural labourer can 
possess, consists in two things ; cheap food, being the main item 
of outgoings in his family ; and prosperous nwnvfactures, for this 
attracli so many labourer11 away from the soil, that those wlw 
remain ge~ additional wagee. A man was asked the other day, 
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why he was getting an additional l\vo shillings per acre for push
}lloughing; and he answered, that because weaving was so much 
better, many who had formerly" pushed" had taken to the loom. 

11. M1·. Walmsley was puzzled to answer the question, "Why 
farmers promised more rent than they could afford to pay?'' His 
answer is, "There is not a word of truth in this; farmers never 
offer more rent than they thought a farm wDrtli." It would be 
uncivil to say there is not a word of truth in what Mr. Walmsley 
het·e states; but I am willing to test the veracity of the two opposite 
allegations by any twelve farmers, taken from any township in 
Lancashire. l\Ir. \Valmsley should not have been so positive in 
this; he might have escaped better by referring again to Mr. 
Cookson, who could have given him as glowing a picture of the 
rural felicity of farmers as ~1;> did of the agricultural labourers. 

I \VOuld now briefly notice l\Ir. Jacson's speech. Mr. Jac~on 
must have felt himself in hot water, when 1\Ir. Cookson was 
exhibiting all the horrors and immoralities of the Factory system, 
to which 1\1r. Jacson has been a party for so many years. But of 
course he did not like to disturb the harmony of the meeting; 
but reserved bis silent but significant rebuke to the end of the 
IDQeting, when the subscription was made. How could he 
ente1· heartily into this crusade against manufactures? 

There arA two or three points in Mr. Jacson's speech which 
require proof. Doeli 1\Ir. Jacson really believe that the agricul
turists are as seven to two of the manufacturing population? The 
return of the last three census proves the contrary of this. If 
persons are to be classed with agriculturfats, because they depend 
l ess or mure upon agriculture, we may all be so classed, for we 
all depend upon it, in some degree; and upon tho samo principle, 
all rmght be calle d. manufacturers, for all, even farmers, depend 
upon them for their clothing, and especially as customers for their 
food. But if it were tru'3, that agriculturists were seven-ninths, 
what a shame it is for such a powerful body to oppress a ~mall 
minority by taxing theil· food for their own benefit! Mr. Jacson 
is but a half-hearted monopolist after all; the new tariff, which 
has put all the monopolists into a panic, and which has certainly 
put a barrier in the way of future high prices, received bis 
highest eulogium. \Vhat will rampant monopolist11 say to this? 
].\fr. J acson is fo1· protection, but apparently only for such "mode
rate fixed duties'' as the tariff secures in other articles. I cannot 
but wonder, however, that Mr. Jacson, who ha shrewd tr11<les
man, should have shut his eyes to such a bargain as the offer of 
"any quantity" of wheat, at Nauvoo, at ls. 6d. per bushel, and 
whi<:L1 could have be en laid down here at. twenty-seven shilling:; 
p er quarter l Doubtless his principles over-balanced his love of 
gain ; as he was convinced that "such an introduction of foreign 
grai n would cause ve ry great and long-continued distress.'' Un
luckily, however, for the monopolists, if this ,tatement were 
correct, or nearly correct, it shows that the monopolish are rob
bing the country of neady thirty shillings a quarter! I leave them 
to se ttle this among themijelves. 7\h-. Jacson argued that we 
were not to depart from the protective principle, because no 
other country had done so, Now if some person had stood up 
an<l said that we were not to insist upon hi_ql, rents, because no 
otlr~r country had done so, Mr. Jacson would have hesitated to 
adm it the soundness of the comparison. The trnth is, justice 
a.lone should be om· guide; if we want precedents for folly and 
oppression, we have not to travel far to seek them ; but what is 
just and right in itself ought to be adopted, even if it were at 
-variance with America, which Mr. Jacson styled "the freeit 
country in the world.'• 

I shall not disturb the mass of foolishness and falsehood uttered 
by the other speakers. I only wish that the Preston Conserva
tive manufacturers had been present to bear Mr. Townley Parker's 
umarks, ( whom they lately delighted to honor,) in reference to 
the profits of manufactures. The meeting confuted itsp.Jf. After 
immense exertion, and the landlords' influence, which was 
used, only about 250 could be brought together; and though I 
hav 11 talked with a great number of farmers since, I have not met 
with one who sympathized with the object of the meeting. It 
has, in fact, opened the eyes of many, and the morn any partie• 
aiitate in a bad cause, and the more they will be confounded, 

A FREE-TRADER. 

VARIETIES. 

The Reduction of the Hours of Labour.-The only way to 
achieve a reduction of the hours of labour, without injustice 
to the operative, is by taking away the monopolies which enforce 
from him 90 days' h.bour, and take from him 90 days' wages every 
year ; and, by finding an increased demand for manufactures, 
employ all the idle hands at wages, which then, undepressed by a 
clamouring class of unfortunates, will be morn steady, more easily 
obtained, and more remunerative. Wealth comists of food, 
clothing houses-things that men want and can use ; and not of 
coin, the mere representative of value, The fund, then, out of 
which profits and wages are paid, consists or commoditie,. In 
proportion to the quantity of these will be the real income of all. 
However unequally they may be divided, it is neverthelen evi
dent, that the more commodities a country possesses, the greater 
the incomes of its people must be. The working classes always 
suffer the most from a deficiency of commoditie,, whether they 
gain the most by an increase or not. The three bad harvests of 
1838-9-40, fo1· instance, the operatives then suffered by far the 
most acutely from the falling-off in the quantity of food. Hovr, 
then, can the operative cla~ses expect to come off scot free, if 
one important item of national wealth is diminished? 

Sugar Duties.-The duty on all foreign Sugar is 63 shillings per 
cwt. and 5 per cent., or upwards of seven pence per pound, and 24 
shillings per cwt. and 5 per c1>nt., or less than 2¾d. per pound 
on Colonial Suga-r. This practically and in point of fact amount• 
to the prohibition of 1111 sugar not produced in the possessions o( 
the British Empire, and by thus limiting the supply, keeps up 
sugnr at. its pMsent enormous price. From a return of the export 
trade of Rio de JanE'iro, it appear• that, out of 114 British ves
sels cleared from that port in the year 1842, laden ,vith Sugar 
and Coffee, only 21 were enabled to return to the United King
dom direct, the remaining 93 vessels being deitined for Ham
burgh, Trieste, Antwerp, and elsewhere, at a considerable 
disadvantage, having in most cases to return home from the con
tinental ports in ballast, or otherwise unprofitably employed, and 
all this because oft ho excessive duty of 63 shillings which ia levied 
upon Brazilian and all foreign sugars. 

Co~tly "Protection.''-The co;;tly character of "protection" 
in this country, on only two of the articles of consumption, sugar 
and wheat, may be judged by the fact, that in one week, recently, 
£358,463 more was paid by the entire kingdom than if the same 
had been bought on the Continent, that additional cost to the 
people being the consequence of the present protective and exclu
sive system; £70,008 was the dilforence of the cost of the Wtlekly 
consumption of sugar above what the cost would be on the con
tinent, and paying the same amount of daty to the State that the 
colonial sugar does. It costs the metropolis alone £5,883. The 
difference of the same of bread in the same week, compared with 
what it would cost on the Continent, was £288,460 for the whole 
country, and £24,038 for London only. The total cost of "pro
tection' ' on these two articles, from the commencement of th11 
year to the present time, has been very nearly £600,000 l 

Improved C•tltivation.-Therepeal alarm is \'forking beneficially. 
The agriculturists aro improving more, manuring more, and pur
suing more improvements, than they have ever done before. If 
they would only carry this far enough, they would virtually repeal 
the Corn Laws thereby. There is no doubt that they can pro
duce corn as cheap here as abroad, and can compete with 
foreigners as well as our manufacturera. Only let rent take it1 
chance out of what the produce will allow, and Britiah agricul
ture will challenge all competition. 

lncrea,ed Conaumplion of Sonp.-An acute observer, who re
vi~ited London a short time since, after a lapse of twenty years, 
!!aid that the people had very much improved in cleanliness. In 
the year 1801, the quantity of soap consumed per head or the 
population or England and Wale, was 4.84 lbs.; 1811, 5.63 lb•.; 
1821, 6.43 lbll.; 1831, 6.23 lbs.; lR41, 9.20 Jbs. Manufactures 
have bad some influgnce in this increase ; but morals have al10 
done something to improve the soap trade.-Poor Lau, Gaz•tt•. 

· In Jersey, where they have free trade, the prices for wheat ffere 
from 1832 to 1841, 48s. 4d. per quarter. During th11 same time 
it wa, 40 shilling• in Dantzic, and 56,, 8d, iu England, 
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"Commercial freedom is a high, a natural, and a safe principle, which does not require the aid of nice calculations."-Times. 

TH.E TI1'.IDER 1'.IONOPOLY. 

KoNIG T1MnEnFLOT.-" Sawnl'y, oh, hoy! I" 
·Au: xA~DER l\IAcGn Econ.-" E!l, mon, what ha' ye got to say?" 

TrnsERFLOT.-" I see you are building. I have got some good timber here." 

MACGllEGOR.-" Tout, mon; my cousin l\Iontreal Ft>ll-pine hae got some also.'' 

TillmE RFLoT.-" Oh, but he lives so far off, over the sea, and I am close to you; come, my good fe-fto>\,-, l W'aL'VC lliOJDe of our 
Glasgow muslins." 

l\iACOREGOR.-" Oh, be hanged I I must protect our colonial interest l" 

No. 1!23. 
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WHY DO WE PREFER "HOME-MADE" 

ARTICLES? 

We seem fond of home trade, home mantifaclures, and 
nome every thing. Now there is a great deception in this 
fascinating sound of" home," a deception which even the 
great Liberator himself has not wholly ei1caped. If I recol
lect aright, not many years ago, he was recommending the 
Irish to use, as exclusively as possible, articles of home 
manufacture. This is really short-sighted policy, and tends 
to foster that exclusiveness wliiich, more than anything 
else, produces poverty. Why don't we clamour for home 
grapes, or home oranges? Simply because we cannot get 
them as good and as chea'!' as the foreign ones. And our 
choice in these cases develops the principle upon which 
all wise persons and all wise nations proceed, as to the 
preference they give to foreign over the home production. 
Why do you run to the shoemaker'!. for a pound of blacking? 
Simply because it costs you less time than if you were to 
make it yourself. Why does your neighbour Betty send to 
you for a hot mutton pie? Because she knows you make 
them on a larger scale, and she gets one for half the amount 
of labour it would cost her to make it herself. We send 
to Sheffield for knives ; but could we not grace our table 
with knives of home manufacture? Yes; but then, bv 
employing ourselves at i1omething else, we can get tw~ 
dozen of Sheffield blades, while we should only get one 
were we to make them ourselves. The Sheffield man 
wants shirts and shifts, and linings for his clothes ; but 
instead of fitting up a loom to produce a piece of " home 
manufacture," he prefers ;,ending to Manchester, where he 
gets sixty yards for the same value of knives as forty would 
cost him, if he manufactured it himself. These !imple 
instances develop the correct policy of nations ; and no 
Jaws need be made to enlighten, nor restrictions t-nacted to 
guide, the people in these exchanges. They can dis. 
criminate between good and middling, dear and cheap, 
amfficiently well to regulate all their proceedings themselve!. 
The less you interfere, the more advantages will result; 
and the more you interfere, the less beneficial will it be 
for all parties. Why should a country prefer its home pro
duce to that of another country, beyond the circumstance 
of its being better and cheaper ? The chief reason tliat 
pr')mpts many to do this, is the opinion that they are em
ploying their countrymen, in preference to foreigners; but 
the fact is, we are often diminishing that employment, or, at 
any rate, making that employment less productiYe to the 
country, and affording a less rate of _remuneration. Our 
labourers should always be engaged rn what they most 
excel in ; and if trade were left free, they would be so 
engaged of their own accord. When we buy foreign 
articles, we in eff'ect buy British labour, as surely, though 
more indirectly, as_if we employed it at first hand. !he 
articles we get are what has been exchanged for articles 
produced here, either directly or indirectly. We do not 
get foreign artic~es for nothing. No, buying foreign ar
ticles is just taking the labour of so many men, say in 
Preston, and exchanging it for the labour of so many in 
another country, by which means home employment is as 
much secured, if not more, as if we had the individuals in 
our mills, or in our fields. There would be no difference 
as to its effect upon employment, between buying the home 
article and the foreign, but this, that instead of the article 
produced, be it whatever it may, coming direct from the 
worker to yourself, it takes a trip and returns metamorphosed 
into something we want more than the article ~xported, 
and which is deemed cheaper or better. If foreigners 
would give ua their goods for nothing, eTerybody must 
perceive that we should then, most certainly, gain by the 
~cmnnlona But thouah th~r will not do thi•• 7et it must 

be a great advantage to get back what is plentiful and cheap 
in exchange for what we have little use for. Food, un
questionably, is the great- thing above all others that we 
want. Well, is not foreign food as good as home food ? 
nay, is it not to be preferred when for the same labour a 
family can get it equally as good, and one-third more in 
quantity ? The additional means of consumption acquired 
would still keep most, if not all, the agricultural labourers 
at work on the land, for the demand for animal food, milk, 
fresh butter, cheese, vegetables, frnits, &c., would be 
immediately increased, but they would not worsen their 
condition even if some of them, instead of working a sterile 
soil, were providing manufactures to exchange for the food 
of more fertile lands. 

But then it is said, the foreigners want mone!J only ; 
they want our gold and not our goods. This is a mistake ; 
the last article they want is gold or silver, because it affords 
them the least prospect of profit, and if they get it they 
convert it again, as soon as possible, into such goods as will 
afford them a chance of making more. When they bring 
corn here, they would prefer something they can again 
exchange and dispose of to more profit than gold. 
But even if they were so foolish as to prefer coin, as it 
affects the interests of labour, it is the same thing. All 
the silver and gold we have in this country has been got in 
exchange for our productions. These metals are, in fact, 
as much articles on sale where they are produced, as hemp 

I in Russia, or tea in China. Trade is one round of ex
changes; and we can get gold and silver as emily for our 
goods, as we can get tea and silk providing we can afford 
them cheap enough. Our wish to retain gold, simple gold, 
unproductive metal, beyond the convenience of a steady cur~ 
rency, is an error. It is the conversion of this into articles 
of enjoyment that makes it valuable. Only let its marktt 
price increase a trifle by being paid away freely for food, (though 
few importers would carry it away if they could get any
thing else,) and we soon get fresh supplies. It matters little 
whether we get cheap food for goods or gold, for our goods 
can always purchase gold in those markets where it is abun
dant. For two or three years back we had, it was said, an 
overstock of goo,ds : now, we hear it stated, we have au 
ot1crstock of gold. nut let some of this gold be converted 
into articles of food, and by the reduction in the price of 
this food the poor and the lnbourer! would get the benefit 
of it as much as if the superfluous sovereigns were divided 
among them. If by employing foreign ploughs and harrows 
we get the means of employing more churns, more milk
pails, more garden spades, more shuttles, and more handi
craft, of all sorts at home, the interests oflabour :ire sure to be 
promoted. But our object ought not to be so much the 
increasing of employment, as the securing of a greater 
degree of enjoyments for the people. But to do this we 
must cl~ar our minds of the prejudice against foreign 
articles, and of the fancy that trading only among ourselves 
is the road to wealth. 

THE EXCUSES OF THE MONOPOLISTS. 

It is amu~ing to see the shifts that monopolists are put to 
in order to justify taking what they know is not their 
o,vn. If one shopkeeper only, in Preston, had the exclusive 
privilege of selling all the 11am that is eaten, the price, pro
bably, would be a shilling a pound. When remonstrated 
with for his exorbitant charge, and told that in Chorley it 
was only eightpence, the first thing he would think of would 
be to invent some excuse to justify himself. He might touch 
on the quality of the article, on the importance of pro
tecting one dealer especially to prevent being exposed to 
the danger of not getting supplied by foreigners, and man

1 other ncu&e1 J but he would b• 1ure to -dwell on the hea 
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poor rates, police taxes, and church taxes he had to pay, 
without at all considering that his customers were liable to 
the same imposts. This is the course the monopolists take. 
They always try to find excuses, though they are con
tinually shifting their ground. Mr. Wilson Patten, M. P. 
for the Northern Division of the county, says that the 
protection of the British farmer ( of course the British land
lord has nothing do with it), "should be equivalent to the 
taxes levied upon corn here." I wish he would have told 
us what he meant by taxes "levied upon corn here." There 
is. no government tax whatever upon home-grown corn, 
and therefore he must mean the local taxes that fall upon the 
land from which corn i1t grown. Now if these be bundled 
altogether, they are a mere flea-bite compared to the extra 
amount extorted from the people by closing the ports. If 
Mr. Patten will be satisfied with throwing the taxes which 
fall upon land, upon the country at large, trifling in amount 
as they are compared with what others pay, let him bring 
in a bill to do this, and I am not sure whether the free 
traders would not support him. It is too bad to saddle the 
country with fifty millions a year, and then say that the 
protection of corn should be equal to the tax on it, which 
cannot exceed two or three millions, including poor rates. 
It sounds plausible to some ears, that the ta~ed farmers 
of this country cannot compete with the untaxed farmers of 
other countries ; but would it not be much more true to 
say that the raclc-1·ented farms of this country, cannot com
pete with the easy-rented and freehold farms of other coun
tries ? But the worst is, that instead of getting the taxes 
lowered or equalized, (if they are not equal,) they claim a 
right to throw all their burdens upon other people, who are 
equally taxed, by demanding an extra price for their food. 
Would it not be quite as just to say, the highly taxed 
operatives of this country cannot compete with those of 
other countries, who are easily taxed, unless they compel 
the landowners to let them have their food at a less price 
than what is paid abroad? 

THE LONDON BAZAAR. 

l\Ir. Cobden, in a late address in Covent Garden Theatre, said, 
Many application~ have been made to the Council of the League, 
requesting that they will have a bazaar in this theatre before the 
close of the season. (Hear, hear, hear.) Many ladies in London, 
and in the co1mlry also, have intimated that they are already at 
work to fl Upply materials to the bazaar, in order that they may by 
that means-not knowing any other-assist the cause of the 
League by contributing in that pleasant manner to its funds. 
(Loud and continued cheers.) The Council have determined to 
adopt the suggeations of our fair fri•.mds, and I mention it now in 
ordflr that all those who may feel disposed to aid in furnishing 
articles to the bazaar may be giving diligent attention to that ob
ject. (Renewed cheers.) I will venture to make one suggestion. 
I am anllious that we 11hould have a collection of specimens of 
every tpccies of manufacture in the kingdom brought to a focus 
in thia bazaar. (Cheers.) "\Ve will have ever)thing made of I 
metal, from a steam-engine down to a needle. ,v e'll ha,•e 
•pecimens of everything that c.an be made in silk, from the 
most magnificent embroidered ~arment down to the coar11est 
and narrowest ribbon: we 'll have everything that cotton can 
produce, and everything that the linen weaver can make ; and 
we'll bring everything of eYery aort that manufactories can pro
duce, for exhibition in this theatre. (Loud cheers.) And when 
we have b rought these materials together, we'll invite the mono-

1 
polis~s (lo ud cheers)-yes, we'll invite the restrictionists to see ' 
thi~ collection: we'll point to it aa a proof of what the ingenuity, I 

the unaided and unprotected skill of manufacturers can do ' 
without the Duke of Richmond or the Duke of Buckingham to 
help them. (Loud cheers.) And having brought them to view 
this exhibition, we'll put 1hi1 question to them, and this only, 
" Do you think that the hands which made these beautiful and in
genioua article• ought ~o be hangin1 idly by the 1ide1 of men \Tho 
are plnlnili for want or bread?'' (Great chearina,) · 

THE R~ASONS FOR CONTESTING BOROUGHS. 

Mr. Cobden says,-I am anxious that onr friends 1hould 
never feel disappointed 'lt a single electioneering repulse, not
withstanding the kind advice given to us by some of our news
paper friends, for I will not call it a defeat, but simply a repulso. 
Bear in mind that a League candidate stands for the purpose 
of educating constituencies. 1Ve go into a borough, and we 
merely transfer our lectures and packet of tracts to that borough, 
at a time when the inhabitants are all alive for politics; and it ia, 
in fact, simply availing ourselves of that opportunity to get hearcra 
which the excitement of an election always ensures ; for we are 
convincod, whatever the issue of one contest may be, that we can 
do as much to educate a borough in one week during the excite
ment of an election, as we can do in a month under other circum
stances. It is like a recruiting party going into a to,vn witlt 
drums and colours flying-it is, in fact, a recruiting party entering 
a town in fair time. And do not let us have an impression, or 
let the public have an impression, that the League is Epending 
money, in boroughmongering, bribery, 01· anything of that sort. 
No! we go to prevent other people spending money in bribery 
in boroughs. 1Vhy, you are accustomed, from what you read o( 
elections, to think that a contest in a borough involves an expeme 
of something like a thousand or t,velve hundred pounds. I ven
ture to say that in a borough like Woodstock, or Huntingdon, or 
Horsham, if any body spend more than £100 in an election con
test, he has not spent it legally. And if we do nothing else i11 
our visits to these boroughs, we are at least accomplishing a great 
good in preventing other parties pursuing that system of demorali
zation which makes an election contest little more or leu than 11 

trial of the length of the candidates' purse,. 

FREEDOM FOR BOTH LABOUR AND COl\11\IERCE 

Every interference with the free current of trade and industry 
is an evil. It would never, indeed, be thought of, if it were not 
for the heavy pressure of evils which the people feel from the 
system, but are not fully prepared to discover the cause, It. i• 
dear food, and restricted trade, that have rendered the m::mes 
slaves to the time-hook. Let them buy at the best market, and 
short working will then go much further than lengthened labour 
does at present. To legislate with the concern. of trade is in 
itself an evil; commerce is regulated by demand and supply, 
which balance themselves when left to their natural couree; and 
the price of labour, like that of any other commodity, must ulti
mately be determined by the state of the world's market. A wis11 
ruling power has been termed a paternal Government, "because,' 
says an old author, "a father interfereth only to check evil;" but 
"Protection'' is like the conduct of a foolisli mother, petting ons 
child, bribing another, artificially timulating all, and leaving no 
development of mind or body to the healthy operations of nature. 
But this experiment of a meddling, interfering, and '• protecting" 
Government has been tried; the history of Ireland for nearly 
seven centuries is a mere record of attempts to make people grow 
up to a pattern predetermined by a Legislature, and the result 
has been that Ireland is a perplexity to the stateFman, a puzzle to 
the philosopher, a grief to the philanthropist, a disgrace and a. 
peril to England. 

The Corn Laws.-As the last day of March was Sunday, the 
Clergy as in duty bound, read the 114th Psalm, wherein David 
invokes a blessing upon the garners of the people, and prays that 
they may be full and plent'.lous with all manner of store, that our 
sheep may bring forth thousands and ten thousands, and that 
there be no complaining in our streets, and then he breaks out ill 
the following beautiful strain, "Happy are the people in 11uch a 
state." Now, Mr. Editor, the Rev. Mr. Wilson, of Grayrigg, 
did not agree with the Psalmist, for on the day following, at & 

sale at Lambert Ash, he was handing round a petition in favour 
of scarcity and dear bread. But it is not l\Ir. Wilson only, but. 
all the clergy, with a few honourable exceptions, who have, in 
one way or other, tlone the same. How painful to contrast the 
pious men of old with the clergy of our day. Moses stood in the 
gap betwixt the pla,sue and the people, but our clergy atand be
twixt the people and plenty. David rejoiced in plenty aa the 
greatest 1oud J our pa1tor1 aeem lo eon,ider it as the greate•t 
nil, B, 11, • Kendal~ 



·4 ' THE· STBtJCO-LE., 

VARIETIES. 
In the year 1834 a public meeting was called in Nor folk to pe

t it ion upon the s11hject of agricultural disti·ess. The writer of this 
article was, at the time, on a visit to the late Earl of Leicester. 
The first subject of conversation was this meeting and its cause. 
He asked the Earl's opinion as to both. " I will not answer you 
to day,'' said his lord hip, "but I will show you to-morrow." 
The morrow came, and they drove to a principal tenant near the 
park. They met him in the :,ard, when the Earl gravely said, 
"That man is the greatest enemy I have on earth.'' The good 
farmer very earnestly inquired what his landlord meant, perceiv
ing that there was some covert design in his attack. " Wfiy I 
mean," said his lordship, "that you buy all the ,veils manure out 
of my hands." "Ah," said Mr. M., "you do not like me 
the worse for that.'' "Perhaps not ; but tell me, have you spent 
£500 or £600 this year in this way.'' "Six, if you will believe me 
Sir.'' "And do you think this land is the best bank in which you 
can place your money?" "I do, Sir.'' "There," said his lord
ship, " there's agricultural distress for you." This anecdote, 
which is related verbatim as it passed, was strongly recalled by 
the quotation in the" Quarterly Review," of "Lord Stanley's 
wise and important dedaration at Liverpool, in Jul}, 1841, that 
' there was no ban!, in the whole country-no, commercial specula
tion - no investment-so safe, so sure, and profitable as that in 
w!tich even bor1'owed capital may be e11gaqed by investing it under 
t!te ground.' •' It was the universally expressed opinion of this 
ven~rable agriculturist above cited, " that no land was so bad that 
it would not pay for cultivation."-Su.ffolh Advertiser. 

Food versus Clothing.-A writer on free irade, from America, 
s:iy~, there is no class of persons in the whole world more directly 
interested in low tariffs and free exchanges with the inhabitants of 
other countries than the farmers of this. They stand scarcely 
lesii in need of cheap clothing than we do of cheap corn. In
deed, with nothing have I been more struck amongst the people 
of the western states than the glaring contrast which exists between 
their food and thei1· dress: the superfluity and excellence of the 
one, and the extreme coarseness and poverty of the other. Dur
ing my excursions in the West, I have met with proprieto1·s of 
lands in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, many of them possessing 
hundreds, and some even thousancls, of acres of fine corn and 
p:isture soil, and yet clad in garments which many of our common 
English labourers would be almost ashamed to wear. 

Emig,·ation.-The season for emigration has again commenced, 
and hundreds of our population :i.re leavir,g their native shores, to 
enrich, it may be, some more prosperous country with their 
talirnt and industry ; and if anything more were wanting to prove 
the fallacy of restrictive Jaws, it could be found in the fact, that 
the shipb which convey our brethren from thl'ir homes are nearly 
all supplied with the necessary prnvisions for those emigrants 
from the stores of America. Thus we may perceive that even 
the " baking in bond" system does not enable Great B1·itain to 
supply her sons and daughters who are dl'iven into exile, with 
the biscuit bread necessary for their voyage across the seas 1-
Con-espondent of the Live1pool Mercury. 

London, 18th, 4th month, 1844. 
The Proposed Bazaar.-ESTEEMED FRIEND,-Ileing in town 

with one of my sons on business, we procured two tickets for the 
meeting last night; and I must say that I was truly delighted to 
see such an audience. and such enthusiasm. R. Cobden gave 0111 

that it was intended soon to have a bazaar, consisting of' part of 
all the manufactures of the country. Allow me to say that I will 
be most happy to contribute a handsome table-cloth. I should be 
most happy to learn the time when it will be received. 

.John Bright, M.P. R. l\fi:ncER, of Dunfermline. 
The Advantage of Foreign Trade.-If we manufactured for 

foreign countries, those states in reality pay the wages of the work
people ; and these wages come to the agriculturists in the pur
chase of food, and to the government in the payment of taxes. 
All the three would suffer therefore if this trade were destroyed. 

What folly !-At a meeting in London to petition for the re
duction of duties on Sugar, &c., the Chartists attended and upset 
the meeting. It is reported that one of them "demonstrat11d that 
a rt1duction of the duty upon the common necessaries of life would 
be followed by a concomitant reduction of wages!'' 

Free Trade a Citil Right.-Suppose some official wac; appointed 
to calculate how n111ch manure was produced in this country; nnd 
after he felt satisfied that there was a sufficiency, he proceeded to 
forbid the importation of any foreign ; what would the country 
think of him? And yet this is virtually the conduct of tba 
monopolists. Instead of throwing the sea gates wide open to 
admit as much food as every party bas a mind to bring, they are 
weighing, and measuring, and squeezing, just to allow what they 
think barely enough, and not to admit a grain beyonJ this. 
"Free Trade," said Milner Gibson, " was a civil 1·ight, which 
could not be affected if we grew ten times more corn than we do.'' 

Protection is only wanted for superannuated persons and young 
children of three or four years old, and those pl'Otectors are 
generally called nurses (loud laughter and cheers). They te II us 
seven-ninths of the population are farmers or dependants on 
farmers, and yet they tell us they want protection I Who is to 
protect them ;-and from whom 7 From an American, a Pole, 
or a Russian? Surely not, but according to their own representa
tions, from the poor and sickly manufacturers, who form only two
ninths of the number, and possess but one-tenth of the capital of 
the kingdom ( cheers and laughter ).-R. Cobden. 

Wages a11d Living.-It was asked, said Mr. Oastler, how thoy 
could expect masters to pay twelve haurs' wages for ten hours' 
work? His answer was, "Show him any mastor that ever paid 
twelve hours' wages for twelve hours' work.'' lie gr:inted he 
paid as much as he could afford; but it was not wages for 
work, because in many instances it did not purchase sufficient 
food, clothing, and shelter; it could not, therefore, be proper 
wages.'' Could there be a more decided argument in favou1· of 
free food and cheaper living than this declaration?'' 

Prepal'e for an Election.-Every constituency should put itself 
in a course of normal training for a new general election. It may 
come more suddenly than the country anticipates. So far as the 
Anti-Corn-Law League is concerned, it is a matter of perfect 
indifference what Government holds the reins of power ; and it 
will certainly lend itself to nothing which partakes of a party 
character. Its banner is PRINCIPLE ; its com·se of action is 
straightforward; and it will take Free Trade as readily from Sir 
Robert Peel as from Lord .John Russell. 

The League the Farmers' Friend.-Very few farmers think how 
much they are indebted to the League. They are already 
poor, but if it had not been for th is power starting into existence 
fol' their rescue, they must ha\·e sunk into a condition of perfect 
se1-fdom. "You won't get the Corn Laws repealed just yet," 
says an intelligent writer, "but you are doing a world of good by 
bringing the landlords to their sen es, and inducing them to grant 
more favom·able terms to good tenants.'' 

Fifty per cent. I-The worthy Richard Cookson, at the Garslang 
Protection Meeting, said that some manufacturei·s were clearing 
fifty per cent. profit. How blind the capitalists of England mnst 
be not to find this out, instead of investing their money in rail
ways, OI' other uncertain speculations, with a view of getting 
Lhree or four per cent.! No statement, it seems, is too monstrous 
to be made to support monopoly. 

Indian Corn.-Abundance of Indian corn is grown in th~ United 
States. ,vcre the British Corn Laws abolished, it might be 
imported into England at a price so low as to enable the farmer 
here to give it to his cattle, as is done in America. Could the 
American farmers be shown that free trade was likely to open 
to them a market only for that one product, almost all of them 
would become free traders. 

Short Time.-So far as the operatives arc concerned, there 
could scarcely be a better plan of securing a repeal of the food la w:i, 
than the working of short time. The operatives would not wish 
any shorter eating than at present, and therefore in order to cat 
as much for ten hours' labour as they do now for twelve, they 
would insist upon the landlords' long-time food bill bein~ immedi
ately repealed. 

A Capital Toast.-The Chairman, at the Liverpool Banquet, 
proposed "Speed the Plough. May British agriculture soon be 
relieved from the ' peculiar burden' of protection, and keep pace 
in the march of improvement with British manufactures.'' 
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Good harvests are always seasons of comme,rcial prosperity, for this reason, that th., ""~' u, , .... ,;; is much less than when 
tb.e harvests are deficient.'' 

VILLA.GE POLITifJIA.IWS. 

Dubw,ll, the Shoemaker; Dinghard, the Smilh; Vttch, the Labourer; 
Tumbo11e, the Ses.ton; and Birchall, the Schoolmaster. 

D1NOUARD.-\Vhat news ba,·e you for ns this even, Master Birchall? 
BrncHA t.L.- Why, no great deal thut is goorl for much. The landlorch 

h11,·e incleed talked lurgely of late 11hout their anxiety to protect the lu
bouter, and I dee even uur Squire Hunlup has "oluntccred a speech on the 
11uhject-riugi11g, of conr~c, the usual changt's on •• Protection to 11.1li\·e 
ind11s1ry ;"-" D11111-:er or ,lependin).( on loreig11crs," &c., \.c . 

D1:sGHARD.-Well, Muslt~r B11chull, l say he's in the right on't. 
\\' hut's tu hecomc ol us if" e depc11<l 011 our enemies l'or food? 

BrncHALL,-There would be Jiule enmity between 1111tio11s enjoying the 
mutual b,•nefits of uurt'strictt•cl nimmert'c. 

D1r-GUABD.-For my µart, I thiuk they'd quarrel ull the same. I was 
goi11g lO i,ay I wish uur Squire wouhl uct consistent, am! not bring so 
many Scntchmeo ( which is all the same as foreiguers lo us) to work on hi& 
eatate. 

DDBWELL.-You know thnt "ery well thutsincebailiffKenaway has em• 
pluyt'll 1hc11e new men, as knows mo,c 1hun our folk, he bas raisc,I double 
off tl,e Janel, hesirles finding all a bc:longs to the place in work, and he pro
mise~ soon In raise wHgt s Yon ~ our5t'lt ha,·e been bnsier si11cc they came. 

DI:-GHAitD-Ma~l ,up l have>; but they brin~ all mak of new-t'anglecl 
mud1111t·1 to he mt·t tlt·cl , 111111 ure ct.111tcnt ,1· j' uougLt, u I do in tht: good 
old \\U\S; s \\e\r bet•n ust·ri lo. 

li1a~au1 .. -\YLII. l'rieod Dingba1d, you'nt found f11uh wi\h the SLJ.uirc 

No. 124. 

for iocorisi~tency, let us see if we can't nail you, You would send away 
these foreigner,, as you cull them; prny is not your son as much a foreign• 
er in Manchester, where he earns n good living by pattern-drawing, not 
being strong enough to work at the forge? To be consistent, yo1, muat 
confi11e all intercourse to your own village-you must dig for coal io your 
own garden ! 

V1nca.-And get iron from the th' olu ston~-quarry at bJLtom o' th' 
mea ,low ! 

DvllWF.LL -Anrl, ~foster Dinglrnrd, bow consistent with your indepen
dent pnnciplc ,!id you uct wht!n you l!Cnt fourteen mil es for lime and bri ck 
to lrnli,l up them ucw shc1b, wlicn there were loatls of clay aud straw nigh 
.i.l h.i.11 ,l tu patch 'em urn up sam e as afore. 

Tua:-.aoNE.-Ay, m_v m.1stors, or when he went eighteen miles across 
the moors a-courting S.1lly ~utbrown, when he mi;,ht b;,ive huJ a goo <!. 
choice nearer home I 

D1:so1uno.-I don't Ree any reason in onght 1111 any or ye ha,·e suid, 
HrncHALL.-Perhaps some or us have wandcrctl ruther fur to get a !l ing 

at your would-be iutlepencleuce of your neighbours. Hut, friend Ding. 
hard, when we do m,e good sound argument, I often think you rc,emble 
your owu smithy clog-the sharper the sµarks fly, the c)o3er you shut your 
eyes. I nm 61He that if you calmly exercise your juclgment, you will ace 
that yon cannot, in fairness, use the argument as far as it suits ,\'OU only, 
und there s:op. You cunnot claim the pri\ilegc or going eight miles for 
any 111 ticle you require, and deny to the Squire the privilege of going eighty 
for whut he requin:s. N11r can the Squire consistently go eigb1y for whut 
be ueed», uud pr.:vcnt the notion from going 800 to 1upply it, n~cHtitie!·, 



THII 801JTH 1'...A.ll'CA.8HID:E ELECTION! 
ELBCTOU ! 

Opportunities ' keep' oeeurrln~ for ' you · to· altet and am'end 'the composition of · the House 
of Commons. At present it is notoriously bad ; it is a house devoted to its own intereets ; it ie a 
convention to tax the people, and put the proceeds into its members' pockets, and those of their friends. 
It deals in corrnption by wholesale ; it is a bread-taxing Parliament, and will continue to !!ustain this 
odious character so long as you allow it. Be determined, then, like men, to make the House of Commons 
honest-at least so far as you have the power. Let neither threats, nor bribes, nor indifference, prevent 
you from voting honestly for those who will vote and work for the people. Be determined to rescue your trade 
from the trammels of monopoly, by returning men who, instead of serving themselves, will serve their 
country. Vote for none but free traders; and let no consideration under Heaven prevent you doing your 
duty whenever you ·are called upon·. SOUTH LANCASHIRE is now vacant! Let every Elector firmly 
resist the entreaties of the monopolists, and come out bravely to rescue this important manufacturing dis
trict from being any longer misrepresented by bread-taxers! While Lancashire returns monopolists to 
Parliament, the friends of free trade cannot but be discouraged in other places ; let this county wipe off 
the disgrace which has long attached to it, and set a noble example to the nation, by electing a thorough
going free trader! Let electors, and non-electors, tradesmen, farmers, and labourers, all arouse themselves 
as one roan to oppose tyranny and corruption, and to vote for the friends of good trade and national pros
perity ! A victory now will be a victory indeed. Let every friend to freedom feel as if the result depended 
upon himself; and for a great national good, be willing to make any sacrifice of time or ease in order to secure 
a triumph! Let the overwhelming voice of South Lancashire at last be heard in the House of Commons, 
in favor of free bread and free trade, and the rights of the people. 

ADDRESS OF THE COUNCIL OF THE NATIO:XAL ANTI-COR:X-LAW LEAGUE TO THE ELECTORS OF 
SOUTH LANCASHIRE. 

,. ... , ... "...,_~~--....,..,......,..,"'-"_,,.,.,.,..,...,...,,,.,..,..~,.,.,.,,..,,,,,..,,..,,..,._""""""~"""'~-
" Free Trade is of no party, but for the equal good of all parties." 

GENTLE!\IEY,-A vacancy has most unexpectedly occurred in the representation of this important division. We feel it in
cumbent upon us to address you on this deeply momentous occasion, when your voice is to be given either for or against the 
great commercial and manufacturing interests of this county, and of our country at large. 

For several years the attention of the public has been turned to a consideration of the question of free trade, with an ex
tending belief, that on its solution depend the security and prosperity of our national interests. In this county especially has 
the principle of monopoly been repudiated, and that of perfect freedom of industry recognised as the only safe basis of legisla
tion. It is to the electors of the most important division of this county that we now appeal. The monopolist1o ask your sup
port, to enable them, by law, to make certain articles of common and extensive consumption dearer than they would be if not 
interfered with by the law. For example, they would maintain a corn-law ; so that, when we have deficient harve.sts in this 
country, we arc shut out from supplying ourselves from abroad, except at most extravagant prices, under which vast multitude1 
of the poorest of our population suffer grievous privations ; they would maintain monopolies also in the articles of sugar and 
coffee, by which prices are raised about one-third, and a large portion of the people are cut off from their fair and natural sup
ply. It is not, however, in the increase of price that the most destn1ctive features of these monopolies are seen, but in their 
operation upon trade; in their limiting trade; in their shutting some foreign markets against us, and injuring all; in their 
direct results in diminishing the demand for labour, and reducing at once the profits of capital, and the wages of the working man. 

Lancashire is the great home of the manufacturing industry of Great Britain ; it is in this county that its greatest triumphs 
have been gained ; it is here that the struggle for its emancipation must be mainly carried on. We offer you a principle and a 
policy the very opposite to that on which monopolies are based. Free trade is recommended to you, not as a system by which 
particular interests will prosper at the expense of other interests, but as a system by which all industry, and skill, and capital 
are loft free to their own channels of employment and 1·eward, without the mischievous intervention of laws passed to keep 
down one clas , that another may rise on its ruin. Free trade in all thing , and especially in articles of food, would be to us 
more trade, more employment, more wages, more revenue, without increase of taxation ; less of poor-rates, without ha1dship to 
the poor ; more of social harmony, and more of security to all, than are even possible under a policy of restriction, which all 
experience condemns as absurd in principle, and most w1just and mischievous in practice. 

But we do not deem it needful, in this brief address, to enter at length into the arguments on behalf of free trade. We are 
convinced that a. very large majority of you agree with us in the opinion we have formed on that question; and that, could the 
voice of each individual elector be taken, uninfluenced by other motiYes, there would be a decision all but unanimous in its 
favour. \Vhat arc these other motives? Among these, perhaps the strongest is the adherence to party ties and party leaders. 
"\Ve have long ago abandoned party names and party warfare; they are for the most part a delusion, and serve only to lead the 
people away from the substantial, to purue, at best, an imaginary good. Free trade is strictly of no party, and yet of all parties; 
it is a beneficent and just principle offered to all, promising good to all, without the sacrifice of any, and may be espoused by the 
intelligent and the honest of every party. 

This election has come upon us wholly without warning; but it does not find us unprepared. The seed has been sown 
widely, almost universally, in this county; it has, prung up, and gives promise of fruit in minds which heretofore have viewed 
each other with hostile feelings. The past is gone: let us avoid its jealousies; let us forget its errors, except to shun them. A 
season of terrible distress has visited us since our last exercise of the electoral franchise. Vv e have seen trade prostrated, capital
ists ·ruined, farmers and shopkeepers sinking, multitudes of honest artizans of every kind beggared, the hives of industry a scene 
of threatened tumult and danger, and every man asking of his neighbour, "\Vhat is the cause of these calamities?" And the 
future is before us, less clouded for the moment, but promising greater perils, if our course be marked by no greater wisdom than 
the past. 

Elcct01·s ! we ask you to think on these things. Government can only be what you make it. It is a being of your own 
creation. Send honest and enlightened men to parliament, and you will have a parliament that will pursue an honest and en
lightened policy: B~ no longer the _sport of party names : they can nev~r save. you. Be united as a gre:1-t commerci~l and in
dustrious and mtelhgent couunuruty, and your free voice, given at this elect.ion, shall go far to dctermme the duration of that 
system under which yottr country has :mffe1·cd, and is still ~uffering, eo heav.Y misfortunes, 

In conolusion1 wo intplore you at this el~ction to wel~h Well the _prmc1plet of the cQndidAte! who offer themselves for yolll' 
\tfu- , e I ind to vot only for the man ~haat VOtil& in pa.rliamtnt wilr be giVCll\ in flvour 0£ the &bolition of Ill anonopolie • and 

9- \ filU 1dopUu:\ of tha g~t t nd j\\ prinGiJlu olfrt-, MUI• wlt.\ II tAt tfWltl,-B-}' Qtdtr of thq. ot.n\ncil1 
,. !\0h et\ hh M ~ 11 t BORG ~ 1LSO. ~\ tll~an-. 



THE 8TB1JG·GLE. • 
NONE ARE SO MUCH INTERESTED IN FREE 

TRADE AS THE WORKING CLASSES. 
Does it never strike the working men when they are 

speaking of the few who have acquired large fortunes, that 
one reason must have been the utter inability of their own 
class to make better terms with their employers, owing to 
the enormous expense of living? If bread, :md beef, and 
sugar, and everything eaten had been much cheaper, is it 
likely they would have submitted to toil, or allowed their 
wives and children to toil, in the mill as they have done? 
And yet, too many, blind to the cause of their own suffer
ings, are tardy in coming out manfully against the Corn
Laws and all monopoly, although while these continue 
they are sure to labour under great disadvantages. If they 
cannot compel masters to give more than the current rate 
of wages, they might compel the food-dealer)o allow them 
as much eating stuff for fourteen as they now get for 
twenty shillings. Our opinion has always been that when 
the Corn-Laws are repealed, the master-spinners and 
manufacturers will be sadly disappointed ; for, although 
they are sure to get large additional orders, they will not 
get the people to submit to the amount of work they do 
at present. If there be slavery in mills, it is dear bread 
and dear living that constitute the strongest link in the 
chain ; and this broken, the mill hands will begin to feel 
an independence far exceeding any thing they have yet felt 
in this country. So far from the mill-owners, as a sepm·ate 
class, reaping any great advantage from the repeal of the 
Corn-Laws, our impression is that much of the advantage 
will go to the operatives. No sooner is free trade granted, 
than, like tailors at a general mourning, the work-people will 
at once stand out for more wages, and with cheap food 
they will be much better able to command the utmost 
farthing in wages that the market of the world will allow. 
If it be asked why do manufacturers take the lead in the 
repeal agitation, and subscribe large sums to promote it ? 
we may answer-some do this in defence of a mercantile 
right, which restrictive Jaws have interfered with ; but 
most, no doubt, are actuated by a mere preventive policy. 
They believe, and believe confidently, that in the face of 
increasing foreign competition, if freedom is not granted, 
whatever profits they have got, or are getting, it is almost 
certai11 that a deep depression will return, and if continued, 
their mills and machinery would be almost valueless. 
They agitate, therefore, to prevent losing what they have 
got. And notwithstanding all that may be said to the 
contrary, we believe that not a few are really actuated by 
motives of national philanthropy, and are anxious to better 
the condition of the people, and promote the welfare of the 
country. But whatever view we take, sure we are that 
the great mass of bread-eaters, both workers and dependants, 
are the persons most interested in the question of free trade. 
If the masters are obliged to stop their works, these suffer ; 
if, on the other hand, masters have a good trade, the 
competition for hands raises the operatives' wages ; and 
nothing could enable them to seize the benefit of the com
petition among masters, and to stand up for themselves, so 
much as being able to sustain their families at a small cost. 

NATIONAL ANTI-CORN-LAW BAZAAR. 

BAZAAR 
AND Ex111n1ToN OF BRITISH ARTS AND MANUFACTURES, TO 

JI~ HELD IN COVENT GARDEN THEATRE, LONDON, JULY, 

1844. 
'l'he Council of the League, at the earnest entreaty ofa number 

ot lo.dte1 of dlstinction, have determined upon hoi<ling 11 Basaar 
l" thtJ 1'hea\ro Ro)'"l, Ct>~enl Garden, London, durln~ tha m<>nth 
or J'u\y ln t1lt })l't6e"L )Hta ht aid or Ut• £100.000 Fund now in 
W\lHI ~t ,,11-1,le\b Tbt1 modi et 1•ih,tn1 lht 11?tt11 fit th, 

Council has been sugg~sted by ladies, who consider it the most . 
appropriate method of expressing their sympathy with the objects 
of the League and their approval of its proceedings. In ac
cepting co-operation so nobly proffered, the Council cannot omit 
publicly to record their grateful acknc.,wledgments to the ladie!; 
by whose exertions alone the Bazaar held in Manchester, in the 
early part of the y~ar 1842, was bP.gun, carried on, and brought 
to a most triumphant conclusion, giving an impulse to the public 
mind on the subject of the Corn Laws of greater and more per
manent value than the pecuniary results of that undertaking. 
unprecedentedly large as they were. 

The objects of the League and its proceedings :ire now matters 
of daily discussion, so that a momentary reference to them here 
will be all that is necessary. To give to labour its just remunera
tion for reasonable exertion, to give to commerciitl skill and 
enterprise a fair field for their employment, are in themselves 
noble objects, and may appear to some the only principles in
volved in the present controversy; but it' ought never to be for
gotten, that until the monopoly in the food of the people, with 
others of a kindred character, are abolished, the best-sustained 
and most judiciously-directed efforts for the social and intellectual 
improvement of the great body of our countrymen must prove 
aborli.-e. The settlement of this great question involves a nation's 
prosperity; and the Council hope that the etforts of those who 
have suggested the holding of the present Bazaar will receive 
support proportioned to the importance of the movement to 
which it i11 auxiliary. 

The first particular requiring the attention of those who may be 
desirous of assisting the promoters of the Bazaar will be the for
mation of a Ladies' Local Committee in each town, whose names 
should be immediately tran~mitted to London or l\Ianchester, dis
tinguishing that of the Secretary, iu order that a correspondence 
may be opened and carried on between such Committee and the 
Council during the preparations for the Bazaar. 

Each town should, if practicable, endeavour to furnish a stall 
entirely; and the Committee are requested to depute one or 
more ladies to superintend its arrangements, and the disposal 
of the v:i.rious articles during the days of sale. 

'fhe Council would also recommend the formation of a Com
mittee of Gentlemen, whose names should also be transmitted to 
London or l\Ianchester, a part of whose duties will be to canvass 
for contributions of various fabrics, to be worked into useful 
and ornamental articles. 

It is respectfully suggested that if the contributions from each 
town were to consist in a great degree of articles for the manufac
ture of which it may be celebrated, this would secure a suitable 
variety, and, by so doing, conh ibute to the succes!! of the under
taking. This the Council are aware cannot bo always accom
plished, but they consider it wol'th f of some attention. 

There will doubtless be mant' places where the formation of a 
Local Committee will ho found impracticable, but the Council 
tl'ust that thi~ will not deter individuals from assisting the ladiea 
at whose instance the undertaking has befln commenced, and 
upon whom, from that cirC'umstance, some slight responsibility 
rests. The Council will be happy to correspond with such per
sons, from whom they ought to receive timely notice of their 
intentions, in order that the necessary directions may be given 
for the transmission of the contributions to London. 

It now only remains fol' the Council to observe, that any article 
that the taste of th3 donor may suggest or his ability dictate will: 
be most cheerfully and gratefully accepted, although the following 
classification specifies the articles mostsuitable for such an occasion; 

1. Articles usually contributed to Bazaars. 
2. Articles of Manufacture, British :i.nd Foreign. 
3. l\Io<lels of Mechanism, &c. 
4. Designs, Architrctural and Fancv. 
5. Specimens of Coim, l\Iinerab, Birds, Inseclll, &c. 
6. Books ancl other Publications from Authors, with Auto

graph. 
7. Autograph Letters from celebrated l\Ien and Women of 

the present and former times. 
8. Portraits1 Pictures, and tllustrated ,Vt>rh•• 
9, l'hllosophical IMU'untelit&, 

lo, M,11ic. 
\1, Ol•lst-nn1 Pontry lnd Tit ,, 
t~~ r,~u11ltr) Conti'lbut!;1m 
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The Council would, in conclusion, bt>g respectfully to request 
ithat, as the time for preparation is comparatively limited, imme
·diate attention may be l!iven to the subject, in order that the full 
:anri comph•t~ succes~ of the undertaking may he secured. 

Particulars of the proposed Exhibition of Bl'itish Arts and 
'Manufactures will be transmitted to the different Committees so 
!Soon as the preliminary arrangemunts are completed. 

By 01·der of the Council, 
GEORGE WILSON, CHAIRMAN. 

67, F/ef'l Street, London, 
April 20th, 1844. 

VARIETIES. 

" Tl,e Purchaser to pay the Duty.'' - This is l'lever more 
llft~ral.ly verified than it is at the sales of farming stock, with this 
'<lifference, that the landowner gets it, and not the government. 
''IDhe articles being free of auction duty, sell for an additional price, 
;and this, like every other exception, tends to swell the amount of 
Jttent. 

L«nded Monnpoly and the Railways.-One reason why the 
~barge on English railways is so much higher than fornign ones, 
:is the immense price;. giv1m for land in thi1 country; and not only 
'So, but the immense power of landowners, which enables them to 
:tucceed in their enormous demand for compensation, if a line 
.should go through their property ow near their mansions. Thus it 
iis that monopoly robs us in many forms of which we are not aware 
:at first sight. 

At a late Covent Garden meeting, Lord Kinnaird said,-Now, 
being dependant almost, I may say, for my existence on the pro
id11Ce of land, I uaturally have turned my attention to it. I have 
/for several yearil had a farm on my own hands, and a considerable 
iqua11tity of land; and during the last eighteen months, not coming 
Ito town, I devoted myself to the improvement of the land to see 
what s:night he done with it, and whether I could not produce corn 

a. great deal cheaper, and with equal profit; thl3 result is that I 
hav.e come to the conclusion more firmly than I did before, that 
it w0uld be better to take away the Corn-Laws, which are most 
:injuriou1 to me both as a farmer and a landowner. 

Petitia1ting in Nurth Lancashire. -By-and-by, we expect a 
petition wlll be presented from North Lancashire, for the con
tinuation of the statute for robbing the people of their bread. It 
certainly ought to carry great weight, fur it has been got up with 
immense labour. It is painful, however, to hear the parties who 
have signed, decl~ire that they did so simply to please the steward 
,or the squire, ag:\inst their own conviction ; !lnd equally sa to 
!find not a few ignorant of its contents, excepting that it is to put 
,down a League, which they are told is seeking their destruction. 
'' If," said a bystander, "they had understood it was to continue 
thfrig$ as they are, not one of them would sign.•• Though 
the monopolists may sometime~ lead a few farmers to think 
favou.rably of protection, yet when they sit do~n coolly and 
take ..stock, t.heir mind rt!lapses into a condemnation of the 
present system, and they declare that things cannot be worse 
whatever chan.ge is made. 

Tf you will 1,isit any farmer, said Lord Kinnafrd, and ask him, 
",veil, how are yon doing?" he will answer, "Oh, bad times; 
farming is a very bad trade, ii is the worst trade in the kingdom. ' 
Well, how is that? there must be something wrong; there its 
nothing so protected; nothing ought to give so good a return as 
land, and yet you set.~ the farmers complain. (Hear, hear.) I, who 
know, can safely state that in Scotland, an<l I believe it is the case in 
.Englann, at least, one·-half the farmers have Leen reduced from 
affluent circumstances to abject poverty; that they have been obliged 
tllt expatriate themselves; that they have been obliged to become 
labourers, where, before, they were in possession of a farm
mot from any improvidence of their own, but for this reason, be
,c~use by our laws they have been promised certain prices; hut 
rthey took a farm calculating on t;etting those prices believing what 
,their landlo1·d, and agents had told them, hut they did not get 
:them, and so it must continue as long ar. a law so uncertain as the 
l()orn-Law exists. 

' ; ' . ' . . . 
Prepari11g for the Co11te11t.-lt was resolved at a meeting i-n 

Edinbur~h, "that in the prospect of a dissolution of Parliament, 
they 8hall take care that candidates be brought forward to repre
sent the city of Edinburgh, "hose views on the question of freedom 
of trade shall he in unison alike with the great. body of the Liberal 
elector~ and of the Anti-Corn-Law LP-ague; and, in order to 
carry this rernl11tion into dfoct, that the committee shall have 
powel' to call a meeting of the whole liberal electors, to ascertain 
their opinions on the ~ubject, and generally to take such other 
ateps as sh0.ll seem to them proper for giving effect to the opinion1 
of the majority of the constituency on this great public question 
of the day." 

Importance of Preparations fur tl,e 11ert Election.-Tbe time is 
art'ived when constituencies !ihould be provided against any emer
gency which m1y arise, either by the vacation of seats in Parlia
mPnt, or a general election. It is a gratifying evidence of the 
progress of our cause, that memorials have been addressed by the 
majority of tlie electors of many boroughs, whose r.epresentati ves 
have not hitherto voted for l\ir. Villiers's motion for the total 
and immediate repeal of the Corn Laws, requesting them to sup
port that motion when next brought forward. ,v e take it that 
these memorials are sufficiently significant of the intentions of 
the electors of such borough!, whenever a vacancy occurs, of 
their choosing members who shall rPpresent their opinions on the 
vital question of free trade. We know that in many places there 
are feelings of difficulty, arising from long connexions and per
sonal attachments ; but we are arrived at that stage of our great 
struggle when duty calls on all men no longer to " halt between 
two opinions,'' but to decide whether they prefer principles or men, 
-The League. 

e" All free-tradera· going on excursions into the country 
would do well to take parcels of Struggles with them to dis
tribute among the rural population. 

A NEW SONG TO AN OLD TUNE. 

"The spade, the sickle, and the scythe, 
The harrow, plough, an' a' that, 

To baud them up we would be Llythe, 
Gin justice didna' thraw that; 

For a' that, an a' that, 
Protection laws, an' a' that; 

The poor, they plead for cheaper bread, 
An' we maun hear, an' a' that. 

" To you, ye owners of the soil, 
They raise theh· cry, an' a' that,-

' 0 gie us bread, and we will toil 
To haud ye braw, an' a' that; 

For a' that, an' a' that, 
Nae mair be't said for a' that,

Ye reed your packs o' useless hounds, 
An' starve the poor, an' a' that. 

" 'It's no the farmers that we blame, 
'fhey are but dupes an' a' that; 

It's you that ha'e the sin an' shame 
To answer for, an' a' that; 

Fo1· a' that, an' a' that, 
The time is come, for a' that, 

When justice true, 'twixt us an' you, 
l\Iaun be the law an' a' that.' "W. CALDER." 

Tait Pal!sToN GUARDIAN -We hail with great plea~ure the ''1-'i'car 
ancc of a ne\\' ally in the l'anse of eommercial frcl'dom, nnder the tillt> of 
the Pre,ton Uuardia11. This paper has been establishe I hy .Mr . .I .. ,l·ph 
Live1ey, of Prest0n, whose name is a suffici!"nt guarantee for the perfect 
integrity of principle which this new organ ia esp1cially pledged to mnin
:iiin, The fin,t unmber of the paper is before us; an I lhe abi lily and 
prechion with which its ohje::t1 are ennnciated, cc mm :nd il to the warm 
aupvorl of every earnest friend of commercinl freed, ma 1d volitical pro ress 
lhro,tghout the nm them division of Lancashire. "e believe an organ of 
this description is much needed there. Free from ;h ! bias o' party, and 
plccl~ecl to the unfliuchiog advocacy or the civil and commercial righ11 of 
alt rla~ses, we lrtlil that it will speedily comm rnd a• ir ·11l111inn befilti git, 
promised usefulness and character, nnd become at once Lhe reflex and uicle 
of public opinion throughout the county and borou3h coos:itucnciea of 
North Laocashirt.-Tlie L1ag11,. - ·· 

frinted by J. J,.xnsu, Preaton; Sold bf Gadlb)' aud Beywoo 1, Miwcbelter.-.frieo Ono HalfpeDDf. 



"I feel that our main strength as a nation, and our position in the 1cale or nations, de~end upon the maintenance of ou.-;;
manufactures, and so much so that if I were the exclusive advocate and partisan of the Agricultural Interest, I should tell the 
landowners that their beat friend• are the manufacturers, and that the man"facture, of tlu country, and not the Ct1rii-la111s, ar, th. 
main element of their prosperitv and of the value of their land."-Sir R. Peel. 

THE DEA.-UTIES OF THE G·A.:JIE L.4..WS; 
Or, The Sporting Landlord', Estimate of Human Life. 

THE BOUNTIES OF GOD. 

"The ea·th is full of t.hy richu," says David, in one of hia 
b~auti ful P~lms; and in surveying nature, who can avoid re
aponding to he truth of this interesting declaration? 'When for 

a few hours ve leave the scenea of misery, created by vice Ol' mono
poly, to basl in nature's sunshine and feast on all the fulness of her 
auppliea, hoy ardently we wish that men would ceaae to oppress one 
nother, an( oppose their commgn benefactor I Nature teemi 

No. 1gs. 

! 
I with blessings; the earth is full of the gifts oC God> everything 
' is arranged to promote man's welfare. The pure air ,vith which. 

I 
th~ world is abundantly supplied 1ustains life, and gives health and 
vigour. The earth in every department affords rich supplie, of 
food; the hills and dales, fruit treN and foresta. land and 11ea,. 
all yield abundance of food for man. And if he cou!~ out regain. 

his riiht of free access to it all, hun,er and destitution would be
almost unknown. Human suffering, especially in a country like 

Eoiland, poutasini the advantaiei of an immense amount of 
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:accumulated labour, can l'esult from nothir,g but vicious prac
tices, or the influence of had laws. God has given Uii plenty
plenty and to ipare for every living thing; butidlene&s with some, 

i'iiie~perance and improvidence with others, still leave many in a 
state of want and privation. And though we cannot but lament 
1he folly of those who thus destroy their own enjoyment and that 
of their families, yet the most galling circumstance is, that 
this plenty, this fulnes1 of the earth's riches, is turned into acarc
ity and want; and the worthy, the industrious, and the sober, are 
compelled to sit down to a miserable scanty meal, and to live in a 
wretched, unhealthy hovel, all in consequence of man's wicked 
\aws ! Ood says," here is plenty for you;" but man says, "yes, 
but you shall not have it ; by allowing you to eat the corn aml 
flesh of other shores, at a cheap price, I shall lose the advan
tage, and have less to enjoy myself; I will go into my park and 
pleasure grounds, where want is unknown ; I will divert my 
mind, with my gun and my dogs, from the cries of poverty with 
which I am surrounded." Secure of the power of making the laws, 
the landlord feels justified in starving the people, while he l'eap~ 
most of the benefit! How long, I ask, is the unrighteous Corn 
Law to be continued? How long shall mortal man divide the 
world's family into clans, and set their interests against each 
other? How long shall men be paid to drive corn from our 
•bores, and to lessen the value of labour for which it would be 
exchanged? Let the people arouse themselves, and cease to be 
gulled by those who invent all sorts of excuses to justify thii; 
robbery. The people are all anxious for high labour and cheap 
food, and yet they allow themselves to be made tools of ir favor 
of the very opposite. Let us open our eyes upon the vast feast 
prepared by nature, and contrast the bounty of God with the 

robbery of man. Oh! what a blessing it is to live on an earth 
that is full of food, and full of every good thing; and for which, 
but for bad men and bad laws, all the families of this civilized 
country might rejoice in plenty ! 

THE TRUE SOURCE OF AGRICULTURAL 
PROSPERITY. 

( Frum the Free-Trade Circnla· , No. 4, issued by the A1iti
Monopoly Society, Liverpool.) 

"Thr'lughout the greater part o( Europe, the commerce and manufacture, 
of cilies have been the cause and occasion of the impro11eme11t arid cultit•a
t,on of the country.-ADA?d S~IITH's "WJ:.oLLTll OF NATIONS, (A.D. 1775,) 
Book III, Chap. IV. 

"I feel that @ur main strength as a nation, and our position in the scale 
of nations, depend upon the ma_intenance of our ma!1ufacturcs; anit so 
much so th:it it I were the exclusive advocate and partisan of the agricul
tural int~rest, I should tell the landowners that their best friends are the 
manufacturers, and that the >1,anufactures of the country, a11d not the corn 
laws, are the mai11 element •f 1/ieir prosperity, and of the value of their 
land."-S1R RonERT PEEL. 

The true source of Agricultural prosperity is very forcibly 
illustrated by a recent advertisement• uf an extensive estate fur 
sale iri the county of Renfrew,t in which the great landed pro
prietor sets forth, as the most promiaent advantage of the pro
perty, that "it includes a town of 1200 inhabitants, chiefly 
engaged in the c11tton manufactul'e, and that there are ample 
means of increasing the existing, and of introducing various other 
branche3 of industry and manufacture." The a<lvertisement 
proceeds in a business-like way to assure iutending purchasen. 
that '' the stability of the present rental, and the certainty of a 
progressive advance, are strikingly estab(ish~d by the f~ct, that the 
,·ents oj the estate ltave bec11 steadily maintained ever smce the war 
prices ceaserl to operate, and now actually e:r:ceed what they were 
twenty- !hrP.e ,11ears a ,m, ,wtwithstrm,lin,q the general deµres11ing cir
cmnstances of the times. and 11 con.petitioii which has lately ,u i~en 
in the 11eiglibo11ri-ng mr.i ,·kets, anrl that all the,,rec-.11t seti, i:01ttimu 

f.6 made at an advunce on the for me, rent,. 
• Ltt11r}Ji}Ot Alrtil, 10th Febt l1arr1 1!14.i!. 

t lohl tine• 11)' the tatl ol' 1s,1111toltl\ f1Jt .€'217;00/J, 

The gross amount of the rent and returns 
from the estate, as now let, is £9420 

Deduct public burdens .•• ••• ..• •.• ••• 305 or nearly 8d. in tha 

Remains F.REE R ~NT •••••••• ,-~· ••••• ~£9ll.5 
pound. 

We have seldom met with more plain and convincing evidence 
of the folly, not to say injustice, of attempting to encourage Agri
cull ure at the expense of the manufacturing and trading com
munity. The fact is, in the little document from which we have 
jnst quoted, the "main element of the value of land" comes out 
di,tinctly and intelligibly, as a matter of business, not only un
questioned, but adopted (whenever they have an estate on sale) 
by those who are accustomed on other occasions to denounce the 
manufacturing system in the most unmeasured terms. It is trne that 
not every great landowner can boast " that the stability of his 
rental is secured by the thriving manufactures upon his estate,'' 
but even the most sentimental of auctioneers does not fail to 
notice the excellent roads, canals, and other modern improve
ments, by means of which " the splendid property he has the 
honor to offer is brought within a few short miles" of some great 
market for the manufacturing districts. 

Nothing, indeed, can be more contradictory than the assertions 
of the very same monopolist laudowners. They appear to have 
two distinct sets of .facts; one for George Robins and the stew
ard, and the other for the hustings. As men of business, with 
an estate on sale, they point to the advantageous vicinity of some 
thriving populous distl"ict; but as "strong party men,'' they declaim 
against the extension of manufactures as inimical to the landed 
interest ! As men of business, they proclaim to the public " that 
all the new sets continue to be made at an advance on the former 
rents, not withstanding the depressing circum,tances of the times;" 
but at the private county meetings tor the '' protection of agri
culture," they declare their profound conviction that agriculture 
is not sufficiently protected! As men of busines!il, they inform 
intending purchasers that the public burthens are "extremely 
low," and they are always prepared to show a very captivating 
nett amount of rent; but when the Corn Laws are discusseri, out 
of Parliament, they are accu~tomed to rest thefr claim for "pro
tection'' upon the plea that there are many "Tery heavy special 
burthens" upon the land. 

It, has been satisfactorily shown-and if it were not so obvious 
we might here enter upon the proof-that the thing especially 
remarkable in the mode of raising the public revenue in this country, 
is the extraordinary number and extent of the special exemptions from 
taxation enjoyed by the owners of land. It appears, for instance, 
in the aforesaid public advertisement of sale, that the whole of the 
pul1lic burthens on a very extensive estate in Renfrewshire do 
not amount to 8d. in the pound, or 3f per cent. on the rental, 
while it is well known th:it all the necessaries uf life-bread, tea, 
coffee, and sugar-are taxed from .'JO to 200 per cent. ! ! In point 
of fact, nothing can he more entirely untrue than the assertion 
" that the land hears rnrn·e than its fair share of the taxation,'' and 
most of the landowners who maintain the Corn Laws in the 
House of Commons are so well aware of its untruth, that they 
will not admit of any Parliamentary inquiry into the alleged 
"special burthens upon land." Such an inquiry, by exposing the 
shameful unfairness and inequality of the present method of dis
tributing the burthen of taxation, would afford much valuable 
information to future statesmen, and teach them how to accom
plish that re-adjustment which is every day becoming a work not 
merely of justice, but of imperative necessity. 

\Ve have a fi :i P. specimen of the "special hmthens upon land'' 
in the adjoining county of Chester. -Sy a Parliamentary Return,+ 
moved for and obtained by Mr. Thornely, it appear that the 
amount received (or Tonnage Duties on the River ,v eaver and 
Weslow Canal, from 1795 to 1837 inclusive, amounted to 
£846,515 I :2s. 3d,, making, with sundry other receipts of 
£46,846 Os. IO¾d., (not including £14,900 borrowed in 1808,) 
a total of £893,361 13,. I¾d., of which only £491,580 19s. I½d. 
had hPen " appropriated to maintenance, repairs, and improve
ments," leaving a s11rplus of £401,780 14s. 0¾d, ; which has 
been applied, uot to the reduction of the tolls-manure never paid 
rmy to 'l-uot for the benefit, of that trade from which the vast 
sum Wai exacted- no I we quote the sim11le lt\n11uag11 ot lhd 

I Ht.11U'1f 23r~, 1888. 
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return, "paid for the use of the County of Chester, £389,1551 
18s. 3¼d.," the whole of which must certainly have been other
wise p'iiid by rates upon the owners and occupiers of the land; so 
that the advertisement of a great Cheshire Estate might run thus 
-" Jn addition to the other peculiar advantages of this locality, 
it should h~ mentioned that the Connty Rates are, in part, paid 
bv a. tax levied on salt and other commodities passing along the 
Weaver Na.vigation to ~nd from Liverpool and the manufacturing 
districts.'' 

SPECIAL EXEMPTIONS OF LANDOWNERS. 

",veil Tom did thou read of Lord Lumberhead's big sale of 
fat bulls ;nd co~s, in ,v estmorland, last week?" 

"To be sure I did, .Tack. Who says that agriculturists don't 
pay a great deal of taxes? The auction duty upon all these would 
be more than what a cotton-lord pays in a whole year.•• 

" Stop, Tom, thou art mistaken ; if thou had been selling thy 
traps thou would have had a shilling in the pound to pay, and five 
per cent. upon that for auction duty; or if Butcher .John, who 
bought that big hull for fifty pounds, was to ~ell his beef by 
auction, he would have to pay the same; but all agricultural 
stock is sold duty free." 

"The shame it is; why I never knew this before. Then if 
flesh wen, sold it would pay duty; but if it were covered with a 
bide, it would lie free." 

" Exactly rn; and hence Lord Lumberhead may well have an 
auction sale every year, when he has no duty to pay, by which he 
always commands a better price for hi goods.'' 

" How does it happen that this class is so favoured?" 
"Class legislation is the cause. Landlords are the law-makers, 

and they are always generous enough to take care of thE>mselves. 
Those who produce the most wealth, and pay the most taxPs, 
have the least voice in the legislature ; while landlords have 
for a long time had it all their own way." 

"Well, Jack, but I think there will be a change before long." 
" That there will, Tom, and nolhing is wanting to produce it 

but a thorough union of all good reformers, by which all classes 
would soon be fairly represented in Parliament.'' 

CONDITION OF THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS. 

One of the greatest delusions connected with the Corn-laws, 
is the prt1tence that th':ly are kept on for the benefit of the agri
cultnral lahourers, Of nll ela~~e~, the;,e poor creatures and their 
families, especially at a distance from manufacturing towns, arc in 
tlrn most wretd10d condition. The following case, which was re
lated by Lord Kinnaird, is an illustration of this :-I lately visited 
Sussex, in Lhe neighhourhood ofa large lanrled proprietor, ;i. great 
Corn-Law monopolist. 1 went in at the gate of a cottage, and 
I saw the children there at home. I said to the woman, who 
did not know who I was, "How is this? There are schools 
close l,y, why don't yo11 send )'Ollr children?" She replied, "They 
have no clothes." "But,'' I said, "how is that; your husband 
is getting work, is he not? ' "Oh yes, pretty constant, but not 
regularly.'' " What doPS he get?" " Oh in winter, 6s. and in 
summer, 7s. a week.'' (Hisses and disapprobation.) Now, tliat 
is the gl'neral rate of wages; in some counties it is slightly more 
-perhaps 8:;. a wePk. This woman showed me a loaf of bread, 
for which she said !lhe paid Sri. And she said, " Look at it; 
do you think that it is enough food for five children and two 
grown up pers ins? There is 8d. out of this ls. a day, nearly 
the 7s, leaving about 28rl. to provide for every other necessary; 
and how can [ send my children to school?'' ('' Hear, hear," 
and cheers.) If we go into the actual expense, and there have 
been several publications showing it, the thing is impossible. 
'rhe only wonder is how they live, or rather how they starvti, for 
it would he ridiculous to say they live. (" Hear, hear,'' and 
loud cheers.) And yet there are pcPple who complain every 
day. "Oh, it is these agricultural lab0t1rers you arn throwing out 
of employment.'' 

Guano ia landt.,rd11' corn, therefore it can be brought in to any 
•xtent Js. per ton, Wheat is the poor man's corn, therefbre it 
'snuat pay ~- duty of twenty ahillinsa per quarter 1 

THE SCROLL OlF HISTORY. 

To the Editor of the St-ruggle. 

Sir,-A short time since, whilst perusing a speech by Sir Robert 
Inglis, containing several historical allusions, I fell into an unquiet 
sleep. My dreams carried on the train of my previous medita
tions, and ranged ove1· a wide field of history, until at last me
thought I saw a figure approach, bearing in one hand a scroll, on 
which I was able to decypher the following fragment, which, iC 
suitable for your columns, is at your service.-! am, yours, &c., 

GREGORY. 

·u At this critical period, the prime minister was Sir Robert 
Peel: a man not without parts, but wholly unequal, from hts waut 
of consistency and courage, to a great emergency. He exercised 
for some years an influence over his countrymen, for which, at this · 
di tance of time, we can discover no adequate cause. His oratory 
was fluent, and from its timely and personal allusions, and bis 
own undeserved position, effective; but it wantP.d breadth in its 
conception, and sincerity in its enunciation. No specimens of 
his eloquence are retained in our popular selections; and few, 
save historians, have explored on his account the dusty and pon
derous folios of Hansard's Del-1.tes. The only great act of his . 
life was in conjunction with the Duke of "rellington, the con
queror of Napc,leon, to :ibolish the persecuting laws against the 
Roman Catholics and Protestant Dissenters. But the whole of 
his political course before and after that wise concession to the 
gowing intelligence and liberality of his age, was narrow and 
intolerant. The popularity he gained was short-lived; and the 
contempt of all ranks, more fatal to a statesman than hatred 
itself, drove him, when in the prime of his powers, from office 
into a long obscurity. It was during the administration of this 
statesman that Richard Cobden, a manufacturer, of l\Ianchester, 
drew the attenLion of his countrymen to the mischie·rous and 
vicious consequences of a commerce fettered by restrictions, and 
especially co the evils that flowed from the exclusion from the 
English market of foreign corn. This upright and able man 
threw himself into the etruggle against commercial monr>polies 
and restrictions with astonishing energy, and enlisted on the behalf 
of free trade a large and powerful body of supporters, Pee( 
attempted to evade rather than openly to oppose the now popular 
principles of fre{' trade. He admitted their truth but deferred 
their application. In consequence of a sucression of bad harvests 
the nation became involved in dreadful distress, and all but a 
national bankruptcy ensued. Peel still feared the opposition of 
the landed class, whose intere ts were then unwisely thought to 
be bound up with exclusive commel'cial laws, and he was 
driven with ignominy from power, never again to ta~te its sweets 
or to feel its pains, This was the commencement of the era of a 
wiser and more liberal legielation, and England hegan to rear 
that course of induetry and proaperity in whtch it baa sln~e lha& 
tlme outsped ijVtrf other 11ation in the world1 '1 



THE CHUI A.lt.lA.1¥. 

Owing to the high price of tea in thia country, the annual con-
1umption per head does not amount to a pound-and-a-half.~A 
1trong fact for lowering the duty, 

VARIETIES. 

Hare and Tortoiae.-Although the progress towards the raaliza
tion of our hopes is but slow, still as long as the principle of" keep 
moving" is in operation, we must not despair. Even the tortoise 
reaches its journey's end at last. 

The Power of Landowners.-It is said that many rail way com
panies have been sorely oppressed by landowning gentlemen who 
have influence in Parliament. The Eastern Counties Railway 
Company had to pay to Lord Petre £120,000 for fifty-nine acrea 
of very indifferent land, beside• other exorbitant demands! 

As the population increases, the proportion employed in 
agriculture diminishes. In 1811, 352 out of every 1000 were 
employed in agriculture, while there were 648 in other trades; 
in 1821 the proportion employed in agriculture was 232, in other 
trades 668; in 1831 the proportion was 281, showing a gradual 
diminution, while in other trades it amounted to 719; and, if in 
1841 it goes on in the same proportion, there will be only 240 out 
of every 1000 employed in agriculture, while there will be 760 
employed in other trades.-Lord Ki1maird. 

The Evils of Clieap Sugar, Coffee, and Currants I-If the tory 
Chartists are honest, they will be a good deal alarmed at the pro
posed reduction upon currants, coffee, and sugar; for, according 
to them, so soon as a family can live cheaper by the reduction of 
these or any other articles, masters will immediately take advan-
1 ai:e and drop their wages. Dear markets, according to thPir 
doctrine, are high wages; and hence these friends to the people 
will, no doubt, be falling foul upon l\Ir. Goulburn for attempting 
o drop their wages by cheapening sugar and coffee, and reducing 
he price of currants ! 

Monopoly has no Argument.-What a poor figure the monopo
lists cut when they are dragged into the field of argument I You 
will perceive that they always fly off f1·om the main point, which 
is: are the Corn-Laws right or wrong? Instead of reasoning the 
question upon its own merits, they try to give their cause an im
portance by telling of the rapacity of mill-owners, of the selfishness 
of Jno. Brooks, or of the inconsist,mcies of the Anti-Corn-Law 
Circular and Richard Cobden, It ii; really amusing to notice 
how lost they are for argument to prove that making beef and 
bread dear are good things. Unable to do any thing else, they 
are now paying agents for throwing dust in people's eyes. 

Free Trade a Principle of Aetion. -The1continued agitation for 
the repeal of the Corn-Laws shows clearly that it is now a matter 
of principle. When all was dark and gloomy in the mercantile 
world, it was no wonder that a stir was made to prevent total 
ruin; but now when the sunshine of prosperity begins again to 
gleam upon us, this agitation still goes on and prospers ; so that 
it is clear that free trade has become a settled principle of action, 
which will now never settle down till it obtains its rights. 

Market Accommodation.-Poor protected Agriculture is petted 
and spared in every department. In most towns the expense of 
affording market accommodation for agricultural produce fall, 
upon the inhabitants in a borough rate, police rate, or in some 
other shape. Produce is either allowed to be set down free, or 
is charged a mere trifle. The tradesman, on the contrary, has 
not only to compete with foreigners unprotected, but, in order 
to sell, has a heavy warehouse rent to pay at Manchester. The 
difference all goes to enhance rent. I doubt not but one concern 
in Preston pays more for market accommodation, than is paid by 
all the tenantry of Lord Lonsdale put together. 

Income Ta.r.-I hope the middle classes will not be impatient 
under the Income Tax. This tax:, though not so proper as a pro
perty tax, is infinitely better than a tax OR articles consumed by the 
working-men and their families. If the free-traders will encourage 
Sir Robert Peel to keep this Income Tax on, he will be able to 
take off the tax on raw cotton, and especially the excise on glas•, 
which would be a most important trade if not crippled. The 
middle classes, if they will submit to the Income Tax, will con
ciliate the working-men very much, for it cannot be denied that 
the Income Tax makes a man pay according to his wealth, which 
is not the case with customs and excise, or taxation on articles of 
conaumption; for a working-man with a large family consumes more 
than a wealthy bachelor or a maiden lady. H. 

Lord Cliatliam on Frie Trade.-I do not deapair of my country; 
and I have no objection to state what, in my opinion, would 
restore the kingdom to its once flourishing condition. Give frea
dom to commerce, and lighten thP. pressure of taxation, and you 
will have no complaining in your streets. As commerce ia always 
a change of equivalents, a nation that will not buy, cannot ,~ll; 
and every restriction upon import. is an obstacle to export. On 
the other hand, the more we admit the productions of foreign 
countries, the more extensive becomes their demand for our com
modities. Let the absurd system of our Corn-Laws be grndually 
abolished, and allow the cheap agricultural produce of the North 
of Europe, and of the continents of America and Africa, to ba 
freely introduced, and we shall obtain an unlimited vent for our 
manufactures.-C/iat/iam's Parliamentary Speeche1. 

Demonstration in Javor of Monopoly I-A great Anti-League 
demonstration took place last week in the parlour of his Grace 
the Duke of Richmond ; his Grace the Duke of Bu~kingham in 
the chair. After an hour had elapsed, and no other membera or 
the society for the protection of British Idleness arriving, th~ 
two illustrious dukes opened the proceedings by taking a glass of 
Madeira and a biscuit, the chairman proposing aa a toast " the 
Agricultural Labourers,'' and remarking that the price of corn 
must be kept up to insure high wages to that meritorious class of 
the community. At this stage of the proceedings Sir Robert 
Inglis entered the parlour, and was received with acclamations, 
and as soon as he l1ad recovered breath, after the arduous task of 
ascending the stairs, he addressed the assembly, assuring them 
that their grel.t duty as landlords was to take care of themselves, 
fortifying his arg11ment by an appeal to that eminent authority, 
Sir Edward Knatchbull. He went on to say that for his part he 
was prepared to resist to the utmost the blasphemous attempts of 
the League to overthrow the Thro11e, the Altar, and the Corn 
Laws! ! (here a French valet, standing behind the Duke of Rich
mond's chair, could not restrain his emotion, but exclaimed" su
perbe, magnifique, pretty well.") The remaining proceedings of 
this memorable assembly were drowned in the roar of some 
thousands of individuals cheering Mr. Cobden on bis way to the 
House of Commons. 

&" All free-traders going on excursions into the country 
would do well to take parcels of Struggles with them to distri
bute among the rural population. 

Preston: Printed l>y J. LIVl:SlilY; iold by Gadsby and HeywQod, Man1:hastar.-Pricie One llalfpenny. 



~he letruggle. 

t:;ORN RENTS LONG LEA.SES. 
A Dialogue l,ctwixt Lonn ALT.WORTHY, the Landlord, and Mn. LEDGER, the Tenant. 

Lord Allwo,·thy.-1\Ir. Ledger, I cannot conceal from my
elf that, as produce is low, it is but fair that I should sh,mi the 

ss with my teuanta. I propose taking twenty per cent. off my 
nts. 
'!,fr. Ledger.-I expected some such communication, and have 
proposal to make, if your lord$hip permits. 
Lord A.-Oh, certainly. 
Mr. L.-I would propose a plan by which you may maintain 

11 your rents-the farmers shall be better off, and the consumers 
ve more produce from your estates. 

Lord A.-Why, Mr. Ledger, you are a. conjuror; come, let 
1 hear this notable plan. 

Mr. L._..;.. Then I propose that your lord~hip spend the proposed · 
reduction-.iwenty per cent. off your rental-which will be £1000, 
n draining, grubbing up hedges, turnin~ the ditches into culverts, 

eutting down the hedge-row timher, making tanks· f • liquid ma
ure in all the homesteads (giving the gratuitous use of !I. sub~ 
oil plough), and steam houses to prepare food for cr1ttle, and other 
mprovements, that will doubla the produce of the e~tatr:. Out 
f that incr~t1sed produre will come your present rental, without 

the necessity of future reductions, and larger profits for your 
enants. 

Lord. A.-If all this can be done judiciously and cheaply, I give 
y consent. Another advantage will be, that if the produce of 

ur estates be increased, we &ball show the Leaguers thatEnglish-

N O. 186. 

men c!ln he plentifully supplied from En~lis~1 gro tU\d whl ~ut being 
dependent on foreigners. 

M,-. L.-l know your lordship suspects me o,fheing a Leaguer, 
and I must say that, from what I know of 7 .dr, Cobden and the 
other leaders, th.:?ir motto i~, "Give the peo i>le eno11gh, whether 
foreign Ot' domestic, or if there is a choice let it he lrn1ne--grow11 ; " 
but their demand is like Oliver Twist's-•• They ask (or more.'' 
Your lordship's promptness to act on my !t uggesti~Hl encourages 
me to be bold, and to put in one more t'equost. 

(His fordshipsmiles)-"I think I know wh At iscoming-Least>s ?'' 
Mr. L.-Even so. I know your loruship'11 detcm1ination i1 

fixed never to turn a tenant out, nor to raise his t·ent, 1mt
Lord A.-Speak out, speak out, I sha,l Jl()t he offe-,ded. 
Mr. L.-Your son, Rir; it gives me pa1n to mention it, but 

his extravagances, I fear, will prompt mm 10 lay his han<ls on all 
the 1·ent he can, should any thing ha.Jlllr,ei~ to you. He would, 
under the advice of hi~ unprincipled c,"(o)mpa11ion~, raise• his tenants' 
rents to the highest point. New leases would protec t them, and 
long leases, so that the farmers woold secure the ·advantages of 
your improvements. 

Lord A.-IIow long should the leases be? 
.Mr. L.-Twenty years. 
Lord A.-Twenty years I I shall losemy tenanl5• at-will votes. 

(Ponders.) Well, well, the present system is bra, i I will try 
the new one. ,ve will have corn rents and long le a~es, and you 
may prepare for the improvements as soon~as you '1' )ase. 



THE 8TBtr&GI,.E.· 

SPEECHES OF WILLIAM BROWN, ESQ., THE 
FREE-TRADE CANDIDA TE, AND RICHARD 

COBDEN, M.P. FOR STOCKPORT. 

At a Meeting held on Friday last, at Wigan, the follow
ing admirable speeches ,vere delivered by William Brown, 
Esq., the Candidate for South Lancashire, and Richard 
Cob&?u, M. P., the well-known free-trade leader, and the 

tnme friend of the people-Mr. Reece Bevan in the chair. 
These speeches ought to be read by every elector; and where 
iParty and prejudice have not rendered the individuals obsti-
11ate, they must be convinced by them that the prosperity 
of the co«ntry depends upon carrying out the views of these 
geatfomen. We trust the electors this time will neither 
feel indifferent, nor allow themselves to be controlled 
CQBtTary to their own wishes. 

Mr. BnowN was received with three times three hearty cheers, 
:and said :-Gentlemen, the very kind reception you have been 
pleased to give me, encourages me to proceed as far as my humble 
:abilities enable me, in prosecuting the object we are me t to en
deavour to carry through the House of Commons-free t1·ade. 
Gentlemen, I had th('I honour of a personal acquaintance with our 
late lamented representative; and with his friends l most sincerely 
11ympathise, for it was only necessary to know him to respect him. 
( Hear. ) Now, gentlemen, let us look at what free trade i1. It 
~s an exchange of production and privileges, an exchange mutually 
beneficial to both parties; it has the effect of cementing good feel
fog between individuals as well as between nations (hear); it has 
the effect of keeping nations at peace, of preventing them going to 
war (applause), though we are so circumstanced, as is probably 
every other nation in the ,vorld, that we cannot carry out those 
principles as far a1 we could wish. It is necell!ary for the support 
of the government under which we live that certain duties should 
be collected on our imports, in or !er to meet the exigences of the 
state; hut those duties should only be laid upon the articles that 
ean !,est bear them (hear) ; and certainly upon human food there 
11hould be no duties at all. (Applause.) What is the effect of our 
hostile tariffis? They have placed almost every other country in 
the world in opposition to our wishes and interests ; they h:1.ve 
fan cit>d that we have thriven in consequence of our protective 
duties, \Then, in point of fact, we have thriven in spite of them 
( hear, and applause), from the natural advanta~cs we possess in 
our clirnate, our mineral wealth, and a thousand other advantages 
we possess to a greater extent 1han any othel' country in the 
world ; and leave us to the free use of those advantages, and the 
e xertion of those physical powers we possess, and we have nothing 
to fear from competition with the whole world. ( Applause.) 
.T ust look at the position we arc in with South America. A fril'nd 
<•f mi ne mentioned to me, that he was on the south-west coast, and 
that a la,ly had shown him a mui.lin gown which she had bought 
for three dollars, and some year& ago, she said, I paid as much as 
fifty dollars for the same fabric. Now, instead of one ship in two 
y•1arll , wo send sixty ships in one year, and thus the lady got her 
gnwn for thri>e dollars instead of fifty dollars, an<l you had the 
plt•arnre of making the materials which clothed this South Ameri
can lady. Now, wht>n you consider the number of hands neces-
1ary to make these fabrics, can anything be a more striking proof 
that the agricultural interest, if we had free trade, would be 
making their customers not only more numerous but more 
wealthy ? ( Hear.) Wo are now in a very critical state with 
Brazil. Tha treaty expires almost immedi:itely, and then they 
m:i.y put the screw on, and turn u~ out. immediately, unless we re
Juce the duty on their sqgaI', (Hear.) Gt1ntlemcn, with the 
United Sta:e, I anl n1ucll better acquainted than with other coun
tries. A~ ~Q the $llqt~ern statell, tl}ey know you must ta~e their 
cotton. The middle sta~es are grain-growers, and they say," \Ve 
wo11 ld b!} ynur fri e11(Js, if you would let. ui., and benefit u,. ,v e 
don't pQ nf der youl' inten.111t, 1.rnt our own,' ' What ia th11 r eclpro-
1>it) tli:it p;l ,~~ 7 TIJ, ~yc1•1,i1e 411Ueu ~pqn oµr e~por~• pf t!!lple 
p~~n~r~~~qr~, iq UH, Y(lft~4 Qp~tep ~rr; :m· P,Of ~i:M, .. P, YI , ~~' I 
~ ;:Hi•,, Y:e., :r Rij 1: QrJ~rt§fl~ij~ fQfflfRf ~~t: ~r~f HP,P.~ Jfr ,~~~ij~, , 

! 52½; but gentlemen, if you exclude cotton (which you cannot de 
without) our duties on American articles average 330 per cent. 

' (Hear.) Now, Sir Robert Peel and Mr. Gladstone have made a 
' move in the right direction by the new tariff of last year, which I 

believe reduced _these duties to about 260 per cent. ; and, gentle
men, let _me say, 1f you do me the honour to return me as your repre
sentative, by whomsoever good measures are proposed or passed, 
they shall have my most hearty support. (Applause.) ,vhether 
they emanate from whig or tory, conservative or radical, I don't 

1 care one farthing. (Hear, hear.) The German tariff operate, on 
us with equal oppression. But, gentlemen, berdre I leave the 
United States, let me say that Oil!' exports to that country had at 
one time risen to fifty millions of dollars; it is now little more 
than half that amount ; while the manufactures of our rivals have 

I increased to an amount of 150 millions or dollars. But many 
' articles pass through my hands, such, for instance, as the cotton, 

of Manchester, and I may say the coals of Wigan, which are now 
excluded; arising 1olely becau@e we will not fairly reciprocate 
with the United States. (" Hear," and applause.) Now, 
the landed interest gay, " We should be particularly protected, 
because we bear the burdens of those taxe, ;'' but, gentlemen, I 
will put it to any one of you, if you went into the market to 
buy an estate, you would doubtless endeavour to ascertain what 
the rental of that property was ; what the tithes were, the poor 
rates, the highway rates, and other permanent charges that 
remained upon that estate as a permanent mortgage; you would 

I not bid on the gross rental, but on the nett rental, for the priee 
would be governed by that. You would consider that you would 
have to pay off these claims; therefore, I deny in toto that the 
agricultural interest is burthened with charges which other inter
ests have not to bear. (" They have not their share.") If we 
could gain a reduction in the price of wheat or flour to any ex
tent, you would be much better able to pay for it; and both you 
the manufacturing, and the landed interest, would be henefitted: 
( Applause.) Gentlemen, I am ilupported in those opinions by the 
first farmer in the kingdom, who was also as honest a minister as 
ever· supported the 11ate-Lord Althorp; and I am further forti
fied by the authority of the Earl or Ducie, and the Marquis of 
Westminster, who take the same views; and that great political 
economist, Mr. Samuel Jones Loyd, takn11 the same views; and I 
know also that the great Lord Chatham held the same opinion, 
eighty yearK ago; and,.gentlcmen, I am of the 11a8le opinion now. 
( Applauiie.) I am an enemy to all protecting, countervailing 
duties, and to bountie11; because, I believe, they are the greatest 
curses that ever a country adopted. ('' Hear,'' and applause.) I 
think the monarchy undet· which we live - a limited monarchy-is 
the best calculated to promote the happines~ of the country of 
any government in tha world; and, I think and hope, gentlemen, 
that it will continue, with all its checks and balances, not only for 
the benefit of the present generation, but that of generations yet 
unborn. ( Applause.) That government in the lapse of time and 
the change of circumstances has undergone change&. The law, 
have wanted correcting, annulling, or)mending by new enactmP.nts, 
but that is only the result consequent on all human institutions 
and events; and in this improvement and amendment of the laws 
consists much of the most imp<>rtant business of the legislation. 
Gentlemen, if it be your pleasure to elect me, I think I can say you 
will find me an industrious worker in committees, but I am afraid 
I shall he but a bad speaker in the house. Gontlemen, the poor law 
is doubtless a rnhject of great interest to us all, The first enact. 
ment was in the age of Eliz;aheth. No doubt it was greatly abua1ed; 
but, in order to remedy these abuses, we have flown from the one 
extreme to a ·1other, and I think the present law is much too ex
treme and severe. (Hear.) I nm not a friend to centraliZ&tion; 
in many cases I think it might be dispensed with; I will do all 
in my power to protect the poor, and to render the lat11st period 
of their life as comfortable as pos!iible; yet at the same time l 
would preYent the public being imposed on by worthleu and 
designing characters. Education is another subjoct of groat in~ 
terest amongst us. I am the friend of education; I am the friend 
of evary meaaure that would e~tend information to the great 
masses of our population, and I am ,ure it would qontr~bute to the 
comfort and happint1aa or th11m1el ve1, ( Applause,) I .µu ahQ 
the frlepq of e9.ino'l)y, RJ (~r 1r1 H ~:+ij bp s;iv.r1, 4 P.P,~ 9P.Ptl9~!ln,~,f 
;vi~~ Jff Pl?fYtP.g tr~ fl~\J?n~! ~L~tW~~ ~~h@F~.],· . l Jffi !HF~ jff..ff 
, p~t Ii~ .fifttjn . !H rH fn ~Hftf:,R .. \tn f~ · . t ~f l,fh II 1 
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think be ought to do, that would not be disposed to contribute 
evNy thing reallr necessary for the exigences of the state, pro
vided it were managed with sufficient economy and care. ( Ap
plause.) I am a friend of peace with every nation upon earth. 
(Applause.) I would make every sacrifice short of natioual dis
honour to keep us in that happy position. (Hear, hear.) Gen
tlemen; I do not know that it is necessary for me to trouble you 
further with 11.ny remarks on ther.e subjects. I am quite ready toan-
1wer any questions that may be asked me (applause), and I only 
have to say that I shall reg1rd it as a matter of persnnal favour 
to myselr-since you have been pleased to launch me on this 
1tormy eea of politics-that, when our opponents meet us in the 
contest, we may meet them by fair argument; treat. them as gen
tlemen ; say nothing that can possibly hurt their feelings ; and let 
111 carry on the contest as reasonable men ought to do-claiming 
the right of private judgment ourselves, and at the same time 
eady to grant the exercise of the same right to others. (Applause.) 

Mr. COBDEN, M.P., next came forward, at the call of the 
hairman, amidst loud cheers, and said,-That at the bid
ing of the chairman, and as an elector for this division, and 
appening to be the only one present who was a M.P., (though 
e hoped that it would shortly be otherwise) they might probably 
ke him to say what sort of members were wanted in the House 
f Commons. (Hear.) There, we wanted men of business-we 
anted men who knew how to manage th~ir own busine&S; and 
en, we thought, they would be able to manage the business of 
e country hotter. (Applause.) They all knew that Mr. 
rown had managed, by industry, sagacity, and talent, to raise 

an immense mercantile establishment. e (1'Ir. Cobden) was 
opinion, with a great philosop'ker, (Locke) that the man who 
one on the Exchangt-, would shine in the senate or in other 
alks of life; and he (Mr. Cobden) was convinced that, if l\Ir. 
rown were returned, he would not only be a most useful member 

committees-where all the work was done after all, for the 
at was mere talk-but that he would also be as much in request 
any man in the hou~e itself; for there men of business were 
nted, and they would be astonished lo find how few members 
re were re lly men of business. Those men who had know
ge, experi nee, and business h:ibits, like Mr. Brown, were 
gill for on all the committees, and perhaps hall' a dozen or a 

zen committees were 11itting every morning ; so that, if elected, 
r. Brown w()uld he a great acquisition. (Hear.) Were there 
y manufactul'ers there who were not favourable to free h·ade ? 

could not suppose it; for free trade merely meant mori:, trade 
a.r ), and manufactnrcrs who wont every Tuesday to 1\-Ian
ster market, the first questio• they asked was •• How's trade? '' 

if it were better they rejoiced; if not, they went home 
in in the dumps. (Laughter.) Could it be possible that any 
who wanted more trade could vote for little trade? (Hear.) 

y that would he like putting fetters round a child to prevent 
rowing up to be a man. ,v e were keeping ourselves diminu
and insignificant, in compadson with what we might be ; and 

Id it be possible that men in manufactures would vote for mo
oly and restriction? If there \Yere 11uch, it must be became 

had been accustomed to vote for party colours, blue, or red, 
ellow. (Hear.) Mr. Brown had told them that he did not 
for party, and that he was M willinl! to receive i;ood measures 
Sir Robert Peel as he was from Lord John Russell. Let 
an suppose, th .'! refore, in voting for l\fr. Brown, that he 

opposing Sir Robert Peel. He (l.\:lr. Cobden) must confess 
bought that we might get as good measures from Sir Robert 
I as from Lord ,John Russell ; but he would tell them how to 
them-by helping him on a little. He would tell the con
atives present, a1 his firm belief, that if they could see the 
art of hearts!' of Sir R. Peel, they would find that be wished 
Brown might succeed; for Sir R. Peel wa~ himself a free
r; he had heard him avow it over and over again; and he 
11 they would let him do under the circumstances ; but there 
t in the cabinet, !ace to face with Lord Wharncliffe, the Duke 

uccleucp, Mr. Goulhurn, nnd the Duke of Wellington (who 
getting rather obstinate in his old age), and they wouldn' t let 
«o on. ]htt if Sir Robert Peel could meet his colleagues wi th 
nf~pmit'iqn , thnt the aon, ervatlves of Lsno~i}lire h~d thrown ~am,· l?~}!U2!, pPlO}µ" ll, ~p,d pre~~dipi !t ' !l4 flad Jo!np<t t~• 
f ,~ Frli~~r» , rr,~r•rw·q ... t l'tt"ti,••ei ~R P.,ttr.~~, ~tl1 J!~~m¼Ari reel 
U." lfQ · ' •; · g,~u ll ~& t , , VIC' tt , i j t Qr - ~ h:o 
"i'I .J , •! •'i , 'l•,:f •f ,f f.'~tf \! •l U . f' l'i' • 1•1 ,H~ 

stronge5t arguments with the Dukes of Richmond and Bucking
ham, who were now tormenting and harassing him, in order to 
keep him in the ranks of monopoly ; and thPy would enable him 
to control lh!=m, and to compel them to go further in the direction 
of free trade. ,Yere t.here any present connected with farm
ing that thought free trade would injure them. He had al
ways thought that the most lively joke he ever met with 
in his travels; for, as he had said, free trade meant more trade, 
more work, more profit ; more to do in every hranch of busi
ness. Under it, when the farmer came to market, he would get 
better prices for his produce, because there would be more cus
tomers for it, and consequently mora meney. (Applause.) Per
hapK some farmers in that neighbourhood might tell them, that i( 
we had free trade in corn, then some people in other parts of the 
kingdom would be sending their butter, and milk, and eggs, and 
vegetables lo the manufacturers. ,vhat. would you think of the 
farmers in the neighbourhood of Rivington Pike being afraid that 
thosa in Norfolk and Essex would supply the manufacturers of 
Wigan and Bolton with these articles? Did not they think that 
the farmers or Rivington must have a good trade, if it would pay 
to bring these things from Norfolk and Essex? It reminded him 
of the market gardenen in the neighbourhood of London, 
who, when they were, making turnpike roads in all directions, 
petitioned agaimt them and said,-" If you begin to make 
good road@, the people in Berkshire, Devon, and Somerset will 
bring up their vegetables to London, and our produce will 
not sell for ao much." Theymade the roads, and London increased 
and flourished by the aid of those roads; and the consequence wu, 
that land in the neighbourhood of London, instead of being let for 
£2 an acre, is now let for il:20 to £25 an acre. (Hear.) And so it 
would be with the farmers of South Lancashire, particularly in 
this district, where there was such abundance of coal; th'3 land 
now worth £2 would be worth £4 an acre by-and-by, and they 
would have better markets for their butter, cheese, egg•, and 
other agricultural produc11, for they would have a manufacturing 
population able to consume. 

SOUTH LANCASHIRE ELECTION. 

'WRO ARE THE CANDIDATES ?-BROWN AND ENTWISLE. 

The first gentleman who asks the suffrage• of th~ electoraisW1r,
LtAM BnowN, E sq., the head of the eminent'flrm of Brown, Ship
ley, and Co., one of the first in the world. 'l'he grounds on which 
Mr. Brown comos forward are lucidly, and without any equivoca
tion or disguise, explained in his address to the electors, and in 
the admirable speech be delivered in this town on Wednesday last. 
He advocates the abolition of the corn laws and perfect freedom of 
trade, 10 far as ia consistent with purposes ot revenue, on the 
broad ground that such a course is .necessary for the permanent 
welfare of all cl'isses of the community, the agricultural interest• 
include.d; and or his sincerity in this latter belief he has given in
dubitable proof, by investing a large portion of the splendid for
tune obtained by successful and honom·able commercn in the pur
chase of extensive landed estates. in Yorkshire. Giving .Mr. 
Brown credit for ever PO 1mall a portion of that judgment, know
ledge, and talent, which have enabled him to build up one of the 
first commercial houses in the world, and which, for upwards of 
thirt) years, hav<: secured to him a most influential standing in all 
matters relating to commerce, the agricultural classes must be 
convinced at least that he iuincerc, -.nd that, having invested so 
large a capital in land, he would not advocate free-trade if he did 
not believe, not only that his property would not be injureq 
thereby, but that it would be increased in value. 

For the character and standing of Mr. Be-own, we might rest 
contented with appealing to his political opponenta. The Lif!er
pool Standard aay11 :-" A11 a mer.:hant, Mr. Brown occupies, we 
admit, :,. hi~h position. In private character, he is unexception
able.'' The Mail admit1 that he is "a respectable merchant;" 
and the Courier says-" Regarding Mr. Bro\Yn, ii ia not our inv 
tention to utter one word of disparagement. Hill per•onal cha. 
racter t, uQimpea~habJe, ~nd aJ a merphant and g mar* of ~u }no•• 
?~ qne ~tap~, ~!~~ef: 'I 'f~n~ ~.rP. ·,1~ni~c~~t •~~fl~ci?,!e•, au.~ 
wb 't ~r~ to~· dr~)Yhack, ,ug set.14? Attft, of ths:;S} eul~ ist'a u~~ es·i ·ii'hlAf' .. :.1.ti.tt: m fW _. mJ~ fll'flt :.r,n~: ~,it~mf 
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it to be inferred that he is actually a native of Ameri\:ll-the fact 
being that he is an Irishman by birth, educated in Yorkshire, and, 
for the. last thirty-six years, resident in Liverpool or the neigh
hood. The same objector insinuates that Mr. Brown advocates 
the repeal of the corn laws because it will beRefit American agri
culture. The answer is, that he has invested forty thousand 
pounds ill the purcl1ase of English land. Anonymous assailants 
have attacked Mr. Brown on the subject ofreligion, The fact is, 
that he is, and has been for many years, a zealous member of the 
Church of England. 

Mr. Brown is decidedly liberal in his political principles, but 
he has never borne the character of a political partizan. He is 
universally respected by his fellow-townsmen of all classes, and of 
the munificent manner in which he dispensed his princely wealth, 
let the public charities bear witness. He is the projector and 
principal supporter of the Northern Infirmary, in aid of which, 
in addition to oth~r contributions, he gave, several months ago, 
the sum of one thousand pound.6. 

The candidate selected by the monopolists, and by the blind and 
short-sighted political partisans, who knowingly defer their own 
interests and those of the country to the success of political fac
tion, is a l\In. Wu. El'ITWISLE, of whom nobody seems to have 
known anything certain for several days after his nomination. As 
in the case of Mr. Brown we might rest big qualifi<'.ations and his 
claims to represent South Lancashire on the statements of the 
papers al,ready quoted. One says he "is a youn~ man-an un
tried man;'' another repeats the statement, and the sum total of 
his merits seems to be that he is !lephew to Mr. Entwisle, of Fox
holes, acquired some distinction at Cambridge, and got soundly 
beaten with Sir George Murray, at Manchester, in 1841. Here, 
in Live1·pool, the mo&t amusing perplexity as to Lhe identity of 
this gentleman prevailed; one insisting that he was the identical 
Mr. Entwisle, of Foxholes; another that he belonged to the 
Entwisles of Manchester; and we actually heard, the other day, 
a Liverpool Tory merchant, with a beard upon his chin, and 
that beard grizzled with gray, felicitating himself and his pal'ty on 
the Foxholes affinity, as proving that their candidate was of aris
tocratic descent, and unconnected with manufactures ! Supposing 
that 1\-Ir. Entwisle /,ad been the descendant of some stout thief who 
came over at the Conquest, we do not see what better claim that 
circumstance would have given him to the representation of a 
community of merchants and traders; but the gentleman is, in 
fact, the son and successor of the late Richard Entwisle, Esq., of 
Rushohne-house, near Manchester, and by consequence is, we sup
pose, affected with the manufacturing taint. Be this as it may, 
there is not one Tory merchant in this town who would hesitate 
to refer any commercial matter to the decision of Mr. Brown. ls 
there one that would prefer Mr. Entwisle as a referee ? If not, 
what insensate and suicidal folly is it to trnst the guidance of all 
the commercial interests of the country, so_far as the voice of South 
Lancashire is concerned, to one in whom individual merchants 
would place no confidence in a private and individual matter, as 
compared with l\Ir. Brown ?-Liverpool Mercurg. 

THE RESOLUTIONS OF AN HONEST SOUTH 
LANCASHIRE ELECTOR. 

I'L~ NOT VoTE Fon Mn. ENTWISLE-,VHY? 

1.-Because I can seP, nothing in his meagre address, nor hear 
anything of.him from his friends, that qualifies him to represent so 
important a division as South Lancashire. 

2.-Because the only qualifications pointed out by his support
ers are, that he has been a Cambridge "Wrangler" and the 
Vice-Chairman of a Railway Company. 

3.-Becavse instead of being independent in politics, he II ms 
to have pinned his faith altogether upon the sleeve of Sir Robert 
Peel. 

4.-Becawte the policy he advocates tends to raise the price of 
food; and as I should think it wrong to raise the llrice of my 
neighbour's food in order to pay my mortgages, to give. my 
daughten marriage portions, to pay the wages of grooms and 
gardeners, or to maintain my station in society, I will not, there
fore, assist in sending any man to parliament that will act in a 
1imilar manner. 

5.-Because I know that it is best for all classP.s to have a good 
trade; and as this can only be secured by giving it freedom, I will 
not ~ote for that man who will continue to shackle it any longer. 

6.-Because I wish to befriend the British farmer, \Vho has 
been deceived with the protection promised by the corn laws. He 
has been injured by them perhaps more than any other class. 
Noth1ng but a real good trade can either create ~ood customers 
for farmers' produce, lessen the poor rates, or relieve the compe
tition for farms. I will give my vote, therefore, to no man who 
supports the corn laws, because I believe he cannot be really and 
truly" a farmer's friend." 

i .-Because I really pity the condition of the agricultural 
labourers. I travel the country, but I never see a single new house 
built for this class, but ms.oy old ones pulled down, and I know 
they are in deep distress. Farmers are rP,ndered so poor by the 
protection system, that they cannot afford to employ as many la
bourers as they would. It is only more trade that can relie,·e 
farmers and their labourers; and therefore I will not vote for the 
man who would lessen trade by continuing restrictions. 

8.-Because with a rapidly increa~ing population, unleis we 
provide employment in towns, we shall have the families of the 
working people to kP.ep out of the poor rates. And if we go on 
refusing the agricultural produce of other countries, they will 
become ourmanufacturing rivals, and in the end successfully drive 
us out of the markets. I shall therefore reject any candidate that 
does not declare openly for free-trade. 

9,-Becausc I am a lover of peace; but tariff's and restrictions 
lead to contentions and war. Freedom of commerce cements 
nations together, and is the best of all guarantees for peace. I 
will poll for no man therefore that will not pledge himself to abolish 
all tariff& hostile to the universlll freedom of commerce. 

I WILL VoTE FOR Mn. BROWN-WHY? 
I. -B,cause personally he is one of the most enterprising men 

in the world. He is a rich ll}erchant, and interested in every 
possible way in the prosperity of the trade of this country. 

2.-Becuuse he is also an extensive landowner, and will advo
cate no measures but what are calculated to promote the welfare 
of agriculture, and to place its prosperity upon a permanent basis. 

3. -Beca11se I mean now to drop my attachment lo the terms 
""' hig" and "Tory,'' and to support such men only as, wilhout 
regard to party, will boldly contend for free-trade measures, 
calculated to benefit the country; and such a man I believe Mr. 
Brown to be. 

4.-Because it is only by increasing the number of free-traders 
in the House of Commons that the liberal views of the present 
government, or any other government, can be carried into effect, 
,ve want not merely "free-trade in the abstract," but free-tnde 
in practice, and all classes to enjoy its benefits. 

5.-Because as the old protection sy$tem is becoming disowned 
by every enlightened person of every party, it is high time for the 
electors to 11hake off the fetters of subjection to mere party names, 
and submission to party control, and honestly to vote for those who 
have independence enough to rise above party. 

6.-Because I believe the principles of Mr. Brown are those 
which alone can sustain our agriculture, extend our trade, and re
move the danger of national distress, and national convulbion. 

1,-Becattse, consequently, these principles are best for the 
operatives ; best for our tradesmen ; aest for farmers ; best for 
labourers; and, in Lhe end, will be found best for the landowners 
themsehes. 

8.-Becattse the old ·restrictive system has been the cause of so 
much poverty, suffering, and discontent; because under it the 
farmers have been getting poorer, and the labo_ql,'ers more im
poverished ; bec<!,1tse our trad~ is so constantly subject to ruinomt 
panics-, toot -I am determined to vote for the man who will try 
to introduce a better one. 

I am also determined not to be driven to the poll by any land. 
agent, landlord, cotton-lord, or any other person. · J will not be 
bribed by promises; nor intimidated ·by thr~ats. I will act the 
part of a fre~ man, and vote honestly and conscientiously for
William Brown, the friend of free-trade I 
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'' The time is now arrived when prosperity and monopoly cannot exist together.'' 

"SPRING COMETH, BUT MAN 
SUJ:<'FEHS. 

" Sprir.g comes, and lo ! the green 
buds swell, 

The primrose lifts her head; 
· Nature, revived beneath the spell, 

Cornea breaLhing from the dead. 

" The butterfly floats o'er the mead, 
The bee hums round the bower; 

God will His smallest creatures feed
There's honey in the flower! 

" There's hor,ey iu the fl<,wer ! and see 
The dewdrops round iL cling: 

Come forth, bright butter fly and bee! 
Hejoice ye in the spring! 

" Tarry not, insect, bird, nnrl beaat, 
Anend vour Maker's call ! 

Earth spr~ndeth fonh his bounteous 
feaat, 

:Mor-e than enough for 11ll. 

" But man! man only looketh on, 
. Mournful 1rnJ sunken-eyed, 

What bath God's noblest creatures 
done, 

That food should be denied? 

" Famine is 00 his thin.worn brow 
He sees the spring yet sighs, ' 

Lavely are earlh and bc11ven-but lo! 
Men's burning tears arise. 

" Oh God ! dost Thou deny us bread? 
Thou God of earth and heaven! 

All ,else Thou madest Thou hast fed, 
l•or ull Lhy care bas striven. 

" Raiment and shelter they rcc•ivc, 
Insect, and beast, and bird; 

Celd and unsheltered, wilt thou leave 
The creature first preferred ? 

" We watch the life-restoring spring 
RecloLbe the ti1lc! 1111d gro\'e; 

Su1,shinr, au1l shower, and beaut,• 
I.Jiiug • 

New witness of Thy Juve. 

" Oh God! not Thou-but evil men, 
This deadly wrung ha,·e urought ; 

Thou ~llw'st 7'/iv u:ork u:as goocl
liow then 

By Thee was misery wrought? 

" It could not be! ls not! Men sla•y 
Their fellow-men and smile I 

Thy children's bnmd they tal,e 11way, 
And reckless feast the while. 

" They take our food-our raiment 
take-

Scarce roofed the peasant lies; 
Ami biller grows the heart whose ache 

The vroud oppressor eyea; 

" Scorns, too, while crying! Y c11, in 
nin 

Each suppliant word wns said; 
Useless to 11sk, or to compluin 

To them who stint us bread. 

" Bread, life, all, all, they sw11llow up, 
Though hopeless millions pine; 

Oh God, our God! remove this cup, 
AnJ be the glory Thine! 

" Give victory to the patriot band 
The muny o'er the few!- ' 

Join suffering on.Lions hand-in hand 
'Iill peace and right subdue! ' 

No. 1!27. 

The HARE and the TORTOISE. 
HOPE ON I HOPE FOR EVER I 

,vhen 1Vilberforce made his first attempt to abolish siegro slav
ery, he and his seconder divided alone against the whole house, 
amidst the cheers and gibes of an unchristian majority. What. 
says Cobden, has been our progress? Five years is but a small 
period in the history of a nation-scarcely enough to give an or
dinary education to your sons. We have had the task of educat
ing a nation. (Cheers.) Nay, we began our la,k, I am free to 
confess it, like many other pedagogues-we had to teach ourselves 
after we had begun to teach others. ,ve began, an insignificant 
body of teachers, not men of we11.lth or influence, or of surpassing 
talent. 1Ve had neither birth nor rank to give HS a factitious cha
racte1· in the country. We had nothing hut the truth and simple 
justice of the question to sustain us. And we have advanced that 
question to the state in which you now find it, by the imtrumenta
lity of the Anti-Corn-Law League. There ii one thing, and one 
only, of which I may venture to boast - we have persevered. 
(Cheers.) 1Ve have stuck honestly to our principles. ,ve have 
never swerved one hair's breadth to &uit the exigency of any 
political pat·ty. (Louu cheers.) But our question has been ad• 
vancing until it has become a great n11.tional and great political 
queilion. - - ---------------------

Peel, the Cricket pla.yer bowled out b7 a strai~ht 
Ball from Cobden. 

"Then shall the foodful earth increased,. 
Her corn nncl olive bring; 

Anrl man, no less than bird or beast. 
l:leglaJcned by the :svring."-S. D. 

ONE OF THE OLD SCHOOL. 

I've been for more than twenty yean, 
And boast it u.s my glory, 

What poor deluded people call 
A thorough-going Tory. 

All taxes willingly I've paid, 
Nor murmured at my fate, 

But deem it sacrcrl duty still 
To prop np church and 1tate. 

A state wilh j:tslice cheap to all, 
And church from pride so free, 

Not life &o dear, nor health so sweet, 
As church nnd atute to me. 

The club at" Carlton" I &upport, 
And hold the doctrine right, 

Which in the bishops uncl the lords 
Reposes sovereign might . 

l've bid my i.eighbuurs bow the knee 
To alJ the rich and great, 

For sure the rich must e,•cr be 
The sinews of tht! state, 

l'l·e railed against the 111dicals, 
That greedy selfish race, 

\\rhose noise and tumult are but made 
A stepping-stone to place. 

The landlords I right well adore, 
And bless that generous band, 

Who mnkc my children's bread •o 
cheap, 

By keeping np the land, 
( praise the magistrates n~ men 

Of justice, while they draw 
Large money from Dissenters purse, 

Because it is the law. 
The army, too, I always judge 

The safeguard of our rights, 
For mobs are sure to run uwav 

,vuene'er ll soldtcr tights •• 
lu one 'l\"orrl, I my count1y love . 

Whose greatness C\"er wuxcs, 
In rlne proportion to the weight 

And burden of our tnxe1; 
And rnw it a~ my ouly fear 

:For Euglo.nd's future hononr, 
Lest Peel and Russell should combine 

To cuse the weight upon her; 
For ahould such dreadful day arise, 

The world woL;ld soon forget 
The glory thal iii chiefly won 

Hy gc\lirrg into debt. 
Yel, notwithS1andin1,: ull the zeal 

And duty I have »hown, 
Ancl lhough l have noL ,•entured once 

To cull my soul my own; 
One thini,t I cannot yet cxpluin,I 

No r tell 1he reuson why, 
My neighbours 11II, who know me best 

Look on me \'ery shy. 
I ha,·e no scure ut uny shop, 

Hut always puy my way, 
Nor do I go, like 111110,> mure, 

In tr111t from day tu duy. 
\Vhy, th1:11, arc they so ~hy of me? 

l fear that "ichd tribe, 
U1l\' C f"o1111d ouL that I sold my vote 

And couutry fur a L1ribe 
r o,Yn Lbc charge : I sold my \"0te 

Ar.<l cuu1111·y lo, the pelf, 
And could I buL obt11in my price 

l'J e,·en Sl!LL 1111·sE1,:v. P. P, 
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CORN-LAW CURIOSITIES. 

From a host of curious arguments advanced by the inter
ested and prejudiced, on one hand, and the disinterested 
but deluded, on the other, against the repeal of the Corn
Laws, we select the following for brief refutation. 

1. Com-Laws are declared to be for the special benefit of 
farmers and their labourers ; and yet the former are con
stantly complaining of agricultural distress, and the latter 
receive less wages than almost any other class of operatives. 

2. It is maintained that although the Com-Laws are 
meant for the exclusive protection of agriculture, and attain 
this object, they also protect the coun.ry at large from ruin, 
lay the foundation of national prosperity, and thus benefit, 
prosper, and bless every class in the community ; and yet, 
during the existence of these laws every class has in turn 
again and again loudly proclaimed its lack of prosperity, and 
asked for some better protection against ruin than Corn
Laws. 

3. The Corn-Laws are said to be the most effectual 
means of rendering Great Britain independent of all other 
nations ; and yet we depend on foreigners for the very silver 
and gold with which business is transacted, and for the flax, 
silk, and cotton which we manufacture, and for the tea, 
coffee, and sugar, the spices, raisins, and currants, the wines, 
oranges, and almonds, the tobacco and snuff, and some hun
dreds of other articles which we consume. 

4. But for the Corn-Laws, it is affirmed that all inferior 
land would be thrown out of cultivation, and large masses 
of agricultural labourers thereby deprived of employment 
and the means of subsistence; and yet, were all such de
serted land to be pla11ed rent-free in the hands of such dis
charged labourers, they would then find themselves full 
employment, and make for themselves an advance upon 
their present earnings. 

6. It is solemnly averred that a repeal of the Corn-Laws 
would ruin all classes in the country; and yet it is as so
lemnly averred that a repeal of the Corn-Laws would enable 
the manufacturers to make princely fortunes; and so that 
class and its connexions would not only not be ruined, but 
be benefitted to the full extent ofloss sustained by the Corn
Law class, so that the wealth of the nation would remain 
the same as before, and no loss would be sustained by the 
community at large. 

6. Without the Corn-Laws, it is assumed that little or 
no rent for land would be obtained, nnd as the rental of 
the country is its sole strength and support, and the des
truction of rent would be the destruction of the country, 
the advocates of Corn-Laws are consequently the purely 
disinterested friends of their country; and yet the land is 
just the same in its capabilities whether rent is paid or not, 
and all the land that is in Great Britain uow, and all the 
money that is here, would still be here, although no rent 
at all were paid; and soi~ is not rent that makes corn grow, 
and increases silver and gold, and conduces to the pros
perity of the country, for rent is the effect, not the cause, 
of these. 

7. It is said that but for Corn-La\V Protection wheat 
would be selling at this moment at the awfully low and 
ruinous price of 16s. 8d. per quarter, instead of 54s.; and 
yet, the present duty being 18s. per quarter, the price now, 
with this Corn-Law Protection, should be 16s. 8d. and 
ISs., or 34s. and 8d. per quarter, and of course would be, 
if the Pro-Corn Law allegation happened to be true instead 
of false. I 

8. The abrogation ofthe Corn-Laws, it is urged, would 
gre~tly reduce the price of corn, frightfully lower the value l 
of tithes, and thereby depreciate th~ w~rth and efficiency l 
of the Church, and deepen the destitution of the people, 

for which reasons alone, and not for any selfish pecuniary 
purpose, the receivers of tithe strenuously defend the Corn
Laws; and yet if tithe were not paid at all, the land, the 
crops, and all our money would be in these islands of ours 
as actually and as fully as they are now ; and as tithes do 
not cause corn to grow on the land, nor create the Church 
of Christ and the religion of God, the low value of tithes 
would not repress the growth of corn, nor damage the 
Church and religion. 

9. Keeping up the price of corn by protective duties j9 
said to keep up wages; and yet wages generally have not 
risen and fallen with the prices of corn. · 

10. It is admitted by the Pro-Corn-Law men that the 
most rational and natural system of all kinds of trading, and 
that which would be the very best for all is, that every one 
should be at full liberty to buy in the cheapest market and 
sell in thP- dearest; and yet these same men allow that 
Corn-Laws are express,y designed to compel the inhabitants 
of this country to buy their bread in the dearest market in 
the world. 

11. The Corn-L s are declared by some to be as ne
cessary for the support of English manufacturers as for the 
protection of agriculture, because the millions connected 
with the landed and farming interests are the manufactu
rers' best customers ; and yet the manufacturers are charged 
with seeking a repeal of the Corn-Laws and the min of the 
country, that they may enrich themselvelil, which is, of 
course, tantamount to granting that the manufacturers would 
get better and more profitable customera if ~hey were 
allowed to repeal the Corn-Laws. 

12. Some Anti-Corn-Law men have all alo1g insisted 
that repeal would not much, if at all, lower the ,price of 
Corn, but promote trade and general prosperi.y; while 
others have looked for a great reduction in price, and nearly 
all Pro. Corn-Law men have looked for the sa11e, and on 
that expectation have they rested all their arg11nents, and 
from it drawn all their alarms; and yet when \nti-Corn
Law advocates come more generally to affirm that prices 
would not be so much reduced as wai at first supposed, 
but trade and general prosperity would be greaty and per
manently promoted by a repeal, the Pro-Corr-Law men 
lay hold of this as their best argument against repeal, which 
is tantamount to maintaining that a small be1efit is not 
worth striving for, because it is a small benefit, and that it 
is better to have the highest possible price for .:!Orn, how
ever much trade and commerce may be affectEd thereby, 
than by a slight abatement in the price of corn to promote 
the general prosperity of the nation , 

Such are twelve Corn-Law Curiosities, and it would not 
be difficult to find twelve times twelve other t!qually ab
surd apologies for Corn. Law injustice. 

HOME TRADE AND FOREIGN TRADE. 

A. WHAT 1s Ho~rn TRADE ?-Itis exchanging me with an . 
other the articles which the several classes in t1is country 
produce ; for instance, the joiner exchanges a chest of 
drawers with a tailor for a suit of clothes; oi the dairy
woman sends her butter to the shoemaker, the ;oo per, and 
the draper, and receives their articles in return. 

B. The home trade, thtn, does not mean .any largn
production, but merely a wider distribution ? 

A. Exactly so; you may shuffle the cards as yo1 please, but 
if there be but fifty-two, you cannot, by throwingth£""m about 
ever so much, make them one more. If this exchange be 
lively. if there be more money in circulation, prces will get 
up, but still there is the same quantity to be di-ide-d among 
a given number of people. 
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B. WHAT Is FoREIGN TRADE?-It is bringing into the coun
try the productions of other parts, such as corn, butter, 
sugar, coffee, timber, fruits, &c., and paying for them in 
cotton and woollen cloth, hardware, earthenware, &c., of 
which we have a superabundance. 

A. This, then, is positively adding to om· stock from which 
the home distribution is made. For instance, there is 
a family with two pansful of boiled potatoes for <linner. 
They proceed to distribute one which represents the home 
trade; but before they have finished, in comes a neighbour 
and says that all their potatoes are finished, and offen, them a 
good rice pudding and an apple-pie for the spare panful of 
potatoes. This is Foreign Trade. 

B. Oh ! I understand it perfectly well ; and in fact men 
must be very confused who pretend to separate the one 
from the other. For instance, the articles which we are 
constantly exchanging with each other, are to a great ex
tent foreign, and must first have been brought into this 
country before they could have been fit for home exchange. 
We talk of ome-made cotton and home-spun yarn, but the 
raw material and not a fow of the articles used in manufac
turing are brought from foreign parts. Go into a cabinet 
maker's 5hcp, and you see little but what has come across 
the seas-

.A. Yes, the farmers themselves, for who11e benefit 
the monopolists talk so largely about supporting the home 
trade, exch1nge chiefly for for1ign produce. After paying 
their rents 1.nd taxes, their greatest outlay for their families 
is upon fo~ig11 articles ; and the freer and cheaper these 
could be inported, and the better it would be for them. 
They d10 ot exchange their butter, and vegetables, and 
fruit, foll' c y bricks, plaster of Paris images, knobsticks, 
and other articles, home-made, so much as they do fur sugar, 
treacle, ea, coffee, rice, pepper, and such like foreign arti
cles, nil of which they buy every time they come to town. 

B. I steel is all nonsense talking about supporting our hom£:: 
trade, a.nd neglecting the foreign ; it just means tlus-we 
must be co1tcnt with our own produce, and square it out 
as well ms 've can; but we must exclude those large sup
plies wluicl foreigners are willing to send us in return for the 
things v.ve 1ave to spare. 

A. i aim ~lad you do see it so clearly; and I wi h that every 
farm~r mnd every plain man saw it in the same light; they 
would n1o )Jnger allow themselves to be robbed and deluded 
by tl e tunoeaning cry of home trade I !tome trade ! 

CORN Bi.-L AND SHORT TntE.-I h~ve watched very atten
tively th,e p·oceedinga in Parliament upon Lord Ashley"s motion 
on the Slho t-time Bill; and I have heard it admitted by the lead
ing men 011 ooth sides of the House, that the Corn Laws and the 
other mcono>plies were the cause of the long houn of work in this 
district. . was walking down Pal'liament-street one day, ju~t 
when L1ordAshley had brought forward his first motion, and I 
wa11 memtio1ing the subjet't of the Ten Houn' Bill to a ientleman 
who wats wth me, a shrewd man, and one of few words, and he 
,hook /iii, h,,ad and said, " It will be quite impossible for the 
working el11ses to support tl,e aristocracy with ten lwJLrs' work 
u-da!J. '' -I. Cobden, M. P. 

FaE?UCJI SHoEs.-Some try to frighten us from free trade by 
poin 'ng; at French shoes. Ai lhere are a great m:1.ny more shoe
wearen; th.n shoemakers, t.ho greatest goneral advantage is to 
b:i.ve lh1en cheap. And if French shoes can really be sold 
cheaper lH?'e, after paying all the import expenses, it only shows 
that we ar, behind in our shoe m:i.nufactllre; and that rather than 
encourruge this, by keeping up prices by taxing the public, the 
trade sho Id be open in ordet· to stimulate enterprize and im
p1·0,•em1en After all, French shoe. will be like American do
me11tics an Spanish bullocks, a good deal talked about, but little 
ell.!. n eding cattle, in manufacturing domestics, or making 
1hoe:1, {8iV our people fair play, and they need uo protectini laws, 
and I tul.lJ will alwitys be too proud to ask far them. 

A NEW PLATONIC DIALOGUE. 

" Good gentleman in velvet, no doubt 'tia kind of you 
To give my children tracts, 10 neatly atitched in blue; 
But as, poor things, they have not a stitch upon themselves, 
They'd care more for your "·ardrobe than for your bookcase 

shelvea." 

"Poor man in rags, blupheme not; for all we suffer, surely, 
h less than we dese1·ve, and should be bi>rn demurely. 
But 'tis, I own, our duty to help our neigbour'a plight, 
And so there's sixpence for you, a sinner's worthlen mite." 

" Good gentleman in velvet, 'twill buy a loaf of bread, 
The first we've had these two days, and now welre almost dead. 
Here, Mary, crawl and fetch it, for your mother is too ill: 
And I'll look to Bill and Tommy, and \seep the baby •till. 

"Poor man in rags, believe me, there's the poorhouse free to you, 
That handsome house and grounds, and all so large and new : 
There's a doctor there and chaplain, and guardians meeting weekly; 
And when last I saw the inmates, thE1y were shining all quite 

sleekly." 

" Good gentleman fo velvet, 'tis a life too fine for me, 
To live like a great man, and no wife or child to aee. 
I've heard that there', a plaee 10 grand no tongue can tell, 
All silver, gold, and jewels-the place that they call hell." 

"Poor man in rags, your notions are aa &canty, tern., and thin, 
As the dc;thes up::>n your body; but it's all thll fruit.of ,in. 
You should go to church:<>n Sunday, and hear our worthy pa1tor
An estimable man, very tit to be )'Our mute1·." 

"Good gentleman in velvet, I once did go to chureh; 
But the man who built it aomehow had left me in the lurch: 
I found no seat, but atood, the ceremonie1 viewing, 
And wondered what the people, who look'd so snug, were doing." 

" Poor man in rags, and heard you no profitable truth, 
To light yom· soul's dark places and make the broken amoolh? 
·what said the worthy rector, RO learned and so kinsf-, 
,vith whom and his good lady on Fl'iday last we dined?" 

" He simper'd out long stories of Noah and hi, ark, 
And of Jonah who was a wallowed by some shovel-hatted shark; 
And by all his talk of deluges, he made it clear as mud, 
That he was safe within the boat, and I was in the flood.•• 

" Poor man in rags, I fear that you want the gospel pearl, 
The doetor ia a dean and the coutin of an earl ; 
And heard you then no word that, spoken in due season, 
At once was Christian doctrine and gentlemanly reaaon ?" 

" Good gentleman in velvet, all who left hi, church behind, 
The church of him the doctor, were spiritually blind; 
But the Catholics were worse, for they had an Inquisition, 
And called him a Dissenter, him who held dissent perdition." 

" Poor man in rags, what truth to wisdom can be clear1n? 
The voice of Heaven ia sounding, and only wants a hearer. 
But truth must be helieved, and not questioned without ahame; 
And 'ti1 thinking for youself that incun your l\Iaker·s blame.'' 

" Good gentleman in velvet, to learn a little more, 
And to p11ss away my time, for the hunger pinched me sore, 
I went f'o hear a lecture la!!t night on the Corn-Laws, 
And though I own it puzzled me, I join'd in thu 11pplaUM.,. 

" Poor man in rags, what listen to such lying tongues aa thoae
Those enemies of property~1.1.nd of the world's repose! 
Your common sense alone should'1ave told you they were wron1; 
And you should h:ive confuted lhem in face of all the throng." 

" Good l(entleman in velvet, I'm ignorant and rough, 
And dared not answerlParson Whale, althoµgh ha talked such 1tutl", 
And when they spoke of Corn-Laws, and put the squire to shame, 
I fe~red that thinking for my~self would earn my Mak«'a blame .... 
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The pt~sleh ftend Monopoly ls evidently about to 
KICK THE BUCKET. 

VARIETIES. · 

How beautiful to look upon the swelling ocean !-the great 
highway of commerce !-and how delighted would the people be to 
see on all our shores the riches of other climes discharged with
out the intervention of custQm-house officers or the 11ervant. of 
lllonopoly. 

FACTORY LAnuun.-Tf the debates on this Factory Question 
do not immea~urably advance the question of free trade in the 
national mind, then are the people of this country the obtusest 
under ·the sun. But it has alrnady advanced the question; and in 
nothing more than in showing the working man that the two extra 
houn about which so much has been said, arn essential to the main
tenance of the Corn-Laws.-Lwgue.-[With free bread, the 
operatives wnuld live better with ten hours' !about· than they do 
uow with twelve.] 

The aristocracy and the squirearchy of the country cannot wield 
tbe soub of the manufacturnn as they do those of the farmers ; 
they cannot drive the manufactm·ers to the:poll at an election; they 
cannot threaten them with taking away their leases, and turning 
them out of doors: if they could work upon manufacturers just 
as well and as nimbly as on many occasions they have worked upon 
the poo1· farmers, I doubt whether they would set themselves so 
much agaiost 1he one, or maintain 10 Hrong an attachment to the 
other. The manufacturers are rather obstinate political material 
tu work upon.-Rev. J. Bumett. 

TuE CAuSt::i OF DEARNESS AND C1n:APNEss.-Dearness 
and cheapness may be produced by two distinct causes. Dearness 
may be produad, on the one hand, by scarcity, a•d, on the 
other, by a large cm1sumptivc abi11ty on the part of the commu
nity. If dearness be caused by scarcity, then prices keep above 
the relative means of the oommunity of purchasing the article. 
If, on the other hand, dearness be ouly the effect of a large de
mand for a <;ipmmodity, it argues, in the first place, great eon-
1umptive ability and the wealthy condition of the consumer, in 
order to have brought about that deat·nais. Cheapness, on the 
ether hand, may be produced by two causes. It may he the re-
1mlt of plenty, and it is then a blessing to e'very one; hut, on the 
other hand, it may lfo produced, :i.s we have seen during the last 
two or three years, from inahi,lity on the part of the consumer to 
purchase Hie first nee01,a1·y of life. Now, what I contend is, 
that the principles of restriction and monopoly have a tendency to 
create the dearness, which i~ objectionabl_e, because it arise~ 
from scarcity; anu that .free trade, on the other hand, if fol

FREE-TRADE BAZAAR.-The great Bazaar is intended to 
held in Covent-Garden Theatre, London, and is fixed fort 
month or July next. The friends ofFreeTrade in thisneighbo 
hood, therefore, ought to be prompt and active i11 their exerti 
to collect and forward contributions. There should be no de! 
hut every one should be pressin~ to pour into this treasury of fr 
trade the choicest articles of skill and ingenuity. 

ConN LAWS 1~ THE OLDEN TrnE.-1\Irs. Margaret Past 
writing to her son, Sir John, in the reign of Edward the Four 
complains of the low price of wheat (2s. or 2s. 2d. for two bu 
els), and that the market was kept down by the king's comm 
that there should none go out of the land ! Thus, then, f: 
centuries ago, the exportation of wheat was forbidden by 
sovereign, that it might be cheap. Its importation is now 
stricted, that it may be dear. 

WHo ARE THE FARUEns' BEST CusTOMERs.-,Vithin the I 
few days droves of homed cattle have passed through Lane 
from the north, destined for the markets of Preston, l\Ianches 
Rochdale, Bolton, and other manufacturing towns famous forth 
" tall chimnies" on which the landed monopolist, have lately b 
ex pendir1g the vials of their wrath, but for whii::h their rent-r 
would not have yielded half their present revenue. They h 
no ohjection to the golden eggs, and yd by a fatui1y little short 
madness, they seek to destroy the goose th.it Jays them,-Lan 
ter Guardian. 

D.cvoTION TO A Goon CAUSE.-" I might !ay-H 
have I been two or three years runnini; about the country, 
0\'0!' the kin~dom, till I have travelled almoit as much as the c 
c·1mference Qf the globe, and I now ask you, gentlemen of Wii 
who have as much, many of yon more, interest in free trarle a 
have, and who have been sitting quietly at home, only to give 
next week to canvassing.'' Fut he would not addrefS them 
such low motives. They must know that free trade would b!'n 
not only themselve~, bni every clas.i in the country, and he trus 
they would wmk a ,,gent 1 to 1;ecure the return of the free-lr 
can<lidate.-.Mr. Cobden's Speech at Wigan. 

A CONSISTENT FttEE-TRADER. -" During the time of 
monopoly of the China market by tho East India Comp 
M1·. Brown was one of those in England who had a monopol 
the private trade with China, which was carried on through A 
rican houses. No Engli5h private house could trade with th 
countries; but the Americans took up the trade in an indi 
way, and J\lr. Brown was the agent for that commerce, and it 
a very important bp.neh of his business. When the proposal 
made to abolish the monopoly of the East India Company in 
China trade, l\Ir. Brown went to London and gave e,idence 
forn thtl Parliamenta1·y committee in favour of opening the tr 
with China, though to do s;o would d •prive himself of the mo 
poly he then had in the trade with that country." 

INCREASE IN TH& V .1.LUE OF LAND,-There is one e~t~t 
the neighbourhood of Manchester-the Chorlton Hail e,tal 
-which shows a remarkable incre:ise in value. In the year J 
it was sold for £320. In 1644-that is, fifty--four years later 
was sold fot· £300, its value not having increased at all in 
time. In 1794 that same estate was sold fur £70,000 (I 
cheers); and of the township in which that e~tate is situated, 
of IVhich I believe it fornH a chief part, I m:iy remark tha 
1815 the annual value of that town hip was £19,000; in 1 
£66,000; and in 1841, £137,000. (Tremendous chP.ering.) 
a space of time less than 200 years, the value of that township 
increaaed, or thtl estate, rather, has increased from £30 
£3,000,000---:-J. Bright. 

A" GREAT FAcT."-From the 10th April to the 9th i 
inclusi,·e, sixty-four vessC'l s, la<len with grain, have entered 
port of Newcastle, of which SIXTY-ONE WERE .FOREIGNE 
Such is the operation of the "sliding scale,'' which rer,ders ue 
sary the chartering of Yessels on yon side of the water instea 
this. -Gateshead Observer. 

lowed out, would ultimately, perhaps, produce dearness, but ADVANTAGE OF THE SLIDING ScALE.-A vessel, with a 
only in consequence of increased wealth and greater means of oon- go of foreign barley, arrived at Bristol after the custom-house 
sumption; that restriction has also a tendency to produce cheap- olosed. Next day being a holiday ( the Queen's birth-day) 
uess, but not that which is derived from plenty, but from di- I consignees had to sustain a loss of £40 in consequence of the 
minishing the means and abili~y on the part. of the consumer. rising to 6s. per quarter. 
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ehe 6trugglt. 
I •• , . Thi> Red~trat ion f'ourt is the ,trPna of the Bread-Tax batt e. 

Coasts of France and England. 
'I'he rult>rs of the~e two countries, which are srparated only by 

a 1.arrow cliannd, instead of inte rehanging the products wh!ch 
p rovid nee has made to ~uperahound in each, line their respective 
coa~ts with preventive servicl•-men, and gens darmerie. I~ his 
1peech at the \Vl\kefield Free Trade meeting, Lord Morpeth said
" But what I war.t our op110nents- the opponents of free industry 
-to lay to heart is, whether, in the <'Ourse they _are puri1uing, 
they art" not fi~htiug against nature irself, and agatt1st the la~s 
which guide and hind the univtirse? For what, gentlemen what 1s 
the obvious mraning, what is the inevitahle inference of chose 
arrangements "hich mingle on the l'urface of our globe-so much 
of want here, and 80 much of abund,mce there-here, such ut~n 
destitution-there, such prodigal profusion? ,vriters of fiction 
and fan,•y ha,e been pleased, sometimes, to attribute ~oicee to tlw 
wind~, and 10 !ll'Ople with rnunds the echoes of the h11l_s; but the 
real words which nature sends forth through all hn wide depart
ments are 'w01k' aud 'exchauge.' Ilis lordship then illustrat_ed 
thi~ position by a ref1•rPncP to America.,, hose inexh:iustble gra11anrs 
could stay the advanct•s of our own pauperi~m, and ~upply ~he 
huni;ry of England with bread. The English trav•l!er 111 foreign 
clim~s found many grounJ,; for exulting in lhe supenor ad van 1age 
of his own country; hut his exuhation was checked when he 
contra~ted the fearful pressure, the dt>stitulion, and sumetimes fa
mine, which ,i,ited so many homes and families." 

BRITISH LIBERTY. 

Look on the crowded streets, and trace 
The aching breast in many a face I 
The lowly mass, the labouring band 
Who prop the grandeur of the land, 
The vi~our that uuholds the btate, 
The blood aud vitals of the great I 
Oh I deep tla• hardships that 1he poor 
With .ad humility eudure-
The batrling destiny of yeara, 
Through toil and sweat, through want and 

tean, 
Which they must brave, which they mu,t 

bear, . 
· ~or murmur at their slavish care; 

~carcc look or speak-a tyrant's curse 
Might m ·i ke thd rsla,·ery doubly worse I 
Preferrin6 (calmy greal) a wrong, 
Tltt y Jt> a ru to •· sutler and be strong I" 
In m iser_. th ey lin.--thcy die, 
And this is Britiah Liberty I 

No. 1~8. 

John, the Chairmender, a friend to the old 
System. 

JoHN.-I am sadly fear'd, Sally, if they k<>ep agitating abate 
drainin' th' land, they II throw us haut ul employment. 

SALr,Y.-Why, John, ha cun tl,at he? 
JonN.-Du$cnt tha see that id ul gro' no moore rushes, ant]! 

boath me and ho that hot toms chairs mun gu i toth pot. 
SALLY.-Thnt would be a ~ad job: id nevt•r struk me hefure ;: 

it wud be aufu'. Tlwr·s nuthin like rushei for mekin a bottom. 
Tha mun ~ee th' 'Fqnire ahate itl : I thiuk chair l>ottomcn need! 
protectin', if ony l>ody does. 

JonN.-1 think soa loo. This Lague ull ruin us ho. Tiu,re· 
wus plenty of rushes hefoore Cobden lwgun wi his new-fangh,d 
nonsense: bud he'a robhin us uv our trade. I'll ioa t,>th' 'squire ,. 
and soon put an end tu 1his souart uv wark. 

PROrECTION FOR THE RICH. 

Ye proud voluptuaries of earth 
Who boast-how vainly boa~t of hirth ! 
Yet abk protection! shame, oh, shame I 
Dcgradt"li and perverted uarne: 
.Protect ye, m111,ons of the land, 
Again,t a 1rammclled, hu11gry band 1 
P.-otect ye iu your chariot pride, 
Agaiu t t ti e houseless at your tide ! 
t•rotecc you, at ) our o giean rites, 
Against the sq ,,alid foodl ~~s \\ ights I 
Protect ye, 'ga111st the low, obbcure, 
The weakly, harrassed, prostrate poor I 
Protect ye, wh1bt ye dare to hold 
Heaven '8 bouuty for 1Jie Jugt of go d; 
What know ye III your princdy domes 
Of thousands and their narrow home~ r 
\Vhar kuo,\· ye of the commo11 want
Of wages, or of warmth the sca1111 
What KllOw ye of the iack of bread, 
The throl> of woe, the fe\·ered heart t 
No arixio11s clays, no nightly throes, 
Perplex your minds, or wound repose, 
Thu' near, yet f,1r;ye dwell iip;irt, 
An (I reek 1,ot of the augu1shed he :Ht !,, 
Youch:safc to ope "one cottage door; 
And yield some solace to the poor; 
Approach "hh sympathetic car.-, 
And see the sickly miaery therel 
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UNION OF NATIONS. 

There can be nn• hin~ more <li<.tre:-sin_!! to a well-regu
lated mind than tlH~ pt>rpemal quarrels of the various na
tions of the e,1rth. They look upon each other as rivals 
and enemies ; and all their measures are devised for aggran
dizing themselves, and vexing and retarding the prosperity of 
others A perpetual hostility is kept up, and although 
most of these nations have adopted the religion which 
teaches " peace on earth and good will to men," yet the 
governments, by their contracted and provoking measures, 
are constantly breaking the peace, and are either fighting, 
prepal"ing to fi£nt, or repairing the disasters which fighting 
has produced. Exclusiveness and restriction are the great 
provocations leading to a retaliatory spirit, which break 
out. on the first pretext into open hostility and bloodshed. 
What a pity that the doctrine of universal brotherhood is 
not more cultivated ; that nations are not taught to look 
upon nations as their friends, and that the advantage of 
mutual dependence is not fully understood. When peace 
nnd kindness cannot be insured from strict principle, it 
may be frequently produced by self-interest ; and though 
commenceing with a low motive, it may easily grow 
into a confirmed habit. Free trade is this self interest; 
eud nations seldom quarrel with each other after 
enjoying for a length of time the advantages of bene
ficial intercourse. Kings and courtiers might quarrel, 
but the merchants, and the people who feel their interests 
Involved, would be a powerful check upon them. Talk 
we, then, about the savings of our unrestricted commerce? 
why all the gains of buying in the cheapest, and selling in 
the dearest market, are nothing compared to the national 
gain of avoiding war. All the capital, and labour, and 
i::kill now employed in the work of destruction, would be 
then devoted to the work of production; and this of itself 
would he an immense gain. The value of the free-trade 
organization, then, is but poorly estimated, when we talk 
merely of more work and more wages for our opera
tives ; for it is indeed the preventing. of future dead weights 
of war taxation. Nay, it is a repeal of such taxes all ovt-r 
the world, and the conferring of bounties and blessings 
among all the nations of the earth. Incalculable, innu
merable advantages are involved in the free-trade question, 
and I look to the time-and trust it is not far distant
w hen, in. tead of an Anti-Corn-Law League, we shall ltave 
a " British and Foreign Society for Promoting Free Trade 

11 OYCr tlie world." 

FREEDOM OF CO~IMERCE. 

,vhat are tlte effects of all this long controversy respect
ing the corn-laws? One is visible in every newspaper we 
read. It is a clear admission of the absolute necessity of 
manufacturing prosperity. No talk now ahout sinking 
the towns into the sea as a means of prosperty. No; 
rvery agricultural · meeting, every f:!ectioneering candidate, 
compliments trade, and with a Conservative government, 
we seem to be faster progressing towards its attain
ment th~n if the Whigs had been in office. Landlords 
are be~inni11g to see that the four.fold value of their land 
comes from trade. They can now subscribe to the posi
tion, "more trade;" although when you inquire their meaning, 
they woulci like it to be, more selling and less buying. 
The Anti-Corn-Law Leagu<:> has created a right way of 
thinking on this subject, and this, fostered as it soon will be 
hy many Cnnservaci\·es, is likely to find an abiding-place in 
the national mind. No man will contest a popular 
borough now upon the old notion of protection. Sincere 
or not, candidates are obliged to appear favourable to free• 

trade~ 'Mono'pol'ists niay' speak of ttie free'-trade' agitation' 
as a weak, ini-ignificant, expiring cause, but they are sadly 
mistaken. The child may laugh at the husha.1dman for 
throwing his seed away, as he tl1inks, when sowino the 
Janel ; but the surprise of the one will not be less tha~ the 
other, when they see for certainty the return of an abundant 
crop. With the exception of a very few, who are too ig
norant an~ stupid to le~rn,. or who are for upsetting instead 
of reforming, the nation 1s becoming one grand free-trade 
seminary, and the chief lesson of the day is the justice 
and policy of free commerce. 

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS. 

How easy it is to find fault with the manufacturing system, and 
to poartray its baneful effects upon the health and morals of the 
pt>ople ; hut, at the aame time, how difficult to meet with a suf
ficit>nt amount Qf philanthropy to lead competent and i11ftuential 
individ~ials to make suitahle exP.rtions to provide a remedy. 
Consµmtly is the stream of migration carrying families, men, 
women, and children from the soil into the vicinity of long chim
ney;;. Constantly are the masons, bricksetter!!, and carpenters. 
husy ,.erecting fresh places for labour, and fresh cottages to live 
in. The country is being thinned, and the towns thronged; and 
yet, with this obvious chan~e before their eyes, what is being 
done ? Do the receivers of rent apply the proceeds to clear
ing, draining, and imprnving the land? Do those who live by 
pt>rsciptive idleness be~in to deYote their time and attention to the 
improvement of the agricultural population ? Do -they olfor bet
ter houses and better wages to the pt>ople, so as to induce them t" 
return ? But why should they not thus exert themselves? Has 
not property its dulics as well as its enjoyments ? From their 
Prayer-hooks they have read a hundred times, " love thy neigh
bour as thyself." Now are the rich the only nei~hbours of the 
rich ? Is not the poor man, clothed in the plainei-t attire, as 
much a neighhour as he who is clothed in purple and finP. linen, 
and, who fare11 sumptaously every day ? Jf CYery landowner 
would be~tow half as much care in providing for the peasantry 
as he does for his hares and pheasants, the mud hovels would ali 
he removed ; the pools of sink and filth would be clear11d out 
and the hands of the idle would all be set to work. There is plenty of' 
work t,, do, and plenty of hands to do it; but unless tho~e who 
.ire looked up to as the leaders in such matters begin, things will 
remain all they are. Every hody agrees that the land can be 
made far more productive ; but all this requires that men of 
standing and wealth should take the lead. Idleness, sporting, and 
excesses, fill up the time of those who are insured out of the re
sources of others ; and while they can gt-t by Corn Law robbery 
what ought to be the result of enterprize and labour, they are 
not likely tu act dilfeMnt. I long to see the country in an im
proving condition ; and I never travel where there are nicely cut 
hedge~, large square fields, well-drained land, abundant crops, and 
well-repaired huildings, without feeling delighted. It is then for this, 
and for the'agricultural labourers' benefit, if there were 110 otlwr rea
son, that I would persevere in contenuing for a repeal of the Corn 
Laws. I wish farmers and labouring men did hut feel more 
independent;· they would lecture the lords of the soil upon the 
necessity of improving the lands, and tell them to cease complain
ing about the smoke of towns till th.-y had remo\·ed the filthy 
rniJ1rn- leads off their own farms, and made them buildings fit for 
human beings to inhabit. 

Clturitable co llections raised for the benefit of tho starving fish
erml'n in 1he Orkneys have gone by wholesale into the pockets of 
the Scotch land'ord11 ! 

Clearitine118.-I take this to be the main ingredient or health. I 
cannot see how p<!ople can expect to be lively ttnd well who never 
wash their 5kins. If the servant wP.re to wash three spots, one 
the size of a plate, and two others the size of saucns, and then 
say she had wa-hed the kitchr.n floor, the mistr..-ss, I think, would 
look blue at her; and yet she would tell the truth quite as much 
.is the pn11on who, after merely wa~hing hands and face, says he 
has washed hims~lf. I fin~ a good wash all over, a good rubbing, 
and a good walk m a mommg, the very bHt means for promoting 
health. 
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THE CORN BILL OF 1815. 

Tlrn following i, an Pxtract from a ~peech delivered hy Mr. 
dwa•·d Taylnr, :ll a common hall held at Norwich, in May, 1815, 
pPli,ion against the Corn Bill hrought into the House of Com

ons by l\lr. Robinson (now Earl of Ripon) :-

" If I believed that the bill now proposed in the House of 
ommons would really benefit the farming interest, I should not 

e here to oppose it ; hut my firm conviction is that it will nt
rly fail to accomplish thi>i end, while it will inflict 'l grievous 
d permanent injury on the manufacturing interest of thig king
m. The profl'~ied ohject of this bill is to secure to the far

er a ~leady price for his corn. This jg the plea of its advo
tes-thiQ i• the argument they use in its ~upport. They dis-
aim all intention to raise the price of corn; they only intend to 
cure, by act of Parliament, a steady price. Now, with all 
spect for the power of the Le!?islature, this, I affirm, they have 

o power to M. The price of corn depends in a great measure 
pon its abundance or its scarcity, and whether it shall he abun
'.lnt or scarce-whether we shall be blest with a succession of 
lentiful harvests, or whether we shall havf> to suffer from scanty 
nes depends on that A I mighty Will which governs and con
o\s the Eeasons. Tt is absurd, it is impious in any human power 
affect here a power of control. But the effect of this mea

re will be to induce the farmer& to regulate by it his future 
ntracts. The proposed Corn Bill will be used hy landlords as 
argument for kreping U[.> rents, and tenant& will tru~t in it. The 

tter will confi<le, as they are told to do, in the wisdom of Par
ament ;' they will helieve that this act of the Legislature will 

ve, the power to ensure them at least 80.,. per quarter for their 
he.at: thi>y will he deceived, and hundreds of them will be 
ined. This will be the effPct of the proposed hill on the far-
er. To the manufacturer it will be equally injurious. The very 
sence of trade is barter-the exchange of one commodity fo1· 
other. Now the chief, almost the only commodity which some 

ations have to offer in exchange for our manufactures is corn ; 
nd if we refuse to take it, we cross them out of our hooks as 
ui;toml'rs. Nor is this all. The time may come-and in un
vourahle seasons must come-when our home growth will not 
pply us. ,ve must then buy corn at any price. But those who 

ave hitherto been accustomed to look to the English as cus
mers, and who have regularly exchanged the produce of their 
ii for our manufactures, will now find our ports shut against 
em, exct>pt in time~ of scarcity, which neither they nor we can 
1·esee. "' must then buy our corn wherever we can get it, 
d for hard cash : all commercial intercourse will have ceased, 
d the trade in corn, instead of being a regular exchange of pro
ce for produce, will become the speculation of jobbers and 
mbll'I' : D.Jld our co11tinental neighbours, so long our excellent 
stomer , , ill be compelled to turn manufacturers. The order 
Providence is that nation should traffic with nation, each sup-

ying from ih own natural resources the wants of others ; and if 
e attempt to array our!"elvea against it by the puny efforts of 
man legislation, depend upon it we shall deeply repent and 
arl y smart {or it." 

Another Diaadvantage nf Hedge-row Timber.-It happens fre
ently that ·hen a plough is going full speed it comes in contact 

ith the root ofa tree in the hedge-it is smashed to pieces, and 
e farmer p ys the blacksmith's hill with curse, on his landlord, 
hose trees spoil his crops with the crip from their bran.:bes, 
hose leaves ehade the sun from hi11 crops, and whose roots ex

et nourishment from the ground. To ohviate this damage to 
1 plough, which is costly, the farmer lea,es untouched a wide 
ace running by the hedge, and thus loses ground, which might 
Ip to pay his rent. As, during this South Lancashire election, 
was engaged chiefly among the farmer· at Hale and Hale wood, 
found the hedges full of gaps, and the crops trodden down by 
e falling of the timber which l\Ir. Blackburne is cutting down; 
d, on very particular inquiries. I could not find that the tenant 
ts any compensation. These landlords will be rather astonished 
en they fi11d the full light of publicity let in on the innum~rahle 

tle opprf'ssiom1 and grievar:icP& they inflict throu!.!h their ste\'f• 
ds and agents on t11e poor tenants, who dare not complain for 
ar of losing their farms. H. 

The Fnrmers· Aduantaf.!e of Cheap Food.-When corn is chear, 
how much better the farmer can feed his horses ! how much better 
ht, can feed his Jive cattle! how much hetter he can feed his pig! 
nay, how much bPtter he can feed himself, his children, and his 
servants; for, instead of having pie crm-ts as tough as leather, 
his wife would spare a little lard; instead of eating the pig's pluck, 
they would get a little beef; instPad of whey porrid~e, they 
would get boiled milk; and instead of tea without sugar and 
cream, thPy would have a supply of both-cheap food and cheap 
rents would set the farmers np. 

Catching Fish. - The Economut, recommending increased 
attention to our fishings, remarks:-" Fish, as an article of food, 
is as "ffectually forbidden to nineteen-twentieths of the inhahit-
11.nts of this "r,-,at metropoliQ, hy reason of its high price, as if the 
sea1o were driPd up, or no fish were in them. We hring rice and 
sago from the IndiPs, we bring tea from China, we bring cotton 
from the weatern hemisphere, we bring furs from the nortb pole, 
And these articlPs pay fiscal duties, some of them ,ery heavy; but 
is it not a fact that every one of them is in more common use, and 
is furni8hed to us more cheaply, comparatively speaking, than fish, 
which surrounds our very shore, and for which there is free inlet 
to all, undismayed by custom-house officers or charge o( any sort 
on it as a raw material? We han in this country one of the 
finest fishing coasts in Europe, as ii proved by the resort of other 
nations to it." 

Protecting Native lndustry.-This is one of the catch-crie1 
which the landlord delusionish have rnised to quiet the people. 
,vords will not fill hungry bellies, antl half-a-minute is only 
necessary to show how nati•e industry has been cheated by this 
pretence. Nine 1hilliogs a-week in good weather, in bad weather 
one-third of his time idle, to support a wife, and self, and four 
children, for rent, fire, taxes, clothes, and food ! Oh, who doe• 
not covet to enjoy a portion of this rural protection? ,vater por
ridge to breakfast; potatoes and salt to dinner, the cold one1 warmed 
up for supper, with a little h\ue milk; six sleeping in a bit of a 
room, on a bed estranged to Q\ankets ; merely covered with their 
dirty ~reasy working clothes; fire made up chiefly of sticks picked 
out of the hedges; and children's clothes patched till you can 
scarcely tell the original i:arment I To keep soul and body to
gether with such an allowance, shows no small economy and good 
management. This is prot~cting native industry, and for which 
the landlords are forming a perwanent league I 

HURRAH FOR OLD ENGLAND l 

Hurrah for the trade of England, 
Her cnmmerce unshackled !l1td free; 

What has she to fear from foreign compeer, 
Or rivals wherever they be. 

Away with the bugbear Protection, 
She hurls her proud scorn on the name 

That hangs like a blight, and withers her 
might, 

And reddens her children with shame. 

Have her artizans lost all their cunniug, 
Is her genius departed, or dead? 

Has sl1e e'er been behind in the race of 
mankind, 

Will she be so '\\hen centuries have fled! 

She asks the wide world/o,. a market 
( Mock patriots may croak of her fall): 

Let her sell, let her buy, and procure her 
supply 

'Where she can, fret! and open lo all. 

Away with the Jaws that degrade her, 
Let the obstacles be what they will

There are bees in her hive that shall struggle 
and strive, 

And come off the conquerors still. 

Give, give to her commerce full freedom, 
Sweep, sweep all restrictions ~way; 

She can then procure food and clothes for 
her poor, 

When are ended the toils of the day. 

And again In her vigour and greatness
Her millions contented and free-

Their shout and acclaim, with a pride in 
her namP, 

Hurrah for old England shall be! 
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Old Birds not caught with Chaff I 
Moralists have fr1>quently remarked upon the homage which 

vice pays to virtue in putting on its semblan ce. 
The upholders of a vicious 'system of restriction, in like manner, 

defer to the opinions of those who advocate freedom of tr1Hle liy 
assuming to advocate "a" FJI.E!:DOM which, howPver, they after
wards explain away. Cobden-that Argus of the LeaguP-has 
not allowed this assumption to escape, but has well said, when 
alluding to the address of Mr. Entwisle-" I am perfectly convinced, 
however they may manage to keep up still the semblance of a 
division on the question of free trade, that this is the last con
test for South L ancashire when any party will venture to come 
before the •lectors of this manufacturing district and pl'ofess to be 
the upholder of monopoly at all\ (Applause.) And, gentlemen, 
if anything can prove this, it is the terms in which Mr. Entwisle 
has put forward his address to the electors of this county. Tlwre 
i11, at all events, a tribute paid to the power of free trade opinions 
in this country; for, althou1?h it is not an address profe~sing to 
carry out the principles of Free Trade, it is full of complimenb 
to those principles as far as they have been applied; it speaks of 
the permanent importance of manufactures and commerce, and it 
proposes, very intelligibly, to go on carrying out Free Trade as 
fast as somebody else, who shall be nameless. in London, will 
give the cue. (Laughter and applause.) Now, gentlemen, I 
think we are too old birds in Lancashire to he caught on the pre
sent occasion with chaff like this. ( Hear, hear.) We must not 
be deluded or mystified by plausibilities. 1Ve want free trade; 
we don't want it ten or twenty years hence, we want it now 
(hear); and if we can get it, we will have it now. (Hear.)" 

VARIETIES. 

Baths.-I am no doctor; but I believe that all the far-famed 
advantage~ of bathing consist principally in c/e1J ning the skin, an 
operatiun essential to health, and which may be done every morn
ing with a quart of water, and two good coarse towels. 

The Nat11ral Capacity for C,>mpetition.-" Nobody needs to 
fear our land goin~ out of cultivation,'' said a country follow with 
a wife and nin e children; '' if we imported all our corn, the land 
w!luld not produce much more milk and butter, and cheese 
and fruits, and fl esh meat and garden stuff, for our increasing po
pulation than they would require if they mi ~ht have enough. 
\Ve could very near eat a sheep a-week at our house if we could 
get it, but as it is we hardly eTer taste.'' 

Poverty Still Remains.-Let nobody suppose that becaU!e on 
the surface of socie ty there i3 an evident improvement in the 
cond ition of the people, that therefure no poverty remains. To 
know the condition of the people, we must go into the cellan, 
examine the beds, and penetrate the general retirements of po~ 
verty, for it al ways shelters itself from the public gaze. Be it 
the duty of us all to know the real condition of our~brethren, and 
to make it as tolerable as possible. 

A !{riculture Supported by Trade.-H Ireland hail not a market 
in this country, with an impoverished agricultural population, 
what would its food be worth when ci rried to any othel' country? 
.But for our trade the Engli ·h agriculturist would be in the ~ame 
Jiredicament. If we cannot compe te with American wh l'at on onr j 
i hores, all the expenses be ing borne by the m, what should 
we do if we had to compete with them on t heir shores, all I 
the expenses being borne by us? 

Men will improve themselves, if the circumstances in which 
they are placed furnish a stimulus to that improvement. They 
will also acquire wealth, if their industry be rewarded, and its fruits 
enjoyed ; and, generally speaking, they will become intelligent 
and virtuous, if the means of ohtaining knowledge be fail'ly within 
their power.-Prof Dewar's Ireland. 

American B, earl Stuff<.-The stock of wheat and flour now in 
the wart>housl:'S on the margin of the \Vest ~rr; Lake~, 011 the 
AmP.rican side, is estimatt•d at 1,000,000 barrels, and the stocks 
at the dc•pots on the interior eummurrications are enormou~, )et 
it is thought the farme1·~ have fully one-half their crops remain• 
i11g in tht>ir hams. The i:urplus from Car ,ada \Yest, it is t•~ti
mated, will, out of the last crop, exceed 300,000 barrt'ls, v, hich 
will nearly all find its way to Britain. 

Cheap Food und Sltort Time.-Very few work for workin~•s 
sake ; and when we have cheap food we shall not only have many 
withdl'awn front the rnilis, hut those that remain will not, and 
need not, work more than ten hours a day. Even now factory 
hands are getting scarce. 1Vhat madmen, then, thPy are who 
say that corn-law repeal is the manufac1urer's question, and 
not the working man·s ! When cnrried, I shall not be surprised if 
it sets some of the manufacturers quite fast, while it will give thP. 
operatives a power which they never had before to make their 
own terms. 

Wheat Growing.-Earl Ducie~ in a speech at the last Co,•ent
garden meeting concluded by saying-" I was anxious to endea
vour to show to you that upon that low quality of land, which it 
is said must he thrown out of cultivation if th~ Corn-laws are re
pealed, that wheat can he grown at a profit of 27½ per cent. when 
wheat is sold at 44s. the quarter. I hopP and trust ii any per
sons are here who, in con8equence of tht>ir bein~ told hy our 
opponPnls that Fr.-e-trade would throw land out of cultivation, 
entertained fears upon that point, that thPse statements will set 
their minds at rest. and that they will l,elieve with me that no
thing can cause land to be thrown out of cultivation in E11gland 
so long as the manufacturers of England are able to heat the 
manufacturers of the continent in the world's market." (Cheers.) 

Te11ants-at-Will.-1Ve do not keow that in the slave institutions 
of the United States er the Brazils, there ia anythin~ which ex
cee<ls, in atrocity, the slavery of the tenant-at-will farmt>rs of 
England. Driven, like cattle, up tc> the poll; not allowed to have 
an opinion of their own ; forced to comply with the wishes of 
their landlords ; all mental independe>nce trodden down ; taunted 
with the show of liberty; what worse, it may he a . ked. coul<l oc-

. cnr in the United States or in the Brazils? And ) et the men 
who approve of the system of coercing tenants in respect to their 
vote~, a.re the persons who have lately raised a very loud outcry 
about the introduction of Brazilian sugar into England, becau~e it 
is slave grown. Verily, there never was 11\avery equal to that in 
which the farmers of England are held, because in addition to ac
tual dependence on the "hims and caprices of a landlord, they 
are mocked by being told they are the free and independent yeo
manry <- he soil !-Bolton Free Press. 

Le.9islaling Again11t Food.-" hat an enormous immorality it 
is, when one looks at it with an unsophisticated min<l-tlti.11 lef•is
lating aqainst food! These people really seem as if they had a 
sort of horror of foo<l . They are in arms against vlenty; they 
fear much bread ; they abominate abundance of meat. \Ve ha,·e 
this on their own showing of their own case. It is the drift, the 
point of nil the monopolist argument, that, if it were not for mo
nopoly, there would be n,ore bread in the land tlrnn there is. 
This is their case. \Ve all rememher Lord Stanley's famous Tam
boff oration, in wbich his lordship showed how many millions of 
quarters of best wheat, cheap as an old song, would come rushing 
in upon u& like a deluge, from a single province of Russia, tho 
moment the monopoly should be abolished. T~1e statistics of tbat 
oration have long since had their <lue : but what ~hall we say to 
the morality of it? What does the a1·gument mean but that much 
bread is a nuisance to be abated, and ahundance of wheat a curse 
to ho averted, by dexterous and provident statesmanship.-Hard
wood's L ectnres . 

& Let the friends of Free Trade, in every town, imme
diately prepare their Presents to the Great Bazaar, to be held 
in London, in tbe month of July, in aid of the Anti-Corn-Law 
Fund. 

Preston: Pri111e<l by J, Livesey ; Sold by Ga<hhy a, d Heywood, l\1anchefter.-'Priee One Halfpenny. 
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"Bread is the staff of life; and none should weaken, but make that staff as strong as possible.'' 

F.£.RDE B8' BE-VE R8:E8. 
It is a common saying about $peke and other townships near Liverpool, that thu "Farmers come alon~ by the la~e, and go back 

by the atile-patb,'' - alluding to their bringing stock, cattle, horses, sheep, and a bag of a thousan_d hard-earned gumeas to ~ farm; 
and the n, after losing all they are worth, under the tenant-at-will, hedge-row-timbl'r, game-encouraging, Corn-Law SJstem, berng sold 
up, block and stock, and dl"iven forth into the unpitying world on foot, taking the sti_le-path, to shelter the!~ poor heads 

1

wh?re the,r can. 
This has happened to hundreds upon hundreds, and yet the landlords have the audacity to call themselves the farmers friends I 

= ==--====-===-====== === === ====:=:= ================ ===sc: 
\ sincerely hope that you will share in the honour of delivering AN ADDRESS TO THE WORKING MEN. 

There is nothing I feel more anxious about than to see 
you take up heartily the question of Con1-Law repe.tl. We 
are frequently told that we have not the masses with us, and 
though I know that every workman's heart secretly res" 
ponds to all that is done in the direction of free trade, yet 
we are forced to allow that so far as public demonstrations 
are concerned, you have not aided this good cause as much 
as you are able. The free-trade movement is carrying with 
it the intelligence of the country, but I should wish that it 
"as also carried forward upon the shoulders of the opera
t. vei. Of its ultimate triumph I have no doubt, and I 
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I 
your country from the hands of its oppressors. Your 
apparent shyness is not difficult to account for. For a long 

I 
time you were given to hope that you would be able to re
move all monopolies, by removing the monopoly of lc•gisla
tion. On this mu set your heart, and you were taught 
by your leaders; though very dishonestly, that the Corn-
Law acritation was got up to thwart your efforts. Nothing 
could be more false than this, otherwise, now that the move
ment for the Charter having failed, the League would have 
ceased to continue its :1gitation. However, the charge served 
the purpose of some of your leaders, and created a prejudice 
against the Anti-Corn-Law movement, which it will tab 
some time to remove. 
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Another reason is, that several master spinners and I 
manufacturers have taken the lead. Unfortunately, there 
is often a jealousy betwixt masters and men in almost every 
trade; but it is a pity that this should divide the efforts for 
accomplishing a good in which both are to participate.
What hope have you for the continuance of good trade, but 
in the principles of commercial freedom ? Let the effects of 
a series of bad harvests come over us again, and no party 
could point to any other source of relief. I will be neither 
the defender nor the apologist of masters when they do 
wrong, and I am aware that not a few might do well to re .. 
member their humble or.igin, and put themselves in the 
place of the workme-n, in order to learn their duty towards 
them. But still, when I look at our rapidly increasing po
pulation ; when I see that the owners of land do not find 
employment even for those born· in the country, but send 
them to seek work in the towns, I think that if you will 
compare the merits of the two, you will easily perceive 
where the least amount of censure is deserved. But the 
Corn-Law question is independent of the merit of any man 
or order of men whatsoever. Some of the maiters are op
posed to repeal, a good many are indifferent, and none of 
those who join, I am sure, <lo iO to injure you. And 
though, probably, the greatest number join to prevent los
ing what they hav~ already acquired; yet some, I have no 
doubt, are actuated by the laudable motive of wishing to im
prove the condition, and promote the happiness, of the peo
ple. They have no hostility to you; and the same changes 
that would benefit them, could not fail to confer a benefit 
apon yourselves. 

The monopolists' clap-trap cry of cheap bread reducing 
wages has almost spent itself, or else for a time was a stum
bling-block to some. But so many facts have contradicted 
the assertion, that few of you now regard it as any thing 
but a pure invention. What an anomaly would be pre
sented by the operatives of England crying out for dear 
bread to keep up wages ! If this notion had ever been 
:aeriously entertained, we should now have had the table 
,of the Hom;e of Commons covered with petitions, praying 
that the sugar duties might not be reduced. The monopo
lists' argument is this, that the price paid by the manufac
turers will be the minimum amount upon which a person 
can live; so that every saving not only in bread, but in 
sugar, coffee, soap, rent, fire, clothing, &c., will be marked 
by the master, and followed by a reduction in wages. What 
you feel has a greater effect upon you than what you hear; 
airad hence your receiving more wages and more employment, 
al~ with cheaper food, has settled your minds as to the 
fall~ of this assertion. 

Now look at the matter seriously. It is not so much 
your <i>ll'll welfare, as that of your children, for which you 
shooil<! ihe concerned. How often in your day have you 
been .almost at your wit's end as to how you should get a 

~ fiving ! How many political struggles have you been mixed 
up wiit1h, which have only ended in disappointment ! I 
am sure you must feel anxious that your children may 
have an easier path to tread. You h~ve had all along to 
-carry not only the dead weight of taxation, but the still 
·heavier weight of monopoly. You hal"e had all your food 
-taxed for the benefit of an idle aristocracy ; and you have 
·had one labour market closed after another against you, by a 
!festrictive policy. And though many tradesmen have 
1"'"'' <>mh:irrn'-Sf'd, anrl not a few gone to the w:ill, yet you 

,.. ,,!f• i• •r:, . And mo3t assuredly, 
v • , · . ,1 11a·I ) ,'Pll introd1wd. you would 

t> n :. a:11 .,., \,Vh,tt an advantage to 
:, '•n r · i cht•;tp ! To thosP who 

.1 ;... t' u ~!u111 w rind money co,11pas~i ng 
iuvu:: '1UU J.Uul'c:! tvoJ. ou a tiatur<lay night; and to the greater 
number, who have no wages, to find the first article of life 

plentiful, must be a great blessing. If you could live as 
they do in other countries, you might work as they do in 
other countries ; and leisure and holidays would not be 
such strange things as they are at present. Whatever 
other measure it may be desirable to carry, sure I am 
that this question involves the greatest prnctical good. 

If you ask what you are to do to forward the free
trade cause, I answer-

First. Don't r~tard it by any peevish or factious opp9-
s1tion. Don't lower yourselves, and the character of the 
working class, by disturbing meetings, and interfering with 
the rights of others to meet and discuss whatever subject 
they please. · 

Secondl!J. As you have agitated so long and so much in 
many causes, ending only in disappointment, just think 
whether by joining the free-traders you cannot throw in 
your weight to a more practical purpose. Important as other 
measures may be in themielves, you. may clearly see that no 
question can sufficiently interest the public mind till this be 
settled. 

Thirdly. Give the League and the public newspapers a 
fair and an attentive rending. For once allow yourselves to 
look at passing events through other mediums than that of 
the Northern Star. Cease to put confidence in the asser
tions of any man; but read, and judge for younelves. 

Fourthly. So far as your influence extends, exercise it in 
favour of free-trade. It is by individuals acting upon each 
other, that the current of public thought is directed and con
trolled. If the operatives, who are already free-traders in 
opinion, were but to exert themselves as they ought to do in 
a cause which is emphatically their own, they might soon 
arouse the masses to a decided action . 

Fifthly. Aboye all, when an election comes, be ready 
to take the field. To this event the settlement of the free
trade question is re6erred. We need not an absolute ma
jority ; only lot the minority be considerably increased, and 
the ministers will then do justice to the country. If you 
have votes, give them honestly, uninfluenced by bribes or 
intimidation; if you should be non-electors, use your best 
axertions ; and don't grudge the loss of a little time to lead 
others to act right. At this contest all the old political 
questions will be sunk in that of monopoly and free-trade. 

I know your power; and I know you are ready to act 
when you see the course clear before you. Most happy 
ihall I be i these few hints should be of any ser
vice in leading you to a right deciiion, and inducing you to 
come boldly forward in your country's cause. 

I am, 

Your obedient servant, 

THE STRUGGLER. 

THE ABSURDITY AND CRUELTY OF THE 
CORN-LAW. 

The Corn-Law ia a law which inflicts a penalty on an) indivi
dual who shall commit the crime of increasing the quantity of 
food for the people, by the introduction of i:orn or flour grown 
by any other Lllan a Britiih corn .. grower. The penalty is from 
five hundl'ed to two th0usand poundli on each cargo introduced, 
varying in amount with the quantity ; and not only according to 
the quantity, but arbitrarily, according to the date; for instance, 
the penalty, which might be five hundred pounds on a cargo ar
riving on the 1st of September, might be two thousand if it arriv&d 
on the 1st or October, although it might be entirely out of control 
of thP. proprietor, but depending on the ,Yind and the waves 
whether it arrived at the former or the latter period. Some
tim es, too . the increased penalty is when it arrives on the 1st of 
SepLl?mber, i1:tst ead of the 1st of_9ctobP.r; in fact, the proprietor 
is left in utter ignorani:e 'if when hia ahip ought to arrive in or· 
der to pa, the smaller penalty. In defawt of payment the pro· 
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perty is taken in charge by the food-bastiles erected round the 
island. There are seventy-two places in Great Britain and Ire
land, in each of which numerous food-bastiles (called bonding 
war~houses) exidt. Sometime, the food, after undergoing im
pri1onment, is sentenced to transportation; at other times it suffers 
capital punishment, by remaining for so many years in prison that 
it has become worthless, and has to be thrown into the sea; and 
in almost all cases, even when the imprisonment is only for a fe,v 
months, the quality is more injured, anrl heavr expenses beyond 
the penalty are addl!d to it, which must ultimately be defrayed 
either by the consumer, the English labourer, or by the proprie,. 
tor. During all the time of this imprisonment, the proprietor is 
prevented from selling the food to those who want to consume it, 
unless by pf1-ying a penalty, 150 high in amount as frequently to 
absorb the full value of the property ; and during this prohibition 
against selling the food, lest it should become too cheap and too 
abundant for the people, a law exists separating the poore,t clan 
of labourers from their wives, and wives from their husbands : so 
that on the one hand stands a law shutting up the food, lest the 
proportion 11hould be too large for the number or the people, and 
on the other hand abutting up husbands from their wives, le1t the 
people should exceed the supply of food.-The Deflater Deflated, 
by J. Hill. 

RIGHTS OF COMMERCE. 

I have a right, a1 an Euglishman, to supply the market with 
corn by the operation of trade, just as well as the Duke of Rich
mond has a right to supply it by the operation of agriculture. We 
contend that trade i• a legitimate calling, and as proper to be 
pursued as any other branch of national industry, and that there 
can be no earthly reason, if it pleased me to send my capital 
to the Continent and there turn it into corn, and bring that eorn 
to the English market and sell it at a profit again, why I should not 
lte permitted to perform that operation. If I propose to bring 
corn to London from the Continent and sell it, what am I told? 
" You mttst not do it." Why ? " Because, if you do, some other 
gentleme11 in the country will not get so large a pecuniary return 
from thei\' property." Well, but what claim have these gentlemen 
over me? T am not aware that there is any account between us, 
or that they have any control over my exertions, or demands 
upon my industry. Put it in this light, and how mon1trous an 
interfarence the Corn- Law is with the civil liberties of her Ma
je@ty'a 1uhjects? What are government& for? What is society 
for? Why, the only object of government is to prnent men 
from trenching one upon another-to prevent one cla11S from in
vading tbe rights and properties of another class. Now, I say 
that the right to follow a branch of business, viz., trade, is placed 
within my reach, that it is my property, and that Government 
ought to protec:t me in my honest calling. But what bas Govern
ment done in thi1 country? It has assisted a class in this .commu
nity in opposition to this freedom of trade-this property of mine 
-this exchange of my industry in every quarter of the globe 
-it has assisted a party to invade my rights'; and thus it has com-
pletely departed from the true function& and proper ends of any 
just government.-Milner Gib,oJt. 

ELECTORAL DEGRADATION. 

This South Lancashire election, which I have had some share 
in has made me hate the Corn-Laws more than ever. Evary 
el~ction that I happen to be engaged in has made me feel more 
anxious that the people of this country should be roused to a prac
tical eff'ort against this Corn-Law; that they should be brought to 
throw aside party, and come forward in the spirit of men who love 
industry, to protect that industry from the oppreHion that stalks 
through the land under the cloak, and cover, and name of protec
tion. In the southern states of America for every five slsves the 
proprietor has a vote for members of the local Legislature and the 
Congress. Every intelligent man's feelings somewhat revolt at the 
idea that a man should have a vote and go and express it for those 
who a1·e only considered men enough for another to count their 
heads. But I wish that that were the case in this couutry; it 
were less degradation to the " independent Englishmen," to the 
"bold pean.utry, our country's pride," to the "Britons, 

"who never, never will be sl&vea," 

It were relieving them from a load of degradation if the landlord, 
as in America, had a vote for every five tenants, and went and 
gave them himself at the hustings, instead of making these men go 
through the form of being recorded on the register as John, Wil
liam, Thomas, Henry So-and-so, and then bringing them to the 
polling-booth, and asking each his name and qualification, and for 
whom he votes, as if it were a form invented publicly to degrade 
the man. When you go to the tenant and canvass him, and speak 
to him of the Corn-Laws, not a word has he to say in their favour. 
When you talk to him of the sugar monopoly, not a 15yllable has 
he to utter in its behalf. When you show him men out of em
ployment who are willing to work, no means does he know or 
employing them save by extending the markets for our produc
tions, and letting their industry be free. He is a repealer of the 
Corn-Laws, and a free-trader; he tel11 you so plainly-he shakes 
hands cordially with you-he wishes you God-speed, bQping your 
cause will prosper ; but he ha11, iu reality, no vote, although he is 
recorded on the register : he ia a mere voiee-a chattel with a 
tongue-a slave, not voted for by a master, but driven up by a. 
master to record his vote, and announce, in the face of the coun
try, hia own degradation. "Codependent Briton" as he ii,; 
" farmer" aa he may be ; legialated for in Parliament as he pro
feuedly has been; quoted as a reason why the Corn-Law should 
be continued, he ia, nevertheleSB, a land-thrall, a voting bonda
man, a voice throuih which that person who calls himself 
"man," the landlord, declares that he, the farmer-contrary to 
all his knowledge and conviction ofright and wrong, in oppo»ition 
to all his sympathy, feeling, and real interests-shall speak again11t 
his conscience, and Tote against his country, If I speak here to
night in some sort as the representative of a tenant. farmer, I a.~k 
you electors, and you who have the power to become such, to 
take these oppressed, serf-made farmers under your protection 
and say, "It shall not avail you, landlords, you men-degraden' 
to dictate to these farmers ; for we will outnumber you at th; 
poll, and will carry this question for the sake of which you de
grade these men."-M,·. Moore. 

FREE-TRADE AND GOLD PAYMENTS. 

We have constantly to fight against the doctrine of reciprocity. 
The advocates ofrestriction say, "Unless you insist upon this yoll 
will have to pay us your gold." And may not the exchan~o be 
equally, or more beneficial to the individual or the nation 
(which is composed of individuals), by giving gold, than it would 
be to give commodities? If a maker of shoes or hats require• a. 
leg of mutton or a sack of flour, he does not take a pair of shoes 
or a case of hats to the butcher or the miller. There is little 
doubt he could obtain some mutton or some flour were he to adopt 
that mode, but he knows that he shall be likely to make the most 
beneficial arrangements by giving 1ilver or gold for his mutton and 
flour, and disposing or bis shoes and hats either to some other 
customer, or to the butcher and'the miller when they require them{ 
The transactions between nation and nation do not differ from· 
those between individuals; in fact, they are the aggregate tran
sactions of a number of individuals; what is right for two indivi
duals in supplying their mutual want11, is right for two hundred 
for two thousand, and for two hundred millions, namely, to b; 
left at liberty to judge what they require. This is free trade. 
Any interference, any thing which prevents the individual from 
exchanging the fruit of his labour, whether it be hats, shoe&, meal 
or mutton, is restricted trade, and is injuriou1 to both parties. ' 

A Mr. Day has been showing his talflnt in defending bread
taxing, by laying before his hearers the result of a scrutiny into 
the columns of three files of newspapers, which have been pub
lished under the auspices of the Anti-Corn-law League in the 
course of the last five years, and then, by fixing on a few strong 
expressions or apparent contradictions, endeavouring to raise 
a lauih, or win a triumph over his opponents. Is this the part o( 
a man conscious of having a good cause 1 Why, if the "League 
Circular," as be calls it, wu made up of contradictioni., would 
that render the Bread-tax, in the smallest degree, less unju1t 
than it is? Or if Mr. Cobden, Mr. Bright, or Mr. any one ebe had 
made miatakes and apparent contradiction,, b that a reason why the 
Bread-tax should be perpetuated? Let him show that the Bread
tax is a iu,t tax, and then be will be worth hearing. 



VARIETIES. 

If ,,e had a soil of granite we might still live in plenty on the 
meat and drink obtained for our manufactures abroad. 

Cause and Ejfect.-The llhoemakers and tailors of Huddersfield 
( of all de&criptions) have not been so busy for many years as du
ring the present summer; a circumstance arising from the steady 
demand for manufactures, consequent upon the moderate price of 
provisions. 

Market Charges.-Land produce has been so long and 110 high
ly favoured, that all our fiscal and civic regulations go upon the 
principle that these ought to be continued. Nobody thinks of 
providing a manufacturer with a warehouse to aell in, much less of 
allowing him to occupy it at half-price. If a man manufacture 
corn, he bas no warehouse rent to pay, but a place of sale is provi
ded, at almost a nominal charge, in many cases &t no charge at 
all. Like all other exemptions, this also goes to make more 
rent. 

Capital and Labom·.-It is at once the most palpable absurdity 
nnd the most monstrous wickedness, to represent capital as in any 
way opposed to the rights and profits of lahour; without capital 
there would be no demand for three-fourths of the labour now em
ployed in this country; witho11tcapital, wages for labour would be 
reduced to the lowest point at which it would be possible to sup
port human existence; and without capital the operative could 
have no chance of permanent and steady employment. - W. Co..,ke 
Taylor, LL. D. 

The Effect of Monopoly upon Talent.-We hear constant com
plaints of bad workmen in different trades, If the matter be in
quired into, it will be found that when men can rely for work and 
wages upon union rules, instead of their own me_rit, they are sure 
neve r to strive to excel. Monopoly is the same in all cases; it 
destroys the natural springs of action, and holds out little priva
tion to the inferior, and little reward to the superior work
man. If allowed to become general, it would destroy the taleut 
of every country. · 

Put into the Lottery.-Sir Robert Peel said, "he would not 
put into the lottery of legislation to draw a corn-bill," and 
yet he has put in three times; once to make the sliding-scale 
move more smoothly ; once to give the liberty of making biscuits 
of corn in bond, so that those who live on the water may eat un
taxed bread, whilst those who live on the land must have it tax
ed ; and a third time to enact that all flour coming from that 
favoured country, Canada, may be brought in at the rate of Is. 
a quarter duty. Sir Robert's prizes have been so unsatisfactory, 
that, depend upon it, he will try his hand again before long. 

Farmer,' Folly. -The farmers in this and neighbouring towns dis
pose of their milk, butter, and other agricultural produce to the in
h abitants of the town, and yet, with the utmost coolness, the form
er march into this place and give votes, the tendency of which is to 
restrict the business of the latter, and to starve and ruin them.
P orbaps the inhabitants of towns may yet bit upon some plan for 
bringing the landowners and farmers oflheir respective neighbour
hoods-parties who are entirely dependent upon them-to their 
senses. Such things have been brought about, and may be again. 
The farmers, as a body, voted for little trade; perhaps they may 
ftnd, before long, that some of them will have less of trade than 
they will approve of.-Bolton Free Press. 

The Fitnctions of M. P. 's.-When I bear the debates in Par
liament I sometimes ask myself, ",vhat are we in this House of 
Commons?" Are we employed he1·e in making equal laws for all 
classes of her Majesty's subjects, or are we merely carl'ying on 
particular branches of business and making particular employ
ments pay? What have we to do with making land pay in Par
liament, whethPr in the West Indies or in England? Are we to 
be considered in the House of Commons as sugar-planters and 
corn-growers, or are we to be considered as men dealing, not 
with land and inanimate substances, but with human beings who 
demand of us the discharge of the true functions of civil govern
ment? (Loud cheers.) Are we to consider ourselves as inter
ested in establishments in the ,vest Indies? If iio, why not go 
1 here-why not let the Speaker appoint different members to 
. e bailiffs in the different districts, to look after the returns to be 
made to each proprietor ?-Milner Gibson. 

A Bounty-ful Class.-At one time the landlord class ha.d a 
bounty upon exporting their wheat; they now receive a bounty 
for keeping it at home, and producing less than the people's wants 
require. 

Eccentric Legislation.-lt was sickening to see the majority in 
the Commons voting against ministers on the Factory Bill, whilst 
that same majority was composed of the very men who rendered 
overwork necessary by keping up the high price of food. Those 
people, however, when they found that the question was one 
whether or not a certain government should remain in power, 
nullified their temporary morality and humanity by a counter vote. 

Hereditary Wi,dom.-As a specimen of hereditary wisdom and 
legislation, on the 5th of December, J 800, in the House of Peera 
the Earl of ,varwick brought forward this motion:-" That from 
the 10th of this instant, December, to the 10th of June, 1801, the 
ma_qistrate, of every county in the kingdom shall be authorized, 
upon such evidence as may be given before them, to affix a certain 
determinate price not only on corn, but on agricultural labour.'' 

Why was the League fomied 'I -The League was formed because• 
association was nect:ssary as a means for obtaining the great nation
al object-the emancipation of Brilish industry from the fetters 
ar,d trammels to which it has been unwisely and mischievously 
subjected. Those wh"' profess themselves friends to free trade, 
and yet feel, or pretend to feel, some dread of an association 
formed for the sole purpose of getting rid of an iniquitous law, are 
bound to point out the means by which the repeal uf this oppres
sive statute can be accomplished, without the formation of a 
League, to give its assailants the same advantages which the mo
nopolist, possess in its defence. Do they think that we ought to 
wait until some unparalleled miracle had given wisdom to the 
heads and mercy to the hearts of the bread-taxers? 

The Utility of tl1e League.-There has bt1en scarcely one Prime 
Minister for the last thirty years who has not been an avowed ad
vocate of Jree-trade principles, but has been prevented from act
ing upon them by the leagues of monopolists, who threatened ta 
withdraw parliamentary support if any attempt was made to di
minish their privilege of extortion. 01t such occasions, l\linisters 
have had to succumb to a League of Leagues : the sugar-jobber 
joined the corn-jobber, and the timber-jobber stood ready to lend 
them assistance ; the commercial boons which the Gov11rnment wa.a 
prepared to offer to the country were thus obliged to he withheld, 
becau~e there was no organized body in favour of free trade, on 
which the Minister could fall back for suJJport. The commercial 
policy of unshackled industry was advocalecl by Lord Shelburne 
in 1783-his arguments were felt to be unansw~rable, his vrinci
ples were as fully recognized lhen as the principles of common 
sense, as they are now by the existing Cabinet ; Pitt preceded 
Peel in declaring that it was the obvious policy of a commercial 
nation to buy in the cheapest and sell in the dearest market 1 
Lord Liverpool was as firmly convinced 118 Mr. Huskisson or 
Lord Sydenham of the impolicy of restrictions on commerce and 
fetters on industry : had there been a free-trade League, they 
would have given effect to their wise economy; but beca11s0 such 
a body was wanting, they were obliged to give way to the formid. 
able league of monopoly, to the borough-mongen of the town11. 
and the slave-drivers of the counties. 

TO NEWSPAPER READERS. 
J. LIVJ:SEY and SoK beg to thank the public for the extensive 

patronage with which they have been favoured in the establish
ment of their newspape ··• The Pre,ton Gua1·dian; and they venture 
to hope for, and will endeavour to merit, a continuance of the 
same. 

The Preston Guardian is the largeat paper, and has the largest 
circulation, in north Lancashire ; and owin~ to its arrangement, 
and the rejection of long quack advertisements, it coutains more 
general r,ews than any paper in the count!/. 

They respectfully solicit an increase of Orders, and e,pecially 
from the liberal and free-trade readers, to whose principles the 
paper is devoted. 

All orders, by Post or otherwisP, to No. 8, Cheapside, Pre~ton, 
or to the Agents of the Struggle, will he attended to. A,lt-erti:re
ments, which are inserted on rer,.wmnhle terms, are aim solicited. 

Price 4½<l. ; &s. l?' Quarter; or 4s. 9d. paid in advance. 
Preston, June 22d, 1844. 

Preston : Printed by J, Livesey ; Sold by Gadsby and Heywood, Manchester,-1.'tice One Halfpenny, 



eht A,trugglt. 
"The common elements of existence, air, water, and food, ought to be a, free as i o"sible. '' 

SEA.•LORDS, as distinguished C1•01n LA.ND-LORDS. 
A deputation from the crew wait upon Captain Dauntle8S, of Her Majesty's ship, Fanny, to say that, in conaequence of contrary 

winds and shipwrecked crew which they had picked up at sea, provisions were running short. 
Jadt " pokesman.-You see, your honour, we are told by the pu1·se1· that provisions are running short, and we are coming to consult 

your hono\Jr what's best to be done. 
Captain Dauntless. -Well, Jack, tbo officers' duty is plain. We share !four lot, whatevtr it is; and we shall cut down our own ra

tions accordingly. Jack, a glass of wine? 
✓ack.-I thank your honour. We was thinking you would determine accordingly, and your honour's health.-Lieutenant, your

health.-[Jack and the deputation hare scrape and withdraw.] 
How different from our landlords, who not only don't go short themselves, but club together in their Trados' Union Parliament: 

to shorten the allowances of biscuit to the nation, and pocket the unholy gains of 110 many unjust pursers; and yet one-half of the crew 
brow up their hats, and uphold their captains and lieutenant» in their greedy iniquity! 

REPEAL WILL SAVE THE NATION. 

When a man has been accustomed to his carriage, it is 
some time before he can reconcile him5,elf to walk like 
other p~ople. The descent is more than he can bear. 
However, after a six months' practice, he gets used to it, 
and finds the pavement no harder for his. feet, than for 
those of other people. It is just so with monopolists. 
Elevated by a protection of 20s. per quarter, the idea of 
" low duty" was horrifying, but to entertain the notion of 
"total repeal," was, in fact, to welcome their own sentence 
of extinction. Discussion, however, has made the thing 
o familiar that few now do more than talk of "a moderate 
xed duty;" others are not so much alarmed et a " low 
uty;" and a few are even williu~ to go for " repeal." That 
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which in Lord Melbourne's mind ,vas madness, is now 
preached as sound doctrine in the senate ; and it is confessed 
that nothing is wanting but favourable circumstances to 
bring it into effect. The hope of repeal is evidently wol'k
ing content and tranquillity in the i,ublic mind. At one 
time, little else than a revolution was expected; but the 
prospect of commercial freedom has subdued these fears, 
and is opening out a flattermg prospect for the future. Per
sons who once dreamed of nothing but leaving the country, 
feel a hope that their children may yet be provided for 
in the land of their birth. De holding our busy towns, and 
a contented people, how we shall be surprised that the mil
lions of operatives, and the wealthy manufacturers, per
mitted themselves so long to be trod upon by a handful of 
non-producing idlera. l confess I see brighter pros1>ects 
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every"'day; and though - I believe the repetition of severe 
manufacturing distress is yet to be endured, yet 1 consid~r 
th t the public mind is so decided as to the only remedy, 
that the distress will not continue long without its bein ! 
applied. That which will relieve the people who are now 
robbed, will also be of essential service to the robbers them
selves, for it will teach them that, rathe1· than live out of 
public plunder, they must begin to make their fortunes by 
enteTprise and honest industry. 

THE CORN-LAW STRIKE. 

A number of tailors combine to advance their wages, but 
the master being unwilling to comply with their proposals, 
they turn out. This is censured by many, and they are 
represented as restless and discontented fellows. When 
they proceed so far a~ to set a watch upon thi:> shop, and 
menace those who offer to work for under wages, they are 
apprehended, and severely punished. I am not going to 
justify the conduct of these men, in intimidating others; but 
I ask, is not this ve.y conduct practised on a far more ex
tensive scale every day by those who own the land? They 
fix the price, and give the people no choice whatever as to 
going to any other shop. If any offer to serve them_lo'_Ver, the 
landlords referat once to the trade list, and not only ms1st upon 
the pric1:1, but by force of arms drive away every c~mp~titor. 
That which is deservin.~ of prison anu transportat10n m the 
tailors, is honourable conduct in the landowners. They not 
only refuse to ell at a fair price, and keep out all competi
tors, but they take a$ much out of the national purse as 
they please, to sustain them during the dispute. When 
you sre a number of working men walking on the parapet 
near a shop, against which they h_ave struck, to preve_nt 
others takin(T their places at lower prices, you see a true pic
ture of the 1?mdlords. They have struck against the nation, 
determined to have their own prices; and their menials are 
walkino on the pier- heads, with sword and gun in hand, to 
prevent ::rny other party coming in, althou~h willing to serve 
the country at two-thirds the monopoly price. . Who, after 
tnis, will say that there is not one law for the rich and an
other for the poor ? The landlord class have established 
the worst trades' union that ever l!xisti:>d. 

THE l\10NOPOLIS1'S WILL NOT ARGUE 
THE QUESTION. 

answered. One thing, !1owever, deserves to be observed, 
~hat when land has got mto the hands of manufacturers, 
1t has generally improved. And if ever it is to be made 
as productive as it is capable, it must be placed under bet
ter management than that of its present owners. It is well 
that the grasping is all on one side. ConsiderinO' the alleged 
disparity in the profits, one might have been lea°to fear that 
the landlords would be anxious to get hold of the factories. 
But they are very modest, and too moderate in their desires 
to think of such a thing. They tell us that the profits of 
land are 2 or 3 per cent. ; of trade from 25 to 50 per cent. ! 
and yet so contented are they with their humble returns, 
that not one of them is anxious to possess a buildino with a 
steam-engine in it. But supposing that the landlords' state
ment were true, what shall we say of an unprotected busi
ness yielding 25 or 50 per cent. profit, and a protected one 
yielding only 2 or 3 per cent. ? How clear it is that those 
who depend upon enterprise will be well rewarded, and 
those who depend ~p_on robbery will, while they injure all 
around, eventually JnJure themselves also. SupposinO' all 
they say against cotton-lords were correct, what has tl~at to 
do with the justice or injustice of the Corn-Laws? This is 
the point we want to dispute with them ; but they fly off, 
and fall first upon Cobden, then upon the League, next 
upon manufacturers, and softly and lastly upon their old 
friend, Sir Robert Peel, for his new tariff. 

WHY ARE NOT PEOPLE BETTER OFF WITH 
MORE TRADE? 

The solution of the anomaly that while manufactures have in
creased, th~ condition of the people has deteriorated, if the fact 
were established, may be aecounted for by the restrictive laws
that while the popul:ttion of Great Britain in 1797 had been only 
about ten millions, in 1841 it was about eighteen million9, the 
extent of soil from which they derived their supply of food being 
the same; and although some improvement may have taken place 
in agriculture, yet it being nothing like commensurate with the 
increase of population, it is by no means remarkable that the 
peoplo were in a worse condition in the last-named period 
th:it the former. The graziet· who attempted to graze ten oxen 
on the same pasture which had previously served for five, would 
be likely to find their "condition" not quite so good. Or let it 
he suppo~ed that five hundred individuals were on bQard a ship 
with provisions for that number of persons for three months, and 
let the number of individuals he aftet·ward~ increased to one 
thousand, without the stock of proviBions being increased or 
being increased only in a very inconside1 able degree, would ther~ be 
any difficulty in accounting for the individuals in the vessel being 
in a bad condition, however many )ards of cotton cloth or other 
fabric they produced? To make the comparison agree in all reM 
spects, there should be a regulation that the captain and cabin 
passengers be allowed the foll rations, whate..-er might be the de
ficiency to fall upon the crew and the steerage passengers. Fancy 
too, the captain and officers so infatuated as to refuse to let th; 
sufferers exchange the cotton cloth for provisions with any ship 
which they fell in with, in or<let· that the captain and officers 
might extort the higher price for the scanty supply of provisions 
in the ship, and you have an ill11stration of the inhabitants of this 
island and the Corn-Laws. Mr. Campbell shows that this increase 
of manufactures from I i97 to 184 I is an increase twenty-three fold. 
Ifhe could have shown that food had been permitted to be aug
ment~d twenty-thl'ee fold also, we fancy no deterioration would 
have been found in the condition of the people.-l\ln. HILL'S 
PAMPHLET. 

The monopolists always take care to avoid the main ques. 
tions, which are-Are the Corn-Laws just 'I Is it riglztto com
pel people to buy at the dearest instead of the cheapest !narket? 
Is it equitable to diminish the value of labour, and rn~rease 
the pricP. of food, by forbidding a free exchange of articles? 
These questions thC.!y will not meet fairly,; but their logic, 
if reduced to language, is-" We gain by the Corn-Laws, 
we will therefore maintain them." They then fly off, and 
screen themselves by at.tacking the League and the cotton
lords. " The avaricious manufacturnrs," say they, "ar~ 
never content; they want to ruin us, in order to get all the 
land into their own hands." Thi3 notion they have been 
more than usually industrious in circulating amongst the 
farmers. " You are badly off now, we admit," say they, 
"but if the manufacturers gain their end, which is to grasp 
at all the land, you will be a great deal worse." The poor 
simple farmers, in some places, really believe this tale, and 
think they had better reconcile themselves to the slavery 
of the landlord, than encounter the additional cruelty which 
the cotton-lord is sure to inflict. The horrors of long chim
neys, though they constantly attract labourers from the land, 
are dwelt upon pathetically, and the farmers are made to 
believe that it would be dangerous to come near them. Itis 
in this way that the arguments of the repealers are usually 

Register, Register, Register /-The free-traders qualified to 
vote, must everywhere prepare to enrol themselYes and their 
friends on the register for the nert ye!lr. To entitle a voter to 
he registernd, he must have occupied, during the twelve months 
previous to the 31st of July, premises of the value of £10 a-year. 
He m·ust have been rated for twelve months to the relief of the 
poor. He must have paid, on or before the 20th of July, ail 
poor rates and asseesed ta:u1 due to the 6th of April preceding. 
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FREE TRADE AND CHEAP FOOD A BENEFIT 
TO FARMERS. 

I cannot entertain the lea.~t doubt that the repeal of the Corn
Laws would, to use a country term, be the making of the farme1·s. 
The suspense now existing would be terminated; as they say, they 
would know the worst. They would then feel quite ready to en
gage long leases, which they are not willing to do now. Rent 
would necesi:arily be adjusted to prices; and a plentiful supply of 
food would in many respects be as great an advantage to them as 
t>thers. A writer in the Mark Lane Express says,-" I will state 
my own rase, which is, I dare say, th:1.t of hundreds besides. I 
occupy strong land, but which, being drained, is in pretty good 
condition. I can grow, in ordinary seasons, roots, beans, pease, 
and spring tares, upon which I rely for keeping a large stock both 
of cattle and sheep. This year l shall have neither beans, pease, 
nor spring tares, comQ what may, and my chance of a root crop is 
not very promising. Besides, my pasture land is not worth mow
ing, r.o that I shall have little or no meadow hay, and my clover 
crop wiJI he but a scanty one. I have naturally become anxious 
about my stock, which it is now certain I shall keep during the 
next year at a serious loss. Neither shall I do better by selling 
them, for nine-tenths of the farmers are as badly off for provender 
as I am; ancl if I sell my stock, it will be at a great sacrifice, -
Besides, my next year's wheat crop, and that of the year after, 
depend npon my continuing to keep a large stock; the stock, 
therefore, mu. t be kept, be the loss wliat it may. 

"Now, what I want to know is, should I not be benefited by 
being able to buy Indian corn from the United States, beans from 
Egypt, and pease, rye, oats, and tares, from continental Europe, at 
cheap rates? If there were no duties on theie articles, I could 
get them at a cost that would make my stock a source of gain, in
stead of a can e of loss, as will happen this year, and I should fully 
keep up the fertility of my wheat land. In a word, I should be 
prutected from a severe loss, and my farm saved from deterioration, 
hy that very free trade which our Corn-Law gcntJ.ifolks tell us 
is to do, I know not what, mischief to farmers. And thinking 
about this matter has induced me to look back for several years, 
and I find that, year after year, I should have been a gaine1· if I 
could every year, and at all times of the year, have procured 
from abroad the stock-provender I have named, without the 
burden of a11y duty. ,vhen such a\·ticles were plentiful, I should 
have kept n:iore stock, and so grown more wheat; and when, as 
now, they a1•e scarce, I should at all eYents have kept up my stock, 
and the co111lition of my farm, without loss. But then, they tell 
me, if the Corn-Laws were repealed, wheat would be so cheap 
tha.t hnlf of \1s could not grow it at all. That's all nonsense; for 

ive us plenty of stock, together with cheap food for stock, and I 
ill be bound o say we English farmers can grow wheat at a 

ower price tha..n any other farmers in Europe. And this year 
·heat is the on y crop likely to stand the drought; so that, having 
ost all our other crops, and being compelled to keep our cattle, or 
ell them at a los!, we shall most likely find wheat as low in price 
s if the trade in corn had been free. So here, again, the Corn
aws wont help us. I am more than half inclined to say the free
ad(>rs are right after all." 

WICKED DESTRUCTION OF FOOD. 

I recollect perfectly well on one occasion (I think it was in 
834) purchasing 5,000 to 6,000 qua.rters of foreign barley, at the 
w price of 12s. to 14s. per quarter delivered in Hull. At this 

rice the original importer must have suffered a loss of l.iis proper
of from 50 to 100 per cent. Yet low as was the price, the 

operty had to remain two yc>ars in imprisonment, from which it 
uld be liberated only on payment of £1,400 for expenses, ex-

usive of the penalty inflicted by Act of Parliament under the 
me of duty, which would have far exceeded the value of the 
operty. To prevent the total destruction of the whole, I was 
iven to find an outlet for it, by sending part to St. Petersburg, 
rt to Copenhai;en, and part to Lisbon, while part was cast into 
e Humber, by the Act of Parliamentofthe landowners, although 
ere were numberless ir,dividu:ils in this country who would have 
en too happy to partake of that which might be given to the · 
bes, but might. not be given to our suffering fellow-creatures. 
I recollect, toe, when in Manchester in 1841, seeing at the 

cotton-mills of Messrs. Thomson, "raterhouse, & Co., that which 
had been the finest quality of American fl ,ur, after having been 
shut up in Liverpool fivl'< years by Act of Parliament, at. last liber
ated, but so d~teriorated in quality as to be unfit. for human sus. 
tenance, and a portion of it had been sent to the firm in question, 
with a view of being sold to them for some process connected with 
the cotton manufactures; but on being tested, it was discovered to 
be too much damaged fo1· even this purpose, and therefore was 
worthless. Yet at that very time human beings in Manche!ter 
were dying of starvation. 

Occasionally the public records contain entries of wholesale 
destruction of property, although the cases actually recorded form 
a very small proportion to the destruction contir.ually going on. Take 
a~ an example a record of this nature concerning eight hundred 
and ninety-nine quarters of wheat, belonging to one firm, thrown 
into the Thames in one day. The following is a. minute of the 
occurrence : -

'· This ,vheat had been in the custody of the crown in the bonded ware• 
houses of the port nf London since its importation from Petersburg in 1831, 
and had become infected with weevils to such a degree as to be unfit for hu
man food and quite unsaleable; under these circumstances the owners, 
desirous of being relieved from further expenses' for granary-rent, &c., upon 
:m article which had become almost worthless, applied to the Bo3rd of Cus
toms for permission to destroy it, and the report of their officers confirming 
the representations of the owners, as to its damaged condition, granted them 
permission accordingly, which was carried into effect on the 25th November, 
183i, by the grain being thrown into the river Thames."-Parliame11t11rg 
Paper, No. 46, Ses3ion 1839. 

So that, after having paid for the wheat in Russia, after having 
paid the freight and insnrance from Russia to England, after 
having paid all the landing charges in the river Thames, the gra. 
nary charges, and the loss of intl're~t for nearly seven years, a 
total of some thousand pounds beyond the first co&t, the proprier 
tors are driven to submit to the destruction of the propel'ty, as 
a less evil than a continuation of expenses. 

Thi$ is a fearful destruction of property, though not by fire. 
Let somo of the indignation and horror which arc expressed to
wards incendiaries be directed to the authors of such iniquities 
as these. The agricultural laboul'er who destroys a corn-stack, is 
untaught and ignorant; but the agricultural members of both 
houses of parliament, who thus cause the de&truction of the pro
duce of many hundred corn-stacks, have been taught at Harrow 
and Eton, and Cambridge and Oxford-Mr. Hill. 

Free-Traders I Follow Nature.-The following comparative 
statement will perhaps serve to show how useful and interesting 
the labours and investigations of chemists, when applied to the 
vegetable and animal physiology, may become to every one of us. 
In collecting a few of their facts, and placing some of the principal 
functions of these two great kingdoms side by side, it is evident 
what a beautiful balance exists, or, as it may be called, barter. In 
the first place, plants prodnce azotil1ed principles, as gum, sugar, 
starch, &c., which anim:\ls consume. Secondly, plants exhale 
oxygen, which animals absorb. Thirdly, plants absorb heat, ani
mals generate it. Fourthly, plant11 assimilate carbonic acid gas, 
which animals evolve, convertinl{ it into wood, &c. Plants are an 
apparatus of deoxidisement, whilst, on the contrary, animals are an 
apparatus of oxidisement; and, lastly, plants are stationary and 
animals locomotive. Such is the wisdom of the Creator, that one 
kingdom could not exist independently of the other. 

Free Trade tlie Source of Invention.-Free trade is the greatest 
possible stimulant to invention, enterprize, and industry. Let us 
have a free importation of clocks from America, and if it be 
found that they can supply a better and a cheaper article, what is 
the consequence, but that our clock-makers must adopt newer in
ventions, and try to produce a helter and a cheaper article, or 
they will get no trade ? The same applies to shoes, silks, and every 
other article. When yon tinrl a trade p1·otected from compe
tition by union rule~, you often find the men idle, insolent, and 
very far from trying to excel at their business No class of artizans 
or tradesmen know what they can produce till they are forced 
to make the attempt. It is most obvious that the everlastingly
talked-of importanc~ of land will never he carried into effect 
till the American, the Russian, and the Pole bring their superior 
and cheaper articles into our market, and compel the agricultu. 
rist to look about him. Free competition, then, is the source of 
increased production, as well as a fair distribution of the good 
thinga of life. 
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The great man of the village being at dinner, allowed one of his 
tenants to stand while he conversed with him. " What news, my 
friend?'' said the aquir.e. "None that I know of," replied the 
farmer, "except that a sow of mine haa had a litter Qf lhirteen 
pigs. and she has only twelve teats." "What will the thirteenth 
do?" asked the landlord. "Do as I do," returned Hodge: " it 
will stand and look on while the others eat."-How ft1arfully does 
selfish monopoly incirea!ie the array of those who "stand and look 
on while others eat!" 

VARIETIES. 

The Responsibility of Landlords for cMltivatfog the Land.
The landlords might cultivate their lands as they pleased, if we had 
free trade in corn and provisions; but when they, by Corn-Laws, 
compel us to come to them for all our rood, it then becomes the 
duty and interest of every man to see that they don't direct a 
single acre to any other purpose than the production of food, 
and, moreover, that they cuhivate it in the best manner. So 
that by their iniquitous Corn-Law they have invited an investi
gation into their private affairs, which, under free trade, we.mid be 
considered impertinent. Not a landlord now devotes an aere to 
ornamental purposes or to plantations, but he starves some poor 
"idow or orphan in some part of the country. 

JV/iere do we get our Gold 'I-" My friend, where do you 
tl1ink our circulating medium comes from? Do you think it is 
found in a parsley-bed, as little boys are? Are not gold and 
~ilver bought, like other things, in the countries where they grow? 
If somebody wanted to buy things abroad and pay for them in 
Mocha coffee, would you run about crying that they were carry
ing away our Mocha coffee? You would say, on the contrary, 
that it was only trade; that if the merchant intends to buy, for 
•nstance, iron in Sweden, and pay in coffee, he will cause to be im
ported this quantity of coffee over and above. Nobody ever took 
lt into their heads that, for us to have coffee at home, we must 
Jtop the transit-trade in coffee with Sweden."-CoLON.Eli TaoMP
p:>1'. 

A ·n old Argument.-M.r. Sandars is reported to have said, that 
1' if three loaves instead of two could be got !or two shillings, in 
consequence of a repeal of the Corn-Laws, the WORKMAN's TWO 
SHILLINGS WOULD BE REDUCED TO ONE SHILLING AND FOUR
PENCE.'• Which, if it happened, would, it is quite true, "LEA VE 

MATTERS, SO FAR AS HEW AS CONCERNED, JUST AS THEY WERE, 11 

:Sut it is precisely because this would not happen, that matters as 
concerns the operative, would not be left just as they were. For 
the master would immediately see that such a relief in the cost of 
his production, would enable him to sell with a profit where he 
could not sell before ; and therefore it would be for his interest to 
,bid for more hands, which implies giving higher wages.-Yes, l\fr. 
Sandars, if the aky fall, all the birds will be killed I 

The Canada Bill.-Sir Robert Peel hns quite outwitted his 
agric'ultural' friends by the Canada Coin-b'ill, 'and virtually 'rescind
ed his own sliding-scale, substituting fot· it a fixed duty ; for ves
sels proceeding from English or other European ports in ballast to 
Canada to bring timber or flour, may, when the price is sufficient
ly low to admit of the operation, take European wheat as ballast, 
touch at any port in the United States, and the cargo is then ad
missible to Canada to be ground into flour for the English market. 
The ballast freight would be about five shillings per quarter, the 
duty four shillings, amounting together to a fixed duty of nine 
shillings. 

The Factory Bill.-Earl Radnor, in his protest against tho 
government Factory Bill, gives the following :-Because the ob
jects which this bill seeks to obtain may be much better accom
plished by measures of a totally different nature ; by repealing the 
laws which press unfairly on the springs of industry, and unjustly 
raise the price of the necessaries of life. If the labouring people 
or this country were enabled to command abundance of food, a 
sufficiency of employment for themselves, and education for their 
children, they would take good care to secure themselves against 
oppression, and to provide for themselves and their families ade
quate emplo)ment, :i.nd both intellectual and moral instruction. 

What are the Aristocracg'l-"'Ve owe the EngliRh peerage to 
three sources : the llpoliation of the church ; the OlJl!ll and flagrant 
sale of its honours by th~ elder Stuarts ; and the boroughmonger
ing of our own times. Those are the three main sources of the 
exi~ting peerage of England, and in my opinion disgrnceful ones." 
-The 11bove is an extract from "Coningsby,'' a novel by D'Israeli, 
a member of the Young England party.-It is too bad to have the 
Duke of Richmond, with the soul of a fishmonger-a Lord Stanley, 
the son of an actress-a Duke of St. Alban's, d<'scended from 
Nel Gwyn, a loose woman of Charles the SecGnd's time-a Du'.<e 
of Northumberland, who calls himself a Percy, but who in reality 
is a person of the name of Smithson-a Lord Londonderry, tho 
grandson of an Irish pedlar ;-I say it is too bad of such men as 
these passing laws to starve the people of England, and who are 
submitted to chiefly because it is believed they are the real 
old aristocracy of the country.-H. 

Hou, do we get our Gold and Silver 'I-Some people seem 
alarmed at parting with money for foreign produee and not goods ; 
to such Colonel Thompson replies:-" And where does money 
come from, and bow is it got ? Is it uot procured, like any 
other commodity, by paying for it with goods of some kind, in the 
countries where it is produced? As we certainly do not buy gold 
and silver with gold and silver, we must buy them with goods.
Supposing, then, the fact to be, that we pay for foreign goods 
with sovereigns, this is only paying for them with the goods that 
were giYen for those sovereigns abroad. If the foreign gloves had 
been paid for in Turkey coff<~e, you would never say this ought to 
be stopped as ruinous to trade, because you would see that they 
were virtually paid for by the goods that were aent to Turkey to 
buy the coffee. And the same with the sovereigns. If sovereigns 
are sent abroad, this will raise the value ofsover<!igns at home, and 
more goodi will consequently be sent to buy them in the countries 
where they grow, which is exactly what will happen in the case of 
Turkey coffee."-Colonel Tliompson's Exercises, vol. iv., p. 374. 

TO NEWSPAPER READERS. 
J. LIVESEY and SoN beg to thank the public for the extensive 

patronage with which they have been favoured in the establish
ment of their newspaper, The Pre,ton Guardia,,; and they venture 
to hope for, and will endeavour to merit, a continuance of the 
same. 

The Preston Guardian is the largest paper, and bas the largest 
circulation, in north Lancashire; and owing to its arrangement, 
and the rejection of long quack advertisements, it contains more 
general news than any paper in the coimty. 

They respectfully iOlicit an increase of Orders, and ·especially 
from the liberal and free-trade readers, to whose principles the 
paper is devoted. 

All orders, by Post or otherwise, to No. 8, Cheapside, Preston, 
or to the Agents of the Struggle, will be attended to. Advertise
ments, which are inserted on 1·easonable terms, are also solicit~d. 

Price 4fd. ; 5s. ~ Quarter ; or 4s. 9d. pa.id in advance. 
Preston, June 22d, 1844. 

fre1toa: frlnted 1'7 J LIVESEY; So\cl b7 Gadlb7 and Be7wogd, Han11Jaester.-Price Oae Halfpenny. 
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" The great evil or protection is, that it cannot be made juat, equal, and equitable. "-Dea,on Hume. 

RE IWT_~_D A. Y, 

Ma. GJ.LLowTnn, (th, Ag,nt).-How 111 thl1, .Tohn Striver, that you are abort in your payment? 

J. S·TRJ'l.trn,-I trust, Mut.er Gallowtree, we ahall meet with some consideration from bis Lordthlp, eeing how low all t'arni produce i.11 tlis aeason. 

GAt,LOTTREE.-That is your constant cry: we cannot listen to idle excuses. 

J. $·.Ta ER.-My farm, too, baa suffe~ed 110 severely from his Lordship's game this yea.r. 
GAL,LOVTREE.-Why, man, Lord Sh;.ckleton gives you compensation for that. 

J. S1rRUER.-The small sum allowed by way of compensation will not indemnify me for one-tenth part or what I suffer ~.Y them. 
GAt.iLOTTREE.-Ob, these are the old tales you all bring. 
R1cmAm l\foony ( ande).-.Ay, and t.·ue ones too. 

GALILOTTREE (aside to SUPPLE, the Attorney).-How did thls fe1low vote? I've a suapicion he's th1' wrong way. I wonder ii 
he kno wa of 1is Lordship's message about teing easy with them just now. 

SuPinu:-I do not find any memorancum about his vote; but I noted that he refused to sign the petition in favour o( thr Corn-La 'IWS. 

GAtJLo,'TRu:.-Oh, that's enough.-Mr, Striver, you must pa.y within a t'ortniaht, or we must take meaaure,. 

Ne. 13g, 
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·BETTE0

RI.NG TH.E ·coNbITibN oF 'TiIE' 
AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS. 

Why is the ~enevolent Lord Ashley n?t bu!ly tryi~g. to 
extinauish the fires of Suffolk? If bettering the cond1t1on 
of ;others and children be really his wish, is there 
not here a loud call upon him to exert his noble ta
lents for this purpose ? The Times reports largely the dis. 
tressed condition of the agricultural labourers, to which 
these fires may be traced as acts of desperation ; but it he. 
comes a mere quack when it essays to speak of the remedies. 
It refers to "low wages," which no doubt is the proxim<tte 
cause; but why does it not honestly point out the only 
plan of raising the wages ? The increase of labourers is 
much greater than the increase of agricultural employment; 
and thus, the supply being larger than the demand. wages 
are necessarily kept down. And what can remedy this ? 
Not "paying by the year, instead of the day;" not by giv
ing the poor fellows a claim upon the parish, as under the 
old poor-law; not by ceasing to enclose common lands; no, 
nothing can raise their ,vages, and give them the power of 
maintainina their families, but the extension of trade. This, 
in the first 

0

place, would lower the cost of their food, which 
is nearly theit· only outlay, and make even their present wa
ges more valuable ; and, in the second place, it would so 
revive the demand for labour in all 0ur towns, that its su. 
perabundance in the country would easily be absorbed. 
I conceive this to be a plain and j)ractic:il reme
dy. During the last depression, artisans in Lancashire 
actually we"nt into the country, seeking jobs almoc::t for a hit 
o~ meat. The consequence was, that labour was reduced 
to lOd. and ls. a-day. Now, on the contrary. trade having 
revived, they are all come back, and many others who were 
jobbing on the land have co~menced weaving, and the 
a(l'ricultural labourers who remam are much better employed, 
a~d getting better wages. It is a pity to deceive and tan
t.1lize the able-bodied labourer, by pointing to a poor-law 

f his support; which, while it relieves him, only tends to 
e. haust the capital by which he ought to he employed. 
What a specimen we have here of the benefits of protec
tion! Landlords, when pleading for rent, find it conve
nient to weep and shed tears for their labourers; hut with 
the effects of free-trade, we should have a full proofof their 
mistake, if not of their hypocrisy. Protection, dear corn, 
little trade, and plenty of employment for agricultural la
bourers, has been the cry; but it is evident that restriction, 
instead of giving employment and wages, h:is produced the 
very opposite. " Protection," says Deacon Hunie, " is a 
great evil, because it cannot be made equal.'' It is just so 
here. The wages paid for agricultural labour depend on 
the condition of the farmer ; and if the consuming part of 
the people be injured by little trade, farmers suffer by bad 
markets and increased taxes, and consequently they are 
sure to pinch those under them. Hence the alarming state
ments that meet us, in almost every paper, of the firing of 
stacks; accompanied by a declaration, "there goes another 
seven-shilling-a-week man." The Protection system, I hesi
tate not to say, is the greatest robbery upon the poor work
ing man on the soil, that ever was committed, and the farm
ers, poor fellows! by t~is system. have the imputation of 
being hard-hearted, wlulst m reality they are themselves 
also sinking into ruin. Two things are wanting really to 
better the condition of the agricultural labourers : the first is 
free-trade, to give them employment and better wages; the 
next is free religion, to bring them within the reach of bet
ter, more diligent, and more useful teachers. At present 
they are like sheep without a shepherd. If they happen to 
stray to the church, well; if not, they are left unvisited, 
uncared for, and uninstructed in the various duties of life. 
Some of them are as iinorant as savaieS; and as wild as 

Hottent'ots', and they must remah1 so, 'Unless some• kind, •dis
interested instructors go among them, and try to rescue them 
from those paths of violence which long neglect and bad 
usage have produced. 

DIFFERENTIAL DUTIES. 

Some plain, unpolitical people may not even yet under
stand what is mednt by "differential duties"-terms often 
used in dic;cussing free-trade. We have, on a small scale, 
an illmtration in our market every Saturday. Those called 
"free men" occupy the market and pay no toll, while all 
others are compelled to pay so much a basket, or so much a 
stall. There used to be also "differential privileges" as to 
purchasing. The market bell rung at a certain hour, when 
the housekeepers in the town alone were allowed to purchase; 
and if any trader was known to do so at this hour, he was 
proceeded against for forestalling. Another bell rung an 
hour or two after, when the privilege of buying was extend
ed to the other classes. All these "differential" regulations 
were based on the principle of protection; hut which, in
stead of benefiting the parties, clearly operated against them. 
Now that the difference of times is done away, there is a 
much larger supply, a greater business done, and the real 
value of the article is re~ulated by the proper principle of 
supply and demand. All differential duties operate injuri
ou,ly upon the general weal, and ought to be abandoned.
They produce bad management, fraud, denrness, and scarcity. 
Canada can bring l\ heat at ls. per quarter; the United 
States are subject to the high duties of the sliding scale, 
amounting generally to a prohibition. The Weat In~ia 
suoar is to come in at 24s. per cent. duty; other counlT1es 
at 

0

34s. ; that produced by slaves is prohibited altogether.
Here the "differential" principle is threefold-it is as if our 
railway people were to charge 5s. for a Lanca hireman, 
7s. for a Yorkshireman, and to prohibit Frenchmen alto
gether, on account of their sunposed immoralities. When 
an article from one country is favoured above another, it is 
easy to see how anxious all parties will be to disguise their 
article so as to bring it within the privilege : under a 
system of equality, all would try to excel, in order to gain the 
advantage of quality and quantity ; but under ~ ~ystem of 
differentialism, this is neglected, and all are a1m111g to be 
benefited by some law in their favour. 

THE LEAGUERS THE BEST FRIENDS TO 
AGRICULTURE. 

No set of men are more decidedly the friends of agri. 
cultural improvement than the leaguers. Their first 
principle is, to secure a plentiful supply of food for all the 
people. Hence, nobody can rejoice more than they to 
hear of hundreds of vessels fitting out to bring home guano 
for the enrichment of the land. If the people can but 
have plenty of food produced at home, all the labour 
in the country, over and above what is requisite for pro. 
ducino clothing and other home productions, will be ex~hang
ed fo;foreign articles; and it is thus that the scale of living 
is to become raii,ed among the people. But while the upp"'r 
and middle classes get large supplies of luxuries, one thing 
should be insisted upon, that the industrious classes should 
have plent•r of food. I should rejoice to see the time, an
ticipated by the Standard, ,,-hen " protecti?n" will be use
less, owing to the largeness of our own p1oduct1ons; and when, 
instead of being importers, we shall become exporters of food. 
Certainly no better use could be found f~r the unemployed 
vessels in our docks than that of fetclung guano ; and no 
better instruction could be given to our young men than to 
teach them the science of agriculture. We trust that er, 
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ng every owner of landed property will be as much 
hamed of a bad field, ac:; a manufacturer would be of bro

en windows in his mill. The Leae:ue is a real friend to 
oric,ilture; but would promote its prosperity by improving 
s character, and not by taxing the people to support it in 
leness. 

FREE TRADE THE ONLY BASIS OF 
BRITISH LEGISLATION. 

No minister can now govern this country on any prin
iples but those tending to free trade. A large amount of 
evenue has to be raised, and must be raised, to pay the 

fund-holder, and defray the expenses of government. This 
caunot be raised from the land ; it cannot be raised from 
trade, while crippled with the restrictions which the pro
tective system would enforce. The adoption of the income 
tax is a proof of this. This tax is simply to make up the 
deficiency of the customs and excise, and especially the 
latter, produced by the Corn- Law and other laws lessening 
our trade, and consequently lessening the means of consurnp
ti_on among the people. This was the real cause ?f the defi
ciency, and not the bad management of the \Vh,gs, as. t!1e 
Tories are always ready to allege. Unless the minis
ter, therefore, means to increase the debt, or to increase 
the income tax, he must arrange his administration on the 
principles of free-trade. Even to go on increasing the in
come tax would be unavailing, inasmuch as it would soon 
lessen the powers of consumption, and, consequently, of 
tax-paying, both upon property own<'rs, and those they em
ploy. As every successive government, therefore, must be 
more and more for free-trade, it behoves us to bring up the 
people as rapidly as possible to the same standard ; that 
legislation and public enlightenment on this subject may 
proceed together. 

FLOUR USED IN MAN£JF ACTURES. 

Few people are aware of the quantity of ftonr used in various 
manufa~turing processes, and how trade would he henefitt>d, 
therefore, by a free importarion of this ai-ticle. The following 
extract fr<im Edward West's Pamphlet may ~ive some idea, 
though I b1>lieve it comes far short of a full e,timate :-" It is not 
only for fot><l lhat wheat-flour is a neces-ary article of trade, 
Thousand~ of ~aeks are annually consumed as paste for papering 
rooms, for starch. and other similar uses And the qu:rntitiPS re
quired for manufacturing purposes, and for which no other article 
is foun<l to answer so well, would he almost incredihle to those 
who have 110t opportunity for ob1er\'i11g it. But a calculation 
may he m;,d<' of" hat is mPd hy sizer!, stifft>ners, oyers, and 
others, from thl" fact founded upon authentic info,·mation 1,y the 
parties whu u~e it, that there arc estahlishmenta which require 
from 100 to 150 sacks of flour per week, whereby it may fairly 
be supposrd that in Great Britain at least 2000 sacks a-wPek 
are used for those purposes, which is 104,000 sacks a-year Ano
ther manufacturing use in which flour is essential, is 11tarchin~ 
lin•m and cotlon warp,; for wewing, without which they would 
unravel, and could not he woven, For that purpose an acquaint
ance of mine uses 50 sacks of flour per month in his 5team-loom 
works; some power-loom maroufacturers require considerahly 
mor~. hut many not rwarly so much; anrl snpposin!{ there are only 
200 power-loom factoties in Gri-•at Brit'lin, requiring on an av<>r
nge hut 35 sacks pt~r mon•.h, and that h md-loom we'lver-; use tht! 
same quantity as those- who wPave hy steam, thon~h they reqnire 
nnll·h m nni, especially for linen, it sh'lws that 168,000 sacks of 
flour are annually consumed hy we.i.vers in GrPat Britian, for 
,,tarching warp<; only. That quantity, wirh 1l11:> 10.i.000 ~acks usp.rl 
by sizers, stiffent>rs, &c., mak;,s a rotal of at least 272,000 sacks nf 
ftou1· required for manufacturing purj.loses alonP. which, if made of 
1ound wheat, it1 baini atale 01· sour ia of littl\l or no co111e
'luence," 

THE DOUBLE BURDEN. 

It has been foolishly said by some, that the Corn-Law should 
be kept on to enable us to pay the taxes ; that is, "'" are to place 
a second burden upon the nation's back, to enahle it to bear the 
first. It is well Pnough far the landlorcls to tax the eaters, in 
order that they may pay their taxes the Pasier; hut who are to 
pay the taxes of those who are thus douhly taxed? Nothing can be 
more evidirnt than this, that any law that depres•e11 the amount of 
,tock out of which taxes havt> to be paid, must make that h11rden 
heavier and not lighter. Mr. Cobden has shown most conclusively 
that cheap corn and remission of taxes, and dear ::orn and in
crea•e ot taxes, go together. Say~ l\Ir. Cobden-•• [ have looke.t 
through the list of the prices of corn ever since your famou~ Coru
Law of 1815 was passed. It is a very remarkable fact that th~ 
price of corn is just a haromPter to the state of your tax:uion ;; 
that your revenue declines just a'I your corn rises in price ; and 
the revenue flows over just as the value of corn falls: so much so,. 
that it is a perfect barometer as to the state of the revenut>.
Now, I will take the first five years, from 1815 to 1820, during 
which p~riod the average price of wheat was 8 ls. 4d., and the 
farnwrs and landlo1 ds were glorying in scarcity and high priCl'S.
What was the effect npon the revenue at that time? \Vhy, there 
was an annual taxation of £2,400,000, additional, impo~ed upon 
the country for tlrn nPcessities of the 11tate. The nE>xt four y ... ara 
the average price of wheat was 54s. 6d., being more than 25s. a 
quarter les,i than in the previous periorl; then came " unparalleled 
agricultural distress;" aud yet you had taxes repealed during 
those four years to the amount of £8,100,000. [ come to the 
nPxt period of an cxcet>dingly low price of corn, and that wa• in 
1833, 1834, }835, ano 18:i6, when the aver;1.~p price for those four 
years was 46s. 9d. , lowl'r th,m it had heen for forty y ... ar~; tu1•1. 

were rP.pealed during 1ho,e four ypars to the amount of £4,500.00(). 
per annum. I now come to the late p1•riod of de:ir year'", from, 
1838 to 1842, during which fiva years lhe averal!.e price of wheat 
waa 64s. 7d. , quarter, bi>ing higlwr than it had hePn for twt•nty
year, previous. During that five yPan you had, fi r~t of all, 5 p1•r
cent. additim1al imp11sed on your general t:txe~, and 10 p1•r ct>nt, 
on your assessed taxes; that fell short, and then you had au illl'Ollle

tax, a tax on coal, and other taxes; and the whole amount of ad
ditional taxation laid upon the shoulders of the people of this 
country durin~ the above five years was ei~ht millions ~t1•rl111~ r•t~r 
annum. Thus the revenue of this country, at a timt> whPn •.~1~ 

rent wa~ rising, when the landowners were layinl! on extra rt>nt~ 
and wht>n, if we may helit>ve you, farmns wi>re in a stnt ,, ol pro!!: 
pe,\ty-wa~ in ;1. statt> t~f depression. ~ow. durin~ lhi• la•t y .. ar, 
and up to the psesent llme, when the price ., f <,uri: h;l~ hl•eu ra 1 her" 
lower, we have again had a sPason of the rr.mis•ion or taxa1 ion; 
and if prices conlinue low . you may po~sihly gel rid of the i11 come
tax, and have a• good a revenue as bdorP." 

Gold in Exchange. -The followinK i~anextract from l\l'Culloch's
Commercial DictionarJ. a valuahle statisrical work, and an autho
rity decidedly favourable to frt>e trade.-•· But it L sai I that if we
reduce the dutil':- on Yrcnch prodnce hr u~ht to Englan,1, without. at 
the same time stipulating for an equal reduction of the du1ies 011 Brit,... 
ish prnduce sent to France, we shall be obliged to senrl gold, and. not 
manufactured J!Oods, rn payment for the incrPasrd produce we ma~ 
bring from her I Perhaps it was ha1·dly worth while noticing 
thi., la.\t resort of lttperannuuted ignorance. Assttming for a: 
moment that the fact was as stated. it woulu be no rearnn for oitr
declining to reduce the duties on French products. ,vht>thet· we
carry on a tra<le with France or any other natiou, hy rnnding re
turns in bullion, or in ordinary producP, is l't'ally of vt•ry triflinr,: 
importance. \\'e may hP a sured that we nt>ver send bullion to 
any other nation. unlrss it he more valuable tllere tha11 hl•re -
that is, unlt>s• its exportation he for our advantagi> . In point of' 
fact, too, we lmve rart>ly sent a11y bullion to Franre, even when 
our imports to hn greatly exc,·eded our exports; thP <'XCt'!'S of 
hills on England in such l'IISl'S l,eing u~nally paid Ii~ 01,afts on Hol
land, Hamhurgh, ancl other places inde bted tom. Of all imaginary 

l 
terrors, that of being exhausted of an a<lt><prnte supply of tlw p, e
cious metal,, ware we to ~he grt>ater fret>dom lo the trade witb 
Frence or an7 other country, ii tho moat idle and ridiculous.'' 
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VARIETIES. 

, , How, m~ch ,he~ter , wqulcl, a (ree~ and unfettei·ed) and iociieasing , 
trade with Fnrnce be, than the present system of coast-guards and 
cm,tom-houscs.-H. 

The MonQpolists have no Argument.-Never did any party appear 
to the samA disadvantage iu debate as the monopolists. Feeling 
unable to defend the rent-law, they constantly set on to abuse the 
League. Their conduct, says Mr. Cobden, reminds us of a certain 
attorney, who put a brief into the hands of a barrister, indoraed, 
"No case ; please to abuse the plaintiff'• attorney." 

How Lab,,flrers 1ulfer.-When prices fall below the rates pro
mised by the Corn-Laws, and on which land-agents and farmer, 
found their calculations, the rent becomes excessive, and, en• 
<:roaching upon the funds properly applicable to the employment 
of labourers, transfen unjustly into the landlord's pocket the 
money or which the labourers have been deprived. 

We should mi:r with, and inatruct the People.-The best plan to 
benefit the people, to advance their morals, and to secure mutual 
respect, i• not 10 much to write books, or pass reaolutions for thl'ir 
guidance, as to go among them, make yourselves acquainted with 
their condition aud their error•, talk to them, admonish them, and 
influence them by improved association. It is because they are so 
much left to themselves, that they become drunken and di~sipated. 

Robbing th, Labourers.-" If the labourer at Sheffield," said Mr. 
Ward, "could exchange the produce ofhis year's Jabour for 30 quar
ters of foreign corn, and they prohibited him from having any hut 
English, of which he could only procure 20 quarters, he would ask 
whether they \Vere not dii;tinctly robbing that man of one-third of hia 
labour?'' Certainly they are ; and yet they declare they will con
tinue to do ao as long as they can. 

Sugar Dutiu.-If the government were to take off the whole 
or the duty on colonial 1mgar, while they retained the differential 
duties on foreign sugar, the consumer would gain nothing by 
auch a change. Sugar could only be made cheaper by increasing 
the quantity brought into the market: the only effect of taking 
off the whole duty would be to put it into the pockets of the mo
nopolists, and take four or five millions per annum from tho re
venue, which would give us another income tax. 

"Thou may buy good pot butter at Bd. per lb. up the street, 
if thou wilt go; and I think thou had better do this, than give 
11 d. at those petty shops." So said John to Mary, as they sat by 
the fire side, one evening after he bad finished his work. 'l'o 
which Mary smartly replied, " but of what use would that 
be? If we get cheaper food, your master will drop your wages, 
and we 1hall be no better off; this I can prove from the Northern 
Star, which you know alwaya tells the truth." John was ailent, 
and said no more. 

Tlie great error or the promotera of the Corn-Linn arlsea 
from ,uppoling the quantity produced to be the cause ofdepre11ion 
in price, in!llead of the want of demand for that produce. And 
this error mi~leads them into the consideration of how to prevent 
an increase or that quantity, in .the place of reflecting how can 
the demand for it be improved ? That can only be done by pro
moting ,very source of employment, manufacturing, agricultural, 
and mechanical, and by giving "a fair wages for a fair day's work," 
amon~st every branch of the working population, who are infinitely 
the greltest proportion or con~umen. It is by that means alone 
that demand for agricultural produce can be naturally and effectu
ally increased. 

RetJenuefrom Bread.-Horror has been usually expressed at 
obtaining revenue from corn ; but for the first time, eays the 
League, alluding to the discussion on Villiers' motion, the subject 
of revenue has been pressod into the service of the Corn-Laws. 
The average duty paid on foreign corn has, it appear~, been re• 
gularly and rapidly rising from the passing of the present law. 
Before that, it had only averaged 5s. 3d. per quarter. In 1842, 
it was 8s. 9d. ; in 1843, it was 14-s.; and this year 160,000 quar
ters of wheat have been entered for home i:onsumption at 17a. per 
quarter, All this falls doubly, at lea!t, upon the consumer. The 
practical operation is that of a closer partnership than has hitherto 
existed between Government and Monopoly. "The devil and 
the king divide the prize." 

Income Ta:r.-Would you like the income tax taken off'? Then 
you must support a system of duties which will improve the re
~en\J.e, ,instead of,enriching,the monopolists•; for there is no•doubt 
that it was o,• ing to the absorption of the revenue by the mono
polists, that we have now the income tax to pay. 

Poor-rate Burdens.-If Sir Robert really believes that agricul
ture bean above its share of poor-rates, why doe11 he not admit 
:m inquiry into the subject? If it should really turn out 
to be 10, the free-trader.. have no objection to have the bur
den• equalised. Indeed it would be no bad bargain to consent to 
pay all the poor-rates, if we might have free trade. 

The People want Instructit19.-0ne of the most distreuing eft'ects 
of good times i1, that we find more idltmess, drunkenness, and 
dissipation. This shows that physical without moral advancement 
is to many a curse instead of a blessing. Masters often allude to 
this; they say if their men had more wages, they would only drink 
more, and there famili"s would receive no benefit. This shows 
that we should not only try to feed the people, but instruct them ; 
so that they may receive the full benefit of their improved physical 
condition. 

Population and Wealtlt..-In examining the connexion between 
wealth and the increase of the numbers of the human species, it is im
po!sible to discover any hostilitybetween the growth of population 
and the irowth of wealth; on the contrary, as far u our experience 
inform, us, they have uniformly increased together, and declined 
together, and to hope for any permanent increase Qf wealth from 
a diminution of our numbers is idle; history certainly points 
to no instance, that I know of, in which a decrease of population 
has brnught with it an increase of wealth; and, as far as we can 
speculate upon the effech likely to follow from such a decrease, I 
do not know of any country so situated, as that she would derive 
from a diminution of her inhabitants a permanent addition to her 
national wealth.-Jame, Anthony Lawson, L. L. B., Whately 
Professor of Political Economy. 

Improving the Morals of the People.-Nothing is more striking 
than the rudeness and immoral con venation of the youth of our 
large towns. You can scarcely meat a number of boys, but almo,t 
in every sentence you hear an oath, or some offensive expression. 
The infe1·ence is obvious, that those youths are not subject to 
an efficient moral training. It i1 clear that the present method ot 
religious instruction, expensive and comprehensive as it is, does 
not reach the case. We fear, in the first instance, that parent• 
very much neglect their duty ; and we think that teachllra, instead 
of waiting for the people to come for instruction, should go to 
them to impart instruction and correction; and wha.tever other 
notions they inculcate, they should strenuo11t1ly enforce upon them 
the common duties or life. Without goo.d morals, however well 
,.,e pro,ide for their physical wants, our 1ocial condition will 
neither be aafe nor happf, 

TO NEWSPAPER READERS. 

J. LIVES ET and SoK beg to thank the public for the extensive 
patronage with which they hne been favoured in the establish
ment of their newspaper, The Preston Guardian; and they venture 
to hope for, and will endeavour to merit, a continuance o! the 
same. 

The Preston Guardian is the largest paper, and has the largest 
circ,tlation, in north Lancai;hire ; and owin~ to its arrangement, 
and the rejection of long quack advertisements, it coutain1 more 
general new, than any paper in the county. 

They respectfully solicit an increase of Orders, and especially 
from the liberal ana free-trade readers, to whOio principle• the 
paper is devoted. 

All orders, by Post or otherwise, to No. 8, Cheapside, Preston, 
or to the Agents of the Struggl,, will be attended to. Adverti,e
ment,, which are inserted on r,asonabl, term,, are also solicited. 

Price 4½d.; lSs. ~ Quarter; or 41. 9d. paid in advance. 

Preston, Jun, 22d, 1844, 

Preston: Printed DY J LIVHEr; Sold by Gadsby and Heywo~d, Manc1lnter.-Price Oae Halfpenny. 



Cht ~trUgglt. 
:i ,vith a fluid duty, a, with a sliding !'t·:1le, the Leagui- wages an inextinguishable warfare."-Fo.r. 

FARMERS' ORDINARY AT STIRRING•TON• 

SQt1IRt~ DELADF.ER (lo,,king .fUrprist'i and m1ea.fy).-Well, gentlemen, 
what has occasioned such an unusual number or forces to day 1 

(The Parmer., lnnk ont in the olher, a11d after a while general crie.f are 
heard, (01 Air. Ma11lg, ,,j Speokuul.J 

MJ\. ~IANLY.-ln answer to your inquiry, Squir~. I think the gene
ral opini1,n is, that the time is come to sp"'ak out boldly; to tell a plain tale 
in a plain manner; and do something to help oursulves, 

l\ht l'LUCJttrP.-Ay, we begin to know better than Dr. Peel what ails us; 
our rent• want readjusting, and we must undllrgo letis squeezing to wring out 
tithes. 

SQUIRE DEtADEEll. (ongrily).-This is a plot lo fall foul ofme. I smpi>ct
ed someLhing of the sort ever since those revolutionary demagogues of the 
League came amon~st you, but take my advice, and attend to your drain
ing and underdraining. 

MR. MuDDYFnRn.-Our pockets are pretty well drained already. 

M1t. FottDINGBRIDGE.-Ay, Peel is the great master of the art of under
drainage. 

Sa.utRE DELABEER.-Come let's have none of that stuff from the ~peeclies 
of thosl! itinerant reckless di sturbers As to tithes, my excellt:mt frit:11d, 
Parbon Sleek, will I am sure be able to explain everything to your hatis
fac1ion. 

Ma. SLY.-To his own, perhaps. 

SQUIRE DELABE1.:11..-l will not alt here to be baited llke a badger. 
( Leave, the roo1n abruptly.) 

Mi\. J\fuzz.&Y.-Come, cousin ltfudrlle, you and I have been born and bred 
under the Delabeers, as our fathers was afore us, and will not go agen him 
now. (1 '/iey fullow him.) 

M 11.. BuMBLEHEAD.-Neither will I join in any conspiracy against them 
as has <lone so much to obtain prott:ction to Agricultur. ( Leaves tlte roum.) 

1\fn. OLnACRE -I am sorry that our Squire and his hoon companions 
w ,u d not sr ay to hear a calm e:-xposition of our views. One of them alluded 
to protection : as a farmer, I rep1,diate the word protection; as applied to the 
ngncultural interest, I disdain it. I ask what it mtans? ls it protection 
to my penon, or pn:tectio" to my p•opeaty? That I wdl !,now they l'an
not inve: then what 1s it f (Cries of" n deluaim,. a mockery'') Protection to 
my t enur~ l No; I have had broad biuts that political subserviency alone 
must &tcure that. 

No. 133. 

MR. DoBBEDY.-It's too true, at the election in 1841 many tenanh were 
driven to the poll like sheep to the market-even many honest-hearted men
but they were compelled to that course for the sake of their families. 

MR. MEANWELL.-To my shame isnd <'on fusion I remember that time; 
but henceforth I will tell these tyrants that my politics are between me and 
my conscience, and that they bave nothing to do with tbem. (Crie• of 
"Hear, hear, 10 will we all,.") 

l\fR. l\fANLY.-Hrother farmP.rs, I rejoice to find that there exists gi, 

~reat unanimity amongst us. especially as to the great fallacy of protection. 
which, like the gourd of Jonah, when you most want it, will wither and fajl 
you. As our conferences are so evidently hateful to our lancllonls, I propos~ 
that our meetings be held in future at the Dale and Wheatsbeaf, instead 
of the Wellington, and (a generat murrrwr of a&Jent) that our meetings be 
attended by tenant farmers only. (Hear, hear.) There we shall be able to 
discuss those question!! witho1it interruption and insult, and. to conclude it1 
the words of Lord Ashley, "I advise thnt counsel be take11 between the 
owflers and occupiers of land to discover where the evil lies, and endeavour 
tO find the rem~y," for I am sure that something must be done. 

FOLLY OF PROTECTION. 

Mr. Gladi;tone asserts that Jlantzic wheat, or in fact, any wheat 
imported into Canada, and ground thi-re, might come hack again 
across the Atlantic, and he imported into England as Canadian 
produce, under the thrt>e shillings duty . The E.Taminer shows the 
folly of this, by suggest in~ that inste'ld of the wheat being exposed to 
the danger of being lost in cros~ing the Atlantic, it he landed at 
Southampton, and put in hond, and that the ship bringing 
it consume the six weeks ni>cessary for crossing and recr-0ssing 
the Atlantic in sailin~ round the Isle of Wi~ht. To such absur
dities do our legislators eommit themselves in endeavourini to 
blink the question of free trade in food with all the world 



FREE TRADE THE BEST STIMULANT TO 
AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS. 

Have our readers never noticed among tradesmen that when
ever one of them happens to introduce an improvement in 
his establishment, either by outward decoration, or by in
ternal arrangements, the remainder generally emulate the 
enterprise of their competitor; and that whenever any 
stranger appears, offering an article decidedly cheaper than 
has hitherto been known, the whole trade begin to favour 
the public with reduced prices ? In the latter case it is easy 
to 111ee the principle which is brought into operation. The 
:stranger diminishes the amount of "protection" enjoyed by 
the rest of the tradesmen, in the shape of a limitation of the 
numbers engaged in the trade. The numbers being increas
ed, protection becomes diminished. This is exactly what 
we shall see in reference to agricultural operations and im
provements when the Com-Laws are repealed. There 
will then be no land going out of cultivation, as the idle 
alarmists would have us believe. No; every hand will 
then be put to work, to make up by skill and exertion for 
that which the owners now receive through a Corn-Law 
protection. My Lord L~zybody will have to quit the south 
of Italy, and come and find out his ei.tates. Squire Fox
hunter will have i.omething else to do than break down the 
hedges of hii. neighbours. The lordi. of the soil will be 
forced to breathe the bracing air of our northern climate. 
There will be fewer buildings wanted in London, but more 
in the country. Absenteeism will be changed for home 
occupancy, and the dilapidated huts of the peasantry will 
be replaced by modern cottage!. Sub-soiling, draining, 
manuring, field-squaring, and hedge-ridding, will find em
ployment for vai.t numbers, and ships of all sizes ~ill be 
dispatched for manure, to join in the effort to give suprema
cy to British agriculture. Instead of the steward being first 
and all, the tenantry will get to see the owner of the estates ; 
and he, from his boob and breakfast table, will be seen pro
ceeding to direct and superintend the labourers on his 
estates. The language of despondency, which now hangs 
upon the lips of the protectionists, will be changed into that 
of defiance ; and instead of going to Parliament, and be
seeching the honourable house to rob others for their benefit, 
the high tone of self-sustaini11g agriculture will be sounded 
in every quarter. The everlaiting complaint of bad farming 
will soon cease; and masters of land, like those of mills, will 
ta!k less and work more, instead of taxing others for their 
support. We believe the repeal of the Corn-Laws abso
lutely necessary to real agricultural improvements ; and 
when this is brought about, instead of the- League being re
garded 111 a pest, the character which is deservedly its due 
as the beit friend to agriculture, will then be acknowledged. 

FOREIGN LABOUR versu, HOME LABOUR. 

" When you buy foreign corn," say the monopolists, " you 
employ foreign labour instead of your own." This appears 
at first sight anti-national and indefensible, but it is not so 
when properly examined. It is simply this : you exchange 
the labour of your own people for that of foreigners ; and 
if that exchange is rightly made, so far from being a disadvan
tage, it is a great gain. What do we give for foreign corn? 
Do we give cottons, woollens, hardware, horses? If so, it is 
clear we give labour for labour, for all these are produced 
by labour. Do we givP. gold and sliver? It is equally clear 
that labour is still the article we give, for we have first to 
make and send our goods where gold and silver are to 
be obtained; so that it just comes to the same thing. We 
give British labour for gold; we then give gold for corn, 
and hence, in this case, also, it is clear we give labour for 
labour. Gold, however, ia the last thing a merchant will 

take, because it leaves him the least profit. He brings a 
cargo of grain, and takes back a ~housand sovereigns. These 
are only a thousand when he arrives at home, and he cannot 
make them more. If he take a thousand pounds worth 
of manufactures, he manages to sell them again, and perhaps 
makes twelve hundred sovereigns; so that no merchant will 
take gold who can get any other saleable article. Every cargo, 
therefore, which comes into our docks, is clearly a customer 
for our manufacturers. If foreigners gave us the articles 
imported for nothing, we should certainly be gainers ; but as 
they are sure to expect an equivalent in return, which can 
only be supplied by our labour, the home operatives cannot 
fail to be benefited by the exchange. Nothing but ignorance 
could induce protection writers to represent buying foreign 
food as giving employment to foreign labour in preference to 
our own. 

There is, however, one important view we may take while 
describing the employment of home and foreign labour. 
In our exchanges, if we were wise, we should get as much 
foreign labour as we can for as little of our own; or, in 
other words, we should buy as cheap and i.ell as dear 
as we can. Now, when corn ii. rendered high by duties, 
we get a le&s quantity, and yet are obliged to give the full 
amount of our goods in return. And thus, by our import 
laws, we are compelled to i.ell cheap and buy dear. While 
the labour of this country is, and must be, given in payment 
for our imports, it is grievous to notice how much we give, 
and how little we receive; and, consequently, how unpro
fitable our foreign trade is, compared to what it ought to be, 
and all in consequence of the restrictions of monopoly. 
Hence, so far from employing no home labour, when we 
buy foreign corn, we in fact employ too much; or, in other 
words-, we do not get its full value by the exchange. 

COBDEN AND THE SUGAR QUESTION. 

There is no vote which Mr. Cobden and his coadjutors 
ever gave in the House of Commons, of which they have 
more reason to be proud than that on Mr. Miles's motion 
for regulatin~ the sugar duties. The West India interest 
and the landed monopolists of this country have long banded 
together to stop the progress of free-trade principles; and 
both to rob the revenue and the country, to serve their own 
ends.. On this occasion they combined together not so 
much to overturn 5ir Robert's government, as to teach him 
that he must succumb to their dictation, and to pause be
fore he proceeded further in the progress of innovation 
for the public good, at the expense of monopoly. Mr. 
Miles's motion, with a semblance of liberality, contemplated 
no benefit to the consumer, but was calculated to tranfer 
three-quarters of a million from the revenue into the plan
ters' own pockets. To e~ect this, they would not even 
have scrupled to pull down the man they had set up as the 
god of their idolatry; and having succeeded, they would have 
attempted the same with everysucceedingminister who might 
make free trade the basis of his legislation. By the votea 
of the free--traders, Sir Robert is not only saved from their 
clutches, but the principle of protecting vested interests at 
the public expense is repudiated. The mind of a great 
portion of England is upon the balance betwixt free trade 
and monopoly. If the latter had triumphed, that mind, 
independent of reason, would have received a decided cast 
to the prejudice of the great cause of commercial freedom. 
As it is, the training towards freedom, which has long been 
extending with great rapidity, will receive no check, and 
political parties remain undisturbed, till the country, thus 
prepared, will be able to return a free-trade party nearly suffi
ciently strong of itself. It is not for the interest of trade and 
commerce to break up the prei.ent cabinet until the country i11 
sufficiently ready to make a proper return to the nexi 
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House of Commons. Mr. Cobden has also proved himself 
true to his professions, that he deems freedom of commerce 
of infinitely more importance than party attachments. 

WHAT WAS IT THAT DESTROYED 
BUONAPARTE? 

Referring to the anniversary of W'aterloo, Mr Fox said :-The 
warriors who won that tremendous fight are enjoying their laurel:i. 
Many of them are in a very influential position, and I could wish 
that the occasion should suggest t.o their minds an inquiry into 
what it was that had weakened the social power of Napoleon be
fore his military strength received the complete destrnction which 
it did at Waterloo. Now, I believe that, in tracing the course of 
eventi, we should have to go back to the time when hii BP-rlin 
decree declared the British island11 in a 11tate of blockade. The 
laws of trade, it ha11 been aaid, and most truly so, crushed him like 
a weed. Opinion had ebbed from him, de1,troying the alleiianc• 
and respect for bii. policy all over Europf!, before the prodigious 
reverie whiah his arma liuatained on the 18th of June. The sy11-
tem was hollow, and >ie himllelf gave it the first ireat blow in those 
anti-aommercial proclamation11 to whieh I have referred. Well, 
then, Jet the warrior, who triumphed over one blookade of Great 
Britain, thi11k well before they 11upport a clallli which, in ita turn, 
attempts also to blockade Great Britain. The Corn-Law11 are a 
blockade : they warn foreign ships from our 1hot·eil ; they cut off 
our supply of food ; they treat Uli like a besieged people ; they 
gird uil round as though they would starve u11 out. The blockade 
which the Duke of Wellington raised by hi11 arms was not more 
essentially a blockade than thia of monopoly, only the latter has 
not the pretence of being imposed for a great national policy, like 
the former, but for a paltry class-interest. It is not that the 
lordship of Europe is at stake in the contest, but merely that so 
much more rent per annum is at issue. It is not that kings come 
into conflict with nations, but it is that thosa whose property liea 
in the manufacture of food, and in the production of fish in the 
waters, or even canary-seed for birds, feel their interests at stake, 
and therefore wage war, and endeavour to encompass with their 
blockade the industrious and toiling multitudes of England. l'he 
system of monopoly is as anti-national as the commercial policy of 
Napoleon was hoitile to the interests of Europe; and it can no 
more last than did that of the French Emperor. No power, 
whatever 1'ictories it may have achieved, can sustain this impo
sition of monopoly; the blockade will have its Waterloo of final tle
feat, 11.nJ monopolist legislation its St. Helena of exile from tha 
boundaries of the civilized world. 

DIFFERENTIAL DUTIES. 

Mr. Cobden, at the Covent G:i.rden maeting, said-" He wanted 
the country to understand the meaning of the phrase, 'differential 
duties,' and he thought he might give an illui.tration of it that 
would make any child go home and tell bis grandpapa what it 
meant. (Laughter.) He would suppose that a certain number 
of market gardeners, occupying a limited surface, aay the pari b 
of Hammersmith, had pPrsuaded hi11 Grace the Duke of Bedford 
(who was the owner of a neighbouring market for vegetables,) 
to lay 1011. per load on all cabbage11 that came from all other 
garden, hut the parish of Hammersmith. The consequence would 
be, a1 the parish of Hammersmith did not raise as many cabbages 
ail the people of the 111etropoli1 could eat, they (the gardeners) 
would hold back their supply until they got the same price as the 
people from Battersea. and other places, who had to pay l0s. a 
load to the duke. Thus, the Hammersmith people would get an 
extra 10s. &n their cabbages, which they would put into their poc
kets, and the public would pay besides the 10s. extra on all the 
cabbagea brought from Battersea or other places. Well, suppose 
the duke wanted a little more revenue, and wishing still to favour 
the Hammersmith cabbage-growers, he proposed a duty of 10s. a 
load on their cabbages, but would increase the duty on the Bat
ter11ea cubbages to 20s. The effect would be that the Hammer
smith people would hold back their cabbages till they could sell 
them at the same price as the people from Batte.rsea, who had 
paid 2011. ; and comequently the public would ha1'e to pay the 
~Oa. upon all oabba&et which they b<>Uiht - the duke would 

get 20s. on the Battersea cabbages, and 10s. on the Hammersmith 
cabbages. The Hammersmith people would pocket another 10s. 
as compared with the Battersea people, and the public would pay 
20s. on all the cabbages they consumed. (Hear, hear, hear.) 
Well, suppose the Hammersmith people, by a little mani»uvring, 
could raise the cry of cheap cabbages, and were to go to the duke 
and ask him to reduce the duty on their own cabbages to 6s., and 
leave the duty on the Battersea cabbages at 20s., and having raised 
such a cry of patriotism, they went to Lord John Russell, and 
asked him to interest himself with his brother, the Duke of Bedford, 
to help them to carry out their object. What would they think 
of that cry? But it was just what had been attempted in the 
House of Commons; only let them chapge cabbages into sugar, 
and it was precisely the move which had been made by their old 
opponentli, the West India Planters.'' (Cheers.) 

Indir,ct Importation.r.-Suppose ~u hear a hatter complain of 
10 many hata being brought in from Oldham, that price11 cannot be 
kept up, what would you think of hi11 being comforted when told 
that all mad•-up hat11 in future 11hould be stopped, but free libarty 
given to bring the materialll to make them with? We have a similar 
case with the land protectioni&tll. They are alarmed at foreign grain, 
but seem not aware that the mat,rial• to make grain with, namely, fo
reign manure, of which there i11 a very large quantity likely to 
come in, will have the 11ame effect. E1"ery owner of land 11ulfera 
(if there be any 11ufferinK in the ca11e) a11 much by one as by the 
other, ina11much a11 it i11 the increa11ed quantity of grain, and not 
the place where it i1 grown, that bring11 down the price. 

Mr. Villiers 01' the Tradl! of France in 1830.-"We know that 
British enterprise will fetch the extremest point of the earth in 
the business of exchange ; but here are the shores of France, 
nearer to England than those of Ireland itself-nay, Bordeaux 
is commercially neare.r to London than it is to Paris; and but for 
the lamentable pervenion of the gifts and dispctsitions of naturep 
and of the ingenuity of man, the highways of comme1·ce between 
these countries-the seas which surround Great Britain and Ire
land, and wash the shores of France-should literally swarm with 
1'essels, engaged, not only in the interchange of material product11, 
but in diffusing knowledge and stimulating improvement; in 
creating everywhere new neighbourhood11; in consolidating inter
national dependence; in short, in drawing daily more closely tha 
bonds of international peace and confidence, and thus advancing-, 
whilst they also serve to confirm and secure, the peace, the civili•• 
ation, and the happiness of Europe.'' 

Trade witlt Prussia.-It bas been intimated that we should not 
take Prussian wheat, because Prussia takes little but money in ex
change. To this the following is Mr. Hill's answer :-If Prussia 
did not take a singl11 article of British manufactures, it would form 
no reason why the British merchant should be prevented from tak
ing the food she had to offer u11. If British manufactures are sent 
to South America in exchange for gold and silver, and that gold 
and &ilver are sant to Prus11ia in exchange for wheat to feed the 
people employed in producing those manufactures, and the resmlt ill 
to obtain a larger quantity of wheat in axchange thaa would ha 
obtained by sending the manufactures direct to Prusi.ia, ought the 
operation, therefore, to be prohibited? The truth is, that gold and 
11iher are bought with the produce of our industry, like any other 
commodity; and, therefore, a tramit-trade in gold i11 as good aa a 
tram1it-trade in coffee or port-wine. 

The Agricultural Labourer.-Poor creature ! born to filth and 
hunger; entering the world in a dilapidated cottage, destined. 
perhaps, to be pulled down under the common-clearing sy11tem-
11ent out in his early youth to pick stones on the road that leads 
to some ducal mansion, kept up in its splendour by the assistanoe 
of bread-tax profita-growing up in bis strength and maturity to 
work for 6s. a week, and to house and feed as he can ; his only 
refuge-his church, if one may so s&y-the beer-shop; his only 
ehance of tasting any thing better than dry brea :! being to go out 
in the night poaching in the preserves of the squire who is reai. 
dent hard by, his course steering between the Scylla and Charyli
dis of the workhouse and the gaol, with, beyond them in the 
distance, a view of the gallows made visible by the fire of a bla
zing barn. For wretches such as these a star of hope hail arisen, 
and it will hold on its way until it attaim1 the meridian of truth 
and justice. That star ia the- Anti-Corn-Law Leque 1 
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PROTECTION. 

As for those who should be the objects of protection, they get 
indeed just such protection as the vulture gives the lamb. 

VARIETIES. 

The Isle of Man may be referred to as an instance of the little 
benefit that prntection confers. The parties always look to this, 
instead of their own exertions. 

Herrings, Herrings, Cheap Herrings I are he~inning to come to our 
ma, ket. These a.re a great relief Lo the poor, and e,pecially when 
fl .. ~h meat is dear. What a mercy that Lhe,e useful creatures 
hav.- the pow"r of finding their way to our bays, unannoyed by 
cu. tom-house officers! 

Gooseberi·ies a Penny a Quart.-So the farmers cried inourmar
kPt last Saturday. What a riddance there would be of them, if 
gugar wern as cheap as gooseberries I Though many poor people 
now manage to get a bellyful, yet such luxuries a1 pies and puddings 
are beyond their reach. 

Wine better than Wheat !-Onr hells were ringing the other 
day for the arrival of a cargo of wine in our river from Spain. 
I think that the arrival of a cargo of wl,eat would have afforded 
a n1uch fitter occasion of rejoicing. We find even protection
i~ts fond of trade, but it must not be trnde 111 any thing which they 
themselves produce. 

T!te Rottenness of tlie Protertion System. " The cause of 
the protP-clionists, unhappily for them, is th£c weakest where it 
om,ht to be the strongest. Its great plea is the good of the peo
ph•. If that cannot be proved of all, still it ought to be evident 
aurl undeniable in the case oflhl3 agricultural labourer. A speech 
£or the Corn-Laws is good for nothing unless it comprehends a pic
ture of rural felicity. But there is the great flaw. To the vl-'ry 
lwart the cau~P of the protectionists is rotten, so long as the class, 
tlw ,weal of who e brow produces the materi:i.l for which they a,k 
a lt>gi,lative premium, are the most wri>tch!'<l of all the industrial 
cla-~es in the nation, and compelled to accl'pl the most miserahle 
wagrs by the continual threat of a prison, of which the employers 
are the gaolers." 

Tit~ Reduction of the Sugar DILties.-An immense boast has been 
m'ide about reducing the duty on sugar; and although we 1113em 

much delighted with it as a &tep tending towards free trade; yet, 
as a measure of relief for the poor, it is insignificant.
A penny a pound reduction iR the price is the most that is pro
mised. Now what is this to a poor family? Jn a vast number of 
cases it will just he a penny a week saved in their outlay. A re
dnction upon brE>ad, butter, cheese, and especially upon fle~h 
mi>at, would be felt much more a~ a measure of relief. The re
d11,·1ion of the sugar dutii>s, however, we trnst will tPnd 10 improve 
our I rade, a~ those who bring us -ug-ar are likt>ly to take hack our 
w1.i<l~. And even tht> savings 1•ff.-ctt>rl among th ,, highPr and mid
dling classes by cheaper sugar, of which they consume largely, will 
lw f,,lt by the poorer operatives, when it is expended upon other 
articles. 

"'f\fi.~f,1rf11ne." \Yhat is the Corn-Law? A law to produce 
mi ~fortnnP; fo1· 1\lr. Olad~tonl' sa· ct , in his last ~,w..,ch. "hen•
gar ded the high pricP of hrt•ad as a great puhlic m1-fortu11e." 

1'he D emand f,1r Cl,,i/,iny.- \\'hPn WE' n lice how much lwtt!'r 
the pPoplt> are rlrt>ssed than thPy wne three )ear~ ago, WP, shall at 
\' llce see the r('ason for our hrisk demand for manufac1ure~. Let. 
us ha , e good harvests and cheap food, and we are sure to have a 
good dt>mand for clothing. 

Where is Ouer-production 111),v '!-The production of cotton clotlr 
was never so large as at present, and yet the nonsensical Cl''/ 

ahout over-production ha11 entirely ceased. This shows clearly that 
it was a deficient cournmption, and not our production, that ough 
to have been complained of. 

All parties agree that the two last harvests have afforded this 
country great relief. Now, where is the difference, upon the bulk 
of the people, betwixt more food dropping from the clouds and 
the sunshine, and its heing brought to our ~hores in wooden vessels? 
As it re•pects employment, the ar)!ument i3 really in favour of the 
latt!'r mode of supply. So if Gori help us hy good weather, well 
and good ; but if not, we are to have no help from the monopolist;., 

Sir Robert's C,msiste11c.11,-Sir Robert is sailing smoothly juat 
now, in fine weather, and can talk of maintaining the Corn-Law; 
but should darkness begin to clothe our commercial atmosphere 
again, he will do as he has often done before, take the opposite 
~ide of the question. Who was it that said he would never join 
in the anti-slavery cry, or the cry for chea1, sugar? and who is it 
that has lately rai~ed the loude&t cry in favour of both? 

Repeal of tl,e Union.-A cor<lial union ought to exist hetwixt 
mannfacturen and agriculturists; but if no fair play is to be had; 
if one i~ constantly to he roJ.,hE'd to feed th!' other; if we a1 • to 
sell cloth cheap, and l'Ompelled to huy corn dear, r say, it will he 
time soon to imitate the conrluct of South Carolina, when threat
ened with ruin hy the tariff of the States, and insist upon a sepa
ration. ,v e can do without the agriculturi~ts much helter than the 
agriculturists can do wilhout us. It is not likely that the henetita 
of the union should be all on one side. Let anothl'r cycle of had 
trade come round, and unless justice be conceded, the agricultu• 
rists deserve to be left to themselves. 

A g1·eat Objection to a Fired Duty.-There is this objection to a 
fixed duty, which renders it, I think, Yery obnoxious; and that 
is, it tends to divide the interests of the cla~s possessing capital 
from that of those having only labour to rely upon. It mi1,?ht 
answer the purpose of the merchant, manufacturer, and Bhop
keeper, and might in ~Orne measure satisfy them, looking exclu .. 
sively to their ow11 intnests; hut it do<'s so at the ~acrifice of 
the interests and the rights of the great majority of the toiling 
multitude, whose. question this is, with reference to whom it ought 
always to be agitated, and not one atom of whose cl'lim to the 
food they earn should ever be compromised by any friend of free 
trade on the just and hroad principle which that phrase denotes. 
-Fox. 

TO l'lEWSPAPER READERS. 

J. LIVESEY and SoN beg to thank tlw puhlic for th'l extenitive 
patronage with whic-h they have heel! favoured in the eHahlish
ment of their newspaper, Tit!! P,estun Guardian; and they venture 
to hope for, and will endeavour to merit, a continuance of the 
same. 

The Preston Guardian is the largest paper, and bas the largest 
circulation, in north Lancashire; and owing to its arrangement, 
and the r!'jection of long quack advertisements, it contains mor, 
general news than an.II paper in the co1mty. 

They respectfully solicit an increase of Orders, an,I especially 
from the liheral and free-trade readers, to whose principles the 
paper is rlevoted. 

All order~, hy Post or otherwise, to No. 8, Ch!'ap~ide, Pre~ton, 
or to the Agt>nts of the Strlfggle, will he attE>nrlE'd to. Advertise
ments, which are inserted on reuson ,,b/e terms, are also solicited, 

Price 4}d. ; 5s. ll}' Quarter ; or 4s. 9d, paid in advance. 

Presto,. ,J11ne 22d, 1844. 

Prt1ton: Printed by J. Llve1ey ; Sold by Gadsby and'lteywood, Manchea\er.-friee One ilalCpenny. 
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eht 6trU·gglt~ 
"I believe the most effectual means of promoting prosperity to the farmer, and demand for his produce, will be lo remove 

all the restrictions that interfere with manufacturing ioilustry."-E. W,st. 

The best Protectecl Bau In Europe. 
Here's an Irishman: he has the full benefit. or our Corn-Law~; ho buys his manufactures la the cheape1t naarket (the Corn-La.n,. 

by prevt>nting manufacture11 from being exported, make goods artificially plentiful or cheap): he sells his oat1 and wheat, hogs and catth,, 
in the dearest markets in Lanca~hiri, and Yorkshire; he is li~htly raxed, because no taxes can be got out of him-and -y.et look at him! 
He is a specimen of a home-cu,;tomer. How long has he hari that coat? and what was hi1 hat worth when new? I aak again, why 
1he Corn-Laws do him no good? The answer ill-The landlord passes a Corn-Law to ensure a certain price-say 1ixty 11hilling1 a 
quarter he CAlculatt>s hi• rent accordingly. The Irish, havinit no fi1herie1, manufactures, and commi,rce, all rush on the land; the 
competition for farms is inten11e. Pat Callaghan lives in a mi•erahle hut, 110 miserahle that Khol says the Lithuani.Anl and .Moldavian•, 
the poorest nations in Europe, live in comparative ease and comfort. He has got his farm, of which the rent i• enormaua; he bring• 
his pigs and 01ots to the manufacturin~ di&trict1; hut then, trade hein~ cut up hy restrictions, he can't get hi• prices. Hi• land;ord, 
having Enl(li•h bayonets to protet't him, exacta thi. uttermost farthing, gives no ,ea.e, and if Pat »pend, any money on the land., 
the landlord raises hi• rent-or in other words, pocket• Pat'• hard-earned 1overeigns. 

-~~~ _..___ 'I 

PrayiDJ for "Cheapne11 and Pl~11ty." · 
N~l3L . 

Blectloaeerlq for DNrlleu and Scarclt:,. 
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THE PARLIAMENTARY DIVISION ON 
MR. VILLIERS'. MOTION. 

It is amusing to peruse the rejoicings of the protection
ists at having got over another Parliamentary division. 
Their fears must have been greatly excited, or they could 
not be so elated at a victory exhibiting a falling off in 
their own majority of 54 upon the year, and 99 since 1842. 
But they now talk of the " extinction" of the League! 
Poor souls! let them amuse themselves with Peel's penny
rattle of assurance that he does not contemplate disturbing 
them again this session ; but, like all toys, it will not last 
long. What through the attacks of Peel on the one hand, 
and the League on the other, the protectionists have had a 
hard time of it. But worse is yet before them; and, until 
they do justice to the nation, they will have no peace. It 
has been no easy job to get the poor farmers to thepro
tection meetings, and to make them appear as leading the 
attack against repeal. It is, indeed, hard fighting against 
a powerful opponent, with an unwilling force, a treacher
ous ally, and a bad cause. And, notwithstanding all their 
crowing, the protectionists are more influenced by the 
expectation of free trade than we are aware. Their com
plimentary language towards trade, and their intense 
anxiety for agricultural improvements, all bespeak a pre
}Jaration for depending upon themselves, instead of laws 
by which they have been enabled to rob the rest of the 
community. On Mr. Villiers' Parliamentary division they 
have not gained, but lost considerably, notwithstanding 
their allegations to the contrary. The following we take to 
be a correct analysis of Parliamentary voting for the last 
three years on Mr. Villiers' motion for total and immediate 
repeal:-

1842 184.3 1844 
Total number who voted for Mr. Vil-

liers' motion.................. 92 126 126 
Total number who voted against 

Mr. Villiers' motion... . . . . . . . . . 308 258 204 

On the first division, in 1842, the number of votes re
corded in favour of Mr. Villiers' motion was 92 ; in 1844, 
126: an increase of 34 votes on the divi~ion. In addition 
to 126 votes recorded on the last division, there were 28 
members absent, from various causes, who voted with Mr. 
ViHiers in 1842 or 1843. The presen number of Mr. 
Villiers' supporters in the House of Commons stands as 
follows:-

Voted............ 126 New vote, ...... 27 
Absent............ 28 
Paired in favour.... 11 

165 
In addition to the above, it may be stated that 11 mem

bers voted against Mr. Villiers, who bad been memoria]i-zed 
by actual majorities of their respective constituencief; to 
·vote in favour of the motion. 

PROGRESS OF FREE TRADE IN PARLIAJ\lEN".r. 

At one of the Covent-Gardl'n mePtings Mr. ,vilson sai.-d :
Ladif'~ and gentl .. mt'n, I apprehend there arP f,·w hl'rP wh,o are 
11ot aware of thP. fact that the monopolists in th~ House of -Com
mons. true to themselvt>s and to their own interest~, havp .again 
11ucceeded in establi~hing tht'ir peculiar claims to the grat;itude i 
and ad111irati11n ofth .. ir fPllow-countrymt•n. (Cheers and laughter). 
The), hy a majoril) of 202, dt-cidt"d up11n the maintenance, and 
-continuance of the Corn Laws. I know not whethPr any one 1 

here may havt> expt>cted a different resulc or not; but I conft>ss 
that. lookinl{ at the parties, a11<l to the composition of the ~rt-at 
n1ajol'ity of that Houst> . aud k1H1,,i11g that thl'~e were the men 
who. three 1eat!I aµo, stood up eih•ut spt>ctators Vlnil~t mor,opoly 

' was doing its work-I >'ay. I confe,.s I had no ex.pectation that 
now t hf'y woulrl ht, fo1111d giving tlwir support in fa, our of th:tt 
just principle ,. hich w .. ~et>k to have "Stahlished. (" H1'ar, h.-ar,'' 
aad cbevrt.) However, I rejoice to 1ay tbat, 1tro.ug as lh~1 u• 

in ihat House. they are not so !ltrong as tht"y have hitherto 
heen. ('~ Hear, hear," and che~rs.) The tide bu turned at all 
events, and is now 11etting in in aoot:1er direction. Last year 
they voted 38 I. This year they voted 330 ( cheers), having Inst 
51 ! (RenewP,d cheer11). Notwithstan?ing this it has been.asked, 
where i11 the proof of your progress rn the House ? Thts year 
•ce votP,d 126. Last year we voted the eame number. (Loud 
chPers). Well, where is the proof of progress? In 1842 Mr. 
Villiers first put the total and unconditional repeal principle on 
i~rne in the Home of Commons. On that occasion 92 voted 
with him, and 395, ht>ing a great majority of the whole House 
of Commons, Yoted again~t him. Now hia minority is increased 
34-his numbers have increased by 34. Their majority this year 
has been rPduced 65, leavinl{ them ,;horn by 100 of the m:tjority 
which they had in 1842. (Chc.>er11.) But although our numbers 
have been the i-ame this year a11 they were last, we have had 28 
new votes in favour of the motion ; 32 of tho~e who supported 
Mr. Villiers in J 843 were unavoidably absent, bttt their opinions 
are the same as they were, thus leaving his strength in the House 
of Commons, inclucling pairs, at nearly 170. (Cheers). Well, 
this. he it undf'rstond, is the same House of Commons which was 
elected spc.>cially and ~pecifically to maintain the Corn L&ws ; and 
yet without a general election havin~ occurred, with few means 
to ope1·ate upon Jhem hy reason ar.d ar~ume1,t, we find in the 
"pace of two yeari Mr. Villiers's mi11ority and votes are nearly 
doubled, while the m:ijority of his opponenlli is reduced by up
ward!\ of 65. Now, !'how me any other que!'tion which can ex
hihit the same proi::ress in the eame space. of time, and which i1 
not a party question, nor supported hy great party leaclt>rs- show 
me, I say, any other whic'k has made the same l!teady progress as 
thi!I question has done. (Loud and continued cheen). Every 
one knows that, whatever tht> House of Comm()ns mi~ht have 
kePn in )841, new it is much hehind public opinion on this aub
jPct. How do T prove it ? Why, look at your own city of 
London. One only of your representatives voting for Mr. Villiers, 
two voting against him, and the other runnin~ away and not vot
in~ at all. (Hisses. laul(hter, anct cheers.) And yet will any 
horly dare affirm that any one ofthMe vote,, exct>pt Mr. Patti!'on's, 
waa a vote which convt>yed a proper expression of the public 
opinion of the electors of Lonrlon? (" HPar, hear," and cheers.) 
Well, then, thf're are other changes, too, which havf' taken place. 
TherP were eleven mPmhns who votPd in the divi~ion agai11st 
Mr. Villiers, a majority of whose constituents had req1wstPd 
them to support. him in the Ro11se of Commons. (Cheers.) Take 
r hesP elPvt>n, and add · them to 170, and you have more than 
double thP number ofthost> who !'upporlerl him in 1842. (Cheers.) 
We Jpave our opponents. then, with their majority-a very large, 
l admit, hut still dimi11i-.hing one. Twelve months' attention to 
th,• l'P!!i~tPr will he ~uflfoipnt to strip away all hopc.>s of a majority 
hein~ maintained whenever another election occun; and I be
lit>ve that thnt> is enerJ?y, spirit, and intt>lligence enough on the 
part of the people of thi" country to und~rtake and secure such a 
rt>sult. (Loud and continued chPering.) 

THE WAGES FALLACY. 

?tfr. Cnhrlt-n, at a rect>nt meeting in Covent-Garrlen ThentrP., 
thu" rt-fitted the once-popular notion that the price of corn gt-ne
rally reirulatPs the price of labour:-" There is one other argu
ment which I clid not eA peel to ht>ar, even from a duke. I see 
that a noble duke fRil·hmondJ tells the Hou~e of Lords that the 
Anti-Corn-Law LPague wish to repeal the Corn Laws in order 
that they may reduce the wagt>s of their workmen. He assert, 
that the price of corn governs the rate of wages in this country; 
that when hread is hi!,!h waJ?eS are raised, and when it is low 
waJ;tes are depre~sed. Lord Radnor gave the noble duke an 
axiom which ~hould always be ~orne in mind-that if the labourer 
is aJrpady sunk ~o low in wages that he cannot sub~i~t U!Jon a less 
sum, then the pril'i:> of labour nm~t ri•e ancl fall with the value or 
cPrn, hec•aust> otherwise your lahourers would starve ancl die off; 
that, in fact, when• la hour has reachrd its minimum, the labourer 
is treated upon precisely the same principlt> as a hor11e or a beaat 

. of hurden ; the !'aml' qua11tity of bread is given to him in dear 
)Par~ a~ in cheap i>e.a'.i:oni:; just i'l)'like_m~nn.t'r as }OU w,,uld J?ive 
a~ muc·h oats to a horse wlwn they were dear as yoti -would when 
they were cheap, because it ia necessary to do 10 i'n order to keep 



him in working conrlition, otherwise you would not obtain his 
labour. What does the fact prove, but that the man is reduced 
to the condition of a slave, where the wares are not the result oC 
a frl•e bargain between the employer and the lahourer, but where, 
Jikfl the negro in Cuba and Brnzil, he has his rations served out 
to him-nis red herring and rice-no more and no le~s whatever 
its price may be. But ·will they venture to tell us that that is the 
condition of the working-classes in manufacturing districts or in the 
Metropolis? Jn 1839 and 1840 bread was nearly double in price 
that it was in 1835 aud 1836: did the shoemakers, painters, 
tailors, masons, joiners, or any other operatives in London, 
get an advance of wages in the dear years? (Loud and general 
cries or .. No, no.") You have in London 100,000 men employed 
in the capacity of porters in shops and warehouses, in the streets, 
or upon the river ; did any of these 100 000 men ever hear in 
their lives, or their fathers hefore them, of wa~es rising along 
with the price of bre=id? (Cries of "No, no.") What is the 
'mode of proceeding in your corporation ? They fix the wages of 
many peoµle, such as ticket-pol'tt,rt and waternwn, and the rate of 

_ ha,ckney-coach fares is also determined either by their orders or 
by act of Parliament. Did you ever know of their being altered 
because there had bePn a chang~ in the price of corn? Whoever 
heard of a man steµping into a boat and requei:ting to be rowed 

• from Westmin$t.-,r to Bla<'kfriars-bridge, and upon arrivin~ at the 
JattPr vlace asking the waterman what his fare was, anrl being 
told in reply, •• ,Vhy, Sir, it is a dear year; the quartern )oaf is 
up 2d., and theref .. re we charge more than we did when bread 
was cheaper?" (Loud cheers and Jauihter.) 

PROGRESS WITHOUT PROTECTION. 

After pointing out the imp(11icy or protecting partkular trades 
and ioterP8ts, such as the \Vt>st India tra,le, the silk tradt>, and 
the t<hipping and agricultural interests, Mr. Bright a~ks: - "Amid 
all this protection, how go on the unprotected trades ? I know 
aoruPthing of one or them, for my business is entirely with a trade 
upon which Padiamflnt has never laid its deadening finger in the 
shape of an act of Parliament to protect it. Look at the c .. tton 
trade of Lancashire : sixty years ago it was 1carcely known there. 
It is said that the man is living who hauled the fir~t hale of cotton 
into Liverpool which arriveJ there from the United 8tates. I 
douht not that the man is now living who erPcted the first stPam 
engine lo drive the machinery f .. r the purpose or manufacturing 
cotton in Lancashire. But what has that county bi>come ? A 
return h'.\s rect>ntly been made by the House of Commons, of the 
amount of valuation which hati been madt> there to the county 
ratP. Look at the value of land and building in Lancashire at 
this moment. This a se sment to the county rate-that is, the 
annual value of the land and buildings, e:rcludi11g alto_qether stock 
in shops, furniture in house,, and the enormous vulue of macltine1 y 
in all the mam~factories of tltat county-the annual value is 
£6,162,067. Now, how many counties do you think it would 
take in England and Wales to make a similar amount of valuation? 
T will just read them o•er to you. Huntinl(don, Westmorland, 
Rntlan<l, AnJ?lPsey, Brecon. Cardigan, Camarvon, Denhigh, Flint, 
Merioneth, l\font!!omery, Pt>mhroke, Radnor, Berkshire, Buck
in,!ham,;hire, Hereford, Hertford, l\fonlllouth, an,I Oxfordahire. 
Here are nin,•tet'n counties, the amo1111t of who.se united valua
tion is con!'id .. rahly und~r the valuation or the one county of 
Lancaster. Th~p-•pulation of that cour,ty in IA41 ins 1,666.054; 
while the population of the nineteen counties, whose names I have 
just read, is 1,654.607, or several thousands less than Lanca-
11hire alone. Look again at the valuation of the priocipality oC 
Wales, which is not equal by a great deal to half that of Lan
caster: the latter being £6,192,000, while the former is only 
£2,44:t,000. The valuation or all England is only £48,000,000, 
Lancashire bl'ing more than 1'6,000,000 of that amount, or up
wards of one-eighth oC the whole. Yet, when you come to spPak 
to squire!', these facts are treatPd as unimportant cil'cum~tance!'. 
'l'J1ey have heen in Lancashire, they tell you: they passPd through 
it once Upon the mail when they were going to Scotland grouse 
aho{)p!'g ( L. Ullf!'hler.) They say that. it has a great many chim
ney• and a good deal of smoke, and a vast number of working 
men, who did not touch their hats to tht>m as they passed. (Louri 
cheers and laughter.) That I belieTe is considered by them as 
a· very disgraceful feat,ue ill tho character of the men of Lanca• 
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I shire. Dnt, notwithstanding, it is well that these squire~ shoulrl 
reflecl that there is such a county ; how it came to be a place of 
such magnitude and importance-how it was that the barrenest 
and least inviting part of the kingdom, which nature set>ms to 
have favoured least-that that spot of country should have liecome 
the most important tract in the dominions of the British sceptre." 

RECIPROCITY. 

What shall we say to the miserable attempts at ne~otiating 
commercial treaties, which have lately exerdsed the diplo111atic 
skill of our Secretary for Foreign A ff airs, and hi,. corps of am. 
bassadors, consuls, attaches, &c. Nothing can exceed their 
)udicrou~nes11, hut the humiliation they bring upon this country. 
Our very anxiety to negotiate treaties and obtain modifications 
of forPign tariffs, causes jealous suspicions in the breast of the 
Government we want to deal with, that we are a set of sharpers, 
trying to overreach and arrvgate to our~elves some peculiar ad
vantages. The -contracting party is led to infer that, by taking 
our manufactured goods be confers a benefit only half r"'quited 
by our churli-h acceptance of his raw produce. Look at our
present positiun with commercial nations. We have earnt>,tly 
anti deprecatingly begged of Prussia not to raise her duties upon 
certain descriptions of our goods, and to ~ive the most favourable
interpretation to the new tariff of the z,,11 Verein. Rt>pulsed in 
this quarter, we make an application to our favourite child, 
Portu~al, whom we have nourished with our treasul'e, and pro
tected with our blood-for whom we have vitiated our palate, 
and cheri~hed an exclusive taste for the medicated port and sherryr 
to the neglect of the more gPnuinP wines of France or the Rhine. 
We allude to our ancient treaties of alliance, the Methuen treaty 
of comnwrce, and argue that we have a claim upon her for a 
market for our woollens in return for our imports of ber wines. 
After months spent in making offers and refusing absurd pro-• 
posals, whilst the hopes and feal'S of merchants and manufacturers 
are kept in a state of feverish suspense, all nt>gotiations are 
abruptly broken off, in order to create a semi-monopoly for ~ome 
half-dozi>n rude Portugm,se fabrics, wherein a member of the· 
Government is interested. 

Not yet dhcouragPd, but manfully bearing up against di!lap-
pointment, our Foreign SeC'retary next paid his respects t~ the 
prou<l off~et from the ho1111e of Braganza-to Erazils. The fir~t 
point at issue w<1s the termination of the existing treaty-the 
Br:izilian Government maintaining that it expired in November, 
1842, whilst Great Britain contended that it remained in force 
until NovembP.r, 1844. Eventually, Brazils conceded the point 
somewhat grudgingly, as if anxious to escape from an arrange
ment which she considered injurious to her interests, and refused 
to enter into farther stipulations until the expiration of the treaty. 
The communication of their minister, Senor Continho, contains 
a few remarks derogatory to the good faith of our Government, 
and furniehes another illustration of the rebuffs we experience in 
our begging petitions for commercial treatiPs. 

These failures in our attempts to enlarge our intercourse with 
other nations by means of treaties, are only what, might he 
expected from fornwr expiirience. For more than two ce111urit!s 
the Government of this country has attempted to vrop its trade by 
secudng to itself peculiar adrnntages through such means ; and 
what is our presl-'nt position ? There is not existiug a treaty 
which may be called reciprocal, aa admitting the goods of this . 
country on favourable terms ; unless that with Brazils, which is 
about to expire, be excepted. On the contrary, we find that 
foreign tariffs are gradually increasing their protection against 
British goods. 

,vhat then ! are we to buoy ourselves up with the vain hope 
that the same repeated attempts may yet melt the stony hearts or 
foreign powers ? It is high time the delusion should be ex posed. 
Unless we resort to different means, we seem as far from the at- 
tainment of our object as ever.-Pamphlet on Reciprocity. 

H hy do Wages Rise and Fall in Agricultural Dist, icts? -
Because the labour market is in an unnatural state ; there are · 
more labourers than work can be found for ; their condition is 
alre;idy so low that a rise in the price of food is absolute ruin 
to them, unless accompauied by a rise in wages : and this the · 
farmer ia cowp,lled to &iv• to keep men out of the work.house. 
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VARIETIES. 
F1eedmn and Trade.-Trade is, naturally, the growth of a 

people·s necessities. ,vherever they are allowed fair play, the 
bulk of the pP,ople are the best cu!ltomers ; and those who furnish 
supplies for the satisfaction of the first wants ever enjoy the 
greate,-t profit. Amongst the people that are allowed to take 
their own course in trade, instinct points to the objects that are 
thu! most remuneratinl{. 

A Query for Speculative lnquirers.-Our P. D., a thriving 
hungry lad, looking over the parliamentary report in a London 
paper, perceived a line announcing that "a butter and cheese 
bill" was before the House of Commons. He immediately 
wished to know when a real " bread and cheese" bill for the 
millions will be before the same part of the lPgillature. 

Condition of the Farm-Labourers of Berkahire.-A large pro
p r> rtion of the farm-labourers in this district of the county of Berks 
are, and have been for several weeks, out of employment. Jn 
the parish of Farringdon, from 70 to 100 ; in that of Buckland, 
from 50 to 60 persons; and in Stamford, from 30 to 40: say 150 
in these three parishes alone. The men who are employP.d re
ceive in some instances 7s. per week, in others 6s., anrl even 511., 
and boys (in one case) as low as ls. 6d. per week. What has the 
Corn-la1v done for the farm-labourers of Berkshire ? 

Wages and Corn.-According to Arthur Young, the uerage 
price of wheat was, for the whole of the seventeenth century, 
38s. 2d. per ,vinchester quarter; and for the sixty-six years from 
1701 to 1766, 32s. Id., being a fall of 16 per cent.; while the 
price of agricultural labour which, on the average or the seven
teenth century, had bean IO¼d. per day, was for sixty-six years, 
ending in 1766, 12d., or a rise of 16 per cent. The far.t, in
deed, of a rise of money wage• in this country, coincic!entally 
with a fall in the price of corn, during the lonl( interval in quea
tion, rests on unquestionable authoritie11.- Tooke', History of 
Prices. 

A Tory's Opinion of the Corn Law,.-Mr. Spooner being aaked 
at the Birmingham el.iction, whether he would abolish the Corn 
Laws, replied, "lie would tremhle at the consequ,mces of their 
immediate abolition. He had told them frequently before that 
he did not approve of and never would support the present Corn 
Law, for he knew that the present Corn Law and the present 
money law could not work together. The one keeps down the 
1nice of labour, while the other raises the price of food; and 
agai11st such a state of things he would ever hold up bia. hanJ.'' 
This admission is of importance. It proves that the pre,ent law 
is not so perfect as the bread-taxera represent ; and th=it it raiau 
the price of food, without at the same time raising the price 
of labour. 

The Corn-La10a m,ut Oppres,ir,e o,a the Poor.-.. ,vhatever 
other classes may suffer from the iniquitou1 Corn Law,, there can 
be no doubt that their pressure falls most severely CID the opt>ra
tive and lahouring classes, for they purchase food out of their 
wage!!, and consequently whatever raises the price of food is a 
virtual reduction of wages. But this is not all. These lawn 
superadd a positive reduc1ion of wagf's to the virtual reduction: 
they limit the market for our manufactured goods, and, conse
qnently, they limit in the same propurtion the demand for lahour, 
and they thm lower the price which labour would naturally bri11g. 
There is thus a double wronl( inflicted on the workman -his hread 
is rendered dear, and his labour cheap; he is forced to huy in 
the dearest market and to sell in the cheapest ; and it is bP.cause 
he has to bear lll' against this compound pressure that he iii forced 
to have recourie to the labour of his wiftt and children. "-Lea!["e· 

Wages do not Ris, witlt th, Pric, of Bread.-Mr. Robert 
Gardner, one of the largest and oldest manufacturera in thi11 
county, and a Conservative, too, declared at the late election
" I have been engaged extensively in this district for thirty years 
past, and I here Hate aa tlie result of my experience that, 10 
far from the wages in this part of Lancashire rising and falling 
with the price of bread, that there never has been an in .. tance 
during my experience when the bread has become dear and 
scarce, that wages and employment have not gone down ; but 
whenever bread ha!i become plentiful and provi11ion1 cheap, wages 
itave a.a constantly risen, and employment baa become more 
bundant." 

'IJ"ort1iy Mem'1Jtrs of tlie C11m1m.mity.-We rpgard all who toil 
-he it with thoucht, or with the stron~ hand- ai memhcn ufthe 
community-as those who help to huild up a pt-iople and to make 
a nation free, great, and pro•perou~.-W. J. Far. 

FNe Trade. - The registrati,10 for Bradford ia progre,sing 
favourably for free trade. This, togetht-r with the frequent 
11ymptons of the breaking up of the present Ministry, has caused 
the electors to discus" the propriety of looking out for a candidate 
t0 supply the place of Mr. Hardy, at the next election. 

T!,e Public pay,Jor the Landlord• Plea,ure.-0( 539 prisoner., 
[in Buckinghamshire,] 169 went to gaol for i11,f,action1 of tli, 
911m, l•w1. ThPy were taken to gaol at the public expl"ose, kept 
there at the public expenae or the county, and their families kf'pt 
in the union-house at the expen1e of their pari1he1.-Sir Hurry 
Verney. 

Propoaed Erhibition.-A correspondent in Wiltahfre writea :
" It struck me the other day, that were a pasteboard reprelt'nta• 
tion of one of our WiltKhire cottages, ahowing all i11 hideousneaa 
and want of accommodation, to he made and sent up to the Ba
&aar at Covent Garden, and were one of the most miserable ol 
our agricultural labourer•, with wife, children, and raga, to l1e 
sent up with it, a great sensation would he produced. It would 
not occupy much space, 14 feet by 10 being a very common aize, 
and the height not more 7 or 8 feet. Jt miiht he used as a stall, 
the inmafea to sell rush.mat,, or some article of that kind, such u 
they do manufacture and sell at home. If you think this a feuible 
scheme, let me hue a line from you, and I will look out for a 
pattern both of cottage IUld inmates." 

Freedom of Commerce th, best Security for Peaee.-A. rreat 
nation ia a great community, and all the nation• ohhe earth, if the 
intercourse and trade between them were as free aa between the 
individual, of a municipality, would then actually enjoy a peaceful 
and profitable system of common intercourse, based upon common 
interesta, which it would be ruinous to any one of the nations 
concf!rned to disturb. The greater the commercial relation, 
between the nations, the more disaatrou11 would be the con..,. 
quences of a war which would interrupt their reciprocity et 
intereata. In proportion as this commercial ... d ~ocal inter
eat has been or long standing and of great est4tnt, the greater 
would be the securitiea for the maintenance ol peace, ud the 
more disa1trou11 would be the calamity of continuinar a war be
tween two or more countriea 10 circumstanced.-Macgregor·, 
Commerciul Statutic,. 

The F"rmer,' Be,t Cu1tomer1.-A large miller at Lincoln JatelJ 
jl&\'e some statementa at a railway ,neeting as ttt the quantity nf 
Lincoln1hire prodace which goes into~Lancuhire. He says:
•• lrttm the first of October to the 1st of April last, 59,386 
quar&en of wheat were t1old in Lincoln market, of which five 
wholesale millers took 4~,426 qu:irtera ; and he could affirm that 
the greater proportion of the wheat "round hy the Lincoln millers 
wer,t to Manche~rer, both flour and bran. \Vith regarJ to b 
and malt, the facts were pretty nearly in the same proporti• ; 
from the ht of October to the 1st of April, there had hPen euld 
in these markets, 26,685 quartera of harley : of thi1, 700 went 
to Leeds, r,77 to Wakefield; of malt, 100 quarter• were shipped 
to Leed~, and 400 quarters to Wakefield. In the same time, 
5508 quarters of malt were sent to Manchester; and l\Ir. Thorpe, 
the largest maltster in that place, had told him that tlefore the 
season closed he should ship 5000 quarters more, and all 
)la11chester. Thus, it might be fai .. ly assumed that l\fanchett91' 
and the places around were the district• that consumed the chie£ 
part or the wheat and barley grown in the Lincoln di1trict." 
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ltht 6truggle~ 
" The Corn Laws are lawa inffcted by the powerful few upon the defenceless many. "-F. Baine,. 

BIGHT. 
When the farmer laya hia hard-earned 1overeigns on a piece of 

land in draining, he may be said to bury a purse in the ground, as 
shown above. 

WBOIIG. 
When the landlord rai$e1 Lhe rent in consequence o!' m'Cft in,.. 

provement1, his conduct may be exemplified as diggill1 out lhe 
said sovereign,. 

THE 1'IOBA.L. 
Is it right for parli'!s to rnp when they have not sowed? Is it right for farmers to be catted upon to improvtt l'JtTter persona' 

land without any security for a return? Landlords should ei1her advance the money expended on their own land, or they should give
a guarantee to the (armers that they shall receive their own again. The slavery of farmers is the effect of the protecting system. 
and nothing can deliver them but a free 1ystem. 

HOME TRADE AND FOREIGN TRADE. 

One of the most senseless arguments used by the mono
polists is this, that the " the increase of our foreign trade 
would be the diminution of our home trade." Nothing 
but a seriei. of blunders is contained in all the reasoning 
of the pro-corn-law advocates upon this point. In the first 
place, if men would take a common-sense view of the sub
ject, and, instead of reasoning upon the ,hadows, (I mean 
the s1tms put down as mere value,) they would confine 
themselves to the substance, that is, the articles themselves, 
they would not get so bewildered ; for what is lwme trade, 
but simply one party exchanging his articles with another ? 
the farmer with the joiner, and the joiner with the spinner. 
and so on. Money has nothing to do with the operation, 
but to decide how much the one shall give to the other; 
and in reality this ii. regulated by the proportionate quan
tity which each has to give. Now, how it can be made out 
that more foreign trade is to create less home trade, I tan• 
not conceive ; for, to me, the opposite of this is m, clear all 
the fact that the greater the supply in a market, and the greater 
the distribution required. If more come into thii country, 
there must be more exchanging one among another, and 
this is what we call th~ home trade. It more food come in, 
our own farmers' produce may sell for lesi value, but 1till 
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there would be no less in the country, but probably 4il grE'at 
deal more, even of their own produce. Perhaps it is: 
meant that farmers would not have the same means of 
employing labourers if food were low. If this is what 
is meant, when parties talk of a diminished hume frade, 
it would be better understood if they called it l,ome· 
employment. But even still, there would be severa11 

mistakes involved. In the first place, the amount paid to , 
labourers should not be placed on this contingency. Rent . 
should be the last, and the agricultural labourer the ftrstreceiv- 
er, and the amount of rent the surplus after the wages of the 
labourer and the profits of the farmer's capital were covered. 
In fact, it is useless to talk about what farmers can afford. 
to pay their labourers; for their wages are not regulated 
either by the dispo:i;ition or the means of the farmer ; but by 
the demand there is for labour in other quarters. I can 
easily see that food might be a great deal cheaper, and yet 
agricultural wages be a great deal higher, owing to the 
demand for hands by other parties. Those who think 
that lwme employment would be lessened by extending our 
foreign trade, seem to have lost themselves among unmeaning 
figures. When we get a cargo of wheat, we get so much 
foreign labour, and hence some excJaim how wrong it is to 
employ foreigners in preference to our own countrymen ? 
But i.uch alarmista for&et entirely that the transaction ia nut.: 



Let ua Alan~ ,_:_Ther~ is 'a p~in~ipl~ of s;lr-~dj~stment in'com- i 
merce which it i1 dangerous for any legislature to meddle with. 
Tha b~lance is so nice and delicate, that any forcible regulation ia 
aure to disturb it. With equal propriety might Government in
terfere in every relation of buyer or seller. Merchants manage 
their own affairs best, and all they ask from political power i11, 
full liberty to pursue their avocations in peace. 

La11,dlord1' Bounty on Bread.-We are now eating bread which 
bas paid a duty of forty per cent. For some weeks past our 
dealers in corn have found it worth their while to take it occa-
1ionally out of bond, and pay the duty of seventeen shillings. As 
the gazetted price is about fifty-six shillings, w? mus~ supp?s~ the 
importers' price of this wheat to be about thirty-mne sh1lhngs; 
and hence the duty paid is an ad valorem duty of about forty per 
cent. - a very handsome bounty for the payment of.mortgages, t~ 
1 pend on the turf or at the opera, and to provide daughters 
dowriea. 

The Corn Law, a,cd the Weather.-A majority in the present 
House of Commona was of course not expected by the League; 
but they have gained what is scarcely lesa valuable-a hostile 
majority tacitly confessing that it maintains abuses which cannot 
be defended; and a hostile cabinet declaring that its leiislation 
is merely provisional, and that it depends upon contingencies 
which no man can calculate. For the future the length of dura
tion assigned to the Corn Law must be sought neither in the 
calculations of the politician, nor in th~ ei.:igencies of the nation, 
but in the doubtful predictions of :Murphy's Almanack.-The 
League. 

Wage, not regulated by the Price of Cor?.-We are some.times 
asked what necessary connexion there 1s between the price of 
corn and wage11. There is none that we know of, except that 
when corn is plentiful it i1 cheap, and is consumed in grea~er 
quantities by those who ~ant it •. _That wages should not fall with 
corn, appears even a wise prov1,non ot nature : were they to do 
1o the surplus of a good harvest would never be consumecl ; and 
w;re they to rise with the price of corn, a deficient crop would 
be entirely consumed before three-fou1·ths of the year WP.re passe~. 
A bad banellt diminishes the supply or corn from our own s011, 
and a Corn Law diminishes the supply of corn from other soils. 
The effects of both are precisely similar. Nothing can compensate 
a people for a deficient aupply.-Arthur Morie. 

The Three Methods.-A French writer has put the question in 
a new and rather a stl'iking light. Having sbo~n that the average 
produce of food in England is inadequate to the support of the popu
lation, and th:it this disproportion is continually increased by the in
crease of population, he demands that this fact should he taken as the 
base of all argument with those who protest. against being dt>pend
ent for food on foreigners, and that they should be asked, " what 
is to be done with the surplus population? ,vhat method do you 
intend to pursue with the numbers over and above the numher 
you are able to feed ?" He says there are but three methods -
1st starve the:m ; 2nd, make poverty a capital crime, and hang 
th:m; or, 3rd, reduce the population to the limits of food, by 
periodically massacring all infants of two year8 old and under 
throughout the country. And he then shows that either of the 
two_ last methods would be infinitely more humane than the pres
ent system of gradual reduction of numbers by the lisgering pro
eeH of starvation. 

Pre"nlencc of Free-Trade Opinions.-" In the Free Trade and 
Corn question, as it is agitated in England by the League, the 
Dutch tak'! great interest. Their sympathies, as a commercial 
people are strongly excited on this point. Time was that the 
Dutch' were the greatest monopolists in the world. In the valu
able article of nutmegs, the produce of their spice is19.nds, they 
were known to cast cargoes into the sea to enhance the . value of 
those that remained. They tried the system of monopoly and 
restriction to its very uttermost, and the trial cost them the 
greater part of their commerce. Th~y are now wiser in _their 
generation, and ardently pant for the time when trade will he 
thrown open, and their fine qualities and resources a~ a commer
cial people havP an opportunity of developing themselves. Per
haps in no country in Europe have the free-traders such numer-
011s and such intelligent partisans as in Holland ; and probalily in 
no country in Europe would the advantages of free trad~ be 
more strongly felt than in Holland.''-Ptter Play/air', Lett,r. 

. Ci'~thing t/11 'World't_:Some toot'i!hfy tallt of our 'ability'to Imp
ply the whole world with clothing, as if there were no limits to our 
productive powers. But, in fact, the r:iw materials of manufac• 
tures, whether wool, cotton, silk, or hemp, whether vegetable or ani
mal, are directly or indirectly the produce of the soil, and have no 
tendency to increase in greater proporti11n than articles of food. The 
increase in manufactures has arisen solely from the application of 
machinery and the economy of labour. If the same means were 
applied to agriculture, undoubtedly the fertility of the soil and the 
extent of land under cultivation might be wonderfully increaged. 
When we presume to clothe the world, it is to be hoped that 
others will use equal exertions to feed the world. 

How Landlords protect their Tenants.-The foxes of this 
country had becc!me nearly extinct, and the fox-hunters were in 
despair, till it was resolved to import some from abroacl-Fr1rnce 
W? believP.. These French foxes, brought in without sliding 
scale or import duty, were let loose upon the land, and we have 
it from a large practical farmer, not a hundred miles from 
Brighton, th1!.t his loss of poultry from the ravages of foxe!l is 
enormous. This is the sort of protection the landholders give 
their unfortunate tena11ts-they hring foxes from France ar.d let 
them loose to devour the English farmen' poultry; they rear 
game of every description on the farmers' crops, and liell it for 
their own profit, and then meet at agricultural feeds, and talk 
about the interest of the landlord and farmer being identical I 
Out. upon such h) pocrisy !-Brighton Herald. 

Immorality of the Game Laws.-At the Buckinghamshire 
Quarter Ses&ions Sir Harry Verney thus described the effect o( 
the Game Laws:-" Game preseri,e.~ toere the so1trce of great mis
chief; farmers lost a great deal by tlie depredations of the game; 
labourers by the want of employm~nt, for it wa:1 impos,ible to liave 
qond.farmingwhere there was much game; and the whole commu• 
nity lost by the destruction or food which game occasioned : 
game affords great temptations to crime and to the infracti ,ns of 
the law. A labcturer could but earn 9s. or 10s. per week. while 
in one fortunate night a poacher could make from 2011. to 30s. 
Anri when once a labourer is tempted to leate his daily e,ap/11yment 
for poac/iing, lie soon becomes depraved, and is led to the commi,
sion of reat crimes. If, while he is out prowling in the night
time, he cannot capture any game, he will be led to take a sheep; 
and thus are criminal, made by t!te game law,. Our grtat game
preserveri are tli11s t/ie cause of all tltis crime, and thi, Jor the 
mere amust:ment of tl,e country gentry." 

Tlie Clergy and the Corn Laws.-It is a deplorable (act that 
the clergy are a class obviously benefitted by the corn-laws
that the persons who pray, and enjoin prayer for, •· daily br~ad,'' 
should be the very party who have an especial interest in keeping 
it scarce and dear. Such, however, is the unnatural effect of an 
unnatural law. · r. Couden thus alludes to the suhject: -" 1£ 
thel'e was a class which did benefit hy the Corn-law, it was the 
clergy. The Tithe Commutation Act fixed their incomes at a 
certain numher of quarters of corn per annum. If a clergyman 
got ~00 quarters of corn for tithe, and the price was 40s., he 
received four hundred pounds; and if the price was fifty shillings, 
he received five hundred pounds per annum. "'as that a right 
position for the clergy to be placed in-(No, no)-that they who 
prayed for plenty should have an interest in the maintenance or 
scarcity ? He put it to the clergy whether, with this one fact 
glaring forth to the worlcl, they could, in consistency with th~ir 
own character, be seen going about to Anti-League meetln~• de
claring for the maintenance of the Corn-law ? 'fhey would not 
be fit to sit as jurors upon the Corn-law ; they would he chal
lenged as interested parties. All he asked of the clergy wa11 to 
maintain a strictly neutral position.'' 
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" The Corn Law ia the heaviP,st or all the taxes, yet little or nothing goes into the Exchequer.'' 

A. Scene opposUe the '' Bird BIHi Baby" during the Soutll 
Lancaslllre Election.. 

)lr. WntTEDOURl'f (standini up in Ai• gig with the P,,rs•n at Ms ,id,-calls ovt to hi, f,,ctctxm).-Now, Dixon, are they all here? 
Dt~OM (touchin_q his hat wil/1 • reverence little 1hrJrt of worship ).-Yes, Str, in the omnibus, three whitecbapels, and two pony-gig1. 
Mr. ,v.-,vhere are the men who were bottled last ni~ht at the llall '/ 
D,-Inside the omnibus, Sir; we have them quite secure. 
Mr. ,v.-Wherc'11 the list? We must call them over and see that they ara quite ~afe. (Talu• out 1,i, li,t and call, 09tr, 'l.'M 

Par,m rubs his evu. havi'#Q begun hi, tanva-9s immediately on le(iving tlte pulpit tlit pretwus ,veni11g.) 
DnA.YTON, ( • .fn:swer from the onmtflus.) Here, Sir. 
BnACE, Ilere, Sir. 
SMITH. Tiere, Sir. 
S&VLAll.lt, }lere, Sir. 
DunTo"l'. liere, Sir--[and l!O on with the list.] 

Mr. W.-Now for the :Marqnh of Knowsley'A tentntt. 
D.-They are inside the omnibui for aafPty, Mr. Brown's CAnvas1er1 ha.Ye been amon~•t them with a letter from th• l\Iarquis'a 

Steward, •a) ing they may vote according to their comcienco1. 
Mr. W.-Conscience? (A laugh from the gig.) Oh, the Steward wrote, did he? Ay, but I have seen the Ma.rquia himielf. 

Oh, we understand all about it. You've got them ~aftl? 
D.-Yes, Sir; but they look almighty sulky. 
Mr. ,v.-Oh, stop; where's Bromley; 
D.-Oh, be's turned sulky; he say11 hid farm co11l1 him a hundred a-rar, and he'll ,·ote none. ·r ou may !Ake hia farm if you like, 

he aay11. 
Mr, W.-Well, he was always a touKh subjed. f Over.1 
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Mr. HARDY (a Free-trade canvasse1·_for Mr. Brown, addressing the assembla.'le of tenants).-Now, my men, it grieves me very 
much to see a body of honest, hard-w~rkrng English farmers, like yourselves, driven up like so many sheep io the hustings. Depend 
upon it, the law did not entrust you wnh the franchise to exercise it at the dictation of another. 

Mr. "\V. (red in thefr1ce with anger).-Who the devil c'ln you be who preH1me to 8peak to my tenants? 
1\lr. HARDY.-Recollect, my friends, ihe la i time you were dragged up to the Liverpool hustings in this shameful, deg1 ading 

l'lnd un-English manner, it was under a firm and positive assurauce that the Corn-1.iw would secure you half-a-guinea a bushel._: 
[ Voices.from the omnibus.-" It was! It was !"]-What do the landlords care for you, but to screw rent out of you? Look at your 
miserable crops of hay, owing to tlw drought; shall you get any abatC'ment in rent? I trow not. 

l\Ir. "\V. (to the cab of tl1e omniln,s).-Oh, d--n it! no speechifying here. Here, my lad; tip us a stave. (The b•y plays au 
abortive at/empt at "See, the conquering hero cumes.") 

1\Ir. H.-You are voting for little trade, and high rents, and high poor rates. You are voting for the ruin and poverty of your 
best cugtomers, the working men at Liverpool. You are voting against. youl' children, who must inevitably go to Liverpool for em
ployment (tantarara on the horn). Finally, you are voting for l\Ir. Entwisle, who will oppose Sir Robert Peel himsPlf, if the 
monopolists tell him-yes, in less than a month from this-in spite of his address, which is all a deception to catch a few Free-trade 
votes. (Here the horn drowns everytliin!f witlt its din.) 

l\Ir. "\V.-Dri,-e on; we can't stop here listening to his nonsense. 
J\lr. LARK (inside).-I don't say I like this, Tory as I am, any more than I like Rector Cammell and his potato-tithe. 
GEORGE BRIGHT.-What a farce this is! This is none of my voting. Why does not the law give him (pointing to Mr. Wltitebourn) 

so many votes for so many acres, and not drag me like a slave to the hustings to give a vote fot· the cause ·I abhor-the cause of star
vation and poverty ? Oh! God iu heaven will surely vi&it these ty1·ants with punishment! 

CAP IT AL AND LABOUR MUTUALLY 
BENEFICIAL. 

REilPECTFCJLLY SUBMITTED TO THE SERIOUS CONSIDERATION 

OF THE OPERATIVES. 

I regret that many of the operatives allow themselves to 
be misled by men ignorant of the first principle'> of national 
prosperity. They are constantly taught to rail against 
capital; whereas, their own employment and wages depend 
more upon this than any thing else. Without capital 
neither cheap food nor free trade would be of much benefit. 
There are countries enjoying both, and yet the people are 
poor. What does capital mean? It does not mean so 
many thousand sovereigns, shut up in a man's safe, or tied 
in the corner of a bag, to prevent its being lost or stolen. 
It simply means the accumulated labour of past years or 
ages, in the shape of mills and manufactories, houses and 
workshops, ships and cultivated fields, &c. with all the tools, 
implements, machinery, and outfit, requisite for useful 
orerations, as well as the stocks of cotton, woollen, linen, 
silk, iron, &c., to work upon, and in addition a supply of 
food for the daily wants of all that labour. These, and 
such like, constitute capital ; although to hear most people 
talk they would seem to think that it consisted of money 
only. Now, money is little more than the means of 
measuring the value of capital, and assisting as a medium 
of exchange. Nobody eats it, drinks it, wear it; it pa -
1es from hand to hand, as a great convenience; but all 
the gold and silver in the land amounts to nothing compared 
to real capital. A man, for instance, is pointed at as worth 
a:lmndred thousand pounds; and when you come to inquire, 
he has not twenty sovereigns in his po session. All his 
wealth is of a better sort for national purposes: it consists 
of mills, machinery, raw cotton, cloth, and cash in the 
as much a will pay wages. Is not this the condition of 
most of our wealthy cotton lords? 

Now, I would ask the operatives, how is it possible that 
this capital can be their enemy ? Is it not the means of 
finding employment for thousands who otherwise would be 
unemployed? Although Mr. Mammon-hunter, as you 
would call him, is the legal owner of this property, yet is it 
not working for your advantage as well as his ? Just think 
who they are that receive the greatest benefit ? l put this 
question, because persons often speak as if the whole gain 
was absorbed or consumed by the owner. If the work
people only get a good share, they need not care about the 
mere proprietorship ; and one thing I am confident of, that 
if the management was entrusted to themselves, on the co-

operative principle, they would haveamuch less share than 
they get at present. A concern under the control of one 
undivided superintending mind, may be made to answer; 
when, by dividing it into a number of hands, it cannot be 
made to pay at all. Now, throwing out of view the empty 
honour of a man's being said to be worth so much, let us 
see the real amount he actually and personally enjoys from 
his concern. We will suppose, what is really the fact, that 
he is the first taker. What does it amount to? Four 
good meals a day, and as much wine as he pleases ; 4S 

many suits of clothes as he wishes; an excellent feather bed 
to lie on ; fine parlours, ard servants to wait on him ; with 
a horse or a. carriage, if he thinks fit. I might add, that he 
has also a doctor at his command, to relieve the pain 
brought on by luxurious living; and sweet music to drow 
the cares and anxieties of business. He is also able to edu 
cute his children, and make provision for old age. This o 
course refers to those who are fortunate enough to get on i 
the world, though there are many who struggle for yt>ars, 
and sink after all. This is what the concern yields t 
such, and thou~h i-,lenty, is not equal to the vulgar notions re 
specting it. The idea is, that he gets all, and others nothing. 
I cannot fix the amount, but suppose we call it £20.a week 
On the other hand, look at the yieldings of this capital, s 
much railed against, in the shape of wage to the work 
people. You see a thousand persons every Saturday nigh 
rccei ving their wages, varying from 3s. to 30s. each, an 
amounting, perhaps, to the weekly sum of £500. Now 
don't you see the great benefit that the operatives an 
the people generally derive in these respects from this much 
abused capital? This £500 goes through thousands an 
thousands of hands, after it is paid a" ay by those wh 
earned it, and is the means of benefiting vast numbers wh 
never put a foot into the mill. Tailors, shoemaker!> 
hatters, dress- makers, butchers, bakers, grocers, builders 
farmers, labourers, and a vast number engaged in providin 

' every necessary article of living, receive a portion of thi 
money, and convey it again to others. Besides, even th 
money that the master drnws from the concern, is mostly dis 
tributed in a similar manner. He gives employment to 
number of persons about his establishment, and ever 
farthing of his outlay, in eating, drinking, dressing, th 
fitting up aud maintaining his establishment, goes tu pay fi 
labour. 

Then, again, as to the prctits of the concern. Suppos 
he draws £20 weekly, and the work-people £500, and th 
there is £JOO left for profit, what becomes of it? If e 
pended in additional splendour in his mode of living, thi 
cau only be done by emgloying labour; and if, as is mo 
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common, it is laid out to produce more profit, it ends 
in the same. If he build cottage houses, he pays it away 
for labour ; if he puts it into the bank at interest, it is lent 
again to poorer tradesmen, who, in expending it, employ 
labourers. And if he extends his works, which is not un
usual-if he builds a new mill, or a new shed, or puts in 
better machinery, or whatever he does about his works in 
the way of improvement, the surplus, instead of remaining 
with him, gets di ·tributed among the operatives. 

I need not pursue this argument further, for a very little 
cool reflection will show you that instead of railing aoainst 
capital, it is one of your advantages to belong to a co

0

untry 
where it is amply possessed. It is the want of this that 
keeps Ireland poor, and even if she had all the political 
rights she asks for, the people could never be well off till the 
country was favoured with more capital. I am anxious, 
very anxious, that you should understand this sul>ject, be
cause, while I know the privations you have had to endure, 
it is painful to see you warring with the very thing that has 
tended most of all to mitigate them. Our sufferings pro
ceed from three sources :-first, our own vices, especially 
intemperance; secondly, excessive taxation, which falls 
mainly upon your shoulders; and thirdly, monopoly, which 
makes every thing dear you have to buy, and depreciates 
the only thing you have to sell, namely, your labour. I 
feel confident, if it had not been for the great capital of this 
country, under these heavy burdens we should ha.ve sunk 
long since. 

And why should you wage war against capital? What 
is it, after all, but the result of your own iuvention, and 
your own industry ? It is a monument to the praise of the 
English labourer, which time can never destroy. It is 
Briti h industry stored up for the benefit of the present 
and future generations. And though the store-keepers 
(the proprietors, I mean,) may be looked upon as great 
men, and rich in their generation, they are only trustees 
after all, and the living they derive from it is the salary 
they receive for performing their duties. This property may 
change hands ; its tru teeship may vary ; but nobody can 
prevent the people from deriving their weekly allowance 
from it. It cannot be carried out of the country, and it 
c~nnot b~ w?rked to yield any advantage to any party, 
without y1cldmg an advantage to the operatives. 

Though propretors of mills are spoken of contemptuously, 
it may be mentioned to their credit, that theyhavenotrisen by 
the advantage of any monopoly. They have had no law tofa
Tvur them ; no Act of Parliament to increa,e their profits above 
what the open competition cf the world would allow. 
There is also no favouriteism in the admi sion to the cotton 
or other businesses in this country. Any man may com
menl!e that pleases, and though many have tried and failed, 
not a few of the most successful have risen from Lhe ranks 
of the workiug men. 

Again, although I am not ignorant of the vices 
of some of the cotton lords, yet, taken altogether, 
as useful members of society, what comparison is 
there betwixt them and the landed aristocracy? The 
latter do little or nothing towards extendin(7 the resources 
of the country, or finding employment fo~ the people. 
They tax the people's food, and live in idleness upon its 
proceeds. But our tradesmen have had no power to do 
this, and by their enterprise and perseverance the great 
body of the people have been kept employed. If we really 
understood our absolute dependence upon capital, and how 
much all classes, but especially the working class, are 
benefited by its accumulation, we should be able at once 
to j_ustify ~he universal disposition to acquire it. That 
admitted, 1t would next be useful to teach its owners the 
duties they owe to other members o society, and especially 

to their workpeople. Though they have been fortunate 
enough to become the legal owners of great property, they 
should remember, after all, that they are made of the same 
blood, and belong to the same family, as their work people; 
and, in fact, that many of the operatives, with proper 
training, had they been placed in favourable circumstances, 
would have been cleverer than their employers. They should 
respect the sons of toil and be kind to them. None deserve 
so much esteem as those who work day-by-day to produce 
the wealth and capital of the country. None deserve 
a better education ; none deserve to be better fed, better 
clothed, or better lodged ; aud I trust the growing spirit of 
the age is, to confer the honours now attached to mere 
names and rank, on the cultivators of intellect, on the pro
moters of virtue, and especially on the hard-handed sons of 
toil. In conclusion, I would say that I regard the man who 
tries to set at variance capital and labour, either as an ex
ceedingly ignorant or an exceedingly vicious person. No 
greater error could ,possibly be committed. These two co
exist; and they must wax and wane together. To accumu
late capital is to provide the future resources of labour; 
while all the fairy dreams of equality are fraught with cer
tain disappointment. The road to advancement is closed 
to none ; and if the working man only succeed in leaving 
want at a distance, and possessing himself, by industry, with 
a comfortable competency, he is after all quite as happy as 
the man who is encumbered with his thousands. And if 
there exists, as I believe there does, laws which, by creating 
monopolies and restrictions, degrade and impoverish the 
masses, let the owners of capital and the owners of labour 
co-operate for their repeal ; but never let either be so mad 
as to conceive that one can benefit by the injury of the 
other. 

"THE TABLES TURNED.'' 

A few years ago, when a great portion of the manufacturing 
population struck, and the cry was a fair day's wages for a fair 
day'1 work, there were not wanting rabid politicians who put the 
blame on the masters, and who averred that the use of machinery 
robbed the working man of the natural market for his Jabour. There 
were others of the agricullural interest who scrupled not to aver 
that the ambition of capitalists had, hy overproduction, glutted 
the markets of the world, and caused a reaction at home, which 
cheated the labourer of his hire. We wish to know what the 
agriculturists say now, to lhe scenes which are enacted in their 
districts-what they assume to be the cause, and what tlrny pro
pose to be the cure. Has machinery lighted the torch of the 
incendiary? Has overproduction fed the flames in Kent and 
Suss<;?x? Does agricultural speculation fill the poor-houses with 
starving labourers? The facto,·y owners were compelled to edu
cate their working people: who is to enlighten the ignorant 
agricultural population'? ,ve were bad enough some years ago 
in the factory di tricts- and we vindicate not the insane strikes 
of the. laboul'ing classes; but we have never had conduct so 
diabolical as that now exhibited in the districts of the " Corn 
Lords"-the systematic, deadly hatred which the servant bears to 
his master-the fiendish rejoicings of all the lower classes at the 
destruction of property, which are to be read of in every English 
journal. Misery among the lower classes springs from the same 
source whether in town or country-whether in the cotton-mill or 
in the corn-field; and the radical cause of it in this country is 
the fact that labour cannot command a sufficient price. The popu
lation is daily increasing, and a corresponding increase to the field 
of their employment is denied by the Legislature. So Jong as 
this denial is persisted in, we expect to hear not only of a con
tinuation of the dreadful conflagrations which at present are dis
gracing England, but of greater sufferings among the starving 
people, and of greater enormitiPs committed in their despair. 
Judge, jury, and hangman may "do their duty,' ' but they will 
not extinguish the torch of the incendiary until he himself and his 
family are allowed to earn their bread.-Dundee Advertiser • 

• 
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VARIETIES. 

The Free-Trade Club, lately proposed in London , h:is already 
bMn formed, a sufficient number of persons being enrolled for its 
establishment. 

Londun and Paris.-Wheat is 16 per cP-nt. dearer in London 
than in Paris; ffour is 14¼ per cent. dearer in London than ~n 
l,>aria ; and bread is :18¾ per cent. dearer in London than m 
l,>aris. 

-'team.-Since steam was introduced into Walton, the village 
has begun to extend in every direction, and yet I met a man yes
terday from the same place who exclaimed, " I think this steam 
will ruin us all." " But for steam,'• I replied, " we should have 
been all up long since. This has afforded employment for _our 
rapidly increasing population ; and let any of our steam ~ng1?es 
1top but a month, and you soon see that poverty and privation 
are the effects." 

Monopoly Morallv Wron_q.-" Neither law nor gospel can 
avail, when hopeless indigence l1as made a man hate the power 
that checks him in getting the food he needs, but cannot earn ; 
when he sees in a land of churches, the poor left to struggle 
how they may against circumstances that keep them down in the 
very lowest stage of civilized existence, a stage in which t~ey 
find much in the condition of the brutes about them to envy.' -
Ilev. Sidney Godolphin Osborne. 

The Special Burden Fallacy.-Mr. Plint, in the course of his 
address at York, fully proved the fallacy of the arguments of Mr. 
Milnes at the "protecti.-e'' meeting in York, in February last, 
relative to the unproductiveness of the soil of England, as com
pared to the soils of the continent. He showed that the prodt~ce 
of the land in France is less than one-halt that of England; whilst 
the taxes on the land in France, Belgium, Prussia, and Austria, 
amount to aa much as all the tithes, poor-rates, county-rates, and 
other charges paia on the land in England.-Leed, Mercury. 

The Burden on the Right Shoulders.-" I have lately been 
examined before a committe11 of the House of Commons with re
ference to the depressed state ot the shipping interest. I was there 
asked what remedy I proposed in order to remove the existing de
pression. I proposed what I have just now told you, to let the work
ing-classes have the maans o( purchasing all the articles they requir
ed a11 cheap as the labourers of other countries can do. (Cheera.) 
That can only be done by taking the duty off those articles of 
import which at present are liable to duty. (Cheers.) One of 
the members of the committee asked me how then I would pay 
the revenue? I answered, ' Let those who have property to 
protect, pay !or its protection (cheers); lP-t those who have 
property to watch, pay the watch-rate' (applause); and until this 
ia done, the trade and commerce of this country will never be 
placed on a sound footing, will never be in a healthy state."
Mr. Alderman Thompson's Speech at Hull. 

MonfJpfJly and Slat•ery.-Mr. George Thompson, in the course 
of an address at the free-trade meeting at York, thm alluded to 
the analogy which monopoly beara to slavery:-" I can see no 
essential difference," he observed, " hetwePn slavery and the 
monopoly we are here assembled to dP-nounce. If God would 
J1ave all men free-if he has created them free, and affixed to 
their freedom a re!ponsibility, and an accountability which they 
could not possess without th<lt freedom; and if it be our duty to 
sympathise with the unfortunate individuals whose personal rights 
have been invaded, and whose personal freedom has been taken 
away-the same process of reasoning which brings me to this 
conclusion, induces me also to believe that the God who created 
all men to be free, created all men to be fed ;- that He would 
have them fed, as well as have them free ; and that when by acts 
of the legislature, or by the acts of individuals, man is deprived 
of the benefits which heaven has provided for his subsistence-or 
when man is prohibited from exchanging the fruits of his honest 
toil for that which the Divine benevolence and bounty have pro
vided for him-a gross wrong has been inflicted upon him; and 
there is no essential difference in the moral aspect of the crime, 
between robbing men of their personal freedom, and robbing tbem 
of the produce of their labour, after it baa been industriously and 
honestly earned.'' 

Cheap! Cheap /-Everybody 'i• p'ractica11y ton r1 or cheapn <>•s'. yet 
in their conversation they deprecate it, becau, e I hey think it affects 
the wages of some class of producers. The immediate cause of 
cheapness is nc,t necessarily low wages, but low raw material and 
the use of machinery. And the usual effect. is, such an increased 
consumption as to leave more for wages than when the article is 
dear. Those articles which have been kept dear, have almost 
ceased to be in request ; and though a few may have kept up their 
wages, yet the great bulk are often tramping, out of work. On 
the other hand, the articles which ai:e reduced in price have in
creased in consumption, and I.hough they may not afford extrava~ 
gent wages to any, yet they find employment to a vast number out 
of work. The cotton trade is a case in point 

A Noble E:rample -At the last annual rent audit of Lord Hill, 
at Hawkstone, Shropshire, his lordship, through his agent, Mr. 
George Gill, stated that the time had now arrived when it was 
absolutely necessary to render every possible assistance to the 
farmer. With the view of attending to their welfare, he had of
fered his tenants a lease for eleven yearl, at a reduction of from 
7 to 10 pe1· cent., which would give them a sufficient opportunity 
of improving the cultivation of their farms, and of ,eaping the 
benefit of those improvements ; and further added that, if at any 
period they found the 11yEtem of granting leases was not benefichl 
to the full extent they calculated upon, he would at once cancel 
their leases, and receive them as yearly tenants as heretofore.
This announcement waa received with loud applause by his lord
ship's tenants. 

Ten Hours' Bill.-Unfortunately, the factory operatives cannot 
live in this country with ten hours' labour, unless their wage• 
be advanced; that is, unless they can earn as much in ten hours, 
as they do now in twelve. They never can do this while prices 
are regulated by foreign competition. If all the cloth wa11 sold 
at home, like all our corn, and there was less than the people 
needed, then it would be possible to raise the price ; but u 
we have to export a great quantity, the foreign prices must 
govern our prices; and its value in the home market will alway1 
be regulated by ita vali1e abroad. The mo1111y wages of the day 
workera would be sure to come down, and the only way to make 
ten hours practicable, would be to bring down the price of living 
in the same proportion. If the ten-houn' advocates would take 
this view of the subject, they might render essential assistance 
towards tw0 good object, together, ,hurt time aud the repeal of the 
Corn-laws. 

Facts i1i Favour of Free Trade in Sugar.-. The following ex
tract from the Sun proves that the sugar duty ia almost a prohibi
tory duty to the poor :-" Large 4uantiliea of green rhubarb 
lately brought to the London market being unsaleable, were 
carted to the dunRhill. The true reason of this waste appears to 
be that, through the heavy duty levied on sugar, it i• very much 
out or the reach or the poor, and rhubarb, we know, cannot be 
eaten without sugar. The high price of sugar also prevents cot
tagers from using the produce of their little gardens, gooseberries 
and currants, which induces them to offer these fruits in the 
neighbouring towna, and here again there is the same disappoint
ment-after toiling through the streets for many hours in search 
of customers, these poor people are often compelled almost to 
give away their fruit, the oppressive duty on sugar depriving 
them of purchasers. Jn the recent dabate on the sugar duties, 
the Earl of Radnor stated that the allowance o( sugar to each sea
man in the Queen's navy was double the quantity consumed by 
the cottager at home ; and the Marquis of Lansdowne also stated 
that the convict transported to New Holland could obtain three 
times as much sugar as th11 bone11t labourer in England!" 
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Cht 6trugglt. 
••Protection is the parent of bad farming." 

~l'P EV M o U T 'H .> ~ L M 'ON SOLD H E R E 

The Duke of' Richmond a Fishmonger. 
"His noble friend asked him ,vhether the rent of his salmon fishe!ies was not too high .. He could only sar he believed !he rent W? ,s not tdl} hi h 

and he was sure his tenants would luve continued to pay the rent had it not been for the tanff. The foreign fish were certarnly the lar .geet and p g 1 • 
were attracted by their appearance, 6ul when they tasted tlmn they found out they were not so good, as the Scotch salmon."-Duke of Richmo Ila', Speed,, ie:1n: 
Hou,e of Lordi, "Let wealth and commerce, law and learning die, 

But leave us still our old nobility."-Young England, 

And why leave us our old nobility? Is it to sel! us d~ar fis~ ?_ Perhaps it will be well ~o go ov_er the history of_ O?r nobilit,y, and rook at th .e tenure 
by which they hold that l!mcl, to the produce of which thirty m1lhons are confined for their supplies of food. Wilham the Conqueror came , )ver 800 
years ago, and conquered :All Engh:nd. He divided the land among his armed fellowers. One robber got all between the Mersey and the Ribbl• 
but it was upon one condition, that they would arm and bring iuto the field a certain number of men to help the King in his wars; if they di a not d-;; 
thi

8 
they forfeited their estates. This lasted till Cromwell's time, when Cromwell, followed by Charles the 2nd, made the following change :-they 

let every man have his estate free of the King's service, and Lo pay the army they taxed the commodities eaten and worn by the people; that i, they 
levied customs and excise, levied a nominal land-Lax on their own estates, whi~h at l~is 1:11oment 0!1ly _pro,luees one million. In 1816 they, -went 
farther, and passed a corn law, ana a aalmon law, and a beef and bacon law, shutting out lore1gn supplies, Ill order Lo make their own produce d ~ 
scarce to the people. Thus we_ ba•e the Duke of Richmond impudently _standing ~pin th_e Hous: of Lo='ds, where be sits as a law-maker Lo do j

1

, lS~i:: 
te all men, high and low, and m tlle face of the whole country <lcnouncrng the tariff, 1~h1ch admits foreign salmon, because bis ~enL for his fish irv • 
reduced th_ereby. You wil~,hear scme fev, iguorant people say, "Oh, every ma1~ for hims_elf. The Duke_ of Richmond is only looki11g after h.is Ol ~! 
inlerest, like all other men. Thea_e pot-house declaimers forget that tb~ug~ rn trade, m _traffic, and m bar_Le~, Lo look to your own interei it is the 
motive, yet that a law-maker goes rnto the House of Lords, not to make it rnto a den of thieves-not to make 1t rnlo a shop or an exchange -bu t 1 
pass ju11t an~ equitable law~ betwem man and man-to do justice, and not to pass enactU1ents to raise the price of bis salmon to tver,y English faJ nil; 
who may wish for that delicacy, 

No. 137. 
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'THE FALSEHOODS OF THE MONOPOLISTS. 

The Monopolists will soon be tired of telling lies ; be
-cause being convicted of one fal~ehood after another, nobody 
-will any lctnger belie,e what they say. They have tried to 
shield their own inJustice by lieing against others; and 
they can never be respected till they restore every man his 
right, that is, to buy and sell wherever he thinkr. proper. 

One lie was, that machinery was going to ruin the 
country. It i~ found, however, that the greatest popula
tion exists, and the greatest amount of wages are paid, where 
there is the greatest amount of machinery. And they are 
convicting themselves of their own falsehood by recom
mending machinery in the practice of agriculture. 

Another lie was, that r.heap food would reduce wages ; 
whereas, it is proved that since food became cheaper, in 
consequence of two good harvests, wages have kept advan
cing ; and they themselves are now beginning in good 
,earnest to make the land produce as much as possible, and 
thus to keep food cheap. 

Another lie was, that manufacturers wanted.free trade in 
<>rder to drop wages; whereas, ever since the principles of 
free trade have been partially acted upon, masters have been 
J"aising instead of dropping wages; and it was always know?\ 
that they would have no power to do otherwise. 

Another lie was, that it was overprnduction that was the 
cause of national embarrassment; whereas, the production is 
now larger than ever, and yet it is all sold; proving that it 
was not overproduction, but under consumption arising from 
the loss of the home demand by dear food, and the foreign 
demand by restrictions on the freedom of exchange. 

Another lie was, that those engaged in agriculture were by 
far the greater number, and ought to be protected; whereas, 
the census proves that they are only a small minority of the 
people. To protect themselves by creating high prices, is 
to ruin their customers, and this they are beginnin~ to 
acknowledge. 

Another lie was, that the Corn Law was kept on for the 
benefit of the agricultural labourer. Now it may be asserted 
that this was not the original reason for its being passed, 
and the condition of this class under its continuance proves 
it supporters to be either dishonest or mistaken. It reminds 
me of a piece of road near Staining, in the Fylde country, 
so bad as to be almost impassable, and yet it is almost 
the only length where the pa~senger has to pay toll. The 
repairing of the road is the pretext for collecting, but the 
proceeds never go to the road, but into the pocket of the 
proprietor. 

The lie:,· of a lesser g,rade are too numerous to repeat; 
but they will all be exploded by the progression of right 
principles. The greatest lie, however, ii, that of omission. 
To keep up rents, and to keep up farmers so that they may 
be able to pay these rents, are the real objec1s of defending 
the Corn Law, yet they never name this. This is the big 
Jie ; so big, indeed, that it has failed to deceive anybody. 
If the rent-owners think that their statementr. of anxiety 
about non-dependence upon foreigners, land going out of 
cultivation, and such like, mean any thing but rent, they 
are sadly mistaken. Truth may be mystified or concealed, 
but is sure rnoner or later to prevail. The party may rely 
for a time upon a majority, ever ready to cry "Aye" 
n·henever rent is voted for, but they cannot gull the nation 
much longer by asserting that the benefits of monopoly 
are not intended for themselves. 

NO DANGER OF MANUFACTURES BEING 
OVERDONE. 

One prevailing mistake is, that manufactures are going 
to be "overdone;" that so much cotton cloth, for instance, 
is madt>, and likely to be made, that we shall find no sale 

for it, and especially as other nations are also extending 
their manufactures. To this, I would reply, that if a 
check were necessary, the increase itself will provide that 
check. For as we advance and draw upon the supply 
of labour, it will keep getting dearer, and a check is 
necessarily produced by the increase of price. We 
are tending to that check at present. Factory labour 
is already advanced, and in some departments is becoming 
scarce. Good power-loom weavers are now difficult to 
meet with, and masters are obliged to put up with many little 
offences, which at one time would not have been allowed. 

But supposing w• continue to get labourers, and suc
ceed in producing twice as much as we do now, and 
all other countries produce twice as much, I iee no reason 
to fear any overproduction. When we consider that by 
far the ireater proportion of the demand is not for neces
saries but luxuries, I would ask what bounds can we fix to 
these, except the people's means of purchasing? Eating 
and drinking admit of much luxurious extension, but dress
ing a thousand times more. Simply to cover a person's 
nakedness, and protect the body from cold, would require 
a very small supply, and if the demand was limited to these, 
certainly by increasing our manufactures, we should toon be 
at a stand. But every body must see that we have, in the 
caprices offashion and love of indulgence, an almost illimitable 
source of demand. Just look, for instance, at the present 
dress of the young women only, who are part of the "mil
lions," and you see a vastly increased consumption com
pared to what it was forty years ago. I remember when 
every girl wore a bed-gown, so short as but just to catch 
her apron strings, and these often well patched ; now all 
this class can sport full dresses, and some of them no small 
number of changes. But within a few years they nearly 
all wore cloggs, nicely polished; but shoes are supplanting 
them, and shortly we shall probably see ,no girl without 
shoes. Look, again, at the better classes of artizans; 
especially notice them on a fine Sunday ; contrast their 
appearance with what it formerly was, and you will see an 
additional reason for an increase in the demand for clothing. 
But to be convinced still more that the limits of demand for 
clothing are unbounded, we must turn our attention to the 
middle and higher ranks of society. Stand near the doors 
of your first-rate drapers' shops; gaze, as we are apt to do, 
upon fashionable ladies as they pass the streets laden with 
fi r,ery, and with the latest and most expensive articles. 
These remarks which apply to clothing apply also to furniture, 
bedding, and every other indulgence. And the disposition 
we notice at home, is not a national peculiarity, but is the 
prevailing habit in every country, kept down ouly by the 
want of means for indulging it. In fact, it is only in some 
such indulgences that our wealthier classes can expend their 
incomes. A poor family-contriving to live upon, say l0s. 
per week-is obliged to be confined to the barest neces
saries of life ; but another family of the same number, 
expending £10 per week, does so upon a variety of manufac
tured articles, called by some comforts, by others luxu
ries. We need, therefore, to be under no alarm as to 
over-production ; and cheaper as the articles can be 1,r 
duced, and greater will be their consumption. 

Finding that there are no limits to consumption but tl e 
want of means, it may be useful to inquire by what tb : e 
means are regulated. Passing over the nobility who count 
by hundreds, and the gentry who count by thousands, there 
is no difficulty as it respects the workers, who count hy 
millions, of perceiving what limits and what extends their 
means of purchasing. These consist simply of two particu
lars ; first, the amount of wages received; and, secondly, 
the amount expended inf(l()d. If wages be large, and food 
low, there is a great surplus left for clothing and luxuries ; 
but if wages be low, and food dear. there will be little left 
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for these ; and even if food were ever so cheap, yet if wages 
were depressed, the same consequence would follow. It 
is then simply the relative amount received for labour and 
paid for food which determines the amount spent upon 
manufactures. But by wages must be understood, not 
merely the rate of wages, nor the wages received by any 
select classes ; but the total amount actually paid in wages 
to all the workers put together. And this sho~s why we 
have now a good demand for our manufactures. 

It is not difficult to account for all our domestic trades 
being busy as well as our manufacturers. The amount saved 
by the difference in the price of food is sure to be expended. 
The holder5 of these savings want all kinds of articles, 
and this gives them such a value that capitalists set men 
to work to produce them forthwith. These again with their 
wages; when enjoying the privilege of cheap food, become pur
chasers of articles produced by other craftsmen, and thus it 
is that employment and enjoyment go band in hand, To 
enjoy the advantages even of cheap food in affordino
means for luxuries, a country must have capital to set me~ 
to work to produce them. In this respect England is highly 
favoured over Ireland and many other countries. · 

BRITISH SHIP-OWNERS OUGHT TO BE FREF.
TRADERS. 

(From the Economist.) 
One of the worst consequences which peculia.r privileges inflict 

on any trade is, that such trade is necessarily c:alled upon to sup
port the protective system enjoyed by other occmpations, however 
detrimental to it elf. Hence we have foundl that that leaning 
for protection on the Government to which the shipping inte:·est 
has bel'n so long habituated, has led them to suniport other mono
polies and restrictions of all kindi1, however pr·ejudicial to them
geJves ;-hence we have found shipowners am,ongst the greatest 
advocates of the exclusion of foreign corn, amgar, coffee, and 
other produce, the increased introduction of which could ouly 
tend to increase the demand for, and the Ulse of, their !hips. 
And another evil consequence has been, that, re!) ing on legisla
tive prote tion a,:ainst foreign competitors, :attention has not 
been sufficiently directed to the real disadvantages under which 
our shipbuilders labotir, by being obliged to work with dearer 
materials and dearer labour. If shipowners w uld exercise ordi
nary sagacity, th y would see that, circumstanced as thPy now 
are, no act of restriction which it is in the power of the law to 
impose could benefit them, but, on the contrary, would only he 
pi oductive of mischief; and that the only po sihility of perma
nent improvement. must be looke<i for by pursu· ug a liberal free
trade policy, so as to increase the extent o our intercom sc. 
At the present moment, ;iot only do the British shipowners com
pete with foreign ships in the home trade, over whit·h our Jaw 
could exercise some influence to protect thl'm ; bnt, startling as it 
will appear to most, they follow these fort- ign ships into the 
neutral markets of the world, and successfully compete with them 
there. To hear the advocates of protectiou dilating on the ad
vantuges of restricting foreign shipping, one would fancy that the 
great bulk of our ships were employed in the l1ome and colonial 
trade, whereas nearly two-thirds of the British ships whith ll'a, e 
our ports are engaged in a foreign neutral trade, bPyond auy power 
of our law to protect, while little more than one-third a re "ngaged 
iu the trade of our colonies and dependencies. It would, there
fore, be as idle for the cotton manufacturers of Maucht>stP.r, who 
have to compete wiih all the world in neutral markets, to besiege 
St. Steven's with a call for protection, as it is for the shipowners 
of this country to do so. Competition with the whole shipown
ing world must decide the freights obtainable by the two-thirds 
of our shipping emplo}ed in the neutral trade of the world ; com
petition between that portion of our ship11 HI employl'd, and the 
pmaller portion employed in our colonial trade, must ever reduce 
the freight obtainable by the latter to the same rate. A rad yet it 
is for this delusive and impracticable advantage that shipowne rs 
are found advocating interests and principles of commercial re
striction which lessen the trade of the country-a policy on their 
part as comistent with reason as it would be for the London and 

Birmingham Railway Company to advocate a restriction on the 
intercourse between those two places. 

In 1820, before the Reciprocity Acts were passed, to which 
shipowners refer all their misfortunes, the tonnage of &hipping 
belonging to the British empire amounted to 2,648,593 tons; aud 
in 1842, to :3,311,538 tons. In 1820 the total quantity of Briti&h 
shipping which rlearec.l outwards on foreign VO}ages, was 
1,549,508 tons; while. in 1842 it amounted to 3,375,270 tons, 
having more than douhled during the 22 yean. These facts 
afford no evidence of a declining trade, or, on the whole an un
profitable one. Now we are dependent on a trade carried on 
with foreign neutral countries for the employment of about 63 ;:ier 
cent. of all our shipping and sailors, while our own possession,. 
much as they have increased, afford employment for only 87 per 
cent. of our shipping anrl sailors. 

The increase since J 820 in the shipping to our own possessions 
throughout the world, which alone we have attempted to control 
and regulate, has been 504,115 tons, or 67 per cent., while the 
increas•~ to foreign countrie~, over which we can ei:ercioe no con
trol, under the greater freedom of the acts of 1823, so much com
plained of, has been l ,321,64 7 tons, or 164 per cent. 

With these facts before u~, it is not difficult to estimate ho,T 
great is tha advantage which has been reaped by the shipowners 
of ibis country by lhe free-trade policy of Mr. Huskisson. It 
is with the \\ hole and t'ntire expansion of our trade with the 
world that their interests are insi-parably bound. It is to the re
moval of all restrictions to whid1 they as shiµhuilders, and by 
whic.h our commerce, are at prt•sent fettered, that they must look 

I for permanent and lasting relief, and not to the delusive and 
I miserable policy of restriction and legislative interference. Re
' enact your fondly-remembered navigation law& to-morrow, and 
j in less than a month two-thirds of your present trade is placed 
1 in hazard, if not immediate suspension ; on the contrary, pres!I 
1 forward fo1· a full application of free and unrestricted trade, aud 
'. you will eminently share in the general advantages which could 

I 
not fail to arise from such policy. 

Every approach lo that principle has proYPd already specially 
advantageous to the shipping interest. In J 820, with a high pro
tectirn duty on wool, the quantity consumed from which freight 
was deri \'cd, waij 7 ,691,000ll.>s. ; Mr. H u,kisson removed that 
duty, aud in the year ending January, 1842, it was 53,350,000lbs. 
-an increase of more than six times. In 182(1) a high protectivP, 
almost pr ,•,hibitor}, duty existed on foreign coffee. The quantity 
then consumed in this country was 7, 100,000lb:,. l\Ir Huskisson, 
and aft<'r him olhcr go1erurnents, have from time to time re
ducec! tltat protection, and the quantity of coffee consumed in 1842 
increased to 2~1580,000 lbs., or four times. On the contrary, 
the high prohibitory duty on foreign sugar has been strict!} main
tained till now ; in 1820, the quantity of all kinds imported, con
tribulin~ to freight, was 4,209,000 cwts. ; in 1842 <.. the same 
restrictions being continued), it was 4,6!.'19,261 cwts., ~bowing an 
increase of only 10 per cent. ; while in the two cases to which I free-trade principles had been applied, the if.crease on the one 

j was 400 per ceut., and on thP. 01her upwards of 600 per cent. 

I 
To which of these lines of µolicy-whethl'r to restriction or free
dom-have onr shipowners been indebted for the ernplo) mtmt of 
3,375,270 tous in 1842, in place of 1,549,508 tons in 1820? To 
what line of policy-whether to restriction or freedom-have, 
they been indebt ed for an increase of 164 per cent. in our ship-
ping to foreign neutral countries during that period1 while that to 
our own possessions, where alone they havti been protected, has 
increased only 67 per cent. ? If there is one man more than 
another in this country who, from the experience of the past or 
the promise of the future, ought to eschew every approach to 
a Government office, or the precincts of St. Stephen's, except to 
beg and petition these interme<ldlers with what they do not, and 
never can understand, to withdraw all their care and protection
to withdraw all the interferences which bind and limit the com
merce on which alone he can thrive-to let him go free on the 
ocean as the waters which he sweeps-that man is the Brilub. 
Shipowm·r. 

The Earl of Ducie, "the farmers' enemy," as the monopolist• 
designate him, has carried off four silver medals, besides more 
substantial reward , for the best agricultural machines exhibited 
at the Southampton meeting of the Royal .Agricultural Society. 
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CONDITION OF AGRICU LTURAL COUNTIES
WHAT BECOl\IES OF THEIR S URPL US POP ULATION. 

In the cmrnty of Suffolk, for the quarter ending Ladyday, 1843, 
out of a population of 314,722 persons, there were 39,489 receiv
ing parish relief, being 13 per cer,t., or more than one in eight of 
the whole population. In the county of Es1ex, out of a popula
tion of 320,878, there were 44,694 receiving relief, or 14 per 
cent., or about one in seven of the whole population. In the 
county of Norfolk, out of a population of 343,277, there were 
37,666 rec-?iving relief, 01· 11 per cent., or about one in nine oftbe 
whole inhabitants of the county. Ts this uot a proof that you 
do not find employment and wages for all your population ? And 
other evidence is not wanting. From the late census it appears 
that the increase of the population throughout the country has 
been 14 per cent. during the ten years, from 1831 to 1841.
There is no rearnn to suppose the number of births above deaths 
to be smaller in Suffolk than in other counties. Now, of this in
crease of 14 per cent. in tc?n yea1·s, how much was maintained 
upon its own soil? Not more than 6 per cent. of increase, and 
the remaining 8 per cent. have been driven away to other counties 
by the necessities of their position. If we look to the chief agri
cultural counties, we shall find they do not on the average retain 
half the real increase of their population. T11e focrease of popu
lation during the ten years has been, in Buckingham, 6·4 per 
cent.; in Cumberland, 4·9; Hereford, 2·4; Norfolk, 5·7; 
Oxford, 6·2; Westmorland, 2·5. These are purely agricultu
ral counties; and, although so many have left them, yet they are 
the counties which complain most of a surplus population. The 
followin6 counties have found room for about h:i.lf their natural 
increase : -Devo,1shire, 7 ·8 ; Salop, 7 ·2 ; Somer~et, 7 ·8 ; 
Wilts, 7·7; North Riding of Yorkshire, 7 0; and Essex, 8·6. 
As it is evident these counties have got rid of some portion of 
their natural offspring, let us see where the outcasts have found a 
home. The increase in Monmouth has been 3o·9 per ccnt.
railroads and steam-l'ngines, and the increased consumption of 
iron, of course, account for that ; Lanca~hire shows au incre:1se 
of 24·7; Durham, with its mines, 27·7; Staffordshire, 24·3; 
Cheshire, north divi sion, with its manufactures, 18·3; \Varwick-
11hire (Birmingham and its district), 19·3; and the West Riding 
of Yorkshire, 18 ·2. These are mannfacturing counties; they 
provide for their own increase of population, and find a home for 
those you cannot support in the agl'icnltural counties.-E.xtract 
-from 11fr. Darby's speech in the House of Commons, Jvly 19th. 

"PROTECTION TO TAILORS.'' 
Under this head the Economist ha an able article, from which 

we take the following extract. It may he necessary to premise 
that " The United Tailors' Protection and l\Iutual Benefit Society 
of Great Britain," complain of their trade being nearly ruined 
in consequence of men unconnected with the business embarking 
their capital therein ; of ma-.ters sending work to the houses of 
journeymen, who are assisted by their families and journeymen at 
low wages; and suggest, as remedies for these alleged grievances, 
that employers should have their work executed on their own 
premises, and not allow any tailor to toil longer than elve 
hours a-day, at a scale of prices to be determined by employers 
and employed. The Economist thus comments on the unreason
ableness of their complaint, and the futilily of their remedies, 
pointing out the true cause of their distress, anrl its only cure :-

" Unhappy tailors I If these be your remedies, and if no other 
ca.n serve your purpose, your case is bad indeed. What you here 
undertake is a hopeless and impossible enterprise. If a man's 
necessities oblige him to work thirteen, fourteen, or fifteen hours 
a-day ( thP more's the pity it should be so), the mid-day sun may 
he arrested as rapidly as you can hope to make his fingers cease 
from plying sooner; and if hapJJily the time should come when 
the labour of ten hours, or eight hours, or six hours, shall serve 
the purposes for which he does laho11r, and he 3hould choose to 
Jabour no more, he can so determine it. The liberty of private 
action must be as sacred as the right of private judgment. It 
might be easy to establish a sway over needles ; but who shall 
control the free will of free men ? 'Not supply any workman 
with more than twelve hours' labour per day I' But men will 
work more than twelve hours a-day. How can you prevent it ? 
You cannot-you ought not-you dar~ not." 

"In a note which we have from the secretar ·, we are told t 
the 'society, though designated a protectio n socie ty, is not 
as contradisti11l! ui~ hed from fr eP-tradt> princ1pl1•~ -nwrel ) sePk 
protPction a ~ainst certain alJU,e-,' &..: . \Ve ha\ e Ih thi11g to d 
he adds, ' with any political body;' and we find in the prin 
circular the followiYJg, which is to the same effact :-

' The Gommittee further beg to assure you, that this society has not 
formed to encourage any political or illegal combination, but solely to 
tect the interests of the fair-traJing employer, conjointly with the emplo 
whose interests are identified.' 

-All very kind and cautious, we dare say, the good people 
transact their business at the Suffolk Coffee House, Old Bai 
think. But we will venture to tell them one thing-and we 
they may take it to heart-it. is, that the evils which, though t 
feel, they are not taking the right way to remedy, are evils 
have resulted from 'politicai combination,' aad nothing but po 
ea! combination will abate them. 

"Do not mock men with tinkering remedies and makes 
for the hour. Don't be frightened at the names of ' free tra 
' politics,' or 'political combination.' Learn your true positi 
know your duty; perform it, and fear not. The evils which 
now affecting tailors are those which are affecting all classes of 
community, and the remedies which must prove effective will 
be class remedies, but unjversal. The evils are those of an 
creasing population, with stinted food and diminished source 
employment. Wages fall, and every social evil under the sun 
follow in such circumstances ; nor will any remedy much out 
the day that first witnesses its promulgation, that does not st 
at the root of existing restrictions on the food of man, and 1 
unfettered, politically and morally, every human hand and e 
human will.'' 

VARIETIES. 

It has bee• rewlved to form a free-trade Association at 
lingboro11gh, with a permanent committde for its government 

Denial of existing Distress Leads to IJesperation.-The Le 
truly says-" If the agricultural population had heard a 
promulgating their distress, and making known their misery, 
would not in the blindness of despair have announced that 
condition was intolerable, by destroying that property which 
their interest as well as their duty to protect. These incen 
fires were sought as the last desperate means of making k 
their grievances, when they found that the fact of their h 
any sufferings at all was denied by those who mocked them 
the delu ive cry of protection." 

Diminishing demandji>r Agricultural Labourers.-Tbe E 
mi6t states that during the last thirty years the proportion 
population Pngaged in agriculture has been gradually diminis 
Tn 1811, out of every 1000 persons in the whole cou,1try, 

r& Pmployed in agriculture ; in 1821, out of every 1000 pe 
only 332 were so employed ; in 183 l, the proportion had s 
281; and at the same rate in 1841 (the accounts not havi 
been published). we will find this proportion has sunk to 24 
sons so employed out of every 1000 of the whole population 

The Necessity of Free Trade in Food.-Mr. Simpson, in 
his lectures on the improvement of the character and con 
of the workii,g classes, thus alludes to the corn law and i 
deniable consequence to the labouring portion of the comm 
-" The food of the count1·y is not adequate to the popul 
By yet prevailing ignorance and prejudice, agriculture, in 
fifths at least of these islands, is so l•w as to reap from th 
scarcely one-half of its proper production. The food produced 
reign countries is a prohibited supply. That such restrictio 
suicidal, was his conviction long before they became the s 
of political controversy, and although he abjured party 
in his addresse , he 1!oald not pass over this great evil, 
stands prominent in his way. The same restrictions recoil 
produced another cause of depressed condition-want of 
This was too obvious to require to be dwelt U}IOD. Long 
these points had become political, he had hoped to see t 
when, as long ago counselled by Adam Smith, all restrict" 
tradti should be removed, and our country rise like a gi 
swathed, and command the wealth of the world.'' 

Preston? Printed by J. Livesey} Soid by Ga4sby an~ Heywood, Manc11ester.-Price He Halfpenn,-. 



SHORT HA.I (;BOP-WHA.T THEN? 

SQUIRE.-Well, John Sturdy, bow do you do? You are get
ting in your hay crop. 

JoHN.-Yea, but we have had a dreadful drought; yon cart 
carries all I liha\l get out of the two acres. J was ju~t thinking how 
l was to pay my rent. I shall have no fodder for winter. If I had 
plenty of corn it would have helped me. 

SQUIRE.-"\Veil, I never saw any thin~ like you farmers. It's 
grumble, grumble, to the end of the chapter. 

JoHN.-Yea, and you'd grumble, to.e . if you bad to work and 
live as we do ; and after all not able to n. 1ke ends meet. 

SQUIRE. -Well, John, if you are not satisfied, you had better 
give it up; there are twenty who will take the farm at tho rent 
you give, and jump at it. "\Ve have done everything for you we 
could; and Parliament has passed the corn-laws to keep up yom· 
prices; and you have also the advantage of an excellent agricul
tural association. I don't know what you would be at. 

JoHN.-l reckon nothing of your corn-laws, nor your associa
tions either. The first thing you do is to fix hiph nnts, and yet 
you cannot fix high pricea for farmers' produce, unless you can 
give the consumers the means to purchase with. "\YhPn we have 
good crops, prices are low, and when ,-.•e have bad crops, prices 
cannot be high, because the people are too poor to purchase. In 
this district we depend all on dairy produce, and it never Bell 
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well unless trade is good. I think if you would give us free trade, 
and let rents and prices settle down to their natural le,el, we 
should be better off. One thing I am sure of, that there woulJ 
not be twent) ready to takt! my farm; for they would be more 
disposed to go into trade. 

SQumE.-Oh, I see; you are too knowing, John. If you 
would mind your midden-stead u,d your draining more, instead of 
listening to League nons<?nse, it would be better for you. Why. 
you signed the petition for the continuance of the corn-law,, and 
now you talk against the111. 

JoHN.-1 did so to please you, like many othen; hut I have 
seen enough to know, that if any benefit had to come to the farmers, 
I should have felt it before now. I have farmed nine and 
twenty years, just as long as the corn-laws, and I am poorer now 
than when I started. 

SQUIRE.-Well, nobody compels you to slop; as you are 
fond of free trad9, you can be free as soon as you please, [ ll"ant 
nobody to slay on my estate that continues to grumble. ( Walks off.) 

JoHN.-(To himself )-Ah! it is thus we farmers are 11sed; if 
we were not so ready to take farms over one another's heads, we 
mii;ht hold on better. It. is not an agricultural association, hut a. 
farmers' association that we want, to do us any good, ,ve want 
a farmers' law, not & rent law, for our protection. 



TKE • TBIJGGLlil:. 

REFLECTIONS ON THE RAILWAY. 

What beautiful shaped fields these are, very nearly 
three-quarters of an acre each! What nicely cut 
hedges, and tidy water courses ; plenty of harbour for 
innocent quadrupeds, and plenty of ditch room for the 
cows to shelter in. How nicely ornamented with 
ever-greens of the name of rushes, as a proof that no 
intruder has been to deprive the land of it3 moisture ! 
What a genteel gate, consisting of old pieces of the 
last century, and new pieces just cut from the wood! 

To be serious ; what a contrast we find betwixt the 
town and the country. Here are an immense number 
of people employed to carry out any improvement 
suggested; tliere Nature may boast of being left to 
herself, to extend with freedom her encroachments 
upon her own fertility. Talk of our mills; why, there 
is not an owner who could for shame allow his buildings 
to be neglected, as the land in the country is neg
lected. When the cultivation of land commences in 
good earnest; when gentlemen stay at home and spend 
their incomes in improving their estates, such will be 
the demand for labourers that their wages will rise, and 
rick-burning and other idle and revengeful habits will 
cease. Laud will always pay for improYing; and 
nothing but competition is wanting to compel gentle
men to commence in good earnest. 

WHAT DOES THE CORN LAW DO ? 

What does the corn-law do/or the ngricultural labourer., 
-It increases the price of his food, but, by impoverish
ing the farmer, prevents him receiving wages sufficient 
to purcha~e it with. 

What does the corn-law do for the farmer ?-It com
pels him to pay a high rent, and high taxes; it makes 
his own living dear ; enhances the price of every article 
he has to buy; and, by inj nring trade, keeps all the 
farmers on the sod bidding over one another'! heads for 
farms. 

What does the corn-law do for the landlord .9-It enables 
him to get high rents; furni!:'hes him with the means of 
living luxuriously without improving his land. He 
receives by the operation of the law, what he ought to 
r-ecure by the merit of his exertions. 

WHAT IS THE LEAGUE DOING? 

At the last meeting o( the Anti-Corn-T .. aw League for the sea
son, which took place on Wednesday, the 7th inst., in Covent
garden Theatre, Mr. George Wilson, the Chairman, made th~ 
following &tatement of the Council's proceedings durinr an inter
val of five week~:-

" It become• my duty to state to you what are the operation• 
in which the Council have been engaged since we last met toge
ther, in order that you and the public may judge, at least that 
portion of it that takes an intereit in the abolition of the Corn
Laws, how fa1· those operations are likely to contribute to the 
settlement of that question which it is our duty here to dispose of; 
,ind I clo this with the greater pleasure became many are apt lo 
helieve that, when the proceedings of the League occupy less 
space in the public journals, there is a corre8ponding disposi, 
tion on the part ofils leaders and the more influential members 
to su~pend for a time those labours which are most useful, and 
with which most of us here are familiarly acquainted. 011r im
port11nt business, as you well know, is not now so much to educate 
gr inatruc:t the people, as it i• to act upon tlae electoral bod1 iene-
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r:i.lly. As was stated her<"' at the last meeting ~y Mr. Villiers, 
although this question has made great progress m the House of 
Commons, still the Houie of Commons presents no reflection of 
the ~u~lic mind on t!1e question at the present period, and-ti!ern
fore 1t 1s for us to st1mula1e and excite the electors, so that when 
they 3?1ay be called on to act hereafter, they may do so after due 
and timely preparation. Well, then, we have proceeded like 
men of business to the consideration of the best mode of attend
ing to the r,:igistration throughout the kingdom of the electors re
eiding in b_oroughs. We &elected 140 bo;oughs, upon which we 
thought ~1th reaeonable exertions au impression might be made. 
,ve a~pomte~ for our v_isiting agents to thorn places men fully 
acqu_arnted with the snbJect of registration in all its parts, fully 
qualified to undertake the business in as workmanlike a manner as 
any men in the kingdom could be expected to do. ,ve sent them 
to these boroughs: they visited them and reported to the Council 
the res~lt of.their inquiries. In some instances they found that 
the reg1~trat1on had been totally or altogether neglected; in many 
but parllally attended to; and in not a few that it was entirely in 
the hands or agents, or rather that the election rested in the 
hands of bribers; but in very few imitances did they find in these 
140 boroughs to which I have referred the subject properly at
t~nded to. Then they formed committees where none existed pre
v10usly; they eucted a pledge from the free-traders in many 
places that the subject shon Id be fully attended to hereafter; and 
alth?ugh the work is a great one, and not brought to p<3rfection, nor 
can 1t ue expected to he ao in a single day, yet I believe that now 
the first stimulus, the first great impulse, has been given to put in 
fit array and order that constituent body which has in its hand11 
the destinies of this country, and which can, wher.ever called on ao 
to decide, determine the fate of this and all other monopolies. 
(eheers.) Therefore, whenever you hear it asked, 'What is the 
League doing? What is the Council now occupied with?' until 
after the revision court let it be clearly understood that the 
whole of their attention is given to the subject of registration in 
all its branches and in every part.'' 

THE MONOPOLISTS SELF-CONVICTED. 

"F~ct11 are ~tubborn things," and a writer in the Morni~g 
C!trontcle has discovered one fact which cannot fail to prove a 
" thorn in the flesh" of pampered monopoly. But the writer 
shall quote and comment himself:-" Nor do the farmers pay hi~h 
wages to their workpeople, commensurate with a rise in the price 
of corn. Many of the pretended friends of agriculture &ay they 
do. The county members for Suffolk have said they do. Colo
nel Rushhrooke, if I mistake not, has used this argument in 
favour of monopoly to ag1'iculture during the present s~ssion of 
Parliament. At all 11\'ents, he is one of that party ,vho support 
the monopoly. Now, I happened to be in a house in the pari.ih of 
Stowupland, a few days ago, and in that house I saw a document 
fra~ed and h1~ng up against the wall, partly printed and partly 
wntten, and signed by Colonel Rnshbrooke, which throws some 
light on this disputed law of the wages of agricultural labourers. 
The document reads thus :-

" 'West Suffolk Agricultural Association, established 1833, for the ad
vancement of agriculture, and the encouugement of industry and skill 
and good contluct among labourers and servants in husbandry. Pre~ident, 
the puke of Grafton, lord-lieutenant of the county.-This is to certify that 
a pnze of .£2 w~s awarded to William Burch, _aged 82, labourer, of the parisll 
o~ Stow~pland, l~ West S~ffolk, September 2a, 1840, for having brought up 
mne children, without rehef, ezcept wltenjlour wa, fJery dca,·, and for having 
worked on the same farm twenty-eight years. 

(Signed) "'-Rushbrooke, Chairman. 
" • Philip Ray, Secretary.'" 

" E:rcept when flour wa, very dear /• If this certificate pt'ove11 
any thing, it proves that one of the best labourers of Stowupland, 
in~tead of deriving a benefit from the high prices of wheat, was 
reduced to pauperism by high prices. It proves beyond all ques
tion that his wages did not rise with the price of wheat ; and we 
may safoly enough infer that e'fery other labourer in the parish 
and in the county was in the aame position. William Burch, ao 
Colonel Rushbrooke certifie~, was an independent labourer when 
flour was moderate in price; but he was a pauper, seeking and 
obtaining parish relief, when flour was very dear; and yet he is 
such a rare specimen of an indepeadent labourer that he gets a 
prize for hia independence.'' 
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O'CONNOR'S INCONSfSTENCY ON THE CORN-LAW 
QUESTION. 

The Chartist leader is sening the cause of m 1nopoly as effec
tually as the most ultra tory could desire; but whether wilfully or 
or unwittingly we shall not presume to decide. If any body 
doubts the assertion, we refer to the proceedings at Northampton 
last week, from which it will be seen that when Mr. Cobden 
submitted to the meeting a resolution in favour of free trade, 
Mr. O'Connor proposed an amendment admitting the evils of the 
Corn Laws, butrecommending the Charter as a preparatory and ne
cessary measure, and a majority of the Conservatives present sup
ported the amendment! Surely after this no !me will deny thll.t there 
is duplicity or dishonesty-if not both-in an allian:!e of parties 
whose political opinions have hitherto been supposed to be " wide 
as the poles asunder." Can it be supposed that the demand of the 
Charter, with Corn-Law repeal as an avowed consequence, is less 
objectionable to the Northampton monopolists, than the just, and, 
comparatively speaking, moderate demand of the free trll.ders? 
Are we to 1iuppose that these Conservatives coincided with 
O'Connor becau,e his licheme was considered the most practicable, 
or the most speedy in its operation ?-or, admitting Feargus's 
integrity of purpo1oe, must we Lelieve him ilO simple as to suppose 
his feigned friends wel'e sincere in approving of the mear16 - the 
remote, round-about, and, at present, unpopular means-while 
by their conduct they disapprove of the end 'I Common sense 
1ays no. ·when will the deluded followers of this man learn to 
be wise to their own interest? If, instead of ransacking Anti
Corn-Law records for appai·ent contradictions, they would listen 
to arguments and attend to facts, they would soon be able to 
better their physical condition, and then they would be no less 
capable of contending for their political rights. As, however, 
they attach so much importance to apparent contradictions in free
trade advocates, it may not be amiss to lay before them the 
opinions of .!\fr. O'Connor in 1834, from which it is obvious that 
if he earnestly advocates the Charter now as the best means of 
obtaining ~he repeal of the Corn Laws, he was then equally 
earne$t in their unqualified ,11pport :-

" l\ly hon<Jurable and gallant friend the member for Bolton 
has appealed to the Irish members upon this subject, [the 
rept>al of the Corn-Laws] and has called upon me more es
pecially, as being the representative of the largest agricul
tural county in Ireland, to r,ive him my support. Sir, I am going 
to give him my support, but it will be in the spirit of a guardian 
angel, to protect him from sacrificing his interest and his happi
ness upon th~ shrine of that block called political economy. The 
hon. ruemher for Middlesex has said that this question i~ now at 
rest. I a.,rec with him, and it is the only part of his speech with 
which I do agree. It is high time that this question, which, at 
present, not only agitatP.s the manufacturing and agricultural 
interests of England, but also the a~ricultural interest @f Ireland, 
should be set at rest. It is due to this House that I should point 
out certain fallacies into which those who support the present 
motion have fallen, and lay before it the different situation of 
It-eland, as contrasted with the situation of this country. The 
situation of Ireland is this-we are a great agricultural country 
without m!lnufactures, and we depend, as a vent for our produce, 
on the markets of England. If, then, you admit the importation 
of foreign corn, duty free, you will throw us completely out of 
the Engli h market; agriculture in Ireland will be neglected ; 
and not only will you sacrifice the only interest existing in that 
country, but also the lauded interest of England, for the benefit 
of the Continental growers of corn. ,vhen we shall have ceased to 
cultivate our land at home, and when foraign nations find that we 
have so ceased, they will take advantage of our want of home 
production, and raise the price of their own corn at pleasure ; 
and thus ·e should be left at the mercy or the whim and caprice 
of the foreign market. 1t has been said that the Irish members 
are unanimous in thei1· determination to oppose it. I think I 
apeak the sentiments of a large majority of those members, when 
I state that the agitation of this question will do considerable 
mi~chief in Ireland, and that mischief will be increased, if a 
determination to put it aside for some time is not manifested by a 
very l::1.rge majority of this House. This is the only question, as 
it appears to me, in which the interest of the two countries are 
completely united and identical. The honourable member for 
Middl111ex 1ay1 ihat this is a queation of ju&tice against injustice-

of the many against the few. But what is the reason that we have 
not heard of any manifestations of public opinion in favour of the 
Corn Law? It is this - that while those persons who oppose the 
present system reside in large towns, and are easily callfld to
gether in order to expre,s their wishes to this House, the great 
agricultural population, who are interested in the continuance of 
the system, are spread thickly over the face of the country, and 
have not the same facilities for meeting together, to declare their 
opinions upon the subject. It is said that the repeal of the Corn 
Laws will make bread cheap without reducing the value of the 
land. This is a doctrine that I cannot comprehend. If you re
duce the price of the produce, rent must fall; if you keep 
up the standard of rent, you cannot reduce prices; and if not, 
how can you give the people cheap bread? I rose with a deter
mination not to mix up any extraneous matter with the subject of 
this debate. I appeal again to the House not to allow itself to be 
led away by the absurdities or assertions of the honourable mem
ber for Middlesex. Without troubling the House any farther, I 
conclude by imploring the members from Ireland to consider thi1 
as a neutral question, threatening in it11 consequences, if carried, 
the annihilation of the liberty, rights, and protection of the poor 
man, and unanimously to resist the motion."-Speech of Feargu• 
O'Connor in the House of Commons, 1834. 

THE NATIONAL ADVANTAGE OF MANUFACTURES 
AND FOREIGN MARKETS. 

It must be plain that in any country, burdened as this is by a 
large national debt and other expenses, requiring an income of 
nearly fifty millions a-year, the greater number of individuals 
and the greater amount of property over which that burden is dis
tributed, the less must be felt by each individual. In the Econo
mist of November 4, we showed that the taxes of this country in 
1811 bore the proportion of £3 10s. 3d. to each individual then 
living; while in 1841 the proportion was reduced to £1 l8s. l0d. 
to each individual, being little more than one-half, which is the 
same in effect as if thE\ taxes and burdens of the country had been 
reduced by that proportion. Now, it must he quite plain that, 
while Lancashire and Middlesex have been increasing at so great 
a rate, and finding employment for such increased numbers of 
people, from whose increased consumption of articles paying ex
cise and customs' duties the whole revenue has from time to time 
so much increased as to enable great reductions of duties to be 
made, these countiell have in this proportion been relieving the 
whole country of a share of taxation; and inasmuch as they have 
been able to accomplish this by a foreign trade, by fiHding a mar
ket abroad for the cheap products of our combined skill 11.ud me
chanical achievements, they have been drawing from foreign 
countries the direct means of paying our public burdens, and of 
relieving their countrymen at home-not by attempting to tax 
their produce, but in the legitimate way of supplying them with 
the produce of English labour and ingenuity at a cheaper rate than 
they could otherwise be supplied, to the mutual benefit of all par
ties. This is real and true national reciprocity. Again, on the 
other haBd, the twenty-one least agricultural counties have in
creased only 38 per cent. since 1815 in the amount on which the 
income-tax is collected, but they equally share the advantages of 
its being collected on an income increased by 7 5 per cent. in the 
ocher twenty-one counties. Three per cent. on the whole income 
of real property now yields £2,415,569 to the state; but if the 
property of the whole country had only increased at the same rate 
as it has done in the agricultural half, it would have required an 
income-tax of rather more than three and a half per cent. to have 
raised the same amount; for the saving, therefore, ,of thv ll.ddi
tional half per cent., the agricultural hdlf of thg country is clearly 
indebted to the greater increase of vali1e in the other half of the 
kingdom. If these facts do not sufficiently indicate to every ho
nest and pll.triotic mind the course which thi11 country can alone 
pursue to secure the future welfare of ALL existing interests, and 
specially of the labourers of every class-if they do not sufficiently 
indicate how much of what t.his country has done for its own ad
nncement and the benefit of the human race is to be attributed to 
its grE>at mercantile superiority and enterprise, and bow much all · 
parties in rhe state are interested in the future advancement of 
these great sources of national prosperity, we shall cease to hope 
to produce evidence or rea11oning sufficient to that end.-Econo
mist. 



THE 8TDUGG~E. 

· VAR·IE'PIES. · 

The passing of the tariff without a free trade in corn, was the 
greatest act af injustice which could have been committed against 
the agriculturists.-Mr. C. H. Lattimore, a farmer. 

The Corn Law the Key-stone of Monopoly.-Speaking offeudal 
barbarism, Mr. Gibson observed :-The Corn Law is the last 
relic-no, not the last, but it involves the abolition of all the rest 
It is the key-stone, and when once removed, the arch of monopoly, 
restriction, privileges, and unfair legislation, must inevitably fall. 

James Lankester, the Suffolk incendiary, who burnt corn stacks 
to make bread dear, and so increase wages, was told by Baron 
Alderson that such an absurd opinion " could only co-exist with 
the meanest intellect and grossest ignorance!" Yet poor James 
was only carrying out the lesson taught by the Richmonds, Buck
inghams, and other champions of monopoly. 

The Rights of Man.-Mr. M'Duffifl, representative of the 
agricultural state of South Carolina, in a public address says:
" We have as much right to exchange our products with foreign
ers as one man has a right to trade with another-as much right 
as there is to exchange a horse, or any other article, without . the 
intervention of a police, exacting a severe taxation." 

Where does Gold come from 'l - Why, from the mines of Brazil, 
from far distant regions-and why? Because it is purchased by 
our manufactures; not by your wheat, or your barley, or your 
turnips-no, the assistance even of guano itself will not enable 
them to purchase it. .But it is our manufacturing aystem which 
enables the population of this country to be even as well off as 
they at present are. 

Condition of Agricultural Countries.-Look at the countries 
which are purely agricultural. Look at Poland-look at Ireland. 
Why, what a wretched population, as far as the enjoyment of the 
comforts of life go, do we find in that island, though it is a popu
lation capable, as we know, of everything of which man is capable. 
Look at that country, and let us ask ourselves whether 11griculture 
alone can bring about a happy and prosperous condilion for the 
great body of the population. 

A Qualified Candidate for a Counfy.-Speaking of the general 
ignorance of county members on the ministerial side of the House 
of Commons, Mr. Cobden related the following anecdote: -a 
young gentleman was brought down just fresh from Oxford as a 
candidate for a county. He was walking with a farmer, and saw 
in the course of his rambles some spacious fields of turnips, of 
twenty or twenty-five acres in extent, laid down in the Scotch 
fashion. "Bless me I" said he, "I knew that turnips were 
always eaten with boiled mutton; but I had no idea that people 
consumed so many.'' 
.Advocacy of Free Tradea Christian Duty.-"I do verily believe," 

says Milner Gibson, "that the adoption of general and unrestricted 
intercourse between uations, such as is meant by free trade, 
would bfl the means of spreading religion and civilization through 
all the nations of the earth; and I do not believe that any mission
ary efforts, however well intended they ma_y be, or however well 
supported, can be completely successful while governments keep 
nations separated from each other by artificial barriers in the shape 
of hostile tariffs, and inculcate feelings of jealousy instead of feel
ings of mutual interests, such as must arise if free trade be ad op led, 
and which are easily fanned into a flame that ends in open hos
ility. (Loud cheers.)" 

Retrogression of the Monopolists.-In 1839, when not half the 
effort was made by protection societies to petition Parliament that 
ha.s been made during the past year, what was the number of 
signatures obtained by the landed interest? The number of sig
natures was 318,000. (Bear, hear, hear.) What is the number 
of signatures that has been obtained during the present year, 
after these great assemblages of distinguished and titled monopo
lists? (Hear, hear.) Why, only 287,000signatures (cheers and 
laughtflr ;) 4000 petitions averaging 74 signatures a piece. 
(Renewed laughter.) The number of petitions is a clear proof 
that there has been no lack of diligence, no lack of zeal; but the 
number of signatures shows that there was a great deficiency of 
corresponding zeal on the part even of the agriculturists them
selves, for it was from agricultural districts that the petitions 
principally came.-Speech of Milner Gibson. 

rrhe Lot • of• the Labottrer.-The , agricultural ,Jabourer ,was 
never benefited by a scarcity of food. No working population in 
any country can ever possibly benefit by an artificial scarcity of 
the first necessaries of life. 

Amount of the Bread Tax.-In 1843 the people of this con n try 
paid in direct taxation upon wheat imported into England the sum 
of £800,000; that amount of bread-tax averaging 15s. 3d. on the 
quarter, which still, we are told, is not protection enough. Wheat 
in this country last year averaged 53s. per quarter, 9s. more than 
our fellow-subjects pay for it in Guernsey, where they are out of 
the boundary of the Corn-Law. 

Good Advice.-"! have always (says Mr. Cobden) given this 
advice to the operativei of the north: never strike wh.?n corn is 
up to 70s. a quarter, because you will not succeed; wait till it 
comes down to 45s. or 50s. The increased power and in depend
ence of the working class will be shown in many ways. Yliu will 
hear of workmen brought up before magistrates because they will 
not finish their work, but put their arms akimbo and leave at a 
moment's notice; and, when convicted, they will pay down the 
money and, ~~y,' There is the fine ; I shall go and get better work 
elsewhere. 

What have the Protection Societies accompli,hed ?-" This 
year," said George Wilson, " we were threatened with an oppo
sition which was to extinguish the League, in the shape of the 
Protection Societies. (Laughter.) We may fairly ask, where are 
those bodies riew? (Renewed laughter.) Have they accom
plished all for which they were established? Have they increased 
the wages of the labourer? Have they made him satisfied with 
his 8s. a .,,eek and 'protection to agriculture?' (Cheers and 
laughter.) Po the incendiary fires of Suffolk i;how that be ia 10 

satisfied?'' 
Monopoly inimical to Morality.-We hear a vast deal of a de

sire to educate the people. There are complaints of their igno
rance, there are complaints of their want of moral training in early 
youth; but of what use is the attempt to educate; or sow seeds of 
virtue among a people who are cast down by deep distress, who 
are living in a state of hopeless penury, and who are not in a con
dition to receive either the admonition of the preacher or the 
teaching of the moralist ? (Cheers.) Depend on it, if we wish 
virtue, if we wish knowledge, if we wish religion to take root 
among our labouring population, we must ameliorate their physical 
condition.-Mi/ner Gibson. 

Wool and Wheat.-I rely on one little incident to bring farmer• 
to a favourable consideration of our question, and it is this-they 
have lately had free trade in wool, and while whPat is now tumb
ling down, wool is gettin~ up in price. The manufacturers in 
Leeds do not complain of Lhe high price of wool. They get work 
and give wages; and they are becoming saucy with their improved 
trade. (Laughter.) They are glad to pay 3d. a pound higher 
for their wool than they did before, because they get a higher price 
for their woollens in the market; they do not complain of the ad
vance of wool, because while it has advanced here it has 
done so all over the world in the same proportion ; and, 10 lon~ 
as they have their wool at a natural price, it is no matter 
to them whether it is ls. 3d. a lb. or 5d. Now, it isprec-isely the same 
with wheat. Allow the consumer to have it at its natural price, 
and whether the wheat rises, as Lord Spencet' thinks it would on 
the Continent to meet our prices, or whether it falls here to meet 
prices there, if we have it at a uaforal price, and trade and manu
factures can flourish, if every avenue on the surface of the earth is 
open to the people of this country to get an abundant supply of 
food, the population of England do not care what the money price 
of food is.-Mr. Cobdei,. 
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British Agriculture Craving for Protection, 
And leaning on the Crutch of lhe Sliding Scale. 

REASONABLENESS OF FREE TRADE. 

Can any thing be more reasonable than free trade ? 
Are we not prompted by nec~ssity itself to be constantly 
exchanging with each other ? The same man that 
requires a thousand different things in the course of a 

year, prepares, perhaps, only one; and it is by parting 
with this that he comes into possession of all the 
others. The great object of all human effort being en
• oyment, it would be equally as wise to put every difficulty 
in the way of production, as it would be to place bar
riers in the way of exchange. What would you say if 
a company were formed to fill up channels, instead of 
opening them, to prevent instead of accelerating the 

ccess of vessels to our great ports ? What would you 
think of the wisdom of the man who should propose 
that a level tract of land should be _made into hill and 
dale previous to a railway being laid? And yet,. to 

nact either of these, would be proceeding just as wisely 
s decreeing that a free exchange shall not take place 
etwixt foreign food and English mauufactures. The 

orn Laws are an encroachment upon the natural 

No. 139. 

'J he Roaring Bull, Free Trade, 
Breaking through his shackles, makes the Cripple throw away 

his Crutches. 

liberty of man. He claims the right to buy, sell, and 
exchange where and when he pleases, and in doing so 
lie infriuges upon the rig-hts of nobody; and why, then, 
should anybody assume the power to infringe upon his. 
rights ? Reduce the question to its first principles,. 
and no one can object to the reasonableness of free trade. 

But you cannot get persons, whose interest it is to, 
reverse the laws of nature, to reason upon the justice 
of n free exchange. They immediately fly off, and ex
claim, what will become of the farmers, and what will 
hecome of the labourers ?--while their meaning simply is, 
what will become of rents ? They talk about dropping 
wages, as if giving much, and getting little back, was 
the way to increase the stock out of which wages are 
paid. If it were not for the principle of free exchange,. 
what would become of our aristocratic landlords? 
They produce nothing, but they take a share of the 
land's produce for rent; yet they are always anxious to 

exchange this for an immense variety of luxuries, on. 
the best possible terms. To act fairly, they should allow· 
the pour man the same right. Free trade and justice 
are but synonymous termi. 
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THE LAST FALSEHOOD OF THE 
MONOPOLISTS. 

Fain would the monopolists persuade themselves and the 
vublic that the Anti-Corn-Law League is dead and gone; 
lbut their repeated reiterations of this falsehood prove that 
tthey only speak as they would have it. If true, once told 
'!Would be sufficient. But they have no confidence in their 
,own statements, and feeling unable to combat the argu
ments of their enemy, it serves their purpos~ to report that 
tthe League is no more! Fear always attends the guilty, and 
rthe monopolists are full of fear ; first, that Peel will not 
:stand by the Corn Law in case of national difficulty ; and 
isecondly, that all this abuse of the League will not be suf 
Jicient to keep the League in the grave which their own 
imagination has dug for it. 

But what evidence is there of the extinction of the great 
Anti Corn-Law League? What evidence is there that it has 
lost a single supporter, or that a single member of its body has 
changed his belief? Is the Parliamentary division an evi
dence? That is in advance of other years. Is it that no 
county meetings arc being held? That is unnecessary, for 
there is not a district that has not been saturated with the 
knowledge of free trade, and its opinions tested by divi
si.<Kls upon the question. There may be less external bustle, 
but there is not less internal energy and determination to 
persevere till the work is complete. The respite which an 
iinterval of good trade affords, is a seasonable relief to 
prepare and organize plans for future operations; while it 
.also affords a convincing proof that cheap food is the pro
moter of go0d trade. If mere outward bustle be a sign of 
vigorous vitality, what shall we say of the Anti-League? 
Judging from external symptoms, we should say that the 
grave had closed upon its rotten carcass for ever. The 
protectionists know, however, that the League was never 
more active, but in a way which of all others they most 
dislike. It is purging the register, and preparing for 
the great electoral battle on which the fate of monopoly 
depends! 

Mr. Cobden and his friends wisely prevented the prema
ture occurrence of this event, by their votes on the sugar 
que tion. A general election will tell bettC'r hereafter. If, 
however, the League was to lay down its commission to
day, which it cannot do, it has done sufficient to m0rit the 
praises of the whole world. It has demonstrated the true 
principles of free trade, and by the press and other means 
they arc wafted to every civilized country in the world. At 
home they are admitted as correct by men of all parties, 
and suitable opportunities are only wanting to carry them 
into effect. Even the advantages already realised are not 
undeserving of notice. Aliumed by the fear of fresh sellers 
of food being admitted into the market, the agriculturists have 
advanced more during the period of the League's agitation, 
than for twenty years before. The great commander of the 
flet-t of guano ships is the League. What but the League 
enacted the new tariff? It is clear that the monopo
lists are so alarmed, that they are now doing what they 
would have done long since, if they had been afraid of free 
trade-namely, improvin~ their lands, and producing more 
food. The League is truly " a great fact." It has passed 
through the critical stages of its minority; it has survived 
the ordeal of persecution ; and it stands now firm in the af
fections, and is sustained by the free offerings of the intel
ligent and progressive part of the nation. In the return of 
commercial depression, what other city of refuge is there 
left to flee into ? It is free trade that must sustain the na
tion, and the current of legislation, whoever be minister, 
must run in that direction. The League dead! It cannot 
die; it is not a mere arrangement of officers and rules ; it 

is a combination of hearts beatin!! for the best welfare of 
Britain, and which can never ce'itse to act till industry be 
free, and till the electors of the United Kingdom pass a 
sentence of extinction upon monopoly in every form. 

"PROTECTION" ABOUT TO BE PUT IN THE 
BALANCE. 

We are now coming to a time when, unless the elements at a 
most critical moment greatly disappoint us, we shall have an op
portunity to appeal to the farmer whether the last three years of 
his experience has not been sufficient to satisfy him that" protec
tion to agriculture," as it is called, is no benefit to him. I say, 
unless the elements greatly disappoint us, we have on this island 
such an abundant crop of wheat that, if it be all gathered in
mind, I make no prophecy of what weather we may have-but let 
us have that garnered in which is now upon the earth, and you 
will have wheat down in less than six months, in my firm convic
tion, lower than it would be if we had a perfectly free trade in that 
article. How, then, will the farmers be situated? Here is the rebound, 
the reaction from the famine and di&tress of the manufacturers
the retribution hrou!!ht home to the door of the farmer himself. 
How will the political-landlords deal with him in his new position? 
,vill the landlord say to him, "vVait, wait for a year or two, and 
you will have prices up again?" ,vhy, what will the farmer say 
to such a declaration? He will reply, " We had prices up before, 
but you put up rents when that advance took place; we have had 
those rents to pay when prices were low; hut the very fact of our 
having high prices and scarcity for three years caused the distress 
and ruin of our customers; and, when now we are hlessP.d with 
plenty, our customers are without the means of consuming that 
which we hring to market for them.'' If the farmer has the in
telligence which I would fain give him credit for, he will say to 
the landlord, " The very remedy you propose for our distress
another scarcity and artificial famine-will only prepare the way 
for our future disasters, by ruining, as before, the customers on 
whom we most depend to sell our prouuce when again we are 
ble~sed with a bountiful harvest.-Mr. Cobden's Speech in Coven 
Garden Theatre. 

WAR PRTCES. 

There has alwa}S appeared tc us to be a grPat fallacy involvt>d 
in the n0tion so prevalent that hi6h pricPs necessarily and naturally 
arisP. from the country being in a state of war. \Ve are disposed 
to think that, in the absen"!e of any other good cause for high 
prices, the tendency would rather be to lower prices. It is quite 
true that, from the end of the last century, for some years prices 
rapidly rosP., hut there were then many reasons in operation 
indepenrlent of war. The discovery of the steam-engine beg,m 
only at that time to produce a ma1·ked effect on the productive 
powPr of the country, which induced a more rapid increase of 
population than at any former period-a consequent increase in 
the demand for the prnductions of the soil, and of the value of 
property. Then, again, during the early part of the present cen
tury, the advance in the value of propnty and of prices was more 
no!Tlinal than rP-al, in const>qucnce of the dP.preciation in the 
value of the currency from 1800 to 1815. In J 800 the price of 
gol<l was at par, £3 17s. I0½d, per oz., but in 1814 it had risen 
to £5 4s. per oz.-showing a depreciation in our currency of more 
than 25 per cent. ; and. immediately after the peace it rapidly 
sunk, until, in 1817, it was only £4-showing a depreciation of 
little more than 2½ per cent., long before Peel's bill of 1S19 
comp1elled a return to cash payments. There is much, therefore, 
in this element alone to account for the rapid rise of prices from 
1800 to 1814, during the war, and fur the sudrien fall from 
1815 to 1817. Another reason for unusually high prices during 
those years, was the frequent recurrence of bad harvests. Apart 
from all other disturbing causes, we believe it is capable of proof 
that the value of property has adnnced much faster during the 
late years of peace than it did during the war. In a recent 
article on the progress of the value of the real property 0f the 
country, we showed that the annual income derived therefrom 
had increased from 1815 to 1843 upwards of £30,000,000, or 
62 per cent. 
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Now, when it is considered that the value f property must in 
1 

a great measure depend on the productive p wer and income of 
the country, it cannot but be that any material portion of that 
income, being withdrawn to other countries for the purpose_ of 
maintaining troops, or spent at home in the numerous unproductive 
ways which war necessarily entails, must. not only lessen the aggre
gate value of the property of the country, but also limit the expen
diture at home, the amount of which has much to do in fixing pri~es. 
At first sight it may appear that a government might, by borrowing 
thP- funds required to conduct a war-at least for a time-snstain an 
expenditure, and induce a consumption greater than would other
wise have taken place; but it must be borne in mind, that if such 
fund was borrowed in the country, it would be a withdrawal of 
so much capital frnm the employment, or from that seeking other 
employment; that a corresponding check to production and indus
try would thus be given, and to that extent cause a contraction 
in the power of purchase and demand for commodities. The only 
conceivable way in which the expenditure of a war-and then only 
such part as might he spent at home-could increase the value of 
property, or really enhaHCe prices, would be, if the fond were de
rived from another independent source. 

A war could not fail to interrupt onr foreign trade; an inter
ruption to th.it contd not fail to lessen the demand for labour in 
the manufacturing districts; and with a lessened employment, the 
home consumption of every article, both of foreign and home pro
ducts, must neces arily be lowered; bnt more particularly the lat
ter. It is possible, nay probable, that with the interruption of 
trade the supply of foreign products would fall off proportionably 
to the diminished demand, and that prices would not be materially 
low11red; but we think it clear, beyond doubt, that the prices of 
products, wholly or very mainly produced at home, would rather 
fall. The home producer would therefore be called upon to pay 
higher for the products of foreign countries which he required, 
while he would receive less for what he himself prod11ced. We 
believ th~re are no classes that would, as this country is now 
constituted, sulTer more from an interruption to peace than the 
agricultural classes. It would indeed be singular if the lavish waste 
of labour and trP,asure attendant on war had any other than an inju
rious tendency on the wealth and condition of the productive 
classes of a country. The common notion attached to war prices 
is a dangerous and delusive <lream.-Economist. 

WHAT WOULD RE THE CO DITTON OF AGRICUL
TURAL COUNTIES, IF MANUFACTURERS 

WERE TO DECLINE? 

Tf it i clenr that the large additional population e ·hihitcd by 
the population rflturns for some of the towns, and for the manu
facturing countiPs generally, is produced, not by a natural increase 
from excess of births over deaths to an extent much above the 
general average of England, hut by receiving within their limits, 
and supporting, the surplns population of less flourishing districts, 
and especially that of the agricultural counties-if it can be shown that 
these latter have almost universally an accession to their numbers, 
by natural causes, much greater than the increase returned by the 
population tables, what is the natural inference, and what the ob
vious course to follow? The natural inference would be, that the 
agricultural counties have mit the means of supporting the popu
lation they raise-of providin~ labour or food for the additions 
they annually makFJ to the disposable hands, and the craving 
,nouths, within their limits. And what would he the reasonable 
conduct to follow under snch a state of things? ,v c might answer 
simply-Let things take their own course ; let industry flow in its 
natural channels, and receive, with gratitude, the benefits it con
fers upon you. As that is, however, just what the agricultural 
interest, as 1t is called, will not do, we must say more distinctly, 
give free course to that commerce which is your preservative 
against poverty and ruin ; make no suicidal attempts to continue, 
still less to tighten, those bonds which have already restrained the 
saving powers it might have exercised for you. Stop not up the 
natural channel for that stream of population which, if not allowed 
to escape, will inundate, and ultimately overwhelm you ! 

w· e are confident that, if either landeu proprietors or honest 
yeomen could realize, in idea (for we wou'Id not wish them to 
ellperience in fact), all the evils that would follow-nay, we 
might almost say, must and will follow-the tdepression of our 
ma.nufacturi11g towns, from the further or eveu_continued restric-

tion of foreign markets, they would soon change their tone. Let 
them but have returned upf>n their own hands the surplus popula.; 
tion of their own raising, who have wandered forth from the 
pinching want and cold hearths which a limited demand for 
labour and miserable wages afforded, in their much-vaunted rural 
homes to seek the rewards held out in the manufacturing dis
tricts to capital and enterprise ; let but all these be forced back 
to swell the nnmber of labourers that already exceed the demand 
-let but the burden of all these be thrown upon tlte poor-rates, 
and thrown it must be, and we will venture to say, that a combi
nation of ruin for the landed proprietors, and misery to the death 
for the lahourers, will be presented, such as they dream not of.
Edinburgh Review. 

Northumhe1·land Protection Society.-The first meeting of thi11 
magniloquent association was to have taken place on Frid~y, th_e 
2nd instant ( ominons day), at noon, at the Queen's Head, ,m this 
town. We had made, we confess, some preparations for the grand 
event. ,ve had stuffed our ean with cotton lest we should be 
deafened by the rattle of carriages setting down the titled and 
aristocratic members. We had dealt out to our reporters a 
double allowance of" prog a11d pencil" to sustain them under thn 
infliction of eloquence without end. ,v e had provided additional 
small diamond type, to condense into our columns all that the lead 
pencils should succeed in setting down! Alas! what are the hopes 
of man! "Paturiunt montes'' was true enough ; but so was the 
other half of the distich-" nascitur ridiculus mus!" WhP-n our 
reporter reached the scene of action precisely at noon, three me»t• 
bers alone were a1-rived, two being natives of Newcastle. "Lazily 
the minutes stole along.'' The "golden number, three," still re
mained that of the meeting! One o'clock arrived-still "the 
fated three" stood stanch but unaided at their post! At last, at a 
quarter before two, making a virtue of necessity, they elected No. 
l chairman, and No. 2 secretary, No. 3 being the meeting; and 
adjourned the debate sine die.-Tyne Mercury. 

Cottage Dialogue. 

CHILD.-lfother, why is father taking all the gooseberries to 
merket with the peas; we all so like a gooseberry pudding? -~=-· 

MOTHER. - W by, my love, sugar is so dear we cannot afford 
just now to keep any fruit for ourselves that requires it. The 
supply of sugar is inadequate to the wants of the tr.ide, and sadly 
below the wants of the people ; but our ships brin { home paving
stones from the uttermost parts of the earth in ,tead of sugar, 
and hence there are some miles of road, in the ne ghbourhood of 
the London docks, made of this most rare subst .tute for sugar , 
which we hope will be shown to the Chinese ambassador, 
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VARIETIES. 

,v11enever bread has been low, wages have risen in the manu
facturing districts, and poor-rates and deaths have diminished in 
an equal proportion. 

When a clergyman of the Established Church espouses the cause 
of the poor, he is called by Sir James Graham " a popularity. 
hunting parson." Bau men impute bad motives. The evil's in 
him who evil thinks. With much propriety Sir Jameii might 
once have been designated " a place-hunting politician." 

"The National Honour. ''-It is extraordinary what extreme 
11ensitiveness there is growing up all at once amongst gentlemen 
who deal in provisions (laughter) as to the importance of main
tainini the national honour. They seem to be training themselves 
into fighting condition. But what does all this mean? Why it 
means that war signifies rent.-11-fr. M. Gibson. 

What are th, Aristocracy ?-Mr. Fox answers, "They are 
traders-traders all. They de,al in land as well as corn; and in 
food for all sorts of beings-from the loaf which the man eats to 
the 11eed which the canary-bird pecks in his cage. (Laughter.) 
They trade in fish and pheasants, in ground for gambling booths 
upon race-courses; nay, they also lose their money in the racer. 
themselves, and then bring in an act of Parliament to suspend the 
payment of their penalties.'' 

Corn-Law Creed.-The first article in this belief must be, that, 
as God sends man naked into the world to provide bim5elf with all 
necessaries by his own exertions, any impediment offered to an 
imwcent exertion of his faculties in so (ioing is a contravention of 
the will of the Creator, and a crime against society. This creed, 
embraced in the words "Freedom of Trade,'' it is the glory 
of the League to have propounded in its undiminished purity. 
The fact constitutes an epoch in morals as in literature, not only 
for Great Britain but for Christianity; and its hi.tory will one 
day be appealed to, when the views of its opponents shall be dis
played as immoral and reprobate, to vindicate the fanrn of having 
originated this grand movement for the country of its birth. 

The late Henry Hur.t's Opinion of tlte Corn Laws.-" If the 
Corn Laws are repealed, you will give an impulse to the com
merce of the country that will completely compensate any class 
that may suffer from such a measure being carried into effect. J 
/mow that the removal of the Corn Laws will afford greater relief to 
the working classes tl,an any other measure that could be adopted. 
I therefore call upon those who have regard to the permanence 
of the institutions of this country to come f,irward and support 
me, I deny that tlte farmers are benefited by the Corn Laws; 
on the contrary, I tltink they are as muc!t interested as any class in 
havir,g them repealed. I cannot, I think, be considered the enemy 
of the agriculturist, when it is remembe1·ed that nearly all that I 
possess in the world is in land. I am r.ure, however, that whether 
the Corn Laws are beneficial or injurious, a sy!!lem cannot be car
ried on to uphold one class at the expense of all the otl1ers.-Speeclt 
in the House of Commons, Sept., 1831. 

Parallel of Peer and Peasant.-Mr. Fox draws the followinrr 
parallel between the conduct of the wealthy peer and the paupe; 
}Jeasant :-"Rick-burning in practice is only Ricltmondism in thwry. 
Nor was there ever a more complete parallel than that between 
t he Richmondites and the rick-burners. If the one wantonly 
destroys property, so does the other; if the one endangers human 
Jife, why, human life has been more than endangered by the other. 
and that too by wholesale, by these abominable starvation laws . ...: 
If, in the rick-burner's case, the innocent suffer, who are they 
that are injured io the other case but the unoffending, poor and 
helpless-their suffering being greater the more helpless 'their 
position in society? If the one destrojs the good gift11 of Heaven 
to man, so does the other. It is highly probable that a much 
larger quantity of corn than these fires in Suffolk and the adjoining 
counties have destroyed, has, in the course of years, been rotting 
under lock and key in bond, and has been at last shovelled out 
into rivers or harbours, as we know was recently the case at Hull, 
where a considerable quantity, even within a very few months, 
ha~ been thus destroyed. And where, I pray, is the mighty 
difference in the element of destruction? ·why should it be 
villaino~s to destroy corn by fire, and virtuous to destroy it by 
water? 

The !hipowners, at their general me'lting in London, last wePk, 
still complained of distrt>ss-protested against '' any further in
fri11gement of the navigation laws," and prayed for '' a small tax 
on colonial built ~hips.'' Simple follows! Why don't they peti
tion for free trade? 

The reco~ds of our poor-rates show that in those dear years, 
when farmrng was pro~perous, the poor-rates increased in the 
agricultural counties more in proportion in those dear years to 
their former amount than even in the, county of Lancaster or the 
West Riding of Yorkshire themselves. 

" The .March of Mind.''-How short a time it is since two 
great statesmen, Pitt and Fox, nude the world ring with their 
conflicts, and yet it was matter of discussion which of the two 
was mo t profounrlly ignorant of the doctrines of political econo
my; whilst now there cannot be a lisping danrly sent down to the 
constituency of a pocket borough, there to represent his relative's 
importance, who is not crammed from Adam Smith in Mr. Cay
ley's edition'! (Laughter.) A people thus instructed are not to be 
tril\ed with.-Speec/i of W. J. Fox. 

The Wool Duty was abandoned by the Government and its 
monopolist adherents in the hope of saving the greater monopoly 
of corn. Yet, the deed having been done, the ,esult is telling 
immensely in favour of the principle of free trade ; and hence 
the monopolists of food are anxiously 1eekina to draw a distinc
tion between the principles which g~vern the trade in wool and 
those applicable to the trade in corn. No such distinction, how
ever, has any existence, except in the speeches of monopolist 
members of Parliament; and lhe clay is not very far distant when 
that which has been found to occur with regard to wool will 
happen in the earn of corn; large foreign importations will take 
place, and with each additional importation the market for home
grown corn will become more buoyant and active. Then, pro
bably, the farmet s will have lots of county mPmhers telling th"'m 
that the more foreit,:n corn thc-y admit the more English corn will 
be required to mix with it. Such are lhe puerilities by which the 
political landlords imagine they can retain their influence over th!i 
farmers of England.-League. 

Peddling Phila11tl1ropy.-Nothing would have been plPasanter 
lo our feelings than to have added our humble voiee to the general 
chorus of eulogy which hymns Lord Ash!Py and his ·• motives '' 
and his friends and his friends' "motives." But, alas! we ha;e 
no clue to men's motives, except that afforded by their actions. 
"By their fruits ye shall know them." The philanthropy which 
made loud speeches in March, April, and l\Iay, against too much 
work, gives s_ileot voles, i~ J_une, for too little bread; ke13 ps the 
screw down t1ii;ht on the v1ct1ms over whose wrongs and woes it 
whines and blubbers; maintains the scarcity of food and work 
that necessitates the competition, that causes the miseries that 
draws forth the eloquence, at \\ hich people are expected to' wipe 
their eyes, and ejaculate, " ·what a good man I" We have 
nothing to say about "motives" of which we know nothing; and 
altogether disclaim any imputation of " hypocrisy ; ·, but never 
was a clearer case of eagerness to pull the mote out uf one's 
brother's ,eye! while blind to the beam in one's own eye, that the 
ten hours philanthropy of the corn monopolists. If Lord Ashley 
and his followeri- do not know that their monopoly of the bread 
market makes it harder than it need be for men to live• and that it 
is the cause of that fearful struggle for existence, that ~ompetilion 
for life, which makes female and infant factory slavery a physical 
necessity; what is his and their opinion worlh on any question of 
legislation \\hatever?-Tait's Magazine. 
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In l 701, the taxation was raised-

Bv customs . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . It million 
By excise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . l million 
By small taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ½ million 
By LAND TAX . . . . • . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 millic,n 

In 1844, the taxation is raised-

By cnstoms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . 20 millions 
By excise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 millions 
By other taxes ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 15½ millions 
By LAND TAX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l½ million 

-50 

So that the landlords ought to raise the land tnx, to maintnin the proportion it bore to other branches in 1701, to one-fourth of the whole; 
or, in 184.4, the land tax should be raised to twelve millions. 

Sir Robert recollects the Consumer and forgets the West India Interest. 

Mr. MILEs,-For shame! Sir Robert; did we send you that majority 
to be deceived by you? 

Lord SANDON.-(J'll pay him off for not pulling me in lht ministry.) 
Sir Robert, you drag us throuAh the dirt. MJ Liverpool West India 
friends will never stand this. Did you not say yc,u would 11ot join in the 
crv of cheap augar. 

Sir RoBKRT.-Gentlemen, I am Prime Minister of the people fff Eng
land. I made no pledges, and I now aay-·• It is desirable fur the public 
interest lo relax our system of commercial protection; aud among other 
articles to which this should Le applied, is sugar. I cannot say, with 
respect to other articles, in which we hne proposed and carried some 
alterations, that we feel any regret for the policy which we have adopted 
iu framio~ tho:.e measures. Tbe principles we huve acted upon we still 
continue to profess; and the same course of gradual impronmcut which 
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we hnve all along acted upon, we muat continue to pursue; and I think it 
right to make that declaration now, when very important consequence& 
may resnlt from its aonouncement,"-Sir Robert'& own word, on Monda11 
night, June 17th. 

Mrs. ToMKI:ss.-Bravo ! Sir Robert. My sugar-basin is quite empty; 
and I think sngar•~ a shameful price, for I read in the Struggle we c11a get 
iL at threepeuce but for monopoly. 

Mr. CoBOEN.-Come, Sir Robert, you don't go far enou~h; but you go 
JS far as you dare. Let us listen to Mrs. Tomkins. ,md never mi1Ad , Tiled; 
it will take many such Miles to form a Lec1gue. :\1:rs. Tomkins (a.,lrlressing 
her), your senant; I 1un glad you take the Strugi;le; it is a ea vital thin0• 

Mrs.ToMKINS.-Ab, Mr. Cobden, I am glad I have seen JO-:l. YoLl 
are the friend of all us 1ugar-eatc:rs, &c., &c. 
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THE FREEDOM OF RAILWAYS. 

A.-Therc is a great work going on in these railways. 
One cannot take up a paper without noticing some new 
line projected. 

B.-Yes, sir; this is the spirit of the times ; and though 
it has been opposed and retarded by the stand-still owners 
of land, they are berrinning to join the commercial classes 
in what is clearly for their own benefit, as well as the rest of 
the community. 

A.-But don't you think it is somewhat questionable to 
sink so much money in railways ? It may be plentiful just 
now ; but if we go on as we have done, capital will soon be 
very scarce. 

'B.-My good sir, there is no money sunk. There is 
neither silver nor gold to be found in any part connected 
with the railways. All the money advanced by the share
holders is paid to various parties, and ultimately to the 
labouring classes, in the shape of wages, and from them 
it finds its way into general circulation. 

A.-Indeed ! but don't you think that there is ltss capi
tal in consequence of all this outlay ? 

B.-No, sir, there is a great deal more capital; for rail
way lines are capital itself, of a first-rate kind, and its value 
is indicated by the price in the share list. There is a p;ene
ral mistake about sinking capital, and I find you are inclined 
to fall into it. If we may be allowed to use the term 
"sunk," it is labour that is sunk. The difference betwixt 
the present time and 1840 is this, that the labourers this 
year have all been busily employed-some in procuring the 
raw materials, such as iron, stone. brick, timber, &c., and 
others in erecting them into buildings, and forming railway 
lines; whiH that year they were walking about, or huddled 
in the workhouses. They had to be kept out of the !tares 
of the country then, and they have only to be kept now, 
and yet you see what a vast difference it makes to the coun
try their being thus employed. 

A.-Yes, I see; it is not money, but labour, that does all 
this. Railways are also making a great difference in the 
value of land, by equalizing the value of produce. 

B.-Yes ; railways are an exhibition of the advantages of 
free-trade; for every year's experience convinces us of 
the advantage of freedom of transit. What would you 
think if the liberty of travelling by railways were governed 
by a sliding scale? or if a duty were "fixed" upon it so as to 
greatly lessen the amount of transit, and sometimes stop it 
altogether? 

A.-I should say that it would greatly diminish the 
amount of enjoyment, and the value of the country's pro
ducts. 

B.-Forbidding foreign supplies by sea-way has just the 
same effect; but I re,ioice to think that a spirit of liberty and 
freedom is being diffused among us; that locality is giving 
way to locomotion, and that every thing is becoming esti
mat«:-d, not by the place that produced it, but by its real 
worth. Free trade is nothing more than carrying out the 
railwa.y spirit; but as every railway act is opposed by the 
ignorant and interested, so monopoly has been long exerting 
its selfish powers in opposing free trade. I trust the time 
will come when nations shall be on such terms that free
dom of passage will be universal, and freedom of transit for 
every production under heaven will be without obstruction. 

Cheap Food and more Travelling.-If it had not been for cheap 
food producing better times, the railways would not have been 
crowded as they are now, and the shares would !'lot have advanced 
as they have done. A railway director loeks well signing a pro
tection petition, which is, that they may have fewer passengers, 
and les1 goods to carry. 

ELECTORAL HONESTY. 

I wish we could teach the electors to be honest. This 
is all that is wanting to cure the political evils under which 
we labour ; and indeed all that is wanting to secure to the 
people the rights for which they have long contended. If 
the electors, instead of selling themselves for meat, 
drink, or money-instead of voting to obtain or to retain 
employment-to gain this man's custom, or to avoid 
losing that-would honestly support the best candidates, all 
the measures calculated to benefit the country would soon 
be carried. We should, therefore, constantly strive, before 
the election arrives, to bring men's minds up to this point 
ofindependency. An election, instead of being looked upon 
as a season for party fights and beastly gratification, should 
be regarded as an important moment, when the destinies of 
the country are placed in the hands of the elect0rs, and 
when all that is good and sacred should be called forth to 
enable them to do their duty. By one honest electoral ef
fort the principles of free-trade would prevail, and the peo
ple would prove themselves to be entitled to that power 
that has hitherto been so much abused. The objection to 
enfranchising the working people will never be removed till 
they cease to sell themselves for money and drink, and till 
they cease to allow others, at the day of election, to deprive 
them of their votes. We must have an hone:.t suffrage ; 
and this will afford the best of all chances for its extension. 

ABSURDITY OF THE SUGAR DUTIES. 

I have proved that in the article of sugar we arA justly exposed 
to the censure of Mr. Bentham, in substituting a dearer article 
for a cheaper, to the loss of the consumer, the merchant, and the 
revenue. And on what plea is this absurdity defended? From 
our horror for slavery and the sla, e trade. It should, however, 
he remembered that these distinctve duties existed when we were 
slave traders and slave holders. Their real origin, like that of 
other protections, will be found in monopoly, and not in any hu
mane feelir,gs. But it is convenient to put forward a new argu
ment, when our former argument is no longer maintainable; and 
it is remarkable, and almost mal'Vellous, to find the drafts which 

•were made successfully upon the credulity of mankind. ,ve sub-
mitted to th!3 present prohibitory duties out of compassion for the 
slave, and we were told, if we consumed a single pound ofslave
grown sugar that we were respm1sible both to God :ind !."an. What, 
however, did we do? How did we pay our debts to Russia? In 
slave-grown sugar. We traded all over the world, we dealt with 
tha Brazils, we pressed the Brazilians to take our manufactures, 
and they gave us in return foreign slave-grown sugar, which we 
sold in the best market. We were rejoiced to receive and to sell 
it, if we could do so to a profit. We took it to Saint Petersburgl,, 
to Hamburgh, and all over the world; nay, we took it into our 
own ports, and consumed it here, if the price only rose sufficiently 
high : we, a high-principled people, so sensitive as to refuse 
touching slave-grown sugar, permitted our principles to disappear 
with the rise in price, and the consequence is, that we might use 
every pound weight of Brazilian or of Cuha sugar imported, if the 
price in the market was rn high as to make it advantageous for us 
to pay for it. ,v e went further still; we brought the slave-grown 
sugar to England, we refined it, and we sent it out to our own 
colonies. ,ve said, that the consumption in England would be 
degrading, but it wa~ a practice good enough for the planters of 
Demerara and Jamaica. We condescended to consume nothing 
hut pure sugar in our tea, unpolluted by slavery, but we send back 
the slave-grown sugar across the Atlantic, as bP-ing good enough 
for the palates and sonls of our colonists. Our conscience is thus 
localized, and limited by geographical boundaries. We are called 
upon to favour what is termed free-labour sugar, whilst we refuse 
to receive sugar cultivated by slaves. But it is clear that in pro
portion as we shall take into consumption free-labour sugar, now 
excluded by our prohibitory duties, in that same degree shall we 
raise the price of sugar on the Continent ; and thus afford as di
rect an encouragement to slavery and the slave trade, as if we 
dealt direct with Cuba and the Brazils.-Speech of Ld. Monteagle. 
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SCALE OF LIVING. 

At the Anti-Corn-Law meeting lately, Mr. Milner Gibson 
aid :-" I will show you what is the scale of living in this country 
mongst-I wont say the working population-but amongst dilfer
nt classes, who we may readily suppose do not enjoy much food 
r very good living. First in the list stands the transported thief; 
econd, stands the convicted thief; third, stands the suspected 
hief; fourth, stands the. soldier; fifth, stands the able-oodied 
auper; and- last of all comes the independent protected labourer. 
Cheers, and cries of "Slave.") That is the scale of food. 
he transported thief has a gre'3.ter number of ounces of substan

ial food than the convicted thief; the convicted thiet has more 
han the suspected thief; the suspected thief more than the 
oldier; the soldier more than the able-bodied pauper; and the 
ble-bodied pauper a great deal more than our protected inde
endent labourer. (Cheers.) I think the calculation is, that. 
he transported felon has 330 ounces per week of substantial 
ood, and that the average quantity of the independent labourer is 
ot more than 12~ ounces. I am not quite sure of the figures, 
ut. I think that is the correct calculation. (Hear, hear.) Is it, 

lien, I would ask, to be wondered at, when the labouring classes 
re informed of this fact, that they should begin to suspect that 
ere ii not much sympathy on. the part of the more powerful 

lasses of the community, with their condition? (Cheers.) 
hat must be the reflections of a hard-working diligent man, 

hen he sees that with all his toil, and with all his willingness 
o earn a livelihood, he cannot place himself in as good a condi
ion as the felon sent fom this country for, perhaps, the worst of 
rimes? (Renewed cheers.) Yet such i, the plain fact-it <le
es contradiction. (Cheers.)" 

FOOD AND WAGES. 

It is worthy of remark th t the statement in the letters we 
ublished lately from Australia, namely, that labour was very dear 

that colony, and food very cheap, furnishes another proof of the 
llacy of that doctrine of the monopolists that the cry for low
iced food is merely an indi ation of the manufacturer's desire 

pay only low ,.,ages, and that the one must necessarily lead to 
e other. The people are 110 longer to be deceived by such a 
llacy, nor hy the reference, in support of it, to the wretched 
te of Polish serfs surrounded by cheap food. It is clearly seen, 

herever civilization and per onal independence prevail to such 
extent that skilled labour is called into action for the supply 

f the comforts and elcgancie of life, that, instead of low price of 
od tending to reduce wages, it has precisely and necessarily a 
ntro.ry effe t. That which raise wages is an unusual demand 
r labour; and that which causes the unusual demand for labour 
the cheapness of food, caused by its abundance, whether it be 
oduced on our own soil or imported from other countries.
is we have frequently shown, but it is worth reiteration, and 

ght to be impressed upon the operative classes. The moment 
e first want of a family, which is food, is supplied, any surplus 
wages remaining in hand is devoted to the secondary wants, 

othing and sheltPr ; when these are obtained, a third circle of 
ants claim attention, such ns furniture, &c. ; beyond these are 
ucation, luxuries, &c. The demand for the second and third 
ies of wants sets the mills in motion, and raises a clatter in the 
izans' workshops. The fact i , the people become immediately 
sy in supplying each other with a thousand things which, when 
dis dear, cannot be had at all; while with chP.ap provisions 

e people are enabled to become the people's best customers.
D intelligent friend puts the case as to the present manufacturing 

sperity in this way :-
A few years ago 

The people received, in low wages 
Cost of their dear food . . . . 
Leaving for clothing, &c. &c. . . 

Conuqucnce-dull times. 
Pre&enl Date. 

.. £100 
70 

..-30 

The people are receiving in higher wages, ancl 
for more hands . . . . . . . . . . .£150 

Cost of cheaper foou to more people 60 
Leaving for clothing &c. . . . . --90 

Consequence-b1·isk tracle. 

e latter amount being thrice the former, fully explains why it 

is that we have now a period of prosperity; and it must be b0rne 
in mind that it is not owing to there being a new gown or two 
seen in a village church-a rare sight, even in dear-bread times, 
compared with the evidences of expenditure among the masses of 
the more active population of our great towns. The mistake has 
long bP.en seen through, that it is necessary to favour the landed 
interest by a system of protection and high prices for farm pro .. 
duce, in order that" lords and ladies gay'' may be better CU$t0m• 
ers to the industrious classes. It is found that. the wear and 
tear of clothing in rural districts is always trifling; that even far
mers and farm-labourers are not the recipients of the excess in 
the price of food; that dear corn and high rents may indeed in
crease the number of unproductive servants, swelling the retinue• 
of our aristocracy, and that a few favoured tradesmen may be be• 
nefited by splendid expenditure ; but the prosperity of all classe!I 
(the agricultural included,) will be best promoted by a policy 
which shall ensure to the whole people cheap provision~, leaving 
them the power of being good customers to each other for all the 
comforts which render life something more than a mere existence. 
-Liverpool Mercury. 

THE PRESENT AND LATE SLIDING SCALES. 

What becomes of the boast of the steadiness of prices during 
the last two years under the new law, when we show that the 
fluctuations were much less in 5 years out of the last 10 under 
the late law; and that for the whole puiod of twenty-eight months 
that have elapsed under the present law, the fluctuations have 
been on an average more than double what they were during a 
similar period from 1831 to J 834, under the law which Sir Robert 
Peel repealed in order to substitute the present one, chiefly and 
mainly on the ground of its tendency to create fluctuations and 
unsteadiness. But would we, therefore, infer that the charge 
against the late law was unfounded? By no means. The periods 
to which we have been referring were years of fair weather and 
good crops, and during a great part of which the effects of the 
Com-Laws were in temporary suspension, as far as regarded the 
consumer and the commercial classes. But though the late sliding 
scale showed its inherent evils in so mitigated a form under the 
favourable circumstances and fine weather of the time alluded to, 
no sooner had we one bad harvest in 1838 than we find the fluc
tuat;ons within the'year upwards of 50 per cent., and within ape
riod of little more than two years upwards of 100 per end. 

Now the three harvests, including the present one, since the 
new law came into operation, must unquestionably be considered 
as equal, if not superior, to any three consecutive harvests during 
the last twenty years; and the comparison that we have made has 
therefore been nnder the most favotirable circumstances for 
"equable and steady prices.'' If, then, we have found that with 
the most favourable circumstances under which it could be tried, 
the new law, in the new state of the country, with ite increased 
numbers, makes so poor a comparison with the late law, which, 
as soon a:1 events and ,.,eat her become untoward, committed such 
havoc in the haunts of commerce and industry-brought the Bank 
of England to the brink of smpension, and the public Exchequer 
to a state of exhaustioR and deficiency-what have we not to 
fear, of similar consequet1ccs in a highly aggravated form, when 
the present favourable combination of circumstances shall have 
passed, and instead thereof we shall suffer from such harvest£ as 
those of 1838, 1839, and 1840 ? We do not pretend to say that 
there is any thing in tlte present law to aggravate the consequen
ces of such future occurrences, as compared with the late law; 
but we do say that it is certain that there will be, in the condi
tion of the country, whether viewed in relation to the increased 
population, or to the greatly extended interests over which the 
re-action of bad harvests and high prices will bear an overwhelm
ing influence, reasons of a most potent character why such crises 
should be experienced in :}. more aggravated and serious form 
than we have ever yet known. And we do not think we have a 
greater or more important duty to perform, than that of warning al 
parties against being misled, and lulled into a false convidion, by 
the pretensions of Ministers or their press, that their boasted 
modification of the Corn-Law and Sliding Scale gives any guaran
tee for the future against a recurrence of the evils experienced in 
the past.-Economist. 
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VARIETIES. 

Landlords' Abuse of Macltinery.-It was a capital card, thought 
the landlords, to halloo ignorance on to abuse machinery as ap
plied to manufactures. But when the poor ignorant. Sussex labour
ers began to believe these landlords, and to break and burn machi
nery applied to farming, it is then very abominable, and this in-
cendiarism must be stopped at all hazards. H. 

"If other causes have slain its thousands, scarcity of nutritious 
food alone has slain its tens of thousands. My experience justifies 
and warrants me in affirming, th:it where the people have not suf
ficient nourishment, there typhus fever manifests itself with all the 
horrors of a depopulating plague. Witness Ireland!''-Hunter. 

The operation of the corn-laws has been like that of a two-edged 
sword, wounding the two great interests of the state with equal seve
rity, the commercial and the agricultural; by the reduction of the 
tariff duties, Sir Robert Peel blunted that edge of the sword 
which cut the commercial, whilst it gave a keener power to that 
side which wounded the agricultural interest.-Correspondent of 
Mark-lane Express. 

Effects of the Game Laws.-It appears by a parliamentary re
turn, ordered on the motion of l\Ir. Bright, that no less than 4529 
persons were convicted in England and Wales, during the year 
of 1843, of offences against the Game Laws I No doubt a much 
greater number were tried. It is a serious question for the moralist 
and the patriot, whether lawil which make it criminal to take wild 
animals, and thereby consign thousands every year to the conta
mination of a prison, ought not to be entirely abolished.-Leeds 
Mercury. 

Strange Inconsistency.-That men should differ about ,vhiggism 
or Toryism is natural; that oue man should advocate an extension 
of suffrage; and that anot~r should think that the reform bill should 
have a longer tl'ial, is to be expected ; that one man should think 
a strong government expedient, and another that the people should 
have a prevailing voice in the national councils, is also not won
derful; but that decent respectable men-men who declare them
selves supporters of whatever is best for the nation-should back 
the landlords in their abominable attempts to keep foreign plenty 
from entering our ports, is one of those anomalies which are in-
explieable. J. H. 

Cheap Food and Mamifactul'ing Prosperity.-A Hull paper ob
serves, that the state of the river reminds the inhabitants of olden 
times. It is so crowded with vessels that people can cross it by 
passing from one sloop to another. At the same time the docks 
are quite full. In many districts in Yorkshire and Lancashire, 
the poor-rates have been very much relieved. In Huddersfield, 
for the quarter ending June 24, in the present year, out-door re
lief has been granted to only one-half the number to whom it was 
found necessary to dispense it in the corresponding quarter of 
1843. The connexion is evident between cheap food and manu
facturing prosperity. It is in our pow~r to ensure the one, and 
every day famishes fresh proofs that the other would inevitably 
follow it.-Manchester Guardian. 

Dr. Dalton a Free-Trader.-Dr. Dalton, the first cbemic:il 
philosopher of the age, was not more distinguished for scientific 
eminence, than by his firm attachment to the principles of civil 
and religious liberty. This he manifested on all occasions during 
his long life with unvarying consistency ; and, notwithstanding his 
advanced age, he was supported to the booth at the recent South 
Lancashire election, to record his vote in favour of the free
trade candidate : thus, by his last public act, setting the seal 
to a life devoted to the service of his fellow-creatures. This 
fact is worthy of preservation on its own account, but es
pecially for the lesson it reads to those persons, who, professing 
attachment to certain principles, yet allow the most trifling solicit
ations of business or pleasure to prevent them rendering active 
assi!ltance to secure their triumph. He disdained to urge his ad
vanced age and infirmities, or his fifty-years' devotion to the 
interests of his fellow-men, as excuses for remaining inactive 
(though had he urged them, who would have been found to dis
pute their validity?) when duty demanded his exertion; and has in 
this, as well as in many other points, '' left us an example that we 
might follow his steps.'' 

Price of Bread in London and Parii.-The price of bread o 
the first quality in Paris.is 35 cents per kilogramme, which is equ 
to nearly 6d. per loaf of 4lbs. English ; and the price of bread i 
London at the shops of the full-priced bakers being Sid. per 41 
loaf, it follows that bread is 4l!per cent. dearer in London than i 
Paris.-Times. 

Rents must this year be, in a great measure, paid out of th 
farmers' capitals; and it is certain that the consumptive deman 
of farmers and farm-labourers must, for the ensuing year, be con 
siderably below an average. The hopeful pl'Ospects of the "horn 
trade,'' then, do not arise from agricultural pro~perity, or the op 
ration of t.he corn-laws, for nature's bounties have suspended th 
corn-laws in favour of the consumers of bread; and the a~ri 
cultural classes, in spite of their alleged "protection,'' are in 
state of grievous distress.-League. 

TVages of an Agricultural Labourer in tlie 19th Century.-Th 
period during which the English agricultural labourer appenr 
to have been best off is that between his emancipation from sla 
very and the interference of the Legislature with the price of hi 
labour. In the fourteenth century, Sir John Cullum observes, 
"A harvest man had 4d. a day, which enabled him in a week t 
buy a coomb of wh1tat; but to buy a coomb of wheat, a man 
must now (1784) work ten or twelve day!:!." To buy a coomb o 
wheat how many days must he work now (1844)? On the ave
rage rather more than ten or twelve days.-lnquiry into the Effect 
of Legislation upon Wages, Profit, and Rent. 

Peel's Boast.-Sir Robert has been legislating since 1841 : he 
boasts that the country is in a much better state as to its commerce 
and social condition-which is true; but we cannot tell how 
much of the retuming prosperity is the mere alternation of bad and 
good epochs, which has been seen in the history of the country 
with such fortuitous regularity. ThP, same agencies exist that 
produced the distress and dangers of 1841 ; far larger causes than the 
mismanagement of joint-stock banks were then at work, aml those 
causes remain untouched, to be called into operation again. With 
all the fruitfulness of the session, what has it done to provide for 
the additional thousand people that every day in the year adds to 
the number of those that must be fed? Nothing. Peel's legisla
tion has occurred in a brighter time, but it gives no guarantee 
that the future may not find us as unprepared for storms as in 
1841, unless the armed Chelsea pensioners are to be accounted 
adequate provision for such emergency.-Spectator. 

A Good Step, but not tlte Right Step First,-It is pleasant to no
tice the consequences of even a temporary revival of trade 
throughout the country. Lately an important public meeting 
was held at Manchester, presided over b}' the l\Iayor of the Bo
rough, and attended by Lord Francis Egerton, l\Iark Phillips, 
Esq., l\'.LP., and many others, of which the object was" to consi
der the propriety M taking steps for the formation of public parks, 
walks, or play-grounds in the vicinity of that town.'' Nearly ten 
thousand pounds were subscribed on that spot-a pretty convin
cing proof that those "rapacious millowners,'' of whom so much 
is said, are not so very raµacious after all, when they lend their aid 
in this practical way to the development of new sources of prac. 
tical enjoyment, comfort, and health. It was not among the least 
gratifying points of that meeting that all politics and controversy 
were avoided. The presence and the speech of Lord Francis 
Egerton redeem, if not the party to which he belongs, at least 
eminently so himself, from any charge of a mean and short-sighted 
depreciation of the great manufacturers and manufacturin~ enter
prise of the country. His Lordship subscribed £1000 to the con
templated object, and, referring to the value given to his property 
in the neighbourhood by the industry of the inhabitants of Man
chester, he remarked that h~ felt himself, in giving that subscrip
tion, as only paying o~ a small portion of that debt which he felt 
that be owed them. ,y ould .that so good a man might learn to be 
just as well as kind, and give such scope to the industry of Man
d1ester in the markets of the world as he is willing lo give to its 
inhabitants bodily in his own neighbourhood. There will come a 
time, as surely as the sun shines and the winds of heaven blow, 
when bread will again be dear, employment difficult to be l;iad, 
and many people reluctantly made idle. Those parks-by that 
time perhaps laid out-even though they should be arrayed in 
summer and Eden beauty, will be but a 11on·y sight to men who are 
in want of food I 
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l~ht A,trugglt. 
In 1701, the taxation was raised-

By cnstoms . . ..... ... .... ..... ......... . .. . 
B . 

~i t;~r~~i~ ·· ::::: ::: : : : :: : :::: ::::::::: ::: 
l½ million 
1 million 
½ million 

1 million 
I 
I 

In 18-H, the taxation is raised-
By customs ......... . .. . . . . . .. . ..... . ..... . 
Hy excise .. . ..... . ....... . .... . .... .. ..... . 
By other taxes .. . ................... . ...... . 
By LAND TAX ••••••••••••••• • ••••••• • •••• • • 

20 millions 
13 millions 
15½ millions 

l½ million 
--60 

So that the landlords onght to raise the land_ tax, to maintain the proportion it bore to other branches 
or, m 18.J.i, the laud tax should be raised to twelre millio n&. 

in 1701, to one-fourth of the whole; 

Our Legi~lato~s, having escaped from any further attacks on 
the Corn-Laws 1? the HousP., are forgettiflg their griefs, incendi
ary fires, Cobden s arguments, and Bright's invectives, to go, 

Shooting on the Moors. j 
=======-=-· =·=---=-==--==-==========:::: 

CORN-LAW REPEAL THE LABOURERS' 
QUESTION. I 

Free Trade is equ::i.lly as rational, and quite as much cal
culated to benefit the nation, without as with the support 
of any particular class. We never viewed this as a mere 
manufacturers' question; and it is somewhat curious to re
mark that, while the monopolists in our part of the country 

1

1 

class the tradesmPn and manufacturers as their opponents, 
others attempt to claim them as frieuds. The inju tice 
of the system is the same, whether the one or the other 
be correct. We have always treated the Corn Laws as 
the labourers' question, for upon the working classes chiefly 
the burden falls. ,vith this conviction, we have laboured 
incessantly for their repeal. We know that if masters can
not make sales, or if their sales are made without profit, 
there is nothing to fall upon but the men's wages; and we 
know that if food be dear, their wages are inadequate to 
provide for their familie . On the other hand, if trade be 
good and profits large, it is soon known, and such are the 
additional mills erected, that more wages are obliged to be 
given, in order to secure hands ; and if, in connexion with 
good wages, the operatives also get cheap food, the advan
tages must be obvious. These advantages would enable 
many men to keep their wives and children at home, and 
thus lessening the supply of hands, they would be able to 
counteract every unreasonable attempt to pull down their 
wages. We pronounce the repeal of the Corn ·Laws as 
emphatically the po01· man's qu~stion, and, as such, we 
should advocate it if every factory ma ter was on the other 
side, and the League itself dissolved. 

No. 141. 

Rents are Enormous under the 
Corn Laws. 

INCREASED SUPPLIES OF CHEAP FOOD. 

How anxious we are about the harve t ! and well we 
may; for just in proportion as this is good, and yields a 
plentiful supply of food, are the prospects of the poor for 
the coming winter. Whatever kind of harve t there be, 
the rich are sure to get plenty of food, and the deficiency 
falls upon those who are the lowest in the scale of society. 
These are all absolutely compelled to eat less, till the 
lack is made up. Other classes suffer, but not so 
much in their food as in their other enjoyments. The con
sumption of clothing and every other necessary and indulg
ence, depends on the supply of food , If this be plentiful, 
it becomes cheap; and all that is saved out of the cost of 
eating, is expended upon articles of manufacture. Indeed, 
this is becoming so well understood, that dear food will 
never again be borne. If our own harvest be deficient, we 
can easily make another harvest by exchanging our cottons 
for corn ; and this being the case, is it to be supposed that 
the people will ever ag:iin endure dear food? They may 
talk against the League ; and they may feel puzzled about 
machinery; but knowing as they do, from recent and past 
experience, that dear food makes bad times, and cheap food 
good times, depend upon it, if we should again be pinched, 
no obstructive demagogue will prevent the whole people 
from crying out, and demanding cheap food. 

How anxious we are to gain land! We enclose wastes, 
we narrow rivers, we turn bogs into ploughed fields, we rid 
up hedges, and all to extend the surface on which food is 
produced. Efforts are not wanting to turn, at a great ex. 
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pense, certain parts of the sea into dry_ land: Y" e h~ 1 e 
lately annexed Canada to our food~producrng district, with 
certain restrictions. Now, repealmg the Corn Law wo~ld 
be merely extending the boundarie3 of our food-producmg 
land. Suppose we were to add the State of Illinoi~. 
The present law says __ you shall eat no f~od but what ~s 
grown in your own cnt1cal, unfavourable climate. On this 
you shall be kept to th~ last point of end~rance ; but if 
neither charity nor coerc10n can ke~p you quiet u~on ~hort 
allowance then we will move the slide, and let a little m to 
relieve yo~r wants. What madness ! Like some infatuated 
farmer that would say, I will make twenty cows live on 
land that used only to keep twelve ; and though there is plenty 
of useless herbage elsewhere, the cows shall starve before 
they shall touch it, simply because it is across the brook. 
This insanity will nut, cannot last long. The League has 
been a powerful teacher, but the last two good harvests have 
finished the free-trade education of the people; and depend 
upon it, that tremendous will be their demand for the re
moval of all restrictions, so i.oon as even a scarcity of food 
is felt-so soon as high-priced food begins to deprive the 
masters of sales, and the people of employment. 

CONDITION OF THE LABOURING MASSES
IMPORTANCE OF FOREIGN MARKETS. 

The increasing disparity in the condition of the different ranks 
of society-lhe rapidly increasing aggregate amount of wealth, 
with an increasing partiality in its distribution-the accumulation 
of capital, and with it the increase of the command of luxuries 
and comforts by the micldle and higher classes- and all accom
panied by a constantly increasing deterioration in the condit.ion of 
the labout ing masses, the great majority of the population-are 
9reat facts, more and more evident, more and more acknowledged, 
and more and more feared by those who reflect on thP.ir ultimate 
tendency and consequences. ,vith a rapidly increasing popula
tion, a greater proportion must. become dependent for employ
ment and subsistence in sustaining the struf!gle of this country in 
the great neutral markets of the world ; and it must be evident 
that just in proportion a~ our rivals abroad become equal to us in 
mechanical skill and mercantile resources, must the wages of la
bour here approximate to the rate paid by them. No power on 
earth can prevent this, and no power ~hould be used to attempt 
it. We cannot, if we would, arrc>st the progl'ess of mechanical 
pO\Yer, 01· of commP.rcial skill and enterprise on the continent; 
and with that progress we cannot prevent the value of our labour 
sinking in approximation to the rate there paict, when the produc1s 
are to be sold in the common markets on the same te1·ms. And 
this stru1rgle is now no question of choice :-it is one of neces
sity-either must goods be produced at the same rate, 01· not at 
all-either must the wages of lahour be such as to rericler this pro
duction possible, or employment ceases, and pauperism ensues. 
The matter is out of our control; year by yea1·, period by period, 
has the approximation of the wagei of labour in this country and lhe 
continent been mor.:i apparent; and year by year, period by period, 
mmt it continue in the same course. Our labour is opposed in 
its value to the competition of the labour of the whole world
the labour for the home ma1·ket is reduced by competition to the 
same rate; and therefore our middle and higher classes, with in
creased capital and wealth, find year by year that they have an 
increasing command over the product ions of labour. But thus, 
while labour itself is exposed to a full competition with all the 
world, we attempt by a system of restrictive laws to limit the 
quantity and increase the cost of all that sustains labour-of all 
that constitutes the comforts and necessaries of the poor; while 
the actual nominal wages of lal,our in this country and others are 
daily approximaling to the same standard, those of this country 
are becoming really lower, measured in their comi-nand of the ne
cessaries of life. Nay more, while the middle and upper classes 
can command more and more of the products of lahour1 of luxu-
1·ies and c11mforts, and of all the advantages so well described by 
Lord John Russell, the power of the labourer to command the 
oommon nec:es11a.riea of life becomes yearly less.-Economi,t, 

:REPUBLICANISM AND FREE TRADE. 

If we could suppose the generality of Chartists are influenced 
by any arguments save such as may appear in the Northern Star, 
or are advanced by O'Connor's satellites, we might call their 
attention to the following able remarks (from the Economist) on 
tha question at issue between them and the free-traders, respect
ing the physical and political condition of the millions. The 
writer shows that monopoly is countenanced and encouraged 
under republicanism as well as under monarchy, and justly re
marks that " free-trade is not necessarily attached to republican 
government, but to enlightened go-.ernment. •• A legislature 
that, through ignorance or interest, deprives the poor of their food, 
will be the last to concede to them lht>, franchise, especially when, 
as in the present case, the suffrage is so~ght as the infallible and 
only effectual means of mitigating the sufferings of the masses.
ThP. policy of the Chartists amounts to this, and nothing more:
" ,ve will not have what we might have, unless we can obtain all 
that we should have !''-policy about as rational as i11 the expec
tation that monopoli~ts may be persuaded to relinquish power, 
though they cannot be convinced of the injustice of their pretnt 
for exercising that power. Free-traders may be, many of them 
are, really as desiroui for the political rights of the people as the 
Chartists pretend to be ; but seeing the little progress the prin
ciples of the d1arter have made in Parliament, compared to 
Lhat of the principles of free-tratle, the Anti-Corn-Law League 
have wisely determined to struggle for an attainable end by what 
appear the most popular means :-

" The free-trade party in England are often blamed, by persons 
professing to be their friends, and who no doubt are so, for not 
being something else than what they are. It is said that they 
h3.ve no chance of carrying the point on which their hearts are 

' ,et, except by a complete democratising of the British constitu
tion; so that, independently of the right of the matter, which is 
very much insisted on, it is repres~•nted as a matter of policy, and 
indeed of necessity, that an exte11sion of 1he suffrage to all male 
inhabitants twenty-one years of age should be carried, before any 
reasonable hope can be entertained of trade being made free.
,ve have said that we hehevP. those parties to be friends of free 
trade. :Many of them undonbteclly are so; and we do not choose 
to take notice of such men as F. O'Connor, who, we fear, are not 
very earnest or ve1·y honest in any of their opinions. If they are 
the friends of our opinions, then do not let them suppose that we 
are inimical to theirs. Some of us, they cannot but know, are 
quite the contrary. But we have never ceased to protest, and 
never shall, against the unfairness of perpetually thrusting another, 
not an antagonistic, movement in our way. Taking it for granted, 
for the prP.sent, that the doctrines of free-trade are, as they have 
been authoritatively called, the doctrines of common sense, is 
there so absolute a guarantee that, untler a different form or 
manner of government from our present, they would be reduced 
to practice, that we must needs forthwith give ourselves up to 
agitate for that changP. in the first place, hoping for the good 
which we desire thereafter? This is what we have never been 
able to see. Neither experience nor observation gives such 
warrant. Assuredly the case of the United States of America, 
which ought to be some guide in the circumstances, is not en
couraging. 

"The United States are a young country, in which it might be 
supposed there would be no such accumulation of "vested 
interests" as there are in older countries. As to there being 
"special burdens'' on any class of theit· community, where all 
classes are equally represented, the idea is ahsur'd. Whatever 
would be for the good of all, it mieht be thought would be the 
peremptory law of such a country, if of any. There, if anywhere, 
the idea of supporting one class of the community by a tax upon 
the rest ought to be scouted. But is it so? It is not. The pro
tection given in thii country to owners of the soil, by a tax on 
the importation of food from abroad, whicp. gives them an undue 
political importance, and, along with other enactments, saves 
them from bearing their legitimate share of the expenses of the 
state, besictes needlessly distressing the poor-that protection is in 
substance given to the manufacturers of America, who have found 
means to cause the legislature of their country to exclude, except 
on payment of large duties, all the great articles of clothing, 
machinery, and manufacture• of every sort, which they them .. 
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,elves are employed in making. As the consequence of these 
Corn Laws of ours is to prevent the American landowner from 
obtaining in this country a better price for some of his provisions 
than be obtains at home, and to prevent us from obtaining the 
means of living more easily than we do at present; so the conse
quence of the present United States tariff is to prevent the people 
of that country from having cotton and woollen goods, paper, 
cutlery, types, machines, &c., &c., as cheap as they might, and to 
prevent the manufacturers of all those articles in this country 
from obtaining so many additional, and, we should hope, profitable 
customers. Free tt·ade is not necessarily attached to republican 
government, but to enli_11hte11r.d government. Then, again, we 
apprehend every country has a& enlightened a government as it 
deserves, or is fit fur, at the time; if it deserved any better it 
would not be long in having it. So, without disparaging any 
movement set on foot to extend the power of the governed-for 
that movement will succeed precisely to the extent that it de
serves to da so, and to that extent we wish it success very heartily 
-we shall continue, turning neither to the right nor to the left, 
to aid in that movement, and in that only, which will give to the 
industry, not of Englishmen only, not of Americans only, but of 
HEN throughout the wide world, the chance of suiting itself where 
it can-which will allow the hungry to be fed, and the naked 
clothed, where best they may-which will allow the industrious 
everywhere lo work, and to be paid for their work, and punish 
the idle and ignorant, as they deserve to he punished-which, in 
fine, as it proceeds onward to its accon1plishment, will be the true 
leveller of !lll artificial distinctions between man and man, and 
suffer only to remain those which God and Nature have ordained.'' 

LORD MONTEAGLE ON PROTECTION. 

"No claim to protection can be admitted which merely rests 
on the grounds of general taxation, borne by all, and not paid ex
clusively by the particular parties seeking the protection. If a 
protective duty were conceded on any such grounds, it would be 
manifestly unjust. Yet this is the claim most loudly put for
wat·d, and too generally admitted. Poland pays no taxes, it is 
said ; Engl:lnd is heavily taxed, thel'efore it is just to place 
a protecting duty on the productions of Poland. I deny this alto
gether. Let us examine the case. Suppose a community to 
consist of ten classes, all equally taxed : one of these clagses, the 
hatters for instance, calls for a prohibiting duty on French hats 
-I assume that the Board of Trade of the day rP.commends, and 
Parliament enacts this duty. Its first effect is to keep up the 
price of hats, for if it does not do thii, it is useless altogether. 
But I assume that it succeeds. The result must be that the wearers 
of hat , paying a higher price for the article they requil'e, will 
pay the h:Ltters' taxation as well 2.s their own. I assume for my 
argument, that there would not be any smuggling, and that capi
tal would not be transferred from some other branch of industry 
to the trade of hatters, either of which results would render this 
protection inoperative, though impolitic and unjuS1t. But let us 
suppose that protection, in place of being confined to the hatters, 
was extended to the nine other classes of producers. What then ? 
In the first place, was it likely that Parliament would at once be 
so omniscient, as well as so impartial, as to apportion the equitable 
amount of protection to each, and neither more nor less. But 
granting that this improbability was a truth, all prices would be 
equally raised. Every man's income might be severally increased, 
but his expenditure being raised in the same proportion, his ab-
1olute and relative position would be unaltered, and the legisla
ture, dea.ling with these prnhibiting duties, would find its labour 
lost, and would end just as it begun.'' 

DETERIORATED CONDITION OF LABOURERS. 

"There is another topic upon which I wish to say a few words, 
because I think it must force itself upon oar attention, in some 
shape or other, before a vet·y long period elapses-I mean the 
condition of the people of England. You cannot help, from day 
to day and frnm time to tinu•, observing the state of the people of 
this country-the inadequate means which the labonring people 
have to supply their families with the comforts of life, with the 
extreme labour, which in the manufacturing districts is un
dergone, and with th~ discontent which, both in our agricul• 

tural counties · :and our manufacturing districts, is, at intervals, 
excited; and I think, if we take a general view on this sub
ject, it is imporssible not to see, whether it be the fault of our 
LPgislature or not, that the labouring classes have not advanced 
in comfort and welfare in proportion to the other orders of the 
community. If we compare the condition of this country with 
what it was a century ago, with what it was in 1740, for instance, 
it is impossible not to see that while the higher classes have ad
vanced in luxury, beyond measure-while the means available for 
the diffusion of comfort, and the enjoyment of life, have prodi
giously increased-that while, if we look again at the middle 
classes, and their means of p-rocuring comfort., of travelling from 
one place to another, the quickness with which intelligence is 
conveyed, _and the increase in the consumption of foreign articles 
of luxury, that these classes have made a very great advance
if we look to the labouring classes-if we look to the men who 
either till the soil or labour in the factories-if we look to the 
quantity of necessaries which their wages would buy in the middle 
of the last century, and that which they can buy now-if ~e go 
into the details, with which I shall not now trouble the House, 
but which have been exhibited in the reports of the Commission
ers sent forth, some by the late Government, and some by the 
present - I think we must be convinced that they have not 
participated, in an equal degree, in the advantages which civiliz
ation and improved knowledge have conferred upon us.' '-Lord 
John Russell's Speech at the close of the Session. 

THE SHIPPING INTEREST AND SLIDING SCALE. 
Under the operation of the sliding-scale, the importation or 

grain takes place at such fitful and uncertain times, that it is as 
impossible for the British ship-owner to be benefited by it in his 
trade, as it is for the British merchant to make it a regular and 
uniform branch of business. To both it is a matter of accident 
and scramble, the result of which may be good or bad, as many 
circumstances over which neither have any control may deter
mine. When, by an ingenious working of the averages, or in con
sequence of a bad and defective harvest, or by the combination or 
both, the price of wheat is got up to the highest point, and the 
duty reduced to the lowest-the scramble to get it in from abroad is 
so great, the duration of the low duty so uncertain, that merchants 
cannot send or employ their own vessels, though lying in our 
docks unemployed at the time, but must engage any ships which 
may then be in the foreign ports, and at any price demanded; and 
the Bl'itish ship-owner is thus excluded from the trade, however 
favourable the freight, because his ships happen to be lying here 
at the moment. 

From 1832 to 1837 we imported very little wheat-the whole 
quantity both of colonial and foreign growth never reaching 
500,000 quarters. In 1837, it was 455,871 quarters ; but to
wards the autumn of 1838 it was discovered that our supply was 
very small, and that the harvest was both deficient in quantity 
and defective in quality, and suddenly we imported 1,241,460 
quarters. In 1839 the harvest was again deficient, and we again 
imported in that year 2,634,556 quarters, and imports continued 
large up to the end of 1842. 

For five years we imported largely of wheat. At first the trade 
was sudden, and all the evils of the sliding-scale were apparent. 
In 1838, with the importation of wheat, thtl proportion of foreign 
tonnage entering our ports rose from 27¾ to 30¼ per cent. of the 
whole; in 1839 it increased to 32½ per cent. At the time it was 
said by the supporters of the Corn Law and the sliding-scale that 
this arose from the fact that our merchants prefened to import 
grain in foreign ships rather than British, in consequence of the 
greater care takes of the cargo ; but when, in 1840, the trade of 
importing corn began to assume the character of a regular, annual 
demand, we find that foreign shipping gradually again diminished, 
and British shipping increased; until, in 1842, the proportion of 
foreign shipping was less, and that of Briti h shlpping greater than 
in an} former year, although the imports of wheat continued very ' 
great; which proves that if corn were a uniform trade, r<'gulated 
by the same laws as the rest of our commerce, there is no reason 
whatf'ver why it, any more than other goods, should be imported 
in foreign ships; and that the increase, in 1838 and 1839, arose 
only from the absurd, uncertain, and anti-commercial effects of 
the sliding-scale, to maintain which the Liverpool ship-owners 
sent two members to Parliament in 1841,-Economist. 
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VARIETIES. 

Mr. Villiers has placed a notice on the order book of the 
H ouse of Commons that he will next session movfl for a select 
committee to inquir~ into the influence of the price of provisions 
on the employment and wages of the labouring classes. 

Land in Guernsey.-Nothing surprised the farmers who attended 
the Agricultural Show at Southampton so much as being informed 
by the Guernsey farmers that they paid £5, £7, and £9 an acre 
for their land. In this county, for instance, where there are tens 
of thousands of acres let for 10s., including down land, per acre, 
the Sussex farmer could not c,omprehend how land in Guernsey 
could obtain such very high rents. But it was easily explained. 
In Guernsey there are no Corn Laws, and, secondly, thfl land is 
let on long leases and on equitable terms.-Brighton Herald. 

Free-Trade and the Prosperity of Railways. -Every gentleman 
who allows his name to be put on the directorship 8f a railway, if 
he act consistently, will be an advocate for free trade. If it were 
not for men and things being moveable, where would be the profit 
of these concerns? Farmers usually bring their limited supplies 
of food in their own conveyances; but all foreign importations 
have first to be carried by ships, and then by railways. When the 
shares are at a discount, will the directors advocate a policy 
calculated to keep them so, or that which will increase them to a 
premium? 

The Anti-Corn-Law Riots in 1815.-When my house in Bed
ford-square was attacked by the mob, supposing that I had sup
ported in Parliament the Corn Bill, upon which I had never 
uttered a word, or indeed had ever been called upon to form, and 
therefore never had expres3ed an opinion upon it, the fury of the 
mob was very great. The front windows and door of the house 
were demolished, some furniture destroyed, and m~ny papers, in
cluding some judgments, thrown out of doors. The alarm in the 
l10use was excessive. I was obliged to remove my wife and 
children into the British Museum, and with some difficulty got a 
corporal and four soldiers through the museum gardens into the 
house while the mob were in it.-Lije of Lord Eldon. 

A Bad Harvest and the Sliding Scale.-Another great injustice, 
worked by the sliding scale, is, that a bad harvest is as expensive 
to the farmer as a good harvest, and the sliding scale throws the 
whole Los of a bad harvest upon the farmer. In all other trades 
the cost of production varies with the quantity produced. Thus, 
two pai1· of shoes cost the shoemaker twice as much as one. The 

A Farmer's Friend /-There is a lady, not far from Norwich, a 
great preserver of game. She does so simply because it is fashion
able and aristocratic to do so. One of he1· tenants lwving com
plained of the destruction done to his crops, the lady was so indig-

, nant that he should have dared to complain, that she ordered all the 
tops of his ditches and sides of his fields to be sown with furze, for 
the better protection of the game. He might, of course, leave his 
farm, but would leave the bread of his family also if he did so. -
London paper. 

I The recent wet weather has demonstratad that the sliding 
scale of 1842 has the main inherent defect of its predecessor. 
Particula1· circumstances cause it to bring in more revenue to the 
Exchequer, but this is mainly owing to the fragment of a "fixed 
duty" craftily embedded in it, as well as to the operation of the 
still more crafty Canadian Corn Act, a piece of as one-sided and 
dishonest legislation as can well be imagined. Otherwise we find 
the sliding scale of 1842 as much the " parent of uncertainty" 
as ever ; and this " uncertainty'' would produce its natural fruit, 
in" scarcity and dearness,'' were they not prevented by a power 
which Acts of Parliament cannot control, however much legir.
lators _may endeavour to coerce it to their purposes. - ..ilforning 
Chronicle. 

An Oxfordshire Farmer's Opinion of the Corn Laws.-Not a 
farmer in this county but feels that the present system is a bad 
one. Some of them publicly confessed this to Mr. Cobden when 
he was here last September. Year after year rent remains the 
same, poor rates increase, prices diminish. The fall of prices and 
the maintenance of rent, force the farmer either to reduce the 
amount of wages or to put up with a loss of money. When it 
comes to this, down fall the labourer's wages. ,vant ensues; 
want often creates improvidence and visits to the beer-shop; the 
workhouse or arson ends all; and tlrn farmer, in the end, ha!! to 
pay through the nose (as rates) a great deala10re than the rec.luction 
he had made in wages. For example, A pays B I 2s. a week for 
farm-labonr, on the pledge that Peel's bill would ensure 56s. a 
quarter. A only gets 50s.; therefore, to save himself (as he is 
next door to a rack-rent), he reduces the 12s, wages to 8s. He 
does not get 6s. worth of work out of the labourer, and thus he 
loses. The labourer cannot support a family oa two-thirds 
of his usual wages, and flies to the beer-shop. Labour so 
badly paid, is neglected ; the man and his family l!ome on the 
parish ; and A's rates are increased morn than the difference be
tween full wages and low wages, for the same happens to othet· 
rate-payers also. 

farmP.r, however, pays quite as much, or nearly so, when his farm 
1 d d T llarwest Time.-There is, perhaps, scarcely a moro anxious 

produces fifty quarters only, as when it Prod uces a tun re · 0 time to many and many a throbbing heart than is this said time of 
get his fair rate of profit, therefore, he must charge as much for harvest. As the manufacturer, and those who are interested in 
the fifty quarters as for the hundred, and this he would naturally 
do; but the sliding scale steps in and says, "If you cannot pro- hh pursuits, look at the fields, beuding with grain and waving 
duce cheap corn, you must, at lea t, ell it cheap; if the harvest wi th rich golden ears, they fi nd that, betwi>en them and the bounty 
be a bad one, you must bear the loss yourself; the price of your of the blue heavens above, there is the interposition of the dark 
corn must be no higher than if it had been a good one." The cloud of monopoly. The farmer is thinking how prices will rise 
sliding scale cannot survive a bad harvest.-Baring Kemp on the or fall, struggling on, as he is doomed, perhaps, to struggle as 

hardly as any of the most anxious and toilsome class of the com-
Science of Trade. munity. The labourer finds what should be his harvest, as well 

Price of English and Foreit;rr. Corn.-At Amsterdam, where as that of his master, cut away from him by competition. When 
the trade in corn is open, old coloured Poli h wheat was last he would earn a little overplus to meet his cottage rent, he has to 
week at about 46s. 6d. a quarter; and the London average price compete with the poor Irishman who has come over here to earn 
was 48s. 4d. a quarter. It is quite plain that about 46s. a quar- the rent of his potato-patch, to carry back rather for his landlord's 
ter is the present natural price of wheat in the open EurGpean benefit than his own. The story of the boy at the harvest-home 
market, and that the British market price ( there being the pros- supper, who cried as the tables were being cleared, •• There is all 
pert of a productive harvest) varies from the natural price in a that pudding being carried out, and I cannot eat any more!" has 
very minute degree. The consumers are thus, for a moment, now become absolutely a thing of mere fable and story. The 
exempted from the operation of the r.urn-law, as, through the ac- landlord is lookiug about him to sec how he can make what he 
cident of a fine wheat season, they will obtain bread and corn at calls his protective laws produce him the greatest profit from 
prices not very wide of the prices which misht be expected to nature's common abundance. There is anxiety on every hand; 
rule under an unrestricted trade. But how stands the case with and the interposition of human interests and human laws casts a 
the farmer? He calculated on receiving 56s. a quarter, and has gloom, blight, and darkness over what should be one of the most 
entered into engagements upon that footing. How do his mono- gladsome seasons of the year-the most delightful time for all 
polist " protectors" propose to make good the difference to him? ,, Who gather bliss to see their fellows bless'd." 
They merely leave him to his fate. The farmer, therefore, must 
sustain a loss upon his wheat crop, in consequence of the corn-laws, And wherefore ii! this ? Because a great public bounty of na.ture 
while his beans, peas, and oats having failed him, he must main- is transformed into private and class interest. Thus every thing 
tain hi 3 live stock, if he can avoid the necessity of selling them to is perverted, and the abundance which should flow freely to all is 
pay his rent, at an actual loss, because the corn-laws prevent him only a means of unduly filling the coffers of a few.-Fox's Ler:t 11res 
from importing cheap foreign grain for cattle food.-League. to the Working Classes. 

Preston; Printed by J, Livesey; Sold by Gadsby and Heywood, Manchsster.-Price One Halfpenny. 
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"The inestimable blessing of commerce."-LoRD STANLEY. 

The T•·nth cannot alftrays be concealed f••om Kings. 

Lour!! XV. liked to talk about death, though he was exceed
ingly apprehensive of it; but his excellent health and his royal I 
dignity probably made him imagine himself invulnerable. Hun ting 
one day in the forest of St. Lenard, in a year in which bread was I 
e:rceedingly dear, he met a man carrying a coffin. " Whither are 
you cari·ying that coffin?'' "To the next village," answered the 
pea!ant. "Is it for a man or a woman ?'' "For a man.'' 
",vhat did he die or?'' " Of hunger,'' bluntly replied the 
villager. The king spurred bis horse and asked no more 

questions 
Some ten years alter this, two bad harvests in France brought 

on the French Revolution with all its horrors. Princes, dukes, 
marshals, barons, poets, philosophers, and, lastly, the king and 
queen, <lied on the scaffold. Some of the finest cities in France 
were decimated, and the reign of terror closed the dreadful scene. 

No. 142. 

Let us take warnini:. The peoplo oft.his country are not given 
to change, ana much less are they cruel or blood-thirsty. At the 
present moment they enjoy comparative comrort and plenty. But 
bad harvests may occur ; distressful times may again appear ; 
famine and want of work harass the people. Let our rulers be
ware; now is the time to effect a change. The League has 
so instructed, and will so instruct, the people, that they cannot 
and will not endure the scenes or 1838, 1839, and 1840 again. 
Free trade in food would have prevented scarcity in France in 
1790, as it will in England in 1845 or 6. Let Sir Robert Peel 
truckle to the landlords, and attempt to make food dear that they 
may secure high renb, and church, aristocracy, and the monarchy 
itself may not stand the shock of a people's indignation. We 
have the warnings of history to guide us. Let us not despise 
philosophy teaching by example. 
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WHY CHEAP FOOD DOES NOT MAKE ALL 
WELL OFF. 

Some people express a doubt in the soundness of the 
proposition that cheap food is a great benefit ; because, they 
say, such countries as Russia and Ireland, for instance, have 
cheap food, and are yet in great distress. This is easily ex
plained. Cheap food, even in England, does not make the 
infirm, the aged, and those who have no proper resource 
or income, well off; but though it does not do this, it cer
tainly tends to mitigate their sufferings. If they are not 
well off with cheap food, they would be worse off with 
dear food ; and hence, in Ireland, when potatoes are dear, 
there is always danger of a commotion. Cheap food is 
-especially beneficial to the English, Irish, and all others 
who are en~aged in manufacturing articles which are in 
great request, by which they get more wages, and a bet
ter living for the same money. The bulk of the people 
being now able to live cheaper, spend all the surplus upon 
other articles ; and it is those districts that manufacture 
these which especially feel the benefit. So far as their living 
is concerned, it is a benefit to the Irish to have cheap food; 
but if they were employed in manufacturing articlei which are 
in request, they would then have both cheap food anu good 
wages. Dear food never did any country, at any time, any 
:good. Ch~ap food is always an ad vantage under any cir
,cumstances, u,.ir of the greatest advantage to thoi.e districts 
where capital 1.1S fixed itself, and where the people are 
iemployed in .roducing the articles which are most in re
tquest. Lanca,,,nire and Yorkshire are now prosperous, not 
merelv from the circumstances that they can eat cheap foed, 
but becaus~ the cheapness of food generally has led to a 
great demand for the articles they produce, and conse
•quently they receive not only cheap food themselves, but 
focreased means for purchasing it. The agricultural la
liourer's family is benefited by the reduction in the price of 
l1is family's food, but he would be more benefited, if he 
were employed in producing articles which the improved 
condition of the pe.ople lead them to want. If, therefore, 
the Irishman }-e still poor with cheap food, it is not this that 
mak~ 1->im poor, but because he lives where there is little 
capttai. and little wages ; but he would still be worse off 
!{ his food were dear. 

THE ALTERNATE SACRIFTCE-THE HARVEST 
AND THE SLIDING SCALE. 

The harvest is every where rapidly progressing to a most suc
~essful elose-the efforts of the farmer have been crowned with 
universal abundance-the prospect of plenty and prosperity gives 
cheer and confidence in the future to all classes, 11ave one, and that 
the one which, un<ler natural and wise laws, should, above all 
others, reap the benefit of a large crep-the producer himself.
'This is a melancholy reflection, not only from the fact that the 
·most favourable combination of circumstances, securing general 
•suacess to the efforts of the farmer, results rather prejudicially 
:than favourably to him; but also frnm what is perhaps the more 
important fact, that under our present laws, one class of society 

•seems only to prosper on the ruin and losses of another. Socially 
1this ii a great evil, a11d produces most injurious consequences. 
A good harvest may give the farmer an increase of one-fifth or 
•one-sixth in his rrop, but as soon as the supply is abundant the 
price sinks in a much greater proportion t.han the increase 
•of quantity. An estimated deficiency of crop of one-sixth 
has raised the price of wheat from 50s. to 73s., or nearly 
.50 per cent.; while a corresponding abundance has again pro-• 
:portionably reduced it. Hence is it, that farmers prosper 
when their crops are ruined-and hence is it, that their success 
in producing large crops brings with it only disappointment and 
:agricultural distress. 

It is perhaps not enough to show that fluctuations always have 
:attended the operation of this law. It will be more satisfactory 
to ahow that they are inseparably part and parcel of it, The 

sliding scale holds out the highest premium and inducement t.o this 
end. If there is an appearance of scarcity indicated by a rising 
price, that, instead of being a cause why supplies should be fur
nished, forms, on the contrary, the best reason why they are with
held, in order that the merchant may benefit by a lower duty; but 
as soon as either the arrival of the harvest, or any other cause, 
shows that there is ahundanee, and prices begin to recede, then 
the whole of the foreign wheat in bond at the time is suddenly 
cleared for consumption, to avoid the inevitable consef!uence of a 
higher rate of duty with the lower price. In the first case, price 
is raised much higher than it would otherwise be by supplies being 
then withheld. In the latter case, prices fall much lower and 
more rapidly by the sudden large supply thrown upon the mar:-tet 
at the moment it is least require<l ; and it is this constant tendency 
and direct. inducement to extremes that the law itself holds out 
which produces the fluctuations so much complained of. It is a 
consequence inseparable from the law. 

But the most serious effects of these fluctuations on the pro
ducer and consumer arise from the peculiar season when they must 
act on each-depriving the latter of supplies when most needed, 
and unduly depressing prices at the moment the former has his 
largest quantity to sell. The time when the consumer would be 
most benefited, and the producer least affected, by foreign sup
plies is during the spring and summer months, while priceli are 
usually advancing, from the gradually diminishing stock of home
irown corn; but this is just the time when experience shows that 
under this law no supply whatever is obtained. On the other 
band, the period when the consumer i1 least henefitP,d, and the 
producer most seriously injured, by foreign supply, is at the moment 
of the harvest, and for two 01· three months afterwards, when our 
produce is coming in abundance lo market; hut this is just the 
period when the whole accumulated imports of the year have heen 
usually brought forward. The new law was to remedy this obvious 
inconsistency and defect, and to produce a gradual and regular 
trade. Let us inquire how far it has succeeded, and this inquiry 
will illustrate and make clear the serious injury to the farmer to 
which we allude. • 

On the 1st of January, there rema.ined in the bonded ware
houses 220,483 quarters. The quantity imported and cleared for 
consumption have been:-

Imvorted. Cleared .(or A i·erage 
Conswnptwn. Price. 

January...... 35,420 j,... 3,5!6 49s 0d .Tannary 4 
February . , . . 16,074 . . . . 1,981 52s 6d Febrnary l 
March . . . . . . 39,601 3,076 56s 2d Mai-eh 7 
April . . . . . . . . 68,061 80,880 5611 5d April 4 
May ........ 216,361 63,320 55s 6rl May 9 
June ........ 224,802 . . . . 0,979 55~ M June 6 
Julylstto2lth 181,656 .... 112,416 56s 0tl July 3 
Ang.5th toS0th 202,373 ... .410,9-U ols 0d August 7 

and on the 14th the weekly average fell to 48s. lOd. 
In the four last }ears the quantities of wheat cleared for con

sumption have been as follows:-
F1·om Jan. 1st lo July 3ht, August and Sept. at 

1810 in 7 months. harvest time-2 rmmthi. 
18!1 ..... '........ 37808!,450383 . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . 1,501,033 
1812 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 646,066 ..... '.......... :,aI0,824 

lSJ.3 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 61 '575 ............... ' •8
320•615 

, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 4 !,988 
184<! first 6 months 233,782 last 8 months . . . . oM,356 

What a subject for the reflection of farmers and landlords ! ! ! 
,ve thns see that every year the effect of this law is to accumu

late a stock of foreign grain, to be thrown on the market anti un
naturally depress it, at the very moment when our ow~ farmers 
have the largest quantity to sell. Can this be called protectign to 
the farmer ?-a system which keeps back and accumulates our 
imports at a time when they are most required, and sustains high 
prices when he has little or nothing to sell, in order to depress 
the market when he has his all to dispose of. Can such a system 
be called protection to the farmer? Is it, then, protection to the 
consumer? It has as little pretence to the one as the other for it 
withholds supplies when most needed. It condemns the co~sumer 
in the spring and summer to the unmitigated evils of high prices 
without benefit to the producer; it condemns the producer to th; 
competition of an accumulated stock thrown suddenly on the 
market at t.he moment when his own produce comes to it in great
est quantities-it is an alternate sacrifice of producer and con
sumer, 
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There is, then, surely great hope, when it is acknowledged that 
there is no obstacle between us and free trade but this universally 
ruinous and absurd system.-Economi,t. 

THE HARVEST AND THE CORN MARKET.-AGRI
CULTURAL DISTRESS. 

(From the Economist.) 

It is only a fortnight since we took occasion to forewarn our 
readers of the attempt that would be made to attribute the change 
in the price of corn to the late modification made by Sir Robert 
Peel in the law. In referring to the fluctuations of price, and sud
den fall which we have for some time anticipated would take place 
at this time, und4ilr the operation of the sliding-scale law, we 
said-" The law of 1842 possesses no quality whatever to change 
the obvious course of events ; but it is not difficult to foresee that 
on the one hand Ministers and their supporters will equally seize 
on every favourable symptom which may appear, and refer it to 
the effects of their new law, while, on the other hand, the farmers 
will attribute to it all their distress and disappointment.'' Our sus
picion that that change would be made the decoy to draw pP-ople's 
attention from the evils necessarily inherent in the system of pro
tection, which unnaturally enhancPs prices by withholdingforeign 
supplies when there is a deficiency, however small, but which 
ceases to have any power to control prices when such deficiency 
does not exist; that suspicion has sooner than we expected been 
realized. On Tuesday, the Morning Post wrote thus:-

" New English wheat of the finest quality fell yesterday in Mark lane 
between two and three shillings a quarter; while wheats of inferior 
description fell from four to five shillings below the prices which pre
vailed last week. 'Panic' ( to use the phraseology which Mr. Ellman and 
other gentlemen, who fear 10 describe unplea11ant truths in plain terms, 
employ) is spreading among our agriculturists. Sir Robert Peel's free
trade legislation is, in other words, doing its work. Under the action 
of the C anacla corn bill, we have already received, duriug the present 
summer, three h•mdred and fifty thou~ands barrels of flour, duty free 
(for 7d. per barrel constitutes the mere mockery of a duty); while, at least, 
one hundred thousand barrels more are expected, within the next month, 
from Montreal and Quebec. Of forei~n wheat, we have already received 
twelve hundred thousand quarters. Two hundred and fifty thousand 
quarters more are expected before the end of September. The harvest in 
this country promises, besidea, to be an abundant one. Some parcels of 
the finest Norfolk wheat were sold at Norwich on Saturday, at prices 
ranging from 46s. to 48s. per quarter. In Sussex, as Mr, Ellman has 
borne witness, and in other counties, farmers are eager to sell their uncut 
wheat crops al the rate of 40s. Price• will be lower still. During the 
next six weeks each day will bring fresh importations of flour from 
Canada, and of wheat from Dantzic and Odessa. The corn law of 1842 
requires the establishment of lower prices. The Canada corn bill 
demands the establishment of lower prices." 

The Post sees that the present race or f'armers are inevitably 
ruined with wheat at 40s. to 45s. a quarter-Peal's f'ree trade 
" Tia., done it all;" but the Post f'orgets that, under its own 
cherished sliding-scale, a former race of f'armers was ruined in 
1834 and 1835, with prices of wheat at 35s. to 40s. a quarter ; 
and that, with the strictest law of 1815, which admitted no 
foreign wheat when the price was below 80s. a quarter, another 
race was ruined in 1822 by similar causes. 

But all this presents a most melancholy spectacle. One of the 
greatest and most important branches of productive industry can
not be attended with marked success, without ruin to those who 
ought chiefly to benefit by it-the abundance and cheapness 
which is a great blessing to the consumer, is hopeless destruction 
to the producer. This is not so in other trades. Spinning of 
cotton is producing a greater aggregate profit to the country at this 
moment, hen yarn is selling at 11inepence the pound, than it did 
when it sold for four times the price. A high price does not neces
sarily mean a good profit, nor does a low price necessarily mean 
a loss, as the Morning Post would infer. True it is, that if cotton 
spinners had the same price to pay for the raw material, and the 
same imperfect machines to work with that were in use twenty 
years ago, then would low prices ruin them as they ruin the far
mer; and if this had depended on the profession of a law to 
maintain the prices of cotton yarn at three shillings a pound, no 
doubt they would have found themselves in a similar predicament. 
The profit of a producer depend, more permanently on the cost 

of the production than the selling price-over the former the 
producers have some control; over the latter practically none. 

But the cost of production is a question of rent, and on that 
account that side of the subject is rarely alluded to; and price ! 
price I! price I! l- uncontrollable price-has hitherto been the 
ALL IN ALL of the anxiety of the farmers' friends. They are, 
however, alarmed at the symptoms which farmers show of awak
ening from that mid-day dream, and the Post petulantly exclaims 
-" 'Scientific farming'-that beautiful s<'heme of production 
which regards quantity as everything, and price as nothing-will 
besides, play its part in ruining our farmers.'' Yes, just as th; 
invention of the steam-engine and the spinning-jenny have ruined 
the whole race of cotton spinners and manufacturers. 

DEFEAT OF THE MONOPOLISTS IN HULL. 

Placards were posted through our town last week, announcing 
that Mr. John Harper (an emissary from the Central Agricultural 
Protective Society) weuld deliver a lecture in support of the 
Corn Laws, on Monday evening last, in the Court of Requests' 
Room, Town-Hall. This being the first public demonstration in 
Hull on the part of the monopolists, we naturally expected there 
would be a tremendous gathering on the occasion, and that the 
influential " protectionists," who are said to be so numerous in 
our town, would muster strongly in support of their pet doctrine. 
Nothing of the kind took place, however, for notwithst.mdiug 
Mr. John Tall, Mr. Digby, Mr. Huffam, and Mr. Wilson were 
present at the meeting, and seemed most anxious for its success, 
a more lamentable failure was never experienced. Not a mono
polist opinion was applauded during the whole evening, except 
where it coincided with the views of the Chartists, who had 
assembled pretty numerously on the occasion. Indeed, the 
Chartists, the Operative Conservative Association, a11.d a few of 
the inhabitants of both sexes, from the classic neighbourhood of 
the Court of Requests, constituted the bulk of the meeting. The 
respectable portion of the assembly evidently viewed the whole 
affair as ridiculous in the extreme, and, beyond asking a few 
questions in elucidation of the lecturer's meaning, took no part in 
the proceedings. The chair was taken by the Rev. Williaru Hill, 
late editor of the Northern Star. 

Mr. Harper then proceeded to deliver a very rambling address, 
but was freq11ently interrupted by some working men, who sadly 
posed him by their pointed questions and objections. 

Mr. Scoley, apparently a working man, made some very shrewd 
remarks on tho locturo which had been delivered. lle said, 110 

far from the Corn Law being beneficial to the interests of the 
farm-labourer, it was very detrimental to them. His father was 
a farm labourers, and before the Corn Law was passed earned a 
guinea a week; he had now a brother, a farm-labourer, who was 
a better workman than his father, and who, under the Corn Law, 
received only 9s. a week. (Cheers.) The misery of farm
labourers bad been increased by the Corn Law, and they had 
been, consequently, drjven into the manufacturing districts. The 
Corn Law had been designed by, and had the effect of supporting 
only a class of, persons who had ridden rough-shod over the poor 
for centuries, and he was ashamed to find the lecturer, who said 
he was a working man, advocating such a law. The lecturer had 
talked about the working man being no better off when food waa 
cheap. All the speaker knew was, that his family consumed four 
stone of flour a week, and that he got them that flour much more 
easily when it was cheap than when it was dear. The lecturer 
had made a comparison between the protection of the Corn Law 
and the union of the workmen to protect themselves. There 
was no comparison between the cases. It was not a monopoly 
on the part of the working men, because, though they resolved 
to have a certain remuneration for their labour, there was no law 
to compel the master to take them at their own price. But when 
a law was passed to raise the price of food, it was a monopoly, 
because there was a law compelling them to take that food at the 
high price, and not go to markets where they could get it lower. 
(Cheers.) Mr. Scoley concluded by saying if he were a weaver, 
as Mr. Harper confessed himself to he, he would knock a shuttle 
up and down till he was silly before he would advocate such doc
trines aa he had. (Laughter.)-Hull .J.dvertiser, 
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VARIETIES. 

Abundance of Food.-To secure a sufficiency of good wholesome 
food to the masses of the people, and to secut·e the people in the 
enjoyment of this food, once that it has been produced, this after 
all is, or ou~ht to be, the great end and aim of that complicated 
machine which we call government-this is, or ought to be, the 
end and aim of all our registration courts, our hustings, our polling 
booths, and our padiamentary talking.-Bradford Observer. 

E~and.-If true to herself, England might have been, and 
possibly may be, a perfect garden -the centre of arts, wealth, 
and civilization-her land not permanently depressed by the re
peal of the Corn-Laws, but applied to new uses, cut up into 
small fields under the highest cultivation, into market ami cottage 
gardens, yielding, under skilful culture, twice the returns now 
rendered.-Two Months Abroad. 

Foreign Wheat.-In consequence of the contemplatei rise of 
duty upon foreign wheat, last week there was an immense deal 
done previous to Saturday, in the clearing off stocks. The duty 
during the last average was 18s a quarter, and by the Saturday's re
turn it rose to 19s. On the Friday one house paid £2000 of duties; 
altogether, during the week ending Friday, foreign wheat, amount
ing to £7923 of duty, was cleared at the Custom-house.-Edin
burgh Paper. 

How the Landlord miglit benefit the Labourer. -There is one 
way in which the landowners may assist to improve the condition 
of the peasantry, without forming societies, with all the array of 
presidents, committee-men, bankers, and travelling secretaries. 
They may on their own estates build upon each farm three or 
four roomy and substantial cottages for every one hundred acres 
of arable land, laying to each cottage a moderate-sized garden, 
and let these tenements to their tenants as part of the farm.
Possibly this might be somewhat more expensive than subscriptions 
to the London and local soci.,ties for " improving the condition ef 
the labouring classes;" but until the landowners have done this 
and other acts of analogous character upon their own estates, the 
pt1blic will give them very little credit for benevolence in forming 
clap-trap societies to benefit the agricultural labourers.-League. 

Pay your Gamel,eepers.-What is sport to country gentlemen, is 
death, it seems, or at least destruction, to the farmers. Game 
must be preserved, we know. True, Poaching must coexist with 
its preservation. The peasantry must consequently be demoral
ized, gamekeepers every now and then shot, a man or two hanged 
occasionally, and hundreds imprisoned and transported. All this 
is yery lamentable; but it cannot be helped ; and the man who 
would sacrifice the pleasures of the field to the welfare and hap. 
piness of his fellow-men, is unworthy the name of a British squire. 
But, good gentlemen, behave as such-pay for the keep of your 
game-allow for it at your audits-why do you not actually sell the 
animals which your farmers feed? But perhaps you are right. 
Then why not, at once, turn your horses, cattle, swine, poultry, 
into your tenants' fields? You are the law-makers; pass an act 
for the abolition of pounds-all but your own. At least be con-

. sistent ; at pr':lsent you are doing both things and persons by 
hal \tes. -Punch. 

Effect, of a Corn Law on Public Health.-The soil of England 
is not now extensive enough to grow food for its inhabitants, 
whether in grain or in cattle ; shall they continue to be half-fed, 
and made obnoxious to disease, as they are under the present 
system of our corn and provision laws? or shall they be suffered to 
barter the products of their indt1st1 y for the food foey want, in the 
markets of the world ? These are the questions ; and surely 
there is but one possible answer to them, It is as one of the guar
dians of the public health, not as a politician, that I speak here. 
It may seem matter of indifference to the layman whether a la
bourer shall have 12 or 14 ounces o.f hydro-carbonaceous matter 
in the shape of food each day for the sul-'ply of his corporeal wants; 
but the physiologist knows that the steam-engine will no more do 
the work represented by 14 lbs. of fuel with 12lbs. than will the 
animal or human body do the work of 14 ounces of food with one 
drachm less than that quantity. The labour enforced with a sin
gle grain of food less than the effort requires, that grain is sup
plied by the living solids, and a drain of this kind continued, the 
solids shrink, become deranged or disorganised, and disease and 
death soon settle the question.-Dr. Willis. 

Good New8.-At a. meeting of farmers held lately in Yorkshire 
Mr. Lane Fox, a Tory landlord, said, "It had been the custom i 
this county, in sowing wheat, to sow as much as three bushels pe 
acre. It was now found that they would get a heavier crop b 
sowing only three pecks to the acre. He had been told, and h 
believed it was the fact, from calculations that had been made 
that the difference between sowing only three pecks instead o 
three bushels to the acre, would amount to a saving of not onl 
200,000 quarters of wheat, but of all the wheat that had been im 
ported for the benefit of the people." 

1-Vhat make Poachers 'I-What make poachers? Game laws-ay 
and Corn Laws, which prevent thousands from earning a suffi 
cient subsistence by the hardest labour. Surely laws which are 
certain to produce crime, as the hardest frost is to produce ice 
are not very creditable to out legislators. But from game law 
spring poaching, and conflicts, and murders, and the destructio 
of large quantities of human food; from Corn Laws spring scarcit 
and want, and famine, and starvation. Game laws are express! 
enacted for the preservation of the birds of heaven and the wan 
dering animals of the earth-the common property of all; Cor 
Laws are expressly enacted-at least they directly tend-to annoy 
and starve, and madden the poor man; to fire his heart with di 
content, and revenge, and hatred of his rulers. Let the Gam 
laws and Corn Laws be alwaws taken in at one survey, and le 
them be looked at thu!!: - Game laws, that hares and partriJg 
may be fed and preserved; Corn Laws, that men and women ma 
be starved and destroyed-the authors of both laws, the Englis 
aristocracy.-Bradford Observer. 

Importance of Cheap Bread.-M. Melier investigates with 
philosophic spirit that important medico-political question, the in 
fluence of a varying state of the price of provisions on genera 
disease and mortality. The statistical documents he bas collected 
and the tables into which bis figures are thrown, bear out the fol 
lowing inferences :-1. The mortality of a country is influence 
by the price of corn and bread. 2. This influence was extremol 
marred furmerly, and i!, less so at prel!ent. 3. The diminution o 
this influence has been gradual, and various causes have contribu 
ted to this result. 4 . The cultivation of the potato is one of th 
chief of these. 5. The question is one of morality as well as o 
hygiene, for it is demonstrated that crime increases with the dear 
ness of provisionit. It is inferrible, too, the author conside 
from his inquiries, that, in a well organized state of society, pro 
visions tend constantly to increase in abundance. This tendenc 
is more marked than that of the population to increase-" 
powerful argument against the theory of Malthus."-British an 
Foreign Review. 

Business Habits of the Leagtters.-I was astonished to ohserv 
how the Leaguen, all private persons, mostly merchant!!, manu 
facturers, and men of letters, conducted political business, lik 
statesmen and ministers. A talent for- public business seems a 
innate faculty in the English. Whilst I was in the committe 
room, immense numbers of letters were brought in, opened, rea 
and answered, wit.bout a moment's delay. These letters, pourin 
in from all parts o! the United Kingdom, were of the most vario 
contents, some trivial, some important, but. all connecte1l with th 
objects of the party. Some brought news of the movements 
eminent Leaguers or of their opponents, for the eye of t 
League is ever fixed upon the doings both of friend and enem 
Others contained pecu11iary contributions from well-wisher11 oft 
cause, for each of whom the president immediately dictated 
appropriate letter of thanks. Ot.her letters related anecdote 
showing the progress of the cause, and the gradual defection 
the farmers, the most resolute supporters of Peel.-England a 
Wales, by Kohl. 
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The Rev. Hugh ff'Neile in Sufrolk. 
J AILOR.-Ilere, Sir, this is the ward ( chooses the key) where 

these rick-burners are. 
Rev. HuGH l\I'NEILE.-Oh ! I see. Dear me I is it po~sible 

that in this Christian country there can be men who wilfully de
stroy property, and burn food, when so many poor wretches, 
themselves among the number, are hungry? 

JA1Lon.-That there is' Lankester. I recollect him talking 
the most shocking blasphemy to his fallows on the wheel. 

Rev. Huca.-Order him forward. 
( Lankester comes forward and touches his cap to the)-

Rev. HuGH.-Well, my man, what is all this sad work? 
LANKESTER.-Vy you see, Sir, we are here for rick-burning. 

(With a grin.) 
Rev. HuGH.-And a most atrocious crime it is. 
L.\.NKESTER.-Vy you can't think so. 
Rev. Huoa.-I not think so I 
LANKEBTER.-Most sartingly nol. 
Rev. HUGH.-This poor man's depravity ahocks me I Ex

plain yourself, my friend, a little more clearly. 
LANKESTEB.-Did you not tell the Liverpool ship-carpenters 

that dear bread brought ti&h wages? 
Rev. Hucu.-Where? 

No. 143. 

LANKESTElt. -In the Liverpool amphitheatrP. Yem-- speech 
was circulated here by Mr. Hammulot an<l Sir Thomas, Leather
breeches, and I read it in Nanny Broadface's beer-shop to a lot 
of fellows. 

Rev. Huarr.-·Weli, be it so. 
LANKEST Ell.. - Vel, here's my parity of reasoning, as I say ven 

I argues with Bolton Bill. Denr bread brings high wages. To 
make bread dl'lar, you must make it scarce; and the best way to 
make it scarce is to burn a good many ricks-so as how if your 
doctrinA is right, I ought to be rewarded-if it is wrong, you 
ought to be on the wheel, and not me. 

Rev. HuGH.-1\ry dear friend (what it is to excite rude minds 
on these important questions I and this shows the wickedness of the
Lea9ue I) my observations haci reference to the import of cheap 
foreign food, and I distinctly stated--

LANKESTER.-Scarcity is scarcity, and if it is a goorl thing, and 
brings high wages, the sooner we have scarcity and the better. 

Rev. HuaH.-Sir, I see you are incorrigible, and I leave you. 
I leave you ( turning up liis eyes) in the hopes that the true light 
may regenerate you. 

(The JAIL on rests his chin ; one cheek begins to display allj 

,xtratrdinary fu.lrms. Exit the Re•. visitor.) __ _ 



• THE 8TR"IJGGL:E • 

. HAS 'CHEAP Fob:ti i>R'oi>T ' w AGES? 

Working men I Are you not now ashamed of having 
join~d in the cry1 that cheap food would drop wages ? By 
good harvests and partial importations, food for some time 
has been low, consequently every working family- the mil
lions-have been adding to their clothing, their bedding, 
their furniture, and renewing tbings which were worn out. 
This creates more trade, gives more employment, and raises 
wages. You see it before your eyes; you feel it in your 
own case. Workmen of all kinds are wanted, and the 
common compl~int ia that many kinds of work can scarcely 
get done. Wages are generally advancing, and some 
are nearly double what they were three years ago. These, 
I believe, everybody allows be to the consequence of cheap 
food. I repeat, then, do you not feel ashamed of ha"ing 
joined in the senseless clamour that cheap food would bring 
down wages ? Do you now believe it ? Have you not 
demonstrative proof to the contrary ? Do you not rather 
see that as food drops, wages rise ; and as food ris~s, wages 
drop? 

You will begin to see soon, what I have been long trying 
to make you understand, that the free-trade question is 
the working man's question. I have always maintained 
that the ma ters were less interested in it than the men. 
In bad times masters can have their own way, and get 
labour at almost any price they please; but when food 
is cheap in the manufacturing districts, rnen begin to feel 
their importance, and are able to make their own terms. 

Let me tell you, it has been the monopolists' aim to de
ceive you. They have represented the free-trade move
ment as a manufacturers' movement, in order to pre vent 
you from joining; and they rai ed the senseless cry all 
through the land, that if food was cheap, "masters woul<l 
drop their wages." I always felt s0rry you should hav<> 
joined in this cry, not so much because I knew it was false, a 
from the implied admission that masters could do a11 they 
please with you about wages. You feel now that they cannot 
do this; that your labour is as sure to rise with an increased 
demand, as any article in the market. I have always 
maintained that with fre@ trade, instead of ma ·ters doing 
what they please with their workpeople, they would find 
the greatest difficulty, first, in ~etting a supply of hand~; 
and, next, in being al>le to keep them to their work. This 
state of things is now fast approaching, and my belief i , 
that after a short trial of the working of the effects of cheap 
food, many masters, excepting those of stern principle, will 
be more backward than formtrly in joining tke free-trade 
movement, and that working men will become, what they 
ought long since to have been, the leaderi in the agitation. 

The lessens you are now receiving, are fitting you to 
take your proper position in demanding the repeal of all 
Jaws that les&cn the supply of food. In the return of bad 
harvests and dear food, and less work and Jess wages, what 
is there that you can fall back upon for your relief but a 
repeal of the Corn Laws? The Leafiue has developed the 
real importance of cheap food, and the fine weather is 
fixing the e correct principles deeply in the hearts of the 
people. I never again expect to hear any man listened to 
who proposes to the working people that cheap food will 
lessen their wages. 

THE GIFT OF PLENTY. 
The benefits of cheap food in the promotion of more 

trade, more employment, and more wages, are beginning to 
force tt,emselves upon the whole country. Some of the 
monopolists pret~nd to say, " We have no objection to 
cheap food, if it be the effect of good harvests at home; 
but object to cheapness produced by the importation of 
foreign corn." 

Thi; is 'a ~elu.cta~t ~o~ce~si~n; ·fo;, I doubt not, dearness 
would be preferred by the monopolists from whatever cause 
it proceeded. But although they can dictate high rents, 
fortunately they cannot sever cause and eflect, and make 
an abundant harvest yield high prices. 

We are thankful for a good harvest; we rejoice in plenty 
and cheapness, and know that while these continue, we 
shall not experience those seasons of deep depression and 
poverty to which this country has often been exposed. 
But the monopolists cannot assure us of these. They can
not command sunshine, and fine weather, and crops above 
an average, and yet the peoptle need as much food in one 
year as another. If Providence send a short supply in 
England, and a superabundance elsewhere, are the people 
to lack supplies in the midst of plenty ? Are we then to 
be exposed to the horrors of dear bread, because there is 
not sufficient grown in this county, simply to keep up the 
landlords' rents ? Everybody must feel grateful for home 
st.pplies; but if these are not sufficient, they ought to feel 
equally grateful that there are other supplies to be obtained. 
With an increasing population, and with a very tardy move
ment in the improvement of land, did we shut out foreio-n 
supplies, we might be exposed to the horrors of famin~, 
and almost any year to the privation of being short. 

THE PAST SESSION. 

A &triking characterislic of the past !ession, (says Tait,) 
is the greatly increased interest and importance assigned to fiscal 
and commercial questions. The whole parliamentary politics of 
the year have turned on points of political economy. Economical 
questions have twice effected a break-up of parties; on economi
cal questions a strong Ministry has twice been all hut overthrown, 
and has owed its eventual safety te ht-ing a little morn in the right 
than its conf'ederatPd assailants. ,vith an extremely small amount 
of that "useful and beneficial legi lation" of which the Minister 
so pleasantly boasts, there has been a very hrge amount of most 
useful and beneficial discu ~ion; and the one and the olher have 
tended .ilike in the direction of economical truth and justipe. 
There has been much moving of the slraw, though not so much as 
yet lo dislorlge the vermin. Such speeches as that of Mr. Cob
<ll'n, on the l 2th of March, on his motion for inquiry into the 
effects of the Corn-law on the interests of farmers and agricultural 
labourers, and those of l\Ir. Milner Gibson and l\1r. Bright, in the 
"incendiary" debate on the 19th of July, are a 1eed which, though 
cast on the stoniest and thorniest of soils, cannot he long without its 
fruit. · In the disclosures thus forced on the public notice, of the 
actual condition of the protected classes, monopoly loses its last 
hold on popular gullibility. And with all this. the shabby, tricky, 
monopolist Ministry has gone on doing its part towards under
mining the frauds on which its power is based. It were "an easy 
task-only it is not worth even the little trouble it would coi-t
lo compile from this year's Hansard, as from la•t yPar's, a tolerable 
hotly of free -trade doctrines, enunciated by official lips. It m:i.y 
be enough to note, that the Home Srcretary has told the working 
classes, that the Corn-law is the reason why they cannot have a 
ten-hours' law ; and the landlords that the whole protective sys
tem together is a "houae of cards," which a touch may bring down 
about their ears. 

Butler and Cheese.-In these two articles there have been, 
during the four years, very considerable fluctuations c,f consump
tion; and what is very instructive is, that the same articles pro
duced at home have commanded high prices not in proportion to 
the smallness of foreign competition, but on the conlrary, that 
prices have been highest in those years when most was imported, 
and lowest when least was imported. From 1841 to 1842 and 
I 843, the price of the home produce fell more than it has dene for 
many years, and yet the quantity imported coming into competi
tion with it was less by upwards of 30 per cent. In the present 
year, though the quantity imported has considerably increased, 
the price at home has also considerably improved. ·while these 
arti('les indicate an increasPd dPmand, as compared with last yPar, 
yet thP quantity consumPd is only "l1ual to that in 1842, and iLill 

much below that of 1841.-Economist, 



THE 8TBIJGGLE. a 
E OCCUPATIONS OF THE PEOPLE.-CO~IPLETION 

OF THE CENSUS. 

These interesting volumes, 10 long looked for, have at length 
ched us. The delay is accounted for by a new and more per-
t system of arrangement having been adopted on this than on 

former occasion; and as far as we have been able to examine 
report, it appears executed with great clearness and precision. 

In the report considerable care is taken to mark the increased 
diminished preponderance of the two great classes in the country, 
. , the manufacturing and the agricultural; and an accurate sub
ision of these pursuits is presented for each county-the result 
the whole being that, in England and ,vales, while only 7·9 per 
t. of the whole population, or 19·3 per cent. of the total number 
occupations returned, are engaged in agriculture in all its 
ches, that 16·5 per cent. of the whole population, or 40·2 per 

t. of the total occupation11, are engaged in commerce, trade, 
manufactures; the latter consequently being more than double 
number of the former. It has frequently been our duty to 

I the attention of our readers to the rapidly increasing propor
of the whole population of the country which has become de

dent on commerce and trade since 1811, the earliest period 
which we have any opportunity of judging; and the report 

re us furnishes the following statement of this altered propor-
, which shows that in every succeeding ten years the differeace 
increased at a greater rate than the former. Of every one 

dred persons of the whole population, there Wdre engaged 
gricultural, commercial, and miscellaneous employments, as 
ws, in-

Ag1·icultural. Commercial. 11:fi.~c. 
18ll ... , .. .. .. .. . . 35 4! 21 100 
1821 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 . . . . . . . . 46 . . . . . . . . 21 . . . . 100 
1 31 .............. 28 ........ 42 ........ 30 .... 100 
18!1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 . . . . . . . . 46 . . . . . . . . 32 . . . . 100 
hat, while 35 per cent. of the whole population depended on 
culture in 1811, only 33 percent. was so dependent in 1821, 
er cent. in 1831, and only 22 per cent. in 1841; showing a de
e of 2 pet· cent. in the first ten years, of 5 per cent. in the 

nd ten } ears, and of 6 per cent. in the hst ten years, from 
h also the following result is obvious. At each period the 
producers and food consumers (not being pl'oducers) were 
e following proportions :-

Prop1,rtion of food 1wod11cei-& Proportion of the community 
.for the whole community. depe1ul'e11t on food producers. 

18ll 
1821 
1831 
18.U 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 per cent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 per cent. 

.............. 33 •.... • ........ 67 ,, 

...... ........ 28 .....••......• 72 

. . . . .. . . . . . . .. 22 .... . • ........ 78 ,, 
the most remarkable fact is, that w('J finrl on investigation 
not only are the proportions of occupations thus altered, but 
while so great an increase of the whole population has been 

forward, the actual numbers occupied in all branches of 
ulture have been diminishing since 1821. In that year 
ulture afforded occupation for 978,656 families; in 1831, for 
961,134 families; and lhe following table shows the decrease 
e number of males, 20 years old and upwards, dependent on 
nlture in 1841 as compared with 1831, and the increase or 
ase of the same class in other pursuit11 :-

1831. 1s.n. Increase. Decrease. 

ulture ........... . 1,251,751 1,215,26+ 36,4.87 
erce and trade .... 1,672,292 2,03H,409 467,ll7 
rs, professions, &c. 216,263 286,157 60,912 
rers not agricultural 6] 1,74! 610,157 1,581 

servants .......... 70,737 164,384 1,6!7 
males above 20 . ... 237,337 392,211 15!,874 

male population } 
c 20 years, exclusive 3,969,124 4 70_ 600 7381476 y, navy, and mer- ' 1

' 

seamen .... ..... . 

t, while the male population of 20 years old and upwards 
crel\sed, during ten years, 738,476, the number deriving sub
ce from agriculture has actually diminished by 36,487. If 
facts do not point out and determine the future policy of the 
ry, then, ind1•e d, mu,t we be dPad to the warning• of inve•
n and experience. The cultivation of the soil is unable not 

only to maintain any part of the natural increase of population, but 
it gives employment to 36,487 fewer able-bodied adults than ii 
did ten years ago; while commerce and trade afford employment 
not only for the natural increase of numbers, which in the ten 
years was nearly 15 per cent., but to a much greater number. Tha 
nll,tural increase of the two descriptions of occupations should 
have been as follows, had each maintained its own relative pro .. 
portion of the increase of the whole:-

Agriculture, or Commerce and Food consumed 
food prnducer . Trade. not producer&. 

1831 .............. 1,251,751 1,572,292 2,717,373 
Proporti onateincrense 
according to the in-
crease of the whole 
population should be 187,762 235,843 

..-., 

Should be in 1841 .... 1,439,613 1,808,135 2,717,373 
Actual numbers .... 1,215,264 2,039,409 8,492,336 

Fewer 224,249 More 231,274 More 774,96~ 

Thus, while agriculture now gives employment to !l24,249 fewer 
males above 20 years of age, than it ought to do if it had absorbed 
its own natural increase of population, manufactures and commerce 
afford occupation for 231,274 persons of the same class of persons 
more than their share of natural increase. And while agriculture 
has thus afforded actually less occupation for the male adults by 
36,487, this class of the community bas been dependent on othtl' 
occupations for employment for no less an increase than 774,963 
per,ons. At.present we leave our readers to draw the obviou! 
conclusions from these facts.-Economist. 

THE EFFECT OF FREE TRADE ON PRICES. 

Laws which artificially cause high prices will infallibly prevP,nt 
prosperity, though even hightir prices than contemplated by the 
law might result from a prosperity consequent upon a perfectly 
free exercise of the energies and skill of a peo!Jle. But under 
such circumstances, high price would be no evil-it would co
exist with plenty ; otherwise it co-exists, and is maintained by 
SC'arcily. ,vith regard to price, with an unrestricted trade, we 
say "whatever is, is riglit ;'' but with a restricted trade, u•hatever 
is, may be, and genera\ly is, wl'ong. Poverty and distress may 
produce cheapness with scarcity; prosp<'rity, on the other hand, 
may produce high price amid plenty. Give us but perfect free
dom, and we have no anxiety about price • 

Dut as to whether a free trade would raise the prices abroad to 
our level, or reduce our prices to the continental level. must de
pend entirely upon the relative quantity of any particular article 
which could be brought from the one market to the other. 1'he 
surplus quantity of wheat or sugar above the continental con
sumption, not at. present available for this market, is so small 
that we believe the tendency would be quite as much to raise the 
price abroad as to lower it at home. ,vith coffea, on the con
trary, the consumption of this country forms so small a portion of 
the whole consumption of Europe, that a free ti-ade would lower 
the price here by the full ameunt of the protective duty ; but in 
all cases, prices would at least be on a level, and, whether high or 
low, the community would obtain the greatest quantity for which 
ils unrestricted industry would exchange. 

But not the least important effects of an equalization of prices 
would be, that the whole masses of the industrious classes of this 
country would at least be placed at no disadvantage as to the 
terms on which they can obtain and enjoy the fruits of their in
dustry, as compared with their competitors in other countries, 
whom they have to meet on the same terms, in the open markets 
of tbe world. It is of less consequence to two manufacturers, who 
have to sell their goods in the same markets, whether the raw 
material is actually high or low in price, than that each shall ob
tain it at least on as good terms as the other. So it is with 
labour. If the labour of two men, one in England and another 
in Germany, is sold at the same rate in Brazil, it is essential that 
each shall find the amount equally effective in procuring what he 
requires; if not, the prict: to him i~ r •all; lower, though 11om111ally 
the same. 



THE IITBIJGGLE. 

VARIETIES. 

The real Anxiety that will before long seize the people in this, 
fS well as other countries, will be as to obtaining a sufficient 
lupply of provisions, instead of the unaccountable dread of abun
paoce which now haunts people's mindi. 

Prayer for Daily Bread.-The following is an extract of a 
prayer offered up at the funeral of Dr. Dalton, by the Rev. Jas. 
BradlP,y, registrar of the cemetery in which the doctor is buried:
" May the time hasten when men will find out the true method of 
110 distributing thy bountiful provision for human subsistence and 
comfort, even for this life, among each other, that the poorest, 
living a life of usefulness, may have in fulness all things necessary 
to the comfort of that life.'' 

Poor Rates.-From Parliamentary documents I find that, in 
1841, Lanca hire paid 3s. 6d. p1>r head, Stafford 3s. Sd., up to 
10s. 7d. in Wiltshire, rising pretty regularly in amount from the 
lowest in manufacturing counties, to the highest in agricultural : 
it is therefore quite clear that the agricultural counties must have 
the most paupers, and equally incontrovertible that they would 
have more, if it were not for the relief they get from the manu
facturing districts, which draw of a part of their surplus popula
tion, when they are unable to find employment. in rural pursuits. 
-Letter of William Brown to James Patten Wilson, Esq., M. P, 

T!te Spirit of Legislators.-Mrs. Postans gives an interesting 
account of a visit to a Harem in Cairo, and adds, "I horrified 
the Syrian ladies very much by describing to them a Hindoo sut
tea-(voluntary burning of a widow )-and one shrewdly asked, 
• When the ladies died, what wag endured by the husbands?' I 
answered this by explaining that those who made laws, generally 
protected themselves; at which they laughed.'' The lawmakers 
of England have been a signal exception to this r11le. They have 
passed a corn law-not to raise unnaturally the price of what 
they themselves sell-not to enable them to mortgage their estatos, 
and still live as comfortably as if they were all their own-not to 
enable them to furnii1th their daughters with dowries at the public 
expense: No I nothing of the sort, but-to enable farmers every
where to become rich, and farm labourers to rejoice in EIGHT 
SHILLINGS a week ! Bemwolent legislatord, happy is the country 
over which YOU rule.-Economist. 

Example of Self-Reliance.-One of the wool-sorters' societies 
in Bradford have taken a lease of a small farm in the neighbour
hood, which they intend to convert into a pretty Eden-spot, for 
their own amusement (and interest, if possible) and that of th.? 
public generally. It consists of eight acres, which are divided at 
present into four fields, in one of which there is an excellent spring 
of water, which the wool-sorters intend to convey into a swim
ming bath, to be constructed in one of the fields. Part of the land 
at least is of excellent quality, and no doubt the whole of it might 
soon be brought into good condition. The wool-sorters intend to 
cultivate it as a society, not as individuals; and in this respect the 
speculation differs from the principlo of the small allotment sys
tem. The idea of renting the land was suggested during the late 
depression of trade in the town, and the land was intended as a 
field on which the society might employ it:~ 01embers when out af 
1·egular work.-Mancltester Guardian. 

Plenty and Prosperitg.-It is the lesson taught by all experi
ence, as well as by common sense, that a year of plenty is also a 
year of good trade and general prosperity. Plenty causes cheap
ness, and when food is cheap, the population have to spend less 
of their income on mere necessary sustentation, and of course 
more is left to be spent on clothin~, furniture, and all the other 
necessaries nnd comforts of life. Hence, trade and manufactures 
prosper; capitalists receive good profits, and workmen good 
wages; poor-rates are reduced; the revenue improves, so as t.:> 
allow of a reduction of taxes; public undertakings are prosecuted; 
and the general condition of the people is that of prosperity. 
Such-it is our earnest hope and confident belief-will prove to 
be the condition of the nation durini the year following this third 
good harvest. May there be the sound sense to take warning 
from former periods of a similar kind, and not to indulge that 
speculative spirit which is the bane of industry, which converts 
health into fever, and causes inflated prosperity to terminate in 
rniu !-Leeds Mercury. 

The
0

Lisbo~ corn mo
0

nopoly i11 ° de~tr~yed by royal dec~ee. B 
this most beneficial measure the price of bread ,,ill be reduce 
one-third. 

Moral View of Monopoly.-As employment becomes scarce an 
bread dear, pauperism increases,~ poor rates increase, crimes i 
crease, and that not casually or locally, but everywhere, and 
regular arithmetical propo1·tion. Bread rose in price year aft 
year from '38 to '42; so did criminal commitments in number. 
Economist. 

T!te Corn Laws are Impious. -Another proof is added to t 
many already aggregated to establish the impious iniquity of th 
Corn Laws : they have rendered the bounteous harvest bei.towe 
by the benignity of Providence an object of fear and aversion 
the agriculturist; they have shown that monopoly can only pro 
per through national misery; that, to ensure succe3s for its in 
quitous system, it must trade in starvation and speculate in famin 
-League. 

Rather Ominous.-Mr, Christopher has again been talking, a 
in a style which makes us believe that he is again the ava 
cou.rier and " utensil'' of his worthy master. He is reported 
have made the following ominous remark, at the late Hurncast 
agricultural meeting:-" luiprovements like those which this , 
ciety prc,moted had redu.ced the price of wheat in f rty years tliir 
per cent., leaving as good a profit to the c11ltivuior as at t!te hi~!, 
rate. This was the true w:iy of promoting the welfare of 
cla,ses, which hurried and extrava6ant legislation could never do 

/lfoney Savers are National Benefactors.-To suppose thal n1 
ney which is taken due care of is not doing good, is a comple 
fallacy. The accumulated funds of the merest miser-unless 
the rare morbid instances where they are kept in a strong box 
:i.rc as actively serviceable as the coin in a shopman's til\, scei 
that they a1·e usually employed in bank busincs~, joint-stock co 
panies, the improvement of land, or some other such ways. A 
all the great opemtions of concentrated labour which make a cou 
try great, are the result of saved capital thus expended. II 
directly thP, poor arc often interested in the nccumulation of su 
capital, may be very well seen when it is employed in cutting 
canal, or building a bl"idge, 01· forming a railway, in which opc 
tions hosts of workmPn are necessarily employed. The savers 
money are in fact amongst the greatest bene(actors of a count 
being those by whom its materials, and even, in many ini.tanc 
ils moral interests, arii chiefly advanced. It is only an ignora 
ingratitude which hCJlds them up to ridicule 01· condemnatio 
- Chambers' s Jour'rlal. 

Importance of tl1e League.-The League has now, by means 
local associations in all parts of the kingdom, extended its ope 
tion and influence over the whole country, and attained an 
tonishing national importance. Its festivals, Anti-Corn-L 
bazaars, Anti-Corn-Law banquets, and others of like natu 
appear like great national anniversaries. Besides the ackno 
]edged members of the League, there are numbers of import 
men who work with them and for them in secret. Every per 
who contributes £50 to the League Fund has a seat and voice 
their council. They have committees of working men for 
more thorough dissemination of their doctrines among the lo 
classes, and committees of ladies to procure the co-operation 
women. They have lecturers, who are perpetually traversing 
country to fan the flames of agitation in the minds of the peor 
These lecturers often hold confe1·ences and disputations with l 
turers of the opposite party, and not unfrequently drive them 
disgrace from the field. lt is also the business of thti travell 
lecturers to keep a vigilant watch on every movement of 
enemy, and acquaint the League with every circum,,tance lik 
to affect its interests.-Koltl's England and Wales. 
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Cht 6trugglt. 
To Landlords.-"Whatever your game may eat up, do not let it eat up your tenants."-Punch. 

Dialogue atle1.· Plonglung. 

JoHN Luotow.-,Vell, Kitty, here I am ready ior my dinner. I suppose little Harry Lero is as ready as I am, for he has been 
followin~ the plough with me all morning. 

l\1ns. Luotow.-Ycz, all is ready. 
GEORGE.-I'm tired, too, with thrashing, so I'll sit me down. IIave you heard the news? 
JoHN.-No, what is it? 
GEORGB.-We were thrashing this morning, when Ned, the tinker, came by and said-" There was sad ne"s in the village, that 

w·illiam Easy and John Cucksey had shot themselves.'' 
Mns. L.-Good Heavens! shot themielves ! ,vhy, are not they game-keepers to Lord Stradbroke? 
JoHN L.-The same. What's the cause of all this sad work? 
G1:>0RGE.-Why, Lord Stradhreke is very particular about bis game-the poachers have destroyed immense quantities-the game

keepers feared to meet his Lordship, and--
JoHN L.-I set>, I see. ,vell, (leans on his plouglL-handle and ponders) I know one thing,-I would not stand in bis Lordship's 

shoes for all his estates and titles. 
Mrs. L.-I wonder he can sleep in his bed; and I am sorry for my part for the poor poachers. I know some of them are in great 

distre~s. 
GEORGu.-I ne·rnr saw any thing like it; the game eats up all the crop, and then there are po'lchers and game-keepers at it night 

and day. We shall see pretty times or it unless there's a change. 
JouN L.-Aye, there is thfl field next to that we were ploughing in, the game have made sad havock; and the fear of fires at 

night keeps one up, turn and turn aboul-one is harassed to death. 
Mns L.-Dinner's ready ! 
JoHN L.-Thank God, one has a dinner to eat; there's many a poor fellow, with hfo nine· shilling a week, who ~oes to the field 

with nothing but cold potatoes in his bag, 
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THB •TDITGG~E. 

STIMULANTS TO GOOD FARMING, 

It is remarkable that in trade, which has exhibited the 
least ostentation and show, and where, without associ
;ations to forward their projects, individuals have originated 
and effected the greatest improvements, while agriculiure, 
-which is buoyed up with all the pomp and consequence of 
-county and district meetings, and specially pro-
1tected by Queen, Lords, and Commons, we find making 
:far less progress. It is true that here and there you find an 
improving farmer, but generally the bulk have made but little 
advance. And if this be doubted, there is the fact tl1at 
·fewer agricultural labourers were employed in 1841 than in 
1831. The truth is, farmers are made to appear in the cha

:racter of children-with little inherent pow r, and few, if 
.any rights of their own, and consequenJy have to be 
·treated with whistles and playthings in the shape of prizes 
:at agricultural meetings, in order to get them to move. 
'Tradespeople need no such allurements ,md if the occu
rpiers of land were e-qually free, with the same certainty of 
:reaping the benefit of their own exertions, they would need 
mone either. So long as prizes constitute the only reward 
!for good farming, it will still remain at a discount. Let the 
'Prize of making an independency present itself, and we shall 
mot have mere competitors, but realizers in abundance. 
:Let farmers feel that there is the same chance of making 
,money .as the tradesman and the merchant feel ; nay, let 
1them hilt actually realize as much in certain savings as some 
,of our artizans do, and then they will start in good earnest 
-expenli more capital and employ more labour. It is the 
]prospect of making money, not of being pleased with the 
·"' sugar-butty" of a landlords' prize, that will induce men 
,to launch out ,,ith capital, and borrow when short; and 
rhire the labour now stagnant in the market. Farming 
,must hold out more independence, more prospects of profit, 
-before it gets on a right tack. But these are incompatible 
,rith the landlords' system. They want to lord over their 
-tenantry at elections, therefore they cannot be free; and by 
·racl~ rents, and short lettings, they take care to get all the 
-profit to themselves. The farmers are almost helpless. 
'They are on the sod, and live they must, on the best terms 
tthey can make. And not being able to help themselves, 
mor fully decided as to the causes of their embarrassment, 
tth~ flounder about, sometimes against their landlord, 
!Sometimes against their competing neighbours, sometimes 
ffor and sometimes against the Corn Law. And they must 
n:emain in this condition till free trade sets them free. The 
Ilendlords will not better their case-not likely-they cannot 
a'ff'wd-their living is up to their rents, and their rents 
the.y must have, whether farmers sink or swim. And while 
this i-Useful class continues to inc:-ease, and fa-ms do not 
increase, it is only by more ·trade taking off the surplus 
number more rapidly than the supply, that they can be re
lieved. I know no class whose case is so hopeless, without 
free trade, as the farmers'. They should be able to say
" I will not give more for such a farm than such a price," 

• ileaving a good living and profit upon capital to themselves; 
;and, if need be, " I will have a term of it for twenty years, 
iin order that I may be my own master, and form to ad
wantage." The prospects here impliell constitute t~1e prizes 
Ito create good farming, far before the cups that are given at 
an agricultural show. I say then to farmers distinctly, you may 

. cringe to your landlords ; you may blame your competing 
neighbours as long as you please; but until trade take off the 
sons of farmers, your case cannot mend. You will be run
ning after the landlords, instead of the landlords running 
after you, and consequently never be able to take your farms 
so as to secure either the independency or the profit realized 
iD trade, 

PROTECTION TO AGRICULTURE. 

Protection to agriculture (that is, protection to rents) is 
spoken of as if it were a defence of some weak, sickly, 
infant cause, persecuted and thre~ten~d to be exterminated 
by some powerful enemy. A stranger, to hear the lan3uage 
of the landowning monopolists, would suppose that some 
edict had been pd.Ssed that farmers should no longer ,be al
lowed to plough, sow, or reap; or, if they did, that tney 
should no lon~Pr sell their corn in British markets, but be 
compelled to send it abroad ; that the implements of their 
husbandry were taxed, and that all their articles of clothing 
and every l·equisite were especially enhanced in price to 
their disadvantage. The trumpet of alarm is sounded, and 
all the squil'es and their tails are summoned to " defend 
agi-1culture." They are just like the dishonest urchin, who 
nrst steal his playmate's marbles, and when an attempt 
is mnde to wrt. t them :i·om him, he cries out with all his 
might and main for "prot<>-'tion." So pleased, indeed, is 
the ad, without principle, who finds a knife, that he 
wodd ooner give ur, any other knife than that which has 
come to him whhout an equivalent. The rent-lords will 
continue to cry out lustily, till they are, by the public press, 
covered with the infamy of their own d eds. " How can I 
give up protection? lt would be discharging grooms and 
gardeners, and turning pooi· people without work. Is it 
likely that the law should be allowed to break faith with 
me in this matter ? Undel' the assurance of protection, 
we have reared up 'great' establishments, and con
t1·acteJ mortgages, and are we now to surrender our 
' ri~hts' to feed factious manufacturers ?" Protection, 
in fact, means locking up stolen goods to prevent all 
lfccess by the;r owners. 

THE BREAD-TAXERS. 

It is remarkable how the bread-taxers pretended to chuckle 
at Mr. Brooks's remark, "We are all for ourselves;" with
out either giving its meaning, or attempting to rid themselves 
of its application in its worst sense. They raise a laugh, as if 
they were not for "themselves" in a ten-fold worse sense 
than could attach to the observation of Mr. Brooks. He 
wants only his own right to sellandbuyin theopen n ; 1 l n 
of the world. They want other people's as well-have already 
got it, and are determined to stick to it as long as they can. 
His language is that of simple honesty asking for its own, 
not for any power to pillage and take that belonging to 
others. The bread-taxPrs have got their own, and a good 
deal more ; they are revelling in possession of it, and 
then affect to laugh at others when civilly requested to 
give it up. "Oh, you selfish creatures," exclaim these anti 
selfishnessists, when poor people supplicate to be allowed 
to buy and sell at th best market ; "why don't you con
tent yourselves withe only beingrobbed; robbed, too, so 
gently that you scarcely see the articles pass from your 
keeping till they are quite gone ; the booty is now in our 
h:mds, and we will take care of it. You don't hear 1'.t 

complain ; we deprecate &gitation, and would warn you 
against those dissatisfied beings who are all ' for them
selves in this world.' There are no Brookses amongst us. 
No. We are more genteel in our selfishness. To grasp 
merPly at our own would be too common-place for aris
tocracy ; too like John Brooks. We look after other peo
ple's as well, and, without much noise or fuss, we 
'slide' their trifles into our own pockets. We have the 
credit of being large-hearted and magnanimous; John 
Brooks, little-minded and selfish. Poor John Bull, we 
manage thee well.''_ 



THE 8~BIJGGLm. 

THE HONESTY 01" ELECTORS. 

Electoi-s I-The salvation of the country is with you. 
The present House of Commons will never abolish the 
Corn-Law. They are too much interested to do so. Ii: 
would be to proclaim their own robbery, and to abandon 
their own gains. We must have another house and a better 
house ; one that will do justice to the millions as well as to 
the favoured [ew. But unless you become sober and 
thoughtful-unless you consiC:er seriously the importance 
of sending prope~ per&ons to parliament, we must wait a 
long time before we get a legislature that will do justice to 
the people. You forget your own importance-you forget 
that the destin:, of the nation is in your hands-that you 
have the power to inflict misery and to confer prosperity, 
and you proceed, therefore, as if electing me'llbers of Parlia
ment was merely a party frolic, or a season for eating and 
drinking. Regardless of the national welfare, not a few 
vote at the expense oftheirownjudgment, in consideration 
of some favour received or promi d. T hose who, with 
little minds and le s heart~, act so unpatriotic a part, 
ought not to be entrusted with the fran,·!1ise. Our hope, 
however, is, that you ·ill hc>gin to view the matter more 
seriously, :ind that, instead oi ::.elec ing men for the name 
they bear or the family they belong to, you will select none 
but persons of informc:.tion, indepf'n~ent of corrupt influence, 
and whoae past conduct is a pledge that they will devote 
themselves to the Rationa1 interests. Formerly the House 
was filled with nomination members, the fruits of rotten 
boroughs; and though many clever tradesmen now have 
seats, yet a large majority are ignorant country squires, the 
result of rotten voters. The progress of purgation, how
ever, is going on; and we trust that at the next contest 
enlightened, honest men will be selected, and that you will 
forget electioneering favours, turn your backs upon bribes, 
whether in the shape of meat, money, or drink ; that you 
will conscientiously vote for your country, regard less of 
party influence. 

THE DISGUISES OF CORN-LAW ROBBERY, 

What is sin in a few, becomes a virtue when practised by 
many. A few acts of oppression would be marked with 
infamy, but the commoner it becomes and the more venial 
it appears. There is the same difference betwixt an open 
act and one in disguise. Robbery by breaking open doors, 
is buriolary, and exposes to transportation; hut taking away 
a much greater sum, by a softer and more circuitous course, 
is a clever trick. To rob the poor man's table of a penny 
loaf, would be felony; if done by a single person, it 
would raise against him the execrations of all; but if 
you can only steal into his pantry, unseen and unknown, 
and take away not only his loaf, but his cheese, his butter, 
and his beef, and if you be charged with the offence, you 
can say it is a matter of course, practised by all of high I 
stand"ng, and you esape with a good grace. It is just so I 
with the bread-taxers. Instead of stealing with their 1 

hands, they steal by law, and finding that the stealers are 
so numerous, no individual stigma attaches to their con- 1 

duct ; they put on as brazen a front as if they were honest 
men. But hom!sty and roguery are morally unchanged, 
although you change their names, conceal them in disguised 
garbs, and appeal to universal precedent in their favour. 
If a man get less for his money under the Corn Law, than he 
would without it, he is robbed of so much; and if by the 
operatioE of the same law another get more rent than he 
would without it, is he not the receiver of the booty? 
Morality regards not forms and names, but judges of things 
by their etfects. The operation of the Corn Laws can only 

be set forth as a decided robbery, and that which the steal
ers now get from the poor, they ought to be compelled to 
earn by their own exertions. 

THE BLESSINGS OF PEACE. 

The following paragraph is from the speech addressed by the 
King of the French to the manufacturers who recently assPml>led 
in the Hall of the Marshals, to receive the recompenses awarded 
to them by the jury :-" It is by peace, by internal tt·anquillity, 
that the arts can flourish, that industry can prospei--and Fi-ance 
increase in wealth, in happiness, and in glory-in that peaceable 
glory that costs neither sacrifice nor tears to anybody. On that 
account have my endeavours constantly tended ro preserve my 
country from the scourg,• of r; for I have always maintained as 
a principle that a nation should never engage in war, unless it 
was incumbent on 1t. to defend he honour and independence of 
the cmu try and its l'eal intel'O!;ts · but, when that imperious ne
cessity does not exis , one should resist those vain illusions which, 
under ~peciou appe ranees, too often induce states and nations to 
incur the ncertain and dangel'ous chances of war, and sacl'ifice 
to fears or hopes equally chimerical the real blessings of peace
blessings which are for the country the best guarantee of public 
prosperity, as they are for the families that of their repose and 
domestic happiness." 

COMMERCE SACRIFICED TO THE SLIDING SCALE. 

Since the beginning of July (in little more than two months) 
upwards of six hundred thousand quartui; of foreign wheat have 
been cleared for consumption, at a duty of I 7s. and 18s. per quar
ter, and at a los~ to the importers of at least 12s. per quarter, re
presenting a total sum (little as has been remarked upon it) of 
nearly £400,000. 

At the same period last year, eight hundred and fifty thousand 
quarters were entered for consumption at a duty of 14s. per quar
ter, and which left a loss to the importer of at least I0s. per 
quarter, making a total sum of £425,000. 

At the same period in 1842, upwards of two millions and a half 
of quarters were entered for consumption at a duty of 8s. per 
quarter, and which, it was estimated, left a loss to the importers 
of at least 20s. per quarter, making a total sum of £2,500,000. 

The losses in the present and last year, though representing 
large sums, have been so divided among the various ports of the 
United Kingdom, as not to have caused any particular sensation 
or shock to credit; but the enormous amount sacrificed in 1842 
produced so much ruin and havock, that it will be long before it is 
forgot in Mark Lane or Lomba1·d- street. 

The whole sum lost during these three years by the importation 
of foreign wheat cannot be estimated at less than £3,500,000, and 
this is the penalty which, it may be fairly said, the mercantile in
terest has suffered under the operation and mainly in consequence 
of the uncerlainties of the sliding-scale, as a set off against the 
profits made in the three preceding years, 1839, '40, and '41, 
when the scale worked favourably for the importer. And we be
lieve that no one conversant with the business will disagree with 
us in stating that, on the whole six years (from the autumn of 
1838 till the present time), if all the accounts connected with the 
import of foreign wheat were fairly balanced, a considerable sum 
would appear as loss to the importers, notwithstanding the fact 
that in 1838-39 more profit was realized by foreign wheat than 
on any one former occasion. An d thus, that business to the amount 
of at least thirty-five millions sterling has been tramacted, the ul
timate result of which is a loss to all concerned with it, and in 
many instances of utter ruin to those who, in the eal'ly period of 
these transactions of chance, were understood to have realized 
large fortunes. 

T. B. Smith, Esq., of Mauchester, was presented, at an Anti
Corn-Law festival, last week, at Halsall, with a splendid silver 
salver, which had been subscribed for by the ladies of the bo
rough, in testimony of the high esteem in which they held that 
gentleman's exertions in the year 1341, when he contested the 
borough against the monopolists, and laid the foundation f 01· the 
future success of the Liberal candidate. 



THE '8TB1JGGiiE~ · 

V A.RIETIES. 

A Plea for State Abuses.-The great secret in English internal 
policy is to get up a given quantity of wrong, and then set the 
wrong to cry out against the inconvenience of its own removal. 
- Colonel Thompson. 

Agricultural Labourers' Wa_qes.-The writer of the Royal 
Agricultural S0ciety's " Pl'ize Essay on the Agriculture of Wilt
shire," states that the ordinary wages of a farming-workman in 
that county arc 7s. a-week. And these counties may be t!l.ken 
ns examples of the state of the peasant1y in the eastern and 
western counties of England. 

The bread in Jersey is very good. It is generally made from 
foreign wheat. There is plenty of home-grown corn. The soil 
is exuberantly fertile. The J ersians eat bread made from Prus
sian or Danish corn, and send their own wheat to England: 
thus buying at the cheap market of free trade, and selling 
in the dear market of monopoly. A thriving trade this· and one 
that makes Master Bull look rather ridiculous. 

British Capability.-" Had your legishtor~,'' ~aid a German 
professor, "at the conclusion of the war , taken a map of Europe, 
and considered the excellent position of your country, and the 
wealth beneath its surface in coals and minerals, and placel'l a pro
per value upon its commerce and industry, instead of legislating 
to k eep up the value of land, you might have been the manufac
turers of the world." 

.E_ffec ts of the Game Laws.-It appears by a Parliamenlai J re
turn, ordered on the motion of l\Ir. Bright, that no less th~n 
4529 persons were convicted in England and ,vales, <luring the 
)'Car 1843, of offences against the Gt> ·ne Laws! No doubt, a 
much greater number were tried. It is a serious question for 
the moralist and the patriot, whethct· laws which make it criminal 
to take wild animals, and thereby consign thousands every year 
to tl1e contamination of a prison, ought not to be entirely abolished. 
Leeds Mercury. 

Who are tlte Best Customers f-If you want to see whence the 
increased consumption of clothing proceeds, you must not go to 
the fa1·m house, or the country Janes: you must look at our 
towns; and if you turn out on a Sunday, yuu will not need 
to wonder that all the mills are working full time. 1 t is 
found, says the Liverpool Me1·mry, that the wear and tear of 
clothing in rural districts is al ways trifling ; that even farmers and 
farm-labourers are not the recipients of the ercess in the price of 
food ; that dear corn and high rents may indeed increase the num
be1· of unproductive servants, swelling the retinues of our aristo
cracy; and that a few favoured tradesmen may be benefited by 
splendid expenditure; but the prosperity of all classes (the agri
cultural included,) will bo beat promoted by a policy which shall 
ensure to the whole people cheap provisions, leaving them the 
power of being good customers to each other for all the comforts 
which render life something more than a mere existence. 

Agricultural lmprovement.-,ve are glad to see that- agricultural 
improvement is making rapid progress, and agricultural fallacies 
arc slowly but surely dying away. Subsoil draining is gradually 
undermining protection ; guano is a powerful auxiliary of the 
Anti-Com Law League ; summer grazing will enable British heef 
to keep its ground against all the horned cattle of the Continent; 
Manchester and Birmingham are bringing machinery to aid in the 
increase of British corn ; and the d3.y is not so very far distant 
when our landlords and farmers will look back on the fears which 
were entertained with respect to free trade, with much of tlie 
vague bewilderment with which children recollect. a troubled 
dream, or perhaps with something of that higher and better com
bination of wonder and pity with which a Denman may b~ con
sidered as marvelling at the hallucinations of a Hale on the subject 
of witchcraft. Unfortunately, however, this is a slow process, 
and the agricultural labouring population require immediate care, 
theit· condition prompt amelioration. Should they continue to 
be neglected, we can only say that "God tempers the wind to 
the shorn lamb;" the seasons of low prices, which high rents 
make to tell on the farmer, are usually those in which the agricul
tural labourer bas been best off.-Morni1tg Clironicle. 

Farmer$' Chances.-The farmer under the present system h 
no chance. He is a capitalii1t; and if in any imtanoe be has 
profitable taking, other capitalists are likely to :run llim down 
if he hi!-'> an unprofitable taking, which is too common, lie eanno 
help himself, because all l'i~ habits are fonAed for farming alone. 

Fo~-Hunting.-Among other blessings conferred upon farme 
by the aristocracy is fox-hunting. A good fox-Dunt is rarely ea 
tied on witl\out a very considerable loss to tbe farmeu, on -wbo 
fields of wheat, newly sown or newly sp-ruog tlt,ougll tb gt-oua 
or among whose sheep, it take~ place; fop it cannot De agootl fox 
hunt if not in an enclosed and cultin~d couatry. 

Petition to Remove Btt1'defls.-As the determinatio• not to pet 
tion for a repeal of the Corn-laws may be adl\efed tu next:se 
s ion by tl\e free-traders, I would recommend tl\e wnole eount 
to petition for a repeal of all special burdens upoa land. 
these can be di.scot·e,ed and remo•Jed, the pretext for protectio 
will then be removed. 

Game.-" A few months ago there was an attempt made in 
d istrict of country not fat from N orwicl'l, ro get up a soeietJ (i 

' the protection or a ieultu e ; in otl\e word . , ociery for t 
maintenanceoftheoornla • ltdid,aotsuccud. 'h farau•. 11 ·ai 
so lnfl_q .as tltey coul.il 11.ot ge{ p,·otection from evils wltic actttQ ll 
palprzbl!I, and flotori11t11ly opp1·essed t!tetll nfl tf ve!iefl tlwn. , and A 
them poor- tne :,.corms of ga111e-tl1e,e wa, no 1&eed fo, tlu.m tlfas 
ing tlu:ir e'flergies, tll.ei , time, and tlieit 1rw1e11 iti t1efrn.dinv th 
selves pom tl,e imaginary, a,..;; at most, pro,pectlve er.Us of 1•r 
Trade." 

United States' Statislics.-Ta ing the population of the Unit 
States to be, in round numbers, 17,000,000, tnc pror: tion 

Employed in agriculture is ....•.•.........••••.•.. 12, 750,000 
Employed in manufactures and trades ••.•..... 1,500, 000 
Employed in commerce, fisheries, &c •.•....•.. 1,250,000 
Employed in mines, forests, &e .....•. . .......... 1,500,000 

How important that Rngland, whose population is chiefly co 
mercial and manufacturing, should i;ultivate commerce with t 
United States ! 

Facto-nJ Girls in Ameriea.-Referring to the mills at Lowe 
Miss Martineau, says, " In the mills the girls have quite t 
appearance of ladies. They sally forth in the morning wi 
their 1-1mhreJlas in threatning weather, their calashes to keep the 
hair neat, gowns of print or gingham, with a perfect fit, work 
collars or pelerines, and waistbands of ribbon. For Sundays. a 
social evenings they have their silk gowns and neat gloves a 
shoes. Yet through proper economy-the economy of educat 
and tl10ughtful people- they a.re able lo lay by for such pu 
poses as I have mentioned above. The deposits in the Low 
Savings' Bank were, in 1834, upwards of 114,000 dollars, t 
numbers of operatives being 5000. of whom 3800 were wom 
and girls. 

Agricultural Labourers' Houaes.-On the estates of the prince 
Duke of Bucclench in Dumfriesshire, new houses for the farmi 
men have boen built recently, but they have neither ceiling n 
lofting of any kind. Neither are they plastered in11id 
neither have they any partitions, nor inside doors, nor eupboa,. 
nor conveniences for any purpose whatever. There is nothi 
but the bare walls, about twenty-four feet long and twelve fe 
wide, inside measure, and seven feet high ; one door in front, a 
a little square window. The walls are built of stone and mort 
and as said before, are not plastered. Into that shed, with the ba 
roof above their heads, the Scotch hind and his family are cramme 
men and women, young and old. And these are the hou 
which are the new dwellings of the binds on the Duke of Bu 
cleuch's farms. 
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"Monopoly is not at all time• profit.''-Hu.dissoa. 

n:onopoly Bridge. 

PORTER JoNATHAN.-Please let me pass; my countrymen wish to send you plenty of wheat, as they understand the peopre irr your: 
eountry can eat much more thall they grow ; and as we are very much short of clothing, we are willing to take it in reb.u:n, which ,rill be a comfort to both. 

CoAST-GuA:an WELLINGTON.-Get back, you villain, we want none of your Yankee stuff; we shall eat our own corn ;:we are not; 
going to have our brave farmers ruined with your untaxed wheat. I have a'' pointed" argument against your free-trade intrusion.,. 
-,vhich you shall feel if you don't retreat. 

PoRTEB JouN.-Please, Sir, this bale is to go to new Orleans, where pork is l-d. per pound, and wheat and aU kinds of too~ 
equally low. We are going to exchange, which will be a benefit to both countries. 

PROTECTOR BucttINGHAH.-Pohl nonsense; 
0

do you think weare going to allow the manufacturers to sacrifice the agricultural 
nterest ? You may do what you will with your goods, but they Phall not pass here. You want to rob us of our rents, by bringing i0,t 
on ign cont. Back! at once, or I'll give yo11 an old argument which never fails to convince, 

No. 148. 



THE 8TB1JGGLE. 

COMPETITION, AND NOT PROTECTION, 
WILL PRODUCE IMPROVEMENT. 

At the nomination of Mr. Talbot Clifton for North Lan
cashire, the Squires attempted to deny that the object Qf 
protection was to keep up priees, and consequently rents. 
This was shifting their ground, for their candidate had just 
said in his address that it was to enable the farmers " to 
bear their burdens." To do this, of course, they must have 
higher prices than they could get without protection, and 
as the burdens must be borne, without these high prices 
there would be less rent. They would have had us to 
believe that rent has nothing to do with it; that dearness is 
not their design ; but that their sole motive for sticking to 
the Corn Laws is to induce a larger and better cultivation. 
What a proposition ! Higher prices and higher profits pro
duce improvement !-the very contrary to all human ex
perience. It is only when prices and returns begin to be 
so small as to leave no profit, that the manufacturer aban
dons his old mill and machinery, and gets better. It is not 
large profits that beget new shop windows, but the difficulty 
of standing against pressing competition. The fear of for
eign competition and the reduction in Tents, will stimulate 
improvements ; but good prices and good rents will never 
do this. There are, no doubt, enterprising individuals en
gaged both in land and trade, who would be improving 
under any circumstances ; but, speaking genera1ly, nothing 
but necessity will lead to invention and create exertions for 
improvement. If the sympathy of landlords for agricultu
ral labourers were as large in feeling as in words, they would 
pursue extensive improvements in order to find them em
ployment; but the enactment of the new poor law, and the 
desperation to "hich this class is driven, prove that there 
is as much truth and sincerity in these professions as there 
is in that unmasked flattery which they bestow upon each 
other at their agricultural meetings. If they could be made 
to feel in their own case what it is to endure the pains and 
pangs of short supplies, they would then most probably ex
ert themselves in earnest to procure an increase; but while 
the poor pP.ople's pinching is their feeding, is it likely they 
will do this? To protect any thing-that is, to give it 
privileges above the rest-is to spoil it. To protect land
tha t is, to render the owners ofit free from competition-to 
give value without worth-is sure to keep it in a bad con
dition. You see that sleepy man opening his shop at 9 in 
the morning ; his windows dirty ; his steps unswept ; his 
articles in confusion ; high prices and inferior stuff; himself 
sour and gruff, and you ask the reason. He is protected; 
that is, the shop belongs to the works adjoining, and the 
liands are not allowed to buy at any other place. It is the 
same in every case. And if ever you wish to see the 
Squires set about, in good. earnest, improving their land ; if 
ever you expect farmers to farm successfully, and their 
labourers fully employed ; if ever you expect agriculture to 
proceed with a bold and rapid step, it will be when the mo
nopolists are really convinced that the days of robbery are 
over, and agriculture, like trade, must live and rise and 
flourish by its own exertions. 

IS FOOD CHEAP? 

"Food i-s now cheap enough," say the monopolists; and 
many inconsiderate persons admit that it is. But this is a 
hasty decision, proceeding only upon the principle of 
comparison. Having for a long time been accustomed to 
dear food, many feel satisfied now that there is a reduc
tion. But what do we mean by food 'I If we mean pota
toes, they are not to complain of. If we mean porridge or 
bread, they are pretty moderate ; though not near so cheap 
as we have a right to expect. But does the world produce 

nothing but these ? Does bountiful nature confine her 
supplies to these ? Why is all that display in our front 
streets of butter, cheese, fish, flesh, fowl, and all the rest ? 
Are these intended only for the rich ? for the idlets? 
Are not working people's palates capable of enjoyiilg the 
luxuries of the East and of the West as well as others ? 
Will not good fresh butter, toasted cheese, and the best 
joints be as welcome on the plain man's table as the proud 
man's? and is he not as deserving of them? The world 
was made for all, not for classes, much less the most 
worthless classes. Nature spreads a rich banquet upon 
her universal lawn, and makes all her children welcome; and 
base be that man, and base be those laws which deprive 
any of her sons from freely partaking. To scatter, to dis .. 
vense, to equalize, is the law of nature; to contract and to 
rob is the law of nations ; and of all the laws ever devised 
by avarice and cruelty for these purposes, the Corn Law is 
the worst. Break down the boundaries of selfishness and 
aristocratic pride ; let in, as freely as God wills it, the 
bounties of his hand ; and th~n, in exchange for our Ja .. 
hour, the people here might indulge as they ought to do in 
flesh, fish, fowl, fruits, pies, and all the good things of 
life. Grapes in one country are like blackberries in another, 
and why should they not come in freely for the use of 
all? Pork in America a penny a pound, in England 
five pence! Is there any reason in compell:ng us to pay 
the difference? In fact, the style of living il this country, 
and especially in those happy districts where protection has 
shed its blissful fruits, is so wretchedly low, that for a time 
it will be difficult to convince many that any thing better is 
ever to be their lot. Even now, with an imrroved trade, ie 
we go into a weaver's house, or into the house of a country 
labourer, we see sad specimens of pinchini and of poor 
living. If the inside of their houses could re exhibited on 
a stage ; if their scraping and pinching and poor miserable 
meals every day, week after week, could le placed tangi
bly before the. gaze of the world, we ahoul be astounded 
to think of the extent of robbery committed tpon the tables 
of the people. Food, I maintain then, is riOt cheap J and 
can scarcely be called so till bought at the cheapest market. 
Some sorts are less dear than formerly, btt other kinds 
are yet beyond the reach of the peoplt. We want 
nothing less, we ought to be content wit nothing less, 
than perfect freedom of food. Let the larrllords' barriers 
be broken down ; let the rent offices at ou: ports be de
stroyed ; let the freedom of feeding the p?ople with the 
best their labour will command b~ achieved and then we 
shall have some reason to congratulate ou:selves on food 
being cheap. 

RAIL ROADS. 

Among various indications of the certain triumph of frE'e
trade principles, I would name the amazing ncrease of rail .. 
roads. At present, for want of other mo es of investing 
money, this is anxiously sought after, anl the value or 
shares keeps rising. Let, however, a dep~ssion of trade 
return, and many of these shares will be dowa. What, 
then, will be the feelings of all holders of this property ? 
They will be advoc~tes of more trade, forthe purpo1e o( 
more railway traffic, and less loss to themsel~es. They will 
soon leam that to effect this, our ports must be open to for
eign goods-that free · exchanges must bf allowed-and, 
impelled by self-interest, whether whig or tory, their 
conversion to free trade is almost certain. N~t a few of these 
shareholders are now protectionists, an their coover .. 
sion will still increase the balance which legim, so largely 
to preponderate in favour of " common smse " and com .. 
mercial freedom. 
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FREE TRADE IN CORN RECOMMENDED BY 

AN AGRICULTURIST. 

The following is from a Correspondent in a Protection 
paper, which shows that this party has misgivings as to the 
efficacy of their system :-
. "I maintain that the season& and the elements speak to us 

in language strong and not to be misunderstood, that we 
should not her,cefotth trust in the precarious and expensive 
turnip crop tot a winter supply of food for stock, but that we 
should, to aid it, have free access to foreign markets for the 
more common productions, such as corn of all descriptions, by 
which our stock hete would be infinitely increased in quantity 
and quality, and our land improved in condition ; this improved 
condition counterbalancing the depression of price which niight 
occur frorn a free ttade in corn." 

Of coutse this writer sees nobody but his own class 
in the desirableness of having "free access to foreign 
markets for corn.'' It is because the elements cannot be 
depended up'lt for producing turnips and green crops suf
ficient for winter feed ; and therefore, on this account, the 
farmer should ,e allowed to make up by " access to foreign 
market!." T~is is not a bad thought, though a selfish one. 
Those who set the immense quantities of provender which 
are taken in th~ carts of dairy farmers from the towns, and 
hear them lammt when prices are high, can understana the 
force of all thi Dairy farms keep extending with the ex
tension of towls, and none profit more than they by cheap 
corn. With is they could afford to keep 20 cows where 
they only keep 15 now on the same land ; and would also 
be able to ketp their horses and feed their pigs at much 
Jess cost tha1 at present. When this article of food 
is dear, the$t farmers always feel embarrassed. And 
what are they to do this winter? With a crop of hay 
scarcer than h1s been known for a long time, they will be 
compelled to {eep less stock, unless com remain very low. 
Cheap corn will always benefit dairy farmers, Le
cause lheir prtduee JS not likely to be reduced in the same 
ratio as corn is. Corn can be brought to this country in 
such a state \S to sell at equal, if not superior, prices to 
our own ; hut the importations of other articles often so 
deter· orate th1 qualities as seriously to reduce the price. 
Just in prop1rtion as people get good wages, they will 
have.fresh buter, fresh meat, and good cheese and good 
milk and thmgh corn might find its level with other 
countries, otler sorts of farming produce would remain 
much highEr. 
. But tl1is wrter's reasons, though iood, are thoroughly 
selfishl. Ther might be no body in this country but land
o wne-rs a d armers. Do not the "elements speak" to 
all food-eaters in language which cannot be misunder
stood, that it s impossible to trust. to the '' precarious" and 
"expensive" supply of home.grown food? And how 
cruel it must be to the poor to attempt to do so, inas
muc as, W1ile others can get a sufficiency, all the 
defici,ency mist, of course, fall upon them. The 
"pr~cariousn·ss" of the supply cannot be disguised. 
It is admittedby the bread-taxers themselves ; but instead 
of applying ai effectual remedy to prevent the possibility of 
scarc:ity a d 1ant, they say, we will compel the people to 
hung1er up to1 certain point, and then, lest they should be 
outrmgeoms, ,e will slide in a little and a little to allay their 
appettites. :to body with feelini would use their beasts as 
Engliish.men a:e used. Supposing they were pasturing in a 
bare pa.sture,and bellowing out for food, would any man, 
with ot.her filds adjoining full of grass, refuse the:cattle a 
chan,ge of fi.trls, keeping them in the bare pasture, and giv
ing t henn an I'm full now and then ? The cattle starving 
in ome eld d the grass rotting on the ground in the next, 
is ia tr e illustration of the condition to which 

our corn.laws seek to reduce-the people of this country. 
It is cheering, however, to see any connected with agri

culture advocating "free-trade in corn," and we trust that 
all will see shortly that it is really for the benefit of farmers a8 
well as others. 

• 
THE PRINCIPLES OF THE LEAGUE ARE 

PERPETUAL. 

· cc The League is dead!"exclaim the monopolists as ofte11 
as they can get any body t• hear them ; but they know and 
feel convinced that the principles •f the League are not 
dead. They may try the vain attempt to break up the 
otganization of the League, but eradicate its principles they 
never can. These have been so elaborated in the mind 
of the nation that they have become identical with " com
mon sense." How can a people pressing severely upon 
the food supplies of their own country, ever conceive that 
it is better for them to endure short allowance, than to open 
their gates and allow abundance to flow in ? How 
can a manufacturing country, capable of producing more 
than it needs, ever consider that it is better to discontinue 
its connexion with the wide world, where alone it is sure to 
find customers? The idea of "independence I" Separa
tion of nations ! "Eating our own food alone," instead of 
following the teachings of nature and reason, which lead us 
to regard the world as one common home, and the whoM 
people as one family ! Sufficient, however, of the sweetl 
of commerce have already been enjoyed to explode all such 
exclusive notions. 

TllE EFFECT OF REPEAL UPON PRICES. 

"Whatever may be the price of corn, if the corn 
laws were repealed," says 'An Oxfordshire Farmer,' '' one 
thing is clear - that an increased demand upon forei,nera 
for corn, through the abolition of the present duty, will 
tend to increase the price abroad ; so that, unless they grow 
more than they do at pr.?sent., they can no longer afford to 
sell it at the present rate. But, you will say, 'they will bring 
fresh land under the plough, of which they possess abundance.' 
True : but this cannot be denc unless more capital and labour he 
called into action, and unless they have a superabundance c1r either 
now unemployed, which is hardly to be supposetl : this can only 
take place by withdrawing them from other profitable sources of 
employment--perhaps from their own manufactures, in w~ch 
case the advantage to our trade is obvious. Besides, we may rea
sonably suppose that the whole of the corn now destined for Eng
lish consumption is grown upon land the most favourable, in point 
of situation, for transit, &c., and consequently every additional 
qt1.arter of corn for our market will be produced under more un. 
favourable circumstances, and, of course, will cost more in coming 
to market. In a word, the idea that land, in an advanced state 
of cultivation, lying in the midst of a great consuming population, 
possessing every advantage in the economy of cultivation which 
long experience and scientific skill have hitherto 11uggested, with 
other advantages, is unable in the disposal of its produce to corn .. 
pete with land far distant, as yet uncultivated, comparatively de
prived of those means of communication and carriage, without 
which the most fertile land is almost valueless; and, above all, 
destitute in a great measure of capital and labour which are indis
pensable to its profitable cultivation, is one which I should haYe 
supposed could never have existed for a moment in the minds of 
reasonable men, did I not know, from experience, that long habit 
tends to reconcile us to many ahsurdities both in our modes er 
thinkini: and acting." 

Game Laws.-Oh you must not repeal the game laws. 
If the squires have nothing to shoot they will shoot themselves; 
and to lose one of them would be a sore affliction to the 
country, 

.,, 
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"INDEPENDENCE OF FOREIGNER.S.'' 

The "muck-misers 11 are determined to stand it no longer. 
They insist upon us using our own manure and being " indepen
dent of foreigners." It is not to be borne that guano shall be 
fetched from untaxed countries to compete with our horse ma
nure which animals are taxed so much a tail. The l10me-trade and 
the home profits, in both " night-soil" and day-soil, must be pro
tected, and the proprietors are not goin~ to be ruined by c~emi
cal agTiculturists. An application is to be made next session to 
bring bird's dung in by the sliding scale only ; which is to be 
equal to a pl'Ohibition when prices are higb. And they -confidently 
expect to be supported by all the "common-sense " members of 
the House of Commons, of whom it is allowed to be nearly 
full I 

VARIETIES. 

Dibbling in Corn. - A writer states that by dibbling 
corn in single grllins, at equal distances, say six inches-a saving 
would be effected equal to nine-twelfths. 

In many extensive districts, says the Times, it is found, by 
taking the several villages, that W9 have not nearly so many 
farmers as when the Doomsday Book was compiled. 

Freeholders. - Let every free-trader who can raise £50, 
possess himself of a freehold in Lancashire or Yorkshire, in order 
that be may assist in rescuing the representation out of the hands 
of the monopolists. Money laid out this way will yield quite as 
much profit as many other investments. 

Competil:ion for Farms. - A writer from Norfolk, in the 
Morning C!,ronicle, alluding to a farmer, who was almost 
ruined with the depredations of game, says, "if he left his farm 
from fifty to a k1.:.nd1·ed persons would be competing for it." 
What a state of things-fifty to a hundred per~ons competing for 
a farm which yields no profit ! Trnly farmers will surely soon 
begin to see how much they depend upon trade in order to find 
openings for their sons that this ru:.nous competition may be de
stroyed. Who can be more interested in free trade than farmers? 

"Peculiar Burthens."--Ofthe whole revenue of Prussia, Austria, 
Franc,, Flanders, all Germany, and all Italy, the land contri
butes one-half, whilst in England the protected landowners very 
modestly contribute one-fiftieth part, and than, forsooth, whine 
about their peculiar burthens. Of the remaining forty-nine parts, 
it is well known how much is contl'ibuted by the sweat and toil of 
the ind11strious mechania, labourer, and manufacturer. The land
owner, with his princely income, contributes towa~·ds the support 
of the revenue from his land one-fiftieth part of the amount, and 
the poor labourer or mechanic more than fifty per cent, from his 
-wages. 

Trade and Agriculture.-The following representation of the 
connexion betwixt the prosperity of trade and agriculture is from 
the Mark-Lane Expres;: :-" The state of trade in all the ports of 
England, Scotland, and Ireland, is most satisfactory. The river 
Thames is literally crowded with merchant vessels, British and 
foreign. At Liverpool, Goole,Hull, &c., the docks are crowded. 
It is worth notice, that in the last week guano, worth £59,000 to 
£60,000, was imported into Liverpool alone. At Hull, remarks 
a contemporary, ' the state of trade in the river reminds the in
habitants of oldea times;' it is literally crowded with vessels, in
so much that people can:cross it by passing from one sloop to an
other. At the same time the docks are excessively crowded, and 
many vessels are lying out in the roads. The greatest activity 
preYails at all the quays and wharfs. The Custom-house receipts 
of Dublin have largely increased this year. Tl,e wool fairs in all 
parts of the countl''!/ tliat have lately been held are rep1·esented to 
have been well attended, and the fleece bought at HIGHER PRICES • 

.A remarkable degree of animation prevails in all the trading ma
nufacturing districts. Upon this point the trade circulars that 
have reached the City are unanimous. The state of the weather 
1,as, h4'wever, been watched with much anxiety diu-ing the past 
week. A failure in the amount of the yield would, it is feared, 
TEND MATERIALLY TO CHECK THE SALES OF GOODS FOR HOME 

CONSUMPTION, which ha.ve recently been more satufactory than 
for years past.'' 

Saving Habits.-" Monopoly" defeats its own end'' said an 
old fa~er ~he other day ;• " when sugar was so dea;, we gave 
over usmg 1t: and to do without has now become so much a habit 
that I don't think we shall ever buy again.•' 

Th? deposits in poverty-striken Dorsetshire in the savings' 
bank 1s £2 a-head on the whole population ; in Lancashire it is 
less th~~ £1. T.his shows .that in the latter there are more op
portun1t1es of laymg out capital to advantage than in the former. 

Ma_chinery.-~hat have the working people nnw to say on the 
machinery question ? Do they still believe that it works against 
the poor man -that it brings down his wages? Their faith in 
such falsehoods must be shaken by the present times. 

The carpet-weavers and other manufacturers of Barnard Castle 
are all in full employment, at advanced wages-a practical com
mentary on the doctrine that wages advance with the price of 
bread! 

The Teaching of Bad Times.-Three or four yearr,' pinching 
has. taught m~ny persons various methods of saving in their living, 
which they will not soon abandon. If but the same quantity be 
produced it will go further than it used to do on that account. 

Repealing tke Corn-Laws.-Some of the protectionists 
are boasting of repealing the corn laws by producing so large 
a quantity, and conseq11ently lowering the price, that there 
would be no room for importations. This is just what 
we want. 

Three Rents.-Mr. Edward Roberts, of Kings Walden, said 
at a protection meeting that every farm should yield tliree rents : 
one for the labourer, one for the tenant, and one for the land
lord. It would be well if this division were justly adhered to. 
If any come short, it ought to be the man who does nothing for 
his share. 

~ool.-Though the duty is entirely taken off the importation or 
wool, yet we are informed that the sale is good, and prices main
tained. With ample means the consumption of wool is increased ; 
so it would be with corn, and the prices are not regulated hy the 
diminution of duties, but l> 1 the means of the peo pie to purchase, 

Misrepresentations. - The monopolists scarcely ever try to 
defeqd themselves, or reason upon the system of protec
tion. It suits their purpose better to kick up a dust about the 
Leaguers, and deal as largely as possible in the article of misre
presentation, of which they have generally an immeasurable 
quan!ity. 

A Hint to M,m~y-Ler,ders.-We have plenty of money now in 
the country, more than many people know what to do with. But 
we don't grow money ; nor is it found in the mines of Britain. 
It comes, then, in exchange for our manufactured articles. And 
if merchants are not allowed to bring produce, they must bring 
money. What will money-lenders say to this ? The article 
that used tp afford 5 per cent. will only now bring 2 and a half. 
Are they not among the number of those who are injured by al
lowing a free importation of money, but preventing a free im
portation of everything else ? 

Towns and Country.-The Times, on making a comparison be
twixt the two, says-" The towns are the avenues of promotion 
-all who rise, rise through them ; they are the veins and arteries 
of the country. Tradesmen beat the yeomen in numbers, as also 
in mind. The landed aristocracy do not like this; they feel a 
want of 11upporters, yet they have driven humble thrift and am
bition to the towns; they have decimated the yeomanry, and ex
tirpated or ground down the labourer. We have now no contri
bution from the farm-house to the universities. Centuries ago 
every other Oxford scholar was the son of a yeoman." 
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" The Registration Courts must be the future battle ground of the League." 

Java, Luzon, anti J a1naica, as com1,a1•etl ft7itll I1•elantl. 
The above is the relative size of Luzon, (the largest of the Philipi,ine Islands) Java, and Jamaica, and Ireland. Ireland, being 
out 200 miles square, is adopted as likely to carry a just idea of the relative sizes of those islands to which we are to look mainly for 

ur sugar. Cuba, the finest of the ,vest India islands, from whose products we are excluded on account of their being cultivated by 
ave labour, is about the same size as Java. Luzon, it will be seen, is about the size of England; this island, where is situate the 
pital town, !\'Ianilla, is the largest of thA Philippine group, and is 600 miles distant from China. Besides Lt·z·H1 , are ten large 
ands; the largest the sizp of Ireland, but uncultivat~d. The Philippine islands and Java have attracted attention as being the ad-
tioual sources whence we are to derive our sugar, the cultivation being by free labour. This is very doubtful; but Sir Robert Peel 
obliged, fettered as he is, to feel his way with the West lndia interest, the most injurious of our monopolies; and as he anticipates 
,000 tons of sugar from these new sources, the consumer will feel some immediate relief from the want of this important article, 

hich, but for this timely relaxation, (a rdaxalion which ought to be extended) would have risen rapidly in price. 

LORD SANDON'S SPEECH. 

Lord Sandon has been presiding at an agricultural meet
at Stowe, and some of his observations are perhaps 

st worth notice. Like others, he echoes the corn plaints 
at landlords have not done their duty to the land. This 
as never thought of till the League told it to the country, 
d exposed the bad condition of their farms, so that they 
e now ashamed of the m. 

No. 146. 

"He asked them were there no rushes left in North Staffordshire? ,v ~s the best c;ttle to be found in every field ? ,v as every 
brook straightened? In fact, had they all, landlords and tenants, 
done their duty to the land upon which they lived? So long as 
they could not say that all this was the case, so long were there 
good reasons for the existence and continuance of such societies 
as the Nor tb St::dfordshire Agricultnral Assoeiation." 

Notwithstanding these remarks, it is to be ~cared that 
the rushes will remain, and the men now walkmg about 
idle will continue to do so. Many won't agree with his 
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THE S'rBUGGLE. 

Lordship '' that these associations are the best means by 
which improvements arc to be promoted;'' for w~ find that 
improvements in manufactures h?-v~ been c~rned to the 
highest pitch without such associations. Like all ot4er 
chairmen, "he hoped" that these improvements recom
mended would be carried into effect. In future, I would 
su n-crest that workers, and not tallcersmerely, should be chair
m;; of these meetings, and that each be required, in order 
to guarantee some practical effect, to make a declaration as 
to how much he will do himself. 

The mechanical implements " afforded him great satis
faction;" so that when the country squires again talk 
about the evils of machinery, we may send them to Lord 
Sandon for chastisement. 

" He did not look disparingly upon the dijfi
culties attending the gi·owing popul~tion of tl~is country." 
Difficulties from a crrowing population! Fie on you, 
LorG Sandon, to talk of difficulties from more heads 
and more hands-mdre instruments of labour. There 
ought to be no difficulties from ~his source. They les~en 
the pressure of taxation, and mcrease the productive 
power of the country. Only let these heads and hands 
have fair play, and they will do the country good, 
and not harm. Only let food come in freely, and every 
one born in Britain is worth more than his keep. You are 
charcrina the Great Author of Nature with these difficulties, 
for the increase of population is nothing less than his ap-
pointment. . . 

You believe that England has w1thm herself resources 
equal to the difficulties; and you dwell upon '' ~m
proved acrriculture," yet you never condescend to ment1 on 
trade th~ resource which has hitherto found employment 
and ~1b istence for our increased population. You talk of 
the "immense capabilities" of the soil; but yo~ do not 

1 
inquire whether the same labour an~ same capital em
ployed in manufactures would not, with free trade, pro
duce a great deal more. You care_ not h~w many bogs 
belonging to your own order be cultivated, if you can but 

ccp out foreign food, and keep up rents. 
Your are a pretty keen observer. You have seen great 

di plays of agricu1tural zeal, and heard many speeches 
about the capabilities of the soil ; but having seldom seen 
any proportionate efforts, you do well to exhort those 
present not to let their zeal " eYaporate." 

Half a dozen sentences at the end of your speech are 
worth all the rest. You gave the landlords a lecture about 
" hobbies," which, I trust, they will never forget. This part 
is so good that 1 print it at length:-

" Now, they wanted to make it a fashion, instead of horse
racing, for landlords to look afte1· tllPir land. (Hear, hear.) 
Let them make their land their hobby, and they would act 
wisely. (Cheers.) They (the landlords) did not grudge much 
for other hobbies, whether in pictures, books, &c. 'It is 
only a few hundreds, or a few thousands, lost this year,' said 
they; but if they lost on their year's farming they thought 
themselves hardly used. This they had no right to think. 
They ought to make the laud their hobby, and let others profit 
b y their experiments.'' 

I trnst next year you will find these " hobbies " more to 
your likiurr. 

TRADE ALONE CAN RELIEVE THE FARMERS 
AND THE LABOURERS. 

I sincerely lament the sufferings cf the agricultural la
bourers, and the embarrassments of farmers, with the ac
coun ts of which the public press abounds, especially in the 
south. And I sincerely wonder at the affected bewil
rlerment of gentlemen and landowners as to the cause. 
There are more farmers than farms, and therefore 

they compete agaim,t each other to their own ruh1. The 
offer more rent than they can make. There are also mo 
labourers than labom, and they also compete against eac 
other, and bring down the wages of all, and leave the i 
feriur hands without employment altogether. What, the 
is the remedy? Although farmers increase every da 
there will be no increase of farms; and although laboure 
increase every day, there is no increa e of work, for the 
were fewer labourers employed in 1841 than in 1831. 
great deal has been said to induce farmers to employ mo 
labour ; bnt, generally speaking, they have no capital to 
this ; and if they had, with present rents and present te 
ures, they cannot see their own interest to do so. The 
is no relief ~ither for farmers or labourers but by lesseni 
the competition; for while that remains so intense as 
present, farmers will be obliged to pay high rents, and l 
bourers work for low wages. Speak against trade as 
may, the only plan to lessen the number of farmers or l 
bourers, is to facilitate the transition from land to trad 
which has rapidly been going on for years, but which, f4 
three years, say 1838, 1839, and 1840, was almost at a stan 
These unfortunate, these protected classes, are deeply i 
terested in the trade of our country, and their own welfa 
and their children's after them, call upon them to assist 
effecting its freedom. It is quite true that there is wo 
enough wants doing on the land to find employment for a 
but none will commence it unless they have stronger m 
tives than those of charity towards the poor men out 
work. As the farmer, on the present rent and tenure s 
tern, can see no certainty of profit by extending his cul 
vation, l,1e sits still; and as the landowner, on the prese 
system, can get plenty of rent, he has no stimulant to 
tion. He has secured a law for the protection of his ren 
and not until this is repealed will he feel the necessity 
improving his cultivation and giving employment to labo 
ers. Agricultural distress will not cease till the balance 
supply and demand be turned; till there are more far 
than farmers, and more employment than labourers ; a 
I can see nothing to effect this change but the influen 
of good trade ; indeed, this is already felt in the nei 
bourhood of our towns. The country labourers in Lan 
shire are now much better off than they were three years a 
manufactures having given employment to a great num 
of hands, so that those that remain get more work and bet 
wages. So soon as farmers and labourers begin to see t 
workings of trade aright, they will be convinced that th 
only hope lies in a free commerce. It would take o 
great number from the sod, and prevent them 
other by competition. 

WAGES AND FOOD. 

To the Editor of tlte Bolton Free Press. 
Sm,-About three years since I very well recollect being 

lecture upon the Corn Laws, when a working ma.n got up in 
position to the lecturer, and showed, as I thought very plai 
that if food were cheaper, wages would fall, and the mas 
would reap all the advantage. At that time my wife was pay 
ls. 10d. a dozen for meal, and 2s. 7 d. a dozen for flour ; and 
wages, as a mechanic, were 16 shillings a week. At this tim 
am receiving twen~y shillings a week for the same work, and 
wife is paying 1 s. 6d. a dozen for flour, and h. 2d. a dozen 
meal. ,v e are better off in wages and food together by at 1 
eigh~ shillings a week; and are now able to clothe our11el 
which we could not <lo before. I begin to think the lecturer 
right after all ; for this is just the effect he said low prices of fi 
would produce. I think I must subscribe to the League 
next time they come round. 

Hoping you will find room for my letter, I remain your hu 
servant, AN OPERATIVE M£C~AN I 

Bolton, Sept. 27, 1844. 
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POVERTY AND POACHING. 

To . a fox-hunting country squire, to a sport-loving parson, 
there 1s no crime half so odious as the slightest interference with 
game. To steal a partridge egg in the open field, or 5et a snare 
for a young leveret, are offences of the highest kind. And it 
matt?rs no~ what force of suffering, want, or destitution impel to 
the ~nfract10n of these laws-the squire and the parson are 
the Judges, and they are inexorable. Hear what says Sir H. 
Verney, at the Bucks midsummer sessions, says to his follow magis
trates:-

" Of' 639 prisoners, 169 went to gaol for infrnctions of the game 
laws: They were taken to the gaol at the public expense, kept there at 
public expense of the county, and their families kept iu the union-house 
at the expense of their parishes. This ought not to be. As game was 
pre erved for the mere amusement of the country gentry, those who 
~ept preserves ought to be at the whole expense of the game prosecu
tions. Game preservers were the source of great mischief; formers lost 
a peat deal by the clepredations of the game, labom·ers by the want 
of employment, for it was impoi;sible to have good forming where there 
,~·as mt~ch game; and the whole community lost oy the destruction of 
food which game occa~ioned. Game affords great temptations lo crime 
and to the infractions of the law. A labourer could earn but 9s. or 10s. 
per.week, while, in one f~rt~mate night, a poacher could make from 20s. 
to 30s. ; and thus are crunmals mnde by the game laws. Our g1·rat 
game preservers nre thus the cause of all this crime-and tl1is for the 
mere amusernent of the country gentry." 

But the most heartless case which has for a long time come 
to our knowledgA, is that of an agricnlt ural labourer named 
Eboru. At the Ashcndcn petty sessions (Bucks) he was brought 
before two lay and two clerical magistrates, against whom it was 
proved by one of the reverend magistrate's own "lookers-out," 
that he had been seen '' about to remove a snare, but which had 
caught no hare.'' Ehorn, it appeared, bore a good character. 
One of the lookers-out adruitteci that " he nevr-r saw him out 
before; he believed it was his fi1•st offence ; he knew he had ":I. 

large family ; and he hoped the gentlemen wotild be as easy 
with him as they could.'' The poor fellow pleaded-" I was 
never before a magistrate before, gentle-men. I have a family 
of thirteen chilJren. I am in great distr<•ss. I have no 
bread for my poor children." The "gentlemen'' were entreated 
to "be as easy as they could," eYen \iy one whose avocations 
were not likely to kindle sympathy for a. poacher. ,vith what 
efface, the result will show :-
. "The magi trates ordered the r~om to be cleared, while they con

indered the case. They then tolu Ehorn, thev had C()nsiclered the case 
an_d co1~sidernd it a verr clear one. Thre(i 1minths was the penalty fo1'. 
th111 ofli-111'1'; bnt ns ]11~ l'haractcr wa~ good, they had reduced hiis p11n
i11l1111ent to si~ weeks' imprisonment in Aylei,bury jail, in the House ot 
Correction, witJ1 hard labour." 

Good God! six weeks' imprisonment, with hard labour, for 
the first offence of being seen about to remore a snare, the worst 
conceivable object connected with which would ha\'e been taking 
a ha1·e ! ! The man, as a witness said, " was regarded as an 
honest, quiet labourer, but wretchedly poor, from the shortness 
of work, and the scanty wagPs paid him for his labour, even 
when in work. He has been employed on the roads at seven 
shillings per week. A respectal,le person 11aid he helived that 
both the poor fellow and his family were ha.If starved." 

This man, "with a family of thirteen child1·en, for whom he 
had no hread''-this man, perhaps a victim of the very system 
for the maintenance of which he stood a condcmnP,d rriminal
for an attempt to catch a /inrel-is hurried to g:i.ol with a hitherto 
good character, to be contaminated by association with the basest 
and the worst. Nor is this all; tho magistrate continued, "a.ad 
at the end of that six weeks, he himself to enter into surety 
in a £10 bond, and to produce two other sureties in £5 each, or 
one in £10, for his good behaviour for twelve months; and in 
default of his finding the requisite sureties, then to remain in 
prison for eix further months' imprisonment.'' Sureties for £10, 
for a. poacher just finished an imprisonment in a common gaol for 
six weeks! I! And in default, a further imprisonnumt fo1· six 
months. Merciful heavens! is this the mercy, "tlte reduced 
punishmmt" meted out by a sport-loving, game-preserving, cleri
cal magistrate, on the evidence of one of his own "lookers out!" 
What a host or ideas rise almost to suffocation -how the blood 
quickens as they swell upon us! Seven months' and a half im
prisonment for a hard-working labourer, having hitherto borne a 
good character-the father of thirteen children-he thrust into 

gaol-they, with their mother, thrmt into a workhouse-separa
ted from each other-degraded, debased in their own estimation 
and iu that of all !l.l'Of.!Ud them -the seeds of future crime, reck
lessness, and abandonment sown among all-and for what? -for 
an attempt to take a !tare ! I ! -Economist. 

INCREASED VALUE OF LAND.-WHO HAS GOT 
THE LION'S SITA.RE? 

At the dinner of the Wheathamsted Free-Trade Club, the 
chairman on the occasion, Mr. C. Lattimore, in introducing the 
toast, " Comnuircial freedom ovor all the world," made the fol
lowing comparative statement of the present valueofa farm with its 
value ne.irly a century ago:-" He thought that it was for want of 
attention to th?. amount of rental and tithes at the present day 
compared with what it was sixty or seventy years ago, that th; 
situation of the agriculturist was not understood. At that time there 
was a bounty of 5s. per quarter on wheat, and of 2s. 6d. on barley ; 
and if they considered these facts together, and then compared them 
with the present state of things, they would find there. was very 
little mystery in the matter. rle field in his hands one of those 
very rare documents-a twenty-01,e years' lease-as rare as a black 
swan. ( Laughter and cltens.) This was a very rare and 1tniq11e 
document; it was the lease of a farm within the parish or Wheat
hamsted, granted thfl 7th of October, 1748, hy 1\lr. Thomas 
Ganard, of l\fackery End ; the tPrm~ wore exceedingly fair, and 
evinced much of that good old English f-eeling, which, oo was 
sorry to say, was now nearly extinct. (Cheers.) There was no 
clause in the lease containing any mention of a penalty, or at most 
a very slight one, anrl tlierll was 110 mention made of the accursed 
_qame system. (Cheers.) Could the present owner or that land 
say as much now? It provided for the interest of the tenant, as 
well as tliat of the landlord-and the rental was, for the first three 
yl'ars, £130, and for the remaining period to 1769, £140. He 
had heen told by those acqnainted with the fields specified in this 
document, that the extent of land 1Vas 300 acres, so tltat the rental 
was 9s per acre; aurl the tithe, ji·om the lnst infvrmation lte could 
obtaiTt, was 2s. 71er acre, which, added to tlte rental, would make 
the whole 1 1 s. 7,ei- acre. Now, t!te average price of wheat from 
1701 to I 766 (wltic!t included the period for wl,ich the lease was 
gra11ted) was 32s. l d. per q"arter. T!te average at the p1·esent 
time was about 44~., so that the dffference in the price of wheat in 
the two periods was somewhere about 25 per cent. Now, he 
came to speak about the rent of the same land at the present time; 
the rent was about 24s. per acre, a11rl the tithe char.<Je was about 
6s. 6d. per acre. ( A voice, ' You undrrrate it.') ,v ell, he wish
ed to he under the mar'<.; he never wished to be over the mark in 
any of his statement 11, for that was a bad way of advocatini& a good 
cause. ( A voice, 'They are a ~ood de:il over the mark.') Well, 
the11, tlie!/ hnd seen that tlte difference ir, the price of wheat, at tlte 
period ()f the blat:k-swan lease ai,d {he present time, was only 25 
71er cent., while the increase in the fired burden was about 200 per 
cent. There now, they saw what had become of the labottr fund. 
(Immense cheering.) They al ways found that, in discussing 
these suhjects, a great deal of sorE>nes~ was evinced by some per
sons when they came to the rent-hut true it was that all the de
mands he had enumerated had to be satisfied be.fore one shilling 
could be devoted to remunerating the skill and industry and capi
tal of the cultivators of the soil. (Cheers.) He did not find 
fault with the landlord, to whom tho farm alluded to belonged, 
making as much of his land as he could; but he did find fault with 
him for having, after that, endeavoured to injure a tenant for 
daring to think and act independemly. (Cheers.) I-le had now 
stated one of the causes wlty the 1·emw1cration of the farmer and 
the farm-labourer was .~o ,mequal to that which in justice they had 
a right to e:r:pcct ; and, if protection societies would take such 
items as he had giren into their consideration, they might then 
arrive at some conclu5ion as to the right method of making agri
culture prosperous. That would never be accomplished until the 
Corn Laws were repeale<l-and then agriculture would adjust it
self, and they would see a. few more of these black swans in the 
neighbourhood." 

Cheap Bread brings Low Wages.-At present, when food is 
comparatively cheap, there is not only plenty of employment in 
Sheffield, but \Yages have risen JO, 20, and 30 per cent, 
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I~is Fata.us. 
Poor simpleton,-Collowing the Will-o'-the-Wisptill he is nearly 

neck-deep in the hoJt.-A just fil(nre of the !lilly a~riculturists fol
lowing protection, till it has almost landed them all in ruin. 

V A.RIETIES. 

Increase of Repeal Porver.-What is the erection of every new 
mill, but an additional acqui,ition to the power of the Corn-Law 
repeal. Let an embarrassing time come, and the proprietors of 
these new mill» will all join to defend an extension of trade, 

Erplanatian of the Tenn " Rack-Rent." - Rack-rent is 
rent of the full value of the tenement according to some, hut 
in the opinion of others it is thought that rack-rent means 
a rent 10 high that the tenant is on the rack how to succeed in 
getting it togelher.-Punc/,'s Comic BlacAstone. 

Free Tmde. - I am extremely sorry that any one in the 
House of Commons llhould be found i,;o i~11orant anil una<hised 
as to wi~h to revive the senseless, barbarous, and, in fact, 
wicked regulations made a~ainst free trade in mittlll!ra of pro
vision, which the good sensP of late Parliaments had removed. 
Efim,md Burke, May 23, 1797. 

Get on the Re,,ister.-It is voting that is at last to carry the re
peal of the Corn Law. The enlightenment of the country 

1 
will take a number oC the present Yoters from the wrong ~ide to , 
the right. But besides this, free-traders should every where get 1· 

themselves on the register, and procure qualifications whenever 
they have a chance. 

The Farmers' Dependence. - While the successful operations of 
trade dt>pend upon the good healthy condition of customers, the 
prosperity of farmers is, on the contrary, made by legislators
wh-0 will not see that their interests are hound up with the welfare 
of others, and that, throughout the chain of heing, all are mu
tually dependent on their neighbours-to rely on the contingen
cies of a demi-famine; their WP.alth bein~ deriv<ld, like the luxu- 1 

riance of a swamp, from the general decay and decomposition 
spreading and festering around them.-Ke1,dal Mercury. 

Monopoly in Olden Time.- 'Ve may trace the gradual giving 
way of monopoly. At one time a penalty was imposed upon both 
the wearer and seller of cotton cloth, no doubt for the purpose of 
encouraging "uative industry" in the production of woollen; and 
yet we ha•e lived to see the cotton trade free, and the last rem
nant of duty taken off foreign wool. " In Ii 21, an Act Wc\S 

passed, imposing £5 on the wearer, and £20 on the :seller of a 
piece of cotton cloth. In J 726, Calicoes were tolerated, 'pro
vided the warp thereof was entirely of linen yarn.' In I 774, the 
lPgislature tolerated calico I both weft and warp ! I al a duty of 
3d. a yard; but in 1806, the legislature, alarmed at its liberality, 
added ½d, to the protective 3d., together with some salutary 
stamping on the calicoes, to legitimise them. In 1813, madness I 
ended, and calicoes were freed.''-J. C. Sym-01u. 

The imports from Canada am more than couRterbalancf'd hy the 
short suppl}' from Ireland, wht>re the }H'oplt•. h,•iog i11 hettn con
dition, owin.~ lo cheal-' food and brisk trade, are ahle 10 t>at their 
own products, to a greater extent than they ever were before. 

Temptations to Poaclting.-Some of our shopkeepers are 
fined for hanging goods outside their doors ; and the reason assigned 
is, that they are holding out temptations to thieves. On the 
same principle, what shall we say of those who preserve game? 
They hold out the stron~est temptations for thieves ; and the 
counties have every year to pay immense sums on their account, 
for the prosecution of poach en. 

Allotment,.-V{e hear a great talk about allotments. The 
landlords ( we wish everybody '.would call them what they really 
are-land!ifJ!ders, holding as they do legally under the queen)
the landholde1·s have only to return the common land which they 
have unscrupu\ously taken under enclosure hi Us-bills which 
easily pa~sed the two landlord houses of Lords and Commons, 
to the various parishes, an,! there woul<i he allotments for every 
man at present without a foot of land he can call his own. 

Short Time and Free Corn. -The supporters of Lord Ashley 
and his Ten Hours· Bill. says J. S. Threlawny, 1\1. P., have 
evinl·ed symptoms indicating that at no very distant day we shall 
havt' their support in obtaining the abolition of laws which press 
»o heavily upon the poor man. r perfectly well rPcollect the su!'
picious cheer in the House of CommonR which followed thf! senti
ment that, ·• If the Corn Laws stood in the way of shortening the 
hours of lahour, let them perish for ever.'· 

The Operative., should nnw A;lifote. -Alluding to the benefits of 
our good harve~t, the Sentinel says :-But we ought to be protect
ed against the casualty of a deficient harvest, and that protection 
may easily be secured by the abrogation of the laws which inter
fere with the trade in foreign corn. To this suhject, then, the 
operatives, when fully employed, ought to direct all their energies, 
for, should they become apathetic while enjoying the sweets of a 
fleetin~ prmperity, and allow the opportunity to pass :which is 
ahont to present itself, the time will soon arrive when they will 
again he thrown bac,k into the misery and destitution from which 
they art> just emerging, 

Fla1:-,~rowing without Prolectinn.-Tbe price of good flax is 
about 43 per cent., which is a little less than the pricl! of a 
qmirtn of wh1•at. This flax iv unprotecttd, paying only ld. per 
cwt. duty. whit,, wheat is protc>CIPI! to the c>xtent of 20s. a ciuar
ter. And }et 1everal landed gentlemen arf' url(ing the farmers 
to grow fhx in prt>forPnce. If they can compete in ff.ix, why not 
in wh('at? and if not in wheat, let thPm take to flax-i,:rowin:t, 
horse-breeding, cow-feeding, and those things io which they can 
most ex,:el. 

Foreigll Competitioll -Col. Cartwright said at one of the agri
cultural meetings that he had travelled JOOO miles on the contint!nt, 
and he could confidently say "that the best of foreign farming 
was only on a par with the worst of English;'• and yet we hear 
the landlords say that our farmers cannot compete with foreigners. 
Labourers, we are told, in Canada, have 3s. and 3s. 6d. a day, 
while labourers here do not get above half that sum; and 
yet we hear complaints that farmers h~re will be ruined by Can~
dian food. 

Consumption regulates Prices.-How clear it is that it is not 
quantity imported, but consumption, that regulates prices. For 
the first six months of 1842, when wool was protected, and the 
prices of English wool were at the very lowest point or depres
sion, the quantity offo1•eign wool importPd amounted to 15,342,343 
lbs. only, while during the corresponding period of the present 
year, the first year or free trade, no less than 28,51,8,888 lb,. 
of foreign wool have been taken into consumption in this country. 
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eht · 6-trugglt~ 
"The fact is, we have a commercial people; but an agricultural and oligarchial legislature. ' 

'===================================== 
!CAL ECONOMY, AS TAUGHT 
BY THE POST ON THE 

LANCASTER" - IAN PLAN. I 
Your worship ou his 1·ight hand sat: 
I heard a member, much the same 
As you do now, with force declaim 
Against restricting people's bread: 

n a village once there dwelt 
pman, who by retail dealt 
ious kinds of useful stuff, 
ad, tobacco, sugar, snuff; 

sad to tell, this luckless wight, 
imple truth I merely write, 
y was dragg'd before the gTeat 

bull, the justice, who in state, 
knitted brow and pompous air, 
the magisterial chair. 
when the c~ e had been preferr'd, \ ~ ~ __ 
cts both pro and con were heard, ..:-~ ~ . ~= -·~= 5ii" 

Catchbull,havingclearedhis throat1 ::Z::-~~-_ ~ ~~ 
deep a-hem! portentous note! :;:::::- - - -::.. 7:3 ~ ~ ~ 
"Fellow, what is this I hear? --.__ ... __ ___,--
ase against yon seems quite clear; ~-c:__- -

!\Cales are false-nay, there's the ~ - _,...,,.__,,,..-
lead; Bob, the Piper. 

us, in weighing ont your bread, Boh was a piper, who played for John Bull, 
e wrong'd the poor. l'nfi>cling And he had nought to ~ive him, oh; 

wretch! He took up his pipes, and he played him a tune, 
widows lonP. have come to fetch And he uade J uhn Bull consider, oh ! 

1ty bit with .rn.:rd-carne,1 pelf, 
e kept n portion for yonrself. 
hungry < 1rplll.lns, wasti>d, pale, 

intlfnl of their piteous wail, 
e kept a morsel 'nca.th your claw, 

ulf your own insatiate maw. 
, sirrah ! sny what vain pretence 
ow cau urgt in your defence." 
onrt was sihnt, every rye 

cd to the ,culprit, whose reply 
lms :-" If I have been to blame, 
s mnst share my guilt and shame ; 
worship'~ ccndnct I have sought 
py strictily as I 0•1ght: 

re deeply ,i>r 'din learned lore, 
ford stut1ied; and, what's more, 
ator, ancl jmtice too; 

shouhl I cJpy, if not you?" 
squire rep1lier., with low'ring brow, 
y, fellow, w1 t is this? How now! 

certain ymu'n of sense bcrcft,--
ld you ac,cu ~ me here---of theft?" 
end, youir w,rship, I'll nnfolu 
simple tnath-it's briefly told : 
ile ago, lll'- Me decreed, 

"sit Lornl.on: had need, 
my ambitt.ion 'twas, when there, 
e the HomsE of Commons, where 
id that ju&;ice sits in state, 

wisdom p;ni<.es the stern debate. 
the Spe1ak in his chair, 
flowing wil and sapii>nt air; 

also well renember that 

No. 147. 

John Ilu\1 considered very, very well, 
And g,tve his piper a penny, oh, 

To play the same tune over a,!(ain
Corn-Law rigs are bonny, oh I 

Watchmaker and Shipwright. 
SFIIPWRIGIIT.--Well, Joe, busy? you were lack a little while since. 
,VATCHMAKER.-Oh yes,-orders from China ; we are quite 

looking up. 
SrnPWRIGHT.-Well, we are rather dull, and if it had not been for 

these ships going for guano, we should have been in very low water. 
W -'.TCBMAKER.--Hold up your heart, man, trade is improving; and 

if we only get it free, there will be more work for you than you ean do. 
SnlPWRIGHT,-God send it, and soon. 

Yo11 heard-bnt hooted all he said. 
Like you, he spoke of widows· tears
You answered in 'ironic cheers :' 
IIe told of orphans and their woe--
You cried out lustily, 'Oh, oh!' 
Of hungry artizans he told, 
And nrged their claims in language bold; 
And then the House, to my surprise, 
Gave utterance to all kinds of noise; 
And to the life you mimicked sounds 
1Ne hear from donkf'ys,geese,and hounds. 
The speech being ende<l, you began, 
And in effect your wortls thus ran:--
' That men should be allowed to cat 
Exactly that amount of wheat 
Wl1ich they by honest toil could earn 
(For honest toil a fair return), 
,vas trnly in the abstract right, 
This you at once coucccletl-quite; 
}lilt then it was not n.lways tact 
On abstract honest rulPs to act: 
In theory they were well enougl1, 
To practise them was silly stuff; 
Besidt:-s, from our past laws 'twas seen, 
From immemorial time 't hacl been 
A constant custom with the state 
On other rnles to lcgbhlte, 
And lor your part yon felt quite sure 
Twoulil fare but badly with the poor, 
If 'twere allowed t'incrcase the store 
0 r food from any foreign i-hore .' 
Yunr wor:,hip, when I hf'ard all this, 
I thought it might not be amiss 
To practise in my own small sphere 
The doctrines by tl1e 'House' held dear; 
For if ' twere true, a-; there declared, 
)fore food would by each one bo shared, 
Provhled you, by 'law of laml,' 
Reducecl the total stock on band, 
,vhr, then, I thought the rule would hold 
In every single loaf I sol<l: 
And tlrn.·, th' amount of bread reduced 
Into each family introcluccd, 
Each separate mPmbcr should have more 
Than he had luck to get before. 
My wife, it's true, protested strong; 
She spolce of justice, said ' twas wrong. 
I, lilte your wor~hip, met her flat 
,villi crowing, barking, and all that; 
Bnt could not, like your worship, bray, 
(You've quite a natural gift tl1at way.) 
I ndced, at once to end my tale, 
Like you, I've used a 'sliding scale;' 
Aud with--.-you.:r worship, 'tis most true-1 

Precisely the same motive too." 
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PLENTY OF FOOD THE GREATEST 
NATION AL BLESSING. 

There is a broad, national view, which I alway like to 
take of the Corn Law question, independent of the selfish 
squabbling of parties. We are one ~reat family, living upon 
an island containing, say, 28 millions of people; our first 
great want is food, next clothing and shelter, and then 
come all the articles called comforts, enjoyments, and lux
uries. The more food we can get into the count ry, and 
the better it must be for all classes. If it raine d food 
without either sowing or reaping, it would be an 
extraordinary advantage. Food is an article which 
cannot be dispensed with; and, unlike statues of 
marble kept for generations to be gazed at, it must 
be consumed. If there be plenty, the poor will get a 
greater share; the rich no more. To get into a country 
the greatest quantity of food by the least amount of labour, 
therefore, is, l think, •' common sense" and good national 
policy; and if Government interfere at all in the matter, it 
should be to remove every national or artificial obstruc
tion that lies in the way of an unlimited supply. Even for 
cattle, he would be regarded as little less than a mad
man who advocated a limited supply of fodder, when plenty 
could be had f 'Jr the same labour. The true wisdom of 
government, therefore, is to set every port wide open ; to 
encourage home agriculture ; and to encourage exchanges 
with other countries, so that there may be an unlimited 
supply for man and beast. All our wants are trifling com
pared to food; and short of this, if we were clothed with 
silver and slept on gold, we ·should be miserable. And if 
Providence has provided a rich variety, and given to all 
palates to enjoy it, what act of wickedness could be greater 
than either to say, " We will limit the supplies so that the 
poor shall be barely fed," or "we will render it impossible 
for them to indulge in any thing but the poorest a:rticles of 
diet?" 

And yet, why is it that the immense stores of fo.od, of all 
sorts, ready to roll in upon us, are obstructed and stopped in 
their progress? Why is it that the supply is to be- limited, 
and measured, and calculated by a scale? Why is it that 
bacon shall be used for fuel at New Orleans, while in 
England a vast. portion of the hard-toiling people are not al
lo wed to taste? Why is it that sugar can be bro ght over 
cheaµ enough to feed pigs or manure land with, and yet the 
poor man mul'. t be heavily taxed if he taste it? 7 hy is it 
that scarcity is preferred to plenty ?-that thousands and 
tens of thousands, who would like a good break fast, are 
obliged to feed on water-porridge, and work upon this a 
hard day's work? How is it that potatoes-dry potatoes
and salt and buttermilk, are the food of many of the wealth
producers of England and Ireland, who ought to eat the 
fat of the land? Disguise it as we may, cover the truth as 
we like, by putting forward the claims of the hung;er-bitten 
labourers and rent-ruined farmers of the soil, these restric
tions, these startling prohibitions, these impious interfer
ences betwixt heaven's supply and the people'!'!: wants, 
proceed from nothing but the demon RE NT. T hey are 
to keep up the landlord's unjust demands, to mak , his land 
yield more than it is worth. 

" But what signifies plenty of food," say some, " if the 
people have not the means of purchasing it?" No,thing, of 
course. But, I ask, what gives the means of purchasing 
it? Does scarcity ? Are people's means to purchase in
creased by dearness ? The objection might seem to imply 
as much. Men's means of purchasing are made by Jabour. 
If for a moment we drop the question of money, 
which is merely the measure of wealth, we shall isoon see 
how much superior people's means are for purchas ing both 

food and other things when food is plentiful, and procured 
with, little labour. Purchasing food is merely exchanging 
one sort of labour tor another; ' an'd the ' inclustrious 'man's 
means to purchase food certainly cannot be increased 
by the dearness of the article. Where the people 
are workers, as in this country, and have facilities to 
work with, a large supply of food for a small amount of 
labour in return, gives them great advantages. All our 
means, all our wealth, come from labour; and the payment 
of money is but, in reality, the payment of a given quantity 
of one man's labour for a given quantity of another's. La
bour assumes various shapes. Here it is Eeen in stacks of 
corn and dairies of cheese-there in woollen, linen, and cot
ton cloth.- In one place it is food, in another clothing ; in 
another housing, and iu another furniture. In a country 
like England, where there is plenty of capital, while the 
people are industrious, with cheap food, it is impossible 
they should be without the means of purchasing it. 

Taking a national view of the question, in proportion as we 
get more food for less labour, by exchanging manufactures for 
foreign corn, the more available labour we have to produce 
other articles of home consumption, such as clothing, housing, 
bedding, furniture, and all the endless list of comforts and 
luxuries. These, then, are exchanged one among another, 
and the less portion given for food, the more remains for 
other articles ; the greater amount of labour expended in 
procuring food, and the fewer of the other enjoyments of 
life can be procured. It is true, let food be ever so cheap, 
if, either from want of capital, or from any other cause, la
bour should cease, none but those who had already accu
mulated would be able to purchase. But while the nation 
is industrious, the means of purchasing food and other en
joyments by the masses will be increased in proportion to its 
cheapness. It is dear food, more than every :hing else put 
together, that has produced the unfair distribu:ion of wealth 
in this country. While we have a law th1t ecures to 
the working man no more for his labour, and ye; compels him 
to pay more for his food, which he cannot su:>si t without, 
it is easy to see how his share becomes less thm i t ought of 
the national wealth. 

It is a great mistake, therefore, in national economy to 
regard as an advantage the employment of add tion al labour, 
in procuring food. The object should be t pr ocure the 
largest amount of food for the l~ast amoUJt of labour, 
whether it is obtained from our own fields, o: in exchange 
for our manufactures; and having secured tlat, we have, 
in the first place, an indemnity against hunge , and, in the 
second, a mass of labour remaining with which o produce 
all the articles of domestic comfort. While l:ea y taxation 
remains, there must always be less for the working man 
than there ought to be ; but with cheap food, and our na
tional advantages, poverty and suffering, ater all, might 
almost be unknown. 

THE BEST CUSTOMER. 

Mr. Langton Birley, at the Lytham mee:ing, said that 
agriculture was not only an old customer to tie Jmanufactu
rers, but " the best customer." If he had mid that the 
manufacturing population was the " best cu ·tomer " to 
agriculture, nobody would have disputed it. T lhey are so 
for two reasons ; first, because the agricultunst' article is 
one which cannot be dispensed with-not a amlily can do 
without it for a single day ; and, secondly btecause the 
British grower of food has no rival. In orde: ta> keep the 
market to himself, he has, by the Corn Law, ,hu-t out eHry 
competitor, and, consequently, the buyer o' food has n 
choice but to purchase from him only. 

But: no doubt, Langton Birley bas good proof of his po-
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sition. Farmers are truly excellent custo:ners to the tailors I 
and drapers ! Fond of change, and fashi nable attire, and 
articles of high value, and overdone with the profits of 
farming, which they are like to spend somewhere, tailors 
may well get rich that have been lucky enough to get a 
number of these " best customers." Drapers and shoe
makers, chair-makers and cabinet-makers, all know that if 
they get into favour with the rurals, they will never look 
behind them. It is they, doubtless, that are now making 
all this stir in trade, and driving the shuttles and the spin
dles at so extraordinary a speed. Perhaps, however, it was 
a slip ; he, perhaps, meant to say that they were the "best 
customers" to the landlords. In that respect he is right, 
for they nearly get all that can be raised. 

FARMING COMPETITION. 

We constantly complain of the bndlords' behaviour in 
keeping game, refusing leases, and lordino over their tenu 
antry. But these are sure to continue while two farmers 
are running after one landlord, instead of two landlords run
ning after one farmer. While there are more farmers than 
farms, the landlords will have their own way, and hence 
the real far:ners' relief is to get their sons off the sod
and this L only to be done by promoting the welfare of 
trade. Let trade be free, and the tyranny of landlordism 
is at an enc. Such is the absolute power of the landlords, 
and such tle competition for farms, that they are not dis
posed off Ii e other property, but offered to the best bidder. 
If you want a shop in a town, you go to the owner and 
you are toll the rent at once ; but if you want a farm, you 
must send n your ticket, you must make your offer, take 
your chanm ; and as there are a dozen wanting the place 
besides yolrself, unless you bid up you are sure to be be
hind. S ·ely farmers will sometime open their eyes. All 
this comes of the Corn Laws ; for if these had been re
p~aled, mmy that are now fast wasting their little patrimo
mal proper:y to keep square with the rent, would have been 
carrying on flourishing businesses in towns. The following 
from Colcmstcr gives a striking idea of farming competition-

" The fanners nuw are many of them in a state of great dis
tress, ?~ inf to the low price of corn and high rents; yet, at the 
same time, he are afraid to complain, whether of high rents, 
the r~va "CS f game, or the operation of the sliEling scale, for 
fear o_f beiig ;erved with notice to quit. The competition for 
farms is o reat, that if a farmer is turned out it is scarcely pos
sible for hin to obtain another. About three weeks ago there 
was a farm o be let in this neighbourhood, and I have been told 
that here •ere fifty-eight applications for it in a very short time. 
One re t ciuse of this competition is the baneful system which 
preva.ils her3 of annexing small farms to large ones as the tenants 
are sc)ld off. Large tracts of land thus come into the occupation 
of a 1>-ing le ndi vidual, who fancies that the larger his farm be
comes, he greater will necessarily be his facilities for cultivating 
his land witl profit. But here is his great mistake. His acres 
are too ext£nsive for his capital, his land is not half cultivated, 
and not onl' himself but the public at large are the losers." 

T:IE COMMERCIAL MIDDLE CLASS. 
(From the Times. ) 

Amtiq ue md aristocratical prejudices dispose many respectable 
miuds IQ sp?ak slightingly of the "middle classes,•• to hate commer
cial tnpstart·, to regard great towns as the gates of hell, and the 
smoke f actories as that of the bottomless pit. The village 
shopk..eeper above all, comes in for the folness of their scorn. 
New,, pushhg, clever, smug, consequential, and prone to dissent, 
a camv S!>O- for the Liberal candidate, and a collector 
for the Lmdon Missionary Society, he is about as unpleasant 
an o,hje-ct 1s can be imagined for the immediate nose of a 
noble, r till more a gentle but untitled family. l-Iow will 
the c:ler;gynan and his patron blow up one another's wrath at bis 
expemse ! It would be strange if he di<! not deserve a little at 

their hands. But what is it which has made the middle classes so 
exclusively anti-aristocratical? 'l'hat state of the landed property 
which reduces Lo a minimum the middle class, and every oil.er, 
class connected with it. The children of commerce are many ; 
the children of the soil, except the very serfs, are few. The 
landed interest has now to speak with its enemy, or rather its 
rival, in the gate, and possesses not the confidence which can 
alone be imparted by the multitude of offi pring. The upward 
tendencies of every lower class, instead of being enlisted on its 
side, are suffered to be estranged, nay, are driven into antipathy. 
In that vast primitive stratum of rural labour i11 many a vigorous 
a~piration. The stream of ambition cannot rise through the hard, 
veinless, impermeable mass which landed property now presents 
above. Here and there manufacture and commerce drive thei 
~hafts below; through which arise the imprisoned energies of 
the poor. 

THE CALM. 

A temporary lull seems to prevail over the Anti-Corn-Law 
agitation; but it is merely temporar.-, and only by a very unob
servant mind can the character of the present comparative quies
cence be mistaken. It is the repose of power, and not of defeat; 
of inherent vitality, and not of death. The assertion may safely 
be made that, since the suspension of the great public meetings, 
not one mind has become h•ss satisfied with the Corn Laws, or 
more disposed to submit to their continuance. There is no eb
bing away of strength, nobody "'bates one jot of heart or hope." 
The temper and spirit of the anti-monopolist public exhibits a 
complete contrast with that of their opponents. With the former 
there is no premature craving for renewed excitement: they wait 
the fitting time for fresh demonstrations of their resolve, quietly 
and confidingly. On· the other hand, we behold an incessant rest
lessness. The newspapers, that affected scarcely to notice the 
League, or recognise its continued existence, while its thousands 
were every week gathering together, now write about it and 
against it from day to day. There is the visible uneasiness that 
indicates a haunting bodement of impending peril. There is the 
flutter of the bird in the snare of the fowler. l\fonopoly is made 
nervous by the quietude of the League. It would feel better 
assured of its own safety by the heaves and throes of active 
agitation. 

In fact, the term" agitation'' is not a thoroughly accurate descrip
tion of the efforts of the League, and the sympathy of the public mind 
in those efforts. \Ve use the word for want of a better; our po
litical vocabulary is imperfect. The course of the League, 
though a" movement," is not an "agitation.'' It is the progres!I 
of rational conviction ; the intellect being stimulated in its inqui
ries and expressions by moral feelings and humane consideration 
for the multitude of sufferers wronged by the unjust laws whose 
removal is sought. In this case, therefore, there is none of the 
common and characteristic dependence of what is called agitation 
upon the continued application of external excitement. The 
strength e,f the movement is self-sustained. People cannot un
know what they have been taught. Facts do not ebb and flow 
like feelings. The success of the League is, not to have worked 
the millions into rage and fury, but to have instructed, enlight
ened, convinced, and determined them, so that the power which 
has been created exists independently of its authors; and en
duringly, in virtue of its own nature. -Tl.e League. 

"FIRST l\IARITil\IE POWER IN THE WORLD.'' 

This is what we always claim for England; and yet all this 
greatness depends entirely on the quantity of articles carried out 
and brought into our island. Who, then, are trying to destroy this 
power? The monopolists : they preach England's independence, 
and if their views could be carried out, not only would the people 
be starved, but that which supports this great maritime power be 
d..:stroyed. In fact, England's greatness consists more in het· 
ingenuity, her enterprize, her industry, than in her native pro
ductions. On a limited surface, she is ahle by these to produce, 
when exchanged with other countries, the greatest amount both 
of the necessaries and luxuries of life, and her maritime power 
is the medium through which all this is effected. 
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VARIETIES. 

Fat pigs, fat cows, and fat bulls at our agricultural exhibitions. 
Why not show some of the fat agricultural labourers? 

The system of rewarding labourers at agricultural meetings, 
for living on their wretched wages, reminds us of Mr. D'Israe!i's 
Lady C---, who, having stuffed the page under the seat of her 
crowded carriage, gives him a sugar-plum for being 110 good a 
boy as not to be suffocated. 

Landlords' Contentment 1tnder their Hurdens.-Good !ilouls I 
",ve are terribly oppressed by special burdens upon our land,'' 
say the landowners, " but we are so disinterested that we will 
not allow Parliament to investigate them, and we should rebel if 
any attempt was made for their removal." 

A Peculiar Burden.-A speaker at one of the Anti-Corn
Law meetings said-" Another reason which has been ad
vanced why we should not l,J:i.ve a free trade in corn is, 
that land possesses peculiar burdens. God knows it does. 
The bad management of their property by landlords themselves 
is a peculia: bu~?en, under which it is a. miracle land has not 
sunk long smce. 

Mill Employment.-Persons are ready to retnark upon every 
new mill that starts-" Ay, there is nothing like cotton; they 
will have all the people into the f~ctories soon." Noff, however 
objectionable factory labour m:iy be, one thing should be remem
bered, that if it. were not for this work, it would be difficult to 
say what would become of the people. The landlords cast them 
out, and if the cotton lords did not take them in, certainly they 
must either starve or go to the workhouse. · 

The Protecte,.d Classes.- A fire ofl'lce thanks the operatives 
of Manchester for their readiness at all times to assist in cases of 
fire, and subscribes £200 to the fund for public parks. On the 
other hand, the fire offices write to their agents in the agricultural 

· districts, cautioning them as to insurances, and requesting them 
to make all possible inquiry, charging 40 per cent. extra if a 
thrashing machine, worked by steam, be used on the premises. 
It is the "protected " classes that are alarming the whole coun
try by their incendiarism. 

Imposition.-" I can set that arm right,'' said a doctor to a 
man who was begging on the parapet, exhibiting his lame arm, 
and his coat-sleeve dangling by his side. " Thank yon, doctor, 
for your kindness; but I 11hall do very well. It it were not for 
this arm, I should have to work like other people; hut it enables 
me to earn twice as much as I should by working.' '-THE MonAL. 
-The landlords are terribly burdened, but are much alarmed if 
you talk about taking off their burdens. They know they get 
more by exhibiting theil- cherished burdens than they could 
by honest industry. 

Competition for Farms.-" There is that fierce competition for 
farms which places the farmers entirely at the mercy of thefr land
lord. I have heard numbers of them declare solemnly that they 
1tl1all not make half their rent of the land this year. And it is 
no uncommon thing to hear a farmer say that £40 would not 
repay him for the damage he su,tains in one season from game. 
I h!lard a farmel' in my shop a few days since tell the steward that 
£20 would not compensate him for his loss on one field of wheat. 
Another farmer told me that of two acres of wheat and six 
bushels of barley, he had not a single handful-it was all de
voured. This is not confined to a few farmers, the complaint is 
general ; and yet they must not complain aloud, or they· would 
be noticed out.-Berkeley, Sept. 22, 1844.'' 

Have Farmers got Rich'!-" A friend of mine, in conversation 
said, 'You have lived here many years surrounded by the ten
antry of the Earl of l\Iacclesfield.' ' Yes, I have,' I replied, 
' between forty and fifty years.' ' Can you tell me how many 
you recollect having made a competenryunder his lordship's farms 
oi- lettings?' I was staggered at first by the novelty of the 
question. I considered about five minutes, and then said, 
• Give me another five minutes, and I will tell you of at least 
twenty that I remember that came to breaking stones and other 
day labour, who were once his tenants, and who lost their all; 
and, further, I know ofbut one now who is considered to be pos
sessed or property, and that one is indebted to deceased relatives 
or it.' •'-0:,.:ou, Sept., 1844. 

Landltoldera' lmbecility.-The London Times, though it never 
praises the League, which requires not its praise nor cares for its 
censure, is attacking the landholders for their imbecility and que
rulous helplessness against the incendiaries of Suffolk. 

Full of Hope.-Viscount Grimstone said at a Herts agricultu
ral meeting the other day, that the English agricultural labourer 
was superior to the Scotch, and that he was FOLL OF HOPE. 
" The English labourer full of hope!" -well that is '' coming it 
strong.•• We shall hear directly of his pockets being full of ca,h. 
How could it be otherwise? Has he not 8s., 9s., or say l0s. a 
week, and only himself and a wife and family to keep out of it? 
Ile must be investing in the stocks at a rapid rate, indeed ! 

The Comparisor,.-"Before you cry down our commercial middle 
classes, show us your own agricultural. Does the plough make 
better half-castes than the counter or the loom ? You cannot 
produce yonr middle class. You have none. You may have £ 50 
voters enough to turn your county elections, but not enough to 
fight the battle of opinion and sentiment. The to wns are too 
many for that; the village shopkeepers are almost too many. 
,veil, you have made your choice. You cannot have it all wa,•i. 
You didde the land, and legislate for the labourer with a view.to 
the greatest possible rent. Rent you have, but not hearts and 
men. They are irrevocably passed to the other side.-Times. 

How to A•Joid Fbtctuations in Prices.-Farmers can never, on 
the present system, be free from the fear of fluctuations, arisi rg, 
first, from the difference ir, the productions of the seasons; and, 
secondly, from the changes in the people's means for purchasi ng. 
The least change would take place if the corn trade were free. 
Like water, corn would move from place to place, according to 
the markets, till it found its level. There would be occa ional 
fluctuations, but extreme prices would S!lldom occur. The rail. 
roads are nearly levelling all the markets in this country ; water 
roads would nearly level all the corn markets in Europe and 

I 
America also. 

flow are the Laboure1's to be employed l? -It is r~m:i.rk.ihlc that 
at the great meeting recently held at Suffolk, at which invention 
was put to the wrack to find a remedy for the unemployed labour
ers, while all sorts of silly schemes and impracticable invrnlions 
were put forward, it never occurreil to any of them that if tlu.> y 
wo·1ld give freedom to trade, there would be work ,rnough for all. 
It would ~eem they would sooner leave them to peri. h on the ·od 
than recommend any tool, but that of a spade or a plough. l\ot
wi\hstanding this, their labourers keep getting relieved uy Ill<'et
ing with work in the towns, and there is no other hope for them. 
The monopolists talk largely a bout improving land and finding 
employment, but it all ends in talk, and the mE'n are walking 
about idle, with the horrors of winter before them. 

Cheap Bread brings Iligh Waf!es.-Dem· Bread brings Low 
Wages.- ,ve arc beginning to find out that this is nearer the 
truth than the converse. Only let us carry out the absurd iclci of 
the opponents of free trace in food-that cheap bread brings ow 
w:iges-then the cheaper hread is, the lower wages will be, ti I at 
last if bread was so cheap that a quartern loaf could he had fo r a 
penny, all the country would be starving! Again, if cheap ln1> ad 
brings low wages, the opposite must be true, that dear bread 
brings high wages-the dearer, that is the scarcer bread is, the 
higher wages would be; and so the most prosperous times the 
country ever saw were lR00, 1816, and 1840-notoriomly y~a rs 
when bread was dear, and also notoriously years whC'n trade was 
bad, and the people in miserable condition ! If dear hn'ad bri ngs 
high wages, how prosperous were the inhabitants of J crnsdem 
when besieged by the Romans; when the people eat their shJes, 
and a deacl rat was worth iti weight in silver. 
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THE RIVA.L O F BA.KRY, THE CJLOWN. 
Sir RCJbert, witli his majority, navigating the str11am of politics. 

THE AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS ! 

Oh yes, the agricultural labourers ! For these we enact 
corn laws, exclude foreign food, preach independence of 
foreigners, and get up prizes at agricultural meetings. These 
men are the objects of our concern ; and to better their 
condition is all we care about. So say the landowners. 
But, oh! the deceit and hypocrisy of these declarations! 
would a father talk of having protected his son, when he 
had left him to starve in the street till, in the anguish of 
despair, he committed some desperate act of incendiarism? 
Would a gentleman boast of having even protected the 
brute that carries him, '.if its appearance presented de
cided marks of hunger and bad treatment? The poverty 
and privations of country labourers have been of so long a 
continuance, and exist so extensively, that gentlemen and 
parsons think they have given them great attention, when 
they have toasted them at a succession of agricultural 
meetings, wished them prosperity, and presented a select few 
with prizes for their patience in starvation, while bringing up 
families without adequate means. The system of rent mo
nopoly has done more to ruin and punish this class than 
any other. -It has taken that which farmers would have 
expended in employing labour. The manufacturing artizans 
have undergone periodical sufferings ; but they have their 
years of prosperity when they can earn their 30s. a week; 
but these poor creatures never rise above their 8s., 9s., or 
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I Os., and frequently get nothing, for want of work, till they 
are obliged to move to towns in order to ha.ve any prospect of 
providing for their families. Rent has taken away the farmers' 
means of employing them, and corn Jaws have made their food 
(the article which absorbs all their wages) scarce and dear. 
And yet all that is done for this class is mere talk, telling 
the farmers to employ them, after depriving them of the 
means of doing so. No class was ever tantalized like 
they, and no class would ever stand it as they ha-ve done. 
Though it is as evident as daylight that nothing can relieve 
their competing numbers but manufacturing employment, 
yet this is never named at any of the agricultural meetings. 
The landlords are too proud to acknowledge their obliga
tions to trade, and yet too poor or too idle to look after 
them themselves. What are " allotments," but makin~ the 
labourer to work when he ought to rest? what but asking 
him to enter into the profitless competition of the fpade 
against the plough ? Instead of allowing the beef and 
bacon, and flour, and cheese, and butter, to find their way to 
the poor man's table untaxed, they set him to grow an 
additional quantity of potatoes for his relief, and expect 
him to live upon them. Let the agricultural labourer earn 
his 15s. or 20s. per week, and let him feel his equality with 
labourers in towns, and then the rent owners may lay claim 
to some credit for having protected the agricultural pea
santry. But, instead of probing the evil to the bottom, they 
continue to reap the fruits of protection in their rents, and 
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both farmer and labourer are left to suffer the consequence. , 
But are they not doing great things for this class ? To be 
sure they are, by praising their contentment, and rewarding 
them with the high honour of being permitted to shake the 
squires' hands. Nay, one of.the last recommendations, in 
reference to elevatiug this class, is, that, instead of being 
only permitted to enter the room after dinner to receive 
their prizes, they should be invited to eat with lords and 
bishops. and treated with a glass of wine. This is what Lord 
John Manners recommended at a late agricultural meeting ; 
thus, instead of rational freedom to the labourers, and justice 
to their industry, they are to be made more aud more serfs of 
the soil. If ever these poor men mean to be delivered from 
the thraldom of landlordism, and the poverty of privation, 
they must open their eyes and seek the best market for 
their labour. Why should they starve on Buckingham's 
land, when elsewhere there is employment to be had? 
And those in towns need not fear the competition 
of more labourers, for, if they will only demand that 
labour shall be free, there will be plenty of work for all. 

NEW-FASHIONED PRIZES. 

The following anouncement was made by placard on the 
walls of Liverpool, previous to the day of the Agricultural 
Meeting:-

" The Liverpool Agricultural Society beg to announce 
that they will give a prize of fifty guineas to the landlord 
who shall produce off his estate a full, well-grown, fat, and 
contented agricultural labourer, living in a dt'cent, well
drained cottage, aud whose children are also well fed, and 
can read and write. 

" A second of twenty guineas for the best essay on the 
means of restoring to the people of England, under the al
lotment system, those common lands which have been ap
propriated at various times by landholders by means of 
Enclosure Bills." 

The chuckling of the farmers and their labourers, who 
enjoyed the hoax amazingly, and the fury of the busy med
dlin5 tory worshippers of the landlords who got up these 
meetings, was amusing in the extreme. To complete the 
vexation of the landlords, land-agents, auctioneers, and 
others, the whole space devoted to the cattle show was in 
a flutter with Struggles, which the farmers would read in 
spite of remonstrances and coaxing.-From a C<,rrespondent. 

FARMERS BUY DEAR AND SELL CHEAP. 

Generally speaking, farmers attribute all their distress to the 
state of the markets. They are apt to confound price with profit, 
and to consider that low prices and low profits are one and the 
same thing. To prove the erroneousness of this view of their 
case, we need only point to the manufacturers, who are making, 
generally, fair profits now when goods sell for a lower price 
than at almost any former time. It is an unquestioned fact 
that all the fortunes accumulated in trade and manufactures du
ring the la~t thirty years have been the result of selling cheaper 
than previously. But, then, whilst the manufacturers have been 
selling cheaply, they have been also huying cheaply. If calicoes 
have fa\len in price from twelve shillin~s a piece to six, cotton 
wool has dropped from eightpence a pound to fourpence. It is 
evident, th1rn, that. other trades have been profitable with low 
prices; but why has farming been the exception? Let us turn 
to the other side of the bargain, and inquire whether the farmer 
has not been buying dearly, whilst he has been selling cheaply. 
The money outgoin5s of an English farmer are principally for 
rent, tithe, and wages; these constitute more than four-fifths. of 
his payments. Wages, we are universally told, rise and fall 
with the price of corn in the agricultural districts: they cannot, 
therefore, interfere with the farmer's profits in periods 
of low prices ; tithes, under the Commutation Act, also follow 
the price of corn; and next we come to the item of RENT which 
eon:.t: utes nearly one-half of the farmers' money payment,: 

Rents to the farmer answer to the cost of cotton aoo wool to 
the manufacturer ; they constitute the raw materials m.t of which 
the arlicles of calicoes and corn are manufactured. Does the 
price of the land-that is, rents-rise and fall with th3 price of 
corn; or have they, as a rule, borne a proportion to ~ach other 
like raw cotton and calico? One fact. will give a sitisfactory 
answer to this question. For thirty years, beµinning with the 
~iddle of the la~t century, wheat averaged 46s. a 1uarter, a 
higher price than for the present week ; and yet, in the mean. 
time, rents and tithPs have increased at least threefold. Not only 
have rents not followed the market prices of corn duriJg the last 
thirty years, but a totally different standard has been set :ip. Par
liament, ever since the war, has professed to regulate the price 
of corn, with a view to keep it Rbove the natural mar'.{et level, 
and the land-agents have valued their farms according to this 
ideal standard. In 1815 it was to be 80s. a quarter, and the 
farmers took their land at a corresponding nmt; but i 1822 the 
market price was down to one-half the Act-of-Parliament price. 
In l 828 it was to be 64s. ; but again, in just severa )ears, the 
markets set the legislature at defiance, the current price being 
39s. 4d. Jn J 842 Sir Robert Peel gave the cue to the land
valuers, by naming 56s. as the price aimed at in his new sliding 
scale ; already are the markets 20 per cent. under the Premier's 
quotation, and they threaten a still further decline. 

PROSPERITY UNDER THE CORN LAWS. 

It has often been urged that we have prospered largely 
under the corn laws, and therefore they should be main
tained. With as much truth and plausibili:y it might be 
said we have prospered under the national dtbt, and there
fore we should not by any means get rid of it. The truth is, 
we have, by immense labour and fortunate .:: ircumstances, 
kept up in face of the corn-law, but not by its aid. Wil
liam Brown, of Liverpool, in a second letter to the 
Economist, has illustrated this so well that his remarks are 
here subjoined :-

" Many of the landed interest say that we have prospered, not
withstanding their corn laws. I maintain, hovever, that our 
onward progress has been greatly retarded by then. A for t unate 
and powerful combination of circumstances has irrleed enabled us 
in some measure for the time past to overcome nany difficulties. 
We have a climate favourable to the exertion •f ireat physical 
powers for a longer time than in other countrie,. Our mineral 
wealth is so abundant and concentrated that it ca1 be obtained at 
a moderate cost. Our island is in the very centn of ci•ili:zation 
and commerce, with numerous and safe harbours vhich giv pro
tP.ction to our ships in war or peace. Our comtry bein free 
from those internal convulsions to which our c01tinental aeigh
bours were subject for a long series of years, by iivading, march
ing, and countermarching armies, gave us a seClrity f.:,r persons 
and property which they did not enjoy, and mder whieh our 
manufacturers have prospered. We were the flr~ to avail our
sel•es of the power of the steam engine, and >ur conPe quent 
accumulation of wealth furnished the means of offence a d de
fence. Our navy protected our commerce. Thr want, o,f our 
allies on the continent for clothing for their armes, &c., helped 
to furnish us customers, added to which the purit. of our admin
istration of justice gave us a moral, a physical, ani a comm,ercial 
standing that enabled us to bear up against the II effects ()If our 
vicious imaginary protective system. But circumtances are now 
altogether changed. We have had a general >eace for thirt.y 
years, and other nations are recovering frnm tht effect of their 
wars. Their resources and their wealth are incre.sing, and, with 
cheaper raw materials and food, they are rivallng our produc
tions, and even depriving us of many branches of ur trade; and 
we cannot take from them those natural advantage, nor the inci
dental protection that arises from the expense of 1endi0tg our 
wares to their shore,. Remove the unneces,;ary brdena th&1l em
barrass our trade, and you place us in a position o maintaim our 
ground amongst the nations of the earth." 

The imports of food from Ireland have diminiS1ed more than 
the increase from Canada; and this chiefly owinEtO the inc:reue 
or temperance. 
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AGRICULTURAL ADVANTAGES. 

Mr. W. Brown concludes a valuable letter in the following 
rds :-" To sum up :-'l'he tith"s, land tax, and malt tax are 
burthens on t.hem; the poor rates and county rates are paid in 

mmon by all; towns hav(! special hurdens from which lands are 
empt; estates in descent are not subject to legacy duty; bailiffs' 
d farmers' horses, dogs, <:ottages, and windows, are not taxed; 
re is no duty on fire insurance on farm stock or produce ; no 

lls are paid on lime or manure going to farms. Although many 
these exemptions on the ~ace of them appear to be for the in-
est of the farmer, a motn,nt's reflection will show that it enables 
m to pay higher rents fo the benefit of the owners of the soil. 
eir land per acre prodices more than in any other country. 
ey have greater commani of capital to work their farms to ad

ntage, and they are e:xellpt from burdens which the landlords 
the continer.t and in the United States are in many cases sub
t to. They have cuitOlll!rs comparatively at their own doors. 
e excellence oi our road£ far outweighs the expense of making 
m, and enables them to rend the produce of heir crops to mar

t at a moderate expense. They have labour in Ireland and in 
r agricultural districts as 1heap as in any other country ·that can 
erfere with them. The: are not saddled with two millions 
rling per :inn um for iron,as in France, for farming purposes, and 

agricu\t,ural iinstrument are superior to any in the world, 
le the expense of brin~i1g grain from other countries is of it
a great protec.tion. ln•eed, they have every possihle advan

e to enable them to met, on the most advantageous terms, 
petition, how ever forrrdable, without suffering one acre of 

d to he thrown out of cu.ivation, and hence they have no right 
protective dutires at the o,t of other interests. But it is only 
continuing to p•ress o r aguments in favour of free trade, from 
e to time, that we car:i htJe to induce gentlemen to forego pre. 
ceived oµinionis, whi eh hey believe to he correct, and to give 
that miscalled protection which we show is any thing but ad
tageous to thetmielve:s ottheir country." 

:MACHI NlRY A CIVILIZER. 

hat a strange peopl12 a1 the Americans ! Instead of setting 
splendid cenot31Phs '.'°r ings and heroes, the oppressors or 
royers of tlwir• speci•es, hey erect monuments to the bene
rs of mankind, contiain,g no other inscription than the name 

the deceased, n1nd the imrovement or discovery for which he 
celebrafed. t Ch1arl ton, in South Carolina, there is a 
ument rnade aff~er ,th1e n>del of that of Scipio, at Rome, with 
following insc1r1pt10r'l :-

,, .,v1; ~r1,. 
" JEli WJhitnY, 

The J[nvlltor of the Cotton Gin." 
he supetficial ll'eader·, wo may never have heard of this useful 
hine, and whm canu10t lear his mind from the ludicrous or 
ble associatioms conn1ectd with the word, will smile, perhaps, 
e peruses it ; lbut Jet: hii hear the sentiments of an American 
e upon the sulbje~t :.-
llow few of the ins1cri1ions in Westminster Abbey could be 
pared with tha1t ! Wb is there that like him ha:J given his 
try a machine., the 1prouct of his own skill, which has fur-

ed a large parrt f ms pVUlat1on, from childhood to old age, 
a lucrative 1em lo•ymlt, by which their debts have been 

off, their capiital:s imcr(lled, a1,d their lands trebled in value. 
ay be said, in ee,d, 1at this belongs to the physical and 

rial nature of ma.n, ancought not to be compared with what 
been done by{ t e iin ectual benefactors of mankind-the 
ons, the Shalks~eaares and the Newtons; but is it quite 
in that any th1ing ah1ort-f the highest intellectual vigour-the 

btest genius---Hs uffiicie: to inYent one of these extraordinary 
hines? 
Place a commwn mimd ,fore an oration of Cicero and a steam 
ne, and it wi\ll desp,air r rivalling the latter u much u the 
er ; and we ~an by nooeans be persuaded that the peculiar 
ude for comb>ining an applying the aimple power• of me
ics, 10 u to p>roa:luce ~lie maneJJous oper:Ltions, doe• not 
y & vivacity off irmagJina,n not inferior to that of the poet or 
orator? And then, as the el'ect on society, the machine, it 

e, operates im the ir inotllnce on mere phy1ical elements, 
roduce an accwmul&uiormd distribution o! property. But do 

not all the arts of civilization follow in the train? and has not he 
who has trebled the value of land, created capital, rescued the 
population from the necessity of drudgery, covered a waste with 
plenty ; has he not done a service to the country of the highest 
moral and intellectual character? Prosperity is the parent of 
civilization and all its refinements ; and every family of prosper
ous citizens added to the community, is an addition of so many 
thinking, inventing, moral, and immortal natures.•' 

These are the words of Mr. Justice Johnson, of South Carolina; 
and I will not injure their effect by a single comment; but on the 
expression ofa hope, that as we have begun a similar course in 
thit1 country, by setting up a statue to ,Yatt, the inventor or per
fector of the steam engine, we may continue in this career, and 
erect public monuments to those only who have really deserved 
well of their country. 

"TrN TRUMPET." 

ENCOURAGEMENT OF INDUSTRY. 

The experimentalist of Hierocles had nearly taught his 
horse to live without oats, when the animal died. The 
horse wanted encouragement. Had a prize for living with
out food been in prospect, he would have known better 
than to die. 

We do not despair of seeing the time when associations of 
country gentlemen will be giving prizes to lahourers for living 
without food-a silver fork to Thomas Dobson, who has not 
tasted meat for forty years; a gilt knife to another, who has left 
off hread for half a centur 7 ; a gold medal to a third, who has 
discovered the art of living on cabbage broth, i.e., the water in 
which cabbage has been boiled, without the vegetable. 

It i~ amazing how little people can live on if they will but try. 
Franklin and his fellow-travellers on the North Pole expedition 
fared on a pair of leather breeches for many days. W"e do not 
throw out this for imitation, for leather breeches would be too 
expensive a diet for rural labourers, and, if taught to indulge in 
it, they might have a hankering for the squire's nether garments ; 
it shows what may be done, and as gentlemen could breakfast, 
dine, and sup on a tender piece of doeskin, surely coarser feeders 
might contrive to make a meal of old harness, saddles, and such 
like. A prize to a labourer, aged 26, who had lived a week on 
an old shoe, would be of excellent example. A hor~e trace 
might be ate, litte Epping butter, by the yard. 

The keys of an old spinet or piano-forte, filed to powder and 
boiled to jelly, would support a man for weeks; and it would he 
good to see encouragement given to John Thomson, field-labourer, 
who had lived on a C natural for three weeks. Glue is nourish
ing diet, but too dear.-Examiner. 

CAUSES OF DISTRESS. 

In an article in a recent No. of Punch, entitled "Alarming 
Disclosures," from a Report of the Punch Cmmissioners on the 
causes of the national distress, among other cases said to have 
been examined into, is the following, which may serve as a speci
men of many cases which might be selected:-

" William W elkins examined :-Is a mechanic. Has a wife 
and four sm1tll children, all in great want. Wife pawned her last 
blanket this morning to buy bread. Children in rags ; two pair 
of shoes and a half, out at the heel, between the four. Is turned 
of thirty. Earns from 2611. to 3011. a week, according to work 
done. Belongs to a Club which meets twice a week, at the 
White Hon~. They meet to smoke a pipe and be !lociable, talk 
about politics and other matters, and sing songs. Own allowance, 
on an a1'erage, two pota a night; may sometimes go as far as a 
gallon. The White Hone has & skittle ground-is in the habit of 
playini. On •uch occasion• drinks more or less, as the case may 
be. Take• hu 'drop' on moat days, besides beer. Comes home 
at night tometimea a little the worse for liquor. Is generally 
unit for 1'ort next day. ltnow1 that aome workmen ,vith wives 
r:nd families get only 91. or 101. a week. Can't tell how they live 
upon it ; nobody could be worse otl' th:in himself. Docsn 't see at 
.. ll how hia diatrt:sa ii to be accounted for,"-Our readers no 

, doubt will. 
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VARIETIES. 

The consumption of bread in Ireland is not one twentieth of 
that in France. 

In Berkshire the medium size of farms is 1000 acres. But 
they are beginning to divide them. About 250 acres are allowed 
by good judges to be a profitable size. 

Cheap Bread brings High Wages. -It is hoped that working 
men will not forget the present cheap year, when work is plenty 
and wages rising. No chartist or tory lecturer dare repeat the 
cry-"cheap bread brings low wages." 

!f-~nts increasing.-" One who has whistled at the Plough," 
writing from Surrey, says,-" I have been assured by several far
mers, who are now offering for farms, that there is no chance of 
getting a new holding but at an ad\•ance on present rentals. This 
may not be so with the very large farms, for which thP.re is not 
so great a competition ; but for small ones, or those of moderate 
size, for which the competition is great, an increase of rent is 
asked everywhere. Some landlords, Lord King for one, near 
Guildford, are reducing the size of their farms and getting a 
higher rent. 

Emigration again.-Several protectors of the agricultural la
bourers, faithless in every other remedy, have come t.o the con
clusion that emigration i, the best. If you mend their condition 
by any expedient, says one of these wisearres, they will breed so 
much faster, and all your designs will be frustrated; there is no 
p!an ?ut emigration. Charming protectors ! A man protects 
his wife, and when asked how, he answers "by turning her out 
of doors!" Landlords protect their labourers, and when asked 
how, they answer " by transporting them!'' 

Agricultural Gatlierin_qs. -The game& and festivals of the agri
cultural associations remind 11s of the gentleman who endeavoured 
to fatten his pigs upon sugar-plums. Country gatherings and 
merry-makings seem, re ally, in this utilitarian 1tcneration, to be 
tolerated only as iitimulants for provoking people to "industry'' 
who cannot find or procure work. And they remind us as we 
have sa,d, of the attempt to "encourage" an empty sto~ach into 
fulness by the simple administration of sauces without meat.-
Times. ' 

W!to are the best Customers to the Home Ma,·ket '!-Some 
people, when speaking of the home trade, seem to think that far
mers and labourer,; at"e the best customers, and, consequently, that 
by free food these would be so injured, that we should suffer by the 
loss of their custom. Three things should he remembered. First 
that it is mere assumption that these classes would suffer hy th~ 
change. But, secondly, suppose they should, they are not more 
than a fifth part of the population; and, thirdly, they are al
ways among the most careful of the people. A mechanic's family 
spends five times as much in everything, excepting food, as an 
agricultural labourer's family does, for this plain reason, that they 
have wages to enable them to do so. 

Good Harvests and Foreign lmJlnrtations.-" You boast about 
better times, but you forget to state that these time• are not owing 
to free trade, or the importation of foreign food." No, it is true 
these better times arise from a good harvest; but as these cannot 
be calculated upon, and as we have sometimes three or four bad 
harvests together, we maintain that when we have not good har
vests, foreign importations are our only relief. If you can keep 
wheat down at 45s., by a good harvest, it is well; but if it get up 
to 60s., then nothing but foreign importations can bring down the 
prices, so as to enable the working people to be good customers 
for manufactures. 

All Talk and No Work.-We are constantly told of fine tracts 
of land that want reclaiming. We are then told of crowds of la
bourers that want work. And, in the third place, we are told of 
the ~arge proits that attend the improvement of land. Now, 
placing these together, how are we to account for nothing being 
done ? The land still lies untouched; the men still walk about 
idle ; and the country squires, with prospects of large interest 
before them, never move. How are we to account for this? 
Only two ways-either that they are too poor, or too idle; and 
both of these have been induced by the excessive rents which they 
have had to roll in, by means of the corn laws. 

At a late exhibition of Portuguese manufactures at Lish 
?v.er the ~peci?Ie~s from the Rosario Fou.ndry, at Oporto~ was t 
illiberal rnscription, "Not one foreigner is employed in t 
factory." 

A new Barn is a great curiosity. If I could get a few doz 
barn doors from the Fylde country, and send them up to the Ar 
Corn-Law Bazaar, they would be a treat to the aatiquarians 
London. Lord Stanley might step in and see a few that belon 
to his great grandfather's estates. 

Among the numerous sales lately advertised was the one 
Cobbett's farm, at Farnham. This is the second selling-up at t 
place since Cobbett left it in 1835. The tenant in conversati 
said he was Tery glad to get off it. Cobbett's 'rent was £1 
-his was £200. A neighbouring gentleman has now taken it 
£180. 

Ausll'ia has suffered most seriously from her desire to be in 
pendent of ~ther nations, and adopting a protective system; 
has been twice a bankrupt ; but under the more enlightened di 
tion of Prince M4'lternich, she is getting c:lear of this false p 
tion-her credit is restored, and she is becoming prosperous 
W. Brown. 

The ov.:ners~ip of land, being in the hands of lords, freque 
prevents its berng cultivated. Men go to the back settlement 
America, make war upon perennial forests, and spend half a l 
time in making good corn land; while here, with a good marke 
home and much great advantages, land remains undisturbed. 
as in France, it were in a number of hands, we should soon 
wastes reclaimed, and unproductive swamps made fruitful. 

Operatives !-Now is the time to lay the first step of your 
fo~tunes. You often speak of the masters having risen out of 
thrng. Have none of you now the chance of doing the sa 
They generally commenced when things were brisk. You sh 
now try to take the first step. To do this you must be care 
and spend no part of your wages in drink. Only save £5 and 
will be more anxious to add another £5 to it than yo~ wer 
effect the first saving. Remember this that those who h 
grown rich in the cotton trade have had ~o exclusive law to 
vent as many as had a mind entering the business. 

The lnutility of the Co-operative Principle. - It is clear tha 
our talkers and mediators betwixt landlords and tenants proc 
on the co-operative, not the competitive principle; and h 
they accomplish nothing. They say landlord!! should do this 
do that, and tenants should claim this and claim that and i 
ends in wind. We must go deeper into the subject. ' We 
so arrange our national policy, that the balance betwixt the 
mand and the supply of farmers will become such, that the taker 
feel on equal ground with the letter. Those that trust to 
compassion of the seller, whether be be landowner or manufa 
rer, are sure to be disappointed. 

Yo,, must call for Leases /-Several speakers at the late 
cultural meetings have been urging farmers to call for 
leases. This is merely touching the surface of the farming q 
tion. Why have they not done so for the last twenty years? 
because they were insensible of their utility, but because 
knew they were not in a condition to make such calls. No 
they yet in that condition. A shop is to let in our market•p 
and there are six applicants for it, all begging to have the 
~hance. A seventh applicant comtls forward, and talks largely 
1fhe takes the shop, he will have it alter~d this way and that 
and ~ave a lease of it for at least fourteen years. "Away 
you, says the owner af tbe shop, "I have plenty of appli 
I cannot listen to your nonsense about. alterations and lea 
The farmer's case is exactly similar. 
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ehe 6trugglt~ 
"Without large imports ,ve cannot employ our people in preparing the necessary eqni>Jale11t~-e.Tports. •• - ·w1LLIAJ11 BROWN. 

SHEPHERDS. 

ToM FELLOOT.-Come, John, you must be thirsty, running 
after the sh~ep up hill and down dale. 

JouN B t-: LLWEATIIEn.-Thank you, thank you; I am ready 
for a draught of milk I m111t say. 

Tmr FEr,LFOOT.-Well, what does your master say to this ri~e 
in wool? He told us at the Lowther Arms that the duty off 
foreign wool would ruin you folks on the fells. 

JoHN BELLWEATHER.-Ay, master's mistaken now and then. 

Tm,1 FELLFOOT.-Ay, ay; I laugh to this day at the fi!,{ure he 
cut when he went to put down l\lr. KitP, the Anti-Corn-Law lt' C
turer. Sa} s your master to him, says he, are not you a~hao,ed of 
yourself, going up and down the country agitating men's minds? 
I'll a sk you one question- are not you a paid agent? To whieh, 
says l\Ir. Kite, let me answer one question by asking another. 
Do you ever go to clrnrch, sir? says he. \Veil, and does the par
son tell lies because he happens to be paid? Lor! how we 
laughed ; and your master-did not he look foolish? He! he 1 
be! 

To the Operatives.-There are two things which I trust you 
will never again forget. The first is, that cheap food does not 
produce low wages : of this) ou have a decisive proof at the pre
sent time. The second is, that masters have not the power of 
giving you what wages they please. Your labour is regulated 
by the same principlP as any other commodity. ,vhere ma•ters 
l',antand can get a profit by ~our l;ibour, they will advance the price 
rather than be without it, for the) know well, ~o long as it is pro• 
fitable, if they do not sPcure it, otlwrs will. There is morn com
petition among the masters than you are a ware of, though it is not 
ah, a) s een. 

No. 149. 

Farmer's wife returning after putting her 
Daughter out to Service. 

Farmer RODGERS,-,v eu, have you left Peggy at her new 
place? 

W1FE.-Yes. I little thought to see any of my children go to 

service ; but--
Farmer RoDGERS.-Well, well, its usless grieving over our mis

fortunes. Did she bear up pretty well? 
,v1FE.-She cried a little ; but the mistress, seeing us take on 

rather, was very kind, and Peggy will do her duty, and be a good 
girl. 

F ARllER.-l grieve that she should be so far from us, that we 
can't have our eye upon her. She is beset with dange1 sand temp
tations. 

,v1FE.-They may all go to service for any good we can do for 
them, with this high-rented farm, and our hay failing and pota
toes and oats missed. 

FARMER.-We must ~truggle on for the sake of the youngPst; 
but I wi.h the Marquis would do justice, and not require so heavy 
a rent, when he must know that produce is so low ; and that game 
-I dec1are it plagues my life out. The wood-croft is all eaten 
up, and the steward say~ he'll TRY to get me five pounds returned. 

"\VIFE.-Five pounds! he should say twenty. 
FARJIIER.-Do you know that John Hardup, who has been 

looking out for a farm so long, has been trying a pretty trick? 

WrFE.-What is it? 
FARMER.-He has been bidding two pounds an acre more {or 

my farm than I give. 
,vrFE.-You don't say so? 
F ARMEB.-The Marquis told him he never disturbed his ten

ants, and he would not let it to him. StewarJ says he was very 
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angry ; but the day after steward comes (I saw there wa!i some
thing in the wind), and riding past, he talked about the weather 
and one thing and another, and then, looking down the lane, he 
hummed and he ha'ed, and he says, with a kind of stammer," John, 
we must have more rent for all these farms; they're too low."
Says I, "Low or high, I can't pay one farthing more ; and if the 
rent is raised one halfpenny, I shall follow George Sturdy to 
America. I have been striving all my life, and I am poorer by a 
thousand pounds than when I began."-Says he, "You must 
farm high."-" Fine talking! my rent would be prettily raiaed 
then. Will the Marquis give one a lease? and then I'll show you 
some farming."-" Oh," says he, "the Marquis gives no leases; 
however, your rent must be raised ; though," says he, in a low 
voice, "some people have been bidding for t.he farm over your 
head-but never fear," and so he rides off, and I come back, quite 
glad to pay my present rent, high as it is, and so they come over 
us farmers. 

WIFE.-Nothing but trouble; and if a bit of sunshine comes, 
then up goes rent. I think if all are as plagued to make both ends 
meet as farmers, this is a weary world. I'll go and get tea ready. 

ALLOTMENTS AND "LONG TIME." 

What a contrast betwixt the cry of the country and the 
cry of the towns ! In towns the cry is for shorter hours, 
that people may have the evenings for recreation and im
provement. In the country the movement is forlonger hours, 
that labourers may have more toil, and less time for recre
ation. For what is the allotment system but "long time," 
extending labour after the usual hours for work are over? 
It is really necessary that all this fuss about allotments 
should be properly exposed. If the land be given for 
nothing, or for a lower rent than it would fetch in another 
shape, allotments are a charity, and as such will never be 
commonly adopted, and ought not to be relied upon in place 
of independent labour. But if the land is to be paid for, 
where is the advantage? Unless by an improved cultiva
tion, laud will not produce more because it is in the hands 
of labourers. And if spade cultivation is cheaper than the 
plough, why do not agriculturists employ the men to dig? 
Any labourer can buy his vegetables cheaper than he can 
grow them, provided his own labour was fairly calculated. 
There are many girls and old women even yet spinning 
yarn and knitting their own stockings, but it is simply be
cause they have nothing else to do ; but if their time were 
calculated, the stockings they knit cost them twice as much 
as they could buy them for. So the allotments just come 
to this : the landlords have protected agriculture till the 
men have no work, and, as an expedient, they must grow 
their own potatoes, and compete against those who, but for 
their poverty, would employ them. It is the beginning of 
the Irish system in England, and requires only a few years' 
trial to show its utter futility as a means of relieving agri-
cultural poverty. ' 

MALT TAX. 

The next move to blind the eyes of farmers, and avoid 
reducing rents, is to get up petitions for a repeal of the malt 
tax. The effect of this would be, so long as the tax on for
eign barley is continued, to put that which now goes into 
the treasury, and saves other taxes, into the landlord's 
pocket. In a country whose grain production is less than 
the wants of the people, the growers are no't injured by 
this tax causing a less consumption. If the production of 
this country was more than the consumption, and no im
ports required, then this tax, and every other that lessened 
consumption, would be injurious to the producer. The 
malt tax is correct in principle; and if we have a wheat and 
oat tax, a butter or cheese tax, it ought to be on all pro~ 
duced at home, and then the revenue would get the benefit 

I without raising prices to benefit landlords only, as the pre
sent system does. We may judge of the cunning of landlord
ism from the following :-They put forward the benefit of 
the labourers as the pretext for urging this repeal. Listen! 
-They say we "have long seen with great concern the 
p1·ivations of the labouring classes, occasioned by the liigh duty 
on rnalt, which deprives them of that good old English be
verage-good wholesome beer-so necessary to their health, 
strength, and happiness, and which, being the production 
of thefr native soil, is as rnuch their birthrig!tt as their bread." 
They would unta:r malt, that more might be sold, and m')re 
rent obtained; and they would tax foreign wheat to prevent 
it coming in, just for the same reason. 

WHAT DOES PROTECTION DENOTE? 

What does protection to farmers mean ? It means hard 
work-toil from morning to evening. It means hard fare
poor living; the worst of food; that which other people 
will not buy-poor clothing, the commonest, oldest fashion
ed articles on sale, and these mended till you cannot see 
the master patch. It means living in much worse conditioned 
houses than common mechanics ; and sleeping in rooms 
with bad floors, badly ventilated, and crowded, for want of 
convenience, with cheese, onions, apples, and other articles 
for the market. It means bringing up children with little or 
no education. It means scraping all together for the rent
day, and labouring under anxiety for fear it should come 
short. It often means being in the steward's books, without 
the possibility of working loose. It denotes the deprivation 
of the usual means of enjoyment, of assisting any charita
ble movement, or taking an equal or honourable stand in 
society. It too frequently means the loss of a paternal 
patrimony, and the removal from the farm to a labourer's 
cottage. In all cases it means political subserviency; a slavish 
fear of the landlord and steward. Look at the farmers
look at them altogeth8r, and say if their condition affords 
them any reason for thinking well of protection ? 

HOME TRADE. 

Both free-traders and monopolists seem to praise the 
home trade, but then there is a material difference betwixt 
their views of promoting it. The one thinks that an e,i•ten
sion of the foreign trade would be a contraction of the home 
trade, which is a great mistake; it would be merely calling 
into employment those without work. The home trade, 
too, is ~upposed to be forwarded by keeping out foreign 
food, whereas it is promoted by clieap food, whether that 
proceeds from good harvests or foreign importations_ Peo
ple should not be deceived by mere sounds. The people's 
purchase of clothing is regulated by the price of their 
food. 

FARMING COMPETITION. 

Protection, it is clear, has deceived and almost ruined 
farmers, and yet they cannot see exactly how it has done 
so. The immediate cause of the poverty is simply the price 
of produce being less than the price of rent. But the ques
tion is, what causes this disparity ? If food cannot be 
kept µp to the price of rents, why do not rents come down 
to the price of food? The price of food cannot be kept 
up beyond the people's means of purchasing; but the price 
of rents is prevented coming down by the great competition 
existing for farms. It ought to be reiterated every where 
that the true cause of dear rents is because there are rnore 
farmers titan farms, and the simple reason of this is that 
trade does not take farmers off fast enoitgh. A real fr ee and 
flourishing trade would take farmers' sons off faster. This 
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would leave fewer on the land to compete against each other, 1 

and tlie consequence would be thatth~y woulu th~n be able 
to take their farms at rents corresponding to the price of pro
duce. The true farmers' friend is free trade, and unless 
they look to this for help, they may go on as at present, 
ruining and being ruined. 

WIIA1' WERE THE CAUSES OF THE LATE DISTRESS, 
AND WHY HAS TRADE IMPROVED ? 

What were the real causes of the late distress? We have 
always attributed it to the scarcity and high prices of provisions; 
let us see how far facts warrant this view of the question. The 
years 1834, 1835, and 1836 were years ofunparallelled prosperity, 
which was shareci equally by the working classes and by the mantt
facturers. Mark, they were years of low-priced provisions: the 
average price of wheat in 1834 was 46s. 2d. per quarter; in 1835 
39s. 4d; in 1836 48s. 8d. per quarter. In 1837 the change com
menced: the average price of wheat rose to 55s. 10d. In 1838 
it rose again to 64~. 4d. Here began the distress. In 1839 it 
rose ~till higher, to 70s. 6d. Distress increased. In 1840 the 
price was 66s. 6d. • Distress was sore in the land. In 1841 the 
price was 64,. 5d., when the distress increased almost beyond 
endurance; and why? because in the last four of these years the 
people had paid upwards of £200,000,000 more for their food 
than in the four preceding years. During this distressing period 
of dear provisions the earnings of the lnbo·1ring cl sses were nearly 
all absorbed in obtaining necessary food; they had little left to 
spend in clothing ; hence those who were eng ged in manufac
tures for supplying the working classes were thro\ n out of employ
ment and their distress was aggravated by the like falling off in 
the foreign demand for manufactures, because our inability to 
consume foreign as well as home productions dis;abled foreigners 
from con uming our manufactures; and thus high-priced food pro
duced bad trnde in the foreign as well as in the ho>me market, and 
was the source of all the sufferings which the µeoplte endured in that 
memorable and never-to-be-forgotten period fro1m 1838 to 1842. 

It is not, then, the change from a Whig to a C)onservative Go
ernment th t has wrought the improvement of th,e last two years; 
t is the change from scarcity and dearness to '' cheapness and 
lenty.'' The decline in the price of food bas !(2ft money in the 
ockets of the mass of the people (who are at all times the great 
onsumers ot commodities,) which has enabled t:hem to purchase 
lathing and foreign produce, and thus emplu,yment has been 
reatcd for our artisans and manufacturers. In the first number 
f tho L ague (Septemll l' 30, 1843,) we polnte out the causes 
nd the process by which trade was then improving, and we refer 

it as an evidence of the correctness of our views at a period 
hen the improvement was beginning to manifest itself:-
" Nothing (we observed) affects the condition of the people 

f any country so much as the price of food, because food is in
ispensable to our existence; and to obtain it we must, if need
!, lay Mide luxuries of every kind, and for a time even many ne-
ssaries. The co.isumption of grain in this country is estimated 
20,000,000 quarters of wheat, and 40,000,000 quarters of all 

ther kinds of grain. It appears from the Gazette returns of the 
verage prices of grain, that the price of wheat during the four 

ars, 1838 to 1841, was about 20s. per quarter above the average 
ice of the first six months of the vrcsent year, and the price of 
I other kinds of grain was about Ss. a quarter higher; it follows, 
erefore, that the additional cost of grain in each of those years 
ould be, say-

20,000,000 quarters of wheat at 20s. 
40,000,000 ditto of all other grain at, 8s. 

£20,000,000 
16,000,000 

n 60,000,000 qrs. total additional cost •••• £36,000,000 

But it is al o estimated that the consumption of potatoes, meat, 
eese, and all other kinds of agricultural produce, is equal to the 
tal quantity of grain consumed (say 60,000,000 quarters) ; and 
the price of one is governed by the other, taking the advance 
price in these as equal to 8s. per quarter, we have a further 

• The at'erage price of wheat during these yeai:s affords no criterion 
the real price of wheat fit for human food. Owmg to the wet seas?w, 

eat quantities were sold for pigs' meat as low as 30s. 11o-r quarter, whilst 
und wheat was worth 80s. per quart.er. 

addition of £24,000,000 to make to the cost of grain, making a 
t.otal of about £60,000,000 per annum paid by the people for 
FOOD in each of the years from 1838 to 1841, more t.han the 
same food cost during the first six months of the present year. 

Ilere, then, is the secret of the present improvement in trade. 
During the first six months of this present year (1843), the peo
ple have paid £30,000,000 less for food than for the same period 
for five years past. The enormous sum of £5,000,000 a month 
has been left in their pockets to spend in other things ; and this 
sufficientlv accounts for an increased demand for cotton, linen, 
and wooll~n clothing, for stockings and shoes, for hats and bonnets, 
for mutton, beef, and bacon, for sugar, tea, and coffee. Thi1 
accounts for the increased demand for labour for providing the 
clothing for home consumption, and also fur divers maaufactures 
to be exported to foreign countries in payment of the various 
commodities for which the demand has increased. This account! 
for the increased demand for shipping, and f0r the in
creased traffic on our canals, roads, and railways, carrying to and 
fro goods imported and exported. This accounts for the increased 
demand for labour in the manufacturing districts, the advance in 
wages, and the consequent increase in the comforts of the 
people. This accounts for the increased demand for 
the thousands of empty houses, people quitting the work
house to live at home, or from being huddled three or four 
families togethe1·, to live in decency, each in a house of their own. 
This, in short, accounts for that improvement of which all are 
partaking, from the highest to the lowest, each sharing more or 
less in the £5,000,000 a month saved by the decline in the price 
of food." 

Since the above was written, a year ago, the people's food 
has cost from £50,000,000 to £60,000,000 less than in each of 
the five years of calamitous distress from 1838 to 1842 inclusive. 
This enormous SLtm having been expended in clothing and other 
necessaries and luxuries, sufficiently accounts for the increased 
employment and comforts which the people have enjoyed during 
the past year of abundance. 

Now, what the good harvests of the last two years have effected 
would be permanently established by the adoption of free trade, 
because free trade would give us at all times that abundance 
which we only now enjoy in those seasons when the effects of the 
Corn Laws are mitigated by good harvests. We can never have 
prosperity without plenty. We challenge monopolists to show a 
single period of prosperity from the passing of the infamous Corn 
Law of 1815 to the present time, which was not a season of abun
dance.- The League. 

TilE REVENUE AND THE REPEAL OF THE 
CORN LAWS, 

The Economist, remarking on the increase of revenue, says:
" \Ve cannot help remarking upon the singularly favourable 
effect on every branch of trade, so manifestly produced by the 
continuance, for a couple of years, of moderate prices in the 
great staple article of human food. The heavens have been pro
pitious to Sir Robert Peel. We wish he could see it to be his 
duty, and had the courage to act up to his convictions, to take 
advantage of the breathing time of prosperity and contentment, 
and place our supply of bread, at lea t, for the future somewhat 
more beyond the reach of the changeful and capricious climate of 
one single island in all the world. There can never come a time 
when a repeal of the corn laws would have less instant effect than 
it would if accomplished now. Witlwut the repeal of them we 
shall as surely have the return of deficient harvests, depressed 
trade, and inadequate revenue, as season i.ucceeds season; and to 
leave a great practical, administrative reform to be carried, amidst 
noise and clamour, by a starving and angry people, who, when 
they carry that, are nut likely to be content until they carry some
thing else, which will be still less palatable to the present govern
ing classes of the country, is no mark of a sensible con11ervativ~ 
minister-much less of a great, sagacious statesman. 

A True Dialogue.-"Well, Harry, how comes farming on?" 
"I have farmed four and twenty years, and I am worse than when 
I ~tarted." '' ,vhere are the lads ?" '' One is gone to service at 
Poulton, and one is coming to Preston." "Then you don't in
tend to make them into farmers.'' " Farmers be banged I farm• 
ing is good for nothing.'' 
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"COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR SHADOWS 
BEFOJetE." 

In the early part of the present month, (October) tl1e annual 
meeting of the Castle-Douglas (D11mfriesshire) agricultural so
ciP-ty wa11 held; W. Maxwell, Esq., of Munshes, in the chair; 
and after the usual toasti on such occasions, the chairman, in re
commending the farmers in all cases to consult with Profe1osor 
Johnstone, of Edinburgh, whenever they were in doubt as to the 
genuine nature of guano, or any other articles offered for sale, 
concluded by energetically calling upon the farmers to rely solely 
upon themselves, and to lose no time in availing themselves of 
every improvement; adding that " Perhaps it was not a proper 
place for him to allude to the matter, but he would not shut his 
eyes to the fact, that the Corn Laws will be done away with
they cannot last. The effects of their abolition would come on 
them ; they need not wink at it, for it would come, and they 
would act wisely in just making the most of their soils by proper 
cultivation ; ar,I for this purpose he trusted that schoolmasters 
would be enc,,-uraged to train their scholars in the thPory, and so 
far as possible in the practical knowledge which would be neces
sary for a clear study of agricultural eh emistry in future years." 

Nothing can exceed the sound practical wisdom of the two last 
11entences; they deserve the earnest attPntion of every one inter
ested in agricultural pursuits. Nothing has struck us more, in a 
pretty regular and extensive perusal of the reports of agricultural 
dinners, than the different character of the speeches at the Scotch 
and English meetings. Jn the former case a vein of manly inde
pendence and self-reliance runs through the addresses of both 
Jandlord and tenant; whilst in the latter they are characterized by 
the very oppo ite qualities. The Cora Laws have ind':led de
bauched the character of the farmer, and made him timid, time-
11erving, and willing to rely on any thing and every thing but 
himself. 

FREEDOM. 
Blessed right ! Freedom of commerce, freedom of t.ransit 

/reedom for all. See how the "passport'' gents maul the tra: 
velling lady, and upset her boxes and trunks. Happy frnedom, 
may she soon bless the whole world l 

VARIETIES. 

French Protection.-One cannot but view with astonishment 
the calculations of Rochefaucault, that France, to benefit the 
lronmaster, saddles the agriculturist, with £2,000,000 per annum 
for the cost of iron more than she could obtain it at from England, 
who, of course, would take equivalents in something that would 
l>enefit French industry. How different our Parliament acts : 
they throw as much of the taxation as possible off the landlords' 
Jhoulders. The strongest party will always oppress the weakest. 

Landlord to Farme1·.-You must drain your farms better; 
you must clean, mauure, and employ more labourers. Fanne1·: 
Where is the money to come from, when you have taken all we 
have for rent ? 

The Quantity of Food to be imported.-Even if we had free 
trade, and commerce continued to flourish, it is doubtful whrther 
we should be able to import a sufficient quantitv of food. With 
an increasing population and a fair consumption ·iu Ireland, allow
ing for a vast increase in animal food, cheese, butter, &c., we should 
want in ten years, says Mr. Porter, at least ten millions of quar
ters of grain. And we should remember that as the people in 
other countries improve in their circumstances, they will continue 
to have less to export. A commission appointed in 1841 to in
q~ire into _the probability of foreign supplies, could only report, 
with certarnty, of 2,222,464 quarters. So far, then, from being 
terrified with the prospect of an inundation of food, if our corn 
laws are not repealed soon, we shall not be able to get a sufficient 
quantity without paying for it at an enhanced price. 

Weariug British Goods only.-A strong feeling exists in favour of 
wearing only Briti h-made clothing; as if by w~aring nothing else 
we 8hould give more employment to the British people. It is 
altogether a mistaken notion. If we wear French silks, we give 
as much employmP.nt to English people a~ if we wore English. 
The French will not give us their silks; they exchanae with us 
either for goods or muney ; and to procure both tlies~ requires 
a proportionate amount of English labour. It is true if we pur
cha e a Paisley shawl instead of a French one, we give employ
ment to thePaisley weaver; butitis equallytruethatwe talie away 
employment -from some other person in England, whose labour 
would have been given for the French shawl. 

En_qlish Fields are able to compete with any in the world, and 
yet, for the sake ofrobhing the people, the owners cry out as if they 
were too feeble and too impoverished to exist without protection. 
"The United States,'' says ,vm. Brown, "from the best infor
mation I can obtain from intelligent Americans, yields about an 
average of 18 bushels of wheat per statute acre; labour is higher 
there than with us, and Mr. Plint states, in a very argumentative 
and sound speech which he delivered at Hull on the 20th July 
and which I hope will be generally read, that the average pro: 
duce in France is 14 bushels per acre, Austria unde1· 13, and Po
land 20. The cheap labour of these countries is balanced by 
the larger average yield in England, estimated at 28 bushels pe1· 
acre." -

T!te new Railways.-Some people seem alarmed at the amount 
going to be spent in railways, being probably more than all the 
gold at present in circulation. ,v e are mistak,m, however, if we 
suppose that any money is "sunk'• in these undertakings. The 
money is paid, say weekly, to vadous parties and returns back 
and circulates as before; and when these lin;s are all complete, 
unless some other cause interfere, there will be as much n1oney in 
circulation as before they commenced. Th~ question, a~ it re
~pe_cts national policy, is not about "sinking money,'' but whether 
It IS prudent to employ so much labour in this one department, 
for it all resolves itself into this. I think it could not be better 
employed-first, because most of it is a sort of labour which, if 
not employed in this way, would be idle; and, secondly, because 
the quick, safe, and cheap transit of goods and passengers (inde
pendent of the pleasure of railway travelling) is as profitable to a 
nation as quick and cheap production. I have no doubt these 
railways will be a great profit to the nation, whatever they may he 
to indiviJuals, and are sure ultimately to facilitate the carrying of 
the question of free trade. 
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" Thou, Lord, hut bo,md the children of men by the ties of •ommereial relatio11, u well a1 by making them oC one blood; 
grant, that as thi1 relation increcu,,, our 1eal Cor the diffusion of thy glory may increase also."-Prayer of the Ret,, .d., Knoz, 
at the laying of the foundation-.t,me of Birlm,head Doelc,. 

THE LANDLORD'S HOUNDS. 

These animals aro mostly brought up in tenants' cottages, where 
they eat as much as a pig. They are pr.-paring for a good scam
per over the tenants' Carms; making gapa in the hedges, and doing 
damage, in a style hardly consistent with their master's self-auumed 
title-The farmer's best (1·iend. 

Wild Animals are not and cannot be 
Property. 

OLD JoRN JENXIN!I.-I am new to thii; sort of work; but 
hunger has no law. :My poor children are starving, and my wife 
ia in a consumption from her sufferings. If they know how I hava 
got it, they won't touch it. 

G.-\.MKEEPER.-Therc ha is I I have a good mind to pepper hia 
hide. The Rev. Mr. Growler don't stand that kind of nonsense. 

--~------ ----
~HEAP FOOD THE CAUSEOFHIGH WAGE;. 1 1835 and 1840, we see at once what it is that is driving 

our shuttles and commanding fresh mills into existence. 
It is pleasing to be able to report from time to time the The second point we wish them not to forget is the other 

success of our mill workpeople in asking for an advance of I clap-trap fallacy, that masters "would drop their wages'' 
wages. And we do trust the period is gone by when mas- , if food was cheap, and that it was for this purpose sorne of 
ters shall doggedly attempt to turn a deaf ear to the rea- them were advocates of free trade. We always maintained, 
sonable demands of the labourer, or when the workpeople that whatever might be the disposition of a few, masters in 
shall be so badly advised as hastily tothrowthemselves out of general had no power to do any such thing; and we always 
employment if all they ask is not conceded. Everywhere a foretold that just in proportion as food got cheap, would 
better spirit towards the workmen is being evinced, and we the men acquire the power of standing up for themselves, and 
hail this as a happy change; for who are so deserving of obtaining the full market value for their labour. How 
being well fed and well used as those whose whole powers should it be otherwise? Cheap food has a two-fold pera
are devoted to the enrichmf'nt of the nation? We cannot tion in favour of restoring the balance of labour-by lessen
avoid embracing the present opportunity of reminding the ing the supply and increasing the demand. We have often 
operatives of two things ; fir~t, the fallacy of the monopo- felt indignant to hear some of the lead.in~ agitators, whose 
lists' cry, that cheap bread would produce low wages. first principle in politics was "the supremacy of the peo
They see before their eyes a most decisive confutation of ple," represent this same people as being absolutely in the 
this erroneous proposition ; and if they will consult other hands of their employers. The truth is, labour is like any 
years of cheapness, such as 1835 and 1836, they will find other marketable article, regulated by supply and demand. 
that we have always a good trade when food is low. It So long as the buyers of labour can realise a profit by it, 
will be seen by a reference to our exports, that the revival of they will not refuse it, although an advanced price is de
the cotton trade could not have arisen from the extra quantity J manded, and especially when they know that if they will not 
sent abroad. But when we remember the amount of give the price somebody else will. This is sure to he t_he case, 
saving in the food of the whole people betwixt the price of I except when combinations exist ; and we are glad to hop(J 

No. 150, 
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VARIETIES. 

Sunday's Dinner.-It is too bad, about a pound of mutton on a 
fishful of potatoas for a family's Sunday dinner! Imitead of this 
bit they ought to have a whole joint. 

Potatoea.-H is not merely the good harvest that keep1 grain 
low ; it i1 owinl{ alio to the la.rge growth and extensive c:on1u mp
tion of potatoes. Bad time!i made the people into potato-ea.ten,, 
a habit whii:h they will not leave off all at once. 

Lord Stanley boasted at the Liverpool meeting of having laid 
down about 300 miles of drains at an expense of £5,000 or 
£6,000. Now what is this to boast of, so long as it is, accord
ing to his own statement, the most profitable investment ? How 
many factory masters far exceed this? 

Bricks versus Tiles -Cobden, referring to Stanley's ~00 miles 
of draining, said, my friend J. Bright has been recently laying 
down about a million and a half of bricks in a new mill; and adds, 
I wish some person would calculate the amount of duty paid for 
the bricks, from which the tiles are entirely free. 

A year or two ago when agitation was rife, the monopolists at
tributed the depression of agriculture to agitation. Now they 
11ay, "The League is dead," and consequently agitation has 
ceased, and yet the deprnssion is deeper than ever. They will 
blame any thing but the right one. 

" The League dead." -Men talk and write as they would have it. 
How many have proclaimed the death of the League, and yet how 
fearful they are lest their readers should get into the bands of this 
dead hobgoblin. One writer talks about thP. bones of the League 
being quiet in the grave, yet he clearly evinces his fear& of an 
early resurrection. 

What Remed~ next but the Repeal of the Corn Laws ?-Now 
that the people have ceased agitating for the Charter ; are con
vincerl that cheap food does not mean cheap wages; and that 
machinery does not dimini h, but increase employment; in the 
event of another depression, what can they fall uJlon al once but the 
Corn Laws? And when they unanimously demand their repeal, 
no power on earth can prevent it. 

The ra_qged Waistcoat.-" See this ragged flannel waistcoat," 
said a poor old weaver's wife, "and we are not able to get new 
ones." This reminded me that even yet not more than one-half 
of the people are properly clothed. If we were to examine their 
clothing, and especially their bedding, we shall find plenty of 
home customers yet unsupp lied, and nothing is wanting to bring 
them into the market but a continued reduction in the price of 
food. • 

Prosperous Farmers.-" :Ms landlord,'' said a farmer, "has 
three estates, and I am the only tenant that cau pay hiil rent. He 
has never received from the other two a full year's rent for 20 
years. They have kept hobbling on and often changing tenants." 
This poor fellow stated that in order to make up his rent., he 
carries from Garstang to Clithero, and is often up three nights in 
the week. He said that his family never tasted a Sunday dinner; 
that 71h. of flesh meat at last Christmas is all they have had in the 

house during the year. 

Work on the Land.-An objection to the repeal of the corn laws 
is, that our people ought to be employed on our uncultivated 
lands, rather than that we should be dependent on foreigners for 
food.-To refute this objection, it will be necessary to see if our 
increasing population could be employed on the land. The popn• 
lation of England in 18 l l, w~s 9,551,888, and the number of agri
cultural families was 895,998. In 1831 the population was 
13,098,338, and the number of agricultural families had only in
creased to 961,134. Now all this time there was a good market 
for ag_ricnltural produce, and how is it that the agricultural families 
did not increase proportionally with the rest of the population? 
If they had done so they would have amounted to 1,228,666 
families. How is it that, with our millions of acres of uncultivated 
land, and with our abundance of capital and labourers, and a 
good market for agricultural produce, our agricultural popula
tion has for 30 years remained nearly stationary? The only 
answer is, that our waste land is not calculated to pay for the 
labour and capital which wou\d have to be expended upon it, to 
make it produce marketable commodities. 

Railways.-By all means encourage railways. Self-interest 
will di1·ect the mind of every ~ha··eholder by and by in favour of 
free trade. When liharns are a.t a dili!lount he will naturally wish 
for more trade. 

During the late depression, one of the greatest mistakes made 
by Sir Robert Peel wai the rap he made at machinery. ,Vith a 
rapid increaae of machinery, we have now plenty of employment 
and inereaied wage11, from which I hope he will be led to see thaL 
it ji the machinery of bad law11 that ea.used our distres&. 

Some kinds of Food not cheap.-After all our talk or cheap 
food, it's only grain and potatoes that are cheap. The other 
articles of food, which working men ought to be able to procure, 
are not cheap, especially animal food. ,ve ought never to con
sider food sufficiently cheap, till the working man can afford ani
mal food at least once a day. 

The Rent Market.-Farmers are always listening and inquiring 
after the corn market ; but seldom make a single inquiry after the 
rent market ; although a reduction in the latter would be of more 
benefit than an increase of the former. Poor things 1 they seem 
powerless as to reducing rents, and yet it is from these alone that 
they are all being ruined. 

Fondness fvr Money.-We seem as if we never could appreciate 
the value of any thing but money. A farmer's wife will give a 
beggar a good handful of meal, but it would be impossible to per
suade her to pa1·t with a halfpenny. An agricultural prize is far 
more valuable when it assumes the shape of sovereigns than any 
other. It is the same with many working men; they are far more 
tenacious of their wages than they are of the price of their food. 
\Vhere the benefit is the same, men think far more of the advance 
or a shilling in their wages, than they do of a drop in the price of 
their food to the same amount. 

Checking Population.--It was enacted by Elizabeth, for the pur
pose of checking the progress of population, and so preventing the 
increase of paupers, that, from the passing or the act, no cott~e 
~hould be built, without having four acres of ground attached. 
This provision appears to have been evaded, and never carried 
into general practice, for we find that mendicity and pauperism 
continued to increase ; and in J 638, Charle& I. issued a special 
commission to enforce the provisions of the act. It i11, however, 
most probable that the commotions which so soon followed put an 
end to the labours of this commission; b11t the act continued on 
the statute book until it was finally repealed; by the 15th George 
Ill., c. 23. 

Never-to-be-forgotten Testimonies.-J. D. Hume, for 38 years in 
the Custom Ilouse, says, "I conceive the actual money paid, and 
the evil effect computed in money, would be more than the whole 
revenue of the country." Mr. M'Gregor, of the Board of Trade 
says, "I consider that the taxation, imposed upon the country, 
upon the production of wealth, through labour and ingenuity, b 
our duties on corn, and the provision duties and prohibitions, are 
far greater, probably much more than double the amount of tax 
ation paid to the treasury." Such is the abominable and crue 
operation of thesd laws. They are robbing us of probably doubl 
as much money as the whole taxation of the country; which goe 
not into the Public Exchequer, not to the ill-paid agricultura 
labourer, BUT INTO THE POCKETS OF LANDLORDS, SPECULATORS, 

AND SWINDLERS. 

Labourers' Prizes.---Wbo bestow the rewards, and what is re 
warded? Landlords and farmers reward labourers for living o 
their wretched wages without becoming a charge to them in poo 
rates and charities. A man earning seven or eight shillings a wee 
has brought up a large famil.} without parochi:il aid. He is re 
warded. \Vhat is the example to show·t---that a man can bring u 
a family on such sm:ill wages. What is the inference to be drawn. 
---that the wages are sufficient if the man be prudent and thrifty. 
The rewarded labourers are so many living puffs for the low rat 
of wages. The prize to the man is only a contrivance to mak 
the wages pass for sufficient. If any one doubt whether seve 
shillings a week be enough for a man, the an~wer is prompt, tha 
John Dobson has reared a large family on it, and never receiv~ 
parochial aid. The man is rewarded, and all of his class are con 
demoed to the screw who cannot pinch and starve aa he h 
done.---Examiner. 

~ Enclose thi,in one of your Letter, to a Friend. 
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TRINIDAD 

(Juba, St. Domingo, Po•·to :1.l,ico, as co•n1•a••etl M'ith Irelantl. 
In contir,uation of the plan of explaining the size of the e countries, by compa!ing them with freland, they are drawn on 

thP same scale ; anti it will be seen that the most imp ,rl ant ,v e~t India Islands do not be-Jon~ to us ; and we are, therefore, under 
our much-prais~d, hut very expensive, colonial system, ~hut out f om the use of tht"ir sugar, colfl'e. &c. Of 1heH• island~, the largest 
an,i most fertile is Cuha. Its area is 50,000 square milPs (Ireland is only 30,000), ~,. Domingo 30,000, Porto Rico 4,000. Of our 
o~n i&lands (Jamaica), the most important is only 6,000 (beinl,! about the ~ize ofYorksbin,), Trinidad 1,000, and Barbadot>s 200 
square miles, or the size of the Ide of 1\Ian. Demerara, on the main of South America, must not be forgotton. Its production of 
sugar is small compared to its size, owing to the small number of labourers, and under the pl'otection system does not put furth its 
capabilities. 

THE EFFECTS OF CHEAP FOOD UPO. THE 
WORKING CLASSES. 

When a family is poor, all the females are obliged to work 
to secure food, before they think of any thing else ; some to 
the winding frames, some to shoe-binding, or any other em
ployment. But when they become well off; that is, "hen 
they have sufficient to pay for food, rent, fire, and their 
every day necessaries, how do you find the females then 

ho. 151. 

employed? In "needle work," which means omething 
connected with fine clothing and fashionable array, or in 
drawing, music, &c. ; so that when it is not requisite to 
work for necessaries, they employ their time in procuring 
luxuries. It is just the same with a nation. In proportion 
to the amounc of labour requisite for procuring requisites, is 
that which remains for luxuries. The fewer hands that can 
find the country with food, aud the more remain to provide 

I luxuries. Hence we see what an advantage it would be to 
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get our food by exchanging as far as possible the proceeds 
of our machinery for it. In this country, with industry and 
sobriety, there ought to be no lack of food; the only strife 
should be as to the extent of enjoyments in the shape of 
comforts and luxuries. Suppose, for instance, all our food 
for the next year came without ploughing, or sowing, or 
reaping, some would think it would be a sad affair for all 
the labourers. But the effect would be, that being secured 
of the first necessary of life, all the labour in the country 
would then be turned to building better houses, making 
better roads, cutting railways, making parks, providing 
superior clothing, and richer furniture. Some would be 
employed in one way, some in another, and each exchang
ing the productions of his labour with others, every class 
would get a greater proportion. One thing is certain to a 
country which has plf~nty of food, that the people need not 
be exposed to excessive Jabour; but if, like Englishmen, 
they will work, they are then sure, with cheap food, to get 
a greater amount of luxuries. Continued cheap food would 
soon lead to short time; and it would soon give the work
ing classes better houses, and better furniture, and a greater 
command over all the enjoyments of life. It is the pivot 
upon which all other enjoyments turn. 

HOPELESSNESS OF THE AGRICULTURAL 
LABOURER. 

When Dante had to express the concentrated idea of utter 
misery, he said, "abandon hope;" and when we regard the actual 
condition of oar airicultural labourers, it would seem as if the 
warning of the poet were especially and emphatically addressed to 
them, beyond all oth11rs that compose the lower cla11ses of oar 
1ocial state. In every other calling, by industry and good conduct, 
a man may rise to a higher grade, and, finally, to opulence. The 
ahopboy of the mercer, in a little time, stands behind the counter, 
is then admitted as ajunior partner, and, if things go well, and the 
house flourishes under his management, at last ends in being the 
principal of the firm. The banker's clerk is not without his hopes 
of future WP.alth; and half the merchants of London, " who are 
princes," have risen from subordinate stations. Even the toiling 
operative of the manufacturer may, by diligence and skill, with fr11-
1,1ality, begin by hiring a small power-the phrase is well known at 
1'-Ianchester-and then advance himself to wealth that astoni bes 
himself, and moves the envy of those he has left behind. The 
man that went to his work in wooden clogs a few year 11go, 
now rides in his chariot. ,vith the labourer in every other trade 
or calling there is a chance a1.d hope oC elevation to a higher rank; 
with him that tills the ground-none. Let him have what skill 
he may-let him know every acre in his parish, the culture most 
suited to produce the large~t crops-let him understand the value 
nnd the use of every kind of cattle on the farm, be the best reaper 
and the best shepherd-his lot is cast; he is doomed to toil for a 
master all his life long for wages just keeping him from starvation, 
and in a~e and infirmity he has an allowance of 5d. a day to stave 
off death by hunger.-Times. 

FRIDTS OF THE LEAGUE AGITATION. 

The most frequent and favourite defence of the Corn Laws has 
been that they are maintained for the promotion and encourage
ment of the art of agriculture, for the good of the tenant-farmer, 
and especially for the benefit of the farm-labourer. But turn to 
the speeches of the landowners at the uumerous agricultural meet
ings held in the south of England during the last fortnight, and what 
is their staple ? Lamentations over the back ward state of agricul
ture as an art; the impoverished and spiritless condition of the ten
nntry; and the wretched state, body and soul, of the labourer, the 
insensate and brutalized incendiary of the stackyard. A short 
time ago, any man who ventured to assert. that the Carmer was 
deluded and impoverished by his "protection," or that the farm
labourer was lower in comfort and intelligence than the labourers 
in the "unprotected" branches of industry, was denounced a re
volutionist and an incendiary. But these facts being now proved, 
the landowners, convinced 111iain1t their will, begin to confeu it, 

and their own organs to scold and urge them on to a remedy. As 
a specimen of this change of tone among the monopolists, take the 
following from the Churcli and Stnte Gazette, regarding one of 
the richest agricultural counties of England:-" The agricultural 
county of Suffolk has of late years suffered more from the pauper
ism of its labouring classes than any other county in England. 
The peasantry have been ground down by famine, the farmera 
worn out with fear, and the landlords tardily aroused to the convic
tion that something must be done, only by the incendiary glare, 
whose cause may be traced quite as much lo the neglectors of the 
poor as to the poor neglected. "-These are cheering symptoms ; 
but we would never have seen them, save for tht!! League agita
tion. The English farmer and labourer would never have been 
the subjects of all this ne\Y comp&ssion and kindness, had the 
Leaf?Ue not been thundering at the landowners' gates; and, as 
the League ha.a exposed the evil, it will also be its task to show 
Lhe true remedy, which the lancllords are evidently determined 
not to see.-Kilmarnock Herald. 

THE REGISTRATION. 

It becomes more and more evident that the battle of commercial 
freedom is to be fought in the registration court. ,vhat free-tra
ders have to do, therefore, is-to get their friends on and their enr,
mies off the register, to as great an extent as possible. The agi
tation should be to register; and as l\fr. Cobden has stated his 
views fully as to counties at the first great meeting at :Manchester, 
we publish them here at length. 

"Now, upon the subject of this registration. There is one 
thought that occurred to me, as your chairman was giving you an 
account of the proceedings in the county revision; and it is this
that the counties are more vulnerable than the small pocket 
boroughs, if we can arouse the free-traders of the country to a 
systematic effort in the counties, such as we have exerteli in South 
Lancashire. (Hear, hear.) In many of the small borough& 
there i! no increase in the numbers; there is no extension of the 
houses ; the whole property belongs to a neighbouring noble, and 
you can no morn touch the votes which be holds through that pro
perty, than you can touch the balance is his banker's handa. 
(Applause and loud laughter.) Now, the county constituencies 
may be increased indefinitely. It requires a qualifiration of 40s. 
a year in a freehold property, to give a man a vote in a county. I 
think our landlords made a great mistake when they retained the 
40s. qualification; and, mark my words, it is a rod in pickle for 
them. ( Applause and laughter.) I should not be surprised if 
it does for us what it did for catholic emancipation, and what it 
did for Lh~ reform bill, that is, give us the means of carrying free 
trade; and if it should, the landlords will very likely try to ,erve 
us as they did the 40s. freeholders in Ireland, when we have done 
the work. (Hear, hear.) The 40s. franchise for a county was 
established five or six centuries ago. At that time, a man, in the 
constitutional phraseology of the times, was det>med to be a yeo
man, an<l entitled to political rights, provided he had 40s. a year 
clear to spen<l. That was at thal time a subsistence for a man. 
Probably it was equal to the rental nf 100 acres of land. ,vhat 
is it now? With the vast extension of wealth amongst the middle 
class, which then did not exist, and amongst a large proportion, 

l 
I am happy to say, in this distri~t, of the superior c.lass of op~ra
tives, that 40s. freehold franchise becomes a nommal franchise, 
and is within the reach of every man who has the spirit to acquire 
it. (Ilcar, hear, and applause.) I say, then, in every county, 
where there is a large town population, as ia Lancashire, the 
West-Riding of Yorkshire, South Staffordshire, North Cheshire, 
Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and many other counties I could name 
-in fact, every county bordering on the sea coast, or having ma
nufactures within it, every county can he won, and easily won, iC 
the people can be roused to a systematic effort to qualify them
selves for a vote, in the way the Lancashire people Tushed to the 
qnalification, when they found that the county could be won by 
that means and no other. (Hear, hear.) It is a custom some
times for men to put their savings in the savings' bank. There 
are 14 or 15 millions so deposited, or more. I would not ny a 
word to lessen confidence in that security; but I say there is no 
investment so secure as a freehold of the earth, and it is the only 
investment that gives a vote along with the property. (Hear,hear.) 
W a come, then, to this. It colits a man nothing to ha.ve a vote for 
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county. He buys his property, £60 in a cott1ge; ay, £40 
30 in many of the neighbouring towns will do it. He has 

interest for his money, the property to sell when he wants it, 
his vote into the bargain. (Hear, hear.) Sometimes a 

nt, wishing to teach a son to be economical and saving, gives 
a sort of nest egg in the savings' bank. I say to such a pa

' make your son at 21 years of age a freeholder- (hear, hear ; ) 
o it as an act of duty; make him therehy an independent free
; put it in his power to defend himself and his ~hildren from 

'tical oppression-(hear, hear, and great applause ;)--and 
make that man, with £60, an equal in the polling booth to Mr. 

risbrick with his 11 miles in extent of territory, or to Mr. Eger
(Renewed applause.) This must be done, and, iin order to be 

n the next year's register, it requires only that yow should be in 
session of a freehold befare the 31st of next Januairy. Now we 
1 probably be told that this is very indiscreet. What is the 
of coming out in public, and announcing such m. plan as this, 

en your enemies can take advantage ofit as well · s you? .My 
t answer to that is, that our opponents, the monopolists, cannot 
e advantage of it as well as we. (Hear, hear.) In the first 
e, very few men are, for convenience or prejudice, monopolists, 

ess their capacities to inquire or their sympathies have been 
nted by :ilready posses;;ing an undue share of we Ith. (Hear, 
r.) In the next place, if they wish to urge upon others of the 
de below them to qualify themselves for a vote, they cannot 
11t them with the use of the vote when they have got it. (Hear, 
r.) But apart from that, I would answer those people who will 
ii at this public appeal, and say, "you will not put salt upo11 your 

emy's tail; it is much too wise a bird." They have been at this 
rk long ago. ,vhy they have done their very worst at it, have 

opponenta. ,vhat has been the conduct of the landowners in 
11 county? They have been splitting up their farms, multiply

the votes upon their estates; making the farmer take his bro
r, his son, his nephew; making them qualify as many men a11 
rent of the land will cover ; and they have been making their 

d into a kind of political capital ever since the pas ing of the 
orm bill. (Hear, hear.) You have, then, a new ground open 
you, which has never yet been entered upon, and from which I 
pect, in the course of not more than three years from thi. time, 
t every county-if we progress as we have done in South Lan
hire-every county possessing a large town population, will 
ry free-traders as their representatives to parliament. (Hear, 
r, and applause.)'' 

AGRICULTURAL EXIJIBITIONS. 

The following, from the speech of l\1r. Cobden, shows the folly 
mockery preache<l at agricullural meetings ~-Dut if what the 

dlords tell us be true, that the agricultural labourers are so dis-
11sed, what becomes of their plea in the Bouse of Commons, 
t the Corn-Law was passed and kept up for the benefit of the 
icultural labourers? (Hear, hear.) After what I have heard 
m those gentlemen in the House of Common about the Corn-
w benefitting the agricuitural labourers, I hardly could have 
peeled that any one could get up in an agricultural association 
complaiu of distress ar,d the dangers impending over them : on 

contrary, I should have expected that one of those gentlemen 
uld have said, " I have a nostrum in my pocket that will quite 
vent any distress among the agricultural labourers. Have we 
the Corn-Law? It was passed to prevent distress among the 

icultural labourers. Here it is. ,ve have got a sliding-scale, 
, dcp,md upon it, the agricultural labourers have 11othing to 

r." But instead of that, they never allude to the act of padia
nt at all, and seek wide and far for some other remedies for 
s distress. What are the remedies? Why, one of the latest 

overies is allotments of land. Now, to hear the outcry 
t we have from the landlords of the country, glorifying them
ves with the idea o( giving a patch of hnd to the labourers, 

would think that all at once they had resolved to make a pre
t of little slices of their estates to the labourers around them. 

hat does it amount to ? It is proposed that each cottage should 
ve a garden attached to it; the general advice is, not more than 
fan acre, and the generality have recommended it of a quarter 
an acre in e1':tent. ,Vby, it amounts to this, that the landlords 
enevolent souls!) are going to allow the peasantry, who live upon 
eir land, to haTe a garden with their oottage. \Vhy, a law was 

passed in the reign @f Queen Elizabeth, ordering that no cottage 
should be built in this country without a garden attached to it. I 
don't believe that law is repealed to this day; and the landlords 
are uow coming out, and taking credit, and glorifying each other 
that they are going to allow the labourers to have gardens to their 
cottages! (Hear, hear.) Now, what is the mode in which those 
gentlemen go to work to benefit the agricultural labourers? They 
call them together for a ploughing match ; they thea bring them 
into a room and give them a glass of wine, and give a reward of 
30s. to the man that has ploughed the bPst; and then they inquire 
who has served 25 years in the same place, and borne a good 
character, and then they give him 30s. for his 25 years' service. 
(Much laughter and applause.) And then the farmers who sit at 
the table have their names read over, and prizes are awarded to 
one for successfully cultivating his turnips, to another for having 
produced a good fat ox, and another, probably, for having accu
mulated the greatest quantity of fat upon a pig. (Great laughter.) 
This is the way in which agriculture is to be improved. 
(Hear, hear.) Now, what would you think, ifa similar plan were 
adopted to make you improve your businesi? Let us sup
pose that a number of gentlemen came down once every year
for, bear in mind, that lesson is only given once a year-and that 
they held a meeting here in which they would have a spinning 
match, and a weaving match. (Laughte1· and applause.) \Veil, 
and after they had paid the usual price merely to see this spinning 
match and weavin6 match, they sit do" n to dinner, and Job Har
greaves and Frank Smith are brought in, each stroking hi~ head 
all the way he comes [Here the honourable gentleman suited 
the action to the word, which completely convulsed the meetiug 
with laughter for some minutPs] and making his very best bow, to 
receive from the chairman 30s., as a reward for having been the 
best spinner or the best weaver ; and this being disposed of, ima
gine next a manufacturer getting a prize of £5 for the best piece 
of fustian, (laughter) ; and another ditto, ditto, for the best yard
wide calico (renewed laughter); and then imagine a shop1.eeper 
rising from his seat at the table, whilst the chairman puts on a 
grave face, and addresses him in complimentary terms, and pre
sents him with £5 for having kept, during the past year, his shop 
floor and his counters in the cleanest state. ( Applause and laughter.) 
Then they call up a manufacturer, and he has au awartl of £5 
because the inspectors have found his mill to be in the best work
ing condjtion (laughter) ; and then a merchant rise!l up, and he 
gets an award of £5 for having been found by the inspectors to have 
kept his books in the best order by double entry. (Peals of 
laughter.) Well now, you laugh at all this. You cannot help it. 
Where is the difference (hear, hear) between the absurdity, thi, 
mockery, of bringing up men in round frocks, at a dinner table, 
and giving them 30s. because they have ploughed well, or hoed 
well, or harrowed well-bringing up farmers to award them 
prizes for having had the cleane t field of Swede turnips, or hav
ing managed their farms in the best way---whe1·e is the difference 
between offering these rewards, and gi-ving to you here such rewardi 
as I have alluded lo? (Heat· hc:i.r.) Let us suppose that such a 
state of things existed here, and what must be the concomitant 
order of things? It would argue, in the first place, that the ope
ratives who were so treated were an abject and a servile class 
(hear, hear) ; it would argue that the trader who could conde
scend to be treated so, would himself be little bette1· than a slave 
(hear, hear); and if you needed such stimulants as this to make 
you ca1ry on your business as you ought to do, how do you think 
you would be found in the race of industry as compared with othel" 
countries, where they were not quite so childish as to be fondled 
and danrlled by a body of members of parliament in London? 
(" Heac, hear," and applause.) · ,vhy there would not be a roun
try on the face of the wodd that you could compete with. 

The Progress of the League.-They were entering, said J. 
Bright, at the Manchester meeting, the seventh year of their 
labours in this great cause, and some at the thought of this might 
despond; but if any hatl a right to do so, it was st1rely those who 
had worked hardeat. But, so far as the council of the League 
was concerned, he could declare, that there never was a time 
when they were more convinced that they were right in the be
ginning, and right now ; and that their cause, like every othe 
righteous cause, must speedily triumph. 
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' 1\IISClllEFS' OF THE ALLO'I'l\lE T' SYSTEM. · 

ThP ll'a• t con~irl1·ration will ~how that thP allotmPnt ~y~IPm, if 
eXIPn-iv<>ly car1il'd nut (a11d, if not, th!'n tlw whulC' p1·np11<1•d ob 
jects of it would in~tantly he annihilatl'd), would staµ11ate labour 
exactly on those spots where it is lea~t wanterl, because it i, alone 
where there is a redundant population that its need is apparent. 

'l'he comequence of such an inducement to a further accumula
tion of labourer~ in such districts could only be, to reduce still 
further the rate of wages, even in a greater degree than any ad
vantage which could be derived by the labourer from bis allot
ment, if ho had it ever so cheap, while the country would be 
deprived of so much productiveness in other pursuits in which it 
ruil{ht be profitable. 

But many h.ild an opinion that there would be something 
about this allotmPnt srtem which would render tbe land more 
proJuctive, or which would inrluce to greater industry-that its 
<:ultivation would lie done in ovPr-hours, or at times when the la
bour<'r would not othPrwise have Pmployment. Very Iii tie 
con,i1leration will show that both tht:se conclusions are fal-

laciou•. 
A~ thPre would he no more Janel to till, with an increa ing 

numl,rr of lahou1•pr~, and a~ at preM•nt tl,.-1 e i• not emplo:tnw11t 
suffh·i1, nt for all, the nwre fact of subdividing, large fi,,lds i11to 
t:niall allolnwntll would only have tlw pffct·t of incrt:'a!ling that 
want o' r!'g11lar emplo~ nwnt. i11 thP propo1 tion 1hat the allo111JP11ts 
we1 e ~C'nPral or large; a11d it is only in proportion that tht'y are 
110 that tht·y coulrl promote the obji•ct in vil"W. In propnrtio11. 
tht>1•pfore, as )Oil apply the c•nre, )Oil incrrase the evil, whilP )OU 

crt>alH a tie to the spot, which must effectually prevent that vo
)untiu·y circulat ion of labour which is th.i only true cure for a 
redundant population. 

Ann, moreover, the farmer's and the labourer's crops would 
require plantinii, dressing, and reiiping exactly at the samP 
time; and if, at those particular period~, the lahoure1· coulcl have 
full employment with the farmer, anrl reap his own crop, in over 
hours, it would only lie increasing tht:> length of his rlay's toil 
whi<·h in harvest time he does as it is, and for which he i~ paid 
adctitional wagPs; an1l, lwside~, the g<'nernl competition for Prn
ploynwut at other searnns of thP yt>ar, would placP hi'Q'l in so de
pt.>1,dPnt a po~i1ion toward the farm~r that th,• latter would al
ways command his sprviccs at any period, tlVen at thtl hazard uf 
lol'll to hi~ own crnps. 

Why land cultivat>'d in sm.ill patches, by men without capital 
ancl without the el·onomical implt>nwnt~. and the g"nerally more 
11tilful management pos,e~s,·d hy larl!c f ,rmers, hould bP n,orc or 
equally productive, it is difficult to concPive. Som,• have a11 i1lea 
that small farms are favourable to economy ancl increase of pro
duction. ExperiPnce teachPs the reverse; and practice, fur that 
reason, tencls all the other way. l\Iuch is said of the adva11ta~es 
of spade cultivation. But, if so profitable, then why is it not 
resorted to? If prolitahle for five hundred labourers to employ 
spade indttstry 011 one thou•and acres of land, it ou~ht to be 
more profitable for the five farmers at present po~sessi11~ it to do 
10, ina mul'h as thPir general s_, s1!-'m of mana~enwnt would he 
better. But it may he said, that spade lal,our will not pay tlw 
farmer at any rate of wa!!l'S, hecau~I', though the produce would 
be ~reater, it would not be proportionahly so to the increa•wd 
expe11se; but that in the labourer's case, all he would have no 
other t-mployment when so cnltivatin~ l11s allotment. the increased 
produce would repay him. This common and popular fall icy i
at once admitting that the self-createcl want of ~mploym ... nt ancl 
redundance of la.hour arisint: from the system could be the only 
reason why spade husbandry would be resorted to. 

As wl'll might it he sai,J that unemployed wPavers. hy possessing 
each a loom, contd produce calico chPaper than a large rnanufac
tu1 er in a factory, became, if uuemployed, a11y sum which they 
obtained above the simple cost of the yarn would he s mething 
towards a wage, and her ler than nothing ; hut it would, douht
les11, ha the greatest injury, as it has already proved itself, if men 
could be generally furnished with looms, under circumstances 
which tied them to a ~pot, and induced them to rely upon a trade 

already overstocked, and becoming daily more so, in place of 
turning their attention and energies to other employments, for 
which better remuneration rould be l?iven. Labour must always 
be more productive to the labourer himself when combined with 

capital; that when J<>'ft t'o it's o'wn ' clu'mi-y ancl trna~sisted PXp 
ent~. A purouit, thr1·ef'or':), for which thP c pi1ali~t cannot 
wages shvul<l ht; in-tantly aban,lonPd hy the lahonri,r; and 
P11couraµe a systPm on a larir1~ scale of whil'11 the high<'~t r.,r• 
mendation re•ult• in •uch a fact, would he to lay the founda 

1 
of an amount of future misery and degradation at present Jiffi 
to see the end of. 

VARIETIES. 

The Robbers complain. - The Leaguers mere Iv ask that all 
may have their own. On this account they are a~cuserl of abet 
plunder. The thief talks loudly of the hame of having his b 
wrested from him. 

It. woul~ puzzle an alderman to knM, how some pPople 1 
Some don t know how to Aet an appPtite for thl'ir food; bu 
far the greater number do not know how to e:et fo ,d for their 
petite. We must pmh on the eq11ali-inK p1·ocess of free trade 

Lo.~s b,1/ G ,,me.-" Conversin!!, a short time since. with a r 
live_ of mine, who holrls a farm nPar ',pvenoaks, in K, nt, on 
!'UhJeet of g,ime lawi-, &c., he informe<l me that. having occa 
to pa-s a11 , i.~ht-ac, e 111!-'adow of his, he e;ountecl !-ixry-thrPe h 
and rabbits in it ; an<l "ht>n it wa mowPd. although he 
£8 rPnt, bes:des thP par,;on's tithe. he got lP~i- than 30•. wort 
produce. The a<ljoininµ thrP.e-acre fit>ld he la•t ~prin!{ s , 
with wheat, whkh he sairl rt>.ilizt>d hut nine hmhel• in th:, w 
owing of course to the ravages of Lhese destructive vermin. 

A Trihute tn Commerce and F reedum.--The Times. rPferrin 
the Quel'n's au~picinus appr-arance at the Of)Pnini; of the new R 
Exchange, says:--- What has the Ocean Queen hPfore her b 
pacify universal spa and land, to coneili:ite divided realms 
lead all men to their own he~t interests? It is hers to dmw' 
every cnnst it.~ own contributions to the J!eneral weal, 1 o elicit 
virrues of nature and the virtuPs of men, to make the wilder 
smile with abundance, ancl ~avage nwn with gratitu<le. It i~ 
lo pPoµle every sht>rc with the fdends of human kin1l and t 
thPm to pile at PVery pnrf, and i11tucha119e wi1h e1•ery .'re low 
1/ie m1J1,~f,1ld giftiJ nf Hearen. For every m!'s. na!?e of love, 
rhe rommunication of e,•p1·y hlPssin!!, ~hP is ~inl!nlarly provi 
and si:ie;ularly rearly. Who can forPIPII thl' end of such a desti 
It is evidl•nt that we only sPe the beginriinl{. 

The Game Laws.-nr. Lee, in iieco1,din!! a mn1ion at a m 
ing: said:-•· The1-e laws were a remnant of the tyranny and 
hanty of the feudal S)Slem. The ga111e laws werP nppn,\ed t 
pea,;e and wel1-bein.Q rf society in its p,esent rPji11ed unrl civi 
state, und alike inim lting tn public opinion and lo commorL s 
As the bPnefits of the game laws were confinPd to a few in 
duals, an<I administered only to their luxuries anrl selfi,h am 
ments, the welfare of society is sacrificerl f,,r their gratifica 
anrl the laws a1·e deservedly unpopular. Dr. Lee then proce 
to argue that the game l,,ws slw-uld be who/I; rtpenled, bemg 
s•,itable to this en 1i_qhte1,ed age. and opposPd to the intPre;t 
the lahour"'r, the farmer, the tradt>sman, the mPchanic, and 
agritultu1ht; that wild animals. fe1<£ ,,at111<I?. i.huuld no long 

protl'cted hy law for Lhe amu~cm nt and ,elfi,h gratification o 
blemen, and a few country squires and clergy." 

Demoralizin.fJ ~!feel r.f Game Laws.- Sir H. Vemey at :i 

ing said, " The de,qraderl c,mtlitwn nf the agricnltnral l11bmt1Pr 
partly to be nttrib11terl to the game laws . and was a .rnbject tn f 

public rtte111i,m had been so f11r direct, ·d t1',,t scorrely a pufilic 
i11g co,tlrJ be held at which it was not 1·et'trred to. Any system w 
renderC'd our rural population criminal, rr.ust be highly inju 
to the best interPsts of society. Any I w which could be s 
to have that t!'ndency, they (the magis·rates) were liound t 
tempc a remo\'al of. That the ~ame laws had hacl that mi chie 
effect, few would attempt to deny. The number of commit 
under the game laws, great as they we•e, did not show the 
extent of the moral mischief occa~ioned by those laws, for th 
turns could not include those criminals who were made so b 
game laws, And he believed thnt the 11umber nf criminal, 
by the gmne laws far exceeded the au,mber uf tho•e made cri 
by any other. 

~ Enclose this in one ojyn,r Letters to a Friend. 

:Preston: Printed by J. Livesey; Sold by Gadsby and Heywood, Manchesler,-.Prico One Halfpenn,)", 



Che · _A,truggle~ 
"All ii the gilt of industry; wha.te'er 

Exalt!!, embellishes, and renders life 
_Delightful !"-Thomaon, 1727. 

A. PBOTEC,TION SO(;IETT. 
MEETING OF THE COMMJTTEE.-BUSINESS TRANSACTED. 

qlllir• OvERR crr.-Well, we have wailed a long time. 
Why c.ion 't the con-nittee come? It's half-an-hour pait the time. 
(Looks s1teadf11stlv ,t hi& gold repeater.) 

Mr. S,ecretary {..\PIAS.-Why, Farmer Steadfast has had the 
misfon-tume to ha,· his stacki burnt down by some wicked incen
dia.rie,s, and is so usy he can't attend. Farmer Homestead is 
terl"ib,ly vexed abut his light crop of hay, and says he will joiu a 
societ.y for lowerig rent when crop!! fail; and as to his guinea 
subsc1ripltion, he s..ears-" don't we wish we may get it I" Farmir 
'1.'ruslty s;ays that util it is cleared up about Mr. Cayley misquoting 
A arm Smith, hernn't look at us; and Farmer Softly hopes the 
Prote-ctiion Societ will allow committee-men something for loss 
of tinne, as this is he hay harvest; and Farmer--

Sq111ir·e OvERitACH.-Stop ! stop 1 we want to hear no more 
abou,t tlhem; we will do the business ourselves. Mr. Secretary, 
read thee minutes f last meeting. 

( 111:fr. s~cretar1 Capias reads.) 
R1e1101lved,-Ttt Squire Overreach be President of the Rushby 

Mooir Frotection3ociety; that Mr. Capia11 be engaged as s~cri,
tary,, at. a guineai. committee meeting; tha, :Mr. Dunderhead bi 

No. 5~. 

' Treasurer; that :Mr. Capias's office be used as a committee room, 
at £50 a-year; that £20 be offered as a prize for the best essay. 

Treasuret· DUNDERHEAD.-,v11ere's the money to come from ? 
The society owes me fifty pounds already. 

Squire OvERREACl:I.-Oh, don't be uneasy; my steward will 
get the subscriptions out of them. Mr. Treasurer, any accounts 

to pass? 
:Mr. Treasurer DuNDERHEAn.-Oh, yes. (Reads.)-To a full 

suit of baragan, for Patrick O"Callaghan to oppose the League 
lecturer, as a. working man, £200 ; to paying sundry debt• of 

aame, £500. 
\ Squire OvERREACH.-Pass it-pass it-pass them all. What's 
I our next bu11ines,1? I must be going. Let me see, we must be 

getting a petition ready ; there is a printed one come down from 
London. I'll get the steward to go round and get it signed, and 
will order 5,000 of Cayley's pamphlets. 

Mr. Treasurer DuNDERHEAD.-(With a long face.)-But 
where'11 the money to come from? 

Squire OVERREACH puts on his hat, saying-Oh, we'll raise th• 
money, neyer fear. (Reache• hi11 hat, and 9011 off in a hurry.) 
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FREE-TRADERS ADVOCATES FOR THE IM
PROVEMENT OF LAND. 

The Leaguers quite concur in the recommendations for 
improving the land and making it more productive, and they 
would rejoice to learn that so far from being dependent 
upon foreigners we were exporters of corn as well as cot
ton. But they do complain that, instead of the landlords 
investing their own capital and giving their own time to 
improvements, they are trying to cast the burden upon the 
poor farmers, many of whom have neither time, capital, nor 
skill. If the agricultural districts of this country will only 
produce plenty, the manufacturers can have no reason for 
preferring the Russian or the Yankee with whom to ex
change. If food be brought down to its natural price, they 
would prefer that it should be so, by internal production 
rather than by foreign importations. Larger product10n 
from the same land has the same beneficial effect as good 
harvests. The more food that is produced, the cheaper it 
is, and the manufacturer finds the producer a better cus
tomer for his cloth, and, another good customer is 
the eater of this (ood, who, paying a lower price for it, 
has more left for clothing. But as dearness ~prings from a 
small supply, the wonder is, that the old confirmed monopo
lists don't violently oppose these improvements, inasmuch 
as the effect upon prices is, as far as it goes, exactly the 
same as foreign importations. After all, with a limited 
extent of soil, and an increasing population, unless the 
enterprize of manufacturers be imitated, we can never safely 
depend upon our own production. And, under any cir
cumstances, we never can tell whether the production is 
sufficient without trying the people with a little more than 
they have. The skinny step-mother boasts, as she 
takes away the empty plates from the table, how nicely she 
has balanced the supply to the demand ; but, though the 
poor children are mute, unless some food was left, the proof 
that they have enough is certainly wanting. And if, instead of 
potatoes and salt, and water porridge, she had given them 
a better breakfast, and a better dinner, by the scraping of 
plates she would have had an additional proof that they 
could have eaten more. By excluding foreign butter, 
cheese, beef, and flour, and raising an unlimited quantity of 
potatoes, we may easily assume that the people have 
plenty; but it is not by poor law figures and fractions, 
applied to porridge and potatoes, that the food requirements 
of the people ought to be estimated. Let them have access 
to the world's open market, subject to no toll but the ex
pense of transit, and then, and not till then, shall we know 
how much is requisite to feed the people of England. And 
though we can, upon the principle of exchange, make our 
machinery produce legs of mutton and rounds of beef as 
easily as calico-pieces, I nevertheless rejoice to see the 
same artic.les produced in increasing abundance from our 
own land. The Leag.uers are the best land imvrovers. 
Cobden's speeches, for this purpose, may be regarded as the 
best subsoil plough in existence. 

INDUSTRIAL LIBERTY. 

Capital and enterprise, valuable as they are, can do 
nothing without LIBERTY; and many who have possessed 
both, have been compelled to work for loss, and ultimately 
to give up. The introduction of new machines, abridging 
human labour in one department, but necessarily increasing 
it in others, has too often been the signal for the men to 
strike, which, producing numberless embarrassments, has 
compelled the owner to abandon his object. By union 
rules many masters have carried on with loss, till, tired out, 
they have closed their establishments. The greatest loss, 
of course, falls ultimately upon the men themselves ; but 

still, regardle~s of this, they have pertinaciously demanded 
that their master should be deprived of his liberty of mana
ging his own affairs, unless guided by their rules. 

I make these remarks not so much to complain as to con
gratulate the working men upon their general return to the 
principles of liberty-of common sense. Let them get as 
high a price as they can for their labour, but never let 
them attempt to invade the right of others to manage 
their affairs as they think proper. They ought not to try 
to shut out any, either young or old, from any department 
of labour which they may think proper to engage in. 
Unless young persons are to be cast into the streets and 
thrown upon their parents or the parish to support them 
in idleness, it is evident that just in proportion as they are 
forbidden by union rules to enter certain trades, they are 
thrown upon other trades, which by that means become over
stocked. If working men would look at this, they would 
see that they and their children have been the greatest 
victims to this exclusive policy. Weavers, perhaps, have 
suffered more than any others. As most trades have only 
selected a limited number, the increase of population out
grows the number allowed, and hence the bulk fall into the 
ranks of labourers and weavers, these trades being open 
and requiring the least skill to acquire. The prosperity of 
all depends upon the liberty of all ; and, as in America, 
every man ought to enjoy the liberty of entering what trade 
he thinks proper. This freedom will keep capital at home 
instead of driving it to other countries, to the obvious loss 
of both masters and men. Every combination of masters 
to reduce men's wages or to interfere with their liberty 
ought to be met with public execration ; and every com
binatiou of men to interfere with a master's arrangements is 
justly entitled to the same. 

LAW OF SETTLEMENT. 

We often talk of masses of wealth and masses of 
poverty. Among other causes, the settlement Jaws have 
been highly productive of this. Poverty is tied to one spot, 
and wealth is allowed to erect its standard where poverty 
cannot approach. If poverty leave its old home in search 
of a better place, it is frequently removed back and allowed 
to generate and produce more. Just look at such places 
as Colne and Haslingdrn, where there are streets of poverty 
and scarcely any thing else; and then turn your attention 
to Everton, near Liverpool, to Ardwick Green, near Man
chester, where a poor dwelling is scarcely allowed to exist. 
Now why this exclusion? If the labour of Haslingden is 
allowed to enrich Ardwick Green, oughtthe labourer, if he 
become poor, to be liable to be removed to the place the 
least able to relieve him ? or if he still reside in his own 
town, is it not reasonable that the wealthy districts should 
contribute to the poorer ones, and not compel the poor to 
bear their own poverty and that of others beside r Think 
of the taxgatherer going into the naked, poverty-stricken 
house of a Haslingden weaver, extorting out of his very 
vitals money to pay the poor with, yet almost passing by 
the gentleman's mansion in districts where, by the settlement 
laws, rich men have contrived to exclude poverty. It is 
time that this law was entirely abolished, that the poor were 
allowed to settle where they can do the best for themselves, 
and not be liable to be removed if they should need relief; 
and also that they should be altogether exempt from poor's 
rates, and the burden laid upon property only. 

HOW TO WIN COUNTIES. 

[The principles developed in the following article will apply to 
other counties as well a~ the West Riding of Yorkshire.= 

Few persons are aware how greatly the \Vest Riding of 
Yorkshire surpasses in importance any other electoral district of 
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he United Kingdom. The superiority in point of population 
nd numher of voters will be best understood by a few compari
ns. In population it exceeds the following ten English coun

sending 25 members to Parliament, viz. :-
Bedford, Huntingdon, 
Berks, l\1onmouth, 
Bucks, Oxford, 
Hereford, Rutland, 
Hertford, Westmorland. 

y the last census, the 12 Welsh counties contained a popula
·on of 911,603 souls, whilst the West Riding gave a return of 

154 101. The number of its registered voters exceeds the ag
~egate constituencies of 22 Irish counties returning 44 me~bers, 
nd outnumbers in a similar comparison 28 of the 33 counties of 
cotland. London and South Lancashire contain each about 20,000 
gisterP.d voters; they are next in importance to the West 
iding, which, however, beats either of them on the register by 
pwards of 50 per cent. These facts constitute the moral power 
f the two members for this Tast district-a power which surpasses 
e mere numerical votes of the representatives of a dozen ordi
ry counties. These, too, are the facts which compel our states
en and politicians to concentrate their attention at a gene_ral 
ection upon the contest for the West Riding, the resul~ of which 
es far to decid<:i the policy, and even the fate of cabmets. It 

as the election of Henry Brougham for Yorkshire that gave the 
up de grace to the rotten boroughs, and when,_ at the last ~lec

on Lords Morpeth and Milton wP.re dPfeated, 1t was the signal 
r tbe fall of the Whig Government. Sir Robert Peel, seeing 
e whole force of the West Riding triumph, when the new Par
ment assembled in 1841, placed in the hands of Mr. Stu_art 
ortley the motion for an amendment to the Address, declaring 
want of confidence in the iate ministry. •' It is not long," said 
e latter, in the ommencementof his speecb, "since her :Majesty 
t a question to the country, and asked them to return an answer 
t might serve is some guidance to her in the future conduct of 

r government. Now, I appear here as the bearer of a portion of 
at answer and I hope that, without presumption, I may say I 
pear as the b •rn:er of not the least significant portion of that 
awer.'' L ua and long were the che,ers with which the 
aker was greeted by the monopolist majority; and well might 
y cheer, for hey knew that whilst the West Riding sent such 
asswer, monoroly was secure. 
It cannot be fo: a moment expected, by any sane mind, that the 
rn Law will b, repealed until this coustit.uency shall ha~e. so 

creed at another election. ,ve do not say that such a dec1S1on 
11 of itr.elf d termine the fate of monopoly, but no Minister will 

r dare to pirop'>se the total repeal of the Corn Law, unless he 
reek on amon ·this supporters both the members for the ,Yest 
ing of YorlKsh:re. Its p1·esent representation, then, bloc~s the 

y to our suc'.ces3, and until this obstacle be remov~d the tr1ump_h 
our principles · impossible. Nothing is so certam as that this 
ediment m.ay 1,nd will be flung aside by the vigorous_ efforts _of 
Free-Trad,ers of Yorkshire. If any person doubts this, let him 

e a map of the county and run his eye over the district, from 
ffield in the e1treme south, to Pateley Bridge in the north, and 

Saddlewcirth in the south-west, over that chain of populous 
ns and villa,ges running north-east, and including Leeds, Bra~

Halifax ,and Huddersfield; let him count the numbers, esti-
~ the we;lt.b ,nd remember the spirit and liberality of this 
t manuCact u~i " community, and then ask himself if it be pos

e that suchi a population will submit to be imprisoned ~nd 
red by the sq-1irearchy, who domineer over the comparative 

tes and ilcdenesses of the county? No! such a fate for such 
ople is j mp,oss ble ; it could befal none but willing slaves. It 

uires but the will to emancipate themselves; tlrn means are 
rywhere at hard; our pl~n of ope_rationsis alr~ad~ known. Let 
ry Free-Trmda· fortify himse~f ~vith the constitut1~n~l w~apons 
ar, by urc:hanng a forty-shilling _freehold.. This 1s his ~rst 
; the nextt i! to induce his unreg1stered friends and neigh
s to do liktewile. Let an active canvass be entered upon as for 
lection-th1e ngistration is, in fact, virtually the election-to 
uade al wlho take an interest in the success of our cause to 

themselves ii a position to aid in the polling booth. Let 
dy believe tint everything possible has already ?een done, 

st so much tlnt is absolutely indispensable remams undone. 
the last r1evi1ion for. the West Riding, we had a gain 

less than l 00 upon the register of 30,000 names, whilst 

in South Lancashire the Free-Traders gained upwards of 
1700 upon a register of only 19,000, which was accom
plished by a bold, determined, and successful effort to 
win the county. Whatever can be done in Lancashire, York
shiremen can do. The task to which they have to set themselves 
is to qualify at least 2000 new voters before the 31st of January. 
Nothing less than this must be aimed at. There are 16 manu
facturing polling districts; an increase on an average of 130 in 
each will more than give the required numher. This can, and, 
we have no doubt, will be done. Then there are our friends 
across the borders in Lancashire, the North Riding, and in West
morland; we have no doubt they will send their contingent of 
new qualifications from Clitheroe, Colne, Rochdale, Oldham, 
York City, Kendal, &c., to swell the noble army of Free-Traders 
at the next general election. The Manchester Leaguers have, 
we take it for granted, all qualified, or are preparing lo do so, 
for the ,vest Riding. We tell them, for their encouragement, 
that Messrs. '\Vortley and Dennison's stronghold is in the non
resident monopolist voters, their friends and partisans in all parts 
of the north of England having been induced to qualify. 

There is one circumstance of an. encouraging kind to bP. noticed. 
The West Riding contains a far larger number of towns which 
have not the borough franchise than South Lancashire. This is 
especially advantageous to the Free-Traders in the county regis
tration. Those persons who occupy their own property, if of the 
value of £10 a year, in Parliamentary boroughs, are disqualified 
from voting, in right of that property, for the county; but all oc
cupiers of their own freeholds in Barnsley, Rotherham, Saddle
worth, Holmfirth, Dewsbury, Hebdenbridge, and the other unen
franchised towns and large villages of the West Riding, are entitled 
to be on the county register. It is the only vote they can have, 
and it is far more easily obtained and retained than a borough 
vote ; for bow few can afford to enter upon or occupy a £10 
house, compared with those who may convenfontly invest £40 or 
£50 in a freehold qualification, paying good interest. We venture 
to predict that a very large number of persons already qualified to 
vote will be found who ha,re been omitted from the register. 
We heed not those who, having been employed upon the late re
vision declare that every ,·oter is registered. Such reports are 
mere :Uatters of course. The same was said of South Lancashire 
this time last year, but the chance contest of the summer rous~d 
the enthusiasm of both parties, and led to a determined struggle m 
the registration courts, which has resulted in an increase of 3000 
voters. 

One word as to the modus Dperandi. Let not our friends fear 
giving publicity to their movement. They need not be afraid of 
rousing tho enemy. He is wide awake to t~e importance 
of the registration, and has been so whilst we have 
been sleeping. The monopolists have left thems~lves n~ work 
to do in the subdi viding of their farms, and placmg their de
pendants, down to their gamekeepers a?d park-l_odge k~epers, 
upon the county list. They have. done their worst m packrng ~he 
register with spurious votes, and 1f there b_e a thorough fer~etmg 
of the rural polling districts, as was done m South Lancashire, ,a 
thousand of their bad votes may be struck off at the next years 
rev1S1on. But the important object to be kept in view up to the 
31st of January is to increase the number of new qualifications. 
To this end the 'exertions of every Free-Trader should be directed 
without the loss of a day. Let committees be called together in 
every borough, to~ n, and village; let each district be subdivided 
and canvassed; let books be opened for the names of all who are 
willing to qualify, and a register be kept of any freeh~ld property 
for sale in the neighbourhood. ,ve may add, as a hmt, that we 
know an enterprising young lawyer in Lancashire, who, through 
his own exertions in finding qualifications, has been employed in 
preparing the title deeds for upwards of 100 freeholds since the 
contest for the county. We trust there are as good lawyers as he 
in Yorkshire. 

Men of the West Riding ! Yours is a proud pre-eminence. 
The country looks up to you for a sign of its deliverance. Yours 
will in all probability be the casting vote, fo~ or against l\fonop?ly. 
Your verdict will be potent to set free our rndustry,_ or to rivet 
more closely its fet t ers. How say rou, gentle~~n, JS Monop?ly 
guilty or not guilty? A nation awaits your decmon at the polhn" 
booth, 

QUALIFY, QUALIFY, QUALIFX J 
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FREE TRADE IN ALL THINGS. 

There are very few that seem to understand, or are will
!ng to trace, the workings of monopoly. It always shields 
Itself under the plea of supporting some feeble class whose 
interest the public should consider more than their own, 
" Oh you should stop French shoes, for if they are allowed 
to come, whatever is to become of our shoemakers?" 
"You should stop foreign gloves, foreign silks, and all 
that, or the people employed in making these articles will be 
ruined." Free-Traders, to be consistent, cannot lend them
selves to stop any of these ; for they maintain that it is the 
interest of t!1e public to " buy in the cheapest market," 
both as to f?;rain and every other article. And if they can
not show that such freedom of imports is the greatest ad
vantage to the greatest number, they ought at once to 
abandon their principles. Let us, for instance, take shoes 
as a specimen. Suppose that, quality for quality, w~ can 
get foreign shoes for Ss. for which we now pay 10s. I don't 
suppose we can in reality get them any cheaper than the 
English shoemakers can sell them for, having the advantage 
of a market at home ; but, for illustration's sake, we will 
suppose so. The shoe maker is a loser by thi~ free trade, 
but all the shoe wearers are gainers, and they, of course, 
are the most numerous class. Nay, we shall see that others 
are gainers as well as they. What becomes of all the two 
shillings saved at every pair of shoes? These are not thrown 
away, but expended with other artizans in purchasing addi
tional articles. The shillings will soon be converted into 
new umbrellas, new pots or spoons, new shirts or sheets, 
new books, or perhaps into an additional pair of shoes in 
the year. Persons engaged in the manufacture of these 
articles are sure to get the difference. Free importation, 
which is nothing more than free competition, I believe is bene
ficial to all the parties concerned, and to the shoemaker among 
tlie rest. It is almost certain to set his wits to work, to 
enable him to make as good and as cheap an article as his 
Parisian competitor, who has to pay all the expenses of 
import, and if he find out that one disadvantage he labours 
under in the contest, is dear eating, he will be ready, as he 
ought, to enforce the principle of competition in this also. 
To the purchaser of the article it must necessarily be an 
advantage. To the country at large it is equally so. Every 
country gains in proportion as it possesses itself of the 
greatest amount of necessaries and enjoyments by the least 
amount of labour. Whatever quanlity of shoes are im
ported, they must be paid for by something made in this 
.country ; that is, the labour expended on shoe-making in 
France must be exchanged for the labour expended on 
something in England, say linen yarn, or whatever else it 
may be. Whether the linen yarn be sent direct to France, or 
whether it be exported to some other place for gold, and that 
gold paid to France, it amounts to the same thing. The 
cheaper shoes can be got and the better it must be to the 
whole country. And if the English have a genius for 
£hoe-making this competition will stimulate it to their advan
tage ; and if not, they will soon move into other branches 
.of labour wherein they really excel. 

I believe we want nothing but perfect freedom to bring 
out the capabilities of every country-freedom to carry our 
labour to any part of the world we please-freedom to the 
whole world to bring their labour to us-and freedom for 
every workman at home to apply his genius and talent in 
any department of enterprize he thinks proper, without con
trol. If we are not prepared to go this full length in car
rying out our free-trade principles, we ought never to com
plain of the monopolist landlord who interdicts the supply 
of foreign corn to keep up his own rents. 

RESTRICTION AND POOR LAWS. 

There has been no Jaw so bothering as the poor Jaws; 
but the mischief has been, legislatin rr for the manaae
ment of poverty, instead of its removal. 

0

We have tried the 
protection system long enough ; nothing but poverty and 
pauperism attaches to it; and those classes-the farmers 
and labourers-who ought to benefit most, are the grf'atest 
sufferers. Ought not parliamentary landlords to be ashamed 
of themselves, for with all the help they have had from 
manu'.actures, _in t~~ing off their surplus population, they 
are still at their wit s end what they are to do with the 
poverty which abounds in their districts. Poachin{J' and in
cendiarism seem to be the outlets of rural poverty and a 
peasantry's revenge. How long this shall continue entire]y 
depends upon how long the monopolists will eBdeavour to 
strangle co~merce. If they will allow it to be free, the 
landlords will not need to pass allotment acts or to devise 
schemes of emigration. If there be fewer ]abourer s em. 
ployed in agriculture in 1841 than in 1831, what hope 
1s _there _ from the land for this rapidly-increasing class ? 
It 1s trade and manufactures, after all, which must consti
tu_te the hope of t_hese ~en.. What a libel upon English 
wisdom and Enghsh leg1slat10n, to be bothering with expe
dients how to dispose of labour, the most valuable 
source of all wealth, and to get rid of the men who only 
want setting to work in order to produce more wealth. 
Next to bad legislation, which cramps the energies of our 
enterp_rising capitafots, is the indolence and dissipation of 
our aristocracy. If they would free our trade, and instead 
of givin~ toasts. an_d a speech ~mce a year at a meeti~g, they 
would give their time and capital to forward the interests of 
the people, there would be no overplus of labourers. Men 
are w~lling to work ; and their work is valuable, worth more 
than its pay, but they want somebody to arran~e for them, 
to lead them on, and afford them a subsistence while their 
labour gets into the market. Manufacturers in towns have 
doue this to a great extent, and if the landowners would 
only follow their example, and remove the legal restrictions 
upon industry, there would be no excess of poverty to grap
ple with, and no difficulty in adjusting the poor laws. 

TOWN AND TRADE THE SOURCE OF MOST 
IMPROVEMENTS. 

Those who live in large manufacturing towns, such as 
Preston, Bolton, an_d Ma?-chester, are ~eing constantly 
called upon to_ subscribe to mnumer_able obJects of charity 
and plans of improvement. In this respect how different 
is the country squire ~ituated. There are few collections 
in country churches, few charities, and, if possible, still 
fewer movements in favour of promoting the arts and sci
ences, or raismg the moral and social condition of the 
people. Talk about "peculiar burdens!" why the bur
dens of this kind borne by the manufacturers and manufac. 
turing population, throw into the shade all the pretensions 
of the owners of land. Many of these ]eave the country 
altogether ; and, if not, whilst the purses of such as the 
Manchester gentlemen are scarcely ever closed, theirs are 
sel<lom open. What a state of society should we soon 
witness if its progress had to wait the labours and liberality 
of landlords ! If we want genius to devise plans of accom
plishing almost impossibilities; if we want liberality to carry 
them into effect, we must look among the men who by 
invention and commerce, have made England the wo~der 
of the world. And yet, with their superior talents, with 
their ~ndefatigable industry, not to mention their wealth, they 
submit to ~e governed by a number of landlord squires. 
What a stigma upon our towns, that, when a representative 
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is wanted, instead of selecting from among themselves, they 
drive off to some country gentleman, or some parliamentary 
adventurer. We are not going any longer to contend for 
Whig or Tory, but to defend OUR TRADE; and who so 
likely to understand its interests, and to defend them, as a 
tradesman? As the progress of England is measured by 
the efforts of the towns; as the burden of improHment 
chiefly falls upon them, they ought to claim for themselves 
the power of self-legislation. 

RECIPROCITY. 

"John, .what a fool you are to go to the China House 
for tea," exclaimed Nancy, as he set his market-basket 
down on the table. '' Why," replied John, in a soft tone, 
like a good-natured husband, "I get it cheaper there 
than any where else." " Yes ; that may be true; but they 
never buy a single article from you; no, not so much as a 
pair of shoe-strings. How dull you are I do you forget 
that recee-pro-sidy ([ forget exactly how to pronounce it) is 
the rule we should be guided by in making our purchases." 
"Well to be sure, Nancy," continued John, "you are 
getting wonderfully wise; but I have a shorter way of 
doing my business. The best customers for my articles 
are those who want them; to these I sell, and with the 
proceeds I buy from those who have the articles I want; 
and by this method I get more in the end thr.n if I were I 
tied to any one, or any one tied to me. Reciprocity is the 
word you were trying to pronounce-it implies a depend- , 
ence, a loss of freedom, a being tied to each other, and 
often paying a higher price than the market price, which I 
do not like. Let me sell where I will, and buy where I 
will, and I shall never be afraid of making most of the arti
cles I have to dispose of." " \Vell, John, I dare say you 
are right; and if you al ways bring me home as good a bas
ket full as you have done to night, I ought not to grumble." 
John smilingly said, "you are so well satisfied, I suppose, 
with our reciprocity of 'taking each other for better and 
for wor. e,' that you thought a similar good would attend 
exchanging shoes for tea, and ~logs for soap and candles." 
With tliis John sat down in his arm chair, before 
a clear fire, his two children each seated on its buffet, 
and beaan to tell which were the cheapest shops for gro
ceries, for butcher's meat, and for flour, and proceeded to 
explain that if he were to buy only from those who bought 
from him, he would sustain heavy losses and be put 
to much inconvenience. Can nations learn no lesson 
from this? 

HOW COUNTIES ARE TO BE WON. 

We need not inform our readers that the Government of the 
country is in the hands of the great landed proprietors : the Corn 
Law is the badge which proclaims us to the world as the thralls 
of a landlord class. It was a needless insult on the part of the 
Duke of Richmond to proclaim from the hustings at Steyning, 
last autumn, that he and his order could make and unmake 
Ministers at their will and pleasure, for we feel their power in 
our slinted loaves and diminished supplies of sugar. Granted, 
then, that we live under a landocracy composed of ~ome thirty 
thousand persons, are there no means by which twenty
seven millions may hope to throw off their yoke? It can, we 
believe, be demonstrated, that if less than one in a hundred of 
our population could be roused to the exercise of the power they 
possess, the domination of the Duke of Richmond and his class 
mi11;ht be peacefully, and legally, but totally abated. 

The ascendancy of the landowners rests entirely upon the ma
jority they possess in the House of Commons, and this they owe 
to the county representatives. Take away the 252 county mem
bers, and :Mr. Villiers would in two years possess a majority in 
Parliament. Remove one-half of them, and the present Govern
ment would in the next division be in a minority. If we seek 

for the source of the power of the landlords in the county repre
sentation, it will be traced to the £50 tenant-at-will voters. 
Wherever a contest has resulted, as in Lancashire, the ,vest 
Riding of Yorkshire, or North Cheshire, in the defeat of the 
Free-Traders, it has been proved, upon an analysis of the poll, 
to be caused by the votes of occupying tenants; and nobody 
will deny that the preponderance of the same class of votes in 
Buckinghamshire, Huntingdonshire, &c., renders a popular con
test in those purely rural counties hopeless. What must be done? 
To attempt to di franchise this dependent body of electors were 
a vain and fruitless task. The only plan remaining, then, is to 
bring an equal number of independent voters into the electoral 
field, to neutralize them at the poll ; and this is the practicable 
scheme to which we earnestly invite the attention of our frieads. 

By the late census it appears that there are in England and 
Wales 230,155 farmers and graziers who are adult males. This 
number includes, of course, all the small dairy farmers in the 
vicinity of towns, besides many others, paying less than £50 a 
year of rent; and, if we deduct rather over one-tenth for these, 
it will leave in round numbers 200,000 tenants-at-will, whose 
votes turn the scale at the election of the 158 members who re
present the 52 English and Welsh counties. It would be wrong 
to assume that the whole of these are compelled to vote against 
Free Trade, for we know that some of the largest landed proprie
tors are opposed to the corn monopoly, and it can be fairly esti
mated that one-tenth might be deducted as being under such 
favourable inl\uences, leaving about 180,000 as the net strength 
at the poll which the monopolist landowners can command in all 
the counties of England and Wales. From these 52 counties we 
will strike off one-fourth, being those which contain the least 
town population, and it leaves 119 seats where there is a suffi
ciently numerous middle class in the towns to carry our plan into 
successful operation. According to our calculation it would re
quire 155,000 persons to <Jualify themselves as county voters to 
neutralize the power of the monopolist landlords in three-fourths 
of the English and w· elsh counties. We confine ourselves to 
those parts of the kingdom, because the 40s. franchise for the 
counties does not apply to Ireland and Scotland. What a glori
ous field is here open to the prudent and patriotic citizen for 
extending his sphere of usefulness by enlargiag his political 
powers I And how cheaply may this enfranchisement be pur
chased-so cheaply that it is within the reach of all but the 
very poorest of the population, as explained by Mr. Cobden in 
his speech at Manchester :-

" The 40s. franchise for a county was established five or six 
centuries ago. At that time a man, in the constitutional phrase
ology of the times, was deemed to be a yeoman, and entitled to 
political rights, provided he had 40s. a year clear to spend. That 
was at that time a subsistence for a man. Probably it was equal 
to the rental of 100 acres of land. W-hat fa it now? With the 
vast extension of wealth amongst the middle class, which then did 
not exist, and amongst a large proportion, I am happy to say, in 
this district, of the superior class of operatives, that 40s. freehold 
franchise becomes a nominal franchise, and is within the reach of 
every man who has the spirit to acquire it. I say, then, in every 
county where there is a large town population, as in Lancashire, 
the West Riding of Yorkshire, South Staffordshire, North Che
shire, 1.\-liddlesex, Surrey, Kent, and many other counties I could 
name,-in fact, every county bordering on the sea-coast, or 
having manufactures within it, every county can be won, and 
easily won, if the people can be roused to a systewatic effort to 
qualify themselves for a vote, in th~ way the Lancashire people 
rushed to the qualification when they found that the county coulJ 
be won by that means and no other. It is a custom sometimes 
for men to put their savings in the savings' bank. There are 
fourteen or fifteen millions so deposited, or more. I would not 
say a word to lessen the confidence in that security; but there is 
no investment so secure as a freehold of the earth, and it is the 
only investment that gives a vote along with the property. ,v e 
come, then, to this, It costs a man nothing to have a vote for 
the county. He buys his property, £60 in acottage; ay, £40or 
£30 in many of the neighbouring towns will do it. He has the 
interest for his money, the property to sell when he wants it, 
and his vote into the bargain. Sometimes a parent, wishing to teach 
a son to be economical aµd saving, gives him a sort of nest-egg in 
the savings' bank, I say to such a parent, make your son at 2 
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years of age, a freeholder-do it as an act of duty ; make him, 
thereby, an independent freeman; put it in his power to defend 
himself and his children from political oppression, and you make 
that man, with £60, an equal in the polling-booth to Mr. 
Scarisbrick with bis eleven miles in extent of territory, or to 
Mr. Egerton." 

A plan is here developed, which, however startling at first 
view, can, we feel convinced, be carried into practical and suc
cessful operation by means of the organization which the League 
possesses throughout the country. We shall of course, have 
more to say of it hereafter. The first step, however, must be 
taken forthwith. Let every Free-Trader, not upon the county 
register, who can manage to put £50 or £60 out upon good 
int~rest,. lo~k about him for a freehold cottage, or a plot of land, 
which will yield him annually a clear 40s. of rent. To be entitled 
to vote next year he must have posp,ession of the property before 
the 31st of January. 

A BOTTLED VOTER. 
They eother me about Free Trade and No Monopoly. What 

does Monopoly mean ? ,v e used never to bear nothing about it. 
But will free trade give me a bottle of gin? says I; answer me 
that. Slumkins for ever ! the farmer's friend. 

VARIETIES. 

Bed-rooms.-Whenever you visit a poor family, al ways go up 
into the bed-room, and examine the bedding, You will often 
find the greatest amount of misery there. 

Masters I - Remember ! all that work in your mills are by na
ture your equals. Many of them, perhaps, if they bad had your 
advantages, would have been cleverer than you are. Is not this 
a reason why you should never despise them, and why you should 
do all you can to add to their comfort and improvement. 

An Inconsistency.- I always feel disgusted with persons who 
talk freely about the errors of the working class, antl especially 
about their mismanagement at home, but who never go among 
them to ascertain their real condition, or to give them good ad
vice. 

The Potato Market.-" Potatoes very dear to-day, John; what 
is the matter?" " Oh, did not you hear that the Ribble had over
flawed its banks, and that the farmers could not get across to the 
market?" "That is the cause, is it ?-not a bad illustration of 
the Corn Laws :-the larger the supply, and the lower the price. 

The Effect of more Employment.-You complain of cotton lords, 
and they are far from faultless ; but suppose Townley Parker em
ployed as many persons as John Bright; Talbot ClifLon half as 
many as Richard Cobden; and Lord Stanley a quarter as many 
as Ho1rocks & Miller, what would be the effect upon the labour 
market ? You could then g~t short time, or any thing reasonable 
you wanted. 

Guano is now ordered to be sold, upon landing, without 
paying auction duty. This is another of the thousand and one 
favours conferred upon those who talk about peculiar burdens. 

Landlorda and Labottrers.-To bear the discourse of coun
try gentlemen consulting on the state or the labourer, one might 
imagine them rather a synod of mice met to counteract the de
signs of a ferocious tabby, than an assemblage of the awful lords of 
the soil, intending no other ohject than the welfare oC its weakest 
and least reiiitin~ inhabitants.-Time.w. 

" Peculiar Burdens." - " We labour under peculiar burdens, 
and we must have our rents kept up to enable us to bear them." 
So says Richmond. " Will you let us inquire into them, so that 
we may give you relief,'' replies Cohden. "Oh, no," rejoins 
Richmond, " not for the world; we wish no change ; burdens 
and corn laws work admirably together." 

Against Bribery at Elections.-During the interval that may 
elapse between now and the next general election, we should do 
all we can to create a sound, moral feeling against bribery at elec
tions. "Let the stamp of puhlic infamy be fixed upon the con
duct of the man who either givea or receives bribes in any shape 
whatever. 

The Game Laws. -Inquiry has satisfied every one, not being 
a game-preserver, that we are living under a system of 
law, that we are subject to a rural forest-code, which is 
perfectly atrocious. Landownen who advocate the corn-laws 
deliberately tell the farmers that they cannot grow corn in open 
competition with the rest of the cultivators of Europe, and at the 
same time those very landowners uphold a barbaroua game law 
which is a main bar to productive farming. They say the British 
consumers shall eat no corn but that grown at home, and yet they 
annually cause a positive destruction of many millions of quarters 
for the sake of a few days of selfish and irrational amusement. They 
!lffect to mourn over the moral degradation and physical destitu
tion of the dgricultural labourers, while their own game preserves 
are greatly instrumental in creating crime and decreasing employ
ment in the rural districts. Wherever game is preserved, large 
farming produce cannot exist; for, first, the green and root cropa 
which ought to furnish the manure for the grane crops ara des
troyed; and, next, tho grane crops themselves are 110 seriously 
injured as to make all the difference between a good and a bad re
turn.- The League. 

The Feeli11g of Farmers.-" I am at a los11,'' said Mr. 
Ellman, at the Lewis dinner, " to know the reason for farmers 
absenting themselve3; but from what I hear in the market, when 
they attend these meetings there is nothing but recommendations o 
great landowners to set labourers to work, manure, drain your lands; 
but they omit one principal feature-they never tell tlie tenants how 
they can afford to pay for it. I hope I don't give offence by stat
ing this; but it has been brooding in my breast for son1e months, 
and I bad it from some of my friends who had more courtesy 
towards them than I hue mysel(-I feel that the ten ntry of the 
neighbourhood have been slighted by the aristocracy. It is all 
very well for the aristocracy to point out what we should do; but the 
farmers know ,·ery ,vell that it is out of their power to employ the 
labourers. I have been obliged, in pursuance of the directions 
given to me by my brother, to discharge four honest, re!pectable 
men from our farm, not because we have not plenty of work, but 
because he says he cannot afford to pay ; and I have been o~ligcd 
to obey his mandate, aud I am afraid the men are gone to the 
workhouse. The grand cause of the farmers not attending these 
meeting, is, that they feel aggrieved. They wirl not come to hear 
only fulsome compliments paid by one gentleman to ano her at thesa 
meetir.gs. That may please some people; but it doe• not please 
us.'' 
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"The English Government is the creature of the House of Commons: it i11 Whig or Conservative, according 

as the registration fot makes it.''--Times. 

_PE.N N ~y l VAN 1 " ·· 

New T••ade in C,orn Crom (;anada. 
As this branch 0£ trade is considerably incrPasin~ under Sir Robert Peel's relaxations (the maximum duty being only 5!!. a. quar

r ), we annex a. Map, showing what immense countries are open ready to throw their plenty into our ports. The reader m_ust _n~t• 
at the Ohio Canal of itself opens an immense district, probably as large as the British Isles. Again: the Grand Canal which Jmns 
ew York to Lake Ontario, opens quite as extemive a country ; when to this is added the coasts of the Lakes Ontario, Erie, Huron, 
ichigan. and Superior (the latter, however, beyond the limitsofpopulation, and,consequently, of cultivation), with the rivers running 
to them, it will be seen that a country is laid open by this Canada Corn Bill which will soon, under the stimulus of our demand. 
me into most extensive cultivation. Each of the lakes is about 200 miles long; the Ohio Canal and River have a length of 400 
iles; the New York Canal and River, 300 miles. Pennsylvania has an area of 40,000 square miles, New York, of 4,800 square milea, 
hio, of 45,000 square miles, approaching nearly to t.he size of England without Wales, which contains 50,000 square miles. Tiu, 
ark-Lane Express looks to these large importations with great suspicion; and suggests that the American corn (that grown on the 
nited States side of the lakes) should be prevented from being smuggled in under the Canada duty of five shillings instud of twenty 
illings-the duty at present prices on foreign. Perhaps the Editor will favour Sir Robert Pe~l with some plan of erecting preventive 
rvice stations on a coa,t of a thousand miles, and also some plan~of preventing bribery to Custom-house officers. Jn fact, if the editor 
me ready primed with the most sagacious scheme, he would have an unwilling listener in our Prime :Minister, who knew that smugglin~ 
ust ine itably take place, and who has taken this plan of opening a back-door of supply on our landlords at home, which will prevent 
e,m from ever gettin1' more than 60s. for a quarter of wheat again. We close these remarks by stating that in .;pite of Prime 
inisten. Landlords, or Editors of 1'rfark-Lane Expresses, we claim for the people of England the right to buy food wherever they 
n get it cheapest.-[IRELAND is introduced into the Map as a acule by which lbs size of the other places may be estimated.] 

:'l"Q. 154. 
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COMMON SENSE. 

Common sense is the best of all sense, and it is no small 
recommendation of the princ:ples of free trarle that they 
have been described by the Secretary of the Home Depart
ment as those of "common sense." The pri11ciples of 
monopoly, and the practices of monopoly, are, therefore, 
opposed to common sense. 

Common sem,e means that which every body, in their 
straightforward course of life, would act upon. If there be 

, one road hilly and circuitous, another straight and level, 
comrnon sense would lead the traveller to take the latter in 
preference to the former. We universally prefer good arti
cles to bad ones, cheap articles to dear ones: common sense 
prompts us to this. Hence it is, sophisticate as we please, 
that we cannot resist the conclusion that free trade, which 
means buying good instead of bad, cheap instead of dear 
articles, is "common sense." 

Common sense, again, may be considered as that which 
guides thP every-day actions of the mass of the people. 
" Where is the cheapest shop for potatoes?" '' Where do you 
get tlte best flour, and most for money ?" " I al ways get best 
served with tea and coffee at such a place." "Peter so
and-so kills capital meat, and sells it lower than any body 
in the row." These are the expressions of common sense, 
and develop its workings among the people at large. 

Why should we depart from these in national matters? 
Why should we buy in the dearest market, and sell in the 
cheapest ? Is there any common sense, or any other sort 
of sense, in placing a barrier in the ·way of those who would 
bring us plenty of the best food, and at a much low(>r price 
than we at present give? Is there any sense in saying to the 
nations, " We will not sell you our clothing ; we will not 
allow you to employ our people, because you can only pay 
us in food, though it be the article of all others we want 
most?" 

We do occasionally hear of exclusive dealing, but it is 
deprecated by all persons of good sen e or good principles. 
Monopolists' notions, however, are all on the exclu::.ive deal
ing principle. England says to Amerka, we could do well 
with your flour, your hams, and your cheese; but we have 
a grudge against you, and we will punish our own people 
in order to puni::.h you. Every monopoli3t nation makes 
enemies instead of friend3, and thus violates the great p in
ciple of common sense. Exclusive dealing on one side be
gets exclusive dealing on the other, and hence arise feuds, 
and wars, and bloodshed. Peace is common sense, and 
free trade leads to peace. 

POOR MAN. 

Poor man! There he sits in the corner, emaciated with 
labour, and, in this dank weather, hard set to get his 
breath. He belongs to Buckingham, and becaus€' he could not 
stand to work any longer, his little home was broken up, and 
he immured amongst £trangers, hi3 wife and part of 
his children torn from him! Resolved to die rather than 
remain in the bastile, he came back, and with a little better 
health he tried a~ain to provide for his family. Sickness 
overtakes him again, and, bt>cause he becomes " trouble
some" to the parish, he is told, " he is liable to be impri
soned" for not staying at his own town, where it was im
possible to get a living. He asks and begs for a little relief, 
but is refused, and may live or die for any thing the reliev
ing officer cares for him. While such" inhumanity of man to 
man'' exists, may we exert our3elves to rescue the depen . 
dent portion of our fellow creatures, and, by giving them 
tlte full benefit of their labour while in health, enable them 
to lay by a little against sickness, instead of sending them 
to the cold charities of the parish. 

GET A COUNTY QUA LIFlCATION. 

At a most interesting meeting held at Rochdale, the 
lowing admirable speech was delivered by Mr. Cobden. 
demonstrates the importance and practicability of obtaini 
qualifications for the counties, in order to secure the repe 
of the Corn-Laws:-

Mr. Cobden, M.P., w:111 received with loud and protrarte 
chi>ering. He spoke as follows :-Mr. Chairman, Ladies an 
Gentlemen,-1 was saying to my friend, Mr. Bright., that I nev 
spoke so badly anywhere as at Rochdale, and I nevPr came he 
yet that I did not give you a vi>ry bad speech, and a vPry sho 
one: l promise you that I shall do no mo1'6 to night, and I can aL 
tell you wnat is the reason. \Vhen l hne to sp1>ak, I like to fancy, 
all events, that I have somebody to he convinced, or somi>hody o 
posed to me; but I always have the impression that, at RochdalP 
your minds are pretty well made up ?n the subject of the Corn 
Laws; and your kind reception of me to night convinces me mor 
and more that I have no work to do here. It makes no mat 
ter what our errand may be. In going to some places to be 
money, one has to brace up one's nervt>s. and get up a face forth 
occasion ; but when we come to Rochdale to hi>g money-thoug 
I am happy to say we have uot come to beg to night (applau~e) 
I am always sure to he told that the money has been all subscribe 
and collectE'li in Rochdale some days beforehand. (Applause. 
And now when our object, as my friend in the chair has said, is t 
induce as many people in Rochdale as possible to become free 
holders, and qualify themse Ives to vote in this and the neighbour 
ing divisions of counties, I am told that an active canvasser in the 
room has a b 10k in which there are alri>ady down somewhere 
ahout one hundred names of persons intending to become free
holders, so that our work is done before we begin to talk about 
it. ( Applause.) Our chairman has told you correctly that the 
lahours of the Lea~ue have hitherto be1>n tho•e of prt>paration; 
that is, l11ey have been tryini;t to convince tlw miuds of their fol
low countrymen that Free-Trade is a good thin~, and the Corn
Law a very bad one. But something mort> than that must be 
done before we can conviuce the House of Commons. Only one 
argument goi>s down in that house: it is, as Mr. Gi~horne once 
said, a mnjority; no other argument but a majority goes down 
1here. ( Appia.use.) Now we waut to alti>r the majori1y in that 
House; and that is to he done out of the Hou,e, aud not in it. 
It is to he done not mt>rc>ly by convertiug ~orne of those who make 
memhers of Parliament, but by ad<ling as many a,i po~sibll' to tho,e 
who arn qualifit>d to elect reprei1en1atives. Hi1herto we ha•e been 
an Anti-Corn-Law LPaguf', jnslructing the p1>nple and a~ilating 
them .ihout Free Trade: now, I really think we are goin~ to take 
my friend Sharman Crawford s husirwss out of his hands, and ad
vocate an extemion of the suffrnge. (Applause) ,ve want to 
pt>rsu:ide our fel\ow-co1111trymen to huy th1~ prnpPrty that will 
qualify lhPm to ,·ote ; and I most. t1incerPly wi,h that every head 
of a family in this county was worth the moni>y neces~ary to buy 
that vote. But it is much easier dont> than many people suppose. 
AnothPr light has dawned upon u~ withio the last few mouths. 
\Ve pledgt>d nurselvt>s somi> time aii,o to coolest the boroughs and 
try what we could do to i.ain tllPm; hut it nevr,r occun-erl to u11 
that we could win conntii>s in this country. And yet, with 252 
county mi>mber, in the I1011~e. a.nrl not six of thPm voting for 
Free Trarle, it has occurred to us that unles~ we can make 90me 
1:hange theri>, w e shall not he likely tu gt>t a majority in tll'lt 
House. (II ear, hear.) Now, l helieve, the countw,- may he won 
in mauy in<;tauct>s, as I have before said, much ea~ier th :rn the 
little pocket boroughs. There has bt>en a great misapprehension 
both as to tlie nature of the country regi~tration, a11d tl1e means 
by which votes ma.y he had for a connty. ,v e have such a ~uper• 
slitious notivn ahout landowners and land, that people in the towns 
have tacitly a,g;rned to allow that, to a certain numher of lord,i and 
squires, who dress in tl,p-hoot~ and waste most of their time in 
hunting or worse idlene~s, hc>longs th!! cnu11ty rPpre entation, 
-that this rPpresentation hi>longs 10 a totally diff<>ri>nt da•s from 
the town repre-wntalion. Now, thi~ is the old ~t1tll'r'-ti1io11 de
rived from ft>utial times, which it hehoves us to l!Pt rid of. (Ap
plause.) What is the cou11ty represe11tation? Not the represen
tation of acres, or cattle, or sheep. There can he no interest in a 
county apart from the iuterest of the town, within that coUDty; 
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for counties without the towns contained in them would he ahout r 
as valuable as the umeclaimed land in New Holland. The 
countil's belong to tl,c towns, and not the towns to the counties; 
and to the towns ou!!ht 10 helon~ the county rt>presentatinn . ( Ap
J>lau~e.) I believe E11glanrl is the only country in the world, hav
ing a constit utio11al form of government, where the distinction has 
bt>en kept up of votes for counties and votes for boroughs; in al I 
other countries with "'hich I am acquainted the voies are given 
from section1, of country, or by a population of particular districts; 
lrnt in 110 other country is the ahsurdiLy continued of sending one 
descriptiun of representatives for the towns and another for the 
cuuntiE-s. ,v e have derherl thi'> from our own feudal system ; it 
spru llg up at a time when there wa'> a general hPlit:'f, a11rl whe11 
probably that helief' was founded on something like fact, that there 
wa~ an antagonism hetwE>en the interests of towns an<l the inte
rest,; of couuties; in f:ict, when om· representative sy•tem first 
dawned in this country, there was an antagonism hetween towns 
arid counties. The towns were the resid ·nee of' men who had at
tai11ed a ~rtain amount of freedom, having escaped from the 
clutches of their feudal lords; the counties were still in their 
haurls; and whilst the towns sent up their citizens, their hurges es, 
to vole in Parliament, the feudal lord, and the counties sent. up 
their knights of the shire to vote in Parli.iment also, and they 
were at times Yery much at war with each other, having sei,arate 
and rlistint:t rights. But all that is gone hy; nohody preten<ls 
now that the peoi,le in counties can have different interests from 
those in boroughs ; and what I want to bring to your conviction 
is, that, as there is but one corumon interest in f:ountry and town, 
)'OU have an undoubted right to take a part in the representation 
of the coun1ies; and in fact it cannot be a representation of th" 
county, unlt>ss it represents the large towns in the county. ( Ap
plause.) Now, there has been ano1her great misai,prehension : 
p oµle have had an idea,-•• Oh it"s out of my power to be an 
elector for the county ; it costs so much to be an elector for the 
county, I shall nE>vt:'r be ahle to get a vote.'' (Hear.) They have 
a 110Lion that it must he a rich man with an estate to vote for a 
county, 01· somebody renting \l.t lea~t fifty acres of land. Now, a 
vote for a county may be much more ea~ily gained, and much 
more chraply kept, than a vote for a horough. How few of you i11 
this l,orou!;h, now, can afford to take aud to keep a .t:10 hou-e; 
that i .. , how few to what there ouo1ht to he. But how ma11y more 
of yuu can manage to lay out £40 or £50 in buying a cottage, or 
a share of a cottage, and gt:'lting 7 or 8 per cent. f,,r your money. 
It is ) our own; thP purcha~e-money is iuvested in~tead of pu1ti11i; 
it iuto the savings' hanks; ) ou get your int .. rest a11d your vo1e 
Lesich•s; anrl you have not to pay ~omethi11g acldit1011al every 
year, but the in~estnwnt is pa.~ing you scHnt'thing additional .. very 
year in~tead, ( Applause.) Now, sl:lei11g liuw much easier it is to 
have a cuu11ty vote tha, a horou~h vote, we come here to a~i1at .. , 
to try Lo induce )OU to get as many county vott:'S as )OU can. (Ap
pl.lUse ) Don't let us mel't'ly talk about theories for gettiug 1he 
fra11chist> in rnme great swt:'ep, which c:rn he carried some day, I 
dor,"t · 11ow when; hut let us do somethin~ as well as talk; lt:'t 
evt:'ry bo,iy who can ma11agr. to get a vote for the county, get it as 
soon as he can, and it well help him to get every thing ebe right 
anti j11,t that hi' wanls to g.-t. (Applause.) A lit1l •, while ago 
thertci •as an election for North Laucashire. \Veil, l\Ir. Townlt>y 
Parker, a 1 .. adi11!( man amo11,:st the s4uirt>~, not a very wi,e m:111, 

you s11pposl:l-it <lot>s not r ,•quire a Vt>ry wise man to lead that 
order-(applau,e an<l l.t111-h er)-in aJd1es,i11g the co11stirnt•11cy 
at one of th<> to\\ n~. said--·• I h11uld like to St:'e auy ont:' c11mt:' for- I 
ward her" lo opp se J\lr. Tab •t Clifto11. Look at thert!quisition that 
has lie~n prese11te<I to him,; it is ,,ignt"d by pt'ople ..., hose income 1 

amouuts to £400,000 a year; and I ;,hould like to know who 
would contend against such an amou11t of influence as that." 
Nothin~ so ea,-y as to conteud a.:aiust it; an<l 111 show ~ou how. 
£400,000 a year; how many votes will that give the lando ,, ners? 
-for that i .. what he meant? (Hear, hear.) We k11ow that £50 
a year •ives a vote; a reut of £50 givt:'s a votl' to the teuant, and 
that vote the lan<llord puts iu his µuck<>t along wi1h the rent. 
(Applau,e.) But fa1ms are not divide<l now i1110 £oU e;i.ch; it 
is riot c ony .. niem to do so Mr. Talbot Clif1011·s fa rher ti11ds it 
necessar y to make up his land into farms of 400 or 500 ,,crt:'S, and 
to get cotchmeu with money to m:tnage them in order that he 
may get his rent. Now, I'll suppose that they have this £400,000 
a year le~ in farn11 of £100 a year each, and that will "iv4j them 

their 4000 tenantq-at-\Vill; and we'll suppose that they command 
the rnt.,s of all of them. This £400,000 a year of landed pro
perry represt>nts a capital, at thirty year, · purchasl' ( which la11d is 
worth), of twelve millions. Twi,lve millions of m •lll'Y, paying 
£400,000 a year of rent, let to 4000 tena11ts-at-will at£ 100 a year, 
p,ivE>s 4000 votes. Now, let us see how many votes may he owned 
i11 the towns in North Lancashire-Blackburn, Lanca,ttr, Preston, 
Clitheroe, and the rl:lst-and what will they cost? Why, 4000 
votes at £50 t:'ach, of capital, mind you (for you may buy a vote 
for that sum, I mean the property that will give you a vote, quite 
easily), 4000 pPople mil{hl qualify themselves at £50 each of capi
ial, which would he £200.000. Thus the mNe investment of 
!:200,000 in cotta!;e propert) in the towns of North Lancashire, 
would just give the same power to the owners of that property in 
the polling hooth as r. Townll:ly Pa, ker a11d his brother squires 
get by invl'~ting their twelve milli .. ns in the land. (Applause.) 
Well, now, if tbPse squirei will come out, and swag!{er and point 
to their requisition, a11d say-" See what an amount of property 
it reprefents, how can you stand against such an amount of influ
ence as this ?''-I say, "Town against country-plain pantaloous 
against top hoots and hreeche,;, if you will." (Loud applause and 
laughter.) And I have no douht, if we can only r:iise our follow
countrymen to that fl'diug of s .. lf-respect Y.hich I long to see 
within them, that the towns al'e hl:ltter prepared now to make a 
fi~ht, in this constitutional and peaceful wa)', ai.:ainst the squire
archy who are attempting to retain a portion of that old f.,.udal 
harbal'ism which is explode<l in every other civilized country in 
the world-money for money, in the polling-booth,-than ever 
our ancestors wne when they knocked them out of those old castles 
of theirs, and brought. their houses about tht!ir ears. (Loud ap
plause.) Now, we shall be told that this is very uncomtit u tional, 
if it is not illegal-that is, that we should be addi11g to the t·on
stituency of thl:l country. ,vhy, what dot's Sit· Rohert Pt:'el say? 
"R.,gi~ter-register-rel{ister ;'' and we are but taking his advice. 
(Loud applause . ) But you can11ot rei,tiste1·-,e~ister-re,.. ister -
till you have ol,tained a qnalilicati,,n to l>e put upon the rel!ister. 
Now, the very pla11 hfl proposP<l for incre'l.•ing his s1re11gth, and 
the stl't>ngth of his motley party in the polling-booth, is the plan 
we propo~i> in our ca~e; hut we don't endeavour or inten,1 to do 
that which tlw monopolist lords and i;quires h .l\e done,-that is, 
to make lh-titious, or put spurious and fictitious votes uµou the 
register. (Hear, hear.) \Ve have no conve11ie11t ganw-keeµt:'t·~, or 
park lodl(e-ke .. pers, whum we can cram on- no sons, or brothers, 
or nE>pht:'wS of farmer·s, whom we can t·ompt>l to rt:'gi~t .. r, aucl lo 
swarc 1h1o1.t tht:'y are part1wrs, if nece~-ary, when they are no more 
par11w1·s than I am. (Applause.) What I say is this: lay out 
.f40 or £50 in property which will hring :,,ou in .t.4 or 1:.5 a yt:'ar, 
a11<l i;,·t yo11r,elves upon the county regiHt:'r, a11rl have a vute. 
Now, J wa,; not horn a11d bred a l.1w~er; but I will defy all the 
hlW)t:'rs in tilt' land, i1ll'lutlin!! l\Ir. Smith, the Irish Alloi-nt>y
Gt't1t:'ral-(loud lau!!htP1'),- to prove that thel'e's any illt>gality in 
a man hn:,,ing a frPeholrl property that will giv" him a vott:', along 
,,ith interest for his money, (Applause.) Wht:'ther it is to11sti• 
111tional or unconstitutional I do11't prut'e,s exactly to understa11d; 
for I never yt>t knew a11y thing good iu thi, cou11try got whether 
it was aholi,hing the old bo1011gh-111011g.,ri11g sptcm, or gt-tting 
rid of Catholic di~,,hilitiPs, or of lht> Test and Co, poration Ads, 
or aholi~hi11g the ha11gii,g of 1wople for a matt.-r of [)s.-(loud ap
pla11se)-I never kuew any 1hi11g good of that kind accompli.,Jwd 
in the !'hape of n•f11r111, liul tlwrt:' was 011e r arty in tlw state-1l,at 
party wh, used to be It'd on h} tht' v1>11erahle Lord Eldon-,,ho 
we, e al ways sure to gi>t out tlwir \\ hite pocket ha ndli.eichid's, 
lwgi11 a-cr~in.!, antl declare that if 1hat 111t-a•u•e pas!'eu the c1111sti
tution would he irrt>trievably ruintd. (Loud applaust:'.) Now, 
I dun t prof .. ss to know what is con•titutional; hut if the re he 
any thin!;{ unconstitutional in Leco111i11g a cuu111y voter, J think, as 
there happ .. n to he alrt:'atiy a great mauy 40,;. frl-'ehold,·rs, the 
constitution ha<i hei>n prelly much tm•d rn that poiut alrearly. 
(Apl'lau•e.) 13ut I would !!-uard y<,U against s11pposi11~ 1hat th .. re 
is any thing like trick, or mauoouvr, , any 1hi11g ~a, our111g of H1ws'le, 
in euileavouriug t ,, increa,.e the voters Oll the 1·t•g1.ter. It is in 
accorda11ce with the spirit, :,s well as with the lt:'tter of the law, 
that men should aim at llt:'comi11g 1,oters. \Vhy is 40s. nwutiunt:'d, 
and not £10, as it is, unhappily, in Ireland, as Scotland? Why, 
because it is considered that an Englishman, havin~ the intelli
ienc", and. th1t i;pirit, and the deiire lo 11011teiil 401. a )'tar of in-



terest for an investment, will be a prudent, careful, thoughtful 
man, who will be likely to sPnd proper repre!.entativE's; and, 
therc-fore, the qualification is fixed at that amount.. (Applause.) 
It hold!! out an invitation to every man who has the means to 
qualify himself, and become a votrr for representatives in Parlia
ment. And I cannot imagine any thing more calculated to do 
good to that honest and lar~e class of operatives, who cannot 
afford to live in a £10 house, and who yet ought not to be exclud
-ed from the franchise; I cannot imagine any thing more calculated 
to raise them as a class in their own estimation (and you cannot 
Taise a man unless by raising him in his own estimation), than by 
inducing and persu9.ding as many of them as pos ible to possess 
themselves of the county franchise by investing their savings in a 
freehold purchase. (Applause.) You thus do good not only to 
those who are encouraged to save money with such a pro~pect, 
but to a large class besides, amongst whom you scatter men who 
have thE>mselves obtained a vote, and who will act as missionaries 
in trying to induce those with whom they work-stimulating them 
by exampl9 and by a spirit of rivalry also to become freeholders, 
:and therehy have a vote in the representation of the county. 
(Applause.) 

THE GAME LAWS AND THE DRINKING LAWS. 

" The ~ame laws, and the practice of game-preserving, cause 
an euormrms destruction of prain and other farm produce, of which 
the corn-law-hurdened peopl~ of these realms have a right to de
man<1 an account. This brings the game laws strictly within our 
cognizance.'• 

So writes a corn-law repealer, and so says every well
wisher to his country. But what does this argument lead 
to ? It tells us at once that, upon the same ground, the 
d1·inlcing laws should meet with our decided opposition. "An 
en0rmous destruction of grain"-no(less than forty millions 
of bu hels, or five millions of quarters, are every year de
stroyed in Great Britain and Ireland, for making ale a 
porter, gin and whi key. This exceeds, far exceeds, the 
quantity we ever imported, or the quantity expected to be 
imported. And, moreover, this destruction of good grain 
jg accompanied with tlw destruction of health, character, 
domestic comfort, and life itself. Admitting any little good 
that may be connected with its use, the evil has al ways 
much overbalanced the good. I repeat, then, that if we 
oppose the game laws, we ought to oppose the drinking 
laws also upon the same ground. 

BUY IN THE CHEAPEST AND SELL IN THE 
DEAREST MARKET. 

That we should '' buy in the cheapest market and sell in the 
dc-arest,'' is undoubtedly the maxim of political economy. It is 
often reprobated, but with what reason? Why is an arlicle cheap, 
but because it is abundant ? Why dear, but because it is scarce 
in proportion to the want? Those who inhabit the locality of the 
two supposed markets, are alike inconvenienced; these from a 
superfluous supply, those from a deficient supply. Acting on the 
ahove maxim, the rr.erchant who buys from the one assists in ob
viating the evil of superfluity, and raising the price so as to repay 
the producer; and when he sells in the other, the act tends to 
lower the price, and remove the evil of insufficiency. He benefits 
both parties, and has his own advantage in recompen~e of hisser
vices. Let him spend a fortune in doing the reverse of this. He 
will make the cheap market cheaper, and the dear 1:narket dearer. 
Those will have more who had too much, and those ha\'C 
less who had too little. The man deserves to be be11:gared 
for his pains. It is the punishment of Nature and Providence 
upon his pernicious folly. And, eventually, Nature and Provi
dence will beggar the nation whose laborious children are compel
led to buy their food artificially dear, and, consequently, s;ell their 
products artificially chtlap, by the class-cupidity, or the wrong
headedness of their legislators. Beggary for beneficence is hon
ourahle. But the beggary whose blunderin~ has only beggared 
others, is neither moral aor christian: it is condemned for wick
edness unless excused by imbecility. 

V ARI ETIES. 

" Food is Power. "-Such is the title of a work reC'ently pub
lished. It is so, both physically and politically. Tyrants can 
best enslave the people hy keeping them short of food. 

Agricultural Lnbourers.-There stands a stout young man, 
begging that I will give him a note to try to get work at the coal
yards. He was last week getting up potatoes, but now has nothing to 
do. "If I can get into work here it will be something toward~ a 
bit of bread for yon poor children," alluding to his brothers and 
sisters. It is astonishing how they are now flocking to the towns. 

Ruined Farmers.-Has the law benefited farmers? Are they
as a body, better off than they were twenty or thirty years ago? 
Is then~ any business that yields so little profit as that of farming 
under the corn law? The profits of farming are not in high prices 
or low prices, but in low rents, in proportion to the prices. Free 
trade, by taking off the sod farmers' sons, would soon remove the 
present keen competition for farms, and would bring rents to a 
balance with the prices of food. 

IIow to counteract Landlords' lnjluenct.-Townley Parker, at 
a dinner, referred to the requisition pres1rnted to Talbot Clifton, 
signed, as he said, by persons who owned property to the annual 
amount of £400,000, and triumphantly asked, who could contend 
against such an amount of influence as that? Mr. Cobden, in re
ply, says, that all this property could not give more than 4,000 
votes, and that £200,000, laid out in 40s. freeholds, would pur
cha•e as many votes as these. 

Free Trade in Corn.-" There is one question which has a~i
tated the country a great deal, ~ince la~t we met, and to "hich I 
feel it necessary to allude: I mean the Corn-Law qurstion. I so
lemnly adjure you (the farmers) not to depart from the means of 
improving your agricultural position which science has opened up 
to you, lest the que~tion referred to should be carried. J do not 
11nderstand how any ft.fi 1,ister, who has thouglit it right to introrl11ct 
i11to ltis policy .free trade at all-I do not know how he can make 
corn an e:i:ception. To prepare for such a change, J implore you 
to go on improving the soil,"-Lord L"nrlonJerry. 

ft.[:m11factu,i1,g and Aqricultural Machinery. There is a mate
rial difference betwixt the influence of manufacturing machinery 
and agricultural machinery upon the interests of labour. Manu
factures, by chenpening the production, so much increase the con
sumption, that more people are brought into than thrown out of 
work. Not so hy agricultural machinery. If as many farms as 
factories WE're built; or if the increase of corn, and cheese, and 
meat was eyual to that of cotton, wool, and silk, then we should 
have proof that machinery was working, as it certainly ought, for 
the benefit of the people. Protection, by keeping up prices, pre
vents this. 

The Clergy and the Corn Laws.-" A Norwich Weaver Boy,'' 
addressing the bishops, gives them the following admirable ad
vice:-'' There is one circumstance which should make your 
lordships, as the heads of the Church, particularly sensitive at 
the present time. The incomes of your clergy are in course of 
augmE>nt.ation by the working of the Tithe Commutation Act. 
Incumbents are enriched by high prices. In direct proportion to 
the distress of the poor is the stipend of the clergyman. The po
sition is an unfortunate one. It can scarcely fail to bias the mind 
of such a body as the clergy. And the temptation is strengthened 
by ths landed aristocracy, amongst whom they look for patrons, 
being the great supporters of commercial restrictions. Humanity, 
even under holy vows, is a weak thing in such circurr•stanr.es. 
You are the shepherds of the shepherds: remember their frailty. 
Rebuke their compromise of the interests of morality with the 
dictates of l\Iammon. Counsel them to be the friend of the 
needy. Uphold their feebleness when it sinks before the frowns 
of lords, the wealth of monopoly, and the attractions of augmented 
tithe. Admonish them, that gain reaped from robbery of the poor 
m:i.n's loaf is an accursed thing, which they should dread • touch. 
Church revenues increased by laws which diminish the food of the 
industrious, and abridge their industry itself, are worse than 
money-changers in the temple of the Lord, and make it more a 
den of thieves. Tell your clergy this, my lords ; and if the love 
of the world render them ~~fractory, scourge them to their duty, 
and so disr;harge your own. 

Pre~ton: Plinted by J. Livesey; Sold by Gadsby and Heywood, l\lanchester.-Enc:losc: thi, in one of your Letters to 4 Friend. 



Cht ~trugglt~ 
Qu,1lll)' ! Qualify! ! <iuallfy ! ! ! 

We are a Nation of Oliver Twists: we are 
asking for more ! ! 

A Landlord in Ancient Times, 
Doing homa 0 e to the St Ye ·ei~n~for his estate!, an! engaging to 
bring a c,,ntingent of men into the field, to help the king in de
fence of the realm. The qnestion 1·aturally suggests itself.-What 
dutieR do landlords perform in modem times as an equivalent for 
the estates they enjoy ?-for the tal':t"!! raised in defPnce of the 
rt"alm are now levied on the peoplt" in the shape of customs and 
excise. And the manner in ,.,,hich they get over the fact that they 
!Lo/A, not 1wn. their lands hy imm<'dia.tti tenuro under the Queen I 
is, by calling it a fiction of thd law. 

No. 155. 

A Landlord's Soliloquy on the 
LONDON TIMES. 

Upon my word, I never read any thing so di. graceful in 
my life. \Vhat doth the t>ditor mean hy ahu,ing the lan,!ed aris
tocrncy as he does? I suppose nt>xt thrn~ he will he telling the 
people that property has its duties as well as its rights. Telling 
us (the landlords) to emiirrate ! What imolt>nce I I shall mo-ve 
nt>xl committee meeting that the London Times he no longer ta
ken in the Chizzle'em News Room. Besi<les. he makes too mut·lt 
fuss about the Poor-Law. It did very well as a cry against Lhe 
whigs-bul. it is time to drop the rnhject. I am sure no one can 
he kinder to the labourers than we are. Did not I give Thomas 
Smith a sovereign with my own hands, for keeping his situation 
for forty years, and brinl!'ing up twehe children, without parish 
relief except in dear )'l'ars? And then ht- goes on to say, that a• 
the New Poor-Law has dt"stroye<l the lahourer's claim on the land, 
and as the hroad ~hould<>rs of commerce and ma1111fal'lures find 
tliem chiefly employment, that comnu,1·cc and manufactures should 
be relic>vt'd from fi!,cal r"~triction-. Now 't'that does thi~ nwan 
but-aholi~h the Corn LaY-1? Why doe~ he not sµPak out, then. 
ancl prai~e the Leag;ue and support it, instead ofat,u~ing it? Thi1 
constant ~rumbling, a1,d )et not proposing any 1enwdiPs. is mighty 
disgu,tin~, and so I e11 a corrt•~1..1ondP11t tells hins plainly l'nough. 

A Chinaman's 1'ie10 of the CorTL Lows.-" You are Chri~tians 
by relidnn. Do )OU put a tax now on the food and corn for the 
poor peoplP which is so big that the food cannot come to the poor 
peopJ,,? For in Cathey, and all its countries, we a•·e pa!!.an"', and 
worship 1-'!ifferent god-, which you call idols. I, li',e most other 
Chiuamen, am a wor-hipper of Budh; hut our l!Ood F.1111wror, 
the hrother of the !Hill an<l moon, gives a reward to all the hi~ 
i-hip~ which hrin!{ in Pnough or rice, or he doe not order tht-m to 
pay the due" uf the µort where thi>y come, whi,·h is a µrrat help 
to tlwm; lbis is ro make th" food l·h,·ap anrl plPnty for thf' poor 
man; but tell me, do you want to m:,ku it cle<1r for Llw poor man, 
aud very little of it ?-Letter of Yun9fan9 in the Times. 



•• TH• ~TIIUG-GLB. · 

CAPITAL-LABOUR-COMPETITION
CO-OPERA.TION. 

I know nothing so fatal to the interests of the working 
class as the various attempts to set capital against labour, 
and to represent their interests at variance with ~ach other. 
There are certain agitators who seem to study nothing else; 
and though they cannot point to any good they have ever 
accomplished, yet such is their combative propensities, that 
they seem to feel happy in pursuing no other course. Capi
tal is simply accumulated labour. The legal possessors of it 
cannot enjoy a single particle without conferring part upon 
others. Manufacturing in this country requires large capital 
in order to compete with other countries, and produce those 
cheap articles which are an advantage to all consumers. The 
legal propriP.tor is but a trustee : while he lives he gets his 
food, clothing, attendance, and indulgences for his superin
tendence. All the rest goes, in one shape or other, to pay 
labour, and when he dies, those who succeed him must re
sume it upon the same terms, otherwise it will be useless to 
them. Wealth sunk in a mill can never be carried away, 
and can never be made productive without labour, and 
without the payment of labour. 

This hostility of labour to capital is a branch of the com
munity system, which, though it has been tried in various 
forms, has al ways proved abortive. There is no question 
that, if the co-operative plan could take the place of the 
competitive (as it is called), the end would be gained, for 
very soon there would be no capital to fall out with. Co
operation, doing away with individuality of interest, would 
produce an inactive, slothful, and jealous race of people. 
Few exert themselves except prompted by necessity. None 
work for the pleasure of working, when others, who work 
less, are to reap equal benefit. If we lived in a world 
where food and clothing were as amply supplied as atmos
pheric air, we might then co-operate, and enjoy ourselve~ in 
communities; but it is impracti,;able when every man's liv
ing depends upon exertion. The beggar worh none while 
he can live with begging. The weaver works hardest at 
the latter end of the week, because he is forced ; and the 
parson seldom makes his sermon till Friday or Saturday. 
It is, in fact, necessity that impels to action. Man's in
vention and energies would be tagnant, and the flood of 
Jabour in a state of backwater, if deprived of the stimulant 
of individual interest. 

The evils of competition are not such, nor so numerous, 
as are often represented. There may occa ionally be two 
tea-shops, or two drapers' shops, exhibiting the bitter feel
ing of opposition to each other, but it is not common. So 
far from this invalidating the individuality of interest, the 
greater number work on amicably, and with far less suspicion 
and jealousy than generally obtains among the co-operators. 
With the exception of the time when a farm is taken, the 
farmers never seem to have the least feeling of opposition to 
each other. It is the same with by far the greatest number 
of operatives ; and though this feeling is most manifest 
among shopkeepers, yet the greatest number of them, I am con
fident, have no feeling of hostility towards each other. The 
system of individual interests cannot, in itself, produce any 
great degree of hostility. It is only when, by bad laws, the 
scope for a living or for profit becomes ~o circumscribed, 
that thest> conflicts ensue. When the pigs have plenty of 
potatoes, they enjoy and let t'njoy; but if food for twenty 
be thrown among forty, then the severest competition follows. 

The remedies for the evils incident to the competitive 
principle are not to be found in the introduction of a 
system which, having been tried in a variety of provision 
establishments, has always broke down, and oftt'n left the 
io-operators greater enemies than other people. Men 

might live on the community principle while the stock 
lasted; but finding little or nothing produced, when ~upplies 
began to run short, the social bond would soon snap asun
der, and, like retreating soldiers from the field of battle, or 
like the members of a t~rn-out, just broken up, every man, 
under an unnatural excitement of individual interest, would 
care for none but himself. 

The true remedies for the evils of competition are these. 
First, to neutralize the feeling by providing plenty. I have 
seen lads, when ~utting,. almost pull each other's eyes out 
when they met with a smgle bush well stored with nuts ; 
but when each lad met with a bush, tlH'Y were too much 
engaged with filling their pockets to annoy each other. 
When the apple-pie at the table is large enough to allow 
plenty to all, every boy is satisfied with his own plate, 
though it may contain a less portion than others ; but when 
it is _ clear that some must come short, the symptoms of 
a competitive feeling are not to he reslrained. 

Another preventative is the influence of benevolence. 
This is a part of our nature, and may be prompted and matured 
by various influences. It is given to counteract and modify 
our conduct in the pursuit of what might be considered 
strictly just. And in proportion as baa" law& deprive the 
people of their fair .share of enjoyments, for the time we 
have nothing else to rely upon. Whilst the acquisitive 
feelings prompt us to acquire for ourselves, the benevolent 
feelings lead us to share our substance with the poor. The 
same feeling tells us to temper justice with mercy, to avoid 
oppressing the weak and the defenceless. 

Let these two remedies be adopted, and we shall have 
many of the evils of a competing society modified or re
moved, without destroying those springs of action which 
are essential to the requirements of society. 

QUALIFY l QUALIFY! I QUALIFY!! l 

Every thing in its season. That which we are to mind 
just now is the qualif.yingfor counties. It must long have 
been clear to every impartial observer, that the present 
House of Commons will not repeal the corn laws, and that 
any alteration of that house depends upon the electors. 
Three things are requisite for making the elective power 
what it ought to be-the governing power of the country
-I, qualifying; 2, registering ; 3, honest voting. To 
all these we must direct our attention in their turns. Just 
now we cry out to the people-

QUALIFY ! QUALIFY! ! QUALIFY!! ! 
Qualify for the boroughs by getting rated, if not already on 
the rate-book, and qualify for the counties by purchasingfree
holds. When we reflect that the country is governed by 
the electors, that they have, in reality, more power than the 
Queen herself, how proud shoul<l every one feel to get on 
to the list. To do this requires no sacrifice ; it only re
quires that those who have a little money, say £40 or £50, 
should change the mode of investing it, where they will get 
a hi5her rate of interest than they usually get elsewhere. 
A great movement has already been made, and we trust it 
will not stop till every free trader in the kingdom enfran
chise himself and his sons. Those who have the means 
must qualify for as many counties as possible. The House 
of Commons, elected ai it now is, will never carry any 
~reat measure of benefit for the people ; and as physical 
force is now rightly discarded, no means remain but for the 
the people to qualify, register, and -Yote honestly. 

THE CORN LAW-CONTINENTAL REPRISALS. 

Our Restrictions on trade are not only damaging the commercial 
and manufacturing interests at home, but deµreciating the value 
of landed property on the continent ; and in th~ ratio of 1uoh de-



preciation has there been an increased anxi.,ty to encourage con
tinental manufactures. Of our commercial relations with France, 
it is not, perhaps, legitimate to speak, the Anglo-phobia in that 
country, arising from other causes besides that of the rivalry of 
commerce, being manifested in restrictions almost as 11elfish as our 
own; hut yet it ought not to be concealed that our trade with 
France is rapidly declining. By a statistical table just publiahed, 
under French authority, exhibiting the results of the foreign and 
colonial trade of the French nation for 1843, it appears that our 
commercial relations have diminished 11 per cent., while there is 
a progressivP.ly increasing amount of traffic with every other coun
try with which France does business. In Germany and Belgium 
our position is Elqually disadvantageous. Steps are being taken 
which will gradually push us out of the•e markets. Their agricul
tural interest is on the decline, and real property is depreciated 
from a dearth of customers for their Mlperahundant produce. 
Rents must come down, but the owners of land are proverbially 
in straitened circumstances, and can ill afford to make reductions. 
They look to England for relief, and free trade would at once give 
life and energy to both countries, but England is fettered with the 
Corn Law of a grasping landed proprietory, and therefore power
less to render assistance either to them or to herself. Hence for
eign governments are continuing the system of commercial res
trictions, or making those fiscal regulatioas still more 11tringent 
which are already felt as oppressive by the British manufacturer 
and merchaat. The manufacturing districts of England are pretty 
easy at present, but it is not through an increased business from 
customers near home : the opening of Eastern ports has created 
an interim demand. This, with another good harvest or two, may 
for a time maintain thP, country in a tolerably healthy financial 
condition ; but should our crops fail, and a glut take place, WEI 

1hall then ho thrown hack into the miserable state of things from 
which we have only just escaped. Nay, in that event our position 
will be actually worse, for the manufacturing education of our 
neighbours will have progre.sed with the continuance of restric
tion, while our mechanical skill, for want of encouragement, ( our 
agriculturalists standing in the gap,) will be in statu quo. Ger
Jnany is manufacturing extensively, so as to be a formidable rival 
to us; Belgium is becoming one vast workshop; England is look
Ing on, beholding the ground being cut from under her manufac
turing and commercial prosperity, without the power of staying 
the destruction. A mut11al exchange of manufactures and conti
nental corn, we have often said, would restore things to a healthy 
equilibrium, converting illdiffHent or commercially hostile neigh
bours into friends. But we fear t he opportunity for producing 
1uch a state of affairs is rapidly passing by, and if the corn tax

hich goes not 10 increase the revenue, but me1·ely to fill the pocket 
f the landowner or speculator-continue unrepealed for two or 
hree years longer, such opportunity will, we fear, have passed 
way for ever. 

AN AMERICAN ARGUMENT FOR FREE TRADE. 

The New York Journal of Commerce has published some able 
rlicles on Free Trade, and pointed out not only its undeniable 
conomic advantages, but its incide11tal results in securing inter
ational peace and mutual barmony.-These articles have produ
d a marked effect on the public mind in America ; we select a 

assage from one of the most striking:-
" The most perfect exemplification of actual Free Trade which 
e world ever saw, is to be found in these United States, consid

red as twenty six 'sovereign and independent communities.' 
ach buys what it pleases of the others, and sells what they rei

ectively please to buy of it, without let or hindrance, without 
e interference of custom-house officers-without the charges 

f duties of any kind. Is it not a convenient system? Is it not a 
ust one? Does it not promote the interests of all? 

"Appiy the protective system to those states, and each of them 
ould lay duties upon the products of each of the others. New 
ork would prohibit the admission of wheat from the ,vest, and 

f cotton and woollen manufactures from New England, or charge 
em with exorhitant duties, because she can produce her own 
hear, and manufacture her own cloths. Georgia would prohibit 

he importation of sugar from Louisiana, and else\\ h~re, because 
be could grow her own sugar; and, by making the duty high 

ough, the businesa would be eminently profitable to the growers, 

3 

I 
though eminently unprofitable to the consumers. Every State, in
stead of exchanging the commodities which she could most natu-

1 rally and advantageously produce, would, by duties and prohibi
tions, seek to exclude those foreign commodities. Thus all would 
do what they could_ to invert the ordu of nature, raisini oranies 
in Maine, and ice in Louisiana." 

Subatitute twenty .. six nation11 for the twenty-1ix 1tate1, and tbo 
argument remains unaltered. 

SPEECH OF MR. W. BROWN, MERCHANT. 

The following excellent speech was delivered at Rochdale, by 
Mr. W. Brown, of Liverpool:-

,VILLIAllf BROWN, Esq. (late candidate for South Lancashire), 
said, his friend, Mr. Cobden, had told them that, on the occasion 
of the late contest, they went on a " forlorn hope.'' Such was 
the fact: they were repul,ed, but they were not defeated. (Loud 
cheers.) He felt convinced, after the care taken in the registra
tion, that, whenever another contest should take place, they would 
be able to return not only one, but two candidatei. ( Applause.) 
He very much questioned whether they should not gallop in to the 
victory without the enemy daring to take the field and fire a shot. 
(Laughter and applause.) During his late canvass he stated on 11eve
ral occasions 1rnme facts regarding the commercial position of thia 
country with the United States of America, and, with their permia
aion, he would now further allude to the aubject. In J 805, 1806, and 
1807, our exports to that country were nearly £8,000,000 per 
annum. The population of the country was then six millioni. It 
was nearly one-third of the whole export trade of the kingdom, if 
we took the official value. Embargoes, orden in council, and 
other decrees, interrupted the trade for 11everal years after that;. 
and in 1815 came those abominable corn laws-laws which werli)( 
daily shutting us out of the best markets of the world, and, by
inducing retaliation, were a positive injury not only to the manu
facturers of this country, but to the parties for whose protection. 
and advantage they were designed. (Applause.) Looking at 
the intercourse of this country with the United States from 183a 
to 1837, he found that our exports had increased from. 
£7,900,000 to £8,400,000, while in the succeeding five year• 
they had fallen to £6,467,086, and in the succeeding year (1842) 
to £3,528,000. (Hear, hear.) And when he told the meeting 
that our corn laws, our heavy duties on tobacco and timber, had 
induced them to retaliate by encouraging manufactures at home, 
so that it had recently been ascertained, on the authority of sta
tistics collected by GovPrnment itself, that those home manu
factures amounted to £50,000,000 sterling per ammm, and that 
thPy had engaged at work no less than 2,585 fulling mills, aod 
1,420 woollen manufactures, it would be seen to what an extent 
we had been injured by our unwise and insane protective policy. 
(Hear, hear.) But the markets of the United States would not 
have been long limited to even this population : the population 
there was increasing at the rate of thirty-five per cent., and era 
the end of the century would probably be equal to 100,000,000; 
and these were people we should not have sacrificed our trade 
with, when the only obstacle to continuing to deal with us waa 
the condition that we should take in payment that which alone 
they were able to pay with. (Hear, hear.) He might give some 
idea of what our trade with the States might ultimately have 
reached when he told them that one of its rivers alone (the Mis
sissippi), with its tributaries and streams, had a shore to which 
our goods might have been carried of 58,000 miles. (Hear, hear.) 
And did the landed interest pretend that our trade with that 
country would not have promoted their prosperity? ,vhy, com
merce had made them what they were (hear, bear, hear); and 
upon what principle would they argue that its further prosperity 
would work to their injury? It might be interesting to consider 
what a people under prosperous circumstances could consume of 
agricultural produce ; and he found it stated that the consumption 
of the people of the United States amounted to about 27 busbela 
of grain per head, with 5 bushels of potatoes, while the consump
tion of this country was only 16 bushels of grain, with a propor
tionate amount of potatoes. (Hear.) The landowners fell into 
the error of supposing that the consnmption of the people was a 
fixed quantity ; the example of the United States showed that the 
consumption of a people in food, as well as of other thin~., waa 
in proportion to their meana. (Hear, hear.) 



THE l!ITR"IJGGLE. 

LOSING OUR CONTINEYTAL TRADE. 

Th!' followin~ letter from Hamlmrgh shows how we are likely 
to lo~e our co11ti11i>11tal trarle :-

" A gn•at effort is now making hy all the continPntal govern
ments to t>Xtend the commerce of thE>ir re srwctive states, and the 
direct i11terest which is felt and shown hy tlw hi!!_he~t members of 
those governments is far greater than that which is apparently felt 
by the Quel:!n's minister~ in aristocratic En1.1land. It is true that 
on the continent, and especially in Germany, the nobility deriv"' 
their incomes from the proouce of lanc'I, ano yet it is no less true 
that, of late years, the so-called agricultu, al i11terest has been by 
no means the ohject of the exclusive solicituoe of the Sovereign. 
Certain privileges are a\11 arded 10 the nobili1y became they are 

' dependent; sit~ation• of emolument are awardE>d lo them with a 
more liberal hand than to subjects or citizens without a title, and 
this owinl{ to the proverbial po1·erty of the German noblesse; hut 
the agricultural interest is in no case allowed to stand in the breach 
bPtween commerce and its extention or improvement, or to arrPst 
the sovereign in his efforts to ameliorate the condition of his sub
jects at large. Owir,g to the low prices of c"rn which have ruled 
abroad since the spring of 1842, landed property throughout the 
north of Germany, which was very much rack-rented, is under
stood to have been very unproductive to the farming tenants, and 
a general impression prevails that the value of real property is 
dPcidedly on the decline. If this prove correct, it is easy to be 
infnred that some energetic measures will he adopted by the pro
prietors of land to induce their respective governmPnts to come to 
their assistance, and relieve them from the prospect of general 
insolvency. The government know full well where the shoe 
pinches. They know that Great Britain could relieve them from 
the superabundance of their granariPs; that her inhabitants require 
the food, and that her commercial citizens demand the produce of 
the trade in corn, rui well as or any other article of barter and 
exchange. But they also know that England is in the hands of a 
weak ministry, who, despite th~ir own convictions, dare not run 
counter to the dictum of an ignorant, if not also of a sordid landed 
proprietory. The only measure left to foreign governments, is to 
continue their system of commercial restrictions, or to make those 
fiscal regulations still more stringent which are already felt as op
pre•sive by the British manufacturer and merchant. It is idle to 
suppose that the e•il will rigl1t itself. Great Brilain may he ex
tending her commerce to dislant markt>ts, but she is becon,i11g 
daily more and more shut out from the markets nearer home, tho e 
markets which ha•e hitherto afforded a small but certain profit, 
which can be supµlied without the aid of an overwhelming capital, 
,vh:ch are thert>fore accessible as well to the small as the lar!{e 
manufacturer or trader. The improvemPRts which have taken 
pla,•e abroad of late years in every branch of manufacture are 
almost increoihle, and it would open the eyes of the government 
upon the suhject if they were to dispatch some intelligent practical 
man from the B ard of Trade to visit the manufacturin~ districts 
abroad, and to make his own rE>port ahout rhem. But there is 
little hope 1hat government will take any step which might have 
the eff Pc·t of bringing them into a Rtill more ho~tile collision with 
tlwir supporters than already PXi~ts. They will leave commt>rce 
and m.tnufactures to shift for them~Plves, an,l will he conten~ with 
scraping through another session of Parliament by the ai.t of men 
who are not over well favoured tow11.rd them, if only they are re
lit>vt>d therehy from the necPssity of more openly espousing the 
judicious measures of their adversarie~.'' 

THE NOBILITY HAYE RORRED THE KINGq AND 
QUEENS OF ENGLAND OF THEIR ESTATES. 

It appears, from DomesdaJ Book, that the Crown acquired the 
entire property of 1422 manors. To these are to be added 68 
royal forests, 13 chases, and 781 parks, in different parts of the 
country. Although this, as has been said, included what had been 
the private boclund of th~ Conft1ssor, that is,had belon!!ed to him 
as his private inheritance, the greatPr portion of this land ap
pears to have been viewed hv the fundamental laws of the kin"
dom as the property of the w/i;Jle natio1t and the,-efore strictly i~

alienuble. 011 this la,t poi11t the la11g~age ~f the· codimon law is 
very strong and unambiguous. Fle1a's words are-" Ancient 
manors, or rights annexed to the crown, it is unlawful for the 

king to alienate, and every king is bountl to resume the alien!u 
propert1 of hi s crown.'' 

The above is an Pxtract from the pamphlet puhli,hed by t 
Leagut>, e11titl!-'d, "The con~titutio11al ritdit to a n,vi~ion of t 
land tax.•' Tht> fact is, th -,t l'Vt'ry king is s11rro1111dt'd hy !'.)'C 

pha11tic and selt._sfwking m':' n, who have lw~ged f, om hi111 what 
had no right 10 give, th<> crown lands. The Duke of Nt'wca•I 
has thu~ g ,t Sherwoorl Foi·est. ,villiam the Third &!ave his f 
lower BE>ritinc-k (ancestor to the Duke of Portland) imm.,nse 
tale·. So profuse hav~ been the grants that the Crown has lit 
land of its own, and has been made by our rapacious nobility 
pen~ioner on the excise and rustom3. 

The land'ords kept taxation dowr, when it fell 11pon lrn1d aln 
Every one, in reading the history of England, must have he 
struck with the parsimony which stinted I he grants to the Cro 
up to Charles the Second's rei1m, and the profusion with whi 
parliamPntary grants were voted after that pt>dod. Can our rea 
ers guess the reason? In the first periofil all taxes fell upon Ian 
and the House of Commons, being composed of landholdt>rs, Cl

sequently stinted the service of the country in a most shamt
manner. Alter Charles the Second came to the thronE>, exci 
and customs were i11vPnted. and, from the increasing numht>rs 
the people, produced large· sums . The land tax was ma,le s 
tionary in William II f. 's reign, and the landlords, being the m 
jority of the House of Commons, became more liberal, as th 
had, hy customs and excise, found out a means of Lhrowiug t:n 
tion off their own shoulders upon the people. 

VARIETIES. 

/ron.-In reference to iron France is as big a fool as Joh 
Bull is in reference to food. At a i-reat national loss, this met 
from England must he ~uhject to a hi~h protecting duty in favo 
of the interests of the French iron masters. 

The Registration Courts.-" They had petitioned, memorialiie 
and sent deputations in vain," said the chairman of the League 
Rochdale, " to government for the repeal of this law. Th 
had now changed their course of action; they were now dete 
mined to work out their ohject through the registration cou , t 
and calling upon their friends who could afford it to ecure a vot 
they woulcl become indepi>ndent of ministerial caprice, or the p 
tronage or lofty names; they were determined to rely upo11 lhe 
strength, and when the day of contest should come they wo11 
thus he ahle to measure strength with th.,ir antagonists, and o 
tain for the people of this country the second charter of the 
liberties, unrestricted commerce.'' (Loud cheers.) 

Natirmal Debt.-" If there were no national c!Pht, then we mig 
have free trade/' so say the lovers of d~ar r.orn and high re11 
Let u•, however, rememher that the rent lords were the chi 
contractors of this debt, and that it was contracted chiefly to d 
fenrl landed property. Thi class are l he last tn adopt nalfon 
economy in order to get the debt paid off. The national deht c 
only be pair! hy Halional, not clas.~ pro~perity, and, therefore, to i11ju 
trade is to make the dl•bt heavier, and not lighter. The richer 
country is, the easier it c•an pay its dehts. The unlikelie~t uf 
plans is for one class to rob another, and to impoverish Lhe cou 
try betwixt them. 

Over-p•·uduclion.-We hear no more of over-production, 
though there is now a production far exceeding that of any form 
year. \Vhy? Because the consumption is increased. And ha 
the operatives enough? No, nor half enough. Every hla11 
that could he ml\nufactured for a long time would be required 
keep the operatives' families warm at ni~ht, if they could afford 
get them. How clear, then, that it was not over-production, 
under-consumption, that we should have complained of. 

Machinery.-It u~ed to he said, "It is not the corn law, 
machinery, that produces distress." But people begin now to s 
that, with our rapidly increasing population, and with no increa 
of work in 3.l!;riculture, if it were not for I he work created 
machinery, the pt>ople must remain unemployed; that wlw 
there is the least machinery the people are the worst paid; a 
though men, in some departrneuts, are thrown out of work, 
greater number are thrown in. 
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~truggl 
The eorn law begot the poor law, and clan legillation is the great pa.rent of both. 

Grand Game fflleettns. 
(From Punch', own Correspondent.) 

La,t night a very numerous meeting or the game of Lord CoPP~RCAP was held in one n( his Lordship's presene •• The mf'eting 
was very numerous: so much so, that it would have brought the wate1· into the mouths of those, wretched animals, deititute labourers, 
to behold the hares, pheasanh, and partridges, present on the genial occasion. They all appeared in their very best sleekness, and in 
their finest feathers. 

The chair was taken by the Rev. Mr. SLYPUSS (a jack-hare of the very first respectability), who briefly stated the purposes of 
the meeting. He said it was impossible for them lo witness the unceasing efforts oft he ownersofth~ soil ir. the cause ofall that was sacred 
-need he say he alluded to the i:ame laws ?-(loud cheers)-without feeling the heavie!lt debt of gratitude towards the E11gli h land
lord. It was to express this gratiturle tl,at they had met. They could not but feel that they were privileged creatures of thP. earth
beings guar<l L• <l by peculiar laws - creatures consecrated from the Tulgar mouth, and protected even at the cost of human blood and 
suffering. (Cheers.) Hence their gratitude lo those enlightened and patriotic men who ha.d protected them by statute:;. (HearP 
hear.) 

l\Ir. FINEWHTSKER (a young h:ire, of very jaunty appear~nce) moved the first resolution. Whilst it might he proper to express 
gratitude, an ll all that, it was onerous upon th~m to call for further protection. The pre~ent laws were not suffidently ttrong to appal 
the poor and starvin o-. Nothing could exceed the arrogance of the l.iwer orders: he himself had that morning had a stone thrown at 
him by a famishing hedger ( Sen:,ation); whilst a friend of his, whom he regretted not to see present, had, three nights ago, narrowly 
escaped wires, evidently laid down by one of tha inferior classes. Something must be done to check this arrogance, or there was an 
~nd to the best interests of society. 

Mr. OLDSCUT ( a sedate, middle-aged hare), in seconding the resolution, remarked that new vi>!our was necessary, otherwise 
"their order" would soon b~ confounded ,vith that of rabbits and vulgar barn-door poultry. Though sufferiug unde1· severe domestic 
affliction, he could not refrain from appearing among th1>m. A week ago, he was a happy hu,band; the meeting now beheld a dis
consolate widower. ( Sen$alilin.) The wife of his bosom had been snared from him by a labourer : yes, one of themselves-fur it 
was theii· common cause-had been caught a.nd killed by a low, unliceused person, and devoured by a boor and his wrt>tched family? 
liad his wife been killed by a geutleman, hy one duly licensed to shoot, he trusted that he should have liee11 the last of husha.11<ls to 
complain; but to be butchered hy the starving vulgar-to he con5umed for a mere dinner, not u~ed as a dainty-it was too much to 
endure with resignation. He could have been content to lose his wife to the nobility or gentry, but th.1t she should have been eaten 
without currant-jelly sauce was too mu<;h for his conjugal affection, Tho speaker concluded by calling for more vigorous measures. 

No. 156. 
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Mr. SrLVERCROW (a cock-pheasant, in very bright feather) moved the Mcond resolution. He was not, he said, much of a gene
alo~i~t or antiquary; nevertheless, he helieved that his brethren were ori!dnally of Asiatic stock; and if, indeed, there needed an ar
gument to prove this, it might. be found in the beneficient laws passed by English senators for thP,ir proteclion. Was 1t not a cau3e of 
gratification to all them, that at that very moment the English lahom er was made a slave to them-that even the English farmer was 
compelled to see them devour his grain, nor yet, but at hii peril, to kill or wound them? Had they not the grand satisfaction of 
tempting the fingers of famine lo break its fast and the law at tha same tim '.l ? Had they not the sweet con~olation to know that at 
that moment there were scores and scores of men--husbands and fathers-lockerl up in gaul, and their bits of household furniture seized 
and sold-for inrlignities offere 1, ay, even to members of that meeting? BesidP.s, if they had any wrong to complain of against men 
in general, were they not sweetly revPnged for the injustice; for did not they, as game, tend to work more immorality, more tyranny, 
more heart-burning (with now and then a little ,vholesome blood-spilling) than any other beasts of the field, or birds of tlrn air? For 
himself, he never thought of the men that he and his follows ca1!;ell to be locked ilp for felons, that in the exulting feeling of his high 
privilege he did not crow the loude1· for it. Ntivertheless, with the last speaker, he thought they should petition lheir landlordd for 
more vigorous measures. 

l\Ir. SHORTBILL (an elderly and very respectable partridge) seconded this resolut.ion. He said he begged to call the attention o 
the meeting to a para,lraph which he would read from the Oxji1rd Clironicle. It wa to this effect: that-

" RICHARD NUTT, of Po,tcomb, a lad about 15 years of age, was charged by PAL~tER wilh lo'll.ing at seven wires on the 15th of 
October. The poor hoy said he was coming down the fuotpath, awl saw the wires, and only slopped to look at them, but did not touch 
them. Fined 15s., including co,ts, and in default 14 days' impri-onment !" 

Tim speaker observed that uch a paragraph must be especially swePt to the feelin~s of the meeting, (loud cheer~,) as it assured 
them of the mOl"e than paternal care exercis t-> d towards them hy their enlightened lanrllord,. Looking upon himself as of the aristoc
racy of hirds, he could not but feel grateful for such protection. Seeing that the country had d. superabur,dant population, nothing 
could be wiser than to continually sacrifice the peasant to thP. phea ·ant. (Cheers ancl la•1~hter.) Instead, however, of fining a 
lahourer for looking at wires or at any game soever, he would stop the chance of such disrespPct, hy compellin~ every labourer, unless 
upon lawful work, to walk blindfolded! (Cheers.) He hoped another ses~ion would n ,it 1><1ss a.way ere this was done. It was an 
axiom I hat coul,l not be too sternly pre1.ch d, th 1t the poor were m 1rlt! for g1mt!, an I not game for the poo1·. 

The resolutions were passed, thanks returned, and the meeting separated.-Pu11ch. 

ROGER AND RALPH, ON FARl\lING. 

RALPH.-Well, Roger, you are still struggling on. I 
heard you are about leaving Pinchem Hall, and that Robt. 
Reckless was going to take it. 

RoGER.-Why there is some truth in what you heard. 
Squire and l have been haggling about the rent for some 
time. I told him that I really could not pay it any longer. 
We have w0rked very near night and day; we are only 
fi vc of us, all workers, and we are worse now than when 
we started. 

RALPH.-And what answer did you get? 
RoGER.-Why, he said he was sorry for me, but he 

could not help it; and as for the rent, there were plenty 
that would jump at it, if I were di posed to give it up. 

RALPII.-Aye, aye, that's always their tale, and it is too 
true; if there be two farms to let, there are twenty for 
th<'m. 

RoGEn..-I don't know what we must do, 
RALPH.- What you must do ! Why you ought to look 

at the case, and try to understand it. You are a set of 
simpletons, to submit to be rent-ridden as you are. If mar
kets get up a few shillings, you think old times are coming 
round ; and thus, year after year, you are buoyed up with 
hopes which you never realize. The ~imple fact is, rents 
are higher than produce. And the reason for high rents is 
two-fold ; in the first place, land is estimated by the prices 
of produce fixed by the corn-laws, which have never been 
realized. And, secondly, the landlords are enabled to keep 
up rents to that estimate by the great competition existing 
among farmers. You keep increa ing the number of farm
ers every day, but the number of farms does not increase. 
You, for instance, have three sons; one may succeed you, 
but the other two must squeeze in somewhere; and by thus 
squeezing others out, rents are sure to be kept up. 

RoGER..-You are about right; but what must we do? 
RALPH.-lnstead of looking for the wheat market to get 

up, you must try to get the rent market down. You must 
.11ever expect food to be very high again ; first, because the 
people's means will not admit of it ; and, second!y cause 
Sir Robert Peel knows if food be dear, he cannot get his 
revenue, and hence, by one means or another, he would 
be sure to let in foreign food to bring it down. Make up 
your minds then for cheap food. 

RoGEn..-But how are we to get cheap rents'! 
RALPH,-l answer, not by entreating landlords to drop 

them ; not by scolding them as extortioners ; for although 
these might induce a few to relax, the great bulk will not 
take a low rent while a high one continues to be offered. 
And while the farmers out-number farms to so great an ex
tent as they do at present, if it be merely to get a putting 
on, they will continue to offer high rents, although the loss 
of every halfpenny of their capital should be the consequence. 

RoGEn..-There seems, then, no way to escape. 
RALPII.-Only one way, and that is by free trade, 

which is what you should have looked to long since, for 
you are more interested in it than any other cla s. This 
will fetch your sons and your grandsons off the sod, and 
in tead of being serfs of the soil, labouring and getting no
thing, they will be enabled to embark in some kind of busi. 
ness, and begin to get on in the world. You mu t look to 
this, and educate them, and bring them up with a view to 
it. Above one half of the shop keepers, corn dealers, ma
nufacturers, and labourers in Preston, have come from the 
country, and it is only because they have not come fast 
enough that farmers are suffering so from competition among 
themselves. Nothing but free trade, more trade, extended 
trade, can afford an opening for them ; and hence, to a 
man, if you knew your interest, instead of tying a blue 
ribbon to your button hole, and going to vote black or 
white, just as the steward tells you, you would exercise an 
independent power, and be determined to vote for your 
own relief. Reduce the number of farm ers below the num
ber of farms, and then, and not till then, can you take a 
farm so as to live upon it. 

RoGEn..- Well, I never saw it in this light before. 
RALPH.-It is true, you may depend upon it ; and be

sides this, free trade would do more than merely reducing 
rents. It would make your own living much cheaper; 
sugar and all kinds of groceries would be much reduced in 
price. A less capital would stock a farm ; your losses in 
cattle would be less in amount; you would have less to pay 
for tithe; and, above all, the poor's rates, which have 
been so heavy, would be greatly reduced. All these would 
be the consequence of free trade. 

RoGER.-1 wish all the farmers understood thls, and had 
the spirit to act upon it. They are down at present, and 
seemingly have no power to rise. The dropping of rents 
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they consider hopeless. and henre, when marh•ts are low, 
tltey are in df'spair; and when there is a bri,-k markC't day, 
tlwy tl1ink they are going to be relieved. I am thankf'u) for 
the explanations you have given. I will try to ben i> fit hy 
them. My sons have nothin1r before them but hard work 
and poverty, but I will Sf'e if I cannot mend it by assisting 
them to something else better than farming. I went to 
Lancaster, it is true, to shout and put up my hand for Tal
bot Clifton ; though in my own mind [ considered him as only 
an overgrown school boy. I'll not do it again; if I cannot 
vote for somebody that can do more good for farmers than 
the present set has done, I will not vote at all. 

RALPH.-That's right, Roger. I should like you farmers 
to understand your own interest, and to be determined to 
defend it. Good night. 

TilE OPERATIVE CLASS AND TIJE COUNTY 
FRANCHISE. 

Let w':!althy free-trade masters in Lancashire and Yorkshire, 
liich employ many operatives, purcha~e plots of freehold land of 

Cine or more acres, nea1· the works, if possihle, where such oper
atives are employed; and, in addition to this, let such masters 

uild quantities of small cottage ho11ses, all of one d!'scription 
and size, and apportion a small plot of land to each hou~e for 
eonvenienc.-: or as a gardcrn, and the houses not to cost above 
rom £50 to £60; hut let a particular account be kl'pt of th c 
ost of erecting the wliole of the hou5es, including the land, and 
hen divide such expcn~e according to the number of hou,es, and 
t>II those houses with thf' gardens to the operativl's, at the cost 
rice of one honse, tc, snch as al'e able to purcha•e; and, in a 
oncern where 400 01· 500 are employf'd there ou~ht to bf' 30 or 
0 who could purchase a hou•e of this kind, by borrowing one 
alf of the> money till thl'y wPre able to pay the whole hy stt1pping 
out of t!JP.ir earnings; and in the same proportion whel'e l;\rger 

r fewer numhel'~ are employed. And these hou•c•, with the 
rd!'ns. conld be imme<liatt'ly convl'yed to such operatives so a~ 
qualify them for county votPs. ,vhen such homes a.-e got paid 

r, such oprrativcs would he in the proud position of living in 
eir own houses and being county voters. 

A FREE-TRADE OPERATIVE. 

MORTALITY TABLES. 

We have been favoured with an official copy of a valuable state 
pPr, puhilshed quarterly, of the mortality, in a hundred and 
teen of the districts of En~land, (inrludin~ the principal town8,) 
owing the nmnber of d<>aths registered in the six years 1838-'42, 
e average number of deaths in the summers of 1838~'42, and 
e number of deaths in the summer quarter ending September 
th, 1844. These tables, as our readers are aware, are puhli,,hed 
authority of the Registrar-General, are most carefully prepared, 

d their authenticity everywhere admitted. On peru ing the 
strict called the "North ,vcstern Division,'' we find a remark
le diffcrencr in several places, in the deaths registered therein 
the yrar, 1 /4.J.0 and 1843. For instance, take those of this and 

e ncighbourm6 towns :-
1840. 

H .. ltnn ................ 2,!)01) 
Pury ..................... 2,170 
Rochdale .. . . .. . . . . . . ..• 1,6 8 
Pl'eston .................. 2,637 
Blackburn ..•............ 2.140 
"'i~an .................. 2, 144 
Prl'scot... .. . . .• . .• . . . . . . 1, 155 
Manchester ............ 6,4B9 
Ashton ....•........••.•• 4,873 

1843. 
2,596 
l,R32 
1.53 L 
1,938 
2,031 
1,832 

920 
6,263 
4,391 

26,196 23,334 
Here is a. difference, in the death~, of 2,862 inrlividuals in one 
ar, in nine districts only of the one hundred and fifteen com
·sed in the return. What can be the cause of this? A sufficient 
swer to us may he found in the words of the worthy Registrar 

Little Bolton - "that it is chiefly owing to the improved con
ion of the working class!'s." It i~ a j?r!'at and convincing fact of 
murderous effect of the famine laws, and restrictions upon trade. 

THE WORLD JS FOR ALL. 

The differl'nCP. of the ~tnrs in glory is not greater than the di
ver,ity of !'arth's rPgions in fertilitv. Tlie m11t11al n ' la lion 
pervading this difTel'ence is morP ajip'l.rent in produce at our 
ft>et than in the sky above us. Somt> lanrls are rich in fruits 
and some in minerals. One region c"n1rihutes the cotton or 
the silk, and another the skill and toil that fashion them 
for purposes of clothing or adornment. The spice trees aud the bread 
corn are parted by oceans. Materials for the humble dish on the 
peasant's table are brought from the ends of the earth. The dis
tribution of the means of subsistence and enjoyment is not the 
work of chance. The stimulatin!{ effect of their interchange 
upon intellect, industry, and civilization is not the work. 
of chance. Pl:in and purpose are everywhere visible. l\Iate-

1 rial nature points to unrestricterl commerce as its result; as 

I 

the distributor of the surplus which it pours forth in one place; 
the correctot· of the sterility which it has marked on another re
gion; and the t-qualiLer, in proportion to man's industry, of 

I Heav~n•s gifts to all that dwell on the face of the earth. And is 
this ]psson of piety not to be ohsPrved becau•e certain petty and 
sordid intere~t, obstruct the frt-edom of interchange, and bid the 
profusion rot in one region that deficient supply may enchance 
prices in another region? l\Iust Heaven's laws be scorned the
oretically, b!'c:i.use they are violated practically? l\Iust a chapter 
be torn from the proof of Divine wisdom and goodness, becau•e it 

I contradicts a black leaf in the statute-book? Philosophy has often 
heen called the handmaid of Divinity; is Divinity only the dumb 

I boud-slave of 1\Ionopoly ? In old and limited countries the popu
lation tends to increase faster than the ml'ans of subsistence; and 
its redundancy is checked by war, vice, and misery. But what is 
the remedy? That with fr!'e trarle, the limitation of soil and 
the increase of population no longer si!!nify. 'l'hf' mnltitudPs of 
manufactul'ing countries have their fertile fit>ld'I across the Atlan
lic. Earth and ocean 11111st be exhausted before mankind are re-

1 <lundant, or the horrih!P correction, of war, vice, and mis~ry are 
I necessarily applied. People may inhal,it wherevP.r they are burn, 

or like he ·t, or finPd mo,t scope for their industry. 

PROTECTION TO AGRWULTURE. 

Rl'ally the e farmel's' friends do "try it on'' in a funny way, 
though the thing has a serious side to look at, too, with their 
various encouragements to improved agriculture and "good 
brerding ;" and it is no wonder that they attract attention to their 
works and to themselves. Here is part of an account of the 
Smithfi .,hl Club cattle show ju t now holding, which appeared in 
yestenlay's Times; -

" Never on any previous occasion had any thing been seen like 
the numbers ,,.hich progressively kept making their way into the 
building; and, although the female sex were not equal in num
bers to the male portion of the community, still it was remarked 
that never were so many lailies seen at the cattle show before. 

I PRINCE ALnEn-r's Ox: AND PnrzE P1as were again, as on the 
previous dav, the centre of attraction ; and whilst thl'J latter, 

I 

from their extreme fatnes , lay almost motionless in the pen in 
which thev were confined, apparently in the YERY LAST 
STAGE OF APOPLEXY, the forme1· was literally suffocated 
by the crowd of persons which .:onstantly surro11nded it. The 

I same may be said of the other animals distin~uished by the awards 
I of the j11dgC'e; an,l during the cvenin~, what with the continued 

pres~ure of the crowd and the heat of the ga,, many of the poor 
creatures appeared sadly overcome, arid would no doubt fain have 
been in more secluded quarters.'' 

It must be glorious news for those poor peasants in Wiltshire, 
who describe themselves a unable to sleep by reason of the cra
vings of hunger and consequent ague (or "trembles,") to fi11<l that 
•• Prince Al~iert's ox and prize pigs" are a0 Wf'll fed as to be "in 
the very last stage of apoplexy;'' and generally it must be very 
gratifying to some of those la.hourers throughoat the country, who 
have heen gl'ttin~, at the h:i.nds of agricultural societie~, as much as 
£2 hy way of reward for thirty or forty years' faithful servicos lo 
their masters, to S!'e TWENTY TIMES THE AMOUNT spent in rear
ing (and rewarding s11ch rearing) of DISGUSTINGLY FAT, UN

HEALTHY, OVERFED, AND FILTHY BULLS AND SWINE. 'l'hii 
is " protection to agriculture and to native industry" with a ven
geance !-Economist. 
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VARIETIES. 

(F,om the Anti-Corn-Law Almanac.) 

In the reign of Edward IV. corn was forbidden to be exported 
to keep it cheaper; it ii now forbidden to be imported to make 
it dea.rer. 

Every lady that sits a.t the tea tabla should 1end up a petition 
aga.inst the sugar laws. 

]\fore exchange by England with other countries, and more 
work for sailors, ship-carpenters, and all connected with the 
shipping trade. 

Farmers are suffering because rents are higher than marhets. 
Why do they offer high rents 'I Because so many are competing 
for farms. And why are so many c.>mpeting for farms? Because 
our restrictions on trade have prevented the towns absorbing the 
overplus of farmers fast enough. 

,ve ought all to sub,cribe to a fund to put down bribery. 

In 1692, in the reign of ,Villiam HI., tlrn whole rPvenue was 
ahout £4,000,000, of which the land-tax raised about £ I ,300,000 
-the revenue now is £52,000,000, of which the land-tax pays 
£1,200,000. 

The benefit of exports df'pPnrls upon what they will bring hack. 
,vithout a corn-law we might get as much food for thirty millions 
as we do now for fifty. 

To make England independent of all other countries, is only 
another phrase for nukin~ all other countries independent of Eng
land. To wh,t a condition this would reduce us ! 

\Vhat are the counties worth without the towns? What is 
tlle land worth without the towns' populalion to eat its produce? 

The low price of thfl raw Dlalerial of cotton has aided much in 
tl1e prosperity of our trade. Would not the low price of corn, 
another raw material, do the same? 

The frpe tradcrs' cure for crime is more food and more work; 
the monopolists' cure, more gal1ows ! 

Our exports to Brazil in 1836 were £3,030,532; in 1842 only 
£I,i5(i.805; to the Uniled States in lt-36 £12,425,608, i11 184:2 
£3,j28,807. Suell bas been the reduction produced by the mo
nopoly system. 

'l'he electors con~titute the final court of appeal ; thfl IT ouse of 
Commons is its creature. Bow vastly important that th1mt elect-
ors should be honest and well instructed ! 

Rents and markets are in a state of warfare, and betwixt the 
two the farmer is the sufferer. 

Seasonable showers and sunshine, a fine season and a good 
harve!t, ;1.rP, under the present system, all enemies to the farmer 
-his rent and out-goings under the corn-law are more than the 
gain of good harvests. 

" [f there was any thing calculated to ensure for the League 
the support of the working men," said Sharman Crawford, "it 
was their present effort to extend the franchise." 

A breach has ,1\ready been made in the China wall, by the spirit 
of trade ; and it is the iuflueuce of trade that must destroy all ex
clusi vcness. 

The most profitable freights for shipowners durin~ the past yea1· 
have been timber, wool, and guano, and these are the articles 
upon which duties have been either removed or made to press but 
lightly. Cannot shipowners see that their iutere5t is universal 
freedom? 

If we want to see what a_qric11lture, independent of trnde, will 
do for a people, we have only to glance at the state of Ireland. 

Tho Queen has but little power; we have no hopes from the 
House of Lords, or the present House of Commons; our only 
dependence, then, fo1· redemption from the power of monopuly, 
is in the constituencies of the empire. 

The world of matter is shapeless and void to all m:rn's purposes, 
till he lays upon it the creative hand of labour. Ought not, then, 
that. labour to be unfettered and tree? 

Wool comes in frpe ; cotton is expected to come in free ; why 
should corn be an exception. 

E. 

A fixed duty of only 511. per quarter upon wheat, would raise 
the price of that article, so as to be equal to 11 millions of ta~ 
upon wheat alone. 

l\Ionopoly and protection have always injur~d the trades to 
which they have been applied. Freedom a.nd competition are 
the be11t stimulants to improvement. 

l\Ien breaking down the stone wall which stops an ancient foot
path, is a.n example of what we ought to do with the corn-laws. 
The pathway of the sea.11 at one tiaie was perfectly frH for the 
convc)'ance of food. 

If all men's wages were paid in food, instead of coin, how de
termined they would be to ha.ve it as cheap a.s the world could 
give it. 

If the importation of foreign food goes against the ,vorkers in 
land at home, does not the exportation of machi11ery go agaimt 
the workers in factories ? And yet one is permitted and the 
other is denied. 

It is an acknowled~ed fact, that five hares or rabbits will con
sume as much as one sheep. 

The lanrllords at one time had a bountv for exporting theh
wheat; Lhey now get a bounty by preveating others importing. 
They are truly a bount!J-f ul dass. 

"A bnl l pE'a~antry, our country's pride.'' Bold indeed! when 
so ensla,erl that they dare not sa)' theit· soul'• their own. A coun
tr)' 's pride I yes, rags, wretchedness, 8s. per ,veek, dilapidated 
collages, many levelled to the grouml. Say a. country's ~!tame 
rather. 

Peers, 1\1. P.'s, S,1uires, Clergy, even Bishop~, attend agri
cultural me~•tings, as patrons ancl protectors. ,vhy llOt patruni e 
the spindle and lhe shuttle, by which their land auu tithes have 
been so much increased in value? 

Sva;i Tax.-Tf any taxes ought to be remitted, the soap ta" is 
the vel'y first on the list. 

The annual consumption of wheat in this country i at. lea~t 20 
millio11, of qu:tl'ters; all other kinds of grain are estimated at 40 
milliP11s; anti the value of other food, su..:h as potatoes, meat, 
chcl'se, hnt1er, &c., i, t>Stimated as equal to that of grain. The 
saving in the price of this foou betwixt last year and the average 
of the Y"ars 1838 to 1841, was at lea,t 50 millions. As this was 
expended chit>flY. upon manufacturns, need we wonder at having 
had a gooll trade ? 

The Repeal of the Corn Laws wo,tld b,mefit Agricultural La
bnttrers.-It is clear they have not prospered under the present 
corn laws. They are now more impoverished than any other class 
Instead of sc>curing employment for tlwm, thc>re were fewer em 
ployed in 184 l than in 1831. Do pulling thei1· houses down, 
and building more in thflir places, look liks pro•perily? Do th 
frE'qu~nt acts of ince11diarism and conviction under the game law1 
look !ike prosperity? l\fanufacturin~ freedom alone can keep up 
their wages, and no corn laws will keep down the price of 
their food. 

The Brinjarrees µass their wholo livc>!I in carrying gr'l.in from 
one part of the country to the ether, seldom on their own account., 
but as age11ts for others. Tlwy tra"el in large bonies, with their 
wives and children, dogs, auu loaded bullocks. The men are all 
armed as a protection against petty thieves. From the sovereigns 
and armies of Hindoostan they have nothing to apprehend. Theil' 
calling is almost considered as sacred. Eve11 contending armic 
allow tht>m to pass anJ repass safely, never taking their good 
without purchase, or even preventing them, if they choose, fro 
•ictualling their enemy's camp, both sides wisely agreeing to I es 
pect and encoura~e a branch of industry, the interruption of whic 
might be attended with fatal consequences to both, The punctu 
ahty of these corn-carrierd is marvellou,. 
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The real point is, " Why bread should be so dear, and flesh and blood so cheap?" 

--~-~- __, 

- ✓ 
_.f. 

§LA.TE Q1JA..BRT. 
OvEnS1:En PAnnv.-Come, my lads, you nmst stir yourselves. Here are fresh orders arrived at Penghn Harbour, from 1\-Ian-

chester, Olrlham, and Preston, for slates. The folks at Liverpool are as pressing as they were in 1835. 
JoHN JoNE~.- Yes, sure ; I did never see what a busy times we are. 
OVERSEER PA1 RY.-Yes, John, not bad times these-food cheaper and wages looking up-eh, John? 
JoH"S JowEs.- ' es, for sure. Jolin Roberts, of the Penghn Arms used to talk to us of cheap bread bringing low wages; hut 

I TP<'nJl.,c t last ant, mn but two we had food dear, and not only low wages,' but no wages at a11, for {here was nothing to do-yes, Sir. 

LAW OF SETTLEMENT. 

A change in the law of settlement is proposed, and from 
its provisions nothing is clearer than that it is intended to 

1 relieve the agriculturists of the whole or part of the main
tenance of thPir poor. Now whatever I may think of the I 
injustice of throwing the country poor upon the towns, I 
cannot help regarding it as an omen of other and more im
portant changes. Ministers, to pleasE'! their agricultural sup
porters, pretend to think that agriculture has " special 
burdens'' to bear, although hitherto they have resisted all 
inquiry respecting them. Now, who can say that the re-

NO. 157. 

1 moval of the poor-rates is not preparatory to the removal 
1 of the corn-laws? ·who can say that it is not the condition 
upon which this is to be proposed ; the compensation 
to existing interests for the supposed losses they would 
sustain? One thing i3 certain, that when the emancipa
tion of our commerce is sincerely entertained by the minis
try, that, ~s in .the case of e_mancipating our slaves, _the 
landlords will raise a clamour m favour of compensat10n. 
If justice prevailed, ~ompensat_ion . should . be on the 
other ,ide; yet such 1s my faith m the immense ad
vantages of free trade, that if the transfer contemplated by 
the law of settlement would satisfy them, it is a question 



whether such terms should not be conceded, and especially 
while the landed interest would be relieved of the 
poor, free trade would in a great measure relieve the ma
nufacturers also. What the agricultural poor receive in 
parochial charity, being about two millions, would soon be 
absorbed by the additional employment and cheaper living 
which free trade would be certain to confer. 

CHARITY CANNOT INCREASE OUR STORES. 

Charity cannot reach the sufferings or give adequate re
lief to many of the poor. It may and ·ought to relieve the 
aged and the infirm, the orphan and the widow; but what 
can it do for the able-bodied? A shilling or so is but a 
meal for the family: it gives no employment, no wages, 
and to-morrow the same poverty accrnes. Besides, what 
is oi ven is only transferring a portion, out of a limited stock, 
fro

0

m one person to another. It is like the mothn taking a 
bit from one lad's plate to put on another. If the mother 
could fill both plates with a fresh supply it would give far 
more satisfaction. By our present laws, there is ju t so 
much food for so many people, and a spell of good trade 
under this system, in tead of doing all good, is a positive 
punishment to the poorest. Those with good wages can 
get so much more out of the limited stock that tl_iey raise 
the price, and the poorest, whom means do not increase, 
are left with so much le s. If food came in freely, this 
evil would be prevented; for while the working operatives 
doubled their consumption, proportionate supplies would 
pour in, and there would still be plenty for all. 

WHEN DO MONOPOLISTS HATE MONOPOLY? 

When do they, indeed ! some free-trader may perhaps 
exclaim. But no truism is more true than this-that all 
monopolists do most heartily detest monopoly whenever it 
press~s injuriously against. t~iemsel ves. Let a corn-law 
monopolist, who may bP- gam111g a thousand vounds ~ ~•ear 
by that injustice, suffer only to the extent of 20 shillings 
per annum by some other monopoly, and h~ is i_n an instant the 
most indionantly clamorous opponent ofth1s m10or monopoly, 
and the ;ost ardently zealous advoc,1te of free trade in the ar
ticles for which he is paying a pound a year more than he 
oucrht. Here is proof :-A violent pro-corn-law man, who 
us;s some pounds of quick silver in a year, was heard the 
other day most vociferously abusing Rothschild for mono
polising and keepin_g up the price of that article. It was an 
abomination, he said, that Government ought to put down. 
The rich Jew, it appears, is creditor in a large amount to 
the Austrian Government, the interest of which was to be 
paid to him in qu_ic.ksilver, and thi~ enabled h_im ~o ba~gain 
for all that the mines produce. fhen as qmcks1lver 1 at 
present not brought into this country from any part of the 
world except Austria and China, (and the latter has not yet 
sent us any great quantity) the whole of_ the China quick
silver has been bouoht up by Rothschild, and he has a 
cemplete monopoly 

0

of the article. He alone supplies 
Great Britain with all the quick ii ver used among us for 
medicinJ.l and other purposes. The consequence is, that 
quicksilver is more than double th~ _price that it w~uld be 
with free trade, or about fi\'e sh1llmgs per pound, rnstead 
of two and twopence; and the great monopolist of quick
silver ,s pocketing many thousands a year above the fair 
gains of free trade. 

Against this quicksilver monopoly, our noble-minded 
pro.corn-law buyer of quicksilver levelled all the artillery 
of hot reprobation. He denounced it as unjust, oppressive, 
and sinful. The market, he earnestly contended, ought 
to be open to all. A monopoly that compelled English, 
Irish, and Scotch, to pay a hundred per cent, more for 

their quicksilver than free trade would furnish them the 
article for, ought by no means to be tolerated in this free 
country. 

It is very true that an advocate of corn monopoly ought 
not to be oppressed and wronged by a monopoly in quick
silver, or any other article. But which is the greatest evil 
-making us pay too dearly for our quicksilver or our brea<l? 
WE: may need some calomel, or blue pill, or mercurial 
ointment, or quicksilver in its crude state, and be obliged 
to pay a penny to Rothschild on each pennyworth bought, 
that is, twopence to monopoly instead of a penny to free 
trade. But then it is only occasionally that poor people 
have to pay this monopoly penny-perhaps sometimes not 
for a year together. The bread monopoly penny they l1ave 
to pay every day in the year. Denouncer of the quicksilver 
monopoly, and advocate of corn monopoly, look here, on 
the mole.hill evil, and then on the mountain iniquity, and 
say which is most unjust to man and most insulting to God l 

Rothschild only does with his power over the quicksilver 
mines what the agricultural protectionists do with the soil 
mines, whence corn is obtained. If the latter may do 
what they like with their own-although they thereby 
cramp commerce, create dearth, and cut down the poor 
man's allowance of food-the former may surely do what 
he likes with his own, and say to l:im who must haVf! quick
silver, " Well, I'll take care that there shall be no other 
medium through which it comes to Great Britain but my
self, a11d therefore you must pay for it ju t what price I 
please to charge." And this is precisely the principle of 
the corn.law protectionists. Yes, it is one and the same 
principle which is upheld, lauded, and pronounced sacred 
when applied to corn ; anti opposed, denounced, and de
!'ignated most unholy, when applied to quick ilver. The 
self-_ame principle is to be conserved in one case and des
troyed in the other. Oh, to be sure, monopoly is a demon 
when it devours an ounce of the corn-law conserver's food, 
but an angel when it brings in a ton of food snatched from 
the victims of the corn-laws. Not only, then, do we 
learn from this instance when monopolists hate mcnupoly, 
but why, and how to estimate the ex.act value of ther mo
tives and their philanthropy. 

A DIALOGUE BETWEEN A FRENCHMAN AND 
A CHINAMA 

FnF.NCHMAN.-Pray, Mr. Chinaman, why do you permit John 
Bull to send his goods to you at the low ad valorem duty of five 
per cent., when he saddles your tca8 with 100 per cent. ? 

CHINAMAN. - Because we think it our intcrt!st. 
FnENCH.-There is no reciprocity in this. 
CntNA.-It answers our µurp nse, and if John Bull is a fool it 

is no reason why Chinamen should be so too. 
FRENCll.-'fhl'Se strange notions of your's puzzle me. 
CHINA.-There is no puzzle in it; it is quite clear, if we sad

dle John Bull's goods with 100 per cent. duty, they would cost 
us twice? as much as they no,, do: would not that be puni,,hing 
ourselves? 

FRENCCJ.-I must admit this. 
CHINA.-·we have the advantage of not only buying cheaper, 

hut are benefited in other re~pects too; for if at. the low duty wa 
are able to buy twice ai much of his wares as we would at the 
high duty, he must take twice as much of our leas to pay for them, 
and twice the demand raises their value, which isso much the bet
t1i1r for us, as it lakes less of our property to satisfy his claims. 

FRENCH .-But, then, there is protection to your manufactures; 
you lose sight of that. 

CnINA.- o, we consider it Tery bad policy to force the labour 
of the people to make articles that we can buy cheaper elsewhere, 
and which would be better directed to make article11 that we can 
furnish cheapest to you in exchange for those that you can furni.n 
cheapest to us. 

F.a.ENCH.-But 1uppose otl\ernatio11$ '\Till not exchan,• with yo\\ 
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CHIYA,-It puni~hes all parlies, as it compels us to make ar
les at home at a highPr cost than our neighbours could furnish 
Pm at, but this is 110t our fault. 
FnENCR.-ltjnst occurs to me that John Bull may demand your 
ld for his goods, in place of your tea~. 
CHI~A.-Wdl, suppose he does, we get double the quantity 
iroods under the low duties that WP. would under the high. 
FRENCH.-But pa, ting with your golcl will ruin you. 
CHINA.-l want to part with it for somethin!{ that. is useful to 

e, for I can neith~r eat it, drink it, nor will it clothe me. 
FRENCH.-John .Bull is very knowing, and is sadly afiaid of 
rting with his gold; he says it distresses him. 
CHINA.-Pray, ask John Bull how he g<'ts possession of his 

old, as he produce3 none at home; <loes he not get it from other 
untries in exchange for manufacture~, produced by the capital 
<I indu,try of his people, and dues that distress him ? and h~ is 
nstantly bringing it home, and sending it out with advanta"e to 

·mself. 
0 

FnENCH.-That i true, but will not the high duties imposed on 
our tea" by John Bull very much abridge their consumption and 
e comforts of his people? ' 
CHINA.-No doubt it will, and injure his revenue too ; but we 
nnot prevent that, nor can we make fools wise men. 
F1rnNCII.-Raise your duties, and coerce John Bull to lower 

ta. 
Cr-r1NA.-John Bull is too obstinate to do that, and we will not 
r.i$h ourselv!-'s in order that w1:: may vex him. 
Fui,;NcH.-There is still a foeling in my min<.l that this is a one
Pd husines~. 
CH1:-.A. -It is a one-aided lmsiness, but the balance of gain is 
our favour. 
FnENCH. -Then, a~ you say the balance is in your favour, how 
es John Bull pay )OU? 

C111NA.-Thc balance of account is a very different thing from 
e hala11ce of advauta!!P, In monPy matters, 11atwns never do a 
e-sided bu,inPss. Fiscal rPgulations may stop husinPss altoge-
er, hut the exchange of eqnival1•nts must be pqu,tl, <lin•ctly or 

il"ectly; th~y do uot make each other a present of their pro
rty. 
FRENCH,-Then, if I understand you, you think that nations 
al wilh each other as individual~ do, in exchanging their wares; 
eh gets from the other "hat is more valuable tlnn that which he 
rts with, a11d by that mt-ans they both get rich? 
Cnrr-:A.-Cntainly; and the more exten,,ive their trade, the 
re rich they will get. 

FnENCII.-Then you consider it a fallacy that a balance of 
de can exist between nations tradin~ with each other? 
CHINA.-There may be a debt due from one to the other for a 

t>, as betwcpn merchants; but no permanent balance can i,xist, 
less in such a case ai. John Bull lt>nding Jonathan money, 
1ich he refuses to pay ; this is the only one-side business that 
n exist. 
F.RENCJJ.-I see you Chinamen are shrewd follows. Do you 
your Emperor lay a duty on rice at the suggestion of the 

odur~rs? 
CRINA.-Our celestial Emperor knows better: he will not let 
e many starve for the benefit of the few; he gives a bounty on 
e coming into the country to feed his loyal people. 

;FncNcH.-But John Bull has an eye to the cash; he wants 
VE'nue. 
CHINA -Experience, hy this lime, ought to havE' taught him I 
Iler ; large consnmption of imports, at low duties, produces 

t, greatest revenue, as well as increases the comforts of the 
ople. 
FnENCIJ.-You have opened my eyes; it is hut too clear that I 
Europeans deserve the name you give us, barbarian merchants. I 

e must profit by your wisdom, and become \Yise. 

FREEHOLDS AND FREE TRADE. 

Freeholds worth 40~. a ypar~ th.?refore rntitling thf! owner I 
a vote for lhe county in which the property is situate, are pur
asealile at the rate of about £50 each. This well-known fact 
the basis of the proposed operations. It is the gt'!rm of a power 

which public opinion may be made to bear upon monopolJ ; a 
irit of independence brought into suc,easful collision with the 

influence of the squirearchy; the result of electors rendered no 
longpr ralculable by comparing Whig and Tory rent-rolls ; ~nd 
tho Peerage. he resfrictt-d within its legitimate place, the House 
of Lords, there, when opposing national interests, lo be "gii- t" 
by the members of a populal' House of Commons "!Jcseechiug or 
besit>gin~." 

Fifty pounds is the cost of enfranchisement. The price is llOt 

extrava!!ant; it is rather above the valuation of a nigger in the 
West Indiec;, under the old system. But thern was many a nig
gpr who would have worked, means heing allowed, for its accu
mulation. The industrious and careful operative need not be 
hopclPss; he will find no better savings' bank. l\Iany have in 
thdr lives oaid much more towards benefit societies, whose boxes 
wPre too n~ar bankruptcy for the forty shilling annuity that comes 
as interest for eyer. The bridge between serf and citizen mirht 
have been more costly. Not much eviclence of earnestness for 
political existence is afforded by him who will not scheme, and 
toil, and forbear, and save, that he may thu~ inscribe his name 
on the muster-roll of the free. The prize deserves some 
strul!"le. "' 

Even the borough voter is but half a man for the public service 
if he aim not at adding a county vote to hi. privileges. The re
rresentation of towns is a ~pecific pro\·ision for their peculiarity 
as towns; as aggregates of population, seats of manufacture, 
scenes of industry, and marts of commerce. Their portion of the 
House of Commons is a tribute to their distinct imporlar.ce ir1 the 
nation as the Hou-e of Peers is to that of the great landowners. 
But tli'e peer is, de .facto, rt-presentt•d by the county members; 
and rn should the city or town. It is part and parcel of the 
county. Its own repre~entalion is more than halance,1 by hii he
reditary sf'at in the Legblat11re; and th,i lrade!imen 's houses have 
equal ii.:hts with the pe~•r's fil'lds to he included in the territorial 
rPpre~e11talion. Park,;i and farms do not alone constitute a county. 
The land mu,t he little and \HPtched if it doi>s not grow \'illages 
and towns in addition. The Ameril'an Senate is chosen hy the 
Sr ates; hut who ever drtamcd of excluding the cities from the 
Stafes? In England every man has his county as well as his 
country. He belongs. to it; and ita repre euration belongs to 
him. No matter for his vot~ eli;ewlH're, i11 another capacity; he 
has a right here; and if a right, then a duty; and, if the law 
taxes both the right and the duty, then he should endeavour to 
pay the tax and occup; hi,; proper position. Freeholders are the 
shareholders-in the eye of the electoral laws, equal shareholders 
-of the county. 

As an extension of the ~u!Trage, this movement is open to no 
exception whatever from the most captious opponent of orga11io 
chan~es. It only attempts to realize the ancient and existi'lg 
constitution of the count1·y. The rights of the 40s. freeholders 
date from the reign of Henry VI f. by statute; and they were 
then only recognised, not originatt>d. The League merely su.;
gest, that this great puhlic right should be a living principle, riot 
a dead letter. It only proposes to introduce on the county lh,ts 
a class whose money qualification must be sati5factory to the con
stitutional alarmist. It is a etrictly Conservative moYe, if any 
any thing is to be conserved but t0rruption and monopoly. 

The battle of commercial freedom m<.1st be fought by courty 
votes. \Vhat stand can monopoly make, when a majol'ity of the 
representatives of the land is arrayed under Free Trade banner ? 
What heavier blow c,1n be dealt to the oligarchy, by whirh taxa
tion has been penerted to the purposes of seltishness and oppr('S
sion th:rn hy \vresting the county rPpresentation from its grasp? 
H<'r~ it is that you are most wanted. Here it is tbat your votes 
will most tell. They talk of allotments; buy your own allotmenls 
to assert the justice that will supen;ede occasion for charit \'". 
Form committees in the towns of every county to co-operate with 
the League in facilitating the purchase of sufficient freeholds. It 
was once said, that " every rood of ground maintains its man ;" 
Jet every rood of ground that is comeatable now make its man
its free man-to strike a triumJJhant ulow in the cause of industry. 

Chenp Food is the greatest check tn emigra ion, In 1842, 
128,344 emigrated? in 1843, only 57,212. 

EvPry cart load of cotton pieces sent to Liverpool would bring 
back a cart load of flour, butter, or cheese, if our laws did not in l 
terfere to prevent it, 
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VARIETIES. 

(From the Anti-Corn-Law Almanac.) 

"Speed the plough," is a toast revived by the free-traden. 

"Land! Land! Go on to the Land I "-This was the cry 
or Feargus O'Connor some time since. If we wanted to do well, 
we were all to go on to the land. ,vm any kind friend tell us 
bow many have taken this advice, and how much benefit they have 
gained? 

The Woollen Trade is pretty good, but what :,voul<l it he if the 
people could clothe in woollen and slec>p in woollen, as they used 
to <lo? Every working lad you rr•eet. in the street is now clorhed 
in cottc,n; ancl you m;iy Pxamine twenll poor pe11plt>

0

~ bpd, in 
sui·eP•-ion, and 1101 find ;i ~in!!ll• rn~ of wooll..-11 about I hPm . Cot
ton sh,·d, at 0, p .. r 1nir have sup1,lan1ed l>laulu t,, liul the poor
est don ' t evl·n gel tlH'se. 

J\ri-wsp11pers and F,ee Trarle.-~ ,- lfi-hn<'~~ alone shonl rl tPach 
eve1·y llPW!>papPr propriPIOr to aclvoLalP morp t ra,le. \\'hen times 
are bad in towns the demand for ne\,,papcr~ falls olf m ,lt>rially; 
an~ as for the country pe~ple, it is seldom I hey lay out 4~<l. in ,uch 
articles. Labourers Im~ mg a pape1· is quite nut of the c,1wstion. 
and, tl\king Lancashire through, I don't think that one farme1· i~ 
fifteen buys a newspaper. 

The biitgest .fools are the tory manufacturP.rs; men living hy 
trade, depending upon trade, anxious to makA money l>y trade 
and yet supporting a policy calculated to de,troy trade. ' 

Some Corn Deulers Jfonnpolists.-,ve find even sllme corn 
dealers in favour of corn-laws. Their reason h a srlfish one. 
They suppos~ when the tra<le is free, many with small ca1,itals 
may embark m thP. trade. Its regularity will admit of this. At 
present large capitalists alone dare venture to import and they 
very often burn their fingers. ' 

Go to the Chrape.~t Notion.-If we al ways go to the cheapest 
shop, why are w~ not allowed to go lo 1he cheapest nation? 

Cheap Food and the Revenur.-The experiPnce gained hy the 
late yE>ars has afforded such a lesson to the minister that he 
will never let food he dear ag ,,in. Owing to this, the' re\'enue 
could not be raised, and the incomP. tax was laid on. If f,>od 
show a tendency ogain to get very dear, the guardians of the re
venue are sure, by one means or another, to let in foreign food 
to keep it down. 

Co~n-1:,aw Repulsinn.-The vessrl approaching our shores with 
c?rn 1s vn·tually a merchantman coming to buy En!(lish produc
tlon1; hut our laws say, "get bacl<, we will not sell to you." 

"F~~mers' F1;ie71:rls. ''-})i,l ever any l>ocly do the work so hadly 
a!I the farmers friends? They have had the interest of farmers 
under their special care for thirty years, and the consequ.,nce is, 
that almost ~very man connected with the soil is sinkin~ into po
verty exceptrng them~elves. Any other kind of workers would 
be discharged immediately for such management. 

• Mr. ~hallow brains has embarked all hid capital in deepening the 
river R11>hle, and yet he votes for members whose policy will pre
vent the greatest amount of traffic. 

By the ~e~sus of 1841, the proportions of the population in 
Great Bntam were as follows :-agricultural, 22, commercial 
46, and miscellaneous, 32, in the 100. 

~he nons?n11ic;il twaddle abo~t home colonization, emigration, 
taxmg machmery, over-production, and all the rest, is now silent; 
but the cry for free trade still continues. 

_Just look at that fool! Yesterday he expended £50,000 in 
rail way shares, ~nd to-day he _votes for a monopolist candidate. 
YE>sterday he said, I should hke to make ten per cent.; to-day 
he ~a.s taken the likeliest step to prevent any return upon hi• 
capital. 

What has made England the paradise of landowners but i 
being the workshop of the world? ' 

Farmers and manufacturen under the corn-hw, may be liken 
to two buckets in a draw well; when one goes up the other go 
down. 

One thing must be done, and that is, remodelling the charact 
of the House of Commons; to effect this we must q11al~fy, regist 
vote honestly, and return men unattached to clas~ interests. 

Emigration is the landlords' excusP, for keeping on the cor 
laws; "r1>duce the number of people," say they, "and then 
can grow food enough without letting in foreign supplies.'' 

To refuse to hny cheap from a country because it will not b 
from u~, is injuring ourst>lves by retaliating upon them. 

FrPP trarle is a cicil rlght which no man oui,:ht to interfrre wit 
however much corn we could grow in this Louutry. 

Twenty-«c>ight pPr cent. of the> peoplP arP suffici«c>nt to raise co 
for the wholP; how, then. are then maining 72 per cent. to 
emplO)t>d, if manufactures are not encouraged ? 

The poor weavP.r in a cellar pays as m11ch bread-tax as the lo 
in his mansion; for of the commonest articles of food, the po 
consume even more than the rich. 

One of the greare$t mistakes is, that free trade ,vould injure I 
home trade. The fact i~, free trade is brin_qiug ple11ly i1,, and t 
home trade is distributing it one among another. 

In 1807, our exports to the United States, whl'n the popul 
tion was only six millions, amounted to £8,000,000; while 
1842, with a double population, they amount only to 3½ 111illiot1 
Owing to our refusing to take their grain, they have be6un 
manufac:ture for themselves. 

In America it is computed that every individual consumes 
an average 27 bushels of ~rain, anu a proporlionate quantity 
potatoes; while in this country 16 bushels of' grain, with pot 
toes, is allowed to be the average consumption. How mi . tak 
are the landowners in sup1Jo~ing that consumption is a fix: 
quantity. 

What is the u~e of all thPse new railway\ without free trad 
To move about what. is provided at home would yiPl<l no dividen 
Tt is moving the articles for other countries, and from other cou 
tries, that will make them pay. 

The years 1834, 1835, and I 836, were years of guat pro 
perity to the bulk of the working classes; and what was the cau 
but cheap food? ThP average of wheat was respectively 46s. 2 
39s. 4d., and 48s. 8cl. per quarter. 

If lanr!lords could make good harvests, they might have a pl 
in favour of dt>peuding exclusively upon home supplies; but 
thPy cannot, they act wickedly in shutting us out from the go 
harvests of other countries. 

Free trade is not a manufacturer's question merely; it is t 
cou11try's question. 

w·hat is breaking up new soils, enclosing wastes, and maki 
land more productive, but acting in the spirit of corn-law repe 
It fa incrPasing the mpply of food, and competing agaimt t 
present cultivated lc1.nd as much as if it came from abroad. 

It is a n~istak'3 to say that every quarter of imported forei 
gr11.in displaces one of home-grown. It is only on the suppositi 
that every man has already pl,rnty to eat th':l.t this remark could 
made. We make laters when we cheapen the price of food. 

Every sixpenny loaf should be stamped with the landlords' c 
of arms; like our pill-boxes, marked with " duty I ½d." 

Repeal the corn-law, and you extract the sting of the poor-1 

Because the agricultural parsor. comes and takes every te 
sheaf, or an equivalent in money, from the agricultural la 
lord, this •• special hurden" mlliit be made up by robbing t 
people with a corn law! No s~tisf?ctory reason has ever yet been assigned for the late 

depreu1011 1D trade but bad harnsta, and it was the corn-law that 
prevented a remedy from being applied. JUST PUBLISHED, 

Manufa~turera in favour of the corn-law I They are children THE PICTORIAL ANTI-CORN-LAW ALMANAC, 
whose brams are not yet uncradled. 1845.-Price One Penny; or 61. per 100. 
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ltht 6trugglt~ 
Qualify ! Qualify ! ! Qualify ! ! ! 

TaoMA!!.-w·e11, Sir, now tell me the very lowest farthing you 
will take for that cottage ? I am quite disposed to purchase ; but 
I think you ask rather too much. 

l\Ir. HAYs.-Believe me, I am most anxious to mE>et your whsh. 
The hou~e cost my uncle £85; bnt, as we are wishful to sell, you 
shall have it for £70, If you wish, it will give both you and your 
brother a vote. 

THOMAs.-,Vell, Sir, I'll have it; get me an abstract of the 
title as soon as you can, and here are five sovereigns on account, 
to close the bargain with. 

Mr. H.-Now that the bargain is closed, will you tell me, 
John what can induce a worldng man like you to lay out his mo
ney t~ procure a county vote? I thought this movement was con
fined to the ma. ters and persons of great property. 

THOMAs.-The qul'stion of free trade, I believe, ought to 
interest working pt~ople more than any other class. Being the 
greatest number, and depending solely upon wa~es, and what 
wan-es will purchase, none will hl'Dl'fit more than they by a repeal 
of the corn laws. If trade be bad, masters will take care ofthem
selve11 by reducing wages, or stopping their works; bnt when it 
is good, in order to keep their hands, they are obliged to keep 
up wages. And whl't1 food is plentiful and cheap, our wages go 
much further, and give us a chance of buying clothing and good 
furniture. If all working men saw it in the same light that I do, 
they would come out in a body and agitate for a repeal of the corn 
laws. 

Mr. H.-But it is a great sum for you to expend-four or five 
pounds in getting a house conveyed to you, 
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TaoiuAs.-1 don't think so. In the first place, I think he is 
not deserving the name of Englishman who will not make some 
sacrifice for 1he good of bis country. Again, I am a family man. 
and for the sake of my ebildren, I would help to overthrow the 
tyranny of monopoly to the utmost of my power. But, indepen
dent of all this, I don't consider I am making any sacrifice. The 
money which I have scraped together by hard industry was in the 
savings' bank at less than three p~r cent. By this purchase, I 
sl1all double the interest at least; so that the difference will pay 
for the deeds in less than two years. And then, how pleasant it is 
to have a freehold of one's own ! I shall startle some of my shop
mates in a few weeks. I mean to get the rotta"e papered and 
painted, an<l then I will take them some Sunday afternoon, and I 
will say, "See, what a pretty cottage that is l How clean and neat 
it looks! Do you know whose it is?" After some little pause, 
I will say, "It is mine. I bought it and paid for it, and it gives 
me a county vote, and in this respect I am equal to any squire." 

l\lr. H.-John, I very much admire your observatious. I wi£h 
all the hard-working men were like you. Yom· indepen
dence is what they want. When sobriety and self-respect distin
guish the operatives of this country, they will not only deserve, but 
they will succeed in obtaining, that share in the goyernmcot of the 

I country which is their right. 
Jon~.-Yes, Sir, but this is not all. Having now a nest-egg, T 

sl,all be more anxious to get a second house than I was the first; 

I and as my children are getting into decent earnings, we shall not 
be long before we are able to accomplish this. 

J Mr. H.-1 should not wonder, before many years are over, but 
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you will be like my neighbour Billington, whose children the other 
night were playing about him, when one said, "Father, how many 
houses have you?" 

.ToHN.-That, Sir, would please me, but it all depends upon our 
obtaining free trade. I have no hope but in thi1a. It does not 
matter how much we produce, or how much we sell, if we are not 
permitted to buy, and to buy freely, the first necessaries of life, we 
cannot prosper. 

Mr. H.-Well, you are doing your share towards it. 
JoHN.-Yes, but I regret that so many are still indifferent; 

that many who have time, money, and influence, still do nothing. 
They see Cobden, and Bright, and Mr. Wilson, and some oth~rs, 
working almost night and day. They are willing to reap all the 
benefit, but will not do any part of the work. Because trade is 
now a little better, they are so short-sighted as to forget that the 

THE LOSS ON OUR IMPORTS. 

It begins to be quite apparent that all our difficulties in 
trade arise from the unnatural condition of our imports. 
If this were better understood, we should have no oppo
nents to free trade except the directly interested. The 
following article from the Economist, though long, gives so 
lucid an exposition of the necessity of freeing our import 
trade from restrictions, that it cannot fail to be read with 
great interest :-

The anticipations in which we indulged at the commencement 
of the year just expired, of a general improvement of trade, and 
with it an increase of the public revenue, and an amelioration of 
the general condition o( the people, have been fully realized. 

The prominent causes which have tended to this general im
provement were both domestic and foreign. At home the abun
dance and low prices, which are synonymous terms, of the first 
necessaries of life, released a large amount of the national income 
for expenditure on articles of clothing and other products of art; 
which afforded full employment for our manufacturing population, 
whose increased consumption a.gain created a great demand for 
the products of each other. The increase in our foreign trade 
may be traced to numerous causes ; the more prominent were the 
opening and rapid extension of the Eastern markets, the extensive 
renewed demand for the United States, and considerable ship
ments to Bra2.il, in anticipation of the expiring of our late treaty 
and tho augmentation of duties expected to follow thereon. But 
the great, though not so obvious, causes of the great activity 
which has recently been felt in all our seats of industry, have 
been, first, the great improvement and economy which of late 
years have taken place in our various processes of manufactures 
and the general cheapness and abundance of the leading raw ma
terials ; by a combination of which, goods of all kinds have been 
produced at such prices as have commanded an extensive con
sumption over the whole world. Clieapness has chiefly contri
buted to the restoration of prosperity, and we have again a striking
evidence that low prices may not only be consistent with, but 
actually the mainspring of, improvement alike to the merchant, the 
manufacturer, and the operative; while they are a blessing to the 
ger.eral consumer. 

Our object, however, in referring to this subject is to notice a 
peculiar and striking feature in the commerce of the year, viz. :
that, however prosperous our home trade and manufactures, how
ever active and prnfitable our export trade, have been, there are 
few exceptions to the fact that our import trade during the whole 
year has been attended with considerable loss; with the excep
tion of sheep's wool, there is no very important article on 
which the importing merchant h11s not suffered loss, less or more; 
and on some of the more important articles the loss has been to a 
very serious amount ; and what may appear to many still more 
singular, is the fact that much of the loss so sustained has been 
obvious to the merchant when he entered into the transaction, and 
yet he was so circumstanced that he could not avoid it. An in
vestigation into the causes of this state of things cannot l!>ut be 
highly interesting and instructive. 

The experience of the last year furnishes a great and striking 
evidence of the truth of a principle which should be as obvious 
to every reflecting mind as the sun at noonday. All commerce 
involves two transactions-buying and selling, importing and ex-

same !lystem ( come bad harvPsts) will produce the same disastrous 
results as beforq. But still I despair not. The country is 
enlightened : the next step is ·to action; and while many are idle, 
we have a st!'ong patriotic band that will e're long upset all mo
nopoly, root and branch. I feel proud I have boughtyour cottage, 
for I now look upon freeholds as constitutional prizes scat
tered among us ; as, in fact, shares in the government of the 
country ; and the man that does not seize one of these, if he 
possibly can, is not worth the name of an Englishman or a re
former. 

Mr. H.-I am delighted, John, with your discourse. I wish 
you may live long to enjoy the fruits of your meritorious indus
try, and to see England governed by wise and equitable laws. 
I will take care to have all ready for you in time. Good bye. 

Jo1rn.-Good day, Sir. 

porting. The one necessarily involves the other. They are as 
inseparable as cause and effect. But to narrow and ignorant 
minds, the direct source of profit is selling, and the vain efforts of 
individuals and government h9.ve been to accomplish this without 
buying. Exports have always been encouraged as an unquestion
able source of profit; imports have rather been discouraged, as of 
doubtful effect; and especially when such imports came in competi
tion with sirr.ilar productions at home, or in our colonies. Clearer 
anrl more intelligible viewli, however, begin to prevail; people not 
only see the indissoluble counection between those two acts, but 
they also see clearly the enormous ad vantage, nay the indispensable 
necessity of a gri!at producing country like this being amply 9.nd 
abundantly supplied with every thing at the cheapest rate. The 
success of our industry requires it-the physic11l wants of our po
pulation demand it. 

This country possesses within it unbounded sources of industry 
and commerce. Its great mineral wealth-the un ~earying indus
try, skill, and perseverance of its population-its unexampled 
command of capital and facilities of intercourse with the whole 
world, furni~h it at all times with the moet extraordinary means 
of increasing its export trade-of diffusing throughout the world 
the products of its labour, and which, we may truly say, have of 
late years been only limited by the restrictions which have been 
imposed on our imports by ourselves ;-thus to impediments self
created-to barriers voluntat·ily constructed in the way of our 
indn~try, we must attribute the idleness of every willing arm, and 
the suffering of every industrious labourer. 

For reasons to which we have alluded, the exporting powers of 
this country, during the last eighteen months, have been developed 
to an unusual extent, and by irresistible impulses; and the im
pediments placed upon our imports have, therefore, been felt 
more pPrceptibly, and have resulted more injuriously. In this 
will be fonnd the real cause of the unprofitable character of our 
import trade. Let us take China and the Eastern markets as an 
example. Notwithstanding the extensive exports of 1843, we 
find those of 1844 on a still larger scale. In three articles alone, 
the comflarison for the first eleven months of each year is as fol
lows:-

BAY OF BENGA.L :- 1813. 
Plain cottons .................. £1,33-1,174 
Printed cottons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92,167 
Cotton twist ................ , . 431,341 

Bo~rnAY :-

Plain cottons ................. . 
Printed cottons .... , .......... . 
Cotton twist . , ............... . 

CnINA :-

9-18,499 
Gl,781 

149,677 

Plain cottons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,0 3,360 
Printed cottons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163,fl79 
Cotton twist .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 292,851 

1844. 
£1,612,707 

137,656 
689,883 

1,122,667 
91,G53 

264,723 

1,905,328 
181,853 
136,066 

£1,667,819 £6,162,626 

As yet we have heard no complaints of the results of the sales 
of these goods. 1"Ierchants continue to receive account sales of 
long cloths from China, showing a nett profit of 20 or 25 pet' cent. 
But the difficulty has still to be met.. The proceeds are to be 
remitted, and the next mail brings a bill at a ruinous exchange, or 
an invoice of produce at a price which will leave a great loss. 
The Chinese purchase a larger quantity of our goods, but when the 
proceed~ come to be remitted, it is found that no bills can be pro
cured on Europe, except at such a rate of exchange as will leave a 
large loss. (By the last advices navy bills at three d~ys' sight 
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commanded five dollars for eacb pound, being only 4s. for each I 
dollar.) A competition hence arises for the purchase of produce, 
of tea or silk; and it then becomes a question with the merchant, 
not whether the article he is about to ship will leave a profit, but 
what will leave the least loss; and hence the prices of these com
modities are raised to such a rate as the merchant has reason to 
expect will leave at least no more loss than bills. In cases where 
the export and import merchant are identical., the loss thus sus
tained on the import goe11 in reduction, and too often in annihila
tion, of the profit obtained on the export; but when a merchant 
has embarked only in the import transaction, he suffers the loss 
without mitigation. 

There is at the present moment a striking example of this in the 
article of China silk. The import of this article has been of late 
years gradually diminishing, and its consumption by the home ma
nufacturers in China has been correspondingly increasing. The 
quantity imported in 1837 was I, 760,000 lbs., and only 264,000 lhs. 
in 1843. By the last advices from China, however, the absolute 
necessity in which merchants were placed of finding means of 
transmitting their funds, raised the price of raw silk so high as lo 

•induce a much larger quantity than usual to be brought from the 
interior for shipment; and those advices state that in consequence 
the shipments during the present year may be expected to reach 
ei!dtt to ten thousand bales. This no doubt will, however, depend 
upon whether the native manufacturer can give a sufficiently high 
pri ·e to compete with the exporter to England. The high price, 
however, which the English merchant in China is obliged to give 
for silk is not wilh the expectation of obtaining a profit in this 
market, but with the absolute certainty of suffering a severe loss. 
'fhe same remarks apply to the largest portion of the shipments of 
tea during the last year. It is, however, very plain that an ex
port trade can only be continued or extended so long as the loss 
on our articles imporled is leis ~han the profit obtained upon our 
goods exported; and conseciuently that every restl"iction which 
we place upon our imports gt'nerally, which impede thei1· consump
tion, has the dirert tendency to reduce the profit upon our exports 
and to limit their amount. 

All plainly see and acknowledge this great difficulty and impe
diment in the way of an expansion of our trade to China. And 
fortunately we have no contending or competing powerful intere t 
at home or in our colonies to oppose a removal of the obvious 
exi ting impediment, to a greater consumption of the staple pro
duce of China in this c,Juntry. ,ve have no great colonial tea in
terest, requiring an enormous duty to be sustained, not for re
venue purpose .. , hut for protection; and therefore, although it is 
on!} a r •veni.te duty we have liltll:l doubt it will be one of the first 
o which 'the nece ,ity ofa great reduction will be admitted. But 
J,..n,o e c bad a great colonial interest of sufficent influence to 
prevent any <:hange on the duties chargeable on the tea of China, 
is it not obvious that that circumstance alone would fix a limit be
yo d hich o r trade with that country could not extend ? Is it 
not plain that the extent of our imports must limit and determine 
the amount of our exports? ., 

But it is of the whole import trade of the country that we are 
treating, and though we have selected China as an example of the 
principle for which we contend, because, at this moment, circum
stances combine to render it more obvious and more likely to be 
admitted, yet the same evil, the same difficulty, has less or more 
attended our trade in every market of the world. 

,ve have restricted, almost excluded, the great staple produc
tions of Continental Europe ; the corn and provisions of the 
United States; the chief, almost exclusive, produce of Brazil; but 
while we would not buy, we have used every effort to sell, and for 
a time have so far succeeded as to turn all the exchanges in 
our favour, and to create the same competition among merchants, 
in the purchasP. of that limited quantity of commodities which are 
admissable to our m.u-ket from each country, as exists in the case 
of the tea and silk of China, and thus to raise the price abroad 
above that which can be obtained here, after payment of high 
protective duties. 

But it ought to be quite as plain that our exports to the Conti
nent, to the United States, or to Brazil, cannot be extended, or 
even supported, unless we are willing more freely to receive the 
produce of those countries, as it is admitted to be the ca~e with 
China; and there i~, besides, this great difference, that, with re
spect to all these countries, the removal of restrictions which at 

present impede the imports of their produce would in no ways he 
injurious to the revenue, but in most cases a decided gain. Un
fortunately, however, we have powerful class interests, which in
terfere with all their influence to prevent this. The landed in
terest, we believe, very unwisely, even for their own sakes, appear 
to prefer rather that a considerable proportion of the population 
should remain unemployed than that they should he fed with 
foreign bread-for really such i~ the effect of prohibiting an import 
of foreign corn in payment for our manufactures. It is not at this 
time a question whether foreign countries will receive our goods 
or riot. They do at this moment, notwithstanding all prohibitory 
tariffs which ex.ist, and which have been chiefly called into exist
ence in imitation of our policy, or as retaliatory on our acts : 
notwithstanding these, they do receive from us at this moment 
more goods than we are able, in the present state of our laws, to 
procure sufficient returns for. But this cannot continue. If we 
wilI not give facilities to our imports, so that they shall conform 
to our exports, the latter must dwindll:l to conform with the 
former; and thus, while we are opening new accounts and cor
respondence in the East, we shall be closing our oldest and best 
connexions in the West-while we are extending our trnde in the 
most distant quarters of the globe, we shall be diminishing it with 
om· nearest neighbours and oldest friends. 

But when again we hear of glutted markets-when we hear of 
ruined merchants and manufacturers from i,;acrifices in the 
United St<J.tes, from adverse exchanges in the Brazils; when we 
hear of whole towns of unemployed mechanics and starving 
operatives, let us bear in mind that when we could sell to the 
WORLD, we wo•.dd not buy from the WORLD; that our restrictions, 
self-imposed--om· barl"iers, self-constructed--against imports, limit
ed and destroyed our power of exports. Let every man clearly un
derstand, that it is not the enterprising merchant, the inaustrious 
operativf>, that glut our foreign markets, who would only be too 
glad to bring home in plenty and abundance the good things of 
otlwr lands, and thus steadily increase our commerce abroad and 
prosperity at home. Let every man distinctly understand that it 
is alone the finget· of the narrow-minded arid bigoted mono1Jolist, 
or of the unscrupulous politician, who trades in his country's ruin 
and wrom;s, which is intermeddling and marring the efforts of 
honest enterprise and labour; and frnstrating all the advantages 
which PnovIDENCE has designed as the great results of peace and 
intercourse between nations. 

A WORKI "G MAN'S SPEECH AT OLDIIAl\1. 

.Joseph Shaw, a working man in the body of the me~ting, 
said :-As there is no probability that I shall ever see Sir Robert 
Peel, as he never comes down into this neigh1>ourhood, and I be
ing not able to bear the expense of going to London, I wish you 
(addressing Mr. Cobden) to be so kind as to tell him what )OU 

have heard a working ma,i say on the subject of the corn laws in 
a large and respectable public meeting in the town of Oldham. I 
am now and have long been of opinion that the corn laws are very 
injurions to the working classes, and I will tell you how I prove 
it• I have been in the habit of observing that, when tlrn prices 
of food have been high, wages have been low, which sufficiently 
accounts for the dreadful state of Stockport and the other manu
facturing towns and district. two or three years since. At that 
time, when wheat was up to about 70s. a quarter, the working 
man would have 25s. per quarter to pay for it more than now 
when it is down to 45s., and consequently would have 25s. less to 
lay out for clothing and other neces~aries for his comfort during 
the time he was consuming a quarter of wheat. I have further 
to state that, since the prices of eatahles have come down, I haYo 
seen a deal more new fustian jackets in our village of Lees than I 
have seen for four or five years during the time of high prices; 
and I will also tell you how I account for that. When provisions 
are high, the people have so much to pay for them that they ha~e 
little or nothing left to buy clothes with; and when they ha,c 
little to buy clothes with, there are few clothes sold; and \ hen 
there are few clothes sold, there are too many to sell ; and when 
there are too many to sell, they are very cheap ; and when they 
are very cheap, there cannot be much paid for making them : anJ 
that, consequently, the manufacturing working man's wages are 
reduced, the mills are shut up, business is ruined, and general 
dist1·ess is spread through the country, Dut wllcn, as now, tl- e 
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working man"has the said 25s. left in his pocket, he buys more 
clothing with it, (ay, and other articles of comfort too), and that 
increases the demand for them, and the greater the demand, 
you know, makes them rfae in price, and the rising in price 
enables the working man to get higher wages and the masters 
better profits. This, therefore, is the way I prove that high 
provisions make lower wages, and cheap provisions make higher 
waf!. es. ( At the close of the speech the speaker was greeted 
with great applause.) 

QUALIFY! QUALIFY!! QUALIFY!!! 

Two weeks only now remain for the friends of commercial 
freedom to possess themselves .of a sbAre of constitutional power 
fo r removing the shackles from the industry of the country. It 
i s the duty of every man who can in any way command the meam1, 
to obtain a vote for the counties. In this movement individual 
fotere~t i.s combined with national weal. South Lancashire, 
·w es t Yorkshire, and North Cheshire, ,ve believe, are likely to he 
r escued from the preponderating influence of monopoly, and the 
ne t on the list is our own division. ,ve know the difficulties to 
r.onlend with, ari~ing in part from the number of tenants-at-will, 
hut chiefly from the ser\lile obsequiousness of many of our trading 
Janusos, who wish to combine the pursuit of tradP. with the 
wor~hip of lhe toquirearchy. When, instead of allowing the land
owners to legislate for trade, the manufacturers, the operatives, 
:md the shopkeepers, to whom trade is their very existence, are 
determined to speak for themseh-es in the House of Common~, 
then North Lancashire will be won. So soon as our tradesmen 
tnid manufacturers are sufficiently independent to feel their own 
importanc<', instead of yoking themselve~ to the chariot whe~ls of 
the aristocracy, so soon will North Lancashire cease to return 
men who tax tho nation's b_read, and who forbid the fereigner 
coming to our shores with employment and food for the people. 
Remember, that the 31st of the present month is the last day for 
obtaining freeholds to be available for two years to come. 

VARIETIES. 

Game.-Ily thP. corn laws the squirearchy have made '' game" 
of the people. 

County Members.-There are 158 county members, yet there 
are none above mediocrity in talent.. If a decent speech is made, 
iL is observed, " it was a good speech fo1· a county member." 

A Prize.-What is it?-Afreelwld: a power of speaking in the 
election of members of the House of Commo111, on who~e 
laws depend the prosperity or ruin of the country. 

],()1·ds' Charity.-,v e ha,·e a "lady's charity;'' we have also a 
lord's cliarity; hut the former is to gfre, the latter to receive. 
The corn Jaw is the lc,rd's charity. 

Imports imply Erpnrts.- Let us never forget that a ship load 
of corn coming into Liverpool, means a ship load of our manu
factures going out. Foreigners are not generous enough to give 
us fooJ for nothing. I 

Landlord Pa11pe1·s.-The Ho~se of Commons is a Board of 
Guardians, and when the squirearchy come and ask for relief, 
imtead o[ throwing them upon tlrnir own resources, they grant 
them head money in the shape of a corn tax. They are genteel I 
paupers to whom an "amended" law ought to be applied imme
diately. 

Dear Corn and Ilorse Keep.-How few keep horses. The 
first reason i~, that owing to the high price of land produce the 
cost of horses is very high; and the second is, that the keep of 
horses is so much dearer than it would be if the corn laws were 
repealed. 

The deteriorating Influence of 11-fonopoly.-" :l\Ir. Stubbornhouse 
gets scarcely any business," said a man, pointing to a bookseller's I 
shop as he pa•ied. "No, nor never will do,'' was the reply of a I 
frienJ. " Why ?'' " Because he has so long prospered and 

rown rich with having a complete monopoly of the county cus
tom, that he cannot or will not now condescend to do busine11s 

1 

•1 the modern principle of obtaining support by deserving it.•• 1 

T his is not a bad illustration ol the tendency of all monopoly. It 
S,LJ oils every thing it touches. 

Free Cheese.-" I like American cheese, Dick." "And so do 
J, J em, but I .should like it better if that I ls. per cwt. fluty was 
taken off." 

Currant Loaf.-A cargo of currants is landed at Fleetwood 
town. Ay ! if they would also let cargoes of flour come in 
duty free, we would have plenty of currant loaf. 

I 
Corn in Bond. - ,vhose is that corn in bond ? It is the peo

ple's. It ought to be in the market, and would be if it were not 
for the dear-bread legislators. 

I Class Sel.fislmess.-Just look at the House of Commons-the 
personation of class selfishness-men who raise the price of food, 
to put the preceeds into their own pockets. 

Selfislwess.-It is selli!hness alone that makes so many inEliffer-
ent to the repeal of the corn laws. All are willing to reap the 
benefit, but unwilling to share in the labour. · 

Balance of Labour.-,vhat are all these treats of the masters lo 
the men this Christmas, but certain signs that the demand for . 
labour is quite equal to the supply ? The balanc•e of these will 
greatly benefit the operatives. 

,v110 have a hetter right to be represented in Parliament, asks• 
l\fr. Brown, than the merchants, manufacturers, and artisans, who 
have made England what she is, and whose onward progress must 
sustain her, or we fall? 

The j•1stice of repealing the corn laws, and allowing the ·com
mon right of h11ying in the cheapest market, is always blinked by 

' the monopolists. They always harp upon the injury the farmers 
will receive; but for "farmers" we must always read "rents." 

Free Trade ant the Revenue.-Among other quibbles against 
free trade, one was that the revenue "·onld be injured. The quar
ter's return~, however, have fully answered that foolish obj..,ction . 
Cheap food is literally spenl1'n more upon tea, coffee, sugar, 
and all excisable articles, and consequently replenishing the 
revenue. 

Ilor,e Power.-If food was really plentiful, l1orso p ower , i n
stead of man power, would be more frequently 11 sed. This would 
relieve working men of some of the <lrudget·y they now perform ; 
and as it would increase our produclion, inst · d of le ening em
ployment, it would increase it, of a kind more uitable to the 
capabilities of man. 

Storeho1 e for Corn.-The advantage of free h~de ouid not be 
confined o he benefit of obtaining chPap fqod or our ow n con
sumpti t uate as England is, it might be a dflp "'t for the ·)101 
world. :P. enty and scarcity are constant! occ rri.ng in v· riou 
11ation11. o doubt large stocks would he st red here to be rf' ,ly 
for any emcl'gency. By- this our shippiu would be itu ,7.'" rly 
bencfiLcd. England might be the storehouse as ell as the work
shop of the world. 

Democratizing Constituencie,-I have heard people say, observ d 
l\Ir. Cobden, "1'his is a very dangerous political gaa,e you are 
playing; you are going to democratir;e the constituencies of thi$ 
country.'' W1ill, JJJY answer- is this: '' If the constituencies have 
hitherto been an ai:istoertLcy, they have made very bad use of 
their power (applaut~); anct-' if by a democracy you mean that 
class of people who OOJ1 afford to pay £50 or £60 out of their 
earnings for an investnumt., I say they are a clase of people whom 
I would much rather see in the pol'~ession of political power in 
this country, than the landed aristocracy who have so much abused 
their power." (Cheers.) 

The Word llfnnopoly.-Ah ! that word monopoly; if they could 
only get people to understand what it meant I It wa,i an odious 
word. It was a curious fact, but it was a word not known to our 
forefathers, the ancient :Britons. The League have a lecturer, a 
very int~lligent gentleman, who leetures in Wel~h. He (Mr. 
Cobden) met him the other day in London, and he wac explain
ing to him the difficulty he had of lecturing in Welsh, "for (said 
he) we have no word in the Welsh !an~uage to express the word 
monopoly." (Great laughter.) And he told liim that he had 
called in the aid of one of their most distinguished lingui!ots to devise 
a means of translating thi1 word "monopoly" into Welsh; and 
after a good deal of t'onsideration and study they had turned it 
into a ,vetsh phra~e, which he again converted back into English 
and it was "a one-handed bargain."-Cobden's SpeecA at !tfan: 
chester. 

rre&ton : Printed by J, Livesey. Sold by GadBby and Heywood, l\Ianchester.-Enclose thi, in oue of your letters-Co u friend. 
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"The corn-law answers no purpose at all, unless it. be to raise the price offood.''-T. M. GIBSON, M.P. 

A scen~d popinjay- 0 , but <or the vill!lin~us saltpetre, would himself Another of the landlords' favourite amusements in town is to hold 
., haT been a ~old1er. 

Four in Hand. 

A GAllE ESTABLISHMENT. 

Gra.ntley Fitzhrardinge Berkeley, l\I.P., has ~een writing a pam
phlet in favour of the game laws. The following pa,sage not o~ly 
1hows the exte•.it of this evil, but the strange ground on which 
an apology is rr 1ade for it. 

"At Berk•eley there are eig~t head-keepers, twent~ under
keepers, and. thirty additioni!,l mght-watc~ers; t~ speak 1n round 
numbers tb ere are sfa:ty men emploved in nothing else than the 

Jl'rulh of the Corn Laws. care of th·e ·game and de~r. Almost all these men, certainly all 
the k~~c,rs have families dependent upon them for support. In 

A specimen of the young fry of monopoly! to be seen in great addition t O these, during the winter, there are a number of men em
mben about Regent-street and Hyde Park. These are the ployed at the shooting parties as beaters for game. These poor 

en who abuae manufacturers, and call the noble-hearted men of people al l regard themselves as a regular part of the establish
anchester a low aet. Look at him, and can you say that you ment ; an d they even make a newly-en~ated ?~ater ' pay his foot
lieve that he has or ever will do any thing useful. This fellow ing' on , '!Oming among them. Now, m addition to the employ
and there are thousands such-would feel uncommonly foolish ment and comfortable sub&istence thus afforded to so m'lny men 
you asked him how he passed his time. The poorest, most and thei! r families by the preservation of a large head of game 
orant navigator, nay! I.he very night-soil gatherer is a MAN alone, if you add the immenie number of grooms and helpers, a 

mpared with the above specimen, for society could not do without huntsman., whippers-in and ~ennel-men, nece~sary to the care mid 
eir useful though degraded employment. Oh, ho,v glib would condition, of from fifty to su:ty huntel's, besides other horses, ancl 
ill fellow's tongue be in abuse of tho League ! what choice frO?n eight •y to a hun,l,red couples of foxhounds, besides other do.~s~ 
wers of abuse I what novel epithets of scorn would flow from let any m.a 10 imagine the amount of wages expended on sucli species 
ose hairy lips at the name of Cobden and Bright ! ! Would any of labour and then reflect on the misery which would arise if all 
e suspect the above of being a manufacturer of any thing?- these me;:i and their families were deprived of their employment 

aa he talent enough to keep a chandler's shop? Not he.-Let and subsi .sb.mce. There are other men attached to establishment& 
pass-faugh I Depend upon it this fellow or his connections of this so rt such as men for the decoys of wild-fowl, for the fish

e either corn supporters, or West India m~nopolists, or they eries, in the! gardens, and on the lands _reserved for the us~ of the 
ve struck deep root in the public purse. His grandfather was castle. ai ud I repeat again, let the caviller pause and consider the 
vernor of a ,vest India island; his uncle is nomiuee for some II mischief i f ~ 11 these people were cast out of employment an~ ~dcied 
cket borough, or perhaps represents an agricultural county ; or to the pre sei lt numbers of th? poor .. 1:3y the t~lked-of abolition of 
s aunt has a mortgage on a Jamaica plantation, His own moit the game fa~ 8 you risk all this; for it i.s not hu houn~ alone t1',.:i& 
rious occupation is reading The Times, will keep a i 1t ·oprietor in tlic co1mtry.'' 

No.162. 
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. DI.A:LOGUE BETWIXT ' A ' TORY R AIL W A y · 

CONTRACTOR AND A FREE TRADER. 

FREE TRADER-T ou are a tory, but that is no reason 
why you should not be a free trader. You may surely hold 
all your present views about the church and conservatism, 
and yet be in favour of freedom of commerce. Why, all 
your living depends upon this. Lessen trade, and you op
pose the prosperity of railways, and virtually cut your own 
throat. 

ToRv-All you say may be right, but I really cannot see 
the fairness of repealing the corn Jaws. I think it would be 
hard all at once to almost ruin the landed interest. They 
have invested money on the faith of the corn laws, and to 
repeal them would scarcely be just. 

FREE TRADER-But is it just that the millions should 
have their daily food advanced in price to benefit tliem? 
It was never enacted that the corn laws should be perma
n_ent, n?r coul~ they guarantee a permanency to the ficti
tious prices which they created. There is a man there, for 
instance, who gave two thousand pounds for a public-house. 
The next thing he heard of was the passing of the Beer 
Bill, which, by opening the trade, reduced the value of his 
house one-half; but, hard as the case was, he was obliged 
to submit. All laws which support monopoly are unna
tural, and should never be looked upon as permanent. Is 
it not as reasonable that the owners of land should be liable 
to fluctuations or reductions in their property as others? 
In making these remarks I am granting what I have a 
strong doubt about, that land would undergo a consider
able depreciation. 

Ton.v-But if it should, so far as those are concerned who 
have possessed a long time, I should have no objection; 
but it would be very hard upon recent purchasers. While 
manufacturers are realising their fifty per cent., this class 
have invested at only 3 per cent., and to reduce profits 
less; than this would be ruinous. 

FREE TRADER-This statement of profits, like many 
others, wants proof. Do you think it possible there can 
be this difference betwixt the returns of these two separate 
investments? Would the man who receives only 3 per cent. 
be content while his neighbour receives 50 ? Would there 
not be such extensive changes made as soon to bring the 
profits to a much nearer proportion? Do you not think 
that the difference of 3 to 20 would not induce many to 
change their investment? But I have strong doubts about a 
general reduction in the price of land. There would a,t first, 
perhaps, be a disposition to sell, but the general proi;perity 
of trade would give such a demand for those articlres that 
are peculiarly of home production, and the diminution of 
the burdens of poor and other taxes, would be such, that 
any great general reduction is not to be expected. The 
effect would be this, that the owners of land, like other en
terprising individuals, seeing they had no longer anything 
to depend upon but their own exertions, would immediately 
set about improving their property, and making it more 
productive. 

ToRY-That is what they all ought to do, and I often 
blame them in this respect, for being so much behind the 
spirit of the times. 

FREE TRADER-But the question is not so much whether 
land would really drop, as whether it will drop more with
out than witli the corn laws. It is quite clear that the pre, 
sent legislation of the country is tending to relax protection, 
and yet we don't find land to be reduced in value. I have 
heard a friend say if he had a piece of land offered to him 
for £800, on condition that the corn laws should be main
tained in all their rigour, that he would rather give£1,000 for 

lJGG~ E • 

i\ •1~on ·co~ditio~ that th~re sh~ulci be an i~medi'ate' repeal. 
In _th .. former case he could calculate upon nothiag but 
national 11.; erv, and, consequently, a great depression upon 
land produce, anc. zreat burdens jn supporting the poor ; in 
the latter case, perh ps less rent for a year or two, but ulti
mately, as the result or national prosperity a much better 
return for his capital. ' 

ToRY- w_ ell, I think the1e is something plausible in what 
you say. 'Y1thout a good tradt the agricultural interest can 
never flounsh ; and unless we ... ., able and willing to buy 
from other natio1;1s, we ~anilot h, 1g expect them to buy 
from us. I do thmk that 1f the own rs of fields were in a 
good earnes~, and as attentive to their 1-"operty as the own
ers of factories, they need not be much ati ~~d of free t rade, 
for if cotton lords can compete with foreignt.~s and beat 
them, I think Jandlords ought to be ab]e to do t h~ ,;ame. 

FREE TRADER-That is just the point. Whenevc• we 
can induce them to depend upon themselves, instead of 
laws which injure society, and through society injure them
selves also, we shall hale an end of all pretext for corn-law 
protection. The idler and the sloven may suffer (as they 
deEerve) , but the enterprising, industrious landholder need 
not fear free trade if it come to-morrow. 

MR. E. BAINES' SPEECH AT MANCHESTER. 

Mr. Baines, alluding in his speech at Manchester to the perse
verance and success of Cobden and Bright, said he was reminded 
of the observation of an old Hungarian officer, in the Austrian 
service, captured by the French during Napoleon's first splendid 
campaign in Italy, and brought into the presence of Bonaparte, 
whom he did not know. Being asked by Napoleon what he 
thought of the state of the war, he said that nothing could possibly 
be worse; for a young man (Napoleon) had come amongst them 
absolutely ignorant of all the rules of war, who to-day was in their 
flank, to-morrow at their rear, and the next day in their front ; 
that such proceedings were utterly intolerable, and averse to all 
the rules of war. Now, Gemiral Cobden, General Bright, and 
the rest, were as ignorant of all the rules of war as was Napoleon; 
they just violated them in the same manner, and seemed really to 
know nothing at all, except-how to beat the enemy. He had 
been a pretty close observer of the circumstances of the country 
for the last twenty years. He was able, of his own observation, 
to speak of no less than six distinct and profitable marked periods of 
distress and of prosperity in this country-three of prosperity, and 
three periods of distress. But he would confine himself to four 
of those periods; because those periods would be more distinctly 
within the recollection of a vast number of men of business pre
sent, and who, as far as experience went, would be able to bear 
out what he should take upon himself to deduce from them, as 
the great lesson which they bear to uq. (Hear.) He had seen 
a period from 1828 to 1831, of dear food and of great distress; 
he had seen from 1833 to 1836, a period of cheap food and high 
prosperity. (Hear, hear.) From 1838 to 1842, a period or dear 
food again, and of deep, extensive, and even unparalleled dii;tress. 
(Hear, hear.) Again, the years 1843 and 1844 saw cheap food 
once more, and once more improved prosperity. (Hear, hear.) 
He had not only himself obse1·ved and known from personal recol
lection what the state of the country was, but, in order to refresh 
his recollection, he had gone carefully through various public re
cords, which enabled him to state with confidence the lesson to 
be deduced from them. He would state the grand resnlts of the 
inquiry he had made; every one of which tended to prove that 
with cheap food you have national prosperity as the invariable ac
companiment, and with dear food you have national distress, aa 
invariably accompanying it. (Hear, hear.) Now, there ere 
seven grand heads or features of the condition or the country, ca
pable of being most distinctly ascertained, capable of being proved 
by the public records of the country ; and on each of those he 
should just say two words-First, with respect to the state of 
trade and manufacture~, h11 would say unhesitatingly- (he was 
ready to prove it, and challenged any man in any way to meet him 
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in that discussion)-that in each of those periods of den,. ~v d 
trade and manufactures were languishing ; in each of taoae pe
riods of cheap food, trade and manufactures fl.ou·:~ued. (Hear 
and applause.) The second head was that r.: tile consumption of 
the necessaries, comforts. and luxuries of lift. In the ~im~s of 
dear food that consumption was cornpar~.:vely s1;1all , and 10 ti.mcs 
of cheap food that consumption wa• _compar:i-tively larie. The 
third head of proof of national pro~erity or d1stre~s was the p•1b
lic revenue. In the times of ch,....p food the public revenue had 
invariably flouri bed to such an extent, that it had more than an
swered the wants of the C'f.· .. cellor of the Exchequer, and be had 
been able to repeal taxe : In the times of dear food it bad as in
variably lansuished, ,echoed, and decayed ; and new taxes bad to 
be imposed whir,. oew tax~• bad not met the expectations formed 
in laying th~I"' ( Applause.) The fourth great and conspicuous 
fa nture 0 r .ne national condition was pauperism aud poor-rates. 
No w br could trace out and give them figures to ,how how inva
riai--1, , during a period of several years of cheap food, pauperism 
".a the poor-rate& greatly declined, and bow in the periods of 
dear food they were greatly aggravated and increased, and that to 

the amount even of millions. (Hear.) The fifth head was 
emigration; and be could prove distinctly, by a regular course of 
figures, that during the dear periods the tide of emigration waa 
continually increasing, and during the periods of cheap food the 
tide ef emigration P.bbed, and became exceeding!}' small. (Ap
plause.) The sixth bead he would name, equally conspicuous and 
equa\ly decisive, was the head of crime. They had bad that 
clearly stated in their local organs only within a few day, past; 
they knew what the experience of Manchester had been, and the 
experience of Manchester was that of the country. In times of 
cheap food the numbers of criminals were found to diminish ; in 
the times of dear food they were found invariably and frightfully 
to increase. The last head, and a most intP.resting one it wa, to 
the great bulk of the community, was the head of wages; and he 
would say, that with the most invariable regularity they would 
find that throughout the whole manufacturing, trading, and com
mercial part of the country, wages al way• declined in timea of dear 
food, and rose in times of cheap food. 

THE COMMERCIAL IMPORTANCE OF THE 

COUNTRY. 

The Anti-Corn-La'q" League deserves to be styled the 
" Commercial League," for it is in reality bringing out our 
commercial character in all its truth and importance, and 
demanding its privileges in the management of the state. 
How strange that our manufacturing genius and our com
mercial enterprise, by which the character and credit of the 
country have been sustained, should so long have been 
kept in the shade, and that agricultural gentlemen, the stupid 
sons of the sod, should have monopolised all the power 
and patronage of legislation, and of the public purse. Times 
are changing. Commerce feels its dignity, and will demand 
h s independence; and ere long, instead of entrusting legis
lation to those whose land proves they cannot manage their 
own affairs, the industrious and enterprising tradesmen 
~hall be called forth to exert their valuable talents for the 
benefit of the nation. The following remarks from Mr. 
Miln<.'r Gibson on this subject ar~ admirable :-

" The had placed before them, by the Anti-Corn-Law League, 
a plain, intelligible, broad, and clear idea; and what was this 
idea ? That the merchants and manufacturers were something in 
the land, as well ae the landowners and farmers ; that commerce 
was as lawful and legitimate a purs11it, and as advantageous to the 
comm nity, as agriculture; and that it was as much the right of the 
merchant to supply his fellow-countrymen with food, by the agency 
of commorc , ai it was the right of the lanaowner to do the same 
b y his acres. They now understand that commerce was a pro
ductive po,.-er-as much a producer as agriculture; that the one 
p rod~ce is ns much entitled to the favour of legislature as tho 

other; and since the legislature could not give special advantages. 
to all, they must give them none. The very object of a gonrn
ment, the principles upon which society is based, waa to carry 
out the spirit of the Anti-Corn-Law League; to prevent cla11e1 
from encroaching on the rights of classes. B11t when our legis
lature assisted in promoting the maintenance of the corn law, it 
was guilty of one of those very wrong• which government was 
intended to 1uppreu.'' 

A PROBLEM FOR THOSE CHARITABLE SOULS WHO 
GIVE ALMS, AND YET VOTE AT THE HUSTINGS 
FOR THE CORN LA. WS AND MONOPOLY. 

As there are no people 10 stupid as those who think th~ir in
tentions a1·e good, I will put the matter to th•m as plain as a 
pike-staff-that a• long aa there ia a 1hort supply of food for the 
whole, giving money or bread here or there will do no good. 
We will take five men, 

and we have only four loaves where five- are wanted, which is 
1carcity. 

Now, pray tell u1, almoners, what possible divi1ion, or subdi
vision, or distribution can possibly make four loaves enough 
when five are wanted? Well, by charity it is thought 1omehow 
or other, that because A, an importunate beggar, walka of with a. 
loaf, that so much hunger is appea1ed; but recollect (under tlie 
.four loaf or corn law system), if A gets a loaf, B must go without, 
so that your charity only tranfers want and does not destroy it. 

The only good you can do ii;, either to abolish the corn laws, 
that is, let the fifth loaf come in, or see that the land at home 
produce• more. 

THE PROVISION LAWS-THE WORKING MAN'S 
INCOME 'l'A.X. 

To the Right Honourable SIR ROBERT PEl'!L, Bart., ~c., tc. 
I see you have a state income of fifty millions gathered i•to 

your treasury, and you have twenty-seven millions of peuple to 
pay it you-not quite two pounds per head. Parliament usually 
considen five persona to coni.titute a family, which, at £2 each, 
would require £10 per annum, but the operation of the provision 
laws have made a poor man earning 15s. per week to pay £13 per 
annum, none of whieh, so far as he is concerned, goes into the 
treasury. The earnings of a poor man at 15s. per week come to 
~39 per annum; provisions ba"'e been raised in price full one 
third, which is £13 before referred to, so that if every person in 
the United Kingdom were required to pay their two pounds each, 
it would be more tolerable than the provision laws! I You, Sir, 
would not think 3s. per head extravagant for maintenance per 
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week; but how many of the labouring class obtain 15s. compared 
with those who do not get so much? if you get down to 12s. it is 
only 2s. 5d. each ; if 10s. it is only 2s. each; and if I lacerate 
you1· feelings by menlioning his earnings to be only 7s. 6d. per 
week , ls. 6d. each I!! and every penny of the earnings going 
into one channel, viz., the wants of the stomach! I I No trade for 
:the back, for the feet, or the head, from such pitiful earnings, 
·which is the true secret why, within the last four years, Sheffield, 
Dirmingham, Paisley, and every manufacturing district h:i.s passed 
t hrough such deep distress. If you legislate for the poor, you are 
Uike a wise man who looks well to the foundation of bis building ; 
an d be assured that, in ten years' time, the land in England will 
realise a larger rental than it bas ever yet done. Farmers will 
look to increased quantity per acre, rather than to Parliament for 
increased price. YouR FRIEND. 

PROGRESS OF SOUND OPINIONS ON THE CORN 
LAWS. 

Ve have several times bad occasion to congratulate our readers 
on the gradual diffusion of sounder views among-et those who 
were r ecently most strenuous advocates of the existing corn-laws; 
and we are now glad to finJ, that even the Standard has made 
considerable progress in the right direction; and, though not yet 
absolutely admitting the desireableness of corn-law repeal, he is 
quite ready to prove that English farmers may successfully com
rie te with Poles and Americans, not only in British but in foreign 
markets; by which the principal objection to that measure is en
tirely obviated. In commenting npon certain foolish statements 
made in the French chamber of deputies, by M. De Beaumont 
and M. De Tocqueville, respecting the commerce and manufac
tures of England, the Standard says:-

" N ay, suppose M. De Tocqueville's menace realised. Sup
pose all our manufactures supplanted by France and Belgium
what would follow? Why, that the wealth and the labour now 
invested in mills would be invested in agriculture; a11d, so far 
from ceasing to be a nation, the United Kingdom would be 011.e de
gree more powerful, having her neighboitrs dependent upon her for 
bread. 

It is quite clear from this passage, that the Standard, is no 
longer one of those who contend that Engligh farmers are unable 
to compete with foreigners in the production of food ; for, of 

,couse, under the assumed contingency, they could not supply 
meighbouring countries with bread, unless they were perfectly able 
't sustain a competiton with Poles, Russians, Americans, and 
other xporters of grain. If, then, British farmers, after the ex-
tinct.ion of our manufactures, would be able to undersell the 
farmer 11 of other countries, even in foreign markets-and that not 
only without injury to, but with an increase of, the strength and 
prosperity of England-it must be quite clear that, with the excel
lent markets now afforded by the manufacturing districts, not only 
for grain, but for agricultural produce of all kinds, they ca.nn?t 
need the protection of the corn-laws to enable them to susta.m 
competition a.t home. This inference seems to us so jrresistible, 
that the StaRdard must of necessity admit it, and thus abandon 
entirely his ad•oeacy of the corn-laws. 

It may, indeed, be suggested, that the Standard assumes, as a 
condition of this competitive power on the part of British farmers, 
the application of large additional amounts of .capital and labour 
to the cultivation of the soil. But although such additions may 
be necessary to enable our farmers to produce food in sufficient 
91umtit11 for the supply of England and of neighbouring countries 
also it cannot be alleged that the capital and labour now applied 
to c~1ltivation would be thereby rendered more remunerative. If 
a douLle amount of capital can be made so productive as to sustain 
foreign competition, it is perfectly clear that the present quantity 
must be equally so, if properly applied: for farmers must now 
have a more extensiYe choice of soils than they can possibly have 
when the quantity of labour and capital employed in cultivation 
sliall have been doubled. 

VARIETIES. 

A True lnterpretation.-Every time the monopolists utter 
.he wor<l "farmers,'' in disputing about the corn laws, the real 
JDeaning of the word is BENT. 

• 
High R ~nts d Cheap Food.-Now be quite admitted, said 

Mr. E.B ~nes, that~., .,, orices of food were exceedingly injurious 
to t~e a~ricultural clas es, vhen high rents exist along with them; 
but 1t did not follow that,with moderate and low rents the same 
thing would exist. ' 

Th_e One ldea.-Let it ~e Ha".l that Mr. Cobden was a man of 
one 1dea. What a glorious rt;~utation it would be for him 
~hould he, by p~r:;uing this on~ idc accomplish the mighty oh: 
Ject of overturmng the grand ,parent monopoly of this the first 
commercial country. • ' 

Bl~ck Bread and White Bread.-The h •1< ers at agricultura 
meetrngs used to say that we wanted to fee d th working people 
on black bread. How false the ·esult proves. Ju,,, in proportion 
as we have more trade and cheaper food, the peop1~ ~et more 
bread, and whiter bread. The increase in the co11!!UD11. •,ion of 
wheat is everywhere acknowledged. 

The Adjustment of fients.-Lord Liverpool sa d. , hen the cor1. 
law was passed-" If you don't pass this corn la , there will be a 
general adjustment of rents between landlord and tena,t all over 
the kingdom, and the farmer will start afresh upon a ne N basis.'• 
We still repeat the same, and farmers will never get rents ad
justed to prices till the repeal takei. place. 

A Momentary Gheapness.-Because we have a momentary 
cheapl'less of corn, therefore we are told not to find fault with the 
corn la1V; but the fact is this-either the corn law is operative, 
or it is not. If it be operative, it is a great public wrong and a 
great injustice ; and if it be inoperative at any moment, 
that, of course, can be no possible reason against its total 
repeal. 

The New Attitude of Trade.-" But now trade," says J. Bright 
" is getting off its knees, standing up a little, looking around, and 
surveying those who have for years been trampling it in the dust. 
Trade is now enfranchising itself. This,-shall I call it, new 
move ?-this great move, this ulterior weapon of the League, is 
doing wonders, and is destined to do wonders for the trade and 
commerce of this district, and of the country at large." 

The Last Cast.-Positive~y the monopolists are quite spun out 
for arguments, or even fallacies. Every corn-law-protection 
speech now delivered, and every newspaper article written on 
the subject, consists almost exclusively of coarse abuse of the 
League, or of Cobden and John Bright. They are like the lad 
who, having got well thrashed, takes the opportunity, just as he 
runs away to throw a handful of dirt at his antagonist. 

Bread-Eaters and B1·ead- Growers.-Tbe whole of the nation 
are bread-eaters, and only a small proportion of themselves are 
bread-growers ; the bread-growers are interested in the cheap
ness of food, in so far as they are bread eaters. But combine 
their interest in that matter with the interests of th.e balk of the 
people, and we find a preponderating and overwhelming majority 
of influence decidedly in favour of cheap food. 

Bob in the Sugar-pot.-" Well, Betty, what are you beating 
Bob for this morning?" " Ohl the little rascal, he has been in 
the sugar-pot.'' " ,veil, to be sure, that's very wrong; but don' t 
you know that you have bigger thieves than Bob. The sugar 
lords of this country and the West Indies, by an unseen process, 
steal full half of all that you purchase. I suppose, if you only saw 
their hand in the pot, they'd catch it.'' " ,v ell, I'd give them 
the length of my tongue,'' said B etty, "if I could do nothing 
else.'' 

Is not this the Best Time ?-Mr. Milner Gibson observed
" There never was a time more favourable for the total abolition of 
the corn laws than the present moment. They were often told, 
when they wished to make a proposition in the House of Com
mons (and by no one more frequently than by the state physician, 
Sir Robert Peel), that the proposition might be very reasonable 
in principle, but this was not the proper time. But he defied 
them, if ever they meant to repeal the corn laws, to point out 
a"ny future time that would be more favourable than the present. 
Prices were already moderate, so that there would be little 
change in the position of the farmers in that respect. Labourers 
were not now thrown out of employment because the prices were 
reduced; bpt there was growing up at this moment, from the rail
road speculations, and manufacturing prosperity, and various 
other causes, a greatly-increased demand for labour. 

?'re.ton: Printed b:r J, Live,ey. Sold by Gad11b7 and lleywood, Manche1ter.-.EtHlosc ,Ma in ,nc ofvaur Ltttera t~ R Friend. 
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1md:.n11 1 ly. y- ma it1g a living. It only vanrs •· 1 No '" I great cbrtng ,. Your lan hol<lcr c rr)• thing" Hh too 111gb 1• nti. 
LE.DO " on U e paN o your people for them t rir..: a. oue n11m, i Have l y f<.,r v hin 'rauc fifty years si ce ? And if ,. farmer 
ind e, 1, "We will auumit to thi1 bolaterins no longer,'' Ye,, d aert them, wbMe ara th :y ? 

o. , 178. ., 
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LET US HA 'E l\lORF. FOOD, 
IF NOT llY DIPORTATION, AT LEAST BY DlPil.OVE 1E 

no. IVATIO •• 

I 
not thA ~ealthy few. Let us kP. 1 our men and mon y at home. 
\~ould fo 1• i~n countries be nnableJ, t h-Y now are, to compete 

I w·ua ua in )Jiaouf: <:turea and i•1 agri ulture, but for Ilritish loans 
I a d Br tiah emigrant ? Certainly not; and yet loud!) arc we 

WHAT tl e country ·ants is, more food, and more food ! comp1aiuio of th very result we ourselves have bro11 t about 
l I -TH :\T mouey and tlie~e enignnts are antcd at 1ome for agri-

means a ' ys cheaper foo • and generally it mean • also, cult al improvements. It was a great mistake, th sending away 
etter trade and higher wage • Only look at the tim<.: s for our surplu capital to employ lhe labour of other countries, i stead 

the last twelve month or mor , and we see, in consequence of usi g it in our c,wn. 
of good harvests, the bles ings, direct and indirect, vhich We ha ·eat home in agricuHuralimprovemenL an ineitbansti-
11 more food" has conferred upon us. To the people it is hie fund of en ployment for labour and capital ; but it is a sealed 
immaterial whetlier they have an abundant supply of food book : we ha,e no availaLle means of bringing to bear o our au• 
from abroad or from their own fiela->, so that they have it; erabundant labour and unimproved l!Lnrl th surplu c pltat of 
and the r ason why a re peal of the Corn Laws is de., traJe, manufactures, and commerce. or shall we have, uNi:1r. 
manded is , not as tlie protectionists allege, because we II TnEuE A E • GRrcuLTtru . L IMPR~T.E n: . colll~ANJES, nt_h 
wish to encoura1re oreign industrv to the di purarrcme,1t of 11 ad~quat~ . ap1t. l and k_uo ,vledge, em~nent agri~ ltur1sts and cap1-
h d . t> • • l . . g . tnh,ts sitting side hy 11de as a committee of 1rectora, Let on 

ome pro ~ction, but simply because t le lattP.r l!I nst{ffi.cicnt, Is eh company how succee ful results (about ·hich there cannot 
and the tormer presents . a . cmcdy for, that deficiency. be a d,.mbt with co,nmon discretion and pr pe1· management), and 
Grow us plenty of corn-g1 ·.e us plenty of beef, and butter, you will have m ny agricultural improvE-ment companies as 
and cheese-and we are sat1sfic ; but so long as the ro- tht>re are now r ii way companies. 
duce of Britain' soil is inadequate to the ants of Britain's I Th~ el ments of anil de irn for agricultural improvements, exi6t 

ons, we must prote t ag inst law which exclude the ex ten ively in every district a 1 i in e ·ery city ; but individual agrl
growth of other and more teeming soils. If e had cult 1.-al tal,•nt and bcienc , of which t_here ia abundance, require to 
abundance of food grown at home, the Corn La\ s would be call~d fort~, mar h, lied, and applied by the force of.amvlecon-
still be bl\d in principle but they would not be felt in prac- emr lf1d ci!pit'.ll. 
tice; while, rit present' the a e as cruel in practice 8 thr Th alrno t c •rlainty of our 1_10pulation ~eing <louhled in a few 
n b · bi • • ' • l • 'el\rt, leads us to s me very erious reflections. The acre do not 

re a omma cm prmcip c. . . . . iucrcaqo in i;izP. lJ w, th 1, L the population to he t d? Stern 
I repeat that. e do not. dc:.1re to superset!~ B~1t1 h A_ rt. nee<' ,-ity will comp I u to . eep from the hnd those pleasing 

culture by foreign pr~ductwn. What we WI h 1~, _ab rnd- open feuc , tre,, , and pa ures, whos agre ablene~s hlind1 us to 
anc of food, and 1t IS the duty of the P ot ct10nist:s, so their cru 1 unprotito.blen u. Like the Chine o (our superiors in 
long a they undertake exclusively to feed the pcopl", to agricultn e) our land mu~t be gard<?ned to the very edge of our 
ce that this air odancc is provjded, or at once declare road~-artiflcial rivers must he ade to carry, from our tnYt ns and 

themselves as tlw friends of st~rv. tion. Let them cit_her I cities to our rural distri_cts, tl oso precious treams of_ e. cremenl, 
ahandon their monoply, or Le give to the people n practical thA mean ?f reproduc103 our own food aud emyloyrng our own 
edible proof that the n tion is not a sufferer bv it. 1 l· h_ ur, wl11d1 nre now convoyed throu~h e. I ~ 1vely arche on. 

moncY the individual who have, irrespecti've of political I dull~, to he wa;ted (would nature a}low 1t ?) m rivers and seaa. Our 
"d :, · d d · B · • l • I moors an waatP.s must fo~d men mstead of game. 

cons1 eratious, en eavoure to improve nt1s l ngr1cu ture, I t tl t L t· b 11 r lo k and do th t · 1· l f. d · l\l M I • fi I . . I ,e u • 1en, n,~t1 un y •~ 1ore c , w1 mg y 
e s tan ~Ocon. picuous "' • · r. ec. 1•1•. ro~ w .1?Se w~itm<•s 11 I profit Jy which otherwise we must submit to grudgin ly by 

I have often quo•cd to show the capab1ht1cs o Bnt1bh soil, and !tern compulsion. 
the degr e to which, o ing to the baneful influence of pro
tection, ho e capabilitie hnve been neglected. The fol
lowing extr, cts will gi\'e the reader an idea of Mr. Mechi's 
opinions, e terprise, and experiment ; and will e.rve to 

how the deplorably ~tagn nt state in which 'British agri
culture ins 1011" been permitt d to re .min. ln his lett rs 
on A~ri ultural Improvement, app nded to his de.cription 
of Tip. Tree arm, (a tract of 1 "0 acres, on hicb he 
expended £6,~00,) Mr. {. ays :-

A nation is in peril when i ts ill Ing labourers ( the tine I of 
its t1lren~th) are looked upon and got ri.-J of ai incumhran .es
when th ir cotta2e~ are con ideren as nuis nee•, and pl11(•ed, a!! 
such, in n oks and corner~, away from p11hlic vie v-wlwn their 
Jlardl'ns are curtailecl and cov1>ted hy thdr wealt 1ier neighhour. 
,vhat would bt1 s;1in of a wor man who, ha\ in~ to do a certain 
pieca of work, cast n ay. despific~. and is ashamed of the me n 
by which he is to accompli h it? nation, having lrnndance of 
c pita! and hhour, and ending ahroad, 01· refusi11 to emplo) 
eith .r, n only be compared to the able but idle workman -pre• 
fcrrinir I overty and danger 10 ahunrlanco and security. 

A good wo::-kman will take pride in his tools-~ee that they are 
bright and in perfect condition; his wdfare depend on his so 
doing. A nation is t>qually dependent on the employment, corn• 
fort, an education of its labouring class s; their wretchedness 
and ignorance are contn.minous, and must infect the classes above 
them-poverty and discontent arc twin brothers. 

Let t o tenants' impl'ovenicnt1 be fairly valued at their ort 1 
to the i coming tonants, with orn rents and long leases, and we 
hall have millions invested in agricultural improvements where 
e h v but a thonsand. 
Imptovements cau,e employment to the illing 1 .. boarer, and 

through him to the mcrcb nt, manufacturer, and trader. It 
is the illioui that 11n port trade, manufacture,, and commerce, 

rcutruaE, AT Tu•-TaE& 
0 , 38:SX. 

l\[r. I chi, of Le denhall-stl'oet, expended £6,200 on a. 
farm of 130 acre11, which cost hin1 only £3,250-or nearly £50 per 
acrc.-This expenditure was appropr· te<l as iollowa :-

1 -The dr ina e of the land with pi1 ea and • tones, 4 yards 
a-p l't, and 32 inches dc~p. He think!i ~ Ir. Parke"t1 (engi eer to 
the Royal Agricultural ol!it>ty of England,) plan bett r, of 

rains 4 f P.et de(•p ancl 10 yards a-part. 
2.-To the entire rl•moval of all tree , which he maiutai 

not be grown profitably in corn and turnip 1elds. 
a.n-

3.-To remo\'ing all old, crooked, and unnecessary b nks, 
ft>nce., and ditches. 

4.-The e clo ure of wa t , and conver ion of mcle 11 bow into 
soil. 

5.-The ere lion or IV II-arranged farm huilrli11ir1, h ilt or 
brick, iron, and 1 te, in continuo 1 rang , protecting cat I~ and 
•luiep hy u:ing the> eouth. 

6.-. mple harn-ro,)m for tl1ra~hing, and to pr~ve,1t he I P.ces
sity of Mack-thnlchiug. 

7 .- larg tan!· to receive e ·ery pint of manure Rod to receive 
tl o drnina •e of the stables and farm yard, 

.-Th drainage of the farm yar<l and foundatiom o( the 
barn. 

9.-A cookin -hou o for the cattle food. 
H1i h also \milt a good hou~e for the Carmer, and thoro11ghly 

repaired the labourers' cottages, and drained their gardens. 
He thinks this better than emigration or poor~rates, and nding 

employment for all the labourer in the neighbourhood. 
He recommends Joint Stock Companies for improving land, 

and thinks them better than loan to .,. ortb or South n eric n 
states, 

Be believe , that i( the yearly tenant-at.-will system w s abo
lii.hed, and tenant. oould secure their outlay foN a jur , th 
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riculture would o thrive, t at England woul become an 
porti11g country. 
As l\1r. l\l •chi says not a word abo 1t free tra e, I hope he 
es not look for a return for his capital by o,·er-cha1·ging his 
stomers hy mean11 of the Pr tection of the Corn Laff , for 
at they can get cheaper from abroad. 

Nevertheless,, if the hom~-grower will bilence our complaints 
s ort-supply, by growing an ahundance (for all ou popu!ation) 
butter, cheese, beef, and mutton, we hall be content. But, 

s! we foar there re not a dozen men in each co nty ,vith the 
irit of. Ir. :\lechi. 
Mr. l\fechi has distributed 20,000 copie of his book, a d has 
nt £200 in dis eminating bis viewi ; and hi• book, a thick 
cly-printed p11mphlet of 122 l gcs, is old at the low price of 

e shilling a11d sixpl..'nce. 
I hope he may ccurc, as he i Yery li ely to do, a fair -eturn 
r his expenditure. 

EGISLA'rIVE CO. TROL OP MO ·oPOLIES.-
A 'UGGESTION. 

When a man, or a body f men, is endued with peculiar 
·vileges by the State, certain ondition · are frequently 
forced upon the parties, to prevent the abuse of the pri
ege. Thus, if a Company apply to Parli· ment for an 

to enable them exclu ively to supply a town with water, 
act is interspersed with clause5 to prc·vent e.·tortion on 
part of the speculators, and inconvenience on the part 

the p 1blic. The Compan is made to pledge itself to 
ply \ ater at certain rates, beyond which th ir charges 
ome illeg I ; they are bound to repair or make c mpen
'on fi r property upon which they may m, ke inroad~ ; 

so forth. The late Railw y Bill proceeded upon thi 
ciplc-that if men obtain n1onopolie , tho e monopo
shall be guarded and regulated as much as possible to 

lie advantage. :For a long time many railway companies 
e II torious for c. orbitant fairs, for rnsolence to humble 
engers, and e~pecially for ne~lect of accommodation to 

r travellers. The Le i lature sa all this. It pcr
ed that in sanctioning railw y chemes it had subserved 
eod of private cupidity; 't had created monopolies 
out making them sufficiently conducive to public weal; 

ad protected companies, and left the public n-protect
it had given the bane and wi hheld the antidote. 

ordingly a bill was pass~d, compelling all future and 
y exi fn~ c mp4nies to run third-class carriages once 
y, to have those carriages protected from the w~ather, 
to charg no more than one-penny per mile for the 

veyanc of poor, or third-class pas enger . Now, this 
as little as the legislature ould 10. Aft r granting 
e~ of men important po ver . it wa but right to impose 

them equally important duties. 
come, now, to another mon•)poly, whic ha trange 
y, hithert9 e·cape<l that co:atrol of whH, we are spe.ak
viz.-the Cor Monopoly; and I wo ,l,j appeal to 

e honourable members who assis ed in passing the 
·av act of last 'ion, to apply the same r •asoniug to 
tl1ey did to ra'lwny companies. It was glaJdcning to 
those honourable gentlemen express their ir1dignation 
e manner in which the poor wer111 taxerl and treated by 
av companie , who ha so mud1 abused the pow rs 

tcd them by the le11islature. '' If greedy spEculators 
have monopo ie , let us by all means see that the corn
and convenience of the poor re not disregardtd ; and 

now compel them to provide cheap and comfortable 
Hing." Such as the language of our legislator upon a 
et ,Yhich did not affect their own interests. Now, why 
pply the same to their monopoly? A certain class of in
ual , styled landowner , have obtained the power anfl 
lege of supplying the nation with food, almo t ex
vely. The quantity of grain impqrted from abroad 

will bear about the ~nme proportion to that wJ1ich they ~ave 
the power of selling as the few coaches wou~u to the hne" 
of railway; so that th landowners hav • qmte as mnc~1 a 
monopoly of their busine s as the railway compame., 
whom they undertook to control, had in their~. It is well 
known that free-traders prefer the abolition of the Corn 

I .Monopoly to any modification of it ; but if our legi~I to~s 
vill not aboli. h the monopoly, we demand that certain 

conditions he imposed upon the privileged class, to prevc•JJt 
I the wholesale sacrifice of the people• comforts. L~t !I' 

Corn 'Monopoly R gulation Act he passed, on the prmc1-
ple of the Railway Bill. Let he preamble d;clnre tha.t a 
certain clas~ of men, under the pretenl'e ot encourag!ng 
home industry, have posses ed themselves of the exclm,~':e 
power of supplying the people _with food. aud that t,11s 

, power ha Leen much ah sed by its pos~essors. the p. ople 
• being neither well nor cheaply fed. ud then let tt be 

I' enacted that, just as Rail ·ay Companies nrc made to carry 
pa~sengers at a penny a mile, the landowners be ~ompelled 

I to furnish bread at a penny per pound; and s rmlway car
riaetes are to be of a certain construction, let the bread of 
th; monopolists be of a certain finenes ; and as the num
ber or quantity of cheap railway trains per day, week, or 

I 
month, is defined, let the quantity of cheap food be also 
specified, and the landowner be rc.::ponsihle under he~vy 
penalties for the rE' ui ite supply. And if our laud~wnmg 

/ legislators o 1ect to this mod~ of proceedin~, let .. their owu 

I 
Ian uage with re pect to railway compame·- If greedy 
p cula!ors will have monopolie , let us by all means s~e 

that the comfort and convenience of the poor are not d1s
i rcgarded,"-be quoted nd urged against them. And_ if 

I they still object to such a cour e of.control, let them g1~e 
up a monopoly which they ha ·e hitherto l ad _every dis-

I position to exercise to their o n advanta~e, without. the 
. slight st disposition to accommodate the nation. j __________________ _ 

PROGRESS OF THE LEAGliE. 

When Mr. Cobden r t "rose in his place in Parllam11nt, •• tbe 
old nronopoliats u hohe wa@, and the young rai11ed t~eir cye
gl sses. Something like thi h, a fair tran.lation of their looh 
and thoughts :--

" ,vho did )Otlla he wa1 ?•' 
" Oh, only a fanchester man a ia ono of those who h~lonr 

to the-what do you call it? - to the what's ita name ?-that 
provincial thing that tried to make a noise durini; the e1ectiona 
about cheap bread.'' 

"Oh, ah-the Corn J ... eagUP.-1 mean the Anti- orn Le;igue." 
"Exactly, dare say he has some ability; but really, it i1 

I 
horrid bore to be pester d with these • lanchcster f •llo • " 

" \Ve mu t put a stopper o him. Can't we cout t out? Aak 
t talford O"Brien.'' 

I '' I'm afraid not. There are a number di·posed to sit and 
listen to him. We must get somet,ody to au wer him-who do 
you think?'' 

" There's Ferrand ; let'e poke him up.'' 
" as he got any brains?" 
"Never mind the brains: he has a maguificect voice, and any. 

thing will Jo to silence a Ianchester man.'' 
So Ferrand as "poked up;" and in reward for lli roars h 

was cheered and feted. In the 1vrin~ of 1842, Ferran wa, the 
talk of the cl I ,, nnd the admired of asscmhliec. la!i, that a loud 

oic~ should be hrainl ... ss-that a Primo l\linister hould he acces
sible to ome common sense and sympathy ! The eliding-scale o( 
I 828 was changed for the sliding scale of 1842 ; a r.ew t.aritr wa1 
laid on the table; aud Ferrand, being detE>cted in adulcerating 
" devil'• dust,'' was plainly told to mind Ms own bu ·ue i-, an,t 
hold his tougue. It has heen the political rt in of the 11nhap11y 
man. He 1hould impeach the monopoli ts who cheered nd foted 
him. Nothing was left him but to walk the dreary round of this 
dull earth, muttering between his teeth abo t the " reat b ott 
cue." 
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Mean lme, the " Manchester fellowa'' were making tbelr own 
way in the Hou11e of Commons. It w found that )(r. f'illier1 
had a coadjutor wliom i would be dangeroua to despiae. The 
country li11umed, '11.nd thtl House wu compelled to listen too. Mere I 
per ooalitie ere dropped, hecause they •were toifnd to be nc,t• 
only usel •sa but p rtlous. For the ftr t time in tbeh· live the 1 
couuty n embers were driven to the u e of what they called ~,gw
nu·nt. But though l1inkingia u ually esteemed one of the di • 
tinctiom, of manhood, the county memb ra were bitter age.inst 
the :,\nti-corn-law League for driving tbf'm into it. It as 
wicked, a '\ile, a contemptible, and an unconatltutioual body. 
Nay, more-it Wa& the cause of al the iatre11. fo the country. 
If the League would but be quiet, everything would jog on in the 
mo~t comfortable ma mer. TbE> League wa disturbing the mind 
of the farmer11-1t was driving the Primo Hoister into new tal'ilf: 
and Canarla corn bil s-the Leagu wa,, therefort> a base and 
abominable confi:deracy. Then there wa that Col den and that 
Bright u in about p~akinl{ to the tenants. at-will, in the ,erl' 
11ght ef their ma ters man iun1. It wa 1hock.i, g. They mu t 
be lo • ,ulgar people. Onl think or the presumption of 
"stranger• from Manchester'' openi g the eyes or the ianners l 
Really, the world ill roming to an end. 

In 1841 the monopolists were ram aot; in 1842 they were in
solent; iu J 843 they affected contempt ; in 184~ th~y became 
civil; in 1846 they are oot only ci,il, but even profoundly re
spectful! The Lt>ague, it seems, is a body which has great power 
and lnftuenct", l\Ir. V1llien can talk common 1ense. Mr. Cob• 
den is f'Xtremely hre d. Mr. Milner Gibson has aomethlng to 
say for himself. r. Bri ht can ftay equivocation and expose 
fallacy. lt is aome aign of ucces to ha e witnes' d theae suc
cessive changes in the general one of the ilo111e.-The Leape. 

.SEL.FlSHNES 0 o~ OPOLIST LEGISLATORS. 

Thi11 is strikingly illustrated by tbe abam debate raised by the 
Du e of Richmond in the Hou e of Lords, on Mondiy nJ&ht, 
when he opposed the removal ef the auction duty, in order to apply 
the £300,00~ or £400,00 towards the payment of the county rates. 
_ o , "':bat 11 the county rate but a fixed burden, not varymg 
greatly 10 amount from year to y ar, which every prudeiil t'armer 
t ke into hi calcuhtion before be undertake to pay a given·aum 
as rent? But farmers are ju t now in a tale of dillt beca 
afref making an e timate of the amount of cou~ty ra~•• and 1i 
similar burdens, they have been led iuto the error of expecting 
price cQnaid rably higher than the; ha o obtained and of pro
mi1ing to pay rents acco1 ding to the e peeled not the real acale 
or price • 'fhe simple remedy for tbi1 would 'seem to be a ;educ
tion of rent; but, somehow or other, our landlord legiala&o 
c. nnot e that ort of remedy. ln1tead of that, thfty propose 
direct transfer of £400,000 now paid as county ratf'a into their 
own pockAt upon the hallow pretenc of benefitting the farmer! 
IL i not the county rate which now oppres ea the ianuer more 
than when prices were higher, but the rent. The t'al'lller is 
merely the hand which pays We rate ; it ia strictly a charge upon 
rent. And because landlords see they mu t lower thefr rent 
they are trying to get ome indemnity for tbemselve1 beforehand' 
by grabbing the county rat ,. 

1 

The Duke'a motion was met by the Pre ·dent or the Board of 
Trade, ho onume1·ated the benefit coaferred apon the a~rioul
tur~I classes, i_n t•ommon with all other , b) be red 1ction ot 
duues upon &l't1cle of neces ity and conrnnieuce, which Si R. 
Peel ha made, and in so doing be said, .. If the noble du e 
could ee no bent·fit to the agriculturist from the reduction of the 
timber dutie t he ould, no doubt, al o deny that the rednctioo 
of the gl s duti would do so." This dre frqm the 1uono
poli t duke au avowal. of ~hat intense elfisbne , which is he kE>y 
to all our laodord legHlataon, and to the spi-riL of whi<·h we would 
~' pecially direot the attention of tenant-farm rs. The Duke l!aid, 

,vE DO NO;r GllO GLASS, :ND WE oo·oaowTIMB&B," Now. 
h 11 the miuister _de(t•nded his measurei. !>Y showing that if th.e) 
had reduced pr1ce1 they bad also lowered rents then the 
duke ould have exclain.ed, "\Ve receive rents and° do 1101. pa.'y 
them." And this &pirit pervades every act of• OIU' rneoopoliet 
ando ·11en.-Lea,tre, 

VARZBTIES. 

A sac of wheat from Au tralia i oue of the donatlo111 to Ua 
Lengue Bazaar, a substantial proof that the AnLi-corn-law agit 
tion haa extended itaelf to the antipodes. 

" If God hie ii , the earth shall yield her incre e." " No. 
e claims the lordly monopolist, "the earth shall not fre I 
yield her increase to Engli1hmen, or where is my promised 56a. 
quarter?" 

Free 7'rad.t a11tl Peace.-It we had free trade, we sbould 
n ed lo be ,rraid of war. And what a change it would be 
Englanif fl"cl jacket ere changed t'or a fu tiaQ. one, and ev 
gun and sword supplanted by a 1,pade and hoe ! What an ad• 
tage to the IQldiera them lvee, od what a great gain to t 
country! 

Eco omical Tntth b not le11 divlne than aatronon1ical t 
The la wllic)l g1> ern the phenomena of prodnc iun and t•xrha 
are truly laws or G1JJ, a tho e which gou•r11 thtoi ph••nom .. 
of d y and 1,ight. All truths of 11ci1>nct, b~come, 111 h~n vlt;,w 
with refere•~ to their Author, r ligious truth , and draw art 
them religious dutie1. 

A " Great Fact•• for Ila• Prottctiunid,.-Mr. Ausd 
the emint'nt Queen'• Counsel, iqformed one of the Par iament 
Railway Committees, the otb.e« d y, that it ha come uut in e,i 
dence before another radway committc • that strawberries wer 
aent from Cologne to • anchnter, and that watercrea~es e 
imported by the tou I What 11 the Agl"icultural Protection 8 
ciety ahout, to allow the Mancheater free-traden to luxuriate o 
foreign atrawberrie ?-Jl'orctlter Chronicle. 

Adt,ice tD Land/orda.-At the North alsham Farmers' Cha 
Mr. F. Clow t~mdered the following advice relativtt tn le 
-" Be thought, in coiaaitilering all the bearing of the 1uhjeet, 
quest.Ion of leaae, must not be lost sight oC, for under the pr 
stringent covenaotl there were many who dared not nntu 
grow linseed, althou h be wu ready to admit there were 1 

who would be- allow d to do 10. • • Liberal landto 
lt hould be tecoUected, made liberal tenant ; and liberal 
veuant , they ould find, the only way hy which the Brit 
f'arQler would be enable& to meet the competitio oft foreigner 

OpiniOA <>fa Protectionut.-Mr. llenry Drummond, a prot 
tioni t, candidly declares tha,t all the fuss about agricult 
chemi try and rotectiob aooietiea Is a deceptfo'O to lieep op re 
He says:-" Til oaly objeet l have in view i• to pt'8Veot te 
farmers from beiPg de n,d into the fancy that wheat oaa 
be in fut.ure on an avetage dearer than £ I O a load, and to 
them to enter upQD no I ealcuiated at a hi her rate than 
Varioua modes ot deception are pracUMid upon them, not i 
tionally, h1lt still the r ault ii equally that they are deceived 
la dee iving to inculcate that tm,y can go on paying rent 
late4 on wheat at £20 a load bJ becomin, chemists, by purch 
artiftcial manuret, hy ol\lJlO&ain~ for remunerating price,, by t 
laboun of agricull 11ral protectkn ,ocletiea, or by any other 111 
noatnima. 

C"nfl,rio,u of tla. M,miinp :A,,t, the Orqan <if Mo,aopolg. 
This sturdy jour ,al la aqconacloas,y been aJfectea lately with t 
leaven of free-t a ri iplea. Accordingly, ii ,gave utterance 
the following t'Onfeulri a fe day age :--"Let our own pet> 
be employed 1D railid8 n additional quantity at home. N1> 
telligent per,on dlspu tlaae, l,!I Iii• applieatio11 of mm·• lo 
to oar ou,n land, un tirM, tlie tlilditio,ial quantat~ mi!1ht be ruiawl 
iel us, the11, employ our o people (who want emplo)ment) 
raiaing it. ln some place1 the lahourers are half-starved for 
the year, bl}ca'tl I though it i1 palpable and notorious Lhat a. 1 
de I of beneficial ork might be done upon the land, that w 
is not done. Tbe land ia there, and intelligent people know ve 
well tAat if labttttr 111we ppplied, tlic incretm: of prndr.,ce WOii 

more· /&an fetd the labottr•,.. ; but tl,e lobo,,r i, not emploged. 
labourers are half-i,;tarved, -and ,irbully idle for months togeth 
and the land l'Pmain• unimp1·oved. A rem dy of that atate 
thi,Pga would affect mmedit.lt~lv the- condition of the labourer." 
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Mancheattr,-E,iclo11t/ti., i,un, •/vow Ldter,"to • Frit,1cl. 






